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FOREWORD 
This publication is a collection of articles, papers, t a b ,  and 
reports generated by the scientific and engineering staff of Goddard 
Space Flight Center in the year 1964. Many of these articles were 
originally published in scientific or engineering Journals or as official 
NASA technical publications, while others are documents of a more 
informal nature. All are reprinted here as nearly verbatim as typog- 
raphy and format will permit. 
These articles are grouped into broad subject categories, but no 
detailed subdivision has been made. Within each category, the arti- 
cles are arranged alphabetically by author. An overall author index 
is given in the back of the volume. 
The years 1963,1964, and 1965 are being published as whole-year 
issues, and the resulting size dictates the use of two volumes; the 
first volume is titled Space Sciences, and the second Space Tech- 
nology. It is anticipated, however, that future issues will be quar- 
terly single volumes. 
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I. PROJECTS AND P R O G R N S  
A SATELLITE SYSTEM FOR RADIO ASTRONOMICAL 
MEASUREMENTS AT LOW FREQUENCIES* 
J. K. ALEXkYDER AND R. G. STONE 
A study program nras initiated a t  the Goddard Space Flight Center in 1962 to survey the 
astronomical observations most readily and profitably performed by an orbiting radio observa- 
tory, to  analyze the antenna configurstions most appropriate for such a mission, and t o  develop 
the radiometers and other supporting instrumentation required for a radio astronomy satellite. 
This study has culminated in the conceptual design of a spacecraft intended solely for radio astro- 
nomical observations a t  wavelengths beyond the ionospheric cutoff. By utilizing long (250m) 
antenna elements ni th  a terminating resistance placed an odd number of quarter-wavelengths from 
the end, a \'-antenna can be formed having a beamnidth less than 30" and an 18db front-to-back 
ratio over a band of frequencies near 5 Mc/s. Proper combinations of four such long elements in 
a double-\' or X configuration, furthermore, can be made to yield some gain over a dipole for 
observations as lou- as 0.3 Jlc/s. A step-frequency, Ryle-\'onberg radiometer which employs an 
all solid-state component, comparison noise source has been developed to perform over a 70db dy- 
namic range with a relative accuracy of +_.jdb. A simple, precise instrument to measure both 
the resistive and reactive components of antenna impedance has also been developed for satellite 
use. Observations with this system from a gravity-gradient stabilized spacecraft in a 6000 km 
orbit would afford significant contributions to galactic studies, solar physics, and planetary astron- 
omy by extending radio observations to frequencies in the range 0.3 to 10 Jlcjs. 
INTRODUCTION 
During the first five years of the exploration of 
space by artificial satellites major scientific effort 
was directed largely towards the study of the near- 
earth environment. Due, in part, to the special 
technological problems involved, astronomical 
observations from satellites have become an estab- 
lished sub-discipline only in the last few years. 
In  one important area, radio-astronomical obser- 
vations at wavelengths beyond the limits of the 
ionospheric window, the pioneering work was con- 
fined to a very small group among whom were 
F. T. Haddock of the University of Michigan, 
A. E. Lilley of Haward University, J. H. Chap- 
man of DRTE, and F. G. Smith of Cambridge 
University. Stimulated by the efforts of these 
workers and discussions with other astronomers, 
the Goddard Space Flight Center began to study 
the development of a satellite radio telescope in 
1962. This program included a survey of the 
astronomical observations most readily and profit- 
*Published as Goddard Space Flight Cmlcr Document X-616-64-SS0, 
August 1961. 
ably performed by an orbiting radio observatory, 
analysis of the antenna configurations most a p  
propriate for such a mission, and the study of 
radiometers and other supporting instrumentation 
required for a radio astronomy satellite. The 
study culminated in the conceptual design of a 
spacecraft intended solely for radio astronomical 
observations at wavelengths beyond the iono- 
spheric cut-off. 
Extrapolation of theoretical models and Alou- 
ette satellite measurements of the ionospheric 
electron density distribution below 1000 km have 
been combined with experimental results obtained 
by the incoherent scatter technique a t  the geo- 
magnetic equator to predict the expected varia- 
tions of electron plasma frequency with altitude 
z d  t k e  (I?. E. Fnudclrrll, private communica- 
tion). At 6000 km the plasma frequency is 
expected to range from about 0.15 to  0.3 Mc/s. 
Although this is only an approximate picture, 
there is srrEcient experirncntnl evidecce t o  con- 
clude that, a t  this altitude, radio astronomical 
measurements can be made down to 0.3 Mc/s 
independent of latitude and diurnal time. 
1 
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This report describes the major features of the 
proposed design which provides for measurement 
of cosmic radio noise below 10 Mc/s with a direc- 
tive antenna. In thc first section we briefly sum- 
marize the scientific objectives of the satellite 
experiment. The second and third sections are 
devoted to  discussion of the antenna concepts and 
electronics, respectively. The salient features of 
the proposed radio astronomy satellite are then 
summarized in the final section. 
SCIENTIFIC OBJECTIVES 
Galactic Studies 
By mapping the distribution of cosmic radio 
noise at frequencies below 10 Mc/s, it should be 
possible t o  estimate the emissivity of source re- 
gions in the galaxy and thereby infer information 
regarding the galactic magnetic fields and the 
relativistic electron spectrum. If the relativistic 
electrons are produced in the formation of cosmic 
rays, we may have a method of studying the prob- 
lem of cosmic ray formation in the galaxy. From 
observations of the change in the synchrotron 
emission spectrum due to free-free absorption in 
HI1 regions we may estimate distances to the 
HI1 regions as well as electron densities and/or 
temperatures for assumed galactic models by 
measuring optical depth. Since other loss mecha- 
nisms such as Bremsstrahlung, inverse Compton 
effect, and ionization also may be expected to  
affect the observed radio noise spectrum, its int,er- 
pretation will never be a completely clear-cut 
matter. Nevertheless, observations of the spec- 
tral and spatial distribution of low frequency cos- 
mic noise will provide a significant new source of 
information regarding the composition of the 
galaxy. 
Solar Physics 
By making measurements over the frequency 
range of 0.3 to 20 Mc/s it will be possible to ob- 
serve burst activity a t  altitudes ranging from 
about 3 to 20 solar radii in the corona. Observa- 
tions of the flux spectra and low frequency limits 
of the different burst types may be expected to 
contribute to the adoption of a theory for the 
emission mechanism. Measurements of thc dura- 
tion and time decay of Srrrsts of type I1 and 111 
can be interpreted in terms of the coronal electron 
temperature and can facilitate the measurement 
of the temperature distribution in the corona for 
assumed electron density distributions. The 
measurements will therefore serve as a 
tool for study of the interaction of solar corpus- 
cular streams and the coronal plasma. 
Planetary Studies 
The sporadic decameter noise bursts from 
Jupiter have been the subject of considerable 
attention in recent years, and yet the mechanism 
of this emission is still not clearly understood. 
Among the major factors which have hampered 
the study of the Jovian emission have been the 
effects of the earth's ionosphere; however by 
observing from a spacecraft above the ionosphere, 
one should be able to determine the spectrum of 
the bursts a t  frequencies well below 10 Mc/s. 
Such data are of considerable importance in the 
determination or confirmation of a theory regard- 
ing the emission mechanism and its subsequent 
interpretation in terms of the structure of the 
Jovian magnetosphere. Similarly, observations 
of the dynamic spectra of the Jovian storms from 
above the ionosphere should simplify the problem 
of determining how much of the burst fine struc- 
ture is due to the impulsive nature of the source 
and the effects of inhomogenicties in the inter- 
planetary plasma. 
Although similar noise storms have never been 
detected unambiguously from other planets, such 
a possibilit,y cannot be entirely ruled out. The 
apparent similarity in the magnetospheres of the 
eatth and Jupiter make the occurrence of terres- 
trial noise bursts quite likely, and such activity 
may already have been observed in earlier space 
experiments. The radio astronomy satellite will 
be able to detect and map magnetospheric radio 
noise activity above 300 kc/s. 
ANTENNA CONCEPTS 
In evaluating an antenna system for a first gen- 
eration radio astronomy satellite, the following 
properties were considered : 
1. The antenna must have sufficient direc- 
tivity over a large enough band of fre- 
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quencies to permit accomplishment of the cies (below 1.5 Mc/s). Consequently, we can 
scientific objectives discussed above. switch the four elements of the antenna system so 
2. ~h~ system must be a mechanically sim- that V antennas with both acute and obtuse angles 
structure which can be deployed from will be used on a time-sharing basis in order to 
the spacecraft. obtain the maximum directivity a t  all frequencies. 
3. The electrical characteristics of the an- 
tenna shall not be infiuenced significantly 
by the space environment. 
After a careful consideration of various antenna 
types it was decided that a long linear antenna 
configuration could meet all of these requirements 
with the least degree of compromise. The "V" 
antenna was selected over a single linear antenna 
because it has a solid main lobe and much better 
side lobe surpression. By insertion of terminat- 
ing resistances a quarter wavelength from the end 
of the antenna, the pattern can be made unidirec- 
tional with 18db of fronbteback ratio over a band 
of frequencies. The basic antenna configuration 
consists of two V's back-to-back which allows a 
differential method to be utilized to attain a very 
high fr~ct-to-back r2tio over t h ~  entire frequency 
range. This particular configuration also pro- 
vides some additional advantages which will be 
discussed subsequently. Typical power patterns 
for the V antenna are shown in Figure 1 and 2. 
-lgdb- 
VERTICAL PLANE 
HORIZMVTAL PLANE 
FIGURE 1.-V antenna power patterns for 6.25X element 
length. 
Considering the system of four conductors 
which forms the two V arrays, it is seen that sev- 
eral other configurations can be utilized for spe- 
cific purposes. For example, we know that for a 
given length the patterns of V antennas with 
obtuse angles have greater directivity than V 
antennas with acute angles a t  the lower frequen- 
HORIZOMAL PLAY 
VERTICAL PLANE 
FIGURE 2.-V antenna power patterns for 3.75X element 
length 
A desirable but not imperative feature of the 
radio astronomy experiment is gravity-gradient 
attitude stabilization. It is desirable principally 
because (a) i t  greatly facilitates the reduction of 
data and (b) it provides a convenient and impor- 
tant method of separating the celestial noise from 
terrestrial noise and from noise generated by the 
earth's radiation belt. Separation of extraterres- 
trial from terrestrial signals is made possible by 
the high front-to-back antenna gain ratios of the 
individual V antennas. Consider the principal 
mode of operation of the antenna elements where 
one acute angle V antenna points toward the 
celestial sphere, the other toward the earth, each 
attached to identical but separate receiving sys- 
tems. The two V antennas will respond quite 
differently to the individual signals. Conse- 
quently t z o  cquztim~ &h t w ~  l nknowns will be 
telemetered and as a result the extraterrestrial 
and terrestrial components separately extracted 
in the data reduction process. 
The four 250-meter elements wbich comprise 
the double-V antenna system will be extended by 
use of a motor-driven system similar to that used 
for the 25-meter antenna elements on the Alouette 
satellite. Figure 3 shows the shape of the booms 
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expected due to the combined effects of gravity- 
gradient, centrifugal, and thermal forces (J. V. 
Fedor, private communication). Tests have 
shown that this amount of bending will not dis- 
turb the antenna's electrical characteristics ap- 
preciably since the antenna root angle can be 
FIGURE 3.-Expected shape of antenna booms at  6000 km 
altitude showing bending due to gravitational and 
thermal forces. 
adjusted to produce a satisfactory "apparent" 
acute angle of the V, thus off-setting the effects of 
curvature. 
The directive V antennas will not always be 
pointed in the right direction to permit observa- 
tions of such special events as some types of solar 
and Jovian bursts of short time duration. These 
particular events will be monitored with a rela- 
tively non-directive short dipole antenna mounted 
perpendicular to the plane of the V antenna. 
RADIOMETERS A N D  
SUPPORTING ELECTRONICS 
RYLt-VONBERG 
DOUBLE 'V" 
ANTCNNA STfP-FRCOUCNCY 
RYLE-VONBtRG 
CAPACITANCE 
BLOCK DIAGRAM Cf RADIO ASTRONOMY 
SATELLITE INSTRUNYNTATION 
F I G U ~ E  4.-Block diagram of radio astronomy satellite 
ipstrumentation. 
such a radiometei- of the type being developed a t  
GSFC under the direction of R. C .  Somerlock. 
I t  employs a narrow-band pre-amplifier and a 
local oscillator for each frequency of operation. 
Three separate tuned circuits are employed in 
each pre-amplifier to provide isolation and pro- 
tection from cross-modulation. The preampli- 
fiers are followed by a wide-band RF amplifier and 
a balanced mixer where the input signal is com- 
bined with the local oscillator signal a t  the same 
frequency to create a zero-IF system. The band- 
widt,h of the system is determined by an IF filter 
which precedes the IF amplifier. The output 
signal is synchronously demodulated in a phase 
detector driven by the reference oscillator which 
also drives the Dicke switch. The servo-loop is 
completed in the normal fashion by an integrator 
and a reference noise source whose output is main- 
The basic instrumentation for a radio astron- 
omy satellite would consist of three step-frequency 
radiometers, three antenna impedance probes, a 
fast burst radiometer, and supporting electronics 
such as plasma parameter probes and vehicle 
aspect sensors. A block diagram of the system 
is shown in Figure 4. 
For long term, unattended operation use of the 
Ryle-Vonberg closed-loop radiometer is the most 
desirable technique for noise measurement since 
it has the advantages of accuracy and stability 
\ , . b , , l " i , ,  n * , l , , L " , , i  H i l i r  I l k 1  * A *  
even in the event of variations in receiver gain and 
bandwidth. Figure 5 is a schemat,ic diagram of FIGURE 8.-Block diagram of satellite radiometer. 
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tained at  the level required to null the input signal 
from the antenna. 
The all solid state noise source consists of an 
AGC-controlled, high-gain, wide-band amplifier 
which amplifies the thermal noise of the early 
stages, a narrow band Hter centered on the 
operating frequency, and an output power ampli- 
fier stage. Since the noise source is capable of 
providing several milliwatts of output noise power, 
it is followed by a passive attenuator which re- 
duces the noise to the required reference level 
within the 70db dynamic range of the system. In 
order to achieve optimum stability and accuracy, 
the noise source output (which is proportional to 
the power received by the antenna) is measured 
by a self-balancing thermistor bridge. 
In order to relate the power delivered to the 
radiometer to the actual power incident on the 
antenna one must know the antenna impedance. 
Since, a t  the lon-er observing frequencies, the 
antenna impedance may be modified by magneto- 
ionic effects, considerable effort has been directed 
towards the development of a probe to measure 
bsth the rca! (',I) a d  imaginary (X) camponcnts 
of antenna impedance (Z), where 
One such probe, which has already been tested on 
a sounding rocket, is diagrammed in Figure 6. A 
FIGURE 6.-Block diagram of satellite antenna impedance 
probe. 
sensor picks off signals proportional to the antenna 
voltage, IT, and current, I, a t  a frequency, f .  
These are mixed with a signal at  frequency j - A ,  
and the two resultant signals at  frequency Af are 
amplified and detected to provide outputs pro- 
portional to / I' / and 1 I 1. The two signals are 
also compared through a phase-sensitive detector 
to provide a measurement of phase, 6 .4n 
expander is included to allow high precision 
measurements of phase angle. 
The fast burst radiometer used in conjunction 
with the short dipole antenna is designed to meas- 
ure the characteristics of impulsive noise bursts 
such as sqlar Type 111 bursts. I t  will consist of 
four fixed-frequency receivers-all of which will 
be open to reception a t  the same time until a 
burst is detected. The presence of a burst will 
be established by the detection of a signal above 
some pre-set threshold, in which case the receiver 
will store the detected signal and shut itself off. 
The telemetry system will sample the receivers 
serially, and each receiver will be reactivated upon 
reading out its measured data. Upon reactiva- 
*:,. AL.. ---< 1- -.:I1 
Lh"I l l  ,'It: L ~ L I C  WIU repeat. Tl~e iirne Leiwee11 
readings on any one channel will be about 160 
milliseconds and will require about 20 millisec- 
onds to perform a reading. By locking up a 
channel after a signal is detected and measuring 
its time of occurrence and amplitude and con- 
tinuing in this fashion after each channel is read 
out, it is possible to measure the intensity, 
duration, and frequency drift of a burst. 
SUMMARY 
The system described above will readily meet 
the objectives of a first generation orbiting radio 
telescope with maximum simplicity and reliabil- 
ity. Use of the acute angle V antenna will provide 
directive maps of the galactic noise background a t  
several frequencies in the 1.5 to 10 Mc/s range. 
By properly utilizing switched combinations of 
the Y booms and the "short" dipole antenna, less 
directive measurements and integrated noise 
values can be unambiguously obtained down to 
0.3 3ic/s. Obserl-zitions at  9 fren--ncy 'I=- near 20 
ILlc/s furthermore, will provide a "bridge" to the 
lowest frequency ground-based measurements. 
The salient features of the proposed antenna and 
radiometer are briefly listed in Table I. 
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RADIOMETER 
Frequency Range - - - - - - - -  0.3 to 20 Mc/s in 10 steps 
Bandwidth ----------__-----  - - - - - _ - - - - _  -. - -20 kc/s 
Noise Figure- - . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  <8db 
Dynamic Range . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  >70db 
Relative Accuracy- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 1- 0.5db 
Since the system under consideration is esti- 1 
mated to weigh 275 to 300 Ib. (125 to 135 kg) it , 
can be placed in a 6000 km altitude, 50" inclina- I 
tion, circular orbit with a relatively low cost 
launch vehicle. A gravity-gradient stabilized 
antenna in such an orbit would provide a scan of 4 
the sky a t  an angular rate of about 1.5"/min. while 
orbit precession would afford coverage of almost 
the entire celestial sphere in about one year. The 1 
experiment should provide valuable insight to the 
physics of the galaxy, the sun, and the planetary 
system and should lead to the deveIopment of I 
more sophisticated systems for radio astronomical 
observations from space. 
INTERIM STATUS REPORT INTERPLANETARY MON- 
ITORING PLATFORM IMP I-EXPLORER XVIII 
FRASK A. CARR 
The l b l P  I spacecraft, in orbit for nearly three months as of this date, has already provided 
over two thousand hours of excellent scientific data. 
The spacecraft was launched on 26 Sovember 1963 from AJIR, achieving an orbit whose 
apogee is approximately 31 earth radii. Predictions indicate that the orbit lifetime will extend 
to mid-Xovember 1965-nearly two years after launch. 
The spin-stabilized satellite has exhibited no detectable precession (i.e., <0.1 deg), however, 
the spin rate unexpectedly decreased during the first orbit: thereafter a continuous increase has 
been observed. This is attributed to the effect of solar-radiation pressure acting on the spaxecraft 
solar-celled paddles. 
A11 scientific experiments and spacecraft subsystems continue to function properly, although 
only-10 percent of the data from the Thermal Ion-Electron experinlcnt is usable due to inter- 
mittent operation of the experiment's programmer. 
Spacecraft operation thru the brief (-20 minutes) shadow period experienced during each 
of the first twelve orbits has been excellent. IIolvever, extended shadow periods (up to 8.2 hours) 
mill be encountered beginning 160 days after launch (3 May 1961) and ending 5 days later. An 
8 hour shadow is expected to  reduce the temperature of the spacecraft electronics to approximately 
-55 to -80°C. The effect of such a condition will be XI-atched with lnuch interest (but little 
I.-- -.. a,., f,,. ,. . iva!). 
Two abnormalities in spacecraft operation have been observed-first. an extremely h ~ g h  cur- 
rent drain with a subsequent loss of approximately 5 minutes of data. This occurred late in the 
first orbit: the spacecraft resumed con~pletely nominal operation within about 10 minutes. Sec- 
ondly, i t  has been noted that  (some of) the perfornlance parameters appear to  be following an 
upward trend or drift. The cause of these abnormalities has not yet been determined; however, 
neither condition has caused any serious consequences to spacecraft operation. 
Additional reports of this type will be issued periodically during the life of IJIP I. 
INTRODUCTION 
The first Interplanetary Monitoring Platform 
was launched on 26 Kovembcr 1963. The Delta 
launch vehicle marked its twentieth straight suc- 
cess by placing the IMP A spacecraft into a highly 
elliptical orbit. In general, the operation of the 
spacecraft has been excellent with over 2000 hours 
of scientific data recorded by ground stations 
during the first 2% months fo!lowing launch. 
This report summari7~s some of the pertinent 
- .  lmormation and daia coiiceiiiizg the !sunch, &it, 
performance parameter data and spacecraft oper- 
ation. Measured data, as well as predictions for 
the one-year period following launch are presented. 
LAUNCH 
The 138 Ib. IMP A (prototype) spacecraft was 
launched November 26, 1963 from Pad 17B, 
7 
A31R by the Delta 21 vehicle (References 1 and 
2). All spacecraft and vehicle checkouts during 
the countdown were satisfactory and the terminal 
count was begun a t  T-35 minutes (2055 hours 
EST). The spacecraft was turned on eight min- 
utes later at  2103 hours. Lift-off occurred (2130: 
01.07 EST) only 1.07 seconds after the opening of 
the forty-fire minute "launch window". 
The flight sequence was very near nominal and 
no problems developed with any of the spacecraft 
functions (i.e., paddle and fluxgate boom erection, 
separation and magnetometer extension). 'I'hese 
functions, telcmetered on several performance 
parameters, were confirmed in real time; however, 
lwcause of the quality of data recorded during this 
time period, it has not been possible to process i t  
thru the IMP Information Processing System for 
precise determination of sequence timing. 
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The follon7ing event times* are given in seconds 
after lift-off: 
Launch Sequence 
ORBIT 
During and immediately following the launch 
i t  was predicted that the apogee of I M P  I would 
be somewhat higher than planned. However, 
early Minitrack and range and range rate data 
*These times are taken from Reference 1 and are preliminary pending 
publication of Reference 2. 
Nominal 
2130 EST 
TS.148.6 
+182. tj 
+317.2 
+338.6 
+344.6 
+366.6 
+401.6 
+403.6 
+408.6 
+410.6 
- - -  - -  - - - - - - - - _ -  
Event 
Lift-off-_- _ - - _ -  - - - -  - 
MECO. - - - - - - - - - - - - 
Jettison Nose Fairing 
SECO . . - _ - - - - - - - - _. 
Fire Spin Rockets. _ - 
X-258 Ignition - - - - - 
X-258 Burn-out--- -. 
Paddle Erection-- - - _ 
Boom Erection--- - -  - 
Separation .-.------ 
Tumble X-258 - - - _ _ _  
Spacecraft Sunlight 
Entrance - - - - - - - - - 
indicated that the actual orbit achieved would be 
considerably lower than nominal-although within 
the 3 sigma limit. The reason(s) for the lower 
apogee has not been (and probably will not be) 
conclusively a sce r t a ined .  However ,  sub-  
performance of the X-258 third stage motor is 
suspected to be the primary cause. 
I t  is the opinion of the IMP experimenters that 
the accomplishment of the scientific mission objec- 
tives will not be compromised by the lower apogee. 
A comparison of computed orbital elements with 
nominal values is given below: 
Actual 
2130:01.07 EST 
T+147.O 
+182.0 
+322.9 
+337 
+341.9 
+366.8 
Not available, I but observed to be very close Co nominal. 
f1234.4 
I Computed Date I 
Nominal / ll/27/63t I 1/16/64? 1 
tGSFC Operational Control Reports. dtd 2 Dec. 63 and 27 Jan. 64. 
respectively. 
Apogee (km) --.__.. 
Perigee (km) -.--_-. 
Period (min)_ . . . _ 
Inclination (deg).___ 
Eccentricity __.--_-- 
FIGURE 1.-Perigee height vs time after launch. 
197,615.8 
191.8 
5666.0 
33.338 
.9376
195,552.8 
197.0 
5583.2 
33.336 
.9369 
277,184 
190 
9 164 
33.003 
.9547 
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Computer predictions, using the h t  30 days 
tracking data, of the variations of the orbital 
parameters for the two-year period following 
launch have been completed. Table 1 is a sum- 
mary of these predictions for the first year; 
Figures 1, 2 and 3 are curves plotted from the 
data in Table 1 representing perigee height, 
apogee-sun angle, and spin axis-sun angle respec- 
tively (all versus time after launch). The rela- 
tionship of the IMP I orbit to the earth-sun system 
is shown in Figure 4. Also shown on Figures 1, 
2 and 3 are data as measured for the first 2 months 
following launch. 
The orbit lifetime study indicates that the 
perigee height will decrease to below 100 miles 
some 712 days after launch (8 November 1965). 
TABLE 1.-IMP I-Summary of Orbital Data-One Year Predidiom-Based on First 30 Days Data 
(Computed 16 Jan 64) 
10 
20 
30 
40 
50 
60 
70 
80 
90 
100 
110 
120 
130 
140 
150 
160 
170 
180 
190 
200 
2 10 
220 
230 
240 
250 
260 
270 
280 
290 
300 
310 
320 
330 
340 
350 
360 
370 
***See Fire 3 
Date Inclination 
(Degrees) 
33.34 
33.35 
33.26 
33.12 
32.99 
32.93 
32.98 
33.16 
33.50 
33.99 
34.62 
35.33 
36.09 
36.82 
37.45 
37.93 
38.21 
38.29 
38.17 
37.90 
37.52 
37.11 
36.72 
36.40 
36.20 
36.16 
36.28 
36.56 
37.00 
37.54 
38. i 6  
38.76 
39.31 
39.71 
39.93 
39.94 
39.72 
39.31 
Shadow 
(Hrs/Orbit ) 
Days 
After 
Launch 
0.37 
0.37 
0.37 
0.34 
0.27 
0 (Day 47) 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
7.5 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0.1 (Day 295 
0.2: 
0.32 
0.37 
0.39 
0.41 
0.41 
0.39 
0.36 
Perigee* 
(Km) 
Apogee* * 
Sun Angle 
(Degrees) 
25 
34 
44 
54 
64 
74 
84 
94 
104 
114 
124 
134 
143 
153 
163 
172 
176 
168 
159 
149 
140 
130 
121 
111 
102 
92 
83 
73 
63 
54 
A A -I*
34 
24 
15 
5 
6 
15 
25 
Spin-axis* * 
Sun Angle 
(hzrees) 
110 
116 
123 
128 
133 
136 
137 
136 
134 
130 
125 
119 
113 
106 
99 
92 
84 
77 
7 1 
64 
58 
53 
48 
45 
43 
43 
45 
48 
52 
57 
63 
70 
77 
84 
91 
99 
106 
113 
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FIGURE 2.-Apogee-sun angle vs time after launch. 
FIGURE 8.-Spin axis-sun angle nnd spin rate vs time after launch. 
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FIGURE 3a.Spin  rate-time after launch. 
Reentry and disintegration should occur during "windmill" effect,. This phenomena was pre- 
one of the succeeding passes. dicted and spin-up should continue as long as the 
sun is below the spacecraft equator. When the 
SPACECRAFT ATTITUDE 
The spin axis-sun angle, as measured by the IMP I ORBIT-EARTH - SUN R E L A T I W S H I ~  
spacecraft optical aspect sensor, was 110° a t  
launch (i.e., 20" below the spacecraft equator). IMP I 
For the first few weeks after launch, the sun has L I ~ E  a 
"moved" further away from the spacecraft equator 21 Om 
reaching a maximum (total) angle of nearly 130". 
After the second week of January this angle began 
to return towiii-i! the spacecraft equator. 
ISPRIWO) The spin rate (Figure 3a), 2% hours aftel 
launch (earliest available data), was 22.173 rpm 
(nominal was 20 f 2 rpm). During the first orbit, 
the spin rate decreased to 22.024 rpm (93% hours 
EARTH 
after lift-off). Subsequent to the first pass, the E A R T ~  
spin rate has steadily increased, reaching 24.19 / 
rpm some 68 days after launch (Figure 3). I ,  JUNE PLANE a ECLIPTIC / ISWIIEW, 
The spin-up is attributed to solar radiation 
pressure acting on the solar paddles producing a FIGURE 4.-IMP I orbit-earth-sun relationship. 
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sun begins to shine from above the spacecraft 
equator (-151 days after launch) a decrease of 
the spin rate should be observed. 
The spin decay of >0.149 rpm during the 
first orbit was not anticipated and a rigorous 
theoretical explanation has not yet been retrofitted 
to the data (i.e., reasons unknown). 
The right ascension and declination (calculated 
for the first orbit) of the spin axis, as measured 
on the celestial sphere, was 115.3" and - 2 4 . 8 "  
respectively. 
Data from the spacecraft indicates that there 
is no detectable precession or abnormal motion 
of the spin axis. Precession greater than -0.1' 
could be observed with the I M P  optical aspect 
system. 
The following is a summary of the change of 
spacecraft temperatures due to the shadow: 
Parameter 
PP5 Skin Temp # I - .  _-.----- 
PPIl Skin Temp #2 _-----.-_. 
PPlO Solar Paddle -..__-.--.-- 
PP7 Battery ---_.-_--------- 
PP14 Prime Converter -._. _ - - -  
PP15 Transmitter --_._------- 
Just Prior 
to  Shadow 
Entrance 
( " 0  
+24.4 
+22.9 
+11.4 
+42.1 
+36.1 
+48.5 
The curves of Figure 11 indicate a slight tem- Thermal predictions for an eight-hour shadow 
perature rise (about 2-3 degrees at  external loca- period have been computed based on the following 
tions) prior to shadow entry. This is probably assumptions: 
explained by the fact that the spacecraft is 
At 
Shadow 
Exit 
("C) 
+ 18 
-3. 1 
- 30 
+44.5* 
+33.6 
+43.1 
rapidly approacliing the earth a t  this time, hence, 
the thermal contribution from the earth's albedo Spin axis-sun angle:. - -  - -  - - - - - - - - -  - - - -  - - - - -  
increases, and results in this temperature rise. Spacecraft recycle period:. - __---_._.------- 
Spacecraft operating time in shade:._._ -. -. -. 
for the One-year period P\Ton-operatiIlg time in shade:- - _ - - - - - _ _ - - _ - - 
launch indicate that an average of about 22 Time in sunlight before first attempted 
minutes shadow per orbit will be experienced spacecraft reactivation:. _. . - - -. - - -. -. -. 
during each of the first 12 orbits. Thereafter, 
90" 
8 hours 
1 hours 
6% hours 
1 % hours 
Ultimate 
Level (Due 
to  Thermal 
Lag) ("C) 
$15.4 
- 3. 1 
-33.3 
+40* 
+31.8 
$42.6 
Gross 
Change 
C'C) 
- 9 . 0  
- 25 
-44.7 
- 2 . 1  
- 4 . 3  
- 5 .9  
100 percent sunlight will exist thru 3 May 1964 
(158 days after launch). The predictions for EXPERIMENT OPERATION 
days 159 thru 163 are as follows: 
Each of the experiments on I M P  I have pro- 
vided abundant and excellent scientific data. 
Shadow Hours Per Orbit With one exception, the experiments have con- 
tinued successful operation throughout the first 
two months after launch. 
5' The Thermal Ion-Electron experiment func- 7 . 5  
7 . 8  tioned properly for the first 20 hours following 
8 . 2  launch, producing excellent data. Thereafter, 
3 .8  the mechanical programmer (which changes the 
experiment's mode of operation) began to function 
Date 
4 M a y 6 4 _ - - - - _ _ _ _  
5 May 6 4 - - _  - - _ _ - -  
6 May 64- - - - - _ - - _  
7 hlay 64 _--_---_. 
8 hlay 64 -------_. 
Since the period of IMP'S orbit is nearly four *Due to high current discharge from the battery during shadow, the 
days, at least but not more than two, deep internal temperature increased 2 X 0 C ,  but over-all s1)acecraft cooling decreased the battery tenlperature after this high discharge was 
shadow periods will be encountered. removed (i e.. after shadow). 
Day 
159 
160 
161 
162 
163 
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erratically, and only intermittent data  was 
obtained for the next 3 days. The programmer 
1 then developed a somewhat repetitive pattern C 
allowing the experimenter to recover approxi- 
mately 10 percent of the data. This pattern has 
continued thru the present date. 
At a scientific symposium, to  be held a t  the 
Goddard Space Flight Center in March 1964, the 
IMP experimenters will present the first papers 
on the scientific results from IMP I. 
The performance parameters monitored during 
Frame 2 of the telemetry format include four 
voltages, three currents and eight temperatures 
(Reference 3). Table 2 lists performance param- 
eter and other data recorded a t  32 minutes, 1 hour, 
36 hours, 25 days and 60 days after launch. 
Figures 5 and 6 show the long term variation of 
the monitored voltages, currents and temperatures. 
These parameters are also plotted for the com- 
plete first orbit (Figures 7 and 8) and for the 
eighth orbit (Figures 9 and 10). 
SPACECRAFT PERFORMANCE Shadow Data 
The performance of the IMP I spacecraft sub- A shadow period (varying from approximately 
systems has been excellent throughout the first 10 to 22 minutes in duration, occurring near 
twomonthsofitslife. Theperformanceparameter perigee) was experienced on each of the first 
data, with but two exceptions, have consistently several orbits. On the eighth pass, complete 
remained a t  or near nominal values. (The two telemetry coverage was obtained throughout a 
exceptions are discussed later in this section.) 20% minute shadow beginning just before and 
TABLE 2.-IMP I-Spcrcecrajt Perjormance Parameter Data 
Time After Launch 
Item 1 32Yin.  / 
Date (UT)____-__- -_- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -  
Time (UT)____- - -_ - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -  
T a p e X o . - - - - - _ _ _ - _ - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -  
PP1 System Voltage ( 1 9 . 6 ~  nom)- - - - -  - - -  
PP2 Prime Conv, +5Ov - - - - - - - - - _ _ - - _ - -  
PP3 Battery Charge, ma - - - - - - - - - - - -_ - -_  
PP4 Spacecraft Current, amps - -___ - - - - - -  
PP5 Skin Temp #1 (Top), "C - - - - -_ - - - - - -  
PP6 ILb Gas Cell Temp, "C- - - - - - - - - - - - -  
PP7 Battery Temp, OC-- - - - - - - - - - - - - - -_  
PP8 Prime Conv, +12v --------__----_. 
PP9 Ave. Paddle Current, amps - - -_ - - - - -  
PPlO Paddle Temp, "C - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -_  
PP11 Skin Temp #2 (Side), "C - - _ - - _ - - - - __  
PP12 Multi-Conv, +7v - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -  
PP13 Rb Lamp Temp, "C - - - - - -_--_-- - - - -  
PP14 I'rime Conv Temp, "C - - - - - - - - - -____  
PPl5  Transmitter Temp, "C - - - - - - - - -_-- - -  
Spin Rate, rpm- . --.-_ _ - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -  
Spin AxisSun Angle, deg . - - - -_-- -_---__--  
Average Paddle Power, watts .___ .-------. 
Average Spacecraft Load, watts - - - - - - - - - - -  
- _ -  
I 
1 Hour I 1% Days 25 Days 60 Days 
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FIGURE 5.-Voltages and currents vs time after launch. 
FIGURE 6.-Temperatures vs time after launch. 
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ending just after perigee. The temperature Computations for a 3% hour shadow period 
variations are plotted in Figure 11. result in the follou~ng predictions: 
Expected temperatures for the Battery (PP7), 
Prime Converter (PP14), and Transmitter (PP15) 
at the end of 8 hours shade and after 1 hours of 
subsequent sunlight are as follows: 
- ---- 
The temperature of the solar paddles during the 
shade is expected to fall to roughly -150 to 
- 200" C. However, based on previous testing*, 
it is believed that this will not seriously affect the 
operational capabilities of t,he paddles. 
*A portion of a paddle, similar to that flown on IMP, satisfactorily 
nwived a liquid nitrogen immersion. 
Temperature 
after 8 hours 
shade ("C) 
Battery- - - - - - - - - - - 
Prime Converter - - - - 82 
Transmitter- - - - - - - - 68 
Temperature 
after 1 hours 
sunlight ("C) 
- 52 
- 65 
- 59 
The effect of a long shadow on the over-all 
operation of the spacecraft should prove very 
interesting. It must be noted, however, that the 
spacecraft thermal design did not take into account 
extended shadow periods; hence, even partial sur- 
vival will be considered to  be somewhat of a 
"bonus". 
Subsequent to this deep shadow condition, 100 
percent sunlight is predicted from day 164 thru 
day 295. At this time, up to 25 minute shadow 
periods per orbit will be resumed and will continue 
FIGURE 7.-Voltages and currents during orbit #l. 
Temperature 
after 434 hours 
sunlight (OC) 
- 16 
- 32 
-28 
Battery _ _ - _ - - - - - - - 
Prime Converter- - - 
Transmitter- _ - - - - - 
Temperature 
after 345 hours 
shade ("C) 
-23 
- 40 
- 35 
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FIGURE 8.-Temperatures during orbit #l. 
thru the end of the one-year period following I t  is believed that a partial short, in an unknown 
launch. assembly, on the +12v li~ie caused the problem. 
Quite possibly, a component burning open, in a 
Abnormalities in Spacecraft Operation redundant  or non-critical circuit may have 
On November 30, 1963 a t  0453 hours UT, the 
spacecraft experienced an apparent temporary 
"malfunction". At this time, the spacecraft load 
current increased by (at least) 50 percent, the 
system voltage decreased from 19.6 to 15.8 volts, 
the 12 volt regulated output decreased to 11.6 
volts, and the  prime converter temperature 
increased at  least 11" C within 11 minutes after 
the first sign of "trouble" (Table 3). By 0504 
hours, the spacecraft' had resumed normal opera- 
tion. Each experimenter has reviewed data before 
and subsequent to this period of time; all report 
n o  change in the operation of their experiment. 
The only known difference in spacecraft opera- 
tion is an apparent average decrease (-115 ma 
or 2% watts) in the spacecraft power requirements 
(Table 3). 
removed the problem. The 2% watt decrease in 
spacecraft power consumption is not undcrstood 
a t  this time. 
No recurrences of this type of problem have 
been observed. 
A second, unresolved, problem area is the 
apparent upward "drift" of (at least) some of the 
data, notably the voltage parameters (Figure 5). 
I t  is not likely that each of the four telemetered 
voltages would drift simultaneously, in the same 
direction a t  roughly the same rate; hence, the 
accuracy of the data is being questioned. Since 
two voltages are telemetered through one analog 
.oscillator, and the remaining two through a second 
oscillator, it seems reasonable to eliminate simul- 
taneous drift of both oscillators. Another possi- 
bility-drift of the - 2.7 volt supply to the analog 
PROJECTS ASD PROGRAJZS 
Frona~ 9.-Voltages and currents during orbit #8. 
TABLE 3.-IMP Z-P~orma71~e Parameier Dafu-(Spacecraft Problem of SO November 1963) 
V h e a  shown represent the time of Channel 1 (PPI). Frame 2. Data was lost for channela as rhown. 
Time* 
( 11/30/63) 
0450:53.664 ------------  
0453:37.492 ---- - - - - - - - - 
0454:59.406 ------------ 
0456:21.320 -----------_ 
0459:05.148 ------------ 
0500:27.062 ------------ 
0501 :48.966--- - - - - - - - - - 
0504:32.804 ------------ 
PP4 Awagea 
Sequence 
3290 
3292 
3293 
3294 
3300 
PP3 
(Ma) 
18.5 
18.5 
---------- 
----------  
- - - - - - - - - -  
---------- 
--- - - - - - - - 
502 
Seq 1 
Average of 2 hrs data before problem, amps . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  1.997 
Average of 2 hrs data after problem, amps- . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  1 1.886 
Net decrease, amps . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  I -0.111 
PP2 
(Volts) 
50.9 
50.2 
51.6 
50.9 
---------- 
- - - - - - - - - -  
- - - - - - - - - - 
50.2 
PP4 
(Amps) 
1.98 
3.18 
----_--_-_ 
-- - - - - - - - -  
- - - - - - - - - -  
- - - - - - - - - -  
- - - - - - - - - - 
1.85 
PP8 
(Volts) 
12.1 
12.1 
11.7 
11.6 
- - - - - - - - - -  
---------- 
- - - - - - - - - - 
12.2 
S q  2 
1.885 
1.770 
-0.115 
PP9 
(Amps) 
4.01 
3.54 
4.16 
3.86 
- - - - - - - - - -  
---------- 
- - - - - - - - - - 
4.01 
Seq 3 
i. 893 
1.775 
-0.118 
PP14 
("C) 
33.2 
34.7 
34.7 
36.0 
---------- 
---------- 
- - - - - - - - - - 
44.0 
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FIGURE 10.-Temperatures during orbit #8. 
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FIGURE 11.-Temperatures during shadow period of orbit #8. 
oscillators was ruled out when a check of the 4.5 kc carries no "killer timers" or other specially 
sync frequency (generated by a digital oscillator designed means of terminating operation, and so 
also dependent on the -2.7 volt line) showed no it is hoped that IMP will continue to operate for 
detectable change in the frequency. Hopefully, some time. However, it appears that the extended 
a satisfactory explanation of this ambiguity will shadow periods (due, early May 1964) will present 
be forthcoming in the not-too-distant future. an almost insurmountable obstacle to the space- 
CONCLUDING REMARKS 
The IMP I spacecraft has demonstrated 
extremely successful operation since its launching, 
nearly three months ago. The operation of the 
basic spacecraft subsystems (power, telemetry, 
etc.) as well as the scientific experiments has been 
quite satisfactory. 
As the often quoted, critical, "90-day lifetime" 
Emit is approached, aii indications point ioward 
continued successful operation. The spacecraft 
craft electronics and could very well write the 
final epitaph for one of Goddard's most successful 
spacecraft. 
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ADVANCED RESEARCH FOR COMMUNICATIONS 
SATELLITES* 
ROBERT J. MACKEY, JR. 
T o  advance communications-satellite technol- 
ogy, the Goddard research program investigates 
technology in three areas: the ground systems, 
propagation path, and the satellites themselves. 
GROUND SYSTEMS 
In  the ground systems we are investigating 
distortion and linearity in high-powered trans- 
mitters and the development of broad-band phase- 
lock receivers. We are evaluating the relative 
performance of high-powered klystrons and 
traveling-wave tubes for operating with either a 
frequency-modulated or a single-sideband carrier. 
The information obtained will provide data on 
high-power microwave tubes of various designs 
for multichannel wide-band communications 
systems. 
The wide-band phase-lock receiver work has 
advanced the state-of-the-art substantially. This 
receiver reduces threshold and distortion, thereby 
adding a considerable margin of performance to a 
multichannel telephony communications system. 
In  the future we will investigate elements of 
ground terminals to improve over-all operating 
efficiency. These include low-loss transmission 
components and improved transmitting-antenna 
illumination, and lower antenna-systems noise. 
These studies will be done throughout the micro- 
wave- and millimeter-wave regions. 
PROPAGATION PATHS 
higher  f requencies .  Atmospher ic  water -  
vapor absorption a t  20,000 mc. and  oxygen 
absorption a t  70,000 mc. have been investigated. 
However, most of this work has been done within 
the atmosphere a t  spot frequencies of interest. 
We would like to gain information on the use of 
millimeter waves between 15,000 mc. and 35,000 
mc. for communications with satellites. 
ACTIVE SATELLITES 
For the active type of communication satellite, 
work is going on in several areas. Work was 
begun last year to develop a low-noise microwave 
front-end for  general  appl ica t ion  t o  satel-  
lite repeaters. Receiver noise figures of 5-6 db 
have been achieved with tunnel-diode amplifiers 
and mixers a t  6000 mc. At present the effects 
of space environment on these components are 
being investigated thoroughly and initial results 
obtained so far are encouraging although the 
investigation is far from complete. 
Additional effort is getting underway to explore 
the use of "cold" cathodes. These do not require 
heat for the release of electrons but rely on 
"tunneling" effects in solid-state materials. Such 
cathodes have already been employed in traveling- 
wave tubes but under pulsed conditions only. 
The object here is to first investigate cathode 
materials suitable for continuous-wave use; then 
to  develop higher efficiency traveling-wave tubes 
(TWT) a t  commlinications frequencies. 
All of the communications satellite radio fre- 
quencies, to  date, have been below 10,000 mc. MICROWAVE CONVERSION 
This is because most common carrier and military For about the past six months, methods of 
equipment and techniques employ these frequen- directly converting one microwave frequency to 
cies. Because of overcrowding in the present 
another without resorting to an intermediate fre- frequency bands, i t  may be necessary to move to quency have been under investigation. T W O  
*Published in Eleclronicr World 71 (6) :64-69, June 1964. methods are being explored; one using tt "serro- 
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dyne" technique and the other a re-entrant TWT 
(traveling-wave tube) technique. 
In the serrodyne method, the TWT slow-wave 
structure is modulated by a linear saw-tooth at the 
difference frequency. Hence, the incoming signal 
is linearly phase-shifted along the slow-wave struc- 
ture a t  the rate of the saw-tooth modulating 
frequency. The TWT output frequency is the 
output frequency shifted by the saw-tooth fre- 
quency with the amplification available in the 
TWT. If the saw-tooth is not linear with negli- 
gible flyback, undesired harmonics are generated. 
The second approach involves passing the input 
frequency through a TWT which amplifies it. 
Down conversion of this frequency then takes 
place by conventional local-oscillator/mixer tech- 
niques to the desired frequency to be transmitted. 
This frequency is then amplified by passing it 
back through the TWT. This involves some 
tricky microwave hybrid networks, filter design, 
and broad-band TWT's. A system of this nature 
has been developed and is about to be tested. 
Other phases of development include microwave 
frequency generation using varactors and tunnel 
diodes, as well as microwave filter design for har- 
monic isolation and frequency selection. Other 
solid-state devices are being explored for possible 
use as power generators a t  microwave frequencies. 
New types of electronic components are tested 
when they become available. 
SPACECRAFT ANTENNAS 
In the area of spacecraft antennas, a study of 
all electronic beam shaping and steering techniques 
was initiated last fall. This applies to the micro- 
wave- and millimeter-wave region. The study 
mill include prototype spacecraft antennas, having 
high gain with self-steering and remote-steering 
features. The most promising techniques will be 
selected and developed to demonstrate their feasi- 
bility. The purpose here is to form an antenna 
beam in a satellite, point i t  at a desired ground 
station or stations, and tracking the station(s) 
whether the satellite or station is moving, regard- 
less of spacecraft attitude. In  addition, such 
antennas provide spacecraft-to-spacecraft 
communication links. 
Finally, work is also being done in the advanced 
passive sa te l l i t e  a rea .  Improved l ight-  
weight structural materials, components, plastic 
removal, and erection techniques are under study. 
11. SPACE DYNAMICS AND 
CONTROL SYSTEMS 
A LIGHTWEIGHT ZOLDING BOOM FOR ACCURATELY 
PLACING SCIENTIFIC EXPERIMENTS UP TO 
25 FEET FROM LARGE SPACECRAFT* 
JOHS P. BATERSSCHTB, JR. 
-1 fwsibility study wa.: conducted on large folding booms for spacecraft applications. The 
resulting decign featured preclie repeatability, permitted the passing of a large electrical cable 
directly through each knurkle, and used a con~tant-speed springdrlven motor to  operate the 
knuckles by inesns of a cable. The entire a.:<embl\-, including the spring motor, is completely 
nonmagnetic and is ideally aulted for placing a magnetometer experiment a considerable distance 
from the spacecraft structure. I t  can also place nlany other instruments, such as antennas and 
solsr-cellect paddle systems. away from the structure. 
INTRODUCTION 
Certain experiments flown on spacecraft are 
susceptible to contamination or interference by 
the spacecraft 0peration:tl system, by other esperi- 
ments, or by both of these. One way to overcome 
this problerr~ n-iihmt impesing ilndue restrictions 
on other spacecraft components is to place the 
sensitive esperiment ,some distance from the main 
body. If the requireci separation is much longer 
than the body of the spacecraft, the use of a 
multieection hoom appears logical. This report 
presents the results of a study to  develop a folding 
hoom esplicitly for such applications (Figure 1). 
DESIGN CRITERIA 
This boom system was designed to meet the 
non-magnetic, high strength, and alignment re- 
quirements imposed by several experiments and 
it incorporates the follow*ing features: 
1. Pot\-er to unfold the boom in ,sabzcr~ tem- 
peratures, with a large electrical cable pass- 
ing through the knuckle; 
2. Slow speed. approximately rpnl for each 
I joint, to prevent whiplash of the esperirlient when the 1a.t section of the hoonl opens; FIGURE 1.--1 12 f t  esper~mentai folding Socm in folded condition with a hermetically sealed, nonmagnetic 
L 3. Positive locking of the knuckles to prevent sp,i,lg mobr. any relative motion after closing, and re- 
vatability of the closing position to give the 4. Reliability through simple design and re- 
highest degree of accuracy possihle; dundancy where possible; 
*Published as VAS 4 Terhntcal .11llrrnora~idum 2-041. Jandsry 1964. 5. E~clusi\-e Use of nonmagnetic materials; 
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6. Flexibility in conforming to the spacecraft BOOM CONFIGURATION 
shape and allowable volume under t he  The boom can be designed in almost any con- 
shroud ; figuration or length to adapt to the spacecraft 
7. Easy adaptability to any desired unfolding body and booster fairing. The sequencing of 
sequence. knuckle operation can be in any order, even to the 
BOOM OPERATION 
The sequence of events for erecting the boom 
are initiated by an electric impulse from the 
spacecraft which starts the motor. The motor 
unfolds the boom by reeling in, a t  a constant 
speed, a wire cable which applies a high torque to 
each joint. This cable is fastened to the last 
section of the boom, goes around a pulley in each 
knuckle, and is fastened to a reel on the motor. 
The pulley in each joint is free to rotate, so that 
the cable can move easily when other knuckles 
are closing. 
With the motor started, the normal sequence is 
the successive opening of each joint beginning 
with the one closest to the spacecraft. As one 
knuckle closes and locks, the next section unfolds. 
A microswitch in each knuckle signals when the 
joint is closed and turns off an electric drive motor 
(if one is used) when the boom is fully opened. If 
a spring motor is used the motor stalls when the 
boom is fully deployed. 
FIGURE 2.-Boom tleploying. 'I'his illustrates the feature 
which prevents an experiment from hitting the I~oorn 
during opening. 
point of having a joint close in steps with other 
knuckles closing between these steps. This would 
be done to prevent the experiment from hitting 
the boom or spacecraft while unfolding. An 
example of this is illustrated in Figure 2 where the 
first knuckle has closed and the second is about to 
lock. However, the third knuckle has already 
opened a sufficient distance to prevent the sphere 
from hitting the first section of the boom as the 
second knuckle closes. This opening of the third 
knuckle occurred when the motor was started, but 
further motion has been restricted by a cable to 
the sequencing device on the second knuckle. 
Figure 3 shows the boom fully deployed. 
FIGURE 3.-Boom fully deployed. 
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Possible variations of the boom configuration 
include : 
1. The motor can be mounted inside the space- 
craft, on the boom before the first knuckle, or 
on any other section of the boom; 
2. The sections need not be of the same length; 
3. The sections do not have to be folded in the 
same plane. 
1 RIGGERED KNUCKLE LOCK 
Figures 4, 5 ,  and G show the details of another 
feature of the boom. The accuracy of this unique 
lock is not dependent on the clearance allowed for 
the knuckle p i ~ o t ,  or on the precise location of any 
of its parts; pet it will repeatedly lock the knuckle 
in the same position and prerent any relatiye 
movement hetween the knuckles of a joint. 
The operation sequence of the triggered knuckle 
lock starts when the joint is almost closed and 
"B" knuckle pushes the trigger in "A" knuckle. 
]Then the trigger pin is ivithdrai5-n from bet m e n  
the spring retaining arms these arms release com- 
pressed springs. However, just before the springs 
are released, the "T" catch on "B" knuckle drops 
over the wedge on the claws on "A" knuckle. 
When the springs are released, they pull the claws 
which wedge in slots of the "T" catch, closing the 
knuckle and firmly locking it. The knuckles are 
guided into place by a tapered pin in ''A" knuckle 
which wedges into a hole in "B" knuckle. The 
"B" hnuckle is also positioned and locked by the 
wedge of the claw seating in the "T" catch. The 
''T" catch itself is wedged into place in the "B" 
knuckle. =In ndditional feature of this design is 
that only about 5 Ib of tripping force is required 
to bring 100 pounds of locking force into play. 
-1 sequencing device attacheti to the side of the 
knuckle n-orks in a similar way. I t  begins to 
actuate as the knuckles close and pushes a pin. 
This pin mores a slotted block off a hook attached 
to the nex? section to open. This release occurs 
just as the knuckle is locked. X microswitch is 
FIGL-RE 4.-Details nf the  triggered knuckle lock and internal pawape of the electrical cnMe. 
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FIGURE 5.-Triggered k~luckle lock cocked. 
shows a completely nonmagnetic spring motor 
,-. t.qbLs w,",,,--. developed specifically for this application. Its 
1 I .  
1; governed output supplies sufficient torque to open 
a four section boom with a 1)undlc of 46 electrical 
wires a t  O°F. Elrctric dimplo motors are used for 
starting the mechanism. Thc total weight of the 
assembly is less than 2 11). 
The othcr motor which 11:~s bccn used is a 24 
volt, wound field dc motor (Figure 8). I t  re- 
quires about 25 watts nncl weighs 15 ounces. The 
permanent magnetic. ficdd of this motor is 72 
gammas a t  1 foot. If magnetic contamin:ttion is 
FI(;URE G.-Tri~gcred knuckle lock in closed position. not a problem, an liglltcr, pc.rmancnt 
., , . ., - - 
built into each knuckle to signal when the joint is dc motor can be used. 
closcd. WEIGHT 
MOTORS The dat,a in Table 1 is givcn in order that an  
Either of two motors are used for operating this estimate can I,c matlr on the mcight of a particular 
l)oom, depending on the pnrtjiculnr case. Figure 7 boom. X four section, 25 foot boom using 1 inch 
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diameter aluminum tubing would neigh 4.4 Ib 
with an electric motor and 5.4 lb with a spring 
motor. 
EXPERIMENTAL BOOM 
The 12 foot, three section boom shorn-n in the 
photographs n-as built for determining the torques 
required for such a boom, ~ i t h  t e electrical cable 
passing through the joints, t o  unfold, and for 
determining the relative horizontal (asial) posi- 
tion accuracy of the boom. The sections are 
1% in. O.D. aluminum tubes with n 0.020 in. wall. 
FICCRE ;.--Sonmagnetic, constant speed spring motor. F I G ~ R E  8.-Konnd field dr mntor. (The rneosurerne~t is 
(The measurement is in inchez.) in inches.) 
Boom lnstiumentation 
I 1 Aluminum, 1-1/2 in. O.D. x 0.020 in. wall 0.1 1 Ib/ft I I Aluminum, 1 in. O.D. x 0.020 in. wail I 0.074Ib/ft 1 
I I i 
1 
i l tern 
i Knuckles 
I Aluminum, mogncsiurn, and eigiioy I 
I dc motor (round / 1 0 .94 Ib  i 1 field) I I I i ! I Spacecraft interface Aluminum 1 0 .11 lb  1 
I and motor mount- 
ingpad I I 
Material 
Aluminum 
Weight 
0.35 Ib each 
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The spring motor shown in these pictures is an  
earlier version t h a t  was hermetically sealed. 
Present knowledge of lubricants and the brief 
operational life of the motor eliminates the need 
for the seal. 
As a result of having the knuckle powered by an  
external source there is sufficient clearance to  
allow passage of a large electrical cable through 
the knuckle. This results in a more compact 
design and the best way for securing the cable 
loop against launch vibration. Thermal control 
of the electrical cable is also facilitated by this 
feature. 
The electrical cable used in this boom consisted 
of 33 strands of No. 20 Teflon-covered wire nad 
12 No. 22 shielded strands. Figure 4 shows the 
cable passing through the knuckles when the boom 
is in thc folded condition, and Figure 9 shows its 
position when the boom has unfolded. This 
cable weighed M lb/ft and was Iashed to an alu- 
minum strip fastened to the tubing. The purpose 
of this strip was to  secure thc electrical cable 
during vibmtion. 
To  provide a completely nonmagnetic boom, all 
springs and the wire c:~l)le \vcrcl made of clgiloy, 
and all other parts were aluminum. This was 
also true for the spring motor. The small rcsidu:tl 
magnetic field of the wound field tlc motor would 
he ncgligil~le to a magnetometer placed 25 feet 
away. 
The boom is supported by castors attachrd to  
the pivot bushing of each joint and high enough 
to  allow the sphere to  clear the ground. The 1 
sphere on the end of the boom is a bias sphere for a 1 1 
rubidium vapor magnetometer. I 
Tests using the spring motor shown in Figure 7 
were run for determining the torque required to  I 
open the boom a t  different temperatures. HOW- I 
ever, the data obtained were inaccurate because of 
the opposing torque introduced by the friction of 1 
the castors and their 4 foot momcnt arm. Below 
0°F the castors sometimes failed to  align in the 
direction of motion. Even with this handicap, 
the spring motor was capat)lc of extending the 
boom. The load presented by the clcctrical cable 
pack was also extreme, since an actual experiment 
would use KO. 26 or 28 wire for the purpose of 
saving weight. 
Because of the problems encountered with the 
castors, it mas impossible to  make the desired 
accuracy checks. X system to perform such a 
test has been developed in \vhic>h a boom is 
supported by air bearings on an exceptionally 
smooth surf:~ce; hut this is not yet available a t  the 
Goddard Space Flight Ccnter. 
Xevcrthclcss, a study of the knuckle dcsign 
intlicntes that such n d(,ployrtl Iwom is structur:~Ily 
:L solit1 mcrn1)c'r. 'l'hcrc\forc, the tip position mill 
he precisely rcpt~nt:rl)le when tlic boom is in 
cqr~ilihrium un(1t.r sin1il:tr rstrrn:ll forces, pro- 
vidcd thc I)oorn 11:~s not \ ) ( ~ n  str(,sstd heyond the 
cl:~stic limit. 
This points out tlic main ndvant:rgc of :i csblc- 
t l r i~  en boom. Since it clcploys at a slolv, constant 
speed, the I)(lntling momcnt imposed on the boom 
1)y the s11dc1cn stop of the last knuckle is much 
lo\ver than tlint caused I)y a, spring-tlrivcn boom, 
which is continuously :tc~c-c~Icl-:ltjng until stopped. 
For this rrason :I ~ :~ I ) l~ - ( l r i v rn  1)oom c:in be 
lighter or c:~n support :I 1:~rgcr c~xpc~rimenl 1Ii:~n a 
4 = -- spring-driven 1)oom. 
CONCLUSION 
Recause of its a ldi ty  to prc.c.isc.ly orient, t,hc 
boom systcm dcsc.ril)c~d in this rcport is suital~le 
for use on :L highly st:ll)ilizc~d space ~>l:~tfOrm 
\vliose a t t i t~~t lc ,  in rcblnt ion to  some known refer- 
ence, c:~n I>c nccur:~tc.ly dctcrminc~d. The h s i c  
design can also be :tppliccl in tlic. construction of a 
l~oom to 111:1(~~ other inst rumcnts, suc.11 :IS antennas 
IClc:ultr: !).--1Sle~tric:~l cltI,le pnss:lKe tllroug~, t l rc  c,oscd and sol:~r-coll(~I pad(llc systc~tns, ntvay from the 
knuckle. main body of n spncscc.r:~ft. 
VIBRATION ISOLATION OF SATELLITE 
TAPE RECORDERS* 
JOSEPH H. COSS 
A standardized method of shock and vibration isolation for satellite tape recorders has been 
developed. Psing readily available components, the isolators combine small size, light weight, 
and damping characteristics with good load-carrying and elastomeric properties. This system is 
now being used in the International Satellite UK-2 and will be used in the Orbiting Solar Observa- 
tory (S-57 model). It may, however, be applied to many other components, such as electron 
tubes, bearing assemblies, and sensitive electronic assemblies. 
INTRODUCTION 
The early tape recorders designed for NASA 
satellite applications had extremely low sunrival 
rates when subjected to satellite design vibration 
tests. The majority of the failures could be 
accounted for in the follo~ving ways: (1) The 
high dynamic acceleration levels in the medium 
and high frequency ranges caused surface fatigue 
of the bearings in the motors and capstan housing. 
(2) When the pinch roller assemblies resonated, 
the acceleration loads were so great that tension 
would be released from the tape causing it to 
loop and occasionally to tangle. 
As the development of the satellite recorder 
progressed toward standardization of compo- 
nents, it 11-as apparent that a vibration isolation 
system should also be designed, if possible, with 
s tandard,  readily available components. A 
standardized recorder and standardized mounting 
hardware ~vould allow greater design flexibility 
and permit interchange between programs. 
The first approach to the vibration problem 
was to increase the design load requirements on 
the bearings and springs of the recorder. How- 
ever, this was impractical because the techno- 
logic&! and iiiaicl;al ~equirelnerlis were too 
stringent. The bearing assemblies became im- 
possible to standardize because of the constantly 
changing loads. Furthermore, increased preload 
requirements on the pinch roller springs increased 
their physical dimensions. The preload also 
increased the drag torque on the drive system, 
*Published as S d S A  Techntcal .Ilemorandum 5-942. Fc,bruary 1961. 
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requiring an increase in both motor sizes and 
power requirements. I t  became apparent that 
the tape recorder \vould have to have a filter for 
the environment which i t  experienced. A shock 
and vibration isolator \\-as carefully selected which 
had a low resonance frequency and \\.as compatible 
in size with the tape recorders. 
DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS 
The particular design discussed here was used 
in the International Satellite UK-2. A similar 
design is being used in the Orbiting Solar Observa- 
tory S-57. The UI<-2 tape recorder shown in 
Figure 1 was the first commercial modularized 
tape recorder designed by the Recording Tech- 
niques Section a t  GSFC. The complete tape 
recorder is enclosed in an envelope 7.00 inches in 
diameter and 3 inches in height n-ith a total 
weight of 4 Ib or less. The container is pressure- 
tight to eliminate bearing lubrication problems 
and motor arcing in a high vacuum environment. 
The UIC-2 satellite was subjected to a vibration 
environment 1.5 times greater than the expected 
flight environment. However, since the satellite 
structure was a n~ultidegree-of-freedom elastic 
hcdy the i n p t  !ave!z \.;ere amp!ificd, thc major 
amplification occurring a t  the structure's first 
mode. For 70 to 250 Ib satellites the first mode 
usually occurs between 75 and 200 cps. Table 1 
indicates the design or proiutypt: t ilralion levels 
for the tape recorder assembly. In addition to 
the sinusoidal levels, the recorder was subjected to 
Gausbian random vibration in the three orthog- 
onal axes. These levels were of 0.07 g2/cps 
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Table 1 
Design Vibration Levels for UK-2 
FIGURE 1.-UI<-2 tnpe recorder. I 
Vibration Frequency 
Axis Range Level (cps)* 
Thrust Z-Z 5 -50 *2.3 g 
50-75 0.072 D.A.  
75-1 50 i21  .O g 
150-500 *1o.og 
500-2000 *21 . O  g 
Lateral X-X 5-50 50.9 
and 50-500 *2.1 
Lateral Y-Y 500-2000 *4.2 
power spcc.tra1 density in the frequency band 
rangc of 20 to 2000 c.ps for a tlurntion of 4 minutes. 
The flight vi1)r:ition levels arc npprosimntcly 30 
percent less than the tlcsign vi1)r:~tion levels. I 
A further design specifictntion considered was 
stcndy state accc1cr:~tions. The tape recorder 
was subjected to  an  nccaclcr:~tion of 27 g's for 
prototype testing and 18 g's for flight levels. The 
18 g acceleration level was the mnsimum expected 
in flight and oc3currtd in the last few seconds of 
the 5-248 rocket motor's harning period. 
These specific:~tions nrcrc nscd to test 
mounts for the rcson:incc frequency, the amplifi- 
cation decay rate, and the masimum deflection. 
*The time rate of change of frequency is proportional to The flight level test results \\.ere I I S C ~ I  for evalust- 
the frequency a t  the rate of 2 octaves per minute. ing the cspectccl flight perforrn:~nce with respect 
I 
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to the combined effect of steady state accelerations 
and vibration. Since the isolator system would 
be exposed to only the individual prototype test 
levels when tested with the integrated spacecraft, 
the total maximum deflection for a combined test 
at  these levels would not be significant. W 
0 
n 
ISOLATOR SELECTION ? 
The primary consideration in selecting an 
isolator is the frequency or frequency band to be 
isolated. In the particular design for spacecraft 
components the frequency of interest is the space- 
craft's design parameter of 40 to 50 cps was DEFLECTION 
selected for the isolator resonance. In addition, 
it was necessary to have a sufficient amount of FIGURE 3.-Elastomer deflection curves, K=A force/A 
damping in the mounts to control the amplifica- deflection. 
- - 
tion at isolator resonance and to insure a rapid 
decay rate aftern-ard. Furthermore a nonlinear 
isolator was desirable. This would result in a 
shift in the apparent resonance frequency of the 
isolator as the load levels increase. By selecting 
an isolator system that would have a resonance 
just about 50 cps for the 5- 1.5 g's of the flight 
vibration levels and a resonance just below 50 cps 
for inputs of + 7  g's or more, the maximum 
acceleration would be somewhat lower than that 
of a simple resonance (Figure 2). 
To accomplish this particular result an isolator 
with a decreasing spring constant K for an increas- 
ing stress level is required. In Figure 3 are 
shown four typical isolator deflection curves, one 
with an increasing K, one with a linear K, and 
two =with a decreasing K. An elastic isolator can 
be designed to have any one of these character- 
25 50 100 
FREQUENCY (cps) 
I F I G ~ E  2.-Ideal case, resonance shift at increased loads. 
istics. The first case (curve 1) results from 
compressive loading of the elastomer, the second 
(curve 2) from pure shear loading, and the third 
(curve 3) from pure tension loading. For a 
mount that has a characteristic of shear for light 
loads, tension for moderate loads, and compression 
for severe loads, an isolator with characteristics 
similar to those for curve 4 should be used. It 
should be noted, however, that the isolators 
function best when operating in the shear or 
linear area of the curve. 
Before the final selection of an isolator can be 
made, a fen. additional design parameters must 
be considered. During flight the spacecraft is 
essentially a free body with a number of external 
and internal forces, causing side as well as thrust 
loads to be imparted to the isolator system. 
Therefore, the amounts must have good isolation 
properties in the transverse axis as well as in the 
thrust axis. Furthermore, the physical and 
chemical properties of the isolator must be 
unaffected by the t,emperat,ure requirements and 
the local environment. Finally, the physical 
arrangement and size of the isolator must be as 
f"i- tiit. pai-iicular sys&rn. 
TAPE RECORDER ISOLATOR DESIGN 
From these design considerations a particular 
system was proposed for testing. The choice of 
vibration isolators was limited because of the 
following requirements : 
1. Relatively small size. 
2. Good load-carrying properties. 
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TAPE RECORDER 
FIGURE 5.-Vibration test setup. 
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3. Decreasing resonance frequency with in- 
creasing stress. 
The particular mount chosen was a standard 
Loard shock and vibration mount of the HT-O 
series. The isolator system (Figure 4) consisted 
of three mounts arranged to be as nearly 
symmetrical as allowable by the tape recorder 
transport configuration. 
An engineering test system (Figure 5), using 
the desired arrangement and a number of standard 
mounts in the 2 and 3 Ib load range, was assem- 
bled. This unit was used for selecting the proper 
load range of the mount and determining the 
deflection characteristics. A pre-prototype model 
of the container, incorporating the isolator hous- 
ings into the cover, was then designed and 
fabricated. A decrease of the inside diameter of 
the mount housing from that of the standard 
housing was used to increase the friction damping 
and lower the amplification a t  50 cps. 
RESULTS 
During the preliminary vibration tests the 2 1b 
mount mas selected as the most accept,able. The 
acceleration responses are described in Figures 6 
and 7. The individual accelerometer outputs 
FICCRE 7.-Tape recorder flight response, thrust axis. 
from this plot plus the maximum deflection due 
to steady state acceleration. The final design 
clearance for all combined loads, with 100 percent 
safety factors, was only 0.25 inch. The final tests 
on the preprototype model of the tape recorder 
and container were performed a t  the design levels 
and at 3 times the flight levels. No failures of 
the tape recorder system resulted. 
FREQUENCY ( L P S !  
FIGURE 8.-Tape recorder deflection, flight levels. 
FREQUENCY l ips  
FIGURE 6.-Tape recorder prototype response, thrust axis. 
were enveloped to produce an overall picture of 
the maximum accelerations. Furthermore, the 
range of accelerations at any particular frequency 
shows the relative ammnt of rockiag. 
In Figure 8 the maximum relative deflection 
between the tape transport and the baseplate a t  
flight levels is plotted. The minimum clearance 
envelope for the tape transport was determined 
CONCLUSION 
As a result of the tape recorder's performance 
during all of its tests, future tape recorders will 
incorporate an isolation system. However, tape 
recorders are oniy one area of space satellites in 
which isolation can be used effectively. Other 
areas include electronics, electron tubes, mechan- 
ical mechanisms, and possibly the complete 
spacecraft. 
ROLLING ELEMENT SLIP RINGS FOR VACUUM 
APPLICATION* 
EDWARD J. DEVINE 
Electrical slip rings employing rolling contact elements (balls and raceways) were tested in a 
hard vacuum environment. Low noise operation was achieved a t  speeds up to 5000 rpm. Slip 
rings lubricated with MoS2 operated with lower noise and had a longer life than slip rings employ- 
ing solid metal film lubrication. Noise generated by rolling slip rings is more severe in air than in 
a hard vacuum. A technique was developed which operated satisfactorily in air for a time suf- 
ficient for preflight testing. A method of replenishing MoS, lubrication on the slip rings was 
devised. The final configuration operated in a vacuum of 2 X torr a t  2000 rpm for over 100 
million revolutions at  a noise level of 0.002 ohm rms. 
INTRODUCTION 
This study investigated the feasibility of rolling 
contact electrical slip rings in a hard vacuum 
environment. Conventional sliding slip rings have 
been reasonably satisfactory in air, but are subject 
to problems in a hard vacuum environment. 
Conventional graphite brushes are unsatisfactory 
and metal wipers are suspect because of increased 
friction, greater wear, and the possibility of cold 
welding. Considerable research is underway on 
lubricants and materials to allcviat,e friction and 
wear. Although progress has and will continue 
to be made, it is evident that sliding contact 
elements will have definite limitations on speed 
and operating life. 
I t  was surmised that friction and wear might 
be drastically reduced by replacing the conven- 
tional sliding slip rings with rolling contact ele- 
ments. Accordingly, a limited study was con- 
ducted to investigate this approach. 
APPROACH 
Rolling elements have been used in the past 
for the transfer of electrical energy. Early dc 
motors employed rolling metal brushes. On occa- 
sion, the ball bearings of machines have been used 
to provide electrical contact between the rotor 
and stator. These methods are seldom used in 
a normal atmosphere because there is no wiping 
action and as a result oxide films and contami- 
nants form which deteriorate the contact. This 
usually leads to arcing which quickly pits and 
destroys the rolling elements and races. 
I n  a ha rd  vacuum,  two fac tors  resul t  i n  
favorable environment for rolling contact: 
I. Surfaces are cleaned by outgassing and 
film formation is reduced. 
2. Below a critical pressure, arcing is extin- 
guished and damage from this source is 
eliminated. 
Rolling contact slip rings can be used in many 
configurations. For this investigation, a thrust 
type of ball bearing configuration was selected 
(Figure 1). 
/BALLS A N D  RETAINER 
sTAERy, // ROTATING RACE 
ALIGNMENT 
SPRl N G  
i LELECTRICAL 
SIGNAL 
*Published aa NASA Technical Nola D-2261. April 1064. Froun~ 1.-Basic rolling element slip ring. 
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F I G ~ E  2.-Slip ring test fixture. 
The following features make this arrangement with MoS2 to assure free motion and uniform 
suitable for a basic study of rolling contact: loading on the front and rear slip rings. The 
1. The contact load is uniform on each ball. 
2. The contact load may be simply and 
accurately controlled. 
3. Since the balls contact each race at  the , , 
same diameter, nearly pure rolling action 
is achieved. 
4. High quality commercial balls and races 
can be readily ohtr*in_ecl. 
TEST FIXTURE 
The test fixture is shown in Figures 2 and 3. 
TITO pairs of slip rings are employed in wries to L- 
permit transfer of a signal to and from the 2::: 
rotating frame. Load is applied to the slip rings 
by means of a calibrated spring which forces on 
-. .. the rear bearing support. The rotating races are 1,' 
-----<+ \-
driven by a rotor which is keyed to the shaft. 
The rear hearing support and rotor are lubricated FIGTRE 3.-Slip ring test fixture assembly. 
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radial support bearings arc gold plated, 2nd they 
are lubricated with MoSz applied in an alcohol 
slurry. A magnetic coupling capable of 0.87 in.- 
oz. slip torque drives the assembly through the 
wall of the vacuum chamber. 
Extremely low outgassing of the entire fixture 
was achieved by complete elimination of organic 
materials. The slip rings are electrically insulated 
by a spray coating of aluminum oxide ceramic on 
the bearing seats. This material is an excellent 
insulator and can be honed to precision dimen- 
sions. Experience showed that a minimum spray 
coating of 0.010" was required for proper 
fabrication. 
One requirement for low contact noise is uni- 
form loading on the slip rings as they are rotated. 
The initial design attempted to achieve this by 
accurate (parallel) machining of the seating sur- 
faces. However, tests established that a self- 
aligning feature was required to assure uniform 
contact pressure. A simple and effective method 
wslr provided hy ennular wavy spring washers 
behind one or both races of the slip ring. 
More uniform contact was achieved with a loose 
radial fit (0.004") on the slip ring races rather than 
a close fit with extremely close tolerances on 
concentricity. 
To facilitate assembly of the test slip rings, 
electrical connection was originally made by pres- 
sure contact with a gold-plated washer under the 
alignment spring washer. These additional con- 
tacts proved to be a source of noise. The problem 
was eliminated by resistance welding of the elec- 
trical connections directly to the edges of the slip 
ring races. 
I t  was found that a contact load of 1 lb. was 
sufficient to maintain continuous contact in the 
final test fixture. This load was maintained con- 
stant throughout all tests. This load probably 
could be reduced without a sacrifice in perform- 
ance, but the lower limit was not experimentally 
determined. 
FIQURE 4.-Test equipment. 
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EQUIPMENT The io.+ruxmts cmploycd were: 
The vacuum facility employed was a stainless 
steel chamber with a 75 liter per second Vac-Ion 
pump (Figure 4). No mechanical forepumping 
or other source of oil contamination was present. 
Rotary drive for the experiment was provided 
by a 400 cps induction motor which was capable 
of 600 to 5000 rpm directly coupled (60-500 rpm 
with a 10 to 1 gear reduction). The motor was 
located outside the vacuum chamber and con- 
nected to the experiment by means of a magnetic 
coupling. 
INSTRUMENTATION 
The principal measurement made uTas contact 
noise. The circuit employed is shomm in Figure 3. 
VACUUM 
I CHAMBER 
I 
I I- 
I 
1.5 I 
VOLTS VACUUM I TWO 
A RAY 
TUBE I SLIP RINGS 
O::;;? VOLTMETER I I N  SERIES 
I 
I 
For Peakto-Peak Noise 
Cathode Ray Oscilloscope 
Hewlett Packard Model-130 BR 
Sensitivity-1 mv/cm 
Bandwidth--dc to 300 kc 
For rms Noise 
ac Vacuum Tube Voltmeter 
Hewlett Packard Model--400 D 
Sensitivity-1 mv rms full scale 
Bandwidth-10 cps to 4 Mc 
For Contact Resistance 
Recording Voltmet,er 
Varian Model-B22A 
Full span balancing time-1 sec. 
Background noise from the line voltage and nearby 
laboratory equipment was reduced to less than 
0.0001 volts peak-to-peak by shielding. 
TEST RESULTS 
Four test runs were required before the final 
configuration of the test fixture was decided upon. 
Because of the changes in the mechanical con- 
figuration resulting from these tests, the data 
obtained are not of interest. The test results of 
interest are summarized in Table 1 and discussed 
below. 
Test 1 
This test employed only gold-plated 440C stain- 
In all cases where noise is of an acceptable level, less steel slip ring elements without lubrication. 
the contact resistance R is small compared with Initial operation in air gave noise. The noise RI, resulting in essentially constant current condi- level in vacuum moderate, but became severe 
tions- Contact noise is found by measuring the 
a short tirne (2.4 x 106 upon 
variations in voltage acmss RC- This exposure to air the contact resistance became very 
be as peak-to-peak and rms (En) erratic, averaging about 0.6 ohms. It rose to 20 
a t  a given current and also as contact resistance 
ohms after a day in the atmosphere. Examination 
variation calculated from: 
revealed that the gold plating was badly worn. 
It is surmised t,hat-the stainless steel base metal 
uTas exposed and that a nonconducting oxide film 
FnrmnA 
I".-.,-. 
All noise readings will be reported as measured Test 2 
and apply to 2 slip rings in series. Peak-to-peak To explore the nature of the nonconducting 
noise is thought to be independent of the number film, the same balls and races were again subjected 
of contacts, whereas the rms values should be to a vacuum environment. With the slip rings 
reduced by approximately a factor of 2 for a single rotating a t  200 rpm, contact resistance and 
slip ring. noise dropped dramatically with decreasing pres- 
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sure. At a pressure of 2 X lo-' torr, contact resist- 
ance had dropped to 0.5 ohm and noise was less 
than 0.05 ohm peak-to-peak. The assembly was 
then run continuously at  5000 rpm pFit,h the results 
shown in Table 1. The noise level was fairly Ionr 
until a sudden increase after M X 1 0 6  revolutions 
(Figure 6). 
FIGURE 6.-Soise trace for test 2: unlubricated gold- 
plated elements, 50 ma current. 5000 rpm; vertical 
scale-20 mv per grid division, horizontal scale-5 msec 
per grid division. 
Test 3 
I t  \$-as clear that some additional lubrication 
:\-as required both to reduce noise generated by 
"sticky" operation and to  increase operating life. 
Ideally, the lubricant should be conductive and 
have extremely low vapor pressure. Liquid metals 
were considered, but they were not tested because 
of problems of corrosion and  containment.  
Molgbedenum disulphide was selected for testing 
despite the fact that in bulk i t  is an insulator. 
The MoP2 was applied to gold-plated bearing ele- 
ments by dipping them in an alcohol suspension. 
The initial resistance was 8000 ohms, but after a 
brief pericd ~f o p c r ~ t i o i l  at 1030 iljiii it  diupwd 
to  1 ohm. Electrical noise remained high when 
the fixture operated in air. 
This assembly n-as tested in vacuum and oper- 
ated with very low noise a t  5000 rpm until 
mechanical binding occurred a t  5OXlOQevolu- 
tions. Post-test examination revealed pitting of 
one set of balls (Figure i ) ,  indicating a failure of 
the lubricating film and the resulting adhesive 
wear. 
FIG~RE 7.-Balls and retainers from test 3. Xote pitting 
on one set of balls. 
Test 4 
This test was a repeat of Test 3. Tery lorn 
noise opera t ion  was  noted  before 1AX 106 
revolutions when a sudden increase occurred. 
Test 5 
To determine if the failure in test 4 n-as due 
solely to a loss of lubricant, the assembly for test 
4 was relubricated with MoS2 applied in an alcohol 
suspension to  the slip rings without disassembly 
or disturbance of the fixture. *After relubrication, 
low noise operation resumed for an additional 
34 X lo6 revolutions. 
.- 
sesi 6 
Other materials were investigated in an effort 
t o  find a combination which n.ould hare the 
desired characteristics of (1) low contact resis- 
tance; (2) low friction in vacuum; (3) good wear 
properties. Test 6 employed tungsten-carbide 
balls and rhodium-plated races. Contact resis- 
tance and noise in air were disappointingly high. 
Attempts to operate the combination in vacuum 
n-ere not successful. 
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Test 7 (Figure 8) and it is suspected that failure was due 
This was a test of tungsten-carbide balls and to  the support bearings. 
gold-plated races and was also unsatisfactory. 
Test 8 
This test was conducted to determine whether ;?b 
the crown retainer (which is difficult to  plate 
satisfactorily) was responsible for the failures in rn 
tests 6 and 7. The test was conducted with a 
machined gold retainer and results were not w 
! 
significantly better. I 
Test 9 
This test employed tungsten-carbide balls, 
rhodium-plated races, and a machined retainer 
with MoSz lubrication. Very good vacuum results 
were noted until lubrication failure a t  31X106 
revolutions. 
Test 10 
This test employed gold-plated stainless steel 
balls and races and a machined duroid retainer. 
This combination operated very well mechanically, 
but with very high electrical noise. 
The observations of contact resistance and 
noise reveal much about the nature of the lubri- 
cating film formed with the duroid material. An 
initial contact resistancc of I ohm incrcaseci to 
practically open circuit after 1 hour of operation 
in air. Under vacuum conditions with 10 ma 
current, contact resistancc dropped to 15-23 ohms. 
The much higher resistance of the duroid film in 
both air and vacuum when compared with MoSz 
films, clearly shows the presence of teflon in the 
lubricating film. This test was stopped after 
31 X lo6 revolutions because of continued high 
noise. 
Test 11  
The lubricant cmploycd in this test is n coating 
of hloS, npplietl in situ. Stninlcss stccl r:wcs 2nd 
crown ret:~inc.rs n ere firbt clec-troplated with moly1)- 
dcnum nhir.11 was thcn c*onvcrted to RloS2 by 
suhjccting thc specimen to HLS gas a t  an c.l(.v:~tcd 
temperature 2nd prch5urc. This  procAc.ss is 
descri1)~d in tlct:~il in 1lcfcrcnc.e 1. B:illh were 
plain 410C stainlchs stccl. l'his combination was 
noisy in air, hut gavc very gootl rcsults in v:icnuum. 
The test was tcrminntccl :~ftcrT, I X  10Qcvolutions 
becbausc of mcc1lnnic:~l tlifficr~ltics. The slip ring 
componcnts appc:ircd to  hc in good condition 
FI(:URE 8.-Balls, retainer, and race from test 11. 
Test 12 
Previous tests showed that MoSz films and 
coatings are effective lubricants, but have limited 
life. In addition, h10S2 films are electrically noisy 
in air, an undesirable limitation. I t  is believed 
t h a t  t h e  bes t  way  t o  employ  MoSz is in  a 
continuous manner. 
For this purpose a ball retainer was machined 
from a sintered compact 85 percent by weight 
gold and 15 percent MoS2. Since the retainer was 
in continuous light sliding contact with the balls, 
a continuous transfer of MoS2 was expected. 
Assembly 12 employed gold-plated balls and 
racesandthcrna~hined~old-MoSzretaincr. When 
operation was attempted in vacuum, mechanical 
diffic~~lties and high noise were experienced. Con- 
t,rary to previous expcricncc, it was evident that 
operation of unlubricatetl gold-plated elements is 
not satisfactory under a 1 Ib. contact load. 
The balls and races were lubricated with a very 
light suspension of MoSZ which was to serve until 
a film could be transferred from the retainer. It 
was found that this light film resulted in low noise 
operation in air. The test was then resumed in 
a vacuum of 5X torr. Contact resistance 
was 0.28 ohm and noise was less than 0.04 ohm 
peak-to-peak (Figure 9). A life of 115 X lo6 revo- 
lutions was achieved before mechanical failure. 
FIGURE 9.-Soise trace for test 12, gold-1loS~ retainers, 
50 ma current, 2000 rpm; vertical scale-1 mv per grid 
division, horizontal scale-2 msec per grid division. 
Miscellaneous Tests 
Most of the noise measurements were made by 
observing the variation of low level dc signals. 
Long term tests were made with a constant 10 ma 
dc current through the slip rings. Spot checks 
were made a t  currents up to 100 ma and in all 
cases the voltage noise increased in an approxi- 
mately linear fashion, indicating that R, is constant 
over this range of current. 
A brief test was made (test 9) a t  higher dc cur- 
rent (up to l ampere) in a vacuum of 2X lo6' torr. 
No visible arcing or damage to the slip rings 
resulted. 
During test 3 a thermocouple output was con- 
nected through the siip rings which were r.uh at 
2500 and 5000 rpm in a vacuum of 3 X torr. 
The accuracy and sensitivity of the potentiometer 
readings were not affected. 
During test 12 an ac signal was transferred 
through the slip rings operating a t  2000 rpm and 
5X torr. The signal was varied from 1 to 
20 kc at  an amplitude of 100 mv peak-to-peak. 
No visible noise or distortion was observed. 
CONCLUSIONS 
I t  has been demonstrated that rolling contact 
can be employed for electrical signal transfer a t  
low noise in an ultra-high vacuum environment. 
Contact noise can be lest than 2 milliohm rms even 
a t  speeds up to 5000 rpm. There are indications 
that the higher the vacuum, the less will be the 
contact noise. 
Lubrication is required for maximum perform- 
ance from rolling contact slip rings. Precious metal 
platings without additional lubrication appear 
unsatisfactory because of high torque and "sticky" 
motion. The best results obtained to date have 
been with stainless steel balls and races, gold- 
plated and with a thin initial film of AloSz. Con- 
tinuous lubrication is provided by ball retainers 
(separators) machined from compacts with a high 
MoS2 content. 
A direct comparison of the performance of roll- 
ing and sliding contact is difficult because of the 
paucity of reported data and wide variation in test 
conditions and instrumentation methods. 
Assuming a reasonable specification for high 
quality miniature sliding slip ring operating in air, 
we could expect : 
N o i s e 5 0  milliohms peak-to-peak, 
5 milliohms rms, 
Maximum speed-200 rpm, 
Maximum life-20 X lo6 revolutions. 
Expected performance in vacuum is more difficult 
to predict. Reference 2 reports that satisfactory 
operation is not possible and recommends oil vapor 
lubrication. Reference 3 reports favorable results 
for brushes impregnated with IIoSz at 17.8 rpm 
and a vacuum of 2 X torr. Noise figures from 
Reference 3 are not directly comparable with the 
present data because of the lo\\- band-width (8 cps) 
reported. 
No data are available on the performance of 
sliding contacts at  the speeds and vacuum levels 
explored in this study. Based upon the data 
obtained in this study, it appears that rolling 
contact elements are capable of the follon-ing 
performance : 
Noise-50 milliohms peak-to-peak, 
5 milliohm rms, 
Jlaximum speed-greater than 5000 rpm, 
I 
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ENERGY ABSORBER FOR THE ARIEL I INSTRUMENT i 
I 
5 BOOMS* 
T. L. ESG 
The instrument boom energy absorber aboard the hriel I was designed on the principle of 
runaway escapement. Its function was to reduce the erection rate of the instrument booms, there- 
by minimizing the kinetic energy transferred to these booms during their deployment and thus 
further safeguarding the experiments carried by the booms from shock damages. This device 
consisted of a pulley coupled to a gear train, which in turn was regulated by a pallet on a scnpe 
n heel. Since the frequency of the pallet is a function of the actuating torque, its amplitude, and 
moment of inertia, the rate of movement of the escapement mechanism can be adjusted by making 
the pdlet moment of inertia variable (the others constant). 
Ariel I was successfully launched on rlpril 26, 1962. Telemetry data from the satellite 
indicated that all experiments carried by the boonls had functioned normally. 
INTRODUCTION 
The first successfully launched satellite of the 
International Space Exploration program, Ariel I 
(1962) had two booms--each carrying a scientific 
experiment (the electron density and the electron 
temperature sensors) on its outer end. These 
booms were placed along the side of the last stage 
during flight and were released a t  a predetermined 
time and allowed to deploy by centrifugal force. 
Calculations indicated that, for the spacecraft to  
achieve the desired final spin rate, these booms 
must be released at the time when the satellite is 
spinning at 74 rpm. Further calculations shoned 
that approximately 0.3 second would be required 
for the unrestrained booms to be fully deployed. 
At the instant when these booms cease traveling 
and are locked in their final position, they would 
be required to absorb 33 ft-lb of energy. There- 
fore to  safeguard the above-mentioned experi- 
ments and ultimately protect the useful life of the 
satellite, the energy transferred to the booms 
during their deployment should be reduced. 
DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS AND ANALYSIS 
Requirements 
2. Capable of controlling the booms simul- 
taneously so that they may erect together or 
within a fraction of a second of each other; 
3. Capable of varying the erection time to not 
less than 1 second at  the anticipated boom release 
spin rate and capable of withstanding a load 
equivalent to a 20 percent overspin or 90 rpm; 
4. Light and capable of being housed in existing 
available space; and 
5 .  Able to meet the environmental test speci- 
fications a t  the prototype level. 
The second condition indicated that the mecha- 
nism should be centrally located. The only avail- 
able room in the central area was the space (7 in. 
diam.X2 in.) below the tape recorder, where the 
middle portion was occupied by an electron 
temperature gauge (Figure 1). 
To satisfy all conditions, a constant velocity 
d e v i c e a n  escapement mechanism (similar to the 
clock mechanism)-was selected (Figure 2) .  
Since the kinetic energy of a moving mass is 
proportional t o  its velocity square, KE = XMV2, 
theoretically, by controlling the erection rate or V 
ot the booms, the energy transferred to  them is 
also controlled. 
The selected design, which would reduce the 
Force Analysis energy transferred to  the booms, must also be: 
1. A seif-actuating device containing no out- To simplify the force analysis on the booms, 
gassing materials which might contaminate the frictional forces a t  the hinge \vere neglected. I t  
experiments; was also assumed that at  the time of boom deploy- 
*Published as TAS.4 Technical AWemorandurn .Y-936, January 1964. ment the satellite was in an environment of 
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PR-E BOOM ASSEMBLY 
B 7 I 
ELECTRON TEMEVATURE PROBE 
BOOM ASSEMBLY (REF I 
/ 
FIGURE 1.-1,oc:ition of energy :ibsorber in rc1:ition to tllr instrumrrit boom. 
wcightlcssncss; conscqucntly, the weight of the weight, h/I the mass of the boom, 7 the distance to  
t)oom nssc.nll)ly was  lot considered. The force the boom's cg from the spin axis, F m + ~  the 
with w11ic.h the cncrgy absorber is directly con- centrifugal force acting on the center of mass, and 
ccrnctl is the ccntrifug:~l force acting on the boo~ns, #J the spin rate of the satellite a t  any given 0, the 
and it was further assumt.tl that this forctx actetl boom position a t  any given time. If 
t l~rougl~ thc ccntcr of rn:lss of the k)oom nsscml)ly 
- (scc l<c~fcrcmc+r 1 nntl Icigurc 3) : = t L s l n B ,  (2) 
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FIGURE 2.-The escapement mechanism. 
I 
I ++ therefore the reaction force 
w 
I 
I 
I 
1 where I' is the location of the restraining 
1 the energy ahsorher. Thus, for 6 <SOo, 
I - Fm +M Fm, i F, = - I  
point of 
we hare  
~ I ( ; ~ - R F .  3.-"Free-hody" ~chemat ic  n i  satellite. 
-\\-here is the distxnce from the pivot end of the 
boom to  the center of mass 31r, and a the distance 
from the spin asiq to  the boo111 hinee. Thc slim 
r ~ f  the moments ahout the pivot point is zero: 
and iiy substit1.iting Equntiun 3 illto 5 ,  15-e ot,tujn 
x 1 - h ~ ~ ~  FD il; the re.;tr:ii_n_ing f(irce frnK the eecape- 
mtnt nlc.chaniam rt~clllircd t o  .ct one hoom a t  
equilibrium a: any given position. 8. Sirlcc there 
n-ere two t)oorns, tile t o t d  force acting on t11e 
energy nti-l>r!~er vould he 2 FR. To  ev~lu:lte 
4 in term< of e :it any &-en Q o ,  the satellite's 
spin rate prior to  cir~loyment, the following 
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equation was used :* 
8 (degrees ) 
FI(;URE 4.-C:~lcul:~tetl results b:tsrtl on 40 = rpm 
where Figure 4 sho~vs that F,,,+JI masimized a t  
approximntcly 35'; tlicrcforc~ the design - load for 
the encrgy a1)sorber would 1)o F,,,+V L/Z1 :it 0 = 35O. 
I is the momrnt of iricrtia of the s:~tcllite prior to 
appendage drploymcnt. 
The actuating force, FA, on the escapement 
mechanism (per boom) is as shown in Figure 5 .  
To insure thc actuation of the energy absor1)rr 
under most conditions, a minimum FA was chosen. 
In  this case, where FA does practically no work 
when 8>G0°, it was assumed th:~t FA is minimum 
when 8=60°. 
Escapement Design 
The expression for a palldt half-cycle period for 
a runaway esc:~pement (Iteferenccs 2 and 3) is 
*J. V. Fodor, Privnto coul~l~unicntion.  
I:IUUI{E 5.-Forces acting on the energy absorber. 
tvhere 81 denotes the half-cycle amplitude, I,, the 
moment of inertia of one half the pallet, and 
T,, the torque acting on the pallet. Total pallet 
amplitude 8 is 81+82= 2 ~ / n ,  where n is the 
number of tceth on the scape ~vheel. For cases 
where the first and second half-cycle motions are 
identical, the pallet frequency f is equal to l/t or 
The first half-cycle period for the scape wheel is 
where Tw/T, = w,/wn and the equivalent moment 
of inertia I ,=Iw+Ip(~p/ww)2and Twis the torque 
acting on the scape wheel, I and w the mass 
PULLEY 
GEAR TRAIN  
SCAPE WHEEL 
FIGURE 6.-Schematic of escapement design. 
moment of inertia and angular velocity respec- 
tively. Subscripts p and nr refer to the pallet and 
scape wheel. A similar expression is obtained for 
the second half of the pallet cycle: 
In  this instance, accuracy in timing was not an 
essential factor; thus me can simplify calculations 
by assuming that the motion of the first and 
second half pallet cycle were the same: el= $2, 
tl = tg, TP1 = TP2, IPl = I&, and I,, = I,. 
Equations 9, 10, 11 and 12 now become: 
respectively. To compensate for the inaccuracy 
of the mechanism owing to the simplified assump 
tions made in the calculations and to provide for a 
t imi~g  adjustment, I, was made variable by 
attaching a counter weight to the pallet (Figure 2). 
By assuming that the actuating torque is constant 
and by varying the counter weight which changes 
I,, t can be increased or decreased with the I, 
changes indicated in the previous equations. The 
evaluation of T, and T, was based on F, (Equa- 
tion 8, where 6 = GO0) .  
Gear Train Design 
I n  calculating the stresses for the gears and 
shafts, the following assumptions were mide: 
1. The shaft between gears was in torsion; 
2. The bearing portions of the shaft were in 
bending; 
3. The pallet shaft was in bending. 
The size of the shafts were evaluated by the 
following equations based on the maximum load 
determined by Equation 6 (Reference 4): 
16 For shear under bending, D3=-?lqb; (17) 
S B *  
3 16 For shear under torsion, D =-Ift; (18) 
S,* 
32 For tensile under bending, D3 = -I&,; (19) St* 
39 For tensile under torsion, D3=l-3It; (20) St* 
FIGURE 7.-Schematic of the shafts. 
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where S, is the shearing stress, St the tensile 
stress, ML, the bending moment, Mt the torsion 
moment, and D the shaft diameter. From these 
calculations, the larger value of D was accepted 
as the final dimension. The design load for the 
gear train was the same as the shaft design load. 
Since there were two booms, the total load on the 
first gear and shaft would be 2FR. The load on 
each succeeding gear and shaft decreased by a 
factor of 1/R,  where R is the gear ratio. Gear 
size was govcrned by the Lewis forrnula: 
where XIt is the torsion moment, Pd the diamctri- 
cal pitch, y the form factor, h' the number of 
teeth, and li=Pdb/?r. In  Equation 21, the d- 
lowable stress S = So (1200/(1200+V)), where So 
is the ultimate strength and V the pitch-line 
velocity. The selected gear six(. must also satisfy 
the dynamic tooth loat1 equation: 
\vhrre C is a const:int d(yc%ndcnt on the. m:~tc.rial 
ant1 tootli error :ind 1: is the tot:rl :~ppliccl or 
tr:lrisnlitt(~d loatl. sIroril(1 not c~cclcd thc st:~tic 
load strcngtli of thc tooth as 1):rsctl on the static 
stress of the m:itc.rinl. Pl;orm:llly, Buckingli:~m's 
eclu:~tion for tootli aci:lr, F,= D,k)li(), must :~lso 
br considered; lio\ve\ clr, since this mecli:~nism 
was expcctcd to opcrstc for only a limited number 
of cy('l~h, this r e ( j ~ ~ i r ( ~ n ~ ( ~ n t  \\as neglected. 
Restraining Cord 
Several cord m:ltc.rinls were tested in an effort 
to find the most snit:~l)lc. Solid st:~inlcss-steel 
wire 1 ~ : ~ s  t1isc:ovcrcd to be most unsatisf:ict,ory 
since thcl liigh resiliency of this iz;ir(. tended to 
un~vincl the mcchunism; braidtd copper wires 
n-c>ro much morr satisf:~ctol,y, but the size required 
ditl not posscss sufic:ic.nt strength. Ilacron and 
nylon cords wrrc found to I)(> 1)t)st suited to this 
c>clr~il)lnc\nt. Tvst p(~t'forlnc~l with same size cords 
sl~owc.tl t h : ~ t  tlic tl:~c*t.on 11:)s :L higher strengt.h 
t1i:ln ~iylon; l)ut, I)ec~:i11sc1 ~lylon h:~s the ability to 
strc\tc.ll riiot'c. rc\atlily, i t  1 ~ : ~ s  found to possess 
1)cbttc.r slroc~k-:~l)sol~l)i~ig c.h:~~~:~ctc~ristics.  96-lb. 
tvst lint. of 1)r:liclc~tl nylon was selected. 
TESTING 
To determine the adequacy of the design, both 
structurally and functionally, two component tests 
besides the systems environmental tests were 
utilized (Reference 5 ) .  The design passed the 
environmental tests without any major difficulty. 
One minor incident was encountered during the 
600 cps resonance vibration test in the axial 
direction as the cords unwound from the pulley. 
The problem did not occur after the cord retaining 
springs were added 2). To determine the 
load capacity of the mechanism, a fixture with 
s imula ted  booms was mounted  (F igure  8).  
Dimensions A, l3, and C were approximately the 
same as those on the actual spncecr:lft. The 
weights, equal to the maximum c:~Iculated centrif- 
ugal force acting on the booms, were attached to 
the cg of each boom. Calculations indicated that 
centrifug:~l force on the booms is maxim~,m when 
8=35"; therefore distance c was selected so that 
the cord from the weight would be normal to the 
boom when the booms arc3 35" from the vertical 
axis. The booms were held in place by wrapping 
a ~or(1  round them and werc released hy cutting 
thc cortl, thus simul:rting the loading condition a t  
the. time of 1)oom rrlc:isc. This test reve:rled 
sever:il dvsign we:~linehsc\s, which have been cor- 
rc.c.tcd :~ccordingly. 
The second oomponcnt test \v:ts to determine 
whcthcr t hc design funct ioned as intended. Fig- 
ure 9 illustrates the test setup: The sp:lcccraft 
structure (less the top domc) w:~s mounted on the 
separation unit, ~vliich in turn W:LS att:iched to the 
Lidutc~hnlan." This c.onfig11r:~tion was t hen fnst- 
cmed to an clmpty 5-218 I)ot t l~,  :ind (lie system 
mas invc>rtetl and mountrtl on :L spin t:~l)lc with the 
roll moment of inertia propcrly simulatctl. The 
booms were licl(i in posit ion with scissor c1:Lmps 
(similar in dcsign to proposc.tl flight componc.nts); 
pressurc3 was applied to the cl:~mps through :i wire 
wrsppecl around the leg> of thehe c.l:~mps. The 
ends of this wire werc locked in place. I)y n 
pyrotcchnic-actuatcc1 rc.lcase mechanism. To  
measure the boom erection time, rnicaro switches 
were pl:~ccd s t  the foldrd ant1 extendecl 
To  simulate zero g, :L c011st:~nt force spring with 
a pull eqa:il to :ipproxilnntc.ly the weiglrt of flrc 
t)oom w:is first tested by :~tt:ic*hing one end of tlir 
spring to the cg :~nd was later f:~stened to :L point 
wherc equilibrium was achicvetl-bctwccn thc 
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I ESCAPEMENT MECHANISM I 
FIGCRE 8.--Component test setup simulating initial loading condition on escapement mechanism. 
weight of the boom and the pull of the spring- 
when the booms were very near the fully extended 
position. The booms were tested at  63, 74, and 
90 rpm. Significant results were attained when 
the springs were attached to the boom's cg. 
: Deployment time was within the expected range, 
and the booms locked in position each time. 
With the spring fastened to the second position 
described above, erection time remained approxi- 
mately the same, but the booms were about 1/16 
in. from lock-in position. Upon investigation to 
ascertain the reason for the difference in perform- 
ance between the two systems, i t  was discovered 
that,with the spring attached to the cg,equilibrium 
condition could be obtained when the booms mere 
between 15 and 75 degrees from the vertical axis. 
: When the booms were at positions outside this 
t 
range, however, the weights of the booms pre- 
dominated and overcame the spring force. When 
the spring was fastened to the second position 
described, equilibrium could be attained only 
when the booms were between 60 and 90 degrees 
from the vertical axis. If the booms were lying in 
any position outside this range, the spring force 
prevailed and pulled the booms toward their 
folded positions (Figure 9j. ?<either sysiem 
offered a satisfactory test inasmuch as the first 
was inclined to under-test and the second to 
over-test . 
The constant spring force was found to vary as 
much as 3 pounds depending on the amount of 
unwinding. Also the inability to duplicate the 
spin's decay rate affected the test results to some 
extent. To increase the possibility for complete 
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SPRING ATTACHED AT C g  
.,...'" O F B O O M S  
SPRING ATTACHED A 1  P O I N T  
T O  O B T A I N  G O O D  COUNTER- 
BALANCE W H E N  B O O M S  
WERE FULLY EXTENDED 
COUNTER B A L A N C I N G  SPRING 
PYROTECHNIC 
/ 
A R l A  OF C,000 
C O I I N T I H  BALANCE '.'\,. 
. Y l ( t N  IPRINC,  ,NA\ ATTACt lED '.. 
T O  I 'O lNT OF EOI I IL IBRIUM W I I E N  
RO(>M NA' ,  NEARLY H O H I I O N T A L  
. , , <. . - 
551 STRUCTURE I I M U L A T I N G  M O M E N T  
LESS DOME ( OF j N E R T l A  
R P M  RECORDING/ 
POT Y 
I I 
FIGURE %-Test setup to determine whether escapement mechanism met design requirement. 
boom deployment, the boom hinge spring was the centrifugal force near the end of boom 
made stronger so that the spring preload was travel may be too weak to overcome the inertia 
approximately twice the torque needed to actuate of the energy absorber, the spring would be able 
the escapement mechanism. In the event that to assist in completing this task. 
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CONCLUDING REMARKS 
AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
Ariel I was successfully launched in the spring 
of 1962. All boom-mounted instruments were 
reported working satisfactorily. However, ac- 
cording to Dr.  illmor more,* a senior U.K. scientist 
on the project, "The erection of booms and paddles 
occurred prematurely about 1 to 2 minutes after 
injection." The appendages were deployed in 
four separate events as indicated by the satellite's 
decreasing spin rate in "four well-defined steps." 
At the end of each of the first three de-spins 
"short duration shocks, such as might be caused 
by the booms snapping into place" were recorded 
from the accelerometers mounted orthogonally 
inside the dutchman. "For the fourth de-spin, 
where there is no shock, the duration of de-spin 
is slightly greater. The moment of inertia change 
corresponds with the erection of an experiment 
boom, so that this boom might hare been success- 
fully restrained by the escapement fitted for the 
purpose. Aforeover, some 136-Mc telemetry was 
also received at Antigua. This shows a sudden 
and very marked change in the null of the electron 
density experiment a t  about this time, confirming 
that the boom erected here." 
I t  may be also pointed out that the booms 
were so retained that any abnormal deployment 
could cause one boom to be released ahead of the 
other. Dr. Rillmore's interpretation of the data 
indicated that the first boom--electron tempera- 
ture-was released at  a spin rate at least 10 rpm 
higher than the maximum design rate of 90. This 
situation probably caused the restraining cord to 
*A. P. Willmore, Private communication. 
break. The electron density boom was released 
at  approximately 90 rpm and was successfully 
rest rained. 
With due awareness of the circumstances and 
observations as quoted above, we are of the belief 
that this principle can be utilized ad\-antageously 
in other similar applications. For future designs, 
it is suggested that a refined rewind mechanism be 
added to alleviate the rewinding problem. Xddi- 
tion of a locking mechanism that would cage the 
energy absorber in place during power flight and 
that could be released by the pull of the restraining 
cords might be beneficial. The energy absorber 
should be designed to control only the initial 
movement of the moving body and allow the body 
to complete its movement unrestrained by momen- 
tum. Such control would facilitate testing and 
increase the reliability of the design. 
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EXPLORER XVII (1963 9A) REAL TIME PCM TELEM- 
ETRY DATA PROCESSING AND DISPLAY TEST 
STAND* 
hl. RI. GRAXT, C. C. STEPI-IAXIT)E:S, ASD W. N. STEWART 
The Atmospheric Structure Satellite (Goddard Space Flight Center projects S-6), success- 
fully launched on April 2, 1963, was designated Explorer XVII. This spacecraft operated on 
command, consumed high power, and had the highest PC11 telemetry data  rate of any  scientific 
satellite a t  the date of launch. A rr1:tjor problenl re1:~ted to the developmellt, test, and orbital 
lnonitoring of this spacecraft was the  quick and accurate evaluation of the telemetry data. The 
problenl was solved by incorporating an automatic data processing sys t c~n  as an  integral part  of 
the sp:tcecraft telemetry test stand. Two such systems were utilized in the integration, test, and 
prelaunch phases and for orbit:tl monitoring throughout the scheduled 100-day satellite lifetime. 
INTRODUCTION 
Constant efforts are being made to improve the 
design and reliability of contemporary spacecraft 
electronic systems. The success of these efforts 
depends upon the ability of tlic designers to evalu- 
ate the perform:~nce of their equipment on the 
grountl and in orbit. The employment of the 
most adv:~ncetl pcrformancae ev:ilu:lt ion technicl~ics 
is necess:wy in the development of sp:~cecraft 
systems of optimum tlcsign and reliability. 
A ~viclc sc'lection of pcrforrn:~nco evaluation 
techniques is av:~ila\~lc, only one of ivliich permits 
identical evaluations to 1)e made on the ground 
and in orbit. This tecbhnique is the performance 
evaluation of spacecraft systems via, telemetry. 
Althongh in many cases it is desira1)le to meas- 
ure a large numhcr of quantities hard-wired from 
the spacecraft under test, the benefit to  be derived 
by thc eva1u:ltion of performnncc via R F  tclc- 
metered datn is believed to he much greater. 
Performance monitoring via R F  tclemctelrd data 
on the ground forces the designer to  evaluate 
spacecraft operation in a manner similar to  that  
used after the spacecraft is launched. By this 
method the spacecraft system is tested in its 
entirety; this includes paylo:ld :mi  ground support 
equipment. The number of quantitirs measured 
via hart1 wires shoultl be minimized since this 
information may not be available once the space- 
craft is launched. An effort should be made to 
avoid dependence on any of these measurements, 
if used, for significant performance evaluation. 
Included within the concept of spacecraft perform- 
ance evaluation via tclemetcred data, are the 
assumptions that the important experimental and 
housekeeping datn arc chosen for transmission, 
and that n tclemct ry systrm cbap:~\)le of transmitting 
these data is employed. 
If spacecraft system performance is to  be evalu- 
ated solely through tclcmctcrcd data,  the impor- 
tance of an adequate test stand becomes magnified. 
Early spacecraft projects used combinations of 
hard-wircd ant1 telcmetercd data checkout systems 
and required relatively low data rate test stands 
for the dccommutation and display of spacecraft 
data for evaluation. Their test stands employed 
slow spccd display devices such as lights, meters, 
analog rec~ordings, and low speed printers. 
The advent of tlic Exp1ol.c.r S V I I  project (8-Gt) 
imposed new :~nd stringent rcc~uiremcnts upon the 
spacecraft test stand 1)ecnusc of the decision that 
a1lsp:~cccr:~ft c~lieckoutsl)emndc\~i:~ 1<F. A sophis- 
ticstcd system for the processing and tlispluy of 
the high d u t : ~  rate tclc~nc,tcrctl datn had to  be 
developccl. Thc tc.lcmctry syste~n productd 41 
main nntl 42 sui~cornrnut:ltor (.;l~l)corn) channels 
tPrior to I r~ t~nr l l  ti t , :  I.:xl,iorrr S \ ' I I  prr)jrct wrre k n o w n  118 the S-6 
*Publial~c~l as N A S A  Terhnicnl 'Vote D - P , ~ ~ R ,  dune 1964, project, a Godclurd Fl,a<.c, I"ligllt C e ~ ~ t v r  clc.ni~nntion O I I I Y .  
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of information, exclusive of voltage reference, 
synchronization, and subcom counter channels. 
Its bit rate was 8640 bits per second of split-phase 
PCM, nith a basic 48-word, 9 bits per word format. 
Early in the project, the most meaningful data 
were selected to be telemetered from the space- 
craft. This done, the project then established 
the requirements for a telemetry test stand, 
acknowledging recommendations that a computer 
be incorporated into the test stand. When the 
test stand was in operation for over 1 year a high 
speed computer complex was incorporated into 
the test stand system. This permitted a vastly 
more comprehensive spacecraft performance eralu- 
ation program; it required minimal manpower to 
conduct the evaluations; and it improved the 
efficiency and speed nith which the evaluations 
were made. The digital nature of the telemetered 
data lent itself to the easy decommutation, for- 
matting, and computer processing required in the 
test stand and computer system. An on-line 
computer processed, in real time, the telemetered 
digital data for presentation in meaningful form 
on a high speed line printer. Analog recordings 
were also made, but primarily for nraveform checks 
on data. The accurate measurements needed for 
proper evaluation of the spacecraft system were 
obtained from computer-processedprintouts. The 
test stand processed data accurately and in easy- 
to-read form, in real time. The real-time feature 
of the test stand and computer system was one 
of its most important and useful assets. Real- 
time data processing had two significant values: 
I t  greatly reduced the amount of time required for 
testing; it permitted the test conductors to remain 
closely attuned to spacecraft operation. 
The test stand system evolved from a simple 
one, which employed digital lights and analog 
recordings for display, into that described herein, 
a highly versatile test stand and computer system. 
The decommutation and computer interface equip 
ment was designed and fabricated a t  Goddard 
Space Flight Center. The computer, its periph- 
eral typewriter, tape units, and medium speed 
printer were leased from the Control Da ta  
Corporation. 
Two test stand and computer systems were 
used for the checkout of the prototype and flight 
unit spacecraft during all phases of development. 
The first system, located in the Technical Control 
Center (TCC) at Goddard Space Flight Center, 
was used for the checkout of the spacecraft during 
integration, environmental testing, and real-time 
monitoring in orbit (Figures 1 and 2). A second 
test stand and computer system was assembled 
and used for a short penod oi time, esclusireiy, 
FIGCRE 1.-Technical control center t c ~ t  stand. I I 
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FIGURE 2.-Technical control center computer complex. 
in the prelaunch checkout of the spacecraft a t  
the Atlantic Missile Range. This system was 
dismantled shortly after launch. 
I t  is the purpose of this report to describe in 
detail the development of the test stand and com- 
puter system and to discuss the spacecraft com- 
puter programs. Appendixes A through E cover 
telemetry assignments, computer interface elec- 
tronic operation, computer program flow charts, 
computer printout formats, and computer program. 
TELEMETRY FORMAT 
DATA TRAIN 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  
9 BIT5 W O R D 4  
1  01 m,ec 
WORD I , 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 ~  
--~Y'T 
EXPERIMENT SELECTOR SWITCH 
(0.... ,.----------- d I 1 
H I G H  SPEED ELECTRON 
TEMPERATURE PROBE 
CALIBRATION 
FLAG ( 'I ') .--..................--------- ! I  
SUBCOM LEVEL 
COUNTER 
, , IS) -......-............---------------- - ! 
W I N  FRAME (nurncrols lndlcatc word sequence) 
7  8 9 13 14 15 16 17 18 . 30 31 32 33 34 . . -  45 46 47 48 
. - --
This section is included in order to facilitate 
understanding of discussions to follow regarding FIGURE 3.-'l'elemetry words and main frame. 
the test stand and computer operations. A s  has 
been previously mentioned, the PCRl telemetry 
operated a t  a bit rate of 8640 bits per sec in a 
serial data train of 9-bit data words (I'igure 3). 
Telemetry Main Frame 
Telemetry main frame (Figure 3) was made up 
of 48 nine-bit words (channels). Word I ,  as 
depicted in Figure 3, carried in digital form the 
subcom counter information, the experiment sclcc- 
tor switch position indication, and an experiment, 
calibration flag. Words 8 and 32 were optical 
aspect digital information, and words 46, 47, and 
48 comprised a fixed 27-bit frame synchronization 
code. All other words contained analog informa- 
tion encoded into binary digital form, words 14 
and 15 assigned to  the main channel 0 and 5 volt 
references, respectively (see Appendix A). 
Telemetry Subcom Frame 
Words 17, 31, and 33 of the main frame were 
subcommutated channels. For example, if the 
main frame depicted in Figure 3 was frame 1 
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(level 1 indicated in a portion of word I), words 17, 
31, and 33 would carry sample sources 17-1,31-1, 
and 33-1, respectively. For the next frame 
in sequence, word 1 would indicate level 2 and 
word 17 would sample source 17-2, word 31 would 
sample source 31-2, and word 33 would sample 
source 33-2. The level indications and subcom- 
mutation would change synchronously with each 
succeeding frame until 16 frames had been trans- 
mitted; the sixteenth frame would contain level 
16 in word 1 and words 17, 31, and 33 sampling 
sources 17-16, 31-16, and 33-16, respectively. 
In the next sequential frame, word 1 would again 
indicate level 1 and the subcom words would 
repeat their sample sequence, beginning with 
sources 17-1, 31-1, and 33-1. This is shown 
graphically in Table 1, which represents the 
telemetry matrix. 
Table I 
Explorer XVII Telemetry Matrix 
The subcom frame was defined as 16 sequential Telemetry Supercommutation 
mgin frames beginning with frame 1. The sub- Information definition for some sources was 
com frame period was determined from the repeti- improved by increasing the sampiing -i&e of 
tion rate of the individual subcom sources (one specific sources through supercommutation; that 
E 
sample every 16 main frames). This period is, the assignment of more than one main channel / equalled 0.8 sec and resulted in a subcom rate of (word) to a single source. For example, words 
1 1.25 samples/sec. 10, 26, and 42 were assigned to Redhead No. 1 
Level 
- - -- 
Main Channel Number 
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ac output, a single source. The resultant sample 
rate for that source, a t  3 samples/frame, was 60 
samples/sec. Appendix A lists all the channel- 
to-source assignments for Explorer XVII and 
indicates their respective sample rates. 
TEST STAND AND COMPUTER SYSTEM 
DEVELOPMENT 
Early System 
The first complete Explorer XVII PCM test 
stand is shown in Figure 4. Its main components 
were : 
& -=I TRANSMITTER 
TMR-6 
RECEIVER 
TRACKING 
FILTER 
TIMER i 
r------- TEST STAND 
! I I c-> el 16 ANALOG OUTPUT 1 LEiifi:R 1 
2 ANALOG OUTPUT 
AND 0-5" CAL 
RECORDER RECORDER 
FIGURE 4.-Block diagram of early test stand system. 
6. An audio recording and playback system 
for use with magnet,ic tape, designed and 
constructed a t  GSFC. 
7. Two &channel pen recorders. 
Test Stand Decom 
The decom was originally designed as a proto- 
type of models to be used a t  NASA's Woomera, 
Australia, tracking station and the central data 
processing facilities; i t  was delivered t o  the  
Explorer XVII integration group in June 1961. 
This decom was a basic telemetry decommutation 
system capable of accepting serial split-phase 
PCM data from a telemetry receiver. As a sys- 
tem it processed the incoming signal, recovering 
data and producing analog and digital outputs of 
selected data channels. A patchboard (Figure 5) 
was provided for these selections. In addition, 
the binary data relating to the position of the 
spacecraft, experiment selector switch was gated 
to a 10 numeral lenticular display (Figure 5 ) .  
VISUAL 
DIGITAL 
DISPLAY 
W I N  
PATCH- 
B O A m  
INTERFACE 
STATUS 
SELECTOR 
SWITCH 
COMPUTE 
- INHIBIT 
SWITCH 
ANALOG 
, OUTPUT 
TEST 
JACKS 
EXPERIMENT 
SELECTOR SWITCH 
POSITION 
(0-9 LENTICULAR) 
TEST SWITCH 
SUBCOM 
' SELECTOR 
( 2  C W N N E L )  
1. Athree-tonecommandtransmitterdesigned 
and constructed a t  Coddard Space Flight 
Center. 
2. A Defense Electronics TMR-6 receiver 
and TDU-3 panadapter. 
3. An Electrac 207 tracking filter. 
4. A Mincom C-100 magnetic tape unit. 
5. A PCM test stand decommutator (decom) 
designed and constructed a t  GSFC. 
FIGURE 5.-Test stand decom and Mod I1 interface. 
As the project progressed, additional refine- 
ments were incorporated into the PCM decom by 
the integration group, so that the unit was better 
adapted to the integration and testing of the 
spacecraft. Noteworthy among these refinements 
were' Automatic frame synchronization of the 
decom, an automatic strobe frequency generator 
(ASFG), a 0 and 5 volt calibration for analog 
outputs, two additional digital-to-analog convert- 
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ers, a visual digital display, digital parallel output, 
and signal conditioning equipment. 
Automcrtic fkme Synchronization System 
The synchronization system, designed and in- 
stalled a t  Goddard Space Flight Center, substan- 
tially enhanced the operation of the PCM decom. 
Prior to the installation of this system, the services 
of one man were required to maintain the proper 
phase relation between the incoming and the tim- 
ing data. The phase selection was made by 
repeated random manual switching between tim- 
ing pulses, which occurred in either of two data 
phases or two inverted data phases (the manual 
switch is labeled "test switch" in Figure 5). This 
switching continued until a valid sync pattern 
was recognized and signal lock-on was achieved 
by the decom. 
This problem was subsequently eliminated by 
the addition of an automatic frame synchroniza- 
tion circuit which consisted of two selectable, 
coded, 27-bit frame sync recognizers; two thresh- 
old detectors; one flip-flop; and associated gating 
circuits. One frame sync recognizer always was 
set to recognize the frame synchronization format 
and the other recognizer was set to recognize the 
inverse of that established code. The recognizers 
were manually set to their respective codes by the 
actuation of 27 switches that connected the main 
shift register flip-flops to the sync recognizers, one 
side of each flip-flop to "sync" and the other side 
to "not sync." These recognizer codes were 
"sync": 000110010011 11100010101 1010; and "not 
sync" ; 111001101100000111010100101. The sum- 
ming node of each recognizer was connected to its 
associated threshold detector. The outputs from 
both of the latter were used to reset word counters 
and other devices. The output of the "not sync" 
detector was aiso used to toggle a %pfl,ctp that 
gated the proper timing pulses to return the decom 
to a synchronized condition. This autosync sys- 
tem required only 2 frames (100 msec) to regain 
frame sync after a dropout, whereas the same 
operation performed manually might have con- 
sumed a time on the order of seconds. Adoption 
of the automatic frame synchronization system 
sharply reduced the amount of data lost due to 
sync dropouts. 
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Automatic Sfrobe Frequency Generator ( A S )  
This circuit, designed and developed by the 
integration group, further reduced the number of 
syncdropoutsand resultant data loss by generating 
a strobe frequency which automatically tracked 
the incoming PCM signal. The ASFG consisted 
of a controlled astable multivibrator and associ- 
ated circuitry. It developed timing pulses a t  
twice the bit frequency and maintained constant 
phase relation between that frequency and the 
frequency of the incoming data over a 100 cps 
bandwidth. Prior to adoption of the ASFG in 
the test stand system, a harmonic wave analyzer 
was used, with some difficulty, to extract the 
second harmonic of the bit frequency and develop 
a strobe frequency twice as great, and to provide 
tracking of second harmonic frequency variations 
over a 3.5 cps bandwidth. The XSFG increased 
this bandwidth and greatly reduced data deteri- 
oration resulting from bit-rate fl~ctuations~intro- 
duced by variations in tape speed and system 
parameters. 
Automatic Cdibrator 
The analog outputs of the PCM decom were all 
initially based on 0 and 5 volt references estab- 
lished in the spacecraft and transmitted in the 
telemetry data train; all analog outputs were 
scaled against these references. As the latter 
were "floating" and subject to variations (partic- 
ularly from one spacecraft telemetry encoder to 
another), the accuracy of the analog pen record- 
ings was questionable and visual data reduction 
of them was difficult. 
The automatic calibrator (autocal) was devised 
by the integration group to simultaneously scale 
and calibrate all analog outputs by providing 0 
and 5 volt reference outputs for use in setting up 
each pen recorder channel, with full scale repre- 
senting 5 volts. Major components of the autocal 
Getlce %ex zst,tnh!e %ldtivihrators, relay drivers, 
and test switching circuits. Multivibrators were 
used to switch, via relays, all decom analog output 
lines between normal data outputs and the refer- 
ence voltage outputswhich In turn were switched 
by a multivibrator-relay combination between t,he 
0 and 5 volt references. Manual switches pro- 
vided selection of several calibration modes. For 
setting up the recorder channels, the first calibra- 
tion mode, a steady square wave of 0 and 5 volt 
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reference pulses (Figure 6 )  was delivered to all 
recorder channels, the data for these references in 
general being derived from magnetic tape record- 
ing of the spacecraft telemetry. For the most 
accurate analysis of the pen recordings, reruns 
were made with the recorders scaled from the 
references of the particular run desired. The 
second calibration mode was an occasional inter- 
ruption of normal data flow with a small group 
(1 to 2) of scaling pulses. The repetition rate of 
these calibration bursts was preset a t  1 calibration 
burst every 30 sec to provide minimum inter- 
ference with data flow and convenient referencing 
for the analyst. The scaling pulses could be 
inserted a t  two rates, one of which is shown in the 
left (data) portion of Figure 6. 
5 mm,rec RECORDER SPEED 
..-- . ~ - 
UP RECORDER CHANNELS 
FIGURE (;.-Strip chart illustrating 0 ant1 5 volt calibrittion 
pulses. 
Visual Digital Display 
While the optical aspect and telemetry systems 
were being integrated and tested, the need arose 
for digital display of selected channels of the 
incoming data. The visual digital display, con- 
sisting of a %bit storage register, nine light 
indicator circuits, and the gating required to 
maintain compatibility with the PCM decom, 
was appended to the test stand (Figure 5). Chan- 
nel selection for the display was made a t  the PCM 
decom main patchboard (Figure 5) and permitted 
display of one word or of several words superimposed 
on one another. 
Other Changes 
Also during integration, it became apparent 
that the original analog storage circuits were not 
able to store data for one complete subcom cycle 
(0.8 sec) without decay. This situ:~t,ion was recti- 
fied by adding two separate digital-to-analog 
converters, along with an auxiliary patch panel 
for channel selection. (This patch panel was 
mounted in the PCM decom bucket, behind the 
output test jacks in Figure 5). 
An R F  link was used between the spacecraft 
and the test stand during all environmental tests. 
Adverse signal conditions, such as those expected 
in orbit (attenuation and noise), were simulated 
from the outset of this phase of the project. It 
became apparent that the tracking filter provided 
a marginally acceptable output under poor signal 
conditions. Therefore, in April 1962, a Dyna- 
tronics 5202 bit synchronizer and signal condi- 
tioner was added to the system (Figure 7). This 
new unit greatly improved data recovery in 
adverse signal conditions. 
FIGURE 7.-Advanced test stand and computer system. 
Initial Computer lnstal/ation 
As integration progressed in the spring of 1062, 
it became increasingly apparent that the methods 
employed for voltage determination of the house- 
keeping telemet*ry channels were inadequate. The 
hand reduction of this information was a lengthy 
process, requiring more than an hour per com- 
manded run to reduce readouts averaged from a 
visual digital display. Shortly after installation 
(May 1962), a CDC 160 computer was pro- 
grammed to replace the notation-and-slide-rule 
conversion to volts. One averaged readout per 
run from each subcom channel was entered in 
Flexowriter code by punch tape and input to the 
computer. The conversions were output on punch 
tape and then typed out in column format by the 
Flexowriter (Table 2), "cutting" approximately 
1 hour from the manual process. 
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Table 2 
Subcom Data in Volts (June 29, 1962).* 
1 Subcom Data (volts) 
Subcorn / Channel 17 Channel 31 I Channel 33 Level I 
*Note char each subcornmurated channel has i t s  own 0 and 5 volt 
references ( leve ls  1 and 2 or 15 and 16). 
Off-line reduction of spacecraft data for ink- 
grat,ion purposes reached a peak with these 
developments, and all further efforts were directed 
toward real-time da ta  reduction, utilizing 
a computer on-line with the t,est stand system. 
First Test Stand and Computer System (MOD I) 
In conjunction with the PChl test stand, areal- 
time digital data conversion system was developed 
to improve digital data handling and analysis dur- 
ing spacecraft testing. This system required a 
test stand and computer interjme, which was devel- 
oped in two stages. The Mod I interface had 
.. . 1 lirmteu capu'oiiiiy aid izek2 zla aii irtcik syste=: 
until the Mod I1 interface could be brought to an 
operational state of development. Several limiting 
factors of the Riod I interface were: 
1. It "slaved" the computer, preventing the 
use of any other peripheral equipment for 
input operations. 
2. I t  required a limited computer program 
and a fixed computer output format. 
3. It employed a gating arrangement that 
allowed only housekeeping data (subcom 
channels and spacecraft status) to be 
extracted from the test stand. The telem- 
etry format chart (Table 1) shows that the 
spacecraft status word (word 1) was re- 
quired by the computer to correctly estab- 
lish the subcom channellevels (subchannels) 
The first limitation requires further explanation. 
In a standard system, several pieces of equipment 
may be connected in parallel to a CDC 160 input- 
output channel, along which the computer trans- 
mits a "select code." Only the appropriate 
(desired) unit recognizes this code and performs 
the input or output functions to follow: all other 
units (in most cases) are inhibited from interfering 
with the selected communication link. These 
"selected-inhibited" functions are contained in 
what is broadly termed a "select package," and 
such a unit was not incorporated in the Mod I 
interface. Outputs from the computer were not 
affected because the interface used only the input 
portion of the computer input-output channel. 
The net result of the limitation was to require the 
physical disconnection of the interface-computer 
cable for the use of the input capabilities of the 
CDC 161 typewriter and 164 magnetic tape unit. 
Development of this test stand and computer 
system required the solution of problems in the 
areas of logic level differences, timing, and syn- 
chronization. The digital logic incorporated in 
the test stand operated a t  different levels than 
that of the CDC 160 (or 160A) computers (see 
Appendix B, Figure B2). Therefore, appropriate 
logic interfacing circuits were designed to inte- 
grate the two systems. Line activity between 
the test stand and computer was high, with 960 
data requests and 960 data responses-plus numer- 
ous status requests and responses-occurring every 
secoad. This reqzirerr?er?t for z high data transfer 
rate placed utmost importance on inter-leaving 
the two independent system timing cycles. One 
of the important factors considered in the inte- 
gration of tl~ete systems was !ine scttling time for 
data and timing pulses from one device to the 
other. Data transfer coordination was obtained 
by properly delaying and gating the inter-system 
signals. The computer input word was of suffi- 
cient length (12 bits) to allow spacecraft data to 
I 
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be gated on the low-order 9 bits and flagging 
information on the high order 3 bits. 
The Mod I interface permitted the 160 com- 
puter to be used on-line with the test stand. 
After the installation of a CDC 166-2 line printer 
(120 characters/line, 150 lines/min), the computer 
was programmed to compute and print out house- 
keeping voltages in real time. The first successful 
real-time printout of Explorer XVII spacecraft 
data was made on July 26, 1962. Because of the 
time-share requirement for input-output opera- 
tions and the limitation in printer drum speed, 
real-time processing was limited to every third 
subcom frame. Nonetheless, the amount of proc- 
essed information presented decimally in volts 
was increased in excess of 100 times over prior 
methods and, most desirable of all, it was available 
during spacecraft operation. 
Advanced Test Stand and Computer System 
(MOD II) 
The development of a new (Mod 11) test stand 
and computer interface (Figure 5 and Appendix 
A) and the replacement of the CDC 1GO comput'er 
with the more sophisticated CDC 160A made 
possible further refinements and a data sampling 
rate increase for the automat,ic processing system. 
The Mod I1 int.erface retained all of the desirable 
features of the Mod I while overcoming the 
latter's limitations. Because the Mod I1 incorpo- 
rated a "select package" and thus acted as 
normal peripheral equipment to the computer, it 
permitted other input devices to be used normally 
with the computer. The 160A provided extended 
memory (8192 memory locations) and an input- 
output buffer channel which, when paralleled with 
the normal input-output channel, made this ad- 
vanced system (Figure 7) capable of inputting 
data from the test stand concurrent with voltage 
printout .  The  pr imary  new feature of t he  
improved interface was that all of the telemetry 
data were made available for real-time processing. 
Other new features of t,he Mod I1 interface and 
of the comput,er programs will now be discussed. 
lnterface Status Transponder 
This was the digital decoder-encoder system 
described in Appendix I3. I t  permitted the corn- 
puter to int~rrogilt~e the transponder requesting 
the status of the interface a t  the moment. The 
latter would reply (via a program selection system) 
with a 12 bit code that could be used a t  the dis- 
cretion of the computer to select a particular 
program, subprogram, or operation assigned to 
that code by the programmer. Computer recog- 
nition of one bit of the status word resulted in 
effectual remote start-stop control of computer 
da t a  processing. Typical s tatus request and 
response words are shown in Figure 8, along with 
a subprogram listing for st,atus responses in 
Table 3. 
Table 3 
Interface Status Response Selections 
(the program details a r e  in the "Computer Programs" 
section). I, 
Interface 
Selector 
Switch 
Position 
1 1 O ~ O I  Subcom program (continuous) 
1 
0  1 1  Bayard-Alpert program l 3 1  I (continuous) 
Transmitted 
Program 
Code 
/ 4  1 1 o 0  I Program hold I 
Program Selected 
0  0  1
1 5 / 1  0  1  / Redhead program (continuous)l 
Automatic program (Table 4) 
I I 1 1 °  i Electron temperature probe (ETP) program (calibrations) 
1 1 1 Optical aspect program 1 7 1  I (continuous) 
lnterface Selection System 
This system allowed the computer to select the 
test stand and use it as normal peripheral equip- 
1 
ment. Described above as a "select package," 
l 
it was in essence a decoder-encoder device that, 
upon receipt and recognition0 f a proper code 
word and appropriate signals from the computer, 
transmitted to that unit a 12 bit word in diigtal I 
parallel form and in computer format, 9 bits com- 
prising spacecraft data from the test stand and 
3 bits expressing a preset flagging code for 
particular words (see Figure 8). 
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STATUS REWEST W M I D  1 0 1 1 0 1 . 1 0 0 0 0 0 (birnry) 
5 5 . 4  0 Iocl.1) 
SELECT CODE STATUS REWEST CODE 
STATUS REPLY WORD 
INHIBIT BIT 
(when 'I") 
IMERFACE CODE 
DATA REWEST WORD 1 0 1  1 0 1  0 0 0  0 0 0  (bimry) 
5 5 0 0 (c=*1) 
DATA REPLY W M m .  
~ \ " " '  " "  x x x '  DATA BITS I I TIME W O I D  F I A G ( " I a )   WMID I IN-SYNC 
FLAG ('1'1 
At this time various new functions were intro- 
duced into the computer program. Spacecraft 
thermistor data were computed in "C, several 
main channels were periodically processed, and 
computer subprograms became remotely select- 
able at the test stand. Refinements continued 
on the programs, particularly when the line 
printer speed was increased to-300 lines/min by 
installation of a print drum with two fields of 
numerics and one split field of alphabetics. With 
this new capability, it was possible to provide: 
RGURE 8.-Interface and computer word formats. 1. Continuous printout of optical aspect 
information in raw digital form. 
Progmm Running-Timer System 
This was a clock system (Appendix B) that was 
started automatically a t  spacecraft turn-on time 
(or at run-start time as defined by a tone recorded 
on the tape) and counted running time in seconds 
throughout the spacecraft program cycle. The 
system consisted of a binary counter clock driven 
by 1 sec pulses from a modified Hewlctt-Packard 
523CR run timer, a storage register, and associ- 
ated gating circuits. By an appropriate gating 
arrangement, one of the frame synchronization 
words (word 46) in the data format was replaced 
by a 9 bit time word taken from the running-time 
storage register. These data were handled as a 
part of the normal telemetered data and were 
transferred to  the computer in the low-order 9 bits 
of the input word. In addition, one of the three 
high-order bits was preset to a "1" or a "0" to 
indicate to the computer that data in word 46 
was a running-time word or the first frame sync 
word, respectively (Figure 8). This selection was 
controlled by a selector switch behind the inter- 
face panel and ordinarily was set to transfer time 
information. In  the latter condition, the con- 
trolled bit provided a useful 1 bit flag for addi- 
tional frame synchronization a t  the computer and 
thus released the computer program from the 
necessity of msintaining s rigid nrcrd comt during 
lengthy computations. 
Thus, the Mod I1 interface provided all-channel 
capability, a "test stand in sync" flag, program 
running-time, and position status of an interface 
selector switch (Figure 5). 
2. Sampling of alternate subcom frames, an 
increase of 50 percent in data printed out. 
t b-l 
PRINTER 
FIGURE 9.-Computer system used at the Atlantic M a e  
Range. 
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3. A preselected format (Table 4) to establish data. Computer program flow charts and com- 
a quick-look cross-section of payload oper- puter  format facsimiles and  descriptions are  
ation, control of the format depending on presented in Appendixes B, C, and D. 
computer reduction of the spacecraft's 
experiment selector switch (ESS) data. System Used at the Atlantic Missile Range (AMR) 
In  addition, similar programs were written for In January of 1962 a universal PCM ground 
a CDC 1612, 1000 line/min line printer, which station was delivered to the integration group. 
was used for some time in the Technical Control The PCM test stand and the ground station were 
Center (TCC). Printout formats were estab- used in parallel during the final phases of space- 
lished through integration of equipment capa- craft testing. The ground st,at,ion was int)erfaced 
bility, programming practicability, and informa- to the CDC 160A computer with the same type 
tion priority as expressed by the recipients of the of interfacing system as that used on the PCM 
Table 4 
ETP I1 calibrations ETP I1 calibrations 
ETP I calibrations ETP I calibrations 
Automatic Program Format.* 
Bayard-Alpert and Redhead 
calibrations 
ESS Positions 
1, 2, 3 
T=24 
Dateline 
Subcoms 
55 
ESS Positions 
4, 5, 6 ,  7, 8 
T=24 
Dateline 
Subcoms 
55 
Bayard-Alpert and Redhead 
calibrations 
Optical aspect Optical aspect Optical aspect 
175 
Subcoms 
205 , 205 
ESS Position 
9 
T=24 
Dateline 
Subcoms 
, 55 
Subcoms 
Bayard-Alpert and Redhead 
levels 
210 
Subcoms 
T=240 
'Selection o f  these v e r t ~ c a l  sequence formats was determined from computer reduction of the spacecraft e perherat selector switch 
(ESS) position information i n  :elemetry word 1. Each block represents a printer page (see Appendix D), T - running time i n  seconds. 
Bayard-Alpert and Redhead 
levels 
210 
Subcoms 
T=240 
Bayard-Alpert and Redhead 
levels 
210 - 
Subcoms 
T=240 
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test stand but with minor changes. The ground Flight Monitor System 
station and computer system was shipped to Cape 
Canaveral (now Cape Kennedy) and used in pre- 
launch checkout of the spacecraft. This system 
is shown in Figure 9. 
FIGURE 10.-TCC test stand and computer system for 
real-time monitoring of Explorer XITI in orbit. 
Kith the exception of the R F  data link, no 
significant changes in the test stand parameters 
were made for monitoring the spacecraft in orbit. 
As illustrated in Figure 10, spacecraft telemetry 
was acquired a t  the Blossom Point, Maryland, 
tracking facility and relayed through a Bell 
System microwave-and-landline link directly to 
the test stand bit synchronizer. Figure 11 shows 
the protot-vpe as i t  was flown to simulate orbital 
passes over Blossom Point and to check out the 
described system. 
The input-output operations of the computer 
complex during final checkouts were carried for- 
ward, with minor changes, into the flight monitor- 
Ing phase. Once given a program start, the 
computer was controlled entirely by peripheral 
gear until shutdown. Operations for a typical 
run took the following sequence: 
1. The pass number and command time were 
e n t e r e d  i n  t h e  160.4 c o m p u t e r  v i a  
typewriter prior to a pass. 
FIGL-RE 11.-Prototype suspended from a helicopter in flight past the Blossom Point tracking and data acquisition facility. 
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2. Computer-interface operations commenced 
upon release of a "compute inhibit" switch 
located at  the test stand and, as mentioned, 
controlled 1 status bit of the interface 
status word. 
3. Initiation of data processing was subject 
to delays predetermined by run-time, the 
sync flag, or both. 
4. Command counter data (at the subcom 
rate) were decomrriutated and coriverled 
to a decimal number, which was entered 
in the run identification line; the latter 
was then printed out. 
5. Subprogram control was exercised a t  the 
interface; selections could be changed dur- 
ing the run as circumstances dictated. 
6. Computer-interface operations were con- 
cluded, and the computer complex was set 
up for a new pass or rerun of the last pass 
by closure of the "compute inhibit" switch. 
In addition to the data computation and readout 
functions described, the system was also utilized 
for the production of IBM-compatible data tapes 
and for the periodic computation and printout of 
Explorer XVII battery power drain summaries. 
Computer Programs 
For the most part, all Explorer XVII test stand 
computer programs were written in machine 
language. They began as relatively simple pro- 
grams for the conversion of spacecraft data to 
volts and were subsequently expanded and modi- 
fied during operations through launch. Though 
far more cumbersome in preparation than those 
of the assembly type, the machine language pro- 
grams were comparatively easy to trouble-shoot 
and modify. The increased use of subroutines 
and the establishment of known memory locations 
for data storage allowed a considerable degree of 
capability and flexibility in assessing difficulties 
encountered with programs, the test stand inter- 
face, and the telemetry data train itself. In addi- 
tion, a small library of short maintenance routines 
was established to implement the standard pro- 
grams in this area. Another advantage derived 
from the machine language programmingapproach, 
as implemented, was the fine determination of 
machine time for various loops and subroutines 
operating in periods where computation time 
intervals were critical. I n  this regard, the time 
required for several conversion operations was sub- 
stantially reduced through unique logic techniques. 
The computer complex was utilized for reduc- 
tion of real-time or recorded telemetry data 1 
originating in the spacecraft. The basic com- 
puter operation was to input all telemetered data, 
retaining only those desired for the particular 
subprogram. Initially, conipiiter frame sync was 
established through recognition of the frame sync 
flag on word 1 as sent from the test stand; reduc- 
tion of the word 1 subcom level counter plus word 
counters in the computer program maintained 
orientation of that program in the telemetry I 
matrix. However, problems arose %hen the con- 
version times occasionally exceeded the 1 msec 1 
word interval. Consequently, conversion opera- 
tions frequently were delayed for a frame until 
the desired data and references for that frame 
were imput. Once this was done, decision, con- 
version, and output operations commenced with 
computer frame sync being re-established through 
recognition of the time word flag on word 46. In 
the few cases where data word position in the 
frame allowed too small an interval prior to word 
46, other methods were used to permit successful 
reduction of a t  least a large portion of an uninter- 
rupted data chain. For most cases, requested 
data were rejected when the following conditions 
existed: Word 1 sync flag was absent; the subcom 
level counter was not in sequence; or the 0 and 5 
volt reference range was illogical or beyond pre- 
determined limits (defined as "illegal"). The 
rejection of any word was flagged by "**" in that 
word's normal printout location. Among other 
decisions, the program refused to convert tem- 
perature data to OC when that data indicated 
thermistor output outside the range of values for 
which voltage calibrations had been made. In 
such cases, the computed voltage data were 
printed out. Printout formats are shown in 
Appendix D and a typical computer program is 
listed in Appendix E. 
Subcom Program 
The subcom program was the most complex 
of all data subprograms because of the dispersal 
of the reference voltages throughout the subcom 
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frame. To establish a compute-start basis, a 
block of subcom data with legal references was 
stored in computer memory. The next block in 
sequence then utilized these references for compu- 
tation, replacing them with the new references if 
the latter were legal. Similarly, if a data word 
was rejected as previously described, its last 
known value was retained in the printout format. 
Because of timing errors and telemetry sync d rop  
outs, the retention of "last-known" values occa- 
sionally extended for several seconds and masked 
the event occurrence time on some channels. 
This difficulty was overcome through the use of 
the "**" indicator and more precise program tim- 
ing; the last-known legal references were retained. 
Following conversion to volts of all data and 
decornmutation of the running-time data, con- 
version of the appropriate voltages to OC was 
accomplished and printout operations begun. 
Since the latter occupied a major part of the 0.8 
sec subcom cycle, and to avoid timing difficulties, 
data were input on alternate subcom frames (for 
the more recent programs). A careful study of 
the programs and system capabilities indicates 
that, in the future, all subcom data of a similar 
nature can be computed, converted, and printed 
out in real time. 
A typical subcom routine flow chart is depicted 
in Appendix C, Figure C1, and a flow chart for 
the digits-to-volts conversion subroutine is shown 
in Appendix C, Figure C2. The subcom printout 
format is shown in Appendix D, Table Dl.  To 
permit use of the 300 line/min print feature (i.e., 
minimum use of the split alpha field), temperatures 
were designated by no unit abbreviation and "-1" 
was indicated by "*". The programs written for 
the 1612 1000 line/min printer used "C" for 
temperature unit indication and "5" for "-1" 
indication. 
Bayard-Alpert and Redhead Pressure Gage 
Programs 
Bayard-Alpert (BA) and Redhead (RH) experi- 
ments utilized main telemetry channels with 
salnple rates of 3 samples/frame (60 mmples/sec) 
for each channel, 4 for the BA's and 2 for the 
RH's. For checkout purposes, it was felt that 
reduction of a long continuous stream of data from 
either experiment was not necessary and that a 
reasonable real-time approach would be to print 
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out blocks of 3 or 4 successive frames of BA and 
RH data in volts. Time selection of these blocks 
could be exercised a t  the test stand interface, 
repeated there for spaced-block presentation, or 
internally selected by the program through the 
use of flags, such as the pressure gage calibration 
flags on sublevel 10 of c h a ~ e l 3 1 .  
The programs for these experiments were simi- 
lar. In both cases, an experiment and source 
identification line was printed following initial 
selection of the particular subprogram. (This 
line was not reprinted if the same subprogram 
remained selected.) Then, after computer recog- 
nition of frame sync, the main channels comprising 
the reference voltages and the pertinent experi- 
ment outputs were selected from the data input 
stream. Data were computed and stored. The 
next two frames were similarly processed, with 
the aforementioned treatment of "no sync" or 
illegal reference conditions. Printout of the 3- 
frame block was then initiated, followed by an 
interface status check to determine whether the 
subprogram was to be repeated or another route 
was to be followed. Printout formats for the 
BA's and RH's are shown in Appendix D, 
Table D3. 
Electron Tempemture Probe Program 
The subprogram for the electron temperature 
probes (ETP) was itself separated into two sub- 
programs, one for the fast-sweeping ETP 1 and 
one for the slow-sweeping ETP 11. Data rates 
for these experiments were 180 samples/sec and 
40 sarnples/sec, respectively. Because calibr* 
tion flags for either type may have appeared in the 
datastream after calibration initiation, and because 
these calibration cycles were determined to be 
most significant for proper checkout, a definite, 
continuously updated block of data had to be 
retained in memory so that the final printout 
format, wo~~ld  encompass the ~ n t i p  calihmtinn 
period. For ETP I1 this format also included 
three or four sweeps of live data following calibra- 
tion and was repeated once in order to cover both 
high and low sensitivity cslibrations. The format 
for ETP I did not guarantee inclusion of live data 
following calibration. To overcome this difficulty, 
the ETP I format was repeated 3 times after the 
first calibration cycle printed, with the following 
resultant sequence of printout blocks: calibration 
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(high or low sensitivit,~), live data, calibration 
(the sensitivity not covered by the first block), 
and live data for the latter sensitivity. 
ETP I1 Subprogram 
After printout of a dateline, the ETP  program 
was first routed to the ETP I1 subprogram. The 
ETP  I1 main channels and pertinent references 
were selected from the data stream and stored in 
such a manner that the most recent successive 80 
data points and their references were retained in 
memory, with no consideration a t  that time for 
their legality. Upon recognition of the ETP  I1 
calibration flag, 240 more successive data points 
with references were stored in memory, sequen- 
tially following the original 80 points. Processing 
and printout jormat began on these 320 stored 
successive data points in the same manner as 
previously described. Printout was accomplished 
(Appendix Dl Table D2), and the same routine 
was repeated through the next calibration. Con- 
trol of the program was then routed to the E T P  I 
subprogram. 
ETP I Subprogram 
This program was similar, with two significant 
exceptions, to that for ETP  11. The first dis- 
similarity was that only one frame (9 data points) 
was kept current in memory until the ETP  I 
calibration flag (1 bit on word 1) was recognized 
and only 7 successive frames were stored following 
that recognition. Another difference was that 
the ETP I process-printout cycle was repeated 4 
times as described. These 4 blocks appear in 
Appendix Dl Table D2, following the 2 blocks of 
E T P  I1 data. 
Optical Aspect Subprogram 
For optical aspect (OA) a considerably different 
type of processing was utilized than that for the 
experiments. This spacecraft subsystem output 
digital data on two main channels (40 samples/sec), 
and proper analysis of these data required the 
presentation of all successive frames, including 
those in which sync was lost, for a minimum of 
30 sec and a maximum limited by spacecraft 
operating time. Upon installation of the CDC 
1612 1000 line/min printer, an acceptable OA 
program became a possibility. Prior to that time, 
limited print,out capability had inhibited all-data 
presentation of the OA information. For the 
1612, two lines of 5 frames (individually processed 
into "1"s and "0"s) were transmitted in printer 
code to that device, and printout of those two 
lines was initiated, with an immediate program 
return to the data-search routine to acquire the 
next sequential frame. Sync loss was represented i 
by all "0"s (an illegal OA code) for the pertinent 
frames. 
After an analysis of the CDC 166-2 line printer 
with 300 linejmin capability, it was determined 
that it could be utilized for an all-data OA program. 
Instead of a block of 10 successive frames input 
for storage and printout, an 8 frame block, in two 
printer lines, was incorporated. Thus, the data 
time for each line (200 msec for 4 frames) equalled 1 
the line-print time at  300 lines/min, or 1 line 
every 200 msec, and resulted in effectual syn- 
chronization between the optical aspect output 
and printout. 
The OA printout format is shown in Appendix 
Dl  Table D4. With 12.4 sec of data represented 
on each printer sheet, an all-data printout of 
optical aspect would consume twenty sheets for 
a typical run. Despite this length, the format 
presented no obstacles for accurate and convenient 
analysis. 
Automatic Program 
This subprogram was of considerable value 
during final integration and checkout of Explorer 
XVII, particularly during closely spaced sequen- 
tial operations. It permitted a quick-look cross- 
section of payload ~perat~ion, enabling testing to 
continue without the delays imposed by long 
post-run analyses. Basically a routing scheme, 
the automatic program was also required to 
operate on the data stream for the determination 
of time, events, and position of the ESS. These 
determinations were then utilized in establishing 
sequences for entrances to and exits from the other 
selectable programs. In essence, the automatic 
program used the experiment, subcom, and OA 
programs as subroutines. Format sequences 
appear in Table 4. 
Concluding Remarks 
Test stand and computer systems have been 
used to provide data for the Explorer XVII 
spacecraft performance evaluation by processing 
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telemetered data in real time. This equipment 
was used to monitor Explorer SVII during the 
integration, environmental testing, and prelaunch 
checkout phases of spacecraft development. 
Later, it played a vital role in daily real-time / monitoring in orbit. 
Future plans call for the expansion of the 
I spacecraft test stand and computer system to 
provide control signals for artificial experiment 
excitation of the spacecraft under test while the 
telemetered responses from the spacecraft are 
being automatically evaluated. This capability 
will "close the loop" on spacecraft testing. Such 
tests in the past have been carried out by the 
operation of experiment excitation equipment by 
technicians a t  the spacecraft and the remote 
evaluation of processed teiemetered responses by 
other operators. Testing in this fashion resulted 
in difficulties both in the synchronization of efforts 
between the exciter and the monitor operzators, 
and in test reproducibility. Computer contml of 
experiment excitation and monitoring will estab- 
lish means by which experiments will be e6ciently 
tested in a reproducible manner, will better 5mu- 
late orbital conditions, and will eliminate human 
variability in test operations. 
Finally, advanced test stand and computer sys- 
tems are being programmed to satisfy such require- 
ments as: Special quick-look data pnwlessing of 
the experimental data requested by ewhienters 
before and after launch; power studies for power 
supply design and Lifetime predictions early in 
spacecraft projects; generation and updating of 
spacecraft cabling and wiring tables; automatic 
and remote testing of spacecraft systems; genera- 
tion of command schedules; and back-up digitiz- 
ing of telemetry data for special data processing 
and information display. 
APPENDIX A 
TELEMETRY ASSIGNMENT FOR EXPLORER XVll 
Main Commutator 
Sample 
Second 
20 
180 
40 
60 
60 
60 
60 
40 
60 
20 
60 
60 
60 
20 
20 
20 
20 
20 
20 
60 
Measurement 
Subcommutator Position (digital) _ 
Programmer Position (digital) ---. _ 
Electron Temperature Probe High 
Frequency Calibration Flag-_.. _ - 
Electron Temperature 1 Output--. 
Electron Temperature 2 Output- - - 
Bayard-Alpert Gage 1: 
dc ._--__--_.------------.-. 
ac- --_--_-_-._---_-----.--- 
Bayard-Alpert Gage 2: 
dc --._--__--..--_.--.--.--- 
ac. _ - -  .-_-_-_-_-_ - _ -  - - - -  - - -  
Aspect (digital) --__-_-___--.---- 
Mass Sprctromctcr 1 
Log Alnplitier Output- - - _ _ _ -. 
Electrometer Biased Output- - 
Redhead Gage 1 __.----___- - _ _ -  - -  
Redhead Gage 2 _- - -  - - - - - -. - - -  - -  _ 
Mass Spectrometer 2 
Log Amplifier Output- _ - - - - - _ 
Electrometer Biased Output - - 
Zero Volt Reference ___.. ..------. 
Five Volt Reference ____-----.---- 
Subcomnlutator 1 Output. - _ - - - _ _  
Subcomrnutator 2 Output- - - - .--- 
Subcommutator 3 Output- - - - - - - -  
Frame Synchronization _ - - - - - - - - - -  
Channel 
Assignment 
Last 4 bits 
First 4 bits I Middle bit 
2,7,12,18, 
23,28,34,39,44 
16,40 
3,19,35 
4,20,36 
5,21,37 
6,22,38 
8,32 
9,25,41 
24 
10,26,42 
11,27,43 
13,29,45 
30 
14 
15 
17 
31 
33 
46,47,48 
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Subcommutator Deck 1 (appears on channel 17 
of main commutator) 
Subcommutator Deck 2 (appears on channel 31 
of main commutator) 
Xleasurement 
Mass Spectrometer 1: 
Ionization Current and Voltage . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
High Voltage Monitor . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
Repeller Monitor . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
Amplifier B plus Monitor . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
Mass M a r k e r - _ - _ - _ _ - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -  
Log Amplifier Temperature-Calibration Flag-- --_.---- 
Electrometer Temperature- - - - - - - - - - - -  - - - - - - - - - - - - -  - 
Mttss Spectrometer 2: 
Ionization Current and Voltage . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
High Voltage Monitor . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  - - - - - - -  --  
Repeller Monitor- - - . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
Amplifier B plus llonitor- . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
Mass M a r k e r - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -  
Log Amplifier Temperature-Calibration Flag- - - -_ - -_  -_  
Electrometer Temperature- - ------ - - - - - - - - - - - -  - - - -  - - 
Zero Volt Reference . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
Full Scale (5 volt) Reference- . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
Measurement 
Channel 
Assign- 
ment 
Channel 
Assign- 
ment 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
Subcom 
Counter 
Count 
Bayard-Alpert Emission Current 1 ---- - - ---  - - - . 
Bayard-Alpert Emission Current 2 ---- - -  -.- -- -  
Bayard-Alpert Gage Temperatures I--- - - - - -_  - -  
Bayard-Alpert Gage Temperatures 2 ----------. 
Bayard-Alpert Electrometer Temperatures 1 - - - - 
Bayard-.4lpert Electrometer Temperatures 2- - - - 
Bayard-Ailpert 'V'oiiqp, Bi& 1- - - - - - - - - - - - -- - . 
Bayard-Alpert Voltages, Bias 2 _- - - - - - - - - - - - - - -  
Word 1 
Last 
4 Bits 
-- 
1111 
0000 
OOO1 
00 10 
001 1 
0100 
0101 
0110 
0111 
lo00 
1001 
1010 
101 1 
1 100 
1110 
1110 
Sphere Pressure . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
Pressure Gage-Calibration Flags- - - _ -  _ - - - -  _ - - -. 
Experiment Squib Monitor -_------------.--- - -  
Turn-on Counter ---- - - - --  - - - - - - - - - -  - - - ---  - - - -  
Telemetry Voltage (+20.15 v)--- - - -_  - --  - -- - - - -  
9.3 Volt Battery Monitor - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -. 
Full Scale (5 v) Reference . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
Zero Volt Reference- - - - - -  - - - -  - - - - - -  - - - - - - - - - -  
Subcom 
Counter 
Count 
15 
0 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
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Subcommutator Deck 3 (appears on channel 33 
of main commutator) 
Measurement 
Zero Volt Reference _ _ - - _ _ _ _ _ _ - _ .. - - .. . - -. - - - - - - - 
Full Scale (5 v) Reference__ . . - -. - - -. - - - - - - - - - - 
Bayard-Alpert Card Temperatures 1. . - - - - - 
Bayard-Alpert Card Terllperatures 2-  _ - -. - - - - - - - 
Bayard-illpert Ion Trap-Filanlcnt Monitor I----- 
Bayard-Alpert Ion Tr:~p-Filament hlonit,or 2- - - - -  
6.2 Volt Bnttery Rlouitor. _ - __.__-_.--..------. 
-27.9 Volt Battery Monitor .--_..-___..-.----- 
Thermistor 1 (low mass spectrometer boss) - _ - -. -. 
Thermistor 2 (skin, lower 45 degrees) _-_._--.---- 
Ther~nistor 3 (ambient, top of ILedhead stack)- - - _ 
Thermistor 4 (skin, equator) -_..-. _ _  -. .. --. -. 
+13.95 Monitor- --__. . _. _ _-. .-----.-- - .. -- 
Thermistor 5 (skin, upper 45 degrees) ....-__._--_ 
Thermistor 6 (upper mass spectrometer boss)- 
Electron Temperature Probe High Temperature 
Calibr:ltion Flag.. . _. - -  ._. . -----. --. . . .-- - 
Channel 
Assign- 
ment 
Subcom 
Counter 
Count 
APPENDIX B 
COMPUTER-INTERFACE OPERATION 
FIGURE Bl.-Computer-interface operation. 
Computer-interface operation can best be de- 
scribed by discussing the complete cycle of opera- 
tion (Figure B1). The computer initiates an 
external function command that sends a function 
select pulse and the associated 12 bit select code 
to the computer interface. Upon receiving the 
function code and after a short period of line 
settling time, the decode interrogate pulse turns 
on the decoder. If the proper code is detected, 
an input, interrogate pulse is generated which 
t,urns on the input transponder and completes the 
cycle of the select transponder by developing an 
output resume pulse. The output resume pulse 
is sent back to  the computer, and upon comple- 
tion of the computer's output'cycle the select 
transponder's cycle is terminated. Figure B2 
. . 
shows tne timing kvdwd k ::ol;cr&inns for this 
and the following paragraph. 
Unless the interface is deselected, it is now 
ready to send either data or status information 
to the computer, depending on which selector is 
interrogated by the code sent from the computer. 
The combination of the input request pulse and 
the input interrogate pulse (received during the 
select cycle) turns on the input transponder. 
FUNCTION SELECT 
(computer output) 0 
I 
SELECT INTERROGATE 
(interface internal) 
OUTPUT RESUME 
(computer input) 0 
12 BIT CODE 
(selector input) 
INPUT INTERROGATE 
(interface internal) 
INPUT REQUEST 
(computer output: 
'NOR0 STROBE 
(from pcm decom) 
I 
OUTPUT INTERROGATE 0- 
(for data ) 1 
7 [  r 
I 
I 
l NPUT READY 1 
(computer input) 
9 BIT DATA WORD 1 
A N D  3 BIT FLAG CODE 
(computer input ) 0 
9 BIT DATA WORD 
(from pcm decom) 1 
FIGURE B2.-Normal data transfer timing chart. 
Then either the output (status) interrogate pulse 
or the output (data) interrogate pulse is initiated 
at inpui ieqiieat timc. The n ~ x t  opm.t,ion is the 
insertion of a 2 psec word strobe* pulse and the 
9 bit data word from the PCM decom station. 
If data are chosen by the computer, then the 
output (dataj interrogate pulse turns on the 12 
*Word strobe pdae in a pulse generated at the telemetry rate by the 
PCXl decom. This pulse occura durin~ the ninth data bit end insurea 
that the entire data word ia transferred from the PCM decom to the 
computer at the correct time. 
73 
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bit data register consisting of 3 flag bits* and the 
9 bit data word. At word strobe time a data 
transfer pulse is developed that transfers the data 
to the computer via the interfacing amplifiers 
(line drivers). 
The same cycle is followed to return status 
data. Here the computer requests status and 
the status coder is interrogated by the output 
(status) interrogate pulse. The status code pre- 
selected by the operator is then transferred to the 
compuic>r upon receipt of the data transfer pulse. 
The timing for the status operation is shown in 
Figure R3. 
The running-time clock, which consists of a 
9 bit binary counter, a 9 bit storage register, and 
associated gating, provides spacecraft running- 
time. The binary counter is advanced by a 1 sec 
pulse obtained from a secondary time standard. 
A gating arrangement that utilized gating pulses 
from the PCM decom allows the 9 bit time code 
to be inserted as a normal data word during one 
of the sync word times in the format. The time 
word is then transferred to the computer as a 
normal data word. Thc clock is reset a t  each 
"on" command sent by the command transmitter 
or detected automntie:~lly during magnetic tape 
playbacks; then it begins a running-time count 
of the spacecraft program. 
FUNCTION SELECT 
(computer output) 0 I- 
SELECT INTERROGATE ' 
&lo 
F'.' ( l i ne  settling ) 
(interface internal) I lrsec I 
OUTPUT RESUME 
(computer input) 0 
INPUT INTERROGATE 
(interface internal) 
INPUT REQUEST 
(computer output) 
WORD STROBE 
(from pcm decom ) 
OUTPUT INTERROGATE 
( for  stotus) 1 I 
I 
INPUT READY 1 10 &sec ( l i ne  settling)+ 
(computer input) 
12 BIT STATUS CODE ' 
(from status coder) 
FIGURE I33.-Status data transfer timing chart. 
*S f lag  bits nray be used dur ing da ta  trans~nissions t o  indicate any Figure B4 is a schematic drawing of the Mod 11 
of several functions. In the casr covrred by th is report. 1 b i t  indicated 
decorn frame synr, 1 b i t  was used t o  indicate t h a t  the t ime word was interface and gives information On the gating 
present in the data, and the last bit was n o t  assigned. arrangements for the operations discussed. 
APPENDIX C 
COMPUTER PROGRAM FLOW CHARTS 
Figure C1 is a generalized flow chart of a 
typical program for computer reduction of the 
Explorer XVII subcommutated data channels, 
with the initial main program flow included to 
show the subprogram selecting method. No 
attempt was made to conform to a particular 
symbolic system, and several loops and sub- 
routines have been indicated in block form only. 
A typical subroutine for computing the analog 
data from a normalized binary form into volts is 
shown in Figure C2. This subroutine was utilized 
by several of the subprograms. For fut,ure appli- 
cations, this subroutine will be replaced by one 
that uses similar logic and additional arithmetic 
equipment to reduce machine time for the pertinent 
operations. 
FIGERE C1 (Continued)-Subcom program flow chart. 
f l S T  CYCLE ("ti) 
D l l t U N f 7  :$
a i r  xiom 
ITOW ~ I '  
FIGURE C1.-Subcom program flow chart. FIGURE C2.-Voltage subroutine flow chart. 
APPENDIX D 
COMPUTER PROGRAM PRINTOUT FORMATS 
The formats as shown in this section are those 
derived for a CDC 166-2 line printer with a 300 
line/min capability. Similar formats were used 
for a CDC 1612 line printer which printed 1000 
lines/min. A dateline (Table Dl ) ,  which con- 
tained the date, time: and pass (nr run) number, 
and command counter and location information, 
is included for the subcom format only, although 
this line ordinarily was inserted in any format 
when selected a t  initiation of the particular run 
and program. 
SUBCOM FORMAT 
Table Dl  illustrates the subcommutator (sub- 
com) format. Following the dateline was a level 
line that identified the particular levels of sub- 
commutation. The subcom main channels (17, 
31, and 33) were identified in the left margin. In 
real time the telemetered information was not 
received in the sequence of lines as indicated, but 
took the sequence: channel 17, level 1 (17-1); 
channel 31, level 1 (31-1); channel 33, level 1 
(33-1) ; channel 17, level 2 (17-2) ; . . . ; channel 33, 
level 16 (33-16). At this point, program running- 
time was computed and formatted a t  the right 
margin of the channel 33 printout. Note the 0 
and 5 volt references at  the beginning or end of 
the voltage printout for each channel. Unaccept- 
able data, in most cases, were represented by 
" ****" in the appropriate printout location. 
Temperatures in OC were represented by two- 
numeral numbers without decimal points, as shown 
for channel 33, level 3. The staggered format was 
utilized to facilitate the tracing of a data point 
from one subcom frame to another. 
ELECTRON TEMPERATURE PROBE (ETP) DATA 
FORMAT 
The first block of data in Table D2 is informa- 
tion from E T P  I1 and covers calibration and 
several live data cycles from that experiment. 
Data were received, as presented in this format, 
sequentially from left to right, line by line. A 
"-1 volt" was indicated by an "*" preceding the 
decimal point, and unacccpta1)le data by "****". 
1 
The second block is again E T P  I1 information 
and covers calibration and some raw data for the 
sensitivity (low or high) following that sampled 
for the first block. 
The 4 smaller blocks are ETP  I information and 
take thc fo!lowing sequelice : calibration, sensi- 
tivity Y; live data, sensitivity Y; calibration, 
sensitivity Z; and live data, sensitivity Z. Y and 
Z represent high and low sensitivities but not 
necessarily in that order. The data sequence for 
ETP  I, which utilized nine main channels, was 
from left to right, line by line, and, to facilitate 
plotting of printed values, was formatted in 
frames, with 2 frames/line. 
BAYARD-ALPERT AND REDHEAD PRESSURE 
GAGE DATA FORMATS 
The format shown in Table D3 was that used 
during the pressure gage calibration period. For 
each main sample source, 9 successive samples 
were printed out, 3 samples (1 main frame)/line, 
3 frames/block. The sampled sources were iden- 
tified by name, and the same special indications 
were used as those for the subcom and E T P  
formats. The illustrrted calibration sequence 
first presented high calibration for the BA's and 
RH's, then mid-calibration, and concluded with 
low calibration. Program running-time for the 
last sampled frame for each experiment group 
was printed out in the right margin. 
OPTICAL ASPECT FORMAT 
The optical aspect system utilized 2 coded 
words (8 and 32) that relayed information on 
selected events and counters. This was formatted 
for printout as shown in Table D4, beginning with 
word 8 a t  the extreme left, followed by word 32 
to  its right, word 8 again, and so on for 4 frames, 
which completed 1 printout line. The following 
frame was presented in the next printout line; and, 
except for periods of prolonged loss of frame 
synchronization, all optical aspect data were 
printed out sequentially. '[No sync" was indi- 
cated by "000000000," an illegal code for the 
aspect system. 
'8 
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O N h h  
= , o m - ,  
.... 
- - 0 -  
m f m ?  
U S 0 0  
.... 
D O C  0 
o h " -  
e o o e  
.... 
e n = *  
m a * -  
.... 
O N N N  
T a b l e  DB 
Bayarcl-Alpert  and Redhead Pr in tou t  F o r m a t  Dur ing  Cal ibra t ion .  
TIME 
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Table D4
Optical Aspect Printout Format.
00001t111 000011111 000011111 000011111 000111011 000011111 000011111 000011111
O0011011u U00011110 001010010 O000tlllO gO0011110 0000|11|0 O0001lltO 900011110
O0001111U O0001#IIC ugguiiiiO 0000iiii0 OOGG;;::C 0000!!!!0 O00O IlIon InOlO0100
t0(000t00 OOGttOtlO O0001ItFO O0tO01UtO O00UIIIlO 00001t110 000011|tC 000011110
000011110 000011110 090011110 000011110 000011110 000011110 000011110 000911110
000ttt110 000011110 000011110 900011110 000011110 000011110 000011110 909011110
00001ttl0 000011110 I00100100 I01000100 000101110 0000111|0 001011010 000011110
000011110 0000111-10 000011110 O000llllO O00011tlO 000011110 0000111t0 000011110
O000illlU UO0011110 000110000 300111110 O000111lO 900011110 990011110 0000 II10
O000tttfO O0001tttO 0000i i10 _OOOIlliO 0000||1|0 'O0,_OtO0 101000130 90ql 1110
O0001111U OOlOlOtlO 00001 I10 000011110 000011110 000011110 OOOOIII 0 0000 II10
O0001111u OUO011110 00001 I10 900011110 UO0011110 000101000 0001111 0 0000 II10
000011110 000011110 00001 I10 000011110 000011110 000011110 0000111 0 0000 1110
I00100100 I01000100 00011 I10 O0001111U 001001110 000011110 0090111 0 0000 II10
000011110 0000111 0 00001 I10 000011110 000011110 000011110 0000111 0 0000 II10
O00tlfO00 0001111 0 00001 ItO 990011110 000011110 OOOOIlllO 0000111 0 9000 III0
O0001111U 0000111 0 OOuoI I10 IO01UOIO0 I01000100 000011110 0000111 0 0010 II10
O000|IIIU O000111 0 00001 I10 000011110 000011110 O000ll|lO 0000111 0 000011110
O0001$11U 0000111 0 00001 I10 000110100 000111110 OOOOilllO 00_0111 0 000011110
O000tlllU 0000111 0 00001 I10 000011110 000011110 000011110 I00100100 101000100
O000111tO 0000111 0 00101 119 000011110 090011110 000911110 000011110 000011110
O000tlilU 00001tl 0 00001 I10 900011110 000011110 000011110 000101100 00011|110
O0001111O 0000111 0 00001 I10 O000111tO 000011110 0000111|0 0000111 0 000011110
0000tllt0 101100100 I00000100 000011110 001010000 001011110 0000111 0 000011110
O0001111U 9U0011110 0000 II10 000011110 000011110 000011110 0000111 0 000011110
O0001$11U UUOII|Ito gO01 II10 0000111t0 000011110 O000illiG 000011| 0 000011110
O000|lttU gO0011110 0000 Ille 000011110 I01100100 O0011110O 00001il 0 001011000
O040ttttU O0001ttlO 0000 II10 000011110 000011110 0090tt|19 0000111 0 000011110
000011110 000011110 0000 II10 000011110 000100010 000111110 0000111 0 OOO011110
O00011tlU 00001t110 0000 II10 000011110 0000111t0 O000111tO 0000111 0 IOIlO01OO
O0010001U 000011110 001000100 000011110 000011110 000011110 0000111 0 000011110
O000ttltU 000011110 O0001lllO 000011110 000011110 0000111|0 000011110 000113010
000011110 000011110 000011110 000011110 000011110 000011110 000011110 000011110
O000111tU 0(_00t1110 I01100190 O00ttOOtO O000tlllO 001010100 0000|t|t0 000011110
O000illlU O000llllO O0001lllO O000111lO O000tlllO 030011110 O000111lO O000ltltO
O0001tliU 000011110 000111010 000011110 000011110 000011110 000011|10 009011110
000011110 000011110 000011110 000011110 I00100000 I01000100 000101010 00001|110
001011100 DO0011110 0000|1110 000011110 000011110 000011110 0000111t0 000011110
O000JlilO 000011110 O000llllO O000tlllO O00011110 000100110 000011110 000011110
O000_lt_U 000011110 000011110 O0001tltG O0001111G 100100000 10t0013-t00 000tt1010
O000JlllO 001000010 000011110 000011110 000011110 000011110 000011110 O00011110
000011110 000011110 000011110 000011110 000011110 0000111[0 0001101t0 000011110
O0001111D 000011110 00001t110 000011110 000011110 000011110 000011110 000011110
|00_00000 IOiO001UO 000100110 000011110 UOIOIO0tO 000011110 0000|11|0 000011110
UO001tllO 0000111 0 000011110 000011110 000011110 00001i110 O0001Jllo 000011110
0000_F_ 0001111 0 00001t|10 0000111|0 000011110 000011110 0000|1|I"C 000011110
O0001111U 0000111 0 000011110 100100100 101000100 000110110 000011110 001001010
0000tt110 0000111 0 000011110 000011110 000011110 000011110 000011110 000011110
O0001|llU UO00111 0 000011110 O000tlllO 000111110 000011110 000011110 O0()OIIliO
O000tlllU U0001110 O000111tO 000011110 O0001ttlO 000011110 _00100100 I01000100
O00110110 0000111 0 001011010 000011110 0000111i0 000011110 O00011ilO 000011110
000Ollt$O _)O00ttt40 0000t1|10 0000ttt10 000011110 00001t|10 000110000 0001111t0
O0001|llU 0000|1110 000011110 900011110 000011110 0000111|0 000011110 000011110
O0001|llO 100100100 101000100 000011110 000011110 0010101[0 000011110 000011110
O000JtllO O0001111C 000011110 000011110 000011110 000011110 00001|110 000011110
0000t1110 000101000 000111110 000011110 00001|110 000011110 000011110 000011110
000011110 000011110 000011110 000011110 iO0100100 IOiO00100 000011110 000011110
004004440 00005tt-|0 O000-tt[tO O000-fHlO 00004tt10 000011||0 000011110 000011110
000011110 000011110 000011110 000011110 000111000 000111110 000011110 000011110
3000tlliu 000011110 000011110 000011110 00001111e 0000i1110 000011110 I00100100
101000100 000011110 000011110 001011110 000011110 000011110 000011110 0000111(0
APPENDIX E 
TYPICAL TEST STAND AND CDC 16OA COMPUTER PROGRAM 
Special storage arem in bank "1 ": 
0101-0200 Program dateline 
0201-0300 Subeom level line 
0301-0400 BA channel identification line 
0401-0500 RH channel identification line 
0600641 Printer codes for numerics and sign 
1001-2000 Printout load locations 
ZlMo-2060 Raw data storage 
3001-5400 Printout load locations 
54014200 Reference storage 
660&6677 Thermistor conversion constants 
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bank "0" 
OO(i0 0000 
0061 0000 
0062 0000 
nnc? nnnn 
V\,\,U V V V V  
0064 0000 
0085 0000 
0066 0000 
0067 2055 
0220 4010 
0221 0001 
0222 0001 
nnno nnn* 
V,5Yr) U U V l  
0224 0401 
0225 4241 
0226 4017 
0227 0400 
0000 7123 
0001 0000 
0002 0000 
nnno nnnn 
"VV" "VVV 
0004 0000 
0005 0000 
0006 0000 
0007 0000 
bank "0" 
0440 4326 
0441 7100 
0442 6626 
0443 7100 
0444 6343 
0445 2024 
0446 4100 
0447 1267 
0450 2025 
0451 4100 
0452 1270 
0153 7101 
0454 0467 
SPACE DTSAMICS A S D  COSTROL 3'iSTELiS 
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bank "0" 
bank "0" 
1540 0704 
1541 6002 
1542 6136 
1543 7500 
1544 5500 
1545 7600 
1546 4024 
1547 5406 
1550 0715 
1551 6104 
1552 2024 
1553 4170 
1554 7123 
1555 0701 
1556 6104 
1557 2024 
1560 4167 
1561 7116 
1562 0701 
1563 6104 
1564 2024 
1565 4223 
1566 7111 
1567 0721 
1570 6104 
1571 2024 
1572 4261 
1573 7104 
1574 0707 
1575 6007 
1576 7101 
1577 1543 
1600 7101 
1601 2000 
1602 OOO1 
1603 0001 
1604 4006 
1605 2024 
1606 4214 
1%' m 
1610 0000 
1611 4115 
1612 5415 
1613 2167 
1614 4100 
1615 6000 
1616 2170 
1617 4100 
SPACE DkTA?tlICS AiiD COSTROL SYSTEIlS 
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bank "0" 
SPACE DTSX?tlICS AXD COXTROL SYSTEMS 
bank "0" 
2640 0105 
2641 2640 
2642 7101 
2643 0210 
2641 OOO1 
2645 OOO1 
2646 OOO1 
2647 1OOO 
2650 0061 
2651 0400 
2652 4100 
2653 lo00 
2654 5701 
2655 3600 
2656 2000 
2657 6506 
2660 2311 
2661 4306 
2662 6105 
2663 7101 
2664 1674 
2665 7101 
2666 2650 
2667 7101 
2670 4740 
2671 0000 
2672 0000 
2673 0000 
2674 0000 
2675 0000 
2676 0000 
2677 0000 
2700 7101 
2701 4014 
2702 OOO1 
2703 7100 
2704 0175 
2705 2200 
2706 1001 
2707 0105 
2710 2705 
2711 2200 
2712 1077 
2713 0105 
2714 2711 
2715 7100 
2716 4010 
2717 2305 
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bank "0" 
SPACE DYBAXllCS AND COXTROL SYSTEMS 
bank "0" 
3740 7100 
3741 3726 
3742 7100 
3743 1147 
3744 7100 
3745 3321 
3746 7101 
3747 3037 
3750 7100 
3751 3726 
3752 7100 
3753 3321 
3754 7101 
3755 3037 
3756 0000 
3757 0000 
3760 7100 
3761 3726 
3762 7100 
3763 1147 
3764 7100 
3765 3321 
3766 7101 
3767 3144 
3770 0000 
3771 0000 
3772 0000 
3773 0000 
3774 0000 
3775 0000 
3776 0000 
3777 0000 
4000 7500 
4001 0710 
4002 0120 
4003 7300 
40044000 
4005 7500 
4006 0720 
4Wi 7iOi 
4010 1757 
4011 7101 
4012 4000 
4013 7300 
4014 5623 
4015 0702 
4016 6010 
4017 0060 
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bank "0" 
SPACE DYSAhIlCS Ah'D COSTROL SYSTEMS 
bank "0" 
6000 2167 
6001 3570 
6002 4033 
6003 2115 
6003 3570 
6005 4024 
6006 6031 
6007 6206 
6010 1422 
6011 4024 
6012 2041 
6013 4011 
6014 6226 
6015 3433 
6016 6305 
6017 4024 
6020 2034 
6021 4011 
6022 6220 
6023 3033 
6024 3440 
6025 6306 
6026 2167 
6027 3115 
6030 4024 
6031 5435 
6032 6205 
6033 3040 
6034 4024 
6035 OOO1 
6036 0001 
6037 0406 
6040 0111 
6041 4011 
6042 0406 
6043 0111 
6044 4012 
6045 4013 
6046 2024 
6947 !3!?15 
6050 0112 
6051 4024 
6052 1036 
6053 6004 
6054 2024 
6055 3433 
6056 6104 
6057 2024 
bank "0" 
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bank "0" 
7100 2015 
7101 3452 
7102 6322 
7103 2045 
7104 0060 
7105 4100 
7106 0357 
7107 0601 
7110 4100 
7111 0362 
7112 2200 
7113 0677 
7114 4100 
7115 0440 
7116 0061 
7117 2200 
7120 2000 
7121 4015 
7122 7101 
7123 0262 
7124 7101 
7125 0410 
7126 7500 
7127 5500 
7130 7600 
7131 7500 
7132 5500 
7133 7600 
7134 7101 
7135 1725 
7136 7101 
7137 1725 
7140 0000 
7141 0000 
7142 0000 
7143 0000 
7144 0000 
7145 0000 
7146 0000 
7147 NMJ 
7150 0000 
7151 0000 
7152 0000 
7153 0000 
7154 0000 
7155 0000 
7156 0000 
7157 0000 
SPACE DYNAMICS AND COSTROL SYSTEMS 
bank "1" 
bank "1" 
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SPACE DYNAMICS AND CONTROL SYSTEMS 
bank "1" 
AN EFFICIENT PCM ERROR CORRECTION AND 
SYNCHRONIZATION CODE* 
MARVIN S. MAXWELL AND RICHARD L. ICUTZ 
An efficient method of frame synchronization and error correction is analyzed. The proba- 
bility of frame synchronization as a function of single bit error probability is shown. Additional 
error correction information may be obtained if the voltage from the bit integrator is used with an 
error detecting code. The equivalent gain in signal-to-noise ratio, made by using the additional 
error correction method, is discussed. On the basis of this analysis, a ground station is proposed 
to process data by using these error correction techniques. 
INTRODUCTION munication efficiency; however increased data 
A communication system is proposed herein 
which uses biphase modulation to transmit binary 
information in serial form. When serial binary 
data transmission is used, identification is neces- 
sary so that the data can be regrouped into words 
or frames a t  the receiver. A synchronization code 
pattern is usually used for word or frame identifi- 
cation. With adequate synchronization assured 
the problem of errors occurring because of noise in 
processing is required a t  the receiver. A com- 
put,er simulation is used to study the modified 
frame synchronization method and to make a set 
of curves for frame synchronization versus single- 
bit error probability. When an error detection 
code is used, additional error correction informa- 
tion is available a t  the receiver The equivalent 
signal-to-noise ratio gain and the method of using 
this information is discussed. 
the communication channel still remains. One FRAME SYNCHRONIZATION 
method of reducing errors in the data output is to 
use an error correcting code. Since measurements accurate to 1 percent of full 
 hi^ study was made to find an improved scale are desired, the data are coded in 7 bit 
synchronization and error correction method for a words. A horizontal parity bit is added to 
one-way planetary landing probe communication each 7 bit data word, making the total length 8 
system. A crossed parity check or iterated code bits. A number of 8 bit words are arranged in a 
( ~ ~ f ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~  is used here since it lends itself to an matrix, as shown in Figure 1, with an 8 bit vertical 
intuitive of the frame synchroniza- parity word added on the to complete the 
tion and error correction method. with a plane- frame. The error correcting code is linear both 
tary landing probe, a limited quantity of data can vertically and horizontally, thus making an iter- 
be transmitted in a short time at a very high cost; ated code. In the computer simulation, frame 
therefore the data of the communica- sizes varying from 2 to 10 total words are studied. 
tion system should be as high as possible, and the Frame can be by 
amount of probe communication.elec- the parity checks as if they were ones and 
tronics should be kept small to improve reliability. .in a s~nchroniza t io~ word (Reference 2). 
Finally, it is desirable to keep any necessary in- Parity checks may be assigned to be either even 
crease in system complexity in the ground station. Or odd, as desired, in the frame format.  he data 
The frame synchronization and error correction enters the receiver frame synchronizer in serial 
are combined in this study for greater corn- form. While the data shifts through the syn- 
chronizer, the data is checked for the formatted 
*Published M N A S A  Technical Note D-8~17.  June 1984. horizontal (X) and vertical (Y) parity. A frame 
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NOISE VOLTAGES READ FROM INTEGWTOR AT END OF BIT TIME WITH NO DATA L l N G  TRANSM~TTED extending into noise on either or both ends of the (obtomd I- fable ol Cam,.. b l o t -  warn - O o d  o = 1/2 M )  
data were considered. 
The computer program generates up to forty 
frames of serial bits as if they were the output of a 
bit synchronizer. The bits are produced by a 
i MTA WITH PROPER PARITY (to h tmun.rred) THE SYMBOL SHOWS LOCATION OF PARIN BITS random number generator. Frames of data differ 
0 I 0 1 0 0 1 
I p EVEN 
from frames of noise only in that bits are arranged 
1 1 0 0 I 1 0 
I 
in the right-hand column and bottom row to 
O P  I P  O P  0 0 
I 1 
0 satisfy the parity requirements. Both X and Y 
ODD ODD EVEN OW ODD EVEN WEN EVEN parity structures must be specified for each test 
SIGNAL PLUS NOISE VOLTAGE AS RECEIVED w l r n  THE 
COIIRESPQNDING Pi(OB481L1N OF EACH BIT BEING I N  ERROR 
as if they were synchronization words. Data 
frames followed and preceded by noise frames are 
produced with the number in each group being a 
specified integer. Random errors are then added, 
as if the errors had occurred because of additive 
FIGURE 1.-Three word frame with a signal-to-noise ratio 
of 6.2 db in a bandwidth of one-half the bit rate. 
synchronizer for a 3 word frame is shown in Figure 
2. The number of X and Y parity disagreements 
or errors per serial bit shift are recorded. If the 
parity error count is searched to find low numbers 
of errors spaced one frame apart, then synchro- 
nization can be obtained reliably a t  single bit 
error probabilities less than lo-*. 
To determine the synchronization capabilities 
of this code a computer simulation was performed. 
A constant bit rate and a random error probability 
were assumed. The effect of bit synchronization 
DATA IN / 
DATA TO WCsD 
srei* CCKCI  CIRCUlT 
1 iniri W G l i l i E  NOlArlON 
FIGURE 2.-Frame synchronization system. 
urhite noise in the transmission path, by randomly 
complementing bits at a specified error rate. 
Any combination of four output routines may 
be called for in the computer simulation. In 
routine one the sequence of frames is printed out 
before and after the errors are added; in addition 
a listing of the error positions is printed out. 
Routine two analyzes the number of S and Y 
parity errors and prints a line each time the num- 
ber of errors in X or Y or their sum is less than a 
specified threshold. This threshold is used to 
limit the amount of data output from the com- 
puter. Each line of printout gives the bit posi- 
tion measured from the first bit in the series, the 
number and location of the X and Y parity errors, 
and the number of bit positions between this 
match and the preceding fifteen lines of printout. 
This routine was used to establish the synchroniza- 
tion rule to be used in the next section. Each 
potential series of frames in routine three is given 
an identity number and a point count on the out- 
put. The series with the highest point is assumed 
to be correct synchronization series. Figure 3 
also shows a "no synchronization" curve which 
corresponds to  two or more series having the same 
pviiii c m ~ t .  The fourth routine complements 
each bit before it enters the bit synchronizer and 
has the same output as routine three. Inversion 
of the data can only be discovered by using an odd 
number of words in a frame and checking the 
normal and inverted Y parity sequences. 
COMPUTER SYNCHRONIZATION RULE 
The synchronization rule used in routines three 
and four requires that the starting frame have less 
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Since data with a single bit error probability of 
less than are expected and frame synchro- 
nization is acquired reliably at  an error probability 
of lob2, it is felt that an adequate frame synchro- 
, , nization margin has been provided. In the sec- 
tion on error correction, perfect framesynchroniza- 
tion is assumed. This assumption is invalid a t  
error probabilities great,er than 10-z. A single 
a > bit error probability of 10-2 is therefore used as an 
I 
O - upper bound in the error correction study. 
~ , L - - - -  1 
< "  - 4 1 6 1 I 9 to-! 
iiNGLt B1I ERROR D R O L A l l l W  ERROR CORRECTION 
FIGURE 3.-Frame synchronization probability. 
than three X and Y errors without having been 
used in any previous series. If the starting frame 
is the only one in a series, then i t  will be deleted 
from the output. Once a starting frame has been 
found, the two preceding frames, spaced one and 
two frame lengths away, as well as all succeeding 
frames in this synchronization pattern, multiplies 
of one frame length away, are checked for the 
number of parity errors. When two succeeding 
frames having more than two X or Y errors are 
found, the series is ended. All frames in a series 
having less than three X and three Y errors are 
given one of the following point counts: 
1. Number of X and Y errors unequal, - 1 
2. Three X and three Y errors, 1 
3. Two X and two Y errors, 2 
4. One X and one Y error, 3 
5. Zero X and zero Y errors, 4 
If a frame having more than three X or Y errors 
is encountered between two frames in a series, the 
point count is reduced by 1. The point count is 
summed for all the frames in a series to give the 
total point count which appears on the output. 
With an error probability of 2X the com- 
puter simulation showed a 90 percent probability 
of correct synchronization on a group of three 10 
word frames preceded and followed by five frames 
of noise (see Figure 3). When the same amount 
of data is sent using 3 word frames, the probability 
of finding the synchronization series a t  an error 
rate of 10-I is 75 percent; however, it is more dif- 
ficult to determine where the data starts and stops 
with relation to the noise. 
Using an odd number of words in a frame proved 
to be a reliable method of telling whether the data 
bits had been complemented during transmission. 
Error Correction Advantages 
The crossed parity structure used in this study 
for frame synchronization and error correction has 
a minimum Hamming distance of 4. With a 
Hamming distance of 4 an even number of errors 
having a distance of 4 or greater can go undetected 
in a frame. Fortunately, a frame having the 
number of errors necessary to produce an un- 
detectable error condition seldom has the errors 
lying in an undetectable pattern. Within the 
error probability range of interest-single bit 
error probabilities less than 10-2-the binomial 
probability of increasing numbers of errors in a 
frame approaches zero with sufficient rapidity to 
cause the probability of 4 or more errors in a 10 
word frame to be less than If all the frames 
with 4 or more errors were falsely corrected, less 
than 1 percent of the frames would be affected. 
Since the iterated code is being used for single 
error correction, there is the danger of changing 
some of the odd numbers of errors into an undetec- 
table even number of errors. When error correc- 
tion is used, the gain in correct data must not ae 
offset by a comparable gain in bad data. Since 
the tables of binomial probability distribution 
show that no difficulty will result from using single 
error correction or even dual and triple error cor- 
rection, it is safe to use the code under discussion. 
Figures 4 and 5 show the probability of a frame 
being in error after single and dual error correc- 
tion, respectively. The single frame error proba- 
bility is plotted against signal-to-noise-power ratio 
in a bandwidth ~ q u a l  to the information bit rate 
for three different frame sizes. The relationship 
between bit rate and information bit rate is 
determined as follows: 
The bit rate Blt = N/T and the information bit 
rate IBR= K/T, where N is the total number of 
i 
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SIGNAL, NOISE (db)  I N  A BANDWIDTH EQUAL TO THE 
INFORMATION BIT RATE 
FIGURE 4.-Single frame error probabilities, single error 
correction. The information rate is held constant. 
bits in a frame, T is the total frame transmission 
time, and K is the number of information bits in 
a frame. Thus 
I B R = K  -
BR N . 
When frame sizes are compared, a constant in- 
formation bit rate is used to fkd the highest 
probability or correctly receiving data. This is 
done in order to receive the maximum amount of 
information per unit time without regard to the 
cod2 cff?cien~y K/N. The efficiency and conse- 
quently the bit rate is varied by changing the 
frame size. A point on Figure 4 may be deter- 
mined in the following manner. Since odd values 
/ are nut fmod in the binomial probability distribu- 
tion tables (Reference 3) start with a convenient 
single bit error probability. If a single bit error 
probability of is chosen as the starting value, 
then a cumulative binomial probability of 0.16229 
is found for tn-o or more errors in a 9 word frame 
which corresponds to single bit error correction. 
SIGNAL/NOISE (db) IN A BANGWIDTH EQUAL TO THE 
INFORMATION BIT RATE 
FIGURE 5.-Single frame error probabilities, dual error 
correction. The information rate is held constant. 
The binomial probability value is plotted on the 
ordinate of Figure 4, but the abscissa value still 
remains to be found. For a matched filter bit 
detector a single bit error probability of cor- 
responds to a 7.35 db signal-to-noise ratio in a 
bandwidth equal to half the bit rate of a 4.34 db 
signal-to-noise ratio in a bandwidth equal to the 
bit rate. Going from the bit rate bandwidth to  
the information bit rate bandwidth produces a 
gain in signal-tenoise ratio equal to N/K. For 
the 9 word frame the N/K ratio is 1.286 which 
corrzspc!n_?s to a gain of 1.09 db. The single 
frame error probability of 0.16229 for the 9 word 
frame corresponds to a 5.43 db signal-tenoise 
ratio in a bandwidth equal to the information bit 
rate. In F i p r e  4 all the frames have been ad- 
justed to have the same information bit rates with 
the same noise density in the communication 
channel. This means that the 2 word frame must 
have a bit rate 1.78 times that of the 9 word frame 
and, consequently, a higher single bit error proba- 
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bility. Even though the 2 word frame has the 
highest single bit error probability associated with 
it, fewer bits are in the 2 word frame, decreasing 
the probability of an error occurring in the frame. 
The 2 word frame also has the highest ratio of bit 
correction capability to data bits in the frame. 
These two effects work together to make the 
single frame probability of an error for the 2 word 
frame less than the error probabilities of the larger 
frames a t  low signal-to-noise ratios. The superior 
error correction c.pabi!ity of the 2 word frame is 
not as valuable at  high signal-to-noise ratios and, 
therefore, the single frame error probability curve 
of the 2 word frame drops below the larger-frame 
error probability curves. I t  must be kept in mind 
that Figures 4 and 5 show single frame error 
probabilities, and it takes eight 2 word frames or 
two 5 word frames to equal the same amount of 
data contained in one 9 word frame. 
Determination of Conditioned Bit Error Probability 
More correction capability is available in a 
system using a matched filter bit detector with an 
error detecting code than can be achieved by using 
a simple one-zero decision corresponding to a plus 
or minus voltage polarity from the bit detector. 
The added information available from the bit 
detector may be obtained by recording not only 
the polarity but also the magnitude of the voltage 
from the integrator a t  the end of the bit time. 
The probability of a bit being in error would be 
expected to decrease as the bit voltage increases. 
This is true because it is unlikely that a large 
integrator voltage is due to a bit voltage polarity 
having been changed, which causes an error, and 
further increased due to noise alone. The proba- 
bility of interest, P(e/ jv I), is the conditional 
probability of an error having occurred if the 
absolute value of the integrator voltage is given. 
The absolute value of the integrator voltage is 
used because both polarities of voltage will pro- 
duce the same result in the derivation. The 
Gaussian probability densities, due to white noise, 
of ones p1 (v) and zeros p0 (v) are symmetrically 
placed about zero volts and have the same standard 
deviation (Figure G ) .  Ones and zeros are assumed 
to have equal probabilities of occurrence in the 
following discussion. P(e/ 1 v 1 ) is 
FIGURE 6.-Noise pulse signal probability densities. I 
where P(e I v I )  is the joint probability of having an 
error and having the voltage Iv 1 present due to 
thc probability density p E  (v) (Figure 7), 
I I a + VOLTAGE - -
FIGURE 7.-Correct bit and error bit probability densitlea. 
P (  I v I ) is the probability of finding the voltage I v I 
due to probability densities p E  (v) and pC (v) 
combined, 
If 1p1, which is both the mean of the noise 
distribution and the amplitude of the signal level, 
is found, then all the voltage readings obtained 
can be normalized and no loss of generality results 
from using a normalized mean of +1 in the 
Gaussian probability density distributions. The 
distribution p E  (v) is the tail of the density func- 
tion and indicates an error condition; pc (v) is the 
main body of the density function associated with 
a correct bit, 
Substituting Equations 2 and 3 into Equation 1 
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shows possible configurations of errors for each possible 
pE ( v )  Av (6) number of errors in a frame. For example, two 
P(e"v') = F J ~ ( V ) A V  + p c ( ~ ) ~ ~  . errors may occur in three basic ways: both may 
be in the same row (two Y errors, no X errors), 
Then by substituting Equations 4 and 5 into the same column (two X errors, no Y errors), or 
Equation 6 and simplifying, different rows and columns (two X and two Y 
e-V/'12 e-v/u 
p(e/lvl) = - 
e-v/02 + ev/ua 
. (7) 
2 cosh 
u* 
If v/u2>4 this simplifies to: 
A plot of P(e/ 1 v 1 ) is shown as a function of bit 
detector voltages for several different values of 
signal-to-noise ratio in Figure 8. 
Computation of p and a 
A significant sample of bit voltages must be 
chosen but not so large a sample that a changing 
p and u will be averaged. The mean p  of the 
Gaussian density function must he found first. 
In  a binary system the density functions for ones 
and zeros add together in the receiver and cannot 
be separated. The Gaussian mean cannot be 
found directly, but a good approximation results 
if the absolute value of the integrator voltage is 
used to compute a mean: 
If y f / y  is calculated through the range of interest 
of cr, it is found that p  = p f .  The standard devia- 
tion can be calculated by standard methods since 
it is not affected by the change in the density 
function if the Gaussian mean is known. With 
the mean equal to 1, the standard deviation cr is 
equal ii. the iecipr~c~! ~ = f  the si~al-to-noise rms 
voltage ratio (for a bandwidth equal to half the 
bit rate for a matched filter bit detector). 
errors). If any of the above parity error condi- 
tions are found, two errors are assumed to exist in 
the frame. This assumption is not necessarily 
valid but, as previously explained, will not result 
in a significant amount of the data being degraded. 
A specific example showing how two errors 
could occur in a 3 word frame is shown in Figure 1. 
The parity used for the data of Figure 1 is the 
same as that shown in the frame synchronizer of 
Figure 2. The noise voltages without data, shown 
in Figure 1, are obtained by using a table of 
Gaussian deviates having a mean of zero and a 
standard deviation of one. The standard devia- 
tion is then adjusted to the case of interest by 
multiplying each value obtained from the Gaus- 
sian dex iate table by the desired standard devia- 
tion. In Figure 1 the standard deviation u was 
set equal to lj2.05, which is the reciprocal of the 
signal-to-noise rms voltage ratio in the bandwidth 
shown. This signal-to-noise ratio leads to a sin- 
gle bit error probability of 2X10-2. A high error 
probability is used so that i t  is not necessary to 
wait long for two errors to occur. 
If the data of Figure 1 were transmitted with- 
out noise, the voltage appearing on the integrator 
a t  the end of a bit time would be + 1  volt for a 
zero. The receiver bit detector is assumed to be 
linear so that superposition may be used to find 
the result of signal plus noise. The bottom 
chart of Figure 1 shows the data bit voltages as 
received. The voltage polarity indicates whether 
a one or zero has been received, + for one and - 
for a zero. By comparing the bits to be trans- 
mitted with those received, it is found that errors 
_ h _ p v ~  orrurred at AC and BD. 
In using the proposed error correction method, 
first the probability of each bit being in error is 
found from Figure 8 and then placed with its The Multiple Error Correction Procedure 
corresponding vo1ta.g~. The parity errors indicate 
- - - .  
Multiple bit error correction can be achieved a dual error is most likely and lies either in AC and 
with the iterated code under discussion in conjunc- BD or in AD and BC. The conditional probabil- 
tion with the conditional bit-error probability ity of each error is found: 
P(e/ 1 v 1 ). The position and number of parity 
errors must be inspected to determine all the P ( ~ / o  049V) = 3 9 x lo- ' ,  position AC (10) 
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t VOLTAGE FROM MATCHED FILTER BIT INTEGRATOR 
FIGURE 8.-Voltage-conditioned error probability. P(e/lvl) =e-~l"/2 cosh v/02. The voltage from the integrator has 
been divided by p. The value of the signd-to-noise ratio is for a bandwidth of one-half the bit rate. 
SPACE DYNAMICS AND 
P(e/0.348V) = 4 . 8  x position BC (11) 
p ( e l T l .  l61V) = 5 . 6  x position AD (12) 
P(e//0.441V) = 2 . 3  x position BD (13) 
The joint probability of errors AC and BD is 
found by using Equations 10 and 13 
P(AC and BD) = 8.97. x (14) 
The joint probability of errors BC and AD is 
found by using Equations 11 and 12 
P(BC and AD) = 2 69 x (15) 
The results of Equations 14 and 15 show that the 
dual error is most probably in AC and BD. This 
method of error correction has an error probability 
as a function of the signal-to-noise ratio associated 
with it. The probability of incorrectly "cor- 
recting" a frame may be calculated in a manner 
similar to that usad for a multiple channel or 
character error probability calculation (Reference 
4). Figure 9 shows that the equivalent gain in 
signal-to-noise ratio for equal error probabilities 
between single and dual error correction for the 2 
word frame is approximately 1.8 db. If all errors 
detected by the crossed parity check are corrected, 
the maximum possible gain in equivalent signal- 
to-noise ratio is about 6 db. 
GROUND STATION CHARACTERISTICS 
The proposed organization of a ground station 
to process this type of data is shown in Figure 10. 
The output of the receiver is a noisy biphase modu- 
lated coherent subcarrier. Conventional tech- 
niques of doubling, filtering, halving, and again 
filtering are used to reconstruct a subcarrier which 
is either in phase or 180 degrees out of phase with 
the received signal. The output of the multiplier 
is i'ieii noise -,!cs 3 scpore ara~7e I)CM sipal. 
Data is encoded with the Manchester Code in 
which the phase of the subcarrier is reversed in the 
center of each bit time. This leads to a high 
transition density in l i ~ e  bit stresni so that the bit 
timing detector can rapidly establish a bit timing 
rate equal to twice the information bit rate. The 
voltage on the matched filter integrator is mea- 
sured by the analog-tedigital converter just prior 
to the capacitor being discharged, and the value is 
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TWO WORD FRAME ERROR PROBABILITY 
SIGNAL/ NOISE (db)  IN A BANDWIDTH EQUAL TO THE 
INFORMATION BIT RATE 
FIGURE 9.-Two word frame error probability. 
transferred into a small computer. As soon as a 
few transitions between ones and zeros are de- 
tected in the data, the computer can establish the 
proper phasing of the information bit rate data 
within the double bit rate data. To establish the 
voltage that would have been on the integrator if 
more conventional coding had been used, the 
voltage on the integrator a t  the center of the bit 
time is added to the complement of the voltage on 
the integrator a t  the end of the bit time. No 
penalty is incurred by running the bit synchronizer 
a t  twice the information bit rate, since the signal 
is integrated in the proper phase over the full in- 
formation bit time. If this voltage is positive, an 
"A" has been detected, and if negative, a "Not A" 
has been detected. It is not possible a t  this stage 
in the processing to state if A is a one or zero since 
the method or generating the local subcarrier 
destroys this information. 
The computer is used to establish frame syn- 
chronization and to determine whether an A is a 
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FIGURE 10.-Proposed ground station. 
one or zero. There will only be a parity correla- 
tion for one of these cases since a frame with an 
odd number of words will be used and comple- 
menting all of the bits destroys the specified parity 
structure. The printed output of this computer 
will be frame-synchronized data indicating the 
rows and columns in which parity errors occur. 
The output voltage of the integrator for each bit 
is presented so that the previously described error 
correction procedures may be used if more than 
one error occurs. This output will be made 
available in real time and will lag the incoming 
data by about three frame transmission times. A 
small computer with a memory of 4096 words of 
12 bits each, operating a t  a rate of about 10,000 
additions per second could easily perform the 
computations necessary to synchronize the data. 
The operational rate would be about 2 bits per 
second with a brnch test rate of 10 bits per second 
in a good signal-to-noise ratio environment. 
Data will be lost in the system described above 
during the time that the bit timing detector is 
establishing the proper timing. In order not to 
lose this data and to be able to operate in a noise 
environment where it may be excessively difficult 
to establish bit timing rapidly, another system 
will be used to acquire data for nonreal time 
processing. The output of the multiplier will go 
to an intcgrtltor which continuously integrates 
this voltage. A limit sensor tletccts wlicthcr this 
integrator is approaching its voltage limit ranges 
and resets the voltage to  zero. The voltage on the 
integrator will be digitized a t  about 20 samples 
per bit time along with information about the 
voltage reset pulses that may have been used. I n  
an off-line process the contents of the integrator 
can be reconstructed if the voltage reset times are 
known. Bit timing may be established by cross 
correlation techniques. After the subcarrier re- 
construction unit establishes phase lock between 
the noisy incoming signal and its output, all of the 
data can be recovered in an optimum manner. 
The ratio between the subcarrier frequency and 
bit rate will be over 250 to 1; therefore very few 
bits will be lost during the time that the subcarrier 
reconstruction unit is acquiring phase lock. 
CONCLUSIONS 
The crossed parity stxucture is effective in 
establishing frame synchronization of the data 
and in providing an error detecting and correcting 
code. Frame synchronization can be established 
a t  error rates such that the majority of the data 
could not be corrected. The extension of the 
error correction process, by measuring the voltage 
on the integrator a t  the sample time (from single 
bit to multiple bit error correction) is effective and 
is a powerful tool with application to many 
other codes. This technique allows a significant 
increase in the probability of getting correct data 
after the error correction process is completed 
without increasing the complexity of the data 
encoder. The ground station used to  recover data 
in this form is best implemented with the aid of a 
small computer. 
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DEVELOPMENT OF A 1200 FOOT ENDLESS-LOOP TAPE 
TRANSPORT FOR SATELLITE APPLICATIONS* 
The tape recorder development described herein is a low power, two speed recorder whose 
unique endlessloop cartridge stores 1200 ft of % in. wide lubricated magnetic tape. A maximum 
mechanical power of 1.29 watts is required to  drive the transport a t  30 ips a t  O°C. During opera- 
tion in the record mode a t  3% ips tape speed only 0.083 watt of mechanical power is required a t  
0°C to  operate the transport. Speed reductions are obtained through the use of accurately ma- 
chined pulleys and seamless polyester film belts. Although the optimum motor has not been 
obtained a t  this writing, WOK and flutter measurements have been obtained a t  1.14 percent p p  
from 0-1000 cps bandwidth. 
Included in this report is a discussion on the problems that arose n-ith the tape during tests 
and the resultant solutions. The exceptional performance is made possible by the use of the 
unique tape cartridge and the accurately machined capstan assemblies which have less than 
50X10-6 in. total indicated runouts. Duplex preloaded bearings are utilized throughout the 
transport. The mechanical portions of this transport have survived sinusoidal vibrations at  10 g 
from 5 to  2000 cps for 18 min and random vibrations at  20 g rms from 2G2000 cps for 4 min. 
This paper describes in detail the design of the various components of this advanced tape 
recorder. 
INTRODUCTION The advent of interplanetary capsules and large 
Tape recorders are an essential part of any satellites where considerable data are to be stored 
spacecraft instrumentation where data gathered "ecessitates large c a ~ a c i t ~  endless-loo~ tape re- 
by sensors must be stored until a position is corders. Endless-loop recorders with storage 
reached in orbit when the spacecraft can be con- capacities of 200 ft. of tapet are no longer satis- 
veniently interrogated. At this point the re- factory for some designs. Recorders with capaci- 
corder sends the information to the ground station ties of 1200 ft. of tape or more arc required. In  
through the spacecraft transmitter. addition, a rigid set of design specifications must 
The main reason an endless-loop recorder is be employed to assure long life and reliability. 
preferred to a two reel system is that multiple in- Sew design considerations, with respect to obtain- 
terrogations can be made without exceeding the ing a functionally operational recorder, are re- 
required playback time to a ground station. That quired to achieve the flutter, low power, long life, 
is, a satellite can be interrogated several times and low weight necessary for the recorder's in- 
before an orbit is completed without the informa- creased storage. 
tion loss which occurs in a two reel system. Ad- One design parameter that must be investigated 
ditional advantages of an endless-loop system are is tape life. Included in this term "tape life" are 
the deterioration of magnetic properties, abrasion that tape reversing mechanisms are not necessary, ,--- _ p  Lt _ , , .. 
nn~~.,~-+n--  - - ,,,an Lilt: I U U I I C ~ U ~ ,  edge wear, and the basic 
.,-- attllsiug devices are not required, mo- 
mentum compensation is relatively simple, the characteristics of the Mylar base material and 
single reel provides compact storage, and the tape oxide binder. Each one of these considerations 
velocity is in the same direction for both record is affected by one or more of the following: temper- 
and playback modes, minimizing errors due to ature, tape velocity, mean pack diameter (which 
tape skew and alignment. determines the slippage between outer and inner 
t~aluel l ,  R. C.. Stark, K. I\*, and White. A. F , "A Precision 
Endless Loop Magnetic Tape Recorder for Space Applications." 
'Published as N A S A  Technicd Note 0-2316. June 1964. NASA Technical Note -1542, February 1963. 
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tape diameters), and total recorder operational 
life required. Because of these tentative trouble 
areas, just a larger cartridge to accommodate the 
larger tape lengths will not solve the problem. 
- 
Another area to be considered in the design is 
the selection of the proper motor. Again, simply 
utilizing existing motors as used in other tape 
recorders will not work. The power requirements 
are different, and motors must be matched to the 
recorder to prevent undesirable hunting which 
produces detrimentai fiutter and wow. 
Capstan design (including bearing preload tech- 
niques, machining tolerances, material, and as- 
sembly and mounting arrangements) determines 
to a great extent how the instrument's perform- 
ance will be affccted by such disturbances as 
flutter and wow, skew and amplitude variations, 
etc. 
Last but not least of the major design considera- 
tions is environmental testing. A 1200-ft. end- 
less-loop recorder is much more sensitive to 
temperature and vibration testing than a small 
compact 200 ft. endless-loop recorder is. The 
large loop tends to be very erratic under random 
and sinusoidal vibration tests if left in a free 
condition in a cartridge. 
The objective of this paper is to describe in 
detail the problems that arose and the solutions 
that were applied in the "in-house" design and 
development of a 1200-foot endless-loop tape 
recorder. The contents of this paper will be 
concerned with the initial development phase of 
the recorder. 
OPERATIONAL DESCRIPTION 
the first wrap on the reel by the capstans (m) and 
i t  wraps back onto the outside of the tape pack. 1 
As the tape moves a t  constant velocity, each 
layer of tape slips upon the other providing ten- \ 
sion to pull the tape back down into the cartridge 
on the return side (j) .  The operation of this 1 
recorder can be broken down into two basic 
modes, record and reproduce. When the recorder 
I 
is operating in the record mode, the dual capstans 
are driven at  287 rpm. The rotating capstans 
impart !inear ue!ncity to  the magnetic tape, draw- 
ing it across the face of the heads. In the repro- 
duce mode, the capstans operate a t  2296 rpm 
yielding a record-reproduce ratio of 8:l. 
The %-in. lubricated Mylar base magnetic tape 
accepts four signal channels. During each orbit, 
one information and one timing channel are 
recording a signal; therefore, with a tape record 
speed of 3% ips, G4 min. of information can be 
recorded. The stored information is played back 
in a total time of 8 min., completing one cycle of 
operation. I t  is also possible to utilize existing 
digital heads which make it possible to store eight 
channels of data on the % in wide tape. 
The use of dual capstans provides a constant 
tension across the heads, thus making possible the 
elimination of pressure pads and the consequent 
reduction in amplitude modulation, flutter, and 
skew. 
MECHANICAL DESIGN 
The mechanical design of the tape recorder is 
predicated on the following requirements: 
1. An 8 to 1 speed ratio, i.e., tape speeds of 3% 
ips on record and 30 ips on playback, 
2. A tape length of 1200 ft., The 1200 ft. endless-loop tape recorder is a 3. An operational life of 9 months, lightweight, low power, two speed system. The 4. Low flutter for both two speed and single 
overall external dimensions are 13%-in. in 
speed record and playback, diameter and 3% in. in depth; it weighs 10 lbs. 5. Low mechanical power for both record and Figure 1 shows how an endless-loop cartridge playback modes, 
operates. The tape is first ~"PP" onto the reel 6. survival of the required environmental (g) and rollers (P) by starting the first wrap at  the testing. 
edge of the reel and the tapered portion of the 
rollers. Successive wraps arc built up progrcs- These requirements led to major design advance- 
sively towards the edge of the rollers until 1200 ft. ments in records of this type and capacity. 
are contained. The two ends of the tape are 
brought u p  through the b p c  guide plate (k) and Tape Transport 
arc spliced to form an endless loop. When the The transport is designed to conform to the tape 
cartridge is in operation, the tape is pulled from cartridge (g) for optimum space utilization and 
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FIGURE 1.-The 1200 ft. endless-loop tape transport assembly. 
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maximum performance (Figure 1). Essentially, 
two cartridges were designed and tested. A de- 
tailed description is given later. 
Two capstans (m), accurately machined for 
high precision, provide a constant tension on the 
tape between them and filter out minor disturbing 
pulses which could possibly be generated from the 
slippage of each layer of tape in the tape pack. 
The constant tension on the tape is produced by 
making one capstan diameter slightly smaller than 
the other. A speed difference of about 1 percent 
is used. 
The magnetic heads (i) are placed between the 
capstan, inserted far enough to allow for positive 
head gap to  tape contact. No pressure pads are 
used, although guiding the tape across the heads 
(f) improved alignment. Tape guide rollers (a), 
illustrated in Figure 2, are employed on both the 
, SHAFT 
SNAP RING 
TOP 
PLATE SPACER 
HOUSING ROLLER 
BEARINGS (2) 
FIGURE 2.-Tape guide roller assembly. 
tape entrance and exit sides to confine the tape to 
its proper position during performance and en- 
vironmental testing. The motors (c) are located 
a t  the maximum distance from the magnetic 
heads. This is done to minimize the possibility 
of the heads being influenced by stray magnetic 
fields emanating from the motors, and to allow 
any mechanical vibrations sct up by the motors to 
be damped by the top plate before reaching the 
heads. Although the exact motor or motors have 
not been selected at  this writing, the positions 
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indicated were established as the most likely 
locations. 
The use of K-1A magnesium for the top plate 
(h) construction provides internal damping which 
efficiently damps vibration induced by the rotat- 
ing components. 
Motors 
It was not until a breadboard model of the 1200 
ft. recorder (Figure 3) and later a preprototype 
(Figures 1 and 4) were tested that the actual me- 
chanical power required became known. The 
measurements were made by using both a cali- 
brated dc motor and a tensiometer which meas- 
ured the tensile force between capstans. At room 
temperature, for the record speed of 3% ips a 
FIGURE 3.-Breadboard model of the recorder. 
power of 0.0717 watt is required, and for a play- 
back speed of 30 ips a power of 0.897 watt is re- 
quired. These values vary slightly, depending 
upon tape type, tape pack looseness, and tem- 
perature. The powers could easily be converted 
to torques required a t  the capstans-0.34 in.-oz. 
a t  record speed and 0.53 in.-oz. a t  playback speed. 
An attempt was made to use hysteresis synchro- 
nous motors, available from a Tiros recorder, as 
record mode motors on the preprototype model. 
It immediately became evident that the torque 
capacity of the motor was marginal and that 
severe hunt oscillations of 20 cps were causing 
unacceptable wow and flutter values. Several 
other models of hysteresis synchronous motors 
were tried, but all contributed significant flutter 
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(b) 
FIGCRE 4.-TWO viers of the 1200 ft. tape transport. 
because of inherent motor oscillations. The use 
of flywheels and friction dampeners on some of the 
motors did not eliminate the pulsations. To solve 
the immediate problem of testing the preproto- 
type recorder, a 3600 rpm motor, used for testing 
of the breadboard model, n7as used for the high 
speed mode. A previously mentioned hysteresis 
motor with the lowest flutter contribution n-as 
used for the record mode. 
E n ~ a r n r ,  frerr, thc m e t ~ r  tcsts it %-as oh,vious 
that no motor was immediately available which 
could be utilized as either a record or playback 
motor. The requirements for a good tape re- 
corder motor ale sufic.it.r~l driving torque and low 
instantaneous speed fluctuations. In addition, 
the tests indicated that the motors possibly 
being affected by the slippage fluctuations in the 
tape pack being reflected back to the motor. 
Future testing will help to determine an optimum 
motor design. 
Using pon7er and performance data obtained 
from the preprototype tests, investigations have 
been initiated on obtaining dual speed motors of 
two types-hysteresis synchronous and brushless 
dc. The advantages of dual speed motors are 
elimination of one motor, higher reliability, since 
slip clutches are not required, and the reduction of 
possible additional flutter components which 
would result from an extra motor and extra pul- 
leys. A brushless dc motor is preferred to a 
hysteresis synchronous motor for the follonring 
reasons : 
1. The starting torques are similar to those of 
a dc motor, 
2. The speed stability is the same as that of a 
hysteresis synchronous motor, 
3. The efficiencies approach those of a dc motor, 
4. The motor contains no brushes (a dc motor 
does), eliminating a wear and noise problem; 
Belt Drives 
Endless polyester film belts are used for the 
speed reduction and pon-er transmission systems. 
These belts are efficient and accurate, and they 
minimize speed variations because of their uni- 
form thickness. Their expected life is extremely 
high when designed properly, and their thickness 
(0.0015 in.) allon-s the use of small diameter 
pulleys. 
Capstan Assemblies 
Capstan assemblies (Figure 5 )  which contribute 
nomore than 50X lop6 in. oftotal indicatedrunouts 
(TIR) at  the tape driving surface are required to 
minimize the flutter contribution due to velocity 
differences. The capstan diameter is 0.250 in., a 
size considered adequate to maintain :on- per- 
ccntagc .,-c!ocity changc du? t o  runorrts. 
=In attempt was made to obtain the Ion- T I R  by 
using extremely low runout duplex bearing pairs 
and grinding the shafts and housings to very lorn 
ioierances. i f  this method \\-ere successful, bear- 
ings damaged through vibration testing could be 
replaced with new ones of the same tolerances 
without discarding or reworking a complete as- 
sembly. After manufacturing, assembling, and 
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testing sevcr:~l capstain asscmblics in the prepro- 
totypc recorder, it was found that it was riot pos- 
sible to consistently obtain and hold the required 
capstan runouts t)y this mctliod. Al t l io~~gh t e 
tolcranc~cs with regard to diamctrr fit and thc TIIL 
on botl1 the  capstan diameter (a) :~nd  bearing 
inner races (b) were held cxtrcmc~ly tight, there 
was :L finite clcarunre in all fith. This :tllo~vcd the 
shafts antl inner race to be misnligncci c:~ch time 
the prclo:~d IV:LS :~pplied and, togcthcr with the 
mnchinc~d T I l t  tolerances, the tot:\l radial runouts 
exceetlcd that required. 
A grind-in-place tccliniq~~c. was adopted to solve 
tlie prol)lrm. This consists, cssrnt i:~lly, of nsscm- 
blirig t 1 1 ~  dr~plcx bcnririg pairs (c), 1w:~ring sp:\rcrs 
(d), cr~tl r : ~ p s  (c), and C : L ~ S ~ : L I ~  sh:~ft (:L) irlto tlic 
Iiouhing. Tl1c1 prc.lont1 nut (f) is :~pplird with 
c~nougl~ force. to prc4o:~d the. 1)r:~ringh : ~ n d  to prc- 
vent tlic inner raccl from rot:lting with r rhp( \~t  o 
thc capst:Ln s1i:~ft. Caution must bc cxc~rcbisctl not 
to  deforrn the races and damage the bearing. The 
final operation consists of shielding the bearings 
from ext ernal debris and grinding the capstan to  
the required final diameter and TIIL. This is 
accomplished by holding the capstan housing (g) 
fixed and externally driving the capstan shaft 
while grinding in placc. 
Pressure Roller Assembly 
The asscmhly's function is to m:tint:~in intimate 
contact bctwccn the tnpc anti capstan. However, 
a. pre1o:~d system has been developed whereby a 
vnri:~l)lc prtllontl could kc applied to the roller 
1)c:~ring.s ~ s i t h o ~ t  resorting to  special duplex pairs, 
end caps, sp:Lccrs, antl captivating nuts. The 
pl.c.load IV:~.; tlctc~rminc~tl hy applying just enough 
force to rcmovc. Iwaring play (Figure 6). This 
setting c.oul(1 thrn br  locaked in place. The spring 
forccl is applird t l i ro~~gl t  tlic center of the roller. 
I3y doing this, the possil,ility of cocliing tlie roller 
and protlucing skew prol)lcms in the tape is mini- 
mizrtl. An atltlitiori:~l :wcx of improvement was 
tlir rlin~in:~tion of :L 1)ulky viscous damper that  
csisletl on :I Tiros d:~mpcr. Tlic origin:~l purpose 
of tlic dnmpclr was to  prc.vcnt tlic roller from lcav- 
ing c,ontac.t with the c:lpst:in when tlic resonant 
frcqurncsy of t l i ~  lo:~tl spring w:~s reached during 
vihrution tclsting. At tlli:, point, the tape would 
ride up and off thc cnl)stnn. To retain this func- 
tion, the. roller arm I I , L ~  ',djust(ld SO that,  during 
vil)ra.tion, the maximum distance the rollcr coultl 
back off was half the tot:il rollcr compression on 
the capstan under th r  24 oz. roller forcc against 
the capstan. 
FIGURE &-Rubber roller arm. 
Tape Path 
Figures 1 and 4 illustrate the path that the tape 
follows during operation of the recorder. The 
tape is 1.3 mil thick and coated with oxide on one 
side and lubricant on the reverse side; it has a 
polyester film base. 
The tape is withdrawn from the inside of the 
tape pack (b in Figure I), passing over the tape 
guide ramp (d) and through the guide roller (e) 
to the capstan (m). The capstans draw the tape 
through the tape guide (f) and across the erase 
and record-reproduce heads (i). The tape then 
passes through the final guide roller (a) returning 
onto the outer layer of the tape pack (j). 
The differential angular relocity between the 
inner and outer layer of the tape pack results in 
interlayer tape slippage. This means that the 
individual layers of tape are slipping with respect 
to one another, maintaining tensions throughout 
the pack. This tension provides a means for 
drawing the tape back onto the pack after i t  
leaves the capstan. Lubrication of the tape re- 
duces the interlayer friction, thus reducing the 
flutter imparted to the tape and the amount of 
drive power required. 
Tape Cartridge 
The item which required the longest develop 
ment time is the tape cartridge. The only car- 
tridges in common usage had tspe capacities from 
200 to 300 ft. For designing a cartridge for 1200 
ft. of tape, various design considerations must be 
taken into account such as tape life, as defined 
earlier, transport operational life, performance 
requirements, and environmental testing. d 9 
month life was a design requirement which al- 
lowed approsimately 3 months of satellite testing 
on the ground and 6 months of operation in orbit. 
The life requirement and environmental testing 
were very severe on the tape; however, this will be 
3: --..-. -1 . 
ulscusseu 111 anof her section. 
The tape cartridge had to be designed so that 
it could effectively allow 1200 ft. of magnetic tape 
to function properly. Such parameters as power, 
flutter, signal-to-noise ratio, and operation at  two 
speeds for record and playback had to be taken 
into consideration in addition to the life require- 
i ment. The 9 months of continuous operation 
necessitated that the cartridge design impose a 
minimum wear condition on the tape. This 
meant that the tape must not suffer deterioration 
of the oxide, lubricant, and base material to the 
extent that its operation would be detrimental to 
the system as a whole. 
The first approach to a cartridge design was to  
obtain an optimum mean diameter of the car- 
tridge with minimum pack thickness. It is im- 
portant to have a narrow pack thickness to mini- 
mize tape wear induced by the angular velocity 
difference between inner and outer tape layers. 
I n  addition, the mean tape diameter should be 
within reasonable limits to prevent an excessively 
heavy and large recorder design. From a curve 
of mean tape pack diameter vs. pack thickness for 
various lengths of tape (Figure 7) an optimum 
mean diameter of 8 in. was chosen for a pack 
thirkncss of 0.8 in. for 1200 ft. of tape. 
FICCRE 7.-Mean diitmeter of the tape reel vs tape loop 
thickness. D =  li7L,/rt where It' is the tape thickness and 
L is the tape length. 
After the basic size of the cartridge was deter- 
mined, there were two design possibilities. One 
was to expand the Tiros type into a larger size. 
Also, as a result of preliminary tests, it was found 
that flutter was appreciably reduced when the 
tape was supported on rollers during operation. 
Thus the second design consisted of utilizing 
rollers to support the tape in the ~art~ridgc.. 
A large Tiros type of cartridge (Figure 8) was 
built and installed in the breadboard model for 
testing. Performance tests were run a t  various 
speeds. Although the cartridge appeared to func- 
tion well, severe tape pulsations occurred which 
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7.170 DIA. 
7 r- 0.4998 DIA. 
FIGURE 8.-Tape reel nntl cross section. 
increased with tape speed. Therefore, this type 
of cartridge wl~s eliminated from further con- 
sideration because the puls:~tions resulted from a 
condition of excessive tapc friction between each 
layer and between the tape edges and reel flange. 
This causes accelerated tapc wear and is detri- 
mental to overall recorder reliability. Secondly, 
because of the magnitude of the pulsations filter- 
ing could not be easily accomplished with simple 
devices. This would result in large periodic 
flutter and wow disturbances. 
At this point, the roller-reel tape cartridge was 
put into the breadboard model (Figure 3) and 
testing proceeded. The main problem area devel- 
oped with the tape support rollers. The original 
rollers were straight cylinders. During testing, 
it was observed that upon acceleration the tape 
would form a loop on the return side which would 
not pull in and which remained a t  a constant 
length. This situation rc.sulted because of the 
lack of friction l~etwcen the outer layers of tape 
and the tape rollcrs. Friction (lid exist between 
thc outer layers of tape and the flangc of the 
larger Tiros rccl. With the Tiros type of car- 
tridge, thc flangc which supports the tapc has a 
higher linear velocity than the tape itself a t  every I 
point; therefore, there is a constant frictional force 1 
pulling the tape into the cartridge on the return 
side. This effect is absent with the rollers and I I 
actually works in reverse where the tape must 
drive the rollers. To correct this situation, a 
series of tests was conducted that resulted in two 
cylindrical steps being added to the straight roller 
section. I t  was found that the rpm of the rollers 
was determined a t  the smallest diameter which 
prsvides 2 higher circumferentisl velocity a t  the 
two larger steps. The resultant relative velocity 
between the roller and tape edge was sufficient to 
prevent the tapc from forming and maintaining a 
loop on the return side of the cartridge. With 
this problem solved, the cartridge functioned uni- 
formly; and it was decided that further recorder 
development would be centered around this 
cartridge. 
The cartridge (Figure 9) consists of a tape reel 
(a), 12 tape support rollers (b), a roller mounting 
FIGUIZE ...-Tape cartridge. 
ring (c), a tape guide plate (d), a tapered guide 
(e), cover plate rollers (f), and, of course, 1200 ft. 
of lubricated Mylar base magnetic tape (g): 
1. Tape reel-Figure 10. I t  was found that if 
other than a cylindrical surface to which the tape 
pack conforms is used, the failure rate of the tape 
pack is very high. This is because wear increases 
a t  the areas where bending of the pack occurs 
(e.g., the 4 corners in a square pack). In addi- 
tion, the cylindrical surface, with a profile such as 
this reel has, allows the tape to emerge from the 
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FIGERE 10.-Tape reel. 
cartridge with minimum tape disturbance due to 
flexure, edge wear, and oxide abrasion. This 
provides maximum performance and minimum 
wear. The reel is mounted in duplex bearings to 
insure a stable and smooth reel rotation and pro- 
vide protection of the bearings during environ- 
mental vibration testing. 
2. T a p  s n p y r t  rollers-Figure 11. These 
rollers essentially comprise the "heart" of the tape 
cartridge. Twelve rollers were selected to pre- 
vent sagging of the tape between them and to 
obtain a circular tape pzck. 
As testing proceeded, it was determined that 
the two steps added to the straight cylindrical 
roller required vapor honing to increase the pull in 
force on the tape on the return side. Each roller 
is supported in two bearings in the roller mounting 
I--- 1.324" -1 
FIGURE 1 1.-Tape support roller. 
ring (Figure 12) which are not preloaded; how- 
ever, the radial play of the bearings is limited to 
between 0.0001 and 0.0002 in. The bearings are 
lubricated with M I L L  608.58 oil. Preloaded 
bearings cannot be used; they cause intermittent 
rotation of the rollers. Each roller is made with 
the tapered portion of its cross section nearest the 
FIGURE 12.-Roller mounting ring. 
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reel. On both the reel edge slope and the roller 
taper, as seen in the profile section when assem- 
bled, the resulting cross section represents the 
attempt made to bring each layer of tape into an 
ideal position before it exits the cartridge. Thus, 
minimum strain and abrasion on the tape during 
the cartridge operation is exerted. 
3. Roller mounting ring-Figure 12. The ring 
provides mounting of the tape support rollers and 
a meshing fit of the outer surface of the tape reel. 
This iype of fit is :L sitfety ticsign to prevent the 
tapc from possit)ly working its way t)ctwccn thc 
conical portion of the tape support rollers ant1 thc 
tnpe reel edge. 
4. Tape guide plate-li on Figurcl 1. The plate 
proviclcs for mounting of the guide rollers which 
prevc.nt the tape from rubbing on the undcrsidc of 
the plate when extraneous disturb:~nccs e:~usc the 
tape pack to  rise. In  addition, this plate acts as 
a baffle to prevent dehris from f:~lling into the 
tape :mtl cartritlge. 
TAPE SELECTION 
Although the problem of obtaining a function- 
ally operating endless-loop tape cartridge for 1200 
f t .  of tape had been solved, an area which required 
investigation still remained. This area con- 
cerned the magnetic tape itself. The tape which 
was used for smaller endless-loop cartridges on the 
Tiros and Nimbus recorders was not satisfactory 
for use on the larger cartridge. Initial testing 
with this tap(. revealed deficiencies in the me- 
chanicui stahll~ty of the tapc during temperature 
testing. Primarily, there wcre two temperature 
prohlcms. The oxidc binder hccame soft a t  70°C 
and the tnpe had a very high shrinkage rate. 
Tempcraturc. tvsts wcre run on the 1200 ft. end- 
less-loop c.:~rtridge using Minnesota Mining and 
N1:~nuf:~cturing ('ompany's IJN 1220 tape a t  30 ips 
and tempc.ratures of OO(', 2S°C, and 60°C'. At O°C, 
thc transport opc.r:~tcd when the recorder was 
pl:lcaed in :L p1:Lstic- 1)ag, flushed with dry air, and 
sc:~led l)cfore being brought down in temperature. 
This was necessary to prevent the c.:~rtridge from 
jamming. I t  is fclt that this occurrence is due to 
--#-- ice condensing on the transport :~nd tape. At 23°C' tlic cartritlgc pcrformcd satisfactorily. 
IIo\vcvcxr, : ~ t  (iOO(' the tape cshil,ited exc~cssive 
5 .  l'apcrc(1 G I I ~ ~ ( ~ - I ~ ~ ~ L I I * ~  13. 'I'h(1 gui(l(b :lids 
the t:~pe in rn:~king tltc t r:lnsit ion from a n  incblinccl 
to a horixont:~l position :ls the t:~pc> cmc.rgcls from 
the curtritlgca. 
intc.rl:~yc>r fricbtion. This inter1ayc.r interference 
c:iusctl the. c:lrtritlgc to tig11tc.n up and (>vcntually 
jam. 12 sc.rics of twts was conducted to deter- 
mine wlic~thcr the. oxidc., lul)ric.ant, or both were 
cawing the trou1)le. At almut 70°C the sliding 
fric-tion of oxide against oxide incrc.ascd, but the 
slitling friction of 1rli)ric:lnt against 1111)rio:int re- 
mnincd eonst:tnt. At 100°C: the same cffcrt was 
notcd. This fact \vas l~rought o the attention of 
thc tape manufnc.turcr, who conducted his own 
tests and found that thc oxidc bindcr was st:~l)le 
only up to :~l)o11t 8O0('(. 
Although the re(-order temperature test was run 
a t  (iO°C', it is possihlc that the interlayer angular 
vclocity differcncc causes a localized heating effect 
which raises the tape surface temperature abovc 
70-80°C. 
As a result of tests, the manufacturer providrd 
ncw~ s:~mples of tap(> (LIt1250 and 8043) which 
1vc.r~ consiclercd identical in magnetic and lubricaa- 
tion properties to the Llt  1220 hut had a higher 
tc~rnpc~ratr~rc 1)intlcr on the oxide side. LH 125!1 
W:IS tc.stcc1 at (iO°C: in the cartridge and oper:~tcd 
('onsideral)ly longer than LIL 1220 a t  the same 
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temperature, indicating the new binder was the 
solution to this problem. 
However, a t  this point the second problem 
arose. When LR 1220 tape was used, the car- 
tridge neyer operated long enough a t  the high 
i temperature to observe other characteristics. As 
: the LR 1259 continued to run a t  60°C, it was 
i observed that the tape pack was gradually tight- 
[ ening up. Finally, the point was reached where 
the pack became so tight that the cartridge 
jammed. This tightening process was attributed 
to  the shrinkage of Mylar at high temperatures. 
This characteristic of Mylar is nlell known, but the 
exact rates of shrinkage were not as well known 
for various temperatures. Tests were run on 
LR 1220, LR 1259, 8943, and a tensilized tape 
sample to determine their shrinkage rates (Figure 
14). 
FICVRE 14.-Effect of temperature on LR 1220, LR 1018, 
LR 1259, and 8943 tapes (1 2 in. sample). 
The percent shrinkage for LR 1259 a t  60°C is 
0.13 percent; however, if localized heating raises 
the temperature to 80°C, the shrinkage becomes 
0.34 percent. For 1200 ft. of tape and 0.34 per- 
cent shrinkage, the tape becomes shorter by 49 
in., thus increasing tape i e u s i u ~ ~  excessit-ely. The 
percent shrinkage for LR 1220 a t  60°C is 0.075 
percent and at  80°C it becomes 0.19 percent. For 
1200 ft. of tape with 0.19 percent shrinkage, the 
tape will lose 27.4 in. or about haii that of 
LR 1259. The 8943 tape had a shrinkage rate of 
0.13 percent. Base Mylar (0.001 in. thick) had a 
shrinkage rate of 0.284 percent. 
Because these results showed large shrinkage 
rates and the variation of rates with tape type, 
it was decided to preshrink the LR 1259 tape at  
100°C for 1 hour and then repeat the test in the 
cartridge a t  60°C. After this the tape ran con- 
tinuously a t  60°C without any indication of tight- 
ening or jamming; however, during life testing a 
wear problem became apparent with the lubri- 
cant. Again the tape manufacturer studied the 
problem and supplied a new sample which passed 
the required 9 month accelerated life test. At 
present, this is the only tape which was found to 
satisfy the rigid temperature and life require- 
ments. There were not enough samples to deter- 
mine the fecording characteristics although it was 
specified that the oside should have the same 
magnetic properties as the tape it replaced. This 
new tape has the designation LR 1353. 
PERFORMANCE CHARACTERISTICS 
The specifications in Table 1 were taken with 
both the breadboard and preprototype models 
utilizing two motors, one for record and one for 
reproduce, not the flight model motors. In addi- 
tion. the signal-tenoise ratio taken was obtained 
by  observing the average signal level of a repro- 
duced signal and then observing the amplitude 
noise associated with this signal. The standard 
technique of reading the residual noise level after 
the signal is erased was not used because the 
method utilized describes the functioning of the 
transport more accurately. That is, any dis- 
turbance due to skew, capstan misalignment, or 
pressure rollers that affects the tape contact with 
the heads will be noticed. Jleasurements on the 
preprototype model were taken only a t  room 
temperature because the motor arrangement did 
not allo\v enough room and flexibility to permit 
operation in the available environmental tem- 
perature chamber. 
From the data in Table 1 a distinct improve- 
ment is seen from the breadboard stage to  the 
prcprctctyp t3-nde! Althot~gh temperature tests 
were not taken a t  this time on the preprototype, 
it can be seen that temperature variations did not 
affect the breadboard excessix-ely. 
ENVIRONMENTAL TESTING 
This transport has survived operation a t  0°C 
and 60°C; however, when vibration testing was 
initiated, a problem of tape spew and tightening 
arose. Sormally, in recorders of this type the 
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Table 1. Performance Specifications. 
Model 
Measurement 
Breadboard P reprototype 
Temperature (OC) 0 2 5 6 0 25  2 5 
Record Speed (ips) 4 0 40 4 0 3-3/4 30  
Reproduce Speed (ips) 4 0 4 0 40  3 0  30  
Flutter (percentage p-p), 0-1000 cps 0.945 0.96 1.12 1.14 ~ f i 4  
0.0717 
record 0.897 
Power to Drive Entire System (watts) 1.29 1.00 0.640 
0.897 
reproduce 
0.0207 
record 0.170 
Power to Drive Tape Alone (watts) 0.120 0.150 0.135 
0.170 
reproduce 
Signal-to-Noise Ratio (db) 22.4 22.5 24.4 4 0 - 
Arnplitudc Modulation (percentage p-p) - - - - 3.8 
motor is run to allow the major rotating assem- CONCLUSIONS 
blies which are mounted in ball hearings to rotate The development of this transport, as described, 
during vibration testing. This technique was docs not contain equipment, designed for flight, 
attempted a t  various tape speeds with the trans- such as electronics, motors, and a pressurized con- 
port isolation mounted, hard mounted, or with an tainer, which would allow the transport to fly as 
assortment of tape guiding methods. Tests were a system in a satellite. As of tjhis writing, no 
also conducted with the motor not operating with known recorders of this type have flown in a space- 
negative results. Finally, the tape pack was held 
stationary by placing snubbers 180 degrees apart 
around the outside of the tape pack. They each 
exerted 3 lb. of force on the pack. This method 
coupled with isolation mounting enabled the tape 
pack to remain stable during vibration testing; 
however, additional testing is required to prove 
the system. The isolation mounts limit the am- 
plification a t  resonance to 4. If this method is 
used in the final models, the snubbing action will 
be applied utilizing solenoids which will make pos- 
sible the release of the snubbing force after launch, 
to allow the recorder to  become operational. 
The following specifications arc the vihrt~tion 
levels to which thc recorder was tested: 
1. Sinusoidal: 10 g, (limit to x- in.  single ampli- 
tude), 6 to 2000 cps, 18 min. dur:~tion. 
2. Random: 20 g rms, 20 to 2000 cps, 0.2 gycps 
spectral density, 4 min. duration. 
craft. Future "in house" activities will consist of: 
I .  Testing the transport for possible applica- 
tion as a TV recordcr in the meteorological 
program, 
2. Reducing the overall cartridgc and recorder 
design configuration to obtain minimum 
volume and weight, and 
3. Designing a cartridge and transport to oper- 
ate with 1200-ft. of in. tape. 
Design and development efforts are continuing 
on an integr:rtetl transport systcm to include 
transport, electronics, enclosure, mounting tech- 
niqucs, etc. c:~p:~l)le of s~irviving prototype envi- 
ronment nl testing. 
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SURVEY OF CONTINUOUS LOOP RECORDERS DEVEL- 
OPED FOR AND FLOWN ON METEOROLOGICAL 
SATELLITES* 
KENSETH W. STARK AND ARTHUR F. WHITE, JR. 
?lieteorological satellites are used to sense and collect data of the atmosphere. The most 
econon~ical and efficient method is to  store data taken by the satellite by a magnetic tape recorder. 
For meteorological satellites a continuous-loop magnetic tape cartridge recorder best fulfills this 
requirement. The most important advantage for using this type of recorder is that  the latest data 
are always transmitted to the ground station. 
\\'hen initiating a design program for the use of magnetic tape recorders in satellites, a severe 
set of design parameters is imposed. Rocket vibrations, space environment, and electremechani- 
cal interfaces are reflected in the design. The first continuous loop recorder was designed t o  fly 
on the Vanguard satellite. The next generation of recorders had more sophisticated requirements. 
These \\-ere for the TIROS and Simbus satellites. For these recorders 200 feet of tape was 
satisfactory. 
Finally, the requirement to  store large quantities of information with nlultiple interrogation 
capabilities necessitated the development of continuous loop recorders containing 1200 feet of 
magnetic tape. This resulted in new design problenls involving the magnetic tape in temperature 
variation and wear characteristics. Vibration problGms arose because of the larger tape pack. 
This paper describes the recorder design concepts, products evolved, and their utilization in 
n~eteorological satellites. 
INTRODUCTION 
3feteorological satellites are used to sense and 
collect data of the atmosphere. If there were no 
storage capability within the satellite, an exorbi- 
tant number of ground stations, to which the data 
could be transmitted without loss, would be re- 
quired. considering the expense involved per 
ground station, the total cost would be prohibi- 
tive. To circumvent this problem, a means by 
which this data can be stored until a ground sta- 
tion is within range must be found. The most 
economical and efficient method is to store the 
data on magnetic tape until readout is required. 
For meteorological satellites a continuous loop 
zzgllo,tic tape c",nrtfidgz rcecr:',cr fE!fi!s this 
requirement. The most important advantage for 
using this type of recorder is that the latest data 
is always transmitted to t'he ground station. 
Fv'itli this unique capaLiiity rrluiiiple interroga- 
tions are made possible. That is, the recorder can 
be interrogated a t  any time during it,s orbit and 
*Published as Goddard Space Flight  Center Document 5-652-64-176, 
June 1964. 
always transmit the latest information to the 
ground station within the time allowed. Xddi- 
tional advantages for using this type recorder are 
that: 
a. The single reel provides compact storage, 
b. reversal mechanisms are not required for 
record and playback functions, 
c. the tape can drive beyond one pass without 
requiring safety cutoff devices for the motors, 
and 
d. momentum compensation is simple when 
required. 
Designing, fabricating, and testing magnetic 
tape recorders for satellite application is unique. 
Szt,e!!ite recnrder~ mcst  c p r ~ t e  BE~J perform 
under unattended conditions in a spacecraft. 
Once the recorder is in orbit magnetic heads and 
tape cannot be cleaned, bearings cannot be 
rehbricjted or replaced, components camot be 
adjusted or changed; in essence, periodic mainte- 
nance is impossible. Thus, it becomes necessary 
to design the recorder to sunrive the launch and 
space environment and then expect it to perform 
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satisfactorily under unattended conditions. As 
a result, it is subjected to a rigorous test program 
to qualify the design and workmanship on a pro- 
totype and flight models. The major qualifying 
tests are random and sinusoidal vibration tests 
for the rocket launch, vacuum thermal tests for 
the orbit environment, humidity tests for storage 
and transportation conditions on earth, and 
operational and life performance tests to demon- 
strate its maintenance free capability. Thus, 
rocket booster vibration, orbital environments, 
and critical electro-mechanical interfaces with the 
total satellite system are reflected in the recorder 
design. 
During the launch phase, a combination of 
steady state acceleration, and sinusoidal and ran- 
dom vibrations are transmitted from the rocket 
to the satellite and consequently to the recorder. 
These vibrations result because of rapid changes in 
vehicle weight due to fuel consumption, sudden 
maneuvers, engine pulsation, erratic burning of 
fuel, acoustical impingements, etc. The recorder 
must bc designed to survive the initial launch 
environment. 
Once in orbit, it must then perform satisfac- 
torily under the zero gravity field conditions and 
temperature changes as the satellite experiences 
the sunlight and dark portions of the orbit. 
To eliminate space vacuum effects on the bear- 
ings, rotating parts, and many dynamic surface 
contacts, recorders are pressure sealed. How- 
ever, thermal radiation in a vacuum environment 
to the unit must be considered in the design. 
The electro-mechanical interface between the 
recorder and the rest of the spacecraft system is a 
significant factor in its overall ability to survive 
the launch and orhital environment. Of extreme 
import:ince is consideration of magnification far- 
tors during resonant modes in vibration and the 
thermal heat transfer effects. 
The orbit obtained by a satellite is a function of 
vehicle thrust and total weight of vehicle and 
payload. As n result, in the earlier Meteorologi- 
cal programs, it was necessary to design each 
component with strong emphasis on minimum 
weight without sacrificing pcrformance and 
reliabilit y. 
Power consumption was and is still a significant 
factor in a design. Power availability is deter- 
mined by the batteries and solar cells contained 
on the spacecraft. Power systems are now much 
larger. Although the totai number of systems 
flown on a single spacecraft has increased, the unit 
power availability is now greater and has alle- 
viated what was once stringent power constraints 
on recorders. 
THE VANGUARD RECORDER 
The design and development of continuous loop 
recorders for Meteorological satellites originated 
in the Vanguard I1 program which was part of the 
United States' space program for the Interna- 
tional Geophysical Year. The Vanguard I1 was 
a 21 inch diameter satellite (Figure I) ,  designed 
FIGURE 1.-Vanguard Satellite. 
to  contain an Infw-Rcd system for observing tjhe 
cloud cover of the earth. The design of such an 
I R  system was a challenging task when initiated 
in 1956. The objective was a total satellite 
weight of less than 21 pounds, consisting of ap- 
proximately 7 pounds of batteries, 8 pounds of 
structure and sensors and G pounds of electronics. 
An endless-loop recorder was required which 
could store 50 minutes of data, reproduce it in 1 
minute, survive the vehicle steady state accelera- 
tions and vibrations during launch, be designed 
for minimum power and weight, and survive the 
temperature variations in outer space. 
Experience in designing endless loop recorders 
to survive the 1-arious rocket and orbit environ- 
ments was nonexistent. In  addition, the vibra- 
tions of the vehicle transmitted to the recorders 
was known to be random in nature. Design 
techniques for response of endless loop recorders 
to random vibration was unknown. Therefore 
testing of units was rigorous and empirical. Suc- 
cess could only be assured by a painstaking qual- 
i ty selection of a few samples which underwent 
extreme environmental and perform:ince tests. 
As a result, a total of nine (9) recorders was r e  
quiretl to yield three (3) which could be actually 
considered flight hardware. The performance of 
the three units selected, hen-ever, remained con- 
sistent throughout tests and proved adequate for 
the intended mission. 
The Vanguard I1 was launched on 17 February 
1959 and its tape recorder was the first endless 
loop recorder to lx flown in an earth orbiting 
3feteorological satellite. Although the satellite 
was to he spin stabilized it went into a tumbling 
mode resulting in an extremely difficult data 
analysis task. However, the highly successful 
operation of the system itself for its full two-week 
life substantiated the design and test approach 
which had been taken and was a significant step 
forward in the design of endless loop recorders for 
satellite in5trumentatiol1. 
This rccvrder mas parkaged as  part of a cylin- 
drical instrun~entation can (Figure 11, consisting 
of batteries, the recorder, and an electronics deck. 
The entire instrumentation package slipped into a 
cylindrical can under compression which was part 
of the satellite structure. An "0" ring seal XI-a9 
used to maintain atmospheric pressure in the can. 
The \-anguard recorder (Figure 2) contained 
75  feet of lubricated tape. It  had a record speed 
of .3 IPS and a reproduce speed of 15 IPS. Be- 
cause the recorder was not vibration isolated, to 
minimize amplification factors, the recorder was 
placed at the Iwttom of the Instrumentation pack- 
age and compressed slightly n-lien secured. 
Spring preloading of bearings in the recorder itself 
was used wherever possible. 
The recorder 1 ~ 2 s  tested through a temperature 
range of 0°C to 60°C and random 1-ihration at 
30 G's rms from 20-2000 cps. 
FIGURE 2.-Vanguard I1 recorder. 
To avoid the detrimental effects of space rac- 
uum on the recorder components the entire instru- 
mentation package was pressurized and sealed. 
Because the booster used had a relatively Ion- 
thrust it was necessary to minimize weight nrher- 
ever possible in order to  obtain the desired orbit. 
Magnesium was used extensively throughout the 
recorder. It weighed 1.5 pounds and was 3 
inches high and 5.5 inches in diameter. 
In addition, the satellite's only source of power 
\\as atorage batteries n ith no recharging capa- 
bility. To produce a minimum drain on this 
pon-er supply the recorder utilizeti ttvo high effi- 
ciency low power dc motors without speed regu- 
lators. The record motor utilized .09 watts and 
the reproduce motor utilized 2.0 watts of power. 
Flutter was about G percent P-P. 
The emphasis placed on this recorder was for 
operation a t  minimum power and weight rather 
than accurate performance. 
TuE SCORE EECORDE!? 
I t  should be noted at this point, however, that 
a modified version of this recorder (Figure 3) was 
flown in a communications satellite before Van- 
guard was launched. This satellite was part of 
the Atlas-Score project. It  was launched in 
December 1958 and is believed to be the first 
known endless loop recorder flown in an earth 
orbiting satellite. The instrumentation package 
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THE TlROS RECORDER 
FIGURE 3.-Courier recorder. 
is shown in Figure 4. Although the Vanguard 
recorder was completed and qualified before the 
modified Score recorder, delays in the Vanguard 
launch schedule resulted in the Score satellite 
being launched first. The Score recorder also 
proved highly successful in performance during 
its orbit lifetime. 
The TIROS (Television Infra-Red Observation 
Satellite) program (Figure 5) produced the 2nd 
generation of endless loop recorders for Mete- 
orological satellites.* An endless loop recorder 
was included as part of the Infra-Red system in 
this spin stabilized satellite series. For the 
FIGURE 5.-Tiros Satellite. 
TIROS program performance requirements were 
more stringent and considerable design changes 
were necessary in the recorder. Orbit life of 6 
months rather than two weeks was required, wow 
and flutter was reduced to 2.5 percent P-P rather 
than 6 percent, and 200 feet of tape instead of 75 
feet was required. 
Experience gained in the test program of Van- 
guard I1 and the increased knowledge of rocket 
launch environments enabled more thorough 
- 
design analysis to be utilized. More design em- 
phasis had to be applied to the preloading of ball 
bearings, polyester film belt drivers,? and to  
the precision fabrication of the recorder compo- 
*NASA TN D-1542 "A Precision Endless Loop hla~net ic  Tape 
Recorder for Space Application"-R. C. Falwell. K. W. Stark, A. F. 
White. 
FIGURE ~ . - C O U I ~ ~ T  instrument package. tNASA TN D-668 "Polyester Film Beltsm-J. Licht and A. White. 
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nents in order to obtain the required life and 
performance and to  sun+\-e the environmental 
conditions. 
The basic packaging technique of the IR system 
recorder and electronics components in a cylindri- 
cal pressurized can used successfully in Vanguard 
11, was retained (Figure 6) in the I R  system in 
TIROS. 
The TIROS endless-loop recorder (Figure 7) 
required 200 feet of lubricated tape with a record 
FIGURE 6.-Tiros instrumentation components. 
F I C ~ R E  7.-Tiros tape recorder. 
speed of .4 IPS and a reproduce speed of 12 IPS. 
Low power and weight requirements combined 
with accurate performance and reliability de- 
manded much greater precision fabrication tech- 
niques than those used for the Vanguard recorder. 
The recorder was "hard-mounted" in the bot- 
tom of the instrumentation can under a slight 
compressive force. The tape recorder (Figures 
7 and 8) is a two speed recorder utilizing an end- 
less loop tape cartridge which stores the 200 feet 
of inch lubricated magnetic tape. The record 
system employs a 2 phase 137.5 cps, 14 VAC 
hysteresis loop ~~ynchronous motor requiring less 
than .300 watts to operate and drive the tape at  a 
speed of 0.4 inches per second. The recorder 
utilizes a 5000 RPM motor requiring less than 1 
watt running power, during the playback mode, 
driving the tape at  a speed of 12 inches per second. 
A transistorized dc speed control unit maintains 
better than 1 percent regulation of this motor. 
Speed reduction of the motors to the capstan drive 
are obtained through reduction pulleys incor- 
porating polyester film belts. Frictional drag 
from components not being used during certain 
operating cycles is minimized by using spring 
clutches. This prevents power drain on the 
motor during the normal operating cycles. Be- 
cause it was desired that the record motor operate 
continuously, the use of spring clutches allow the 
motor to be over-ridden during the playback 
mode. Flutter and n-onT is maintained below 
2.5 percent peak to peak from 0 to 1000 cps band- 
width. This exceptional performance is made 
FIGURE 8.-Tape recorder schematic. 
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possible by use of an extremely accurate gyro- 
type capstan assembly. The capstan has maxi- 
mum runouts of 50 millionths of an inch and the 
assembly utilized the d ~ ~ p l e x  bearing and integral 
race technique. The bearings in this assembly 
are preloadcd by a fixed center distance which 
requires very accurate measuring and machining. 
Special precautions had to be taken in the du- 
plex preloading arrangement t o  prevent damage 
due to the temperature extremes of environmental 
+n"t;nn IXTL,." --.?.. Ll---- 
. ,rllr;lL\.L~ L I L C L L K L ~  exParision, due to  
differences in materials, caused prcloading in- 
consistencies, materials which had the same coeffi- 
cient of expansioll as the bearings were used. 
Usu:~lly this resulted in compromising tlicx wcight 
requircments. This method of prelo:~ding was 
extended for use in the motor assemblies where 
shaft torque output had to  be a m:lximum while 
still obtaining the advantnges of preloadcd 
bearings. 
Tlie entire recorder w:ts scaled in the instrn- 
mentation pnc+k:lge untlcr onc atmosphere of dry 
air to protect ant1 prevor~t oil loss from he:trings 
and ot1ic.r drtrimcnt:tl c . f f ( ~ c s t  s on com~)onc.nt s and 
m:ttc.rials due to outgassing. 
hlagncsium was usetl extcnsivcly for \vcight 
retl~lrtion. I<-1A m:tgnc\sir~m \\':IS ~lsetl for tlicl 
main pl:tte t)c~csuse of its high intc~n1:tI daml)irig 
char:\ctcristics. This aided in rc.tl~~cing tlie drum- 
ming effect due to rocket vil)r:~tions antl in reduc- 
ing thc mcch:rnic:~l vibrations tr:tnsmitted to  the 
magncltic. hentls due to motor and shaft rot:~tions. 
The resultant recorder weighed 4 pounds ancl was 
2.3 inchcs high and 6.25 inches in diameter. 
A low power requirement was imposctl on this 
recorder resulting in a special motor de\~elopment 
which produced a liystcresis synchronous motor 
wit 11 nhout 25 percent efficicnc.y for the recortf 
mode. I3ec:iuse of higher power requircd for the 
playback mode a high efficaiency dc motor was 
used with a speed control. 
These recorders have flown in tlic IR  system of 
TIHOS 11, TIIiOS 111, and TII1OS IV, with 
launch d:ites respectively on November 23, 1960, 
July 12, 1961, antl February 8, 1962. 
At the time of th\e last complete i11terrog:ttion 
on TII<OS I1 on hlay 2, l!)G2 bvllen it h:td 1)cen 
in orl~it for over 17 months, the rntircb 113 clcc- 
tronic park:tgca with the tape rec+ordcr W:LS per- 
forming perfectly. The only dc.grntl:ttion noticed 
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occurred on the tape which had run continuously 
for the 17 months. The TIROS I1 battery pack 
(not part of the I R  package) had degenerated so 
that  further interrogations of the satellite were 
no longer possible. 
I n  TIItOS 111, the electronic package was 
functioning perfectly at the timc of its last inter- 
rogation 7 months aftw launch. The successfril 
launch of TII10S IV ~vith R nc'w III  system 
n Ions on resulted in the stopping of intcrrog. t '  
TIIiOS 111. 
In  TIROS I\', t hc cl(1c.t ronic p:tckage performed 
perfectly up to its latest intc3rrogation on Sep- 
tember 24, 1!)62, mart. than 7 months after 
1:tuncli. I t  \v:ts, lio~vcvc~r, the failure. of a tape 
recortler in the rccord mode :rftc.r 7 months which 
caused the d:~t:t nccluisition to bc stopped. 
JTTliilc the f:tcts slio~v th:tt the recorders sur- 
vived more than six months operating continu- 
o~lsly in an orl)ital environment, there is still a 
question of shelf life. Altliough only a single 
esamplr, the I1< p:ickagc. flown in TIROS IV mas 
built :it t hc same timc :IS that for the TIIIOS I1 
arid survived on :t shelf for more than a year 
before I:tllnch, plus seven months in orbit. 
THE NIMBUS RECORDER 
The s11c.c-cssful pc1.formnnc.e of the recorders in 
tlic TIltOS 11, 111, :tnd IV series inflncmeed the 
decision to use this same design for the PCM te- 
lemetry syhtem of thc yet to be launchecl Nimhus 
spacecraft* (Figure 9) .  The Nimbus Spacecraft 
is an earth oriented 800 pountl advancetl JJete- 
orological satellite to be launcllcd in a near polar 
orbit by a Thor-hgcna B rocket. I t  consists of 
an active controls system, to  maintain the satcl- 
litc orientation with the earth, a solar array, and 
a do~lglinut-type sensory ring structure (Figure 
10) to house instrumentation which can be 
pacl<aged in one of a sclected stand:trcl sizes of 
modular boxes. As a result, the basic recorder 
had to be packaged in a box type package of 8 
inches by li inches by 6% inches. In  addition a 
momentlim compensation flywheel system had to 
be atlded to alleviate momentum effects induced 
into the spacecraft when flywheel speeds c1i:mged 
during record to playbacli modes. 
*NAS.4 T N  D-1422 "Tl~c Nilnhus Sparerraft and  its Communira- 
tion Systcrn as of Scpter~lhrr 1961"-R. A.  Statllpfl. 
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FIGCRE I 1.-Simbus tape recorder. 
considered the best IR system flown by the experi- 
menters, and still operating as of this writing. 
ADVANCED DEVELOPMENT 
-1s a result of the lleteorological satellite pro- 
grams, the technology in endless loop recorder 
design has increased significantly. Although 
flight experience has been limited to endless loop 
recorders capable of up to 300 feet of tape storage, 
significant breakthrough ha%-e been made in the 
design and fabrication of large endless loop 
rerortiers* capable of containing 1°C) feet of M 
and 35 inch wide tapes (Figures 12 and 13). 
F I G ~ R E  10.-Simbus sensory ring. 
Most design changes \\.ere considered c,traight 
for\\-ard and all future effort was directed tolvard 
building recorders in the box form factor. How- 
ever. serious vibration problems arose when 
packaging the design on a square plate into a box 
and considerable effort ryas expended in solving 
the vibration problems by means of a n  i:n!nticn 
c-:;s:e~n ~ i t ' nou t  major redeqign of the transport 
form factor. 
Upon qualification of the de.;ign the endless loop 
recorder, (Figure 11) packaged intc a Snx-struv- 
iure, \\-as applicable for the Ximbus PC11 
telemetry system and the TIKOS IR system. 
This latest de-ign x a s  flonn on TIROS TIT, 
launched June 19, 1963, more than 1 year ago is 
FIGURE 12.-%"-1200 ft advanced tape recorder. 
*S.iS.\  TY D-2316 "De\elopment of a 1200 Foot Endleaa-hp 
Taw Transport for Satellite Applications"-K. It*. Stark. 
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FIGURE 13.-xu-1200 ft :tdvnncetl tape recorder. 
Interplanetary capsules ant1 large satellites, 
where data to be stored can be considerable, rc- 
quire large capacity endless loop tape recorders. 
Endless loop recorclers with storage capacities of 
300 feet of tape are in some designs no longer satis- 
factory. In  addition to requiring 1200 fect of 
tape on an endless loop cartridge, a rigjtl set of 
design specifications must be employed to assure 
long life :~ntl reli:~\)ility. New design consitlcra- 
tions, with respect to obtaining a function:illy 
operational recorder, are required to achieve the 
flutter, low power, long life and low weight limita- 
tions. As a recorder's storage requirement is 
increased, many new design problems must. be 
talcen into con~iderat~ion. 
One design parameter that must 1)e invcst,ig:~tccl 
is that of tape lifc. Included in t,his term "t:~pc 
life" are the det'eriomtion of  magnetsic: propcrtic?~, 
abrasion loss of the lul)ric:ant,, cdge \vc:u. nntl t>hc 
basic characteristics of the r~iylnr 1 ) :~s~  rn:ltcl.i:~.l 
and oxide binder. Each one of t,liese c:onsitler:~- 
tions is affected hy one or more of the following: 
temperatures, tape velocities, mean p:~c:li tli:~rnct,cr 
(which determines thc slipp:~go I)ct,\vccn o ~ ~ t c r  :mtl
inner tape di:lmeters) :inti tot:ll rccortlcr O~CI':L- 
tionnl lifetime required. ~J(:(::LIIS(: of tliese tctnt'a- 
tive trouble :L~C:LS, it is not just, :L simple m:lttcr 
of making n 1argc.r c:nrtriclgc 1.0 :lc:commotl:lto the 
largcr tape rcquircmcnt. 
Another area to consider in the design is the 
selection of the proper motor. Again, this is not 
simply utilizing existing motors in other tape 
recorders. Power requirements are different and 
motors must be matched to the recorder to pre- 
vent undesirable hunting which produces detri- 
mental flutter and wow. 
The method in which capstans are made (e.g., 
bearing preload techniques, machining tolerances, 
material and assembly and mounting arrange- 
ments) determines to a great extent how per- 
formance will be affected such as flutter and wow, 
skew and amplitude variations. 
Of equal importance in the major design con- 
siderations is environmental testing. -4 1200 foot 
endless loop recorder is m11c.h more sensitive t,o 
temperature and vi1)r:ltion tcsting than a small 
compact 300 foot endless loop recorder. The 
large loop tends to act very erratic under random 
and sinusoidal vibration tests if left in a free 
condition in a cartridge. 
The 1200 foot endless loop tape recorder is a 
lightweight, low power, multi or single speed 
syst,em. The overall external dimensions are 
13% inches in diameter, 3% inches in depth, and 1 
Ivcighs 10 pounds. 
A maximum mechanical power of 1.20 watts is 
requirctl to drivt: the t,ransport : ~ t  30 inches per 
second : ~ t  O°C. i l t  3?4 inches pcr second tape 
speed, only .083 watts of mechanical power are 1 
required a t  0°C: to opcr:lte the transport. These 
values vary slightly for t.he X'' widetape and the 
type of tape usccl. Speed reductions are obtained 
through the use of accurately machined pulleys 1 
and seamless polyester film belts. Although the 
opt,imum mot,or has not been obtained as of this 
writing, wow and flutter mcasurcmcnt,s have been 
obt:~inctl : ~ t  1 . 1 1  percent P-P from 0-1000 cps 
t)antl\viclt,h. 
'l'hc itern which requiretl t,lw longest develop- 
merit t.ime is t'hc t:rpc c:~rt,ridge. At the time, the 
only cnrt,ridges in common rls:lge 11:d tape c:ipnci- 
ties from 200 to 300 feet. To attempt to design 
a c:~rtri(lgc for 1200 fect of tape, various design 
consitlcr:~tions must be t,nlren int,o account such as  
tape life, as clcfinctl earlier in the introduction, 
transport operational lifc, performance require- 
ments, ant1 environmental testing. 11 9 month 
life was :L design rcquircmcnt which allowed for 
npproxim:ltcly 3 months of satellite testing on the 
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ground and 6 months of operation in orbit. The 
life requirement and environmental testing was 
most severe on the tape. 
The tape cartridge had to be designed so that 
it would effectively allow 1200 feet of magnetic 
tape to function properly. Such parameters as 
power, flutter, signal to noise ratio, and operation 
a t  two speed record and playback had to be taken 
into consideration in addition to the life require- 
ment. The 9 months of continuous operation 
necessitated that the cartridge design must impose 
a minimum wear condition on the tape. This 
meant that the tape must not suffer deterioration 
of the oxide, lubricant and base material to the 
extent where its operation would be detrimental 
to the system as a whole. 
The first approach to a cartridge design was to 
obtain an optimum mean diameter of the car- 
tridge with minimum pack thickness. I t  is 
important to have a narrow* pack thickness to 
minimize tape wear induced by the angular veloc- 
ity difference between inner and outer tape layers. 
In addition, the mean tape diameter should be 
within reasonable limits to prevent an excessively 
heavy and large recorder design. From a curve 
of mean tape pack diameter vs pack thickness for 
various lengths of tape an optimum mean diame- 
ter of 8 inches was chosen for a pack thickness of 
.8 inches for the 1200 feet of tape. 
After the basic size of the cartridge was deter- 
mined, there were two possibilities for a design. 
One was to expand the TIROS type into a larger 
size. As a result of conducting some preliminary 
tests, it was found that flutter was appreciably 
reduced when the tape was supported on rollers 
during operation. Thus the second design con- 
sisted of utilizing rollers to support the tape in the 
cartridge. 
A large TIROS type cartridge (Figure 14) was 
built and installed in the breadboard for testing. 
n..-5--- - - -- 
I G L ~ " ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~  ksts at varisus speeds y e r e  rim. 
Although the cartridge visibly functioned well, 
there were severe tape pulsations which increased 
with tape speed. As a result, this type cartridge 
f 
was eliminated from further consideration for ~ W G  
reasons. First, the pulsations result from a con- 
[ dition of excessive tape friction betu-een each 
layer and between the tape edges and reel flange. 
This will cause accelerated tape wear and be detri- I 
, mental to overall recorder reliability. Secondly, 
FIGURE 14.-Tape reel and cross-section 
because of the magnitude of the pulsations, filter- 
ing could not be easily accomplished with simple 
devices. This would result in large periodic 
flutter and wow disturbances. 
At this point, the roller-reel tape cartridge was 
put int,o the brea.dboard (Figure 15) and testing 
proceeded. The main problem area developed 
TAPE DIRECTION 
CAPSTAN y -4 
L 
ROLLER 
FIGURE 1.5.-Tape cartridge. 
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with the tape support rollers. The original rollers 
were straight cylinders. During testing, i t  was 
observed that  upon acceleration the tape would 
form a loop on the return side which would not 
pull in and which remained a t  a constant length. 
This situation resulted because there was no fric- 
tion between the outer layers of tape and the tape 
rollers as existed between the outer layers of tape 
and the flange of the larger TIROS reel. With 
the TIROS type cartridge, thc flange which sup- 
poi is the tape llas 1ligher iinear veiocities a t  every 
point than the tape itself; therefore, there is a 
constant frictional force pulling the tape into the 
cartridge on the return side. This effect is ab- 
sent with the rollers. To correct this situation, a 
series of tests were conductetl which resulted in 
two cylindrical steps being added to the straight 
roller section. I t  was found that the RPh l  of 
the rollers was determined a t  the smallest diame- 
ter which provides a higher circumferential 
velocity a t  the two larger steps. The resultant 
relative velocity between the roller and tape edge 
was sufficient to prevent the tape from forming 
and maintaining a loop on the return side of the 
cartridge. 
With this problem solved, the cartridge func- 
tionecl very uniformly; and it was decided that 
further recorder dcvclopment woul(1 be centered 
around this cartridge. 
The cartridge consists of a tape reel, 12 tape 
support rollers, a roller mounting ring, a tape 
guide plate, a tapered guide, cover plate rollers, 
and, of roursc, 1200 feet of lubricated mylar base 
magnetic tapc. 
Although the problem of obtaining a fiinction- 
ally operating endless loop tape cartridge for 1200 
feet of tape was solved, there still remained an 
area which required investigation. This arca 
concerned the mag~lctic tapc itself. The tape 
which was uscd for smaller endles:, loop cartridges 
on the TIROS and Nimhus recorders was not 
satisfactory for use on the larger cartridge. Ini- 
tial testing with this tape revealed defiricncics in 
the mechanical stability of thc tape during tem- 
perature testing. Primarily, there werc two 
temperature prot)lcms, (:I) the oxide binder be- 
came soft a t  70°V, and (b) the tapc hat1 a very 
high shrinkage r:~te. 
Temperatt~rc tcsts werc run on the 1200 foot 
encllcss loop cartritlgc. using Rlinncsota hliriing 
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and Manufacturing's L F  1220 tape a t  30 inches per 
second and temperatures of O°C, 2j°C., and 60°C. 
At O°Cl the transport operated if the recorder was 
first placed in a plastic bag, flushed with dry air 
and sealed before being brought down in tempera- 
ture. This was necessary to  prevent the cartridge 
from jamming. This occurrence is attributed to 
the possibility of ice condensing on the transport 
and tape. 
At 25°C the cartridge performed satisfactorily. 
However, a t  ijGCC, problems arose where the tape 
exhibited properties of excessive inter-layer fric- 
tion. This interlayer interference caused the 
cartridge to tighten up and eventually jam. A 
series of tests were conducted to  determine whether 
the oxide, lubricant, or both were causing the 
trouble. At about 70°C, the sliding friction of 
oxide against oxide increased; but the sliding fric- 
tion of lubricant against lubricant remained 
constant. At 100°C, the same effect was noted. 
This fact was brought to the attention of the tape 
manufacturer. The manufacturer conducted his 
own tests and found that the oxide binder was 
stable only up to  ahout 80°C. 
Although the recorder temperature test is run 
a t  GO°C, it  is possible that the innerlayer tape 
angular velocity difference causes a localized heat- 
ing effect raising the tape surface temperature 
above 70-80°C. 
,As a result of tests, the manufacturer provided 
new samples of tape (LR 1259 and 8943) which 
were considered identical in magnetic and lubrica- 
tion properties to the LR 1220 but with a higher 
temperature binder on the oxide side. The 
Llt 1259 was tested a t  GO°C in the cartridge and 
operated for a considerable length of time over 
and above tht: L R  1220 a t  the same temperature 
indicating the new binder w a:, the solution to this 
problem. 
Ho\vcvcr, a t  this point the second problem 
arose. When using the Ll t  1220 tape, the car- 
tritlge never operateti long enough a t  the high 
temperature to  observe other characteristics. 
As the LR 1239 continued to run a t  GO°C, it was 
ob~erved that  the tape p:~ck was gradually tight- 
ening up. Finally, the point was reached where 
the pack became so tight that the cartridge 
jammed. This tightening process was attributed 
to the shrinkage of myl:~r s t  high temperatures. 
Allhough this charac+teristic of mylar is well 
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known, the exact rates of shrinkage were not as it was decided to preshrink the LR 1259 tape at 
well known for various temperatures. Tests were 100°C for one hour and then repeat the test in the 
run on LR 1220, LR 1259, 8913, and a tensilized cartridge a t  60°C. 
tape sample to determine their shrinkage rates. 
The percent shrinkage for LR 1259 a t  60°C is 
-13 percent; however, if localized heating raised 
the temperature to 80°C, the shrinkage becomes 
.34 percent. For 1200 feet of tape and -32 percent 
shrinkage, the tape becomes shorter by 49 inches 
thus increasing tape tension excessively. 
The percent shrinkage for LR 1220 a t  60°C is 
-075 percent and a t  80°C it becomes -19 percent. 
For 1200 feet of tape with .19 percent shrinkage, 
the tape will lose 27.1 inches or about one-half that 
of LR 1259. The 8943 tape had a shrinkage rate 
of .13 percent. Base mylar (.00lW thick) had a 
shrinkage rate of .284 percent. 
Because these results showed large shrinkage 
rates and the variation of rates with tape type, 
- 
This was done and the tape ran continuously a t  
60°C without any indication of tightening or 
jamming; however, during life testing a wear 
problem became apparent with the lubricant. 
Again 3M studied the problem and supplied 
NASA with a new sample which passed the re- 
quired 9 month accelerated life test. There were 
not enough samples to determine the recording 
characteristics although it was specified that the 
oxide should have the same magnetic properties 
as the tape it replaced. This new tape has a 
designation of LR 1353. 
The following performance measurements were 
taken a t  room temperature with the XW and Sw 
1200 foot preprototype recorders. 
Length of tape (feet - - - _ _ - _ _ _ -  1200 1200 
Temperature ("C)_. - _ _ _  _ - - _ -  25 25 
Record Speed (IPS)_ _ -  - _ - _  -  - 3% 30 
Reproduce Speed (ISP) - - - - -  _ _ 30 30 
Flutter (O/o P-P) 0-1000 cps___ 1.14 .64 
Power to Drive_- _ _ -. _ _ - -  _ - _  _ .0717 record .897 
Entire System (watts)__ - - -  - .897 reproduce _ _ - - _  - - - - -_ -  _. 
Signal to Soise Ratio (db) - _ -. 40 ..__----_-__ 
T a p e T y p . - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - _  
LR 1220 1 LR 1220 
x" Preprototype 
This transport has survived operation at O°C 
and 60°C. However, during vibration testing, 
a problem of tape spew and tightening arose. 
This problem was solved by snubbing the tape, 
against its edges, so that the layers of tape could 
not move during vibrations. In addition the 
recorder was mounted on vibration isolators. 
The following specifications are the vibration 
levels to which the wrnrdcrr was tested: 
a. Sinusoidal 
10 g's (limit to inch single amplitude) 
5 to 2000 cps 
28 minute duratio:: 
b. Random 
20 g's RPS 
f 20 to 2000 cps 
F .2 g2/cps spectral density 
4 minute duration I 
f.i" Preprototype 
A third type endless loop cartridge (Figure 16) 
utilizing 1200 feet of inch wide tape was built 
and demonstrated good performance characteris- 
tics with respect to power consumption and 
smoothness of tape motion. The uniqueness of 
this cartridge is that the tape can be stored in a 
recorder approximately % the recorder diameters 
of those previously mentioned. However, this 
cartridge ~ $ 1 1  hizve b Le incorporated into a trans- 
port system to obtain more complete performance 
and operating specifications. 
A complete tabulation of recorder performance 
lor ail meteorologicai satellite endless loop tape 
recorders is shown in Figure 17. 
CONCLUSION 
The sw 1200 foot recorder has shown the great- 
est promise for solving immediate needs for large 
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ADVANCED 
FIGURE 17.-Performance char:tcteristics of various mete- 
orological satellite endless loop recorders at 25°C. 
data storage. On the basis of its past perform- 
ance tests this recorder was recently selected to be 
tested in recording and reproducing T.V. pictures 
utilizing the Nimbus Meteorological Satellite 
Camera system. Having passed this test suc- 
cessfully it  is planned to use large endless loop 
recorders in future meteorolb,ical satellite 
FIGURE 16.-%"-1200 ft compact advanced tape recorder. programs. 
1 
DEVELOPMENT OF A BRUSHLESS DC MOTOR FOR 
SATELLITE APPLICATION* 
PHILIP A. STTDER 
The Goddard Space Flight Center is sponsoring 3 developnlent program which has developed 
a bru4dess motor n-ith true dc motor characteristics. Photo-optical detectors and transistorized 
switching duplicate the functions of the conventional conlnlutntor u ithout physical contact. Thc 
3 - ~ a t t  prototype motors have a starting torque of 2.7 oz-in and achieve fifty percent efficiency 
1.67 oz-in) a t  3000 rpm, the speed chosen to reduce bearing and gearing problems anticipated in 
operation in outer space. 
The motor performance conlpares favorably with conventional dc motors and should signifi- 
cantly improve the efficiency of present systems employ~ng ac n~otors and inverters. .in escep  
tionally fast response time (<.010 see) and control at the milli\\-att power level will be of value in 
sen-o applications. High starting torque and system efficiency recommend the motor for con- 
sideration whenever a source of nlechanical power is required and brush life or arcing have pre- 
viou~ly ruled the dc motor out of consideration. 
INTRODUCTION HISTORICAL REVIEW 
The Goddard Space Flight Center is sponsoring 
a program which has developed a "brushless" 
motor (Figure 1) of true dc motor characteristics. 
This motor designed specifically for spacecraft 
operation, promises to significantly increase the 
efficiency of power conversion from electrical t o  
mechanical energy. The motor has other assets 
which further tend to make it a very attractive 
component for a wide variety of applications, such 
as servo mechanisms, tape recorder drives, reaction 
 wheel^, etc. 
Frc;r-RE 1.-The prototype motor. 
"Published as S.4 .<.I Technical S o t e  D-PI OS. February 1964. 
One of the basic mechanical problems is motion. 
The most effective and versatile type of motion is 
provided by rotat ing machinery. Since t h e  
readily available and storable form of energy 
aboard spacecraft is electrical, motors are a key 
element in all but the most elementary form of 
spacecraft. 
Jfotors, in general, are chosen according to the 
type of electrical power available--either ac or dc. 
Spacecraft power sources are almost unil-ersally 
dc berause of the nature of the de\-ices-i.e., solar 
cells, thermoelectric converters-and because elec- 
trical energy is storable in this form. Hence, dc 
motors should be ideally suited for spacecraft use. 
But, the barrier to the use of dc motors in space 
has been the problem of brush life in a vacuum 
environment . 
Another reason for preferring dc motors is their 
high efficiency. Electrical power is valuable; and, 
a t  the present time, energy collection, storage, and 
the associated conversion, regulation, and appen- 
dsges represent bet\%-ec.11 20 and -20 percent of the 
total xveiglit of satellites now on the drawing 
boards and under construction. The higher figure 
is generally related to smaller types and the smaller 
percentapcl to larger, oriented devices. These 
systems have weights ranging between $4 and 
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1% pounds per watt and these figures do not 
include the fact that significant portions of the 
structural and control devices are required specif- 
ically for the paddles, battery support members, 
etc. Any savings that can be made in reducing 
power conversion losses represent sizable decreases 
in the overall payload weight and booster require- 
ments. Conversely, with a given amount of 
available power, a satellite's capabilities can be 
increased dramatically if the power needed to 
perform a given function is reduced. 
With these facts in mind, the number one 
problem heretofore plaguing the use of dc motors 
in space was attacked in early 1962. This was 
that brush life of conventional carbon brush com- 
mutators was measured in minutes when operated 
in a vacuum environment. Development of elec- 
tronic commutators in the industry was rumored, 
but a preliminary search found none commercially 
available. 
DEVELOPMENTAL PROGRAM 
Proposals were solicited from the industry for 
the development and prototype manufacture of a 
brushless motor with true dc motor characteristics. 
A contract was awarded to Sperry Farragut 
Comp:iny whose proposal indicated a firm ground- 
work had been laid. Basic to the problem were 
two functions: 
1. Detecting the position of the rotor and, 
2. Driving switches of sufficient power handling 
capability from a relatively weak detected 
signal. 
'LIGHT S H ~ C ~  
FIGURE 2.-Schematic diagram of the motor. 
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The contractor's approach had been to use light 
sensitive photodiodes and a rotating shutter to 
determine the rotor position, and transistorized 
amplification and power switching to commutate 
(or direct) the input power. 
The principle of operation of this motor is 
identical to the conventional dc motor (see Figure 
2). A torque is produced when two magnetic 
fields are established with a relative angle between 
them. This torque reaches a maximum when the 
relative angle is ninety degrees. I t  is the function 
of the commutator to apply the external power to 
the motor windings in such a manner as to main- 
tain this angle for all positions of the rotating 
member. 
O C  SUPPLY 
LIGHT SHIELD 
STATIONARY ARMATURE P M ROTOR 
\ , 
FIGURE 3.-The motor parts. 
This motor is inverted in comparison to a con- 
ventional dc motor, in that the rotor is a perma- 
nent magnet and the stator is wound, as may be 
noted in Figure 3. Attached to the rotor is a 
light shield which serves to direct the light beam 
of the stationary lamp to a particular photo-diode 
as it rotates. When illuminated, the photo-diode 
conducts a current which is amplified and directed 
to the bases of a pair of switching transistors. 
These apply the power supply voltage to the 
proper points on the ring type stator winding. 
There are six identical sets of photo-diodes and 
transistor switches, each turned on in sequence for 
60"/revolution. Thus, this commutation action 
is identical to that provided by the conventional 
I 
carbon brush and segmented copper ring, but per- 
formed without physical contact of moving parts. 
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In the course of this development, several 
alternate methods were investigated as new solid 
state devices became commercially available (high- 
impedance thin-film Hall-effect devices, magneto- 
sensitive resistors, and photosensitive silicon con- 
i 
trolled rectifiers). Hall-effect devices have the 
distinct advantage of being bilateral devices, 
capable of both positive and negative outputs, 
f thereby reducing by one-half the number of 
detectors required. They are also solid state 
devices with no wear-out mechanism inherent in 
their operation. The disadvantages, shared by 
the magnetoresistive elements, include the dis- 
tributed area of sensitivity, the relatively broad 
slope of the flux change possible, and the weight of 
the magnetic assembly required. The photo- 
sensitive silicon controlled rectifiers are, at  first 
glance, capable of yielding the ultimate in sim- 
plicity due to their ability of combining the 
detecting and switching functions into one unit. 
Problems associated with their application hinge 
on the turn-off circuitry and the fact that a light 
source was still required. 
While none of these approaches presented in- 
soluble problems, the experimental evidence con- 
tinued to favor the photo-optical transistorized 
commutator. Several developments prompted a 
decision to continue in this direction; among them 
were the rather surprisingly good preliminary 
results of light source environmental tests. and a 
<> 
circuitry of demonstrated capability, light and 
small enough to satisfy the packaging goals for 
prototype hardware. Low voltage tungsten fila- 
ment lamps survived vibration levels of 50 g's 
and shocks of 130 g's on a hard mount. 
In spite of the fact that supplier delays pre- 
vented experimenting with some of the newer 
magnetic alloys; the motor design meets the 
original goal of 50 percent efficiency, the system's 
outstanding attribute. Coupled with this is the 
lack ii~ai, ii~is design, due to the smaii rotor 
dimensions (g" diameter), exhibits an exceptional 
torque to inertia ratio, giving it superior servo 
motor characteristics. 
THE PRQTOTYPE MOTOR 
Power Input 3 watts at  24 v dc 
Torque .67 oz-in at 3000 rpm 
Torque, Stall 2.7 oz-in a t  10.2 watts 
No Load Speed 3900 rpm 
1.2 2" DIA. 
I 
WT=7.8 OZ. 
. 
( a  ) Motor outltne 
SPEED ( rpm)  
( b  ) Performawe Characteristics 
FIGCRE 4.-Performance curves. 
Although this motor was designed for a specific 
set of conditions, the design concepts are versatile 
and, in fact, higher efficiencies have been obtained 
a t  higher operating speeds. Motor size, power, 
and speed can be scaled up or down with a fair 
degree of confidence. 
The commutator utilizes a miniature tungsten 
lamp which is derated to give a theoretical fila- 
ment life of one million hours. It produces an 
output of three thousandths candlepower while 
=sing .3 vatt .  The detectiog device is a silicgn 
photo derice with a rise time of 1.5 micro-seconds 
and a fall time of 15 micro-seconds. Conse- 
The specific motor design as developed under quently, it is capable of far higher speeds than are 
the present contract has the following performance presently being employed. The power switches 
specifications (Figure 4) : are silicon power transistors rated to 3 amperes 
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with a leakage current well under 1 milliamp a t  
150°C. 
The motor design employs a minimum diameter 
Alnico V rotor capable of handling a reasonable 
air gap clearance. The length of the motor was 
chosen to minimize the power loss in the "end 
turns." A high silicon steel was utilized for the 
stator on the basis of high saturation flux density. 
The stator is laminated to reduce core losses and 
the slots skewed to minimize cogging. Ball bear- 
iiiga, tiit: iii"viiig pal. is iii p'l,ys;c.l c"niaci, 
are preloaded to reduce runout of t,he titanium 
shaft. Heavy polyvinyl acetal insulation was 
specified for the motor windings. 
At the design speed of 3000 rpm, ten percent of 
the power is used by the lamp and only six percent 
in the electronics-more than half of which is 
dissipated in the isolation resistors and not in the 
! 
active devices. Winding resistance accounts for 
twenty-two percent and "speed" losses, which 
include bearings, air friction, and core losses in the 
iron, the remaining thirteen percent. Mechanical 
power available a t  the shaft is one-half the input 
power. 
COMPARISON WITH OTHER SYSTEMS 
The gap that this motor fills is best illustrated 
by looking over a list of typical commercil~lly 
Table 1 
Typical Charocteristics of 9 Types of Motors 
Type 
GSFC-NASA 
Brushless D.C. 
Brushless 
lnduction 
- 
Brushless 
Induction 
A.C. 
lnduction 
A.C. 
Hysteresis 
Perm. Mag. 
Servo 
Stepper 
D.C. Servo 
D.C. Servo 
D.C. Motor 
D.C. Motor 
D.C. Torquer 
Torque at 
Rated Speed 
(oz-in) 
.67 
1.5 
.8 
2.5 
.75 
.35 
.20 
.2 1 
19.0 
.7 
1.8 
N A 
Efficiency 
Percent ot 
Rated Speed 
50 
36 
22 
55 
17 
5 
1 
34 
44 
53 
63 
- - 
Speed 
(rpm) 
3,000 
30,000 
5,100 
10,400 
3,600 
725 
200 
13,500 
3,500 
17,000 
15,000 
Zero 
Power 
(watts) 
3 
100 
14 
36 
12 
4 
3'8 
7 
96 
23 
32 
3 
Current 
(volts) 
24 dc 
28 dc 
28 dc 
115dc 
115ac 
115 ac 
27 dc 
(Chopped) 
28 dc 
12 dc 
27 dc 
26 dc 
28 dc 
Torque 
' Stall 
(02-in) 
2.7 
1.5 
.4 
1 .O 
.75 
.73 
.20 
60.0 
4.6 
9.7 
5.8 
Diameter 
(inches) 
2.0 
1.5 
3.0 
1.5 
1.2 
1.1 
.8 
4.0 
1 .O 
1.25 
1.9 
Length 
(inches) 
4.0 
2.5 
2.25 
2.6 
1.5 
1 .o 
2.0 
1.7 
2.5 
.5 
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available devices, just as a design engineer might oz-in load on a semicontinuous basis. 
do when looking for a device to meet a specific The ordinary dc motors with their tempting 
satellite requirement (Table 1). power efficiencies, must be bypassed due to the 
Take a case, for purpose of illustration, that a problem of brush life. Also bypassed is the 
shaft must turn a t  30 rpm with a 40+ 20 percent stepper motor due to  its very low efficiency. 
The permanent magnet induction servo merits some consideration due to its low speed characteristic : 
725 rpm x .35 oz-in = 8.5 oz-in (insufficient torque). 30 rpm 
The hysteresis motor looks somewhat better: 
3600 rpm x .75 oz-in = 90 oz-in 30 rpm 
(1201 reduction) x .75 gear train efficiency. 
Output = 67.5 oz-in 
The 12 watt ac power requirement is rather large and with 20 percent losses anticipated in the 
inverter; this would require 15 watts dc battery power. 
Induction motors are more efficient: 
lo 400 x 2.5 oz-in = 870 oz-in 
-%-&- 
(346: 1 reduction) x gear train efficiency, 
Output = 610 oz-in 
which is an order of magnitude higher than necessary. However, a similar motor should be using 
one-tenth, the power, or 3.6 watts ac. This would be acceptable even though in~e r t e r  losses would 
increase the battery supply requirement t o  4.5 watts dc. This is still not a good solution on two counts, 
bearing and gear life are seriously degraded a t  these speeds, and starting torque is too low (0.42 oz-in). 
Now investigating a brushless inductive motor, we see that 
x 8 0 -  = 136 oz-in; 
(170:l reduction) x -gear train efficiency. 
Output = 96 oz-in 
Again 14 watts dc power is high. 
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Another motor of the same type would cut this to 8.5 watts but only by operating a t  a speed which 
is out of the question. 
Consider this brushless dc motor: 
3000 rpm x .67 oz-in = 67 oz-in; 
30 rpm 
(100: 1 ratio) x 3 gear train efficiency; 
Output = 50 oz-in 
Pn\!~er = 3 watts; 
Starting Torque 240 oz-in x .75 = 180 oz-in. 
The relatively low speed (3,000 rpm) alleviates permanent magnet dc motors. By referring to  
the bearing and gearing problems and requires a Table 2 it can be seen that its efficiency is com- 
smaller gear reducer. No additional weight or parable to some good quality motors but  15 
power loss is involved since it operates directly off percent under the best. Stall torque per ampere 
the dc battery supply without an inverter. exceeds the conventional motor by a factor of two. 
Another worthwhile comparison is to see where In the category of peak power output per ounce, a 
this motor stands with respect to conventional large variation is found, with this motor an order 
Table 2 
Characteristics of Several dc Motors 
Peak Efficiency Stall  Torque Peak Power Output  Power M o t o r  ( Percent) ( o z  - i n  a m p )  (watts  oz  ) (wattr /oz  - a m p  
GSFC- ' 
NASA 50 0.2 
Brushless 5 . 2  I 1.5 
D.C. 
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of magnitude below a typical motor. This is the 
result of the effort to design for a low power input 
capability and the low speed operation desired. 
But, when this value is divided by the current 
used, the figures in the next column are obtained, 
and where weight and power are both limited, as 
in spacecraft, this motor again appears at  the 
top of the list. I t  should be remembered that 
these latter comparisons are made to motors not 
suitable for spacecraft operation due to the brush 
life problem. 
Early in the test program the fast response 
exhibited by the motor was noted. This led to a 
comparison with typical servo motor characteris- 
tics and i t  was found that it could easily meet 
SAE and BuOrd specifications for a Size 18 servo 
even though the motor frame is only a Size 12. 
They are compared in Table 3. 
Table 3 
Comparison of this Motor and a BuOrd Servo 
Theoretical Acc. at Stall 
Input Watts at Stal l 
I t  is felt that this motor concept may well 
stimulate great interest in the servomechanism 
field because, in addition to the excellent response 
time, it is controllable at  a milliaat power level. 
This is due to the nature of the electronic com- 
mutator which has self contained power ampli- 
fication. 
Numerous brushless motor developments have 
been published recently. Not all of these have 
the dc motor characteristics of high starting 
torque and high efficiency. This motor has a 
linear torque-current relationship with maximilm 
torque developed at  stall. 
The current and (assuming a constant dc supply 
voltage) the power used by this type of motor is 
only what is required by the load. In many cases 
this is only 25 percent or less of the peak require- 
ment. Consequently, the average power require- 
ment of a system employing a motor of this type 
may be less than one quarter of what is used by a 
constant speed motor, and still have a two to one 
A BuOrd Quality ac Servo 
2.4 oz-in 
1.75 in 
12.2 oz 
Quality 
Starting Toque 
Diameter 
Weight 
70,000 rad/sec 
10.2 w 
Input Watts at Speed 
Servo Time Constant 
factor of safety in starting ability under load. 
In  addition, this motor has been specifically 
designed for low speed operation, easing the 
problem and gearing life in a vacuum. At higher 
speeds the motor is more efficient. 
Kow, not all points of comparison are this 
favorable. In the use of ac motors some capa- 
bilities are obtained which are not normally 
associated with dc machines. Number one is the 
inherent synchronous operation, another is the 
relatively well developed technology in inverter 
design which over the years has produced x 
product of known capability and reliability. 
GSFC-NASA 
2.7 oz-in 
2.0 in 
8.5 oz 
RESULTS 
I 3.0 w 13.6 w 1 
To sum-arize the present status of the brush- 
less dc motor program: 
1. Four prototype motors of h e  capability 
specifically designed for low power space- 
craft applications have been designed and 
built ; 
< .010 sec .0131 sec 
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2. Sufficient knowledge has been developed 
regarding the design parameters to be able 
to confidently design motors of similar qual- 
ity for applications requiring widely different 
power levels. 
Further, groundwork has been laid for the 
following development efforts: 
1. Breadboard circuits have been operated 
demonstrating the feasibility of considerably 
reducing the complexity of the electronic 
circuitry; 
2. Design calculations have been made which 
utilize some of thc newer magnetic alloys 
and special winding techniques which poten- 
tially are capable of efficiencies in the range 
of 60 to 70 percent; 
3. The possibility of obtaining synchronous 
speed control without losing the performance 
of the dc motor appears feasible; and 
4. A two speed motor with two independent 
windings is being fabricated for a develop- 
mental meteorological satellite tape recorder. 
CONCLUSIONS 
I t  is felt that this effort is a step forward in 
spacecraft technology, namely in providing more 
efficient motive power in space. Further, it is 
believed that it has opened the door to new areas 
of worthwhile dcvelopmcnt, specifically: speed 
control of dc motors, simpiifications yielding in- 
creased reliability and economy in the solid state 
commutation circuitry, and further increases in 
the efficiency of miniature motors. 
Now that the fundamental limitation on the use 
of dc motors in spacecraft has been overcome, it 
is reasonable to expect their increasing applica- 
tion. The high starting torque and high system 
efficiency recommend it for consideration when- 
ever a source of mechanical power is required. 
A MEDIUM - DATA - RATE DIGITAL TELEMETRY 
SYSTEM* 
MARJORIE R. TOWSSESD, PALL 31. FEIXBERG, ASD JOHS G.  LESKO, JR. 
Earth-orbiting satellites require on-board data storage. A suitable medium-data-rate digital 
telemetry system with lo7-bit storage is described. Since this storage is provided by a tape 
recorder, a unique technique for won and flutter compensation has been developed. Hardware 
applicable to the radiation esperiments on the Tiros and Simbus meteorological satellites has 
been built and is currently being tested. 
INTRODUCTION show that the bit-error probability due to the 
addition to television for &king transmission link will be less .than 0.1 X10-7. 
pictures of the earth?s cloud cover, the ~i~~~ series This can be achieved even on a recorder having 
of meteorological satellites carries a radiation the equivalent of 2 months' operatian in orbit. 
experiment.t ~h~ ~ i ~ b ~ ~  series carry a A brief description of the digital storage system 
similar experiment. ~h~ temperature is is in order. The tape recorder can store lo7 bits 
produced by self-emitted radiation and data, adequate for an orbit greater than 100 
solar radiation. Present rncdium resolution ra- minutes. It measures 6 by 8 by 6% weighs 
diameters filter the combined radiations into five 10% lb, and uses less than 2 watts in the record 
spectral regions. Their geometry is such that the and about l2 watts in the playback 
signal has a (sinx)/x response, the first null occur- The two-speed (0.45 ips and 11e7 
ring a t  8 cps for Tiros and a t  16 cps for Nimbus. contains up to 250 f t .  of lubricated %-in. tape, 
~h~ sampling rate required to reproduce this sig- in a continuous-loop cartridge driven across an 
nal should therefore be greater than twice the 8-track staggered digital record-playback head. 
maximum frequency response. this system, Saturation recording is used, the direction of the 
each of the five radiometer channels is sampled flux alternating for "ones" and "zerocs", with the 
33% times per second. bits conservatively packed a t  500 per in. 
Eight record and eight playback amplifiers can 
DATA STORAGE require a considerable volume. In addition, 
In a circular earth orbit, data storage on board head-lead length should be kept to a minimum to 
the satellite is a difficult problem. The most reduce noise pickup. This, then, seemed to be a 
efficient storage system is a tape recorder. In the critical area in which microelectronics could 
old FM telemetry system, the limiting factor in provide a considerable advantage. The result of 
terms of a signal-to-noise ratio was its wow and a contract with CBS Laboratories to develop 
flutter. This limit was about 27 db. In  the suitable amplifiers is a package 4 by 1.359 by 1 in. 
present system, where the dais is before (Figure 1) containing ten record and ten playback 
it is recorded, it is anticipated that 40 db can be amplifiers (two spares) which can be rnour~bd 
achieved; the limit m<ll then be due to the radiom- directly on top of the tape recorder, accomplishing 
eter itself. Error analyses, not theoretical but the triple purpose of minimizing weight, size, and 
practical, which have been run in the laboratory head-lead length. Each head, which has a nomi- 
*Published aa NASA Terhnical Note 06316. June 1964 and as nal impedance of 22 ohms, requires 3.5 ma of 
Goddard Spare ~ l i p h l  Center Dwument Y+5+63-194, september 1963. current. By deriving this from a constant current 
tDa%*is, J F.3 Hanel, R A ,  et  al , "Telemetering Infrared Data from Source, the power requirement is 10 mw per track 
the Tiros Xleteorologmal Satellites." NASA Teehnid Note -1293. 
June 1962. during the record cycle. 
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FIGURE 1.-Amplifier package. 
SYSTEM DESIGN 
The digital electronics package, which weighs 
about 8 lb, requires 1.5 watts in the record mode 
and 7.2 watts in the playback mode. This latter 
figure includes the power used by the transmitter. 
The total system power is 3.5 watts in record and 
about 20 watts for the 4 minute playback cycle. 
The way in which the data and synchronization 
signals are handled will be considered next. An 
eight trltclc tape recorder lend itself well to a 7 bit 
signal recorded in parallcl across the tape, the 
eighth track being used for a clock signal. Seven- 
bit digital conversion will provide an accuracy of 
1 part in 128. The clock track, one of the middle 
tracks, will be recorded 90 degrees out of phase 
with the signals on the other seven tracks, so that 
its edges can be used to trigger the readout in the 
center of the other data bits. 
The record rate chosen was 200 bits per sec on 
each of the eight tracks in nonreturn-to-zero 
(NRZ) format, each bit lasting 5 mscc. The 
format (Figure 2 )  as the signals go on tape is as 
p 7 BITS 
follows: Frame sync, a signal composed of all 
"ones", is recorded laterally across the tape. 
This is followed by the 7 bit output of the analog- 
to-digital converter. The analog signal from the 
first of the five radiometer channels, varying 
between 0 and -6.4 volts, is converted with an 
accuracy of 1 part in 128. Similarly, the remain- 
ing four radiometer channels are converted se- 
quentially to digital form and the resulting bits 
become words 3 through 6. 
The seventh word will contain timing data for 
Nimbus or a subcommutated channel for Tiros. 
Coherent with the sampling rate, the Minitrack 
time code is generated in the Nimbus clock and 
presented to this system in NRZ format. This 
information is updated every second, each of its 
100 sequential bits lasting 10 msec. Of these 100 
bits, only 3G represent timing data. Hundreds of 
days, tens of days, units of days, tens of hours, 
units of hours, ten of minutes, units of minutes, 
tens of seconds, and units of seconds are each 
indicated by 4 bits. The remaining (i4 bits are 
for synchronization and station identification 
data. During the 60 msec frame period, 6 of the 
Minitracl< hits will be stored in a shift register. 
At the proper time for recording the timing word, 
a "zero" is added, and this plus the G Minitrack 
bits are recorded on tapr. Obviously, the 6 bits 
do not maintain any specific pattcrn, but they can 
be linscrambled in a suitable demodulator. 
In the Tiros system, the seventh word is re- 
served for housekeeping data and a low-data-rate 
experiment. With a data input channel in this 
slot every other frame, a piggyback experiment 
can be sampletl 8 times per sec. Alternating with 
this is subframe sync, the temperature of the 
radiornetcr baseplate which is required for accu- 
rat,e data reduction, the temperature and pressure 
I- 60 msec I 
-5 rnrec- 
RAD. RAD. RAD. RAD. RAD. RAD. RAD. RAD. RAD. yy";: 
CH. 2 CH. 3 CH. 4 CH. 5 CH. I CH. 2 CH. 3 CH. 4 CH. 5 
7BlTS 7BlTS 7BlTS 7BlTS 7 BITS 7 BIT5 7 BITS 7 BITS 7 BITS 
I 
TELEMETRY DATA ( TlROS ) 
MINITRACK DATA ( NIMBUS ) 
7 BlTS 
~"IGURE 2.-Ximbus and Tiros digital m:tin fr:tme telemetry format. 
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inside the digital tape recorder, and a signal which 
correlates the radiation data with the TIT pictures 
of the earth's cloud cover. 
Words 8 through 12 are the nest samples of the 
five radiometer channels in the same order as 
words 2 through 6. Thus, each radiometer chan- 
nel is sampled once every 30 msec. This con- 
stitutes the frame, which is repeated over and over 
for the length of the orbit. The storage capa- 
bility of the recorder is about 2 hours. Logic will 
prevent all "ones" from occurring at  any time 
other than frame s3nc; i.e., 7 data "ones" (127) 
will never occur. 
The Nimbus system block diagram in Figure 3 
\\-ill help to clarify the system description. The 
frame format gating network selects 7 "ones" for 
frame sync, 7 binary bits in parallel from the 
analog-to-digital converter whose input is deter- 
mined by the analog gating nettvork, or the "zero" 
and 6 bits from the Minitrack storage shift 
register. The selected 7 pulses, each 5 msec long, 
either "ones" or "zeros," are applied to seven 
record amplifiers and recorded on the tape. On 
the clock track is recorded a 100-cps square wave, 
equivalent to alternating "ones" and "zeros" at  
the 200 bit per sec rate. The change of state of 
these pulses is dealyed by 2.5 msec (half a pulse- 
width) in relation to that on the other seven 
tracks. The purpose of this, as described before, 
is to use the edges of the clock pulses to sample the 
26 : 1 SPEED - UP 
RATIO 
TIMING 
A 
DIGITAL BITS 
SYNC 
CLOCK TRACK 
FIGURE 3.-Sinlbus medium resolution infrared-pulse code nlodulation (XIRIR-PChl) system. 
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26 : 1 SPEED - UP 
RATIO 
data a t  the optimum time in the midtlle of the 
pulse. Figlire 4 ill~istrat,es the similarities ant1 
differences between the Tiros and Nimhus sys- 
tems. Feinberg gives a dctaile(1 description of the 
system design.* 
DATA READOUT AND ACQUISITION 
'-RZSzzKi1 
I ANALOG 1 I INPUTS 
I 1  
After ent.11 orbit which brings the satellite with- 
in range, it is interrog:~tecl as it passes ovcr tllc 
data acq~lisition station. When t l ~ c  tape re(-orclcr 
is c-on1m:~ndecl into p1nyl)nt-li mode, it plays 1):~cIi 
the storctl r:ltli:ition d :~ t :~  t  11.7ips (:L spccd~ip r:~- 
tio of 2Ci:I) in : h u t  4%-min. The rcc~ot-d rate 
1 2 z   GATING DIGITAL o - - C  T 4 n CONVERTER A -  I NETWORK O A  Y T 
7 
FRAME 
-R P B -  
D ~ A  PARALLEL - 
COMMUTATED 
*Frinlwrg. 1'. AI.. "Tllr MRIR-I't'hl l'rlr~l~t,try Syat~s~n-A Prar- 
tirul l S u a ~ ~ ~ l ~ l ~ ! o f  h lrr clertronir I.onic I)esiur~," NAS.1 'I'crl~nicnl Note, 
to bo ~>t~blisllcd. 
ANALOG 
P -  
8 
E 
TRANSMITTER El 8 L 
is 200 bits per sec, but the playback rate becomes 
5'200 bits per sec. This 5.2 kc playback rate varies 
l)ccnusc of the wow ant1 flutter inherent in the tape 
recordcr. Sevelz~l techniques are possible for 
reading out the data from the tape and converting 
it to serial form for transmission. A discriminator 
on tlir output of the cloc*liing track may provide a 
voltagr. to control a voltage-controlled oscillator 
for clocliing tllc parallel-to-serial converter a t  the 
olltplit of the t:qe rccortlcr. However, this 
woul(1 bcx tliffic.ult to sync.hronizc on the ground, so 
:L diff erent t,ecahnitlue has been chosen. 
Ptilscs devclopctl from the clocli track will 
trigger the rc>ntIout of the other seven parallel 
trucks into stomgc flip-flops of a parallel-to-serial 
converter as described above. At this point the 
A N A L O G  - TO - 
d z  2 m 
- 'd 2 -R 
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format of the frame is completed. A "one" for 
word sync is added to the beginning of each word 
in the parallel-to-serial converter as the data is 
strobed out of the storage flip-flops. A stable 
frequency from the Nimbus clock (66% kc), or 
from a crystal-controlled oscillator for Tiros, is 
used for strobing these flip-flops so that the 
transmitted bit rate will be very stable. If no 
new data is in the storage flip-flops after one strobe 
is completed, the transmitter will transmit "zeros" 
until new data is available. This will happen 
because the time required to strobe and transmit 
the seven tracks plus the added "one" will be less 
than the 5/26 msec, 192psec, between words on the 
tape. Logic will prevent reading out of the tape 
while the output register is shifting. This system 
is designed to guarantee a t  least one "zero" to 
prevent the possible occurrence of eight "ones" 
in a row at  a time other than frame sync, and will 
average about four (4.82) "zeroes" or twelve 
(12.82) bits per word. This guarantees a mini- 
mum bit rate of 3000 bits per sec. Thus, the 
transmitted serial train of NRZ pulses contains 
words of varying length (9 to 15 bits per word) to 
compensate for the changes in speed of the tape 
recorder and any variations in the recording rate. 
The serial train of pulses thus created frequency- 
shift keys a 1.75 wat,t FM transmitter. Because 
of the system design, the frequency can vary only 
between 5000 bits and 66% kilobits per sec. The 
deviation selected was f 25 kc, providing a mini- 
mum modulation index of 0.8. Table 1 gives the 
parameters for a 600 mi. orbit. The results show 
a signal-to-noise ratio into the bit synchronizer of 
28 db at the horizon, with 40 db when the satellite 
is at its zenith point. The use of the 60 f t  dish 
for Tiros reduces these figures by 3 db if the same 
frequency is used, but the safety factor is adequate. 
READOUTS 
FIGVRE 5.-Data acquisition station diagram. 
The cost of keeping the transmitted bit rate 
stable is the need for a 50 gercent wider video GROUND DATA PROCESSING SYSTEM 
bandwidth. However, the advantage of the 
stable transmitted frequency and much less com- 
plex spacecraft system make the trade-off worth- 
while. 
Table 1 
Transmission Data 
Datum 
Range at horizon 
Orbital altitude 
Path attenuation at horizon 
Path attenuation at zenith 
Sateilite antenna gam 
Ground antenna (85 ft dish) gain 
Antenna temperature 
Cabling losses 
Value I 
2270 st. mi. 
600 st. mi. 
147 db 
135 db 
-3 'ji, 
29 db 
290" K 
-2 db 
Transmitter freauency I 136Mc 
Transmitter power 1.75 watts 
Receiver bandwidth 100 kc 
Receiver noise figure 1 5db 
Signal-to-noise ratio at horizon 28 db 
Signal-to-noise ratio at zenith 40 db 
After demodulation by the receivers (Figure 5 )  
the digital signal, still in serial form, is recorded a t  
the ground station on an instrumentation tape 
recorder. Simultaneously it is presented to a bit 
synchronizer whose output is recorded on anot.her 
track of the same instrumentation tape recorder. 
A demodulator and digital-to-analog converters 
are used a t  the data acquisition station to judge 
the overall quality of the satellite data. Full- 
scale data processing must be handled by a com- 
puter because of the copious quantities of data. 
Figure 6 illustrates the operation of the ground- 
station complex. After presentation to the bit 
synchronizer, the serial train of bits is converted 
to parallel format in an 8 bit shift register where a 
search is made for the unique frame sync word. 
?Thee this i detected, a second search begins for 
the word sync bit which is used to direct the paral- 
lel output of the input shift register to the proper 
digital-to-analog converter flipflop storage net- 
work. Eight bits are counted out for each word, 
if the "zero" bits which follow it are ignored, and 
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i 
S E R I A L  
D A T A  
- 
FRAME W O R D -  
- 8 B I T  S E R I A L  - T O  - S Y N C  R S Y N C  8 B I T  
P A R A L L E L  C O N V E R T E R  -tc D E T  
- C 
D E T  C O U N T E R  
I 
r l 
ERROR 12 B I T  
D E T  R I N G  
C O U N T E R  
W O R D  
S E L E C T  1 S T O R A G E  RFGI'iTFR'; I !  '--T--' 
I T W O  36 B I T  REGISTERS 
F O R  T I M E  BUFFER 
T O  F O R M A T T E R  b m i  L1 I F O R M A T T E R  A N D  D A T A  
PROCESS1 NG 
twelve ~vor(1s :we countc.d out bet\vccn frame.;. 
Thi5 proc~cdluc continuc.h througl~ the \\hole 
twlcve worcl fr:~mc, after which the he:~rch for 
frame syncb begins again. 
If frnmc sync slloultl fail to appear \\ithi11 :L 
selec'tcd time tolcr:~nce, n f:~lhc fr:~mc sync is 
gencratecl in the Tiros ground htations, since the 
loss of tlata words coul(1 mean a losh in time 
correlation and thus an error in determining the 
r 
correct orbital geometry. To providc a surer 
selection of true frame sync, three frame syncs 
must be drtected, without error, hefore a fr:~me 
sync. error is locltcd out. Three errorb in one 
frame will put the system bac.1~ into the. search 
mode again, loolting for true frnmc syncb. An 
error is defined as finding that the ninth bit :~ftcr 
word sync is a "one" instcatl of a "zero", or thnt 
framc sync does not occur uithin the proper 
time interval. 
An olltput signal will ocbcur after 04 f:rl\c fr:~mc 
syncs to flag the ocacurI.cnc.c of the hplicc or 
scriol~.; loshes of data. Almoht that many can I)c 
cxpcc.tcd c:~c311 orbit at the t:y)e sl)lirc.. Sixty- 
four fr:~rnc~h are cquivalcnt to 3.84 scc of tlntu, a, 
sm:~Il pcrc*cnt:~gc from :L 00 min111c~ orl)it, 1)nt 
important in term\ of rn:~int:lining tirnc.. 
T11c ir~(livi(lu:~l w o ~ ~ l s  (wi I)(> (lircb(4(~(l to digit at- 
to-analog convcrtcrs, so that t11c sign:~l Icvcls for 
each ch:~nnel may 1)e analyzed by hand, or they 
may 1)c tlirected to a formatter where they are 
corn1)inetl into st:~nclarcl 36 bit IBM wortls and 
tr:~nsfc~.rcd t o  :L digital tape n hich can 1)e handled 
autom:~tic~:ally 1)y u c'ornp~~tcr. The format will 
be the s : ~ n ~ c  as thnt now usc'tl for the l'iros radia- 
tion expcrimc.nt data. Hotvcver, the housekeep- 
ing dat:r whioh appe:~. 011 the s~~bcomml~t:ite(i 
channel will appear periodically as a special word 
on the tape and will be tlecommutnted 1)y the com- 
puter. With this tlata the cnli1)ration of the 
racliomrtcr data can he adjusted automatically to 
conform to the changing sutellitc temperature. 
The error-output signal descaribcd above will gen- 
crate a spcci:t.l cock \\or([ to tell the computer 
:~I)c)ut llc O C ( - I I ~ ~ C I ~ ( + C  of ~~n:~c(~ept :~ l~ lc  data. 
For N iml )~~s ,  a1)solutc time in the form of the 
R/Iinitr:~c.k time cotle will appear on the com- 
p u t c ~  tape ah a si~lglc xvor(1, which is updated 
every real-time scc.ontl. There will be about 33 
data wordh \)etwecn eac.11 timing word, which will 
be flnggctl to the computer by a special code word. 
The norm:~l five. ch:~nncl data will be handled 
I)y shifting C:LC~I 7 bit d:~ta uwrd in parallel into a 
30 l i t  shift rcxgistcr. After the register has five 
wortls or 33 hits, :L "one." is atldcd in the 36th bit 
ant1 thc IBM-forrn:~ttccl word is shifted out in 
groups of 6 bits. Whilc this shifting operation is 
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occurring, the data words will be stored in a second -  
-  
identical 36 bit shift register which alternates with - 7
the first in accepting data and shifting them into - 
 
a buffer. From the buffer the data are formatted 7L 
- 
onto the digital tape. -  - 
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HARDWARE 
The hard\\-arr (Figure 7) for this tclemetr- 
system has been designed and built with the 
Serie.; 51 integrated circuits developed 1))- Texts 
In-trument.;. Flip-flops and different types of 
gates are f:tbricated in tiny individual modules 
iron1 which the logic circuitry may he constructed. 
Using this type of circuitry shoultl represent a 
hignificant advance in the reliability achieved in 
such a system. The rec'ord and playback ampli- 
fier.: previou>ly descril~ed and the logic for the 
analog-to-digital converter are being h i l t  in 
microelectronic form. -halog portion- of the 
*~n.>l<\rr-f0-(!igit3! coc\.ertrr ?he tlnzlog gste. :ire .*...-."h 
constructetl from +tantl:trd discrete component-. 
The converter (Figure 8 )  encodes u-ing the 
.;iicce+>i\-c approximation technique; it c.omplete* 
F ~ G C R E  S.-.\nalog-tdipital converter. 
the encoding proccss in 320 psec. The total 
conversion error over a temperature range of 0" 
to  GO°C is + 10 m r .  The total accuracy is +25 
mv, half the least ignificant bit of 50 mv. The 
converter is designed so that a, simple change 
\vould make it an S bit converter; its inherent 
:lccurncy provides that c:tpability. The power 
requirecl to  operate the converter is 170 m x ;  of 
thiq, only 12 mix- is requirect for the micropo~ver 
logic cirt-uitry, the remaining polver being used for 
the conventional d id-s ta te  circuits. 
CONCLUSION 
This tiigit:tl method of treating the data from 
the medium resolution radiation experiments 
planned for future Tiros and Ximbus s:ttellites is 
expected to  re.;ult in a fivefold improvement in 
:1 ( . ~ ~ r a r y  iver the F\T nnnlc~g .;y+tem ~ r ~ v i n i l ~ l y  
used. The integrated circuits are versatile, re- 
liable, and ideally suited for pre*ent and future 
:~ero*p~ce reqniremcnts. 
111. SPACECRAFT AND SUBSYSTEMS 
DIRECT MICROWAVE TO MICROWAVE TRANSPON- 
DERS FOR COMMUNICATION SATELLITES * 
\TAILTER K. ALLES 
INTRODUCTION since microwave amplifying devices such as 
~h~ primary function of a communication traveling wave tubes are available with octave 
inx.olves the reception, amplification, and bandwidths. The direct system also is not 
retransmission of information-bearing radio fre- affected by the modulation scheme present since 
quency signals betlveen ground terminals. "0 detection is required- 
The satellite equipment for this 
function is termed a "transponder". The trans- 
ponder must also convert the signal to a different 
frequency at  the output in order to prevent 
feedback interaction bet~veen the IOU- level received 
power and the higher level transmitted power. 
Present frequency band allocations for com- 
munications satellites require that the received, 
or uplink, frequency fall in the 000 3Ic region and 
the retransmitted, or downlink, frequency fall in 
the 1000 ,Ilc area. 
TYPES OF TRANSPONDERS 
DIRECT MICROWAVE TO MICROWAVE 
TRANSPONDER SYSTEMS 
Crystal Converter Re-entrant TWT Amplifier 
The first type of direct microwave to micro- 
wave transponder to be discussed utilizes a travel- 
ing wave tube (T\fTT) for amplification and a 
non-linear impedance device as the frequency 
converter. The TWT is operated in a re-entrant, 
or reflex, mode to obtain the necessary gain for 
the transponder. Figure 1 show-s a simplified 
block diagram of the re-entrant traveling wave 
tube amplifier. 
The techniques used for obtaining frequency 
conversion and amplification in the transponder 
can be divided into two types: (1) the conven- DIPLEXER DIPLEXER 
tional or indirect method, where the received R F  
signal is do\\-n-converted to an intermediate 
frequency (IF) for amplification then up-con- 
verted to a new R F  frequency for further amplifi- 
ration and re-transmission; and (2) the direct 
microlvave to microwave method, where amplifi- 
cation and frequency conversion take place a t  
microwave frequencies, with no I F  present. The 
conventional method is, in general, complex, 
requiring many freqliency scnsitire and active 
devices, which lolf-er the overall system reliability. 
In addition, the need for an intermediate fre- 
quency sets a limitation on the maximum infor- 
=.tior? b2ndv:idth nvailsblc. The direct RF to 
R F  system requires fewer frequency sensitive 
components and is not as limited in bandwidth 
*Published as Goddard Spare IJlrghl Center Document S-62'544-176, 
September, 1964. 
FREQUENCY 
CONVERTER 
FIC~TRE 1.-Reentrant T\VT amplifier. 
The input signal at  a frequency f passes through 
the first diplexer and is amplified by the TWT. 
I t  then is directed by the second diplexer to the 
frequency converter where it is converted to 
frequency fs. This signal again passes through 
the f i rd  diplexer and it re-enters tho T?VT m-here 
it is again amplified. The signal is then directed 
by the second diplexer to the output port. In 
this system the gain of the TRT is utilized twice, 
once at a frequency f l  and again a t  a frequency fi. 
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Several methods of obtaining frequency con- 
version by non-linear impedances have been 
investigated. A tunnel diode or a varactor can 
be utilized and the gain of the converter made 
greater than unity. Matching the device over a 
usable bandwidth is a problem and, to date, 
suffcient stability for use in a re-entrant loop has 
not been achieved. 
A non-linear resistance in the form of a crystal 
diode has given satisfactory results for frequency 
conversiol~. 
Figure 2 shows a crystal converter re-entrant 
system which utilizes a 2220 Mc local oscillator 
and tl crystal diode to down-convert the input 
INPUT 
6390 M c  AT I OUTPUT f 4,:kAc 
CRYSTAL 
FILTER 
F'I~;URE 2.-Crystal mixer re-entrant :irnplifier. 
signal at (5390 Mc to an output signal a t  4170 i\'Ic. 
The input signal a t  (5390 Mc passes through the 
filter F, and enters port 1 of the ferrite circulator 
C1. I t  is reflected at  port 2 from FJ and enters 
the TWT through port 3. After amplifi~at~ion i  
the TWT C2 directs the signal to port 5 and it 
enters the crystal down-converter through F2. 
After passing through Fa, it is dircctccl by C1 
through the TWT at port 3. The signal then 
enters C2 at  port 4, is reflected a t  port 5 ,  :~nd is 
finally passccl through F4 from port (i. 
Prcscnt (lay ground st:~tion t,ransmitting :111(1 
receiving c::~pabilitics require tho s:~tcllit,c! to 
reccivc signals near the -80 tlt)~n level and retrans- 
mit at  :L +33 dbrn lcvcl, with information barltl- 
widths up to 2.5 Mc, depending on the mode of 
operation. Future communication satellite re- 
quirements, such as the use of multiple access 
ground stations and wideband video transmission, 
indicate that bandwidths of 200 Mc or greater 
will be required. 
For a 200 Mc system with an input level of -80 
i 
i 
dbm, the necessary gain to provide a 2 watt 
(+33 dbm) transmitted signal cannot be provided 
by the re-entrant loop alone, and a receiver noise 
f$urc of 5 dh zr better is req~ired.  T h ~ r ~ f o r e :  in 
addition to the re-entrant amplifier, an output 
power stage is required to realize the necessary 
gain, and a low noise pre-amplifier stage is required 
to realize the necessary sensitivity. Figure 3 
shows the re-entrant transponder with the power 
levels, gain, and noise figure of each stage, for an 
input signal of -80 dbm. 
LO\'/ NOISE RE-CNTRANT POWER 
AMPLIFIER I AMPLIFIER I ARrCEIER 
STAGE STAGE 
G A I N  20 db 1 G A I N  - 60 db ( G A I N  - 33 db 
NF = 5 db I N F  = 18 db N F  = 30 db I 
INPUT 
AT 
I 
v 6390 "' I I 
I OUTPUT 
I AT 4170 M c  
I 
T"rc;urr~ 8.-I'orvcr levcls for :L re-cntrnnt transponder with 
n 200 mc b:~ndwitlth. 
-80 dbm 
* - 
-33  dbrn 
- 
The noise figure values were derived assuming 
a. singlc c.h:~nnel : ~ t  a carrier power level of -80 
tlbm with a I)nsc\):~nd of 10 Mc. The receiver 
carrier to noisc. r:~t,io, C/N, for receiver noise 
power density of -114 dbm/Mc is: 
- 
Np (rccacivcr noisr powcr) = -114 tll)m/Mc 
TUNNEL 
DIODE 
AMPLIFIER 
I3 (noise i)antl~vi(lt,h) = 10 db (10 h4c) 
-
N (rccbcivor 11oisc1) = - 00 dbm 
C/N (c:~rricr,'noi.;c) = 10 db 
This results in a frequency "shift" of the carrier 
FIGURE 4.-Carrier to noise ratio vs bandwidth for 
receiver noise fieures of 3 to 15 db. power from fo to either fo + Af. The slope of the 
For modulation schemes with thresholds of 4 
10 db a margin of 9 db can be realized. Figure 4 -60 dbm 0 dbm 6390 M c  41 70 M c  
shows the receiver carrier to noise ratio for noise 
bandwidths of 5 to 100 Mc, with receiver noise 
figures from 3 to 15 db. 
-36 -24 
41 70 6390 
- - ~ -  - - ~  
sawboth determines which sideband (+ or -) 
- 
remains. The degree of suppression of the carrier To avoid intermodulation and harmonic dis- 
and unwanted sidebands are affected by the 
tortion products, the TWT in the reentrant loop flyback time and linearity of the sawtooth, as well 
must be operated well below its saturated output 
as certain helix characteristics. A re-entrant power. Figure 5 shows the power levels present 
serrodyned TWT amplifier is shown in Figure 6, in the re-entrant system for an input of -60 dbm 
and a TWT gain of +40 db for both the 6390 Mc 
t 
L.O. 
2220 Mc 
FIGURE 5.-Signal levels in the re-entrant amplifier. 
Serrodyned TWT Re-entrant Amplifier 
Both amplification and frequency translation 
can be accomplished in the TWT structure by 
serrodyne m~dulat~ion of the TWT helix or beam 
potential. If the modulating signal is a perfect 
sawtooth of frequency Af and the amplitude is 
djusted to 2~ radians of phase deviation, transit 
time modulation of the input signal a t  a frequency 
f o  will result in sidebands displaced Af apart. 
o 50 100 150 200 A11 of the sidebands and the carrier are suppressed 
BANDWIDTH IN Mc with the exception of one of the first sidebands. 
signal and the 4170 Mc signal. 
The TWT must have sufficient dynamic range 
to accept both the 6390 Rlc signal (-62 dbm) and 
the 4170 Mc signal (-38 dbm), and the gain 
suppression at these levels must be held to a 
minimum. The reentrant loop filters must 
have stop band suppressions greater than the 
gain of the TWT to prevent oscillation of spurious 
components. The choice of local oscillator fre- 
quency to give either sum or difference conversion 
can be a design problem if harmonics of the local 
oscillator fall in the information bandwidth of the 
transponder. 
4170 Mc 
FILTEQ 
-2 db 
INPUT OUTPUT 
AT  
f , + 2 A f  
D O W N  
CONVERTER 
-8 db 
-34 
4170 
- - 
FILTER q ~ p  f, +Af 
F I G ~ R E  6.--4 re-entrant serrodyned TWT amplifier. 
-26 
6390 
r 
t I 1 
* . 
6390 M c  
FILTER + 
-2 db 
FILTER 
A T  I 
fo 
FILTER 
AT  
f o + 2 A f  
- 
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for an  input a t  frequency f o  and an output a t  
frequency fo+ 2 ~ f .  This system requires only 
one filter in the re-entrant loop. The resultant 
gain of the loop is the T\ITT gain a t  frequency 
f o + n f  plus the TWT gain a t  frequency fo+2Af, 
less the filter and coupler losses. 
Various techniques for generating a sawtooth 
wave and impressing it onto the TWT structure 
have been investigated. hlethods that directly 
apply the sawt,ooth waveform are limited by 
capacitive buildup a t  the helix, and by the diffi- 
c~l l ty  in protlucing a linear waveform with a short 
flyh:lcli time a t  the frequencies required. To 
d:~t,(', sawtooth w:~veforms a t  suffi(:ient levels and 
with :idequate linearity and fly1):tck times are not, 
avi~ilable above several megacycles. In addition 
to conventional techniques, sawtooth waveforms 
have been generated utilizing harmonically related 
sinlisoitlal waves derived from tjhc Fourier series 
representation of the sawtooth wave. Adequate 
sitlebantl and carrier suppression have been 
01)t~ainetl using the first three harmonics. The 
use of drift, tubes to impress the syrithesizing sine 
1v:tves onto the liclix structure ~ : L S  been investi- 
gnt>cci. This technique rctlr~ces t,hc AN1 t,o PM 
tlist,ortion of the sign:il potvcr :in({ minimizes the 
int,craction bet\vccn thc synthesizing signals. 
CONCLUSIONS \ 
Future communication satellite applications 1 
will require transponder systems with increased 
bandwidth and signal handling capabilities. The 
direct microwave to microwave transponder offers 
these characteristics along with reliability and 
'1 
simplicity of operation. 
Investigations of the crystal converter re- 
entrant TWT amplifier system indicate that 
frequency conversions ahovr 2000 Mc, with 
information bandwidths of 200 Mc or more, are 
attainable in a direct micro\vave to microwave 
transponder. 
Othrr techniques for realizing direct conversion, 
such as a re-entrant serrodynetl TWT loop, or an 
active frequenry converter utilizing a tunnel diode 
or varactor are not,, to date, usable in this type 
transponder; i.e., over large band\vitlths. Exten- 
sive effort is requirccl to either develop suitable I 
serrotlyne generators a t  the high frequencies or 
eliminate the prohlcms ashociated with gain 
stability and \videl):ind loading and matching of 
tunnel cliotlcs and varactors. 
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ELECTRONICALLY STEERABLE ANTENNAS FOR COM- 
MUNICATION SATELLITES* 
This paper presents several electronically steerable antenna techniques which, for frequencies 
fronl 1 to 35 gc, shot\- promise for application to comn~unications satellites. I t  is indicated that  
such antennas can be realistically designed to provide nlnsimum antenna gain for given weight, 
n~axirnum band\vidth, and the cap:tbilit,y of illuminating only desired geographical areas. More- 
over, by incorpor:tting self-tracking cap:ibility into the antenna, spacecraft stabilizgtion require- 
ments can be relased even to the extent that high gain inertialess antenna systems with omnidirec- 
tional response are possible in the c:tse of unst:ibilized vehicles. 
Selected beam forming techniques are presented :ind it is shown that many steerable antenna 
designs are derived from these basic techniques. An examinat.ion of the circuitry required to  
implement the design is utilized to prove that the antenna is no longer solely an input or output 
to a given system but becomes no\\- an inseparable part of the system. H s i c  problem areas of 
beam forming, self tracking, and scanning are outlined. lloreover, evidence is given to indicate 
that lightweight, lo\v loss st.ripline corllponentry is presently available to construct real systems. 
Several promising techniq~~ea, namely the retrodirective rtnd tran~tlirective, :ire applied to 
earth-spaceearth and space-space com~nunication links. System parameters are list,ed which 
show that increased perfornr:il~ce and fle~ibilit~y can be attained. 
Present activities undenvay in space depend in 
large measure on the communications that can be 
initiated and maintained with and between the 
participating vehicles. This requirement for 
sensory contact is ever present in the planning of 
anticipated future missions. Substantial effort 
is being made to establish space communication 
links from point to point on the earth's surface by 
means of artificial satellites. Courier, Echo, 
Telstar, and Sjrncom are classic examples. The 
intense interest of the military in satellite data 
transmihsion is only an additional example of the 
recognized promise for such communication links. 
Generally, developments and exploration in 
space require point to point communications 
where the space vehicle may constitute either a 
point of origin of transmission or simply a relay 
station, depending on the particular mission. 
Figure 1 sho~i-s typical data links involving earth, 
spacecraft a d  aircraft. 
Motion is to be expected of either or both 
terminals of the link with respect to an arbitrary 
frame of reference. The volu~rle through which 
*Publ~slled as Foddard S ~ m e  Fl tgh t  Center Document S-627-64-208. 
October 1964 
an antenna system must operate is determined 
by the orientation of the two ends of a communi- 
cation link. Usually this orientation is described 
in terms of the satellite stabilization listed in 
Figure 2. 
When the link is satellite-to-satellite; then the 
stabilization characteristic must be defined be- 
tween satellites. However, except in special 
cases, this system is considered to be unstabilized 
from the antenna standpoint since control of the 
orientation between satellites is technically diffi- 
cult and also expensive in terms of fuel con- 
sumption. From the general orbit categories 
mentioned above six have been chosen to typify 
communication satellite systems. These are 
listed in Figure 3. 
New environmentai ciema~lcis iiiiist be =ct 
including those imposed by the ambient vacuum, 
by temperature extremes, and by micrometeorite 
bombardment as examples. Restrictions of weight 
and power consumption become severe, and 
reliability assumes extreme importance since time 
and access for repair or service are nonexistent. 
A stringent weight restriction on equipment is 
inherent in all space missions. This restriction 
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EARTH-SATELLITE-EARTH SATELLITE-SATELLITE 
SATELLITE-AIRCRAFT-SATELLITE 
FIGURE 1.-Satellite Communication links. 
1 i l  i Ful lv stabilized - control i s  obtained over three axes 
1 (e.9: Nimbus, OAO) 
of orbit - the satellite spins rapidly about 
one axis - a maximum of 150 revolutions 
I per minute. 
(3) Spin stabilized perpendicular to orbiting plane - normally the satel- 
e.g. yncom the orbiting plane and 
I reorientation i s  necessary. 
(4 )  Gravit Stabilized - the satellite has one axis coincident with a line 
61; .dhl-- through the center of the earth. Slow oscil- 
lations or librations do occur, however. 
(,',) Unstabi - -. l ized - the satellite may take any orientation. The change in 
orientation, called tumbl ing, i s  usual ly 
rather slow. 
FIGURE 2.-Degrees of stabilization. 
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(1 ) Synchronous orbit - 22,300 miles - spin stabilized 
(2) Synchronous orbit - 22,300 miles - gravity stabilized 
(3) Synchronous orbit - 22,300 miles - unstabilized 
(4) Six thousand mile orbit -- spin stabilized 
(5) Six thousand mile orbit -- gravity stabilized 
(6) Medium altitude orbit - unstabilized 
FIGURE 3.-Satellite orbits. 
may be translated rather directly into limitations 
on available power and on the size of communica- 
tion equipment. Another factor of extreme 
significance is that the transmission of signals to 
and from space vehicles involves communication 
over great distances. The ranges involved are 
long even in the instance of an earth orbiting 
satellite, although such a situation involves short 
distances for what would be considered a space 
mission. These two considerations, the impor- 
tance of weight and the long distances involved, 
point to the desirability and necessity of achieving 
as much directivity and efficiency in the antenna 
structure as the mission situation will permit. 
In the past, communication satellite designers 
have used antennas which are either omnidirec- 
tional or quasi-isotropic on spin stabilized space- 
craft. Other designs have called for directive 
horn or reflector antennas placed on spacecraft 
of varying degrees of stabilization and in certain 
cases employing electromechanical means to con- 
trol the beam pattern as dictated by point-to- 
point spacial variation of the data link. Although 
generally reliable, and in many applications an 
optimum design based on system tradeoffs, such 
antenna/vehicle combinations suffer from a 
number of limitations (see Figure 4). Reduction 
in system communication capacity is actually an 
inherent result of their use. Fig. 5 diagramati- 
cally displays the typical scattering of radio 
frequency energy throughout space by a trans- 
mitting omnidirectional antenna on a communica- 
tion satellite. 
Only the energy impinging on the surface of the 
ground antenna is usefully recovered. The 
remaining energy can become a significant con- 
tributor to the increasing problem of R.F. inter- 
ference on the ground. In receive operation the 
omnidirectional antenna becomes an efficient 
collector of galactic noise and man-made inter- 
ference from a large number of geometrically 
displaced sources. 
Certain factors complicate the practical prob- 
lem. As directivity is increased, the necessary 
degree of pointing accuracy required also increases. 
The antenna designer encounters certain limita- 
tions. One of these is the capability of the 
vehicle to control its mechanical orientation. 
Another is the accuracy with which the orienta- 
tion may be determined at  any given time. One 
questions to what extent it is advisable in a given 
set of circumstances to attempt to control the 
vehicle attitude. The answer is of course a 
practical compromise of those techniques avail- 
able for antenna searching and tracking, and the 
degree of vehicle attitude control required. 
Inertialess electronically steerable antenna 
systems are particularly applicable to spacecraft 
mission problems. Such systems which permit a 
large number of beams to be independently steered 
can be made light in weight, low in loss and small 
in size so that gain and bandwidth can be increased 
t,o give b t t p r  system perfc)nn-~~ce +.thc-ct E.F. 
interference with existing facilities. Antenna 
beams can be placed selectively to cover desired 
geographical areas. A consideration of the 
anteona techniques must be iocorporated in the 
overall system design for the mission in order to 
determine essential trade-offs in overall system 
weight, accuracy, and reliability. 
Before presenting two promising antenna sys- 
tems for space vehicle application, a brief discus- 
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F I ~ U R E  4.-Communication satellite antenna limitations. 
(1)  Low a in  f i  ure 
resu ts In mediocre system performance r;lP-r" 
(b) for high signal-to-noise ratios, bandwidth i s  l imi ted 
(c) require expensive high qual i ty  ground terminals (30 foot dish or 
larger). 
(d) Space-space operation requires a high power transmitter on the 
spacecraft. 
(2) Poor d i rect iv i ty  
kc) antenna dees net F ! n c ~  the major portion of its effect ive radiated 
power a t  the terminal point. 
(b) omnidirectional and "earth angleu antenna radiation can cause R.F. 
interference. 
(c) antenna exposes spacecraft receiver to noise and man made inter- 
ference from spacially separated sources. 
(3) Mechanical Inertia 
(a) electromechanically scanned antennas require spacecraft torque 
compensators, are subiect to  bearing and motor failure, i n  certain 
applications require rotary joints, and are l imited i n  the scan 
angle and number of functions they perform. 
(4) Limited Functional Performance 
(a) electromagnetic access i s  not selectively controlled by the antenna. 
(b) the mult iple access beam forming capabil ity inherent i n  inertialess 
antennas i s  generally not ut i l ized. 
(c) the system performance of small aperture ground antennas can be 
below CClR standards for T.V. bandwidths. 
SATELLITE T 
A 
(a)  Omnidirectional antenna pattern (b) Ear th  Angle antenna pattern 
FIGURE 5.-Indescrirninant radiation of R. F. Energy and susccptibility to noise. 
i'" 
sion of the special properties of electronically 
steered antennas is in order. The assembly and 
functional operation of a steerable array can begin 
by referring to  Figure 6 which depicts an n-element 
linear array. The vector normal to the array is 
defined as the boresight direction. On receive 
operation energy arrives a t  the array from some 
angle 8 with respect to boresight. Let the dis- 
tance separating the wavefront from each antenna 
element be 0, P, 2P, 3 P  . . . (n- l )P.  This will 
$ result in a corresponding time delay 0, T, 2T, 3T 
+ . . . (n-l)T. Equations are given in Figure 6 
\I-hich relate the differential time delay to the 
differential phase shift between adjacent ele- 
I S U M M I N G  CIRCUIT 
I I 
COHERENT SIGNAL 
P T = -  P = d sin 0 
C 
4 =- 2nd sin 0 
A 
where 0 = the beam angle 
c$ - dif ferent ial  phase shift 
T = differential time delay 
P = dif ferent ial  path length 
d = element spacing 
n = number of elements 
c = speed of light 
FIGURE 6.-Special properties of an electrically steered 
array. 
ments of the array. The energy is added 
incoherently since the phase in any channel differs 
from the others. The acidition of a variable phase 
shifter behind each element allo~i-s the channel 
outputs to be coherently summed by forcing 
ecluivalence of the total argument of the phase 
function at  each channel output. Phase shifts 
of 0. 4, 24, 34  . . . (n-I)+ x\-ould be required. 
The response of the array or beam pattern is 
indicated by the magnitude of the sum pattern 
and will be less for angles of arrival different from 
8. The output of the summing bus is more 
common1~- called the beam output; the process of 
summation is referred to as beam forming. 
In conventional arrays, element spacing is 
approximately one-half wavelength. Spacings 
.less than 0.0, give mechanical as well as mutual 
coupling prollerns, tvliile ,spacings larger than 
0.7X produce grating lobes in the beam pattern. 
Cntler the condition of 0.31 spacing, the array 
beamn-idth is less that obtained with a reflector 
antenna of the same dimensions. This is in 
agreeme~lt with the higher aperture efficiency of 
the array. As is experienced in conventional 
antennas, control of side lobe level can be achieved 
by proper n-eighting of the illumination function. 
The signals in each channel are weighted in 
amplitude prior to summation. This alloivs the 
side lobe level of the antenna beam pattern to be 
set at practical levels. 
An infinite numher of orientations of the phase 
front in Fugure G are possible. If the phase 
shifter setting (5, 24 . . . (n- l )$  are varied 
proportionately, the differential phase shift across 
the aperture must a130 change in order to achieve 
coherent summing. In effect, the angle of arrival 
6 of R.F. energy which is added coherently by 
this antenna has been altered. This is generally 
referred to as beam steering. 
The point of importance to be made here is 
that considerable variation in beam pattern shape 
can be achieved by exercising proper control of 
phase and amplitude at each element of the array. 
Simultaneous beam formation by the antenna in a 
typical space-earth and space-space link is shown 
in Figure 7. 
Considerable effort has been espended in the 
area of beam forming and stcerlng by certain 
investigators. Although much of the earlier 
work has been applied to the development of 
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SATELLITE 
. - 
FACILITY 
- - - .-L GROUND 
ANTENNAS 
- .  - - - 
FIGURE 7.-Formation of simultaneous steerable beams by 
the spacecraft antenna in space-earth and space-space 
data links. 
large ground antennas, in comparison, little 
(few exceptions)* has been done to furthcr the 
development of electronically steerable antennas 
for communication satellites. A large number of 
techniques for beam forming and steering are 
available, but only a few are suitable for space 
application. Two promising techniques, namely 
the Rctrodirective and the Transdirective appear 
to be practical in the sense that components 
required for their demonstration are presently 
available in the frequency range of interest 
(1 to 10 gc). 
The Retrodirective principle in its simplest 
form is illustrated in Figure 8. A CW signal 
received by the nth element of an array can be 
represented by sin (wt+On), where w is the 
angular frequency and On is the phase of the 
incoming signal at  the nth element, relative to 
some common reference. The signal is sub- 
tracted from (mixed with) a common local oscil- 
lator, sin 2wt, to obtain n transmit signal sin 
(wt - en) which is the same as thc rcccivetl signal 
*Sec referonce. 
WAVE FRONT -, . 
s i n  (wt - on) 5 X X * " "  X 
l r i n  ( w t i  on) 
CIRCULATOR 
MlXEK 
sin (2wt + 0) I OSCILLATOR 
FIGURE 8.-Simplified retrodirective principle. 
except that it has an inverted phase angle. The 
transmit signal is amplified and transmitted out 
the same antenna element. A circulator is used 
to separate the transmit and receive signals. 
The phase angle is similarly inverted a t  every 
element; this is the condition for transmitted 
energy to form a beam in the same direction as 
the received signal. Such an array worlis as an 
active device to reflect a signal back towards its 
source. No frequency shift between the uplink 
and the downlink is accomplished and no signal 
output is available a t  the satellite. 
A practical variation of the retrodirective 
principle is given in Figure 9. This design is 
called a Retro-Redirective Antenna since it has 
the capability to receive energy from one direction 
a t  frequency f l  and re-transmit it in another 
arbitrary dircction a t  frequency f2. In addition, 
the array may be operated in the simple retro- 
directive mode similar to that of Figure 8 but with 
the advantage of frequency separation between 
the transmit and receive signals. In its present 
form thc morc directive army is not used to receive 
thc wideband signal (normally in earth-space 
communications thc uplink is the strong link). 
In this systcm a pilot signal a t  frequency f, 
arrives at  the array from station B, and is mixed 
to accomplish phasc inversion. A wideband 
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PILOT 
---WAVE FRONT 
DATA 
R.F. AMPLIFIER 
CIRCULATOR 
t i 
- Rf T O  Rf 
- 
CONVERTER 
FIGERE 9.--4 retro-redirective antenna system. 
signal a t  frequency f l  from station A is received 
by a horn antenna of earth angle coverage, is 
frequency shifted to f t  in an R F  to R F  converter, 
and amplified in a t,raveling wave tube. The 
inverted phase information is applied to the 
wideband signal a t  fz in a upconverter, is amplified 
in a tunnel diode amplifier, and radiated from the 
array with a high gain figure toward station B. 
The system block diagram for a Transdirective 
Antenna System is indicated by Figure 10. This 
SATELLITE 
*. 
I \ r RECEIVE A N D  
P = PILOT SIGNAL, TERMINAL A 
S = DATA SIGNAL, A T O 0  
I BUTLER MATRIX I I BUTLER MATRIX I 
1 FREQUENCY: f ,  I I FREQUENCY: f., I 
RECEIVE 
UPCONVERTER 
FIGURE 10.-A transdirective antenna system. 
technique makes use of the properties of a Butler 
matrix array to form multiple beams throughout 
a 2 I1 steradiam volume at  two separated fre- 
quencies. Similar arrays are utilized at each 
frequency; the elements of each spaced a t  approxi- 
mately one-half of a wavelength. The N by M 
Butler Array will then form approximately 
N X hl  = n discrete beams which are spacially 
superimposed a t  the frequencies f l  and fz. There- 
fore, corresponding terminals of the matrices 
actually represent two identical beams displaced 
only in frequency. Self t,racking is accomplished 
f i  SATELLITE 
- \ ./ BEAM 
/ / / / / / / / / I /  
EARTH 
Pi = PILOT SIGMAL, TERMINAL A 
P: = PILOT SIGNAL, TERMINAL B 
S, = DATA SIGNAL, A TO B 
FIGURE 11.-(a) Retrdrect ive antenna (monostatic). (b) Re-directive antenna (biitatic). 
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Link earth-space space-earth 
Frequency gc. 6 4 
Xmtr Power, dbm 70 (1 0 KW) 33 (2 W) 
Xmt Antenna Gain 
(1 5' dia. dish), db 46.5 3 
Space Loss, db -1 86.5 -1 83 
Rcv. Ant. Gain, db 3 43 - 
Rcvr. Noise Density 
-1 04.3 (1 0 dbNFj d bm/m c -i 16 (2  dbidi j 
Rcvr. Noise Bandwidth 
(10 mc), db mc 10.0 10.0 
Rcvr. Signal Power, db -67 .O -1 04 
Rcvr. Noise Power, dbm -94.5 -1 06 
Predetection Carrier to Noise, db 27.5 2 
A .  Dipole "earth angle" Spacecraft Antenna 
Link earth-space space-earth 
Frequency gc. 6 4 
Xmtr Power, dbm 70 (10 KW) 33 (2 W) 
Xmt Antenna Gain 
(1 5' dia. dish), db 46.5 30 
Space Loss, db -1 86.5 -1 83 
Rcv. Ant. Gain, db 30 43 
Rcvr. Noise Density 
d bm/m c -104.5 (10 dbNF) -1 16 (2 dbNF) 
Rcvr. Noise Bandw~dth 
(10 mc), db mc 10.0 10.0 
Rcvr. Signal Power, db -40 .O -77 
Rcvr. Noise Power, dbm -94.5 -1 06 
Predetection Carrier to Noise, db 54.5 29 
B. Electronically Steerable Spacecraft Antenna (3 foot by 3 foot aperture) 
FIGURE 12.-Predicted performance of a 5000 mile orbit communication sntellite system utilizing a 15 f t  diameter ground 
antenna. 
by sensing the amplitude of pilot signals trans- 4 db crossover between adjacent beams, cross 
mittcd from cach ground terminal. An I.F. coupling circuitry should reduce this excursion. 
switch is used to select the receive beam. Al- The basic techniqucs presented can be extended 
though amplitude variation is expected due to the to allow multi-station operations in a multiple 
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access mode. Additional work is required in this CONCLUSION 
area in order to facilitate a practical design. System calculations are provided in Figures 12 
Typical earth-space-earth Retro-directive and and 13 which show that increased s~s tem per- 
Re-directive links for communication satellite formance can be attained in the data link through 
application are given in Figure 11. the use of high gain inertialess antennas. Wide- 
Link earth-space space-earth 
Frequency, gc 6 4 
Xmtr Power, dbm 70 (10 KW) 33 (2 W) 
Xmt Ant. Gain 
(1 5' dia. dish) db 46 .5 5 
Space Loss, db -201 -1 97.3 
Rcv. Ant. Gain, db. 5 43 
Rcvr. Noise Density, 
d bm/m c -1 04.5 (1 0 dbNF) -1 16 (2 dbNF) 
Rcvr. Noise Bandwidth 
(10 mc), db mc 10.0 1 0.0 
Rcvr Signal Power, dbm -79.5 -1 16.3 
! 
Rcvr Noise Power, dbm -94.5 -1 06 1 I 
Predetection Carrier to Noise, db 15 -0 -1 0.3 
A. Dipole "earth anglen Spacecraft Antenna 
Link earth-space space-earth 
Frequency, gc 6 4 
7 
Xmtr Power, dbm 70 (10 KW) 33 (2 W) 
Xmtr Antenna Gain 
(1 5' dia. dish), db 46.5 30 
Space Loss, db -201 -1 97.3 
Rcv Ant. Gain, db 30 43 
Rcvr Noise Density, 
dbm/mc -1 04.5 (1 0 dbNF) -1 16 (2 dbNF) 
Rcvr Noise Bandwidth 
(10 mc), db mc 1 0,O 10.0 
Rcvr Signal Power, dbm -54.5 -91.3 
i 
Rcvr Noise Power, dbm -94.5 -1 06 
Predetection Carrier to Noise, db 40.0 1 4.7 
B. Electronically Steerable Spacecraft Antenna (3 foot by 3 foot aperture) 
FIG- 13.-Predicted performance of a 22,300 mile synchronous communications satellite system utilizing a 15 ft diam- 
eter ground antenna 
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band communication between small inexpensive 
ground terminals is possible while stabilization 
requirements on the spacecraft are actually 
relaxed. 
A number of high gain independently steered 
beams can be formed. Beamwidths can be 
synthesized to cover only desired earth or space 
areas, reducing R.F. interference with existing 
facilities. Power densities resulting from space- 
craft radiation will be high a t  the terminal points, 
but such is not the case elsewhere. To achieve 
the system performance predicted by Figures 12 
and 13, the recommended earth power density 
limits of the CCIR might have to be exceeded; 
however, favorable location of the ground terminals 
should preclude any problem of interferencs. 
Beamwidths of 3 or 4 degrees appear appropriate 
for most applications. Alternately, fan beams 
can be used as the mission requires particularly 
where narrow ground areas are to be illuminated. 
The availability of lightweight, low loss stripline 
componentry used in the antenna element 
circuitry is a requirement if electronically steer- 
able antenna systems similar to ones discussed 
are to become spacecraft hardware. Extension 
of the ideas presented to the millimeter wave- 
length region of the electromagnetic spectrum 
could result in the development of high per- 
formance, high resolution, self tracking antenna 
systems with larger information bandwidths than 
are presently available with existing systems. I t  
should be noted that while the term "antenna" 
is generally used to describe conventional designs, 
the antenna techniques presented require that the 
spacecraft antenna be an inseparable part of the 
receiving/transmitting sys tern. This salient dif- 
ference demands that the more accurate term 
11 antenna system" be used. 
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*~ i ORBITAL PLACEMENT AND CONTROL OF THE I SYNCOM I1 SPACECRAFT* I JAJIES L. BAKER I. PREFACE 
This paper is intended to present some detailed 
data on the performance of control system ele- 
ments in addition to the principles and sequence 
of operation of the orbit placement and control 
system for the SYNCOM I1 spacecraft. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 
(c) To determine the communications system's 
performance parameters, in a design configuration 
capable of relaying with highquality two voice- 
modulated carriers (either FM or PCM/PM) 
between widely separated surface terminals. 
(d) To obtain scientific data on space propa- 
gation. 
(e) To test the life of communications-satellite 
components a t  the 24-hour orbit altitude. 
(f) To obtain data from the quantitive effects 
of earth's "triaxiality" (asymmetry around its 
spin axis) on the synchronous orbit. 
(g) To develop a spinning communications 
spacecraft with gas reaction control systems and 
demonstrate its stability and maneuverability in 
the sychronous orbit. 
This paper deals only with aspects of the syn- 
chronous orbit placement and control of the 
SYNCOM I1 spacecraft. Objectives related to 
communications experiments were met with a 
high degree of success and have been reported 
Successful NASA ventures in low altitude elsen,here. 
spacecraft systems carrying scientific and techno- A, a minimum, the control system should have 
logica1 payloads were augmented substantially the capability to (1) remove initial bunch and 
by the achievement of a synchronous orbiting apogee motor injection errors; (2) move the space- 
satellite. The spin stabilized SYNCOM 11, with craft to a westnard (or position (3) 
its gas motors, provides a simplified a P  change its spin axis relative to the orbital plane, 
proach to stability and control in orbit which has (4) aceommodate corrections to the orbit 
been demonstrated since its launch on July 26, bation caused by the 'ltriaxialitJ,,w and 
1963. 
II. OBJECTIVES (5) remove secular and periodic drift. The space- 
craft control and communication system should be 
The basic objectives of the SYNCOM I1 mis- designed to operatea minimumof one year in orbit. 
sion nrere nn fc!!cws: Tile choice of spacecrait design parameters, the 
(a) To gain early experience with a communi- ground tracking equipment and communications 
cation satellite in synchronous orbit. system is dependent largely on the characteristics 
(b) To develop the capability of launching of the synchronous orbit. I t  is of interest to the 
satellites into a 24-hour orbit, using existing communicator to consider these characteristics 
launch vehicles with additional apogee-boost pro- of the orbit from the point of view of the sub- 
pulsion capability. satellite trace. 
*This work was presented at the 15th International -4stronautical 
Behavior of the spacecraft orbital motion, as 
 onp press. Warsaw, P O I ~ ~ ,  September 1964. manifested by this sub-satellite trace, may result 
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from design, hardware limitations, excessive er- ORBITAL PLANE RELATIVE GEOMETRY 
rors, or combinations of these factors. Errors 
may be reduced or eliminated if capability is CELESTIAL SPHERE 
present within the spacecraft and ground control 
system. If the capability exists one may correct 
the orbit subsequent to launch and injection by LEGEND 
changing either inclination, eccentricity, period or 8= vanal Mlulna 
1 
a combination of these. p = hne ot mdar n = rloht olcensrn o( 
Classical elements of the orbital plane geometry olc.ndlng nod. 
w = ~loument  01 pn8g.e 
are provided in Figure 1. 
Figiii-es 2(a) az:! 2(b) sho:~ the results of the : E;;:zi ,,,e.j,pi,L 
1 
synchronous mission where a periodic drift occurs 
east and west of the nodal longitude due to eccen- 
tricity, and north and south due to inclination of 
the orbital plane to the equatorial plane. Figures 
ECLIPTIC PLANE 2(c) and (d) result from argument of perigee AICENDINO NODE 
(u) = O  or 180" for small value of inclination and 
I 
eccentricity. A closely related condition is shown 
in Figure 2(e). In  addition to the periodic drift, FIGURE 1.-Orbital plane relative geometry. 
TRACES OF SUB - SATELLITE POINTS 
(a) (b) e= eccentrlclty T= p e r ~ o d  
1 = ~nc , ,na t~on  T ~ T ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~  
W 
e i o  e * O  e z o t ~ r n o l l  V ~ I U ~ . )  
I # 0 ISrnall Vo1ue.l I : Ol~rnall Voluasl I f 0 [lrnoll ~ o l u s ~ l  
W ' 270. W = 90' W = O e  
T  = TI T  = T, T  = T, 
(dl 
W E 
e = o  e * 0 ( ~ m o i i  V O I U ~ S I  I = O  
I f O [ S ~ ~ I I V Q I U . S I  I * 0 1~rno11 VOIU.UI W -undcttncd for 
W 180' UJ = 270' Clrculor Orbit 
T  = T, T  * TI T = T I  
(9) (h) (i) 
W 
e = o  
e * ~  I : O  
/ f O ( ~ a r p .  volu.ml W-Und.1,n.d for 
s w = o  U s  0 Clrculor Orbit 
T  = TI T = T I  T '  TI 
FIGURE 2.-Traces of sub-satellite points. 
SPACECRAFT A& 
a secular drift is induced when the orbital period 
is greater (westward drift) or less (eastward drift,) r than synchronous. 
$ I* Figure 2(f) shou-s the sub-satellite point of a 
synchronous orbit spacecraft which is placed in a 
circular equatorial orbit with no inclination to the 
I equatorial plane. This condition is popular from 
the standpoint of eliminating the Doppler shift 
and reducing complexity of ground station anten- 1 nas. I t  requires, hou-ever, that either the booster be launched from a point on the equator, or a plane change effected by the booster and/or 
spacecraft apogee motor. Eccentricity imposed 
on the orbit has the effect of producing an oscil- 
lation east and west along the equator with a 
1 21-hour period, as indicated in Figure 2(g). 
A skewed trace exists when the period is syn- 
chronous, but eccentricity, inclination and argu- 
ment of perigee are not equal to zero as show-n in 
Figure 2(h). il symmetrical trace, Figure 2(i) is 
present about the nodal longitude and the equator 
when the synchronous orbit possesses an inclina- 
tion to the equatorial plane and eccentric it,^ is 
eliminated. 
I 
ti This latter orbit, characterized by the "figure 
1 2  eight" sub-satellite trace, uras selected for 
SYNCOM 11, because of performance capability 
of the available DELTA vehicle. This, obviously, 
resulted in payload restrictions in weight and the 
minimum inclination between the equatorial 
plane and the orbital plane. 
A target nodal longitude of 5 3  W was selected 
beforehand to provide for communications visi- 
bility between the United States and Africa and 
to satisfy the phase of the experiment designed 
to demonstrate the capability of the spacecraft to 
maneuver to and remain a t  a precise location. 
I Ill. TECHNIQUE OF ORBITAL PLACEMENT AND CONTROL 
The design of the SYNCOM I1 flight mission 
is predicnted o:: thc usc ~f a c!assic te~:lil;~ue, 
the Hohmann transfer ellipse, to place the maxi- 
I mum payload a t  the synchronous altitude in a 
B circular orbit. 
The planar irljection geometry for a typical 
i 24 hour mission without drift is shown in Figure ! 3. The spacecraft is mounted on top of the 
launch vehicle in what appears to be an inverted 
position. The nozzle of the apogee "kick" (injec- 
A. SYNCHRONOUS ORBIT 8. TRANSFER ORBIT 
r, = 22.752.3 n. mi 
' ro = 3560 n. mi 
V, = V, + AVO - 10.087.5 fpr Vc ' 33,546.0 fps 
V, = 5248.8 i p s  
F I G ~ R E  3.-Planar injection geometry. 
tion) motor, fixed within the spacecraft, faces the 
cone end of the shroud. This position is germane 
to the design of the injection phase. 
At launch the three stage Thor-Delta booster 
delivers a thrust sufficient to  provide a perigee 
tangential velocity V,=33,546.0 feet per second 
(fps) a t  a radious ro of 3560 nautical miles. Prior 
to attaining this velocity a t  perigee the solid 
propellant third stage, to which the spacecraft is 
attached, is spun up to 150 rpm by tangentially 
mounted solid propellant motors fastened to the 
periphery of the spin table on the forward end of 
the second stage. When spin-up is complete the 
spinning third stage, with spacecraft, is ignited 
and provides the velocity increment to achieve 
17, whereupon the spacecraft is separated from 
the third stage. The spin stabilized craft "coasts" 
toward apogee along its transfer orbit path, B, 
with its spin axis fixed in inertial space. At 
apogee, the altitude r ,  is equal to the synchronous 
altitude and the velocity is 5248.8 fps. The 
apogee motor nozzle is aligned, due to gyroscopic 
sta'uiiiiy, so that its thrust axis is tangent to the 
transfer orbit a t  apogee. The velocity AX 
imparted by the motor, added to the transfer 
orbit velocity Fa a t  apogee is 4,838.7 fps which 
yields the required synchronous orbit velocity 
Vo,  of 10,087.5 fps. If an eastward drift is 
desired, the energy of the transfer orbit should 
be programmed to be less than that for sjnchron- 
ism, assuming nominal performance of the apogee 
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motor. The spacecraft will drift westward if the 1 
energy in the transfer orbit is biased toward 
greater energy than that required for injection 
into a synchronous orbit. I 
I Following injection into a circular orbit by the I 
apogee "kick" motor, the spacecraft drift, orien- 
tation and orbit eccentricity are controlled by -1 
the on-board gas-reaction jets. Initial injection 
errors are removed by the axial jet whose thrust 
axis is parallel to the spin axis of the spacecraft. 
The jet is initiated hy command a t  the required 
point(s) in the orbit and functions continuously ! 
over many revolutions to produce the desired 
synchronism (or drifts) and circularity. Space- 
craft orientation maneuvers for purposes of (1) 
jet thrust axis alignment (2) improved solar array 
-sun angle (+), and (3) communications antenna 
pattern coverage are accommodated by the same FIGURE 5.-Correction sequence for r,  <r ,  <r ,  
axial jet; however, it is pulsed in synchronism 
with the spin rate for a fixed sector (approxi- 
mately GO deg.) of each revolution. 
The drift of the spacecraft after its precession 
to the required orientation is controlled by pul- 
sing a radial jet, whose thrust axis passes through - 
the center of gravity of the spacecraft and is 
normal to its spin axis. 
Velocity corrections to the spacecraft for nom- 
inal conditions in order to obtain synchronism 
with the earth's rotation and circulalize the orbit 
are shown in Figures 4 through 9 for various FIGURE 6.-Correction sequence for r, <r,<r, 
initial orbital conditions. Although corrections 
l " ~ n u ~ t ~ r  -I.-('orrc.ctio11 srclucb~lcc for r ,  <r, =r, F ~ a u n E  7.-Correction sequence for circular orbit. r>r .  
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FIGURE 8.-Correction sequence for r,? r ,  <T,  
FIGURE 9.--Combined correction to provide a synchronous 
and circular orbit. 
to these orbits by thrusting the spacecraft jets 
may be achieved by more than one approach, the 
intent is to illustrate the usual technique employed 
fQr eff;ciPEt Ezncuycyg8 The dotLdi: eirde in each 
figure represents the circular synchronous orbit, 
and the velocity increment (AV) arrows represent 
the direction only of the tangential thrust vector 
relatit-e to the orbital motion. In  most cases, 
the overall maneuver is most efficient if the first 
correction is made a t  perigee. 
Figure 4 illustrates the eccentric orbit where 
apogee occurs at  the synchronous radius (r,) with 
perigee (r,) less than r,. An appropriate velocity 
increment (AV) added in parallel to the orbit 
velocity vector at  apogee (r ,)  will circularize and 
synchronize the orbit. 
Figure 5 is representative of an initial orbit 
where r,  <r,<r, .  Orbital energy is removed a t  
perigee by phasing the thrust of the jet in the 
reverse direction to the orbit velocity vector such 
that the resultant apogee is equal to r,. A second 
thrust a t  the new apogee adds the required energy 
to obtain a synchronous, circular orbit. 
\There r,>r,, as shown in Figure 6, orbital 
energy is removed by phasing the radial jet aver- 
age thrust opposite to the orbital velocity vector. 
The required amount of thrust puts the new 
perigee a t  r,. A thrust opposite to the orbital 
velocity vector is again applied at the new perigee, 
2, to remove the required energy from the orbit 
for synchronism and circularity. 
The method for achieving synchronism and 
circularity in Figure 7 is the same basic technique 
as applied in Figure 6, and is merely the correction 
of a special case of the higher energy orbit. 
Figure 8 depicts the orbit whose apogee and 
perigee is less than r,, and, although an ellipse is 
shown, the basic sequence of events is applicable 
for correcting a circular orbit with r<r, .  
A velocity correction to change the period 
should be planned for the time in orbit which 
also has the combined effect of reducing the 
eccentricity as well as changing the drift rate. 
Corrections requiring very small velocity incre- 
ments may be combined into one maneuver to 
change both the period and the eccentricity as 
illustrated in Figure 9. If a large change in 
either one or both is required the inefficiency of 
the compound maneuver may be prohibitive. 
SYNCOM I1 was corrected in this manner and 
this maneuver suffered the loss of only 1 fps out 
of the 3 fps required. 
As stated earlier, no attempt was made to 
remove inciination due to the iarge amount oi fuel 
required. The synchronous equatorial orbit, how- 
ever, requires this correction maneuver following 
injection into the synchronous orbit and nulling 
the north and south (N-S) drift due to the sun's 
and moon's gravitational fields. The relative 
geometry of inclination removal is shown in 
Figure 10 to aid in explaining the use of the axial 
jet in the continuous mode. In this maneuver 
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equatorial plane with a magnitude equal to the 
synchronous velocity. 
- k IGURE i0.-ivianeuver for ir~cii~laiiu~i i-ei iova!. 
:+ 
t o 
5 1 TIME 
the spacecraft must be precessed relative to the 
inclined orbit's velocity vector, v,, to align the 
thrust of its axial jet coincident with the required 
AT. When the space craft intersects the equa- 
torial plane, the axial jet is operated in the 
continuous mode for the amount of thrust required 
to produce a resultant velocity, 7 0 ,  lying in the 
Reorientation can be accomplished a t  any point 
fl;L in the orbit; however, the initiation of continuous 
I' 
a t  the ascending or descending node. 
Future spacecraft missions may require that 
inclination corrections be made following injection 
into the equatorial synchronous orbit. In addi- 
tion requirements may provide for correcting 
-I - w*'jet function for inclination removal must occur 
inclination perturbations caused by the gravita- 
tional force of the sun and moon. Their combined 
effects result in a latitude change of f .85 degrees 
and the estimated average velocity increment for 
one year's station keeping is 150 fps. 
The technique of orbital placement and control 
of SYNCOM I1 requires a high degree of reliabil- 
ity and wide range of control. Comparison of 
the velocity increments imparted by the maneu- 
vers listed in Table 1 shows this variation, and 
TABLE 1.-Spacecrajt Maneuzlers Completed as of Atigust 15, 1964 
Fuel Weight AW Incremental Fuel Jet on No. of I'sed (AJY) Actual Velocity A 'C' Maneuver 
Jet ITsed Time (Sec) Pulses Predicted (Ibs) Predicted (Ft/Sec) (Ibs) 
Apogee Motor Burn - - - - -  20.20 --------_--. 61.3 61.28 4606.1 
7/26/63 
1st Vel. Corr. 1 1 2 0 2  140 Continuous 1.80 1.80 107.5 
7/27/63 Axial 
1st Reorientation Hz02 143 350 .40 .40 15.5 
7/31/63 Axial 
2nd Vel. Corr. Hz02 393 804 1.03 .91 44.06 
8/11/63 Lateral 
3rd Vel. Corr. N2 510 1152 .405 .405 13.75 
8/12/63 Lateral 
4th Vel. Corr. NZ 024 2023 .471 ,502 12.72 
8/15/63 Lateral 
5th Vel. Corr. N2 120 264 .049 * 1.33 
8/16/63 Lateral 
2nd Reorientation P\T2 05 105 . 060 .06 <1.0 
8/18/63 Axial 
6th Vel. Corr. IIlOn 31.5 65 . 060 -08  2.70 
11 128163 Lateral 
7th Vel. Corr. H102 150 308 .280 .257 12.52 
3/18/64 Lateral 
8th Vel. Corr. 112(32 70 140 . 140 . I40 4.00 
4/25/64 1,nternl 
9th Vel. Corr. 11201 40 08 . O!)O .I06 3.02 
7/3/64 1,nter:il 
-- -- - - - 
*Too small to detect preaaure change with sufficient accuracy. 
A v  
Actual 
(Ft/Sec) 
4712.1 
110.47 
29.35 
37.28 
13.15 
14.70 
-_-__-.-_-.- 
<1.0 
4.39 
10.83 
4.79 
3.50 
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reliability is limited only by the amount of fuel jet motor and axial jet motor as indicated in 
available. Figures 13, 14 and 15. 
IV. APOGEE INJECTION MOTOR & ORBIT 
CONTROL SYSTEM 
Two basic reaction systems aboard the space- 
craft provided the implementation of the orbital 
placement technique and corrections to the orbit 
and attitude of the craft. These were the solid 
propellant apogee motor and the gas reaction 
motors, respectively. 
The SYNCOM I1 apogee injection motor was 
developed for the Goddard Space Flight Center 
by the Jet Propulsion Laboratory of the Cali- 
fornia Institute of Technology. Motor weight 
was approximately 70 lbs. with estimated burn 
time of 19.7 seconds providing a velocity incre- 
ment of 4700 fps. Figure 11 shows the overall 
configuration of the motor, and its location within 
the spacecraft is indicated in Figure 12. 
The system design of the gas reaction control 
equipment, as mentioned previously, is based on 
the concept of the spin stabilized craft and pro- 
vides control for correcting injection errors, longi- 
tude drift, eccentricity, spacecraft attitude and 
station keeping. The system utilizes two inde- 
pendent units; each one having a lateral (radial) 
- 
The axial motor is located at the apogee motor 
end of the solar array and its thrust vector is 
parallel to the spin axis of the spacecraft. By 
ground control, it may be operated in a pulsed 
mode or a continuous mode. The continuous 
mode of operation, shown in Figure 13, provides a 
force parallel to the spacecraft axis, and it is used 
in this mode to remove gross injection errors. 
The pulsed mode of operation is designed to pro- 
vide the precession torque necessary to change 
the orientation of the spacecraft. In this mode 
the jet, Figure 14, is made to function over an 
arc of 60 deg. (or 90 deg.) of each revolution and 
in synchronism with the spacecraft spin rate. 
Pulsing in this manner results in an average 
torque vector to the spinning vehicle in accord- 
ance with Newton's second law of motion such 
that 
- d -  
T=-H = G X ~ ,  \vlth]al constant dt 
where = applied torque vector 
= angular momentum vector 
Zj = precession rate vector 
Note: All vectors are mutually perpendicular 
in this technique of generating torque. 
DIMENSIONS IN INCHES 
2 
FIGWE 11.-Syncom TI apogee injection motor. 
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; ~ .~ !JSPONDER ECEIVER 
NICKEL-CADMIUM BATTERIES CO-AXIAL SLOTTED 
ARRAY COMMUNICATIONS 
NITROGEN 
ORlENTATION J E T  
TRANSPONDER - 
TRANSMITTER TWT 
TELEMETRY AND 
COMMAND WHIP ANTENNA 
COMMAND RECEIVER 
NITROGEN GAS TANK 
APOGEE MOTOR NOZZLE 
SATELLITE TERMINATION T IMER SUN SENSOR 
PRECKSSION RATE 
VECTOR. i5 \ STOP AXIAL JET 
FIGURE 14.-Orientation control. 
1 INITIAL ORBIT VELOCITY VECTOR. 
FIGURE 13.-Initial vclocity correction. 
The direction of spacecraft precession is nc- 
complished by appropriate time phasing of jet 
pulsing in each revolution, and the magnitude of 
precession is dependent on pulse train duration. 
I t  is desirable to offset the axial jet motor as 
much as possible from the axis in order to increase 
torque. 
The lateral (or radial) motor is located in the 
plane of the center of gravity, and its trust center 
line passes through the axis of the spacecraft as 
shown in Figure 15. I t  operates only in the pulsed 
mode and is the motor used to make velocity 
corrections normal to the spacecraft spin axis. 
This jet is liltewise controlled to operate over a 
launch vehicle and the apogee motor plus east and 
I 
west (E-W) station keeping. As development Estimated system performance of the Hz02 and 
proceeded and weight and space considerations the Nz and hardware characteristics of the units 
for other areas increased, the space and weight are shown in Tables 3 & 4, respectively. 
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AXIAL THRUST CH 
ANGULAR VELOCITY  INCREMENT.^^? 
I 
STOP RADIAL JET 
'\ 
FIGURE 15.-Velocity control. 
60 deg. arc (or 90 deg.) of each revolution and 
varied in phase during spin with relation to some 
reference such as the spacecraft-sun line. 
One control unit of the system uses high pres- FIGURE 16.-Hydrogen peroxide control unit. 
sure nitrogen. I t  was intended as the vernier 
control for attitude correction and velocity 
changes. The nitrogen unit could be used also available for the two reaction control systems 
for continuous thrusting with equal facility. provided velocity increments of 297 fps for the 
The second unit of the system was selected to Hz02 system plus 48 fps from the cold gas (N2) 
be fueled with 90 percent pure hydrogen peroxide. 'ystem for a of 345 f ~ s .  E d -  
Previous experience proved that the design of a values for SYNCOM 
hydrogen peroxide was feasible. Its main func- I1 are provided in Table 2. 
tion was intended for continuous thrusting of the 
axial motor and as a back-up for the nitrogen for TABLE 2.-Estimated Velocity Requirements for the Syncom 
operation in the pulsed mode. The characteristic I1 Readion Control System 
lag in rise and decay of its thrust was considered 
initially to be a problem. 
Jfaneuver The spherical tanks for the Hz02 unit are con- 
nected with fuel outlets a t  their outboard surfaces 
so that the advantage of centrifugal force is 
utilized and a bladder is not required. The in- 1- Correction of booster error (I)-- 
2. Correction of apogee motor board tankage surfaces are connected with a pres- 
error (1) 
surization equaiization liue f"r the iiitiogc~ E c h  g ~ ~ ~ i ~ ~ l  "i ~ ~ f t  --------------- 
is used to expell the HzOz. Figure 16 shows the 4. Reorientation of spacecraft 
general arrangement of the fuel supply and jet spin axis 
motors. 5. Circularizing orbit (for small 
Velocity hcrement 
( A v )  
110 fps 
24 fps 
9.3 L+~!,I~~;,I~:, 
20.0 fps 
e X5000 fps 
values of e) The initial design was configured to correct a 6. E-W station keeping - - - - - - -_--  1 
3 a (a= 1 standard deviation) error of both the 7.0 
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TABLE 4.-H202 and N2 Design Characteristics 
TABLE 3.-Estimated System Performance of the Hydrogen 
Peroxide and Nitrogen Units 
Fuel Weight, 1bs.- 
Nz I'ressuriaation, 
psia, lbs., 
(at 70 deg. F) 
hfaterial . . . _ _. . _ 
Thrust (vacuum) 
Initial a t  70 deg. F _ - - - - - _  
Final a t  70 deg. F_._ - - _ - -  
Specific Impulse- - - - ------. 
T,.&,,l 1 
Valve-Solenoid 
(:tctu:itcd) St:~inless Stecl 
(Class 321) 
with gold plated 
ball seal 
145/1 .-_....... 
I L L ~ p ~ l e a  - - - - - - - - - - - - -  I I U  lbr-sec 754 lbr-sec 1 - 1 1.63 Thrust Coefficient_._ .-_---. 1.46 
Nz 
0.8 Ibr 
0.0 lbr 
60.0 lbr-sec 
lbm 
1060 Alulninulu 
with I<EI,-F 
valve poppet. 
Hz02 
3.1 1br 
1.2 lbr 
157 Ibr-sec 
-
h n  
Stability Control 
The spacecraft system design provided for the 
effect of nutation by including a nutation damper. 
Tumbling and severe despinning are prevented 
by taking special care to maintain a stable ratio 
of roll to pitch moment of inertia (greater than 1) 
and alignment of the jet motors. 
The nutation damper is a linear fluid damper 
consisting of a fiberglass cylinder partly filled 
with mercury and mounted near the periphery of 
the craft with the axis of the cylinder parallel to 
the axis of the spacecraft. I t  is possible to design 
a similar damper, and with the careful application 
of dimcnaion and amount of mercury, it will 
resonate nt the desired angular frequency. How- 
ever, tests of the scale modcl on a pentlulum 
indicnted that rt3son:incc is ux1nccess:~ry to acliicve 
satisfactory performance. 
The ratio of roll to pitch moments of inertia 1 (g) of the spacecraft was kept higher than 1.25 I 
IR  
to  1, because if - = 1, the spacecraft would IP  
eventually start to nutate followed by tumbling. I 
Dynamic balancing was accomplished to a toler- 
ance such that the unbalance was 10 ounce-inches2. i I Both the Hz02 and Nz jet nozzles were aligned 
in the spacecraft, which was mounted on an air 
I 
L. - ..:.- -. 
"ei-L1111g, so that the anguiar offset was no greater 
than 0.2 degrees. 
Spin Speed and Attitude Determination 
The use of the solar sensor as the primary 
means of determining spin speed, orientation and 
reference pulse for jet actuation has proven lu  be 
a simple, but most effective method. The solar 
sensor employed consists of a dual arrangement 
of silicon cells connected in parallel. The cells 
are mounted behind an appropriate mask which 
provides a narrow slit opening over the cells. 
The sun will energize the cells when it lies in the 
plane of the slit which also passes through the 
spacecraft spin axis. The slit provides a 3 db 
beamwidth of 0.8 + 0.2 degrees and the resulting 
solar pulses of one milliset-ond (ms) duration are 
telemetered to the ground equipment for extrac- 
tion and processing. 
Figure 17 shows the arangcmcnt of the solar 
sensors on the craft. A redundant pair of sensors 
(411 and 4B) is used for spin speed determination 
and, with the use of telemetry, the spin data from 
them is automatically used as an input to the 
ground synchronous controller. These are called 
psi ($) sensors. Spacecraft spin axis angle, 4, 
relative to the sun is effected through the place- 
ment of a redundant pair of $? sensors (5A and 
5B) a t  angle of 33 deg. with the $ sensors (4A 
and 4B). Figurc 18 shows the orientation angle 
and sun observation geometry. The orientation 
of the spacecraft is derived from the difference in 
arrival time of the telemetered sun pulses. Where 
the arrival time is thc same for both pulses, it is 
evident that the sun lies in the plane of both the 
$ and $2 slits s imul tancou~l~ .  In  this case the 
sun line is normal to the spacecraft spin axis. 
Obviously then the greater the excursion from 
normal, the greatcr will be the time difference 
between pulses. For ease of determining the 
r. 
LATERAL * r n O C E N  
NITROGEN ORIENTATION .IET 
PEROXIDE JET 
\ . / 
t 
UTEIISECTION OF S U I  
NITROGEN VELOCITT X T  
SENSOR PLANES 
SUN SENSOR PLANES 
MVOROGEN P 
VELOClTV 
SENS1TIVE 
AT(ELS FOR 
FIGURE 17.-Solar s e ~ m r  and pulsed-jet system geometry. 
SPIN ANGLE OR' 
"$" SSNSOR "=AM" 
I 
FIGURE 18.--Geometry of the attitude sensing and control 
system. 
direction of tilt, the # and #2 pulses have different 
polarities and amplitudes. 
Sensors 1, 2 and 3 (mounted with their beam 
planes parallel to  the spin axis) may be used in 
conjunction with 411 or 4B in a back-up mode for 
pulsing the axial or radial engines should the 
telemetry system fail to operate. This is referred 
to as the quadrant mode of operation since these 
four sensors are located 90 degrees apart and bear 
a known reference to each of the four jets. I n  
operation, both the jet (axial or radial) and the 
quadrant are selected from the ground. A multi- 
vibrator connected to the desired sensor will actu- 
ate the jet upon each excitation of the sensor, and 
the spacecraft will precess (axial jet) or accelerate 
(radial jet) in a known direction to the sun-line. 
Where solar sensors must be used exclusively, 
observations of attitude angle at least two weeks 
apart will establish the angle, 4, shown in Figure 
18 with sufficient accuracy. 
The relative positions of spacecraft and sun, 
in the case of SYNCOJl 11, permit accurate 
measurement of the right ascension of the spin 
axis using solar sensors. However, the more ac- 
curate measurement of declination is achieved 
through the  determination of the  antenna  
polarization angle. 
Determination of polarization is a necessary 
adjunct to the sensor data in obtaining angle of 
the spin axis in the plane orthogonal to the plane 
containing the spin axis and the sun line. Using 
the spacecraft RF transmitted signal, whose elec- 
tric vector is parallel to the spacecraft spin axis, 
the varying of the received signal level by the 
rotation of the ground receiving feed horn will 
indicate the relative angle of the incoming vector 
within 1 degree. 
Ground Synchronous Control 
The ground synchronous controller provides 
thc  desired irritia.tion and duration of jet pulse 
command to the spacecraft to  execute either 
precession or velocity maneuvers. The major 
sub-system in this equipment is the drum con- 
troller x-hich is shoxvn ir? Figure 19. This unit 
simulates the motion of the spinning craft, the 
solar sensors and a selected control jet using a 
rotating drum and adjustable contacts to fix the 
relationships between sensors, jets and spin angle 
of the spacecraft. 
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The drum is made to rotate a t  the same spectl 
as the spacecraft using the pulses received from 
the solar sensor. The capability to adjust con- 
tacts on this device accommodates the require- 
ment to locate precisely the initiation and cut-off 
points of the desired jet relative to the spacecraft- 
sun line during each revolution. The ground 
contact, number 1, provides electrical ground for 
the main and auxiliary drums. The master trig- 
ger (2) provides the drum synchronizing pulse on 
contact with the main drum. Jet  command 
initiation occurs when No. 3 contacts with thc 
main drum followed by the cut-off command 
when No. 4 contacts with thc auxiliary drum. 
The #2 pulse used with the #z pulses telemetered 
from the spacecraft occurs when contact No. 5 
malres contacts with the main drum. 
As a first measure, delays in signal transmission 
to  and from the spncc.craft and through the con- 
trols are calibrated out of the system. This is 
accomplished by transmitting a command p111qc 
(not a jet actuation command) to the spacecraft 
and telemetering it hack so that it can be com- 
pared on an oscilloscope with the received solar 
sensor, #, pulse. Rotation of the command dial 
lous controller drum unit. 
so that these pulses are coincident provides a 
direct measure of the delay. Delays in valve 
opening and closing arc well established and are 
added to the propagation delay. 
Assuming that delaj 5 are known and comparing 
the received # and $2 pulses, the adjustment of 
#z contact dial, so that the pulses are coincident, 
yields the angle 4 between the spacecraft spin 
axis and sun directly from the scale. 
Actuation of the jet a t  the desired angle relative 
to the spacecraft-sun line is accomplished by 
adjusting the command dial to a value computed 
from orbital geometry and the parameters of the 
control system. 
For precession or velocity corrections the re- 
quired number of pulses is determined and trans- 
lated into the required time for the maneuver, 
considering the spin speed extent of pulse dura- 
tion, i.e. GO0 or 90" of arc. The synchronous 
controller will phase the pulses for the length of 
timc required Ly the closure of a manual switch. 
V. ORBITAL MEASUREMENTS 
Determination of Syncom orbits has been facili- 
tated by the use of the range and range rate 
k SPACECRAFT A 
system which was developed by the NASA-God- 
dard Space Flight Center, Greenbelt, Maryland. 
The system is a two-way coherent communication 
technique utilizing the existing communications 
ground station power amplifier, antenna, ancillary 
electronic ground equipment and the frequency 
translation communications transponder in the 
spacecraft. 
Since a direct relationship exists between the 
distance and time of wave propagation, advan- 
tage is taken of this to derive the range from the 
observed delay in signal transmission from the 
ground station to the spacecraft and return. 
Several side tones, equally separated, from 8 cps 
to 100 kc phase modulate the carrier transmitted 
from the ground. The spectrum is received by 
the spacecraft, translated in frequency, amplified 
and retransmitted. The retransmitted carrier 
and the spacecraft local oscillator (used as the 
beacon) are received on the ground and processed. 
The processed tone time delays correspond to 
increments of range. 
The range rate determination is based on the 
Doppler principle, and is derived from the com- 
bination of the spacecraft beacon from the local 
oscillator, the transmitted carrier and the retrans- 
mitted carrier. The output from a Doppler 
extractor provides a two-way Doppler shift mea- 
sured a t  that instant of time. These data, pro- 
cessed with antenna angle and time, determine the 
orbit. Although the orbit can be determined 
from one station, a more accurate location is 
obtained from two or more stations suitably 
displaced from each other. 
TABLE 5 
Half Wavelength (L=299.792.5+.4km/sec f 
Frequency km I Statute Miles 
100 kc- - -_  - - _  _
20 kc- - --_--. 
4kc  -------. 
800 cps - - - - - - - -  
160 cps- - - --_. 
32 cps ------_. 
16 cps -------_ 
10 cps _------. 
8 cps _-------  
Table 5 provides the half wave lengths of fre- 
quencies used in the determination of range. 
Figure 20 shows the range and range rate system 
block diagram. Range tones of 100 kc, 20 kc, 
4 kc, 800 cps, 160 cps, 32 cps and 8 cps phase 
modulate a carrier to produce sideband pairs. 
The phase delay of the 100 kc signal to and from 
the spacecraft provides the range measurement. 
Counting of a 10 mc repetition rate by the time 
interval unit is initiated by a reference data rate 
of 1 cps which is synchronized to the WWV time 
standard. Phase delay of the 10 kc tone corre- 
sponds to 1 count of the 10 mc or +I5 meters 
resolution. Phase deviation of the 100 kc signal 
is maintained to less than k3.6 degrees of phase 
in order to provide the range accuracy. This is 
equivalent to knowing the positive going slope of 
the zero crossing of the wa+e within one percent. 
The lower frequency tones are used to resolve 
the ambiguity, as the range increases, of the next 
higher tone to the whole cycle. Therefore, indi- 
vidual phase measurements of these tones are 
required to within + 36 degrees. 
The spacecraft transmits the translated spec- 
trum (range tones) of the up-link carrier and the 
local oscillator beacon frequency. The first mix- 
ing operations are accomplished by the ground 
receivers which phase lock to the local oscillator 
and the translated up-link carrier. The range 
measurement is determined by detecting the 
range tone from the translated up-link carrier. 
These two frequencies provide knowledge of 
the following: (1) the spacecraft local oscillator, 
(2) the one-way Doppler shift of the up-link 
carrier frequency, (3) the one-way Doppler shift 
of the up-link carrier minus the down-link carrier, 
(4) the one-way Doppler shift of the spacecraft 
oscillator drift, (6) the Doppler frequency. 
The phased locked loop outputs of both re- 
ceivers and the ground transmitted signal are 
supplied to  the Doppler extractor which removes 
the effects of the satellite local oscillator drifts 
and produces the Doppler signal. Doppler shift 
is impressed on a 1 mc bias frequency to eliminate 
the amhigriit.y for negative Doppler values. This 
in turn is fed to a digital unit which counts the 
time interval at the rate of 10 mc. The bias fre- 
quency is removed to yield the Doppler frequency. 
Measurements are made over a 10 minute 
period usually, and the data format is produced 
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DATA 
READOUT - 
EQUIPMENT 
TIME 1 PPS W W V  
SYNC 
T lME INTERVAL 
U N l T  
STOP START 
REFERENCE MODULATOR TRANSMITTER 
PULSE GENERATOR 800cps SHIFTERS 
kc 
ADDERS 
STOP 20 kc 
PULSE 
GEN 
I00 lrc 
TONE 
REFERENCES 
1 
r o N ~  ANALOG ANALOG TIME 
- PHASE * PAPER -
SIGNALS METEPS RECORDER 
AGC 1 
100 kc I I 
100 kc 
+ RRR - 
DETECTOR RECEIVER 
I ]  
START 
* TIME INTERVAL DOPPLER 
UNlT  STOP EXTRACTION I kFc @( UNlT 
DATA 
READOUT 
EQUIPMENT 
I:IC.URE 20.-1t:tnge and range rate systenl t1i:lgranl. 
by the system in punched paper tape for teletype 
relay to the GSFC. The data are processed 
first by the CDC-1GO Computer which 
1. Computes range in meters from the time of 
propagation or phase delay of the ranging 
tones to the spacecraft and return. 
2. Computes range rate in m/sec from the time 
interval required to count "N" cycles of a 
standard frequency + the Doppler fre- 
quency of the carrier. 
3. Reproduces the 30 foot communications 
antenna angle readout which the system 
measures to 0.1 degree. 
4. Makes the necessary adjustments to time 
for the propagation time of the ranging 
tones to and from the spacecraft, and for 
the difference in time between the sam- 
pling of the time register and the range 
ant1 range rate rcgistcrs. 
Thesc data arc transferret1 to cards or magnetic 
tape for orbit determination by the IBM 7000 or 
709-1 Computer. Thc :;tandart1 output is an 
ephemeris tape providing position and velocity 
vectors corresponding to  a time interval. The 
data are smoothed and calculations are made of 
the orbital elements and standard deviation. 
Range and range rate data were taken by the 
communications ship a t  Lagos, Nigeria, 0.5 hours 
after lift-off while the spacecraft was in the trans- 
fer orbit. Four and one-half hours later the 
orbit was obtained within an accuracy of +20 
meters. The standard deviation for SYNCOM 
I1 is + 15 meters in range and 0.02 meter per 
second in range rate. Use of this system has 
resulted in establishing orbits with eccentricities 
less than 0.0001. 
VI. SPACECRAFT CONTROL SYSTEM 
PERFORMANCE 
A launch "\vindow" was selected in order to 
maintain continuous sunlight while in the transfer 
orbit to m:~ximizc power output and maintain 
apogee motor temperature n-ithin the desired 
range. The available power permitted range and 
range rate measurements during the transfer orbit 
and still assured sufficient battery power to pro- 
vide for the high current needed to ignite the 
apogee motor and, afterwards, supply the axial 
jet solenoids current to obtain the desired drift 
orbit. 
SYNCOJl 11, weighing 116.92 pounds, was 
placed in a Hohmann transfer elipse by a THOR- 
DELTA launch vehicle on July 26, 1963. The 
resulting transfer orbit was within two-thirds of 
the standard deviation expected and inclined 
33.1G degrees with the equator. Eccentricity was 
0.732718. Perigee velocity was 33,569.97 fps and 
a t  apogee 1,712.1 fps. 
The apogee injection motor was initated by 
the on-board timer 6 hours, 23 minutes and 67 
seconds after lift-off and burned approximately 
20 seconds with a resultant spacecraft weight of 
86.G-i lbs. The apogee injection motor perfor- 
mance was 0.3 percent above nominal and injection 
occurred a t  latitude 21.83" E. 
Although the apogee motor's performance im- 
proved the situation, the inertial velocity remained 
approximately 68 fps (0.6 a) below that required 
for obtaining synchronism. As a result of the 
lower altitude the spacecraft drifted eastward a t  
a rate of 7.03" per day. Orbit eccentricity was 
0.02844. 
For convenience, Figure 21 shows the nominal 
trace of the spacecraft sub-satellite point. 
Orbital Maneuvers 
Approximately 21 hours after injection, the 
axial Hz02 jet was operated continuously for 140 
seconds in order to change the drift from east to 
west. As a result of this maneuver, the drift was 
FIGURE 21.-lllotion of subsatellite point. 
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westward at  a rate of 4.53" per day. The follow- 
ing table compares the predictions with the actual 
results. 
TABLE 6 
July 27, 1963 19"Om 00. Z to 1 9 V 2 "  20. 2, Nodal 
Longitude 37.4" E Hydrogen Peroxide Axial Jet (First 
Velocity Correction) 
The second maneuver was designed to alleviate 
a problem of low temperature and power caused 
by the shallow angle of incidence of the sun line 
with the solar cell array. Two series of pulses 
of the H202 axial motor precessed the spacecraft 
spin axis so that the resulting sun line angle of 
incidence was approximately 10 degrees from the 
normal to solar array. 
The following table (7) provides comparisons 
of the predicted parameters w i t h  the actual 
values for these precession maneuvers. 
1 
The third correction consisted of a velocity 
change using the Hz02 radial jet to reduce the 
westward drift rate prior to reaching the desired I 
A V 
fps 
- 
Predicted 
Actual 
TABLE 7 
July 31, 1963 20h 40" 07" Z, Nodal Longitude 20.6" E Hydrogen Peroxide Axial Jet 
(First Attitude Correction) 
First Pulse Train 
Drift 
Deg/day 
107.5 
109.8 
Pulsing 
Time, Sec. 
e 
, -8- I -  
4.21 
4 .53  
No. of 
Pulses 
Second Pulse Train 
0.01329 
0.01305 
Predicted - - - - _ - -  
Actual --_-----. 
Predicted.. . . - - -1  87 I 211 1 54 1 113.2 1 79.5-80.5 1 101.2 
Precession 
Angle-Deg. 
56 
56 
Actual _ - - - - - _ - _ 1 87 ( 215 1 53 1 112.5 1 79.5-80.5 1 100.1 
1.80 
1.80 
TABLE 8 
August 11, 1963 06h OOm 00' to 06" 14* 13. Z Nodal Longitude 50.0" W Hydrogen Peroxide Lateral 
Jet (Second Velocity Correction) 
157 
160 
Precession 
Phase-Deg. 
Pulsing Time A V Resulting AW I., Total No. 
Seconds I Ips I Drift,D/orbit I Ibs. I Seconds I of pulses 
*Hnscd on Prellsure Drop for Actual A1V. 
Initial 
Sun Angle 
Degrees 
Final 
+ Sun Angle 
+F Degrees 
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55" W longitude. Table 8 provides the predicted 
and actual values for this maneuver. 
In order to demonstrate the accuracy of the 
reaction controls, i t  was decided that another 
attempt should be made to modify the rate to 
ach~eve the experiment objective of a nodal cross- 
ing a t  55" W. The drift of 2.67 degrees per orbit 
was the wrong rate to obtain the target nodal 
longitude precisely a t  55 degrees W. This veloc- 
ity correction would be made with the nitrogen 
jet for the first time. The Nz pressure had 
dropped from 2500 psia to 2100 psia by this time 
due to leakage. Following the orbit determina- 
tion the next day, the lateral nitrogen motor was 
used for the maneuver. Results of this correction 
are provided in Table 9. 
August 12, 1963 W 45" Z to W 14- 1 9  Z Nodal Longitude 51.5" W Nitrogen Lateral Jet 
(Thud Velocity Correction) 
There are minor discrepancies between calcu- 
lations for AV and AW. These errors were com- 
r parable to effects which would be caused by 
calibration errors. The correction factor 0.9549 
applied to the specific impulse is a geometrical 
correction arising from thrusting over a 60 degree 
arc of each revolution. 
1 The resulting drift rate was still too high, but 
I no attempt was made to reduce it prior to reach- 
ing 55 degrees W longitude. A subsequent plan 
I was formulated in order to obtain su5cient range and range rate data, determine the orbit exactly and then make a second velocity correction aimed I to  cause a slight eastward drift. The purpose of 
I 
a 0.05 degree per orbit eastward bias was to com- 
pensate for the estimated force effect of triaxiality 
which would overcome the eastward drift and 
cause the spacecraft to stop and, gradually, drift 
westward again. At the time this determination 
was made, other calculations indicated that veloc- 
ity corrections should be made approximately a t  
the end of each 4 M a y  period amounting to a 
12 fps per year correction. The results of the 
third velocity correction (second Nitrogen opera- 
tion) are provided in Table 10. 
A fourth velocity correction was needed to 
reduce the eastward drift, and the results of this 
correction are provided in Table 11. 
Predicted - - _ _ - - - 
Actual - - - - - - - - - 
1 
~ ~ ~ ~ ~ i ,  is, 2:L2- gy Z +& W 22. Z Nnrlnl Tnnetude 55.35" W h'itrogen Lateral Jet 
I 
I (Fourth Velocity Correction) 
I 
Drift, 
Deg/orbit 
1.189 
1.31 
Pulsing Time 
Seconds 
510 
510 
i 
Degrees 
A V  
fps 
13.75 
12.8 
AW 
lbs 
0.495 
0.485 
(74 
70.66 
t I W i n g  Time I bV I Resulting Drift 
i 
Predicted --------- 
Actual - - - - - - - - - - -  I 
Aw I 1.. 
lbs 
0.471 
0.502 
Seconds 
924 
924. 
Seconds 
71.5X9549=68.18 
70.6 
fps 
12.72 
13.97 
Deg/orbit 
-0.05 
-0.17 
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August 16, 1963 15h 44"' to 15h 46" Z Yodnl Longitude 55.1" \V Sitrogen Lateral Jet (Fifth Velocity Correction) 
Pulsing Time A V  1 Seconds 1 ips Resulting Drift Deg/orbit Degrees 
Predicted. _. . _ - _ . - 120 1.33 72 .0  X9549 =68.7 33.15 
Actual - - - - -. -. - - .._._-........_..... 33 15 
The nodal longitude achieved was 0.03" greater 
than the target of 55" W. 
Due to uncertainty of measuring small incre- 
ments of tankage pressure the data for AW, AV, 
and I, ,  are not shown. At this time the magni- 
tude of the velocity correction relative to the 
spacecraft inertial velocity was 1 to 10,000. The 
drift eastward of 0.085 deg. per day was still too 
high, so another attempt to reduce this rate was 
in order. Care was exercised in selecting the 
time of day for making the proposed correction 
so that the m:tximum drift correction could be 
made with the least expediture of nitrogen. In 
addition to this maneuver, an 8.5 degree attitude 
change was necessary to improve the antenna 
beam angle. Communications between the ship 
a t  Lagos, Nigeria, and Lakehurst, New Jersey, 
were degraded during part of each orbit as indi- 
cated by a drop in the received signal strength 
a t  the Lakehurst station. The two corrections 
were combined into one maneuver using the axial 
jet, and conditions were excellent for using the 
quadrant mode of jet initiation for the first time. 
Effects of the combinetl maneuver on spacecraft 
drift are provided in T a l k  12. 
August 18, 1063 Olh 30m to Ol* 31m 35. Z Xodnl Longitude 55.03" \\' Sitrogen .\si:~l Jet (Second attitude correction 
using qu:tdr;trit mode of operation) 
Predicted.. . _. . _. 
Actual.. -. - - _ _ - - - . - . . - . . . . 
In this case, the quadrant mode of operation 
pulses the jet over a 90" arc instead of 00 cicgrees, 
therefore, the geometric correction factor is 0.0003. 
The results of the attitude correction indicated 
that a velocity correction 1~ :~s  induced; however, 
the areas of unccrtninty prc~vontetl confitlent deter- 
min:ttion of At7 ,  AW ant1 I,,. ?'he :~ttitude 
changc. occrirrctl :LS pre(lict~c1, :~n(l  t h ~  :~tt  itudcl o f  
the sp:~c~c~r:~ft after r~oricntnt ion m:Ln(wv(lr was 
within 1" of the. tlesiretl position. 
I., 
Seconds 
The resulting eastwarct drift declined gradually 
due to  the natural orbital perturbations, primarily 
the effect of triaxiality, and approximately Sep- 
tember 9, 1963, the eastward drift stopped and a 
few days later was observed in a westward drift 
orbit. At this time the eccentricity was .00015. 
The next maneuver was designed to circularize 
and synchronize the orbit a t  50 degrees W longi- 
tude: Table 13 provides the results of this 
correction. 
-- 
Attitude 
Change 
8 . 5  
8 . 5  
-- 
i 
Degrees 
..._--_-- 
33.05 
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TABLE 13 
Sovember 28, 1963 00" 2.im 00" to 00" 55" 00.5. Z Xodal Longitude 59.1" \I* (Eccentricity: 0.00025). Hydrogen peroxide 
Lateral Jet (Sixth velocity correction combined with an eccentricity correction) 
Pulse Time 
Seconds 
Drift 1 Deg/orbit Eccentricity 1 111- ' Seconds 1 Degrees i 
Predicted- _---___.-__.-- 
Actual --___-.____------- 
In order to use one maneuver to obtain both an 
eccentricity and a velocity correction, the average 
velocity increment was applied a t  65.4 deg. to the 
existing velocity vector. The radial component = 
2.54 fps and the tangential component = 1.055 fps. 
In anticipation of the next Syncom launch it was 
desirable to shift the spacecraft to a position which 
would eliminate communication interference with 
31.5 
31.5 
the new spacecraft by having the largest difference 
in the two spacecraft look angles from a ground 
station antenna. To meet this the next maneuver 
imparted a westward drift rate such that, on the 
anticipated launch date of 5 May, 19G4, the space- 
craft would arrive a t  140 deg. W longitude. 
Table 14 provides the results of this velocity 
correction. 
The anticipated launch of May 5 was changed to fix arrival a t  180 deg. W longitude on July 15, 
to August; however, it was deemed desirable to 1961. The results of this manewer are provided 
reduce the westward drift rate of the spacecraft in Table 15. 
TARLE 14 
1Iarch 18, 1964 02h 31m 30. to 02h 00. Z Soda1 Lonqitude 67.0' IT Hydrogen Peroxide Lateral Jet 
(Seventh velocity correction) 
April 25, 1964 02h to 02h O l m  
I 
Pulse Time 
Seconds 
I 
Predicted ___.___. 
Actual- - - _ - _ _. . - 
Av 
fps 
12.52 
10.50 
Pulse Time 
Seconds 
150 
150 
TABLE 15 
10. Z Xodal Longitude 116.9" \V Hydrogen Peroside Lateral Jet 
(Eighth Velocity Correction) 
Resulting Drift AIV 
I3eg/orbit Ibs. 
Predicted .---__-_ 
Actual - - - _ - - - - - -  
The spacecraft arrived at  143.6 deg. West long- station. Therefore, a correction to reduce drift 
tude on May 28, 1964, and since the spacecraft was planned for July 3 which would provide 
was drifting faster than desired as a result of the arrival a t  161 deg. East longitude on September 
last correction, it would arrive a t  180 deg. W 13, 1961, for direct support of the SYNCOM C 
longitude prior to the control ship's arrival on launch. The results are provided in Table 16. 
Resulting Drift 
Deg/orbit 
1.52 
1.307 
70 
70 
z 
Degrees 
. - _ _ - . _ _ - - _ _ 
32.68 
i\W 
lbs. 
.28 
.28 
Is, 
Seconds 
95 
94 
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July 3, 1964 02h OOm 00. to  02h 00" 49" Nodal Longitude 166' W Hydrogen Peroxide Lateral Jet 
(Ninth Velocity Correction) 
The pressure vs time histories for the hydrogen 
peroxide and nitrogen tankage are provided in 
Figures 22 and 23, respectively. 
FIGURE 22.-Hydrogen peroxide unit pressures. 
FIGURE 2'3.-Nitrogen unit pressures. 
18, 
Seconds 
82 
AW 
lbs. 
.09 
Spacecraft Spin Speed 
i 
Degrees 
. _ _ . _ _ - . . _ . _Predicted .-.--... 
The spin speed history, shown in Figure 24, 
has provided some interesting phenomena. At 
launch the spin rate was 146 rpm and increased 
1. 
0.2 rpm due to apogee motor firing. After the 
fifth day, the spacecraft spin rate increased and 
reached 148 rpm on the tenth day. Associated 
with this increase was a sharp decrease in the Nq 
pressure. A nitrogen leak could cause this change, 
but it cannot be ascertained definitely that this 1 
I induced the speed increase. Changes in spin rate I 
resulting from maneuvers have been examined 
in detail and the effects of mass transfer of the 
fuel on reduction of speed have been verified. 
Station keeping will be provided by the Hz02 
unit by a lateral jet pulsing correction every two 
months. This has the effect of also reducing the 
spin speed approximately 0.1 rpm for each 
correction. 
Drift Observations 
2.5 
A V  
fps 
Pulse Time 
Seconds 
49 
Actual --._---___ 
The determination of the earth's "triaxiality" 
force and longitude orientation is an important 
factor in the design of stlation keeping control 
systems for spacecraft where several years of 
operability in orbit are required. The advantages 
to be gained from the system designer's point of 
view and operationally are the ability to predict 
the spacecraft drift, a t  synchronous altitudes and 
determine exart fuel requirements for station 
keeping a specific.tl nrimbcr of years at the desired 
longitutlc. 
C. Wagner's preliminary report on the deter- 
mination of the ,122 and coefficients in the 
earth's gravity potential i:, based on limited accel- 
eration tlnt:~ at t w o  longitudes. These observa- 
I I I 1 lU3 I 32.54 
Resulting Drift 
Deg/orbit 
49 
3.01 4 3  
SPACECR-WT AND SVBSYRTEVS 1 %3 
deg. W with accelerations of - 1.32 X lop3 deg/ Problems with leakage and lo\\, specific impulse 
day2 and - 1.27 X lo-.? deg/day2, respectively. categorized the use of nitrogen as unattractive for 
The calculated curve established by these points primary orbit control for this spacecraft. 
yields J 2 z  = - (1.70 + .O5) X 10 and X n  = 19 $- 6 deg. (f) SPIN &. J E T  ALIGNMENT-Mass trans- 
west. It is determined from the Ja value that fer effects due to fuel caused the major changes in 
the difference between the major and minor equa- spin rate and their calculated effects have been 
torial radii of the "triaxial ellipsoid" is 212k6 ft. verified ~ l ~ h ~ ~ ~ h  jet nozzles were accurately 
VII. CONCLUSIONS aligned on air bearing tables the slight tolerance 
Launch Vehicle on their alignment was sufficient to contribute a 
The performance of the Delta launch vehicle 
was excellent. Its third stage placed the space- 
craft in the transfer orbit within one standard 
deviation (la)  of the nominal altitude and orbital 
energy required. 
Spacecraft Subsystems 
(a) APOGEE MOTOR-The apogee motor 
functioned perfectly. Its performance was 0.3 
percent above its nominal velocity increment, 
and was within one standard deviation. 
(b) APOGEE MOTOR IGNITION TIMER 
-The timer functioned within the prescribed 
limits. Its time of function was set for 320 min- 
utes and it fired the motor in 325 minutes and 
57 seconds which was well within the $-3 percent 
tolerance. 
(c) SUN SENSORS-These sensors performed 
in accord with the design specifications. 
(d) HYDROGEN PEROXIDE C-NIT-The 
performance of this unit surpassed its intended 
use. In addition to providing coarse correction 
capability, the unit performed equally as well as 
the nitrogen unit in making vernier corrections. 
Hydrogen peroxide did not decompose when 
stored at the synchronous altitude as the pressure 
remained unchanged between maneuvers. 
Specific impulse predictions of this unit were 
verified as 157 seconds in the continuous mode 
and 11 1 seconds in the pulsed mode. 
Future Syncom type craft will substitute an- 
other Hz02 unit in lieu of the Nz. Its performance 
resglted in the selection of redundant of H202 
units in Syncom C, EARLY BIRL, and spin- 
stabilized series of Advanced Technological 
Satellites. 
I (e) NITROGEN VNIT-The specific impulse 
, of nitrogen was verified in the pulsed mode 
I operation as GO seconds. I 
minor influence on the spin rate. Intentional 
misalignment of nozzles in the roll plane appears 
advantageous in producing a bias for compensat- 
ing the despin associated with conservation of 
momentum during fuel transfer. 
The spin rate will decay on the order of 0.1 
rpm per mont,h, due to magnetic damping, now 
that the nitrogen is expended and the hydrogen 
peroxide is nearly depleted. 
Spacecraft Attitude 
The orientation of the spacecraft spin axis in 
relation to the sun line will change annually by 
+ 22" but will remain fixed relative to the earth's 
spin axis. 
Range and Range Rate 
This new system, developed by the Goddard 
Space Flight Center, performed better than ex- 
pected. Range measurements to the spacecraft 
were estimated to be within the 15 meters of the 
actual distance from the measuring station. 
Range rate measurements resulted in 0.02 meters 
per second accuracy as compared with the design 
goal of .O5 meters per second. This equipment 
aided in the fine control of the spacecraft such 
that an eccentricity of .00005 was obtained on 
November 28, 1963. 
GROUND CONTROL EQUIPMENT - The 
ground symchronous controller performed as its 
design intended. 
DRIFT OBSERVATIONS- Long term data 
obtained from SYNCOM I1 drift should have 
significant geodetic value compared with lower 
orbit data. 
In conclusion, (a) the technique of orbital 
placement employing the transfer ellipse and 
apogee kick motor has been successfully demon- 
strated. (b) The on-board reaction control sys- 
tem, in conjunction \vith its complementary 
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ground equipment, has demonstrated the ease of 
maneuverability of the spin stabilized spacecraft. 
(c) The design goal of one year's operation in 
orbit has been achieved. 
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APPLICATION INTEGRATED CIRCUITS 
TELEMETRY SYSTEMS* 
J. hI1CHhEL BALDERSTOS 
ln June 1962, a continuing study of integrated circuits as applied to scientific satellite telem- 
etry systems \\-as initiated at Goddard Space Flight Center. This paper describes some results of 
investigations of standard comn~ercially available Texas Instrun~rnts Series 51 Solid Circuits. 
The possibility of altering circuit functions by the addition of external con~ponents was verified. 
Three tele~netry encoder subsystems were designed using the solid circuits. Conclusions and 
recon~n~endations for future studies are presented. 
1 INTRODUCTION tions, could be used as a counter-divider, a shift 
In recent years the continuing search for elec- 
tronic circuitry of smaller size and increased re- 
liability has brought about the field known as 
molecular electronics, or integrated circuitry. In 
one phase of this field, individual components are 
replaced by areas within a solid state material: 
these areas are generally produced by means of a 
planar diffusion technique that is a recent refine- 
ment of transistor technology. Interconnections 
are made by means of deposited leads. Thus, a 
single block of semiconductor material may re- 
place a complete circuit such as a flip-flop, an I F  
stage, or an amplifier. Rerause of tolerance 
problems and various other difficulties, most com- 
mercially available integrated circuits have been 
digital (flip-flops, gates, inverters, etc.); however, 
several companies are investigating audio and 
R F  circuit applications. 
The particular integrated circuits used in the 
evaluation discussed here were the Texas Instru- 
ments (TI), Inc., "Solid Circuits." When the 
investigations were started (June 1962), the only 
circuits available in quantity were these and the 
Fairchild semiconductor ">:icro!ogic" circllits: 
the TI circuits were chosen on the basis of power 
dissipation (2 mw versus 15 mw per circuit) and 
package configuration (the T I  package lends itself 
more easily to welded, cordwood consii.iiction). 
The circuits investigated were: a flip-flop (Type 
510 or 511) which, by different external connec- 
register, or a set-reset stage; a six-input NOR 
gate (Type 512 or 513); a circuit containing two 
three-input XOR gates (Type 514); and an 
Exclusive-Or circuit (Type 515). 
TIMING CIRCUITS 
Astable Multivibrator 
In  any telemetry system involving time-division 
multiplexing, a timing source is required. For 
purposes of miniaturization and for compatibility 
with other parts of a telemetry system realized 
with integrated circuits, the astable multivibrator 
shown in Figure 1 was built. I t  employs one 
Type 515 Solid Circuit, two cap:ieitors (C), and 
two resistors (R). Xote that by providing the 
appropriate signals to the unused gate inputs, the 
astable multivibrator could be synchronized by an 
external reference, or gated to run or stop. 
Selection of R and C gives different values of 
frequency. I t  was found that C had to be 
greater than 0.002pf for proper operation; R 
could be varied from 5 K to open. For R = 120 I( 
and C =O.OIMf, the output frequency was ap- 
i;rcximgtely 800 cps a t  room temperature and 
with a 3 volt supply. The temperature stabiiity 
was poor, about 0.1 percent per 'C; this was 
attributed to the fact that the internal base 
resistors tvcre ~f semi-conductor material. 
Monostable Multivibrator 
*Published aa .VASA Technical r o t e  D-1905, July 1964. This aork 
has also been reported a t  the K4R4 l\licroelertronics sylnposlum. In any logic system, it occasionally becomes 
I Landey Research Center, JUIY 17. 196.1. necessary to generate a fixed delay period. This 
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multivibrator of Figure 2 was built with one 
AB type 510 Solid Circuit, two resistors, two capaci- 
tors, and one diode. At room temperature, and (A+B) (A+B) = AB + AB 
with a 3 volt supply, the following values of out- 
1 
A AB put pulse duration resulted from varying CT: B kE Logic diagram of Type 515 Exclusive-Or circuit. t = 40 psec. CT=O.O~ pf 
310 psec. 0.1 pf 
3.0 msec. 1.0 uf 
Circuit diagrom of an Exclusive-Or circuit and additional components. 
FIGURE 1.-Astable multivibmtor. 
is sometimes done by gating of the system clock; 
however, it is often simpler to use a monostable 
multivibrator, which generates a fixed durat,ion 
pulse each time it is triggered. The monostable 
The trigger sensitivity was 2 volts. 
Elimination of External Components 
TRIGGER 
In order to make production economically 
feasible TI,  Fairchild, and now others have con- 
centrated on a standard line of "building blocks." 
At the other extreme, Motorola is concentrating 
on custom circuits. A happy medium, now being 
introduced by T I  and General Electric, is a 
standard substrate used as a "parts bin," which 
allows a variety of circuit configurations merely 
by the changing of internal and external inter- 
connections. The astable and monostable cir- 
cuits discussed above, for inst:~nce, could be re- 
duced to the point where the only externa 
FIGURE 2.-hlonostitblc nlultivibmtor built with one type 510 solid circuit, two rrsist.ors, two capacitors, and one diode. 
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elements required would be the timing capacitors. 
A Schrnitt Trigger circuit, the construction of 
which was unsuccessfully attempted with the 
standard Solid Circuits, could also be realized. 
CLOCK READOUT 
In past satellites that used the PFhf (Pulse 
Frequency hfodulation) encoding process there 
was no provision for an on-board clock readout. 
Such a readout urould be useful in reducing data 
from certain experiments, such as those in which 
the time of an event of interest and in which 
satellite time rather than ground station time is of 
prime importance. For one application, it was 
desired to provide a 22-bit sequence counter and 
readout for use with an Explorer XII-type 
Telemetry Encoder. The resulting design was 
never breadboarded because the project for which 
the application arose was later shelved; however, 
the block diagram of the proposed counter is in- 
cluded here (Figure 3) to demonstrate the scale of 
subsystems which may readily be implemented 
using the Solid Circuits. 
PFM CLOCK AND MATRIX 
The clock and matrix for the Explorer XI1 
series PF3I encoders supplies timing signals to the 
rest of the telemetry and to the experiments. It 
consists merely of a frequency source, a count- 
down chain, and a number of gate circuits. A 
block diagram of such a system is shown as 
Figure 4. The output functions shown are the 
particular ones used in Explorer XIV, and ob- 
viously could be changed by a different gating 
arrangement. The only unusual feature is the 
function of gates 31-1, 3B, 4A, 4B, and 9. The 
explanation for their presence is as follows. 
In the PFll scheme currently in widespread use, 
frame synchronization is aided by width modula- 
tion of the first channel frequency burst. In 
particular, the first burst is 15 msec in duration, 
the first blank is 5 msec, and all other blanks and 
bursts are 10 msec. Existing encoders provide a 
signal to accomplish this width modulation by 
changing the bias on a magnetic core oscillator for 
one channel period. On the other hand, the 
Solid Circuit encoder accomplishes the width 
modulation by means of the aforementioned gates 
TO CHAN. 2 
DIG. OSC. 
TO CHAN. 2 
DIG. OSC. 
2 
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S 
FIGURE 4.-Block Clii~gr:~r11 of a clock and m:~trix dcsigried with T 1  solid circuits. 
and an extra countdown stage. The output of 
the additional countdown stage thus has a 10 msec 
period. The gates add one half cycle (5 msec) 
from this stage to the output of the next stage 
once each frame to provide the desired output (S). 
This system was breadboarded and, with a 
20 I< resistor added between the gate 4B output 
and the binary 5 input, functioned properly with 
a 3 volt supply from --IO°C to  +GO°C. Over 
this temperature range, the supply voltage could 
be varied from 2.5 volts to 3.5 volts without affect- 
ing oper:~tion other than to  change the clock 
period. The addition of an external resistor was 
made necessary by troubles with the input circuit 
of the Type 511 Solid Circuit. These troubles 
were :I result of too great a trigger sensitivity, 
and sllo\\,ecl up as f:dse triggering of the flip-flop. 
The manufucturcr claims to h:ive corrected this 
problem in later lots; for the units used, howc.vcr, 
the resistor was nccXc.ss:wy to :~ttcnu:~tc he I)in:~ry 
input signal. 
P C M  TELEMETRY ENCODER 
Since the Solid Circuits are digital, they must 
be used in an all-digital system for their benefits 
to be fully realized. Thus, they would be of more 
use in a Pulse-Code hlodulation (PCM) system 
than in the PFhI systems presently in use; and 
the PCRl cnc~oder of Figure 5 was built with that  
in mind. This is an eight-channel, 4 bitslchannel 
system with an output rate of 200 hits/sec. The 
first two ch:~nncls (0 anti 1) are used to transmit a 
sync. pattern of a1tcrn:~ting zeros and ones. This 
p:~rti(~ul:~r p; l t t~rn was chosen only for ease of 
implementation :~nd is definitely not desirable for 
use in any flight model. Channels 2, 4, and 6 are 
read from : ~ n  :malog-to-digital converter (tran- 
sistors (27 through Q10) wliosc imput is switched 
bct\vcen three an:~log inputs by transistors Q1 
tlirougli (]ti. ('1i:~nnc~ls 3, 5, and 7 are read 
dircc+tly from 3-lit digit:~l inputs, with the first bit 
of  thew c.1iarinc~ls :~lways one. 
No :lttcmpt \v:w made to optimize the analog- 
ttrc1igit:~l converter; in fact, 5 percent resistors 
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FIGURE 5.-Demonstration model of a PCM telemetry encoder designed with T 1  solid circuits. 
were used although the precision of four bits is 
+ 3  percent. The converter was checked for 
stability (as opposed to absolute accuracy) over 
a temperature range from - 10°C to +60°C and 
was found to vary less than f 2 percent even with 
the crude compensation used (diodes in the base 
circuits of Q13, Q15, Q17, and Q19 to compensate 
for Ysz changes). Also, the analog switching 
circuits (Q1 through Q6) were not optimized, a~ld 
thus the converter output was one count high 
because of the YCE of the switching transistors. 
The iiominal anslog input of the range is 0 to +5 
volts; the digital inputs are 0 volts for logic zero 
and +3 volts for logic one. 
CONCLUSIONS 
The immediate advantages of using presently 
available Solid Circuits in these applications are 
decreased size, weight, and cost. Because of the 
smaller number of interconnections, there is also 
the potential advantage of increased reliability, 
although this has not yet been proved. One dis- 
advantage is the increased power required (-413- 
pendix A). For example, the eight-channel, 4 
bitlchannel PCM encoder discussed above re- 
quires about 110 mw of power, as compared with 
nppmximately 90 mw for the 272-channel, 7 bit/ 
channel UK-2PFRI encoder which uses coa-i-CE- 
tional components in low-dissipation circuits. All 
of these remarks apply also, of course, to other 
types and of integrated circuits, such as the 
Fairchild h4icrologic, Sperry Semi-Kets, Signetic 
Integrated Circuits, etc. In fairness it should be 
mentioned that the increased power requirements 
would be partially offset by increased converter 
efficiency. This would follow from the higher 
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power itself and also from the relaxed voltage 
regulation requirements (typically, & 10 percent 
for the supply to the Solid Circuits in the digital 
portion of the system). 
There are two basic reasons for the relatively 
high power requirements of all these circuits. 
First, present techniques limit the available re- 
sistance range of diffused resistors to less than 50 
K, and even this limit is reached only a t  considera- 
ble expense to the consumer. Second, because the 
who!e circuit is un a singie semiconductor sub- 
strate, it is difficult to  provide NPN and PNP 
transistors (which would permit construction of 
complementary flip-flops). Several stopgap solu- 
tions (two packages, two chips in a single package) 
have been proposed for the second problem to 
avoid the more difficult techniques required to 
diffuse both type (PNP and NPN) transisoors. 
Future investigations should be directed first to  
reducing the power requirements for typical appli- 
cations such as the ones shown here. This should 
be both from a device staidpoint je.g., higher 
resistance values) and from a configuration stand- 
point (e.g., series gate circuits instead of parallel 
gates). 
APPENDIX A 
POWER DISTRIBUTIONS 
I The power requirements given below are aver- typical dissipation per collector node. All figures age, based on a 3 volt supply and a 2 milliwatt have been rounded to the nearest milliwatt. 
I 
I Table A1 
Power Requirements for the Clock Accumulator and Matrix Shown in Figure 3. 
Table A2 
Power Requirements for the Clock and Matrix Shown in Figure 4. 
Circuit 
(see Figure 3) 
Circuits 1 through 22 
Circuits 23 through 33 
Circuits 34 through 37* 
1 220-cp Oscillator I /1000/0 1 2 
Number of Solid 
Circuits @ 2 mw 
2 
Circuit 
(see Figure 4) 
Circuits 1, 2, 5 through 8, and 
18 through 21 
Circuits 3A and 48 1 2 1 50% (avg) I 2 
Circuits 38 and 4A 
Circuit 9 
Circuits 10A through 17A 
Circuit 178 
Duty 
-- 
90 
1 8 
. - - -  - -- 
108 
50% (avg) 
Total for Solid Circuits 
Number of Solid 
Circuits @ 2 mw 
- - 
Power Dissipation 
(mw) 
22 1 00% 
22 j 255,256 
'While there are four circuits, there ore oniy two collector nodes. 
2 
Input Transistors 
44 
44 
Duty Cycle 
2 
1 
10 
1 
- . - -- - 
Total power dissipation 
10 
Power Dissipation 
(mw) 
i 1000h lo I 
1 w / o  
1 00% 
15/16 (avg ) 
1/16 
Circuits 22A through 258 8 
Circuits 26A and 268 i 2  1 1 1 
7/8 
20 
Total power dissipation 67 
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Table A3 
Power Requirements fc: rhs PCM Encoder 5i.lown in  Figure 5. 
Circuit Number of Solid 
(see Figure 5) Circuits @ 2 mw 
Power Dissipation 
Duty Cycle 
Circuits lA,  l B ,  8A, and 8B 
Circuits 2A and 2B 
Circuits 3 through 6 
Circuit 7 
Circuits 9 through 15 
Circuits 16 through 31 B 
(less 19, 24, and 28) 
Circuits 19, 24, 28, and 31 C 
Circuits 32 through 35 
Circuits 36 through 40 
I Total for Solid Circuits 
100% 
100% (max) 
15/16 (avg) 
1/16 (avg) 
100% (avg) 
100% 
Transistors Q1 through Q19 and 
associated resistors 
I Total power dissipation 1 
THE USE OF SOLID CIRCUITS I N  
SATELLITE INSTRUMENTATION* 
EDGAR G. BUSH 
An Optical Aspect Computer for the forthcoming Interplanetary Monitoring Probe has been 
designed and constructed with S9510 and SX514 solid-circuits used as binary counters,flipflops, 
and inhibiting circuits. 
The results obtained during the development and testing of the computer indicated that these 
devices have advantages over other types of logic components and are particularly suitable for 
spacecraft flight hardware applications. 
INTRODUCTION 
Integrated Circuits may be expected to have an 
increasing impact on all types of future electronic 
instrumentation. In particular, satellite instru- 
mentation has much to gain from the use of 
integrated circuits: compact, reliable instrumen- 
tation can now be easily built that was beyond 
the realm of practicability before the event of 
these components. 
This report is in the nature of a progress report 
on experiences and techniques derived during the 
development of what will probably be the first 
NASA unit using integrated circuits to be put into 
orbit. The integrated circuits to be discussed are 
The main disadvantage of solid circuits is their 
greater power drain over comparable transistor 
circuitry. A less tangible disadvantage is the 
lack of any precedent to follow in designing flight 
hardware circuitry using solid circuit devices- 
and a natural reluctance to substitute new devices 
for their flight-tested transistor counterparts. 
BINARY COUNTERS 
During the preliminary work with solid circuit 
binary counters, some difficulty was encountered 
in designing a transistorized input circuit. A 
positive input voltage signal is required by an 
SN510 binary counter (Figure I),  and triggering 
Texas Instruments corporation solid circuits. +Kc 
Many favorable features are offered by the vari- 
ous types of solid circuits, such as small size and 
weight and significantly fewer external connec- 
tions needed for assembly on a printed circuit 
board or welded module as compared to the num- 
ber required for a comparable transistorized 
circuit. For example, the assembly of a two "I" 
transistor binary counter requires at  least 22 con- @ 
nections on the boald; thz snr?ze fiinction can be 
performed by a solid circuit with six. ,4 strong 
argument for solid circuits is the fact that a com- 
plete system can be mounted on one printed 
circuit card that wouid require three such cards 
for conventional transistor circuitry. The elim- 
ination of numerous unreliable pressure-type 
contacts between cards is alone a very desirable -  
feature. 
*Published aa N A S A  Technical Note  0-1 758, July, 1964. FIGURE 1.-S?i510 solid circuit used as a binary counter. 
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occurs when the positive signal voltage drops 
toward ground potential. Reliable triggering 
requires that the signal voltage amplitude be 
somewhat less than the supply voltage, V,,, to 
the binary. Figure 2 shows input circuitry that 
has actually been used in flight hardware. I t  can 
INPUT 
e-- 
SIGN4L 
BINARY 
COUNTER 
50K 
INHIBIT SIGNAL 
COUNTER 2 
COUNTER 3 
COUNTER 4 
FIGURE 2.-Input circuit t o  SN510 binary counters. 
be seen that the signal voltage requirement here 
is met by the voltage-divider action of R ,  and R2; 
the voltage a t  the collector of Q3, which is the in- 
put signal, can never exceed Vcc/2. 
In Figure 2, transistors Q1 and Q2 and capacitor 
C1 produce a positive pulse to drive the input 
transistor to each counter. The purpose of the 
inhibiting circuit a t  the basc of the input tran- 
sistor is to stop the count, at R time determined by 
gating signals. Since the collector-to-emitter 
voltage of the inhibiting transistors is in the order 
of 0.1 volt when the transistor is biased on, and 
since the offset voltage (the base-to-emitter volt- 
age of the input transistor) is in the order of 0.5 
volt, an inhibitor of this type is positive in action. 
A unique type of counter shown in Figure 3 
requires input circuits to both the first and second 
stages. The function of this counter is to count 
a t  the signal input rate until signal A is received 
and then count a t  half that rate until cut off by 
signal B. Since each input transistor of this 
counter has two independent inhibiting circuits, 
a single SN514 solid circuit was used to perform 
these functions instead of four transistors. 
FIGURE 3.-Full or half speed counter. 
3 INPUT + "cc 
SIGNAL 
4 1 
MULTIPLE INHIBITOR 
(I- 
SN510 
BINARY 
COUNTER 
SN510 
BINARY 
COUNTER 
-, 
SIGNAL SN514 "1 "  
B - FLIP-FLOP - 1 ST 
+ 
- 
SN514 
,a0 i 
0 ( 1 0  
" 1" 
SIGNAL SN514 . J 
A - FLIP-FLOP "Ow 
3~ 
- 
2ND 
STAGE 
NOTE: 
" 1 "  = GROUND 
"0" = +VOLTAGE 
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SET-RESET FLIP-FLOPS 
A SN514 Texas Instrument solid circuit is 
shown in Figure 4. This circuit can be set to the 
"1" or "0" state by the application of a positive 
voltage to terminal 1 or 5 respectively. The set 
OUT 
SET INHIBIT RESET INHIBIT 
FIGURE 4 . S N 5 1 4  solid circuit used ss a flip-flop. 
signal can be effectively gated or inhibited by the 
external transistor Q1. Alternatively, the tran- 
sistor Q1 can be eliminated and signal inhibition 
obtained by connecting the inhibit,ing voltage to 
terminal 6, if no inhibiting is allowed to occur 
after a signal pulse has set the flip-flop. If in- 
hibiting is allowed during this period, the flip-flop 
will be returned t,o the reset state. Both inhibit- 
ing modes are useful. 
THERMAL EFFECTS 
Figures 5 and 6 show the value of the collector 
load resistor and the base input resistance respec- 
tively of an SN512 solid circuit as a function of 
temperature.* These diffused resistors have a 
large positive temperature coefficient, approxi- 
mately doubling in resistance value from -50°C 
*These rneasurementa were made by R. Cliff and D. MeDermond. 
FIGURE 5.--Collector resistance of the SN512 solid circuit. FIGURE 6.-Input resistance of the SN512 solid circuit. 
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to 100°C. Therefore, unlike conventional tran- 
sistor circuitry these components consume more 
power cold than hot. 
Figure 7 is a plot of the power dissipation vs. 
temperature of a SN510 solid circuit connected as 
a binary counter. Except for power dissipation, 
the temperature in the range -50°C to 80°C has 
little effect on the operation or stability of any of 
the previously described circuits and in no in- 
stance has temperature compensation been 
necessary. 
BREADBOARDING TECHNIQUES 
A breadboard circuit using solid circuits can 
easily be constructed by mounting each solid cir- 
cuit on a card supplied by the manufacturer and 
1 I I I I I I I I I 
-100 -80 -60 -40 -20 0 20 40 60 80 100 
TEMPERATURE ('C) 
FIGURE 7.-Power dissipation of the SN510 solid circuit 
connected as a binary counter; V,,=3 volts. 
interconnecting these cards in a conventional 
manner. No special techniques, skills, or equip- 
ment are needed to work with solid circuits and 
the tabs for external connections will withstand a 
reasonable amount of flexing and stress. Certain 
advantages are gained by using solid circuits in 
circuit development or breadboarding for switch- 
ing type circuits or logic networks. Since each 
solid circuit is a complete unit with components 
such as capacitors, resisters, and diodes diffused 
on the same silicon slab as the transistors, the 
assembly of any system which can employ such 
devices is greatly simplified. A system that 
would require three breadboards for conventional 
components can be mounted on one breadboard 
by using solid circuits, eliminating the need for 
interconnecting cables. The time required to 
assemble a circuit with conventional components 
is in the order of 10 times the period required to 
assemble the same circuit using solid circuits. 
IMP OPTICAL ASPECT COMPUTER 
All of the previously described circuits are used 
in the IMP optical aspect computer system, a 
block diagram of which is shown in Figure 8. 
Figure 9 shows the finished printed circuit card. 
The solid circuit devices are mounted on sub- 
modules (Figure 10) which are inserted into Digi- 
clips on the large printed circuit board; the Digi- 
clip connections are soldered before potting. 
This system can operate with a supply voltage 
tolerance of f 50 percent from a nominal 3.5 volt 
supply, an input signal voltage range of 4 3 0  
percent from a nominal G volt value, and over the 
temperature range -20°C to +80°C. 
During testing, it has been noted that the solid 
circuit binaries and flip-flops are a t  least as good 
as their transistor counterparts with respect to 
stability in the presence of noise pulses, such as 
those generated by bench top temperature test 
chambers. 
The majority of the active components used are 
contained in SN510 and SN51-k solid circuit pack- 
ages. Conventional transistor circuits were em- 
ployed where it was not convenient to use solid 
circuits and where, in critical circuits, the ques- 
tion of reliability arose. The excellent quality of 
the SN510 and SN51-k solid circuits is confirmed 
by the fact that although these components were 
assembled as received from the manufacturer 
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F ~ o u n ~  9.-Flight prototype model of the computer card. 
SP.\CECRAFT ASD SVBSTSTEJIS 
FIGURE 10.-Ilodules of the flight model computer card. 
(without tests), in no instance was it necessary to 
replace a unit on the prototype card. 
The fact that both the SN510 and the SN514 
units dissipate 2 millin-atts with a 3 volt supply a t  
25°C as compared to milliwatt by their com- 
plementary-symmetry transistor counterparts is 
the main disadvantage in using these devices in 
flight hardware. In the design of the optical 
aspect computer a transistor switch disconnects 
the 3.5 volt supply from all circuits, excepting one 
flip-flop and two transistors for 415 of the time of 
one sequence of the encoder. This cuts the power 
drain by a factor of 80 percent. The peak power 
dissipated by the system is applu~imately 150 
millin-atts. 
CONCLUSION 
From the information acquired in using these 
devices and from quality assurance tests it appears 
that solid circuits are qualified both electrically 
and mechanically to be used as flight hardware 
components. The small size and weight of these 
logic networks should make possible in-flight 
computations which would not be practical with 
any other available type of circuitry. 
THE EPE-D TWO YEAR TIMER* 
FOREWORD 
This document is intended for general descriptive purposes only. I t  is a guide for those who 
need or wish to know the general circuitry and the specific functional operation of the Two Year 
Timer in relation to the spacecraft during testing and flight. No attempt has been made to 
present detailed theoretical or circuit analysis. 
A solid state timing system used to disconnect the solar cells from the batteries after an inter- 
val of two years is described. The basic timing principle is discussed, as well as the circuits used 
to provide telemetry monitoring of the timing system performance. The circuitry for providing 
blockhouse testing and monitoring of the system is shown, along with an explanation of the pre- 
cautions taken to isolate the test circuitry from the actu:tl timing system after testing. Examples 
and the interpretation of the information received during testing are given. Finally, expected 
telernetry.monitor readout during the cornplete two ycar period is tabulated. 
GENERAL FUNCTION AND DESCRIPTION 
The mission of the EPE-D Two Year Timer 
is to disable the payload so that transmissions 
will cease after a period of approximately 2 years 
from launch. This is accomplished by opening 
normally-closed magnetic latch-relay contacts 
which connect the solar cell panel ant1 the t~attery. 
The timer consists of two identical, p:irallel, tim- 
ing circuits which independently operate two 
latch relays. Connections are made to the relays 
such that both relays are required to operate 
before the solar cells are disconnected from the 
battery. 
BASIC TIMING CIRCUIT OPERATION 
A block diagram of the basic timing circuitry is 
shown in Figure 1. The power for the circuitry 
is obtained through a voltage regulator operating 
directly from the spacecraft+l9.6 volts lxlttery 
line. The timing pulses are derived from a 
unijunction transistor acting as a relaxation 
oscillator. The pulse output of the unijunction 1 
is amplified before entering the magnetic core 
divider. An output from the divider occurs after 
20X106 inputs. This output pulse then fires a 
silicon controlled rectifier, used as a power pulse- I 
former, which in turn energizes a magnetic latch I 
relay. Figure 2 shows this basic timing circuitry 1 
in a schematic diagram. I 
Figure 3 shows two basic timing circuits con- 
nected to form the Two Year Timer. The two 
timing circuits are completely independent except 
a t  the battery power input. 
TELEMETRY MONITOR 
Figure 4 is a block diagram showing the opera- 
tion of tllc telemetry monitor incorporated into 
the timer units as well as the relay wiring. The I 
*Publislled as Goddard Space Fl ighl  center ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ , ~ , , t  ~-ci.j2-64-81, monitor is f ip-f op which operates from certain 
April 1904 intermediate outputs of the core dividers and 
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'A" 
INCREMENTAL 
TO 
BAlTE 
TO ENCODER 
, O K  RL515TOR 
m EN COD^ 
which acts to provide a shunt to ground to a sec- 
tion of a voltage divider networlc in the encoder. 
This divider network then furnishes voltage to 
a voltage controlled oscillator whose frequency 
is sampled and transmitted in the telemetry 
information. 
Figure 5 depicts the operation of the telemetry 
monitor flip-flop upon the voltage divider networl< 
ENCORDER 
5.6 U 
I'*. KC$I¶~'DR 
TO SOLAR 
CELL 
PlNEL 
36 DAY P U L 5 E S  
FROM TIMER'A" 
.. - ~ 
39  DAY 
2 PULSES FROM 
T I M E R  "8' 
3 9  WY OUTPUT 
7 
11 
FREE RUNNIN6  INCREMENTAL 5 C R  
VOLTAGE UNlJUNCTlON W L S E  MAGNETIC 4 POWER PULSE - AMPLIFIER 
OSCILLATOR CORE DIVIDER FORMER 
'B' 
in the encoder. Either the 3G day pulses from 
timer A or the 39 day pulses from Timer B will 
operate the flip-flop of Q7 and Q9. Q8 of this 
flip-flop in turn causes Q10 to be on or off and 
hence short the 10K encoder resistor to ground or 
leave it open. This operation persists for 720 
days. At this time, Relay A is actuated and the 
resistor R, is connected in series with the 10K 
encoder resistor. The operation of Q10 and the 
the flip-flop remain the same. The other contact 
of Relay 11, acting as one of the parallel Solar Cell- 
Battery Connrcbt s\vitc.hes, is also opcned a t  this 
timr. 
.It T=780 d:~ys, Relay B is actuated. With 
this, the :',.GI\: encoclcr resistor is connected to 
grouncl through one set of the relay contacts. 
The other set opens the remaining Solar Cell- 
Battery Connect switc'h and completes the dis- 
connect of thct Sol:ir Cells and Battery. When 
this occurs, thr life of the spacecraft depends 
solely upon the rrm:iining capacity of the battery. 
?':~l)lc I surnrn:~rixes the switching sequence of 
thc Timer. Tliv c.olumn labelecl Resistance 
Switching is mcrcly a list of the switching sequence 
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Time 
Resistance Switching 
Figure 5 
Voltage Level Switching 
Figure 6 
T=O to T=720 days - - - - - - _ - - - - - - - - -  Open to lOK 
T 1720 days to T =780 days - - - -_ - - -__ Open to IOK+RA 
5.6K (10K+Ra) 
T =780 days to batt. death - - - -  - -  - - - - -  5.6K to--------- 
( = 2 - 3 hours) 5.6K f lOK+R* 
Closed Closed 
open 1 Closed 
Relay 
"A" 
1 t,o 3 
1 to 2 
4 to 5 
Relay 
'IB7t 
of the resistors in the encoder voltage level net- 
work. The column labeled Voltage Level Switch- 
ing refers to the curves shown in Figure 6. The 
reference voltage of the divider network in the 
encoder is derived from the -17.8 volt bus. 
Therefore, monitoring performance parameter 8 
Closed 
5 F I G U R E  6 
Closed 
I I I 
-Id -17 - ib 
PPB, INPUT VOLTAGE - VDC 
FIGURE 6.-Encoder divider resistance. 
of the encoder sequence and comparing it to a 
calibration curve will give information concerning 
the -17.8 volt has as wel! as the condition and 
operation of the Two Year Timer Unit. 
SPEED-UP AND CABLE DRIVER OPERATION 
Figure 7 is a block diagram of the auxiliary 1 speed-up and cable driver circuitry provided for 
I 
testing. This auxiliary circuitry is isolated from 
the timing circuit by diodes and resistors and uses 
separate power from the blockhouse. Therefore 
the timing circuitry is protected from any possible 
failures due to the auxiliary circuitry. The cable 
driver is a pulse stretcher and amplifier for moni- 
toring the normal rate of the oscillator and the 
functioning of the pulseformer section of the 
magnetic core divider. The pulse outputs from 
the cable driver from both timing circuits are 
diode coupled and fed through the Normal Rate 
line to the blockhouse. The speed up rate for the 
timer is derived from a separate oscillator whose 
output is coupled into the pulse amplifier preced- 
ing the divider. Upon completion of the timing 
cycle at speed-up rate, the output of the SCR 
operating the relay fires an SCR which shunts the 
speed-up oscillator power to ground. The shunt 
SCR will stay on until the speed-up power is 
released. This operation insures that the timer 
does not pass the To position of the timing cycle 
at  the accelerated rate. 
DATA INTERPRET ATlON 
Figure 8 shows the telemetry indication of the 
operation of the timer for the full two year inter- 
val. The indications are based on idealized 
timing oscillator function, that is, no error in 
accuracy or stability. Figure 8 also assumes 
that the telemetry monitor flip-flop is in such a 
position that the telemetry indication is a t  Level 1 
a t  time TO. (See Figure 6.) However, since the 
speed-up oscillators of the timer are not synchro- 
nized with the normal rate oscillators the teleme- 
try indication may be at  either Line 1 or line 3 a t  
time To. Variations in normal oscillator rate 
that may be expected from normal variations in 
temperature, stability, and accuracy will be 
measured and estimated for each flight unit. 
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FROM CIBLE DRIVER O F  
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FORMER 
FIGUR~: 7.-I3lock tli:igr:i~n basic tinling circuit showing speed-up anti c:~ble driver circuit EI'E-D. 
D A Y 5  F K J M  To -- __ 
FIGURE 8.-Graph real tinie trlc~nctry r~lorlitor readout EI'E-D. 
r 
SPEED-UP 
OSCILLATOR 
This data will then be available to aid in telemetry lifetime of two years are tabularized below: 1 
2, - 1 
data interpretation. 
POWER REQUIREMENTS 
:: IK 
SPCLD-UP W E R  
I K 
(FKU4 ILOCKMOML) v 
Cornponcrit 
~ :L t t e& vu1t:~gc vi~r i : i t io~~s. .  . - 1  < * 1% 
A C C U R A C Y  A N D  STABILITY - - -  1 
Maximum Percentage of 
the Timing Error 
The two year timer will operate 11orrn:llly with 
battery voltage input from + 10.0 volts to Accur:icy in initi:il oscill:itor rate St:~bility a t  a given trnlperature 
+25 volts. At the normal spacecraft voltage of St:tbility over tc,lllpc,r~tture 
+1D.G volts, the unit dr:~\vs 8 to  10 milliamperes. r:inee of -20°C to +70°C 
The maximum c~omponcnts of cwor in the total Therefore, thc total error of the two year inter- 
accur:kcby of thr T\vo Year 'rimer over the flight val will be + 10 percent or less. 
* 1% 
* 3% 
+ 6% 
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COMPONENT RELIABILITY CONTROL A N D  UNIT 
TESTING 
f The basic circuitry is relatively simple and has 
been flown successfully in several spacecraft. 
Therefore, extensive additional circuit analysis r 
has not been necessary. However, considerable 
effort has been extended toward ensuring rnaxi- 
mum component reliability. Filter and timing 
capacitors are high reliability solid tantalum 
types. Coupling capacitors are low temperature 
coefficient mylar. The capacitors are individu- 
ally checked electrically and given bum-in tests in 
the lab before use. The unijunction transistors 
are selected and lab tested, primarily to ascertain 
low and stable peak point emitter current. The 
silicon controlled rectifiers are selected and given 
extensive tests for holding and firing current 
variations. The remaining transistors are high 
reliability versions which have passed 200 hour 
bum-in tests. 
The fabricated flight units will be given operat- 
ing temperature tests in the lab to ensure overall 
stability. These tests will include a minimum of 
20 t,emperature cycles between -30°C and _+ '75°C 
in addition to a minimum of 100 hours of opera- 
tion at +75"C. 
PRELAUNCH TESTS A N D  MONITOR 
Since the timing cycle of the Two Year T i e r  
is continuous, it is important that the prelaunch 
tests and monitoring of the unit be performed with 
care and thought to ensure that the timer is a t  the 
beginning of its two-year cycle. These tests 
should be performed at any convenient time prior 
to launch. These tests should be performed a t  
any convenient time prior to launch. The tests 
FIGURE 9.-Schematic diagram despin timer-progress snitch-two year timer control and test panel S-3C. 
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will consist of running the timer through its cycle 7. Checking the normal oscillator rates. 
twice a t  the speed up rate. 8. Ensuring that speed-up current is not inad- 
The tests will include the following: vertently applied before launch. 
- - 
9. Recording position of telemetry monitor 1. Timing of the interval length a t  speed-up through telemetry readout. 
rate. 
2. Recording the flipflop monitor output and 
observing the number and interval of the 
cross over points (See Figure 8). 
3. Noting speed up power line current to ensure 
that the speed-up oscillators are turned off 
a t  the end of the timing cycle. 
4. Ensuring operation of both relays in the 
timer at the end of the timing cycle. 
5.  Correlating the above infomiation with 
decommutated telemetry readout. 
6. Ensuring that the lines between the batteries 
and the solar cells are re~onnect~ed after the 
speed-up cycle. 
All of this information will be available with 
proper monitoring of the Blockhouse lines from 
the Timer in the spacecraft. The complete test 
sequence and performance monitoring will be 
performed with the test panel provided with the 
Timer. This panel will also include test circuitry 
for the Program Switch and the Despin timer. 
The schematic of the test circuitry is shown in 
Figure 9. The prelaunch tests will be performed 
by Programmers Section personnel. The time 
required to perform the tests will be 2 hours or less. 
The schematic of the complete Two Year Timer 
with Monitor is shown in Figure 10. 
ANALYSIS OF NON-LINEAR NOISE IN FDM TELEPH- 
ONY TRANSMISSION OVER AN SSB-PM SATEL- 
LITE COMMUNICATION SYSTEM* 
IJnder high received signnl conditions, voice ch:innel quality in I"I>lI telephony transnlission 
over :ln SSR-1'11 satellite conl~nunic:ttion systcnl is limited by dyn:rmic non-1ine:~rity and down- 
link ditlert~ntial group tielay. This rc,port :~n:~Iyzes the noise produced by dyn:tmic rion-line:rrit,y 
in elenlerlts of the SSB up-link, sp:rcecr:ift phase ~uodul:itor, and grounti receiver der~lodulator. 
Worst-case channel sig11:il-to-no11-li11e:ir-~~oisc potvcr ratios :ire developed in ternls of the coeffi- 
cients of n power series expressing thc non-linc.:tr ch:ir:ictt!ristic. The group delay problem is not 
treated. Four appendixes discuss in det:til the cnlculation of the autocorrel:rtion function, the 
evaluatiori of spectral convolutioris, the deternlin:itiorr of the power series coefficients, and CCIIl 
tcr~ninology :tnd ~i~ultich:tnnel lo:lding procctlurras for 1:I)lI telephony. 
INTRODUCTION amplitude characteristics of base-band multi- 
 hi^ report analyzes the effects of certain non- chi~nnel amplifiers, klystrons, and phase modu- 
linearities in the transmission of frequency- latOr"nd discrimirlators. 
division-multiplex (FDAl) telephony over an Differential group delay is encountered on the 
SSB-PRI comm,lnic,ltion link advanc,e(j down link when the instantaneous phase deviation 
Syncom t type. +(t) of the rnodulatcd carrier is modified non- 
voice c,uality ir, ,in FI)M SST~-I ,~ I  linearly by a p i ~ s ~ i v e  selective circuit as a function 
link is detcrminccl t)y two f:lcators: th(brma] noise, Of the instant:ln('O1ls '#'(t). 
and intermodrll:~tiori or non-linear noistl. Kon- This paper analyzes the effects of dynamic non- 
linear noise is the unintelligil,le crosstalk in  a linearities in detail, and does not treat the group 
voice ch:inncl due. to thc h:~rmonic.s and intcrmod- problem. 
ulations of the complex multichannel signal gen- The principle source of non-linear noise in the 
er:tted by system nOn-lincarities. resembles SSR up-link is the dynamic characteristic of the 
thermal noise to  the ear hut, unlike thermal noihe, ground power amp1ifier. 
vaniallrs the signal is remo\ccl. chi~nnel tel(~p1iony has a peak-to-average ratio of 
With a ivc:~k receivcd signal, thermal noise usu- 
ally limits channel quality. However, with a 
strong received signal, thcrmal noise may be ir,- "out 
significant as comp:~red with tlic. non-1inc:lr noise; 
and in this case system non-lincaritic~ limit the 
channel qu:~lity. Under certain conditions, sys- 
tern par:Lmeters can be optimizetl hy trading one 
type of interference for thc other. 
r 7 I hcrcl are two import:~nt sor~re(>s of nori-Ii11e:~r 
noisc. in an SST3-l'hI system: dyn:imir nonlinc.nri- 
ties and do\vn link tliffcrc1nti:il group (1el:iy. 1)y- 
namic non-linc1:~ritit.s :~r(> c~nco~lnterc~cl in the 
*I'uI,IIS~~,.~ as .v I s I ye( h n ? ~  nl  \'ole 1 )  ,mi6 i, . I U I ~  IMi  I I " I ~ ~ ~ ' I ~ I . .  1.-' 'ypict.~l tlyn:imic cl~:ir:rctcrisLic of a klystron 
tSynchrnnor~s ( ' O I I I I I U I I I I ~ . U ~ I ~ I I I Y  hnt(~lllt? power :~nlp\ifi(,r. 
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$out The CCIR recommends (Reference 2) that for 
purposes of analysis and testing, a multichannel 
telephony signal may be represented by a band of 
white Gaussian noise. Hence, either the instan- 
taneous amplitude of the multichannel signal (on 
the SSB up-link) or the instantaneous phase 
deviation of the modulated carrier (on the PM 
down-link) may be represented by a real station- 
ary rzndom variable x(t) of Gaussian statistics and 
narrowband white spectral density. 
Where the non-linear characteristic of an ele- 
ment can be expressed as a power series of the 
FIGURE 2.-Son-linear characteristic of a phase modulator. input x(t), the output ratio of channel test-tone 
power to the weighted non-linear noise power 
approximately 13 db (Reference I). Hence, the produced by the element can be computed in 
ground transmitter power amplifier must be linear terms of the power series coefficients and the 
over a considerable dynamic range, and in general variance of x(t). For a system of N channels, 
is required to operate well below saturation. CCIR multichannel loading factors relate the 
In the spacecraft, all converters and amplifiers mean square value of x(t) to the power or mean 
prior to the phase modulator must be dynamically square phase deviation corresponding to channel 
linear. Because of the multiple access considera- test-tone. 
tion, these units must be designed for considerably Hence, the performance of a non-linear element 
greater dynamic ranges than must the ground in the SSB-PM link can be specified in terms of its 
transmitter; thus linearity may be a problem power series coefficients and how hard it is driven 
despite the low levels at which these units operate. by a standard signal. 
In the PM down link, non-linearities in the 
characteristics of the spacecraft phase modulator DESCRIPTION OF METHOD 
and ground receiver demodulator introduce non- In the time domain, the output y(t) of a zero- 
linear noise in exactly the same manner as do memory non-linear device may be generally 
dynamic non-linearities in the uplink. expressed as a power series of the input x(t) ; 
y ( t )  = a x ( t )  + p x 2  ( t )  + yx3 ( t )  + Sx4 ( t )  + ... 
For systems and devices which are essentially For the present case where x(t) is a stationary 
linear, and only deviations from linearity are be- random variable, the power spectrum of y(t) can 
ing considered, the power series converges rapidly, be calculated by using the Wiener-Khinchin 
and terms higher than the cubic may ordinarily theorem and the statistical properties of x(t) 
be ignored. Where basically non-linear devices (probability density function, autocorrelation 
(rectifiers or limiters) are being treated, higher function, spectral density, etc.) 
order terms must be included for an accurate The Wiener-Khinchin theorem states that the 
raproseztntinn. ailtocorrelation function of a sample function of a 
In the frequency domain, the power spectrum random process and the spectral density of the 
of the output y(t) may quite generally be ob- process form a Fourier transform pair. If x(t) 
tained from a knowledge of x(t) and the coeffi- is a real sample function of a stationary random 
cients a, j3, 3. etc. process, nTe have that its aut~nrrelation function 
is defined as 1 
Rx ( 7 )  = :.n j-; x ( t )  x ( t  + r ) d t  = ~ ( t )  x ( t  t 7)  
and is independent of time. 
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The theorem states that CALCULATION OF OUTPUT SPECTRA AND SIN 
RATIOS 
sx ( f )  ' 3 [ R x  ( 7 1 1  The input to the non-linear element of the 
SSB-PM system is a stationary Gaussian func- 
Rx ( 7 )  = 9-I [sx ( f )] tional of zero mean and variance 2; i.e., we have 
where S, (f) is the spectral density of the random 
process. 
If x(t) is the input to a non-linear device with 
output y(t),  we have the output autocorrelation 
function 
R y ( 7 )  = y ( t ) y ( t + ~ )  ; 
and we can operate on this to get the spectral The autocorrelation function is 
density G, (f) of y( t) :  
G y  ( f )  ' 3 [ R y  ( 7 ) ;  Rx ( 7 )  ' ~ ( t )  x ( t  + r )  
and 
This method of determining the output spectrum 
of a non-linear device is quite general and very 
powerful. 
For FDM telephony a knowledge of the output 
spectrum permits the determination of channel 
signal-to-noise ratios directly. The method used 
here may be considered an :tnalytical equivalent 
of the noise-loading proccdurcs widely used to test 
FDM equipment and systems (Reference 3). 
The heart of the problem is to determine the 
output autocorrelation function l< , (~ ) .  This 
demands thorough knowledge of the statistics of 
the input x(t) and the power series coefficients. 
I t  is possible, but not always desirable, to develop 
a closed form expression for R, (T). For the power 
series case with Gaussian statistics, we can cal- 
culate l<, (7) in terms of a power series in R, (T), 
considerably simplifying the mathematics. 
The spectral density S, (f) of the multichannel 
signal is defined as the average power per unit 
bandwidth and is an even (two-sided) function of 
frequency. 
From the Wiener-Khinchin theorem, 
r m  
and 
e m  
Assuming a converging power series expresses 
the non-linear characteristic, the output is 
y ( t )  = a x ( t )  + +3x2 ( t )  + y ~ 3  ( t )  + Sx4 ( t )  + . . .  
The output autocorrelation function is 
R y  ( 7 )  - y ( t ) y ( t  +3 
Truncating the power series, we have I 
and I<, (7) will 1)e thc sum of tlic cxprctutions of I t  is a t  this poirlt that the statistics of x(t) enter 
each of thc ttlrms produced in the multiplication. the analysis. For x(t) a Gaussian functional of 
I 
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zero mean and variance x2, the autocorrelation 
function (Appendix A) is 
+ [ y l 2  + 2 4 h  x'] It: ( 7 )  
The power spectrum Gy (f) of the output y(t) can 
now be obtained by forming the Fourier trans- 
form of the entire expression. 
The first term represents dc energy, since the 
transform of a constant in the time domain is a 
delta function at zero frequency: 
For the purpose of computing the output spec- 
trum, this term can be ignored. 
The terms in the coefficients of &(T)  .and 
R?(T) proportional to 2 represent second order 
effects which may be disregarded for the purpose 
of computing the output spectrum.* The auto- 
correlation function is then written 
R y  ( r )  Z a 2  R~ (7) + 2f12 Rx2 ( 7 )  + 6 r 2  R: (7) 
The first term is transformed to  yield a first order 
spectrum Gl(f) of the freely transmitted signal. 
Note that the effect is simply that of a linear 
bandpass filter of gain a. 
The other terms yield second, third, and fourth 
order spectra proportional to convolutions of the 
*This is ao if the power series for y(t) converges rapidly. However. 
terms like 6ayx' are interesting in their own right. They indicate that 
the apparent linear gain of the non-linear element depends on the 
variance of the Gaussurn input. Leain (Reference 4) has &own the 
instantaneous waveforma corresponding to theee spectral terms are 
always in exact phaee coherence with the freely trsnsmitted waveform. 1 Hence. these can hardly be e d e d  distortion spectra. For a l.I* tone input, terms of this type mathematically represent the action of a 
tuned limiter. and provide a convenient menu of determining the 
power aeries coefficient. a. 8, y. etc.. of a non-linear element (see 
Appendix B). 
input spectrum S,(f) with itself. 
G, ( f )  = 6 r 2 s x  ( f ) * S x  ( f ) * S x ( f )  . 
These convolutions are evaluated in Appendix C. 
It may be seen that the output signal to non- 
linear noise power ratio a t  any frequency is given 
by 
* 
- - 
G ,  ( f )  
P" - G 2 ( f )  + G , ( f )  ' 
To evaluate the spectral convolutions, it is neces- 
sary at this point to define more completely the 
input spect,ral density S,(f) for the two situations 
of interest in this analysis, i.e., multichannel 
telephony spectra a t  baseband and IF. Figure 3 
shows these two cases. 
S,(f) 
( 0 )  ----a-. BASEBAND 
F I G ~ E  3.-Multichannel signal spectra at baseband and 
IF. 
In either case, the spectral density is the aver- 
age power per unit bandwidth, and has the value 
within the band and is zero outside the band. 
Spectral density is an even function of frequency 
and we have that 
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Baseband Case 
The spectrum of the multichannel signal a t  
baseband is shown in Figure 3(a). In  reality, the 
spectrum does not extend to  zero frequency; but 
for the purpose of this report no significant error 
is introduced by this representation, since dc 
levels produced by system non-linearities are fil- 
tered out by the natural system bandwidth 
limitations and need not be considered. 
The convolutions Sx(f) *Sx(f) and Sx(f) *Sx(f) 
*Sx(I") for the baseband case are evaluated in 
Appendix C and shown in Figure C7. The base- 
band non-linear noise spectra G2(f) and G3(f) 
obtained on this basis are shown in Figure 4, along 
with Cl(f), the spectrum of the freely transmitted 
signal. 
FIG~JILE 4.-The baseband output spertr:b GI  ( f ) ,  G?(f), and 
Gdf).  
r-7- llle ratio of signal power t o  non-linear noisc 
p o w r  in :t slot of width Af : ~ t  thc bottom of the 
baset)and (corresponding to the worst cliarincl) 
is then 
and in gclncr;~l, in :lny ( : I I : ~ I I I I ( ~ ~ ,  
From the definition of the input spectral density 
we have 
Note that the signal-to-noise power ratio is given 
only in terms of the power series coefficients 
squared and the variance of the Gaussian input. 1 
IF Case 
The spectrum of the multichannel signal a t  I F  
is shown in Figure 3(b). 
The convolutions S,(f) *Sx(f) and S,(f) *S,('f) 
*S,(f) for the I F  case arc evaluated in Appendix 
C and shown in Figures C10 and C11. The IF 
output non-linear noise spectra Cr2(f) and G3(f) 
obtained on this basis are shown in Figure 5, along 
with G ] ( f ) ,  the spectrum of the freely transmitted 
signal. I t  is immediately clear that for the I F  
case, all of (i2(f) and the portion of &(f) centered 
a t  f 3fo fall outside the region of the spectrum 
occupied hy Gl(f), and hcncsc may be :~ssumcd to 
be filtered out by system hindwidth limitations. 
The portion of (:,(f) ccntcred at f f ,  is the spec- 
trum of non-linear noise that cannot be filtered 
out. 
The ratio of signal power to noise power in a 
slot of width Af a t  f o  (corresponding to the worst 
channel) is 
Froln thc d(+init ion of Wo, 
Ag:tin, 111(, sig11:ll to  noise power ratio is in terms I 
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FIGURE 5.-The IF output spectra Gl(f), Gz(f), and Ga(f). 
of the squares of the power series coefficients and applies to the SSB exciter chain and power ampli- 
t l ~ e  variance of the Gaussian input. fier of the ground transmitter, and the front-end 
APPLICATION TO ADVANCED SYNCOM and IF amplifier of the spacecraft receiver. 
These signal-to-noise power ratios are analytical The formulas developed above are directly 
equivalents of the "noise-to-noise" power ratio 
applicable to certain elements of the SSB-PXI (ISPR) measured in a noise loading test as de- FDM telephony mode of the proposed advanced 
scribed by White and NThyte, (Reference 3). Syncom communication satellite system. Since it is customary to characterize the per- The result for the baseband case formance of international telephone circuits in 
applies to baseband amplifiers a t  the ground 
transmitter and ground receiver, and also the 
spacecraft modulator* and ground receiver phase 
demodulator. 
-. 
'I'he result tor the IF case, 
*It should be pointed out that the phase modulator pmpceed for the 
advanced F3mcom is unique in that it effectively performs a down-. 
conversion of the ~nultichannel signal in the modulation process. The 
input to the modulator is at IF. but the phase spectrum of the modu- 
lated carrier is at baseband, and demodulation of the carrier yields the 
multichannel signal at baseband. not at IF. 
terms of a channel test-tone to psophometrically- 
weighted-noise power ratio, it is necessary to con- 
vert the formulas developed above into this form. 
This is readily done by applying the appropriate 
CCIR loading factor and KPR conversion factor 
as discussed in Appendix D. 
To illustrate, we consider the linearity require- 
rr?er?ts d a SSR g r e n i  Fewer amp!l&r for fiw 
channels. We use the formula for the IF case, 
and interpret 2 as the mean multichannel signal 
power dissipated through unit resistance into the 
amplifier : 
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The NPR conversion factor for 600 channels is 
19.2 db, meaning that the noise-to-noise ratio in 
a 3.1 kc slot measured in a noise loading test or 
calculated analytically is 19.2 db poorer than the 
corresponding channel test-tone to  psophometri- 
cally-weighted-noise power ratio: 
The loading factor of 600 channels is 12.8 dbmo; 
meaning that the mean multichannel signal power 
is 12.8 db above the power of a channel test-tone: 
This result now specifies how hard the power 
amplifier may be driven in terms of its power 
series coefficients; and conversely, for a given 
power level and allowable non-linear noise level, 
the permissible ratio of the power series coeffi- 
cients is specified. 
As a second illustration, we consider the linear- 
ity requirements of a ground receiver phase 
demodulator for 1200 channels. We use - the 
formula for the baseband case and interpret xz as 
the mean square phase deviation +2 of the modu- 
lated carrier into the demodulator: 
The NPIt conversion factor for 1200 channels is 
19.3 db, and the loading factor is 15.8 dbmo. 
Again, this result relates the allowable non-linear REFERENCES 
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APPENDIX A 
COMPUTATION OF OUTPUT AUTOCORRELATION FUNCTION 
The output is 
Y ( t >  = a x ( t )  + /3x2 ( t )  + y x J ( t )  + ... 
and its autocorrelation function is 
R y ( 7 )  = Y ( ~ ) Y ( ~ + T )  
Truncating the power series, we have 
~ ( t )  ~ ( t  + T I  ' [ W t )  + a 2 ( t )  + m 3 ( t ) ]  . [ a x ( t  + r )  + & 2 ( t  t T )  + y x 3 ( t  i T ) ]  
Carrying out the indicated multiplication, 
The autocorrelation function is the sum of the expectations of each of these terms. 
Middleton" gives a formula for the expectation of the product of Gaussian variables which is 
directly applicable since x(t) is Gaussian of zero mean and variance 2. 
- (a) x m  = x 1 x 2 . - - x z N  
ALL 
PAIRS 
- 
@) xm+' = o  
where N is a positive integer. Formula (b) is Adopting the notation 
intuitively obvious, since 4 = x ( t ) .  
e = x ( t + 7 ) .  
and 
so that %(T) =s, and observing that 
- - 
X 2  ( t )  = ~2 ( t  t 7 )  = +Z = e 2  , 
*Middleton, D.. "An Introduction to Statistical Communication We that 9'8" =0 when M+N=an in- 
Theory," New York: McGraa-Hill Book Company. 1960 p. 343. 
eq. 7.28. teger. This immediat,ely does away with several 
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of the terms of Ry(7). Those which exist are 
R~ (7 )  = a 2 B  
+ y 2 @ T =  
- 
Clearly, the first term is identically a2R,!~). The other terms can be written out in terms of ~2 and R,(T). 
'I'he other expansions will be worked through completely, following Middleton: 
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Thus, finally, This is the complete expression for the auto- 
R y ( 7 )  = p 2 7  correlation function R,.(T) of the output of a non- linear device with a third order power series 
representation and a Gaussian input of zero mean 
+ + say? + 9' (2) 3 Rx (7 )  and variance 2. 
The output spectrum is the Fourier transform 
of %(T) : 
+ [2p2] R,2 (7) 
r m  
APPENDIX B 
DETERMINATION OF POWER SERIES COEFFICIENTS 
The coefficients a, P,  y, etc., of the power series Harmonic Margin Measurement (small signal 
representation of the non-linear device may be case) 
detern?ir?ed either znn!yticn!!y =r cxpcriments!!jr If the input to the noii-linear device is iz single 
in a number of ways. For the case of the IF tone 
x ( t )  = V  cos rt 
spectra, where the ratio y/a determines the non- 
linear noise, there are two simple ways to get y / a  the output y(t) will contain harmonics with rela- 
experimentally. tive amplitudes which can be readily determined 
by a wave analyzer: 
y (  t  ) = A l  cos w t  + A2 cos 2wt + A3 cos 3it + . 
The harmonic margins A2/AI and A3/A1 can be used to evaluate the relative values of a, P,  and y. 
We have, generally, 
y ( t )  = a x ( t )  + p x 2 ( t )  + y x 3  ( t )  + ". 
1 1  
= a v  cos w t  + ~ R V '  [T  + 2 cos 2 u t  + y ~ 3  - cos w t  + cos 3 i t  + . I E I '  
or, combining terms and dropping the dc contribution, 
EN2 
y ( t  ) = [a v] V  COs Y f  t COS 2 ~ f  4' COS 3Ut + . ' ' 
If V<< 1 (small signal case), 
y v 3  
y( t ) ?: av m s  r t  + $ cos 2 r t  + 7 cos 3it + . . 
and the harmonic margins are or conversely 
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Gain V ~ k f i o n  Measurement (loge signal c-1 where the normalized gain is defined as 
Using the same expression as above, 
yo. G = a,(,) 
If the magnitude of the input signal is varied by 
~ 1 1 3  
AV, there is a change in gain 
assuming harmonic terms are Gltered out, and = 3 2 :  4 (.) (w2 . 
removing restrictions on the magnitude of V we 
have that Under certain conditions this is an excellent way 
to measure the ratio y/a. This ratio may be 
a.9 = 
x ( t >  4 either positive or negative in sign; e-g., for a limiting amplifier, the sign would be negative. 
APPENDIX C 
EVALUATION OF SPECTRAL CONVOLUTIONS 
To  evaluate the Fourier transform of the out- where Rx(r)  is given by 
put autocorrelation function as computed in Ap- 
pendix A, we must compute the transforms 
~ , ( r )  = J df = x ( t ) x ( t  t r )  , 
F ( f )  = 3 [R:(r)] = ( 7 )  e-IY d r  
and 
H ( f )  = 3 [ R : ( T ) ~  
We have that 
or, more concisely, introducing a new dummy (f) *Sx(f) *S,(f) for baseband and I F  input spectra 
variable X to avoid confusion, as shown below in Figures C1 and C2. 
m m 
P( f ) = lm lRx ( r )  Sx (A) el2nAr e-lur dA dr 
FIGITRE C1.-The input baseband spectrum 
S x ( f - k )  = R x ( r ) e - j ( ~ - * A ) 7 d r ;  j-: Sx( f )  
~ ( f )  = J - > x ( ~ ) ~ x ( f - ~ ) d  = s X ( f ) + s x ( f )  
- -  
1 I
I 
This result is known as the Bore1 or convolution 
f o - $  fo  f ts - f  
theorem. Similarly, 0 0  2 
FIGURE C2.-The input IF spectrum r m  r m  
H ( I )  = J s X ( e ) d e J  s X ( k ) s x ( f - ~ ) d ~  
- rn -m To do this, we start with the baseband spectrum 
(which we now designate St(f), and compute 
= Sx ( f ) * S x ( f ) * S x  ( f )  S L ( ~ )  *SL(~) and SL(f) *SL(~)  *SL(~). These results 
arc then used to  get the results for the I F  spec- 
It is required to compute S,(f)*Sx(f) and S, trum. 
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To get SL(X-f), SL(f) is displaced to the left 
(for positive A) and then folded about the point 
f = 0 (Figure C3). 
I I  I I 
- B + A  B +  A  -f 
FIGURE C3.-The spectrum SL(X-f) for a small positive 
displacement X. (b 
-2 B  0 - f  
For values of displacement less than -2B, 
there is no overlap and the convolution is zero. 
At X = - 2B, the displaced function starts to over- 
lap SL(f), and the convolution has a value 
This expression holds for values of displacement 
For positive values of displacement, the limits 
of the integral must be changed, and the convo- 
lution (Figure C4) is 
-20  2 B  - 5  
FIGURE C1.-The spectrum of the convolution S ~ ( f ) * s ~ ( f ) .  
The abscissa is frequency, which we label f (in- 
stead oi Xj, anci the orciiuak is ~watiiz: dezsltj.. 
Note that the symmetry of S L ( ~ )  produces a con- 
volution which is an even function of frequency. 
To evaluate the iterated convolution SL 
(f)*s~(f)*S~(f) ,  the piecewise technique described 
by Lee* is used. The convolution Sp(f)*S(f) as 
computed above is broken into two auxiliary 
functions g(f) and h(f), each is convolved sepa- 
*Lee. Y. W. "Statistical Theory of Communication," New York: 
John Wiey & Sons. 1960 p. 24. 
FIGURE C5.-The auxiliary functions g(f) and h(f), and 
three conditions of displacement of S~(k-f ) .  
rately with SL(f), and the results are superposed. 
In Figure C5 (a through g) the auxiliary functions 
I 
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The iterated convolution is then 
g(f) and h(f) are shown, and three conditions of and 
displacement of SL(X-f) are shown. The "box- 
car" slides from left to right as X goes from - ( W o ) ( w ; ) ( f + 2 B ) d f ,  - B ( A ( B ;  
-a to m. 
I 2  - CB 
By careful inspection, it is observed that the and is zero for values of displacement 
convolution of SL(f) with g(f) is given by 
-B > A  
g ( f ) * S , ( f )  I 1 ,  + 1 2  and 
3B C A .  
where Likewise, we have that the convolution of h(f) 
A + B  with S L ( ~ )  is given by 
I 1  = I,. ( W o )  (W;)(f + 2B) d f  , -3B 2 A ( - B, 
h ( f ) * S L ( f )  = I ,  + I, 
where 
I ,  = - rB ( w )  ( w )  ( f  - 2 B ) d f ,  
4 
ZB 
I 4  = - IB (w0)  (wJ ( f  - 2 B ) d f  
* 
and is zero for values of displacement 
-B > A 
3B < A .  
Particular attention must be paid to the cxact domain of definition of each of the integrals. 
The four integrals are evaluated, graphed, and superposed to yield the result. The first two are 
I 
I 
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in which we note that 
1 1 ( - 3 B )  = I , ( B )  = 0 .  
I 1 ( - B )  = 1 2 ( - B )  = 2Jj2w03 , 
3 I ,  ( 0 )  = 3 B' W; . 
-38 -2 B - 8 0 B 2B 38 
FIGURE C6.-Superposition of 11, I*, 11, and 4 to give the iterated convolution SL(f)* SL(f)* SL(f). 
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and the second two integrals are Auxiliary convolutions in slightly different nota- 
tion can be derived by inspection and are shown 
A+ B A+B in Figure C8. 
W i ( f - 2 ~ ) d f  W: [ $ - 2 B f ]  ; 
I 
in which we note that 
1, (-B) = I, ( 3 B )  = 0  
1, ( B )  ' I, ( B )  = 2 ~ '  W: , S i ( f )  * s ~ ' ( f ) * s i ( f )  
q~ wO3 
1, ( 0 )  = B'W: . 
Thc supcrposition of the four integrals to give the 
iterated convolution s ~ ( f ) * s ~ ( f ) * S ~ ( f )  is shown 
c )  A- -f 
-3-8 0 3_8 
in Figurc CG. 
Using these results, wc can now evaluate the 
result for the IF spectrum by inspection. The 
calculated convolutions are shown in Figure C7. 
S i ( f )  
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FIGURE C10.-The spectrum of Sx(f)*Sx(f). 
-< 
If we now convolve this second order spectrum 
-,o-, 
with S,(f), we see that as X increases from - m 
FIGURE (3.-The input IF spectra Sx(f) and Sx(X-f). 
The IF spectra S,(f) and S,(X-f) are shown in 
Figure C9. As X increases from - a, boxcar IV 
will overlap boxcar I as X-+-sfo generating a tri- 
angular spectrum (Figure C8-b). As the displace- 
ment nears zero, boxcars 111 and IV will overlap 
boxcars I and 11, respectively, a t  the same time, 
generating a triangular spectrum centered a t  zero 
frequency (Figure C8-e). As X increases posi- 
tively, a triangular spectrum (Figure C8-b) is 
generated a t  X=2fo, and the spectrum of the 
convolution is shown in Figure C10. 
and nears -3fo, boxcar IV (Figure C9) overlaps 
triangle V, generating a bell-shaped spectrum 
(Figure C8-c) a t  -3fo. As X increases to -fo, 
boxcar IV overlaps triangle VI simultaneously as 
boxcar I11 overlaps triangle V, generating a bell 
shaped spectrum (Figure C8-f) a t  -fo. 
For positive X, a mirror image results, and we 
have the result shown in Figure C11. 
It can be seen that a further convolution of S,(f) 
will produce fourth order distortion spectra a t  0, 
+ 2f0, and _+4f0. This is not computed because 
such spectra may be readily filtered out, as was 
noted earlier. 
FIGURE Cl1.-The spectrum of Sx(f)* Sx(f)* Sx(f). 
APPENDIX D 
DISCUSSION OF CHANNEL LOADING FACTOR, NPR CONVERSION 
FACTOR, AND MULTICHANNEL PEAK FACTOR 
To avoid ambiguity, it is convenient to specify in the communication system where channel test- 
the intensity of a multichannel signal in terms of tone level happens to he eu.rct!y ? mw, or O Li'urrlo. 
the power of a sicg!e channel iesi-tone a t  a point The statement that for 1200 channels the multi- 
of zero relative level. The CCIR recommends channel signal is 15 dbma means that a t  any point 
desirable multichannel signal levels and allowable in the system, the multichannel signal power is 
noise levels in dbmo, or decibels with respect to 15 db above the channel test-tone power, and a t  
one milliwatt a t  zero relative level. The phrase zero relative level it is exactly 15 dbmo or 31.6 
"zero relative level" refers to some physical point milliwatts. The CCIIt recommended loading 
factors for busy-hour traffic are 
p. 1, loglo = -1 t 4 logloN d h o  . 12 ' N 5 240 ; 
and 
These equations are graphed as curves (a) and (b) in Figure Dl. 
NUMBER OF CHANNELS, N - 3
FIGURE Dl.-CCIR channel loading f:tctors and conversion factors, :tnd IIolbrook-and-nixon peak factors. The con- 
version fiictor is added to the noise power ratio to give the SIN r:~tio of 1 lllw of tone and noise power in a 3.1 kc 
band, psophonletric:tlly weighted. The uriweiglited noise powrr iri a 3.1 kc band is 2.5 db greater than the pso- 
phon~etricnlly weighted noise. 
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The CCIR noise-power-ratio conversion factor 
may be regarded as an allowance for the difference 
between channel test-tone level and the portion of 
the noise-power loading which is effectively a p  
plied to any one channel in a noise-loading test; 
i.e., for a 1200 channel system, the loading factor 
is 15.8 dbmo, and the baseband is 5.6 Mc wide. 
The noise power falling into a 3.1 kc slot is 3.1/ 
5600 of the applied power or -32.6 db with 
respect to +15.8 dbmo; and it is -32.6+15.8 
= - 16.8 db with respect to 0 dbmo, the channel 
test-tone power a t  zero relative level. Psophce 
metric filtering reduces the noise by 2.5 db, so the 
NPR conversion factor for 1200 channels is 16.8 
+2.5 or 19.3 db. CCIR NPR conversion factors 
are given as curves (c) and (d) of Figure Dl .  
For a single speech channel, peaks as high as 
19 db above the rms level are encountered. As 
many speech channels are multiplexed together, 
the composite signal peak-tceaverage ratio falls 
off, and for more than 800 channels it levels off a t  
about 13 db. Multichannel peak factors from 
Holbrook and Dixon* are given as curve (e) in 
Figure Dl. 
*Holbmok. B. D., and Diron. J. T.. "Load Rating Theory for Multi- 
Channel Amplifiers." BeU S&. T a h  J .  18:624-644. October 1939. 
THE AUTOMATIC PICTURE TRANSMISSION SYSTEM 
O N  TIROS VIII* 
DAVID W. HOLhIESt AKD CHARLES 31. HITNTER 
The sutorn;ttic ~ i c t u r e  transmission (APT) system wits developed to  provide inlrnediate 
readout of local cloud-cover tl:~t:t from we:tther s:ttellites. This c:tmera system takes pictures 
regularly during the sunlit portion of the orbit and tr:tnsmits them nutom:~tic:~Ily; thus suitably 
equipped ground stations are able to receive cloud photographs for the :tre:L imrnetlintely sur- 
rounding the station. The receiving and recording ecluip~llent required is rc1:itivcly simple and 
inexpensive. Ground tests of the AI'T equipment were made and a flight test is being conducted 
with TIROS VIII. The objective of this test is t o  deter~rline the feasibility of the AI'T concept. 
Some problems have been encountered :tnd corrective action has been taken or initiated. The 
results of this first experiment are encour:iging and indic:tte that  when the AI'T picture  inform:^- 
tion is regularly available i t  will be useful in local nnalysis and forecibsting programnles. 
The automatic picture transmission system utility of the data while engineering and scientific 
(APT), developed by the United States for use on personnel a t  certain key ground stations are 
meteorological satellites, is a slow scan television ev:llu:rting system operation. As a result, some 
system designed to take and immediately trans- modifications and improvements have been made 
mit cloud pictures for reception by n relatively and others may he recommended. 
inexpensive television ground station consisting 
of a rotatable antenna, a receiver, and a recorder. SATELLITE EQUIPMENT1** 
The A P T  sub-system is completely automatic The APT camera, sub-system shown in Figure 
ant1 is independent of other sub-systems on the 1 includ~s the optics, shutter, a one-inch, 800- 
spacecraft except for power and a frequency line electrostatic storage vidicon, camera elec- 
reference. Many types of standard mobile com- tronics, and an FM transmitter. The camera is 
munications equipment are readily adaptable for programmed for automatic repetition of the pre- 
use in receiving the signals transmitted from this pare, expose, and readout cycle. When the 
sub-system on the satellite. shutter is triggered, the image is projected on the 
OBJECTIVE 
The APT cnmcr:i system, dehigncti originally 
for more advanced meteorological s:ltellites, is 
receiving extensive ev:llu:ltion in :L prc1imin:~ry 
test aboard ,17rrzos VIII,  1:~unchrd 21 1)c~ccml)er 
1063. The objectivcl of this test is to determine 
the fc:~sil)ilit y of the A P T  system concept, both 
satcllitc :~ntl ground rrceiving ccluipmcnt. Some 
50 to 00 ground stations, located throughout the 
world, are :~c*quiring thr  pictures. Meteorologists 
:it thrsr lor.:~tionq arc ~ ~ ~ 1 1 u n t i n g  the (;?::~lity :1:! 
I"I(;uI{E 1.-Al'T c:Lmcm subsystem. 
*Publisl~ed in Il'orld !\l~leorological Organization Bulletin. 1:<(:1):128- 
1.74, Jt~ly. 1004. 
tNatiunul IVrathar Sntcllite Center of the U.S. \Veatl~rr 13urcau. **See references. 
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photoconductive layer of the vidicon through a 
108 degree lens (measured on the picture diagonal) 
and then electronically developed; that is, the 
is transferred to  the polystyrene storage layer. 
This occurs during the first eight seconds of every 
picture sequence. During the remaining 200 
seconds, the picture information is read from the 
vidicon a t  a scanning rate of four lines per second. 
The video signal is used to amplitude modulate a 
2300 cps subcarrier which in turn frequency modu- 
lates the 136.950 ?tlc,'s, 5 watt, solid state FYI 
transmitter. The picture information has ap- 
proximately seven shades of grey with a change 
in density of 0.12 per step. At the beginning of 
the picture sequence a 300 cps, lasting three 
seconds, and then five seconds of phasing pulses 
are transmitted t o  start and phase the ground 
station facsimile equipment zutomatically. 
The ground stations (see Figure 2) receive the 
pictures in the form of facsimile reproductions of 
those transmitted by the automatic picture trans- 
mission equipment. This equipment consists 
basically of a receiring antenna, preamplifier, 
FM receiver, and a facsimile recorder. The 
antenna is an &turn helix, 1-1 feet (4.3 m) long, 
27 inches (68 cm) in diameter. I t  has a beam- 
width of 34" a t  the half power points and a gain 
of 12.5 db. Position control and indicator units, 
located in the ground station console, provide 
independent rate control of both azimuth and 
elevation and continuous display of the antenna 
position. The preamplifier, mounted on the 
antenna pedestal, is a two-stage R F  amplifier with 
a gain of 22 db. The preamplifier is used to com- 
pensate for losses in the radio frequency cable 
when the antenna and the receiver must be located 
some distance apart. The FJl receiver is crystal- 
controlled and can be tuned over a range of 150 
kc,'s on either side of the operating frequency of 
136.950 ;2lc,'s. I t  has a selectable band~vidth of 
50 or 100 kc/s and has a noise figure of k db. The 
facsimile recorder, a helix and writing-blade-type 
machine operating at 2-20 rpm, uses electrosensi- 
tiye (wet) paper that forms the picture by de- 
positing ions on the paper. The recorder will 
produce 39 eight-inch-square picture with ten 
shades of grey and 100 line-per-inch resolution. 
The ground station can acquire pictures during 
Facs~rn~le 
recorder 
Facsimile 
paper storepe 
drawer 
Storage space 
FIGURE 2.-.iPT ground stntion c,~llsi)le 
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the time the satellite is a t  least 2 to 5 degrees 
above the horizon of the receiving station. The 
signals received while the ground station antenna 
is directed toward the satellite are amplified and 
demodulated for reproduction by a facsimile re- 
corder. The recorder reconstitutes the trans- 
mitted picture line-by-line during the 200 seconds 
of reception. 
The United States has ~urchased a number of 
ground stations which have been located a t  major 
forecasting offices for evaluation during the test 
of APT on TIROS VIII and on the first Nimbus 
meteorological satellites. Ground equipment has 
been installed, and is being operated in Australia, 
Canada, Denmark, France2, Hong Kong, India, 
Indonesia, and the United Kingdom. Most of 
these have been fabricated locally. 
A daily message transmitted over the meteoro- 
logical teletypewriter circuits, and a weekly mes- 
sage sent by mail, provide the operational data 
required by the meteorologists using the APT 
ground station. The weekly message is used by 
APT stations only when the daily messages are 
not received for a prolonged period of time; it 
contains essentially the same information as the 
daily message, but for an extended period of about 
two weeks. This message is mailed two weeks 
before its effective datch. The data in these 
messages are used to determine the azimuth and 
elevation angles for following the satellite with 
the antenna, and for subsequent orientation and 
analysis of the picture. A polar stereographic 
latitude-longitude projection for a complete 
hemisphere plus special transparent overIa,ys arc 
used in plotting the satellite track. 
PICTURE COVERAGE AND USAGE 
Pictures taken by the APT camera when it is 
looking straight down from the 380 n.-mile dt i -  
tude of T I R ~ S  VIII encompass an area of about 
800 n. miles on a side. Pictures about 1050 n. 
miles on a side can be acquired from a satellite a t  
an altitude of 500 n. miles and about 1400 n. 
miles on a side from a satellite a t  an altitude of 
600 n. miles. The same limitations for latitu- 
dinal and 1ongitudin:~l picture coverage :~pply to 
the APT on TIROS VIII as to the present TrItos 
camerasg. In addition, power limitations restrict 
the APT on ~11tos VIII  to about seven pictures per 
orbit:~I pass eyer the sunlit portion of the orbit. 
During each orbital pass within acquisition range 
of a ground station (1800 n. miles from the sub- 
satellite track) one to four pictures can be ob- 
tained (with a probable average of between two 
and three pictures per pass). At any given 
location, pictures can be obtained from one to  
three T I R ~ S  passes per day. 
The number of TIROS passes acquired depends 
on the latitude of the station and the sun angle. 
Fewer passes can be acquired by stations located 
ncnr C L -  cqua~ur -----' iilan by those iocated near 
latitude 50". If the camera equipment is flown 
on future meteorological satellites orbiting in 
polar or quasi-polar orbits, any station with APT 
ground equipment can expect to acquire pictures 
from a t  least one pass each day. On the average, 
about three pictures per pass will be acquired. 
In optimum latitudinal locations, i.e., latitudes of 
45 degrees or more from the equator, a ground 
station may expect to receive pictures from a t  
least two passes per day. 
Timely, detailed cloud pictures of an area pro- 
vide supplementary observational data for use in 
local weather analysis. Data extracted from the 
APT pictures can be integrated with synoptic 
data such as surface observations, PIItEPS, 
RAltEPS,* etc. Over local arcas and over areas 
where data are sparse, analyses can be derived by 
relating cloud features to established synoptic 
models. Cloud pictures permit identification of 
weather systems, and provide an observation on 
which to base the local forecast whrn emergencies 
preclude normal receipt of data, from other 
stations. The APT picture data acquired from 
the satellite can also be used in the verification of 
previously issued forecasts. 
RESULTS 
On the fourth orbit of the TIROS VIII  satellite, 
or about seven hours after launch, the first APT 
pictures were received a t  ground stations in the 
eastern United States. These pictures showed 
almost complete cloud cover from the Great Lakes 
to  the Atlantic Ocean and also showed landmarks 
along the east coast of the United States. 
Most of the stations have reported satisfactory 
equipment operation with good signal reception. 
IIowevcr, degradation of the pictures by a 
*Code(l reports frorr~ aircraft in flight (PIREP) and of ground radar 
obscrvutions (R.4RlCP). 
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scalloping effect has limited their meteorological 
usefulness. The scalloping effect is caused by 
interaction between the earth's magnetic field and 
the vidicon scanning beam as the satellite spins 
through approximately 33 revolutions during the 
2 W e c o n d  picture scanning and transmission 
period. Despite this effect, reports received here 
state that significant meteorological data have 
been extracted from the pictures and used to 
modify analyses and forecasts. 
Two approaches were made toward compensa- 
ting a t  the ground station for the earth's magnetic 
field modulation of the vidicon scanning beam. 
The first approach was an electromechanical 
system which would resolve both the vertical and 
horizontal error. The error, a sinusoidal signal 
a t  a frequency of 1/6 cps, was detected and used 
as a reference by appropriate electronic circuits to 
vary the helix motor drive to obtain the correct 
phase relationship for horizontal correction. 
Vertical correction was obtained by mechanically 
moving the writing blade sinusoidally about its 
normal position. This method was very difficult, 
to  use automatically because of the need for 
s_vnchronization of the facsimile printer bar and 
helix. 
Another approach to the problem was to use 
the 116 cps error signal with an electronic system 
to obtain horizontal correction. Intensity cor- 
rection was provided by using a variable gain 
video amplifier in the facsimile machine. The 
detected 1,'6 cps error signal was also used to 
control the video gain. The vertical displace- 
ment was not reduced by this method. The 
retention of this effect results in a one to two per 
cent error in location of cloud or ground objects 
in the vertical direction on the picture. 
Figure 3 is an uncorrected picture. Figure 4 
has electronic correction for both horizontal dis- 
placement and intensity error. This method 
n n n ~ n r c  I- 1- --- t~ 9 h,~ t t~ r  s ~ h t i ~ ~ ~  tklan rlrcirunic 
horizontal correction only; howex-er, it is fairly 
complex and the amount of improvement ob- 
tained does not appear to make it worth while 
for use a t  field stations. 
Figure 5 illustrates the worst case of scalloping 
and the venetian blind effect while Figure 7 shows 
very little of these effects. The latter picture 
was taken near latitude 2 2 " s  on a north-bound 
pass of the satellite. In this case the interaction 
FIGLTRE 3.-Uncorrected APT photograph. 
F I G ~ E  4.-.& Figure 3, but with electronic horizontal and 
intensity correction. 
FIGURE 5.-.4PT picture received at Xational Feather 
Satellite Center from pass 674 of Tiros VIII at 2129 
G31T, 5 February 1964. 
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between the earth's magnetic field and the vidicon 
scanning beam was a t  a minimum because of the 
satellite's position and attitude. 
Figure 5 shows a photograph acquired a t  2129 
GMT on 5 February, 1964 from pass 674 of 
TIROS VIII, a t  several stations on the east coast of 
the United States. Although the picture is badly 
scalloped, useful meteorological information was 
derived from it. A nephanalysis based on this 
picture (Figure 6) was transmitted over the fac- 
simile circuits in the United States. This storm, 
FIGURE 6.-Nephanalysis of APT picture shown in Figure 5. 
whose vortex is shown in Louisiana, moved north- 
eastward and produced widespread rain and 
snow along the east coast of the United States. 
Figure 7 was acquired from pass 832 of TIROS 
VIII a t  1900 GMT 16 February 1964. The most 
significant cloud features are the frontal cloud 
band extending across the upper portion of the 
picture from a low pressure centre not visible 
on the horizon, and the spectacular cumuliform 
clouds to the south-west of the ridge line repre- 
sented by the nearly clear band extending from 
35"N, 130°W to 30°N, 120°W. This latter cloud 
formation is characteristic of the leading edge of 
a high-pressure area with its flow of cold air over 
the warm water surface. In this case the high 
pressure is centered a t  37ON, 138"W. The bright 
image in the area of the San .Joaquin Valley of 
California is low stratus and fog, typical for the 
area a t  this time of year. Both clouds and snow 
are observed on the Rocky Mountains. 
Approximately 50 to 60 per cent of the pictures 
have been analysed and useful meteorological 
information obtained from them. One station 
rcported that 80 per cent of the received photo- 
graphs were use:tble. The New York Inter- 
national Airport Wcathcr Bureau prrsonnel report 
that thcre is little question :is to thc. usefulness of 
APT pictures over arcas of sparse data. Its 
usefulnrss over the U.S.A., even with the rela- 
tively dense observational nct~vork, cannot be 
disregarded. Many cases have been cited t o  
indicate that the possibility exists for the develop- 
ment of techniques utilizing APT readout for use 
in terminal forecasting. 
A photograph acquired a t  New York and a t  
other locations, from orbit 845 of T I R ~ S  VIII a t  
1716 GMT on 17 February l9G4, indicated con- 
siderat)le cloudiness in the Gulf of AIcsico with 
an apparent wave centre near 2Lf0N, 92"W. The 
analyses were carrying a w n r n  front ~011th  of that 
area but thcre were no surface reports available 
to indicate the position of the front or thc develop- 
ment of the wave. The Kationnl ;~l;etc~orologicnl 
Center prognosti~ charts forcc.:tst :I way(. tievclop- 
ment for the nexl day near Xtw Oric.:~ns. This 
photo provided i11form:~tion t11:it u clcvclopmrnt 
did indeed exist ant1 considrr:rhly increased 
confidence in thc forecasts. This partirular 
FIGURE 7.-APT picture received from pass 832 of ~i~~~ storm affected the north-castern part of the 
VIII a t  1900 GhlT, 16 February 1964. United States 30 to 48 hours later. 
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CONCLUSIONS 
We are encouraged by the results of this first 
experiment and feel that after necessary corrective 
actions have been taken and further improve- 
ments made in the system, it will afford a unique 
opportunity for obtaining cloud-cover information 
on a routine basis for a substantial area around 
each receiving station, a t  a relatively low cost. 
We feel this information will be significantly 
useful to meteorologists in local analysis and 
forecasting programmes. 
FUTURE 
The scalloping and venetian blind effect on the 
pictures now being received will be corrected on 
APT systems flown in future meteorological 
satellies. The next meteorological satellite to 
carry the APT will be the Nimbus A. It is 
expected that this earth-oriented research and 
development satellite will be launched in early 
summer 1964 from the Pacific Missile Range, into 
a 500 n.-mile sun-synchronous orbit. In this 
orbit Nimbus A will cross the equator a t  local 
noon on each of its orbital passes. APT will also 
be carried on the TIROS Operational System (TOS) 
series of satellites which will be the wheel con- 
figuration of TIROS. The spin axis of the wheel 
configuration will be perpendicular to the plane 
of the satellite orbit. The cameras will be 
mounted looking out of the rim of the spacecraft. 
A horizon-sensing system will trigger the cameras 
when they are looking straight down. The first 
of the series of wheel configuration satellites, 
known as nRos I (eye) is expected to be launched 
later in 1964. It will not, however, contain an 
APT. The initiation of the TOS programme is 
expected to be in autumn 1965. The Nimbus and 
TOS satellites will provide pictures to the meteor- 
ologist that will not require attitude determina- 
tion as in the case of the pictures from the space- 
oriented nRos satellites. 
I t  must be emphasized that the APT is in an 
experimental stage and some modification of 
components on the satellite and in the ground 
station may be required after evaluation of the 
results of these first experiments. It is suggested 
that those considering purchase or construction 
of APT ground stations be fully aware that 
modifications to the equipment may become 
necessary upon completion of the tests. It is 
not expected that APT will be in regular opera- 
tional use until late 1965, but it will be tested 
thoroughly in the interim. 
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PASSIVE COMMUNICATIONS SATELLITE* 
HAROLD S. HORIUCHI I 
The beacon telemetry system used on the Echo 
11 satellite was to provide a tracking signal and to 
monitor the skin temperature and measure the in- 
ternal pressure of the satellite, with particular 
emphasis on data acquisition during the initial 
inflation stages. A faithful T M  system having 
very sensitive sensors with very short time con- 
stants was required since the inflation of the bal- 
loon (the satellite) was to take place in a matter 
of minutes. 
In  addition to the data acquisition requirement, 
there were the inevitable environmental and phy- 
sical requirements that had to be satisfied. First 
of all, the size was limited by the space available in 
the overall payload package. The weight of the 
beacon system was also limited because of overall 
weight limit of the payload paclrage and the 
concentratcd mass of the beacons themselves. 
*Publinhed aa Goddard Space Fl igh t  Cenler Dorumrnt S-6.21-fi4-281, 
October 1904. 
The telemetry beacon that was finally designed, 
constructed and flown was packaged into a square, 
flat pancake, 14 inches square by % inch thick. 
I t  weighed approximately 3 ~ o u n d s  of which 
almost half was accounted for by the two battery 
packs. The solar modules consisted of four tri- 
angular pancakes weighing approximately 
pound each. The total weight of a complete bea- 
con system weighed just under six pounds. There 
were two of these systems on board the Echo 11. 
The 12 pounds of electronic gear amounted to only 
two percent of the total payload. 
Figure 1 shows the beacon being attached to the 
skin of the satellite with pressure sensitive adhe- 
sive and tapes. Figure 2 shows a better view of 
the solar panels in place. Figure 3 shows the 
balloon folded into the bottom half of the canister. 
I 
A plastic enclosure will be placed over this pack- 
age and the air evacuated to reduce the height of 
the folded balloon so that the top half of the 
canister can be put into place. 
I ~ I G U R E  2.-Solar panels. 
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FIGT-RE 3.-Folded sphere. 
Figure 4 is a schematic of the folded balloon 
packaged into the payload canister. Upon injec- 
tion of the spacecraft into the orbital path, the 
canister opens and the folded sphere is released. 
It expands partially due to the residual air within 
the folds; later it is stressed into a rigidized sphere 
by means of the controlled inflation system con- 
sistirg of a number of bags of a subliming material 
l~lounted strategically inside the folded balloon. 
CAWISTER OP€N16 
POWER SUPPLY AND 
PYROTECHNIC DEVICE 
UPPER CANISTER HALF 
PRESSURE F l m N  
LOWER F U N  - 
FIGI-RE &-Echo I1 Spacecraft (canister assembly). 
Figire 5 shol~s  fully inflated Echo 11. The 
photo was taken during the static inflation test 
held in the summer of 1963 in the famous dirigible 
hangar a t  the Lakehurst Naval Air Station, Sew 
Jersey. 
Data wise, the beacons were required to sense 
balloon skin temperatures which were expected to  
vary anywhere betu-een minus 120 degrees Centi- 
FIGVRE 5.-Inflated Echo 11. 
grade and plus 160 degrees, a tremendous range to 
be covered. The internal pressure to be moni- 
tored u-as expected to range from a minimum of 
mm of Hg to 0.5 mm of Hg under the ex- 
pected orbital conditions. The five orders of 
magnitude of pressure range monitoring was also 
a tough requirement. Time does not permit a 
detailed discussion of the specific electrical, me- 
chanical and environmental requirements and 
tests. (References 2, 3 and 4) Those interested 
may obtain this information from the Project 
Echo Office a t  the Goddard Space Flight Center. 
However, some interesting applications of circuits 
and schemes employed will be briefly described 
later. 
Figure 6 is a block diagram of the telemetry 
beacon employed. Basically, the system con- 
sisted of two redundant amplitude modulated 
I iL.3 L 
FIGURE 6.-Echo .412 telemetry beacon. 
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transistorized R F  transmitters operating a t  the 
Minitrack frequencies of 136.020 and 136.170 
megacycles, respectively. The effective radiated 
RF power of the two beacons was approximately 
35-39 milliwatts each. Each transmitter consists 
of a crystal oscillator working a t  68 megacycles on 
the fifth harmonic of a 13.6 Mc quartz crystal, 
followed by a frequency doubler-buffer stage and 
the final amplifier. Tight restrictions on the sta- 
bility of the carrier frequency made the design 
effcrt extreme!y di!Zcu!t, especi~!!y in vie% cf the 
fact that temperature control of the crystal oscil- 
lator was precluded by space, weight, and other 
limitations. It is intcrcsting to note, however, 
that a doppler frequency check was made on one 
of the beacons three months after launch and the 
carrier was found to have shifted only about 250 
cycles from the last prelaunch check made a month 
before the actual launch. I t  will be noted that 
the specifications allowed a plus or minus 0.002 
percent drift or a maximum of 2,600 cycles. 
During the three months in flight the beacons had 
gone through a complete cycle of extreme environ- 
mental temperatures and had been turned on and 
off a t  periodic intervals of about 100 seconds 
during this time. 
Because of the extreme stability required, all of 
the circuits except the series modulator operated 
from a regulated voltage supply (See Figure A). 
The dotted lines show the power connections. 
The solid lines indicate the signal paths. The 
modulator contained a waveform control circuit 
which employed its own feedback system and 
consequently had its own regulation system. 
Because of the size and weight limitations again, 
the battery packs were limited to a total of 16 (8 
each) nickel-cadmium cells with a maximum volt- 
age of 21 volt,s and a capacitty of 600 milliampere 
hours when fully charged. The regulated output 
was to be held a t  19.2 volts by design. The four 
solar panels were in parallel and were to charge the 
batteries through a current limiting circuit when- 
ever any solar panel voltage rose above 22 volts. 
The maximum voltage output from the solar 
panels was expected to be around 30 volts with a 
total power capacity of 16 watts. The beacon 
power requirement was only 2.8 watts including 
the battery charging requirement. A string of 
zener diodes was placed across the batteries to 
hold the charging voltage to approximately 24 
1 
volts to prevent damage to the batteries during 
the charging cycles. The solar panels were also I 
placed in the overall circuitry such as to power the 
beacon in the event of battery rundown or failure. 
The temperature and pressure data were to be 
covered through subcarrier channels, which were 
i 
fed into a combiner-modulator stage. The three 
subcarrier circuits were essentially identical de- 
spite the different types of information to be 
conveyed. The subcarrier oscillators are of the 
Wier, bridge type emp!cying =Etched thermistors 
for frequency control. 
Figure 7 shows both the Wien bridge circuit and 
the beacon subcarrier oscillators. The conven- 
FIGURE 7.-(a) Beacon sub-carrier oscillator. (b) Wein 
bridge oscillator. 
tional Wien bridge employs a RC circuit with 
capacitors in the two bridge arms being ganged 
and variable. In the Echo beacon the resistance 
elements were used as the frequency control. 
Since it was impossible to gang the thermosensi- 
tive elements mechanically, the thermistors were 
carefully matched for the nominal resistance values 
and temperature coefficients. Instead of employ- 
ing a lamp type degeneration for output control, a 
feedback system was employed. 
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The pressure sensing, however, was slightly Since reference temperature was required with 
more involved. Here a scheme similar to the this t,ype of a sensing system, the thermistors in 
Hast'ing airflow gage was used but using fine ther- the bridge circuit were kept a t  a higher tempera- 
mistor beads instead of thermopiles. The design ture than the anticipated balloon gas temperature 
for an accurate low pressure measurement was by passing a constant dc current, taken from the 
first suggested by Ainsworth and Flanick (Refer- regulated supply line, through the thermistors. 
ence 1) of the Goddard Space Flight Center. 
Figure 8 is an attempt to illustrate in a sim- 
plified manner the temperature sensor assembly 
and mounting. The thermistors were mounted 
in a metallic cavity with a small opening exposed 
to the gas being monitored. The opening was 
protected by a radiation shield to prevent the 
effect of direct heat radiation from affecting the 
thermistor temperature. Space does not permit a 
detailed discussion of the principles. Bombard- 
ment of the thermistors in the cavity by the gas 
molecules lowers the thermistor temperature and 
hence the resistance and the oscillator frequency. - 
The higher the pressure the greater the molecular 
activity of the gas particles and the greater prob- 
ability of collision with thermistors and hence 
the cooling effect. FIGURE 8
FIGURE 9.-Echo I1 beacon transmitter schematic. 
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The reference temperature was monitored by 
sensing the temperature of the cavity block. 
Calibration of both the temperature and pres- 
sure sensors posed a problem in that relatively 
wide range of temperature and pressures had to 
be monitored. Fortunately, i t  was possible to 
select thermistors with proper temperature coeffi- 
cients and by using appropriate trimming resis- 
tances, it was possible to fit the data coverage into 
the allotted telemetry channels. Figure 9 illus- 
&.... blates the ent i re schematic d iagraix  of t he  Seaion 
circuitry. Figure 10 shows a typical calibration 
curve for the skin temperature sensor. Note 
three curves almost parallel to each other, intli- 
cating the temperature sensitivity of the sub- 
carrier. In this case, the dependence is very 
slight. One can also see the wide range of tem- 
perature squeezed into a narrow range of the 
subcarrier channel (IRIG 3). 
Since the pressure sensor subcarrier was also 
temperature sensitive, only more so, the third 
subcarrier (IRIG 2) was used to monitor the 
temperature of the pressure sensor cavity block 
for calibration reference. Figure 11 illustrates a 
516' I I I I I I I 
-10 0 +I0 20 30 40 50 60 
TEMPERATURE (COj 
790 121c; r r l t~  11.-Typical Echo A12 he:tcon temperature (pres~ure sensor block) sub-carrier c:rlit)mtion. 
BLOCK TEMP. +60° C 
typical block temperature calibration curve. Since 
the entire beacon was pot,t,ccl with foam plastic 
and engineering tests had indicated that the tem- 
perature rise of the beacon under continuous 
operation was not grc:~ter than 2.5 degrees penti- 
grade, the calibration range of the reference tem- 
perature was limited to 70 degrees, from minus 10 
to plus 60 degrees Centigrade covered within a 
subcarrier frequency range of 80 cycles. During 
the approximately six months that the beacons 
have been monitored to date, the reference block 
a 
720 - temperature has not been lower than minus 10 degrees nor higher than 30 degrees. The mean 
710 - block temperature has ranged between 15 and 20 degrees. In this temperature region the slope is 
700 - essentially linear which simplified the interpola- tion of the skin temperature and pressure. The 
690 - extreme block temperatures were encountered 
only during the deepest eclipse and maximum 
680 I I I I I I I \ sunlight periods. The calibration of the pressure sensor posed 
-80 -40 * 80 160 
other problems in addition to the wide range to be TEMPERATURE (CO] 
covered. First was the question of calibration 
I"I(:uI~E 10.--'L.ypic~I I1:(*ho A12 skill telrll,. sc.rlaor s ~ I ) -  with the actual gas to be used in the inflation sys- 
carrier c:~Iit)r:~tio~~. tem. Since there were several possible choices of 
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the inflation material, a scheme that would be 
compatible to all of the possible materials was c, 
required. 
Figure 8 also shows the over pressure sensing 1 
-10 I I I 
scheme. It was decided to calibrate the sensors co 
with air using a buffer chamber between the sensor 
and the main chamber . . . the balloon. The buf- 230 
fer bag became a part of the balloon, and consisted u 190 
of a tetrahedron shaped polyethylene bag into 160 
which the pressure sensor "looked" through the 110 
cavity opening. A small one way pressure release m 
valve was provided on the buffer chamber for 30 
pressure equalization as the balloon pressure in- HWIRS - U.T. 
creased during the inflation process; this valve was 
primarily for monitoring the decreasing balloon FIGURE 13.-Beacon telemetry data Echo I1 launch January 25, 1964. pressure. 
Figure 12 is a typical pressure calibration chart. 
. One can see the heavy dependence of the calibra- axis of the satellite. Skin temperatures as high as 
tion curves on the block or the beacon reference degrees Centigrade have been recorded at 
temperature. times. The lowest temperature recorded was 
minus 115 degrees just moments after the satellite 
1m0 emerged from the earth's shadow and the beacon 
turned on. Minus 115°C. is just about the lower 
limit of the subcarrier calibration. The average 
skin temperature of the Echo I1 during the past 
six months in orbit has been about 50 degrees 
- Centigrade. 
The telemetry beacons have provided certain 
other information not originally intended to be 
obtained. One of considerable interest in many 
90D- quarters is the rotation speed of the satellite. 
m l &  
1;""" ' """" ' """" 
50 10 5 1 $ ,, Another is the location of the spin axis on the 
300 
~ ~ U R E  (m p t~g~ I V J O O ~  = I MN~ satellite and its attitude. One finds that the ro- 
FIGURE 12.-Typicd Echo A12 pressure function sub- tation period has been varying during the past six 
carrier calibration. months; the variations have been very slight how- 
ever. Figure 14 shows the rotation period in 
Figure 13 shows how the pressure and tempera- seconds plotted versus time in increments of 10 
ture read during the initial inflation stage of the 
Echo satellite. The chart represents data for two MYS AFKR LAUNCH 
orbits or about three and a half hours of flight 
afkr dep!oy=ent. DnttPd portinns of the curves 
have been approximated and represent data miss- 
ing owing to the separation distance between the A -- L-Cp ,  
tracking stations, which precluded a continuous - - - - & - - - - 1 - 
-- 
orbital coverage. 
7------ The internal pressure has long since been dissi- --+-- 
I J , z F - 2  I , , , , , !  
pated. The temperatures of the skin and of the a 3 i s g g ' ' 3 ' ~  Ii E 3 a beacon, however, continue to be monitored and ORBIT WLMBW i they reflect the mean values as the respective I sensors rotate about a yet to be determined spin FIGURE 14.-Rotation period of Echo I1 vs Time. 
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orbits. The orbit numbers are listed below and 
the days since launch at the top. The smooth line 
is the approximate mean spin period for the ten- 
orbit intervals. Since the time span of the curve 
has been deliberately compressed in order to fit 
into the figure, it appears as if the spin period is SOURCE VOLTAGE 
varying considerably. Actually, if this curve is 20 TO 30 VOLTS 
shown in its proper time perspective, the station 
to station variations are less than second in a 
given orbit and the orbit to orbit variat,ions or ~ f c  -300- L 
changes tire witahin nne-!x!f c f  :: sccocd at most. jcpsj -400- 
Another set of information which will be con- 
so1id:~ted shortly is that data from which the -600.- 
pointling direction of the satcllitc spin axis will be -700 - 
determined. 
I 
What is interest,ing is the source of information 
that Ircl to  t'he rotation period and spin axis data. 
This is the behavior of the beacons as the operat- -1100 - 
ing supply voltage varies. Thc supply voltage -1200 - I 
I 
I 
began to vary very soon after the orbit inject,ion I I I l l  I I 
because the battery voltage dropped below the -10 0 +I0 2 0 2 5 3 0  40 50 +60 
regulation levcl and its capacity dropped below TEMP. - C0 
the rccovcry point, with the result that the beacon FI(:I,RE 15.-+erluenr.y deviZttion vs beacon 
opernt'ion hecanlc tlependcnt on solar power. In- supply volt:~gc. 
terestingly cnough, ~vhat  c:auscd these power sup- 
ply changes is the rotation of the balloon itself. 
~h~ s,,bcarricr stability \I-as first affecte(] l,y tile . one would depend on the carrier level or the AGC t 
power supply (:h:Lnges. For example, I I ~ I G  (;han- level to determine the spin rat'e but in this in- 
nels 2 and 3 (the ternper:tture sensors) \vould shift stance it was more advantageous to  use the sub- 
tlvo ",. three cycles lvhcn the supply voltagp carrier shifts since they were purely dependent on 
dropped below the regulation level of 19.2 volts. the solar cell voltage vi-hich in turn is a function of 
The frequency would then hold thcre unt.il the the incident illumination angle- But on the 
supply voltage dropped to n1)out 11 volts when other hand, data have been obtained during some 
tloth subc:rrriers quit operating, Ho\vever, IRIG of the passes over certain stations in which the 
4 (the pressure sensor) which contained the con- subcarrier from one beacon is present continllollsly 
stant current heating device would to for three to four rotations or about seven minutes, 
shift frequency steadily until the supply voltaRe while the other beacon signal fades in and out with 
dropped to 14 volts; then it tv0111d also quit. The the rotation period. These items should bc of 
carrier oscillator on the other hand Ivould shift interest to experimenters who are monitoring 
frequencywithsupplyvoltagealso,blit i twoul(l  theEchoIItelemetr~beacons.  
not quit oscillating until the voltage dropped to Figure 16 shows the carrier frequency versus 
about 10 volts. time as the satellite passed over the Blossom 
Figurc 15 shows a typical carrier frequency shift Point, Maryland tracking station a t  1400 hours 
as a funct,ion of beacon tempcr:iture and supply UT on April 17. The smooth curve is the pre- 
voltage. Intercsting cnough, in the flight units dicted doppler shift for this pass. It is based on 
the carrier frequency remained within the receivrr a nominal carrier frequency of 136.170 Mcs. The 
bandwidth ant1 ~voultl continue to be rcccived by other, rollercoaster type curve is the actual fre- 
the trnt:king st.:~tions but without any s11l)c:~rricr quency shift detected as the satellite passed over 
signal (luring a part of :I rotation period ant1 the station. One can see several interesting cvents 
(luring parts of an entire pass a t  times. Normi~lly taking place. First, there is the relative stability 
FIGURE 16.-Typical Doppler shift curve of Echo II 
telemetry beacon (f701). 
dotted portions of the curves indicate the missing 
signals and have been approximated. 
The subcarrier data on strip charts recorded a t  
five millimeters per second speed show these de- 
tails much more clearly. However, they are not 
suitable for illustrations. The details will not be 
noticeable when reduced in size. It is regretted 
that they c a ~ o t  be shown. 
This concludes the report on the Echo I1 beacon 
telemetry instrumentation. In conclusion, the 
Project wishes to extend its acknowledgment to 
the numerous people who have participated in the 
Echo I1 telemetry program for their excellent 
effort and cooperation. Their participation has 
ensured a highly successful dat,a source aboard the 
Echo I1 satellite. 
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EXPERIMENTS T O  DETERMINE COMMUNICATION 
CAPABILITY OF THE ECHO I1 SATELLITE* 
\V. C. KYBERG, R. L. KAISERt AiYD W. E. LEAVITTI 
Th,= A,,"n".h,." ,.$,I.. *. L.: ,..I, v,yb. Ub.,bL;Vlro o V L L I c  V L  G ~ ~ ~ ~ ; L ~ , C L I L S  U ~ l l l g  colldiicte: oii the Eui~u ii suieiiite, which 
was launched by GSFC on January 25, 1964. The objective of these experiments, being per- 
formed under the direction of Goddard Space Flight Center, is to  determine the communication 
capability of the Echo 11 satellite, and also t o  provide information about the shape and surface 
characteristics of the satellite as a function of time. 
EXPERIMENT PARTICIPANTS 
The stations that have participated in the 
experiments described in this paper are a t  Collins 
Radio Company in Richardson, Texas, a suburb 
of Dallas, and the Naval Research Laboratory a t  
Stumpneck, Maryland, 30 miles south of Wash- 
ington, D. C., Ohio State University a t  Columbus, 
has also begun participating in the Goddard 
experiments and it is anticipated that the Navy 
Electronics Lab a t  San Diego will begin t o  
participate soon. 
SYSTEM CONFIGURATION 
The basic circuit configuration employed in the 
experiments is shown in Figure 1. The Collins 
facility utilizes a solid-surface, 60-foot parabolic 
antenna and a 10-kw transmitter to illuminate 
the Echo I1 satellite a t  2380 Mc. The signal 
reflected from the satellite is received with a 
similar 60-foot parabolic antenna a t  the NRL 
facility. The signals are circularly polari'zed. TO 
provide accurate pointing of the 60-foot antenna 
a t  Dallas, an automatic tracking radar sjrstem, 
operating a t  2190 Mc, is employed. This con- 
sists of a separate 28-foot dish antenna with a 
10-kw transmitter for illumination a t  2190 Mc, 
together with the 60-foot antenna, which is 
equipped with an a~nplitude monopulse feed and 
phase-locked tracking receiver to receive the radar 
signals. 
Figure 2 is a picture of Collins' 60-foot antenna. 
T h e  t ransmi t te r  and  receiver f ront  end are  
mounted on the antenna-just behind the reflector. 
Acquisition of the satellite is achieved by means 
of Goddard-furnished predictions combined with 
an automatic acquisition system. 
The NRL 60-foot antenna is normally con- 
trolled by a digital drive tape through an  antenna 
programmer. An optical tracker is used to  cor- 
rect errors in the drive tape when the satellite is 
optically visible. Because of slight inaccuracies 
in the predictions, most of the experiments have 
been conducted a t  night so that signal fluctuations 
caused by mispointing of the antenna can be 
eliminated through the use of the optical tracker. 
Figure 3 is a picture of NRL's antenna. The 
optical tracker cabin is the large box seen behind 
the reflector. The NItL receiver system utilizes 
a low noise TWT and a phase-locked i-f loop a t  
+-.---- 
-------.. 
-2 > - --@I' r NT . 
COLLINS 
TRAM1116 STATION NRL 
DALLAS. TEXAS STUMP NECK. MARYLAND 
FIGURE 1.-circuit configuration, Echo 11 communication 
experiments. Dallas-Stump Neck. 
'Published as  Goddard Space Flight Center Document X-621-64-2'31, 
October 1964. 
tCollins Radio Co., Ricllardson. Texas. 
fNaval Researcll I.aboratory, Washington, D.C. 
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60 Xlc to provide high sensitivity. Modified 
R-390 A/URR communication receivers serve as 
the primary envelope demodulators for the 
experiments. 
Both the  NRL and Collins' facilities are 
equipped with a variety of stripcharts and mag- 
netic tape recorders for recording the experimental 
data. Both facilities are also equipped with bore- 
sight cameras so that the pointing errors can be 
accurately determined. 
EXPERIMENTS 
The experiments are divided into two categories: 
the first, to determine directly and quantitatively, 
the characteristics of the Echo I1 satellite as a 
radio frequency reflector, and the second, to 
verify by demonstration, some of the communica- 
tion capabilities of the Echo I1 satellite. The 
tests in the first category include measurement of 
the received signal level. This test prorides data 
for determining the effective cross-sectional area 
of the satellite and signal fading and scintillation 
characteristics. 
Figure 4 is a typical record of the received signal 
strength versus time as received at  the SRL  
facility. As you can see, the peak signal level is 
about - 100 dbm. Average fluctuations in the 
signal caused by the satellite are on the order of 
*OPE- 
TWE (SECONDS) 
.- 
FIGURE 4.-Signal strength oscillograph for Echo 11. 
t 5  db; short deep fades of up to 20 db occur 
frequently.  The  scinti l lat ions or (ampli- 
tude-variations) are due to the irregularities of 
the sateilite's surface. To date tlie rsricjus experi- 
mental measurements have not indicated any 
change in the satellite's structural characteristics 
between the time when it was first observed on 
the sixth revolution and the present time. This 
is in contrast to Echo I u-hich showed significant 
changes over the same time period. Correlation 
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has not been observed during these experiments 
between the reflected r-f signal fluctuations and 
the rotation of the satellite as determined from 
the satellite's beacon telemetry signals. 
The bandwidth capability of the satellite is 
indicated by determining the degree of correlation 
of the received signal level of two carriers separated 
in frequency. Each carrier is received separately 
with narrow hand receivers, and the amplitude 
variations of the receiver outputs are then com- 
pared to determine the degree of correlation. Up 
to the present time, the degree of correlation 
t)etwecn the fluctuations in the amplitude of the 
carriers, sep:~mted by 12 Mcs, has lwen very good, 
(close to 100 percent) as is shown in Figure 5. 
The two lower traces are the two received signals. 
The upper trace is the difference of the two signals 
and illustrates the high degree of correlation. 
This experiment has been conducted a t  spacings 
of 70 and 190 Mcs, but the acquired data has not 
yet been :~nalyzetl. Quick look :inalysis, however, 
indicates as expected, a lower degree of correlation 
: ~ t  70 Arcs, :~nd still lower dcgrec of correlation a t  
190 Mcs than at the 12 Mcs spacing. 
Dcmonstr:~tional type experiments include an  
at,dio-frecluency transmission test utilizing tones, 
voice and music. Facsimile and digital data 
transmissions also are included in the tlemonstra- 
tional experiments. 
Figure G s h o ~ ~ s  examples of facsimile transmis- 
sion that has been obtained over the 1I:cho I1 
satellite circuit. The facsimile signals were prc- 
recorded on magnetic tape and speeded up by a 
factor of 4 during transmission to produce an 
inc.rc.:lscd information bandwidth ant1 shorten the 
length of time of picture transmission. The pic- 
ture on the right was made directlyfrom the master 
tape. The other on the left was reproduced from 
a magnetic tape recording of the received signal 
over the satellite circuit. The vertical streaks 
are caused by the deep fades in the signal. Voice 
and music transmissions have been made using 
FM with modu1:~tion frequencies of 30 to  15,000 
cycles and with a deviation of f 15 kcs. Except 
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for an occasional hiss of noise caused by fades, the 
received voice and music is a duplicate of that on 
the original tape. 
It must be pointed out that large quantities of 
data are being acquired from these experiments, 
a good portion of which will be reduced and 
analyzed in detail. The results will be made 
available after the conclusion of the experiment 
program. 
The conclusions reached from the experiments 
so far are as follows: 
1. These experiments indicate no change in 
the reflectivity characteristics of the satel- 
lite since the initial experiment conducted 
on the sixth orbit. This verifies that the 
satellite has met the design objective of 
becoming a rigidized structure. 
2. Echo I1 has a bandwidth capability of a t  
least 12 Mcs. 
3. Echo I1 has good voice, music, and facsimile 
transmission capability. 
4. The transmission characteristics of the 
Echo I1 circuit of over 1,000 miles, com- 
pare favorably with those of tropospheric 
scatter circuits and micro-wave point-to- 
point circuits of considerably less distance. 
5. Tracking and station operation quickly 
become routine with no major problems 
involved. 
SLOPE DETECTION AS A METHOD OF DETERMIN- 
ING THE PEAK POWER POINT OF SOLAR ARRAYS* 
JOHN PAULKOVlCH 
Long term satellite missions have been primarily 
dependent on solar c~!!s as 2 sewce ~f e!ectrica! 
power. The power generating capability of the 
solar cells used in the power supply are sensitive 
to hard particle irradiation, temperature and 
illumination. Typical voltage-current character- 
istics under differing conditions of temperature 
and irradiation are shown in figure 1. Figures 14 
and 15 depict the effect of illumination on cell 
At present the power system designer attempts 
to  anticipate the oije~uiing condition in space and 
then chooses an optimum operational voltage or 
current a t  which to operate. Once chosen this 
value usually remains fixed throughout spacecraft 
life. This approach has the following dis- 
advantages : 
1. In a radiation environment initial power 
is sacrificed so that a t  the end of mission 
6 0  
Y 
10 
o 
50 
40 
2 30 
20 
x VOLTS To determine the feasit)ility of this method a 
FI~:URE 1.-Typical N/P solar cell El curves for various graphical analysis was made of solar cclls under 
env~ronmental conditions. the following conditions: 
1. Non irradiated a t  -2S0C 
output. The maximum power generation capa- 2. Non irradiated a t  70°C: 
bility for each cell is defined by the largest rrc- 3. Irradiated (10Ifi e /em2) 77°C 
churve. tangle which can be inscribed under the I-C 4. 1rradi:~ted (lOlfi ec/c.m2) -25°C 
I t  may be seen from figure 1 that:  5 .  Sol:~r angles of 0, 40°, and GO0. 
1. The absolute values of maximum power 
varies quite drastically under differing Icigure 1 illustr:~tcs the possible vnrii~tions in 
conditions of temperature and irradiation. the I!-1 curves dllc to temperatures and space 
2. The occurrence of maximum power varies radiation cnvironmcnt. From figure 1 it becomes 
quite drastically with voltage and current. apparent that it is impossible to select any one 
*~ubllahod aa Goddard Space Flroht Center L)ocumsnl X-6.1644-dxd, voltibgc, or current for that matter, that will be 
October 1964 a t  the peak power point under a11 conditions. 
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operation will be a t  maximum power. 
76OC NON IRRADIATED 
2. Variations in environment from what is 
expected can be disastrous for the power 
- -2SDC N O N  IRRADIATED 
supply. 
3. Interplanetary space probes would be 
77OC 1 0 ' ~ e / c r n ~  1 PEAK POWER 
POINTS forced to sacrifice considerable power ini- 
- -2S°C 1 0 ' ~ e / c r n ~  I 
tially in order to compensate for the differ- 
ence in solar intensity and temperature a t  
some 1atc.r time in the flight. 
- 
The solution to these problems is an electronic 
sensing system that will allow continuous opera- 
: tion a t  maximum power no matter what the 
operating environment. This report contains the 
description of such a system along with the results 
- of initial tests on a breadboard model. 
0 
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The problems involved in obtaining maximum 
power from the solar cells lie in the present method 
of charging the batteries. The most common 
method is to place the solar cells, battery pack 
and shunt regulator in parallel. The shunt regu- 
lator clamps the solar cell and battery voltages 
when they reach a predetermined level. There- 
fore, the solar array voltage is maintained at some 
predetermined maximum voltage. 
Again referring to figure 1, it can be seen that 
if a certain maximum voltage is selected which 
will operate under all conditions, it would prob- 
ably be in the vicinity of .2 volts per cell. If 
operation is selected for peak power from curve 
"A" of figure 1, then if we refer to figure 5, we 
can select the optimum voltage. Figure 5 is a 
reproduction of curve "A", figure 1, with a super- 
imposed power curve. This power curve ("B" of 
figure 5 )  indicates maximum power a t  approxi- 
mately .215 volt. If the load is operating a t  \ .215 volt, then optimum power will be delivered 
to the load. But now, if we refer back to curve 
FIGURE 2.-Graphical determination of optimum slope for 
maximum power coupling to detector for a non-irriated 
solar cell at  -25'C. 
"C" of figure 1, we will find that a t  .215 volt less 
current is available and obviously less power. 
Figure 4 is a reproduction of 1-42 along with the 
power curves. At -215 volt approximately 5.9 
milliwatts of power mould be delivered to the 
load, while actually 11.5 milliwatts are available. 
Curves 1-B and 1 4  are reproduced in figures 3 
and 4 and the same conditions prevail. From 
the foregoing it becomes apparent that a method 
of determining the peak power point and operating 
in this region is of the utmost importance for 
utilizing maximum available energy. 
The method to be discussed is based on opera- 
tion a t  a iixed "slope" of the E-1 characteristic 
curve. Figures 2, 3, 4, and 5 are reproductions 
of each of the individual curves of figure 1 with a 
super-imposed power curve. Also indicated are 
the peak power point, the 95 percent power 
points, and the tangent to the curve a t  these 
points. 95 percent was arbitrarily selected as the 
lowest desirable operating point. The tangent 
has the slope x/y, where volts is represented by x 
FIGURE 3.--Graphical determination of optimum slope for 
maximum power coupling to detector for a non-irriated 
solar cell at 76°C. 
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X VOLTS 
FIGURE 4.-Graphical determination of optimum slope for 
maximum power coupling to  detector for an irriated 
solar cell a t  - 25°C. 
X VOLTS 
FIGURE 5.-Graphical determination of optimum slope for 
maximum power coupling to detector for an irriatcd 
solar cell a t  77°C. 
and amperes is represented by y. In analyzing 
figures 2 through 5 we can see that there is a 
range of slopes which is within 95 percent of the 
peak power point under all conditions. But there 
is also the solar angle to consider. Figure 6 
FIGURE 6.-Typical solttr cell El curves vs angle of 
incidence. 
VOLTS 
FIGURE 7.-Typical solar cell El curve :it norm:tl incidence. 
0' I I 
I 2 
VOLTS 
~ : I G I J I ~ E  8.-Typic:~I sol:tr cell El curve : ~ t  40" tilt from 
normal incidence. 
indicates the effects of solar angle from 0" to 60". 
Note the change in scales. The original plot was 
10 cells in series, to maintain uniformity, the x 
scale numbers have been altered by 1/10. Figures 
7,8,  and 9 are reproductions of figure 6 along with 
VOLTS 
FIGURE 9.-Typical solar cell El curve at 60' tilt from 
normal incidence. 
the slopes and also a super-imposed power curve. 
Figure 10 illustrates the range of slopes in each 
of the preceding graphs. From figure 10, it 
becomes apparent that if the slopes were held 
N O N  IRRADIATED -25-C (frm Figure 2 )  
I I 
9556 100% 9556 
N O N  IRRADIATED + 7 6 Y  (f- Figure 4 
-
95% 10(Rb 95% 
IRRADIATED 1016e/cmZ -25-C (fmn Figurr 4) 
SOIAR ANGLE = 0' (from Figuw 7) 
b 4 
95% 100% 95% 
SOM ANGLE = 40' (fmm Figure 0) 
I I 
95% luR. 55% 
SOLAR ANGLE = 60- (hrm Figun 9) 
I--+ 95% @ 
94% 9% 100% 
'-SLOR=~B 
SLOE RANGE WlTHlN 95% OF PEAK POWHI UNDER ALL 
- CONDITIONS EXCLUDING 00 DEGME SOLA3 A14Gii 
I I 1 I I , I I 
) 10 20 30 40 53 60 70 
SLOPE 
FIGURE 10.--Compiled slope variation of Figures 2 
through 9. 
between 8.5 and 12.5, operation would be 95 
percent of the peak power point or better under 
all conditions except the 60" solar angle. A slope 
of 12.5 on the 60" solar angle curve, figure 9, 
represents approximately 93 percent of the avail- 
able peak power. As the solar angle exceeds 60°, 
the deviation from peak power will increase. The 
solar angle then sets the limits of operation and 
should not exceed 60" for this set of conditions. 
Since we are interested in the slope, then a 
method of scanning this slope is necessary. Figure 
11 illustrates a block diagram of a slope detector. 
A B 
SCANNER 
1 lAR 
I l t I 
FIGURE 11.-Block diagram of slope detector. 
The scanner applies an AC voltage signal across 
points A and B of a constant magnitude. This 
scanner must be insensitive to DC load currents 
and sensitive only to the slope xly. A change of 
slope causes a change in reflected current to the 
slope indicator. 
An operational circuit that will perform this 
function is illustrated in figure 12. 
FIGURE 12.-Basic diagram of slope detector. 
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The voltage across A-B will be constant and 
represent x. The AC loading effect will be 
inversely proportional to the slope xly and reflect 
a current through the transformer and appear as 
a voltage across R1. This voltage is then com- 
pared to a reference voltage which represents the 
desired slope. The differential amplifier will bal- 
ance at the desired slope and the meter will be 
either positive or negative above or below the 
desired slope. This voltage difference may be 
utilized to control the load or charging circuit. 
TO SOLAR CELLS TO LOAD 
FIGITRE 13.-Schematic of the breadboard model of the 
slope detector. 
A breadboard model was constructed (refer to 
figure 13) and tested. The differential amplifier 
or comparator was connected to a 100-0-100 
microampere meter. Rl was made adjustable for 
various slope selections. E-I plots using an x/y 
plotter and S51 solar paddles are shown in figures 
14 through 16. The plots represent full light 
intensity, partially shaded solar cells, full paddle, 
% paddle and paddle, as indicated. 
In figure 14, E-I traces of full paddle, 
paddle, and a shaded % paddle are illustrated. 
The slope detector was set to slopes of 30, 70, 100, 
and 150. These various points are also indicated 
in figure 14. A slope of 70 was selected as being 
the nearest to the peak power point although not 
necessarily optimum. The slope detector was 
then set to a slope of 70 for figures 15 and 16. 
The arrows indicate the point selected by the 
slope detector (meter balanced). The lines drawn 
tangent to the E-I plots are for a calculated slope 
of 70. The calculated slope and the slope selected 
by the slope detector coincide very nicely. The 
curves of figure 15 may be extreme conditions 
since they represent a power excursion of almost 
10 to 1. Although the solar paddles are likely to 
have shadowing conditions, it is very unlikely that 
they would be shadowed by 90 percent. Under 
lesser shadowing conditions the slope could be 
, 
, 2 A o  I&DQm' SHADED I 
0  
8 7 6 I 4 3 2 I 0 
AMPS 
I?I(;URE 14.-Solar paddle El curves, slope detector set to 
30, 70, 100, and 150. 
AMPS 
FIGURE 15.-Solar paddle El curves, slope detector set to 70. 
AMPS 
FI(:URE 16.-Solar paddle El curves, slope detector set to 70. 
Brian T. Cunningham and Luther W. Slifer, for 
solar laboratory facilities that these 
could be conducted. 
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FIGURE 17.-A block d i i a m  of t,he slope detector con- W. SLIFER, Jr., The Electrical Characteristics of hadi- 
trolling a pulse width modulated regulator for maintain- ated Silicon Solar Cells as a Function of Temperature, 
ing optimum matching between the load and the solar SASA-Goddard Space Flight Center, Greenbelt, 
paddles. Maryland, March 30, 1964. 
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optimized for operation nearer to the peak power tery pack. The pulse width regulator would act 
point. as a matching transformer between the solar cells 
Figure 17 illustrates the slope detector com- and the battery pack, whiie the slope detector 
bined with a pulse width modulated regulator. would be the impedance sensmg device and control 
This method of power detection combined with a circuit 'for maintaining this optimum match. 
pulse width modulated regulator would certainly 
increase the charging power to the satellite b a t  ACKNOWLEDGMENTS 
PULSE-FREQUENCY -MODULATION TELEMETRY * 
ROBERT LV. ROCHELLE 
This report is concerned with the heuristic developnlent of the basic features of pulse-fre- 
quency modulation, an information encoding technique which has been used in a number of 
sptcecnrft. The prinlitry :tdv:rntages are its noise-irnrnu~~it,y characteristics and its ease of gen- 
 rati inn. A denrriptinn nf the prc.se>t nlethnd nf fnr!llztir?g znd synchmr~izztic?n is presented i~ 
order to  illustrate the  convenient handling of both analog and digital data. 
The theory of group-coded binary sequences is derived by using a special type of correlatior~ 
~natrix.  By  combining p:trticular sequences from :t number of these correlation m:rtrices, a new 
matrix is generated which is identical to the corre1:~tion m:ttrix of a set of pulse-frecluency nlodula- 
tion words. Thus, i t  is shown that  pulse-frecluency modul:rtion has the s:tlne comn~unic:tt,ion 
efficiency as a comparable set of coded bin:try sequences with :tn equ:~I nunlber of qu:~ntized levels. 
I n  the detection process for PF.11 sign:tls, a set of contiguous unm:rtchcd filttrs is used to  
enhance the signal-to-noise ratio. The ex:l~nine the effects of 1i:tyleigh noise on the output of 
these filters, the  word-error prob:~bility is derived :IS n function of the energy per bit, noise power 
density, and degree of coding. The same devrlopnlent is given for the  n~:rtched-filter c:tse. 
The analysis of the  excitation of an unmatched filter to a step sinusoid is c:~rricd out t o  indic:lte 
the  m:~gnitude of the errors affecting the direct freclucncy nleasurenlent of the pulsed sine wive. 
The an:ilysis also covers the  action of a pulsed sine wave in which the frequency is changing as i t  
passes through the filter. 
Esperirnrrlt:tl results from thc spectr:tl :tn:~lyses of s:ttcllite rreordings perturbed with r:tndom 
noise are presented to  illustr:ttc thc noisr-immurlity ch:tr:icteristic of pulse-freclucnry n1odul:ttion. 
INTRODUCTION greater percentage of the sp:~cccraft available for 
The problem of communicating over large dis- scicntific instr~imcntat ion. Since little inf orma- 
tances with minimum is Particularly tion has :ippei~red in the 1itcr:lture on the subject, 
chayenF;ing in view of the ahances in information it is hoped that this work will provide a back- 
theory during the last decades. )I-ith this theory ground for practical usagr, as well as  a theoretical 
as a guide, a number of interesting types of corn- derivation, of ~ulse-freqnenc~ modulation. 
munication systems can be postulated which, in 
the limit, approach the theoretical maximum 
communication efficiency. The encoding methods 
of some of these systems are exceedingly complex 
in their implementation. The ideal type of 
system retains a high communication efficicnry 
with little loss in simplicity. Pulse-frequency 
modulation is an attempt to fulfill these two basic 
criteria. 
Pulse-frequency modulation (PFM) hiis been 
successfully employed as the information encoding 
technique in a number of small ( < 200 lb) scientific 
satellites and space probes where the reduction of 
spacccr:~ft power and weight was a prime con- 
sideration. The use of such systclms lcaves a 
The Encoding Problem 
Telemetry implies me:tsurement a t  a distance. 
The concept of modern telemetry includes the 
gathering and encoding of information a t  a remote 
station, transmitting this encoded signal to the 
receiving station, decoding the signal a t  this 
station, and presenting the measurements in an 
ncc.rptable form. The transmission path may 
involve prop:~gation by radio, light, or even 
sound waves. Attenuation of the transmitted 
signal is usu:~lly a predominant factor because of 
the physicill separation between the transmitting 
and receiving appi~ratus. If attenuation is low, 
thc choic-vs of the encoding and modulation 
mcthods are not critic:~l, and mcthods which lead 
'Publislted aa NAS.4 Technical Report R-lR!). J~lnuary 1064. Tltis to simp]c> :Lnc] rcb]i:ri)la :Lre usunlly em- 
work wna also sublnitted to the University of M~lrylancl an ~ ~ a r t i a l  
fulRllnlent of the mquim~uents for ttlc dcy(r.t.c of ~ ) ~ ~ t ~ ~  of ~ ~ l ~ i ~ ~ , ~ ~ , t , ~ .  ployc(1. Wit.11 the int,roduction of attenuation in 
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the transmission path, interference in various 
forms may perturb the signals and cause trans- 
mission errors. By proper encoding of the 
information, the effect of these noise perturbations 
can be minimized. The amount of improvement 
or immunization to noise that can be accomplished 
is governed by Shannon's channel capacity 
theorem (Reference 1) : 
where C is the channel capacity (bits per second), 
B is the channel bandwidth, P is the signal power, 
and N is the average noise power. As the signal 
power is decreased, the bandwidth of the encoded 
signal must be increased to maintain the same 
channel capacity and probability of error. 
Various schemes can be devised to take ad- 
vantage of Shannon's channel capacity theorem 
and thereby reduce the transmitter power for a 
given information rate. Kotel'nikov has des- 
cribed the general theory of high efficiency 
encoding (Reference 2). The problem involved 
is to approach the Shannon channel-capacity 
limit as closely as possible. But this must be 
consistent with the ability to implement the 
encoding scheme with equipment which is not of 
undue complexity. A practical example of this 
problem is the telemetering of scientific data from 
~ t e l l i t e s  and space probes. Since spacecraft 
power is limited, savings in transmitter power due 
to efficient coding can extend either the range or 
information rate or both. The improvement is 
greater in the small satellite class (<200 lb), 
where a larger percentage of the satellite weight 
is devoted to the transmitter power system. 
History of Coded Telemetry 
Coded telemetry began with the early work on 
frequency mod~ilnt,ion. At that time frequency 
modulation was thought to require less bandwidth 
than amplitude modulation, since the frequency 
deviation could be made smaller than the modulat- 
ing frecpency. Carson dispraved this theory in 
1922 (Reference 3). In 1936 Armstrong demon- 
strated the major advantage of frequency modula- 
tion- the improvement of the signal-to-noise-ratio 
for large frequency deviations (Reference 4). The 
system traded bandwidth for signal-to-noise-ratio 
improvement. A recognized deficiency was the 
sharp threshold or decrease in the signal-to-noise 
ratio at  low signal levels. 
Pulse-code modulation* developed much more 
slowly than frequency modulation (Reference 5). 
I t  was not until 1948 that Shannon predicted that 
pulse-code modulation would have error-reducing 
properties (Reference 1). In 1950 Hamming 
devised a practical scheme of coding to effect 
these error-reducing properties (Reference 6). He 
introduced the error-detecting parity bit for a 
binary sequence and added bits to these for error- 
correcting purposes. Since 1950, numerous papers 
have been written on the subject of coding theory. 
Viterbi utilized these theories in calculating error 
probability as a function of the signal energy per 
bit for various degrees of coding (Reference 7). 
With the entry of the United States into space 
exploration, the need for a lightweight loa--power 
telemetry system developed. Such a system 
(Reference 8), utilizing the noise-reducing pro- 
perties of frequency modulation and the error- 
reducing properties of pulse-code modulation, 
was incorporated in the first Vanguard scientific 
space vehicle and ultimately achieved orbit in 
Vanguard I11 (1959 71). The telemetry encoder 
had a 48 channel capability, weighed 6 ounces 
unpotted, and required 12 milliwatts of power. 
Pulse-frequency modulation, as the system was 
called, was used again on the Ionosphere Direct 
3leasurements Satellite, Explorer VIII (1960 [I). 
In  April 1961 the space probe Explorer X (1961 
~ l ) ,  which measured the interplanetary magnetic 
field, was sent to an altitude of 240,000 km and 
again pulse-frequency modulation provided the 
encoding technique. Since that time, four more 
scientific satellites have been orbited with pulse- 
frequency-modulation telemeters. Explorer XI1 
(1961 vl) provided continuous measurements of 
the energetic particles in the Van Allen radiation 
belts out to 80,000 km; Ariel I (1962 01) was an 
ionospheric satellite (a joint effort between the 
United States and the United Kingdom); Ex- 
plorer XIV (1962 &I) was a follow-on to Explorer 
XII;  and Explorer XV (1962 BX1) is providing a 
study of the artificial radiation belt. Two 
satellites to be launched in the near future, the 
*P. M. Rainey, U. S. patent 1,608,527, November 30. 1926. issued to 
Western Electric Co., Inc. 
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Interplanetary Monitoring Probe and the suc- EXPERIMENT INPUT 
cessor to Ariel I, will use pulse-frequency modula- 
tion as the encoding technique. 
15 BIT ACCUMULATOR 
CHARACTERISTICS OF PULSE-FREQUENCY 
5 ; , , MODULATION w E 5 General Description Y Consider a time function fl(t) which is band- 
-- 0 limited between zero and 1/2To cps. The loo 
TIME (msec) function may be compieteiy described by a series 
of impulses of separation To and area fl(nTo), 
w i thn=-  03, --. ,  -2, -1,0, 1 ,2 ,  , + C O .  A 
sequencc of these time samples may be encoded 
for transmission over a telemcltry link in several 
ways. The method considered here is to encode 
the magnitude of the area of each impulse as the 
frequency of a pulsed subcarrier, tlic duration of 
the pulse being some fraction of the sample time 
To. 
A set of k analog time functions f,,,(t) may be 
multiplcxcd by sequentially sampling each func- 
tion with sp:wings Iwtween samples of To/k. In  
ordcr thnt the spectrum may he utilizctl more 
efficiently, (kncah pulse length sho~~l t l  l)e equal to 
the sampling time, To/k. In pr:wticc the. pulse 
length has hccn set :tt half this v:~lur to allow for 
rcsponsr-time 1imit:ttions in tlic. cryst:tl filters 
used in the tlctcctiori process. Thus, a train of 
sequcritial pr~lhcs, the freq~icncy of each being 
proportional to  the amplitude of a sample, 
comprises the b:~sic configuration for pulsc- 
frequency modulation. 
The sign:tls f,,,(t) may not neccss:trily l)e analog 
in nature. h sizal)lc portion of the outputs of 
experiments aboard spacecraft occur as digital 
signals, :tnd from a sign:il-to-noise-ratio viewpoint 
it is tlcsir:tl)lc to  rct:tin the digital chamc.ter of the 
signal. l'hc binary digits of the sign:tl arc corn- 
l~incd ant1 prc~sc~ntecl as a single digit of a higher 
ordcr 1):~s~. Tlic prcscnt state of the art  of 1'FM 
telemetry employs the encoding of three bits as  
one digit to  the I~nse eight; thnt is, three 1,in:tr.y 
digits arc cnrotlctl ns one of eight frccll~c.ncies. A 
special digit:~l pulsed-subc:lr~.icr oscillator has 
been dcvelopetl for this purpose; it is rcstricbtcd to  
oscillation : ~ t  only one of the c.igllt possible frc- 
quencits, the frccl~lcncy dt\pc~ntling on the v:tlue 
of its tlircck-bit input. I n  this m:tnricr thc com- 
plexity of the switching circuitry in t11(, c.nc-otler is 
materially reduced, since re:tdolit of the accumu- 
lators and scalers is accomplishetl three bits a t  a 
time instead of serially. Figure 1 illustrates the 
manner of commuting the digital oscillator to scan 
the stored data in the accuml~lator. Pulses from 
the experiment are counted ancl stored as a binary 
number in the accumulator. The cligital oscilla- 
tor is commutated three bits a t  a time in five jteps 
through the stored fifteen bits in the accumulator. 
The output of the oscillator, for thi:, case (octal 
number. 4721G), is represcntctl, :is i r i  Figure 1, by 
five serial pulses of discrete frcql~cncies. 
Since both analog :tncl cligital signals arc 
encotlcd :ts frcqllcncics of pulscs, they may be 
intermixed in any order in ml~ltiplcxing. Any 
one channel may be sul)commut:ttctl to  extend 
the number of signals f,,,(t) ~vhi(ali 1n:iy be encoded, 
with a corresponding reduction in the signal 
bandwidth. 
The prcscnt format for PFhl specifies that 
sixtctm scqucntial channels c~omprise a telemetry 
frame. The first channel is devoted to  synchro- 
nization, and thc remaining fifteen are distributed 
betwetln the analog and d ig i t~~l  (1:tt:~ t o  be tcle- 
metered. A group of sixteen sequential frames 
forms a telen~ctry sequence of 256 pulses (sixteen 
of these are devoted to  synchronization). Figure 
2 shows the frame and scqllence formats. 
Synchronization is aswired in two ways. First, 
the energy in the sync pulse is increased by in- 
creasing its length 50 percent. Second, a unique 
frequency is utilized outside the data band for the 
sync pulse. To  provide a mc:tns for identifying 
the subcommutated data, the frcquency of the 
sync pulse in every other tclemctry frame is 
stepped in sequence through (light freqlicncies. 
These frequencies lie in the d:tt:t band and :tre the 
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FIGURE 2.-Pulse-frequency-modulation format: (a) tele- 
metry frame; (b) sequence. 
same as the eight frequencies of the digital 
oscillator. When there is a poor signal-to-noise 
ratio, the energy a t  the sync frequency may be 
stored over a number of frames, and thus the 
sync signal-to-noise ratio is improved. This, of 
course, increases the acquisition time but it is a 
necessary compromise in regions of poor signal- 
to-noise ratios. 
Design Considerations 
In the design of any telemetry system, such 
features as bit rate, accuracy, precision, error rate, 
and bandwidth must be firmly specified. Proper 
choices for such factors are products of the appli- 
cation of information theory to the problem. 
Let us investigate a few factors which are 
necessary in a PFM telemetry system. Let the 
maximum value of the analog time function 
fl(t) be defined as the full-scale value FI of the 
channel. If F1 is divided into N equal parts, the 
magnitude Fl/N represents the precision of the 
system. This is the smallest discernible change 
between two samples of f~( t ) .  The value of N is 
determined by the requirements of the experiment 
being telemetered. For small scientific satellites 
a precision factor l /X  of 0.01, or 1 percent of the 
full-scale value, is normally considered adequate. 
For experiments, such as the flux-gate magnet* 
meter, which depend on the measuring of the 
modulation of the magnetic field by the satellite's 
spin, precisions to 0.1 percent are desirable, 
although accuracy better than 1 percent is not 
necessary. For analog signals encoded with 
PFM, the precision is a function of the signal-to- 
noise ratio. At close range, the precision is an 
order of magnitude better than a t  maximum 
range. This feature, which will be discussed 
later in more detail, is equivalent to encoding 
with a variable bit-rate. 
Since the frequency of the pulse contains the 
signal information, a measurement precision of 
1 percent, for example, requires that the detection 
system be able to discern 100 different frequencies. 
The total frequency band B is therefore divided 
into 100 equal parts. The separation between 
frequencies, bfo , is B/100. The power spectra of 
the pulses (Appendix A) have zeros of power 
density on each side of the center frequency a t  
multiples of the reciprocal of T the pulse length. 
T is determined by the sampling rate necessary to 
telemeter the highest frequency of f,(t) a t  least 
better than at  the Xyquist rate. The zeros of the 
power spectrum then should fall at  multiples of 
B/100, or bfo=l/T. This gives the relation 
between the bandwidth, precision, and pulse 
length, where 1/N is the precision constant. 
The above analysis was made on the basis of the 
sampling time of a single channel fl(t) deter- 
mining the pulse length T. Since time-division 
multiplexing is used, the pulse length must be 
shortened in proportion to the ni~mbe_r nf COZ- 
mutated channels. Therefore the bandwidth B 
will increase in proportion to the number of 
commutated channels. 
In effect, thg app!icntior, of Equation 2 predicts 
that the sample will assume any one of N, in this 
case 100, discrete amplitudes. The power spec- 
trum for any one of these amplitudes is centered 
in one of the 100 equal parts of width Afo in the 
band B. 
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A first-order solution to the detection problem is 
to  arrange 100 contiguous bandpass filters with 
bandwidth Afo= 1/T to cover the bandwidth B. 
A maximum-likelihood detector on the outputs 
of the filters can select the filter with the greatest 
output. The signal is thus quantized into one of 
100 possible levels. The original amplitude of a 
sample would not necessarily cause the frequency 
to fall exactly in the center of any one of the 100 
filters. The output would still be the greater in 
one fiiter than in an adjacerli Giie~. As the 
amplitude of the sample is changed, the maximnm- 
likelihood detector indicates that the adjacent 
filter has acquired the signal only when its re- 
sponse has an amplitude greater than the output 
of the original filter. With a good signal-to-noise 
ratio the filter output which is greatest can he 
gated into a discriminator in order that the fre- 
quency might be measured with better than 1 
percent precision. 
Rather than samplings only a t  times nT, the 
frequency of the pulse can be a continuous repre- 
sentation of the amplittide of the sample for the 
whole duration of the pulse, T. Ry using a 
discriminator on the output of the contiguous 
filters, not only can the average amplitude during 
the time T be determined but also the rate of 
change of amplitude. Having the latter infor- 
mation is equivalent to doubling the sampling 
rate (Reference 9). Thesc topics will \,e dis- 
cussed in detail later. 
BANDPASS FILTER "GREATEST OF" DETECTOR 
111 010 
DIGITIZED 
* 
RECEIVED SIGNAL 
SIGNAL 
I"IGIJI~E :<.-Contiguous-filter bank in t1igit:~I-oscill:~tor 
mode. 
For data encoded as digital information, the 
minimum number of filters required in the 
detection system is the same as the number of 
frequency levels encoded. Filters for these 
frequency levels as well as filters contiguous to 
these discrete frequencies are tied together in a 
"greatest of" configuration as in Figure 3. This 
allows some latitude in the stability of each 
discrete frequency-temperature drift or aging of 
the digital oscillator might cause a discrete 
freqtie~cj: ta fa!! a::tside its t?psigner_! filter Thus. 
the "greatest of" detector selects the filter with 
the greatest signal and transmits to the output 
a digital number indicative only of the group of 
filters in which the signnl fell. 
CHARACTERISTICS O F  CODED BINARY 
SEQUENCES 
A somewhat different approach to the theory of 
coded binary sequences will be developed in this 
chapter in order to illustrate the position of pulse- 
frequency modulation in coded telemetry. The 
idea is to show that PF39 is a spcc~ial binary code 
taken from a group of many codes which can be 
made up of pntterns of binary zeros and ones. 
Pulse-code motlulation (PCRI) is ordinarily 
thought of as the representation of sequential 
samples of a signnl by a hinary code; however, the 
original definition of PCM included all codes: 
binary, ternary, quaternary, etc. Patterns of 
these code elements make up the quantized 
amplitude value of the sample. For two reasons 
the binary code is used almost exclusively: the 
advantage in the signal-to-noise-ratio rrlation, 
and the ease of generation. If the amplitude of a 
sample is to be encoded as an n-bit binary se- 
quence, 2" different sequences are available to 
quantize the amplitude. Shannon has shown by 
his second theorem that the probability of error 
in recognizing any of the transmitted 2" sequences 
may be reduced by recoding the n-bit sequences 
or words into selected sequences of larger m-bit 
sequences (Reference 1 ) ;  or, conversely, if only 
selected sequences of the 2" availa\)le sccluences 
are allowed, then the probability of error per bit 
is reduced. Coded n-bit binary sequences are 
defined as a set of hl select~d seqtlenccs in the 
M < 2". When M = 2" the set of sequences is said 
to be uncodcd. 
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Group Coding 
Advantages may be gained by allowing the 
transmission of only selected sequences in the 
available 2" sequences of an n-bit encoded sample. 
This, of course, reduces the precision to which the 
samples may be quantized; however, the precision 
may be increased back to the original value by 
increasing n, since this increases the number of 
sequences from which a judicious selection may 
be made. Later we shall discuss how these 
selections are made. A signal-to-noise advantage 
is obtained if the selected sequences are detected 
not bit-by-bit but as an entire sequence or group. 
Use is made of the fact that signals add directly 
(since their phases are correlated) and noise adds 
as the square root of the sum of the squares. 
The detection process is accomplished by cross- 
correlating each of the selected or allowed se- 
quences with the transmitted signal; the allowed 
sequence which yields the highest cross-correlation 
coefficient when correlated with the signal is 
selected as the most probable representation of 
the signal. 
Let fl(t) be one of a set of k transmitted 
sequences and f,(t) be one of the allowed se- 
quences stored in k correlators. Both fl(t) and 
f,(t) are zero for t > T and t < 0. The correlator 
performs the mathematical operation: 
where 
n = number of bits in the word, 
T = length of sequence, 
T = lag time, 
Cl, (7) = unnormalized cross-correlation function. 
For the mstched cr e ~ t i r r , ~ m  cenditinr? the 100. 
--0 
time should be zero. The correlator with the 
greatest value of C,(O) is selected as the one 
having the greatest probability of containing the 
signal. 
A zero may be represented in the transmitted 
signal by a +1 volt and a one by a - 1 volt. The 
selected sequence or stored waveform in the 
correlator f,(t) is normalized so that the units of 
the cross-correlation coefficient C,,(O) will cor- 
respond to the voltage measured a t  the output of 
the correlator. When 1 = m, the cross-correlation 
coefficient is n volts. Since the correlator with 
the highest coefficient is k ing  selected, i t  is 
desirable for the coefficient of all the other 
correlators to be as low as possible, so that the 
largest possible distinction can be made between 
the correct and the incorrect values of the 
coefficient. 
As an example, let us take all the available 
sequences of a four-bit word and construct a truth 
table which gives the values of the cross-correla- 
tion coefficients of Equation 3. Table 1 contains 
such a table; however, the order of the four-bit 
words was prearranged to bring out some salient 
features. For I =m the correlation coefficient is 
+4 volts; when fl(t) equals the complement of 
f,(t), the coefficient becomes -4 volts. In Table 
1 (a) there are two groups of eight sequences each. 
In  either group the cross-correlation coefficient is 
zero except when the stored waveform matches 
the signal or is its complement. If an attempt 
was made to correlate signals in group 1 with the 
stored waveforms of group 2, the cross-correlation 
coefficient would be + 2  volts. Noise cotlld 
easily perturb a +2 volt output into +4 volts, 
causing an error. Thus, if the transmitted 
sequences of a four-bit word are restricted 
entirely to either group 1 or group 2 and the 
stored waveforms in the correlators are of the 
same group, then an improvement in the signal- 
to-noise ratio can be realized. These code groups 
are of the Reed-Muller type (Reference 10). 
Intuitively, if the signal-to-noise ratio were 
unity for a single bit of the four-bit word, the 
output signal-to-noise ratio would be 2/1 (the 
bits of the signal add directly, but the noise adds 
as the square root of the sum of the squares). 
The signal-to-noise ratio has doubled and the 
information rate has reduced by only one-fourth. 
This i s  a s o d  improvement: unfortunately, it 
cannot be realized. True, the signal-to-noise 
ratio out of the correlator is improved over the 
bit-by-bit detection, but the outputs of the 
correlntors must be compared to determine the 
largest coefficient. I t  is probable that noise in 
another correlator will be greater than the 
coefficient in the correct correlator. This pro- 
bability increases as the number of correlators 
increases. The situation is discuswd in detail 
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Table 1 
Correlation Coefficients: (a) Four-Bit Sequences; (b) One-Bit Sequences; (c) Two-Bit Sequences. 
SIGNAL - fl ( t ) 
GROUP 1 GROUP 2 
later. The group code method still provides a 
substantial improvement in the signal-to-noise 
ratio ovcr bit-by-bit detection. 
The number of correlators in group 1 can be 
reduced from eight to four if the -4 volt output 
also is utilized. Since each correlator responds 
only to  its matchcd signal and its complement, a 
single correlator can be used to  detect two se- 
quences. The correlator with the greatest abso- 
lute magnitude is selected as the one having the 
best prohability of containing the signal. The 
sign of the coefficient determines whether the 
signal was in the first or second four sequences of a 
group. A code of this type is said to  be bi- 
orthogon:~l since negative as well as positive 
cross-corre1:~tion coefficients are utilizcd. When 
only thc positive outputs are used the code is 
orthogonal. 
In thc preceding example the prearranged order 
of the four-bit sequences was most important. X 
few fundamental rules have been developed t o  
generate codes with hit lengths of n=2k,  where 
k =  0, 1, 2, 3, . . .. These rules are amenable to 
computer programming but are somewhat dif- 
ferent from those found in the literature. Con- 
siclvr first the correlation table for a one-bit word 
as in Table l(1)). Only onc correlator is required 
if the bi-orthogonal properties of the signal are 
utilized. This table anti the correlation table for 
the two-bit sequences of Table l(c) can be written 
by inspection. The first word of the four-bit 
table is generated by combining the first word, 00, 
of the two-bit table with itself to  form 0000. 
The next word is made by combining the first 
word, 00, with its complement, 11, to  form 0011. 
The same process is carried out with the second 
word of the two-bit table to form the next two 
words. The complements of these four words 
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are now taken in reverse order; this generates the 
code of group 1. The group 2 code is started by 
combining the first word of the two-bit table with 
the second. The next word is obtained by com- 
bining the first word of the two-bit table with 
the complement of the second. For the third and 
fourth words the two-bit second word is combined 
with the first word and then with its complement. 
The next four words are the complements of the 
newly generated words in reverse order. I$ The eight-bit correlation table has 256 sequences 
i' which form a matrix of 65,536 correlation co- 
I efficients. A digital computer program for gen- 
erating the %bit table was written by utilizing the 
four-bit table and the rules for forming the table 
from the preceding paragraph. The program was 
-Atten in FAP (Fortran Assembly Program) so 
t,hat the bit patterns of the signals f,(t) and stored 
waveforms f,(t) could be cyclically varied. That 
is, the first bit of all the eight-bit sequences was 
moved to the last-bit position and a new set of 
correlation coefficients computed. 
The program is arranged so that a print-out 
contains the correlation between the first sixteen 
signals and the first sixteen stored waveforms. 
Table 2 is a print-out of the first page of the code 
I 
Table 2 
1 Correlation Coefficients for Bi-Orthogonal Code Group. 
t 1  2 3 4 > 0 I B s 1 0  1 1  12 13 1 4  1) 16 
I 
I O C O C O L  L O l l l l I  I l l  
I 6 O l O l l O l o  0  0  3 C O t c  0  C C - b  C C 0 0 0 
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Cross-Correlation Coefficients for Eight-Bit Sequences. I 
book for the program. On the next page are the 
first sixteen signals correlated with the second 
sixteen correlators, and so on. There are sixteen 
code groups of the type in Table 2. Any one of 
these sixteen code groups could be used to encode 
four bits of data for a signal-to-noise-ratio im- 
provement over a standard four-bi t code. Table 
3 illustrates the correlation between groups. 
I t  is interesting to note that a cyclic variation 
of the four-bit sequences does not generate any 
new codes. I t  only rearranges the order in the 
two code groups. In the eight-bit case, however, 
new codes are generated; in fact, a tremendous 
number of new codes can be made not only by 
cyclically varying the bit locations of the signal 
and stored waveforms but also by interchanging 
the order of the bits in all possible combinations. 
The process may be carried to the sixteen-bit 
case, for which there are over 4X109 cross- 
correlation coefficients. Sanders has described 
the Digilock coded binary PCM telemeter, which 
encodes sixteen-bit words to represent five-bit 
samples (Reference 11). This system has been 
flown on an Air Force Blue Scout rocket. 
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Parity Codes identical words can be found on different correla- 
A simple error-detecting parity code is con- 
structed by adding one bit to an n-bit sequence to 
indicate whether the total word has an even or an 
odd number of zeros. It is most interesting to 
note that group 1 of the four-bit correlation table 
can be made from a three-bit sequence by adding 
an even parity bit; group 2 is generated by adding 
an odd parity bit. The eight-bit code of Table 2 
may be thought of as a four-bit code with four 
bits for errordetecting and error-correcting. 
PFM Correlation Table 
In the eight-bit correlation table (Table 2) the 
second sequence, 00001111, is the same as the 
second sequence of the four-bit table of Table 
l(a), 0011, if the words of each are of the same 
duration. The second word of the two-bit table 
of Table l(c), 01, is also the same as these two if 
the time T for the words is the same. Since 
tion tables, the possibility might be considered 
that a new table could be constructed from 
sequences taken from a number of tables. These 
sequences should have orthogonal properties. 
The most obvious one is to take 01010101 from 
the eight-bit table, 0101 from the four-bit table, 
and 01 from the two-bit table and construct a new 
table. From a six-bit table we could use 010101. 
All of these sequences are orthogonal to each 
other when substituted into Equation 3. Also, 
the alternating zero and one code may be taken 
from higher oider tables in constructing this new 
table. Pulse frequency modulation does exactly 
this in constructing a code. The code is made up 
of alternating zeros and ones taken from higher 
order codes. For PFJ'I signals in the frequency 
range from 5 to 15 kc, the 5.0 kc sequence would 
be 100 bits of 50 zeros and 50 ones in an alternating 
pattern; the 5.1 kc sequence would be 102 bits 
in this same alternating pattern. Table 4 is such 
Table 4 
Pulse-Frequency-Modulation Correlation Table. 
SIGNAL FREQUENCY (kc) 
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a table. Each frequency contains an integral 
number of cycles because the pulse length, 
derived from Equation 3, is constant. The table 
is strictly an orthogonal code. If the sequences 
starting with a one instead of a zero were also 
used, the code would become bi-orthogonal, since 
negative values of the cross-correlation coefficient 
would result. Finally, if the frequencies of PFhl  
are restricted to a set containing an integral 
number of cycles, then it  appears that PFM is 
~ r r r t . > i n l x r  2 fcrlll "f c=de.' bicary PC?,:. Of 
--- --*---.J 
course, it is a special group code, chosen primarily 
because of its ease of generation. 
word requires 2.-l filters. The matched-filter 
technique has been well reported (References 12 
and 13). The idea is to force the power spectrum 
of the impulsive response of the filter to  be 
identical to  the power spectrum of the signal. 
Although the use of matched filters is most desir- 
able, there are numerous situations in which the 
use of unmatched filters can markedly reduce t 
hardware and implementation complexity without 
too great a degradation in the signal-to-noise 
,, a L j v .  4:- Thc noise aiialyses d;ffe~, d r p e i ~ d ; ~ ~ ~  un 
whether the filter in the detrction system is 
matched or unmatched. 
NOISE ANALYSIS Unmatched Filter 
In  the previous section pulse-frequency modula- 
tion was exemplified by a special set of binary 
coded sequences which were selected because of 
their ease of generation. Of primary interest are 
the characteristics of this code set in the presence 
of noise. A number of methods are available t o  
aid in recovering the signal set from noise. The 
optimum method is to  use matched filters with 
maximum-likelihood detection. The number of 
filters employed is :L function of the drsired 
efficiency of encoding; n-bit plrcision for a single 
- - A  
The use of unmatched filters for PFAI signals in 
which the number of quantized levels exceeds 
eight (n=3) can simplify the operation of the 
detection system, compared with the use' of a 
matched-filter set. The unmatched-filter set 
would consist of N contiguous bandpass filters, 
where K is the number of quantized levels in the 
signal. 
Let us examine onc of these filters in detail. 
Assume the filter to have the following power 
sprctrum : 
where Awe is the bandwidth of the filter and wo is 
the center frequency of the filter. 
White additive Gaussian noise with a power 
density of No watts/cps will have a variance of a2 
watts in the output when passed through this 
filter. The noise output of a narrow-band filter 
may be represented by using inphase and quad- 
rature  component,^ : 
wherc. x(t) and y(t) are random v:rriables. 
-- 
Keitlicr the x(t) nor y( t )  frequency spectrum 
extends up to  the center frequency oo. The 
mean-square-deviation or variance a2  is the sum 
of the variances of the inphase and quadrature 
components, a"'012+aQ2 (the covariance between 
the inphase and quadrature components is zero); 
also a?=aX2/2+ay2/2, where ax2 and aY2 are the 
variances of x(t) and y(t).  
I t  would be rare indeed for a filter t o  have 
infinitc. slope on its l)antl edges. This postulates a 
filter having an irifinitr number of sections with 
infinite dr1:ty time; however, a simple RLC 
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single-pole filter serves as the first approxima- Then
tion to this ideal filter. The following analysis
will involve only the ideal filter.
Idea/Filter
Consider a single ideal falter of bandwidth A_ since
and center frequency o_0. In the presence of No
watts/cps of noise on the input, the output power
measured in a matched 1 ohm load would be
NoA_/2_r or a2 watts. If a step sinusoidal voltage
of amplitude Co and frequency o_0is added to the
input, the correct prediction of whether or not the
signal is present after a period T has elapsed is a
matter of statistics. The sinusoidal signal will
be termed a "word," and the probability of
incorrectly assuming the presence of a signal will
be termed the "word-error probability."
Although the noise output of the filter cannot
be predicted, certain probabilities may be assigned
to the noise characteristics in order to evaluate
the long-term effect of the presence of the noise.
Some of these characteristics are the first and
second moments of the noise, the probability of
the rate of zero crossings, and the envelope
probability density function. For the unmatched-
filter case this report will be concerned mainly
with the probability density function of the en-
velope amplitude of the noise output, since an
uncorrelated detector produces a voltage pro-
portional to the envelope of its input.
The amplitude of the noise in the output of the
unmatched filter, like that in the input, has a
Gaussian probability density function. Positive where
and negative amplitudes are equiprobable, zero
being the most probable value. The auto-
correlation function ¢11(r) of the input noise
extending to the upper frequency limit o_cis
IS:q511('r_ ; limit _- u(t)u(t+r)dt . (6)
T_m
limit--
]F(w) l 2 P(_)
T 2
where P(-,) is the power spectrum of u(t).
P(o_) = No watts/cps and
But
N0 _Wc¢i 1 (7.) -_ ei_r d_
No_c sin_cT"
= _ %_ (9)
The autocorrelation function is periodic as r is
increased, the correlation damping out approxi-
mately as a 1Iv function. As oJc approaches
infinity _blx(r) becomes an impulse function
centered at z = 0:
1 No
limit ¢Ii(_) : limit _ -_- ei_r dT
O9c _ O0 COc _ OO _C
N o
= _- _(_) , (10)
® _(r)d_ = 1 .
¢o
For the output of the bandpass filter (o_> > _0)
the autocorrelation function for Gaussian noise
becomes (Appendix B)
!:
?
From tbeo_m 202 in P_fcrcncc 14
1 _ IFI_)I 2ell{r) = limit _ T e_O_ , (7)
where
F(w} = u(t) e -i_°t dt .
&:r
sin 2
_,1(_) = No _ _ cos%_ (11)
2
The function is plotted in Figure 4. The output
of the filter tends to exhibit periodic correlation
until the lag time ro=2r/Aw is reached. Let
n(t) be the noise voltage output and ed the de-
tector voltage output. When the output of the
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FIGURE 4.-Autocorrelation function for Gaussian noise FIGURE 5.-Joint probability density function for Gaussian 
( W O  = 4Aw). noise. 
filter is passed through a simple detector with the 
characteristics 
ed = - n ( t )  f o r n ( t ) ( O ,  
ed = + n ( t )  for  n ( t )  2 0 , 
full-wave rectification of the output occurs. 
Smooth ing  of t h i s  rect i f ied o u t p u t  y ie lds  
41 X (t) 1 2+ 1 y (t) 1 , the amplitude of the en- 
velope of u(t) (Equation 5 ) .  
Of great interest is the joint probability density 
function for the amplitlidcs of x(t) and y(t). 
Since x(t) and y(t) are equiprohable, have a 
normal distribution, and are statistically inde- 
pendent, they may be conveniently plotted on 
orthogonal coordinates with the z axis represent- 
ing the joint probability, as in Figure 5. The 
amplitude a t  the point XI ,  y l  represents the 
probability density of the joint occurrence of the 
amplitude XI a t  the same time as the quadrature 
amplitude y,. The distance from the center to 
this point is w; however, other values of 
x and y with the same square-sum value lie on the 
circle with radius w. This circle is the 
locus of points of constant probability density 
for the amplitude of the envelope of the noise. 
To show this the variables must be changed from 
rectangular coordinates x and y to polar co- 
ordinates r and 0. 
The probability density for the joint occurrence 
of xl and yl is: 
Now x = r cos 0 and y = r sin 8. The Jacobian is 
cos D s i n  0 
= i - r s i n B  r c o s O  
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The joint probability for r and 0 is then 
In the present case u,=u,, so maximum for amplitude equal to the deviation, 
and low for large amplitudes. 
Word-Error Probability for tha Matched Fiher 
The probability for any value of 0 is 
This is the Rayleigh distribution which describes 
the probability of obtaining a specified amplitude 
of the envelope of bandwidth-limited random 
noise. 
Rayleigh noise is characterized by a probability 
which is zero for zero envelope amplitude, a 
The addition of a sinusoidal signal to the noise 
causes a shift in the envelope probability density 
function, as shown by Rice (Reference 15). 
Adding a sine wave carrier of amplitude A. 
displaces the probability density function a 
distance of A0 units along the x axis. In  the 
limit, as the variance of the noise approaches zero 
the probability density function for the envelope 
approaches an impulse a t  x=Ao. The volume 
under this impulse is unity, so the probability of 
an amplitude other than A0 is zero. Adding a 
cosine of amplitude BO shifts the center to 
-at an angle 00= tan-l(B0/Ao) to  the 
x axis. Figure 6 depicts this general case. The 
F I G ~ E  6.-Joint probability density function for signal plus Gaussian noise. 
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volume above any area of the x-y plane gives the probability of an amplitude lying between r and 
probability of the envelope having an amplitude r+dr (when dr=  d w )  is the volume of the 
falling in the region of that x-y area. ring of radius r and width dr;  the height is given 
However, we are mainly interested in con~tant  by the joint probability density between x and y. 
envelope amplitudes with unknown phases since The volume in the clear segment of Figure 6 gives 
they characterize a typical PFM signal. The this probability: 
Zn 1 0) ?/zu: 1 - (r r ln 0 - B 0 ) 7 2 u y 2  
* a y  r d r  dB . 
liice has compiled the probability curves for The probabilit,~ that an envelope amplitude 
various carrier amplitudes (Reference 15). will be equal to  or less than r is given by the 
volume inside the circle of radius ro: 
When u, = a,, 
Let Ao=Co cos Oo and Bo=Co sin 00. Then 
The second integral in the preceding equation is 
the modified Bessel function lo(r). 
M7e have examined the action of an individual 
ideal bnndpass filter and, given signal-with-noise 
input, have determincd the probability of a parti- 
cular output. Now let us look a t  the action of 
signal and noise as an input to a bank of parallel 
bandpnss filters (the band edges of the filters are 
touching). With N filters, a frequency range of 
NAw/2?r is covered. I t  should be remembered 
that the primary advantage of PFM is that each 
PFM word is orthogonal to any other word in 
that PFM set. This gives a uniqueness to the 
power spectrum of each word, resulting in a band- 
width equal to the products of the number of 
words in the PFM set and the bandwidth of the 
power spec.trum of a word. 
Consider a PFM word and white additive 
Gaussian noise as an input to the bank of filters. 
The sinlisoidal frequency of the word lies in the 
center of one of the N bandpass filters; the pro- 
bability density function for that filter will appear 
as in Figure 7(a). The remaining N-1 filters will 
have a probability density function as given in 
Figure 7(b). Ultimately we arc looking for a 
number which represents the ratio of thc number 
of tirnes that noise in one or more of the N-1 
filters is greater than the signal-plus-noise in the 
correct filter. This figure is defined as the word- 
error probability. 
I t  is interesting to consider some of the aspects 
of those things which influence the word-error 
probability. First, with N filters in parallel and 
the outputs connected in a "greatest of" con- 
figuration, the probability that a t  least one of the 
N filters will exceed a certain amplitude ro is 
almost N times the probability that a single 
filter output will exceed that amplitude. For 
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probability that a t  least one of the amplitudes is 
greater than ro then becomes 1-[P(r<ro)lN-l. 
By increasing the signal an amount Aro, the error 
o,=l 
rate becomes the same for N-1 fikers as for a 
Co= 3 0single filter. From this increase of ro by the amount Aro, the following equality can be set up: 
I 1.0 ro 2.0 3.0 4.0 5.0 6.0 
ENVELOPE AMPLITUDE r I - P ( r  < ro) = I - [ ~ ( r  < r o  + ~ r d ] " - '  .
ENVELOPE AMPLITUM r 
(b)  
FIGURE 7.-Probability density functions: (a) signal plus 
Rayleigh noise; (b) Rayleigh noise. 
example, for a bank of 100 filters with a threshold 
set on the "greatest of" output of 3 times the 
average noise voltage of a single filter, the number 
of times that this level is exceeded by any filter 
is less than 100 times the average rate a single 
filter will exceed that amplitude. The reason the 
rate is not exactly 100 times greater is the finite 
probability that two (or more) of the filters may 
simultaneously exceed the threshold. In Figure 
7(b) the shaded area represents the probability 
that the envelope amplitude of one filter is less 
than the threshold amplitude ro. The probability 
that all the filters, except the one with the signal, 
have amplitudes less than ro is P(r <ro) N-l. The 
The fact that the signal amplitude would also be 
increased by an amount Aro is more than compen- 
sated for by the increase of the information rate 
by log2 100 over that of a single filter. In order 
to keep the information rate constant, the band- 
width of each of the K filters can be reduced by the 
factor ljlogz 100, which substantially decreases 
the signal power needed to maintain the same 
word-error probability a t  the same information 
rate. 
The calculation of the word-error-probability 
curves for a set of 2" uncorrelated filter outputs 
may proceed generally as above; i.e., the pro- 
bability that an output is correct is calculated 
and then subtracted from unity for the probability 
of error. The probability of one of the N-1 
filters having an amplitude equal to or less than 
the envelope amplitude ro of the filter containing 
the signal is given by 
However, the probability that noise amplitude in 
any one of the N-1 filters does not exceed ro is the 
probability distribution function raised to the 
N-1 power. The probability that the signal- 
plus-noise in the correct filter has the amplitude 
ro is 
Then, the joint probability that none of the N-1 plus-noise in the correct filter has the amplitude 
filters has noise exceeding ro and that the signal- ro is 
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For the total probability that the amplitude of performed over all values of ro from zero to  in- 
the correct filter is always greater than any finity. The word-error probability is then 1 
amplitude in the N-1 filters, the integration is minus this quantity: 
This equation was programmed on an IBM 7090 signals are added to the set such that 
digital computer for various numbers of filters; 
the resulting curves are shown in Figure 8. The 
- r0 f ( t  f = 0 f ! . .
vaiue oi n in the figure is equivalent to logz N in I 0  Jo 
Equation 24. This notation was used so that 
direct comparisons could be made with Viterbi's (25) 
curves for "greatest of" detectors using matched then any one filter in the set of matching filters 
filters (Reference 7). will respond to only one signal in the set; i.e., 
Matched Filter 
I t  was stated for the case of the unmatched f , ( t )  f , ( t ) d t  = 0 f o r 1  7 m ,  
filter that a bandpass filter is the first approxima- 
tion to a matched filter for a pulsed sine wave, 
Co sin wo t[u(t)-u(t-To)]. A matched filter is 
one which yields the maximum signal-to-noise 
ratio at a time t =To  for a given signal a t  the input 
accompanied with additive white Gaussian noise. 
Several excellent treatments are available in the 
literat,ure for the proof of t,his (Reference 16). 
The transfer function of the matched filter is 
proportional to  the complex conjugate of the 
spectrum of the signal, S*(w): 
The factor e-'wTo is the complex shifting function 
and corresponds to the delay time of the filter. 
Multiple Matched Filter 
Essentially, a matched filter performs the 
process of cross-correlating the signal-plus-noise 
with n stored matching signal. This process is 
actually autocorrelation of the signal with the 
stored image of the signal in the matched filter. 
The cross-correlation function, 
JoTO f l  ( t )  f m ( t  + 7 )  d t  . 
is a maximum for 1 = m  when T=O. If other 
and 
By observing the outputs of the filters when 
T = 0 (maximum autocorrelation), a probability 
can be established that the matched filter with 
the greatest output contains the signal. The 
error probability is, then, 1 minus the probability 
of being correct. 
The waveform for the set of signals f l(t) has not 
been given. I t  is possible to use any orthonormal 
set, such as Legcndre polynomials, Ressel func- 
tions, elliptic functions, or sine functions. PFM 
is based on the use of a set of sine functions having 
orthonormal properties. The time-limited sine 
wave of Figure 9(a) is multiplied by its matching- 
filter stored image of Figure 9(b). Figure 9(c) 
gives the product and Figure 9(d) the integral of 
the product as a function of time for T =  0. The 
autocorrelation function is shown in Figure 9(e) 
If the frequency is increased so that the signal has 
an extra half of a sine wave in the same pulse 
length To, then the signal is orthogonal to the 
filter, i.e., no match. Figure 10 shows the new 
signal of higher frequency, the correlating wave- 
form (stored image in the filter), the the 
integral, and the general cross-correlation func- 
tion. 
SPACECRAFT kXD SUBSYSTENS 
ENERGY PER BIT (+) 
NOISE POWER DENSITY N , B  
FIGURE 8.-Word+rror probability curves for Rayleigh noise. 
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( a )  n n n n n  SIGNAL f2 ( t  ) ( a )  n n n n SIGNAL fl ( t )  
0 (J To 0 V'O 
STORED  WAVEFORM^^ ( t )  ( b )  n n n STORED WAVEFORM fl ( t )  
0 UTO 0 VTO I 
c~oss.coRRELATloN to C 0 f l  ( t f2 ( t + r) d t  
( e  
n A n  A r\ 
- 
-To 
v- V 
0 rv +To 
FIGURE 9.-M:~tchetl-filter detection: (a) time-limited 
sine wave; (b) matching-filter storcd image; (c) produrt; 
(d) autocorrelation function for = 0 ; autocOrrel:r- FIGURE 10.-Matched-filter detection: (a) time-limited 
tion function for v:~lues of s. sine wave a t  higher frequency than stored image; 
(b) storcd image; (c) product; (d) cross-correlation 
function for T = O ;  (e) cross-correlation function for 
Of interest is a plot of the cross-correlation values of 7. 
function for O =  0 as a function of frequency: 
t s i n  (-. t un) !] T 
- - -- 
m n 
Om + (A" 
0 
s i n  - L'J,,) To s l n  ( fLm + '1") T~ 
2 (urn - " I " )  T~ 2 (dm + (A,) T,, 
. 
The contribution of the second term will be small, tion are obviously the allowed frequencies of the 
so the covariance or cross-correlation for e= 0 is a orthonormal set, since there is no cross-correlation 
sin x/x function. The eigenvalues of this funr- s t  these points. 
The eigenvulues occur when 
1 s i n  (urn - W , ) T ~  1 sin(u,  + u , , ) ~ ,  
- 
- - 7 (Wm+WnjT;- = 0 .  * (urn - un)To  
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Both of these terms are zero if 
(urn - o , ) ~  = Inr for  k = 1 ,  2,  -.- , 
and 
I 
! ( % + o , ) T  = IT f o r 1  = 1, 2, 
Defining on= w,+Aw and substituting &To = kx 
and (%,+Aw)T = Zr, we find that, if k =  1, then 
Aw=x/TO and 
subject to the restriction that w, = la/2T. 
The smallest allowable difference in frequency 
between any two members of a set of orthonormal 
frequencies is the reciprocal of twice the word 
length. I t  should be noted that the limit to the 
number of frequencies or eigenvalues that can be 
used in a set is usually dictated only by the limit 
on the complexity that can be tolerated. 
Figure 11 is a plot of the cross-correlation 
function 4(O) as a function of w, for a fixed value 
of w,. The dashed curve is the amplitude 
spectrum of the pulsed sine wave. A practical 
example is a pulsed sine wave of 10 msec duration 
which has zeros of its cross-correlation with other 
2 
0 > 
i= k 
4 g 
$;'ow 
g z ;  
"ca %$b 
EL52 
ozrz, 
0:w Eon i ~ g  
a _r 
z a 
u E 
o a 
2 
CORRELATION 
0.50 COEFFICIENT 
FREQUENCY w, ( rad/sec ) 
FIGCRE 11.-Cross-correlation function and power spec- 
trum of pulsed sine wave V(t) = sin(2ujut). ( u[t + (To/2)] 
-lt-(To/2)11). 
frequencies in multiples of 50 cps; however, the 
zeros of the power spectrum of the pulsed sine 
wave fall in multiples of 100 cps away from the 
center frequency. 
Amplitude spectral density curves for the 
general case when f (t) = sin(2xf . -[u(t - T ~ )  
- u ( t - ~ ~ j ]  are plotted in Figures 12 and 13. 
Figure 13 is varied in steps of 30 degrees for a 
total 180 degree change. The redistribution of 
densities can be seen. 
Word-Error Robability for the 
Notched Fiher 
In calculating the word-error probability for 
the case of the matched filters the same procedure 
( c )  RMS DENSITY 
2 0 0.95 0.96 0.97 0.98 0.99 1.0 1.01 1.02 1.03 1.04 1.05 AMPLITUDE SPECTRAL a 
DENSITY CURVES FOR FREQUENCY ( f / f o  ) 
f  ( t ) = s i n  ( 2 n f l t  + e ) . [ u ( t - r l ) -  u ( t ; r 2 ) 1  
- " 
2 FREQUENCY ( f / f o )  FREQUENCY ( f / f o )  
4 ( a )  COSINE DENSITY ( b )  SINE DENSITY 
FIGURE 12.-Amplitude spectral density curves for pulsed sine w-aves as a function of time shifting. 
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1,1  ( c )  RMS DENSITY 
FREQUENCY ( f/fo ) 
SPECTRA OF 
f ( t ) = s i n  (2nf l t+B) .  [ u ( t  -TI)- u ( t  - r n ) ]  
N 
. - T I  = O/fo 
" 
- C 
I 
r 
- 
ir? 
a 
0 
V) 
C, 
B 
w 
E 
V) 5 1.0 
0.5 
X 0 
0 k 
2 
a FREQUENCY ( f / fo  
2 ( a  ) COSINE DENSITY ( b ) SINE DENSITY 
FIGURE 13.-.\rnplitude spectral drrisity curves for pulsed sine waves as a function of phase shifting. 
is followed as for the unmatched filters, except filter is given by the integral of the Gaussian 
that the character of the noise is changed. This probability density function from - to XO. 
noise has a Gaussian probability density [Figure Raising this probability distribution function to 
14(a)]. The probability density function for a the N-1 power gives the prob:~bility that is no 
signal of amplitude Co and noise is shown in signal greater than xo in any of the N-1 filters. 
Figure. 14(b). The probability t1i:lt thcre is no The probability that there is a signal a t  xo in the 
signal with an amplitude greater than xo in a correct filter and that none of the other filters 
-- 
has an amplitude greater than xo is 
where u,,'=variance of noise a t  output of matched for any amplitude xo is this integral over all values 
filter, and Co=amplitude of signal a t  matched of xo, from - to + a. The probability of an 
filter output. The probability of being correct error is 1 minus the probability of being correct or 
N - 1  
-x2/2u,2 
dx, . (30) 
- 
These curves have been programmed for com- noise ratio of a PFM-encoded signal. The 
putation on an l R h l  7000 digital computer, and maximum-likelihood detector samples all filters 
the results are plotted in Figure 15 for different and decides which filter contains the signal. 
values of n, the loge of the number of filters used. This filter is connect,ed to  the output, so the 
CONTIGUOUS-FILTER DETECTION SYSTEM signal-to-noisc ratio is determined by the signal 
and noise in thc one filter onlv. The output of 
A set of contiguous filters with a maximum- the selected filter may be used in the following 
likelihood detector can enhance thc signal-to- ways: ( I )  us an indicator that the signal was 
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- 
X 
- 
a error probability was calculated. It was assumed 
i= 
5 that the output of the filter contained no transients 
B 
0 
from the step input signal a t  the time of sampling, 
1 that the frequency of the input signal remained c 
, i 
rn constant, and that an ideal filter was used. i 4 rn These assumptions will be considered in more $2 
1 & -  detail now. 
AMPLITUDE x 
( a )  
AMPLITUDE x 
(b )  
FIGURE 14.-Probability density functions: (a) Gaussian 
noise; (b) signal plus Gaussian noise. 
present; with N filters, 2" levels of the signal can 
be detected, or the PFM word gives a precision 
of n bits; (2) to measure the frequency on the 
output of the selected filter in order to achieve a 
precision better than one part in 2". The latter 
technique may be applied only to an unmatched- 
filter set. 
Analysis of Unmatched Filters 
Earlier the noise analysis of a bandpass filter 
excited with random noise was given, and the 
Response to Sinusoidal Step 
The single-pole bandpass filter is the simplest 
and the most economic filter than can be used t o  
make a bank of contiguous filters. Consider the 
filter circuit in Figure 16. The transfer function 
is given by: 
where Awe = 1/RC and wo = l / a .  The location 
of the singularities of the expression are plotted 
in Figure 16. We are interested in the output of 
the filter when the input is excited with a step 
sinusoid, 
f(t) = c1 sin ol t - u(t) . (32) 
h convenient substitution is to let w o = o l + A w l  
so that Equation 31 is a function of the excitat,ion 
frequency and the difference between the excita- 
tion frequency and the resonant frequency of the 
filter. The equation for the response of a single- 
pole filter excited with a sinusoidal input of 
amplitude C1 and frequency w l  is: 
-, 
where 
2 %  d2 = tan-' - 
h o  ' 
- - - -  
measurement. One method of frequency mea- 
surement is to determine the period of each cycle 
and find a k period average. The averaging is 
started at  least 1 time constant, l j n w o  seconds, 
away from the leading edge of the pulse and may ( e-&otI2 sin h l t  \ -  be continued until the end of the pulse. The dj = tan-' \,-o ./. cos hl t - I/ value C$B will have no effect upon the measurement 
since it represents a constant phase shift of the 
zero crossings; however, +8 definitely contributes 
Equation 33 is derived in Appendix C. to the frequency measurement error if e-Awot'2 is 
I t  is instructive to examine the terms of this not damped appreciably. Figure 17 is a plot of 
equation for transient effects during a frequency +2++3 against time, for values of Awl ranging 
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ENERGY PER BIT 
NOISE POWER DENSITY 
FIGURE 15.-Word-error probability curves for Gaussian noise. 
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ment, the error in frequency can be calculated 
(Figure 18). 
FIGURE 16.-Filter element circuit. 
0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 
TIME ( A u o t / 2 n )  
TIME ( A u o t  /2n) 
FIGURE 17.-Phase response step sinusoid for a single-pole 
filter. 
from the frequency of the center of the adjacent 
filter to the frequency of the center of the filter 
under investigation. From these curves and the 
start and stop times for the frequency measure- 
convolution of the excitation function with the 
FIGURE 18.-Frequency error from response of a single- 
pole filter to a step sinusoid. 
Response to a Gliding Tone 
The case for the PFM excitation frequency not 
centered in the filter has been examined. Of 
considerable interest in the case for the signal 
which is changing frequency while it is in the 
filter. This frequency change is very evident 
when sample-and-hold techniques are not used in 
the analog oscillators. A spin-st,abilized space- 
craft can frequency modulate any vector-t,ype 
measurement at the spin frequency. 
The solution for the continuous gliding t'one 
has been given by Barber and Ursell (Reference 
17). In  Appendix D the equation for a s t e p  
funct,ion changing frequency is derived. The 
impulsive response of the single-pole filter is 
where a, is the peak frequency deviation and od If the rate of change of frequency is too great, 
is the modulation frequency. the filter does not have sufficient time to respond, 
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and the output is attenuated. Equation 34 has compute an amplitude-frequency-time plot. A 
been programmed on an IBM 7090 computer to  three-dimensional model was constructed to  show 
determine the attenuation for various rates of the interesting results of the beating of the trans- 
frequency change. The parameters for the ient response and the gliding excitation function; 
Explorer X space probe telemeter were used to  a photograph of the model is shown in Figure 19. 
F I G U I ~ E  I!).-;\nlplitude-frequetlcy-t,imc function of the response of n single-pole filter t o  n gliding tone. I 
In  this figure time is the x-axis coordinate, and 
the scale along the x-axis depicts half of a revolu- 
tion of the spacecraft. The y-axis is in units of 
the center frequency of a filter Aw0 radians per 
second in width. The z-axis is the amplitude of 
the envelope of the output of a filtcr. Parameters 
for Explorer X used in the calculation werc: a 
bandwidth of 25 cps for a filter, 100 filters cover- 
ing the frequency range from 1.75 to 4.25 kc; :~nd 
a sinusoidal varying frequency ccnterccl :it 3 kc, 
with a maximum d~vi;jtion of 1 kc for n spin 
frequency w,/27r of 1.8 cps. The responses of 17 
filtcrs distributed hctween 3 and 4 kc were 
calculated and plotted. Thew were useti :is 
tcmplatcs in the c.onstruction of the model. Any 
cross-section pnrallrl to t l ~ e  time axis gives the 
response of the filtcr of t1r:lt frrc1ucnc.y to the 
gliding tone (Figarc 20). 
Matched-Filter Techniques 
I 
signal detection. These techniques can be applied 
to PFM-encoded signals if phase coherence is 
maintained a t  the beginning of each pulse. I  
I t  can be noted in Figure 10 that the signal and I 
stored image arc phase coherent at the beginning 
of the pulse. For perfect orthogonality, only 
those frequencies of the signal are allowed which 
cause an integral num1)er of half cyclcs in the 
pulse. Since the ph:lsc of :malog PFhS signals can 
21:~\le any v:~lue :ind the signals itre therefore not 
always orthogonal, it is not possible to use the 
matched-filter techniques directly. A compro- 
mise which allows the use of these techniques is to 
force the phase of the pulsed slibcarrier oscillator 
to start al\\-ays in the same phase a t  a prior1 known 
times. The phi~se a t  the end of the pulse is, of 
course, unknown. But, if the frequency scpara- 
tion of the stored image is governed by the 
 mel la ti on Aw = a/To (I1:qu:~tion 28), where Aw is the 
angu1:br frequency scpar:~t,ion and To is the length 
Mat(-hed filters used wit11 a rn:~ximurn-likeli- of the pulse, then the corrc1:ition coefficient for 
hood-detector system provide thc optimum in one of the N correlators will always be a t  least 
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FIGURE 20.-Response of one single-pole filter to a gliding tone. 
1/& of the maximum. However, when this 
occurs, it will occur in two correlators simul- 
taneously. This area has not, as yet, been in- 
vestigated thoroughly, but the technique should 
be applicable to the telemetry signals received 
from Ariel I. A tape recorder aboard the satellite 
played back signals of stored PFM analog and 
digital oscillator pulses. Because of the ratio of 
record to playback speeds, the frequencies of the 
oscillators were scaled down by a factor of 48 to 1. 
This forced each pulse to start in the same phase 
and should allow application of the matched- 
filter technique to data already received. 
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 
Spectral Analysis 
The operation of a set of contiguous filters 
combined with a maximum-likelihood detector 
can become quite complicated, especially when the 
signal is derived from magnetic tape recordings of 
actual satellite passes. Since output is influenced 
by many variables, evaluation in conditions of 
poor signal-tc-noise ratios is difficult,. To nhtni:: 
a more qualitative estimate of the value of the 
contiguous-filter system, an experimental system 
was set up so that measurements under actual 
noisy conditions could be made. 
The equipment consisted of a tape scanner 
which performs the same task as an endless loop 
tape recorder. The tape scanner has a seven- 
track reproducing head mounted on a revolving 
1-foot-diameter disk. The tape is in contact with 
half of the circumference of the disk so that, with 
the tape motionless and the disk rotating, the 
head sweeps along the tape for half of each 
revolution of the disk. The peripheral speed of 
the disk is 30 ips. Thus, it is possible to scan one 
portion of a magnetic tape recording many times 
and observe the output on an oscilloscope.. 
By inserting a wave analyzer between the tape 
scanner and the oscilloscope, the spectral content 
of the signal for any pulse duration T and band- 
width Amo can be obtained. h Quan-Tech Model 
303 Wave and Noise Spectrum Analyzer set a t  a 
bandwidth of 100 cps was used to obtain the 
envelope of the signal and noise in the 100 cps 
bandwidth over the frequency range of 3.6 to 
16.4 kc. An important advantage of the hlodel 
303 Analyzer is the flat-topped filter characteristic, 
which is a Butterworth approximation. It 
provides, for this purpose, a good approximation 
to an ideal filter. 
By very slowly changing the center frequency 
of the slraiyzer as a sectlon of tape is scanned, a 
spectral analysis of the signal can be made. The 
output of the analyzer is used to intensity- 
modulate the beam of the oscilloscope as the 
sweep is being triggered at  the beginning of each 
revolution of the scanner. The analyzer has a dc 
output which is proportional to the position of the 
frequency dial; this voltage is used on the y-axis 
of the oscilloscope in the same manner as the 
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vertical deflection on a television raster. By An interesting aspect to the problem developed 
taking a time exposure of the oscilloscope face, a as this equipment was being checked. Explorer 
high quality spectral analysis of the signal is XII, the Energetic Particles Satellite, suddenly 
produced. The x-axis represents time, the y-axis ceased transmitting after approximately 2000 
is a function of the frequency, and the intensity hours of continuous operation. The signal was 
represents the energy in a filter a t  a particular time. last heard over Woomera, Australia, a t  a range of 
35 0 sec  I 36 0 sec 
I I P 
- 14 -13 - 12 -11 - 10 -9 -8 
39 0 5cc I l l r  I -1- - - > -  
- 2 - 1 0 + 1 . L  4 i + 4 
TIME (telemetry frarne r~umber) 
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65,000 km. It was highly desirable to examine so that, if the trouble area were located, corrective 
the magnetic tape recordings a t  the time of measures could be taken before fight. 
failure to see if any clues could be obtained on h copy of the Woomera tape was played on the 
the pos~ible cause of failure. Some of the tape scanner into the wave analyzer. Close 
equipment aboard Explorer XI1 was identical to examination of the output at the point where the 
that to be used in the next scheduled spacecraft signal apparently disappeared revealed that the 
I 23 C sec , I I 44 9 s,ec , I 1 
r 1 0  +11 +I2 $13 114  +15 $16 
r 
T I M E - 1 8 : l l  h r  
RANGE-65 .200  km 
Pi)ydER- 1 . 5  watts 
BANDWIDTH OF FlLTER-100 cps 
A16 - i7  $18 +I9 
TI ME (telemetry frame number! 
FIGCRL 51 (continued).-Spectr:11 analf i i~ of telcllletry signals. 
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signal was still present although attenuated by 
about 10 to 15 db. The signal remained a t  this 
level for 2 seconds and then disappeared com- 
pletely. During these last 2 seconds, seven 
frames of the telemetry were received. Although 
the signal-to-noise ratio was poor during this 
interval, the majority of the channels could be 
read. The tracking filter used a t  the ground 
station was swinging in and out of lock because 
of the large amount of noise in the feed1)ack loop. 
This caused a random obliteration of some 
channels. 
T o  demonstrate the noise-immunit y charac- 
teristics of P I W ,  the complctc f:~ilure sequence is 
shown in Figure 21. Two spectral analysis 
photographs were taken of each telcmetry frame; 
one covered the frequenc.y rangc from 4.5 to 10 kc 
and the other from 10.0 to 18.0 kc. Composite 
photographs were then made up from the twelve 
photographs of each six frames. X set of these 
cover the time span from fourteen framcs \)(>fore 
the signal disnppearancc to nineteen framcs 
afterward. In order to maintain hiqh resolution 
along the frequency axis, the frequency dial was 
motor driven : ~ t  a rate suffic,icnt to yicld : ~ t  1c:lst 
300 horizont:~l lincs per p1lotogr:~ph; this givrs :in 
effective GOO lines in the vcrtic.:~l dimrnsion. 
The f:tilurc sequcncc st:wted hct wren t hc ninth 
and the tenth channel pulsrs in telcmctry frame 
zero. The increase in noise is immediately 
apparent since the tracking filter a t  the grountl 
receiving station increased its gain to compensntc 
for the loss in signal; howevcr, evidence of 
signal energy in channels one through six is very 
definite in telemetry frame one. Because of 
the redundant nature of some of the data, the 
was enough interelectrode capacitance in the 
transmitting tube to  allow a feed-through of 
energy from the transmitter oscillator-buffer stage 
to  the antenna. Because of the catastrophic 
failure a t  the end of the 2-second attenuation 
period, it is probable that the failure occurred in 
the transmitter converter. Subsequent flights 
were scheduled to  use all-transistorized transmit- 
ters; therefore the potential trouble sources would 
be eliminated. 
This method of spectral analysis is not ex- 
tremely effective for presenting noisy data. The 
number of intensity levels that the human eye 
can distinguish is fairly limited. To  aid in 
increasing the contrast between signal and noise, 
the output of the wave analyzer was passed 
through an It(: network which added a small 
amount of the derivative of the input to  its output. 
The objective was to  givr the picture more of a 
three-dimensional look by casting "shadows" on 
one side of each PIqM pulse. The effect is very 
prominent on the original photographs, although 
some of the effect is lost in the reproduction of 
t h ~ s c  figures. The block diagram of the equip- 
ment used in making the photographs is shown in 
Figure 22, which also includes the circuit diagram 
of the network giving the three-dimensional effect. 
TAPE SCANNER 
1 - 1  [ SHADOW CIRCUIT I I INTENSITY Z I N P U  i;ky7;f 
OSCILLOSCOPE MODULATlON R 30OK 
- 
frcquenc-ies of these channels co~ild he predicted 
a few framrs in advance. With this a prrori BASEBAND 
information, it was easy to establish the existence 
of the signal for the 2-second period after the MOTOR DRIVE 
signal disappeared. During this time all channels 
appeared to be giving their norm:tl indications. 
This cleared the majority of the spacecraft suh- 
systems from suspect and left only the transmitter 
and transmitter power converter to be investi- 
g:ltrd further. 
l'hc inst:~ntancous decrease in output power of 
:ipproxirn:itc~ly 15 dl) could be :ttt ributed to  either 
a f a i l ~ ~ r r  in tlie transmitter output stage or a loss 
of powckr from the t rnnsmit ter converter. There 
This same technique of spc.ctral analysis was 
applied to  the recording of the amplitude modula- 
tion output of the tracking filter; the results are 
shown in Figure 23. Before the failure there was 
a strong 50 cps component, the phase of which 
was used to  provide channel sync.hroniz:ltion. 
The third and fifth harmonics of this frcclucncy 
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EXPLORER XII 
DECEhlSER 6, !861 T l f4E  - 18:lI hr POWER - 1.5 watts 
RANGE - 65,000 krn BANDlh'tDfH OF Fi lTER - 15 cps 
FIGL-RE 23.-Spectral anxlysir; of telenletry receiver A11 output during failure sequence. 
can also be seen. The series of impulses spaced appears at 41.S seonds. These composite photo- 
slightly less than 1 second apart are a result of graphs were taken without the HC network since 
the si~acto~i-irig of the solar cells by their support- only corltinuous bigllrtls were being ol)servt.d. 
- - 
ing padtlles. This introduced a transient into the 
power system and caused a slight pulling of the Signal-to-Noise-Ratio Comparisons 
transmitter frequency. At 39.75 seconds the The 11-oomcra tape provided : ~ n  escellent 
intensity decreases; the signal completely dis- opportunity to  compare theorcticnl calculations 
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of the signal-to-noise ratio and the error pro- 
bability with actual measurements. The calcula- 
tions are made as follows: 
I .  Determine the received signal power: 
The measured prelaunch transmitter power was 
1.5 watts. The sideband power for a It57 
degree phase-modulated signal is twice the 
carrier power or 1.0 watt (P,= +30.0 dbm). 
The transmitting antenna gain includes the 
dipole gain, wiring harness loss, and circular 
polarization loss (Gt = -4  db). The receiving 
antenna gain is taken from quoted values of gain 
for  a n  a r r a y  of 16 crossed-yagi  a n t e n n a s  
(G,= $21 db). Attenuation due to the 63,200 
km path loss is 
= -171.1 d b .  
Substitution of these factors in the received 
power equation yields: 
2. Determine the received noise power 
The galactic noise temperature (Reference 18) 
a t  136 Mc in the plane of the ecliptic has an 
average value of about 600°K; however, there is a 
hot spot of about 2000°K looking toward the 
center of the galaxy. The receiver noise tempera- 
ture is quoted a t  3 db. This corresponds to a 
receiver noise temperature of 290°K. The noise 
temperature due to the earth and atmospheric 
noise as sensed by the antenna side lobes is 55°K. 
Since synchronous detection was performed on 
the carrier by the station tracking filters, the 
noise bandwidth can be taken to he the width of 
the individual filter in the contiguous-filter bank 
employed in data reduction. This bandwidth is 
100 cps. Therefore the received noise power is 
P,, = kTB watts 
= 148.9 dbm. 
where 
B - 100 cps 
3. Determine the signal-to-noise ratio 
The calculated signal-to-noise ratio is 
h reasonably accurate signal-to-noise-ratio 
measurement can be taken from Figure 24. The 
x-axis encompasses one telemetry frame, and each 
trace in the y direction represents a change of 
50 cps in the filter center frequency. The signal 
amplitude can be measured fairly accurately, but 
a good qualitative measurement of the noise is 
more difficult. The voltage signal-to-noise ratio 
is estimated to fall between 10 and 15 to 1 or 
between 20 and 23.5 db. This compares very 
favorably with the calculated value of 24 db; 
however, it should not be too close, since we have 
calculated the input signal-to-noise ratio and 
assumed that it is the same as the output ratio. 
But the actual measurement is, on the other hand, 
purely the output signal-to-noise ratio. 
A more meaningful measurement is the word- 
error probability. An examination of the data 
print-out records taken on a typical operational 
data-reduction line, which uses a bank of con- 
tiguous filters, indicated that the word-error 
probability just prior to the failure sequence was 
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dB = 100 CPS FAILURE SEQUENCE START 
1 
14 0 2 a 6 S i O  12 14 0 2 
TELEMETRY CHANNEL NUMBER 
FIGURE 24.-Spectral analysis of telemetn- frame of Explorer XI1 
a: tiiiii- "f Laiiurt.. 
If the word-error probability curves for Ray- 
leigh noise of Figure 8 are used, the error pro- 
bability for 21  dh,, after adjustment for the 
number of bits in the word and by using the total 
variance, is still greater than 10-j. The opera- 
tional contiguous filters ha-ce a threshold detector 
which must be exceeded before data are printed 
out. The actual errors in the operational data 
reflect the effects of the threshold detector and are 
not representative of theoretical filters operating 
with maximum-likelihood detectors. 
CONCLUSION 
The object of this report has been twofold: to 
present some of the characteristics of pulse- 
frequency modulation; and to show that pulse- 
frequency modulation, with certain restrictions, 
is a special PCJI group code of coded binary 
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sequences having orthonormal characteristics. 
A number of successful spacecraft have used 
pulse-frequency modulation as the encoding 
technique. In  the decoding of their analog data, 
a set of contiguous filters was used to extract the 
magnitude of the original signal. Since the in- 
dividual filters were not flat within their pass- 
bands, degradation of the signal-to-noise raiot 
occurred if the encoded signal did not fall exactly 
in the center of a filter. Also, for response-time 
considerations, the filter bandwidth was equated 
to  the reciprocal of the pulse length. By employ- 
ing cross-correlation techniques using maximum- 
likelihood de tec tors ,  t he  resolut ion of t h e  
measurement can be douhlcd for the same pulse 
length without increasing the baseband width. 
This emphasizes an outstanding characteristic of 
pulse-frequency modulation: Quantizing errors 
for analog signals arc not forced into the data a t  
the source; the quantization is accomplished 
during the reduction of the data. The signals 
are encoded in a manncr which approaches the 
maxim~lrn communication efficiency; the amount 
of enhancement of the signal-to-noise ratio 
depends on the sophistic:~tion of the tlecotling 
process. 
:L ion The mclthoci of presenting the cross-corrcl t '  
coefficients (~vlicn 7=0) of bin:iry sequences in a 
matrix array aids in visualizing the communicn- 
tion efficiency thnt can be expected for any par- 
ticular grouping of the sequences. The method 
ties together the efficiency of group and parity 
codes, and the same techniques can be applied to 
other codes, such as the nose-Chaudhuri (.ode, 
which have more members per set but arc less 
efficient (Reference 19). The correlation t:~l)les 
for any of these coding schemes can be generatetl 
conveniently by means of a digital cornp11tt.r. 
Error-probability curves have been derived for 
unmatched-filter set, with maxim~~m-likclihoo(1 
detection, perturbed by Rayleigh noise. The 
matched-filter case has also been given so that 
direct comparisons may be made. With large 
signal-to-noise ratios, the proba1)ility of a word 
error as given by the I<ayleigli prob:~bility density 
function :~ppro:tcbhes the error pro1)al)ility for the 
matcllc.tl filter givcm by the norm:rl prot)ability 
density function. At lower sign:~l-to-noise ratios 
the matched filter is i~ppreci:~l)ly better th:~n the 
unmutc-hed; however, :it these. low v:~lues, the 
high error probability usually renders the data 
useless. 
The output of a single-pole bandpass filter in a 
set of contiguous unmatched filters, can be fed 
into a discriminator to determine the frequency 
more accurately. The transient terms generated 
by the excitation of the filter with a step-function 
sinusoid introduce a small error in the frequency 
measurement of the pulse. The error is a function 
of the displacement of the pulse frequency from 
the center frequency of the filter, although its 
magnitude may be neglected in most cases. 
Calrulations were presented for the response of 
a single-pole filter to a sinusoidally varying 
frequrncby. The beating of the transient response 
of the filter with tlie excitation frequency was 
illustrated in the mod(.l of tlie amplitude-fre- 
quency-time relation with parameters for a 
typical spacecaraft. 
Nothing has been said about the methods of 
implementation of the encoding process. These 
methods are now fairly well established as prac- 
tical engineering techniques. Inste:~d, the em- 
ph:lsis has been on the versatility of pulse- 
frequency modu1:ttion as :In encoding technique. 
I t  is hoped that this work will stimulate effort to 
provide as much vers:rtility in signal d~c*oding as 
now exists in the enc*oding proccss. 
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APPENDIX A 
AMPLITUDE DENSITY SPECTRUM OF A PULSED SINE WAVE 
Let f(t) be a pulsed nonrecurring sine wave of of f(t) the amplitude spectrum of a pulsed sine 
frequency w l ,  phase angle 8, and pulse length wave is 
~ ~ - 7 1  (Figure A l ) .  From the Fourier transform 
f ( t )  e-'"' dt  
FIGURE A1.-Pulsed sine wave. By integrating and substituting limits, 
s i n  ['dl - - 1 ) ~ ~  + 4 - s i n [ ( m l  - u j r l  t 61 
+ i - - - - -~ - .- 
& I  I - C'J 
This represents the general expression for the example is the case of a sine wave turned on a t  
amplitude density spectrum of a pulsed sine wave - 7/2 and off a t  +7/2 with 0 = 0. The expression 
of arbitrary phase and duration. The classic for this reduces to: 
APPENDIX B 
AUTOCORRELATION FUNCTION FOR GAUSSIAN NOISE 
With white additive Gaussian noise as the input of bandwidth Aw radians/sec, the autocorrelation 
to an ideal filter centered a t  wo radians/sec and of the output becomes: 
where N is the noiw power density in watts per cps. Integrating and combining yields 
s in (wo-%) , -  
I 
I 
But 1 
I s i n  (A + B) - s i n  (A - B) = 2 c o s A s i n B  . 
APPENDIX C 
RESPONSE OF A SINGLE-POLE FILTER TO A STEP SlNUSOlD 
The transfer function (Laplace transform) of filter is excited with a step sinusoid f(t) =A1 sin 
the circuit in Figure 16 is: w l  t u(t), where u(t) is the unit step function, 
then 
S 
- Substituting gives 
RC 
- 
- 
1 1 .  
sZ  += S +LC (Cl) E o ( S )  = b o s  A1 wl  
(S2 t bOS t U ~ ) ( ~ Z  + w;) . (C4) 
Substituting Awo=l/RC and w o = l / a  yields 
This is of the form 
E O ( s )  
-- 
b o s  
_ - .  (C2) K s  E,"(s) - sz + b o s  + w: 
(s.2 + as + b) ( sz  + C )  ' 
This expression is in terms of the center frequency 
of the filter wo and the bandwidth Awe. If the where a=Awo, b = wo2, c = w12, K =AWO w1 Al. 
By performing a partial fraction expansion and a few manipulations, 
Taking the inverse transform gives 
s i n  - t + 4) + [(w; - w:) + L W ]  i n ( t  + 4 )  , (ca)  I 
where 
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The response is now expresssd as the sum of envelope of the response will appear. Let 
two sinusoids, one being the transient term and wo=ol+L\ul, where Aol is the difference between 
the other the steady state term. It is more the driven frequency and the resonant frequency. 
advantageous to express the response as a single Making this sbstitution and neglecting second 
sinusoid. A modulating factor which is the order terms yields 
where 
Combining the two sinusoids yields 
h o  A1 (I + -b0 y 2  e,(t> = - 2e cos &,t) sin (wit + 6, + b,) , ( ~ 8 )  (&a + *:) 
where 
s i n  &,t 
cos hit + 1 
APPENDIX D 
RESPONSE OF A SINGLE-POLE FILTER TO A CHANGING FREQUENCY 
From Appendix C the transfer function G(s) for the filter in Figure 16 is 
where Amo is the filter bandwidth and w o  is the filter center frequency. The response of the circuit 
to an impulse is 
For a reasonably high Q circuit 
and 
-awe t/2 h(t) = bo e b o  wo t - 2 sin wo t 
= bo e - 4 . 1 2  (1 + 2)''l cos (w0 t t tan-, 2 
2 ~ 0  ") 
- b t 2  
b o  hoe 0 1  ccs qt + tan-'%). 
The driving function for the filter is a step sinusoid with varying frequency. The rate of change 
of phase is given by 
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where wl is the center frequency of driving With this expression for the phase of the driving 
function, wd is the peak frequency deviation, and function and C1=O, 
a. is the modulation frequency. Integration yields 
Od 
4(t) = olt -- cos w. t + C1 . (D6) cosrt) - u(t) . (D7) 
O. 
The response can be expressed as the convolution of the driving function with the response of the 
system to be an impulse: 
And, by substitution, 
Od 
h( t  ) = 6. 4 sin (wlr  - ;; cos - hoe-w~(t -T) /2  - T I  + tan-' 
= Cbo~le-~0t /2  Leos (wet + tan-' 
A SOLID STATE SATELLITE SEPARATION 
SEQUENCE TIMER* 
JUSTIN C. SCHAFFERT AND THORIAS D. CLEM 
A solid state satellite separation sequence timer is described which is designed to provide for 
the payload separation sequence a t  appropriate intervals. Two methods of firing explosive 
charges are discussed. The versatility of a solid state system is noted as well as its qualification for 
adverse environments. Examples of the systems used in the UK-11s-51 (Ariel I) and UK- 
2/5-52 satellites are given. 
INTRODUCTION 3. Erection of inertia booms; 
Important to the success of a satellite is the 
proper sequence of events between final stage 
burnout and payload separation. When orbit 
entry has been achieved, satellite despin opera- 
tions must be initiated; the various booms, experi- 
ments and solar paddles must be extended; and 
the satellite must be separated from the last 
stage of the vehicle. 
Mechanical timers driven by clocks or motors 
have traditionally been used for this purpose. 
But in several instances their reliability has been 
in question, especially a t  the extreme vibration 
levels experienced on launch vehicles. Thus there 
arises the need for a more reliable timer to per- 
form the timing functions and provide appropriate 
outputs to fire explosive charges used to initiate 
events. The timer developed to fill this need is 
a solid state system using basic timing circuits 
that are simple in operation and have a flight 
history of high reliability. Emphasis was placed 
on a system that lends itself to easy time adjust- 
ments for last minute changes or use in other 
applications. The final design incorporates possi- 
bilities for safe redundant tie-ins between parallel 
systems. 
FUNCTIONAL REQUIREMENTS 
4. Erection of solar paddles; and 
5 .  Payload separation from last stage. 
The sequence timers described here are designed 
to provide outputs anywhere within the following 
time intervals by means of adjusting a single 
resistor per interval: The long interval is 0 to 
2000 sec; the short interval; 0 to 90 sec. 
The design of the separation timer is such that 
each interval timer is independent and may be 
connected in series or parallel with any number 
of other interval timers in any order. Therefore, 
the order of the intervals and the total number of 
intervals is dependent only upon the application 
requirements. 
ACCURACY 
The accuracy of the timing intervals depends 
on the degree of compensation used. Off the 
shelf components with no compensation will yield 
+ 10 percent or better accuracy over the tem- 
perature range of -20°C to +70°C. Selection 
of low-temperature coefficient, low-leakage timing 
capacitors will yield + 5  percent in this tempera- 
ture range. Accuracy of f 2 percent may be 
obtained by combinations of bias and timing- 
current compensation. 
Typical functions of a satellite separation POWER REQUIREMENTS 4 
system are: ! 
1. Timer Initiation; A complete system containing one long-interval 
2. Deployment of despin mechanism; timer and three short-interval timers in series, 
exclusive of the power required to fire the explo- 
*Published IW N A S A  Technical Nole D - ~ s ~ G .  J U ~ Y  1964. sive charges, requires approximately 50 mw of 
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power at  12v dc during the timing intervals. Less unijunction-transistor relaxation oscillator. Three 
than 114 mw is required before and after the incremental magnetic core decade counter-stages 
timing interval. The lower limit of operating are used to provide a pulse-frequency division of 
voltage is 9v as dictated by the decade divider. 1000 to 1. The output pulse from the counter 
The upper limit is generally governed by the fires a SCR. The resulting power pulse is used to: 
voltage limit of the capacitors used. In this 1. Operate the firing relay for the explosive design 20v capacitors were used a t  a maximum 
charges ; 
operating voltage of 18v. 2. Start the next timing circuit; and 
ENVIRONMENTAL LIMITS 3. Turn off the timing circuit. 
Timing turnoff is accomplished as shown in the The timer operates reliably under the following 
schematic diagram (Figure 2). The timer output test conditions : pulse is fed through Rl and C1 to the base of Q1. 
- 
Temperature: -35" to +80°C (at atmos- This causes Q1 to conduct, providing connection 
pheric pressure) of gate and cathode of the input SCR (Q2), thus 
Thermal Vacuum: -15" to +60°C (at removing its drive. Q2 is therefore turned off, 
nun Hg) removing power from the unijunction oscillator. 
Vibration: 10 to 5000 cps (at maximum Short Interval Timing 
acceleration of 54g). 
Figure 3 shows a block diagram of the timing 
PRINCIPLES OF OPERATION circuit used for intervals up to 90 seconds. This 
Long Interval Timing diagram is different from the long interval dia- 
gram in that a unijunction transistor used as a 
A block diagram of the timing circuit used for one-shot multiribrator replaces the oscillator and 
intervals up to 2000 set is shown in Figure 1. A counter combination. The time interval is ad- 
start pulse or gate turns on the silicon controlled justed by choice of the Rl-CI combination in the 
rectifier (SCR) gate. This connects Power to a emitter circuit of the unijunction transistor (Q3) 
(Figure 4). The time interval may be safely 
MAGNETIC CORE 
DECADE varied up to 90 sec using a 120pfwet-slug tantalum 
OSCILLATOR OUTPUT capacitor and to 75 sec using a 18Opf tantalum 
PULSE PULSE foil capacitor. The difference in the maximum 
intervals is due to the inherent difference in leak- 
PULSE FORMER age of the two types of capacitors. The lower 
PULSE leakage of the wet-slug type allows a higher 
IN POWER resistance value for R1, and thus a longer maximum 
GATE TURN OFF PULSE time interval. 
Relay Method of Firing Explosive Charges 
TIMER 
BATTERY 
EXPLOSIVk 
CHARGE 
FIGURE 1.-Long interval timer block dizlgram (0-2000 
wc). 
The time constant of the power pulse to the 
relay is determined, a t  a given system voltage, 
by capacitor C2 a t  the anode of the o11tp11t SCR 
Q4 (Figures 2 and 4), and the resistance of the 
relay coil. This time constant is chosen to pr* 
vide a switch closure of at  least 80 msec which 
is about 10 times the normal firing time of the 
explosive charge used. The method of firing the 
explosive charge through a momentary switch 
closure is chosen to prevent shorting of the system 
battery in the event the conductive path through 
the charge should fail to open when it is fired. 
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FIGURE 2.-Long interval timer schematic diagram (0-2000 sec.) 
The relays used have a normal contact rating 
RMER of 2 a m ~ s  a t  28v dc. However, tests conducted 
PULSE I 
IN '2:; during the timer development show them capable 
of an average of about 20,000 operations a t  a 10 :1 
duty cycle a t  12v and the 25 amp maximum 
1 - - current expected through the explosive charges. GATE TURN-OFF 
- * 
TO 1 N r x ~  Solid State Method of Firing Explosive Charges 
TIMER 
BATTERY 0 The explosive charge may also be fired directly 
through a SCR (Figure 5). The 2N1882 may be 
Y fired by another SCR, or it may be fired directly 
RELAY f r o m  t h e  u n i j u n c t i o n - t r a n s i s t o r  o u t p u t  
pulse. The 2N1882 in turn fires the high current 
2N682. The 4.7K resistor to ground prevents 
EXPLOSIVE the normal transistor leakage current from giving 
CHARGE the false indication that the SCR is on a t  the 
time the explosive charge is connected. This 
precaution is required by the normal prelaunch 
FIGURE 3.-Short interval timcr block diagram (0-90 sec). procedure for pyrotechnic installation. 
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FIGURE 4.-Short interval timer schematic diagram (0-90 sec). 
BATTERY 0 - 
Figure 6 shows some possibilities for redundant 
tie-in between two solid state systems. The line 
shown as R1 accomplishes initiation of both 
timers by a single start pulse. Lines R2 and R3 
in combination would ensure explosive-charge 
470R firing and start pulses to both of the next timing 
4.7K circuits in case of failure of one timing interval. 
I t  should be noted that in this t,ype of circuit, the 
most likely failure mode is an extended interval 
rather than a shortened interval. Line R4 shows 
another possibility for ensuring pulses to both 
FIGURE 5.-Explosive charge firing circuit. 
The method of using SCR's has the advantage 
of keeping the system completely solid state, but 
cannot be used where the possibility of a shorted 
explosive charge exists unless some method of 
current limiting is employed. Current limiting 
may be achieved by using fuses or low value 
resistors. 
explosive-charge firing circuits with outputs from 
either interval timer. Line R5 would start the 
following timers in case of failure of either explosive 
charge firing circuit. 
The choice as to what amount of redundancy, 
if any, is needed can only be decided by consider- 
ing the particular application and the reliability 
of the timer initiation mechanism, explosive 
charges, and associated wiring. 
TIMER USE IN UK-2 
This solid state method was successfully used The complete schematic diagram of the timer 
on the UK-1/S-51 satellite (Ariel I, 1962 02). used in UK-2/S-52 is shown in Figure 7. In this 
Redundancy 
Due to the independence of the timing interval 
and explosive-charge firing circuits, and the fact 
that the oscillator for each interval is normally off, 
redundant tie-in may be easily and safely accom- 
plished. This is one of the major advantages of 
the solid state timer over the often used mechan- 
ical timers where time interval error generally 
cannot be corrected but will accumulate during 
successive intervals. It is also generally not feasi- 
ble to provide any redundancy in a mechanical 
timer except a t  switch contacts. 
application, the timer and explosive charges use 
the same battery. The capacitor C1 and diode 
Dl provide decoupling when the battery voltage 
d r sp  frcm n -,=--,i=n! ,!%wy tc ah=.& I.: nt the t i ~ c  
of firing each explosive charge. 
The wiring of the complete separation system 
used in UK-2/S-52 is shown in Figure 8. In this 
application, two sets of batteries, timers, and 
explosive charges are used. The only tie-in be- 
tween units is at  the explosive charges. No tie-in 
is made between timers. The UK/24-52 timer 
is shown in Figure 9. 
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FIGURE 6.-I'obsible redunt1:lnt tie-in. 
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F I G ~ R E  7.--Complete CK-2/S-52 application schematic. 
I I I 
TIMER B I 
F I G ~ R E  9.-Photo of VK-2 IS-52 separation sequence i FIGURE 8.-I-K-2/5-52 q~pnration ~ y q t ~ r n  wiring. timer. 
CONCLUSION tion in future programs. The number of events 
The methods developed for timing and explosive- controlled is merely a matter of adding or deleting 
charge firing have been thoroughly tested in the identical stages. Keeds for various time intervals 
lab and proven in flight. The developed varia- are met simply by the adjustment of a R-C time 
tions on the basic design will allow easy applica- constant. 
TRANSISTORIZED VHF TRANSMITTER DESIGN FOR 
SPACECRAFT APPLICATIONS* 
CHARLES R. SOhlERLOCK 
Little has been published about VHF transmitter design employing transistors. Because of 
the fact that these devices are operating so far down on the frequency response curve, detailed 
circuit analysis is very difficult. However, with the use of liberal approximations and some exper- 
imental results, a rough design can be made. A design of a satellite transmitter is made as an 
example of the procedure. Such a transmitter demonstrates advanced practice in the use of radio 
frequency transistors as well as an application, which is itself of interest. As verification of the 
the method, the sample transmitter was built and tested. 
INTRODUCTION 
In this age of transistor electronics, when solid 
state circuitry is replacing the more familiar 
vacuum tubes in many fields, there appears to be 
a great lack of informative literature about VHF 
transmitter design employing transistors. Of spe- 
cial interest is the applic:~tion to missile and space 
vehicle telemetry, since the requirements of light 
weight, low power drain, and rugged environ- 
mental capability makc these deviccs ideal for 
this purpose. 
This paper, therefore, presents a sample design 
for a VHF telemetry transmitter using transistors 
throughout. Various problems and pitfalls pecul- 
iar to the use of transistors and to this application 
are discussed, and suggestions are made to assist 
the inexperienced designer. 
PHILOSOPHY OF CIRCUIT DESIGN 
Oscillators 
At the heart of every transmitter is an oscillator 
that generates the R F  energy. Because of the 
frequency stability requirements of most tmns- 
mitters, this oscillator is usually crystal-cont rolled. 
Use of a quartz crystal for frequency control does 
not necc1ssarily guarantee good stability, however. 
Whcre the transmitter parameters can affect the 
frcquenry of oscillation, the frecluenc.y st:~t)ility of 
the oscillator with tcmpt.r:lturc may be scvc.ral 
times worse than that of the crystal itself. This 
is because the transistor parameters themselves 
are very temperature-sensitive. Accordingly, the 
transmitter oscillator circuit should be designed 
so that the frequency of oscillation is dependent 
solely on the quartz crystal. To help reduce the 
effect of the transistor, a transistor should be 
chosen with the highest possible cutoff frequency, 
so that its phase shift a t  the operating frequency 
is negligible. 
For similar reasons, and to prevent the possi- 
bility of incidental frequency modulation from 
occurring, the oscillator frequency-determining 
elements should be isolated as well as possible 
from the load impedance. The impedance of the 
load on the oscillator is sure to vary over the 
modulation cycle and over the temperature range, 
so care must be taken that it does not affect the 
oscillator frc.quency. When a phase-lock receiv- 
ing system of narrow bandwidth is used, incidental 
frecluc'ncsy shifts of only a few cycles can cause 
distortion and difficlllty in maintaining lock. 
Figures I ,  2, and 3 compare the frequency 
versus tc.mpcbrature curves of certain oscillators 
to those of their quartz crystals alone. I t  is clear 
that the oscillator circuit used in Figures 1 and 
2 allows elements other than the crystal to affect 
thc frequency. This circ-uit, a series mode type 
that is widely usc~tl in VTTF devices, is shown in 
in Figurc~s 4(:1) and 4(b). 
' P ~ t l ~ i ~ ~ l l ~ l 1  ns .VASA Tertrt l irnl  ,V,,IP D- t104, hlny  19G4. Originnlly 0 1 1  t he 0tll(\r h:~nd, e~:lmine the circuit plotted 
this work wns sul~nr i t tc ,<l  t u  tllr l:r~i\.(*rsity of hli~rylarl~l  us 11:rrtiul ill ]?igll l . (b :j, :l motlificat,ion of the familiar Picrce 
f u l f i l l ~ ~ ~ e n t  of tl11. r c ( l r l i r { .~~~c l i t s  for  tlle drgrrr of hlustcr o f  Svirncc. 
100:1, undvr thr title* " A  Trnnsistorizt,d ~ 1 1 1 "  l ' runs~n i t t r r . "  oscill:~t or [S(Y Icigurc 4(c)]. Within the limits of 
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TEMPERATURE ( " C )  
FIGURE 1.-Frequency drift of a 17 Mc series mode 
oscillator [see Figure 4(a)]. 
-40 -20 0 20 40 60 80 100 
TEMPERATURE ("C) 
t 
FIGURE 2.-Frequency drift of a 68 Mc series mode 
oscillator [see Figure 4(b)]. 
measurement error, its frequency is independent 
of all circuit elements except the crystal. This 
excellent characteristic is due partly to the fact 
that the crystal is the only resonant element in 
the whole oscillator and partly to the negative 
feedback that stabilizes the gain of the transistor. 
TEMPERATURE ( 'C )  
FIGURE 3.-Frequency drift of a 17 Mc modified Pierce 
oscillator [see Figure 4(c)]. 
Also, since the oscillator is basically a Colpitts 
configuration, it retains all the advantages of that 
well-known circuit. 
In a similar way, Figure 5 shouls the effect that 
changes in load impedance have on these same 
oscillators. Again, the Pierce configuration shows 
excellent independence of loading while the series 
mode oscillator shows up poorly in comparison. 
The excellent stability of this oscillator under load 
is due to the large negative feedback provided by 
the emitter resistor. This feedback has the effect 
of lowering the output impedance of the circuit, 
making it insensitive to all but extremely low 
values of load resistance. The modified Pierce 
oscillator, while not the only type of oscillator 
- - -  
that is usable, demonstrates the sort of performance 
that is recommended. 
Along with good frequency stability, some 
degree of amplitude stability is usually required; 
but, as long as the output of the oscillator does 
not vary more than about 2 db, no problems will 
generally occur. This condition usually is easily 
met with class C oscillators, since their output 
amplitude is set by some limiting action in the 
circuit and plenty of excess gain is available to 
sustain oscillations. 
Amplifiers 
The high efficiency requirement of a transmitter 
amplifier stage dictates the use of class C opera- 
tioc in all but the lowest level stages. Class C 
circuits can be self-biased by placing a resistor in 
the dc path to ground from either the base or the 
emitter, where the signal current flowing will 
develop a reverse bias. Typical bias levels are 
usually less than 1 volt. 
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(a) 17Mc series resonant oscillator 
(b) 68 Mc series resonant oscillator 
(c) 1 7  Mc modified pierce oscillator 
FIGURE 4.-Oscillator circuits: (a) 17 Mc series resonant 
oscillator; (b) 68 hlc series resonant oscillator; (c) 17 hlc 
modified Pierce oscillator. 
Because of the relatively low corner frequcncy 
of the gain versus frequency curve, the gain of 
even the best VHF power transistors available is 
4: 11. SPACE TECHNOLOGY 
LOAD RESISTANCE (ohms) 
FIGURE 5.-Effect of oscillator 1o:td resistance. 
only 6 to 10 db a t  150 Mc. Typical collector 
efficiencies obtainable a t  this frequency are approx- 
imately 40 to 60 percent, including tank circuit 
efficiency. Calculating the expected power gain 
from the transistor collector curves as is done 
with vacuum tubes is an impossible task, since 
the operating point is so far down on the fre- 
quency response curve. Conventional small sig- 
nal analysis is not adequate, since transmitter 
amplifier stages are large signal devices. Per- 
formance parameters, measured at tlie frequency 
of interest and supplied by the manufacturer, 
must be used along with liberal approximations 
and-many t imes-exper imenta l  r e s u l t s .  
An additional complication is tlie wide variation 
of thc transistor parameters allowed between units 
of the same typv by current practice in transistor 
manufacture. Rcc:iuse of these difficulties, de- 
tailed timr-consuming analysis of transistor class 
C power amplifiers is not profitable. The liberal 
usc of approximations and assumptions based on 
expcriencc and experiment is justified and will 
yield results that are just as reliable as the more 
deti~iled ones 1)ascd on invalid processes. 
The design of an amplifier stage begins with 
the choice of the supply voltage for the transistor 
to  be used. I'or maximum efficiency and gain, 
thc supply volt:~gc. should bc :LS high as practi- 
cable witliout cxcceding tlic collector breakdown 
I SPACECRAFT h T  
t 
voltage of the transistor. Since the peak-tepeak 
signal voltage is approximately twice the supply 
voltage, the supply is limited to: 
depending on the configuration. (All symbols 
are defined in Appendix A.) The grounded base 
circuit has demonstrated greater stability than 
the grounded emitter type and has only a negligibly 
smaller power gain. 
Once the voltage and the required output power 
are known, the plate load resistance can be found: 
I " cZ - VcZ" 
L 
RL = 2P, 2P, 
1 from which the tank circuit parameters follow: 
Optimum Q for a class C amplifier is typically 10 
to 20, representing a balance between selectivity 
and tank circuit efficiency. 
A relation between input resistance and power 
gain can be developed as follows: 
for grounded base and f<<f max: 
C ,  Z 1 ,  
RL. 
R," 2 q - 
Usually, measured curves of power gain versus 
frequency are available from the transistor data 
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sheets. Where these are not available, the proc- 
ess must be reversed to find Gp from Ri,, which 
to a first approximation can be assumed to be 
1/ReY ib. The latter approximation is generally 
not too good, however. 
Any of the usual methods of interstage coupling 
that will match the impedances can be used. 
Capacitive coupling methods seem to work out 
better, though-probably because they can be 
adjusted more readily to optimum conditions. 
One simple coupling method is connecting the 
stages with a small value capacitor. The collector 
load impedance is then simply the parallel equiva- 
lent of the series combination of the coupling 
capacitor and the input resistance of the next 
stage. Assuming RL/R~,  is greater than about 
25, 
The equivalent parallel capacitance (approxi- 
mately X,) will, of course, have to be counted as 
part of the tank circuit capacity. 
A major problem with transistor amplifiers is 
gain stability. The gain of such a device will vary 
over the temperature range. For this reason, i t  
is desirable to operate the amplifier in a slightly 
saturated condition. Figure 6 shows how this 
-12-11 -10 -9 -8 -7 -6 -5 -4 -3 -2 -1 0 
RELATIVE DRIVING POWER (decibels) 
FIGURE 6.-Amplifier collector efficiency. 
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type of operation will sacrifice some efficiency, 
but i t  is necessary if the output power is to  be 
independent of the ambient temperature. For 
the same reason, the response of the amplifier 
below the saturated state should be nearly linear. 
As seen in Figure 7 the class C amplifier is not 
CLASS C RF AMPLIFIER 
RELATIVE DRIVING POWER (dec~bels) 
FIGURE 7.-Amplifier drive c1iar;icteristics. 
linear, small changes in drive causing larger 
changes in output. Thus in a transmitter employ- 
ing several class C stages, a small drop in oscillator 
output can be greatly magnified. 
The response can be made more linear (Figure 
7) if a small forward bias is applied t o  the base 
as shown in Figure 8. At normal output, the 
self-generated reverse bias overcomes the fixed 
forward bias, and the operation is class C. As 
thc drive level drops, however, the bias tends more 
toward forward bias, the gain increases, and a 
nearly linear output results. Even better regula- 
tion can be obtained if the forward bias is developed 
across an external diode placed in series with the 
base. The diode will then compensate for the 
change in the base-emitter voltage drop with 
temperaturc variations. 
Feedback, 1)oth internal and extern:rl to the 
transistor, is also frtcllicntly :L problem. I t  usually 
manifests itself as either outright regcneratiori or 
OUT 
CLASS C RF AMPLIFIER WITH FORWARD 
BIAS AT LOW SIGNAL LEVELS 
FIGURE 8.-Radio frequency amplifiers. 
as a "hysteresis" effect in the amplifier tuning 
characteristic. In  theory, unilattralization is the 
obvious answer. In practice, though, unilateral- 
ization of large signal transistor VHF amplifiers 
is difficult. Because :he transistor is operating 
near its cutoff frequency, it has a large phase 
shift. This phase shift requires use of somewhat 
more complex feedback networks, the components 
of which must be determined practically by trial 
and error. With a few precautions, however, the 
difficult unilateralization problem can be bypassed. 
Care should be taken to eliminate all sources of 
feedback cxternal to the transistor. Among com- 
mon sources are inadequate shielding, excessive 
lead lcngths (particularly the "common" transis- 
tor lead), and chassis currents. The latter two 
failings are frequently overlooked by novice de- 
signers. For good shielding, the "egg crate" 
style of packaging is recommended. Good ground- 
ing of the "common" transistor lead can be 
accomplishrd where physical conditions limit the 
shortness of the lead by series-tuning of the lead 
inductance with :L bypass capacitor slightly smaller 
than normd. Caution is important here, so that 
thc bypassing is not underdone. Chassis currents 
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are frequent sources of feedback in transmitters 
where large power gains are present. One example 1 8w f  
of this problem is the grounding of a transistor /" I 
lead in the current path between a tank inductor LT 
bypass and the tank capacitor mounting. There 
is a large circulating current in this path that, in 
- 
 
a careless effort to increase packaging density, RFC 
can cause real problems. 
The grounded base circuit is highly recom- 
mended over the grounded emitter for stability. 
While the common base circuit has only slightly fO=50Mc +15 v 
less power gain a t  VHF frequencies and large If Z,, IS mostly real 
signal conditions than the common emitter circuit, R ln -L(IK)  vl-v2 
it demonstrates a much smaller internal feedback FIGURE 10.-Buffer test circuit. 
problem. 
I The choice of the proper transistor can be important to this problem also: generally, the becomes more severe after the amplifier saturates. 
I higher the transistor's cutoff frequency, the lower For good buffer action, then, an amplifier should its inherent feedback. Accordingly, where sev- be loaded somewhat heavily so that it will not 
I era1 transistors are available, the one with the operate in a saturated condition. The class C highest frequency rating should be chosen. With mode of operation demonstrates a slight improve- 
all other things equal, this will usually turn out ment in isolation over the class AB, but the 
to be the one that is most efficient and demon- superiority is slight. The extra gain of class A 
strates the best gain. or XB operation may allow use of resistive pad- 
Buffer Amplifiers ding for additional isolation with no increase in power requirements. An emitter follower or some 
Because of their internal feedback, transistors other circuit employing negative feedback can be 
generally do not make very good buffer amplifiers. used where good isolation is important. These 
Neutralization will help, of course; but this is circuits however, have very low power gain, and 
tricky, as was pointed out in the section on overall efficiency will suffer somewhat. Emitter 
amplifiers. Figure 9 shows the effect of load followers are also a little temperamental at  VHF, 
sometimes developing parasitic oscillations under 
50 70 100 200 300 500 7M 1000 2000 3000 5000 10,000 
LOAD RESISTANCE (ohms) 
FIGLTE %--Effect of ~mplif,cr load resistance. 
resistance on the input resistance of an amplifier 
(Figure 10) in two classes of operation. The 
graph shows that the variation of input resistance 
capacitive loads. 
Frequency Multipliers 
Since transistors are very nonlinear devices in 
large signal operation, they can be used effectively 
as frequency multipliers. The use of large reverse 
bias will enhance the efficiency and power gain in 
this type of operation because the harmonic dis- 
tortion of the output current waveform is increased 
by the shorter conduction angle. Collector tank 
circuits with higher Q also should be used, so that 
effective rejection of the fundamental driving fre- 
quency is accomplished. Because of the fact that 
the available power gain at  VHF for large signal 
amplifiers is already low, the gain of a frequency 
multiplier will be only 3 or 4 db usually; and it 
will decrease as the conduction angle is shortened. 
A compromise therefore must usually be made 
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between efficiency of the stage and power gain 
(which will affect the overall system efficiency). 
At lower frequencies, performance, of course, 
increases. I n  a practical sense, however, multi- 
plication greater than tripling in a single stage is 
too inefficient to be useful in a transmitter. Mul- 
tiplier strings should, if possible, be arranged so 
that the desired order of frequency multiplication 
can be accomplished with cascaded doublers and 
triplers. 
SAMPLE TRANSMITTER DESIGN 
Proposed Requirements 
As an ex:~mple of VI IF  transistor transmitter 
design, t:ikc a rc.ql~irement for a telemetry trans- 
mitter in an earth satellite where rugged environ- 
mental strcsses are encountered and advanced 
performance is required. Such a unit must be 
sm:lll, light in weight, efficient, reliable, operate 
over a nidc temperature range in a vacuum, be 
mec11:~nic:llly sturtly, and generally demonstrate 
perform:lncc that is consistent with the state of 
the art. The initial requirements are, then: 
Efficiency, > 25per cent 
Weight, < 1 11). 
Temperature, 0" to 100°C 
Spurious emission, >(iO dl) I)elotv carrier 
Output frequclnc.y, 13(j.500 RIc 
filtering to best advantage. Second, PM, by 
reason of its constant amplitude carrier wave, 
permits the transmitter ItF circuits to be adjusted 
for maximum efficiency without regard to linearity. 
Third, with the constant amplitude square wave 
deriving from pulse-type encoding systems, the 
proportion of output power in the sidebands can 1 
be easily adjusted from 0 to 100 percent-depend- 
ing on requirements-by setting the index of 
modulation. 
For this transmitter, it was decided to make 
the power in the carrier equal to that in each of 
the principal sidebands. This condition provides 
a large proportion of power in the information 
sidel):tnds, yet it leaves sufficient power in the 
carrier for tracking purposes. The proper modu- 
lation level can be adjusted quite easily by observ- 
ing the spectrum on a panoramic display unit. 
To find the required modulation index for 
square wave modulation, the constant amplitude, 
phase-switching car r ie r  is  broken i n t o  two 
amplitude-modulated components : 
System Design 
Modulation Method 
(+) 
The first part of the system to decide upon is 
the type of modal:~t ion to he used. Of the various - 8 - 8 (B) 
methods in common usc tod:iy, phase modul a t ' ion 
(PM) was chosen for several practical reasons. Each component is a constant phase, amplitude- 
First of all, PRI is readily compatible with the modulated carrier than can easily be analyzed by 
synchronous dctec$tion systems presently in use Fourier series, and whose spectra can be added 
1,y the NASA tracking stations. This linear to obtain the spectrum of the original phase- 
detection process allorvs use of post-detection modulated wave: 
1 ..I} 
* = s i n  (ac t t 0) {k + $ For o t 5 cos  3um t 5 
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k B = -  k s in  (-. t - 6) + T{cos [(uc - t - el t ms [(-. + urn) 
- 01 
1  
+ 3 ~ 0 1 3  t ...) , 
( 1 .  t s i n  LC + urn) t t 7 s l n  [3 
- KJ '] 
Setting the amplitude coefficients of the principal 
sidebands and the carrier equal, 
s i n  0 w 
= t an8  = T . 
e = 57.5' 2 1  r a d i a n .  
To find the proportion of power in the carrier and 
sidebands, the total radiated power is needed. 
This can be found by setting 8=0, whereupon all 
of the power is in the carrier: 
2 
PI 
- -  
($ s i n  0) 
- 2 - - - * ~ i n ~ 5 7 . 5 ~ .  
P l o t * ,  k Z  w 
I P,, = P t o r a ,  - P C  - P I  = 13%PT . 
i 
k Power Oufpuf 
Because there are so many factors relating to 
total system performance that affect the calcula- 
tion of the required power output of the trans- 
- 
mitter, it is impossible to produce an exact 
number without knowing more about the particu- 
lar application involved. The output of this 
sample design was therefore chosen arbitrarily as 
1 watt. Figure 11 shows the available power a t  
the receiver for a typical antenna system and a 
1-watt transmitter at  various ranges. 
Circuit Details 
Oscillator 
L--w--J 
CRYSTAL 
In an earth-satellite telemetry application, the 
Doppler shift due to the satellite velocity will have 
a large effect on the apparent transmitter fre- 
quency as seen from the ground. There is, then, 
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R A N G E  (lo3 krn) 
FICUI~E 11 .-Signal strength vs. range. PT = 1 watt; 
GT= -3 db; G =  +20 db; system loss = -6 db; P,  
=A,&, with &' = P ~ / 4 x r ~  and A =C,A2/4x. 
little to be gained by requiring a long-term fre- 
quency stability and calibration of the transmitter 
oscillator to  much closer limits than the Doppler 
shift itself. If the frequency tolerance is set 
equal to this velocity shift for an "average" orbit, 
Tolerance - A f  - % ~o.oo%, 
f 0 
where 
4= thc  angle between the observer and the 
velocity vector, 
v = velocity of satellite, 
c =velocity of light. 
A frequency tolerance of k0.002 percent can be 
obtained with commercially available quartz crys- 
tals without using temperature-controlled ovens 
or frequency compensation techniques. 
High orders of short-term stability are required, 
however, because of the phase-lock detection sys- 
tem commonly in use for satellite tracking and 
telemetry reception. Steps should be taken, 
therefore, to prevent frequency shifts due to  
modulation or supply voltage transients. 
To meet these requirements, a modified Pierce 
oscillator [Figure 4(c)] was chosen. As is shown 
in Figures 3 and 5, this circuit provides good 
isolation of the oscillator frequency from circuit 
elements and loading effects. The output imped- 
ance the good load isolation. The absence 
of any tuned elements in the circuit other than 
the crystal enhances the crystal's control over the 
I 
frequency of oscillation, which improves the 
stability. 
The Pierce oscillator is essentially a crystal- 
controlled Colpitts circuit. The crystal oscillates I 
in an anti-resonant mode, and feedback is con- 
trolled by the ratio of the two series capacitors \ 
across the crystal and the emitter load resistance. 
The series equivalent of these two capacitors, 
added to that of the variable trimmer, determines 
the crystal load capacity, which is uslially set to  
32 ppf. The variable trimmer allows close cali- 
bration of the oscillator frequency by "pulling" 
the crystal. A 2N917 transistor is used because 
i t  has a maximum frequcncy of oscillation of 
1000 Mc. This high cutoff frequency means that 
the inherent phase shift in the device a t  low 
frequencies is negligible and better stability will 
result. 
Because the oscillator has no tuned circuits, 
oscillation can occur only on the fundamental 
mode of the quartz crystal. This limitation sets 
an upper limit on thc oscillator frequcncy of 
20 Mc, since this is the highest frequency funda- 
mental crystal that can be obtained. The lowest 
order, non-prime submultiple of the output fre- 
quency of 136.5 Mc is 17.0625 Mc. Therefore, 
a frequency multiplication of 8 is required between 
the oscillator and the transmitter output. 
Buffer Amplifier 
2N917 
RFC 
Re 
The output from the oscillator was experimen- 
tally measured a t  about 1 mw. Since this output 
is insufficient to drive a class B or C amplifier 
stage, the buffer amplifier must be operated class 
AB. A 2N917 transistor is used becausc of its 
high gain, high frequency rating, and efficiency. 
The design procedure follows: 
- - vcc - ;V c b  + 15 volts . 
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I Very little information on large signal operation 50 percent. 
is given by the manufacturer. The only known 
quantities are : pdc = 0.5 Po' = 32mw . 
I and the relations 
which, when combined, yield 
I 
For this circuit, 
- 4 = 18 n u ,  Po - 
CT = 17p+f ( t h i s  includes c o l l e c t o r  capacity  
and that  r e f l e c t e d  from the 
coupling network), 
L, = 5 p h .  
For a rough approximation of the dc power 
required, assume the collector efficiency is typically 
The bias network is adjusted to  produce a collector 
current of about 0.5 ma under no-signal conditions. 
Firsf Frequency Multiplier 
Cc 2N917 
Re? 'I
The required 8-times-frequency multiplication 
is most easily achieved with three cascaded fre- 
quency doublers. The first frequency multiplier 
doubles the 17.0625 Mc output from the buffer 
amplifier to 34.125 Mc. A 2N917 transistor is 
used. 
therefore, 
If the amplifier were a straight-through class B 
stage, 
But, since the stage is operated class C over a 
short conduction angle, the gain will be about 2 db 
smaller (see Figure 7). An exact figure for the 
increased drive requirement can be obtained only 
by Fourier analysis of the input waveform, which 
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cannot  be  done under  t he  circumstances. 
Experience provides the only answer. 
pi, = Po, - 2 db sx 50 mw , 
Po 1 I?. = fl* = 5 .1  ma, rms . 
C 
For a frequency doubler, the conduction angle 
should be about  110 degrees (Reference 1). 
Fourier analysis shows the ratio of fundamental 
current in the collector pulses (assuming a square 
law device) to be (Reference 1) : 
Assuming 
qT = 0 . 9 ,  
then 
P d w 2  = 38 mw . 
For bcttcr temperature stability it is desirable to 
run the doubler in a saturated condition. To  
accomplish this state, ahout 1 db of gain is 
wasted and the output is designed for 30 mw. 
v,' 
R, = - 2p0 = 3.3K , 
R L 
- xT = Q = 330 ohms , 
CT = 14ppf  ( i nc lud ing  c o l l e c t o r  and 
r e f l e c t e d  c a p a c i t y ) .  
To obtain the required conduction angle of 110 
degrees, 
SO 
V b i s s  = 3.2 COS (5S0)  - 0.7 = 1 .1  v o l t s  . 
Experiment indicates that a typical collector 
efficiency for a doubler stage is about 40 percent. 
Modulator 
RFC 
+ 
MOD. 
The phase modulator uses voltage-variable ca- 
pacitors in a transformation of a lattice all-pass 
network (Iteference 2). The circuit development 
follows the following steps: 
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which can be transformed to 
To make a phase modulator of this network, 
the phase must be varied electronically. This can 
be done by making A and B electronically vari- 
able; but A and B are opposite reactances, 
between which a reciprocal relation must be 
maintained. These conditions can be met, how- 
ever, if a quarter-wave t,ransmission line of 
impedance Zo is inserted in B: 
If A is a variable capacitance diode, the phase 
can be made electronically variable. By shunting 
the diode with some fixed inductance, the non- 
linear C versus V function can be made to compen- 
sate for the tangent phase-function nonlinearities. 
Linearity can be maintained for a modulation 
index of well over 1 radian. In a practical circuit, 
the quarter-wave transmission line is made from 
!cmpcd c!emeiits, a d  the transformer provides 
the shunt inductance. 
Since the reverse bias voltage on the diodes is 
only a few volts, the power handling capacity of 
the il~odulator is small if t,he diodes are not to 
conduct. The maximum RF signal power is: 
Obviously, if the device is to handle even a few 
tens of milliwatts, its characteristic impedance 
must be low. A practical Zo is on the order of 
100 ohms. 
For the reason just stated and because the fre- 
quency multipliers will also multiply the modula- 
tion index (thus requiring less from the modulator), 
it is desirable to place the modulator as near the 
oscillator as practical. On the other hand, modu- 
lating too close to the oscillator will cause incidental 
FRl from lack of isolation. In this transmitter it 
is placed between the first and second frequency 
doublers. Thus, the oscillator is protected by the 
buffer and first doubler. Yet the power level is 
still only 30 mw, and the second and third 
doubler will multiply the modulation index by a 
factor of 4. For an output index of 1 radian, 
only 0.25 radian is required from the modulator. 
Since Zo= 100 ohms and Ybi,, = - 4 volts, then 
P ,, = 80 mw and C, = 8.5 ppf. Because the loss 
= 2 db, then Po,,= 19 mw. 
Second Frequency Multiplier (Doubler) 
C, 2N707 
Looking ahead to the requirement of a higher 
voltage supply for the final amplifier, it would be 
wise to use higher voltage transistors for all of 
the remaining stages. If this is done, only one 
supply voltage would be required for the trans- 
mitter since the three low level stages already 
designed could be zener-regulated at  the lower 
- - . . l L -  -- 
v w L i t g e  wiiil  oniy a smaii ~OSS In efficiency. A 
regulated voltage for the oscillator and buffer 
would be desirable for stability anyway. h con- 
venient value for the supply voltage might be 
+24 volts, since this seems to be almost a standard 
voltage in many electronic systems-particularly 
in military systems. 
With this requirement in mind, a 2N707 tran- 
sistor is a good choice. The field of possible tran- 
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sistors to choose from is restricted, by the upper 
temperature limit, to silicon devices, which have 
not quite caught up with the state of the art in 
germanium transistors. Unfortunately, very little 
information is available from the manufacturer 
about the 2N707 transistor; they state only that 
a t  100 Mc it will develop 300 mw output with 7.5 
db gain. With such inadequate data, the most 
reliable (and fastest) procedure is to breadboard 
the amplifier and determine the results experi- 
mentally. For a very rough approximation, Ri, 
can be calculated from the data given and the 
assumption made that it is independent of 
frequency (which it is not). 
This impedance, conveniently, is just the right 
value for the modulator load, and no matching is 
required. Through a process like that used for 
the design of the first doubler, and allowing 2 db 
surplus gain for temperature and voltage varia- 
tions, a rough design can be made for the second 
doubler: 
Third Frequency Multiplier (Doubler) 
2N707 
Design for the third doubler proceeds exactly 
like that of the second doubler: 
R," 2 100ohms , 
Cc = 3 . 6 w f  , 
Po.z = l l o m w  , 
R, = 2.4K . 
C, = 1 0 w f  , 
L, = 0.15 ph , 
I = l l m a  , 
Re = 9Oohms . 
Final Amplifier 
At this point in the design, we will jump to the 
final amplifier and work backward, the reason 
being that this stage must be designed for a 
specific predetermined output power. The pa- 
rameters of the other stages must be adjusted to 
meet the requirements of this final amplifier. An 
RCA TA2267 transistor was selcctrd for the 
circuit. This transistor has a collector break- 
down voltage of GO volts and would therefore 
work best with V,,= 30volts. Performance should 
be satisfactory a t  24 volts, however. 
Conveniently, the manufacturer provides mens- 
ured curves showing the gain of the device versus 
frequency and output power. With a power out- 
put of 1 watt and a frequency of IXi hlc, these 
curves show a typical drive rcquircment of 250 mw 
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for class C operation. While the curves are meas- P,c 2 
ured for a common emitter configuration, the I d c  = "=c - 24 - 83ma , 
power gain should not be radically different for 
grounded base operation a t  this frequency. So, 'bias 0.8  ' for this circuit, - 0.083 - 10 ohms . Re = - - - -  Om Idc  
16 
Since the RF choke required in series with Re has 
R, = 
kc - vm.n)2 
- - 23' 
*o 
- 2(1) = 2650hms , are sistance of 2 ohms, the actual R, required is 
approximately 8 ohms. 
RL 
XT = Q = 26.5 ohns , Driver 
C, = 44p+Lf , 2N707 
L, = 0.03.h , Id ) j 
X C v 2  = {K = Jm = 115ohms . / = 1 0 _ 1 1 .  
1; -  
Since G,-as read from the curves-is for "class / i C" operation, the "class B" G, is probably about 
[ 6.5 instead of 4. So, Observing that the final amplifier requires 250 mw driving power and that the third doubler 
*L 
only puts out about 100 mw, i t  becomes obvious 
R," = - - 
GP 
40 ohms , that an extra stage of amplification is required. 
Since another amplifier will certainly provide more 
, = in- = 2pXn I n  = 20, ohms . surplus of gain will be available. Because of the than the 4 db of gain required, a considerable 
loss of efficiency it is not advisable to overdrive 
' c .1  = 6+,f . the final power amplifier, so the excess power gain 
must be taken up in lower power stages where the 
Choosing cost in efficiency will not be so high. Accordingly, 
the driver stage is designed for a power output of 
r = 140" (see Reference I), 250 mw : 
v," = d m  = 3 . l v o l t s ,  Po = 250 mw, f o  = 136.5 hlc, 
'btas = v ,  0 ( )  - 0.7 = 0 . 8  volt . n ~ = l )  9 (asnr??ed), X,, = 1% ol~ins japprox. j, 
Assuming P,'-280 mw, ~ ~ = 4 =  10 db (class B), 
qc 2 0 . 5 .  R,n 
then RL = 950 ohms, Pdc = - Po = 500 mw, 0.5 
P  
% 7 = 2 w a t t s  , 
'dc -+ 
cT=12 ppf, 
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Since so much surplus gain is available, the 
driver can be operated with a very short conduc- 
tion angle t o  trade some of its extra gain for 
better efficiency. Let 
e = looo , 
V b r s s  = 4 .5  c o s ( 5 0 U )  - 0 . 7  : 2 . 2  v o l t s  , 
The rest of the extra gain should be used in the 
frequency multiplier stages in a similar fashion 
by increasing the bias on these stages and therefore 
decreasing their conduction angle. 
Harmonic Suppressor 
Since transistors arc inherently such good har- 
monic generators, some means must be provided 
t o  attenuate this spurious radiation to  prevent 
interference with other services. Good harmonic 
suppression can be achieved simply by insertion 
of an  artificial half-wave transmission line in the 
transmitter output. At the output frequency, 
the antenna load is transmitted faithfully through 
to the transmitter and the output energy is 
delivered t o  the antenna with negligible loss. At 
the harmonic frequencies, however, the artificial 
line is no longer matched nor is it still one-half 
wave long. The harmonic energy is attenuated by 
the mism:ltch thus produced. At the same time, 
the impeditnce of the shunt capacitors in the line 
is decreased and thc impedance of the series 
inductors is increased by the higher frequency of 
the harmonics. This action tends to  bypass what 
harmonic energy is in the line to  ground. Actual 
measured values for one of these artificial lines 
are : 
The flattening of the attenuation curve a t  the 
fourth harmonic is due to  series resonance of the 
standoff-type shunt capacitors with their lead 
inductance and capacitive coupling around the 
series inductors. An identical unit built with 
shielded sections and feed-through capacitors 
measured 84 db rejection a t  955 Mc, and was 
still increasing. But, since harmonics of such 
high orders should be negligi1)lc in the transmitter 
output, the extra attenuation provided is probably 
not worth the increased complexity of construction. 
Mechanical Considerations 
To provide good shielding, a compartmented 
chassis milled from an  aluminum block is used, as 
shown in Figures 12(h) and (c). The compart- 
ment walls, in addition t o  shielding the various 
stages, also stiffen up the whole chassis against 
mechanical vibration. Printed circuit construc- 
tion is used where feasible to increase ease of 
fabrication and uniformity of performance. For 
better resistance to  mechanic~tl stress and vibra- 
tion, the whole chassis can he filled with a low 
dielectric encapsulating material, such as Ecco- 
foam FP. Repairs or modifications of a com- 
~ l e t e d  unit can then most easily be made by 
replacement of whole modules, a l t ho~gh  the 
potting material can be removed 1)y careful 
picking with a small knife or scribr. 
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Thermal Problems be paid to the problem of removing the heat 
since equipment in a satellite or space dissipated by the transistors. K i th  no air to 
must in a vacuum, special attention must circulate, heat can be removed only be radiation 
or direct conduction; but, since 
FIRST 
1 1 1  
- I  OSCILLATOR 
BUFFER a8 
DOUBLER 
THIRD DOUBLI 
y*\7 
HARMONIC i L - t m  
I 
# FINAL AMPLIFIE 
the radiation mechanism is efficient only a t  ele- 
rated temperature gradients. The only practical 
method for heat transfer in the unit is therefore 
direct conduction. A thermal path must be pro- 
vided from each transistor case to the aluminum 
chassis, which should be fastened directly to the 
spacecraft structure. Thermal paths can be s u p  
plied on the printed circuit boards by the copper 
lamination, to which the transistor case can be 
fastened through a clamp of some fashion. If the 
transistor case is common to one of the leads, 
electrical isolation must be provided by the heat 
(@ !NYLON SCREW. 
LF--- 2 56 x 3/,6 
FIGURE 13.-Heat dissipater and retainer for TO-18 
transistors. 
FIGURE 12.-Transmitter: (a) oblique view; (b) top 
(c) bottom vie-7. 
view; 
sink without degrading the thermal path too 
much. An escellent material for use in such a 
situation is beryllium oxide, which has a coefficient 
of thermal conductivity about equal to that of 
aluminum and yet demonstrates a high resistivity 
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and low dielectric loss. Much use has been made 
in the past of thin slices of mica, Teflon, or Mylar 
for electrically insulated heat sinks. Although 
the thermal conductivity of these materials is 
poor, the fact that they are cut very thin limits 
the extent of the thermal path through them and 
therefore the temperature gradient. The very 
low thickness of the material causes a large 
capacity from the transistor case to  ground, 
however, which limits their application in VHF 
circuits. 
In this transmitter, the transistors are mounted 
in a clamp of the type shown in Figure 13. The 
clamp is then bolted to the copper lamination of 
the printed circuit board with a Be0 washer as a 
spacer. The clamp is mounted as near to the 
chassis as feasible to keep the thermal path short 
(see Figure 14). Assuming that the thickness of 
the copper is 2/1000 inch and the thermal path 
length in the copper is 1/4 inch, the "thermal 
resistance" is 
where 
I =path length in cm, 
A = area in cm2 = wt, 
k = coefficient of conduction, 
Obviously, this method of heat sink is adequate 
only for stages dissipating 100 mw or less. The 
temperature gradient across thc other components 
of the heat path can be neglected, compared with 
this relatively high value. To ~rovide  the required 
heat capacity, the higher powered stages are 
clamped directly to the chassis. This technique 
complicates the construction proccdure somewhat 
but is necessary to keep the transistors adequately 
cooled. Where large amounts of heat are dissi- 
pated, even the areas of contact between the 
heat-sink components can become critical heat 
problems. In a vacuum, with no air to fill the 
microscopic voids in the contact surfaces, the 
actual area of conduction may be only I percent 
of the geometrical area. To reduce this problem, 
all areas of contact in a heat sink for a high power 
transistor should be cemented. 
As an example of the thermal design of a 
transistor amplifier, we will examine the third 
doubler stage : 
" t o t a l  - 250  , 
T, (max. junction temp. ) - 175°C : 
therefore, 
Tcharsla max.  = T,  - AT - 137.S°C . 
A reliable design always will include safety The final amplifier should always be designed so 
factors so that degradation of components, acci- that it can dissipate the full dc input power as 
dental operation just outside of the specified heat, in case the unit is operated without the 
temperature range, and unforeseen operating con- antenna connected or under conditions of high 
ditions might not cause failure of the transmitter. standing wave ratio. 
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The calculated maximum chassis temperatures, 
in degrees Centigrade, for the other stages in t,he 
transmitter are : 
Oscillator-1 SO0 
t 
Buffer-190" 
t 
First doubler-177" 
Second doubler-155" 
Driver-135" 
Final amplifier-140" 
Experimental Verification 
As a verification of the sample design presented 
previously, the transmitter was constructed as 
seen in Figure 12. The unit performed as pre- 
dicted with two notable exceptions. In spite of 
precautions, a regenerative feedback problem 
developed in the driver stage. This problem was 
eliminated by replacing the 2N707 transistor with 
a 2N916, which apparently has less internal feed- 
back. Otherwise, the two transistors have similar 
ratings. 
The second unforeseen complication was aa 
interaction of the modulator on the buffer stage 
tuning. Some resistive padding was required to 
better match the modulator input and output so 
as to minimize this effect. The additional loss 
of the padding necessitated replacing the 2N707 
in the second doubler stage with a 2N916, which 
has just enough extra gain to compensate. 
The final schematic diagram is shown in Figure 
14. Some minor variations from the design can 
be found where adjustments were necessary to 
obtain proper performance. For example, the 
input impedance of the final amplifier turned out 
to be somewhat lower than what was calculated. 
This necessitated increasing the interstage cou- 
pling capacitor and lowering the bias resistor. 
The resultant performance parameters are given 
in Table 1 and Figure 15. Performance at-10°C 
and below deteriorates fairly rapidly. This could 
be extended to lower values, a t  a slight cost in 
efficiency, by the use of diode compensation in the 
low level stages. 
"A" "E" "C" 
GROUND +24v MOD. 
NOTE: Unless otherw~se noted, resistance is 
in ohms, capacity in rpf, inductance in ph 
FIGURE 14.-The transmitter. 
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Table 1 
Transmitter Performance . * 
*f, ' 136.500 Mc % = 1 radio. Weight = 247 gm, unpotted 2nd harmonic - 55 db below carrier 
7) = 28% V = +24 vol ts i10% Esttmated weight potted <300 gm, 3rd harmonic = 80 db below carrier 
FIGURE 15.-Spectrum for square wave modulation. 
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I APPENDIX A 
Aeff effective capture area of antenna RL collector load resistance 
C capacity Rout output signal resistance 
C, interstage coupling capacity F~o real part of Zo 
CT tank circuit capacity S flux density 
c velocity of light T temperature 
f frequency Tcbassls ambient chassis temperature 
fo nominal frequency TJ maximum allowable transistor junction 
Gi current gain temperature 
G, power gain t thickness 
G, receiving antenna gain Vbtas required bias voltage 
G T transmitting antenna gain V, peak collector signal voltage 
I,,, fundamental frequency collector current Vcb maximum collector-to-base voltage 
Ic12 2nd harmonic collector current V,, collector supply voltage 
Idc direct current collector current Vce maximum collector-to-emitter voltage 
Ii, input signal current Trd diode reverse bias voltage 
IOU, output signal current Vdlode forward bias necessary to cause current to 
jX reactance flow 
k constant of proportionality V,h minimum collector voltage 
LT tank circuit inductance Vpeak peak voltage 
1 path length (cm) TV width 
P pon7er XC reactance of capacitor in tank circuit 
PC power in carrier only X ,  reactance of coupling capacitor 
Pao direct current power XL reactance of inductor in tank circuit 
Pi, driving power XT reactance of tank circuit elements 
Po output power Y ib common base input admittance 
Poll fundamental frequency output power Zo characteristic impedance 
Po, 2 2nd harmonic output power a attenuation 
P, receiver power B phase shift 
Prad radiated power qc collector efficiency 
PT transmitted power V T  tank circuit efficiency 
P,,,1 power in carrier and sidebands combined 6 modulation index of phase modulation 
PI power in principal sideband (pages 9-1 1,28) ; conduction angle (pages 
P , power in sidebands or order greater than 1 16,21-22) 
Q quality factor X wavelength 
&loaded load Q of a tank circuit v veiocity oi sateiiite 
QT unloaded Q of a tank circuit x 2.1416, approximately 
% thermal resistance 4 angle between observer and satellite 
Re emitter bias resistor w, angular carrier frequency 
Ri, input signal resistance w, angular modulation frequency 
ON THE DESIGN OF PFM TELEMETRY ENCODERS* 
H. D. WHITE, JR. 
Pulse Frequency hlodulation (PFh4) is a time-division-multiplex telemetry syste~n, espe- 
cially suitable for small satellites because of its efficient use of transmitter power as a function of 
bit rate. The Explorer XI1 (Energetic Particles) satellite utilized a practical PFhf system in 
which the analog-to-digital conversion was done essentially on the ground. 
The encoding techniques used in PF%f satellite telemetry systems are described herein, with 
emphasis on the simplicity of synthesizing and mechanizing the encoding. Several encoders are 
discussed (e.g., the Explorer XI1 and the UIC-1 cncodcrs, and a gcner:rl-purpose digital data 
processor). In addition, checkout and bench-c:tlibration techniques that facilitate integration 
between experinlents and the encoder arc included. 
INTRODUCTION use of transmitter power as a function of bit rate. 
Pulse Frequency Modulation (PFM) is a time- A typical PFM encoder receives both analog and 
division-multiplex telemetry system, especially digital information from the satellite experiments 
suitable for small satellites because of its efficient (Figure 1). The encoder electronically commu- 
VIGUILE 1.-PFhZ encoder. 
- - 
*Pot~lished RB NASA Teclinical h'olr n-lf776, J u n r  1061: also pub- 
lished in tile I1rocuedin,,a of the 1966 h'nlional Telemrlrring Conference. 
Sheraton-Park IIotcl. Washington. I).C., May 23. I ' J G P .  1 (34). 
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tates the information, either one analog param- 
eter or 3 digital bits a t  a time, and encodes it into 
a series of time-multiplexed PFR.1 bursts and 
blanks. The pulsed frequency bursts are derived 
from a set of pulsed subcarrier oscillators with a 
variable frequency range of 5 to 15 kc. The 
burst frequency contains the intelligence of a 
single analog parameter or of the state of 3 binary 
bits. The location of the burst in the telemetry 
sequence identifies the parameter being measured. 
The encoder also generates any required synchro- 
nizing (timing) pulses for the experiments. 
The timing for the PFM system is obtained by 
counting down a clock frequency in a string of 
binary counters (called a countdo~vn unit). The 
states of the binary counters in the countdown 
unit are then sampled by appropriate logical 
circuit elements in a matrix to produce the 
required commutation-gating pulses and synchro- 
nizing pulses. 
From the theoretical signal-to-noise standpoint, 
the PFM system has certain marked advantages 
over some of the other commonly used satellite 
telemetry systems (Reference 1). In addition, 
this system has practical advantages in the sim- 
plicity of satellite encoding, which will be illus- 
trated in the discussions that follom~. 
BASIC PFM SYSTEM AND FORMAT 
General Description 
A characteristic of the PF3l system is that both 
the basic format and bit rate may be changed 
easily to accommodate different satellite missions. 
The basic PFM telemetry system is a particular 
form of timedivision multiplexing in which the 
intelligence being telemetered is contained in the 
frequency of a sequential series of 10-millisecond 
pulses (bursts) separated by 10-millisecond inter- 
va!s (t;kn?cs). The h!z~?ks predc.  the h~irsts. 
The pulse frequency is derived from a set of 
pulsed variable-frequency subcarrier oscillators, 
each having a frequency range of 5 to 15 kc. 
The satellite telemetry system works in con- 
junction with a ground data-reduction system in 
which a bank of 120 contiguous bandpass filters, 
each 100 cps wide, are used to reduce the system 
noise bandwidth to that approximating one of the 
100-cps filters. The entire bank of filters covers 
Essentially, the PFR'I burst activates one of the 
120 contiguous filters. If only one pulse fre- 
quency is present a t  a time, only one of the 120 
filters will be excited. The filter having the 
greatest signal is determined by means of an auc- 
tion circuit. All the other filters, containing 
noise only, are biased off; and the one filter con- 
taining signal plus noise is gated to the output. 
With reasonable signal-to-noise conditions, the 
filter output can be passed on to a discriminator 
for making more precise measurements; the mag- 
netometer data of Explorer X (1961 K )  were 
sometimes read to a precision of 10 bits by this 
technique. 
For the general use of PFM, a discriminator is 
not used; the signal is quantized into one of the 
hundred discrete 100-cps values in the 5 to 15 kc 
range by recording only the number of the particu- 
lar filter that contains the greatest signal. Thus 
the basic analog accuracy of the standard PFM 
system is approximately 1 percent from the input 
of the satellite encoder to the recorded filter num- 
ber on the ground. For the PFM encoders 
presently on board satellites, a 1-percent accuracy 
of analog information channels is the best that can 
be achieved. But, as noted, a l/l0-percent pre- 
cision is possible with the use of discriminators 
a t  the filter band output. 
Some interesting features of this system become 
apparent. If a 1-percent accuracy is assumed 
equivalent to almost 7 bits, then analog informa- 
tion is sent 7 bits at a time in a single PFM burst 
and, effectively, the analog-to-digital conversion 
is done on the ground. In regard to the satellite 
telemetry system, ttvo important considerations 
result : 
(1) The complicated analog-todigital conver- 
sion is not required within the satellite. 
(2) For a given bit rate, the transmitter power 
msy he schsttsntirtlly redliced over that 
required for the same accuracy in an un- 
coded PCM system. 
Analog Subcarrier Oscillator 
The analog oscillator (Reference 2) is the name 
applied to the device that converts an input volt- 
age of 0 to +5 volts* dc into a frequency output 
of 15 to 5 kc. Zero volts corresponds to approxi- 
the frequency range of -4 to 16 kc. *Or 0 to -5 volts do in the UK-1. 
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mately 15 kc, while 5 volts corresponds to  ap- 
proximately 5 kc. The analog oscillator is de- 
signed to operate in the temperature range of 
- 10°C to +GO°C. 
Several inputs may be gated into a single oscil- 
lator. To maintain a 1-percent system accuracy, 
i t  is necessary to  calibrate each analog experiment 
with its associated oscillator. The input im- 
pedance to  the oscillator, when several inputs are 
commutated into it, is approximately 250 kilohms 
a t  approximately -2.3 volts when thc analog 
parameter is being telemetered, with a slightly 
active network a t  a high impedance when thc 
oscillator is gated off. If the output impetlance of 
the experiment is reasonably low (less than 1 
kilohm), the input impedance of thc encoder has 
a negligible effect on the output frequency of the 
oscillator. The input impedance of the analog 
oscillator, mhen only one input is applied (e.g., no 
commutation of inputs), is greater than 2 mcg- 
ohms a t  approximately +7 volts \\;hen the analog 
parameter is being telemetcretl, with a slightly 
active nctworl; a t  a high impedance. whrn the 
oscil1:~tor is off. 
The usu:~l procedurr followecl in an:~log oscil- 
lator alloc8:~tion is to givr cavh cxpcrimcntcr his 
own oscillator. If thc exprrimcnter lias m:Lny 
analog inputs (as in the case of the UI<-1), the 
oscillator(s) is placed in the experimenter's pack- 
age (approximately one for each eight inputs); 
this reduces thc interface and calibration pro1)lems. 
When an experimenter has only a few inputs (as in 
Explorer X I I t  or the Interplanetary hlonitoring 
Probe), the oscillator is placed in the encoder; this 
reduces the number of leads required. A main 
criterion for the oscillator is that its most lilic.ly 
failure be 08, instead of on. Thus, when each 
experimenter has his own oscillator, a catastrophic 
event in an experiment affects only that one ex- 
periment. If an experimenter desires 1-percent 
analog data, the interchange of oscil1:~tors re- 
quires a rccalibr:ition. 
Digital Subcarrier Oscillator 
11 pulse11 digit:rl oscill:~tor that accepts 3 bits of 
information :~ntl cnrotlcs this :is onc of riglit dis- 
cretc frcquenc*ic\s in the 1)nnd from 5 to 15 I;(, 11:~s 
hcrn clevclopc~tl at  Godtlard Sp:~cc Flight Ccntrr. 
TIIP riglit possible frccli1enc.y Ic\,cl:, (-orrespond to 
the eight possible conbinations of 3 bits. Thus 
digital information already in a digital form may 
be easily encoded and transmitted 3 bits a t  a time. 
Digital-input gating modules have been devel- 
oped to accept accumulator outputs 3 bits a t  a 
time, read them out as a discrete frequency, and 
then take the next 3 bits and read them out (18- 
bit and 13-bit accumulators have been read out 
in this manner in the UK-1 encoder). To  use 1 I 
this feature, the two binary states must be 0 volts 1 
a t  less than 5G kilohms output impedance, and 
- 3  to  -5 volts a t  less than 56 kilohms output 
impedance from the experiment's accumulator. 
In  the 1ntrrpl:~netary Monitoring Probe (IMP), 
the accumulation and reatl-out is done in the en- 
coder in a digital data processor. The digital 
data arc read out 3 bits a t  a time in a PFM burst. 1 
Basic Format and Frame Synchronization I 
As previously stated, PFhI is a time-division- 
multiplex system. The basic format consists of 
250 channels arranged 10 channels in a frame, 
with 16 frames in a sequence. Frame synchro- 
nization is achieved by two methods, as follows: 
1. The first channel of all framc.s (tlesignated as 
0-311) consists of an asymmrtric 1)lankburst in- 
terval, whrre a 5-millisecond blank is follo~ved by a ! 
13-millisrcond burst. All the other channels 1 
consist of symmetric blank-burst intervals where 
a 10-millisecond burst follows a 10-millisecond I 
blank. The system is synchronolis in that  a11 
blank-burst intervals total 20-milliseconds. 
2. The frequency in channel zero for all frames 
(0-all) is also devoted to  frame synchronization. 
The exact format is as follolvs: 
Ch:innc,I-I'r:lnlc. 
-- 
Inform:tt,ion 'r(t1emctered 
0-0. .......................... -000 digit 
............................ 0-1 4 .5  kc 
0-3. .......................... -001 digit 
............................ 0-:< 4.5 kc 
0-4 ............................ 010tligit 
............................ 0-5 4 .5  kc 
0--G_. ........................ -01 1 digit 
............................ 0-7 4.5 kc 
0-8 ............................ 1OOtligit 
0 - . - . - - - - - - - _ _ - - - -. -. _. . _. -4.5 kc 
0-10 ........................... 101 digit 
0-11 ........................... 4.5 kc 
0-12.. ......................... 110 digit 
0-I :% ........................... 4.5 kc 
0-14- _ - - _ _ - - - -. - _ - - - - - -. -. - - -1 11 digit 
0-15 ........................... 4.5 kc 
SPACECRAFT A 
Since each channel takes 20 miKiseconds, a com- 
plete telemetry sequence of the 256 channels takes 
5.12 seconds. 
Information Nomenclature 
An X-Y nomenclature is used to designate the 
location of a sample in the sequence, where X is 
the channel number and Y is the frame number. 
For example, "0-all" means channel 0 for every 
frame and "34" means channel 3 during frame 4. 
The 16 channels and the 16 frames are each labeled 
0 through 15. This nomenclature also is used in 
the location of synchronizing pulses from the 
encoder. 
Information Rate 
In the basic PFM system the sampling rate is 
50 cps, which amounts to 20 milliseconds for a 
blank-burst pair. Since an analog channel con- 
tains approximately 7 bits (1-percent accuracy 
through the system) and a digital channel con- 
tains 3 bits (1 of 8 possible frequencies), the 
information rate depends on the ratio of analog 
channels to digital channels. The following ex- 
amples are given: 
Channel Ratio Information Rate 
All analog =50 X7 3350 bits/sec 
All digital =50 X3 = 150 bits/sec 
= 50 ><5 =250 bits/sec 
digital 
Synchronizing Pulses Supplied to the 
Experimenter 
No standard synchronizing (timing) pulses are 
available in a given encoder because the possible 
combinations of pulses are extremely large. The 
pulses from the digital data processor to the 
experimenter constitute the only exception. 
For ci given satcl!ite encoder, the experimenter's 
requirements are analyzed during the initial design 
planning stage and the experimenter requests 
those "sync" pulses necessary to program his 
experiment. 
For the most part, any synchronizing pulse can 
be easily generated in the encoder if it is to start 
a t  the beginning of any channel (i.e., the begin- 
ning of the blank) and end a t  the end of any 
channel. These pulses are, of course, -synchro- 
nized with the encoder. The experimenter must 
specify his requirements a t  a suitable stage of the 
design because changes are very difficult after the 
encoder is built. The use of welded modules, as 
discussed in the next section, limits changes. 
Construction Utilizing Standard Modules 
The construction now used in the basic PFM 
encoder has been the result of a gradual develop 
ment. The first PFM modules, used in Explorer 
XII, were printed-circuit modules of binary 
counters and subcarrier oscillators. Many of the 
components, however, were directly mounted on 
printed-circuit boards. The UK-1 encoder, which 
followed, was so complex that the packing density 
had to be substantially increased; and therefore 
an almost all welded-module construction was 
used. The welded modules were mounted by 
soldering to the printed-circuit boards. 
Certain advantages of welded modules other 
than increased packing density became apparent. 
One of these advantages was that each module 
was separately checked out with dynamic tests so 
that, when the modules were interconnected, 
every individual component had been dynamically 
tested before final test. This reduced the system 
test time considerably and increased reliability in 
that cards, once assembled, never have to be dis- 
assembled because of the initial installation of a 
faulty component. Another advantage that 
proved significant was that the increased packing 
density resulted in fewer circuit boards which, in 
turn, resulted in fewer interconnecting cables. 
The disadvantage of welded modules is that 
changes and repairs are not easily made. Fortu- 
ra%lji, the encodei cuniains very few criticai 
circuits and will operate over wide changes in 
parameters. Standard modules are now availa- 
ble, and more have been developed for the Inter- 
pianetary Monitoring Probe (IMP). The welded 
technique construction will be carried one step 
further on the IMP encoder than was done on the 
UK-1 encoder: All interconnections between the 
welded modules will be welded instead of soldering 
the welded modules on printed-circuit boards. 
I 
1 
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PFM ENCODER FOR EXPLORER XII that each digital experiment supplied only three 
input leads to the encoder. Thus the digital Four digital oscillators and five analog oscillators 
experimenters commutated the outputs of their 
were used in the Explorer XI1 encoder (Figure 2). 
accumulators, 3 bits a t  a time, into the encoder. One oscillator was used for each experiment, and The encoder was packaged in three 5 x 7  inch 
two oscillators were used for the 16 performance printed-circuit cards. One additional 5 x 7  inch 
parameters. Since eight of the 16 channels were 
card was used to pacliage the performance param- digital and the other eight were analog, the bit 
etcr signal-contlitioning circuitry and an encoder 
rate was approximately 250 bits per second. power converter. Neither welded construction nor modular tech- Ilcsigned to operate in a temperature environ- 
niques were extensively used. 
mcnt of from 0" to +50°C (tested from -10" to 
Commutation of analog input lines to a single +(jO°C), the power drain of the encoder and con- 
analog oscillator was achieved. The three mag- verter was :Lpproximately 270 miIliwatts. The 
~ ~ ~ ~ ~ e t e r  were gated into the magnetom- w(?ig[,h of the three encoder after potting, 
eter analog oscillator, and the three ion-and- plrls the en(;oder pokver converter, was approxi- 
electron (I&E) inputs were gated into the I&E m:Ltely 3 pO,lntls. 
analog oscillator. Performance parameters PPo As Figure 2 indicates, the ISxplorer XI1 PFM 
through P P I ~  were split up, with PPo through PP7 encotlcr is relatively simple anc1 illustr:Ltcs the 
gated into a single oscillator and PPs starting point of the basic PFAI system. Figure 3 
through PP15 gated into another analog oscillator. shows thiLt channel zero \\.as not clevoted to frame 
The clock was not crystal controlled, and the sync~rOniz:Ltion. 
countdown unit and matrix were both made ex- The cncotler open~ted well ant1 W:LS 'built on 
elusively of germanium tmnsistors. Figure 2 shows schctlult:. ~/l~*,,h of the design philosophy was 
dict:~tetl by expediency in that little time was 
avuiIa1)lc for clevelopment. Thus much of the ) 'I' circuitry and pac1i:iging techniques wrro similar 
to those usccl in V:~nguard I11 (1050 71). 
PFM ENCODERS FOR THE UK-1 SATELLITE 
Figure 4 is a block diagram of the UK-1 
encoder, which was required to telemeter the 
information of 100 input lines from the various 
British experiments. In addition, two encoders 
were required: one called the high speed (HS) 
encoclcr, an(1 thc other called the low speed (LS) 
encoclcr. 'l'hc oritput from the HS encotler direct- 
ly rnodr1l:~tcs the transmitter (real-time data). 
The output from the LS encoder is tape-recorded 
for onc complt:tc orbit a t  1/48 the information rate 
of the HS system. On command from a ground 
st:ttion, thc t,apetl output is played back 18 times 
faster than the recorded speed. The taped play- 
back then mochilates the transmitter. Thus the 
output from both systems (HS and LS) will have 
the same bandwidth when received a t  a ground (I 
station. 
Design Criteria 
In order to meet the size and weight require- 
FIGURE 2.-Explorer XI1 PFM encoder. ments of the UK-1 payload, the design approach 
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FIGURE 3.-Explorer XI1 telemetry channel allocation. 
f ~ r  th is eiicoiler had to differ somewhat from the 
encoder used in the Explorer XII. The payload 
experiments are divided among three British 
universities: The University College of London 
(UCL), the Imperial College (the cosmic-ray ex- 
periment), and The University of Birmingham 
(the electron density experiment). The number 
of information lines required from each experi- 
menter was such that it was desirable to locate the 
0 
subcarrier oscillators and input-gating cricuits in 
the experimenters' electronic stacks: two oscillator 
cards for UCL, one oscillator card for the electron- 
density experiment, and one nscilletor esrd for the 
cosmic-ray experiment. 
Figure 5 shows the placement of the subcarrier 
oscillator cards. This configuration has two ad- 
vantages: (1) The information lines from the ex- 
periment remain short; and (2) the experiment 
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FIGURE 4.-UK-1 PFM encoder. 
electronic stack is a nearly self-contained unit, 
which facilitates system integration. 
During the initial design phases of the experi- 
ments and of the encoder, the Atlantic Ocean 
separated the two systems; thus an integration 
problem could easily have resulted. Matrix simu- 
lators (simple to build, ship, and use, but of un- 
sophisticated design) were sent to the United 
Kingdom with appropriate pre-prototype sub- 
carrier-oscillator cards and test specifications. 
The interface between the experiments and the 
encoder worked very well with this technique. 
Much of the success must be accredited to the 
outstanding cooperation and keen interest shown 
by the UK experimenters, particularly Dr. A. P. 
Willmore, of the University College of London. 
Subcarrier-Oscillator Cards 
Figure B illustrates most of the circuitry used in 
the subcarrier-oscillator cards. The card con- 
tains two analog-oscillator modules, one digital- 
oscillntor module, one 8-negative analog-input- 
gate module, one 7-negative analog-input-gate 
module, and one 15-bit digital-input-gate module. 
Thus the card handles the information from 15 
analog lines and 15 digital lines from some of the 
UCL experiments. All gating modules are of 
welded construction and are mounted on a &inch- 
diameter printed-circuit card. The card size was 
chosen to fit with the rest of the cards in that 
particular UCL electronic stack. In the analog 
gating modulcs the n-p-n transistors perform the 
switching functions with about a 30-millivolt drop 
when on and csscntially an open circuit when off. 
The p-n-p transistors invert the standard logic 
feeding the cards, which accounts for the fact that 
the analog lines from the UK-1 experiments go 
from 0 to - 5  volts dc. 
No mensurable crosstalk has been observed 
from adjacent inputs when the system is in opera- 
tion. There is, however, a 0.1 percent jitter in the 
encotling and decoding system that may mask 
slight crosstalk effccts. The linearity and ac- 
curacy over the tempcraturc range of 0" to +40°C 
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FIGURE 6.-TTR-1 encoder, UCL card 2. 
is of the order of 1 pcrccnt. The long-term 
rcpeata1)ility (1 month) is of the ordcr of per- 
cent, and the short-tern~ rcpc:~tability is approxi- 
mately that of the 0.1 percent jitter. 
The method of gating does not proviclc a con- 
stant input impedance to thc experiments, and it  
is not a passive network. I t  does, however, have 
the decided advantage of simplicity and, by 
maliing thcsc cards an integral part of the expcri- 
mcnter's electronics package, some of the interface 
calibration problems are eliminated. 
I t  should be noted that no common analog-to- 
digital converter is involved, since the quantiza- 
tion is done on the ground by the 120 comb filters. 
This cntire job could, of course, have been (lone 
with four oscillators (one HS analog, one LS 
analog, one HS digital, and onc LS digital) instead 
of the nine selected, by gating appropriate flinc- 
tions into one oscillator. This was not done for 
oscillator failure occurs when ofl, not on, no 
single oscillator failure ~vould be catastrophic. 
I n  addition, if an n-p-n input-gating transistor 
shorts out, crosstalli will result among that chan- 
nel and the others associated with its oscillator. 
The oscillator configuration was chosen, then, as 
a conlpromise between size and (hopefully) 
relia1)ility. 
The gcncml approach toward reliability was not 
to  design toward the minimum number of com- 
ponents but to  design toward the minimum 
number of catastrophic components. Thc choice 
of oscillators is an  example of this approach in 
that,  if an oscillator fails when off, only those 
experiments associated with that oscillator are 
lost,. The same is true in the case of a shorted 
input-gating transistor. It also sholilcl be noted 
that an open input-gating transistor will result in 
sevcrnl reasons: First, jt was tlcsir,zhlc to give each the loss of only the analog channel associated with 
experimenter his own O ~ c i l l : ~ t ~ r  (since only one it. I n  the five complete UB-1 encoder systems 
oscillator is on a t  a timc, there is not significant that  have becn built to  date, the inpat-gating 
incrcnsr in power hy h:~ving more than one osril- transistors hnvc not opened; 1)ut on one occasion 
lator); sccontl, if i t  is assumed that the most lilicly an input-gating transistor shorted, probably as a 
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result of an excessive voltage spike applied to the 
input channel. 
Again, Figure 6 shows that 15 digital lines are 
gated 3 bits a t  a time and commutated into a 
single digital oscillator. This means that the 
accumulator for this particular experiment (UCL 
x-ray) is scanned 3 bits a t  a time by the encoder. 
The experimenter, therefore, was not required to 
shift out the contents of his accumulator 3 bits a t  
a time as was done in the Explorer XI1 encoder. 
The next logical step will be taken in the Inter- 
planetary Monitoring Probe (IMP) encoder, 
where the experiment accumulation will be done in 
the encoder. A digital data processor designed for 
this purpose will be described later. 
Matrix Design 
Figure 7 shows the schematic diagram of the 
UK-1 high speed (HS) matrix card, which func- 
tions to generate all the HS encoder gating 
functions and provide the necessary HS timing 
pulses required by the experiments. The card 
is entirely made up of welded modules, and all 
transistors are silicon. No attempt has been 
made to design a standard matrix with a standard 
format for different satellites. The main reason 
for tailor-making the matrix for each payload is 
that the number of input lines to be telemetered 
and the required number of synchronizing pulses 
vary considerably with different satellites, so that 
it has been thus far impractical to attempt to 
design an efficient all-purpose matrix card. 
The X-Y nomenclature (discussed in the sec- 
tion "Basic PFM System") makes for rapid matrix 
design, horn-ever, since the Boolean equations may 
be written, by inspection, from the desired telem- 
etry format. More important, perhaps, is the 
fact that an efficient telemetry format may be 
derived by use of the X-Y nomenclature and its 
easy conversion to a Boolean expression during 
the initial planning phases of the satellite. For 
example, say it is required to generate a function 
for channel 8 on frame 9 only: The X-Y nomen- 
clature would be 8-9 and, by inspection, the 
- - -  - -  
Boolean function is E F G H d B C D, where 
E denotes the channel location and A B D 
denotes the frame location. All the equations 
may be written in this manner and "reduced" by 
.- - - -- -- - -- 
FIGURE 7.-rK-1 encoder, HS matrix card. 
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Boolean algebra. The equations are reduced, not 
in their simplest form, but in terms of the sim- 
plest form consistent with the circuit logical 
elements used. 
Some techniques for reducing and checking the 
equations, which may or may not be new, have 
been developed for this type of logical circuitry. 
This paper will not dwell on the mechanization 
and synthesization of the equations except to say 
that  Boolean algebra is a powerful tool in this 
application. As an example, the high speed and 
low speed matrix equations were written and 
mechanized in less than 30 hours. Thus the 
tailormade matrix may be rapidly and accurately 
designed, and has great flexibility in that any 
format may be efficiently put together. What- 
ever timing pulses the experimenters need may 
be generated for them. This is often of considera- 
ble value in overall payload reliability in that en- 
coder timing pulses supplietl to the experiment 
may reduce the complexity. 
Clock and Low Speed Encoder Design 
Since two encodcrs are ntilizccl in the UIC-I 
satcllitc, reliability can be increasctl if the two 
encodcrs :ire made independent of cach other 
(providctl thc experiments do not dcpcntl on both 
encodcrs operating sirnultancously). In  this sys- 
tem, only thc UCI, x-ray expcrimcnt required 
synchronization between the encoders. The de- 
sign philosophy was to malie the two systems in- 
dependent and very looscly "sync" them through 
the clock circuitry. In  other words, the high 
speed and low speed countdo\vn units were not 
hard-couplet1 to  each othcr. 
The 18:l relation t)etween the LS and HS en- 
cotlcrs was reached by assuming that the tape 
recortlcr for the LS encodcr could be acquired by 
an interrogating ground station for a t  least 2 
minutes tltiring plnybacli. The orbit talics ap- 
proxirnntcly 100 minutcs; thus, the tape should be 
played bacli approximately 50 times faster than it  
was recortletl. The 38:l relation was chosen 
because it is easier to worli with than 45:l or 50:l. 
I n  addition, since the LS encodcr is of 2-frame 
duration (32 channels) ant1 the HS  encoder is 
16 frames (250 ch:~nnels), a 48:l reduction will 
causc cx:lc:t)ly six high speed scqucnccs to  occrlr 
for one low spcctl sequence; thus they may be 
synchronizctl. lcigr~rcs 8 and 9 depict the telcm- 
etry channel allocations for the LS and H S  
encoders, respectively. 
The circuit elements in the LS and HS  encoder 
are identical and therefore use the same circuit 
design for flip-flops, logical elements, analog oscil- 
lators, and digital oscillators. 
The clock signal to the LS encoder is made 48 
times slower than the HS  clock signal. The LS 
oscillators are mixed to form a composite video in 
the 5 to 15 kc range and are divided by 48 to sup 
ply the proper frequency deviation to  the tape 
recorder. Thus the LS encoder is merely slowed 
down by a factor of 48. 
The clocli was designed and manufactured to  
Goddard Space Flight Center (GSFC) specifica- 
tions by the General Time Corporation, Stamford, 
Connecticut. A simplified bloclc diagram of the 
clock is shown in Figure 1 .  The clocli is controlled 
by a 20-kc crystal and is divided down to synchro- 
nize a free-running multivibmtor a t  a lower 
frequency. The signal is further divitled to give 
the desired 50-cps HS  clock rate, which is then 
divided by 48 to give the 50/48 LS clock rate. 
An additional input from a so-called "blipper" 
circuit is inserted in this last divide-by-18 circuit. 
An output from the "blipper" circuit occurs once 
every low spectl sequence (approsim:rtely 30 
secontls) when the encotlers arc not in sync.hro- 
nization, to  advance the "sync" hy 20 milli- 
seconds. I t  may therefore talic up to 2 hours to 
achieve synchronization. Once encoder syncliro- 
ization is ohtninetl, it remains in sync. This is 
what is meant by "loosely" synchronizing. the 
encoders; i t  is the desired rcsult. All flight-unit 
clocli~ for the UII-1 have functioned \\.ell. 
Fabrication 
The six UIGI  encoder cards and associated 
bench test equipment were designed, and pre- 
prototype (bee Figure 10) cards were built a t  
GSFC. Detailed electrical test specifications 
were written, and the pre-prototype cards were 
checlied out ant1 calibrated a t  GSFC. t l  proto- 
type and three sets of flight unit card.; (tot:~l of 21 
cardh) were built, clcctrically chc.c*l\ctl out, in- 
tegratctl, ancl c:rlil)ratetl to the GSIX electrical 
test spccificntions i)y l~~lcctro-I21t~c~l1:~niclll Re-
search, Inr.  l'llis company :tlso fabric~ited a11 
the wcldctl matrix nlotlulcs, thc sr11)carricr oscil- 
lators used in the prototype, ant1 the thrce sets of 
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FIGURE 10.-UIi-1 encoder cards (prc-prototype). (Not to  scde.) 
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1 flight unit cards. The power converters for all 
i the encoders were designed and fabricated by 
GSFC. 
i 
i The finished product for the entire UK-1 en- coding system, therefore, was a joint effort of 
I Goddard Space Flight Center, Electro-Mechanical Research, Inc., and General Time Corporation. 
I THE "IMP" PFM ENCODING SYSTEM 
As an example of how the basic PFM encoding 
system may be modified to accommodate different 
satellite requirements in bit rate vs. range, the 
Interplanetary Monitoring Probe (IMP) encoding 
system is described briefly. 
The IMP system, now in the initial design 
state, will consist of two parts: a digital data 
processor (DDP), and an encoder. 
1 Differences Between IMP and Basic PFM Systems 
The IMP encoder is a modification of the basic 
PFM (Pulse Frequency Modulation) encoder sys- 
tem that was successfully flown on Explorer XI1 
and on the UK-1 real-time HS encoder system. 
Table 1, and the list that follows, explains m.ost of 
the modifications in the IMP system. 
The six main modifications in the IMP system 
are : 
1. The sampling rate has been reduced by a 
factor of 16 (i.e., the basic PFM sampling rate is 
50 cps, but the IMP sampling rate is 50/16 cps). 
2. The subcarrier-oscillator frequency devia- 
tion has been reduced by 16 (the basic PFM fre- 
quency deviation is 5 to 15 kc, but that of the IMP 
is 5/16 to 15/16 kc). 
3. The time for a complete sequence has been 
increased by 16 (the basic PFM sequence time is 
5.12 seconds, but in the IMP it is 5.12X 16= 81.92 
seconds). 
4. Telemetry sequences are essentially sub- 
commutated (i.e., three normal sequences are 
followed by a fourth sequence, the Rb sequence). 
(See Figure 11.) Another way of stating this is 
that the basic PFbl system consists of 256 chan- 
nels, while the IMP encoder consists of 1024 
channels as far as the ground station is concerned. 
This sequence commutation is not done in the 
encoder but is done in the programmer, with con- 
trol pulses supplied by the encoder. 
5. The blanks have been eliminated in some of 
the analog frames. In the basic PFM system, 
each channel consists of a blank followed by a 
burst ; in the IMP, channels 1 through 15 of frames 
3, 7,11, 13, 14, and 15 contain no blanks but are 
4.80-second bursts. In all other frames of the 
normal sequences (0, 1 ,2 ,4 ,5 ,6 ,8 ,9 ,  10, and 12), 
channels 1 through 15 consist of 0.16-second 
blanks followed by 0.16-second bursts. The 
fourth sequence (Rb sequence) will probably con- 
sist of an 81.92-second burst but with an 80 
TABLE 1.--Comparison of IMP and B d c  PF,W Encoder Syslstems 
I 
Function Basic PFXZ System IMP Encoder "Sormal" Sequence 
Sampling rate 1 50 ~ P S  
Subcarrier 1 5 to 15 kc 
frequency 
Jeviai iu~~ I 
Sequence time 1 5.12 seconds 
50/16 cps 
5/16 to 15/16 kc 
*81.92 sec 
Data handling By experimenter I By Digital Data Processor 
Information I 1Cmillisec blank / 0.16-sec blank followed by O.1Gsec 
I 
*In the IMP. sequences are subcommutsted (see Fire 11). 
channel 
const~ction 
followed by 
10-rnillisec burst 
burst, or continuous 4.8-sec 
burst 
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FIGURE 11.-IMP telemetry sequence format. 
percent attenuation of the Rb signal a t  the 
beginning of each frame to allow a "masked sync" 
in the transmitter output. 
6. Much of the digital data handling (accumu- 
lation and digital suhcommutation) has been 
placed in the encoding system in a device called 
the DDP (Digital Data Processor). In the basic 
PFM system, each experimenter did his own ac- 
cumulation and sometimes did his own subcommu- 
tation while, in the IMP, much of it is done by the 
DDP. 
SEQUENCE NO. 4 
81.92 SECONDS 
(Rb,,) 
(SEE FIG. 2) 
IMP Format 
Figures 11 through 13 are timing diagrams of 
the IMP format. The following definitions will 
be helpful : 
Tel~metry Scqzlcnce: The time for 256 samples in 
a normal PFM system, the time to cornmutate 
through all the experiments. 
Normal Sequence: The telemetry sequence 
shown in Figure 12 (all experiments except for Rb). 
Rb Sequence: The telemetry sequence shown in 
Figure 13. Three normal sequences are followed 
by one Rb sequence, as shown in Figure 11. 
Sequence Tim?: 81.92 seconds for IMP normal 
sequence. 
f 
cn 
0 
f 
* 
IMP Encoder Design Philosophy 
As previously indicated, the basic PFM format 
is a 256-channel encoder (divided into 16 channels 
by 16 frames) with a 50-cps sampling rate and a 
video output in the range of 5 to 16 kc with a 
fixed synchronization frequency of 4.5 kc. Each 
sample consists of a blanlt followed by a burst. 
Many of the modules necessary for this type of 
format, have 1)rcn dcvrlopcd for the UK-I. The 
basic design philosophy for the IMP encoder has 
becn to use as many of these modules as possible 
ant1 to develop new ones only when absolutely 
necessary. To slow the encoder down by 16 is no 
N0.3 5; 
81.92 SECONDS 2 
(SEE FIG. 1) cn Y 
a 
z 
L, 
" 
* 
5; 
SEQUENCE NO. 1 
81.92 SECONDS 
(SEE FIG. 1) 
particular problem, since the clock frequency is 
merely changed to 50/16 cps and the oscillators 
are then '(mixed" (only one oscillator is on a t  a 
time) into a composite video in the 5 to 15 kc 
range. This composite video is then divided by 
16 to give the desired 5/16 to 15/16 kc range. A 
slowdown by 48 was accomplished in the UK-1 
LS encoder by this technique. 
The UK-1 low speed information, was then 
recorded on a tape recorder i n  the satellitc. Upon 
command, the tape was played back 48 times 
fastcr than it was recorded so that the ground 
station received information in the 5 to 15 kc 
band while the encoder output, as mentioned, was 
5/48 to 15/48 Itc. As of this writing, the UK-1 
satellite has successfully completed environmental 
tests, and the encoding scheme worlis \veil.* 
The divide-by-16 circuit a t  the output of the 
mixer is a mixed "blessing" in that it decreases 
reliability but does provide a chance to make the 
output video coherent when using simple, proven, 
noncoherent oscillators. 
Figure 11 shows that the telemetry sequences 
are actually subcommutated; in addition, during 
the Rb sequence it is necessary to carry the sync- 
frequency channel (0-all) through while the R b  
SEQUENCE NO. 2 
81.92 SECONDS 
(SEE FIG. 1) 
- 
signal is attenuated by 80 percent. Basically, 
there are two ways to handle this problem. One 
is to generate the entire sequence format in the 
encoder; this would result in a 1024-channel en- 
coder instead of the "standard" 256-channel en- 
coder. The resulting complexity of the encoder 
would be rather large because extra switching 
functions would have to be added to each encoder 
matrix function. In addition, the DDP would 
have to be redesigned and the existing 256-channel 
decoding test equipment would have to bemodified. 
*Sinre this report wns written, the srmrrrrnft wns s~lrressfully 
lnunrllr(1 fro111 Cnpe Cnnavcral on April 26,  1062 on a three-stage 
Delta rachct. 
SPACECRAFT Ah?) GUBSY STEhlS 
CHANNEL 
SO FLUX GATE A w Z ? 7 7 e  
so b-, AMES (15 ANALOG SAMPLES) - 
011 p- (OPTICAL ASPECT DIGITAL BUT NOT PART OF DDP) - 
- 
SO -2-2 FLUX GATE B 3 7 &  
SO * - *c ( @ SPECIAL) - -L- 
- 
101 k- ION AND ELECTRON (15 ANALOG SAMPLES) e 
SO ////////////////////////////// FLUX GATE B ? / p i  
a = ACCUMULATOR NO. n READOUT OF DDP (MOD A) 
@?ZZ&@ = ANALOG READOUT; CONTINUOUS 4.80 SECOND BURST 
P~=PERFORMANCE PARAMETER NO. n (0.16 SECOND READOUT) 
SO=SYNC OSCILLATOR=4.5/16 KC 
COMPLETE TELEMETRY SEQUENCE=5.12 x 16=81.92 SECONDS 
DIGITAL BURSTS (3 BITS) TAKE 0.16 SECOND FOLLOWING A 0.16 SECOND BLANK 
SYNC CHANNEL BURSTS TAKE 0.24 SECOND FOLLOWING A 0.08 SECOND BLANK 
"SAMPLING RATEW=50/16 CPS 
CHART 4 
FIG= 12.-IMP telemetry channel allocations for sequences 1, 2, and 3. 
The other approach to the problem is indicated 
in Figure 14, where a video-out signal is generated 
as if the encoder were a normal 256-channel 
device. In  other words, the video-out signal is 
prcscnt cvcn during the Rb sequence. An addi- 
tional countdown by 4 is added to thc 256-state 
countdown unit, and the atlditiond binary count- 
ers (A1 and A2) are utilized to gcneratc synchro- 
nizing pulses that indicate the occurrence of 
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CHANNEL 
sequence 4 and to initiate control circuitry for the 
R b  experiment. The switching is then done in 
the I M P  programmer to result in the sequence 
shown in Figure 11. 
Digital Data Processor 
The Digital Data Processor (DDP) has bcen 
designed to accept inputs either from the digital 
type of experiment (e.g., counting experiments) or 
15 
0 - 000 
- 
1 - SO 
Rbl ON FOR 20.48 SECONDS BUT ATTENUATED BY 80% DURING CHANNEL 0. 
FRAMES O,1, 2, AND 3 
2 - 001 
3 - SO 
4 - 010 
5 - SO 
6 - 011 
- 
7 -  SO 5 
a - Rb2 ON FOR 40.96 SECONDS BUT ATTENUATED BY 80% DURING CHANNEL 0. 
8 - 100 FRAMES, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10 AND 11 
- 
9 - SO 
- 
10 - 101 
- 
11 - SO 
12 - 110 
13 - SO 
Rba ON FOR 20.48 SECONDS BUT ATTENUATED BY 80% DURING CHANNEL 0, 
FRAMES 12, 13, 14, AND 15 
14- 111 
- 
15 - SO 
CHART 5 
FIGURE 13.-IMP telemetry channel allocation for sequence 4 only. 
14 9 8 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7  10 12 11 13 
SPACECRAFT AND SUBSI-STEMS 
DlGlTU 
5 1SKC 
I 
EXPZRIMCNTS DIGITAL DATA P R D C f W  
OSCILLATOR OUT TO I 
i I 
I IMPI  
IMLRPUNETARY 
MONITORING 
PROBL 
UPERlMENlS 
A U . 7  
. . . , . . , , 
H G F E D C B  A 
-
"NORMIL.. COUNIDDW UNIT 7 U T R A  I 
SEQUENCE TILMrBI.?2 SECONDS 
I 
H G F E D C B A  
1 1 1 1 1 1  1 1  
f 
Rol R., R, 1 AND S W  PULY 
MATRIX AND SYNC GENERATOR R. PULX 
(''NORMU" SEQUENCE) GENERATOR 
FROM I 
I IIMPJ 
I ~ R P U N E T I R Y  
MONITORING 
PROBL 
* PROGRAMMER 
I I R* EXPZRtMENT RI VIDEO 
FIGURE 14.-IMP encoding system. 
from the type of experiment that measures the 
magnitude of random discrete phenomena, such as 
randomly occurring pulse heights, and requires 
the storage of this data until it is telemetered. 
In  the latter type of experiment, the experimenter 
will be required to supply a pulse train where the 
number of pulses supplied is proportioned to the 
value of the parameter being measured. In  the 
counting experiment, the experimenter must sup- 
ply a line that contains a pulse whenever his 
probe is activated by the event he wishes to count. 
Some signal conditioning is done inside the DDP. 
Each accumulator will accept pulses up to a 500- 
kc rate. Some of the accumulators are reset 
after each read-out while others are not reset. 
Every accurnulst'or is frozen during read-out. 
Another function of the DDP is to supply a 
digital clock with a storage capacity approximate- 
ly 32,000 times the telemetry sequence time. 
This output will be telemetered a t  least once per 
telemetry sequence. 
Essentially the DDP will consist of 12 ac- 
cumulators, read out twice per telemetry sequence 
(see Figure 12). The accumulator capacities in 
the DDP are: three of 6 bits, three of 9 bits, and 
six of 15 bits. One of the 15-bit accumulators will 
be used as the digital clock. The total capacity of 
the DDP, then, is 135 bits. 
The logical design is such that the entire DDP 
may consist of three identical cards (see Figure 
15). The three cards are called sets 1, 2, and 3, 
respectively. Each of the three cards contains: 
four accumulators (45 bits); a PFM digital oscil- 
lator; and a generaiized matrix that suppiies the 
scanning, freeze, and reset functions necessary for 
accumulator operation. The accumulators are 
packaged 3 bits a t  a time with their associated 
output gate circuits. Thus, each of the cards is a 
self-contained unit; and connecting different 
countdown functions to the plug (external to the 
card) will generate different scanning, freeze, and 
reset functions via the generalized matrix. Three 
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FIGUI~IC 15.-IRIP digital data processor, mod B. 
sets of Boolean equations were written, simplified, basic PFM format can be readily changed to 
and arranged so that the generalized matrix I\-ould adapt PFhiI telemetry to varying space ap- 
solve the three sets of equations with the same plications. 
hardware. 
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w. SENSORS 
THE TIROS LOW RESOLUTION RADIOMETER* 
FRAKK BARTKO, VIRGIL KUNDE, CLAREKCE CATOE, AKD MUSA HALEV 
The Tiros 11,111, and IV (1960 r1,  1961 pl and 1962 D l )  meteorological satellite experiments 
included a low resolution infrared radiometer of broad spectral and spatial response designed to 
E measure the planetary heat budget of the earth. The radiometer consisted of two thermistor 
I detectors, each mounted a t  the base of a reflective cone. One detector was coated black and was sensitive to reflected solar and long wave terrestrial radiation. The second detector was coated white and was sensitive primarily to the long wave terrestrial radiation. Simultaneous evalua- i tion of the energy balance equation for each detector yields the earth's apparent blackbody tem- 
I perature and albedo. The first portion of this paper presents the physical and optical characteristics of the radiome- ter, the calibration, and the procedure for determining the coefficients of the energy balance equa- l tions from the calibration data. The second portion of the paper discusses the procedure for reducing the data and presents an error analysis of the radiation data from a Tiros 111 orbit. 
1 Efforts to improve the performance of the low resolution radiometer and a summary of the status of the low resolution radiometer program are also presented. 
I LIST O F  SYMBOLS kz' Thermal coefficient of proportionality) I A Albedo of the earth, defined as the re- equal to K/act flectance of the area on the earth viewed k3 Reflected solar radiation coefficient ("KC 
by the radiometer, averaged spatially cm2/watt), equal to K~/act 
over the solid angle defined by the field P Pressure 
of view, and averaged spectrally over the R" ('1 'pectral reflectance of a reflecting cone 
solar spectrum Rh Housing thermistor network resistance 
B Elevation angle of the sun RN Network resistance 
BJ ~~~l~ betRTeen the incoming light beam R N ~  Network resistance for the black detector i 
t and the plane of diffuse paper RN, Network resistance for the white detector 
I 
C Thermopile constant for diffuse radiation Ro Resistance of 'Onstant 
I CI ~ h ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ i l ~  constant for beam radiation Rob Resistance of constant value for the black 
f Frequency of the oscillator detector network 
HS Solar radiation incident upon the white Rob Resistance of constant value for the 
paper of the calibration apparatus after housing thermistor network 
being modified by the earth's atmosphere Row Resistance of constant value for the 
and a reflecting mirror white detector network 
K Thermal conductive coefficient, watts/ RP (A) Spectral reflectance of a paint coating on 
OK-cm2 the thermistor detector 
KI Thermal coefficient of proportionality Rt Thermistor detector resistance 
Kz Thermal coefficient of proportionality R,, Black detector resistance 
Kt Reflected solar radiation coefficient Rt, White detector resistance 
., kl Thermal coefficient of proportionality, R, Retere~ce resistance, near the upper 
equal to Kl,/c, limit of the bandwidth 
kz Thermal coefficient of proportionality, R, Reference resistance, near the lower limit 
equal to I<? 'Iet of the band~vidth 
'Published as S 4 5  -1 Techn~cal Vole D-614, September 1964 
'-P Spectral reflectance of diffuse paper 
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Solar constant 
Sensistor resistance 
Sensistor resistance 
Sensistor resistance for the detector leg 
of the black detector network 
Sensistor resistance for the fixed resist- 
ance leg of the black detector network 
Sensistor resistance for the fixed resist- 
ance leg of the white detector networlt 
Sensistor resistance for the detector leg 
of the white detector network 
Bl:~(:li thermistor detector equilibrium 
tcmpcrat~~rc 
Housing temperature of the medium 
rcsoll~t~ion radiometer 
0scill:itor temperature 
Apparent earth blaclthody temperature, 
corresponding to the thermal emission 
reccivetl from the earth's surface and in- 
tervening at,mosphere, averaged spatially 
ovcr t,he solicl angle defined by the field of 
view ant1 avcrnged spectrally over the 
tlierm:~l spcrt rum 
Qrlnrtz \vindoiv temperature 
R:~tliomct,c.r housing temperature 
Thermistor detcct,or cquilil~rium tem- 
per:iturc 
\IThitc t.l~ermistor detcctor equilibrium 
tcmpcrnturc 
Transmitt:tncbc of the quartz window 
Thcrmoc~ouple voltage representing the 
l)lac*l;l)ody ravit,y temperat'urc 
Tl~c~r~nopilc rc?sponse due to H, 
Thcrmopilc response due to W,, 
Tl~crmopilc response due to  Wt,, 
l'ot:~I rnclinrit cmittnncc from the earth 
1tncli:~rit emit)t:~nc-c\ of the diffuse paper 
dllr to t,rlngstcm 1)1111) irr:~di:~nce 
Ii:~cli:int, ~ m i t  tnnrc of the diffuse papcr 
t l r ~ t .  to sol:~r irr:tclianrc 
Spc.cat~.al :~l)so~yt:inc~c of thct painted 
tli(.~.~nist or (1vt ccstor 
SI)(T~I.:LI c~n~issivity of t11(1 tlrtccstor 
St (~f:~ri-I%olt zrii:~nll cbonst :mt 
S1)(~at 1.:11 I . ( > ~ I ) O I I ~ ( ~  of t 11(, ~:~tliomc,tc~~. 
.111xiIi:11.y sl)(vat r:~l ~,( ,spo~is(~ f1111(~t ion, 
~ ( ~ 1 1 : L l  to l.,,4(A) 
INTRODUCTION 
The Tiros 11, 111, and IV (1960 all 1961 pl, 
and 1962 81) meteorological satellites each contain 
two television cameras, a medium resolution 
scanning radiometer, a low resolution nonscan- 
ning radiometer, and a University of Wisconsin 
heat balance experiment. The resolution descrip- 
tion (medium or low) refers to  both the spectral 
and spatial optical characteristics of the radiome- 
ters. The television cameras and medium resolu- 
tion radiometer have been described elsewhere 
(Refercnccs 1-4). This paper is concerned only 
with the low resolution nonscanning radiometer. 
The mean or1)ital chararteristics for the Tiros 
satellit& with an operational low resolution 
radiometer on-boartl are listed in Table 1. 
Table 1 
Tiros Mean Orbital Characteristics. 
Perigee Apogee Anomalistic Orbital 
Satellite Launch Altitude Altitude Period Inclination 
Tiros I1 11/23/60 620.6 731.3 98.27 48.53 
1 Tiros 11117/12/61 1 740.5 1 815.6 1 100.41 1 47.90 I 
The lo\\- resolution rndiomctcr \\.as tlesigned to 
mcnsure thcrmal ant1 reflected solar radiation 
emanating from the earth. From thesc two quan- 
titics, the. :~pp:irc.nt 1)lac*kl)ody temperature and 
the all)t.tlo of t11r carth can he determined. A 
stlitly of t l ~ ( ~  (I:L~:L ovcr an extentled period of 
time hlio~vh, in pl.inc.iplc, ho~v thc incoming solar 
Tiros IV  2/8/62 710.3 
cric.l.gy is ~rtilizt.tl 1)y tho c.:~rtll. Such qunnt,it:~- 
tivct rnc~:~sll~~c~n~c~l~t.s c.o~ll(  Iiopcf~llly provitle a firm 
foun(l:~t ion for :L 1 ) ~ t  t(>r st 11(1y of the earth's overall 
r I t .  'l'h(1 I):~si(* pri~~caiples of the exper- 
i~nctl~t. II:LV(' 1)(11'11 (I(~s(~l.il)e(l by Hanel (Refercmc.e 
5 ) .  1 '11~ r:~tlionlc.t(~r c.h:~rnc.tcristics, the calibra- 
tion p ~ . o ( ~ ~ l r ~ ~ ~ t ~ s ,  :111(1 thv l.(>(lrlrtion of c;ilibration 
ant1 orbit : ~ l  r:~tli:r t ion (I:L~:L : L ~ C  prcscnted here. 
Tlict li11iit:~tions of t l ~ e  ratliomctcr and efforts to 
rc>niovc1 t11oso limitat ions : L ~ C  :~lso (lisc~~ssed. 
r 7 1111: 1)11~.sic.:~l 1):Lsis of t11(. c>spcriment is pro- 
vitl(1tl 1)y 1 1 1 ( ~  c20~isitl(~1~:~tio~i of the steady state 
I 844.7 100.40 48.30 
energy gains and losses experienced by a thermis- detectors housed in the Tiros satellite structure. 
tor detector exposed to the earth from a satellite In the vacuum environment, the steady state 
about 765 km above the surface. The low resolu- thermal balance of each detector is given by 
tion radiometer consists of two such thermistor Hanel (Reference 5) as 
where the left side is the radiative energy loss of 
the thermistor detector at  an equilibrium tem- 
perature T L  and emissivity et. The first and sec- 
ond terms on the right represent the radiative 
coupling of the detector with the earth a t  an 
apparent blackbody temperature T, and the 
radiometer housing a t  a temperature T,, respec- 
tively. The third term on the right represents 
the conductive coupling with the satellite struc- 
ture, and the fourth term is the earth's reflected 
solar radiation, where S is the solar constant, -4 is 
the albedo, as defined below, and B is the solar 
elevation angle a t  the center of the viewed area. 
It is necessary to include the coupling of the detec- 
tors with the satellite since it is impossible to 
thermally isolate the detectors completely from 
the satellite structure. The thermal coefficients 
of proportionality, K1, Kz, and K, and the pro- 
portionality coefficient for reflected solar radia- 
tion, K3, include the geometrical and optical 
characteristics of the detectors. 
Dividing Equation 1 by et a yields the con- 
[ venient form 
T: = k, T,' + kz T: + k2( (T, -T,) + k3 S A  s i n B  
In Equation 2 the albedo is the reflectance of the of the orbital period. The geometry of the view- 
area on the earth viewed by the radiometer, aver- ing area a t  different parts of the orbit is shown 
aged spatially over the solid angle defined by the 
field of view and averaged spectrally over the solar 
spectrum. The apparent earth temperature is 
the blackbody temperature corresponding to the 
thermal emission received from the earth's surface 
and intervening atmosphere, averaged spatially 
in the same manner as for the albedo and aver- 
aged spectrally over the thermal spectrum. When 
the boundary conditions S = 0 and Tt  = T, = T, are 
applied, then kl+kz = 1 .O. 
If the Tt's and T,'s are measured and the k's are 
determined by calibration, the solution of two such 
equations for two detectors of sufficiently different 
optical characteristics will yield the desired values 
of T, and -4. The instrument considered here 
was designed to provide for each detector values 
of approximately 0.9 for 1il and about 0.1 for kp. 
The Ion- resolution radiometer is mounted on 
? the baseplate of the Tiros satellite so that it views 
the earth along the direction of the satellite spin 
axis. The location of the radiometer can be seen FIGVRE 1.-Tiros nleteorological satellite. A wide angle in Figure 1 .  The spin-stabilized satellite is space television lens protlvdes from ti baseplate and the 
oriented so that the radiometer has its field of round aperture near the top of the photograph is the 
vie\\- filled by the earth for a maximtun time of 1/3 location of the low resolution radiometer. 
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in Figure 2. The orientation and shielding pro- low thermal conductivity. The fiber strength has 
vided by the satellite are such that  the detectors proved to be more than sufficient as evidenced by 
should never receive direct solar radiation. numerous successful vibration tests on the radi- 
ometer. The two thermistors comprise the heart 
of the instrument. The resistance of these detec- 
tors is a function of the energy flux which they 
absorb. The response is the value of the resist- 
ance of the detector, which is further processed by 
additional electronics and transmitted to  the 
earth. Further details will be described below. 
Each of the two platinum electrical leads attached 
to each detector winds a l~out  one of the mounting 
grid fibers and passes through the base of the cone 
wall to a network of three additional resistances. 
Since the response is the value of the detector 
resistance, three additional resistances are pro- 
vided to compensate for effects due to  housing 
temperature changes on the detector. The net- 
work is illustrated by Figure 4. R N  is the resul- 
FIGURE 2.-Examples of the viewing urc:i of the low ELECTRONICS 
resolution radiometer. 
DESCRIPTION O F  THE RADIOMETEK I I t 
~h~ structure is illustrated in I:IG[TRI': 4.-Scl1rn1:~tic of tilt rtsiht:inc(~ rlet\\ork for the 
ttrcrn~iator d(~tc,c~tor of the lo\v rriolution r:~dio~ncter. Figure 3 which shows a front view of the instru- IZv is the rcsult:mt resist:~ncr of the four-rlement net- 
work consist,ing of rrsist:u~cc~s of the th t r~nis tor  dctrrtor 
I < ( ,  t\vo sensistors Si ant1 'S,, and n fisrtl rcsistnncc R,. 
tnnt rcsistancc. of the four element network con- 
iisting of resistances of the thermistor detcctor 
(Rt), two sensistors (S,, S,), nncl :L fixo(1 resiht:~nce 
(RJ .  
The resist:~nce valrics ant1 thcir temper:iture - :oefficients are chosen to give thc l)e.;t compensa- 
tion for housing temperature effccth on thc dctcc- 
tor. The wire-wound rc.sist:inc-c R, is given a 
FIGURE 3.-The low rcsolution r:ldiometer. The white 
thermistor detcctor can l)c seen a t  t h r  base of the 
alumir~iactl cone on the right. The bl:ick thermistor 
tlctrctor is loc:rtecl in the c:~vity on the Irft. 
melit (Itefercnc-c 4). T\vo highly nluminizcd 
trunn:~t~cd Mylar cones :ir(: mourit,ccl on a 3 iri. 
di:irnetc.r, goltl-pl:itcd, :~lr~minum pl:~t,c. At the 
basc of c:L(*I~ cboric' is mountc~cl :L thcrmistor detcctor 
fsstenctl to the myl:~r base hy :L grid of fibers of 
Fixed value which is indcpentlcnt of temperature. 
The response of each tlr+,cc.tor is :i(tll:~lIy found hy 
ca1il)niting I tx  as n furlcbt,ion of housing tcmpcxra- 
ture :mi target tcmpcr:iturc ant1 t,hm calculating 
It, from Its. The follo\ving rcl:itionship hol(ls 
het\vc.cn the v:irious c~l(~~nonts of thc rosist,anc-e 
network: 
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I The radiometer housing temperature is deter- 
mined from the resistance Rh of a network con- 1 sisting of a thermistor and a fixed resistor con- 
1 nected in parallel. A back cover plate is provided 
to protect the delicate construction of the cones 
I 
I 
and the electrical components. The surfaces of 
the cover plate are highly polished to minimize 
radiation coupling with the satellite. The total 1 weight of the instrument is 46.3 gm. A schematic 
of the radiometer is shown in Figure 5. 
The most important optical characteristics of 
the radiometer are its spectral sensitivity, field of 
view, and response time. I t  was attempted to 
tailor each of these quantities to the desired objec- 
tives of the experiment and to make them 
compatible with the Tiros satellite. 
The spectral characteristics of the radiometer 
were determined by coatings of paint applied to  
each detector. These characteristics were based 
on the following considerations. The total radi- 
ant emittance, W, emanating from the earth con- 
sists of two spectral components, expressed 
FIGURE 5.-Schematic of the low resolution radiometer. Rs, SI, Sz and Rob comprise the network resistances for the 
black cone and Rt,, Sx, S4, and R,, comprise the network resistances for the white cone. The housing temperature 
T, is determined from the resistance Rh of a separate thermistor and an associated fisrd resistance K,. 
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quantitatively by 
' I  = ' e a r t h  e r n l s s l o n  ( A > ~ P )  + 'reflected solar radiatton ( A < ~ P )  
The values of these components can be obtained 
by measuring each separately or measuring the 
total and one of the components. In  the present 
case the total energy and the terrestrial emission 
were selected for measurement. One thermistor 
was coated with a black paint designed to absorb, 
as uniformly and completely as possible, radiation 
over all wavelcngths of the spectrum. The scc- 
ond thermistor was painted white in order to 
absorb primarily the terrestrial emission and he 
spectrally 1)lind to the reflected solar radiation 
from the e:trth. The differences in temperatures 
of these thermistors then provide a means for 
calculating the valws of T ,  and A. 
The field-of-view characteristics of cach detec- 
tor are determined hy the angular aperture of the 
cone and thc ratio of cone length to detector 
radius. The half-angle of the cones is ahol~ t  27 
degree5 and a : ~ s  cbho\en to: (1) optimize the radia- 
tion exrliangc. of the tlctrctorb u i th  the earth's 
s ~ ~ r f ~ t c e ,  (2) proviclc intcgrntctl v: i l~~rs  for qunnti- 
ties that are :~vcr:igcd ovvr 1:trge al.cn.;, ant1 (3) 
view :in :ire:i on the earth comp:il~nl)le in size with 
th:tt vic~vc.cl hy the tclevihion c:lmc.r:ls. At the 
altitudc of the l'iros s:ltellitcs ( ~ 7 0 . 5  km), when 
the satc.llite spin axis ih coincident wit11 the local 
vertical of the earth, caircu1:~r areas of approxi- 
mately 870 and 1030 lim in diameter are vie~ved 
by the radiometer and witlc-angle television 
camera, respectively. 
The time rcsponbc of each detector is directly 
proportional to its thirlcness. This inchludes the 
thicliness of the a c t ~ ~ a l  tlctector :in(] that of the 
paint. The vnl~lr  chosen for the time conqtant 
hacl to 1)c compati1)le with the racliometer field of 
view ant1 the orbital vcloc~ity of Tiros. The de- 
sign figlire for the radiometer was about 30 scc 
ant1 meas~il~emtnts indicate a vallle of about 33 
sec. 
CALIBRATION MEASUREMENTS 
Tliv vdlirh of the tllc.rmnl :mtl rcflectecl solar 
r:~cIintion coclfficsiclits of tlic heat transfer equation 
must I)? kno\vn :ts ac~rur:itclly as possible. Sin(-c 
thew ooc~ffic-icrit.; irivolvc the geometric ant1 opt ical 
p:irarneters of the rntliometor in a complex fashion, 
an  empirical method is the best means for obtain- 
ing their values. 
While the radiometer is viewing the earth, the 
energy flux incident upon the radiometer consists 
of the thermal emission from the earth and its 
atmosphere (1 to 4 0 ~ )  and the reflected solar 
radiation (0.2 to  4p). I t  is quite difficult to  simu- 
late thcse components in a realistic fashion with 
a single stantlard calibration source. As a result, 
the calibration was separated into two parts, each 
of which collld 1)e handled by separate standard 
calibration sources. In  cach part, the calibration 
consisted of placing the radiometer in a small 
vacuum chamber and exposing each detector to  a 
target of known and variable radiant emittance. 
A vacuum environment is necessary since the 
heat balance of the detectors had to  be controlled 
by radiative processes during cali1)rat ion just as 
it is in the vacuum environment in orbit. If air 
were present about the detector, the conduction of 
heat to  and from the detector hy the air \volild 
oversh:rtlom the heat transfer hy radiation. Yac- 
uum ch:tml)er pressures of 10-%m Hg \Yere used 
for the calibration of the instrument. The hotis- 
ing tcmpcrnture of the radiometer became a pa- 
rameter wns varied through the expected 
temperature range for each val l~c of target radiant 
emittance for the thcrm:~l rntli:~tion calihmtion. 
The reflected solar radiation cn1it)r:ition was per- 
formed at one single ho~~s ing  tempera t~~re  only, 
since corrections for the entire rang(. of housing 
temperatures had alrently heen determined in the 
thermal cali1)rat ion. 
Thermal Calibration 
The first portion of the calibration was designed 
to sim~ilatc the expected thermal emission from 
the earth. The radiometer \\-:IS exposed to a 
blacltbody cavity of known temperatare. The 
whole apparatus was placed in a v:Lc*uurn rhamher 
as illustrated in Figares C, :~ntl 7. The mdiometer 
was mo~mted in gootl thermal contact to a metal 
plate with cutouts in the center whic*h permit eavh 
detector to  view tlie cavity directly. The tem- 
perature of the metal plate :tncl r:~tliomcter co~ild 
FIGURE 6.-The laboratory apparatus. A low resolution rsdiometer is positioned in front of the black- 
body cavity. The upper part of the photograph shows a second radiometer in position for the reflected solar 
radiation calibration. 
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FIGURE 7.-The calibration stand and vacuum chamber. The rntliomcter mounted for the reflected solar radiat,ion 
calibration can be seen through the quartz winctow of the vnruum chnmbcr. 
be varied by  circulating liquids of various tcm- 
peratures through a tubing soldcretl onto the 
plate. The housing temperature range was varied 
from -20°C to +GO°C, by wing alcohol cooled 
with various amounts of dry ice for the cold tcm- 
peraturcs and heated hy an electrical heater for 
the high tcmpernt~lres. The t)lacIihody tempera- 
ture, - 100°C to +C,O°C, was lil;c~vise controllccl 
by circulating liquids; it mas mcasllred hy a scnsi- 
tive voltmctcr with the use of a cali1)rated thermo- 
couple placed inside the cavity. Liquid nitrogen 
for the lowest tempcraturcs, alcohol with varying 
amounts of dry ice, and electrical heaters were 
used to  vary the cavity tcmpcrntnl.c. 
The proccd\uc, then, consisted of holding the 
temperature of the hlacl<hotly cavity constant :1nc1 
varying the tcmperatl~rc of the housing. The 
me:bsurements were then rcpe:~ted for each tlctcc- 
tor with a different value of the blacltbody tem- 
pcrat,ure, until the complete range was covered. 
A set of calibration curves was then developed 
showing the response for each detector as a func- 
tion of the housing tcmpcmtnrc with the cavity 
tempcmtl~rc as a parameter. Curves arc shown 
in Figure 8 for a typical white detector. 
Fig~lrc 9 illustmtes the procedure for the thcr- 
ma1 radiation calibration measnrcmcnts. The 
calibration was designed to s im~~ la t e  he actual 
electrical c~nvironmcnt existing in Tiros. Each 
detector can be connected t h r o ~ ~ g h  a switching 
box to a s~ihcarrier oscillator. The network 
resistance of the detector then controls the output 
Ircqllency of the oscillator within the frequency 
hantl 425-175 cps. The frequency o ~ ~ t p n t  of the 
oscillntor passes to a frcqllency counter and is 
recortlcd 1)y a digital printer. The response of the 
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FIGURE 8.-Thermal test data for a white detector. The 
parameter for the curves is the apparent earth blackbody 
temperature. 
frequency-controlled subcarrier oscillator was 
calibrated at the same time. Therefore, immedi- 
ately after the measurement, a decade box was 
connected to the input of the oscillator and the 
resistance RN which corresponds to the measured 
frequency was found. 
Figure 10 illustrates the calibration curve for 
the housing thermistor network resistance. This 
calibration can be made in terms of Rh, rather 
than of the thermistor resistance itself, because 
there are no temperature effects on the fixed 
resistor. 
The unreduced thermal calibration data con- 
sisted of Rh, Vbb, Rxb, and RN,, where the sub- 
scripts b and w represent the black and white 
detectors. These must be converted to their 
respective detector equilibrium temperatures. 
The first two conversions are accomplished read- 
ily, but the last two require more extensive reduc- 
tion. The value of Rh is taken directly from a 
thermistor housing temperature curve as is shown 
in Figure 10. The value Vbb is converted by a 
calibration chart for the thermocouple. The 
FIGURE 9.--Schematic d i i a m  of the thermal radiation calibration setup. 
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TEMPERATURE ( 'C) 
FIGURE 10.-Radiometer housing thermistor network re- 
sponse as rt function of temper:tture. 
reduction of the detector network resistances is 
discussed later. 
Reflected Solar Radiation Calibration 
The second portion of the calibration involvcd 
an  attempt t o  simulate the reflected solar radia- 
tion from the earth. The calibration consisted of 
exposing cach detector to  a diffuse light source of 
known and variablc radiant emittance. As be- 
fore, the radiometer was placed in the vacuum 
chamber, but in a position to view a large sheet of 
white diffusc papcr through n quartz window. 
The illnminat,etl papcr was plncecl in a position 
such that it fillecl the ficlcls of view of both drtcc- 
tors. The source of mdi:~tion usctl to  illunlinntc 
the white diffuse paper consisted of an array of I 
eight blue-dyed tungsten bulbs. The tungsten 
bulbs were used for two reasons: ( I )  A greater 
variation in radiant emittance could be attained 
by the use of an array of bulbs as contrasted with 
a single value obtained by using the sun directly 
a t  any given time, and (2) for practical calibration 
purposes, an artificial source was necessary to ! 
avoid delay caused by unpredictable weather 
conditions. A great disadvantage occurs how- 
ever since the spectral energy distribution is dif- 
ferent from that of the sun. These hulbs were 
used to simulate solar ratlintion under the assump- 
tion of a Hat spectral response for the radiometer 
over the spectral range of the solar radiation and 
the bulbs, so that the ratliometer response de- 
pended only on thc~ total energy incident on it. 
(The validity of this assumption is discussed later 
when the spectral response measurements are 
presented.) Hence, the networli resistt~nces of 
the hlnc-1~ antl white detectors were cdihrated 
against the total energy output of the bulbs, ex- 
pressetl in terms of the solar constant hy using an 
Eppley thermopile as the stantlard of mcasure- 
ment. First, however, the tliermopilc had to be 
calibr:~tctl in terms of the existing experimental 
conditions. This was nechessary 1)ec:iuse of cliffer- 
enccs in the. typc3s of sources viewccl in the original I 
c:ilit)r:~tion of thc thc.rmopilc and in the radiome- 
tcr ca1il)r:~tion. The original thermopile calibra- 
tion refers LO henm mdi:ition whereas the radiom- 
eter calihration uses tliffusc radiation. Because 
of thcsc cliffcrenc.es, the original calihration data 
for the thermopile, supplied by the mnnufac.turer, 
could not he uscd directly to convert its output 
voltage to total energy recbeivecl and it was neces- 
sary to c:ilil,rate thc thermopile for radiation from 
the same diffusc t:~rgct as sren by the ratliometer. 
The cxpcrimcn(:il arrangement is illrlstr:lte(l schc- 
matically in Figurc 1 I .  A 30 in. diamctc.r :~ l r~-  
minizcd, optically Hat mirror tlircctcd a beam of 
sunlight onto a sheet of tlifftmc. \vllitc paper. By 
:~ssuming that the papcr oheys Laml)crtls Law, 
measurement of thc angle (B') bet~vcen the incom- 
ing heam of solar radiation and the plane of the 
paper, com1)incd with a kno\vlcclge of the solar 
irradiancc as motlifictl by the mirror reflect:ince 
H, antl the spec'tr:~l reflec3t:~nc.e of the diffuse 
papcr r,, permitted the raclinnt cmitt:~ncc of the 
paper W,,, to 1)e ralculatctl. 
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FIGURE 11.-Two-dimensional schematic of the calibra- 
tion of the thermopile for diffuse radiation in terms of 
reflected solar radiation. 
The thermopile was first placed to view the in- 
coming solar beam. This gave a measure of H. 
a t  the time of the measurement. The thermopile 
response V1 was converted to H, by 
where C1 is known from the original calibration 
data. The thermopile was next placed to view 
the illuminated paper in the same fashion as the 
radiometer, and its response Vp was recorded: 
where C is the constant to be determined. Since 
the paper was assnmed te shucj- La~nbert's Law, 
Ws, = H~ sin B' rp . (6) 
where Fp is the average reflectance (over the solar 
spectrum) of the white diffuse paper. Substitut- 
ing Equation G into Equation 5 gives 
Hence, by knowing Vz, B', and Fp, and measuring 
H, with Equation 4, the value of C can be found. 
With C known, Equation 5 defines the calibra- 
tion of the thermopile for diffuse radiation. Since 
the thermopile response is assumed to be spec- 
trally flat, Equation 5 is assumed to be linear, as 
shown in Figure 12. 
The array of eight tungsten bulbs was then 
placed to illuminate the white diffuse paper as 
shown in Figure 13. The thermopile was again 
placed to view the diffuse source in the same 
fashion as the radiometer, and its response uras 
where Wbp is the radiant emittance of the diffuse 
paper due to the irradiance from the tungsten 
e 
W ~ P  w, = H, sin B ' F ~  
FIGURE 12.-Graphics1 relationship between the thermo- 
pile response and diffuse radiation. 
VACUUM 
CHAMBER 
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THERMOPILE ' 
DIFFUSE 
\\ 
FIGURE 13.-Schematic of the reflected solar radiation 
calibration of the low resolution radiometer. 
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bulbs. In Equation 2, the heat transfer equa- 
tion, the term S A sin B may be represented by 
Wbp. A correction must be made for the trans- 
mittance (t) of the quartz window. With this 
correction 
t 
S A s i n B  ' Vg T (9) 
By varying the number of tungsten bulbs used, 
the radiant emittance Wbp can be varied. The 
calibration of the radiometer proceeds in the 
following manner : 
1. The radiometer housing temperature, black 
and white detector responses, and the quartz 
window temperature (T,) are recorded prior to 
exposure to the tungsten bulb array. 
2. The bulbs are turned on until an equilibrium 
response is attained for each detector and the 
above mcaslirements arc repeated. In addition, 
the thermopile output Vx is recorded. 
3. The measurements of steps 1 and 2 are 
repeated with an increasing number of bulbs in 
the array. 
The unreduced calibration results consist of 
Ryb, RN,, Rh, T,, and YO. These parameters 
must be converted to temperatures except for V3 
which is converted to reflected radiant emittance 
by Equation 9. The corrections for the contribu- 
tion of the thermal emission from the quartz win- 
dow and housing to the irradiance of the detector 
are discussed later. 
Time Constant Measurements 
The time response of the detectors was meas- 
ured by using the array of tungsten bulbs de- 
scribed above. The radiometer was placed to 
view the white diffuse paper through the quartz 
window. The bulbs were turned on until the 
detectors attained an equilibrium response, and 
the bulbs were then turned off. The temperatures 
of the quartz window and the radiometer housing, 
as well as that of each detector network, were con- 
tinuously recorded as a function of time until the 
changes became negligible. Figure 14 sho\vs the 
results of such a measurement with the detector 
TIME (sec ) 
I:~c:rr~uc 14.-Drtcctor tirnc const:int detc.rnlinntion for t.he low resolution mtfiomet,er. The time constant is determined 
from the rise portion of tllc curve. The housing temperature was about -20°C. 
temperature differences plotted as a function of 
time for a housing temperature of about -20°C. 
The black and m-hite detectors have very nearly 
the same time response and show the charac- 
teristic exponential rise and decay with time. 
These results give a value for the time constant 
of about 35 sec for the rise portion of the graph 
under the conditions of detector equilibrium 
temperature shown. The decay port,ion was not 
used in determining the time constant because the 
effects from the heatingof thequartzwindowby the 
tungsten bulbs were judged to be too large. 
tions of the detectors, sensistors, and other therm- 
istors used in the radiometer. Figure 15 show-s 
the sensistor response curves as a function of 
temperature. The sensistor resistance values are 
Si = SI, S = S2 for the black detector and Si = S4, 
S = Sa for the white detector. Figure 16 shows an 
example of the thermistor detector response as a 
function of temperature for the black and white 
detectors. Curves of the type shown in Figures 
15 and 16 were used for the reduction of netmork 
resistance data to the required thermistor detector 
temperatures. 
Calibration of the Radiometer Components Subcarrier Oscillator Calibration 
Generally, the resistance-controlled subcarrier Several other measurements n-ere performed by 
oscillator used in the radiometer calibration was the manufacturer which are necessary for the 
not flown jn the satellite, and so a separate cali- interpretation of the instrumental response. bration for the flight oscillator was necessary. These consist of temperature-resistance calibra- This calibration consisted of measuring the output 
-20-10 0 10 20 30 40 50 M) 70 80 
TEMPERATURE ( 'C ) 
frequencies and input resistances, with the tem- 
perature of the oscillator T E  as a parameter. A 
decade box was used to simulate the input resisb 
ances. The calibration curve for an oscillator is 
shorn-n in Figure 17. 
TEMPERATURE ( 'C) 
FIGURE 15.-Sensitor response as a function of tempera- FIGC'RE 16.-Black and white thermistor detector response 
ture. as a function of temperature. 
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FIGURE 17.-Resistance-controlled subcarrier oscillator 
calibration curve. The temperature of the oscillator is 
show11 as a pnrameter. 
Additional Measurements 
In addition to the individual radiometer cali- 
bration measurements, other measurcmcnts were 
performed to check, in general, the field of view, 
the spectral response of ratliomcter components, 
the spectral tlistril)l~tion of bulbs, and t,hc dcgra- 
dation of spcct,rnl response due to exposures of 
ultraviolet radiation. 
The field of view measuren~ents were performed 
by the manufacturer. These were made by 
linearly traversing a point source of light across 
the field of view and measuring the radiometer 
response as a function of angle of the source from 
the optical axis. Results from such a measure- 
ment are shown in Figure 18. As was mentioned 
ANGLE (degrees) 
I'IGUHI~ 18.-Picld of virw of tllc low resolution radio~l~eter. 
previously, the field of view of each detector is 
a function of the angular aperture of the cone and 
also the ratio of cone length to detector radius. 
The measurement shown in Figure 18 gives a 
field of vienr of about 45 degrees or 0.G steradian 
a t  the half-power points. 
Spectral response measurements for the white 
paint coating are shown in Figure 19. The meas- 
urements were performed by the manufacturer 
using a Beckman DK-2 spectrophotometer for 
the spectral range from 0.2 to 3.Sp.  The average 
total reflectance for this region, with the solar 
irradiance curve of Johnson (Reference G) as a 
weiglltirig function, is 77 percent. Reid and 
Mcrllihtc~r (Reference 7) have made measure- 
ments (Igigure 20) on a similar \vhite paint in the 
region of 2 to 15p which show that the reflectance 
of the white paint in the rcgion of 3.5 to 5 . 5 ~  is 
high. However, only 1.5 percent of the sun's 
total energy and 2.5 percent of the energy of a 
too 
WAVELENGTH ( p )  
F~crrnr: 19.-Spcctr:rl reflectance of the white coating used 
on thc tliernlistor detector for the rcgion 0.2 to 3.5,~. 
The s:t~nplc \v:ts 30p thick on a backing of purr Si02. The 
portiori of the curve bcyontl 3.5p is beyond the limits of 
the hj)~'ctrol)~loto~llett~r usrd in n>:~!iing the mrnsurement~. 
WAVELENGTH ( ( I )  
I:~(;rjlt~c .20.-Spcctr:~l rcflectnrlcc of :L white paint similar 
to that used for Figure 1:) for tlic region 2 to  15p. 
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1 300°K blackbody fall in this region, and these high 
reflectance values, therefore, are not critical to the I measurements. Approximately 55 percent of the 
1 energy of a 300°K blackbody falls in the spectral 
region from 5.5 to 15p where the reflectance varies 1- between 5 and 10 percent. At wavelengths 
C greater than 15p, where 43 percent of the 300°K blackbody energy lies, no reflectance values are 
available. 
The white paint coating was exposed to an 
ultraviolet source which would show whether any 
degradation of reflectance occurred. The paint 
samples were exposed to about 5 times the solar 
flux in the spectral region from 2000 to 4000A for 
t various exposure times. Figure 21 sho~vs the 
1 1 4 1  I 1  I ,  I 1  
0.2 0.3 0.40.50.6 0.8 1.0 1.5 2 3 4 5 
WAVELENGTH ( p )  
FIGCRE 22-Spectral reflectance of the cone of the low 
resolution radiometer for the region 0.3 to 3 .0 ,~  
Figure 22 shows the spectral reflectawe of the 
& 
f 80 aluminized mylar cone. In general, the reflect- 
" 
L 
a 
a ance decreases with decreasing wavelength. The 
- 
W 
U 60 diffuse spectral reflectance of the white paper 
z which was used in the reflected solar radiation 2 
u calibration, is shown in Figure 23. From 0.3 to 
2 40 
LL 
".I P: QLIIVALENT SOLA 0 . 5 ~  the reflectance increases, from 0.5 to 1 . 3 ~  i t
-1 is uniform, and from 1.3 to 2 . 8 ~  it decreases. The 
2 20 energy distribution of the blue photoflood bulbs is 2 
shown in Figure 24. The peak of the distribution 
o occurs a t  1 . 2 5 ~  which corresponds to a blackbody 
0.2 0.4 0.6 0.81.0 1.5 2 3 4 5 temperature of 2300°K. The deviation of the 
WAVELENGTH ( P )  energy distribution in the region of 0 . 7 ~ ,  from that 
FIGURE 21.-The ultraviolet degradation of the white a function for a tungsten 'lament 
after 25, 76, 214 equivalent solar hours of ultraviolet of 2300"K, is due to the peculiar transmission 
exposure. The reflectance values were averaged by using properties of the blue envelope of the bulbs in this 
the solar irradiance curve from Johnson (Reference 6) region. ~h~ deviation from a blackbody distri- 
as a weighting function. bution a t  the long wavelength region is due to the 
lower transmittance of the glass envelope. 
original solar reflectance of the white paint and 
I W ,  
the degradation effects of direct exposure to 25, 
76, and 214 equivalent solar hours. The Tiros I1 A and TV low r~qnhltion mainmeter lifetim~q were 70. 
both approximately 1300 orbits and during this $ m -  
2 so- time each radiometer viewed the earth for about 5 430 hr. For an assumed mean earth albedo of 5 =. .__-.. \. 
10 pcrcent in this ncar-u!traviolet region, thc - 
equivalent solar exposure n-as about 43 hr. The 
exposure for Tiros 111 was considerably longer. 0 5  0 7  0 9  1 1  1 3  1 5  1 7  1 9  2 1  2 3  2 5  2 7  
Hence, long term changes in spectral response can *AYELENGTH i p )  
be expected to occur during a radiometer's FIGURE 23.-Spectral diffuse reflectance of the rn hite paper 
lifetime. used in the reflected solar radiation calibration. 
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WAVELENGTH ( P )  
FIGURE 24.-Relative intensity of the blue photoflood 
bulbs used in the reflected solar radiation calibration. 
The energy peak is at 1.25r which corresponds to  a 
blackbody temperature of 2300°1<. 
The spectral response +(A) of the radiometer 
was assumed to be fairly constant with wave- 
length in the spectral region of 0.2 to 2 . 5 ~ .  This 
assumption is equivalent to the radiometer re- 
sponse being proportional to the total energy of 
the source regardless of the source spectral dis- 
tribution, as long as the bulk of the energy output 
falls in the above region. The spectral response 
of the radiometer +(A) is proportional to the 
product R,(X) a,(X), where R,(X) is the spectral 
reflectance of the reflecting cone and at@) is the 
spectral absorptance of the painted thermistor 
detector. I t  is assumed that at@) = 1 -Rp(X), 
where R,(X) is the spectral reflectance of the paint 
coating on the thermistor detector. If the 
paint coating is too thin this will be a bad assump- 
tion. For comparison purposes an auxiliary 
spectral response function +'(A) will be considered 
which is defined by +'(A) = +(X)rp(X). The diffuse 
reflectance of the white paper is included because 
of its effect on the spectral energy distribution of 
the source. The above definition is somewhat 
arbitrary and the r,(X) could have been included 
as part of the sources, but for the comparison to 
be presented, the above definition will be used. 
The reflectance of the black paint is assumed to 
be zero for all wavelengths. The auxiliary spec- 
tral response functions pertaining to the black 
and white detectors are now 
'"" l SOLAR IRRADIANCE I 
WAVELENGTH ( p )  
FIGURE 25.-The spectral response curves pertaining to 
the black and white detector are shown along with the 
solar irradiancc curve from Johnson (Reference 6) and 
the relative intensity curve for the blue photoflood bulbs. 
The functions rp(X), R,(X), and Rpw(X) have been 
shown in Figures 19, 20, 22, and 23. The func- 
tions &'(A) and +',(A) are shown in Figure 25. 
The energy distribution for the photoflood bulbs 
and the solar irradiance curve for zero air mass by 
' 1  ure Johnson (Reference 6) are also shown in r ' g  
25. The peak intensities of the two curves are 
normalized to the same value. As can be seen 
from the +'(A) curves of Figure 25, the assump- 
tion of a flat spectral response is not very good 
near the upper and lower wavelength limits of 
+b'(X) and &'(A). However, to  a first approxi- 
mation a suitable mean value for &'(A) and 
+,'(A) may be selected. The deviation of 
+,'(A) from its mean is most pronounced for wave- 
lengths shorter than 0 . 4 ~ .  Since less than 10 
percent of the solar energy lies in this region, the 
first approximation is still reasonable. Figure 25 
indicates that since +,'(A) and 4b'(X) are not con- 
stant, the radiometers should be calibrated 
spectrally. 
Sources of Error 
The sources of error in the calibration are nu- 
merous and difficult to evaluate numerically in 
terms of both random and systematic effects. The 
net result of these errors manifests itself in the 
accuracy to which the coefficients of the energy 
balance equations can be determined. 
The precision (random error) of temperature 
measurements of the calibration is considered to 
be + l.O°K for Tt and +0.5"K for T, and T,. 
These result from the various conversions from 
resistance to temperature. The dispersion of Tt 
also includes a random error caused by the method 
of measuring resistances via frequency readings 
from the subcarrier oscillator. The oscillator 
used during calibration has a small local variation 
about its mean calibration curve. The calibra- 
tion curve also drifts slowly in time but this syste- 
matic effect is largely eliminated since the fre- 
quency to network resistance conversions (via the 
decade box) are made immediately after the 
measurement. 
The accuracy (systematic error) of the calibra- 
tion is considered to be +2.0°K for Tt and 
+ l.O°K for T, and T,. Some of the inherent in- 
accuracies of the calibration arise in the apparatus 
used to measure and record the various tempera- 
tures. The measuring devices have been de- 
scribed in the calibration section. In the thermal 
calibration, the cavity and housing temperatures 
are maintained by circulating liquids. Any gra- 
dient between the temperature of the point of 
measurement and the controlling temperature 
may cause a systematic error. I t  is also quite 
possible that the temperature difference would 
consist of random fluctuations and thus contribute 
to the random error. 
The reflected solar radiation portion of the cali- 
bration is subject to considerably greater error 
than the thermal part. This is partially due to 
the greater number of intermediate measurements 
required; in addition, the types of measurements 
are inherently subject to greater error. The 
various sources of error (without regard to the 
random or systematic effect) are discussed below. 
The white diffusely reflecting paper was as- 
sumed to be a Lambert's Law surface and later 
I n  addition, it is difficult to maintain a uniform 
irradiance because the bulb voltages are not con- 
trolled accurately and because the bulbs deteri- 
orate a t  different rates, thereby causing asym- 
metries in the bulb outputs. 
The radiometer views the paper through the 
quartz window of the vacuum chamber. The 
window cannot be cooled to eliminate or minimize 
its thermal emission since frosting begins to ap- 
pear. Hence, during the tests, the window is 
usually left at  room temperature and any slight 
changes in its temperature due to absorption of 
infrared energy by the window from the bulbs is 
monitored by a thermocouple. The quartz tem- 
perature is measured before, half-way through, 
and after the test. A correction is made for the 
quartz thermal emission contribution to the 
detectors and the only error due to this effect 
would be the error in the quartz temperature 
measurement. 
Reduction of the Calibration Data 
The network resistance R N  must he converted 
to detector temperature Tt  before the coefficients 
for the heat transfer equation can be evaluated. 
This conversion is illustrated by the portion of the 
flow diagram of Figure 26 enclosed by the dashed 
lines. The portion of the flow diagram outside 
the dashed lines will be discussed later. Si and 
Sj, which are functions of the housing tempera- 
ture, are manually determined as part of the input 
to an electronic computer program which reduces 
the network resistance to detector resistance via 
Equation 3. The other input element of the 
computer program is RN. The computer output 
is the detector resistance which is manually 
converted to the detector temperature. 
measurements indicate a slight departure from 
this law for large angles of incidence. For this DETERMINATION OF THE COEFFICIENTS OF 
reason, and also to avoid any specular reflectance THE HEAT TRANSFER EQUATION 
components, large angles of incidence were 
avoided. 
Because the field of view of the thermopile is 
smaller than that of the radiometer, it is neces- 
sary to irradiate the paper uniformly so that the 
radiometer and t,hermopile observe the same 
radiant emittance. The large field of view of the 
radiometer requires that the surface area of the 
paper be large; it becomes difficult to produce a 
uniform irradiance over the entire surface area. 
The coefficients of the heat trazisfer en,ucticn of 
each detector are determined from the calibration 
data. The heat transfer equation used in the 
determination of the coefficients is Equation 2 
with the conduction tern: omitted. The coeffi- 
cients are determined by the method of least 
squares and the resulting set of normal equations 
is solved simultaneously by using Cramer's rule 
for the desired coefficients. This type of solution 
must be checked carefully to insure that the 
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Frcu~rs 27.-Thermal calibration data and least squares 
solution (solid lines) used in determining thermal coef- 
ficients for the black detector of the low resolution 
radiometer on Tiros IV. The apparent earth blackbody 
temperature is the parameter for the various curves. 
thermal portion of the heat transfer equation (2) : 
SOLUTION OF EQUATIONS 13 AND 14 FOR In applying the least squares method the variable 
whose residual error is to be minimized must be 
chosen. The conventional choice is the variable 
which is to be predicted (T,) under the assump- 
tion that the errors in the other measured quan- 
FIGURE 26.-Flow diagram for the reduction of the low tities (Tt, T.) are small. This was not done in the 
resolution radiometer data. present case since the T, measurement is fairly 
accurate with r e s~ec t  to Tt .  Therefore, the 
co-efficients are not affected by normal equations 
closely approaching dependency and creating a 
solution which is nearly indeterminate. The 
radiative and conduction coefficients are evalu- 
ated from the thermal calibration data, and the 
reflected solar radiation coefficient from the 
reflected solar radiation calibration data. 
Thermal Coefflcients 
The thermal calibration data, in terms of tem- 
perature, are shown in Figure 27 for the black 
detector of the Tiros 1V radiometer. For the 
appropriate valucs of the constants kl, k2, and k?', 
a least squares method was first applied to the 
residual error of Tt was minimized in these 
calculations. 
In Equation 10 no acceptable solution of the 3 
normal equations was obtained because of the 
unavoidable loss, through subtraction, of the 3 or 
4 leading significant figures in the expressions for 
the k's. The loss of significant figures reflects the 
nearly indeterminate state of the solution. As 
the input temperatures are only significant to 
three figures, the resulting k's cannot be con- 
sidered reliable. The cause for the unreliability 
of the coefficients, in terms of the three nearly 
linearly depcndent normal equations, is that in- 
ste:~d of one unique solution for the coefficients, 
an infinite number of solutions for thc normal 
equations exist in this nearly indeterminate situa- 
tion. Therefore, a different method of solution 
for the coefficients must be employed or the heat 
transfer equation must be altered so that the least 
squares solution becomes more determinate. 
If the conductive term of the heat transfer 
equation is neglected, Equation 10 becomes 
Mathematically, the conductive term is ignored 
but physically the conductive effects are absorbed 
in the values of kl and kz. The solution of the 
two normal equations for this case involves the 
loss of only one or two significant figures and 
yields coefficients that approximate the physical 
situation. In Figure 27 the least squares solu- 
tion for all the data points is indicated by the solid 
line. The coefficients for this solution and their 
estimated probable errors are 
k, ,  ' 0 .65  + 0 .02  . 
A similar solution for the white detector of Tiros 
IV gives 
pared with the coupling between the detector and 
the earth. The detector temperature is therefore 
strongly influenced by the satellite temperature. 
The least squares probable errors are -t0.9X108 
O K 4  for Tb4 and +0.7X lo8 OK4 for Tw4. The 
probable errors for Tt, and Tw are k0.9 OK and 
k0.7 OK, respectively. 
An attempt was made to estimate the conduc- 
tion constant kt1 by using a unique solution for a 
given T, curve. The expression for kz' consists of 
terms such as (T: - T;) and ( T ,  -T,) .  If the 
probable error in Tt  is +l.O°K the percentage 
error in the term T,,-Tt, varies from -3: to 20 
percent as T , - T ,  varies from 2.5 OK to 5OK. 
Under these conditions k2' depends on the dif- 
ference of quantities containing considerable error 
and no accurate value can be determined. 
In summary, the evaluation of the thermal co- 
efficients indicates that a representative value for 
the conduction coefficient cannot be determined. 
The optimum heat transfer equation for the detec- 
tors is considered to be Equation 11 and the best 
values for the thermal coefficients for Tiros I11 
and IV are listed in Table 2. As the thermal 
coefficients are in part functions of R,(X) and 
(~(h) ,  improvement of the values of the coefficients 
to meet design specifications involves increasing 
R,(X) and a(X) in the infrared. 
k2w = 0.49 + 0.02 . Reflected Solar Radiation Coefficient 
The thermal coefficients for Tiros IV, and also The reflected solar radiation coefficient ka is 
those of Tires 111, are listed in Table 2. The determined from the energy balance equation for 
higher value of klb with respect to k l .  indicates the detector: 
that in the infrared the black detector has a 
greater average spectral absorptance than the T: -(r, T: + k, T:) = k 3  S A s i n B  (12) 
white detector. The kl's are lower and the kz's 
higher than called for by design with the The term (klTq4+kzTB4) is the correction for 
consequence that the thermal coupling between thermal effects of the quartz window and radiom- 
the detector and the satellite is fairly strong com- eter housing during the calibration. Because the 
T i r o s  I11 and IV Low Resolution Radlomcier Cocfficicnts. 
I S a t e i l ~ t e  
T i r o s  ILI 
T i r o s  IV 
k ~ b  
0.60 
0.65 
'2, 
0.39 
0.34 
1210 x l o 8  
2214 x l o 8  
0.51 
0.51 
k* w 
0.44 
0.49 
807 x l o 8  
1153 x l o 8  
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quartz window is nearly opaque to thermal radia- 
tion, the thermal contributions to  the irradiance 
of the detector are felt to  be due to the quartz 
window and the radiometer housing only. T,, 
Tt, T,, and the term S A sin B are obtained from 
the reflected solar radiation calibration, and the 
coefficients k l  and k2 have been determined pre- 
viously, leaving k3  as the only unltnolvn in the 
equation. S A sin B is determined by Equation 
9. The Tiros IV reflected solar radiation calibra- 
tion data are shown in Figure 28. A least squares 
watt for k3t, and 807X108 OK-cm2/watt vs. 1153 
X lo8 OK-cm2/watt for k3,. The difference is due 1 
either to  different calibration conditions or a dif- 1 
ferent spectral response between radiometers. 
The calibration conditions which could vary are 
the reflectance of the paper, the transmittance of 
the quartz window, or the color distribution of the 
photoflood bulbs. If any of the above variations 4 
did occur, i t  is not likely that the magnitude of the 
variation would bc large enough to cause the 
observed differences. A difference in the spectral 
- - - - - - 
response for the two radiometers would be a more 
reasonable explanation since Ic3 is, in part, a func- 
; 551 tion of It,(X) and a(X) in the visiblc region. Since 
Y 
- 50 - a(X) should t)e fairly constant in the visible region, 
- I 
fv, + 4 5 -  especially for the black detector, it would seem I 
a" 4 o ~  that the cone rcflcctance is responsil)le for this 
+ 
m 35- effect. This was borne out 1)y an inspection of 1 
C" 0 
30 - several othcr radiometers, which sliowetl large 
- 
I 25 - variations in the thicknesses of the al~lminum 
- 
+ 2 0 .  coatings, some being partially transparent. I 
FIGURE 28.-Rcflecttd sol:ir radiation rali1)r:ttion data 
ant1 lrrtst squares solution (solid lines) used to drterlliine 
rrflectrtl solar r:~dintion rocffirients for the hl:~rk and 
whitr detectors of the low resolution r:tdiolilrtrr of 
Tiros 1V. 
fit used to find the values for k3 gives k , , =  (2214 
+ -114) X lo8 OK4- cm2/watt and kn, = (1153 f 68) 
X108 OK4-cm2/~vatt. The magnitude of ks, 
with respect to k31, indicates that the reflectance 
of the white paint is poor in the visible region. 
The percentage error in lc3 is 5.2 and 5.9 percent 
for the black and white detectors, respectively. 
T h r  least squares probable error in [(Tt4)- 
(klTq4+k2T,4)] is f 2.9X lo8 OK4 for the black 
detector and + 1.7X lo8 OK4 for the white dctec- 
tor. In the visible region, some indication of the 
spectral absorptance of the black detector relative 
to  that of the white detector is given by the ratio of 
their relative response (ka,,/li3,) which is only 1.9. 
Thc rcflcctcd solar radiation cocfficicnts for the 
Tiros I11 and IV wide ficld radiometers :ire listed 
in Table 2. A comparison of the coefficients in- 
dicates a 1:irgc difference 1)etwccn the numcricnl 
k3 values for Tiros I11 anti IV. Thc v:~lr~cs arc 
1210X108 01<-cm2/\vatt vs. 2214X I O U  'I<-cm2/ 
I 
DATA PROCESSING AND REDUCTION 
The telemetry of data from the snt,cllite has I 
been previously dcscri1)ctl (Refcrencc 8). The 1 
designatctl bandwitlth for thc tclemctry of the low 
resolution radiomt~t>cr informat,ion is 425 t,o 475 
cps (clcsignntctl t-hannel G). The rcsist,ancc- I 
controllccl, ~11:~s~-shift  sul)cnrricr osci1l:itor 'for 
channel 6, with output frcqurncy ncarly linear 
with respect to  input rcsistanc~c, c:onvcrts t,hc in- 
put resistances to  frequencies. Channel G is a 
time-sharing cliannol, the time sharing controlled 
by a mechanical commutator which switches the 
appropriate resistor into the oscillator for a G sec 1 
sampling pcriotl. Thcrc are 5 comml~tatcd sub- 
channels and the fifth includes a group of 7 to be 
subcommut,:~tctl. Inc:lr~detl in the first 4 com- 
mutations are the wide field sensor data and the 
r:ttliometer hollsing tcmpernture data. The fifth 
commut,ation inc.luc1es resistances which represent 
environmerital tcmpcratures, instrumentation 
cannistcr pressure, and fixed resist,or telemetry 
ca1ibr:itions. The latter consist of fixed resistors 
near the lower (R3) and uppcr (R,) limits of thc 
bandwidth w1iit:h give reference points for calibra- 
tion of the c1i:tnncl G frequencies. The oscillator 
convcrt,~ t,hc input resistance into output fre- 
quency sign:~ls whit:h arc amplified and recorded 
on a magnctic tnpc locntetl in the satellite. A 
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;uMumn zE: quency interval encompassed by the fixed resis- 
tors, the analog readings can be made in terms of 
frequency. The frequency readings are taken as 
a function of time which is also entered on the 
punched tape. The reduction of frequencies to 
T, and A is illustrated in the flow diagram of 
Figure 26. Under the assumption that the fre- 
quency vs. resistance curves (with T E  as a param- 
eter) are linear, the conversion from frequency to 
resistance is made by the following equation: 
f - f ,  
FIGURE 29.-Block diagram of the satellite instrumenta- Il = ( R ~  -3) f, + I% 
tion used by the low resolution radiometer. 
block diagram of the satellite instrumentation is 
shown in Figure 29. Upon interrogation of the 
satellite, the tape signal is telemetered to the ac- 
quisition station and recorded on magnetic tape. 
This tape is sent to the ground station where it is 
demodulated and decommutated. The demodu- 
lat,ion and decommutation process is illustrat,ed in 
Figure 30. The data are now in analog form in 
terms of frequencies. A typical analog record is 
presented in Figure 31. 
The frequencies are read directly from the 
analog record with a Gerber Semi-Automatic 
Analog to Digital Conversion System. The 
analog-to-digital conversion is made by a digital 
voltmeter whose output is fed t,hrough a Flexo- 
writer to produce a punched tape output. This 
tape serves as an input for an LGP-30 computer 
program. Variable calibration is provided by the 
Gerber System through the use of zero offset and 
scale factor controls. As long as the analog fre- 
quency output remains linear, within the fre- 
FIGURE 30.-Block diagram of the information flow a t  the 
data ~rocessing center in producing the radiation data of 
the low resolution radiometer and of the five medium 
resolution channels in analog form. The output of the 
decommutator consists of temperatures of the black and 
white detectors, three environonlental temperatures, and 
the canister pressure P. 
The portion of the flow diagram used for conver- 
sion of resistances to temperatures has already 
been discussed. The temperatures can now be 
introduced into the heat transfer equations for the 
black and white detectors and the simultaneous 
solution of these two equations yields T, and A. 
The computer output gives T, and A as a function 
of time. The expressions for A and T, are 
k l w T 2  - klbT: ' (k2wk1b- k2bk1w) 'f A = -  
(k3bklv - k h k l b )  s sin B , (13) 
As can be seen from the channel G sequencing, 
four commutated measurements exist between an 
individual sensor temperature sampling, so that 
T, and A can be determined every 30 see. The 
albedo must be corrected for the angle of solar 
incidence for every satellite position. 
The orbital data provide the time-correlated 
geographic location of the intersection of the spin 
axis with the earth. Since this intersection is 
also, practically speaking, the center of the low 
resolution radiometer field of view, the radiometer 
data are geographically located as a function of 
time. 
Because of instrumental and calibration diffi- 
culties, only selected orbits of Tiros I1 low resolu- 
tion data have been reduced. Since both the 
loxi. reso!*;tion radiometer anil tlie University of 
\Visconsin experiment are recorded on the com- 
mutated channel G of Tiros I11 and IP,  it has been 
found convenient to program the reduction of 
their data simultaneously on a CDC-1604 com- 
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FIGURE 31.-0scillogr:~m showing all channels of the radiometer experiment. They are, from top to  bottom, the five 
medium resolution channels in numerical order, the commutated channel 0, and the envelope of the clock frequency 
showing sun sensor pulses. 
puter at the University of Wisconsin. This pro- 
gram is now in the final stages of checkout, and 
further results and conclusions must await its 
completion. 
Selected orbits of Tiros 111 low resolution data 
have been reduced by the method described in 
the last section and presented in the literature 
(Reference 9). One of these orbits (43) will be 
prcscntctl here as : ~ n  example of the reduced dat:~. 
The geographic location of the orbit consitlcrcd 
is ovcr North Africa with the radiometer vicning 
arc:h p:~ssing from thc cloudless Mcditcrr:rncnn 
Sen over the Libyan Desert to thc tropical rcgions 
of the Sudan. Figure 32 illlistrates the observed 
equilibrium dctector temperatures, the observed 
radiometer housing temperature, and the resul- 
tant apparent earth temperature and albedo as a 
function of time. The valucs of T, and A were 
calculated from the detector and housing tem- 
per:~turcs indicatctl by the individual points and 
they show considcrnble scatter. The broad spcc- 
tral rcsponsc and rclatiyrly long time constant of 
the radiometer \vould indicate tliat the curves for 
all)rdo ancl earth tcrnperatu~.~ arc slo\vly changing 
functions similar to  thc ~ u r \ ~ c s  for the detector 
tcrnpcr:~turcs. I n  general, the predicted apparent 
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earth temperature curve would approach the A fluctuations, curves were drawn to smooth the 
mirror image of the albedo curve. However, it is data points of detector temperature and housing 
evident fram Figure 32 that sharp fluctuations do temperature; these curves are also shown in 
exist in the values for T, and A. These fluctua- Figure 32. The results for T, and A shown in 
tions are introduced by the radiometer, as will be Figure 33 were calculated from the smoothed 
shown below. In an effort to smooth the T, and curves of detector and housing temperatures. 
Hr: 10 1 1  
GREENWICH M E A N  TlME 
FIGURE 32.-Reduced channel 6 data for orbit 43, Tiros 111, July 15, 1961. The equilibrium detector temperatures 
(TI,, T-), radiometer housing temperature (T.), apparent earth blackbody temperature (T.), and albedo (A) are 
shown as a function of time. T. and A have been calculated from the individual points of TI,, T1, and T.. 
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FIGURE 33.-Smoothed results of T. and A. T. and A have been calculated from the curves of Tb, T-, and T, shown 
in Figure 32. 
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In  order to gain some insight into the fluctua- probable errors have been calculated. The total 
tions of T, and A, their total differentials and differentials for A and T, are 
a A a A 
dklb 
- dk,, + - dk,, + . . .  
dk2b 
The evaluation of the total differentials of T, and 
A was made for several different cases and the 
results are listed in Table 3. Mathematically, 
the large magnitude of the coefficients in the dif- 
ferentials is the reason that the small changes in 
detector temperatures are magnified into the 
resultant large changes in A and T,. Physically, 
the large magnitudes of the coefficients are due to 
the values of the optical characteristics of the 
radiometer. If the k's were to meet design speci- 
fications, the magnitudes of the coefficients in the 
differentials would decrease and thus would tend 
to decrease the large fluctuations of T, and A. 
Any remaining unreasonable fluctuations of T, 
and A would then be inherent in the nature of the 
physical process. 
The probable errors for A and T, were calcu- 
lated from 
and are also included for the cases in Table 3. 
The probable errors for the various parameters in 
Equations 17 and 18 were assumed to be 
"K4 c m 2  
i  6 3  108 ,,tt ( i  5 . 2  pcrcent  ) . 
"K4 cm2 
+ 48 x 10' ,,tt ( +  5 . 9  percen t )  . 
In Table 3 the probable error in the albedo can 
be seen to increase from + 8 to + 14 percent from 
case I to I11 with increasing (Tb- T,). For case 
I the contribution of any one parameter to the 
resultant probable error in A is equal to the con- 
tribution of any other parameter. As the 
(Tb - T,) interval increases, the error contribu- 
tions from k3b and k3w become the dominant fac- 
tor in the determination of the error in A. Only 
one case was evaluated for the probable error in 
T,, which was f 24°K. As the probable error for 
T, depends inversely on T,3, the f24"K is a 
minimum error since T, was equal to 302°K for 
case IV. 
The resultant probable errors for T, and A can 
be reduced by: (I)  decreasing the magnitude of 
the coefficients in the expressions for the probable 
error (for example dA/dklb) ; or (2) reducing the 
probable errors of the individual parameters for 
example, [p.e. (klb)] which are introduced by 
errors in data processing (errors in temperature) 
or calibration (errors in k's). The magnitude of 
the coefficients can be decreased as discussed in 
the previous paragraph. The errors in data 
processing ultimately appear in the values of T,, 
T,, and T, and it is felt that these errors have 
been minimized. The errors in calibration appear 
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Table  3 
Total Differentials and Probable E r r o r s  fo r  the  Albedo 
and Ear th  Temperature ,  Tiros  III. 
in the various k constants and the reduction of 
these errors involves refinement of the calibration 
techniques. This refinement should be centered 
around improvement of the values for the reflected 
solar radiation coefficients. Specific areas in the 
reflected solar radiation calibration that can be 
improved are: solar simulator source, spectral 
calibration, control of intensity variation, the 
diffusely reflecting surface (uniformly white), and 
thermopile measurements. With implementation 
oi in~provec! praced11res; i t  is reasonable to expect 
that the percentage errors for the k3's should be 
reduced to the order of f 2 percent. Then, for 
case I11 the probable error in albedo would be 
reduced from $- 14 to +8 percent and the con- 
tribution of the individual parameters to the 
resultant probable error would be equal. For 
case I the probable error in albedo would be re- 
duced from +8 to f 7 percent, and for case IV, 
the probable error in T, would be reduced from 
+WOK to +21°K. To further reduce the 
probable errors in A and T, an overall improve- 
ment in spectral response and a reduction in con- 
ductive coupling are needed. Therefore, it is 
felt that the percentage errors of + 7 percent, and 
+21°K in A and T,, obtained using the improved 
k3 constants, are optimum values within the state 
of the art limitations. 
! 
DATA COVERAGE LlMlTATlONS 
-3 lne  value of the ! 9 ~  resnhltion radiometer in 
measuring the heat balance of the earth is limited 
because of the data acquisition limitations of 
Tiros. Since the satellite is space oriented it is 
launched so that the favorable picture taking 
time (minimum nadir angle) occurs a t  local noon. 
Through magnetic attitude control, this relation- 
ship is maintained as nearly as possible. The 
Earth 
Tempera-  
t u r e  (OK) 
- 
- 
- 
(percent) 
13 
24 
3 9 
I 
1 
I 
Probable 
E r r o r  
(percent 
o r  O K )  
*8 
510 
114 
- 686 dklw - 473dk,* - (0 .21 x lo-') dk, 
- 7 . 1 d T b  + 9 . 8 d T w  - l .ZdT,  
Total Differentials for  Albedo and Ear th  Temperature  
dl - 120 dklb + 180dkzw + 120dkIw - 150dkzb 
+ (580 x 10-12) dkSw - (490 x 10-12) dk,, - 2 . 8  dT, 
+ 2 . 5 d T b  + 0.28dTs 
dA = - 100dk, + 180dk, 7 100dklw - 150dkzb 
+ (1100 x 10-12) dk,, - (860 x I O - ' ~ )  dk,, - 3 . 1  dTU 
+ 3 .0dTb  + 0.28dTs 
dA = - 69dkIb  + 180dk, + 58dkIw - 150dkZb 
+ (1740x lo-'') dk* - (1480x 10-12) dk,, 
- 3.5dTw + 3 .4dTb  + 0.28dTs 
C a s e  
I 
I1 
III 
*24 ! - 1 302 
Tempera- 
dTe = 455 dklb + 319dk2, + (0 .16 x lo-') dk, IV 
Tb 
285 
300 
315 
318 
t u r e s  
Tw 
280 
290 
300 
(OK) 
T, 
273 
273 
273 
309 275 
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optical axes of the Tiros camera and the low reso- 
lution radiometer are coincident, the low resolu- 
tion radiometer field of view approximating half 
the angular field of view of the cameras. There- 
fore, in general, the low resolution radiometer 
data are centered, in time, within 2 hr. of local 
noon. Initial launch conditions limit the latitu- 
dinal data coverage to the range of 48" North to 
48" South. A latitudinal and longitudinal limita- 
tion is also imposed on the data coverage by 
precession of the satellite orbital plane and 
location of the interrogation stations. 
The limitations imposed on low resolution radi- 
ometer data acquisition by spin stabilization, 
initial launch conditions, precession, and the loca- 
tion of interrogation stations reduce the potential 
of the system in obtaining short and long range 
planetary heat balance. Finding the value of 
short range heat balance, which woultl include 
investigation of diurnal effects, cannot be accom- 
plished because the data are centered within 2 hr 
of local noon, and on a latitudinal and longitudinal 
basis only a small number of data points are avail- 
able (Reference 10). The long range heat bal- 
ance cannot be ol)taincd, except as a longitudinal 
effect, because of insufficient earth coverage in the 
polar regions. Statistically, even for a long range 
longitutlinal heat bn1anc.c the num1)er of data 
points available is not considcretl to be sufficient. 
POST-LAUNCH OBSERVATIONS 
The blaclr detector network of the Tiros I1 and 
IV low resolution radiometers failed to  respond to 
incident radiation at orbits 1373 and 11.50, respec- 
tively. Radiation data were recorded for Tiros 
I11 for 2975 orbits and during this period no low 
resolution radiometer failures were observed. 
I n  order to  explain the analog pattern produced 
by the black detector network, after its failure in 
Tiros I1 and IV, it  was necessary that the detector 
leg of the resistance network contain an open 
circuit. The detector leg consists of the black 
detector and a scnsistor. The black detector is 
considerctl to  be more suseentik)le to  failure; its 
shape and c-omposition allow warping and flaking 
of the dctector element. A reasonat)le explana- 
tion for the failure is that thcrm:tl strc\ss, due to 
expansion anti contraction of the bolometer cle- 
ment, (t:~uhc(l :LI~ opln circuit in the drtector leg. 
During thc early st:~gcs of f:~ilrlrc>, the open circuit 
occurred when the thermistor element expanded 
because of the heating by absorption of terres- 
I 
trial and reflected solar radiation. As the view- 
ing area returned to outer space the thermistor 
contracted and the circuit again closed to normal. 
Shortly after this initial phase, the open circuit 
became permanent because of repeated expansion 
and contraction of the detector element, and the 
network resistance then consisted of the tempera- 
ture sensitor and the fixed resistance in series. 
SUMMARY OF THE TlROS LOW RESOLUTION 
RADIOMETER PROGRAM 
Certain deficiencies of the radiometer became 
evident from the laboratory calibration data. 
Perhaps the most important was the excessive 
thermal coupling between the radiometer detec- 
tors and the satellite. The white dctector did 
not adequately reflect the solar spectrum nor did 
it  adequately absorb the terrestrial infrared emis- 
sion. The cone reflectancae was considered to be 
too low in value, thereby decreasing the optical 
efficiency. These two factors contribute to  the 
excess thermal coupling with the satellite. 
The above deficiencies manifested thcmsclves 
in the reduced data by contributing to the large 
errors in the resultant values of T,. and A as 
shown in the orbit 13 data. Some of the result:lnt 
error is inherent in the physic,:~l 11:~ture of the 
process, since the solution of the heat transfer 
equations for T,. and A involves temperatures to  
the fourth power and differences of large numbers. 
Additional sources of error in T, and iZ are errors 
in data processing and calibration. 
A considerable amount of radiation data has 
been obtained from the Tiros I11 and IV low reso- 
lution radiometers. To  date, only a few orbits of 
these data have been studied extensively because 
the automatic data reduction system is not yet 
oper:~tional. Because of large uncertainties, the 
absolute values of T,. and A have limitect applica- 
tion in studies utilizing the radiation data. How- 
ever, the relative measurements of T, and A 
should still provide useful information for the 
areas on the earth where data are available. 
IMPROVEMENT EFFORTS 
Further improvement of a low resolution radi- 
ometer urns attempted for the scconci generation 
weather satellite, Nimbus. The objectives were 
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to  improve the radiometer performance by: 
1. Reducing the excessive thermal coupling 
between the radiometer detectors and the 
satellite. 
2. Improving the reflection coatings on the re- i flecting cones so that they would adequately reflect all radiation onto the detectors. 3. Improving the infrared absorptance and so- i lar reflectance of the white detector. Also, since Nimbus will be earth oriented, the deterioration of the white coating from ultra- 
I violet radiation exposure becomes more im- 
I portant than it was in the Tiros radiometer. 
t The initial effort was centered on reducing the 
coupling effects. The approach to the investiga- 
tion of this problem \+-as to employ a different 
method of mounting the detector at  the terminal 
base of the cone, use different schemes for the 
electrical leads from the detector, and try to mini- 
mize the applied bias power. These investiga- 
tions indicated that the degree of coupling could 
not be significantly improved over that attained 
with the Tiros radiometer. 
A white coating (Naval Research Laboratory 
Type 11) was found which did not show much 
For the Tiros low resolution radiometer, limita- 
tions on data coverage reduce the value of the 
data for heat balance studies. However, the rela- 
tive measurements of T, and ,4 still should provide 
useful information for the areas on the earth where 
data are available. 
Efforts to improve the performance of the low 
resolution radiometer were only partially success- 
ful because of limitations of the state-of-the-art. 
Development was discontinued because of the 
disproportionate cost in achieving an instrument 
which was to be of Ion- cost. 
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ABSOLUTE CALIBRATION AND USE OF A SOFT X-RAY 
SOURCE OF CHARACTERISTIC CARBON RADIATION* 
ANTHONY J .  CARUSO AND WERNER PII. NEUPERT 
A measurement of the absolute photon ~ i e l d  of characteristic carbon K radiation produced 
by direct electrori bombard~nent of a target is described. The carbon K emission is produced by a 
sinlple and economical source. The radiation is detected with a commercially available propor- 
tional eountrr, using both co~nmercially available windows and thinner windows made a t  this 
laboratory. A method for determining the gas absorption efficiency of the couriter and transmis- 
sion of the counter window is described. The pulse height distributions obtained from the pro- 
portional courlter vary in sh:~pr with target voltage indicating the presence of a bremsstrahlung 
continuutn as well as characteristic K radiation. The continuum contribution is subtracted from 
the total counting rate to obtain the photon yield of characteristic K radiation as a function of 
target voltage. Thp results of this deter~ninatio~i are used in the calibration of a grazing incidence 
grating spectrometer a t  444.  
INTRODUCTION 
The determination of the absolute photon yield 
of a soft x ray source requires a detector with a 
known quantum efficiency or one for which the 
quantum efficiency can be determined. Several 
types of detectors are availnblr such as the flow 
type Geiger and proportional counters and the 
open end photomnltipliers. The selection of the 
proportional counter is appropriate because the 
amplitude of its output pulses can be analyzed to  
obtain information on the spectral characteristics 
of a radiating source. 
The purpose of this paper is to describe a 
method, utilizing a proportional counter, for 
determining the absolute photon yield of carbon 
K radiation from a simple and economical source, 
designed, built, and used a t  this laboratory for 
calibrating soft x ray instrumentation. The 
results of this experiment have been applied to 
the calibration of a grazing incidence spectrometer 
a t  44A. 
DESCRIPTION OF APPARATUS 
A schematic diagram of the system employed 
in this cxperimcnt is shown in Figure 1. The x 
ray source has a simple configuration consisting 
of an elliptically shaped anode (disc) and v-shaped 
FIGURE 1.-Schematic diagram of app:~mtus used to deter- 
mine the absolute photon yield of carbon I< radiation 
(44A). 
wire cat hod^. Figure 2 is a photograph of the 
x ray source showing the placement of the cathode 
and anode relative to the mounting plate. The 
anode, made of tantalum, has dimensions of x" 
for the major axis, V6I1 for the minor axis and 2 
mil in thickness. I t  is spot welded a t  its center 
to  a nickel electrode and positioned at an angle of 
45" with respect to its mounting plate. The v- 
shaped cathode (5-mil tungsten wire) with its 
vertex a t  the center of the anode, is XI' from the 
anode and parallel to it. This configuration 
results in an electron beam, approximately in 
diameter directed normally to the anode surface 
'Publishrd as Coddard Space Fliaht Center Document .Y-G14-(i4-2.?. of the x ray source. This source was attached 
Jnnunry 1964. to  the main chamber with an o-ring seal and 
F I C ~ R E  2.-X-ray source showing the mounting plate, 
anode and filament. 
operated a t  beam currents as high as 1.0 ma at a 
chamber pressure of 3.0X10-6 mm Hg. I t  nras 
found that the photon emission was stable to 
within 2.0 percent over long periods of operation 
and that the target required no cooling a t  these 
low currents. Carbon K band radiation, ob- 
tained by painting the target with aquadag, was 
detected within a solid angle of 3.6iXlO-5 
steradians a t  a takeoff angle of 45" to the target 
face. 
The detector* is a side window proportional 
counter 6.0 cm. long and 2.52 cm inside diameter 
with an anode wire diameter of 0.0466 mm. The 
commercially available counter window material 
supplied with the counter is mylar 6 p thick with 
one side covered with a thin layer of aluminum 
to  provide conduction for electrical charges. An 
aluminum disc with an aperture of 0.252 mm 
wide and 1G.16 mm high is placed over the 
counter window. P-10 gas (90 percent Argon 
and 10 percent alethane) flows through the 
counter a t  atmospheric pressure. 
The counter is connected to a preamplifier 
which r1rirf.s a !Inenr zmP!ifier hzving 2 rise time 
of about 0.2 p sec and a minimum input sensiti\~ity 
of about 5 mv. The output of the linear amplifier 
is fed into a single channel pulse height analyser. 
*This is a commercially available flow type counter made by the 
Siemens Co. in Germany and distributed in the 17.S.A. by the Eastern 
Scic,ntific Co., Cherry IIill. S . J .  
The output of the analyser is connectcd into a 
ratemeter and scaler circuit. 
EFFICIENCY OF COUNTER 
The optimum gas pressure a t  which one can 
operate a counter is dependent on the strength 
of available window material, the counting stabil- 
i ty as affected, for example, by the shortening of 
the plateau characteristic as the counter pressure 
is reduced, and the pressure a t  which the radiation 
is no longer completely absorbed in the gas path. 
Figure 3-F is a cun-e show-ing counting rate as  
a function of counter voltage, with the counter 
gas flowing a t  atmospheric pressure. This cun-e 
was obtained with an amplifier gain setting such 
that non x radiation background pulses were just 
be lo^ counting threshold. The proportional 
region is from about 1050 v to 2100 v and the 
Geiger region from about 2200 v to  2300 v. 
Beyond approximately 2430 v the counter goes 
into a continuous discharge. At atmospheric 
pressure the counter performs with excellent 
stability, haying a good plateau in the Geiger 
region. 
Other curves shown in Figure 3 illustrate the 
shortening of the plateau characteristic in the 
Geiger region as the counter pressure is reduced. 
At a counter pressure of 76 cm. of Hg one observes 
the plateau region extending from a counter 
voltage of approximately 2200 v to 2400 v while 
a t  a counter pressure of 40 cm. of Kg the plateau 
region is from approximately 1700 v to 1750 1,. 
COUNTER VOLTeGE V Ixlo'l 
FIGURE 3.-Family of curves showing the decrease in 
width of the plateau region as the counter pressure is 
reduced nt constant intensity of radiation. 
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At 17.5 cm. of Hg the counter goes from propor- 
tional operation almost directly into a continuous 
discharge. These data indicate that if one 
wishes to operate a t  low counter pressures a very 
stable high voltage power supply is required. 
This requirement is even more stringent if one 
wishes to  operate the counter in the proportional 
region. 
Since the primary object of the experiment is t o  
measure the absolute photon yield of character- 
istic carbon K radiation it is necessary to  know, 
among other factors, the gas absorption efficiency 
of the counter. This can be obtained from a 
study of the counting rate as a function of counter 
gas pressure. The results are shown in Figure 4. 
'0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 
PRESSURE (CM) 
FIGURE 4.-Counter gas absorption efficiency as a function 
of counter pressure for constant intensity of radiation. 
The fact that the counting rate does not increase 
for pressures above 40 cm. of EIg indicates that  
complete absorption of the radiation has takcn 
place a t  the higher pressures. The absence of a 
decrease a t  higher pressures indicates the absenc~e 
of a dc:~tl region in the counter.' Below 40 cm. 
of I3g the counting rate docs decrc:~se, indicating 
that the gas path is not optically thick : ~ n d  hencr, 
that the gas a1)sorption c~f'ficicncy of tlic countcr 
is decreasing from 100 perccnt. 
In order to  identify the origin of soft x rays 
produced by the source, it was necessary t o  
operate the counter in its ~roportional region 
thereby obtaining a degree of energy resolution. 
The extent to which proportional operation was 
achieved was checked by comparing the pulse 
height distributions of counts obtained from a 
carbon and from an aluminum target. Using a 
counter voltage of 2100 v, the electronics were 
set such that the peak for characteristic carbon K 
radiation occurred for 10 v pulses. Under these 
same electronic conditions, :L peak W:LS observed 
for characteristic : ~ l ~ ~ m i n u m  K mdintion a t  57 v. 
The values obtained for carbon :~ncl aluminum 
werc plottrcl against their respective K band x 
ray energies. These points lay on a straight line 
passing through the origin thus showing that the 
co~lntcr, at 2100 v, was operating in the propor- 
tional region. 
Figure 5 shows the pulse height distributions 
of carbon R band ratlintion with con:tnnt current 
and various target voltages using thr  commerci- 
ally availnl)lc counter window rnatvrial. The 
curves show a secbondary m:tsimurn ivliicli in- 
crrascs r:~pidly as tlie t~1rgc.t volt:~gc. is increased. 
This sccondnry pc\:ll< has 1)ccn :~ttributed to  
l)rcmsstrahl~~ng r:~cli:ltion. Thc p11lsc height dis- 
tri1)lltion of cnrlmn h' l):~n(l pliotons occurs 
1)rtwct.n 5 v :~nd  al)out 35 v while that tluc to  
continl~um photons r:.ngrs from 35 v to beyond 
105 v depending on thc target voltage. I n  
Figure 5 one observes that a t  a target voltage of 
1000 v no o1)serval)le continuum is present. As 
a target voltage is increased to 1500 v the con- 
tinuum 1,cgins to be detcctcd in thc pulse voltage 
range from 40 to 80 v. At 1300 v the continuum 
radiation w:~s 9.3 percent of the tot:rl count rate 
(c:~rbon+continuum) whereas a t  3000 v it was 
44.0 perccnt of the total count rat?. Tlic per- 
centages st:~ted arc v:~lid o n l ~  for tlie pnrticu1:tr 
countcr window which was used since the trans- 
mission of the window is tlic dominant factor. 
The results :ll)ove clearly show that the continuum 
must be taken into considcr:~tion when detcrmin- 
ing the absolute photon yield of carbon K hand 
radiation, cspecially whrn using tliick rounter 
windows. 
The transmission of the counter window to be 
used for intensity mcasuremcnts in the carbon K 
hand wavelength region was directly measured 
6 ,--\ 
/ ~4.4*---*-----... \ 
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PULSE HEIGHT VOLTAGE (V) 
FIGURE 5.-Pulse height distribution curves for various 
target voltages with constant beam current using an 
aluminum-mylar window. 
using a remotely controlled solenoid which placed 
the window between the x ray source and the 
counter having a window of unknown trans- 
mission. A soienoid controiieci shutter couid aiso 
be introduced in the x radiation path to check 
that  the counter was counting only photons from 
the source. The transmission of the window u7as 
measured using only counter pulses produced by 
K band photons. This was done by first record- 
ing the total x ray counting ray (continuum and 
K band) with the window in and out of the 
radiation path. The same procedure was fol- 
lowed, with the appropriate changes in electronic 
setting, to determine the counting rate due to the 
continuum alone. The difference between the 
total counting rate and that due to the continuum 
gave the counting rate of the carbon K band 
radiation. The ratio of the carbon K band 
counting rates with the window in and out of the 
x radiation path gave the transmission of the 
window. This procedure was followed for target 
voltages of 1.0, 1.5, 2.0, and 3.0 KV. The aver- 
age transmission of the window a t  the carbon K 
band was calculated to be 2.43 percent k0.05 
percent. This window was then placed in the 
counter and the intensity measurements were 
made. 
INTENSITY MEASUREMENT 
I t  was necessary to discriminate between 
counter pulses produced by characteristic K 
radiation and pulses produced by continuum 
photons in measuring the absolute K band photon 
yield of the source. The electronics were first 
set so that the counting rate due to the carbon K 
band plus continuum radiation was recorded. 
Then the electronics were set so that only the 
counting rate due to  the cont,inuum radiation was 
recorded. The difference between the total 
counting rate and that due to the continuum gave 
the counting rate of the carbon K band. This 
procedure was followed for target, voltages in 
steps of 0.5, 1.0, 1.5, 2.0, 2.5 and 3.0 KV. 
The absolute number of carbon K band quanta 
was obtained with a knowledge of the counter gas 
absorption efficiency, count rate, beam current, 
transmission of the counter window and the solid 
angle. Curve X in Figure 6 shows the absolute 
quanta per electron per unit solid angle as a 
function of target voltage for an aquadag target. 
Anot,her experiment mas carried out utilizing 
- 
spectroscopically pure carbon as the target mate- 
rial. 'I'he source configuration was the same as 
the one for aquadag previously described (the 
target in this case being a circular carbon disc 
one half inch in diameter and one-eighth inch 
thick.) The target was filed to smooth its surface 
to some extent. Absolute photon yield measure- 
ments were made under the same conditions as 
those in the experiment with aquadag. The 
results, shown in Figure 6, curve l3, indicate that 
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FIGURE 6.-The absolute pl~oton yield of Carbon K band 
radiation as a function of target voltage Vo. 
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the photon yield for pure carbon is slightly 
higher than for aquadag. 
4 . 0  
At a later date the photon yield measurement 
was repeated using a thin window (cellulose 
nitrate) made a t  this laboratory. Employing the 
same geometry and source of radiation, the trans- 
mission of the cellulose nitrate window in series 
with an electroformed mesh was determined to  
be 44.0 percent k2.0 percent. This is an 
increase in transmission by a factor of 18 over the 
6 p thick mylar-aluminum window. 
V, (KV) 
Figure 7 shows the pulse height distribution 
curves obtained using the cellulose nitrate win- 
dow. I t  is evident from figures 5 and 7 that the 
counting rate is lower with a mylar-aluminum 
window and beam current, of 20.0 pa than with 
the cellulose nitrate window and a beam current 
of only 2.0 pa. The shapes of the pulse height 
distribution curves in Figures 5 and 7 are similar 
except that the secondary maximum, attributed 
to  the continuum, is more pronounced with the 
thicker counter window. The reason for this is 
that the thin cellulose nitrate window has 
practically the same transmission for the carbon 
K band as it has for the continuum radiation 
whereas the mylar-aluminum window has a much 
lowcr 1,r:~nsmission for the carbon K photons 
than it has for the continuum. 
Curve C in Figure 6 shows the absolute photon 
yields measured with the cellulose nitrate counter 
window. The results are within 5 percent of 
those photon yields obtained with the 6 p thick 
BEAM CURRENT - 
I 
2 0  pAMP 
COUNTER VOLTAGE -1650 VOLTS 
AMPLIFIER ATTENUATION- 20 
CHANNEL WIDTH 2.0 VOLTS 
COUNTERPRESSURE- 40.9un 
CHAMBER PRESSURE  3.2 x 10-5rnm 
COUNTER wINoow- CELLULOSE N?RATE 
PULSE HEIGHT VOLTAGE (V)  
FIGURE 7.-Pulse height distribution curves for various 
target voltages with constant beam current using a 
cellulose nitrate window. 
/ mylar-aluminum window. This check indicates that the measurements made with both window I materials agree within experimental error. 
I DISCUSSION 
The following corrections have been made in / the observed photon yield measurements: Con- 
tinuum radiation, counting rate in the low energy 
tail of the pulse height distribution and trans- 5 
E mission of the counter window. 
No corrections have been made for the spurious 
effects due to back scattering electrons because 
the target has a low back scattering coefficient 
and only a small proportion of back scattered 
electrons have energies sufficiently high for carbon 
K exci ta t i~n.~ No correction was made for sur- 
face condition of the target material. Errors due 
to analysis and apparatus have been calculated 
to be less than 10 percent. The results of this 
experiment may be compared with experimental 
work done by Dolby.* His absolute photon 
yield measurements are higher by a factor of 
about 1.7. For example, a t  a target voltage of 
1.0 KV Dolby's measurement is 1.7 X quanta 
per electron per unit solid angle, before a surface 
condition correction was made as compared to 
0.98X 10-5 obtained in this experiment. Brown 
1 and Ogilvie l4 found Dolby's measurements for 
i aluminum to be higher by a factor of 2. I t  is not 
clear why Dolby's measurements are higher for 
carbon or aluminum; however, Campbell l3 dis- 
cusses possible experimental errors. 
CALIBRATION OF SCANNING SPECTROMETER 
AT 44A 
The foregoing calibration technique has been 
applied in the calibration of a grazing incidence 
grating spectrometer designed to measure solar 
soft x ray and extreme ultraviolet radiation 
(Behring, Neupert and Nichols).ll Radiation is 
incident on the grating a t  an angle of 88". The 
diffracted rays continue to the exit slit in front of 
the detector, which is a Bendix Magnetic Electron 
Multiplier (M-306). This detector is mounted 
on a carriage which moves on a circular rail so 
that the exit slit follows along the Rowland circle 
where the spectrum is in focus. The plane of the 
exit slit stays approximately perpendicular to the 
diffracted ray at  all positions along the rail, there- 
by keeping the spectral passband nearly constant 
(to within one percent) for all angles of diffraction. 
Read out from the spectrometer was in analog- 
digital form, with the accumulation of each eight 
counts in the scaler circuit being reported as a 
change in voltage a t  the output of the electronics. 
Accumulation of multiples of eight counts (128 
and 2048 counts) was also reported by appro- 
priate algebraic combinations of voltages from 
two additional taps on the scaler chain. 
The source described in the first portion of this 
paper was used for operational tests of the 
instrument, the distance from source to entrance 
slit being adjusted to simulate, as closely as 
possible, the actual appearance of the sun in the 
direction parallel to the Rowland Plane. This 
requirement was compromised to some extent to 
obtain increased fluxes a t  the entrance slit. A 
distance of about twelve inches from source to 
entrance slit was chosen, sufficient to guarantee 
that radiation from all points on the source, 
passing through the entrance slit, would be 
intercepted by some exposed portion of the ruled 
surface of the grating. During observation of 
this source with the spectrometer a separate 
Bendix M-306 electron multiplier monitored the 
constancy of the beam which, as has been pointed 
out, remained stable to within 2 percent over 
a period of several months. 
The average of four scans through the carbon 
band is presented in Figure 8 together with mean 
FIGURE 8.-First order carbon K emission band as ob- 
served with a grazing incidence spectrometer using an 
X-ray target voltage of 1500 V and a beam current of 
1.00 ma. 
140 
120 T I SOURCE ANOM VOLTAGE: I W V  - SOURCE ANOM CURRENT: 1.00ma I 
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deviations for each of the points which represent 
averages over uniform intervals of the spectrum. 
The large deviations are attributable to statistical 
fluctuations and also to error in measuring the 
time intervals over which the groups of eight 
counts were accumulated. The probable error 
of each point is of the order of 10 percent. A 
smooth curve (dashed line), compatible with the 
spectral passband, has been drawn through 
these points. This curve is also consistent with 
a previous observation of the carbon band made 
by S i cgbahn . lThe  band was also observed in 
second order, appearing with reduced intensity, 
but still confirming the asymmetry which appears 
in first order. The entire nominal wavelength 
range of the spectrometer (lOA400A) was 
scanned and showed no regions of increased 
counting rates other than those associ:itcd with 
three orders of the carbon band. 
A calibration for the wavelengths of the band 
may be obtained even though the exact shape of 
the band is not known. One need only assume 
that the cfficicncsy of the instrument, e(X), defined 
as the probal)ilit y of rcc~ording onc count for onc 
photon having a wn~clength X entering the 
cntr:inrc slit, when the specatrometer is set on 
w:~velcngth An,  1)e the same for :ill w:~velengths 
in the b:~nd. In gc*neral, for :L flrrx Z(X) entering 
the instrument, one ol)t:~ins, as an outpl~t  from 
tlie spectrometer, a counting rate F(XO) given by: 
where S(X, XO), the instrumenfal transmission 
function, is defined as that fraction of the radia- 
tion of wavelength X incident on the focal plane 
of the spectrometer which is admitted to the 
detector when the spectromctcr is set on nr:tve- 
length l o .  Neglecting al)errations of tlic system, 
the function S(X, X O )  in the present case may he 
talien to be an isoccles triangle with a hnlf width 
specified as  AX. The limits of integr:~tion are 
chosen so as to in(-lude :~11  of the spcctr:~l output 
of t he sollrctl. 
Tlie proI)lc111 of rst iri~nting is m:~dc morc 
manngo:il)l(~, c~spcc~ially in the prc>hcnt cnsc, by 
intcgr:ttin~ F(Xo) ovcr A,,: 
where F is now the area under the output curve 
of the spectrometer (Fig. 8) with units of A .  
counts/sec. The limits chosen for this integration 
are appropriate for the symmetric transmission 
function just described. If the source of radia- 
tion is monochromatic, or nearly so, one may 
assume that the efficiency E is constant over the 
range of integration: 
The geometry of the spectrometer being cali- 
brated is such that the double integral may be 
reduced to two measurai)lc quantities, thereby 
making possible an estimate of c. We must 
make use of the fact that, for a scanning spectrom- 
eter in which the plane of the exit slit remains 
always perpendicular to the diffracted ray, the 
integral/s (A, ha) dX is independent of ho, the 
X 
wavelength setting of tlie spectrometer. Indeed, 
we have the further result 
where AX is, as before, the hnlf width of the instru- 
mcnt:~l transmission function. This half width 
is constant, to within 1 percent, ovcr the entire 
range (10A to 40OA) of the presmt spectrometer. 
One may cliangc the ortlrr of integration of the 
double integral, the mathcmat ical requirements 
for this operation being obviously satisfied, to 
obtairi : 
A? A?+AX 
= e / l ( h ) l ~ ( X ,  X0)dXodX 
A, XI-AA 
The integral over the input flux in tlie denominn- 
tor must be obtained by some Incans independent 
of the spectrometer. The proportional counter During calibration of the spectrometer the 
work supplied this measurement. target voltage of the source was 1500 V and the 
The result which has been obtained using a current 1.00 ma. yielding JP(X)dX=12.5XlO1O 
band of radiation is applicable to monochromatic photons/sec per steradian. Under these circum- 
inputs as well if one uses the peak output count- stances we obtain 
ing rate instcad of the area under the output 
curve. For a monochromatic input I&) ,  one has F = 147 t 15 A .counts/sec. 
Both F (Ao) and S (A, Xo) are maximized by taking 
X o =  XI. For the spectrometer being calibrated 
Using rl = 31.8 cm, r2 = 43.2 cm, and AX = 0.85 A, 
we obtain: 
S = 5.2 X lo5 photon cmW2 count-' 
- 
(exit slit equal in and length to the in the range from 43A to  46A. The 
entrance slit) probable error of this result is estimated to be 
Smax(A, XO) = 1, 15 percent. 
so that we obtain CONCLUSION 
This investigation of a commercially available 
proportional counter shows that it can be ,used 
as a detector for the absolute measurement of 
quanta in the soft x-ray region. Intensity In applying this calibration procedure to the 
measurements made with the mylar-aluminum 
calibration of the spectrometer we take 
and celiulose nitrate windows show that they 
where cp (A) is the flux from the source, per unit 
solid angle, and w is the effective solid angle sub- 
tended by the spectrometer. The limiting aper- 
tures used in defining this angle were the width 
of the entrance slit and the length of the exit 
slit. Taking 1V and L as the width and height 
of the respective slits, and rl and 7-2 their respective 
distances from the source, we obtain 
TFL 
=G28(h) 
In examining a distant source such as the sun, 
one wishes to compute the average number of 
incident photons, per square centimeter, which 
will resi~lt in one oiltpilt pulse from the spectrom- 
eter. This quantity, which we shall denote by 
S, is then given by 
agree well within experimental error. The 
counter can be used at  wavelengths longer than 
- 
44A by making use of suitably thin windows 
having high transmission. Using X-ray sources 
having targets made of light elements, i t  is pos- 
sible to obtain a calibration for a spectrometer, 
such as the one described here, at a sequence of 
discrete wavelengths in the soft x-ray region. 
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A MULTIPLE ELEMENT SOFT X-RAY SOURCE* 
A. J. CARUSO ASD W. JI. KEUPERT 
A multiple element soft x-ray source has been 
developed to study the soft x-ray region of the 
electremagnetic spectrum. The design of the 
source is such a s  to allow one to obtain radiation 
from six different elements without breaking 
vacuum. 
Figure 1 shows a cross-sectional diagram and 
top view of the soft x-ray source. The entire 
target assembly may be rotated, after removing 
the high voltage lead (A) and target positioning 
pin (B), t o  any one of the six target elements 
under high vacuum. The targets (G) are rec- 
tangles % by inches of pure stock elements or 
vacuum deposited elements on substrates which 
are easily removed and replaced by target mount 
screws (C). The present target mount (H) has 
been designed for photon detection a t  45 degrees 
with respect t o  the target surface. However, 
target mounts can be designed for photon detec- 
tion from 10 to 90 degrees with a modification of 
the filament position. 
The V-shaped filament, made of 5 mil. tungsten 
wire, is placed in the filament holder (E) and se- 
cured into position by knurled nuts so that the V 
portion is approximately % inch from the target 
surface and parallel to it. This configuration 
does not interfere with the rotation of the target 
assembly and produces an electron beam normal 
to the target surface with a diameter of approxi- 
mately % inch. The length of the source from 
(A) to (F) is 2% inches and the target assembly, 
including targets, has a diameter of 2.0 inches. 
If space is available a target mount of greater 
--,. -1-,:--...A r -  - . I  .L. . 
u a u l r l r  L L l  Lull be UraIgucu Lu ~ L G U I I I I I I U U ~ L C  111u1e 
targets. 
The test and evaluation was carried out using a 
flow type proportional counter with a stretched 
pulyprvpyiene counter window having a thickness 
of approximately 5000 A. The geometry of the 
'Published as Codda,d Space r"lzyhl Ctrcler Document S414-64-344.  
S o \  ember 1964. 
FIGURE 1.--Cross-sectional diagram of multiple element 
soft x-ray source: (a) phone-type jack high voltage 
connection, (b) target positioning pin, (c) target mount  
ing screws, (d) filament, (e) filament holder, (f) anode 
conductor, (g) targets, (h) target mount, (i) target 
mount screws to insulator, (j) O-ring, (k) target rotating 
pin, (1) insulator retainer, (m) O-ring, (n) insulator, 
(0) flange, (p) filament connection. 
test apparatus is such that radiation is detected 
within a solid angle of 2.34X lop5 steradians. 
The source was attached to the vacuum 
test chamber using the O-ring seai arrangement 
shown in Figure 1. I t  was operated a t  beam cur- 
rents as  high as 1.0 ma. and at pressures as low as 
8.OXlO-' mm Ilg. The intensity was linear with 
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respect to beam current to within 1.0 percent and operation. The target required no cooling a t  
photon emission for a given beam current was these low beam currents. Pulse height distribu- 
stable to within 2.0 percent over long periods of tions of carbon K and boron K radiation are 
shown in Figure. 2. 
The absolute photon yield of carbon K and 
boron K radiation was determined using this 
source. The results are shown in Table 1. The 
TABLE 1.-X-Ray Photons Yields i n  Units of f04N+ 
( N +  =photons per electron per 4 s  steradian) 
Accelerating 
Voltage (KV) 
0 . 5  _-.--._... 
1 .0  -___.--__. 
1 . 5  ...---.__- 
2 . 0  __-_._-.-_ 
2 . 5  ------.-__ 
3 . 0  ----.----. 
3 . 5  .----__.__ 
4 . 0 _ _ - - - . . - _ .  
- 
I - 
- estimated error for both absolute measurements 
- are 110 .0  percent,. The table compares our 
- measurements with Campbe1l's.l 
0 - ~ 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1  The authors wish to thank Mr. Walter Gates 
0 10 20 30 40 50 00 70 80 90 lW 110 
PJLSE HEIGHT VOLTAGE iV) 
for suggestions in the design of this source. 
FIGURE 2.-Pulse height distribution curves: (b) Boron K 1. A. J. CAMPBELL, Proc. Roy. Soc. (London) 274, 319, 
and (c) carbon K radiation 1063. 
Caruso & Neupert A. J. Campbell 
C 
0.21 
1.35 
2.60 
4 .20 
5.65 
7 .55
8.70 
.--_-.--. 
C 
0.21 
1.23 
2.20 
4.20 
7 .60 
9 .20 
B 
0 .12  
1.22 
2.70 
4 .30 
5.75 
7 .24 
8 .60 
. --__-. 
U 
0.24 
1.42 
3.25 
4 .50 
..-.-_._..---.---- 
7 . 5  
._.._.--..-------- 
0.95 
ULTRAVIOLET PHOTOGRAPHY AND SPECTROSCOPY 
I USING A SPECTRALLY SELECTIVE IMAGE CONVERTER* 
Laboratory and space research have both benefited from the new spectrally selective ultra- 
violet photodetectors. Large band-gap photoemitters, such as cesium telluride, having high 
quantum efficiencies in the ultraviolet and very 10%- yields a t  longer wavelengths are now avail- 
able. An image tube with such a cathode combines the advantages of spectrally selective photo- 
emission with the flux-integrating property of photographic emulsion. Observations can thus be 
made a t  selected ultraviolet wavelength regions, either photographically or visually, even in the 
presence of strong long wavelength backgrounds. Visual measurements a i th  a Cs-Te image 
converter, having a sapphire faceplate and a green phosphor, were made with the following results: 
(a) cathode quantum efficiency a t  2537 A is 0.016, which is expected to improve in future tubes; 
(b) ~nin i~na l  detectable converted 2537 A irradiance is 4 >< ergs cm* sec-I; and (c) tube back- 
ground is undetectable. Mercury spectra obtained with this tube demonstrate the expected high 
rejection of visible light. Tables are included which list the brightnesses of several extended 
ultraviolet and visible sources of interest in the space sciences. The luminance of visible sources; 
the radiance of ultraviolet sources; and the relative brightness, on a photon basis, of spectrally 
concerted ultraviolet sources along with visible sources are tabulated. 
There is a continuing need in spectroscopy and photography, in both laboratory and space 
research, for spectrally selective ultravioiet photodetection techniques. Photomultiplier detec- 
tors containing large band-gap photoemitting cathodes now exist which effectively discriminate 
against long wa~elengths.~*z An image tube with such a cathode can combine the  advantages of 
spectrally selective photoemission with either the flux-integrating property of photographic emul- 
sion or the synthesizing ability of a human observer. This paper includes a brief discussion of 
some of the considerations to be given to the choice of window and photocathode materials, extent 
of image intensification, etc. in converter design. Typical examples are given of the kinds of 
extended UV sources of astrophysical or geophysical origin which an astronaut might observe 
and photograph in various ultraviolet regions. 
IMAGE TUBE CONSIDERATIONS photoemitter is sensitive to visible light and is 
McGee3 and h10rton4 ha\,e recently prot7ided frequently not useful as an ultra\riolet detector 
excellent surveys of image tube development; because of the presence of long 
accordingly, here we will include discussions of I 
only those image tube parameters unique to 
ultraviolet detection. 
Figure 1 shows spectral response curves of some 
of the photocathodes used for ultraviolet phot* 
-. detection. 1 nese emissive materials have been 
used in phototubes with appropriate ultraviolet 
transmitting faceplates such as LiF, CaF2, s a p  om 500 2000 2500 3000 3500 4000 4500 5000 5500 6000 
,:$ phire, fused silica, etc. The conventional C s S b  WAMLMGTH lNGlXCS61 
8 -  
P FIGURE 1.-Spectral response of typical UV photocath- 
*Published sa Goddard Space Flight Center Document X-613-64-888. 
September. 1964. odes. These curves are taken from reference 1. The 
Woddard Space Flight Center and Institute for Defense Analyses. relative response of type 103a-0 film is from refer- 
I Arlington, Virginia. ence 5. 
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straylight. The spectrally selective cathodes 
Cs-Te and Cs-I are both relatively insensitive to 
longer wavelengths and make excellent UV detec- 
tors. Metal photocathodes, such as tungsten, are 
insensitive in the visible and have low yield in the 
middle ultraviolet (3000-2000A), but reach about 
10 percent quantum yield at  1000A. Also shown 
is the relative quantum yield of Eastman 103a-0 
spectroscopic film adapted from the Kodak hand- 
book.5 The response curves show that if a weak 
ultraviolet source must be observed in the presence 
of a strong visible background, then one must 
employ either spectral filtering or one of the 
spectrally selective cathodes, and occasionally 
both. 
Figure 2 shows a variety of available ultraviolet 
transmitting windows whose short wavelength 
cutoffs range from AX1050A (lithium fluoride) to 
AX3000h (Corning 0-54, glass). In general, these 
windows may be employed as the actual image 
tube faceplate. Howcver, in practice it is usually 
easier to employ as the faceplate either an alkali 
halide, sapphire, fused silica or vycor material and 
provide for additional short wavelength cutoffs 
by using either the appropriate material shown in 
Figure 2 or some other crystal, glass, gas cell, 
predisperser, etc. as desired by the user. 
In this paper, we report on an ITT ultraviolet 
image tube with a cesium-telluride cathode and a 
sapphire faceplate. However, in Figure 3 there 
is shown a few of many other combinations which 
1 @ CaF2 @ ADP @ Coming 9700 
- @ sigpris ~AI,o,~ 0 NiSO, IH201, @ Corning 0-W 
1 1 1 1 i 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 ~ ~ ~ 1 ~ ~ ~  
1000 15W 2000 2500 
J 
3000 
WAVELENGTH IANGSTROMSI 
FIGURE 2.-UV optical materials. Transmittance curves, 
uncorrectct1 for surface reflections, are shown for 
materials of thickness: 1-1.2 mm; 2-1 mm; 3-1 mm; 
4-1 mm; 5-2.5 mm; 6-3 mm; 7, 8, and 9 are each 
about 2 mm. 
0 
WAYLLENGTH IANGSTROMSI 
FIGURE 3.-Spectrally selective UV photodetectors. These 
curves are produced by combining some of the cath- 
odes and filters from Figures 1 and 2. 
are practicable, the spectral sensitivity curves 
being formed by combining the cathodes of Figure 
1 with the windows of Figure 2. Note the rela- 
tively narrow spectral response of Cs-I with sap- 
phire window; this region of AX1400 to 2000A 
might be of interest in the study of the Schumann- 
Runge Oz bands in the upper atmosphere. Note 
also the K-Br cathode with LiF window yielding 
a response from AX1050 to 1500-4 for observing, 
for example, stellar or nebular fluxes. In  many 
cases one would surely wish to exclude the strong 
Imaging System 
Optics 
- 
_C 0 Camera 
Objective Grating 
Spectrogmph 
[~tei la  ~pectro] 
Slit 
Spectrograph 
@irglow.~ebulosities] 
FIGURE 4.-UV imaging systems. Various possible optical 
systems for use with an image converter are shown. 
Either visual or photographic observation are repre- 
sented in the top picture. 
SESSORS 3 79 
Lyman (Y hydrogen emission in the upper atmos- 
phere; here one could employ a CaF2 window or 
filter. 
Figure 4 indicates three of many types of imag- 
ing systems. The top sketch, for example, shows 
a system which might be used by an astronaut for 
making both photographic and visual surveys of 
geophysical or astronomical objects such as air- 
energy distribution of airglow, nebulosities and 
aurorae. Since so little is known of the dynamic 
properties of ultraviolet aurorae, a movie camera 
might be substituted for the still camera depend- 
ing on whether one were interested in maximizing 
the observations of spatial or spectral distributions. 
Additional discussion on the expected radiances 
of celestial objects is given in a later section. 
FIGCRE 5h.-The spectrum of the Hg lamp is s h o ~ n  on both tubes. The extreme left line is 3650.1, the extreme light 
line is the green 5461A. Sevt to the first order green line is the second order 2537.1 line. Between the 2537.1 and 
the first order 3650.1 line are various blue and ultraviolet lines. So te  that with the PI7 tube only the 3537.1 line 
and a very faint 3650.1 trace are recorded. The visible and near UY lines do not appear at  all. 
glow, nebulosities, stellar and planetary sources, 
earth albedo, e t ~ . ~ - l l  In this case, the image 
tube acts as  a spectrai iiiier ar~d a nai-elengih 
converter. Conventional photographic film 
would be used rather than fragile ultraviolet 
sensitive spectroscopic films. The middle sketch 
dernonstratcs an objective grating spectrograph 
to observe and obtain, for example, stellar or 
planetary spectr:~: whereas the hottom sketch 
~vollld be a useful scheme for observing a spectral 
The spectral selectivity of an ultraviolet image 
tube having a cesium telluride photocathode, is 
demonsirut~:! by thc phct~graphs L R  Figttre 5. 
A tube manufactured by the ITT  Industrial 
Laboratories in Fort \Tajne, Indiana has been 
compared with a standard 7404 image tube with 
an S-13 cathode. Both are electrostatic, mono- 
voltage tubes with identical imaging structures. 
The tubes were used to photograph a mercury arc 
spectrum in an arrangement similar to that illus- 
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FIGURE 5B.-The spectrum of a Hg lamp in the presence of a strong continuum t)ackground (tungsten lamp) are re- 
corded on both tubes. The visible image converter spectrum is almost washed out while the UV tube spectrum is 
the same as in part A. 
tratcd in Figure 4 (bottom). The photographs 
show that although both tubes are equally sensi- 
tive to ultraviolet light, the Cs-Tc ultraviolet 
tuhc is not affcctcd a t  all by visiblc lines or stray 
light. 
I'igurc 6 is a photograph of a display of clcctro- 
optical binocu1:lrs nnd the image tubes described 
in this paper. The upper right hand corner shows 
a pair of infrared binoculars wliicli use stantlartl 
infrared imagc tul~cs with cesium-silver-oxygen 
photocathodrs. Tlie image tubes shown are from 
left to  right an I<CA 7404 (Cs-Sl) c:~thode with 
vycor window); : ~ n  ITT  UV tu l~c  (Cs-Tc r:~tliodc 
with snpphirc window); and an I<CA far-UV tnbc 
(Cs-I cnthode with LiI' \vintlow). The image 
tube binocwlnr, shown on the left wit11 oculars and 
rub1)cr sliiclds removed, is equipped with quartz- 
CaF2 doul~lct ol~jcctive lenses with a 10.8 cm 
focal length shown in thc dctachcd 1):~rrcls. The 
imagc tul~es, housed in the central cylinders of the 
main body of the binocular, arc powcrccl by a 12 
kilovolt miniature power supply. iLIonoculars 
rather than binoculars would IIC used in manncd 
space observations since extra-terrestrial observa- 
tions mould not apprecial~ly benefit 1)y double 
vision, certainly stcrcopsis is not involved hcre. 
Future developments of ultraviolet image tubes 
can include better collection optics and more 
sophisticated fcaturcs such as multi-stage imagc 
intrnsific.ation, magnetic focussing, siml~ltaneous 
clcctronic readout, color tmnsl:~tion, ctc. One or 
more additional stages of imngc. intensification 
(over the usual 30 or 40 gain in these single stagc: 
tnl~es) will he necessary in the c-nhcs of somc of thc 
intcxrcsting dim phenomena discusset1 in thc next 
section. 
The, clu:~ntum efficiency of the photocathode of 
the Cs-Tc tube reported herc is 0.016. In  1058, 
SESSORS 
FICVRE Ci.-rv image tubes and binoculars. (Pee text.) 
when the first rubidium or cesium telluride photo- 
multipliers were assembled the quantum effici- 
encies were even lower. Currently produced UV 
photomultipliers have yeilds of 0.05 or better and 
it is espected that  this will be achieved with the 
image converters. 1-sing our present tube, which 
has a green phosphor, as a converter we found 
that the minimal 253i.i irradiance detectable by 
the eye was 4x10-5 ergs cm-? sec-l. K i t h  the 
f j 5  objective the minimal dctecta1)le 2537-1 ra- 
3000.3); or better still, at  or above manned space 
altitudes (160 I<m or more) t o  minimize absorp  
tion by ouygen. The tab!e is dix-i(led into 3 
sections, the first relates to  phenomena in the 
risible region and is intended to provide (1) a 
convenient reference to  object* fairly well known 
and whose observations are within our normal 
diance of an estendrd source was 0.01 erg cm-? I , Luminnnce 
sec-' ster-'. K i t h  this tube, the non-irradiated I'henonlcnon 1 (crndIce rm-:I 
portion of the pho~phor (the hackground) xvas 
black. This is what ~vould be esn~r*tec! frc!11? !nrze I 
F 
pllotocmittcrs haye neRliEihle Milky \v"Y, (iinlnlcst ~'"m, 1 1 x 
Pcrsrup thermionic emi.:;.' -ion. Craensrhrin-- - - - - - - - - - - - - - -. ..I 1.6 x 10-9 
THE ULTRAVIOLET SCENE FROM SPACE 1-isible night glo\r i zenith 1. _. . _. - 1  2 X 
:\Iilk?- way hrighteqt region, near / I X10-8 
With reference t o  Table I. one can note the Carin:t 1 
large intensity range of cstended Zo(ii:ird light. (SO" rltrng:~tinn - - - / 1.2x10-; 
Yisil>lt~ night glo\v jedcc-on). _ - _ - _ I  G X lo-: (r:itllcr than point) source celestial objects of Orion nc,,uln 1112 _ _ _ - _ _ _ _ _  1 .!I.GxIO-~ 
interest. These can he 01,scrved only from a 
~ ~ 1 1  J I ~ ~ ~  _ _ - _ _ _ _ _ - _ _ _ _ - - - - - - - -  1 4 X lo- '  
vantage point above the ozonosphere (11-hieh Fluorelrent I rmp ism ~ ~ L i t e . .  ..I I x 10-1 
al)sorl~s the entire middle ~iltraviolet 12000- 
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TABLE 1 (continued) 
Radiance 
Phenomenon (ergs sec-I ~ r n - ~  ster-l) 
Rliddle UV night glow (nadir), 
2600A 
Orion nebulosity (mean), 1225- 
1350.4 
Orion nrbulosity (most intense 
part), 1225-1350.4 
Rlidtllcl VV nightglo\\ (edge-on), 
26OOA2 
Hydrogen Iyman-alpha glow 
(me:tn), 1216A 
T1\' Auror:~, \V:~llops Is. 22 Nov. 
1!)(;0 (zt,rrith), 1700-180012 
1-V Auror:~, JVa11ops I h .  22 Xov. 
IO(i0 (xcnitll), 1300-1800A 
Sulrl~t c:~rth :~ll)edo (nadir), 2600.2 
Rel:~tivc I3riglitness 
I'henomenon (Photon flux) 
Rlitltllc I'V nightglow (n:itlir), 
2600.1 
Orion IT\' nc~l)ulosit,y (bright por- 
tion), 1225-13%50A 
Rlill<y w:ry (III(~:LII). -- - . . . -. .. 
C;c~gc~nsc.l~c~in-. . . .  -. . . - - - - . -. . 
RIitltlltb I.\' riiglrtglow (c%dgtb-on), 
26001 
Yisil)lr riiglrtglow (zenith). . . . . 
IIgdrogen 1ym:ln-alpha g l o ~  
(rn(~:~ri), 1216&4 
AU~ORL 113[;-1. -. . . . - - -  -.  . .-. 
Zodi:ic:rl light (30" e1ong:ttion) - _ - 
Visible nightglow (edge-on) .-... . -
1:V Auror:~, \Vallops Is. 22 Sov.  
1!)6O (zenith), 1300-1800A 
Gre:~t Orion nebula RI42 ._..  . . 
Sunlit c:~rth 1'V albedo ( n ~ ~ d i r ) ,  
200014 
Aurora IRC-IV -..-.. - - --. . . . - 
Full moon ......___--__.....--. 
experience and (2) a means with which one can 
compare ultraviolet with visible sources. I n  the 
first section the 1uminanc.c (brightness) of each 
source is given in cd crn-?. In the second section 
of the tnt)lc, there is listed again a wide vt~riety of 
ce1csti:il UV sourc3cts a11 of which h:~vcl 1)c~en meas- 
ured from above the ozonosphere. Here the 
radiance (brightness) is given in ergs ern+ sec-I 
ster-1. Finally, in the third section, some of 
these sources are listed relatively on a brightness 
scale. The ultraviolet fluxes have been converted 
to  the corresponding 5500A fluxes on a one-for- 
one photon basis. 
With fast collection optics and higher cathode 
efficiencies, ultraviolet sources of radiance as low 
as ergs ern+ sec-I ster-I should be visually 
detectable with only single stage image converters. 
This radiance level includes most of the sources 
listed in Table I. Less bright sources will require 
further amplification stages to be detectable. 
High amplification of very dim sources will not 
necessarily increase the information content for 
visual detection since photon statistical fluctua- 
tions a t  low flux levels limit image re~ognition.~ 
Intensification of moderate brightness sources will, 
of course, make visual observation more comfort- 
able. 1nt)ensification of both weak and strong 
sources will reduce exposure times for photo- 
graphic recording. This latter effect can bc an 
important consideration in rocket as well as in 
manned space observations. 
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LOW ENERGY CHARGED PARTICLE DETECTION 
USING THE CONTINUOUS CHANNEL ELECTRON 
MULTIPLIER* 
DAVID S. EVASS 
It has been found to be possible to operate the continuous channel electron multiplier, a re- 
cently developed type of windowless electron multiplier, in a gain saturated mode such that single, 
charged particles entering the input mouth of the channel will initiate output pulses whose ampli- 
tude and shape are both uniform and independent of the character of the excitation radiation. By 
suitable design of the channel this saturated pulse can be made stable against changes in such 
operating conditions as ambient pressure and applied voltage. When operated in this mode the 
efficiency of the channel for the detection of electrons over the energy range 250 eV to 10 keV is 
estimated to be greater than 50 percent. 
INTRODUCTION an entrance window of 1.2 mg/cm2 thickness, 
The important contribution of low energy requires a minimum energy of 40 keV for ekctrons 
charged particles to outer radiation belt and and 500 keV for Protons to trigger a count. 
auroral phenomena has become apparent in the Scintillation counters, having only a very thin 
course of t,heir investigation. In  the case of coating of material over the scintillator to reduce 
visual aurora in the auroral zone, it has been found light sensitivity, have been used to detect electrons 
that the major portion of the total energy input is with energies as low as 3 keV. In the absence of 
supplied by charged particles having energies refrigeration, however, the light output from such 
below 40 keV. In one example (McIlwain, 1960)1, a small energy loss in a scintillator is to0 low to be 
a virtually monoenergetic beam of 6 keV electrons resolved as a pulse above the thermal noise of a 
was observed in association with a visual auroral photomultiplier tube. Moreover, photomultiplier 
display. tube anode pulses, arising from the liberation of 
Comparison of data obtained from different only one or a few electrons from a photocathode, 
detectors on Injun I in the outer belt has shown have a very broad pulse height distribution and so 
that the energy flux of electrons having energies are unsuitable for counting techniques. Under 
between 1 keV and 40 keV was often tenfold these circumstances, the anode output current, 
greater than that of electrons having energies rather than individual pulses, is often monitored 
above 40 keV (O'Brien, et al., 1962)2. Very as a measure of the total energy flux incident upon 
little, however, could be determined about the the scintillator. This method, however, is too 
particle intensity or energy spectrum of this low insensitive to detect weak particle fluxes and gives 
energy component. no direct information about the energy distribu- 
The efficient detection and energy analysis of tion of the incident particles. 
+I.,- uL.rjoc; !vn ,.-- cue~gy -- - - particies has, in practwe, posed a Bare electron multipliers with a dynode struc- 
number of problems. It is critically important ture similar to a photomulitplier tube have been 
that the amount of material surrounding the used to detect directly charged particles allowed 
active volume of the detector be minimized or, to strike the cathode. The absence of a ?hotton- 
ideally, eliminated altogether. As an illustration, electron conversion process a t  the cathode ~ermi t s  
the Anton type 213 Geiger-Miiller counter, having the use of a cathode material of relatively high 
*Published as Goddard Space Flighl C m h  Document X-611-64-164. 
work function, thereby reducing thermal noise. 
M ~ Y  1964. The detector response extends to extremely low 
383 
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energy particles because of the complete elimina- 
tion of an entrance window. Either the anode 
current or anode pulses from such a detector may 
provide a measure of the incident particle flux. 
As with the scintillation counter, however, the 
output pulse height distribution is very broad. 
I n  a typical case the pulses observed a t  the 
multiplier anode, due to  a beam of monoenergetic 
electrons striking the cathode, ranged over a 
factor of 100 in amplitude (D. Mathews, private 
communication). 
A recent development along the lines of a 
windowless electron multiplier is the Bendix con- 
tinuous channel eleptron multiplier described by 
Wiley and Hentlee (19C,2).3 The simplicity, small 
size, and ruggedness of this device make it icleal 
for use in sountling rocket and satellite research. 
Consequently, an investigation has begun a t  
Goddard Space Flight Center to  determine its 
characteristics as a detector for low energy charged 
particle radiation. 
DESCRIPTION OF THE CHANNEL MULTIPLIER 
In its simplest form, the channel multiplier is a 
striiight glass capillary tube having dimenhions 
such that the length-to-inside-(1iamctcr ratio is 
1)etweeri 50 and 100. Thc inside diameter itself 
may bc from less than a tcntll of a millimeter to 
more than a millimeter. A layer of spccit~l semi- 
conducting material, having secondary electron 
emission characteristics suitable for an electron- 
multiplication process, is deposited over the in- 
terior surface of the tube. 
When a potential difference is applied between 
the ends of the tube, an axial electric field is 
established down its length. Any electron ejected 
from the inside surface, for example t)y means of 
photoelectric or secondary emission processes, will 
thus be accelerated down the tube. Sin1ult:i- 
neously, the electron will drift across the tube \\-it11 
whatever lateral velocity \\-as acquired in the 
ejection process. The electron multiplication 
occurs when the potential difference and tube 
dimensions are such that  these free electrons gain 
enough energy from the electric field between 
encounters with the surface that,  on the average, 
more than one secondary electron is generated a t  
each encounter. 
In  this manner (Figure 1) a single electron 
ejected a t  the low potential or input end of the 
tube can result in an electron cascade of some 
magnitude a t  the high potential or output end of 
the channel. A typical experimental channel 
multiplier gain curve obtained by Wiley and 
Hendee is shown in Figure 2. 
The exact nature of the semicontlucting surface 
has not been published, although it has been 
shown by Angel, e t  al. (19G1)4 that the relative 
spectral response of the material to  the photo- 
electric effect is similar to that of tungsten, 
implying a worlc function of about 4 eV. Thus 
the channel has virtually no response to light of 
wavelengths longer than 1500A and essentially 
no background noise due to  thermionic emission 
of electrons. The surface is, moreover, quite 
statde with respect to  changes in the secondary 
emission ratio after extended and repeated ex- 
posure to the atmosphere. Hence, no special 
handling is necessary. 
In  \Viley and Hendee's investigations beta 
radiation, extreme ultraviolet light, and low energy 
photoelectrons from an illuminated photocathode 
were among the sources used to  excite the channel. 
I n  all cases, the output current collected by a 
separate biased anode a t  the output end was 
compared to the input excitation current to  obtain 
the electron gain data. In  general, the channel 
was operated in these investigations a t  a gain 
which did not permit ot)servation of the individual 
anode pulhes arising from single events a t  the 
front end of the channel; h e n c ~ ,  no work was done 
on this aspect of the channel multiplier. 
IPrciu~r~c I .-Illustl:~t,ior~ O F  tilt, c~lcc11.011 nlultij)lic:~tioli process within the ctrnnnel clcctroli ruultiplier. 
4 
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FIGURE 3.The experimental setup employed for the 
study of output pulses. 
10.- 
was essentially covered by a foil to collect the 
total charge of the electron cascade. The voltage 
pulse developed across the shunt capacity of the 
collection circuit was displayed on both an oscil- 
loscope and the output of a pulse height analyzer. 
With a knowledge of the collection circuit shunt 
capacity an electron gain could be determined 
from the voltage pulse amplitude on the assump 
tion that the cascade was initiated by a single 
secondary electron. 
Normally the collection end of the tube was 
DO operated a t  a potential between 1000 V and 4000 V 
- 
I I I I I I 
POTENTIAL DIFFERENCE ACROSS TUBE (VOLTS 1 with respect to both the input end and the sur- 
1000 1200 1400 1600 1800 2000 2200 241 
rounding stainless &eel vacuum system. This 
FIGURE 2.-An experimentally determined electron gain 
curve (after Wiley and Hendee). procedure lessened the chance of stray positive 
ions being attracted into the mouth of the channel 
causing anomalous counts. To expose any pres- 
The rep0rted here' On the hand, sure sensitivity in the multiplication process, the 
concentrated upon the characteristics of the pulses channel multiplier was operated at ambient pres- 
appearing a t  the output end of the channel. sures ranging from to mm Hg. The 
DESCRIPTION OF THE PRESENT WORK 
For the initial, exploratory phase of the inves- 
tigation, a number of straight channel electron 
multipliers were obtained. Most of these chan- 
nels had a length-to-bore ratio of 50 and an 
inside diameter of 1 mrn. For comparison, how- 
ever, two channels with inside diameters of l mm 
and length-to-diameter ratios of 100, and two 
channels having inside diameters of approximately 
.5 mm and length-todiameter ratios of 50 were 
also nhtrsirred. The =ensured ~ h n i e  i-esisia~~ce 
of the semiconducting layer was generally in the 
range lo9 to 101° Ohms. This resistance is the 
determining factor for both the power dissipated 
in the channe! and any effects associated with its 
RC relaxation time. 
The experimental scheme most often employed 
to investigate the channel's pulse output is illus- 
trated in Figure 3. The output end of the channel 
excitation radiation was provided by Cow, Fewl 
or SJ5 radioactive sources, or by the low energy 
charged particles produced by a Bayard-Alpert 
pressure gauge placed near the channel. 
The first examination of the channel's output 
pulses was made at  an applied potential of 1400 V 
and a pressure of less than 10-5 mm Hg. Under 
these conditions the channel gain was about lo5 
and a charge sensitive amplifier proved necessary 
in order to observe the output pulses at  all. The 
pulse height distribution of the output pulses 
wa:, fuw~ri Lo be very broad, the d~lferential pulse 
height distribution displaying a tendency to con- 
tinue rising with decreasing pulse height. I t  may 
be noted that the channel was operated in this 
case with a gain similar to the gains employed in 
the current output measurements of Wiley and 
Hendee. 
Further investigation showed, however, that 
when the channel's electron gain was increased to 
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FIGURE 4.-Saturated pulsc output from a straight chnn- 
nel multiplier. The  pulse amplitude is 100 mV and the 
pulse width is about 4p sec. 
more than about lo7, the pulse height distribution 
of the output pulses became peaked; i.e., all of the 
output pulses had nearly the same amplitude 
which was independent of the character of the 
exciting radiation. Figure 4 shows an oscillo- 
scope photograph of this effect. The appearance 
of this uniform output pulse is attributed to a 
saturation in the electron multiplication process 
basically caused by the magnitude of the clectron 
cascade. 
The high gain necessary for the appearance of 
the saturation effect was achieved through two 
separate but interdependent processcs. The first 
was simply an increase in the potential difference 
applied across the tube. Up to a point, this 
procedl~re will increase the gain by incre:~sing the 
average energy acquired by the individual clec- 
trons betwecn collisions, and so increasing the 
secondary electron emission ratio. 
The second mechanism depends on positive ion 
production by interaction between cascade elec- 
trons and residual gas molecules. These free ions 
are accelerated by the electric field toward the 
input end of the tube where they may interact 
with the wall to initiate a new cascade. This 
second, regenerative feedhaclc effect domin:~tes 
the behavior of the straight channel multiplier in 
the high electron-gain mode of operation. 
The clearest evidence of the role of ion feedback 
in controlling the multiplication process was the 
existence of a strong pressure dependence in both 
the amplitude and the character of the oritput 
pulse. If,  for example, the potcntial diffcrcncc 
was adjusted to  yield a satisfactory output pulse 
a t  mm Hg, :L dccrcase in pressure to mm 
Hg wor~l(1 c:~nsc the output pulsc height clistribu- 
tion to rcvert to the low amplitutle, bro:ld, 
"washed out" type of tiistril~ut ion previor~sly 
uncontrollable pulslng. 
The contribution of ion feedback was also 
evidenced in the tube's response to penetrating 
radiation. Under exposure to gamma rays from 
Co60, the channel output pulses exhibited the same 
peaked amplitutle distribution as was found when 
the excitation was by low energy charged particles 
unable to initiate cascades except a t  the very 
mouth of the tube. The unsaturated pulses that 
would have resulted from gamma ray interactions 
liberating electrons well away from the input end 
of the tube were not seen because of the efficient 
ion feedback mechanism. 
Perhaps, however, the most significant mani- 
festation of the ion feedback mechanism was 
revealed in its effect on the leading edge of the 
output pulse. The rise time of the output pulse 
was observed to be typically 0.5 microsecond, 
which compares poorly with the fcw tens of 
nnnosecontls estimated from the tr:~nsit timc down 
thc tnhe of individual cnscadc el(.c.trons. Close 
cx:lmination of th. 1c:tding cdgr of the pulse 
revealed a "st:~ir(-its~" appearance. This strongly 
suggested that the observed output pulse was the 
sum of numerous, successive electron cascades, 
each initiated by positive ions accelerated down 
the tube and striking the inner surface near the 
input end. The fact that this "htairc:~se" effect 
was observed a t  ambient pressures less than 
lop6 mm Hg indicates both the large number of 
electrons involved and the consequences of per- 
mitting relatively few ions to drift unobstructed 
to thc input end of the tube to restart a cascade. 
Indeed, the appearance of the pulse's leading edge 
is felt to be the most sensitive guide as to the 
presence and extent of ion feedback in the multi- 
plic:~tion process. 
DISCUSSION OF THE SATURATION EFFECT 
The tentative explanation of the gain satura- 
tion in the channel multiplier, which accounts for 
the :Lppe:Lranrc of output pulses of uniform ampli- 
tudc, is based upon the alteration of the potential 
DISTANCE FROM INPUT END 
FIGURE 5.-The potential plotted against position dong 
the channel multiplier. The solid line is in the absence of 
a cascade. The dashed line illustrates the change to be 
expected at the height of the cascade. 
gradient within the tube by surface charges de- 
posited on the interior walls of the tube during the 
multiplication process. The solid line in Figure 5 
displays the voltage as a function of position 
within the tube in the absence of a pulse, the 
semiconducting surface being assumed to be uni- 
form down the tube. During the electron multi- 
plication process, a positive charge accumulates 
upon the walls of the tube because of a net loss of 
electrons from the surface. The potential vs. 
position curve may then be altered to the one 
depicted qualitatively by the dashed line in Figure 
5 .  One will note that in the region BC (near the 
output end) the potential gradient has flattened, 
and the cascade electrons can no longer acquire 
the energy necessary to support the multiplica- 
tion process. On the contrary, this portion of the 
tube will tend to become an electron sink, thereby 
limiting the gain. 
Although no quantitative work has been done 
using this saturation model, observations on the 
nature of the multiplication process as a function 
of position in the tube provide a strong basis for 
beiieving that the gain limiting is indeed due to 
such a mechanism. In order to investigate this, 
a positively biased anode plate was placed a t  the 
output end of the tube to collect the cascade 
space charged and so insure that alterations of 
potential in the tube itself were due to only surface 
charges. The potential changes within the tube were 
observed by utilizing the capacitive coupling of a 
wire looped tightly around the outside of the tube. 
I t  was found that when the pickup loop was 
positioned toward the input end of the channel a 
positive pulse was observed, indicating that elec- 
tron multiplication was occurring. As the loop 
was moved toward the output end, a region was 
reached where the pulse was characterized by an 
initial positive phase followed by a negative 
phase. At a position still further toward the 
output, the pulse was entirely negative, indicating 
a net accumulation of electrons and a lack of 
multiplication. Whenever the channel was oper- 
ated in the non-saturating mode, a positive pulse 
was observed at  all points down the length of the 
channel, the entire tube apparently being utilized 
for electron multiplication. 
The model predicts the existence of a period, 
while the surface charge is being redistributed, 
during which reduced amplitude or no pulses will 
be observed. Such a dead time, lasting about 100 
microseconds, was observed at  high count rates. 
This dead time is, in principle, connected with the 
RC relaxation time of the channel, and hence 
may be reduced by decreasing the ohmic resis- 
tance of the semiconductor strip. Such a pro- 
cedure would be limited by the maximum allowable 
power dissipation of the device. 
DISCUSSION OF THE INSTABILITY 
The investigation of the channel multiplier was 
primarily directed towards its use as a radiation 
detector in satellite and sounding rocket experi- 
ments. The pressure environment is uncontrolla- 
ble in both systems; in the case of the sounding 
rocket changes in pressure over many orders of 
magnitude must be tolerated. Consequently, 
much of the investigation concerned itself with 
eliminating the dependence of the electron gain 
upon pressure and understanding the nature of 
the instability mentioned earlier. 
If the channel multiplier gain was adjusted to 
yield a saturated, stabie output puke at  lWb mm 
Hg and the pressure was then allowed to increase 
slowly as was described earlier, the instability 
first appeared as secondary after-pulses occurring 
30-100 microseconds after the initial primary 
pulse (induced by a radioactive source, for ex- 
ample). Further pressure increases caused con- 
tinuous pulsing, even in the absence of excitation 
radiation. The transition from after-pulsing to 
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continuous pulsing was a smooth and reversible 
one, and both are believed to be aspects of the 
same fundamental instability. 
The relatively long time delay before the ap- 
pearance of an after-pulse suggested a t  first that, 
if charged particles were directly responsible, the 
process giving rise t o  the instability was taking 
place over a volume much larger than the interior 
volume of the channel itself. However, experi- 
ments performed with the open ends of the tube 
effectively blocked by aluminum, stainless steel, 
or copper foils demonstrated that the unstable 
after-pulsing arose from within the capillary itself. 
Prospective models to explain the instability 
divided themselves into two crude categories. 
Models in the first class were basically dependent 
upon the magnitude of the electron cascade. 
Among these was, for example, the thin-film field 
emission of electrons from the semiconducting 
layer which had acquired a large surface charge 
density as a direct result of the electronmultipli- 
cation process. The possibility exists that field 
emission of electrons could persist long after the 
termination of the primary pulse and thus cause 
after-pulsing. The effect of any ambient pressure 
variation would simply be to change the magnitude 
of the electron gain and hence the surface charge 
densities involved. 
The second set of explanations is fundamentally 
connected with the existence of significant ion 
feedback in the channel. Referring to Figure 5 ,  
one observes that, although the potential altera- 
tion in the region BC effectively prevents an 
electron cascade developed in the region AB from 
arriving a t  the output, electron multiplication is 
still possible in the front portion. Hence, in this 
region of the tube, the regenerative ion feedback- 
electron multiplication process could constitute a 
means of self-perpetuating the presence of free 
charged particles until the back portion had 
recovered to the point of again allowing cascades 
to pass to the output. 
A third "combination" model, based on the 
production of neutral metastable molecules by 
the electron cascade, depends upon both the 
presence of residual gas in the tube and the 
creation of a large electron cascade. However, 
attempts to accentuate such a process through the 
introduction of helium rather than air as the 
residual gas proved fruitless. 
The strong interdependence between the magni- 
tude of the electron cascade and extent of ion 
feedback in the straight channels did not allow a 
clear demonstration as to which of the alternative 
explanations of instabilities was valid. 
The dominating influence of regenerative ion 
feedback in the straight channel is due essentially 
to the fact that ions, which are mostly produced a t  
the back end of the tube where the electron cas- 
cade is largest, are permitted to move to the input 
end where the subsequent liberation of electrons 
has the most effect. Clearly a channel electron 
multiplier in the form of a curved capillary tube 
would contain these ions in the back end where 
their effect on the overall electron gain would be 
negligible. Such a channel multiplier would have 
the additional benefit of minimizing the regen- 
erative ion-feedback-electron-multiplication proc- 
ess and thus give an indication of the basic cause 
of the instability. 
DESIGN OF THE CURVED CHANNEL 
In order to design a curved channel multiplier a 
crude calculation of the loop gain of the ion feed- 
back-electron multiplication mechanism was per- 
formed. The radius of curvature of the capillary 
tube was then chosen to reduce the loop gain 
enough to insure quenching of free charged par- 
ticles well within the observed dead time. 
Figure 6 shows a section of channel multiplier 
with a radius of curvature Ro. The path taken 
by an ion produced a t  the point A and moving 
under the influence of the axial electric field until 
striking the wall a t  B is shown schematically. 
The equations of motion governing the ion are: 
d2e 
r n r - + 2 m E = e ~  dt2 dtdt 
drdt By neglecting the coriolis force term -- and 
dtdt . . .. . 
approximating r  by Ro in Eq. 1, one may integrate 
the equations to obtain 
for the maximum possible distance through which 
an ion produccd a t  A will pass before striking the 
wall a t  B. 
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as the total number of electrons arising through 
the feedback mechanism. 
Recalling that C= 4 3 R d  and using the maxi- 
mum a at  a design pressure of lo-= mm Hg, one 
obtains for the loop gain 
I The time necessary for each oscillation of the 
Ro ion-electron process is no more than a few tenths 
of a microsecond. Hence, assuming the peak 
number of electrons to be lo8, a loop gain of .O1 
will insure that stray charged particles are com- 
pletely eliminated within a few microseconds. 
Further, a loop gain of .O1 would indicate that the 
contribution of ion feedback to the overall electron 
T + gain of the tube is no more than 1 percent a t  a 
FIGURE &-A section of a curved channel multiplier dis- pressure of mm Hg. Eq' ' becomes 
playing the quantities used in the calculation. 
Because the electron multiplication may be 
considered uniform along the length of the tube, By setting the inside diameter d equal to 1 mm 
it foliows that the electron gain over a length a of and the length L equal to 100 mm, the equation 
the tube is related to the electron gain over the may be solved numerically to obtain 
full tube length L by the expression Re = 2.4 cm. 
G ( L )  being approximately lo8 for a saturated 
pulse. 
Given a number of electrons N passing a point 
P in the tube, the number of ions created as a 
function of the distance x further down the tube 
is given by 
where a is the first Toa-nsend coefficient. 
We take the worst case and assume that all 
these ions move the maximum permissible dis- 
ta~lce C hefnre striking the interior wall of the 
tube and, with a probablity of 1.0, eject a secon- 
dary electron. This electron is itself multiplied up 
to give a net gain at  the point P of 
A channel multiplier designed to such specifi- 
cations would be in the form of a circular arc 
extending over about ?.5 of a circle having a 
radius of 2.4 cm. 
I n  addition to the approximations made specif- 
ically in the calculation, the effect of gas absorbed 
upon the inner walls has been neglected. The 
ionization of this adsorbed gas is probably most 
important a t  relatively low pressures and accounts 
for ion feedback observed below lop6 mm Hg. 
The effect upon the gain function G(x)  of altering 
the potential gradient inside the tube during a 
cascade has also been neglected. However, the 
choice of the loop gain is conservative to the point 
that if ehnnges In G(T> nrrllr; the electron cascade 
will in all probability still be quenched. 
CHARACTERISTICS OF THE CURVED CHANNEL 
MULTIPLIER 
dN' = cuNoG(L)rILG(L)("-2'lLdx (6) 
The curved channel multiplier obtained from 
which, when integrated to obtain the contribution the Bendix Cor~oration, shown in Figure 71 had 
of all the ions of interest, gives an inside diameter of 1 mm and a length-to-diame- 
ter ratio of 100. The capillary tube had the 
N'= aNG(L)'ILf (7) form of an arc extending over 3j of a circle having 
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FIGURE 7.-The curved channel multiplier used in the 
experimentation. The channel is mounted in a ICel-F 
block for ease of handling. 
a radius of curvature of 2.0 cm. The experi- 
mental arrangement was identical to that used 
with the straight channel multipliers. 
I t  was quickly established in the initial trial of 
the channel that the saturated pulse mode of 
operation was induced at  an electron gain of about 
5X107, roughly the same gain as was found 
necessary in the straight channel. In order to 
achieve this gain, an applied potential of 3000 V 
was required. 
To determine whether ion feedback was inter- 
fering with the electron gain mechanism, a careful 
examination was made of the leading edge and 
rise time of the output pulse. I t  was found that 
a t  all pressures below mm Hg the rise time of 
the putput pulse was less than 20 nanoseconds; 
moreover, the leading edge gave no evidence of 
distortion by ion feedback effects. Subsequent 
observations showed no variation in the electron 
gain of the channel multiplier during a change of 
more than two orders of magnitude in pressure, 
thus substantiating that there was no effective 
above a few microns. This pressure, however, is I 
well above the maximum pressure expected during 
the operation of the channel in sounding rocket or 
satellite experiments. 
I t  is clear that either the ion feedback-eIectron 
multiplication process described earlier or another 9 
mechanism dependent upon ion feedback effects 
was the basic cause of the instabilities observed 
during investigations using the straight channel. 
Figure 8 displays the output pulses from the 
curved channel in a case where the excitation was 
by 200 eV ions produced by a Bayard-Alpert type 
gauge. A comparison with the output pulses 
from a straight channel (Fig. 3) shows an apparent 
loss of resolution or "sharpness" in the pulses 
from the curved channel. The peaked pulse 
height distribution remains, however, entirely'com- 
patible with straightforward pulse-counting tech- 
niques. I t  should be pointed out that the rise 
time of the pulse shown in Figure 8 has been 
lengthened to about 0.1 microsecond by an 
emitter-follower circuit used a t  the output in 
order to drive the shunt capacity and thus obtain 
greater voltage amplitude. 
Once a channel multiplier having a stable pulse 
mode of operation had been obtained, an examina- 
tion of the efficiency of the channel for the 
detection of very low energy charged particles 
was begun. This efficiency, in principle, depends 
first upon the probability that the incoming 
primary particle will produce one or more secon- 
dary electrons when striking the input end of the 
channel, and secondly upon the probability that 
the initial secondary electron will result, after 
multiplication, in a saturated output pulse (collec- 
tion efficiency). 
Masscy and Burhop5 have pointed out that the 
energy distribution of secondary electrons emitted 
The sole observable effect was a distortion in the I:~o~r~tr: 8.-Thc s:ituntted output pulses fro111 the curved 
shape of the output pulse evident a t  pressures cIin~iricI multiplier. .21 ~ / c m ,  .2r sec/cm. 
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I from a surface under impact from primary charged 
particles, is not strongly dependent upon the 
type or energy of the primaries, the secondaries 
in general being emitted with energies of only a 1 few eV. Hence, it may be expected that the I 
18 
"collection efficiency" of the channel will remain 
more or less independent of the character of the 
1 incident radiation. One may conclude, then, that 
changes observed in the channel's counting effi- 
ciency due to changes in the incident radiation 
essentially reflect the variation in the secondary 
F electron emission ratio with the energy or type of 
the incident particles. Therefore, by considering 
the general behavior of the secondary emission 
ratio exhibited by all materials, one may obtain a 
crude picture of the energy dependence of the 
detection efficiency of the channel. 
I t  would be expected, for example, that the 
channel responds initially to electrons having 
energies of about 10 eV. The relative efficiency 
should then increase with increasing primary 
electron energy, reaching a maximum for some 
energy in the range from a few hundred to a few 
thousand eV. As the primary electron energy is 
increased still further, the secondary emission 
ratio displays-in all materials-a long, very slow 
decline which will be mirrored in a similar decline 
in counting efficiency. In the case of tungsten, of 
interest because its photoelectric spectral response 
is similar to that of the material used in the chan- 
nel, the secondary electron emission ratio has a 
maximum of 1.4 for an incident energy of 700 eV 
and declines to .12 for primary electron energies 
of 200 keV. 
When ions (protons) are allowed to excite the 
channel, the counting response should first be 
observed with ions having an energy of a few 
hundred electron volts. Above this threshold the 
secondary emission ratio, and, therefore, the 
counting efficiency, rapidly increases with increas- 
ing ien en~rgy,  and: judging from typical second- 
ary emission curves, this relative efficiency remains 
large for ion energies up to several hundred keV. 
I t  should be pointed out that particles of these 
energies may directly initiate a count only by 
entering the channel through the open mouth. It 
is estimated that to penetrate the tube's glass 
walls and initiate a cascade a t  a point well down 
the tube from the input end, an electron must 
have about 0.5 MeV and a proton about 5 MeV. 
Excitation by x-ray bremsstrahlung from lower 
energy electrons is a possibility, of course. 
The collection efficiency, acting in a sense as 
the normalizing factor for the relative response 
curve, is believed to be quite high; probably 
greater than 50 percent and perhaps as high as 
80-90 percent. This conclusion is based on a 
measurement of the channel multiplier's absolute 
efficiency for the detection of beta rays from S35. 
This particular beta spectrum has an end point 
at  169 keV and an average electron energy of 
about 60 keV. For incident electrons of this 
average energy, the secondary emission ratio for 
true, low energy secondary electrons is about 0.35, 
based upon the data for tungsten. The absolute 
efficiency for the detection of betas of the S3= 
spectrum was observed to be about 25 percent, 
from which one may infer a collection efficiency 
of around 75 percent. Uncertainties in the cali- 
bration of the radioactive source and possible error 
in using the properties of tungsten rather than 
those of the actual channel multiplier surface 
leave some doubt as to the exactness of this 
figure. However, the figure of 75 percent does 
not seem to be in great error. The fact that rela- 
tively few cascades are terminated during the 
first stages of multiplication by the complete loss 
of an electron into a wall is probably due to the 
cascade electrons being constrained to intersect 
the wall at  a glancing angle. This insures that 
the secondary electrons are produced very near 
the wall surface and are thus able to leave the 
wall with very little possibility of absorption in 
the semiconducting material. 
In addition to the efficiency measurement made 
with the aid of a radioactive source, attempts were 
made to obtain similar data by using a beam of 
low energy, monoenergetic particles from a Van 
de Graaff generator to excite the channel. These 
experiments were unsuccessful because of the in- 
ability to measure the very weak input particle 
flux that was necessary to avoid dead iiiiie egects 
in the channel. On the other hand, experiments 
of this kind are critically important in determin- 
ing accurate detection efficiency vs. particle 
energy characteristics, and work has begun to 
solve the technical problems involved. 
Of great interest also insofar as practical appli- 
cation is concerned, is the relative variation in 
detection efficiency with changes in either the 
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ambient pressure of the applied potential. An 
investigation of such effects was easily carried out 
by using a stable radioactive source, in most 
cases S35, and the results were very encouraging. 
I t  was noted, for example, that the count rate of 
the channel due to the radioactive source dis- 
played no systematic variation that could be 
attributed to a change of two decades in ambient 
pressure. This result might have been expected 
from the pressure independence of the electron 
gain in the curved channel. 
When the count rate was plotted against ap- 
plied potential (Fig. 9), no significant change in 
efficienry was evident as long as the electron gain 
was sufficient to maintain the saturated mode of 
operation. During this phase of the experiment 
it was noted that if the applied voltage was in- 
creased rapidly by several hundred volts it re- 
quired several minutes for the counting rate to 
stabilize to the nominal value from an initial 
somewhat higher value. The net variation in 
count rate during the stabilization amounted to 
only one to two percent and would not, in prac- 
tice, give rise to any trouble. 
The long term count rate stability of the chan- 
nel multiplier was demonstrated in the course of 
these experiments in which no gross changes in 
count rate were observed during continuous 
operation lasting over several days. However, 
short term decreases in the electron gain of the 
channel were induced by operating the channel a t  
very high count rates. This fatiguing would 
result in gain changes ranging as high as 50 per- 
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POTENTIAL OIFFEIEWCL &CROSS T U B E  l l r l  
I ~ I G ~ R E  9.-The count rate of the ch:~nnel is a function 
of applied potential. The excitation was provided by a 
S3& source. 
cent and persisting for up to five hours. Fortu- 
nately, the fatigue in gain was not accompanied 
by any apparent effect upon the detection effi- 
ciency of the channel-provided, of course, that 
the degraded gain remained sufficient to result in 
a saturated output pulse. 
The conclusion on the basis of these preliminary 
studies is that as long as the channel is operated 
with an electron gain of five to tenfold higher than 
that needed to insure a saturated pulse, it will 
provide a suitable and reliable low energy charged 
particle detector for space physics experiments. 
Of particular importance, the curved channel 
multiplier appears to exhibit excellent short and 
long term stability when operated in the counting 
mode, even in the presence of relatively large 
changes in applied potential, wide variations in 
ambient pressure, and gain fatigue effects occur- 
ring a t  excessively high counting rates. 
Among the numerous further investigations 
that are contemplated are the determination of 
counting efficiency as a function of incident par- 
ticle energy and a study to ascertain the effect, if 
any, of gas adsorbed upon the interior surface of 
the tube. This second phenomenon could cause 
FIGURF 10.-h f l i ~ h t  model of a ch:innel multiplier detec- 
tor unit, with a11 unpottcd channel bcside for comparison. 
very long term drifts in the efficiency of a channel 
multiplier in a satellite. 
Because the output pulse from the channel 
muit.iplier carries no information concerning the 
type or energy of the primary radiation, knowl- 
edge of these parameters must be obtained by 
magnetic or electrostatic analysis of the incident 
radiation prior to its entering the channel. Fig. 
10 displays one simple approach to the solution 
of this problem. The channel multiplier, its out- 
put end sealed with a protective cap, has been 
potted into a groove cut in a phenolic block. The 
rectangular area in the block contains the potted 
load resistor and output coupling capacitor. A 
small permanent magnet positioned behind the 
collimeter tube provides analysis of the type and 
energy of the radiation entering through the 
collimeter. 
ELECTRON ENERGY ( K E V )  
FIGURE 11.-The relative response of the detector system 
as a function of energy. 
The quality of the energy discrimination for 
electrons is displayed in Fig. 11 where the relative 
response of the detector system has been plotted 
against the incident electrons. The magnet 
strength and position were chosen to obtain maxi- 
mum response at 3.5 keV, and in this case a very 
constant response from 2.75 to 4.5 keV was 
obtained. 
A number of units of this design, utilizing mag- 
nets of varying strengths to obtain a particle 
energy spectrum, were successfully flown on 
sounding rockets during the spring of 1964 to 
obtain information on the low energy portion of 
the auroral particle spectrum. 
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AN ULTRAVIOLET SPECTROPHOTOMETER FOR 
SATELLITE ASTRONOMY * 
KENNETH HALLAM AND JOHN MANGUS 
An astronomical spectrophotometer is described which was designed for use on OSO-B, the 
second U.S. Orbiting Solar Observatory. The spectrophotometer is intended to analyze the 
ultraviolet emission fro111 stars and nebulae. The entrance slit of the spectrophotometer defines 
the field at the primary focus of a 6-inch Gregorian reflecting telescope. The secondary serves 
as the collimator for a rotating 1200 lineslmm plane reflection grating. Diffracted light from the 
grating is collected by an off-axis parabaloid and focused through the exit slit to  the photomulti- 
plier. The signal fro111 the photomultiplicr is pulse-counted and fed into the magnetic tape storage 
of the space-craft. The instrument utilizes the spin of the gyroscopically-stabilized satellite to  
sweep the 1" X0.4" field over the ce1esti:tl sphere. Slow precession ofJhe spin axis allows eve~tua l  
covertge of the whole sky. Ten adjacent wavelength bands of 180 A width between 1500 A ?nd 
3300 A are defined by successive steps of the grating. An input flux of 4 X erglsec. cm2 A or 
over results in a statistical error in the output of 2 percent, while a flux 8 X lo-" erglsec. cm2 
may be determined within 10 percent mean error. This sensitivity will permit useful 0bserv:~tions 
of stars 5 stellar magriitudes f:tinter than the brightest ones. Details of the optical system and 
special requirements imposed upon it  by characteristics of its special environment are reviewed. 
INTRODUCTION SPACECRAFT 
An astronomical spectrophotorneter is described 
which is designed to gather comprehensive data on 
the ultraviolet radiation from the brighter stars 
and nebulae. The experiment is constructed for 
use in a wheel compartment aboard the Orbiting 
Solar Observatory B spacecraft. Precession of 
the satellite spin axis about the solar vector com- 
bined with the earth's rnovemcnt with respect to 
the sun are utilized in obtaining nearly full sky 
coverage of both the northern and southern hemi- 
sphere. Spectral scanning is accomplished by the 
incremental movement of 1200 line/mm original 
plane reflection grating blazed for 20008. I ts  
spatial resolution of lo .OOXOO .44 is preserved by 
sequencing the spectrophotometer output to an 
azimuth sensor. Viewing of scattered solar irra- 
diance from the Earths upper atmosphere necessi- 
tated the incorporation of an albedo sensing 
system into the experiment to minimize residual 
saturation effects in the spectrophotometer 
detector. 
The Orbiting Solar Observatory B as shown in 
Figure 1 consists of a pointed experiment com- 
partment, a solar array and a rotating wheel sec- 
tion. In orbit, the oriented experiment compart- 
mcnt is aligned parallel to the solar vector and the 
solar array is kept nearly perpendicular to the 
solar vector by sun sensors and the control system. 
SAIL I ,--. 
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ment of the Japanese Journal of Applied Physics. May 1969. 
ORBITING SOLAR OBSERVATORY B 
FIGURE 1.-Orbiting Solar Observatory B. 
The spin axis of the satellite is nominally perpen- 
dicular to the solar vector throughout the useful 
lifetime of the spacecraft. This perpendicular 
relationship is maintained within + 3.5 degrees by 
means of the control system. However, the space- 
craft is not controlled in roll about the solar vector 
and will precess approximately one degree in 24 
hours. This precession will cause the spin axis to 
sweep an arc through approximately one half of 
the celestial sphere during the course of the six 
months satellite lifetime. Similarly the plane in 
which the wheel rotates will sweep over the entire 
celestial sphere. By mounting the spectropho- 
tometer in the wheel plane, it may therefore cover 
both the northern and southern hemisphere with 
high positional accuracy. 
The spinning wheel section, which provides 
gyroscopic stability to the spacecraft, is divided 
into nine compartments. Five compartments 
house experiments and the other four contain 
telemetry, control and command systems. 
SPECTROPHOTOMETER 
Unlike a laboratory instrument, one must work 
backwards, by first determining the constraints 
placed on the spectrophotometer design by the 
spacecraft and the spacecraft environment. The 
high rotational rate (30 rps) of the wheel indicates 
that observations should be made looking parallel 
to the spin axis to gain sufficient time for accurate 
measurement of the flux gathered by the instru- 
mental optics. Although this is quite possible, 
analysis of the satellite motion indicates that only 
an extremely limited region of the sky would be 
observed and it appears improbable even to opti- 
mize the viewing path through the Galaxy. 
Therefore, we have mounted the spectropho- 
tometer to look along a radius of the wheel, but 
with a depression angle of 5" simply to prevent 
direct viewing of the sun. 
The field angle is preciselv defined by a slit 
located a t  the focus of the paraboloidal objective 
of a Gregorian type telescope as illustrated in 
Figure 2. The opposed secondary is also a parabo- 
!aid, nnd becomes the co!!imator for the spectro- 
photometer. A major draw back of this system 
is that the field angle is magnified by the second- 
ary or collimating mirror. As the field angle is 
increased the angular dispersion of the mono- 
chromator must be increased to maintain a con- 
FIGURE 2.-Astronomical ultraviolet spectrophotometer. 
stant spectral resolution. The diameter of the 
secondary mirror must also be sufficient to pre- 
vent vignetting of the field, even though this 
decreases the free area of the primary mirror. Be- 
cause of these factors, the diameter of the colli- 
mated beam from the secondary that passes 
through the central hole in the primary is nearly 
independent of the focal length of the secondary. 
An overall light rejection ratio on the order of 
to lo-" must be achieved to protect the sen- 
sitivity of the instrument to starlight while bathed 
in sunlight. Doors on the spacecraft rim panel 
increase the baffling length to the entrance pupil 
a t  the primary mirror, thus allowing useful opera- 
tion closer to the sun. The incident solar radia- 
tion, which is reduced by diffuse scattering from 
baffles painted with Parson's Optical Black La- 
quer, must incur at  least ti+-o reflections befoy 
passing through the hole in the primary mirror. ' 
The primary mirror maximum diameter is 
limited to six inches due to tipping of the optical 
axis and restricted mounting space. To minimize 
obscuration of the primary mirror by the second- 
ary mirror and for optimization in packaging the 
objective, the design ratio of their focals lengths is 
weighted against the effective area and focal ratio 
of the primary mirror. 
The optimal azimuth field angle 0 and elevation 
field angle (p are largely determined by the space- 
craft rotational and orbital motion. The satel- 
lite performs about 15 orbits per day or on the 
order of 29000 usable spacecraft rotations per day. 
To prevent gaps in scanning successive 180" azi- 
muthal arcs of the celestial sphere as they are 
shifted due to the daily precession of the spin 
axis, one is left with 80 looks per degree of azi- 
muth. The 80 looks per degree are then sub- 
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divided into X looks per spectral bandpass AX for 
each of Y adjacent bandpasses. X, Y, AX, 0, and 
(p are then chosen by the expected sensitivity of 
the total spectrophotometric system, by the an- 
ticipated flux and spectral energy distribution of 
stellar sources, by their average separation on the 
plane of the sky, and by the characteristics of the 
OSO data handling system. 
Several factors must be considered in the 
monochromator design. The dispersive element, 
collecting mirror and detector must be packaged 
behind the Gregorian objective. The entrance 
slit must be wide enough to assure field overlap 
from one scanned band in the sky to the next 
precessed one, and the angular magnification due 
to  the monochromator collimator must be limited 
to permit sufficient linear dispersion across the 
exit slit without spectral overlap. 
At present, original reflection diffraction grat- 
ings are the most reliable spectral resolvers in 
space applications. Hass1 has shown that the 
reflectivity of ultraviolet coatings changes less 
than 1 percent when irradiated by 1 MEV elec- 
trons and 5 MEV protons. In addition, Hass had 
made coatings with a reflectivity of 85 percent a t  
1400 1. Gratings blazed in this wavelength 
region are avai1:~l)le with ultraviolet coatings. An 
original grating was sclecteci for use l)ecause a t  
this time data concerning thc deterioration of the 
more efficient replica gratings in high vacuum is 
inconclusi~e.~ 
The working angle of the grating was chosen to 
maximize the spectral purity. Because of the 
compactness of the dispersing system, secontl 
order spectra. must be rejected by metic~ilous 
baffling as shown in Figure 2. 
An off-axis f1.65 paraboloidal collector mirror 
with a focal length of 9.G cm is used to obtain a 
linear dispersion of 64 A/mm. Ten adjacwn> 
bandpasscs 180 A wide are scanned from 1498 A 
to 3298 A without second order overlap. This 
should be sufficient resolution, to stucly nebular 
emission sources in primary spectral detail, as pre- 
dicted by Daub3 and O~tcrbrock .~  With a reso- 
X lution of - = 10, a bandpass of 180 A separates VX 
many of the anticip:~ted lines except for doublet 
structure. 
An )is(-op 541 photomultiplier tube with a 
cesium telluride photocathode on a sapphire win- 
dow was selected as the detector because of its 
combined ruggedness and spectral sensitivity. 
The tube has a gain of 17X lo6 a t  2750 volts, and 
a peak quantum efficiency of about 10 percent a t  
2500 A. Photocathode nonuniformity is de- 
coupled from variations of source brightness with- 
in the field by use of a calcium fluoride field lens 
behind the exit slit to image the primary mirror 
onto the photocathode. This lens also prevents 
vignetting by the photocathode and gains clear- 
ance between the grating and photomultiplier. 
The output of the photomultiplier tube is gated 
into the photo-pulse counter by an azimuth phase 
sensor which consists of a very small auxiliary 
telescope mounted on and perpendicular to a 
rotating shaft below the spacecraft heat shield. 
This azimuth shaft, which is parallel to the space- 
craft spin axis, is rotated back and forth about its 
own axis through an arc of 180 degrees, in one 
degree increments, by a Bendix stepping motor. 
The telescope has a 1.2 cm diameter entrance 
aperture and a 2.6 cm focal length. The 0.5" 
wide slit located in the telescope focal plane is 
mounted with its edges parallel to the rotating 
shaft. A Texas Instrument photoconductive 
silicon diode senses a solar image scanning across 
the telescope slit each rotation of the spacecraft. 
This signal is used to gate the output pulses of the 
spectrophotometer photomultiplier into a counter 
for the image scan duration of 5.5 milliseconds. 
Then the rotary positions of the Bendix indexing 
head, which has a repeatable positional accuracy 
of f 5 arc-minutes, and of the diffraction grating 
are read out. After 80 rotations of the satellite, 
the azimuth shaft rotates one degree, and on the 
next 80 rotations, the adjacent 1°.0X00.44 ele- 
ment of the sky will he observed. This scanning 
mode permits 8 looks per degree of azimuth for 
each of the ten adjacent bandpasses of the spec- 
trophotometer. More than one look is required 
to build statistical accuracy of the data. 
With a primary mirror area of 128 cm2, the 
above scan rate results in a statistical error in the 
output of 2 percent for an input flux a t  2537 A of 
4 X erg/sec cm2 A. A flux of 8 X lo-" erg/ 
sec cm2 1 may be determined with a 10 percent 
error, making a dynamic range useful in the 
observations of stars 5 stellar magnitudes fainter 
than the brighter ones. 
I t  was found that repetitive pulses of ultra- 
violet radiation, of about the same spectral in- 
tensity as predicted by Green s for the Earth's 
albedo, saturated the photomultiplier tube caus- 
ing a cumulative increase in the dark current 
level. Recovery times to dark current levels 
which were much longer than one rotational 
period of the satellite were most effectively re- 
duced by reversing the bias between the photo- 
cathode and first dynode. 
Sensing of the Earth's albedo is accomplished 
by employing a telescope optically identical to 
that used in the azimuth sensor. The telescope 
slit was rotated so that an 8" field is viewed in a 
plane parallel to the azimuth plane of the spectro- 
photometer. Before the spectrophotometer is to 
view excessive albedo flux levels, a sensing circuit 
attached to the albedo telescope reverses the first 
stage bias for the s c a ~ i n g  period. This tech- 
nique is adequate to preserve the sensitivity of the 
experiment more than 95 percent of the time. 
The gate width and/or photomultiplier gain 
may be checked in orbit by Cerenkov radiation 
induced in the field lens and photomultiplier win- 
dow by a 5 microcurie strontum 90 source. This 
source is located on a lever arm which upon com- 
mand pivots in front of the exit slit. 
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HORIZON SENSING FOR ATTITUDE 
DETERMINATION* 
BARBARA K. LUNDE 
This report discusses the horizon scanners used in detcrnlining the angles between the direc- 
tion to the center of a body in space and the axes of a spacecraft. Several satellites have used 
various types of horizon sensors for attitude determination. For example, Tiros satellites and 
Explorer XVII (1963 !)A) used p:issive scan; Mercury capsules have used conical scan. I t  is 
planned that the 0rbit:~l Geophysical Observatory, Nimbus, Gemini, and Apollo programs will 
include horizo~l sctlnncrs. A scanner accuracy within 1-2 degrees has been obtained for earth 
scanners. These errors were caused by the radiation pattern of the earth. Data on that pattern 
for various wave b:tnds are included. 
INTRODUCTION 
For attitude determination it is often necessary 
to determine the angles between the direction to 
the center of a body and the axes of a vehicle. 
The direction to the center of the other body may 
be found by calculating the direction perpendic- 
ular to the plane of its horizon. In order to 
determine this plane from :I space vehicle, the 
angles between the direction of the discontinuity 
between space and the body of intercst :tnd the 
axes of the vehicle arc tlctcrmincd at sevcral 
points on the horizon. 
PHYSICAL PHENOMENA WHICH MAY BE USED 
TO DEFINE THE HORIZON 
Several physical phenomena make possible a 
variety of methods of sensing thc discontinuity 
between space and the body of interest-in other 
words, the horizon. 
Infrared Radiation from the Earth 
If the earth is the body of interest, one physical 
phenomenon which differentiates it from space is 
the infrared radiation it emits. The earth's 
horizon may be defined as the sharp gradient of 
infrared radiation which exists a t  the limb, or 
border, between it and outer space. 
Since the earth has a fairly uniform temperature 
this gradirnt may be used for space navigation 
under a wide variety of circumstances, whether 
or not the limb is illuminated by the sun. In 
other words, it may be used under both day and 
night conditions. Figure 1 shows the output 
from an infrared sensor which was mounted in 
Tiros 111 (1961 pl). As the satellite rotated, the 
field of view of the sensor scanned the sky, the 
earth, then the sky again. As the sensor's field. 
of view passed over the horizon, it detected the 
ANGLE OF SCAN (degrees) 
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sharp change in the level of infrared radiation 
which is represented by the sharp rise in the 
signal. Passing over the opposite horizon of the 
earth, it detected the sharp decrease in the level 
of infrared radiation. I t  should be emphasized 
that this figure represents fairly ideal conditions. 
The sharp gradient of infrared radiation which 
exists a t  the boundary between the earth and 
space is the physical phenomenon most commonly 
used a t  present for sensing the horizon in space 
navigation. 
Albedo from the Earth 
This air glow radiation comes from a rather nar- 
row band in the atmosphere occurring approxi- 
mately 90 km above the surface in a layer about 
10 km thick. Some scientists think that if the 
earth were viewed from a distance, with a sensor 
which is sensitive to  only one particular band of 
air glow, a doughnut of radiation would be seen 
circling a dark earth and the rest of space would 
be dark, except for point sources. The earth's 
horizon then could be determined by measuring 
the physical position of the air glow band. Very 
few measurements hare been made of the air 
glow phenomenon. 
The ratio between the light received and the 
light reflectfed by a body in space such as the 
earth, sometimes referred to as the albedo. also 
has been used for horizon determination. How- 
ever, it is limited in application. At night, when r 
thc earth is eclipsing thc sun with nbspecbt to a 
space v(.hiclt, no rcficctcd sunlight appears. At 
other timcs the earth appears to have phase> lilic. 
those of the moon, complicating the calculation 
of the horizon plane by means of the albedo. 
Figure 2, a photograph taken during one of the 
Mercury suborbital flights, illustrates the phe- 
nomenon of albedo. The horizon is easily seen 
as the gradient between the apparent surface of 
the earth, which reflects sunlight, and black space 
beyond, which does not. (The Georgia-Florida 
coast line is visible in the picture.) 
Air Glow Around the Earth 
The upper portion of the earth's atmosphere 
radiates because of excitation by the sun. This 
phenomenon, known as air g lo~- ,  could be used to 
define the horizon. I t  occurs in both the day 
and night. 
The total visible intensity of air g l o ~ -  is ap- 
proximately equal to the total amount of starlight 
seen on a clear, mooniess nig'nr. Air ~ ! G K  ie 
rarely observed on the surface of the earth be- 
cause it is evenly distributed throughout the sky. 
Xluch of the illumination by air glow is in a feu- 
spectral lines. For the sodium line a t  5893A, one 
of the more intense and better known lines, the 
intensity (relative magnitude) in the summer is 
2000 during the day and 230 at  night. In winter 
it is 15,000 during the day and 200 a t  night. Its 
intensity during the day is about 73 times the 
nighttime intensity. -4uroral intensity is 1000. 
FIGVRE 2.-Photograph taken fro111 a, lfercury capsule on 
a suborbital flight. 
Some of the most recent data indicate that air 
glow intensity varies from point to point over the 
earth's surface. Its altitude appears to varj7 with 
time; altitude measurements have been taken only 
at White Sands, Sew Jlexico. The picture taken 
during the qilhorbital Alercury flight (Figure 2) 
shows no evidence of the air glow phenomenon. 
The intensity of air glow in the ultra\-iolet is only 
about one ten-billionth of the thermal energy 
radiated by the earth. This illustrates one of 
the main limitations on the usefulness of air glow 
for space navigation purposes. 
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Other Bodies 
The horizons of bodies other than the earth 
may be defined by use of the general phenomena 
already discussed : 
1. Emitted thermal radiation; 
2. Reflected radiation (albedo) ; 
3. Air glow. 
The horizons of the nearby planets, Venus and 
Mars, and perhaps artificial satellites, may be 
determined 1)y sensing the gradient between the 
infrared r:~diation which they emit and that of 
space. 
The visi1)le r:ltli:~t ion c.mittcd 1)y the pliot o- 
sphere of the, sun may 1)c used to dcterminc its 
horizon. The horizons of the moon, the near 
planets, and perh:tps artificial satellites may be 
determined by the gradient of reflcctcd sunlight 
a t  certain times. 
SCANNING SCHEMES 
Any instrument for altitude determination 
needs, in addition to an intensity sensor, a means 
for determining the direction of the incident 
radiation. This means will 1)c called a scanning 
scheme. Five scanning schemes 1i:ive 1)c.en ~ ~ s e t l  
or proposed for detc.rmining the direction of the 
local vertical. 
Passive Scan 
The passive scan can be used only on rotating 
spacecraft. A sensor with a small field of view 
is mounted in the vehicle, its field of view per- 
pendicular to  the spin axis of the vehicle. As the 
vehicle rotates, the field of view of the sensor is 
swept through space. 
The data in $'igure 1 were taken with a scan- 
ning scheme similar to this. The times a t  wliic-h 
the field of \,ielv of the scanner passes the two 
horizons can he (letermined with the us(. of these 
data. From these timc parameters the attitude 
of the vehicle at any instant can be determined. 
This tec.liniclne was cmployed wit 11 infrared sen- 
sors on several Tiros weather satellites, and was 
uscd on ISxplorer XVII (1963 O i l ) .  I t  has also 
been employed on daytime rocket shots using 
sensors which detected the earth's :~lhedo. 
Conical Scan 
A second tJypc of scanning method is the conical 
scan. Figure 3 shows the Mercury space capsule 
I"I(:ITRE 3.-<'01ii~:11 S C : L I I I I ~ I ~ ~  1):1ttr111 of the horison SC:LII- 
ners on the  Rlercury c:~psulr. 
with cones representing the fields of view which 
its horizon scanner sensors sweep out ill space. 
The Mercury capsule has two scanners which are 
used to determine pitch and roll errors. Each 
scanner, again, hiis a small field of view, but the 
rotation of the field of view is (lone by the scanner 
itself. I t  scans :L cone out of the space. This 
cone intersects the earth, and the output of the 
sensor is used to determine the location of the 
gradient of infrared radiation between space and 
the carth. The local 17ertic:ll can then be com- 
puted. I t  is presently p!anned that this type of 
scan will be uscd iil Nimb~is, the advanced 
weather satellite. The scan pattern is inefficient 
from an information theory point of view. The 
information on the direction of the horizon is only 
a very small part of the information which enters 
the sensor. 
Linear Scan 
Figlire 4 shows the Orbiting Geophysical 
Observatory and the linear scan pattern that the 
fields of view of its horizon scanner sensors sweep I 
out in spice. In this case, there are four sensors 
on the vehicle and they each have small fields of 
view. These fields of view are rotated in a plane 
from space until they intersect the edge of the 
carth. Thereafter, they oscillate a t  the edge of 
the carth. Once they have locked on the edge of 
the earth, the angle between the direction of the 
fields of view and the satellite can be determined. 
From this information the direction of the local 
vertical can be calcul:tted. This type of scanning 
I'I(;I:RE 4.-Ilill~,:~r s c : i r . ~ i i ~ l ~  i):ittern of t h e  l i o r i z o ~ ~  - : I I I -  
nrrs on t l l r  Orbiting C;eol,l~yi.ic:i1 Ohservntory. 
is 1)etter from an information theory point of view 
than the conical type scan because the sensor field 
of \-icw spends :t longer time at the edge of the 
earth. Only infrared sensors have 1)c.t.n usrd \\-it11 
these two methods of scanning. 
Nutating Scan 
Xutating scan is similar to  linear scan but uses 
only one sensor. The field of 1 iew of the sensor 
is again small and is initially on sp:iccb. I t  sweeps 
down until it intersects the horizon. Then it 
oscillates about the horizon. lIeanivhile the 
1\-11ole scanning head is rotated about an asis per- 
pendicular to  the field of \-iew. Thus the 
projection of the sensor field of vie\\- on the earth 
is a sini~soidal pattern along the earth's horizon. 
The direction of the local vertical is then deter- 
mined by calcl~lations using the position of the 
field of view of the sensor with respect to  the 
vehicle at  each instant. 
illumination Comparison 
-1 fifth type of horizon sensing does not use 
moving p:trts. The iill~minntior~ on ille ,-canner 
from one side of the earth is compared with that 
from the other side of the earth. This informa- 
tion is used to  determine the local vertical. On 
a 1-ehicle within 1000 miles of the earth, it is 
difficult to  image the entire earth on the scanner 
since such an  imaging system would require 11 
very wide field of view. A scanner nhich uses 
the illumination comparison method of horizon 
sensing has been proposed which solves this 
problem. I t  uses an  infr:ircd >ensor and a unique 
imaging q s t e m .  *I scanner which employs this 
method has heen used on the Iiangcr moon 
vehicle. I t  n:ls dr4gned t o  determine the direc- 
tion to the c:~rth from diqtances greater than 
80.000 miles tising srr1sol.s sen3itive t o  the visil~le 
light of the earth's :111)edo. 
PROGRAMS WHICH USE HORIZON SCANNING 
I'rogramh ~11ic.h have uhcd horizon qenhors for 
a t t~t t lde  determinat ion include spinning satellites 
anti rocket-: such as I<?iplorcr ST11 and the Tiros 
satrllites. The lJrrc.ury program has u ~ c d  hori- 
zon scanners; thcy have nlqo nsed to  nlonitor 
thc~ performance of some S.1S.I rockets and in 
the Air Force .Igena rocket and satellite system. 
The Jet Propnlslon Lahor:~tory has used an  earth 
senbor in its Ilangcr vehicle. 
Futurt. p!.i)gr.tm\ pl:innine to  usc e:lrtl~ horizon 
sc:lnners are the Orbiting (;~ophyhical 01)serva- 
tory, thca Sinlbus :~dvancrct n.e:itht.r satellite. the 
Gemini manned 1 chic.1~. the -1pollo manned 
vehirle, clns-ified progr:im\ fur the .4ir Force, and 
th r  Saturn rocbkct testing program. 
ruture  program< for nhich earth horizon 
wanncra are 11nder ccm\idtrntion int~l~lde varioi~s 
comnlunicntion -atellites, rocket prol~ei,  :tnd 
prohv to  Yenu\ and 1Zars. Horizon scanners 
noultl determine tlie direct ion hetncen local 
1-ertital of t h o v  pl:ulets :~nd  the vehicle a x e s  
Alnother future use for horizon .c:lnners may be 
in the aItlvanced Orbiting Solar Observatory. 
Thih h:ltellite nil1 orhit the e:trth 1)ut ol~serl-e tlie 
sun An earth horizon scanner coltid be used t o  
determine the direction to the center of the earth. 
-1 sun horizon <canner or limb .;cxn\or could be 
used to  determine precisciy rilc c i i r e v i i o ~ i  t u  the 
center of the solar dihk. .I moon horizon scanner 
may be used on lunar missions sucah n q  Xpollo. 
HORIZON SCANNiNG ACCURACY 
The accuracy of any determination has two 
basic limitations. One source of inaccuracy is 
error3 developed in the instrument mnking the 
determination :lnd the other source is variability 
in the physical phenomenon i~tilized for the 
c1cterminntion. 
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Instrument Error 
I n  the case of horizon scanners, sources of 
instrument error are detector noise, mechanical 
tolerances, and mounting rigidity. The error 
caused by a certain amount of detector noise 
varies, depending on the type of pattern em- 
ployed. For example, conical scan is more 
susceptible to dctector noise than is linear scan. 
Detector noise can he made to  have as small a 
contribution to  the error of the attitude deter- 
mination as  desired by using I:~rgc optics, sophisti- 
cated sr:inning mctliodh, and better detectors. 
Rlcch:~nic-:~l toleranc-cs in scS:Lnners can he made 
1,ettc.r th:m a few scc~onds of :~ rc ,  i f  necessary, 1)y 
good mt~clianical design. In othcr words, the 
error in dctcrmining the loc.:~l vertical due to  
mc.ch:~nic*al tolcraric*cs of the scanner can 1)e madr 
smaller than a few sc3contls of arc. h lo~~r i t ing  
rigidity ran bc. a prol~lcrn in somc hpacc' vrhicalcs. 
1l:rrors as liigh as  1 drgrcc can tlcvelop if care is 
not takcn. However, :~lignmclnt of an clxperi- 
mcnt r ~ i t h  :L lie:~v(~nly 1)otly can b~ within 0.1  
sec.ond of arc if the radi:~tiori coming into tlie 
cspc\rimcnt is sh:lr(>d with th(> : ~ t  tit ude sensor. 
Variability in Physical Phenomena 
Earth 
'l'llr~ ot11c.r cl:~s:, of phcnorncri:l wliich caauhc 
c3rrors in d c t c ~ t  ~ n g  tllc loc.:~l vc.rtical arc those due 
to the hc:ivclnly 1)ocly in cl~icstion. 1':rrors dc- 
pendent on the physic-h of the 1)otly gcner:tlly are 
a rert:~in mngnit~~dt.  of thcb :~pparcnt diamctcr of 
the I)ody ant1 cloc.rr~t~sc~ in :rl)hol~ifc magnitude as 
the :,c:rnncr g ~ t s  farther :iway from the body, 
11ecn11sc~ of the :~pp:ircnt tlecrc:~se in nngul:~r diam- 
eter. The maximum crror due to tlie ellipticity 
or ol)lntcncss of the surface of the earth, in dcter- 
mining tile direction of the horizon : ~ t  one point, 
is riot grc:~ter than 0.2 degree. This crror could 
1)c rn:tclc zero if the ellipticity of tho c:rrth could 
l)c takcn into account in calc~llating the :it t itudc. 
Riucli 1urgc.r errors c:in :iris? from irrc'g11l:~ritic'~ in 
thc :~pp:~rcnt surfacsc of th r  c:~rth, such :IS tliose 
th:rt might I)(. causc.tl 1)y high c.louds. Those. may 
be as I:irgcl :IS 0.25 tlcgrc~. :it :in :tltitucIc of 200 
n a ~ ~ t .  mi. I ~ l t  may 1 ~ 1  niit ig:lt(~l bOl~l(~\~h:l~ 1)y tlir 
refraction 1)y t I i (>  :it nlo:,pl~cl.c~ of t hc. r:idi:~t ion 
from the tops of t11(. c*lo~ltls. 
Anot hcr source of crror from somcl t ypcs of 
scan is cold c-loutls :ippr:iring on tllc face of t he 
0 0 0  
.o m a 
m - m  
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FIGURF: 5.-Sa~~iples of thc horizon serisor si~ri:ils fro111 the 
hfercury sc:irlrlcr for the sl)cctral r:ilige of 2-15/.~. 
e:~rth. Figure 5 shows rc.c.ortlings from sensors 
in the horizon sc:inncrs in one of the RIercury 
flights, MA-5 (1961 CYI)  (see I<efercncc 1). If 
the output of the r:~tliomc.tcr is :it)ovc the d:~shcd 
line, the prrsclicc. of the. cartli in the ficltl of view 
is intlieatcd. The horizon is tl(tincd t,y the. cross- 
ing of this lincl. In the scA:ln on t hcl lcft tlic fic.l(l 
of vie\v of thr  sensor p:ihs(~l ov(lr :r v ~ r y  cold 
clotld on the. f:~cck of t h r  (>art h. ' I ' h c b  tcmp(1r:~t urc 
of the cloutl appc.~~rcxtl o 1)(. :~l)out 210°1.i. At 
various t imcs during this flight c*louds coldcr t11:~n 
200"I.i were o1)sc~rvcd. This type of cloutl emits 
only nt)out tthc total radiation emittc.cl 1)y an 
average :Lrc.a of the earth ant1 only of t l l ( x  r:rdi:~- 
tion wit11 w:~vcl(*ngtlls l ) c ~ t  ween 8 ant1 12p tti:~t an 
:rver:Lge : m a  of tlic e:~rtli radi:\tes. These 
clouds c'or~ld cause a grcat error in the attitude 
dctcrminctl hy any sc:inncr whosc. field of view 
crossed them. The sc:inncr might confusc the 
(.loud witli the Iiorizon of tlie earlli. l'hvre are 
scanning mctliods which are not 1)othcrctl by the 
:ippc~:lrancc of this type of c.louci on tlic f:~ctx of the 
earth. However, they wolll(l be 1)otlierecl by 
such a cloucl appe:lring at  the horizon. In  this 
case tlie c.1o11tl lvould have a sm:iller :rpparc.nt 
diameter. I-Iowc.ver, its radiation wo111(l be 
:~ugmcntctl 1)y thc. :rt mosphcrc t hrougli wliicli it 
would I,e virwcd. 
Dr. I~udolpli 1I:rncl has suggested that  by using 
:L sc:rnncxr scnsitivc. only to w:~velcngths around 
15p1 which are strongly :ibsorl)cd by carbon 
dioxide, the phenomena of cold clouds could be 
avoided. Radiations a t  this wavelength should 
come from very high in the atmosphere at the top 
of the carbon dioxide region, above the level of 
cold clouds (References 2 and 3). 
The trace on the right in Figure 5 was taken a t  
a time when the sensor field of view passed near 
the sun. The signal from the sun appears to the 
right on the picture. The amplitude of the signal 
from the sun is clearly stronger than that of the 
earth, but the scanner could view the onset of the 
signal from the sun as the horizon of the earth 
and an attitude determination from this data 
could be in error by many degrees. It is inter- 
esting to note from this data that the apparent 
diameter of the sun on the trace is about 73 de- 
tremely opaque clouds. Figure 1 is actually an 
enlargement of the signal from this channel. 
Channels 3 and 5 were sensitive, chiefly, to visible 
light and were used as a check on the TV camera 
in the satellite. Channel 4 was sensitive to radia- 
tion wavelengths from 8 to 3 0 ~ .  The signal in 
this channel is very similar to that of channel 2 
which was sensitive to 8 to 12p radiation. Figure 
7 shows an enlarged view of a signal from channel 
2. The signals from the Tiros 5 channel radio- 
meter show the cold clouds and sharp gradients 
on the surface of the earth which also appear in 
the signals from the Mercury horizon scanner 
shown earlier (Reference 4). 
-- -- grees which is much larger, of course, than the 7: , - --
amtirent diameter of the visible sun in the skv. I -
m a " ,  
0.5 degree. 
Several Tiros satellites carried a 5 channel 
radiometer which senses radiation from the earth 
in 5 different spectral bands. Figure 6 shows an 
example of the signals from the radiometer. The 
first channel is from a radiometer sensitive to 
radiation of 6 . 5 ~  wavelengths. This type of 
radiation is strongly absorbed by water vapor, so 
the signal in this channel is from the top of the 
water vapor in the atmosphere. The signal from 
this channel shows severe limb darkening. In 
other words, to the sensor, as it scans over +he 
earth, the wave's shape appears sometimes to be 
almost triangular rather than square and there is 
a small gradient of radiation at the horizon. 
Channel 2 is the signal from the radiometer 
sensitive to radiation of wavelengths of 8 to 1 2 ~ .  
This is considered to be the water vapor window 
and the radiation recorded here probably came 
from near the surface of the earth or from ex- 
FIGURE 7.-Scans from Tiros radiometer for the spectral 
range of 8-12p. 
The angular width of the signal from the earth 
was measured for 34 consecutive scans on channel 
2. A level of about 1/5 the maximum signal 
level was chosen as the "slicing level." The di- 
ameter of the earth appeared to vary from scan to 
scan. The rms variation was 1.8 angular degrees; 
it can be completely attributed to system noise. 
The variation in apparent diameter could cause 
FIGURE 6.-Sample of Tiros radiometer data. 
attitude errors of this approximate magnitude. 
Ofher Bodies 
Mars mould look much like the earth to an 
infrared horizon scanner. It probably has only 
a few water clouds but may have high, opaque 
dust clouds. In fact, one interesting and as yet 
unexplained fact about Mars is that its ellipticity, 
or oblateness, as calculated from the orbits of its 
satellites is that measured on photographs of 
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the planet, A reasonable hypothesis which ex- 
plains this anomaly is that the solid surface has 
the ellipticity predicted by the motion of the 
satellites, and the apparent equ:ttorial bulge is 
caused hy dust clouds. Mars' actual ellipticity 
is somewhat less than the earth's but its apparent 
ellipticity is almost twice the c:lrth's. 
This or a similar phenomenon c*ould also occur 
on the earth, causing errors in horizon scLnnners. 
Tlic earth's apparent shape w1ic.n it is viewed with 
radiation of certain wavclengtlls, and the con- 
sistency of tliat shape with time, have not 1)een 
determinrd experimentally. 
In  the past, the attitude of :L spacecraft with 
respect to the sun has been determinrd by sensors 
which us(. the illumination from the total solar 
disk. IIowever, sunspots can h:tvc an area equal 
to 1/300 of the total disk of the sun. A sensor 
which compares mt1i:ttion from the two halves of 
the solar disk could thus be in error by 5 sec.onds 
of arc. For a precise determination of the dircc- 
tion of the sun, :L method of limb tracking or 
liorizon sensing of the sun must l)c used. 
Experimentally Determined Accuracy 
Tiros sntrllites 11:ivc :tlso carried another ir1fr:t- 
red sensitive liorizon scanner c.:tllcd the liorizon 
pipper. The :tttitutl(. of the s:ttellite was calcu- 
lated by reducing the. horizon pipper data and 
also from the horizons and other landmarks 
appearing on the T V  pictures from the s:ttcllite. 
If the best data from the scanner are hand 
selected and smoothed with a computer, the 
attitude determined from these data agrees with 
that determined from the T V  pictures within 1 
or 2 degrees. The attitude determined from the 
TV pictures is considered more accurate. 
An accuracy of 1 degree of arc was specified for 
the horizon scanner on the Mercury capsule. 
Figure 5 ,  recorded from the Mercury scanner, 
indicates that the scanner failed to remain within 
the specified 1 degree error a t  cert:~in times. 
CONCLUSION 
In conclusion, horizon scanners for attitude 
determination, up to now, have been limited by 
instrument design rather than by errors due to 
the body whit-h they have scanned. The ac- 
curacy of scanners w11ic.h have heen flown has 
been, a t  I~est, 1 or 2 degrees. I t  :tppears tliat an 
accuracy of 0.2 degree for altitudrs below 1000 
miles ant1 0.1 degree for altitudes :~l)ove 1000 
miles will he :ttt:~in:ll)lc by tecliniclues now in 
development . 
Tlic use of physical plicmomenu otlier than the 
total infrared radiation from the earth, such :LS 
air glow or narrow spectr:~l band infrared radia- 
tion, may l)(. necess:uy to attain better accuracy. 
M o r ~  information must be known on these phe- 
nomena before horizon scanners can 1)e designed 
to us(. them. 
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I RESPONSE OF MODIFIED REDHEAD MAGNETRON 
1 AND BAYARD-ALPERT VACUUM GAUGES 
i ABOARD EXPLORER XVII* 
G. P. XElVTON, D. T. PELZ, G. E. MILLER, LTJG, USS, ASD R. HOROWITZ 
Two Redhead and two Bayard-Alpert gauges were used in the satellite Explorer XVII to 
measure the density, pressure, and temperature of the earth's upper atmosphere. Gauge pres- 
sures from 10-6 to 10-lo torr (a function of satellite attitude and velocity, and of certain atmos- 
pheric p:iran~eters) were measured over the altitude range from 260 to !NO kilometers. During 
the spin period of 0.67 second, the gauges recorded pressure changes as large aq a factor of 30 
(e.g. from 3 X lo-' to 8 X 10" torr). Conlparison of the independent gauge outputs yielded values 
in good agreement with kinetic theory predictions. 
INTRODUCTION the satellite equator. Explorer XVII exceeded 
I(nowledge of the neutral particle concentra- its expected goday operational lifetime ten 
tions is important for an of the days, and considerable data were obtained from 
physical and chemical processes occurring in the experiments. 
upper atmosphere. The Explorer XVII satellite Some of the first ob$ervations of the gauge 
(1963 9 ~ ) ,  known prior to launch as ~ ~ ~ , l t ,  was responses are discussed in this paper. As more 
placed into orbit to measure directly the neutral data are a more picture of the 
particle density, composition, temperature, and gauge performance become available and 
the electron density and temperature. The orbit be presented in future papers. 
attained had an inclination of 58 degrees, a perigee 
of 257 km, and an initial apogee of 920 km. The THE GAUGE EXPERIMENT SYSTEM 
total of the previous direct measurements of the To measure the neutral atmospheric density 
neutral particle atmosphere in the altitude region and temperature tlvo Bayard-Alpert and two 
covered by Explorer XVII was so small that the magnetron Redhead vacuum gauges w-ere used. 
first two days' output from the satellite signifi- The reasons for these choices \vere: 
1 cantly increased the amount of available data for 
study of this region. 1. These gauges are accepted as instruments 
The satellite was a pressure-sealed stainless steel for vacuum measurements. 
sphere 0.875 m in diameter. Its experiment sen- 2. The sensors complement one another and 
sors-two Bayard-Alpert gauges (BAG), two together cover the expected to 10-l1 
Redhead gauges (RHG), two magnetic mass spec- torr pressure range. 
trometers and two electrostatic probes-were 
located as shom7n in ~i~~~~ ~h~ satellite was 3. The two types of detectors provided at  least 
spin-stabilized a t  1% cps, about an axis through two decades of overlap in pressure range. 
the two rmss spectrometers. The pressure 4. The gauges are being studied extensively in 
gauges were molinted at  the vertices of an equi- other laboratories as me11 as al GSFC. 
lateral tetrahedron, two of them being located on 
Figure 2 shows a flight BAG (top) and a flight 
*Pubbhed as NASA Technical Note 0-2146, February 1964. 
tIIorowits. R.. "S4. An Aeronomy Gatell~te." Advances an the Aslro- RHG (bottom). Both gauges have ion traps 
nauttcal Scrences, Volume 12. 1963. pp 21 to 39 painted on the inside of the glass envelope, out of 
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REDHEAD PRESSURE GAUGE f UPPER MASS SPECTROMETER 
EARTH ASPECT 
BAYARD - ALPERT 
PRESSURE GAUGE 
TEMPERATURE 
PROBE 
TEMPERATURE 
ELECTRICAL--' PROBE 
CHECK OUT PORT 
BAYARD -ALPERT 1' 
PRESSURE GAUGE 
PECTROMETER 
the ionization region, and have a volunic of 
approximately 55 cm3. 
The Bayard-Alpcrt gauges werc m:ide by \Vest- 
ingliouse Electric Corporation, Electron 'Trll)c 
Division, and hnvc been :~ssignccl the n'csting- 
llousc number IVX 4250. Tliey arc 2.5 cm in o ~ ~ t -  
sick tli,zmctcr. TC:ic:h clct30calor 11:~s thrce filarnc~lits 
sp:~cctl syn1mctric~:illy :~l)orlt> ,llc g:~uge :~xis, t,\\.o of 
which wcrc :~v:lil:~ble tlrlritig fliglit. If tl~cr first, 
filament openctl for any re:~soti, tlic sccontl fil:i- 
ment \vould be s\~itc.llctl :iutomntic:~lly illto use. 
Ho\vever, \loth Baynrtl-Ailpcrt gauges survived 
lnoncli and the hatcllitc ol)c,~atiunnl life of more 
t l ia~i  700 opcmtionq, on the prirnnry filament. 
Tllc fiight galigclc, tliffcr fro111 t llc 1iorni:11 1,zbor:~- 
tory I3nyarcl-Alptxrt g:iuge in t 1i:~t :
1. 'rhv gauges Ilavc brcn ~niniaturizecl ant1 
ruggrtlized. 
3. 1011 traps have l ~ c ~ ~ i  atltlvtl. 
SESSORS Mi 
F I G ~ R E  2.-The flight Bayard-.4lpert gauge (top), the  flight Redhead gauge (bottom), and the Redhead magnet (right). 
3. The tapered collector is brought through the were electrically and otherwise independent of 
same press as the other electrode connectors. one another, and were programmed to operate 
automatically for 1 minutes when the satellite was 
1. I'ach tulle has three filaments. 
commanded on. -After turnoff, they were then 
~h~ ~ ~ d h ~ ~ d  gauges, of 3.0 diame- inoperative until the next spacecraft turn-on. 
ter, were made by XRC Equipment Corporation 
and carry the designation NRC 3 8 .  The cath- 
ode spool is mounted coaxially with the envelope, 
and a special magnet fits over the tube to proricle 
an axial magnetic field. These detectors differ 
from the S R C  5.52 laboratory Redhead gauge in 
that:  
1 The ai~sili:+ry cnthode. 21.e elimin~terl 2nd 
the tube is miniaturizecl and ruggedized. 
~ I G L R E  3 . -~epreicnta t~on of :t prcwure gauge e\perlnlent 
P t r 
BREAK-OFF IONIZATION ELECTRONICS 
DEVICE GAUGE - CARD 
1 1 i 
ELECTRO- 
METER - TELEMETRY 
2. The magnetic field i~ parallel to the gauge 
3x1';. To maintain vacuum cleanliness, the gauge:, 
...-..---- 1 I . . - ,  
,,rlr D ~ . C I I ~ < L  Uill!ei- i-zriiiii~ prior to  icsta!Iation ir, 
3. The anode i. painted on the inside of the the satellite. ,Ifter the satellite was estatlli>hed 
envelope. in orbit, the sensors were opened by break-off 
1. Ion trnp. have been :~dtled. devices, n hich esposecl the gauge? to the atmos- 
phere through knife-edge kovar orifice.; 0.935 cm 
The folx gauge s\->tern., ullich con.i.ted of in tIiamc3ter. The5e orifice- have a calculated 
com~~onent-  similar to t11o.c >11o11n in Figure 3,  moleculnr conduc.tance of S '2 lltcrs second for 
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nitrogen a t  room temperature. They protrude '0, l o  10 10 10 ' lo-, 10 10 10- 10-4 
from the satellite shell a short distance and have 
180 degree acceptance angles. 10 
As is seen in Figure 2,  the ion traps are cylin- 
drical electrodes painted on the gauge walls be- 
_ lo , tween the ionization region and the orifice. For lo-= 
approximately 90 seconds during each 4 minute a f 
operating interval, a potential of 30 v was applied - lo-' 10.' 
C between traps to  help evaluate the effect-if any 5 
-of entering, charged ambient particles. No 
3 
10 
significant effect was 01)served. u 
Z The electronics consisted of the power supplies g lo 9 10 
to  provide the gauge potentials and, for the 
Bayard-Alpert gauges, emission-current regula- 
tors, which held the grid currents (.onstant to 
better than 2 percent. Logarithmic. electrome- 
ters converted the gauge currents to voltages 10 lo 10 ' 0:: 'O 10 10 10 ' 10 10 10 :: 
suitable for telemetry. Nz PRESSURE ( torr ) 
I'IG~TRE 4.-Ion currellt versus pressure ehsracteristics of 
LABORATORY RESPONSES OF THE GAUGES the flight 1l:~ynrd-Alpert :ind 1tedhr:~d gauges. 
The laboratory responses of the gauges were 
obtained with the detectors energized as they 
\voultl be during flight. For the Bayard-Alpert 
gauge the potential differenre from filament to 
grid was 103 v ,  and from filament to collector, 
-27 v with the filament ground. The emission 
current was 5.0 ma. 
The Redhead gauge was operated with 1800 v 
between the anode and cathode, the latter being 
grounded through the electrometer. The mag- 
netic. field strength was 1000 gauss. 
Figure 4 shows the output current of a flight, 
Bayard-Alpert and a flight Redhead gauge plotteci 
against nitrogen pressure.* The gauge residuals 
have been subtracted to obtain these curves. The 
flight BAG calibration was obtained by compar- 
ing its response to that of a Westinghouse 59GG 
tube operating a t  0.1 ma. emission current, which 
previously had been compared to a Consolidated 
Vacuum Corporation GM 110 AlIcLeod gauge over 
the pressure range from to 10-Qorr. The 
flight BAG is linear from to 10-"orr and, for 
nitrogen a t  the flight emission current, the gauge 
has a sensitivity of 4.2X 10-2_f 25 percent am- 
pere/torr. The ratio of the helium sensitivity to 
that for nitrogen is 0.17. The precision of the 
measurements was better than 10 percent even 
*lIerrnftrr nll Irn.asurc.8 arc cqt~lvalcnt n i t r o ~ v n  presaurcs unless 
otherw~ao el~eclflcd 
though the data were taken on different days with 
intervening bake-outs of the system a t  400°C and 
outgassings of the sensors. Most of the tubes 
calibrated had sensitivities within 25 pcrcent of 
each other. Normally, the use of different fila- 
ments in the same gauge changed the sensitivity 
by a few percent. 
The response of the flight RHG is nonlinear in 
the pressure region from 2~ 10-1° to 2 X lo-' torr, 
and the collector current i+ follows an expression 
of the form i+= kpn where n is 1.15, k is a constant 
and p is the pressure. The calibration data sup- 
plied with the gauge was stated as being accurate 
t o  f 30 percent. At Goddard Space Flight Cen- 
ter (GSFC), the gauges were compared to a 
laboratory NRC 552 Redhead gauge which had 
been, in turn, compared to the McLeod-calibrated 
WH 59GG, thus providing a calibration believed 
valid to  f 30 percent. As a result of the com- 
parisons, the NRC and the GSFC calibrations of 
the flight gauges were found to agree. The best- 
fit curve through the overlapping region of the two 
sets of data is used to analyze the flight measure- 
ments. The following observations can be made 
about the Redhead gauge: 
1. The assigned gauge sensitivity in amperes/ 
torr for a particular gas varies with pressure. 
For example, in nitrogen a t  a pressure 
between 10-lo and torr the value is 7, and 
increases to 11 a t  the lo-' to torr range. 
2. Preliminary analysis of laboratory measure- 
ments indicates that the ratio of the Red- 
head gauge sensitivity for nitrogen to that 
for helium at  a particular pressure is the 
same as that of the Bayard-Alpert gauge. 
3. The gauge is insensitive to pressure changes 
in the lod5 torr region. 
4. In the to the torr range, the gauges 
would generally strike a discharge in less 
than 30 seconds. The time to start varied 
from tube to tube and appeared to be a 
function of tube cleanliness. There was no 
starting problem in flight. 
5. In certain regions of pressure the gauges are 
unstable, and the current consists of tran- 
sients and noise, as well as a dc component. 
These pressure intervals are well defined and 
constitute a small part of the gauge response; 
thus they do not significantly interfere with 
the analysis of the flight data. 
THE SATELLITE MEASUREMENT TECHNIQUE 
In  considering how the measurements were per- 
formed with the satellite, it is helpful to recall 
that the gauges are moving a t  a high speed com- 
pared to that of the atmospheric molecules.* 
*Spencer, N. W. et. d.. "On the Use of Ionization Gauge De\<ees at 
Very High Altitudes," A w .  Rockef Soc. J..  April 1959. pp. 2901-294. 
Further, in the equivalent situation with the satel- 
lite at rest, the ambient molecules, in effect, are 
moving with the satellite speed in the opposite 
direction (as is illustrated in Figure 5, with the 
gauge facing into the "neutral beam"). In this 
case the gauge internal pressure will exceed the 
ambient. The trace on the right in Figure 5 
shows the ratio of gauge pressure to ambient pres- 
sure as a function of the satellite spin angle, for a 
satellite speed of approximately 7.5 km/sec., with 
the gauge temperature equal to the ambient 
temperature. I t  is seen that the gauge pressure 
is a factor of 24.7 above the ambient when the 
gauge is in position 2. If the two temperatures 
were not equal, the ordinate would require adjust- 
ment by a thermal transpiration term. In posi- 
tion 3, the sensor does not "see" the beam and 
the pressure in the gauge is determined by the 
thermal transpiration equation or, for equal tem- 
peratures, equals the ambient pressure. In posi- 
tion 1, the pressure is essentially zero, since only 
particles in the high-energy tail of the thermal 
velocity distribution can overtake the satellite and 
enter the sensor. Position 1 is equivalent to 
position 3. Thus, over a spin cycle we would 
expect an ideal gauge response to exhibit this 
behavior. Since the four Explorer XVII gauges 
are mounted a t  the vertices of an equilateral tet- 
rahedron, a t  least one will always experience a 
"ram" velocity and thus provide a detectable and 
known sample of the neutral-particle atmosphere. 
I'OSlTlON IN DIAGRAM 
ROLL ANGLE ( degrees ) 
FIGURE 5-Plot of predicted gauge-pressure-to-ambient-pressure ratios versus satellite roll angle. 
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THE GAUGES' FLIGHT RESPONSE 1 
The satellite was operated during the first apo- 
gee pass, and the openings of the gauges were 
observed. Analysis of the data indicates that the 
gauges survived the launch vibration, and all in- 
dicated pressures after opening in the torr 
range or lower, thus demonstrating their ability 
to indicate this low pressure in orbit. 
Because of the satellite's attitude during the 
first few days in orbit, the operation of the lower 
BAG could not be immediately evaluated. The 
present evidence, however, is to the effect that it 
experienced a loss of sensitivity after opening. 
Related telemetry information indicates that 
proper operation should be expected. The ap- 
parent contradiction has not been resolved. 
Figure G is a machine plot of the pressure gauge 
telemetry output for the orbit 118 pass over Blos- 
som Point, Maryland. The period is 0.07 sevond 
corresponding to one rotational period of the 
satellite. The output of BAG I indicatcs that 
the sensor is in the rarefaction. The trace labeled 
BAG I1 is the output of the equatorial BAG, 
R H I  is in turn the equatorial RHG signal and 
RHG I1 is the upper ItHG response. The spin 
axis is 75 degrees from the velocity vrvtor. The 
Redhead gauge output voltages arc inverted, that 
is, a high voltage value corresponds to a low pres- 
sure. The peak-to-peak pressure values shown 
in Figure G are proportional to the atmospheric 
density a t  the time and location of measurement, 
and inversely proportional to a function of the 
satellite velocity. The analysis of the noncqua- 
torial gauge data requires modified velocity con- 
siderations to obtain atmospheric density. The 
density obtained from these three detector:, for 
this pass agree to better than 21 percent and is 
compatible with the expected densities. The 
phase relations between the gauges, which can 
easily be seen in Figure 6, are proper and in :~c('ord 
with the known satellite attitude. 
In Figure 7, the equatorial RHG pressure for 
the Blossom Point pass 118 is comp:~red ni th its 
theoretical responhe :is predicted from kinetic- 
theory considerations. The peal; of the theo- 
retical curve has l)een normalizetl t o  fit the 
maximrlm of the measured gauge prcs:,tire. The 
measured pressure agrees quite wc.11 with thc. thco- 
retical curve shape. The resolution of the d:~t :~ is 
such that one prcshure gauge output sample is 
TlME - 
TlME - 
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FIG~IRE 6.-I'rrssure gauge telemetry output signal plots 
(Orbit 118, April 10, 1963, a t  18:30 E.S.T. over Blosso~n 
Point, hl:~ryl:~~ld. 
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9 
obtained approximately each 9 degrees of satellite 
spin angle. It is seen that the measured maxi- 
mum-to-minimum gauge pressure ratio for a spin 
cycle is 12, i.e., from 4.OX lo-* to 4.8X torr. 
Other passes have shown ratios as large as 30, e.g., 
from 3X to 8 X  torr. The theoretical 
gauge pressure, when the sensor is behind the 
satellite is a factor of more than lo9 below the 
ambient value (0 and 180 degrees roll angle). The 
gauge, in this case, does not follow completely the 1 
. . . . 
. . . . 
. . 
. . . I  
. . 
...-.a 
. . 
...... .._.. 
3 7 x 10 ' torr N2 
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theoretical response into the rarefaction region, 
but apparently has some effects of residual out- 
gassing. Therefore we have the opportunity to 
observe and investigate the outgassing-residual 
of the sensors and its implications, each spin cycle. 
With respect to data analysis, the outgassing 
residual can only affect the density to the order 
of 10 percent in this case, since the minimum 
gauge pressure is less than 1/10 the maximum 
pressure. This same RHG has indicated gauge 
pressures at  perigee in the torr range and 
both RHGs have indicated gauge pressures a t  
apogee in the 10-lo torr range which are spin 
modulated. When the ram velocity is less than 
that experienced during Blossom Point pass 118, 
which is a near-maximum ram velocity condition, 
the gauge response follows the theoretical response 
to lower pressures, and thus the gauge pressure at  
the 180 degree point is not dominated by the 
outgassing-residual. 
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FIGURE 7.-Plot of theoretical and measured equatorial 
Redhead gauge pressure versus satellite roll angle. 
At apogee, the equatorial BAG indicates a 
. *"n - e  u i"l.l. pfeswi-e, -.":-I. "-.,O",.Q 
lLILLl *tJ,bU. -, ic cn~parison 
with the RHG a t  apogee, to be due to residual gas 
in the BAG. The BAG as launched indicated a 
considerably higher pressure, i.e., in the loe5 torr 
range, than the other sealed gauges, which \?;err in 
the torr range. I t  is not presently known 
whether this higher pressure contributed to the 
observed gauge residual. 
As analysis of the data proceeds, atmospheric 
densit,ies and temperatures, and in addit,ion in- 
formation regarding the following, will be 
obtained : 
1. The behavior of the gauge residuals, both 
long term (day-to-day) and short t ,em 
(orbit-to-orbit) ; 
2. Gauge responses to particular satellite orien- 
tations and ram velocities; 
3. Apparent outgassing rates of the gauges 
and their variations; 
4. The effect, if any, of sustained exposure of 
the gauges to an atomic oxygen environment. 
Sufficient data have bein studied already, how- 
ever, to show: 
1. Very good agreement of the densities ob- 
tained from the two RHGs and the BAG, 
presently estimated to be generally better 
than 30 percent; 
2. Agreement of measured densities with values 
obtained from theory and indirect measure- 
ments; 
3. The ability of the gauges to follow large 
(several orders of magnitude) pressure varia- 
tions, as experienced in an orbital period; 
4. The ability of the gauges to follow large 
(factors of 12 to 30) pressure changes in a 
period of 0.670 second; 
5 .  The agreement between the shape and phase 
of the gauges' responses to those expected 
from kinetic theory. 
I t  is concluded that these gauges have made 
meaningful in situ direct measurements which can 
be interpreted easily in terms of the neutral atmos- 
pheric parameters-density, temperature, and 
pressure. 
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A N  APPLICATION OF PRESSURE DIVISION FOR 
CALIBRATING IONIZATION GAUGES 
INTRODUCTION 
The pioneer calil~ration of ionization gauges has 
heen m:de by Nottingham and Torney' and 
others using various methods, based upon the 
McLeod Garige in most instances. Due to the 
limit,ations of the McLeod Gauge antl also the 
difficulty in operation, a different approach to the 
calibration of vacuum gauges was sought. 
A method of generating a pressure of known 
value was described by Il;nntlsen,' %s a method 
of standardizing her radiometer gauge. A com- 
prehensive study of Knudsen's method was 
recently conducted by S c h u h m a n n . 9 o t h  Knud- 
sen's method and Schuhmann's study were based 
on the applic.ation of Boyle's la\v, namely, that a t  
const,ant temperature, the pressure of a gas varies 
tlircctly as the density, or inversely as the volume. 
The method of ionization gauge calibration 
herein described is an app1ic':~tion of a technique 
utilizing t,he research of Iinr~tlscn and Schuhmann. 
?'his method will scrvc :LS :L link hetween known 
pressures antl higher vacuum rangcs. The con- 
tril~ution of thc pressure-division experiment with- 
in t,he ART Program is th:it it defines the fcasi- 
hility, :~nd s h o w  the limitations of the method in 
vacuum c*:~lil)ration technology. 
BACKGROUND 
'Phc vacuum gauge calibration describetl here 
uses the pressure-division mcthod, one that is 
accurate ancl directly useful. Ho\vevt:r, one must, 
realize that the term "vacuum gauge calil)rat,ion" 
enc20mp:tsscs a vast technology of complex meas- 
uremcnts. The vuctulm spectrum is c:omparal)lc 
to the elcc.tro-magnctic spectrum in the number 
of ortlcrs of mngriitt~dc which it spans. Any sin- 
gle c.ulil)raLion systctm (:an accommot1:~t~c only a 
few clcc-:~clc.s of me:wtirement witliout h:~virig to 
:~pprclc~iat)ly c.har~gc its form. 
4 I 
The pressl~rc-division system covers the lower 
range of the ionization gauge pressure span, 
namely, 1 0 - q o  torr. This system is more 
accurat,e than t,he present,ly used NIcLeotl Gauge 
which also operates in this range. The linearity 
of an  ionizat,ion gauge can 11c verified in this 
range, t,hercl)y esta1)lishing the basis for extrapo- 
lating the gauge to higher vacLuurns. It is also the 
range in whicll many environmental and compo- 
nent test chamhers are operated. 
The basic approac-h to vacuum gauge calil~ra- 
tion is simil:~r to the calil~ration of other trims- 
ducers, that is, establishing that  the gauge 
undergoing c-a1ibr:~tion performs properly under 
reprodtlcihle conditions :LS specified by the gauge 
manufact,urer. By using dry nitrogen gas, prob- 
lems of thc behavior of the g:~ugct with different 
gases or com1)irl:~tions of ~ : L S C S  are avoided. 
Adcled caomplcxit y \voultl only serve to confuse the 
I~asic: c::~lil)ration measr~rcment.. 
To  clarify the position of the‘ pressure-division 
system in the r1l:~in of v:~c~uun~ calibration, a brief 
dascription of using this system follows. The 
pressure-clivision apparatus is in cffect a generator 
of l;no\vn pressrues. A reference ionization gauge 
is ca1iI)ratecl in conjuncntion with it. This ~alit)ra- 
tion follo\vs a st)r:~ightforiv:~r(l pro('e(111re 1)nt is 
time consnming. Therefore, the pressure-division 
system is reserved for the purpose of periodically 
re-c.alil)r:~ting the refercnca g:lrlge ant1 serving :is 
tlic rc.fcrence stancl:lrd. 
THEORY OF PRESSURE DIVISION 
A quantity of a selcctetl gas is injected into a 
comparatively small volume undrr a pressure high 
enough to he accurutely me:tsrlrcd 1)y a (lisplace- 
ment manometer ant1 :L cathetomthtcr with a pre- 
cision of 0.W mm. 'Phis gas of krio\vri pressure 
antl lino~vn volumc is thcn allowc~tl to cxpi~ncl into 
2 
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an expansion reservoir of a much larger volume. 
The resultant pressure can then be calculated by 
the application of Boyle's law if an isothermal 
environment is maintained. 
By repeating this gas expansion cycle, with 
various initial pressures and volumes expanding 
into expansion reservoirs of different volumes, and 
by cyclic combinations, a significant number of 
calculations can be made. If an ionization gauge 
that is connected to the expansion reservoir is 
activated; and a gauge reading is made before the 
gas expansion and again after expansion; and 
these readings are compared with the calculations 
obtained through the application of Boyle's law; 
then, the accuracy and linearity of the ionization 
gauge can be established within the range of 
Subsystem 1 is the l~ltra-high vacuum system and 
is used as a pumping and metering station for 
lowering the pressure to the required working 
vacuum of the experiment. Subsystem 2 is the 
high vacuum system and is used to expand the 
various generated pressures and to establish the 
calibration of a reference gauge by calculations 
based on Boyle's law. Subsystem 2 is fabricated 
of Pyrex glass components. I t  is to be noted that 
all cold traps are the double symmetrical glass 
type designed by P. R. ye ate^-;^ the refrigerant 
used is liquid nitrogen. All glass stopcocks are 
high vacuum type and lubricated with Apiezon 
"L1' grease. 
CALIBRATION OF APPARATUS 
pressures developed. The volumes of controlled pressure reservoirs 
DESCRIPTION OF APPARATUS Y I, Y2, Y3 and Y4 were calibrated by mass deter- 
mination prior to assembly into the system. 
The pressure-division experiment was con- These four reservoirs were cleaned, weighed, filled 
ducted using the apparatus shown schematically with laboratory grade tripledistilled mercury, 
in Figure 1 and pictorially in Figures 2 and 3. and re-weighed. The volume of the calibration 
The apparatus is divided into two subsystems. chamber T was determined by filling it with water 
SUBSYSTEM 1 
A. 140 l / s e c  VscIm Pump 
B. VacSorb Forepump 
C. Ultza-High Vscuum Sump 
2. Nude laniration Gaoge 
E. Hastings Thermocouple Gauge Tube 
F. Vaclon Pump Colltrol Unit 
G. Ionization Gauge Cmtml Unit (D) 
H. Kane 1. Ultra-High VPEuum Indium Seat Valve 
SUBSYSTEM 2 
J. High Vacuum Glass Ball Joint U1. 1' t4pnifold 
K. Hastings Themocouph rmuge  TI^ U2 %. -fold 
L. Bayad-Alprt T y p  lmuatim Gauge V. l m u a t i m  Gauge Cmtml Unit (L) 
MhN. Expansion Reservoirs X. Hastings V-um G a g e  
P. Cold Traps Y1 tbmugb Y4. Cmtmlkd P-sum Reservoirs 
Q. Mechanical Forepump Z1 thm@ 217. High Vacuum St-ks 
R&S. U-Tube Mercury-filled Manometers 
T. Calibration Chamber 
FICCRE 1.-Schematic of pressure division :ippnr:itus. 
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li~c:~rrtls 2.-Prcssure division calibration systcm. 
from a cnlil,rated burette. The rcsults of these 
volunle t1ctcrmin:ttions arc : 
Volume of controlled pressure 
reservoir = 0.8G5-l ml 
Volumc of controlled pressure 
reservoir Y1= 1.2'ilG ml 
Volume of controlled pressme 
reservoir IT3 = 10.683 ml 
Volume of controlled pressure 
reservoir 1'4 = 97.032 ml 
allowing the confined gas to  expand into the X- 
inch mnnifoltl rT2. The manomctcr was then 
rend, indicating the expantled pressure (PI ) ,  ant1 
the volume was calculated by the formula 
PI '=  PIT71. 
By a similar procedure, the volumes of thc 1- 
inch manifold C1 and the expansion reqervoirs M 
and N ,  with their accessory tubulations, were cal- 
culated, with the following results: 
Volume of %-inch manifold U2 = 830.2 ml 
Yolumc of 1-inch manifold C'I = 20G9.0 ml 
Yolnme of expansion reservoir N = 7615.5 ml 
Volumc of cnlib~.:~tion cham1)cr T=2331.1 ml 
Volume of expansion reservoir M = 15,756 ml 
The voltunc uf the %-inch n1:lnifold CT2 was 
dctrrmincd in the-. follo\ving manner: All stopcocl;~ 
nerc tslo\ctl, then, htol)~ocli Zi \\:L:, opened, and 
the c:tlit)l.:tt ion ch:rml)er T, Ilnvirig a volume (T') ,  
\\ah fillet1 t l l ro~~gh htopcocli Zli to  a controlled 
prt.s>u~c, of :tpl)ro\i~n:ately 1 :~tmuspherc of dry 
nitrogc>n. This prt\\hure (1') W:LS measured by 
m:~nomclcr S nncl r(.:1(1 wit11 tlir cathctometer. 
Stopcot'li Zi \v:L~ tIi(111 ~lo'srd :tnd the >$inch 
mnnifoltl ( - 2  I\:L:, cv:~c~u:~tcd tllrougll stopcock ZIT 
to a prcihnrc of a f c ~ v  micronh; stopcocks Z16 and 
217 \ I 'C~C then clo~cd and stopcock Z7 opened, 
CALCULATION OF EXPANDED PRESSURES 
Figure 4 is a plot of the pressures indicatcd by 
the ionization gauge versus the calculated values 
obtained by the pressure-division method. The 
procedure for calculating the pressure vah~cs,  with 
specific refcrcnce to  thc results of run number 3, 
is discussed here: Nitrogen, a t  a prcssure of 1.7G 
mm of mercury, was injcctcd into calibration 
reservoirs 1'2, and 1'3. Thc system was 
e~racuated to 4.8X 10-"orr (P2),  as indicated by 
tllc ionization gauge control unit. 
FIGI.RE 3.-Controlled pressure rt.sen-(~irr : m t f  c:~lil)r:~tion c-li:~ml>rr 
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I 0-4 10-5 I 0.6 
Calculated Pressure - Tom 
Run No. 1 A Run No. A 
0 Run No. 2 B Run No 5 
O Run No 3 
Expansion of Y1 Reservoir 
Thc nitrogen in ca1it)ration rescrvoir I'1, having 
a volumc of 1.2716 ml (VI) a t  1.70 mm of mercury 
(PI ) ,  was allowed to expand into the evacuatecl 
system having a volumc of 25441 ml (IT2), thus 
creating a total volume of 2544" ml (Ir/). 
After st:tbilizetion of the exp:inded g:~s, the 
ionization gauge filament was activated, and an 
indicated pressure of 9.GX 10-"err was read on 
the ionization gauge control unit. Then, using 
Boylc's law, the pressure in the tot:il volume (Pf) 
was calculated by the following formula: 
Expansion of Y? Reservoir 
The nitrogen, a t  a pressurcb of I .7(i mm of mcr- 
cury (PI ) ,  in calibration rcscrvoir Ir2, 11:iving a 
volume of 0.8(i54 ml ( b y I )  w:is allo\vc~cl to cxp:~nd 
into the systckm having now :I volumc of 2544% ml 
(IT2) a t  9.3 X 10-"tor ( P 2 ) ,  thus (.r~:iting :I, new 
volumc of 25443 ml (I7,). 
The ionization gauge was activated, and the 
indicated pressure was read as 1.8X torr; the 
calculated pressure was obtained as follo~vs: 
P,=0.00015 or 1 . 5 ~  torr 
Expansion of Yg Reservoir 
Finally, the nitrogen a t  a pressure of 1.7G mm of 
mercury (PI), in c:ilil)ration reservoir Y3, having a 
volume of 1O.(i83C, ml ( V , )  was alIo\ved to expand 
into the system, which now had a volume of 
25443 ml (ITz) :incl a pressure of 1.5X10-4 torr 
(Pz),  thus creating a new volrlme of 25453 ml (Vf). 
Upon activation of the ionization gauge, the 
new indicatecl pressure was re:icl as 8.3 X lo-' torr 
and the caalculated pressure ohtainetl as follows: 
P/I7/= PlVl+P2172 
P / =  0.000888 or 8.9 X torr 
CALIBRATION OF IONIZATION GAUGE BY 
PRESSURE DIVISION 
O~eration of the Ionization Gauge 
In order to  reduce the effects of g:Iuge pumping, 
an attempt was made to minimize interaction be- 
tlveen the gauge and the systcm. This wts  
acc.omplisheti by operating the grid with greatly 
reduced emission current. The normal operating 
grid current of 10 ma was rtduc.ecl to  1 ma. To  
further minimize interaction, thc filament was 
operated only a fraction of the time. Due to 
operating the gauge a t  reduced grid current, it was 
necessary to  proportionately reduce its pressure 
indications. 
Initial Pumpdown 
The Kane valve I1 was closed, ancl Subsystem 1 
was roughed in hy means of the two VacSorb fore- 
pumps to a pressure of 1 to 5 microns; then, the 
VacSorbs \\.ere v:~lved off, :mtl the VacIon pump 
was put into operation. Subsystem 2 W:LS evacu- 
ated to  npproxim:~tcly torr t)y means of the 
mec.hanica1 pump, with stopc.ocl<s 2 4  and ZI7 
closed and all other stopcocks open, and with the iogaritkm of the pressare indicated by the ioniza- 
Dewars on each of the cold traps filled to the tion gauge; the abscissa of the given point is the 
required level with liquid nitrogen. logarithm of the corresponding calculated pressure 
in torr. 
Uniting Subsystems 
RECOMMENDATIONS AND CONCLUSIONS 
The Kane valve H was then opened uniting the 
two subsystems. When the VacIon pump had 
brought the pressure of Subsystem 2 down to 
approximately torr, determined by activating 
ionization gauge L, the Kane valve H was closed, 
thus readying Subsystem 2 for the calibration 
run and placing Subsystem 1 in a standby 
condition. 
The results obtained with the pressuredivision 
system prove that it can be used as a vacuum 
gauge calibration system. For greater con- 
venience in routine operation, Subsystem 2, 
which is used to expand various pressures, can be 
compacted and simplified. This can be done by 
reducing the volumes of the expansion reservoirs 
(M and N) and the controlled pressure reservoirs 
Injection of Gas (Y 1 through Y4), while maintaining their r e smo 
Stopcocks 2 1 2 ,  2 1 3 ,  2 1 4 ,  and Z15 were closed, 
stopcocks 2 8 ,  Z9, ZIO, Zll, and Z17 were opened, 
and nitrogen at a pressure between 0.3 and 50 mm 
of mercury was metered into the calibration vol- 
umes Y1, Y2, I;, and Y4. Stopcocks ZB, ZS, ZlO, 
Z I ~ ,  Z16, and Z17 were then closed. The metered 
quantity of dry nitrogen was measured by ma- 
nometer S and by the cathetometer. The fila- 
ment of the ionization gauge L was activated, and 
the indicated pressure of the system was read on 
the ionization gauge control unit W. The fila- 
ment was then switched off. 
Gas Expansion 
Next, stopcock Z12 was opened, allowing the 
confined gas from the controlled pressure reservoir 
Y1 to expand into the tubulation and the expan- 
sion reservoirs. A five minute period was al- 
101%-ed for expansion stabilization before the fila- 
ment of the ionization gauge was activated and 
the expanded indicated pressure read. This pro- 
cedure was repeated for the expansion of the gas 
confined within the controlled pressure reservoirs 
Y2, Y3,  and Y4. The calculated pressures were 
then obtained, using Boyle's law, and were com- 
pared with the indicated pressure readings 
obtained from the ionization gauge and its co~~iio! 
unit. The system was then evacuated in prepa- 
ration for another calibration run. 
h tota! ~f 4.5 calibration runs was accomplished 
utilizing this technique. The results of five 
calibration runs were selected as typical and are 
plotted on the log-scale graph of Figure 3. On 
this graph the ordinate of a given point is the 
- 
tive volume ratios. Also, a controlled leak 
should be incorporated to meter the nitrogen gas 
into the controlled pressure reservoirs, and the 
u-tube manometers should be replaced with ivory 
point index manometers. 
Within the range of the present system, the use 
of Pyrex glass is satisfactory. To extend the 
operating range to vacuums greater than 
torr, the components should be fabricated from 
stainless steel and the volumes of the reservoirs 
reduced as suggested in the preceding paragraph. 
High vacuum bakeable valves and provisions for 
bakeout should also be required. 
The accuracy and the sources of error encoun- 
tered in this pressuredivision experiment were 
similar to those'discussed by Schuhmann (4) who 
stated that the accuracy attained was Ifr 10 per- 
cent within the lop4 to lop6 torr range. The 
results of 45 calibration runs completed, 5 of 
which are presented in Figure 1, indicate a similar 
accuracy. As mentioned earlier, the calibration 
of an ionization gauge is time consuming and 
requires approximately 20 runs of about 3 hours 
each. 
As an alternative, there is a less time-consuming 
method of gauge calibration in which the accuracy 
is degraded. A reference ionization gauge can be 
cz!ihrrrted by the pressuredivision method, and 
in turn can be used as a reference against wi~ich 
other ionization gauges are compared. However, 
this procedure has the disadvantage of the usual 
random :rsriation in the response of the reference 
ionization gauge. This random variation, being 
comparable to that of the gauge to be compared, 
degrades the accuracy of the resulting calibration 
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ANALOG TO DIGITAL CONVERTER FOR THE $57 
GSFC ION-CHAMBER EXPERIMENT* 
JOSEPH C. THORSRALL 
F I G ~ R E  1.-.A-D converter. 
lNTRODUCTlON o TO -5 VOLT A TO D SERIAL BINARY 
ELfCTROMTER D-C CONVEITEII ) DATA OUTPUT 
This paper describes an 8-bit analog-todigital cHAMBER 4 
converter (Figure 1) using magnetic-core and I 
-7VOLT L C  
of the circuits are pulse-type with the exception 
of two telemetry input amplifiers, one data output 
gate, one transistor flip-flop and a DC com- 
parator circuit. The input amplifiers were neces- 
sary to improve the rise and fall time of the 
telemetry signals and the flip-flop was required to 
convert the output binary number pulses to DC 
levels suitable for use by the data handling system. 
Figure 2 is a simple overall system block diagram 
shoa-ing how this converter fits into the system. 
A pulse-circuit magnetic-core design approacl~ 
was used for the following reasons: 
1. T o  m i n i m i z e  t h e  a v e r a g e  power  
consumption. 
solid-state components in pulse operation. All 
- 
ability offered by magnetic components. 
5. To make use of the multiterminal possi- 
EIECIROMTER 
*5 VOLT D-C , 
bilities availa,ble in magnetic components 
and as a result reduce the number of 
components required. 
116 2 TO +21 VOLT L C  
> 
am css c L o c r  
m MILLISECOND GAE 
7 
FIGURE 2.-System block diagram. 
2. To provide low impedance circuits to 
reduce cross croupling problems in a rela- 
tively high component density package. 
3. To make possible a high base current over- 
drive design, for good circuit operation 
margins with temperature, without 
increasing the average power consumption. 
4. To  take advantage of the inherent reli- 
ENCODING 
This converter uses a comparison method of 
encoding the analog input voltage'. Figure 3 is 
a simple block diagram of the converter. This 
block diagram will be used to illustrate, element 
by element, the encoding method. 
The analog voltage to be encoded is applied to 
one input of a two-input co~n~arison circuit. A 
reference amplitude pulse voltage is applied to 
the other input. An output signal from the 
cnmparison circuit will occur when the amplitude 
of the reference input pulse is greater than the 
'Published as Goddard Space Flight Center Document X-610-64-116, 
M a y  1964. amplitude of the analog voltage input. 
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FIGURE 3.-Encoding method. 
There are eight voltage sources available from 
the reference pulse generators. Each of these 
eight voltages is weighted in a binary fashion and 
can be controlled to  sum all or any combination 
of these weights. If the maximum analog voltage 
is 5.1 volts, then the minimum analog voltage 
weight is .02 volts. Table I is a list of the voltage 
values of all eight levels. 
The 100 cps clock input signal is applied to  a 
sequencer, a control circuit and a gate. This 
input signal serves to time and control the 
formation of the binary number. 
Volt:~ge Binary 
Source Weight 
ITolt:~ge 
.\ml)lit.utle 
(volts) 
The word gate pulse input allows eight clocli 
pulses to be applied to  the converter during the 
gate interval. 
The sequencer provides a means of triggering 
the reference voltage pulse generators sequenti:~lly, 
from the most significant amplitude (S8) first, to  
the least signific:~nt amplitude (81) last. 
Thc control circuit is arranged to continu(. to  
triggrr pnrtic*ulnr rcferenc'e pulse gc.ncr:~tors. This 
circuit can continue to  hold a reference pulse 1 
generator on the remaining bits in the word after I 
the sequencer trigger. That is; Ss ,  would be 
triggered for 7 more clocli pulses; ST, for 6 more; 
etc. through S1, the last bit of the word, does not 
I 
require further holding. 
The comparison circuit is used to determine i 
whether or not the control circuit will continue I 
to  hold a reference voltage pulse generator. If a 1 
comparison circuit output signal does occur, when I 
the sequencer triggers a reference voltage pulse 
generator, then the control circuit will not con- 
tinue to  trigger this reference generator on subse- 
quent clock pulses. Conversely, if a comparison 
output signal doc.? not oc3cllr then the control 
circuit ulill continue to triggrr this reference 
generator on suhscqnent clock pulses. This repre- 
sents the two conditions in .cvhic.li the reference 
voltage pulse :~mplitude has and has not, respec- 
tively, exceetled the amplitude of the analog input 
vo1t:~ge. For c1nc.h rc3ferenc-c voltage amplitude 
sm:~ller than the :in:~log vo1t:lgc. input, the refcr- 
encc volt:~gc. gcncr:~t or acldetl : ~ t  that time will he 
held, and for e:wh reference vo1t:~ge pulse genera- 
tor :implit~~tle produc-ing a rcfcrenc*e sum larger 
than the anJog  volt:~gc, the pulse generator 
ucldcd at that time. will be tlroppctl for the 
remainder of the hits in the. wortl. Any of the 
233 possi1)lc c.oml)in:~tions can 1)e founcl in just 
eight interv:~ls of time. 
The output gate in Figure 3 permits a "one" to 
appear in the output whenever there is no output 
signal from the comparison circuit, indicating that 
this binary weight is required, and a "zero" to  
appear in thc output whenever there is an output 
signal from the comparison circuit, indicating 
that this binary weight is not required to represent 
the analog voltage amplitude. In  this way the 
binary number is formed serially a t  the output as 
each comparison is made. 
To  illustrate by an example, assume the analog 
voltage input is 3.55 volts. The first of eight 
clocli pulses causes the sequencer to trigger refer- 
ence voltage pulse generator SH. This produces 
a reference voltage pulse of 2.50 volts. This 
voltage is less than the analog voltage therefore 
the control circuit is set up by the comp:irator to  
continue pulsing this refercncbc voltage pulse gen- 
erator for the remaining seven (.lock pulses in the 
wort1 ant1 a "one" is formccl in the l)in:~ry output. 
The next clock pulse produccs a trigger from the 
sequencer output number 2 and at  the same time 
the control circuit triggers Ss to produce a total 
reference voltage pulse amplitude of 3.81 volts 
(S8+Si). This is a larger voltage than the analog 
input therefore the control circuit is not set up to 
trigger this reference voltage generator on the 
remaining clock pulses and a "zero" is formed in 
the binary output. The next clock pulse pro- 
duces a trigger from sequencer output number 3 
and a t  the same time the control circuit triggers 
S8 to produce a total reference voltage pulse of 
3.20 volts (Ss+Ss). This is a smaller voltage 
than the analog input, therefore the control circuit 
is set up to hold this reference voltage generator 
for the remainder of the word and a "one" is 
formed in the binary output. If this procedure 
is followed for the remaining clock pulses it will 
be seen that the binary number 101 10001 will be 
formed. This adds to a total of 3.54 volts or 0.01 
volts less than the actual analog input voltage. 
The accuracy can be no better than +0.02 volts, 
the minimum voltage increment. This means 
that any binary number may represent an actual 
analog input voltage between the represented 
binary voltage number and a value just under the 
represented binary number +0.02 volts. 
MEMORY ELEMENT CONTROL CIRCUIT 
Figure 4 illustrates a familiar type of gating 
operation using a bistable "flip-flop" and gate 
combination. This d-c gate controls the flow of 
a signal input, allowing i t  to be passed or blocked, 
depending on the state of the flip-flop. The state 
SET INPUT 
TOGGLE INWT 
RESET INPUT 
OUTPUT 
SIGNAL INPUT 
D-C GATE 
[RESET ON) 
FIGCRE 4.-D--C flip-flop and gate. 
of the flip-flop is controlled by the set, reset and 
toggle inputs. The flip-flop is a menlory ~lenlent  
in this scheme which may or may not allow the 
signal to appear on the output and continues to 
"remember" one  way  o r  t h e  o t h e r ,  u n t i l  
commanded to change. 
Then  duty-cycle requirements are lo\\- (as was 
the case in our design), i t  is more efficient to go to 
an analogous pulse-type memory element for such 
a gating control. Figure 5 shokvs such an analo- 
ENABLE 
n 
ChJ 
gous pulse-type memory element gate arrange- 
ment.? A nonlinear-core transformer, shoxvn by 
the circle, is combined with a linear-core trans- 
former in a one-shot hlocking oscillator circuit, 
shown by the square marked BO. The three 
inputs to the nonlinear transformer are defined as: 
read, enable, and disable. 1n-Figure 4 these terms 
are analogous to signal in, reset and set, respec- 
tively. If the nonlinear transformer has been 
previously enabled, an output pulse \\-ill occur 
for each read pulse. If the nonlinear transformer 
has been previously disabled, there will be no 
output for each read pulse. The BO acts as a 
delay element and places the nonlinear transformer 
in the proper state so that, if an output does occur, 
the next read pulse will produce an output. 
There are four pulse widths to consider when 
using this circuit; t l ,  12, t3, t i  in Figure 5. 
Pulse width t l  should be equal to or less than 
pulse width t4. This is necessary because a t  the 
end of the time 11 the core will be switched to the 
11 7 3  1 state by the ouersi~ooi fi-oiii thi: SO. If there 
is a continuing read pulse during the overshoot 
interval the core may not be sxi-itched into the 
"1" s t a t e ,  a s  desired, because of t he  two 
simultaneous inputs of opposite sign. 
The read pulse was arranged to switch the non- 
linear core in 0.3 microseconds. This switching 
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time was used to obtain a large voltage per turn 
and at the same time not produce a trigger pulse 
too narrow to affect good triggering of the BO. 
More voltage could be obtained but for a smaller 
period of time. A Dynacor type 072S22AI non- 
linear core was used in this application. This 
core has a maximum switching time of the order 
of 20 micro-~econds.~ If the disable pulse" is 
arranged to switch the core in 20 microseconds 
then the trigger voltage ratio between a read and 
a disable input will be 20/0.5 or 40:l. This 
means that the number of turns required to 
producc a peak voltage triggcr pulse of 5 volts, 
0.5 microseconds, during the rent1 input will pro- 
duce only a 5/10th volt, 20 microsecontl pulse 
during the disable input interval. This is far 
k~elow the minimum triggcr voltage required to 
triggcr the BO. 
Therc is an additional trigger pulse, occuring 
during the read pulse interval, that must be 
considered. This is the noise voltage pulse pro- 
ducetl when the nonlinear core has not been 
enat)led and n read pulse is applied. This pulse 
causes the noise flux of the core to be switchetl. 
If sufficient excitation is applied to snitch the full 
flux in the core in 0.5 microsec.ond, then this 
same excitation protluces a 0.03 microsecond pulse 
when the noise flux is being s~iitchetl. The 
amplitutle of this pulse is 0.23vjturn in the circuit 
used in this converter. This voltage must be 
kept below the BO triggcr volt:igc threshol(1. 
Tests on the 2N86l transistor in the BO circuit 
indicate tliut a 0.05 microsec~ond pulse has to have 
a magnitude of 4.2 volts to triggcr the BO. A G- 
turn trigger voltage winding protluces a noise 
voltage of 1.38 volts peal<, which is I j3rd the BO 
trigger threshold. 
The enablc pulse width, 13, may h:tvc any width 
sufficient to switch the core. The enable pulse 
may 1)e applied to the input of the amplifier h 
(ITigurc1 5 )  instead of to a srp:~rate \vinding on the 
corr. lllho a single amplifier may I)c uscd to 
enable, re:~d or disable a number of cores 
simult:~ncousIy. 
Figure 0 slio~vs one application of memory cle- 
ment c.irc*r~its. This is a togglc-input corc flip- 
flop m:ltlc 111) of two memory elcmc~nts with the 
BO o\~(lrhlioot o ~ ~ t p u t s  of C:L(,I~ unit rross couplctl 
to t hc otl~cr 111iit. This flip-flop \vas usccl to 
o1)t:~in t\io-plb:~s(> 1)11lht>h for (lriving :~It(~rn:ttr h i f t  
A A 
ENABLE AND READ 
DISABLE INPUT INPUT 
I~'IGuH>; .:.-Core flip-flop. 
lines of the sequencer. In this circuit the disable 
and enable inputs are in series, allowing a single 
pulse to control both elements simultaneously. In 
this connection, unlike that of the single memory 
element, the enable-disable pulse may switch the 
cores a t  any speed. There is no requirement to 
switch slowly. This may be explained as follows. 
The cnal~le-dis:~l)lc input of Figure ti disables corc 
number 1 and enables corc number 2. If core 
numl)cr 1 triggers 80 1 the output from A 1 will 
enablc core number 2, which is in the same direc- 
tion as the enable input. If core number 2 
switches the trigger pulse to BO 2 is of the wrong 
polarity to trigger this BO. This shows that there 
are no spurious conditions in the circuit that will 
result in the wrong core being ena1)lcd or disabled 
because of a BO t~eing triggcrttl on n disable input. 
REFERENCE VOLTAGE PULSE GENERATOR 
A circuit diagram of a refcrencc voltage pulse 
grncrator is shown in Figure 7. This circuit is 
the same as the BO circuit shown in figure 8 
except a nonlinear core is used and a reset is 
provided. There arc eight of these pulse gener- 
ators required for an eight-bit converter. 
A resistance pad was uscd to adjust the ampli- 
tude of the binary-weightcci voltage pulse on the 
output of each generator. This method of adjust- 
ment was used because there is :L limit to the 
amount of volt:tge step dolvn that can be :~chicved 
~ritliout seriously (legratling the p~i l s t  n:~vcform. 
SENSORS 
E: DYWCOR O ~ I S I W ~  NONLINEM CORE LINEAR CORE WAVEFORMS. TOP TRACE IS COLLECTOR 
RESET: RETURNS TO -7VOLTS THROUGH A TRANSISTOR 
SWITCH. THIS LINE COMMON TO ALL WLSE GENERPITORS. 
CURRENT, 20 rno./cm. BOTTOM TRACE IS COLLECTOR 
VOLTAGE. 0.5VOLT/CM. HORIZONTAL RATE, lFsec/cm. 
FIGURE 7.-Reference voltage pulse generator. CORE: ALADDIN N O .  25-525-01 
FIGURE 8.-Blocking oscillator. 
The turns ratio on all of the pulse generators from 
25 and loli~er was limited to 0.33. 
There are two major reasons for using a non- 
linear core in this generator instead of a linear 
core; (a) smaller capacity coupling between the 
output and primary winding, and (b) better wave- 
form. The windings on a nonlinear core may be 
segment wound and still maintain an acceptable 
waveform. This is not so in a linear core trans- 
former in which the windings must be distributed 
one over the other in order to obtain an acceptable 
waveform. Where capacity is not a problem, the 
use of a linear core \\-ill usually result in a circuit 
containing less components. Figure 9 shows the 
difference between the voltage output waveform 
obtained with the two cores. This difference is 
caused by a contlnuaiiy changing coiiector curreui 
over the width of the pulse with the linear core 
and a substantially constant collector current 
with the nonlinear core. This causes a change in 
the transistor V,, (Sat.) voltage over the width 
of the pulse with the linear core and results in a 
droop in the output pulse, while IT,, (Sat.) remains 
NONLINEAR CORE WAVEFORMS. TOP TRACE IS COLLECTOR 
CURRENT, 5Omo./cm. BOTTOM TRACE IS COLLECTOR VOLT- 
AGE, 0.5 VOLT/crn. HORIZONTAL RATE, 0.5~sec/crn. 
CORE: DYNACOR 072522A300. 
FIGURE 9.-Sonlinear-and linear-core BO waveforms. 
essentially constant over the width of the pulse 
with the nonlinear core and results in a relatively 
constant voltage amplitude across the top of the 
pulse. 
Figure 10 illustrates the method in which the 
reference voltage pulses are summed. Any stray 
capacitive coupling between the primary and 
secondary winding is not desirable because all of 
the voltage pulse sources are connected in series. 
This shunt voltage from capacitive coupling a t  
each source will provide a spurious pulse a t  the 
output of the series-connected windings that will 
cause the desired inductively-coupled pulse to be 
niodified. This s p u ~ i o u ~  p??!pp YE9 F ~ P P ~ I ~ C P ~  tn R. 
negligible value by using a nonlinear core and 
segmenting the output vindings. The only source 
not affected by this coupling is S1, because it is 
a t  ground potential and is iinafiected by shunt 
capacity; therefore a linear core is used in this 
source. 
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Frnrrnrz. 10.-Sum~nir~g mrtl~oti for reference vo1t:lgc grn- 
erators. 
The peak pulse voltage output (V,) was meas- 
ured in the circuit shown in Figure 1 1 .  I t  W:LS 
possi1)le to  measure the amplitnde of the pulse 
voltage to an accuracy of f 1 millivolt out of 
5 volts with this circuit. 
The turns on the feedback winding (Nz)  and 
the feedback diode (Dz) were chosen to minimize 
the change in I'o with temperature. The total 
resistance (RDB) of a series-connected diode and 
base-to-emitter transistor junction may have a 
positive, zero, or negative slope as a function of 
ten~pc,rature, depending on the magnitude of the 
appliecl voltage. This suggests that there should 
be an optimum number of turns for Nz, for a given 
COMPARATOR STABLE 
PULSE IN?Ul CIRCUIT VARIABLE 
VOLTAGE 
OSCILLOSCOPE DIGITAL VOLI- 
COMPARISON METER, KlNTLL MODEL 4560 
F I G L T I ~ ~ :  11.-Trst st% up for nlc:isuri~~g 1'". 
diode and transistor, that will allow the change 
in R D B  to  compensate for the temperature changes 
of the transistor collector-to-emitter saturation 
resistance and the effective resistance of the core. 
An optimum number of turns in Nz was found by 
experiment and resulted in a maximum change 
in Tro of less than 0.2 percent of the temperature 
range of -20°C to +GO°C. 
COMPARISON CIRCUIT 
Figure 12 is a circuit diagram of the comparison 
~ i r c u i t . ~  This circuit uses two dual N-P-N silicon 
transistors. A 1  and A4 are in one package; A2 
and A3, in another. The type used here is the 
2N2G12. This transistor has individual charac- 
teristics similar to  the 2N930. The triode match- 
ing characteristics include a forward d-c current 
gain balance of a minimum of 0.0, a minimum 
base-to-emitter-voltage differential of 5 millivolts 
and a base-to-emitter-voltagr differential tem- 
perature gradient of 10 microvolt/"C. These 
characteristics are acceptable provided the voltage 
differential of 5 millivolts ant1 the gain ratio can 
be balanced out by the circuit. 
The circuit operates in the following way. The 
input to A1 is t)i:isetl sufficiently positive to insure 
that A2 is conducting and A3 is cut off. Dl is 
biased in the forrvarcl direction by the current 
suppliccl by the +I5  volt supply through the 5G 
I<ilohm resistor to the collec-tor of A 2 ,  which is a t  
a potential of +8.2 volts. The resulting voltage 
drop across this diode produces a reverse-bias 
voltt~gc across the base-to-emitter junction of 
transistor amplifier As.  
FIGCI~I.: 12 -Co11lp:~riso11 circuit. 
A3 will remain cut off as long as the base-to- 
emitter voltage is either below the threshold 
voltage of this junction or is reverse biased by A2. 
The d-c voltage appearing on the emitter of A3 
is a function of the 0 to 5 volt input voltage. If a 
positive voltage pulse, with an amplitude sufficient 
to forward-bias A3, is applied to the reference 
input, A3 will begin to conduct. This will begin 
to bring Dl out of conduction. If the reference 
input pulse has sufficient amplitude and width 
the collector of A3 will eventually become more 
negative than +8.2 volts and A5 will be switched 
on. The resulting output pulse is further ampli- 
fied and used to trigger a BO. There is sufficient 
gain in the system so that a change of less than 
1 mv on the d-c input, a t  a threshold level, will 
cause the BO to trigger or not trigger. In other 
words the threshold error is less than 1 mv. 
The electrometer output voltage, during range 
switching and voltage turn-on periods, can 
approach -13 volts. Also during periods of 
saturation the output voltage can approach +15 
volts. Zener diodes D4 and D3 were placed 
across the input so that these large positive or 
negative voltages cannot appear on the base of A 1. 
Diodes 0 2  and 0 3  are biased in the forward 
direction to provide a voltage to bias "on" A1 
and Al. This bias is necessary to eliminate the 
base-to-emitter junction threshold voltage. This 
diode voltage also varies with temperature in 
such a way as to compensate for the changes in 
the transistor base-twmitter threshold. 
The values of resistors R1, R2, and R3 are 
adjusted to eliminate the unbalance in the circuit 
and to set the threshold voltage to zero. 
SEQUENCER CIRCUIT 
The sequencer and delayed sequencer are shown 
symbolically in figure 13.5 The sequencer is 
similar to a ring counter in u-hich a single one is 
transferred from core to core in response to the 
400 cps clock pulses. The sequencer was designed 
so that up to two cores can 'be s~i iched the 
output of each core. When each core reads out 
it switches the next core in the sequencer, trans- 
ferring the one, and a t  the same time a core is 
switched in the delayed sequencer. That partic- 
ular core in the delayed sequencer then produces 
an output pulse after a time delay. This is a 
FIGURE 13.-Sequencer and delayed sequencer. 
simple way of obtaining delayed pulses, a; through 
a;, with only a single BO delay. 
The output of each stage of the sequencer is 
used to trigger each reference voltage pulse gener- 
ator. A negative pulse is required for this trigger 
and is obtained from the output of core T2, in 
the case of the trigger for Ss, a t  the time the one 
is transferred from T1 to T2. A ninth core was 
added to obtain a total of eight sequential pulses 
to trigger the eight reference pulse generators. 
This is required becallse a one is placed in T1 
during preset and T1 does not produce a negative 
pulse on the first clock pulse of the word. The 
ninth core is preset at  the same time as T1. 
The delayed sequencer pulses are required to 
set up the control circuit elements. The delay 
allows each sequencer output to trigger a reference 
voltage generator and to permit the comparison 
circuit to produce a pulse. The delayed sequencer 
output pulse attempts to set up the control to 
hold this reference voltage generator in the active 
mode. If a pulse appears on the output of the 
comparator, the delayed sequencer pulse is pre- 
vented from enabling the control circuit and if a 
pulse does not appear from the comparator the 
control circuit is enabled to allow this reference 
voltage generator to be triggered on the remaining 
clock pulses. 
The preset pulse for the sequencer is applied 
a t  the time of the leading edge of the word gate 
pulse so that at  the time of the first clock pulse 
tile sequencer is sct up to transfer the one in 
core T1 to core T2 and on the eighth pulse core 
T9 is set up to produce an output. 
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4 0 0  CPS CLOCK INPUT 
WORD GATE INPUT 
0 TO 5 VOLT 
ANALOG INPUT 
SYMBOLS 
MEMORY ELEMENT 
FI(:URE 14.-131o(ak diagram 8-bit A-D converter. 
BLOCK DIAGRAM DESCRIPTION 
Figure 14 is a complete block diagram of the 
converter and Figure 15 is a timing diagram show- 
ing only the pertinent waveforms required in the 
conversion process. 
The word gate input signal is applied to EF-1 
and -4-21. EF-1 provides a high impedancae 
load to the gate signal. A-21 is provided with 
a source of collector load resistance voltage by 
the wort1 gate signal during the word gate interval. 
The circuit was arranged this way so that no 
matter what kind of failure may occur with the 
convertcr there will be no output except during 
the gating interval. This was felt to he necessary 
because this converter shares the outputs of other 
experiments tied to this same point. Any mal- 
function within the ronvertcr could tali(. out all 
of the experiments. The same reasoning applies 
to the need for a diode qr~ati in scries with the 
output sign:ll so that :L short t o  g ro~~n t l  will not 
short o r~ t  he output sign:~ls of :dl of the othcr 
expcrirncnt s. 
20n.  WORD 
U T E  INPUT i / t 1 2 5 ~ .  
4W CPS 
SEQUENCER 0, ~---- 
A-9 OUTPUT 
READ ALL M E  y--- 
REF 1 0  2' L--- 
1lNARl OUTPUT 7r.- 
DELAYED SEQUENCER I7 --. 
0; 
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The word gate input signal may have a maxi- 
mum rise time of 50 microseconds. Amplifiers 
A-1, A-2, and A-3 are used to improve this rise 
time and invert the signal so that a negative 
trigger may be applied to BO-1 a t  the leading 
edge of the word gate pulse. The output of 
BO-1 drives A-5 which presets the core flipflop 
and sequencer. The overshoot from BO-1 trig- 
gers BO-2. BO-2 drives A-8 to provide a pulse 
to disable all of the memory elements, clearing 
out the information that remained in the memory 
elements from the preceding conversion. 
The 400 cps clock input signal is applied to a 
high input impedance amplifier, A-6. This ampli- 
fier is gated on only during the 20 millisecond 
word gate pulse interval so that there will be 
just 8 clock pulses appearing on the output of 
A-6 during each gating interval. A-6 inverts 
the clock signal and, on each positive-going swing 
of the input signal, provides a reset pulse to the 
transistor flip-flop through EF-3. This forces 
the binary output to be in the "zero" state in 
preparation for the next binary bit to be formed 
on the negative half cycle of the 400 cps clock 
input signal. 
The rise and fall time of the clock input may 
have a maximum value of 5 microseconds. A 4  
and A-7 improve this rise and fall time and 
present a negative trigger pulse to BO-3 a t  each 
negative-going half cycle of the clock input signal. 
This pulse is used to drive A-10, for switching 
the core flip-flop, and A-9, for reading all of the 
memory elements simultaneously. In the case 
of the first binary bit, 27, there w,ill be no output 
from any of the memory elements and sequencer 
output a 7  will trigger reference BO, 27. Output a7 
also switches the first core in the delayed se- 
quencer. If we assume the 0 to 5 volts analog 
input is larger than the 2' reference voltage, B 6 7  
will not be triggered. 
The overshoot of BO-3 triggers BO-4. BOA 
provides a 4 microseconds delay to give time for 
the reference BO to apply a pulse to the com- 
parator and for BO-7 to be triggered. The over- 
shoot of BO-4 triggers BO-G and BO-5. BO-5 
applies a signal to A-19. In this case, since BO-7 
u-as not triggered, an output will appear on A-19 
and the transistor flip-flop will cause a "one" 
to be formed in the binary output. If BO-7 
had been triggered A-18 would inhibit A-19 so 
that there would be no trigger to the flip flop 
and a "zero" would be formed in the binary 
output. 
BO-5 also drives A-13. A-13 provides a pulse 
to the delayed sequencer. This pulse causes the 
first core in the delayed sequencer, previously 
switched by sequencer output ai, to provide an 
output a f  af is applied to a gate. This gate is 
controlled by BO-7 and, since BO-7 did not 
trigger in this case, a7 enables memory element 
number 7 so that on subsequent read pulses from 
A-9 reference BO 27 will continue to be triggered. 
If BO-7 had been triggered, output af would have 
been blocked and memory element number 7 
would not have been enabled. 
BOG, triggered by BO-4, drives A-14. The 
output of A-14 provides a pulse to reset all of 
the reference BO's. In  this case only reference 
BO 2' will reset, however the circuit is arranged 
so that one or all of the reference BO's will be 
reset if required. 
This explains the sequence of operation for the 
first bit. The remaining 7 bits are formed in 
exactly the same way, the only difference is the 
sequencer output transfers to the next output 
each time. 
A-26 is an  amplifier which blocks the com- 
parator during the interval between word gate 
pulses. This was found to be necessary after 
the unit was connected to the electrometer. The 
output of the electrometer went negative because 
of a reaction between the electrometer amplifier 
and the comparator. This occurred only on the 
most sensitive range with no signal input, and 
caused a relaxation-type oscillation to be set up 
that was not corrected until the electrometer oub  
put signal was increased to +0.3 volts. This 
reaction occurred a t  some time after the binary 
conversion, therefore by blocking the comparator 
betxeen word gate pulses it was possible to 
eliminate the instability and to measure down 
to  the d-c off-set of the electrometer. 
SPECIFICATIONS 
The prototype converter has the following 
characteristics : 
1. Mechanical (See figure 1). 
(a) Size: 4xx3x1 inches excluding connector 
and mounting flanges. 
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(b) Weight: 400 grams. (d) Power supply voltages: 
(c) Fully encapsulated with Armstrong C-7 (1) +1G.2 to +21 volts d-c a t  2.G ma. 
epoxy adhesive. (current measured a t  18.5~).  
(d) Vibration: 15G, 5 to 2000 cps. (2) -7.000 k0.1 percent volts d-c a t  
1.8 ma. 
2. Electrical 
(a) Analog input voltage: 0 to +5.1 volts 
d-C. 
(b) Analog input resistance : 
(1) 45.5 kilohms a t  - 20°C. and +.01 
volt analog input. 
(2) 52.5 kilohms a t  +GO°C. and +5 
volt analog input. 
(c) Tcmper:~ture: -20°C to +GO°C. 
(3) +5.000 f 0.1 percent volts d-c a t  
1.1 ma. 
(e) Power input: Approximately 70 milli- 
watts total. The converter by itself, in- 
cluding the flip-flop but without am- 
plifiers, requires 20 milliwatts. The 
pulse logic circuit by itself requires .37 
milliwatts. 
(f) Accuracy: f 0.5 percent full scale over 
the temperature range of -20°C. to 
+GO°C. 
(g) Binary output: Serial with the most 
significant bit first. Binary "one" is 
zero volts and binary "zero" is + 16 volts. 
(h) Binary output impedance: 200 kilohms. 
(i) Clock input requirements: 0 to +5 volts, 
400 cps, square wave with maximum 
rise and fall time of 5 microseconds. 
Positive-going half cycle must coincide 
with the beginning of the word gate. 
(j) Word gate input requirements: 0 to +I6 
volts, 20 milliseconds long with a maxi- 
mum rise time of 50 microseconds. Must 
be positive during the gating interval. 
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THE DETERMINATION OF ABSOLUTE PHOTON I 
FLUXES AND APPLICATIONS TO CALIBRATION I 
PROCEDURES I N  THE lOOA TO 300A RANGE* I 
I. THE MEASUREMENT OF ABSOLUTE FLUXES The use of the above sources is beset with 
The problem of making absolute intensity meas- 
urements has recently received emph:isis k)ec:~usc 
of increastbd intcrcst in spectral stutIics in t11e 
vacuum ultl~iviolet and. in the soft x-my region. 
The term "a1)solute" will l)c used to charactc.rixe 
an intensity me:isurement 1vhic.h is expressible in 
units of power per unit area or in terms of photon 
fluxes. The neetl for suc*h measurements arises 
when, as in solar spccetrophotomctry, one wishcs 
to compare radiant energies or photon fluxes a t  
different \v:~vclengths. 
Ideally,  solute mcast~rc~mcnt of rad,i:lnt c.nc'rgy 
can be carried out by c:~lorimctric. rncusl~rc\rnc~nts 
unc1c.r circumstances \vliiclr guura~ltcc~ that  all 
photons in the I)e:im arc al)sorl)ed and that  tlicir 
energy is convclrtctl to thermal e11c3rgy. This 
mcthotl is only pr:~rtic~:ll)lc in th r  casc of high in- 
tensity sources in the visit)le and is of very limitetl 
use in nctu:~l cn1ibr:ition proc.cdurrs. 
-A second methotl is 1):~sed on the utilization of 
:~bsolute sources or ratlintion standards. Tivo 
such sources arc of importanre. One is the c:~vity 
radi:itor, whose spcctr:~l distri1)ution is uniclucxly 
specified for :L given tcmper:~turc. in ac.cortl:ince 
with l'lanck's law. As a second source, tl~t.rt. is 
the possil)ility of utilizing the en~ission from high 
energy e1cc.t rons acc+c.lcrattd in :L 1)et:~tron or syn- 
chrotron. As in the casc of Planck's I:LIV, the. 
spectr:~l power radi:itcd l)y :L s i n g l ~  elc(-tron is 
complctcly c:ilculablr, that is, the radi:int powrr 
is exprcssil)lc in a1)solute mc:lsurc, once the masi- 
mum clcctron encrgy and the orbital ratlius arc. 
known. 
numrrous experiment:ll complexities. Electron 
;~ccclelators arc not generally ar:lilahlc. So far 1 
as is known, the NBS 180 3Iev synchhrotron is the 
only :~ccelerator in the United States which is 
av:ril:il)le for use as  :L far  ultraviolet source. There 
arc many considerations w1iic.h must be taken into 
acScount before the actual light beam may he I 
adapted : ~ s  a radi:rtio11 standarcl. One must know 1 
the eficcativc. number of radiators in the beam, the 1 
maximum energy of electrons :rntl the :~ctual cross 
section of the olccatron l)c.:~m. I t  is also necessary 
to  see if the radi:~l :rnd vc.rtical oscill:~tions of the 
orbit :lrc. signific.:~nt. The effec.ts arising from the 
pnlscd and pol:lrixcd n:iturc of the radiation must 
:ilso l)c c.ontcmplatc~c1. 
In tlic calil)ration of pl~ot ogr:~pllic- emulsions or 1 
photoelectric deviccs oT v .rious kincls, one resorts 
to  the use of tlirrmorouplcs ivhosc1 absolute re- I 
sponsc (rnicro\vnt t per mic.rovolt) is determined hy 
first e:llil)r:lting the thcrmoc~lectric. tlctcc*tor against 
:L r:itliatiori stan(1ard. This is done in the visible 
part of thcl spectrum and the c2~lil)r:ltion is as- 
sumctl to hold in tlic far ~lltraviolet. Thcrmo- 
( - o ~ ~ g l ( ,  mc:~sr~rc~mc~~its have l~ecn made down to  
300L\ in the cb:isc of strong ratliations. Thermo- 
clcctric cl(.tc~cstors do not posscss 100 percent 
c~)nvcrsion rffic.ic.~lc-y. 'I'hc diffust. sc:~ttcring of 
the. inc~itlcrit racliation :~ntl the kinetic cmcrgy 
~ : ~ r r i e ( l  a\v:ly l)y tht' (> j~c tcd  pliotoclcctrons is 
~ I ~ O \ Z ~ I I  t o  r( 'd~~('c the t hclt.~n:~l co~lversio~: efic.irncy 
and give rise. to rvrors whic.11 may he as higll as 10 
percent. I:urtl~c.rmorc., when a thcrmoconple is 
useti in the \r:~cbuum region, it bcc.omcs nccc.ssnry 
to  c$oml):Lrc3 ill(. rc~spo~isc. of the detcc-t>or with its 
*Put,lishcd as Ood(fnrd Spare Fliulrf Prnler Dorxnrmf S-(;144;4-3.92. 
Novt.1111)t.r 1064. rcsporlsc ol)t:~irlc~tl u~itl(.r atmospheric prcssurc. 
tGoddurd Sl~art- I:l~nl~t Crntvr and Cornt~ll 1Jn i~c lu i ty  Tllcsc. ( ~ 0 l l ( ~ i ~ i 0 1 1 ~  i~ltli(~:ltc hat,  even in 111(. case of 
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intense sources, the overall calibration of this type 
of detector is subject to large errors (-20 percent) 
in the vacuum ultraviolet. 
Photoionization detectors have recently become 
more popular. In this category we list: gas filled 
ion-chambers with LiF or similar windows, ion 
chambers using differentially pumped entrance 
slits, flow-type proportion or GM counters 
equipped with special windows. 
Although the techniques used in photoioniza- 
tion detectors are in need of improvement, their 
development has reached the state where they 
could be considered as reliable detectors of photon 
fluxes. 
Consider a counter filled with a monatomic gas. 
Let the sensitive volume of the device be illumi- 
nated by a beam of sensibly monochromatic pho- 
tons. If the energy of the incident photons exceeds 
the ionization energy of the rare gas (24.6 ev for 
He, 21.5 ev for Ke, 15.7 ev for Ar, 14.0 ev for Kr, 
12.1 ev for Xe), then the interaction of such a 
photon with a rare gas atom may produce an elec- 
tron-ion pair. For a sufficiently long path and 
high pressure, it may be assumed that the proba- 
-... ,. , . 
D ~ I I L ~  OI D L V ~ ~ ; ; ~  u ~h2t9n in the rounter is close 
to unity and that every photon that is absorbed 
will give rise to an ion pair. In other words, the 
total cross section of the atom is equal to its 
photoionization cross section. Thus in the soft 
x-ray region the use of ionization chambers and 
GM counters is based on the principle that the 
photon interaction results only in photoionization. 
This is reasonable since for low photon energies, 
the Thomson and Compton scattering processes 
are negligible, pair production .is impossible and 
second order effects such as double excitation are 
highly improbable. 
In particular, if a GM counter is to be used in 
the measurement of absolute fluxes, one must be 
assured that each photoelectron will give rise to 
one and only one pulse. As a second working 
principle, we may assume that the probability of 
de tec i i~ l~  the phot=z!ectmn is vnity. The strong- 
est support for this statement is based on the pos- 
sibility of attaining a well developed plateau in 
the counting rate vs anode voltage plot. Long 
standing experience with GJZ counters, whew the 
output pulse does not depend on the charge 
liberated by the primary ionizing event, leads to 
the conviction that such counters fulfill the need 
for photon flux detectors below 300-i. Above 
this wavelength Samson1 has succebsfully applied 
ionization chamber measurements of %bsolute 
radiation intensities up to about 1000-4. The 
absence of convenient standard sources is no 
longer a serious handicap. 
In the remaining portions of this report we 
describe the use of a GAl counter as applied to the 
problem of calibrating (1) a Bendix photomulti- 
plier and (2) certain photogroaphic emulsions a t  
wavelengths shorter than 300A. 
II DETERMINATION OF THE EFFICIENCY OF A 
BENDIX PHOTOMULTIPLIER IN THE l00H TO 
3008 RANGE 
The purpose of this investigation was to attempt 
a measurement of the efficiency of a Bendix mag- 
netic photomultiplier at  wavelengths distributed 
over the soft x-ray region. The choice of wave- 
lengths used as dictated by the availability of 
characteristic valen~e~emission bands of Re, A1 
and Cr, roughly 100.4 apart. These are fairly 
intense D.C. sources which are quite steady. They 
are therefore well suited for use with electronic 
detectors such as rile \"r;~; ~;;;;tc:, thzt i ~ ,  fnr 
studies which involve the measurement of photon 
fluxes. Recent techniques in the preparation of 
suitable plastic windows have led to the successful 
use of the Geiger-Mueller (GM) counter as a 
device for determining absolute photon fluxes in 
the long wsvelength region referred to above. The 
and the reliability of this device will 
be described el sew he^-e.2 
It suffices to say that for not too high counting 
rates, the G3l ~ounter~operates very satisfactorily 
up to and beyond 300A. (its use at  wavelengths 
lying between 20.k and 100A had already been 
demonstrated by Lukirskii et al).3 
The measurements were performed in the fol- 
lowing manner: X G?rl counter and Bendix photo- 
multiplier were mounted within a grazing incidence 
spectrometer. The detectors were attached to a 
rotatable tabie so that tile 2X cor;r;tcr nzd the 
Bendix could be irradiated in succession by a nar- 
row wavelength band of continuous radiation 
produced in the target of the soft x-ray tube. . 
Care was exercised to see that each detector was 
exposed to the same beam geometrically. The 
counting rates of the detectors could then be 
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compared. These rates are given by In the tabulation which follows we list the ratio 
of counting rates a t  the specified wave lengths. 
NGM = NovGM~GM (1) 
and 
NBx = No~BxuBx (2) TABLE I.--Observed Ratios of Photon Fluxes 
where No is the incident flux of photons and where 
N, 7 and a denote respectively the counting rate, 
the efficiency and the window area sensitive to  
photons. In Eqs. (1) and (2), the subscripts B X  
and GM refer to  the Bendix and the Geiger-Mueller 
counter. From relations (1) and (2), it follows 
that the efficiency of the Bendix is given by 
Itelation (3) yields the desired efficiency at a 
specified wavelength since the quantities on the 
right hand side of Eq. (3) are known. 
Unavoidal~ly, the characteristic valence band 
appears on top of the continuous radiation from 
the target. At a given wavelength, the radiation 
incident on the counter consists of the portion of 
the valence band, the bremsstrahlung a t  this 
wavelength and also contributions in higher orders 
of the continuum a t  shorter wavelengths. In  
these tests, the contribution from the continuum 
was subtracted and only the intensity due to  the 
emission band was used. The emission )antis 
involvetl were those of I3e K (edgc. a t  110tl), A1 
L2,3 (edge a t  170~1) and ('r (edge : ~ t  2961).  
In  each case, a trace of the entire band was rc- 
corded and counting rates were compared a t  
wavelengths near band peaks or a t  corresponding 
wavelength positions. In this manner it was 
possi1)le to avoid the effect of the contamination 
by CIi, line in high orders, where such orders 
overlapped the emihhion [)and in question. Or- 
casio~i:~lly, it was convenient to  deal with the 
second order spectrum of the emission band itself, 
because of the ease with which the h:ind could be 
scannctl. I t  is worth mentioning that (:L) the 
o1)servcd features of the bands were in goocl 
agreement with those determined by o t h c ~  experi- 
ments ant1 (I)) the nng111:lr separation l)et~vcen 
v:irious emission 1):~nds as 01)herved 1)y the. detcc- 
tors was consistent with the c.al(.ulatc.tl value of 
the :~ngul:u scp:rrntion. The. sourcc.s \vclre opt.r- 
atcd : ~ t  :L prc.ssure of 5x10-"Torr, :L targclt of 
a1)out 50 m a  :tnd :I target potential of al)o~lt 1000 
\rolts. 
The GM counter was operated on its voltage 
plateau and the anode voltage applied to  the 
Bendix was 1700 volts, except in the case of the 
A1 L band where the anode vo1t:~gc was 1650 volts. 
In  each case, the areas of the entrance slits 
were determined by measuring the relevant di- 
mension by a traveling microscope. 
I3efore we can evaluate tux we must determine 
the efficiency of the (;M counter a t  the particular 
wavelength. 
The efficic.nc.y of the GhI counter is given by 
wlicre K(X) is thc t~ttc1nu:ltion clue to the zapon 
window :mrl the s~~ppol.ting mesh a t  thc particular 
w:lvelengt h. The expre~sion in the hrarkets is 
the fraction of the incident number of photons/ 
sec stopped by the counting gas (helium). This 
0 
quantity is nearly equ:~l to unity except a t  115A 
where the absorption cross section is quite low. 
Tllc quantity a ( X )  is related to  the photoioniza- 
tion cross sec.tion o(X) in accordance with 
where Cis the absorption path length in cm, a(X) 
is the cross section in i l l b  and T is the absolute 
temperatur~ of the gas. In formu1:tting relation 
(4) it hiis been assumed that photoelectrons from 
the back wall do not contri1)ute appreciably to the 
observed count and that  the discharge of the 
counter is due to photons being :~bsorbcd by the 
gas anti giving rise to  an ion pair. The validity 
of the last assumption is tested by the flatness of 
the vo1t:~ge p1ate:ui of the GM counter. One can 
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correct for the effect of the added counts due to 
photoelectrons reaching the wall. This was done 
in dealing with 'lex at  2 i .  
The quantity K(X) was determined in the fol- 
lowing way: while making the counter window, an 
identical zapon film was mounted on a frame. 
The attenuation of this film was measured a t  
1151 or at  180,i using the appropriate radiation. 
At  300& the attenuation was quite high and in 
addition the source was weak. In this case K(X) 
was computed by first obtaining the thickness of 
the film from the measured attenuation and pub- 
lished values4 of the linear absorption coefficient 
of zapon. Having determined the film thickness 
by experiment at the short wavelength, o!e could 
then compute the attenuation at  305.4. The 
method was sufficiently precise for the present 
purposes. 
The quantity a(X) defined by Eq. (5) and 
appearing in Eq. (4) is determined from the es- 
perimental  value^^-^ of a(X) at  the various wave- 
lengths. In Table 11, we summarize the various 
quantities involved in evaluating the GM counter 
efficiency. 
With the information available in Table I and 
Table 11, the efficiency of the Bendix photomulti- 
plier is computed by the use of Eq. (3). The 
results are collected in Table I11 and are shown 
in Fig. 1. 
TABLE 111.-The Eflciency of the Bendiz Photom~tltiplier 
I 
FIGURE 1.-Efficiency of Bendix phot~nlulti~lier 
in percent. 
I t  appears that the Bendix is quite stable in its 
response and its characteristics have not changed 
in the course of several months. The efficiencies 
are plotted in the Fig. 1 along with the efficiency 
2f 2 t ~ * n r r a t r m  n h n t r m o t h n J n  nh+o;mnrl  h ~ r  T r1lr;roLi;3 
. - - -p - - - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 
-a 
a t  llOA. A second Bendix multiplier of the 
same type was tested a t  1801 and its efficiency 
was found to be about 4 percent. This represents 
a variation of n factor 2. Variations of this order 
may originate in the response of the photocathode 
or in the collection efficiency of the secondary 
multiplication process. 
Ill. CALIBRATION OF PHOTOGRAPHIC 
EMULSIONS 
In the spectral region of interest two types of 
special emulsions, Eastman SWR and Ilford Q, 
are commonly utilized. The purpose of these 
measurements was to correlate the photographic 
density with the number of photons/cm2 required 
to produce this density. The correlation was 
carried out at  various wavelengths using the emis- 
sior~ Lands uf Ee a d  Al aud aisu tile LY I I I ~ I I  series 
lines of ionized helium. The ionized helium lines 
were excited in a Schuler lamp. Only the first 
four members of the series (A ~ 3 0 4 i ,  256% 243A 
and 233& were made use of in the calibration. 
A piece of photographic film was mounted 
within the grazing incidence spectrometer close to 
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I 
the location of the  Rowland circle. The film was 
inserted in the photon beam and exposed for a 
specified time. The photon flux was monitored 
before and after the exposure by the use of a GM 
counter whose entrance slit could be made t o  
occupy the same position as tha t  occupied by the 
film. For the purposes of photographic calibra- 
tion, a series of different exposures were obtained 
a t  each discrete wavelength. In  the case of the 
bands, the profile of the distribution was re- 
corded photographically on film and also moni- 
tored by the GRl counter. The films wcrc 
developed for 3 minutes in dilute ( 1 : l O )  Dl9 
tieveloper at 68°C. The emulsion densities were 
obtained from microphotometer traces in the usual 
way and thc corresponding photon densities were 
dcduccd from the counting rates and GlZ scan 
rt~cortls. 
The. rcslllts o1)tainc.d by the us(. of the two 
emission t):~ntls arc prestmtctl in l'al)lc IV. The  
SWK emulsion shows :i rc.sporistB which is essen- 
tially "flat " in thc r~u~nl,cr of pliotons needed t o  
T.\~I,I. :  IV.-;l bsolrctc ("trlihrc~tiotr of l<nr rrlsions 
15mulsion S\Vlt S o .  S2:125 
lo-.  - . . . . . . 1 1.00 20. . . . - . . . 0.70 
:%0. _ . - . -. - . 0. -52 
40. . . . . . . . 0. -10 
50. . . _ . . . . - 0.30 
(i0 - _ - . . . - _ - 0.22 
70. _ . . . - - . - 0. I ( i  
80. . . . - . . . . 0.01): 
!)0. . . . . . . - - 0.04.5 
~~ 
5. (i0X 10' 
3.  :<.5 
2.50 
2.00 
1.50 
1.20 
0.02 
0. ti!) 
0. 4(i 
I<mulsio~~ ( ) I  So.  $4 125 
produce a given density. The response of the & I I 
emulsion is more nearly flat in energy. I 
l Z 0 r  1 I 
ABSOLUTE CALIBRATION FOR CURVE 
0 I EMULSION 54125 
AT A 3 0 4 .  256, 2 4 3  AND 237A 
THIS CURVE WAS DETERMINED 
100 PHOTOGRAPHICALLY BY THE USE OF SPARK SPECTRA 
u 
3 
W 
0 70- 
I): 
+ 
% s o -  g 
5 5 0 -  
I 
4 0  - 
30 - 
.a>. NOTE- ~ 
. '\ ~ H ~ T ~ G R A P H I c  DENSITY- log(?) , Z I 
F~cultb: 2.-Absolute* c:~libr:ltioll curve for ( 2  1 e~nulsion 
S4126 :lt 1 304, 250, 243 :trrd 237A. This curve was 
dctc~r~liined I ) l ~ o t o g r : ~ ~ ) l ~ i ( ~ : ~ l l j ~  by t h ~  US? of sl):lrl< spectr:l. 
Note: I'lrot,ogr:ll,l~ic tl(,nsity- log (%?). 
In l ig .  2 we c1ispl:iy tlic various me:~snrements 
of plioton flu st^ 1):~sc.d on the Ile I1 lines. Thc 
solitl curve was tlctcrmincd intlependently by the 
use of lines from a capillary tlischarge. The in- 
divitlual mcasurc~mcnts carrirtl out by the GM 
countcr fall very close to  t l i ~  photograpl~ic alibra- 
tion :tnd convert the latter into an  :~bsolute 
calit)ration. 
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1 CORRELATION OF ULTRAVIOLET EXCITED LUMINES- 
I CENCE AND INTERBAND TRANSITIONS IN 
HEXAGONAL ZINC SULFIDE 
WILLLAM C. WALKER* 
Measurements of the ultraviolet luminescent excitation spectrum, reflection spectrum, and 
photoemission of single crystal hexagonal zinc sulfide for the spectral region 3 to 11 eV are 
presented. A tentative assignment of reflection peaks to specific interband transitions is made 
and used to discuss the structure obsewed in the luminescent excitation spectrum on the basis of 
assumptions concerning the luminescent mechanism. Evidence is presented to support the 
contention that the structure in the excitation spectrum is mainly controlled by the dependence 
of the electron transport and trapping efficiency on the final states of the various interband 
transitions. 
I. INTRODUCTION 
Tremendous progress has been made recently 
in our understanding of ultraviolet absorption in 
solids and its interpretation through the identifi- 
Latic, cf ;t,:r- i- the n p t i r ~ l ' , ~  2nd nhotoemis- 
sive4 spectra with specific interband transitions 
and excitons at  or near critical points in the joint 
density of states function5v6. I t  is now possible to 
specify the initial and final states of the majority 
of the strong interband transitions in a broad 
range of solids. This advance has opened the way 
for detailed studies of a variety of secondary 
processes associated with the trapping, recom- 
bination, scattering and ejection of the excited 
electrons. The recent verification of the conser- 
vation of tangential electron momentum in photo- 
emission from silicon7 is a fine example of the 
results to be reaped from such studies. 
Luminescence is another example of a secondary 
process which should greatly profit by taking 
advantage of the new knowledge. Various as- 
pects of luminescence have been studied for many 
j - e a r ~ . ~  Qz!y recer?t!jr, _h_nw~ver, has interest re- 
vived in the use of luminescent phenomena to 
study intrinsic solid state pr~perties.~.lO This is 
partly due to the fact that emphasis on the defect 
*Goddard Space Flight Center: on leave from the Physics Depart- 
ment. University of Cabforn~a, Santa Barbara, under a NAS-NASA 
Senlor Postdoctoral Fellowship. 
nature of the luminescent mechanism has over- 
shadowed the fact that in many cases the initial 
electron excitation and subsequent transport and 
trapping a t  the luminescent center are intimately 
connected with the host lattice. It should thus 
.. . , . De possiu~e iu (,at: bllt: :Ului~c;lrc~t ;:22200 nf: ? + c I ~ I  
to study the transport of highly excited electrons 
and the relative trapping efficiency for electrons 
in specific states as well as an aid in the identifica- 
tion of various interband transitions." 
Previous measurements of ultraviolet induced 
luminescence, with the exception of some very 
recent  paper^,^ have been devoted mainly to the 
search for efficient phosphors for specific pur- 
poses.12 As a result many of the measurements 
were carried out on samples which were unsuit- 
able for detailed analysis of intrinsic effects. 
These studies are, however, invaluable in provid- 
ing a guide for the selection of materials for 
detailed study. 
In the present paper initial data of ultraviolet 
induced luminescence excitation spectra, reflec- 
tion spectra and the spectral dependence of the 
. . photoemlss~orl are ~epoi-tei! for a sing!e crysit.! c?f 
hexagonal zinc sulfide in the region 3 to 11 eV. 
The aim of the study was to establish a correlation 
between the luminescent excitation process and 
the states of the excited electrons. Zinc sulfide 
was chosen for initial study because (a) the lumi- 
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nescent excitation process is known to involve the 
host lattico, (b) the major defects responsible for 
the common luminescence are reasonably well 
~stabl ished, '~  (c) the crystal is transparent to its 
luminescent radiation and (d) sufficient theoreti- 
cal guides are available to allow a reasonable 
identification of the interband transitions.= 
II. EXPERIMENTAL 
All the measurements to be reported were car- 
ried out on a single crystal of hexagonal zinc sul- 
fide obtained from Semi Elements, Inc. The 
crystal, whose size was 2 cmX 1 cmX2 mm, was 
clear and colorless with no traces of the discolora- 
tion sometimes found in such cryst:ils. Observa- 
tion of t l ~ e  typical gree; phosphorescenc:c centcretl 
a t  520Oi1 under 2537X irradiation shoivcd that 
trace amounts of Cu+ \\-ere present to act as the 
luminescent center.I3 The long lifetime of the 
phosphorescence, measured to be of the order of 
one-half hour, indicated that another impurity, 
probably .klf++, was present to provide a source 
of thermally released electrons. 
;\IcPhcrson, model 225, monochromator 
equipped with a current regulated, low pressure 
hydrogen discharge source was used to provide 
monochromatic ultraviolet radiation for the meas- 
urements. The monochromator was operated 
with a spectral resolution ranging from 0.02 eV 
(100 micron slits) for the reflection spectra to 0.2 
eV (1 mm slits) for the relative photo-yield mcas- 
uremcnts. An Electro-hlechanic.:L1 Itese:~rc.h 
#341A photomultiplier having :i d:~rlc current of 
10-LIIi at a gain of 5XlO" a t  room temperature 
was used to monitor both the ZnS lumincsct:nce 
and that from a sodium s:~licyI:~tc refercncbe. 
Since the quantum efficiency of sodium salicylnt,e 
is known to  be reasonably constant over a broad 
spectral range,14 the ratio of the two luminescent 
spectra gavc a direct measure of t,he spectral 
depentlencr: of the ZnS luminesc-encsc. 
Reflection spectra of the ZnS crystal \\-ere 
recaortletl with a vacuum reflcctometer employing 
a rotat:~ble, sodium salicylate (boated light pipe 
and an l<l/lI  G25ON photomultiplier. The me:ts- 
urements were made at :in :~ngle of incidrnc*~ of
20" on :L c1e:ived surface. Bcc,:iuse the c1e:iving 
was done in air, t)licl rcflcction spc>cst.rum ran not I)(: 
consitlcrecl that from :I 11111.c s~~rfa( :e .  I<xperienc~e 
\\,it11 ZliS :~ritl rcl:ttctl rn:~tcri:~ls, ho\vcvc?r, has 
Ill. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION I 
shown that while moderate surface contamination 
I 
reduces the magnitude of the reflectivity it  does 
not obscure the structure due to interband I 
transitions. 
T o  aid in the interpretation of the luminescent I 
data, the spectral dependence of the photoemis- I 
sion was measured by collecting the electron 
A. Reflection and photoemissive spectra 
emission from the cleaved surface of the crystal 
and comparing it to the luminescence response of 
a sodium salicylate screen. Since the detailed 
behavior of the photoemission is sensitive to the 
nature of the surf:ice, all that could be hoped for 
in this measurement \\-as an estimate of the photo- 
threshold ant1 perhaps an indication of structure 
due to the onset of interb:~nd transitions. As will 
be seen, even under these relatively poor condi- 
The reflection spectrum of hexagonal ZnS taken 
with unpolarized light is shown in Fig. 1. Data I 
I 
FIGURE 1.-ltcflcctiori spectrr~ln of hesngorlnl ZnS. Dntn 
\yere t:ikcri : ~ t  roo111 tcl~~l)f>r:~ture with unpolnrized light. 
tions, the photoelectric data can aid significantly 
in the interpretation of the results. 1 
were taken :it about one-hundred points with an 
instrumental resollition of 0.02 eV. Reflection 
peaks were observed a t  3.05, 5.75, 7.00, 7.33, 7.G3 
and 9.55 eV. An addition shoulder which is 
probably real :~ppc:ired a t  10.3 eV. For compari- 
son the tr:i~isrnission spectrum near the funda- 
ment:~l (>nc3rgy g:tp is also shown. As will be dis- 
cussed in more detail later, these peaks can be 
FIGURE 2.-Sneetml d ~ ~ ~ n r l n n ~ ~  nf tho rhr\t-l,~?rit. --:-1A --.. 
of hexagonal ZnS. The insert shows the foot of the curve 
expanded by a factor of ten. 
identified with interband transitions mainly a t  
the center of the Brillouin zone and give a good 
picture of the order and relative magnitudes of the 
electronic states at  this point. 
The spectral dependence of the photoemission 
is shown in Fig. 2. Only gross features of this 
curve warrant attention because of the nature of 
the surface. As shown in the insert of Fig. 2, 
there is a weak threshold a t  7.5 k0 .2  eV together 
with a stronger increase near 9.0 eV. Beyond 
9.0 eV the yield is linear with photon energy as 
predicted by Kanels for direct transitions. An 
interpretation of these data will be given in the 
following section. 
9. Band S:ric:iie 
The assignment of structure in optical or photo- 
emissive spectral with specific features of the band 
structure is a difficult procedure and in general, 
requires either data on a broad range of related 
structures or a highly reliable set of band calcula- 
tions. Since neither exist a t  present for wurtzite 
stn~ctures only s tentative assignment uf the 
structure of Fig. 1 can be made. Fortunately, 
there do exist preliminary band calculations for 
hexagonal ZnS by Herman and Skillman16 and an 
analysis of experimental data by Phillips6 for the 
related material CdSo which can be used as guides 
in interpreting the ZnS spectrum. According to 
Phillips, the lo~vest energy direct transitions 
(3.65 eV) would be expected to correspond to 
transitions at  the center of the Brillouin zone be- 
tween the valence band maximum at  I'sv and the 
conduction band minimum rlC.." Thus, the 
fundamental band gap is associated with a direct 
transition rather than an indirect one as suggested 
by Herman and Skillman. Indeed, it does not 
seem possible to get a consistent interpretation of 
the measurements presented here on the basis of 
an indirect gap. The remaining reflection peaks, 
with the exception of the one at  5.75 eV, are con- 
sistent with transitions at the I' point. The 5.75 
peak in ZnS probably corresponds to the 5.0 eV 
peak in CdSe which Phillips tentatively assigns to 
transitions near the M or K points. Using the 
condition of steepest slope for the transmission 
data of Fig 1 n rlirert hanrl n.lg0 ?f ?.c&fl.l cX.' 
is obtained. This together with the 7.5k0.2 eV 
photo-threshold yields an electron affinity E A  of 
about 3.7 eTT and serves to fix the vacuum level. 
Assuming that Herman's numerical results at  the 
center of the Brillouin zone are approximately 
correct, allo~r-ed transitions in the range 7 to 9 eV 
should occur between valence band states rsc, 
rlc, r6'. There are thus sufficient transitions a t  
this point to account for the observed complex 
structure of the 7 and 9 eV peaks. Because 
r5'-tr2 is expected to be ~ t r o n g , ~  it is assigned to 
the main 7.00 eV peak. The remaining peaks can 
then be assigned to conform to the photoemission 
results. Since the true photo-threshold certainly 
exceeds 7.00 eV, the state r5%ust fall below the 
vacuum level and hence the 9.55 eV peak is as- 
signed to I'jn+rsc rather than rsV+I'jc as sug- 
gested by Phillips6 for the ecrrespecding pcn!; st 
9 eV in CdSo. The 7.35 eV peak could be either 
rlV-+rjC or r5'+I'lc from energy considerations; it 
is assigned to the later transition in order to 
enable it to contribute to the photoemissiox~ near 
the threshold. The order of the electronic states 
a t  the center of the Brillouin zone deduced from 
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7.3 VAC LEVEL 
3.7 C. B. MIN 
0 V. B. MAX 
I"rc',uttts 3.-Elcctror~ic st:~tcs of hes:~gon:tl ZtrS a t  the 
center of the nrillouirl zonr. The zero of energy is taken 
:~ t  he vtllcrrce b : ~ d  ~n:isi~num rs. 
this an:~lysis is shown in Fig. 3. The rapid rise in 
the photoyield near 9 eV is a t t r i l )~~ted  in part to 
the onset of the rs%rcic transition. On the basis 
of the photoyield data the vacuum level can he 
loc:~tcd near rlC to \tithin f 0.2 eV but the data 
arc not good enough to determine if rlc is above 
or below the vacuum level. The author favors 
placing rlC j just above the vacuum level ant1 adopt- 
ing the lower value of 7.3 eV for the photothresh- 
oltl thus allowing r5%rlc to contribnte to the 
photoemission. 
C. Luminescent Excitation Spectrum 
The luminescent excitation spectrum measured 
a t  room temperature is shovn in Fig. 4. Lumi- 
nescent radiation ernc~rgirig f r o n ~  the 1)ac.l.c sur- 
face of the  crystal \\.as monitoretl. The emission 
specbtrum excited a t  2.i37A consisted of the hroatl 
bancl centeretl on 5200tI n hich ih typicbal of the 
Cu+ :~rtiv:~tor. The signific2:int features of the 
specstrum :~rc a rapid rihe beginning a t  3.0 eY, a 
t)ro:~cl 11c:~l.c nt.:ir 5 OV ui th  : ~ n  enhancement :it 
5.0 vl' :mcl :L ~ c ( ~ ~ c : L \ ( >  I)c.ginning n(\:~r 0.3 c\., and 
:I pI(.:~tc:~~i hta1.t ing : ~ t  7.(i (11' h:~virig :L m:~gnitutlc 
al)out thrcv~ tc r i th~  of the IW:L~< \ :~luc. 'rhcse 
FIGURI.: 4.-Lu1rlirrc~scent excit:~tion spc~c t ru~r~  of siriglc 
cryst:il hexngor~:ll ZtiS. 'l'he reflrctiorr sl)rctrunl in :~rbi- 
trnry units, is inclucled for comparison. 
features will 1)e interpreted on the basis of the 
following: assumptions: 
1. The lumincsccnt mccahanism is the recom- 
I~ination of an electron trapped a t  a C11" site 
with a Iiolc in the valence band. 
2. The efficiency of the luminescence clcpcnds 
on the tlirect intert)antl transit ion pro1):~I)ility 
ant1 the tr:insport :tntl trapping cfficicncby of 
clrc~trons : ~ r i ( l  holes. 
3. The. contril)~~tion f a spccificb ilitt\rb:~ntl t ran- 
sition to thc electron-hole pair denbity is 
proportio11:~l to the protluct of the osci1l:~tor 
strength of the transition and the m:~gnit~idc 
of the joint tlcnsity of states : ~ t  he singulari- 
tics. I t  can then 1)' sho\vnIx that the rela- 
tive contributions of tiyo transition5 :we in 
the approximate r:~tio E,IZ(IC,)/E,IZ(Ej), 
\\.here N(E, )  is the rclflcctivity :it E,. 
On this basis, the. luminisc-c.nt onsclt ncnr 1 cV can 
be attri l)~~tccl to the tr:irisitions I':,'--tI'1". That, 
the ex(-it:~tion callrve tlocls riot ris(1 :~k)1111)tly a t  
3.G el' is due p~.ol):~l)ly to the, fact that for the final 
state of this transition tilt. :Lveragc. c>lccstron vcloc- 
ity h-'v,E(k) = O  so tha t  t , l~c tr:lnspol.t of t,lic clec- 
tron t o  the trnppilig sites is rctartl(.d. l ' h ~ ~ s ,  it is 
not until tr:tnsitions sligl~tly rernovctl from k=O 
occur t,hat sig~~ific*:~rit 1111nincsc~cl1c.c 1)cgins. Since 
the 5.75 cY tranhit ion o c ~ ~ ~ i r s  for k ot1lt.r than zero, 
it is rc:~son:~l)l(s that  t11(. lumil~csc~cnc~ct output 
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should continue to rise toward this transition. 
As soon as transitions to higher states set in, e.g., 
near 7.0 eV to the Ts%tate, the trapping efficiency 
appears to be reduced and the luminescence de- 
creases. The fact that the break in the excitation 
spectrum a t  7.6 eV nearly coincides with the 
photo-threshold and that  from this point to higher 
energy the spectrum is nearly structureless indi- 
cates that once transitions to final states far 
removed from the conduction band minimum 
occur, the transport and trapping efficiencies are 
roughly averaged out to a constant value. 
The energy dependence of the photon absorp- 
tion depth with the associated variations in direct 
electron-hole surface recombination might be 
raised as an alternative interpretation to that 
given. Considerations of the optical constants 
for a variety of materials have shown that €2,  R, 
and k display approximately the same spectral 
dependence so that the reflectivity can be taken as 
a rough index of absorption. In this case, Fig. 1 
sholvs that the transitions near 6, 7 and 9 e P  
correspond to roughly the same absorption coeffi- 
cient so that the absorption depths for these 
transitions are comparable and major variations 
c - 
- -  -L:--+:-- ..n+n'? 7.-,,,,lA h , , , - , 1 i ~ ~ ~ l Y  111 3 U l l ' b C L  ILc"r . lu . r .ur ." -  - .. 
A comparison of the ratios of the luminescent 
response to the interband transition contribution 
to the electron-hole pair density for two energies 
gives a rough measure of the efficiency of the 
transport and trapping of electrons at  luminescent 
sites and of the subsequent emission. For the 
transitions near 5.8, 7.0 and 9.6 eY the relation 
given above;'* yields the following ratios in order 
of increasing energy from 5.8 eV- 1 :O.S:O. 1. 
Thus, electrons excited to the rcc state by 9.6 eV 
photons are one-tenth as efficient in producing 
luminescence a s  are those excited by 5.8 eV 
photons. 
These measurements may also bear on the 
model for the luminescent mechanism. Two 
models, the Lambe-Klick and the Schon-Klasen 
models, have been proposed.lg The models differ 
. . 
--- -- .--11-. tjjl tbc ~ r d e r  i~ .~r:hich the Cil+ qites 
are filled by electron trapping. In the Schon- 
Klasen model the Cu+ sites are initially empty 
and are filled by the photo-excited electrons and 
released by the incident light. The Cu+ sites are 
subsequently reset hy trapping photo-released 
electrons. The pertinent point of the present 
data is that the luminescent efficiency appears to 
depend on the final state of the electron through 
the transport and trapping process. For exam- 
ple, the transitions and T5v-+I'~C having 
the same initial state but different final states 
yield widely different luminescent yields. Such 
dependence is more easily accounted for by the 
Schon-Klasen than the Lambe-Klick model. 
Since the explanation proposed above for the 
correlation of the spectral distribution of the 
luminesce~~t excitation spectrum and ultraviolet 
interband transitions should a'pply more generally, 
i t  will be of interest to extend the measurements to 
materials involving other luminescent mecha- 
nisms such as the alkali halides, magnesium oxide 
and diamond. 
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17. The symmetry notations r, and r, used here are re- p(Ei)IP(Ej) is given by 
versed from those of Herman and Skillman t o  
accord with the notation of reference 6. E:e(Ei) /Eje(Ei)  
18. This ratio follows if the momentum matrix element or approximately 
is taken to be nearly constant in the expression for E : R ( E ~ ) / E , R ( E ~ ) .  
the interband transition probability. The ratio 
of transition probabilities a t  Ei and Ei is then Combining these expressions we get 
p(Ei ) /P (Ei )  =Eip (Ei ) /E i~(Ei )  P (Ei ) /P (E , )  = EiR(Ei)/EjR(Ej) 
where p(E) is the joint density of states. The ratio 19. See reference 13, pp. 157-158. 
PILE-OF-PLATES F'OLARIZER FOR THE VACUUM 
ULTRAVIOLET* 
A pile-of-plates polarizer and analyzer for the spectral region 1-1600i have been con- 
structed from cleaved LiF plates 13 mm in diameter and 0.3 to 0.8 mm thick. Both polarizer and 
analyzer consist of identical cylinders with 3 4  inch apertures and contain eight 1 mm slots cut at 
an angle of 30" to the axis of the cylinder. The slots are arranged in tq-o opposing groups of four 
each to give an on axis emergent beam. Lleasuremetts with a six plate polarizer gave polariza- 
tions of 82 percent and 65 percent at 1200 and 1600A respectively. The effective transmission 
of the polarizer was 4.3 percent and 21.5 percent at these two wavelengths. Performance 
characteristics of the polarizer will be presented and discussed. 
INTRODUCTION 
The importance of measurements utilizing po- 
larized radiation in giving fundamental informa- 
tion concerning electromagnetic interactions in a 
variety of fields has been well established. Due 
to the lack of suitable polarizers for radiation 
below 2000A and the multitude of significant work 
which can be done In nlulr: aLc~~:ih!n ~ y i n n s  of the 
spectrum, few attempts have been made to ex- 
ploit polarization measurements in the far ultra- 
violet. Recent theoretical' and experimental2 
advances in solid state ultraviolet spectroscopy, 
which have re-emphasized the significance of 
polarization studies should soon drastically change 
this situation. 
The present paper reports on a pile-of-plates 
polarizer for the region 2000-1200A which \\-as 
constructed in order to carry out measurements to 
determine and identify interband transitions in 
non-cubic solids. In the absence of suitable 
dichroic materials below 2000A, Brewster angle 
reflection and transmission techniques appear 
most easily exploited for the production of polar- 
ized UV radiation. The polarizer to be described 
is a conventional transmission polarizer using LiF 
plates. The transmissioi; kchr?in,ile was chosen 
over the more efficient reflection method in order 
to give a more adaptable geometry for future 
'Published sa Goddard Spare F l ~ g h l  Cenlrr Dorxtnent S-613-64-87, 
hlay 1964. 
tGoddard Space Flicht Center; on leave from the Physica Depart- 
ment, University of California. Santa Barbara. under a N.4.S-NASA 
Senior Postdoctoral Fello~ship. 
spectroscopic work. Once linearly polarized ra- 
diation has been produced it should not be too 
difficult to construct quarter wave plates from 
strained isotropic materials thus leading to the 
production of circularly polarized radiation. In- 
deed preliminary considerations using strained 
LiF indicates that such UV optical elements are 
feasible. The new areas, e.g., in optical pumping 
azc! z t h ~ q  opened up by such an advance should 
be considerable. 
DESCRIPTION A N D  RESULTS 
The LiF pile-of-plates polarizer was constructed 
from thin plates cleaved from a cylindrical blank 
13 mm in diameter. Plates varying in thickness 
from 0.3 to 0.8 mm were used. The polarizer and 
analyzer, which could be rotat,ed while under 
vacuum, consistled of two stainless steel cylinders 
3.00" long and 0.562' in diameter having a x6" 
axial hole. Each cylinder contained eight slots 
cut at  30° to the axis, giving an angle of incidence 
of 60°, and arranged in two opposing groups of 
four each to insure an on-axis emergent beam. As 
is well known3, optimum performance is obtained 
with such polarizers when the angle of incidence 
just exceeds the Frewster angle. Since this anglz 
fnr LiF a t  1200A is 58O40' while that a t  2000A 
is 550411, an incident angie ol' 6C0 reprewnts a 
good compromise. 
Measurements with the polarizer have been 
~ a d e  (a) to determine its working characteristics, 
(b) to determine the polarization of the mono- 
chromator used and (c) to explore the polarization 
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14'1~un~ 1.-Spectral dependence of the polarization of LiF 
pile-of-plates pol:irizers. I .  and 1 9 0  :ire the tr:lnsmitted 
iritensities with the plane of incidence of the analyzer 
p:~r:~llel and perpendicular respectively to the plane of 
incidence of the polarize?. 
dependence of the far UV reflection peaks 
recently observed for crystals with the wurtzite 
~ t ruc tu re .~  The measurements concerning the 
operating characteristics of the polarizer will be 
discussed. 
Figure 1 shows the polarization characteristics 
of the device for six and four plates. The 
theoretical values pertain to the two standard 
expressions giving the polarization for such polar- 
izers depending on whether or not internally 
reflected beams are included in the transmitted 
beam."inre the internally reflected beams con- 
sist entirely of radiation polarized perpendicular 
to  the plane of incidence, lower values are pre- 
dicted when they are included in the analysis. 
The fact that the measured polarization is close to 
that calculated using the simple expression in- 
dicates that internally reflected beams were 
virtually eliminated by the natural wedging and 
fanning of the plates. For comparison a percent 
polarization of 80 percent corresponds to a rejec- 
tion ratio I o / 1 9 0 =  911 while 50 percent polariza- 
tion corresponds to I o / I ~ ~  = 311. 
The effective transmission of the polarizing 
plates is shown in Fig. 2. The data are plotted 
so that the maximum transmission expected is 
50 percent, i.e., the transmission involved is the 
ratio of the transmitted polarized radiation to the 
incident unpolarized radiation. In order to insure 
that the effects observed were due to polarized 
radiation and not transmission effects arising from 
the rotation of the plates, the angular extinction I 
dependence of the polarizer and analyzer was 
I 
measured for several wavelengths. The results 
are shown in Fig. 3 and compared to  the expected 
FIGURE 2.-Spectral dependence of the effective tmns- 
nlission of LiF pile-of-plates polarisers. The ratio of the 
intensities of the polarized transrrlitted beam to the 
unpolarized incident beam is plotted. 
FIGURE 3.-Angular extinction characteristics of a LiF 
pile-~f-~lates polarizer. The measured values for the 
wavelengths listed all f d l  within the flags shown on the 
plotted points. 
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cosinc squared dependence. The agreement with 
t 
the cosine squared curve shows that a high degree 
of polarization was indeed produced. 
Although the monochromator used for the 
measurements operated a t  normal incidence so ' that the exit beam should be unpolarized, the 
novelty of the W polarizer suggested that a 
direct confirmation of this fact would be desirable. 
The results of this measurement showed that the 
maximum apparent polarization of the beam was 
in the range 1-2 percent. Since changes in 
transmission of the polarizer due to irregularities 
in the cleaved plates could easily amount to this 
much, it was concluded that the beam was 
1 completely unpolarized. It would be of consider- 
able interest to repeat this measurement on Seya 
1 and grazing incidence instruments. 
SUMMARY 
A pile-of-plates polarizer for the 2000-1200i 
region has been constructed and shown to be 
adequate for a wide range of polarization studies 
beyond the limit of available polarizers. Optim- 
ization of t.he quality and position of plates, e.g., 
5;- u~;nz polished rather than cleaved surfaces 
should markedly increase the performance oi silt: 
device. Measurements of reflection spectra of 
crystals having the wurtzite structure have been 
carried out6 using the polarizer and indicate that 
a t  least in o m  field, i.e.; W solid state spectro- 
scopy, significant new results can be obtained. It 
is anticipated that the use of these polarizers will 
lead to an extension of other visible optical 
techniques such as optical pumping and the study 
of optical absorption of ions located in anisotropic 
crystalline fields into the vacuum ultraviolet. 
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POLARIZATION DEPENDENCE OF THE FAR ULTRA- 
VIOLET OPTICAL TRANSITIONS I N  CdS* 
The far ultraviolet reflection spectrum of CdS 
displays a number of distinct features in the range 
5 to  18 eV which have been attributed, by analogy 
with the spectra of diamond and zinc blende 
materials, to direct valence-to-conduction band 
 transition^.^-^ From a low-temperature study in 
polarized light out to 6 eV, Cardona3 attributed 
the complex 5.6-eV peak to the doublet (A5, A6) 
- (A1A3) a t  4.95 to 5.03 eV and a single transition 
analogous to L3'- L3 of the zinc blende structure 
a t  5.58 eV. I n  addition, Phillips4 assigned the 
9.5-eV peak to r6u-r5c. The author1 has 
observed this latter peak to be double with 
maxima a t  9.2 and 9.6 eV and suggested, it now 
appears erroneously, an identification of the 9.6- 
eV peak with the second member of the spin-orbit 
split r5U-I'IC (upper) tmnsition. A series of 
three high-energy peaks a t  14.1, 16.1, and 17.4 eV 
have been attributed to transitions originating on 
the cadmium 4d band.l 
Itecent photoemissive studies by Kindig arid 
Spicerqave raised doubts ronccrning the exclu- 
sive role of direct transitions in explaining the 
above features of the optical spc.ctrum. Maxima 
in the photoelectron energy distribution a t  elec- 
tron energies of 0.6 and 1.8 eV which are inde- 
pendent of the exciting photon energy were 
interpreted as due to transitions to final states 
consisting of two maxima in the conduction-band 
density of states a t  6.8 and 8.2 eV, respectively, 
above the valence-band maximum. A shoulder 
appearing in the energy distribution for photon 
energies exceeding 9.6 eV and whose position was 
linearly dependent on the photon energy was 
attributed to  transitions from an initial state a t  
*PubIislred in Phy.siral Rel'iezr' Lellers. 13(2):61-52, July 13, 1964. 
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a maximum in the valence-band density of 
states located 1 eV below the top of the valence 
band. This interpretation is consistent with the 
optical data, provided we ignore the doublet 
nature of the 6-, 8-, and 9-eV peaks and postulate 
a third conduction-band density-of-states maxi- 
mum about 5 eV above the top of the valence 
hand. The optical transitions below 10 eV could 
then be accounted for by transitions from the 
single valence-band density-of-states maximum 
to  the three conduction-band maxima. The 
thrce peaks a t  14.4, 16.1, and 17.4 could then be 
attributed to transitions from another valence- 
band density-of-states maximum located about 
9.3 eV below the top of the valence band to the 
same three conduction-band maxima. The neg- 
lect of the fine structure is re:rsonable since a 
fairly wide (twenty-Angstrom) 1)andwiclth was 
employed in the photoemissive mrnsurcments. 
This interpn.tation requires, however, that k- 
nonconserving transitions occur with transition 
probabilities comp:irable to direct transitions. 
In  an attrmpt to clarify this situation the 
room-temperature reflection spectrum of a cleaved 
single crystal of CdS was measured in the hitherto 
inaccessible region 6-11 eV with radiation polar- 
ized perpendicular and parallel to the C axis. It 
was hoped that if k-conserving transitions were 
dominant, they would show a polarization depend- 
ence through the rrystal selection rules. A 
recently developed pile-of-plates polarizer6 con- 
structed from LiF plates was employed. I t  gave 
a polarization of 80 percent pear 1216 (10 eV) 
and 70 percent near 1680 A (8 eV). Figure 1 
shows the reflection spectrum for the two orienta- 
tions. Since the angle of incidence, 25", was not 
zero, RL was expected and observed to be larger 
than Rll in the absence of specific crystalline 
anistropy effects. Only two c.rystnlline effects 
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FIGURE 1.-Lltraviolet reflection spectrum of CdS in light 
linearly polarized perpendicular (EL C) and parallel 
@ II C) to the C axis. 
were observed in this region. These were a strong 
enhancement of the 7- and 9.2-eV peaks for 
E LC. These effects are interpreted as due to 
the crystalline selection rules governing the inter- 
band transition rather than a decrease in R for 
EllC associated with an approach to the Brewster 
condition for two reasons. (1) A strong reduction 
- - . 
lu 11 I " ~  EllC fzr cz i~1c;dont angle of 2.5' would 
occur only for n-0.5. Since preliminary meas- 
urements by the author show that n is well above 
unity in this region, this effect is ruled out. (2) 
The polarization results show a dehi te  enhance- 
ment a t  the two peaks in question for E LC 
compared to data for unpolarized radiation. The 
7-eV peak in CdS and a corresponding one a t  
6.3 eV in CdSe were interpreted by Phillips4 as 
due to I's"--+I'~~ with the selection rule EIIC. This 
assignment was made on the basis of measure- 
ments using unpolarized light.2 The present 
results clearly show that the selection rule for the 
7-eV transition is E LC. If this transition takes 
place at the center of the Brillouin zone, the only 
likely transition, neglecting the small (0.02-V) 
spin-orbit splitting, would be rsU- I'lc. Prelim- 
inary calculations by Herman7 for ZnS, however, 
would favor assigning rSV- I'lG to the 9.2-eV peak 
with E LC. It has not been possible to arrive at 
an assignment of the peaks below 10 eV in terms of 
transitions only a t  the I' point which nil1 agree 
with the polarization measurements. 
The lack of polarization effects in the 8 . h V  
peak and the complex nature of the 9 e V  peak 
indicate that the situation in CdS is much more 
complex than in the zinc blend materials. Thus, 
while a strong k-conserving transition such as 
T'sU- rlC may contribute to  the polarization- 
dependent part of the 9-eV peak, nonvertical 
transitions between other density-of-states maxi- 
ma degenerate in energy with this transition may 
be responsible for the bulk of both the 8- and 9 e V  
peaks. Evidence for the violation of k conserva- 
tion for certain transitions for which the initial 
electron state is strongly coupled to the proton 
field seems to exist for several materials.& Fur- 
ther polarization studies at low temperature on 
CdS and CdSe, where spin-orbit effects may aid 
in the interpretation, should help clarify this 
complex situat~on. 
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A N  ULTRAVIOLET ROCKET STELLAR 
SPECTROMETER* 
1)AVID U. IVRIGIIT, JR .  
The Vltraviolet Rock$ Spectropeter (1:VR) was developed to  1ne:isure stell:ir spectra in the 
\v:tvelength iriterv:tl 1100.4 t o  1000A. The 17Vlt consists of a 33  cm I>:ill-I<irkh:irn telescope 
which provities input t o  a spectrometer utilizing :L pl:~nr grating in corlverge~~t light. The f/#11.9 
systern is such that  the  :tppareut conxi of the l ~ l n ~ ~ e  gr:ltilig is conlperrs:itrd for by the coma of tire 
tilted spheric:~l spectro~rletc,r niirror. Two exit slits :ire loc:itcd a t  c o ~ i ~ ~ r o ~ ~ ~ i s e  focal positions arfi 
cover the tot:il SC:III of 2000.4 in two b:~ntls with n ce11tr:~l overl:ip of :ipl)roxinr:~tely 1300A. 
Spectr:~I sc:ln in cam opcrnted : L I I ~  gr:~ting ~~osit iolr  is i~i(li(::lted by :L 11i:lrker gerier~tor el:lted to  
call1 rot:ition. The absolute response fu~iction of the flight unit is est:ihlislrrd by the sin~ult:~r~eous 
exposure of the calibrated photo~r~uI t i~ , l ic~~~s (I'AIT) :mtl the UVlt  to thc s:me morlochro~~~:itic 
be:i111 o f  colli~nateti light. An:dyses of spectra recortled in the 1:thor:ltory i11dic:rtc pcrforn~:irrce 
consistcr~t or better t1rnn.the 3 ~ 2  cquiv:rler~t width of the 1 T R  exit slits. 
I. INTRODUCTION 
The UVIi was developed to  mensure stellar 
spectra in the wavelength interval I ~ O O K  to  
4000A. The Kollmorgen Corporation of North- 
ampton, binss:tchusetts designed and fa1)ricatcd 
the instrument under the direction of the Goddard 
Space Flight Center of the National Aeronautics 
and Space hdministr:ition. The ray tracing 
techniques utilized in developing tho optics sys- 
tem were presented to  the (1ptic:tl Society of 
America in 1963.' 
II. DESCRIPTION OF THE UVR 
In  order to minimize the number of surfaces 
the plane grating is illriminated in convergent light 
resulting in a comatic image.' Corrective coma 
is intro(1ucc.d into the convergent heam by tilting 
the spherical spcctrometer mirror. Roth com:te 
arc linear function of wavel(~11gth. l'hc lower 
"V" shapctl plot in Figure 2 is the result of c*orrect- 
ing th r  grating coma a t  midwavelcngth by mirror 
tilt. The grating coma domin:ttcs :it the higher 
wavelengths and the coma due to the tilted mirror 
a t  the lower wavelengths. In  the UVII, an f/11.9 
systen~,  the mirror tilt necessary to  minimize the 
aberrations a t  mid-wavelength, 2550K, is com- 
~ u t e d  to  be 2.3744". 
The UVIt is intended to be mounted parallel to  The spherical aberration contributed by the 
the longitudinal axis of the 38 cm diameter Aero- spcctrometcr mirror requires that the collecting 
bee rocket. The basic instrument is npproxi- optics be over-corrected. The result is a classical 
mately 33 cm in diameter, 163 cm long and weighs D-K telescope with its secondary shifted out of 
45.5 kg. As :L flight unit with nose cone and mis- position longitudinally, see Figure 1.  The final 
cellaneous items the weight is increased by roughly position of the telescope second:~ry is 0.584 cm 
12 kg and the length by 115 cm. I t  consists of a from its D-K position toward the primary and 
spectrometer a r~d  the largest :tpc~.ture collec.ting causes the telescope focal point to shift 3.233 cm 
optics consistent with the rocket diametrr and the to  the plane of the entrance slot. Under these 
necessary support structure. The UVK is illus- conditions the telescope is over-corrected by the 
trated to scale in Figure I .  proper amount and sign necessary in order to  
minimize it11 aberrative contributions the UVIt 
*Publ~slrrd as C o d d a ~ d  Space Fllgltl P e r i l ~ r  Dnrutnr111 Y-fi lf+64-,? 3 3 ,  
Novelnbcr 1964, a l ~ o  ~,ubllsllcd In the ar~pplena%r~t to thc Jal,ancsc makes to line 
Journal or i\l,l~llrd I'l~ys~r.s, h ~ a y  I!)GZ The UVli will normally utilize the two exit slits 
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T!XESCOPESECOWARY f MlRRoR  SPHERICAL) 12.8 an O.D. 
TELESCOPE PRIMARY 
MIRROR (ELLIPSODIAL) 
33 cm O.D. 
ENTRANCE SLOT 
DlFFRACnON GRATING 
\, - 4 Y I T  Si ITS 
(SEPARATION 3.8 cm) 
SPECTROPHOTOMETER 
MIRROR (SPHERICAL) 
14 cm 0. Q PHOTOMULZIPLIER F B E  I ( I  IOOA to 32206) 
PHOTOMULTIPLIER JUBE 2 
(1880A to4000A) 
FIGURE 1.-WR optical layout. 
5 -  
indicated in Figure 1. The slits are located at 
- 
compromise ofocal positions and cover the total : 4 -  
scan of 2900A in two bands with a central overlap z 
of greater than 1300A. The exit slit width was w w Z
Q 
r< chosen for the flight units to be equivalent) to 3A 
a 
or approximately 0.015 cm. I 
The UVR is thus essentially "exit slit limited" k 2 
and the performance indicated by the respective 3 
e ~ i t  slit a ~ r v e s  Fi~ i re  2 cannot be realized. I 
Except as indicated by the reference to  "exit slit 
limited," Figure 2 is therefore the computed per- 
Sl 100% 
s2 
3 -  -- ---- ---  --- 
2 -  
OO%,OPTIMUMIZED 
- POSITION 
formance of the flight units. Actually, if the 0 
1 I I 1 
1000 2000 3000 4000 
grating drive could be s!cn~ed down enough, i t  RESULTSO ~(ANGSTROMSI 
should be possible to decipher the contribution - - E x I T S L ~ T L M T D ( ~ A )  
that the UVR makes to line width. FIGURE 2.--Computed UVR performance. 
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Figure 3 illustrates the focal surfaces to which 
an appropriate emulsion must be formed in order 
to  use the CVR as a spectrograph. The relation- 
ship of grating positions and the respective focal 
surfaces to  the exit slits indicate that some advan- 
tage can be taken of the fact that all of the focal 
surfaces have a radius of 20.21 em. In the nomi- 
nal or Bo position of the grating the optimized 
wavelength, 2550A, would fall on the optical axis 
ant1 the emulsion should record tlie wavelengths 
from roughly 2000A to 3000K. Also take notc in 
Figure 3 of the focal surface for zero ordcr image. 
or brighter will be the targets of immediate I 
inquiry. I 
The flight detectors mounted a t  slit #1 and #2 
are Ehl l i  type 542F-08 and 542D-03 respec- 1 
tivcly. The former has a Cs-Te photocathode 
and a LiF window while the latter has a Bi-alkali 
photocathode with a sapphire window. 
Figure 4 is a reproduction of Cd spectra and the I 
related marker generator signals recorded using I 
the flight detectors, laboratory rlec~tromcters and I 
D F  i HACTIUN 
ORATING, 
4 - SCAN 
l8,,'183" 
Ill. DEMONSTRATED PERFORMANCE OF A UVR 
FLIGHT UNIT 
The Majority of thcl stars which arc visible to 
the human eye from the ground h:lrrc effectivc 
tcmpcratures whose owavelength of masimum 
radiance is below 3000A. The earth's atmosphere 
is op:!que to radiation of wavelength shorter than 
3000L\. Observations at the shorter wavelengths 
are therefore nccess:wy in order that theoretical 
progrc.ss can he made. 
The UV13, :LS n pitylo:ttl for the .Aerol)ee, can 
spend about 300 seconds abovc. 100 km. The 
entire 300 seconds arc not avai1:~ble for o1)scrvn- 
tion nor is it dcsir:lblc to espcntl the large amount, 
of effort for one observation. I t  is of great impor- 
t:~ncc to be able to ol)serve sevcr:rl stars of cbhoice. 
Tlrc~rc.fore, the 1JVlt flights will have prograrnrnc.d 
guidanrch and do  recl~iirc. thc same. The spec3tr:1 of 
one or more, prol)nl)ly two, stars of 3rd magnitude 
Cd SLIT 2 I 
recorder. Sprctr:~l scan is c:rm opc>ratc.d with the 
angu1:~r position of the c:tm indicatcld by a marker 
generator physically related to the (+am. l'ro- 
ceeding from a point midway 1)etwcen the two 
pulses of short duration on the Icft of Figure 4 to 
the corresponding point in the pulse train on the 
right is a complete revolution of the cam and t ook 
57.5 seconds. In  this interval, 41.3 scconds was 
consumed by a slow spectral followed by 9" of 
cam dwell and 13.4 seconds for a fast spectral scan 
return and its '3" cam d1vc.11. The prominent 
spectral features indicated from left to right in the 
record for slit #1 are 3261, 2081, 2881, 2288, 2265 
and 2144L9s. In the same manner, the spectral 
features indicated in the rccorcl for slit #2 are 
3611, 3460, 3404, 3261, 2081, 2881, 2288 and 
22~5W's. The fast scan in each case is a repeti- 
tion in rcvcrsc. of what w:ls rcwordetl during the 
slow scsun. All of the structure indicated has been 
idrntifictl as due to the emission from Cd. 
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The h a 1  calibration and alignment of the UVR of calibrated PMT's and the UVR to the same 
is performed within a vacuum calibration tank. monochromatic collimated beam. 
The tank houses a 40 cm D-K telescope which 
collimates the output of a vacuum monochroma- REFERENCES 
tor- The response of the fight 1. H. R. MCKINLEY, J. Opt. Soc. Am., 53 (1963) 518A. 
unit is established by the simultaneous exposure 2. hf. V. R. K. ~IURTY,  J. Opt. SOC. Am., 52 (1963) 768. 
v. GENERAL ELECTRONICS 
DEMODULATION OF WIDE-BAND FREQUENCY MODU- 
RICHARD C. BOOTOS, JR.f 
The wide-band phase-lock demodulator described herein was developed by the Space Tech- 
nology Laboratories, Inc. for Goddard Space Flight Center. The design objective was a de- 
modulator capable of handling frequency-modulated television signals. Base-band signals were 
to be standard 525 line video, with a bandwidth of approximately 3 Mc, plus an aural subcarrier at  
4.5 Xfc. 1Iathematical and physical descriptions of the demodulator, together with theoretical 
and experimental TV data, are presented. The principal design problem overcome dining the 
development was the decrease of the loop time delay sufficiently to achieve a loop bandwidth of 
approximately 7.5 3Ic without stability problems. Monitor pictures are used to compare the 
performance of the phase-lock demodulator with a conventional discriminator. 
INTRODUCTION 
With the recent launching of the first Telstar 
satellite, the first experimental demonstration of 
telephone and television communication by means 
of an active satellite repeater system was 
g ~ h i ~ v e d .  The first spacecraft for this purpose 
was of necessity limited In trarl~ul;lt;; ;:ynr 
capability. Xow, and for some time, the com- 
munication system design must center around 
achieving maximum information flow per watt of 
satellite radiated power, even a t  the expense of 
another precious quantity-bandwidth. 
The modulation technique chosen for the early 
satellite relays has h e n  wide-band analog fre- 
quency, or phase, modulation. This encoding 
has the capability of yielding high output signal- 
to-noise ratio with small spacecraft transmitted 
power. Ilowever, full advantage cannot be 
taken of the power reduction capability of this 
modulation form with a standarddiscriminator 
demodulator. Accordingly, considerable effort 
has been devoted to the develpoment of more 
efficient demodulation schemes. Two examples 
are the Bell Telephone Laboratories FM-feedback 
*Publlehed as XASA Technical .Vole D-1680, June, 1964. Pre- 
sented at the National Telemetering Conference. Slay 1962, Wash- 
ington. and published in the Proceedtnos, 2(6) paper 6-4. Worked 
performed for Goddard Space Fhsht Center under RELAY contract 
NAS 5-1302. 
TIhrector. Communication Laboratory, Space Technology Lab- 
oratories. Inc . Redondo Beach. Callforn~a. 
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demodulator and the phase-lock demodulator to 
be described in the present paper. 
The phase-lock demodulator was developed by 
the Space Technology Laboratories, Inc. for 
Goddard Space Flight Center. The design ob- 
jective was a demodulator capable of handling 
frequency-modulated television signals. Base- 
band signais H G I L  :; h2 c t~ndard  525 line video, 
with a bandwidth of approximately 3 Xlc, plus an 
aural subcarrier a t  4.5 hlc. A demodulator 
capable of handling such a TV signal can handle 
between 120 and 240 frequency-division-multiplex 
telephone channels. 
Evaluation of several methods that reduce the 
required signal, including the FhI-feedback dis- 
criminator, led to the selection of the phase-lock 
technique. The use of phase-lock circuits has 
yielded extensive experience in different applica- 
tions. Much of the STL experience was obtained 
in connection with the design of receivers for 
satellites and deep space; such applications 
usually require extremely sensitive receivers with 
very narrow bandwidths. Although wide-band 
demodulation was different, the phase-lock tech- 
nique was sufficiently promising to use for the 
deveiopmeni of a xidabsnd demodulator. The 
prime advantage of the phase-lock technique is 
the extreme simplicity of the circuits, which makes 
possible low loop time delays and, accordingly, 
high loop bandwidths. 
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I U R I L  W W A R R I O  OUTPUT 
FIGURE 1.-\Vide-band phase-lock de~noclulator for TV. 
MATHEMATICAL DESCRIPTION 
Figure 1 shows an abbreviated block diagram 
of the wide-band phase-lock demodulator devel- 
oped to handle TV signals. The phase-lock loop 
itself is shown to the left of the figure and consists 
of three units: a voltage controlled oscillator 
(VCO) that generates a replica of the signal input, 
a phase detector to measure the phase relation 
between the signal input and the VCO output, 
and a third unit for amplification and filtering to 
control the loop characteristics. Because of the 
feedback action the phase of the VCO output 
follows the phase of the signal input, a t  least, 
within the dynamic capability of the loop. 
The dynamic characteristics selected for the 
loop were of the second order, although higher 
order loops have been investigated. Figure 2 
gives :I, mathematical description of a linearized 
second order loop. The difference between the 
input phase and the VCO output phase is deter- 
mined by a phase detector, whose action is 
indicated as a simple phase subtraction because 
the nonlinear effects of the actual phase detector 
PHASE PHASE LOOP LOOP BASEBAND 
INPUT DETECTOR FILTER DELAY OUTPUT 
1 + PS 
4, (1) 
VOLTAGE CONTROLLED 
OSCILLATOR 
k (s) = K (1 + as) e - * ' l t T z )  
@, S( l  + 0s) + K(l + as)  e - M r l + ' z )  
S(1 + Bs) (') - 
~ ( 1  + + ~ ( 1  + as) e-*7~+r2) 
F ~ c v ~ t n  2.-l,i11c:trixcd sceo~ld order plr:~scb-lock loop. 
have been neglected. The loop filter is shown as 
a linear block that furnishes gain and a simple 
compensation to insure a satisfactory closed-loop 
characteristic. The principal effect of the VCO 
is indicated as an integration from the voltage 
input to the phase of the VCO output. In  
addition to the usual second order parameters, 
pure time delays are shown both in the forward 
path and in the feedback path. Although these 
delays are shown as pure time delays, they might 
in fact be a convenient approximation to higher 
order effects whose characteristic frequencies are 
so high t,hat the dominant effect over the loop 
bandwidth is simply a phase shift that is linear 
with frequency. The two equations in Figure 2 
show the mathematical form for the transfer 
function from the phase input to the VCO output, 
and the transfer function from the phase input 
to  the phase error. 
If it were possible to eliminate the time delays, 
achievement of any value of loop bandwidth 
would be a simple matter of selecting appropriate 
values for the constant K, a, and 0. The pre- 
sence of the time delays T ,  and r2, however, 
restricts the bandwidths that can be achieved 
satisfactorily. Figure 3 is a Nyquist diagram 
I WIDE-BAND RECEIVER: 
7T10.03 r SEC 
FIGURE 3.-Nyquist di:~gram; stability criteria. 
for a circuit such as that shown in Figure 2, and 
indicates the tendency of the time delays to cause 
system instat)ility. For a fixed total time delay, 
attempting to inc.reasc the gain K beyond a cer- 
tain vaIil(1 r~sul t s  in an unstable system. Analy- 
sis indic:ltctl t l ~ t ,  in order to achieve the desired 
loop handwidth of approxim:~tely 7.5 Mc, the 
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total time delay had to be reduced to approxi- EXPERIMENTAL MEASUREMENTS WITH 
mately 30 nanoseconds. SINUSOIDAL BASE-BAND SIGNAL 
Measurements were made to dekrmine the 
PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION extent to which the performance of the phase-lock 
demodulator could be predicted by theoretical 
First, it should be noted that an a~~reeiable  means. This comparison of experiment and 
amount of conventional receiving equipment is theory should indicate the accuracy to which the 
required in addition to the demodulator. Figure loop are known. A simple 
4 is the block diagram of a complete receiving 
,as chosen to simplify the analysis; ~i~~ 10 
system- The Output Of the antenna-mounted shows the experimental setup. A sinusoidal 
preamplifier, mixer, and I F  amplifier is the input base-band signal of 50 kc was used to frequency 
to  the rack-mounted portion of the receiver. modulate a 120 M~ IF signal to a 
The rack-mounted equipment includes the de- deviation of 20 M ~ .  ~~i~~ was added to this 
modulator, amplifiers, filters, and equalizers. A FM signal, and the sum was amplifid and 
standard Fbl discriminator is also provided. A applied as the input to the phase-lock demodula- 
decision was made to mount all this equipment tor. ~h~ noise in a 1 M~ band was measured 
on one chassis; Figure 5 shows an artist's concep 
,ith a low pass filter and a true rms ~h~ 
tion of how the receiver would appear physically. signal component was measured with a harmonic 
Note that the phase demodulator itself consists analyzer of 6 cps bandwidth. ~h~ experimental 
of only two modules. Figure 6 is a photograph results are shown by the circles in Figure 11. 
of the actual receiver as completed. Figures 7 A quasilinear analysis* has been appliedt for 
and 8 respectively show the physical appearance 
*Booton. R. C.. Jr.. "The Analysis of Nonlinear Control Systems 
of the phase detector and filter, and the VCO. with Random Inputs." in Proe. ojthc s m p ~ s i ~ n  on Nonlinear circuit 
As an illustration of the other modules, Figure 9 A n & / & ,  Pdyechnu Institde of Brooklyn. 23-24 April 1953. P. 369-391. 
tApplication of the quaailinear d y e i s  to the phsee-lock loop was 
is a ~hotograph of an I F  amplifier. suggested and performed by J. A. Develet. JI. 
PHASE DISCRIMINATOR 
LOOP VIDEO ' 32MG mz& - FILTER AMP %LOW-PAS - ,,*,, - AMPLIFIER EQUALIZER r FILTER 
A I I 
OSClUATOR AURAL XlbCAWWI 
OUTW TO 
FIGURE 4.-Relay wide-band phase-block receiver, block diagram. 
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PHASE DETEGTOR AND I.F. AMP AN9 HYBRID ,- I , F  EQUALIZER 
FILTER AMP 5 x 3 ~ 2  -\ 5 x  3 x  2 
120 MG DISCRIMINATOR 
5 ~ 3 x 2  
120 MG PHASE DETEGTOR 
DRIVER 5 x  3 x 2 
VOLTAGE GONTROLLW 
OSCILLATOR 7 x 3 x 2 
VOLTAGE CONTROLLED 
PHASE PETEGTOR - 
POWER SUPPLY 
6 ~ 5 ~ 2 %  
VIDEO AMP &INVERTER 
5 x 3 ~ 2  
OSCILLATOR +F 16.75 "\ VIDEO AMP EQUALIZER 
+ 3 x 3 ~ 2  
FUNGTION SELEGTOR 
LOOP STRESS 
9ETK;TION SELEGTOR 
AUDIO GAIN 
POWER ON - OFF 
FIGURE 5.-Artist's conception of complete receiver. 
\ ,ibis 
,,,, \,isti' ,.... 
, ,,:\i:\;~ ,.. .'** 
FIGURE 6.-Actu:~l rrrcivcr. , , ; i : q :  ,... 3 . -  
an to-noise approximate ratio in evaluation the output of thc of cspcctctl the phase-lock signal- , 'T,...'"  i:~? i::yi;,a..... 
demodulator; this nndysis can be applied down 
to  an input signal-to-noise ratio of approximately I'IGUI~I.: 7.-I'hnse detector and filter. 
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0 db. The quasilinear analysis indicates that 
this xralue of input should correspond to  a thres- 
hold in some sense. The analysis is not applicable 
below this point, but  the output signal-to-noise 
ratio should decrease rapidly-as it  does experi- 
I mentally. For comparison, Figure 11 also shows the expcted signal-t+noise ratio output from a 
standard discriminator with an input identical t.o 
that of the phase-lock demodulator. 
EXPERIMENTAL TV DATA 
The present phase-lock demodulator was de- 
signed principally for t,he demodulation of TV 
signals. Extensive measurements have been per- 
formed to determine the IF sipal-to-noise ratio 
FIGURE 8.-Voltage controlled oscillator. required to  give sati~fact~ory pict,ure quality. 
As a reference point, the output of t'he phase-lock 
demodulator is compared wit,h t,he out.put of a 
conventional FM discriminator. Figure 12 shows 
the experimental setup for such a comparison. 
A closed-circuit c:tmera, toget,her with t.he 
associated television circuitry, derives a video 
signal used to frequency modulate a carrier a t  
the normal I F  frequency of 120 XIc. Standard 
program material transmitted by a Los Angeles 
TV station has also been used. Carefully shaped 
and measured mide-band noise is added to the 
,lsa~$'f'!: . frequency-modulated signal, and the sum is 
, , bl.l:iii$:::, ... amplified and limited a t  the I F  frequency. The 
:,,\. i~iic"lt_ ..-. 7.- 
, . i:;. C,.,..."' 
..... *%.., ...-.. 
capable of sa,tisfactory transmitting the signal. 
noise band1vidt.h is t'he minimum bandwidth 
pr;..."' 
The output of the IF amplifier limiter is an 
FIGLZIE S.-IF amplifier. accurate simulation of the signal plus noise that 
"1 ' M  1 , 
DEVLA T O R  V I D E O  
- I O U T P U T  I - 
G E N E R A T O R  I """' t 
FIGURE 10.-Experimental setup for sinusodinl signal men~urement. 
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60 the standard discriminator are approximately the 
same. In Figures 13(c) through (i) the two 
monitor pictures are shown with S/N =8  db, 4 db, 
50 2 db, 0 db, - 1 db, - 2 db, and -3 db respectively. 
As the signal-to-noise ratio is decreased, both 
monitors indicate a steadily worse picture quality 
40 with this important difference: The standard 
I 
discriminator output degrades more rapidly than 
J3 
"d the phase-lock demodulator output. Figure 13(c) 
o 30 for examplc, illustrates the situation for S/X=8 
m z  db, which is just below the threshold of 10 to 12 
db commonly assumed for a standard discrimina- 
LO tor. The discrimin:ltor output is beginning to 
show the effects of the noise, whereas the phase- 
1oc.k picture is cssenti:~lly unaffected hy the noise. 
10 Comparison of the monitor pic~tures for the two 
demodulators involvcs a subjt.ctive comparison 
because of the somewhat different nature of the 
0 
-10 
noise on the picture (described below). Most 
0 10 20 30 40 
observers seem to  agree, however, that threshold (3, * db conditions for the two demodulators occur with 
the standard discriminator requiring approxima- 
FIGUIW 11.-Euperi~nent:rl ~nrasurrlllent of sign:rl-to-noise tely 5 db more signal-to-noise ratio; for cx:rmple, 
ratio. 
the phase-lock monitor output for the -1 db 
signal-to-noise ratio has approximately thc same 
would appear a t  the input to the demodul:ttor in picture quality as the stantlard disc~riminntor 
a communication satellite experiment. This output \vith a signa]-to-noisc r:Ltio of +4  dl). 
simulated 1F signal is used to drive in parallel a The noise output of the st:ln(l:trd tlihc.rimin:Ltor 
phase-lock demodulator and a conventional gives a picture of ,lniform grain. ~h~ prin(aipal 
discriminator, each of which is used to control a effect of on the ph:lsc-lock (]cmo(lu]utor, 
monitor. The quantity of direct interest is the however, is strikingly different. At rnndom 
I F  signal-to-noise ratio required to give satis- intervals the phase-lock demodulatol lvi]l lose 
factory performance. lock. After loss of lock the basc-b:~ntl output 
Figure 13(a) compares the output of the two tends to go to full black or full white for a vc.ry 
monitors when no noise is added to the signal. short interval. After this short intcl.\.:tl the 
Figure 13(b) compares the two monitor pictures demodulator locks up again. The losrc~s thus 
with a 12-db I F  signal-to-noise ratio (S/N) and appear in the monitor picsture as short l)l:rck and 
illustrates that a t  high sign:rl-to-noise ratios the white horizontal lines. 
performance of the phase-lock demodulator and 
CONCLUSIONS 
L A M I  R A  The design effort disrussed in this paper was 
i directed toward the development of a discrimina- 
T i ,  I YlblON i M 
b Y 5 r b M  5ICNAL 
< k NLHATOH 
tor that (1) could be used with a high deviation 
frequency-modulated signal with a 1)ase-band 
signal consisting of a 525 line video plus a 4.5 Mc 
aural subcarrier, and (2) would reduce the thresh- 
old by npproximately 6 db  \>elow the threshold 
Y l l ) k i i A h O  
N< 13, 
, i h i H k r c l H  of a standard disc.rimin:rtor. The principal 
design prohlem overcome during the development 
1'1culr~ 12.-l':spc~ri1llc11t:~l setup for 1'V ~ ~ ~ c ~ : ~ ~ u r c ~ ~ ~ l c ~ ~ r t S .  f hf dCcreiLSC of f h~ loop t im(x dpI:ty ~11%- 
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FIGURE 13.-JIonitor pictures with a conventional discrinlinator (left-hand view) and a phase-lock demodulator (right- 
hand view). 
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ciently that a loop band-width of approximateyl ACKNOWLEDGMENTS 
7.5 Mc could be achieved without stability The support and encouragement of the God- 
problems. This problem was solved satisfactorily dard Space Flight Center, specifically D. G. by reduction of the unit time delays to the point 
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of the monitor pictures shown in this paper. development described in this paper. 
I HIGH EFFICIENCY COMPLIMENTARY ASTABLE PRO- 
DUCES PULSES OF EITHER POLARITY* 
1 SERGIO CAXTARAKOt 
Built around a complementary pair, the oscil- 
lator shown in Figure 1 has several interesting 
features: 
1. I t  is able to generate pulses a t  very low 
repetition rate using a comparatively low 
capacitance, the limitation on the timing 
I resistor being R l p l  p2 R,. 
2. Sharp positive pulses are avialable a t  the Q ,  
collector, negative pulses at  the Q?, 
3. The efficiency of the circuit is high, both 
transistors being simultaneously OX only 
during the short time of the pulse. This 
makes it possible to use a low Kc value, with 
low power ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ; ; l i ) t i : ~ ,  nht~inine a low 
output impedance in both thp "1" and "0" 
states. 
The circuit operates as follows: the two transis- 
tors are both biased in the active region by FCC 
through R+ RR, provided that R+RB <p,,, R, to 
avoid saturation. This is an unstable state: re- 
generative action takes place and oscillations start. 
The pulse width 7, during which both transistors 
are saturated, is determined by the discharge of C 
through RB+R,,, R,, being the input resistance of 
the transistor. Such discharge supplies the base 
current necessary to sustain the saturation. The 
OFF time T, determining the repetition rate and 
during which both transistors are OFF, depends 
"Published in Elerrronic Design, September 28. 1%. 
tGoddard Space F l i ~ I d  Center NASA-National Academy of Sr~ences- 
-- . 
. \ a ~ ~ u ~ r d  E c e e z ~ h  Co~lncil Senior Post-Doctoral Resident Research 
Associate on leave of absence from Sat~onal Councii uf Eczorrh  
Rome. Italy. 
on the time constant RC. Resistor RB limits the 
base current and controls the pulse width. 
Representative circuit parameters are: 
R=4.7 MQ C = 0.22 /.4F Vo = 6 volts 
R, = 3.9 KO Cl = 2x2604 T = 10 msec 
RB = 12 KQ Cz = 2N2623 T= 6.75 sec 
"cc 
- -  ---------- 
t 7 
NOTE: VA IS VOLTAGE 
AT POINT A 
-T - 
(bl 
F:cc?.E 1.
VOLTAGE AND CURRENT MONITOR FOR SCIENTIFIC 1 
SATELLITES* I 
INTRODUCTION 
This paper gives a detailed tlescription of :L 
voltage and current monitor applicable to  space- 
craft technology comprisctl of a self-t)al:~nc-ing 
magnetic-amplifivr circuit wing d. c. I)i:ls. This 
circuit is capatjle of monitoring voltugcbs of full- 
scalc ranges from 1 to  3000 volts ant1 currents 
ranged from 1 milli-ampc.rc. to  grcatcr t hari 10 
ampercs with an accuracy of 0.5 percent. The 
power c-onsumecl may vary from less than one 
millin.att to approximately eight milli~v:~t ts dc- 
pending upon thcl load requirctl. I n  sparecr:lft 
applications the telemetry systcnl may prcscr~t a 
load varying, 1,000 ohms to  20,000 ohms ant1 
undw these conditions the power consum(.d 
by the monitor circuit is in tho ortlcr of oiglit 
milliwat ts. 
good linearity. A technique that  can fulfil this 
requirement is the self-b:tlar~cing magnetic-ampli- 
fier. This circuit is capahlt. of accepting a d.  c. 
or a. c. voltagc or current signal over a wide 
tiyn:~mica rang(. arid prod~lcing n (1. c. voltage a t  
its output proportion:~l to  the. input with a n  
accurachy of & 0.5 percAcxnt. Ihrthc~rmore, when 
the (1. c. output voltagc is connc.ctet1 to  :ln :~n:ilog 
oscillator in t11(. spacecr:~ft telemetry, a frccluenc.y 
is producetl w11ic.h is directly proportion:rl t o  this 
voltage. This frcquc>ncy is tt~lcmc~trred to a s:ttel- 
lite tracking station and stored on tapes. \Vith 
the aitl of :L volt:igc. vs. frequency c~ali1)rution 
c~ i rvc  the m:lgnitutlc of the sp:~cccraft volt:~gc or 
c8urrcnt \wing monitored can t)c dctcrminc~tl. 
CIRCUIT OPERATION 
In  sp:ic('cr:~ft :~pplications it is dcsilut)lr to  The scllf Ijnlanc*ing m:~gnc.tic* amplifier circuit 
monitor scvcral potcnti:ds S I I C ~  th(> main- iss],o,vn ill I?igurc> 1 .  AI1:l(~\r:lnt:igc. of rlsingthis 
volt:~g(' co'lvcrtcr poterlt i:ll, t hc i ransmitt(lr pot en- type of circuit is tllc tcn(](,ncy to 
tial :mtl other vital sp:i( '(~r:~ft pot('11t i:ll:, th:it 
may he of intt.rc.st. These potcxriti:lls may v:~ry 1. The variation in the rcctificr reverse chnr- 
in magnitude from a ftlw volts to one hrlnclrcltl a(-tcrist ics. 
volts tlrptbntling upon tllv size :mtl mission of t he 2. The  effclc-ts of supply volt:lge v:uiations. 
sp:lc*c~csrtlft. 
r 7 I h c b  epacccraf't c-urrcnts to t)1. monitorc.d may 3. Tlic c.ff(~sts of' frcclllcncy vnri:~tions. 
vary fl.om n sm:Lll trickle (.li:lrgt> of a few milli- 
ampt.rc>s to  t hc solar : L I . I . : L ~  curr(>nt or t l i ~  sp:~(:e- 
cr:~ft main I)us c ~ ~ r r c n t .  Thc.sc currents c:in be 
in t l i ~  ortlcr of fivc :lmpc.rc.s. 
'l'ht~t~e arc many tt~chnicluc~s av;lilal)le to  the. 
dvsig~l cngirlccr to  pclrfornl t hc. :~l)o\.ct task. For 
es:lmpl(~, t llc volt agc rnonit or coul(1 be :L simple 
volt:igch divid(.r c*il.car~it, ant1 tllc c2urrcnt, monitor 
co~lltl I)(, :L Irall-l*:fYc~.t gcxrlc,r:ltor or a s:~tl~ral)le 
rt.:lcSt or. Son(. of t lic\sc> I~o~vc~vc~r,  arc1 il(l~(~11:tt (1 to 
c : o \ ~ ~ r  tllc \\.itlo tlyn;~~nic* ranges c~rlc.or~ritcrctl with 
-- 
* i s  s : I /  s I I I - I -  F I G ~ : I ~ ~ . :  I.-Svlf 1):~l:~ilrillg in:~gli(~t ir :~inplifi('r circuit with 
I : < . I ) ~ U L ~ ~  I!l(i4. I>C bins. 
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The operation of this circuit is such that when the 
voltage E,  goes positire, Core 1 is driven into 
positive saturation through load winding N L  and 
a t  the same time Core 2  is driven into negative 
saturation through winding N i .  This situation 
is reversed when voltage E, goes negative. The 
effect of any discrepancy in the two core char- 
acteristics will tend to be reduced to a minimum. 
The bias current Ib supplied from the power s u p  
ply E,, through RB and Rg resistors is directly 
proportional t o  the voltage E,,. The quiescent 
current IQ is that current which will flow in the 
output load windings N L  and ~ v L  when the control 
current flowing through control windings N, equals 
zero. This quiescent current I Q  is controlled by 
the bias current flowing in the bias windings N B  
and Nk. These windings act as additional con- 
trol windings to make the quiescent current IQ 
practically independent orer a voltage supply 
E,, variation from f 5 to f 10 percent. 
CIRCUIT DESIGN 
In designing magnetic amplifier circuits, three 
problems confront the design engineer: ( I )  Design 
nf the magnetic amplifier, (2 )  Design of the load 
into which the magnetic amp~lner is LC, uPr;;~t:, 
and (3) Design of the power supply necessary to 
drive the magnetic amplifier. 
1. Magnetic Amplifier 
Many factors enter into the selection of the 
proper magnetic amplifier circuits. Some of these 
are covered in References ( 1 )  and (2j. When the 
magnetic amplifier is employed as a d-c instru- 
ment and the time of response is not a major 
problem, one may choose a magnetic amplifier 
of the self-balancing type with d-c bias. The 
reasons for this selection are as  follows: 
a) An advantage of this circuit is that with 
properly applied d-c bias; the quiescent current 
can be made substantially independent of any 
changes in the supply voltage E,; and 
b) Thc y~iescpnt current can be decreased to 
a few micro-amperes. These become important 
factors when currents in the order of a few 
milliamperes are to be monitored. 
a. 0pe1,utiiig Point. In order to reduce quies- 
cent current, we must consider the fact that the 
Law of Equal Ampere Turns only holds over a 
portion of its range. The transformer t u r n s  
ratio may be expressed as 
then 
I L N L ' ~  (I,N,) (2)  
where 
IL = current in the load winding 
NL= the number of turns in the load winding 
I, =current in the control winding 
N,=number of turns in the control winding 
ff CONTROL WINDING 
FIGURE 2.-Input vs output curve. 
A plot of equation ( 2 )  is shown in Figure 2. 
Point B' determines the quiescent current ( I Q )  
in the load windings when current in the control 
windings is reduced to zero. I t  is this IQ that 
causes trouble when low currents are to be mon- 
itored. W. Xramer, Xef. .5? has shown that, by 
adjusting the bias, point B' can be reduced to  
zero. To illustrate this, consider point B in 
figure 2  as the quiescent operating point. If a 
negative d-c bias is applied this point moves to  
point A' which results in much smaller quiescent 
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current ZQ. AS can be seen from Figure 2, Equa- 
tion (2) is not linear near A', and therefore the 
circuit has very low sensitivity in this region. 
This nonlinearity becomes a very important prob- 
lem when currents of a few tenths of a milli- 
ampere are to be monitored. 
When the current to be monitored is 100 milli- 
amperes or more, however the nonlinearity a t  
point A' is so minute that for all practical appli- 
cations it can be ignored. The quiescent operat- 
ing point in this particular situation may be deter- 
mined as follows: 
1. Ilesistors of bias windings (No) equal 
The minimum current to be measured by the 
monitoring circuit is important because it deter- 
mines the lowest possible ZQ. One way to achieve 
low IQ is to  make N L  and Nb as large as possible. 
With a given volume for the monitoring circuit, 
the best way to achieve this is to select a core with 
a small cross-sectional area and a large inside 
diameter. This will result in large windings. 
The dimensions of the core may be obtained from 
a manufacturer's specification sheet. Maximum 
possible number of turns is given by the expression 
approximately 500 ohms each. 
where 
2. The bias resistor (Rb) is 75,000 ohms. 
3. Bias voltage (NB) equals 9 volts d. c. 
This gives a required bias current Ib of 0.1 ma  
which is well below any value of current this 
circuit is required to monitor. Figure 2 has 
been expanded in the region of A' for clarity. 
b. Magnetic Cores. lieference 1 shows that 78 
perccnt nickel-22 percent iron tape-wound core 
material is required for good operation in magnetic 
amplifiers with a power supply of 15 to 20 volts. 
This material has low magnetizing current and 
consumes less power than the 50 percent nickel- 
50 percent iron type, and was therefore selected 
for the current and vo1t:~ge monitor circuit. 
Operating parameters for the transformers were 
selected as follows: 
U'=core window area, in cm2, 
A w = wire cross-section area including insula- 
tion, in cm2, and 
K =  a winding factor determined by the char- 
acteristics of the coil winding facilities. 
When currents of 1 to 10 ampers are to be 
monitored, a control winding of 1 turn is sufficient, 
and we may set NL and Nb equal to N/2. For 
monitoring lower currents, a good practise is to 
make Nc+Nb= N L  The size of N ,  varies in- 
versely with the current to be monitored as shown 
in Table I. 
1. A quiescent current of of 0.1 to 0.2 milli- 
amperes as calculated in the previous section. 
2. Expected loud impedance of 10 to 20 kilo- 
- 
ohms. 
3. Power supply voltage ED= 18 volts to insure 
that cures are fully saturated and constant 
output voltage with a possible 5 percent 
variation in supply voltage. 
NO. turns I Current 
Itnngc. 
Amperes 
c. fl'lndings. In selecting the number of turns 1 
for the bias and load windings, the following 
factors must be considered : d. Voltage Alonitoring Operating. The design 
1. The minimum current to be measured bv the for low current monitoring will apply to voltage 
monitoring circuit. monitoring applications, that is, N, will equal Nb, 
2. The power supply voltage selected. 
3. Core m:~tc~ri:~l used. 
and Nc+ NE = NL. For our particular application 
N ,  and Nb will equal to  1750 turns each, and NL 
will equal 3500 turns. The resistance of the 
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winding N ,  is approximately equal to 250 ohms. 
XU'UW suppose the magnetic amplifier is balanced 
in such a way as to have a voltage gain of unity, 
that is E J E , =  1 where E L =  output voltage and 
E,=voltage to  be monitored. In this case, if 
5 volts is applied to the control winding iVc, 5 volts 
will be produced across the load resistor. Now, 
suppose we want this magnetic amplifier to moni- 
tor a 25-volt source and still have an output 
voltage of 5 volts. The procedure is as follows: 
FIGURE 3.-Magnetic amplifier load circuit. 
1. With E, set a t  5 volts, observe that the cur- Thus, if the control current is increased from 
rent in the control winding N ,  is zero, the control ampere-turns on Core 1 increase 
while those on Core 2 decrease. If the control 
5 I ,=-=20 ma (4 )  current is decreased, the effect is reversed. 250 The analysis of Figure 3 is governed by the 
amount of bias applied to the magnetic amplifier 2. With E, equal to 25 volts, place a resistor R, 
circuit. A full analytical treatment of this in series with the control winding such that 
subject may be found in Reference 6. 
25 
~ , = - ~ 1 0 ~ = 1 2 5 0  ohms 20 (5)  
With this series resistor, the magnetic amplifier 
is capable of reading voltages up to 25 volts. 
This range can be extended to monitor voltages 
as high as 10,000 volts providing the proper size 
----A:--" 
bvlG? rr;l.u .A-au, ft2d S~P;PQ r@sist.or are chosen. 
2. Load 
When a magnetic amplifier is employed as a 
d-c instrument, it is important to have the load 
current IL correspond to the input signal current 
of the magnetic-amplifier circuit. One such cir- 
cuit could take the form of a simple voltage mixing 
circuit as shown in Figures 3. Rl R2 are con- 
nected across the load winding of Core 1 and 
Core 2. The two voltages El  and Ez represent 
the rectified voltage appearing across these wind- 
ings when Cores 1 and 2 are conducting respec- 
tively. The average voltage across RL is equal to 
the difference between El and E2. When these 
two outputs are equal, the total voltage applied 
to the load resistor is zero. 
The bias applied to the magnetic amplifier is 
such that the totai m.m.f. co~li~d:ing Core ! is 
equal : 
and that controlling Core 2 is 
3. Power Supply 
To produce the driving voltage and frequency 
necessary to supply the magnetic amplifier, a 
doto-ac converter using transistor switching and 
a square-loop magnetic core was used. This type 
of circuitry gives a constant volt-second wave- 
fsrx. A -- m~0-t - of terhnical literature de- 
- 
scribing the design and operation of such circuits 
has been published, and many elaborate circuits 
have been built verifying this literature. Basi- 
cally, all of these circuits can be resolved into 
the circuit as shown in Figure 4 .  See Appendix 
for design equations. 
FIGURE 4.-DC t o  AC converter. 
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Factors to consider in selecting the magnetic 
core and transistors are given in the following 
sections : 
a. Magnetic Core: 
1. Core size is an inverse function of operating 
frequency. 
2. For low power levels and light loads, 78 
percent nickel, 22 percent iron tape-wound 
core material should be selected. 
b. Transistors 
1. The reverse collector-to-emitter voltage 
breakdown should be more than twice El 
(see Figure 4). 
2. Cut-off frequency should be a t  least 10 times 
the power supply operating frequency. 
DESIGN EXAMPLE 
1. Design Procedure 
Suppose it is desired to design a current sensor 
to meet the following requirements: 
1. Current to be monitored is (0+5) amperes. 
2. A linearity of f 1 percent. 
3. Output impedance 10 K ohms or less. 
4. Output is (0+5) v.d.c. 
5. A 12 v.d.e. source is available. 
G .  The current sensor must consume less than 
10 milliwatts. 
7.  Environmental temperature will vary from 
-20°C to +tiO°C. 
A self balancing magnetic amplifier will be used 
to monitor this current. Schem:itic for the entire 
voltage and current monitor including power 
supply is shown in Figure 5. 
Step I .  Selecting the Core Material 
There are two different types of matcrial to 
choose from. 
(a) 50 percent nickel, 50 percent iron 
(b) 78 percent nickel, 22 percent iron 
Nore A l l  c u r r .  a r , .  i000;-10 lypC 
X wtth 7 l c 1  s > c < ,  
1~'ruun~ 5.-LIngnctic :tmplificr and DC to AC converter 
circuit. 
For low power, small magnetizing current, 
light loads, and high efficiency the 78 percent 
nickel, 22 percent iron matcrial is a better choice. 
Tape-wound cores using 1 mil thick tape were 
chosen. (See section under magnetic core in 
this report). 
Step 2. Core Size to be Used 
There are several factors that influence the core 
size selection; they are as follows: 
(a) The total weight ullottetl for the magnetic 
amplifier. 
(b) Frequency of oper. CL t '  lon. 
(c) Size wire to he uscd for each winding. 
((1) The smallest current the magnrtic ampli- 
fier is recluired to monitor. 
For the interplanetary monitoring platform 
(Explorer 18) power and space were the prime 
considerations. The sm:illcst current to be moni- 
tored was 100 milliamperes, and the largrst was 
5 amperes. The frequency of operation was cho- 
sen to be approximately 1000 cycles per second. 
From these considerations the core selected had 
the following dimensions: I D  = .G25", OD = .750K, 
height = .125", core cross section area = .040 cm2. 
Step 3. Selecting the Number of Turns for NL and 
NB Windings 
Using equation (3) : 
Ry using tape-wound core catalog for this size 
core the window area M7, and the wire cross section 
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area Aw are given. These dimensions give the 3. Core material: 1 mil thick tape, 78 percent 
- 
designer some idea of the upper limit for N. By nickel, 22 percent iron. 
using A.W.C. Size #39 wire, it was possible to put 4. Core size: ID=0.625', OD =0.75OW, height 7000 turns on this size core. Therefore, 
=0.125", core cross section area, 0.040 cm2. 
N = 7000 turns, 
N ~ + N ~ = 7 0 0 0  turns, 
and 
NB = NL = 3500 turns 
From Table 1, Page 466 
N, = 1 turn 
5. Load current approximately 4 milliamperes. 
Now using equation (8) 
N2 is chosen such that it will supply one volt 
to the base of the transistor. Then from equation 
Step 4. D.C Bias Circuit (10) 
From the graph in Reference 1, Page 67, and 
using 78 percent nickel, 22 percent iron type cores 
the supply voltage E, was chosen to be 18 volts. 
The bias voltage was selected to be approximately 
one-half of E,, or 9 volts. 
The actual magnetization current for this parti- 
cular design, where the supply voltage E, is 18 
volts and the load resistor is approximately 10 K 
N2g100 tuins I 
- 'we------- thiq 9, value of onms, 18 .L A lul l l l~l l lp\ l l  r. "* x T  1- f - - - -A  h.7 tho d ~ ~ i ~ e d  ont,nllt voltage. 111e11 11 1 *a *uu*-- -, ---- RB may be computed. In our case we have chosen 18 volts; and from 
9 
~ ~ = - - ~ 1 0 ~ = 7 5  K ohms 
Step 5. Load Circuit 
Resistors R1 and R2 form a voltage mixing cir- 
equation (11) 
N3 = 1610 turns m 
- - 
cuit for the magnetic amplifier. The values of RI  
and R2 are selected a t  approximately 5 K ohms. 
However more will be said about this in a later 
section on magnetic amplifier balancing. The ~h~~ 
.47 pf capacitor is to reduce the ripple voltage that 
will appear across the load resistor and this value N2 V(N2) =FF= 1.2 volts 
may be increased or decreased depending upon 
the amount of ripple voltage allowed in the load. 
So R1 and R2 may be found by using equations 
(13). Thus, 
Step 6. Power Supply Design (See Appem'irj 
The power supply circuit is a dc-to-ca converter 
with the following characteristics: 
1. Input voltage is 12 volts dc. 
2. Frequency of operation 1000 c ~ s .  
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l 
and Rz becomes 
R 2 s 6 6  K ohms r
2. Balancing Procedure 
A magnetic amplifier of the type described 
above is balanced when equation (2) NLIL= 
F(N,I,) produces a linear curve. 
Referring to  Figure 5, the balancing procedure 
is as follows: 
(a) Place a 5 ampere d-c current supply across 
terminals (A) and (13) .  
(b) Place a 4 place digit:~l voltmeter across 
terminals (C) and (D). 
(c) Replace R E ,  K2, and Rl with decode 
resistors. 
(d) Set the 5 ampere current supply to  zcro. 
(e) Set IZ1 and R2 to 5000 ohms and sct IZn to  
75000 ohms. Increase IZB until the voltage 
across (C) and (D) is a minimum. 
(f) Increase the current across terminals (A) 
and (n) to 5 amperes. Adjust IZ1 ad 122 
until the voltage across (C) and (D) reads 
5 volts. 
(g) Reduce the current supply to zcro and 
note the zero reading. If the previous zero 
reading has changed, increase IZn  until a 
minimum voltage appears across (C) and 
(Dl. 
(h) Again increase the 5 ampere supply to 5 
amperes and adjust 12, and R2 until 5 volts 
is read across (C) and (D). 
(i) Iteduce the current supply to 4 amperes and 
note the voltage across (C) and (D). If 
the digital voltmeter does not read 4 volts 
adjust 12, and R2 until 4 volts is read on the 
voltmeter. 
(j) Itcyeat steps (h) and (i) until the error is 
reduced to a minimum. 
(k) When (j) is satisfied the magnetic amplifier 
is balanced and cquntion (2) satisfied. 
With a little practice. this balancing procedure 
will become routinc. 
3. Environmental Test and Results 
I 
I 
The voltage and current monitoring circuit I 
shown in Figure 5 was assembled and exposed to 
the following tests: I 
I .  Thermal-vacuum test I 
(a) 24 hours soak a t  -30°C and lX10-5 I 
mm Hg I 
(b) 24 hours soak a t  +70°C and 1 = 1 
mm Hg 
2. Acceleration test 
(a) 40.4G thrust load combined with 13.6G 
radial load due to spin of 206 RPM with 
radius = 11 x" 
3. Vibration I 
(a) liandom all axis 20-3000 cps 54G 
4. Temper~~turc variation - 50°C to +70°C 
5. Magnetic flux radiation with 5 amperes flow- 
ing in the control winding N,. The M:L~-  
netic flux radiated from this circuit is less ~ 
than 2 gamma a t  18 inches. ! 
FIGURE 6.-1Sffccts o f  te1npcr:iture o n  o u t p u t  vol tage.  
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Figure 6 shows the results of a temperature 
variation from -20°C to +60°C, and a supply 
voltage variation of + 5  percent. It  can be seen 
that temperature and voltage variations have 
little effect on the current monitoring circuit. 
The total power required for the circuit is 18 
milliwatts. 10 milliwatts are required for the 
power supply, and 8 milliwatts for the magnetic 
amplifier. 
Following satisfactory operation during tests, 
the circuit of Figure 5 was flown on the inter- 
planetary monitoring platform Explorer 18 satel- 
lite. This satellite was launched from Cape 
Kennedy 26 Xov. 1963. A modified version of 
this circuit will be flown on the United ICigdom 
Satellite. 
CONCLUSION 
The circuit described in this report offers a very 
good solution for measuring currents and voltages 
of any magnitude with a high degree of linearity 
and accuracy. Currents as low as one micro- 
ampere and voltages as high as ten thousand volts 
have been measured by this method. (see Refer- 
ences 1 and 5). From the quality of data received, 
to date, from Explorer 18 Satellite, tends to verifv 
this conclusion. 
APPENDIX 
POWER SUPPLY DESIGN Then 
The design equations used to develop the circuit 
of Figure 4 are indicated below. 
(8) 
and 
Where El  is the applied d-c voltage B, and A are 
flux density and effective cross-section of the core. 
F is frequency of operation. N z  is determined from 
the transistor characteristics 
N z  should supply a t  least one volt to the base of 
the transistor under all conditions. 
The number of turns for N 3  is determined b y  the 
desired output voltage to the load thus: 
The values for Rl and Rz are derived in the follow- 
ing manner: 
where @ is transistor current gain W max. power 
rating of transist,or operated class A. Further 
information on this subject can be obtained in 
Reference 3. 
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A HYBRID RANGING SYSTEM FOR SPACECRAET* 
R. T. FITZGERBLD, P. EKGELS, W. SHAFFER, E. HABIB, AND XZ. MITCHKO 
This report describes, in engineering terms, the principles and practice of satellite ranging by 
direct measurement of the elapsed time for s hybrid combination of sidetone-modulated and 
pseudo random noise-modu1ated, CW, R F  energy to travel from the ground, to a spacecraft and 
back, after being transponded in a phase coherent manner at the spacecraft. A ranging subsystem 
utilizing sidetone-PX techniques was successfully built a t  the Goddard Space Flight Center and is 
now ready for final loop tests and integration into the GSFC Range and Range Rate Syqtem, to  
give the latter universal cisplanet ranging capabilities. 
The Hybrid Ranging System functions as follows: a demand pulse synchronized to WWV 
stores a binary pattern composed of transmitted bits and starts a time interval counter which is 
readied for stoppage when the identical signal is received. Simultaneously, sidetones, harmonical- 
ly related to  one another, are transmitted in alternately reversed phases, received in reversed 
phases and are used for vernier stop-control of the time interval counter. Thus, the non-ambigu- 
ous advantages of PX encoding are exploited without the cost of the wide bandwidth required for 
precise PS-only range measurements; and the precision and narrow bandwidth advantages of 
sidetone ranging are exploited without the cost of the engineering problems associated with 
ambiguity resolution by fractional cycle per second sidetones. 
1. INTRODUCTION Syncom in a special tracking network and which 
A spacecraft ranging system which utilizes both 
sidetone and encoded signals has been built in the 
Goddard Space Flight Center laboratories and 
has worked as a subsystem-it is now ready for 
final loop tests. This universal hybrid system 
capitalizes upon both the advantages of sidetone 
ranging which permits h e  distance definition 
under restricted bandwidth conditions, and upon 
the advantages of pseudo random encoding 
which permits unambiguous ranging without the 
need for many low frequency sidetones and their 
associated problems. The new system eliminates 
the basic disadvantages of previous ranging 
systems: the unnecessarily wide bandwidths and 
complex coding techniques of the encoded-signal- 
only system; and the fractional cycle per second 
problems of the sidetone-only system a t  cis- 
planetary distances. 
The hybrid system will be exploited to enhance 
the highly successful GSFC sidetone ranging 
system which has functioned with precision on 
*Published as Ooddard Spoce Fli& Center Documcnl X-531-64-71, 
A p d  1964. 
has made accurate range measu~-elll~llk ;ii 2.tD 
in the general tracking network. With this 
modification, the GSFC Range and Range Rate 
System will have a universal ranging capability 
applicable to cislunar tracking problems such 
as Apollo and cisplanet tracking problems such 
as non-ambiguous, apogee-ranging on projected 
IMP missions. 
The purpose of this report is to present an 
overall, but brief description of the Hybrid rang- 
ing system. 'The Hybrid modification is com- 
patible with the highly successful Goddard Space 
Flight Center's Range and Range Rate System, 
and augments its capabilities. In t,his modifica- 
tion of the sidetone system, known encoded 
ranging techniques are combined with direct R F  
transit time measurement and sidetone techniques 
to create a more optimum design than previously 
known designs.7 To distinguisi~ the iiew sysk=: 
t.4 number of the coding techniques described in this report were 
created by members of the Jet Propulsion Research Laborstory and 
were derived here from information contained in JPL Reaeamh Sum- 
mary Reports 3&1. 36-2, 36-3. . . etc. issned quarterly starting in 
1960. Additions1 coding concepta were derived from other reports 
listed in the Bibliography. 
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it is called the Hybrid System; it utilizes a 
"TIMER" coding technique (from: Time In-  
terval Measurements with an Encoded Ranging 
System) ; it relies primarily upon direct measure- 
ment of the time required for both sidetones and 
and encoded, CW, RF signal to travel from the 
ground to the spacecraft and back, after being 
transponded in a phase coherent manner a t  the 
spacecraft. In this report. the TIMER techniques 
are emphasized because they are new; but the 
significant advantages and the successful field 
performances of the precise sidetone ranging 
system are the base upon which the Hybrid 
ranging system is built. 
This report is divided into five sections as 
follows: 
Basic TIMER System, Some Properties of 
Maximal Linear Codes, Some Properties of Ac- 
quirable Codes, Overall Description, and Hybrid 
System. An Appendix describes the practical 
digital circuitry used to demonstrate the feasibility 
of the Hybrid version of the TIMER System. 
More expanded and detailed descriptions of indi- 
vidual circuits, codes, and, specifically, the 
Goddard Space Flight Center's Range and Range 
Rate System are contained in the reports listed 
in the Bibliography. 
2. BASIC TIMER SYSTEM 
Basically, the TIMER System determines the 
time delay between the transmission and reception 
of an unambiguous PN-encoded pattern. This 
technique which is closely related to simple pulse 
radar methods, requires no complex computer 
operations. The principles of range measure- 
ments made with this system are illustrated in the 
simplified block diagram shown in Figure 1. 
A simple maximal linear code, 1 1 1 0 0 1 0, is 
used as an example only. If this code is con- 
tinuously transmitted as 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 
0 1 1 1 . . . etc., it can be broken up into seven 
unambiguous, sequential three-bit groups of 
1 1  1 , l  1 0 , 1 0 0 , 0 0 1 , 0 1 0 , 1 0 1 , a n d 0 1  1. 
Each sequential group of three bits is unambiguous 
and definitive in the sense that within the total 
code each three-bit word or pattern occurs only 
once; each word is unique. Thus, if a transmitted 
pattern composed of three bits is stored and com- 
pared to the delayed, received pattern, received 
within the time interval of the whole code, only 
one pattern out of those received will identically 
match the transmitted pattern. 
The encoder which modulates the transmitter, 
and the decoder which is "pattern-matched" to 
the received code, are each composed of a three- 
stage shift register with appropriate feed-back. 
The contents of the shift register flip-flops 
correspond during each bit-time interval to one of 
the three-bit patterns described above, and 
determine unambiguously the particular bit in 
the long code that is being transmitted or received 
as the case may be. Thus, if transit time, T ,  is 
zero (the encode and decode generators are 
synchronized and their outputs are compared with 
no time delay) then the instantaneous patterns 
in both generators are identical (Figure 1A). As 
the two generators are separated by a distance 
corresponding to a transit time of T = K  (a con- 
stant), and the decode generator is kept locked 
to each received bit, the contents of the decode 
generator a t  time T correspond to the contents of 
the encode generator a t  time zero (Figure 1B). 
If, on the other hand, the receiver space 
boundary moves towards (or away from) the 
transmitter boundary (equivalent to a continuous 
change in transit time) to simulate transponder 
velocity, and a t  the same time the decode gen- 
erator creates bits a t  a f:~ster (slower) rate to keep 
up with the faster (slower) rate a t  which bits are 
retheived, the previous arguments still hold. 
Thus, when the leading edge of a particular 
transmitted bit reaches the receiver time bound- 
ary, it is met, SO to speak, by the corresponding 
bit from the decode generator- and the contents 
of the decode generator a t  time T will match the 
previous contents of the encode generator a t  time 
zero. In brief, the measurement of s by deter- 
mining the elapsed time between the formation of 
an encode pattern and the formation of an equiva- 
lent decode pattern, is closely related to simple 
pulse radar techniques, and is in essence independ- 
ent of Doppler effects. In addition, the present 
techniques are compatible with long time constant, 
narrow bandwidth, phase-locked loop acquisition 
techniques with their improved signal-to-noise 
properties. 
In the following sections, the simplified example 
of the encoder given above is expanded into a 
more practical encoder suitable for lunar and 
cisplanet range measurements. 
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3- SOME PROPERTIES OF MAXIMAL LINEAR are illustrated below. As shown in Figure 2A, if 
CODES three flipflops are connected as a shift register, 
Some of the psuedo random noise (PN) prop and the outputs of the last two stages are com- 
erties that are exploited in the TIMER System bined in a circuit, designated @ or exclusive-or 
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DRIVE 
FLIP-FLOPS ARRANGED AS 
+ CLOCK DRIVEN SHIFT 
REGISTER 
I L-Jgt] EXCLUSIVE OR CIRCUIT 
1 Time ~ 7 ~ , f ! ~ ~ l  Stage Input on to N e x t  F i r s t  Shift 1 
::[rl;l -- : 1 
B Tabulotson of Sequent401 Stoter of Thrcc Stage PN Generotor 
circuit,* which feeds a one back to the input 
whenever the last two stages are in different 
states, a code is generated which has almost ideal 
correlation properties. The states of the several 
flip-flops are tabulated in the table given in 
Figure 2B, and the generated code correspontls to 
the contents of the third flip-flop as indicated in 
the table. This code is called a maximal linear 
binary code or m-sequence (see Bibliography). 
The output code is 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 and is repeated 
indefinitely as 1 1 1 0  0 1 0  1 1 1 0 0 . . . . . The 
length of the code, I,, is 2"- 1 where 11 is the 
number of flip-flops (i.e. the number of stages in 
the shift register). If this code is shifted and 
added to the unshifted code, according to the 
rule that a one is generated wherever an element 
of the original and an element of the shifted 
identical code are different (exclusivc-or or mod-2 
addition), the result will always be the same code 
shijted again as shown below (except when the 
code is shifted zero, or a multiple of L bits): 
originalcode 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 0  . . . . .  
*The exclusive-or function, F = A . & + B . , ~ ,  ia varioliely indirakd 
in thc technirnl literature aa, t~xchlsive-or, @.  nod-2 addition, m o d ~ ~ l o -  
2 addition, addition witlio~it rarry and aa a function which is true when 
two binary outputs disagree, and fal8o when two binary outl)uts agree. 
code shifted 
byonebi t  ~ 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 . .  . . . 
resultant code 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 1  . . . . .  
originalcode 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 0  . . . . .  
code shifted 
bytwobi ts  @ 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 0  . . . . .  
resultant code 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 0  . . . . .  
(( I( (( 
l (  (6 (6 
(L  ( 6  <( 
L< (6 (6 
originalcode 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 1  . . .  
code shifted 
by five bits @ 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1  . . .  
resultant code 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 0  . . .  
Thus, these PN codes, have the highly important 
property that when shifted and compared, mod-:! 
with the original code, the same code is generated. 
And the resultant code has the same distribution 
of 1's and 0's as the original code which always 
has one more 1 than 0. I t  is noted here that the 
resultant code has four 1's and three O's, and that 
a 1 indicates a disagreement, and a 0 indicates an 
agreement between the original and the shifted 
codes. 
When the above-noted shift and add properties 
of the PN code are related to the simple binary 
correlation function described below, the nearly 
perfect correlation properties of PN codes become 
apparent. Binary correlation can be defined as 
follows: 
correlation = 
no. of agreements - no. of disagreements 
no. of agreements + no. of disagreements 
or 
'4 - D  C = ----- 
A+D 
Where C is the correlation factor, A the number of 
agreements, and D the number of disagreements. 
Inserting the numbers illustrated: 
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The correlation factor for 1 to L-1 shifts is 
always : 
because, for these codes, in general, 
In  words, this is true because the exclusive-or' 
or mod-2 acquired code always contains one more 
disagreement than agreement; the acquired code 
is the original, but shifted, maximal linear pseudo 
random code. 
Whenever the code is unshifted (or shifted a 
multiple of L bits) and added mod-2 to the 
original code (disagreements are 1's  and agree- 
ment,~ are O's), all corresponding elements of the 
two codes agree, A  = L, D =0, and 
A - D  L-0 C=-=-=l 
A+D L+O 
In short mathematical form, the correlation 
factor derived by the processes illustrated above 
. .. 
auu ~ t :  tiuLl~:uoi;;; F Z Z C ~ C ~ ,  c z  he c l _ n a ~ A M  
circuitry which measures the correlation factor of 
the decoder code with the received code; the 
decoder code is driven by the received clock plus 
Doppler and shifted periodically by extra shifts 
until correlation is obtained. Long time constant 
integration and corresponding narrow bandwidth 
circuits enhance the signal to noise properties of 
this acquisition process. 
Although a three flip-flop generator was selected 
as an example, codes of this type can be simply 
made for lengths up to 234- 1 (about 101°) and 
longer. It is not always true that the mod-2 or 
exclusive-or circuit is connected to the last two 
stages; other connections, as described below and 
in the reports listed in the Bibliography, are 
necessary for certain lengths. 
In Table 1, some of the simpler connections for 
m-sequences are listed. 
TABLE 1.-Linear Maximal Generators with Simple 
Connections* 
I I I 
Where a, is an element of the original code 
*See Bibliography, Peterson, Appendix C. 
n 
2 . - - _ .  
3 - - . _ _  
for PN codes, as: 4 . _ - _ _  5 - - . _ -  
1 rr=L-l-k 6 - _ - _ .  
C(k)=- I: a n B n - k  L 7 - - - - -  
n='J 9 - _ _ _ _  
l o - _ _ - _  
= -- I for k = l  to L-I 
L 1 1 - - _ _ .  15- - - -_  
= I  for k=Oor mL 17 ..... 
an-k is an element of the shifted code 
m is an integer 
Stages Tapped 
2, 1 
3,  2 
4, 3 
5 ,  3 
6, 5 
7, 5 
9, 5 
10, 7 
11, 9 
15, 14 
17, 14 
k  is an integer corresponding to the 
number of shifts of the shifted code. 
n is an integer. 
a 
18 
20 
31 
22 
23 
25 
28 
29 
31 
33 
To summarize, the correlation property of the PN 
code is essentially (for longer codes) zero when 
not matched exactly and unity when matched 
exactly. The PN codes possess nearly perfect 
correlation properties. 
In the TIMER System, the local decoder code 
is "locked on" to the received code by automatic 
Stages Tapped 
1 8 , l l  
20, 17 
21, IY 
22, 21 
23, 18 
25, 22 
28, 25 
29, 27 
31, 28 
33, 20 
- _ _ _ - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - _ - _ - - _ _ _ _ _  
4. SOME PROPERTIES OF  ACQUIRABLE CODES 
To handle longer codes practically, they are 
broken up into shorter "acquirable" codes. 
These longer codes, composed of the shorter codes, 
can be relatively easily generated as illustrated in 
Figure 3. The generated code, Wn, is equal to 
z @ y z-it is the mod-2 sum of the x code with 
the y "iogicai and" z cociex. 
For the example illustrated in Figure 3, the 
overall code length L, is the product of the shorter 
codes L,L,L,, or (23- 1) (2'- 1) (25- 1) =3255 
bits. To acquire such a code, the shorter codes 
are "locked on" to the total received code, W R ,  
I 
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and again the probability that y "logical ana  z 
have the value of 1 a t  any time is approximately 
as above. 
I n  the T IMER System, negative logic and 
-6 volts levels for true statements are used. AS 
shown later, -3  volts indicate zero correlation, 
and - 1.5 volts indicates 50 percent correlation. 
Automatic shifting and recognition circuitry 
acquire and lock the decoder codes with the 
received code, by measuring the change in voltage 
level from -3v to -1.5 volts. When all codes 
OUTPUT CODE Wn X Y Z are acquired, the correlation indicator goes to  
0 volts, i.e. 100 percent correlation. FIGITRE 3.-i\cclulr:~ble code grllelntor. 
usually sequentially, and the maximum number of 5. OVERALL DESCRIPTION 
shifts necessary to  acquire the long code is B~ simple extension of the principles described 
Lx+Ly+L,  or T+l5+31=53 shifts-the x,,, in the sectiorl c:llled the BLLsic TIlI14:R System, 
code is correlated with U'R first, then the xrrt@~rn the of acrluirable codes can be exploited 
combined codes, and finally the xm@zrtL codes; in the TIM1I:K. System as illustrated in Figure 4. 
aftcr this process W ,  the complete decoder code, 
~~~t earh one of the seven possible three bit 
( X ~ @ ~ , Z , )  is completely iimatched" or correlated words in the three flip-flop PN generator deter- 
with the received code, WR. mines the bit being transmitted, so each of the 
The almost ideal correlation levels of -& and 1 four 1,it \\Tolds anc1 five bit \r,-or(js respectively for 
for single-code to single-code correlation, are the four and five bit flip-flop PN generators are 
reduced to approximately-2 and % for the definitive. And the s~mm:~t ion  12 l i t  word, 
"acquirable-code" corrclation procbesses described composed of the 3, 4, and 5 bit lvords, defines 
above. AS shown below, the "acquirable-code" exactly the particular i,it the 3235 1,it code that 
acquisition process results in a change from a is being transmittctj. timcr bc initiated a t  
sequence of approximately random 1's and 0's tllC instant in  time that a Ilarticular 12 bit pattern (which exhibit nearly zero corrclation) to a in the enco(ler is formccl, anti this 
sequence of l l h  and 0's of approximately ones pattern can be store(l in a tllc timer can 
and zeros (which exhibit ne:lrly correlation), be stopped at  the instant in time that the decoder 
when a given short code is rorrclated with the generators, previously locl<ed to the received 
longer code. For example, code, match the stored encoder pattern. The 
W @ x  = x@yz@x = yz timer, then, will indicate the transit time. 
The timing actions that take place are the 
and the probability cotle Y and code have the following: a demand pulse synchronized for timing 
value of 1 a t  any time is approximately % times 
or x. Thus 
TRANSIT TlhlE T /t-n 3-1 C = ---- - 4 -  1 -+ A + D - 1 - 5  
Also, if  the x and y codes are correlated, 
STOP W@X@Y = X@YZ@X@Y PULSE 
Y 
= Y@~J- .  WWV TlLl 
START P'ILSE 
= y- ! / z+y .  yz (by expansion) I 
= y .  (i+i) = y.2 (by DeMorgnn's MEASURED r 
theorem) FIGURE 4 
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I purposes to TV\.tTTT, stores the existing 3 bits of the 
- - 
X ,  code, 1 1 1 0 0 1 0, in a storage register; 
simultaneously the existing 4 bits of the y, code 
1 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 0, and the existing 5 
bitsofthe2,code 11  11 1 0 0 0  1 1 0 1  1 1 ( ! 1 0  
1 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 0, are also stored in the 
storage register. After the elapse of transit 
time r ,  the 1Bbit contents of the Xm, Ym, and Zm 
decode generators, will match the stored patterns 
from the encode generators. Figure 5 shows the 
form factors of these codes in various combina- 
tions. as dis~lak-ed on an oscillosco~e. Since the 
\.t71VV demand pulse started a t  time interval unit 
(TIU) a t  the instant the encoder patterns were 
stored, and since the comparator unit stopped the 
TIU a t  the instant the decoder patterns matched 
the stored patterns, the TIU, a simple fixed 
frequency counter, determines the transit time in 
terms of the invariant speed-of-light constant. 
In  the Hybrid application of the TIMER System, 
the fine stop control of the TIU is controlled by the 
zero crossing of a relatively high frequency side- 
tone; the TIMER is used to unambiguously 
" r ~ ~ r l y "  the  TIT-? for the stc~pir?g ~etier? ef the 
sidetone. 
5.1 Correlation Circuit 
. i n  important unit in the TIMER System is 
the correlator which integrates the modS sum 
of the received code and the decoder code. 
When the mod-2 sum is a series of approximately 
equal numbers of 1's and O's, the codes are 
uncorrelated; a selectable and relatively long 
time constant KC circuit averages the -Gv and 
0 volt levels corresponding respectively to 1's and 
480 I'UULICATIOSS OF GSFC, 1 
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0's and indicates the average value of -3 volts. 
As noted before, the same RC circuit indicates a 
level of approximately - 1.5 volts when one of 
the short codes is correlated. As each short code 
is correlated, an automatic shifting process is 
terminated automatically. After each short code 
is acquired by this process, a manual switch 
(which will be automated for the systems used in 
the tracking network) is thrown to start the 
automatic acquisition of another short code. 
Several selectable time constants for integration 
are available depending upon signal energy levels. 
In the actual Hybrid System, the lengths of the 
x ,  y, and z codes are selectable according to mission 
requirements for unambiguous ranging; the clock 
rates, 8, 32, 160, 800, or -1000 cps are also select- 
able according to range requirements. 
The correlation process is, of course, completed 
before any transit time measurements are made. 
An automatic lock prevents range data recording 
unless the correlator unit indicates 100 percent 
lock-on. 
6. HYBRID SYSTEM 
The Hybrid System is essentially an extension 
of existing range and range rate units. Two of 
the major spacecraft ranging systems are the 
Sidetone type designed and successfully used by 
the Goddard Space Flight Center and the P N  
type under development by the Jet Propulsion 
Laboratories. Since both of these types are 
described in much detail in a number of the 
reports given in the Bibliography, the discussions 
in this report are directed primarily towards 
describing the technical units employed in the 
TIMER System. Nevertheless, a few statements 
about current ranging systems will help to define 
the Hybrid System in a comparative sense. 
The Sidetone ranging system as designed by 
GSFC employs a number of sidetones whose 
frequencies are integrally related by a factor of 1 
or 5 .  These sidetones, suitably modulated on a 
carrier, are transmitted, coherently transpondcd, 
and received. After phase-lock loop acquisition 
of each sidetone in the ground receiver, range 
measurements are made in essence by measuring 
the elapsed time for all sidetones transmitted in 
alterni~tely reversed phaseh to be received in 
a1tern:itely reversed phases after bcing trans- 
ponded in a phasc coherent manner in the space- 
, 
craft. The lowest sidetone employed is selected 
to be unambiguous for the distances to be mea- 
sured (transit time, 7, is less than the period, 
T, of the lowest frequency sidetone). i 
The P N  ranging system under development by 1 
JPL  utilizes a PN code imposed upon a clock I 
frequency, equivalent to a single sidetone, and, I 
after phase locked loop acquisition of the clock 1 
frequency and correlation of the PN code, range 
measurements are made, in essence, by deter- 
mining the phase difference between the trans- 
mitted clock and received clock, and by computing 
the equivalent transit time values of each shift 
of the short codes which compose the longer 
acquirable code; after this process, range informa- 
tion is updated by adding in distance changes 
determined by counting Doppler cycles. 
The Hybrid System, in its optimum form, 
utilizes several sidetones in the manner of the 
GSFC Range and Range Rate System, and, in 
addition, imposes a PN code on the lowest 
sidetone employed to increase non-ambiguous 
ranging distance. Range measurements are made 
by direct measurements of the elapsed transit time. 
With this orientation, it is noted that the stop 
pulse action illustrated in the block diagram of 
Figure 4 is improved by the phase definition of 
the 20 and 100 Kc sidetones (see Appendix). 
The Hybrid System thus utilizes sidetone tech- 
nology and P N  technology to determine range by 
direct transit time measurcmcnts. The Hybrid 
System capitalizes upon both the advantages of 
sidetone ranging which permits fine distance 
definition under restricted bandwidth conditions, 
and upon the advantages of pseudo random 
encoding which permits unambiguous ranging a t  
long distances without the need for cxtrcmcly low 
frequency sidetones and their associated phase- 
locked-loop acquisition problems. 
The Hybrid System, optimally, utilizes pseudo 
random encoding of a sidetone, for example -1 Kc, 
and also utilizes higher sidetones of 20 Kc and 
100 Kc for fine distance measurements. I t  could 
be used equally well with a single clock frequency, 
(PN only ranging), but the higher clocli frequency 
necessary for fine ranging, and the higher fre- 
quency code would occupy more spectral band- 
width than necessary; longer codes and longer or 
more complex acquisition processes would also be 
necessary. 
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I As presently designed, the GSFC Range and I Range Rate System solves the ambiguity prob- lem by use of a novel technique of alternately 
I phase reversing each higher frequency transmitted 
sidetone; this technique permits each half period 
1 
I 
of a lower frequency sidetone to gate "on" the 
next higher frequency half period of sidetone a t  
the receiver. By properly arranging a series of 
flip-flops, the fine determination of range measure- 
ment is held to the phase definition of the 100 Kc 
sidetone which is f 0.36" in the GSFC Range and 
Range Rate System; this definition is equivalent 
to a time error of 10 nanoseconds or about five 
1 feet of distance. This ultimate distance definition 
was practically achieved in tracking the Syncom 
I 
a t  a range of about 20,000 miles. The Hybrid 
I System retains this capability but utilizes the PN 
i code to fix the time position of the first 4 Kc gate 
1 -the 20 Kc and 100 Kc gates then function 
I as in the present system. In Appendix A, the fundamental units for ranging with the TIMER 
System are illustrated with their logic equations. 
I 6.1 Cisplanet Ranging 
A question arises as to how far the long code is 
shifted when one oi rhe bilul im ~d~~ i; 2 
given amount. In the TIMER System no 
computation based on this analysis is employed 
a t  cislunar distances. At cisplanet ranging 
distances some of the TIMER System technology 
can be profitably employed by utilizing this 
computation. In the latter case, it is desirable 
to make range measurements as soon as the 
t 
ground-satellite-ground loop is filled with R F  
energy and the decode generator is matched to 
the received encoded signal (i.e. the received 
signal is acquired), without waiting the additional 
time required for a given generator pattern to 
travel the loop distance. Very briefly, this 
result can be accomplished by employing the 
previously described encoder register plus an 
additional decoder storage register. Range mea- 
L surements can then be made by measuring the 
phase diEerence beiweeu  emde-dccodc C ! C C ~ ,  
and by determining the phase shift distance of 
each encode-decode short code one to another. 
The advantages of this method a t  cisplanet 
distances are: one, no additional time beyond 
code reacquisition is not necessary to obtain 
Independcot =?easurpments; and four, sampling 
rates can be increased as far as practically 
required. 
In order to utilize the cisplanetary techniques 
outlined above, the contents of the decode 
generator, as well as the contents of the encode 
generator, must be stored in a storage register a t  
demand time. Each decoder short code is 
s h i i d  until the encode-decode short codes 
match; the number of shifts of each code plus the 
encodedecode clock phase difference a t  demand 
time determine spacecraft range a t  demand time 
minus D/C where C is the velocity of light and D 
is the one-way distance to the spacecraft. Either 
of the following two equations, derived by means 
of the Chinese Remainder Theorem of Number 
Theory, determines the equivalent shift of the 
long code in terms of the individual shifts of the 
short codes. 
-465x2 (x shift) -217x2 (y shift) 
f105X13 (z shift) = (total code shift) 
mod 3255 
fir. -. A f i 5 V F i  ( x  shift) +217X 13 (y shift) +l05X 13 
(z shift) = (total code shift) mod 3255 
It is noted that, the actual computation of 
distance can be performed at a central computer, 
instead of at each network station, with little 
loss in communications efficiency because the 
number of bits required to transmit the distance 
information is practically equal to the number of 
bits requifed to transmit the code shift and phase 
information. 
For completeness the following fact is noted: 
if it is desired to shift the long code a given 
amount, say N shifts, each short code is shifted 
N(mod code). For example, if the long code is 
to be shifted an amount 33, the x code is s h i i d  
33,d 7 or 5, the y code 33,d or 3, and the 
z code 33,d 11 or 2. 
6.1 tonciusiori 
In conclusion, this report has attempted to 
describe the principles and practical design fea- 
twes of an improved system for spacecraft 
ranging with a hybrid combination of sidetones 
and encoded signals. Only by integrating the 
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information presented here, with other informa- of spacecraft ranging. By its very nature, space- I 
tion available from the reports listed in the craft ranging draws on the ultimate of current I I 
Bibliography, can a complete understanding of technology. This report is intended to enhance 
all the units necessary for a practical ranging this technology by one more contribution, and 
system be obtained. In this brief presentation of will have succeeded only when the principles 
I 
principles and practice no deliberate attempt has presented here are reduced to practice and are I 
been made to minimize the essential complexity utilized in the range and range rate network. I 
I 
APPENDIX A 
This Appendix describes the basic, practical, 
logic circuits for a Hybrid type ranging system 
employing PN TIMER and Sidetone techniques. 
Design criteria and operational feasibility are 
demonstrated. 
Figure A-1 is a simple block diagram of the 
TIMER System. Sidetones of 100,20, and 4 Kc 
are produced in the Sidetone Generator. The 
4 Kc signal is used to drive the Encoder which 
produces the PN 325Bbit code and is also used 
as the phase modulated subcarrier for the PN 
code. The 100 Kc, 20 Kc and PN Code plus 4 Kc 
are then phase modulated on a carrier and trans- 
mitted. The signal is received and coherently 
transmitted back to the ground by the Trans- 
ponder. This signal is received by the ground 
equipment and from it is derived the Decoder 
Clock frequency (Encoder Clock frequency plus 
Doppler) and the 100 Kc and 20 Kc Sidetones 
plus Doppler which are fed to the appropriate 
phase-locked loops. The Decoder produces a 
shifted Code identical to that of the Encoder but 
produces code bits a t  the clock-plus-Doppler 
frequency. The Correlator locks the decoder 
generator to the received code and then by means 
of the Transit Time circuit, determines the range. 
Note that the Sidetone Generator, Transmitter, 
and Receiver equipment shown (but not the PN 
coders and code modulators and demodulators) 
already exist as part of the Goddard Range and 
Range Rate System. 
STORED 20 KC 8 100KC 
TR~SMITTER 
l ENCODER 
COMPARATOR FINE RANGE - RECEIVER 
PATTERN WUES 
STOP PULSE 
REC'D SIDETONES 
LOCAL MODEL 
4 KC CiXK OF REC'D 
FOR WWV 0 - O C K  FOR SYNCHRONIZED 
ENCODER START 8, STORE 
PULSE CORRELATOR 
FIGURE A1.-Simplified system block diagram. 
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Figure A-2 shows the system components in 
more detail. The TIMER System can be broken 
down further into the following subsystem 
designations: the transmitter subsystem which 
includes the transmitter, the Wn* Encoder 
Generators, the W, Code Coml)iner, and the 
Mod-2 Modulator; the receiver su1)system which 
includes the receiver, the W, Decoder Generators, 
the W, Code Combiners, and the Countdown 
Generators; the correlator which includes the 
Correlation Indicator and Shift Pulse Generator; 
and the ranging subsystem which includes the 
Comparator, Stop Pulse Generator, and the Time 
Interval Unit. 
Some of the functional operations of the system 
components are the following: A local 1 MC 
oscillator and frequency synthesizer are used to 
provide frequencies of 100, 20, and 4 Kc. The 
4 Kc square wave which is synchronized with the 
20 Kc, 100 Kc and WWV frequencies is used to 
drive the W ,  Encoder Generator, the Mod-2 
Modulator, and the Comparator. 
W, Encoder Short-Code Generators function to 
produc-t the S,&, Y, and Z, short codes and pro- 
vide outputs for operating the storage registers in 
*The subsrripta n and mare used tl~roual~orlt the Apr)endix to denote 
encoder and decoder related Items, respectively 
the Comparator, and for combining cotles in the 
W, Code Combiner. The Cotle Combiner pro- 
vides the output Xn@Y,Zn for operating the 
Mod-2 Modulator. Additional cloclc energy, not 
illustrated, is adtled to the 4 Kc subcarrier to  
permit 4 Kc c1oc.k phase-lock-loop acquisition in 
the receiver, independent of code lock-on. 
The W, Decoder Short-Code Generators func- 
tion to produce the S,, Y,, and Z, short codes 
and outputs for operating the Comparator gates, 
the W ,  Cotle Combiners, and the Countdown 
Generators. The W, Code Combiner outputs, 
X@YZ, X,@Y,,,, and X,@Z, are used for 
correlation indication. The Countdown Gen- 
erators protfuce countdown pulses of 3255:1, 
217:1, and 105:l to  provide different shift rates 
for the Shift Pulse Generator. 
The Correlation Indicator serves to detect and 
display correlation of the received code with W,. 
Correlation is obtained by shifting W, with 
respect to the received code by means of extra 
shift pulses (added t o  the clock plus Doppler 
shift pulses) from the Shift Pulse Generatjor. 
The Comparator is used to compare the trans- 
mitted code with the received code thereby 
providing the time basis for range determination; 
the Comparntor also serves to  activate the Stop 
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Pulse Generator. Actual range is determined by 
the Time Interval Unit which is activated by a 
WWV demand pulse and deactivated by the 
Stop Pulse Generator. 
The sequence of operations is as follows: The 
output of the Mod-2 Modulator, W,@€l,  where 
C1 is the 4 Kc System Clock, together with the 
100 and 20 Kc frequencies, is phase-modulated on 
a carrier and transmitted. 
The complex signal is coherently transponded 
and received by existing equipment in the God- 
dard RARR system and, after proper condition- 
ing, is detected by the 100, 20, and 4 Kc phase 
locked loops. Each loop contains the particular 
sidetone plus its Doppler frequency. The re- 
ceived 4 Kc Clock plus Doppler constitutes the 
Decoder clock; this signal also contains the re- 
ceived PN code information. Initially, the 
1 X SHORT CODE 
received code and the local code generated by the 
Decoder generators, W,, are uncorrelated, i.e., 
are out oi phase by an undetermined number of 
bits. 
The correlation condition is detected and dis- 
played by the correlation indicator, which deter- 
mines sequentially the correlation levels of the 
decoder X,, Y, and Z, short codes, with respect 
to the total received combined code. The short 
codes are actually correlated as Y,, X,@Y,, X ,  
@Zm, and X,@Y,Z,, in sequence. 
The shift pulse generator shown is used to 
shift, separately, the X,, Y,, and Z, short codes. 
When one of these short codes is correlated with 
its component in the received code, the Shift 
Pulse Generator is automatically turned off by a 
pulse generated by the Correlation Indicator. 
This allows the shift pulse to be directed by 
I %I 
3 2 SHORT COOE 
1. X-SHORT CODE 2. Y-SHORT CODE 3. Z-SHORT CODE 
-
-   
1.1. F , , , = b . . c .  2.1. F ( , )  = c y .  d y  - - 3.1. FOl  = c, . e. 
-
- - - - 
1.2. F i z )  = b. .  C. 2.2. F12)  = c r .  d ,  3.2. F i 2 )  = T;. e. 
- 
1.3. F13)  = a. .E-c - - - -  2.3. F i l ) = a , . b , . c , . d ,  - - - - -  3.3. F , , , = a r . b , - c . - d . . e .  
Legend:  Fit,. F, , , .  e t c . .  re fer  t o  the ex ir t lng  f m c t i m s  st the relate3 poxnts 
derrgnated by a crrcled rider on the  above l o g i c  dzagram 
FI . , .  F,,,. e t c . .  refer t o  the functxons wbxch generate the encadlng- 
decoding PN coder r y .  ctc. .  r e r p e c t r v e l y .  
Letters a ,  b etc. .  refer t o  particular s h i f t  reg lr ter  stages.  
T?le srrhcrrtptr ~n terns c.. c , . e t c . ,  refer t o  r h l f t  regtrterr 
h r c h  are  srocrated  v l t h  coder i. y ,  e t c . .  iespcct:\ .rly.  
FIGURE A3.-Encoder-decoder generators. 
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manual switching to the other W, short code 
generators. Because of this self-turn-off feature, 
no shift pulses are generated after complete 
correlation is obtained. 
When complete correlation exists and on 
demand from WWV, the Time Interval Unit is 
activated; a t  the same time the 12-bit Encoder 
word is stored in the registers of the Comparator. 
When the outputs of the registers of the Decoder 
generators (running synchronous with the re- 
ceived code) match the stored code, a stop pulse 
is generated which readies the Time Interval 
Unit for the stop command from the highest 
sidetone used. The Time interval reading ob- 
tained is the range in transit time units. 
Figure A-3 shows the Encoder-Decoder short 
code generators. The design of each is such that 
a maximal linear short code is generated, i.e., a 
code of 2"-1 bits is obtained, where n is the 
number of stages in the shift register. Thus the 
X, Y, and Z short codes contain, respectively, 
7, 15, and 31 bits. These generators are im- 
plemented with modulo-2 (exclusive "or") logic 
by means of the gated feedback from appropriate 
stages of the register. At (4), a logical "1" will 
be generated when the outputs of each stage 
differ and a logical "0" when the outputs are alike 
(either two "1's" or two "0's"). Without input 
(3) (a self-starting mechanism) thr outputs a t  (4) 
are represented by the functions: 
F(z) = b,@c,, F(y) = ev@dV, F(z) = c,@e,, where 
F ( x ) ,  F(y), F ( z )  reprcsent the logic functions, 
respectively of the x, y, and z short code gen- 
erators, and b,, e,, c,, d,, e,, and e, represent 
outputs of particular stages of those generators. 
Note that for the maximal linear Z-code, outputs 
e and e (stages 3 and 5) are tapped rather than 
d and e, (the last two stages). 
For system reliability, a self-starter is incor- 
porated into the design of each Short Code 
Generator to assure code generation each time 
the system is turned on. A logical "I" will be 
generated by the self-starter a t  (3) for all con- 
ditions except when the reset outputs (a, 5, F) of 
the generators are all in the "1" state (or the set 
outputs are all "0's"). Then a logical "0" is 
generated at  (3) which provides proper gating a t  
gate (4). Without this feature the codes would 
not he generated if all stages were in the zcro 
state at  turn-on. With the self-stnrtcr, the 
functions of X ,  Y, and Z a t  (4) are: 
Figure A-4.1 and A-4.2 show the W, (Decoder) 
Sub-code Combiners. Each Sub-code combiner 
adds, modulo-2, the X, short code with one of the 
...,.-, 8" c<>m L n " , " F "  I(" COYr ,DI*l"r. 
- - 
l" .y" l"  10w. ,1311 i O l l I l n l s  
) > r., .. .. > 8  * ~ , ,  < ?. 
- 
~~ - 
t 8 ." , ,: 7. 
> 2 r.,,, .. .: 
-- - 
> > P. , .. Y. 
-- - 
I *  t " , > ,  Y "  ." 
-- 
> 3  b., t. 8.1 ,.. r >  2 3  b.,, , c  ,~ ,  <.. <, I >  ,",, ." ,"" ,", 
- 
... 8 .  ... ". 
- 
3 .  r . ,  < ,y .  a , ,  
a .  b . , ,  ...,. 2 .  I . .  I..". 
--- - - - - 
  
-- - 
1 5  1",, 1" 1" "  1.1 . I Y  / " I  
~ T I G U R E  A4.-W, sub-code com1)incrs and W,-W, code 
combiner. 
other short codes. The output a t  1.3 is the 
Xm@Zm sub-code containing 217 bits, i.e., the 
,Ym short code length (7 bits) times the 2, code 
length (31 bits). The output a t  2.3 is the 
Xm@Ym sub-code containing 105 bits, i.e., the 
X, short code length times the Y, short code 
length (7X 15). 
The long-code combiner shown in Figure A-4.3 
illustrates the circuitry used to combine the 
X,  Y, and Z codes into the long code XOYZ. 
This diagram is applicable to both the encoder 
combiner which generates W,, and the decoder 
combiner which generates W,. 
The long-code combiner generates by simple 
logical addition and modulo-2 logic thc combina- 
tion of the three short code generators. The 
output a t  3.5 is the long code Sn@YnZ, (for the 
encoder) and X,@Y,Z, (for the decoder) 
containing 3255 bits, i.e., the product of the 
X,  Y, and Z short code lengths, 7X 15x31. 
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The Mod-2 Modulator in Figure A-5 combines, tional Clock energy is added (not shown) to 
modulo-2, the clock, C1, with the long code, permit received clock phase-lock-on independent 
W,=X,@Y,Z., giving at (3) W,@Cl. Addi- of code correlation. 
In Figure A-6, the Countdown Generators 
2- F,(2) = rN, .C1 
3. F,(J, = (W, - a)- (K - C1) 
Legend: S e e  Figures 3 and 4 
C1= System clock input 
W, z decoder long code 
generate a countdown pulse of 3255:l at (6) each 
%Short cod. rSh0.1 Cod. rSh..* (a& 
Gmmto. Gcn~,mt*r 
Let A a.m.bzm.c,m 
B = a .b -c .d 
7- Ym Yrn Yrn 
C - a , ~ - h , ~ ~ c , m ~ d , m ~ e ~ m  
FIGURE A6.--Countdown generators. 
4 4 .  ., 1 
5 F . . ~  
* F . .  CD L#,,%l S,,>~C.,~,  R r, c, .. 3" .,"e>w., ,* , <n,>,,.m,. ~ " c r " , ~ , . ~ <  
7 b. ., LVz -- .. . ~. - ,. ." . .. -. ,. .. 
CD; CN .,,, brn."l.< ,'..>. 1.) l, 
- 
9 r. " CO1 CO 3-  , ,T"! a*.,, m,,7rs 
ItH to r t *  *',pi-) 
q F, * ,  CD2 CD CD, 
1" F , . , , c  c q 7  
11 f . . , , ,  f 
12 F. . .,. CD* i . C I  
FIGURE A5.-MOD-2 modulator. FIGURE A7.--Correlationindicator and shift pulse generator. 
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time the code is repeated and all generators con- 
tain a logical "1" in the set position; a countdown 
pulse of 105:l a t  (3) when all the set outputs of 
the X, and Ym generators are in the logical "1" 
position; and a countdown pulse of 217:l a t  (8) 
when all the set outputs of the Xm and 2, gen- 
erators are in the logical "I" position. 
Figure A-7 shows both the Correlation Indica- 
tor and the Shift Pulse Generator. By combining, 
separately, X,, Xm@Ym, Xm@Zm with WR (the 
received code), mod-2, and then integrating, 
correlation of each Wm-short code with the 
W~-long code can be detected and displayed on 
the meter at  (4). When the codes are not 
correlated, the voltage reading a t  (4) is approxi- 
mately -3  volts. When one of the Wm-short 
codes is correlated with its corresponding com- 
ponent in the received WR - long-code, the 
voltage rises to approximately - 1.5 volts. Note 
that on complete correlation of W ,  with received 
WR, the voltage reading at  (4) is 0 V, (because 
with mod-2 logic, all ones or all zeros gives an 
output of 0 volts.) 
The Schmitt Trigger, sensit,ive to the change in 
Voltage (from -3v to - 1.5 volts), triggers gate 
(5) which then turns off gate (lo), stopping the 
shift pulse (9). The output a t  (12) then changes 
from F(12) = C D - ~ + C I  to F(12) =Ci (where 
CD = Countdown, I = integration, and C1= clock). 
At complete correlation, the Decoder runs 
synchronously with the received code a t  the 
received clock-plus-Doppler rate. 
The Comparator, Stop Pulse Generator, and 
Time Interval Unit shown in Figure A-8 function 
to provide a range reading. 
On demand from WWV, the TIU is activated 
and simultaneously gate (12) is triggered, stopping 
the system clock input. The transmitted code 
STORAGE 
REGISTERS 
COMPARING 
s*.,.. Cl0.i I""Iwx 
0 
- 
1 F" -,, , ,'." ,I.. 
- 
- - 
2 F" -, 2 ,  .I." *." 
-- 
- 
 - 
1 F"*,, ,  (r."a.m) 
n."' 0.- L. 
4 F"*,., ' z ."L' ' .m M. 
5 F"*,,> c."ir .m N. 
-
F" -,*, L. N. X.  
7 F"m,, ,  L . M . N .  I. L P ~  ,.,,I, '181,  IIIIIVI. .,,!11'' ( r m p l , . m l l , f  o f  
8 F"- , " ,  L . U . " , ~ ' ,  & ,  ex, I ,,..I < C  - 0 . 1  
9 F"a ,Q ,  L,N,N,O,P" -, 
- 
10 Fnm,,,,, '. ' "  <, 
,, ., . ,. R V S ? ,  PL11se. 
- 
I? Fm -,,,, W W V  C l  
U F"" , , , )  W X C I  
F I G U ~ E  A8.-Comparator and stop pulse generator. 
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(the 12-bit Encoder word) is stored in the registers 
of the Comparator. The demand pulse is timed 
to occur on the negative going portion of one of 
the 4 Kc square wave clock cycles or 125 micro- 
seconds (% period) after the previous positive 
going portion has shifted both the short-code 
generators and Storage Registers. This tech- 
niques insures that the Storage Registers contain 
the proper transmitted code, i.e., the three, four, 
and five-bit Encoder words. The next shift 
changes the contents of the generators but does 
not change the contents of the registers. This 
shift occurs 125 microseconds after demand time, 
on the next positive going portion of the 4 Kc 
square wave. Note that during the 125 micro- 
second period previous to demand t.ime, the 
Encoder three, four, and five-bit words have been 
"on the air." The total transit time T, is, there- 
fore, the measured transit time, T', plus 125 
microseconds. 
By means of the Comparator gates, the locally 
generated model of the received code is compared 
with the stored code. When matched, a reset 
pulse is generated which turns off FF,. Simul- 
taneously, FF2 is turned on. When the positive 
going portion of the 20 Kc frequency tone occurs, 
FF2 is turned off. At the same time, FFS is 
turned on. In the manner described above, the 
100 Kc frequency tone will turn off FFI and 
simultaneously the TIU will be deactivated. A 
constant time interval consisting of the sum of the 
half periods of the 100, and 20 Kc sidetones is 
included in the above transit time reading. 
This constant time is subtracted to obtain the 
true distance in transit time units. 
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PHOTOEFFECTS AND RELATED PROPERTIES OF SEMI- 
CONDUCTING DIAMONDS* 
C. JOHNSON,t H. STEIN,! T. YOUNG,$ J. WAYLAND11 AND W. LEIVO** 
A number of properties of natural semiconducting diamonds have been investigated. The 
studies were concerned with the optical transmission, photoconductivity, mobility and activation 
energies of carriers, also the lifetimes and trapping of carriers. Optical transmission as a function 
of the temperature was measured in the region 200 mp-13p. Optical absorption characteristic of 
type I Ib  diamond was observed a t  2.43, 3.40, 3.56 and 4.07 p with slight peaks elsewhere; in 
other respects the absorption was similar to  that of a type IIa diamond. Photoconductivity was 
determined as a function of excitation wavelength, intensity of illumination, temperature and 
electric field strength. A number of maxima in photoconductivity occur in the visible and near 
infrared ranges which are not resolved in the optical transmission measurements. The photo- 
conductivity increases with increasing temperature until approximately 400'K after which it  
decreases.The maxima become better resolved and shift to shorter wavelengths with decreasing 
temperature. The long wavelength side of the photoconductivity in the range 0.4 p to 2.4 p may 
correspond to an acceptor level a t  0.52 eV. Hall measurements show p type  conductivity with a 
room temperature hole mobility of 1300 cm2/V sec. Assuming a specific model and using the Hall 
data, an activation energy of 0.35 eV can be obtained. This corresponds to the optical absorption 
at  0-35 eV, and it  is in agreement with temperature resistivity measurements. Lifetimes and 
trapping times of carriers were determined by various methods. A number of lifetimes and/or 
recombination times ranging from 9 p sec to  84 min were obtained. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
The optical and electrical properties of natural 
diamonds vary considerably from specimen to  
specimen. In fact, the continuation variation of 
the characteristics to several extremes was the 
origin of the general classification into the three 
general groups-type I,  type IIa  and type IIb. 
The early classification of diamonds into types I 
and I1 was mainly determined by their optical 
&sorption. The type I1 diamonds transmit light 
'further into the ultraviolet range than do the type 
I, also the type I diamonds have optical absorp 
tion near 9g which is not present in type I1 dia- 
monds. In 1952 CUSTERS' discovered a rare type 
diamond which could conduct an electrical current 
but which otherwise had the characteristics of 
type I1 diamonds. Thereupon, Custers separated 
the type I1 class into types IIa  and IIb. Types I 
and IIa  diamonds are good insulators and type I Ib  
are conductors of electricity. 
The optical absorption of types I and I Ia  dia- 
monds had been studied extensively for many 
years previous to the discovery of the type I Ib  
diamonds. The origin of much of the optical 
absorption in types I and I Ia  diamonds is gradu- 
ally becoming understood. SMOLUCHOWSKI and 
LEIVO examined a type I Ib  diamond (diamond 
DS-1 in this report) and found that it behaved as 
an extrinsic semiconductor.2 The plot of k In p 
against 1/T gave a slope of 0.35 eV where k is the 
Boltzmann constant, p the resistivity and T the 
*PublishedinJourna2ojthePhysicsandChcmistryojSolids.25: absolute temperature.  Hall  measurements  
827-836. 1964. This research was supported in part by the U S -  
Air Force Office of Scientific Research and the U.S. Air Force Cam,- showed a p-type conductivity' There have been 
bridge Reaearch Laboratories. manv recent investinations of t v ~ e  I Ib  diamonds.3 
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**All authors affiliated with the Research Foundation and Physics 
~ h ,  unavailability of diamonds with carefully Department, Oklahoma State University. Stillwater, Oklahomn, in 
addition to the following addremee. controlled impurities and the very rare occurrence 
tGoddard Space Flight Center. of nat,ural type I Ib  diamonds complicates the 
tSandia Corporation. Albuquerque, New Mexico. 
$International Business Machines Corporation, Endicott, New York. investigation of the and 'ptical pro- 
IlEglin Air Force Base. Florida. perties. 
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In  order to correlate various effects, it was con- 
sidered desirable to investigate a number of inter- 
related properties in the same semiconducting 
specimens. Reported herein are studies of the 
optical absorption, temperature dependence of 
photoconductivity, lifetimes and trapping of car- 
riers and the mobility of carriers in natural semi- 
conducting diamond. The diamonds used in the 
investigations are of type IIb and originated in the 
Premier Mine, South Africa. One diamond (dia- 
mond DS-2) is cut to rectangular dimensions of 
2 - 3 x 3 - 5 x 6 - 5  mm. Diamond DS-2 is blue on 
one end and nearly free from coloration on the 
other end. All the other diamonds are blue 
diamonds. 
2. EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES A N D  RESULTS 
2.1 Optical absorption 
The infrared absorption measurements were 
obtained with Perkin-Elmer Spectrophotometers 
Models 12C and 21, and a Beckman Model IRA. 
The near-infrared, visible and ultraviolet absorp 
tion spectra were taken on Beckman Spectropho- 
tometers hfodels DK-1 and DK-2. The I R 4  
has a resolution of?.Olp at lop, and the DK-2 has 
a resolution of 2 A at 220 mp. The temperature 
of the diamond was lowered by passing dry nitro- 
gen through a liquid nitrogen bath and then 
around the diamond which was mounted in a 
metal cryostat. The cryostat was equipped with 
quartz windows for the visible and ultraviolet 
regions and with sapphire windows for the infra- 
red region. The temperature was increased in 
the same manner, the liquid nitrogen bath being 
replaced by a furnace. The temperature of the 
diamond was determined to within +2OC with a 
thermocouple. 
The absorption characteristics of diamond DS- 
2 are shown in Figs. 1-6. Changes in absorption 
with temperature are shown in Figs. 3-6. The 
blue end of diamond DS-2 exhibits optical absorp 
tion bands in the 1 4 p  region which are not 
normally associated with a type IIa diamond. 
Maxima of the speciai absorpiiuii occur at 2-43, 
3 .40,3-56 and 4.07p, with slight peaks elsewhere. 
The clear end exhibits absorption which is nearly 
that of type IIa diamonds. Room temperature 
resistivities using a four probe method are 3-6  
XlOS9-cm for the clear end and 6 5 m m  for the 
blue end. The characteristic absorption in the 
blue end increases with decreasing temperature. 
Dccmssing the  temperature to 150°K changes 
the wavelength a t  which the ultraviolet absorp 
tion starts to become significant from 236 to 226 
mp; however, the wavelength at which extinction 
occurs remains nearly unchanged (Fig. 6). In- 
creasing the temperature to 360°K does not 
change the wavelength a t  which the ultraviolet 
absorption starts to become significant, but it 
shifts the extinction wavelength from 225 to 
231 mp. Diamond DS-1 shows the same absorp- 
tion peaks as the blue end of diamond DS-2. 
______----------___  
CLEAR REGION---- 
BLUE REGION  
'  300 400 600 800 1000 1500-2000 3000 200 0 
WAVELENGTH, rnp 
FIGURE I.--Optical transmission of diamond DS-2 for two 
separate parts of the specimen. 
------------.------...----..---------- 
a CLEAR REGION 
20 BLUE REGION 
"2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 I I  12 13 
WAVELENGTH, j~ 
FIGURE 2 .4pt i&l  transmission of diamond DS-2 for 
two separate parts of the specimen. 
FIGURE 3.-Tempsrzturc dependence of the optical trans- 
mission of diamond DS-2. 
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I 
70 The curves have been adjusted for continuity 
when changing detectors or light sources. As 
such, the value of the percent transmission cannot 
be taken a s  absolute. The discontinuity in the 
transmission curve can arise from the following I 
causes: First, light beam is not uniform in inten- 
sity and adjusting the focus shifts the region of 
maximum intensity to  different parts of the dia- 
mond which is not homogeneous with regard to 
optical absorption. Second, the detectors may 
I I I I I I not give uniform response over their surfaces. If 9 2 3 4 5 6 the diamond does not have exactly parallel faces 
WPMELENGTY ,u the energy may be incident on a different area of I 
FIGURE 4.-Temperature dependence of the optical trans- 
mission of diamond DS-2. 
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WAVELENGTH, p 
FIGURE 5.-Temperature dependence of the optical trans- 
mission of diamond DS-2. 
I I I I I 
230 240 250 
WAVELENGTH, rnp 
FIGURE 6.-Temperature dependence of the absorption 
coeficierit of diamond DS-2 in the region of the funda- 
~nentul absorption. 
the detector after passing through the diamond 
than the area used in establishing the 100 percent 1 
transmission. 
The birefringence of the diamond was also ex- 
amined. The birefringence pattern in the blue 
part of diamond DS-2 is different from the pat- 
tern in the clear region. The clear end exhibits 
parallel streaks similar to those observed by 
RAMAN and JAYARAMAN in what were probably 
type I1  diamond^.^ The blue end of diamond 
DS-2 exhibits a cross-hatched pattern. 
2.2 Photoconductivity 
Photoconductivity in semiconducting diamond 
was studied as a function of intensity of illumina- 
tion, spectral distribution, electric field strength 
and temperature. I t  was found that the semi- 
conducting diamonds, besides being photocon- 
dlicting in the ultraviolet, have a number of pho- 
toconducting maxima in the visible and infrared 
regions. 
Photocurrents were measured with a Bcckman 
DK-1 spectrophotometcr which was altered to 
record photocurrents directly. A tungsten lamp 
was used for the visible and near infrared source 
and a hydrogen lamp for the ultraviolet source. 
The light was chopped a t  480 c/s. The spectral 
distribution of the tungsten light source was deter- 
mined using a vacuum thermopile with a quartz 
transmission window. The curve of the spectral 
distribution at the crystal surface is shown in Fig. 
7. The ultraviolet spectral response curve was 
obtained indirectly with a General Electric FJ-76 
phototube. Thc? diamond was placed in the 
regular samplc compartmcrlt of the DK-1 spec- 
trophotometer and was shielded from stray 
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FIGURE 8.-Dependence of the photocurrent in diamond 
D S 2  upon the intensity of irradiation. 
WAVELENGTH, 
FIGLXE 7.-Intensity distribution of the tungsten light 
source at the exit slit of the monochromator. 
radiation. The recorder was calibrated by apply- 
ing known differences in potential to the amplifiers 
thus making it possible to record photocurrents 
directly. The spectral response curves of the 
photoconductivity in the diamond are reduced to 
photocurrent per incident photon per second. 
The crystal holder for low temperature meas- 
urements consisted of a double-walled evacuated 
container with quartz windows. Sodium chloride 
windows were used for infrared measurements. 
The cooling for low temperature work was ob- 
tained by passing dry nitrogen through a liquid 
nitrogen bath and then into the inner container. 
The currents measured were of the order of 
10-1°A. Although photoconductivity measure- 
ments were made on other semiconducting dia- 
monds with similar results, the results given here 
were obtained on specimen (DS-2). 
2.2(a) Dependence of photocurrent upon intensity 
of illumination. The dependence of the photo- 
current in diamond DS-2 was determined as a 
function of the intensity of the radiation a t  con- 
stant wavelength. It was found that the photo- 
~nrrent. de-mnds linearly upon the intensity of the 
radiation. A typical curve is shown in Fig. 8. In 
this case the excitation wavelength was 600 mp 
and the maximum photocurrent was approxi- 
mately lo-' -4. 
Ultimately the sensitivity of a photoconductor 
is not measured by the current per photon but by 
the signal to noise ratio for a given amount of in- 
cident r ad ia t i~n .~  A good signal to noise ratio 
can be obtained in the clear end of the diamond a t  
room temperature because the resistivity of this 
end is such that an appreciable field can be ob- 
tained without a very large dark current. A large 
dark current introduces an appreciable amount of 
noise. The major source of noise originates with 
the contacts and is dependent upon the electric 
field direction. Reverse bias, which occurs when 
the blue end is negative, introduces a large amount 
of noise. With forward bias, the noise level is 
considerably lower, and direct illumination of 
either or both of the contacts does not add to the 
noise level of the photocurrent. 
2.2(b) Dependence of photocurrent upon electric 
jield strength. The dependence of the photocur- 
rent with electric field strength was studied in 
order to determine the presence of potential bar- 
riers in the crystal. The photocurrent is a linear 
function of the field in the measured range. The 
field was measured using potential probes thus 
eliminating the potential drop across the contacts. 
2.2(c) Spectral response of photocurrent as a 
junction of temperature. The spectral response of 
the photoconductivity was determined in the 
wavelength range 0-200-20 p at  various tempera- 
tures between 127 and 450°K. Figure 9 shows 
the spectrai ciistri'uuiiuii of the phctscurrezt i~ 
the visible range at  room temperature. The 
curve gives the photocurrent per incident photon/ 
sec vs. the wavelength in microns. Upon in- 
creasing the sensitivity of the circuib i,o a maxi- 
mum and opening the slit to 2 mm, additional 
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FIGURE 9.-Speetr:~I distribution of the photocurrent in 
dian~ond DS-2 :it room tenlperature. The ordin:itc* is 
proportional t o  the photocurrcnt per incident photon/scc. 
peaks were found a t  1.46 and 1-75 p. The peaks 
are very weak a t  room temperature but assume a 
major role at a low temperature as will be dis- 
cussed later. A weak photocurrent is obtainable 
in the region 3.0-3.5 p. No photoconductivity 
was detected in the regions 5-1-12 p, or 0.215- 
0-350 p. 
Increasing the temperature increases the photo- 
current up to approximately 400°K. At higher 
temperatures the photocurrent decrcascs as the 
temperature increases. I t  should be noted that 
the increase is an increase in the photocurrcnt of 
the hrond region of photoconductivity from 0.35 
to 3 p, and the half-width is not appreciably in- 
creased. The noise level rises sharply a t  405°K 
and incre:~scs rapidly with increasing temperature. 
Thc m:~uimum value of the photocurrcnt de- 
creases in magnitude and shifts to shorter wave- 
lengths upon decreasing the temperature hclow 
300°K. The shift is a l r edy  observable at :L 
temperature of 250°K (Fig. 10) with the predomi- 
nant peak appearing a t  0.500 instead of 0.600 p. 
At 223°K an addition:ll peak is resolved a t  1 -21  p, 
:uld the predomin:rnt peak shifts to 0.58 p (Fig. 
11). Thc ultraviol(1t induccd photocurrent is no 
1ongc.r mt~:~srirai)lc from approxim:~tely 240°K and 
lowrr. Whrrl thr tcmpc.r:ltrlre is rctlucctl to 
150°K the prrdorninunt p c d  shifts to 0.52 p. 
In :iddition, new pcaks appear :kt 1 -02, I s l i t !  :~nd  
WAVELENGTH, p 
FIGURE 10.-Spectr:tl distribution of the photocurrent in 
the visible and near infrared regions a t  250°1< for 
- 
diamond DS-2. 
WAVELENGTH, p 
l:~cti~ts 11.-Speetr:tl distribution of the photocurrcnt for 
tlinmontl I )S-2 : ~ t  223°K. 
2.18 p (Fig. 12). There is a slight indication of 
a peak a t  1.24 p in the curve which does appear 
a t  other temperatures. At :L temperature of 
127"I<, the lowest temperature attained in this 
study of photoconductivity, the largest peak 
occurs a t  0.88 p. The peak which appears a t  
0 -  G p a t  300°K and which shifts to 0.52 p a t  150°K 
has now disappeared; therefore, the region is not 
shown in Fig. 13. The photoconductivity in the 
ultraviolet region has been previously reported 
(last paper under reference (3)). 
2.2(d) Surface us. bulk photocontluct~vity. Meas- 
urements were made to determine whether the 
conduction process is :L bulk or a surface phenom- 
enon. The diamond was masked and irradiated 
I 
I 
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WAVELENGTH, p 
FIGURE 12.4pectral distribution of the photocurrent for 
diamond DS-2 at 150°K. 
FIGURE 13.-Spectral distribution of the photocurrent for 
diamond DS-2 at 127OK. 
in such a manner that the ratio of the volume to 
the surface area was different. The photocurrent 
was the same regardless of which face was illu- 
minated thus indicating a bulk effect. Next, the 
diamond was masked except for small areas on 
different faces, and these areas were irradiated. 
The ratio of the photocurrents was in closer 
agreement with the ratio of the volumes irradiated 
than the ratio of the surface areas. This again 
indicates a bulk effect, but the ratios were not 
exact. Nexi, the Ziamzn:! mzs masked except 
for thin strips along the edges. In this case the 
ratio of the photocurrent was in closer agreement 
with the ratio of the surface areas rather than the 
ratio of the volumes. This can possibly be 
explained by internal reflections from the side 
surfaces. Although surface conduction cannot 
be ruled out, from the data taken one must con- 
sider that the conduction process is primarily a 
bulk phenomenon. 
2.3 Lifetimes and trapping of carriers 
The generation and decay of carriers responsible 
for photoconductivity in semiconducting dia- 
monds were studied under varying conditions. 
The general methods which have been previously 
employed to study lifetimes and trapping in semi- 
conductors were tried. These include the photo- 
electromagnetic effect, diffusion length tech- 
niques, and photocurrent growth and decay 
methods. Of the methods tried, only the photo- 
current growth and decay gave useful results. 
Diamond, with an energy gap of 5.6 eV, provides 
a broader range in which to study intermediate 
states than do other semiconductors; however, 
the large energy gap leads to other difficulties. In 
particular, it is difficult to obtain good data in the 
fundamental absorption range because of the lack 
of a suitable intense source of radiation in the 
ultraviolet region. 
From the curves of photocurrent vs. excitation 
wavelength (Figs. 12 and 13), it is seen that sev- 
eral centers may be responsible for the photocur- 
rent. A study was made of the rate of rise and 
decay of the photocurrent as a function of the 
wavelength. In the visible region of the spectrum 
a tungsten lamp in conjunction with a mono- 
chromator was used to excite the photocurrent. 
The excitation ranged from steady illumination 
used to determine the steady-state build-up and 
decay to very short pulses obtained with a camera 
shutter and chopping disc arrangement. The ul- 
traviolet region was studied using a mercury arc, 
a hydrogen arc, and short duration sparks. The 
spark source consisted of a high voltage power 
supply and a pulse-forming network. The pulse- 
forming network was discharged between metal 
electrodes producing an intense short pulse of 
light which contained a large amount of radiation 
in the fundamental absorption region of the dia- 
mond. The pulse duration was varied by chang- 
ing the delay line and adjusting tile high ~ ~ ! t z g c  
power supply. 
When the sample was exposed to the whole 
spectrum of the tungsten light decay times of 30 
and 39 min were obtained. Using short pulses of 
light, various recombination times were obtained. 
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The response and decay times of the photocurrent 
were found to be independent upon the exciting 
wavelength. This is attributed to the many in- 
termediate energy levels present in the energy gap 
of the diamond. Recombination time as used 
here is the time required for the photocurrent to 
attain l/e of its steady state value from the initial 
time of cutoff of the radiation source. Excitation 
with 222 mp radiation resulted in a 12 and an 84 
min decay; 440 mp produced a 30 min decay and 
630 mp a 6 min decay. With 800 mp radiation, 
decays of 30 sec and 7 min occurred. 
The response time of the photocurrent pro- 
duced by a short intense spark of light was 10 p 
sec. The response of a photocell to the same light 
source was approximately 1 p sec. The difference 
between the build-up time of the photocurrent of 
the diamond and the response time of the photo- 
cell is taken to be very close to the free carrier life- 
time in the diamond. A free carrier lifetime of 
9 p sec is therefore obtained in the particular dia- 
mond (DS-2) used in this study. The lifetime 
obtained in this case is believed to be largely inde- 
pendent of trapping. 
A detectable photoelectromagnetic effect could 
not be produced in the sample. This is believed 
to be due to a very high surface recombin:ition 
rate and the lack of an intense sourcc in the ultra- 
violet region. Similarly, diffusion length experi- 
ments gave no useft11 results. 
2.4 Hall effect studies 
Studies of the Hall effect were undertaken in 
order to obtain information on the densily and 
mobility of the carriers ant1 also to get some idea 
of an effective mass of the carriers which would be 
consistent with a speculative model for the system. 
The conductivity was due to holes with a room 
temperature value for the mobility of 1300 
cm2/V-sec. 
Hall effect measurements were carried out with 
specimen DS-2 in the temperature range from 
room temperature to 527OC. There was no meas- 
ureable Ettingshausen effect, and the voltage 
measured was essentially the Hall voltage. Fig- 
ure 14 is a plot of the logarithm of the product of 
the Hall coefficient and the absolute temperature 
to the three-halves power versus the inverse of the 
absolute temperature. From the slope of the 
curvc in the low temperature range an activation 
I 
1.5 2.0 2.5 3.0 
I O ~ / T  
FIGURE 14.-Hall coefficient times 7 ' 3 1 2  as a function of the 
inverse absolute temperature for diamond DS-2. 
energy of 0.35 eV is obtained. I t  should be 
remembered that this cannot be taken with cer- I 
tainty as the activation energy because a spe- I 
cific model for the imperfection states was as- 
sumed, and therefore the true position of the 
Fermi level is uncertain. 
A simple model was considered which contains 
one acceptor and one donor level with the acceptor 
level located a t  0.35 eV. Substituting values for 
temperature and the corresponding density of 
holes in the equation 
gives ttirecl ecluntions in three unknowns, N,,  
Nd, and ?a*. Thc symbols are the standard ones. 
The problem was solved by graphical means. 
Values for A',, N d  ant1 m* were substituted in 
equation ( I ) ,  and the density of the carriers was 
plotted as a function of the absolute temperature. 
A series of the theoretical curves was compared 
with the curve obtained experimentally until a 
good agreemclrit was rcaclicd. Good agreement 
was obtained when the effective mass was 0.3 
electron mass. 
Equation ( I )  is based on the condition that the 
density of electrons in donor states is negligible 
compared to the density of holes. The factor 
three in the equation arises from the degeneracy 
of the levels a t  the top of the valence bands. In 
the case of diamond the valence band edge occurs 
a t  the center of the Brillouin zone and consists of 
three bands touching a t  the central point if spin- 
orbit coupling is neg le~ ted .~  The spin-orbit in- 
teraction should be very small (-0.005 eV). 
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The assumption of threefold degeneracy a t  the 
top of the valence band and spherical energy sur- 
faces introduces the factor three in the equation. 
3. DISCUSSION 
From the optical absorption, photoconductiv- 
ity, and other studies it is apparent that there are 
a host of energy levels of various types in the 
energy gap of a natural semiconducting diamond. 
The optical absorption shown in Figs. 1-6 is for 
specimen DS-2 which has proved to be interesting 
in many respects. The specimen being a large 
parallelepiped is well suited for optical measure- 
ments. One end of the specimen is light blue, and 
the other end is clear to the eye, but the specimen 
is a single crystal from X-ray analysis. Both re- 
gions are semiconductors with the blue region 
having a room temperature resistivity of 65 9-cm 
and the clear region 105 Scm. Figures 1 and 2 
give the optical absorption for the two regions 
separately. I t  can be seen that the optical ab- 
sorption in the clear region approaches that of a 
type IIb diamond, whereas the blue end shows the 
extra absorption a t  2-43, 3.40, 3-56 and 4-07 p 
along with other small peaks which is characteristic 
of type IIb diamonds. The demarcation line be- 
tween the blue and the clear regions is quite sharp, 
and the birefringence patterns are different in the 
two regions. I t  is conceivable from observations 
of the birefringence patterns that single slip has 
occurred in the clear region of the diamond and 
double slip in the blue region. Evidence of slip 
has been observed in diamonds by TOLANSKY.' 
Double slip could be more effective in generating 
vacancies than single slip. In the case of the 
alkalihalides, upon the onset of double slip the rate 
of generation of vacancies with strain is greatly 
increa~ed.~ This could indicate that the imper- 
fections responsible for the conductivity could be 
related to a lattice imperfection or possibly an 
impurity atom associated with a lattice imperfec- 
tion other than as a direct substitutional impurity. 
The optical absorption at  3.56 p which corre- 
sponds to 0.35 eV does agree with the acceptor 
activation energy ef 3-35 cT7 ohta ind  from the 
temperature-resistivity  curve^.^ The determina- 
tion of activation energies from the temperature- 
resistivity curves does involve an assumption 
about the location of the Femi-levcl nrhich is 
actually unknown. WENTORF and BOVENKIRK~ 
produced semiconducting diamonds by diffusing 
in small amounts of boron, beryllium, or alumi- 
num. Of the three only boron produced a blue 
color. However, they obtained a value of 0.17 
0.18 eV from the slope of the resistivity-tempera- 
ture curves rather than 0-35 eV obtained for 
diamond DS-2 and also obtained by others in 
natural semiconducting diamonds. As such, pos- 
sibly a lattice defect associated with a Group 111 
impurity is responsible for the 0.35 eV level. 
The low energy side of the absorption edge of 
diamond DS-2 (Fig. 6) shifts 0.23 eV between 
150 and 360°K compared with an expected change 
in the energy gap of 0.04 eV. This is indicative 
of phonon assisted transitions in agreement with 
 CLARK.'^ The optical absorption beyond 0.6 p 
(Fig. 1) is greater in the region which appears blue 
to the eye and accounts for the visually observed 
blue color. The broad region of absorption from 
0.6 to 2-8 p is not resolved in the optical measure- 
ments, but the photoconductivity measurements 
(Fig. 13) show a number of maxima in this region. 
Photoconductivity studies were undertaken to 
aid in establishing the positions of energy levels in 
the energy gap. Since the conductivity is ptype, 
photoionization levels using visible and infrared 
radiation would correspond to ionization of a hole 
from a bound state. The presence of a number of 
maxima in the photoconductivity is similar to the 
case of germanium." The present problem of 
compensating acceptor levels in diamond with 
known donors makes it difficult to identify a level 
with a particular imperfection. 
The observations on the temperature de- 
pendence of the photocurrent show that the 
photocurrent increases with temperature until 
approximately 400°K after which it decreases with 
increasing temperature. Photocurrents in other 
materials have been observed both to increase and 
decrease with temperature depending on the tem- 
perature range and the light inten~ity.~ The 
temperature can be expected to influence the life- 
times of free carriers through the capture cross 
sections and the number of ground states. Since 
the distances of the quasi Fermi-levels from the 
valence and conduction bands depcnc! cz the tem- 
perature, the higher temperature would bring the 
levels closer together. If one class of bound 
states were predominant, this would reduce the 
number of ground states and result in an increase 
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in photocurrent with increasing temperature. 
When there is more than one class of bound states, 
the photocurrent can increase or decrease with 
change in temperature as different bound states 
move in or out of a ground state category. 
Part of the optical absorption in the 2 4  p range 
may be due to transitions of free holes between the 
valence bands which, although degenerate a t  
k=O, separate for k#O. This absorption along 
with lattice absorption could compete with the 
transitions producing photoconductivity and thus 
produce the minima observed in the photocon- 
ductivity. Although there is observable photo- 
conductivity in the 2.8-3-5 p range it is weak 
compared to the photoconductivity in the0-6- 
2.8 p range. The long wavelength side (2.4 p) 
of the photoconductivity in the range 0-4-2-4 p 
84 min there is evidence of trapping times of over 
one day. 1 
The determination of an activation energy of 
0.35 eV from the Hall data is in agreement with ~ 
the 0.35 eV obtained from temperature-resistivity 1 
measurements, and it also corresponds with the 
optical absorption a t  0.35 eV. The value 0.3 1 
electron mass obtained from Hall measurements 1 
for the effective mass of a hole can be compared 
with the 0.7 electron mass for the effective mass 
of a hole obtained from cyclotron resonance meas- 
u remen t~ . ' ~  The determination of an effective 
mass from the Hall data is dependent upon the 
particular model which is chosen. General agree- 
ment as such is helpful in establishing reasonable 
I 
I 
models. 
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The photocurrent increases linearly with the 
applied electric field which is thc more usual case 
with other photoc*onductors. ICven though a 
potential barrier must exist 1)ctween the blne and 
the clear regions of the diamond t)ecausc of their 
different densities of holcs, the 1):~rrier is such as 
to not affect the linearity of the curve in the 
measured range. 
The photocurrent produced by radiant energy 
in photoconductors in general may vary as a linear 
function of the light intensity or as a power dif- 
ferent from unity. In  some cases the increase in 
intensity decreases the lifetimes of the carriers, 
and therefore the photocurrent increases as a 
fractional power of the i n t en~ i ty .~  Figure 8 shows 
that the photocurrent increases linearly with the 
intensity of the radiation, thus indicating the pos- 
sibility of a uniform distribution of bound states 
or the presence of bound states with different 
cross sections. 
The studies of lifetimes and trapping times show 
the presence of many long lifetime traps. There- 
fore, care must be taken in interpreting experi- 
mcnts involving c~qui1il)rium conductivity data. 
Although the longest trapping time measured was 
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A RUTILE TRAVELING WAVE MASER* 
C. CURTIS JOHNSON 
This paper introduces a new type of traveling wave maser, in which the active material is 
chromium doped rutile (TiO,) and the slow wave structure is a meander line. The basic com- 
ponents of a maser, i.e. the active material, the slow wave circuit and the reverse isolation 
requirements are discussed. This device has a 10°K noise temperature. Data are presented on 
the gain realizable over a 250 hlc tunable bandwidth. 
INTRODUCTION frequency. The latter add to the energy of the 
The name maser is an acronym describing the 
device's operating principle: Microwave Ampli- 
fication by Stimulated Emission of Radiation. 
The mechanics of stimulated emission was pre- 
dicted by Einstein1 in 1917; and a publication by 
Weber2 in 1953 proposed that the phenomenon 
could be utilized as a gain mechanism. Since the 
conception of a practical three-level solid-state 
maser by Bloembergen3, maser technology has 
progressed rapidly. The impetus for this ac- 
celerated research arises mainly from two char- 
acteristics of the maser: it is the most sensitive 
low-noise microwave amplifier available today, 
and it is a reliable device which can be ruggedly 
constructed. 
Stated very briefly, the maser principle is as 
follows: When a paramagnetic ion is placed in 
a magnetic field, its electron spin systems may 
assume only the discrete energy states allowed by 
the principles of quantum mechanics. Under 
equilibrium conditions more electron spins will be 
in the lower than in the higher energy states, and 
to obtain maser action, this situation must be 
reversed. This population inversion is accom- 
plished by pumping-that is, providing radiated 
energy from an external source of the proper 
frequency to elevate the electron spin systems in 
the lower energy levels to higher energy states. 
S Z C ~  an_ inverted population can be used as a 
gain mechanism, since electromagnetic waves of 
the proper frequency, interacting with these ex- 
cited electrons, will stimulate them to return tothe 
lower eaergy levels, emitting photons of the same 
*Published NASA Technical Note D-t490. September 1964. 
-. 
incident aave,  which is thus amplified. 
The most complex problem which had to be 
solved in the development of masers was the 
retention of the excited energy states, since atoms 
tend to return to their lowest energy states 
through spontaneous emission of radiation. The 
mechanism utilized in the microwave maser is the 
thermal isolation of the paramagnetic ions. At 
very low temperatures (e.g., that of liquid helium, 
4.2OK) these ions are substantially free of thermal 
agitation. This effective isolation extends the 
time that an ion may remain in an excited state. 
The first cavity masers had many disadvantages 
such as non-tunability, relatively poor gain stabil- 
ity, and the necessity of a circulator, which re- 
sulted in insertion loss before the maser and hence 
a higher noise figure. The traveling wave maser 
provides a workable solution to these problems. 
The first traveling wave maser (TWM) was 
developed by Bell Telephone Laboratories4. The 
majority of TWMs designed to date have utilized, 
as the active element, ruby (A1203) with an im- 
purity doping of trivalent chromium. Many 
other materials have been investigated; for exam- 
ple, chromiumdoped potassium cobalticyanide5 
and ceriumdoped gadolinium ethyl sulfate6 have 
operated successfully. 
This paper is concerned with the active material 
rutile (TiOs) doped with trivalent chromium as the 
impurity. The paramagnetic spectrum of Cr+++ 
in rutile was investigated by Zeii-itscn.' Prelim- 
inary investigations of rutile as a maser active 
material were carried out by Geusics and con- 
tinuing effort by L. Morrisg has resulted in 
additional information on this material. 
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TRAVELING WAVE MASER, GENERAL 
CONSIDERATIONS 
The final design of a TWM is a complex com- 
bination of the active material, the slow wave 
circuit, and reverse isolation to provide the desired 
gain and bandwidth of the maser. 
Active Material 
The characteristics of the active material will, 
to a great extent, determine the maser's per- 
formance. The most obviously significant prop- 
erties are: 
1. zero-field splitting (should be large) ; 
2. spin lattice relaxation time (should be long) ; 
3. density of spin systems (should be large); 
4. recovery time (should be short). 
Important properties of less obvious significance 
are : 
5 .  ability to withstand multiple temperature 
cycling from room temperature to 4.2OK; 
G .  availability in reproducible crystalline orien- 
tations; 
7. correct and reproducible impurity concentra- 
tions ; 
8. machineability to accurate dimensions; 
9. chemical inertness. 
Slow Wave Circuit 
Amplification takes place in a TWAl when the 
electron spin systems of the paramagnetic im- 
purity in the host material are acted upon by an 
electromagnetic wave as it travels along a periodic 
structure, or slowing structure. Since the gain of 
the maser is proportional to the interaction time 
between the input signal and the excited spin 
system, the characteristics desired in the slow 
wave circuit should be a large amount of slowing 
over a wide passband. 
Nonreciprocal Forward Gain 
One of the most important characteristics of the 
TWM is the ability to obtain nonreciprocal 
forward gain and nonreciprocal reverse isolation. 
The reverse isolation must be great enough that 
the system will be unconditionally stable against ' 
any combination of input and output mismatch. 1 
The transition between spin energy levels is 1 
strongly stimulated when the incident electro- 
magnetic field is approximately circularly polar- 1 
ized. The propagating circuit is such that this 
field will have the circular polarization orthogonal I 
to the direction of propagation. These waves 1 
exhibit an opposite sense of polarization above and 
below the circuit plane. Therefore, if an absorb- 
ing material of the proper polarization (a ferrite 
slab) is appropriately placed in this field, the back- 
ward wave is attenuated. In addition the ferrite 
must be of such composition and dimensions that 
it will "track" (that is, when the magnetic field, 
and hence the operating frequency, is changed, the 
ferrite must provide absorption of the backward 
wave a t  the new field and frequency). 
Microwave Energy Source I 
This area of the maser is the simplest problem to I 
solve. Analysis of the spin hamiltonian of the 
active material will provide the exact frequency or 
range of frequencies necessary for inversion of the 
spin system population. For rutile maser opera- 
tion at 2-3 Gc this requirement is for a signal 
source in the 50 Gc range, which is a commercially 
available unit. 
I 
CHARACTERISTICS OF CHROMIUM DOPED 
RUTILE 
I 
I 
Chromium doped rutile (TiO?) is an extremely 
hard crystal with a tetragonal structure. I t s  
dielectric constant is large (120 perpendicular to 
and 220 parallel to the C-axis a t  4.2OK). When 
the chromium is added and the crystal annealed, 
the material becomes opaque and X-ray analysis 
is necessary to provide crystalline axis informa- 
tion. There are two titanium (or chromium) 
ions per unit crll (double ion site), and these ions 
arc related by a 90 degree rotation about the 
Y-axis. Operation in this double ion site where 
the chromium ions in each unit cell are acted on 
simultaneously will result in an increase over the 
gain normally obtained hy a factor of two. 
Figures 1, 2, and 3 show the computer analysis 
of the spin hamiltonian of the Z, X, and Y-axis 
energy levels for chromium-doprd r ~ t i l e . ~  
One way to achieve cnhnncctl maser perform- 
ance is to increase thr itllrr to signal frequency 
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FIGUIW 1.-Z-axis energy levels for chromium doped rutile. 
FIGURE 2.-X-axis energy levels for chromium doped mtile. 
FIGURE 3.-Y-axis energy levels for chromium doped mtile. 
ratio. Since the zero-field splitting for rutile7 is 
43.5 C c  ~z,-,c! is cdy 11.5 Gc for nlhy, greater 
idler-to-signal ratios are obtainable for rutile. 
I t  is apparent from Equation 1, since the in- 
version ratio is a function of Fi/F., that higher 
zero splitting results in higher Fi. 
The inversion ratio, which represents a positive 
means for evaluating maser crystal performance, 
is defined as the ratio of the maser's gain with the 
pxmp pnwer a.pplied to its absorption with the 
active material in thermal equilibrium. The 
inversion ratio takes the form 
where 
T. = signal relaxation time, 
Ti =idler relaxation time, 
Fi = idler frequency (pump frequency minus 
signal frequency), 
Fa = signal frequency. 
The maser gain takes the form 
where 
S = slowing factor c/v, (v, is the group velocity 
of the propagating wave), 
N=number of free-space wavelengths in the 
total length of active material, and 
Q, = o(Wat dz)/dP = magnetic Q of the system 
or the reciprocal of the ratio of the power P 
emitted by the spin system in a length dz to the 
energy W.' stored per second in the length dz, for 
the frequency o. The efficiency of coupling the 
electromagnetic energy of the traveling wave to 
the maser system is termed the $filling factor and is 
incorporated into the term Q,. The detailed 
expression for Q, is: 
A.!=34b line width of the maser material 
paramagentic absorption; this is the mea- 
sured one-half value of the loss component 
of susceptibility. 
7 = fiiiing factor, 
N = spin density (spins/cm3), 
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n= number of energy levels available, 
I =inversion ratio, 
p,= permeability of free space, 
= Bohr magneton, 
g = spectroscopic splitting factor, 
gn = diagonalized portion of transition prob- 
ability tensor, 
K =  Boltzmann constant, 
T = temperature in OK, 
h = Planck's constant/2~. 
From these equations it follows that for opti- 
mum conditions the slowing should be high, Q, 
should be as small as possible (the greater I the 
smaller Q,), and the filling factor large. The 
natural 3 db line width of the maser crystal should 
be reasonably large to assure adequate instan- 
taneous bandwidths. This line width criterion 
appears to the condition that Q, be as small as 
possible; however, this is overshadowed by the 
condition for bandwidth given by* 
where 
Ad= natural line width, 
G =electronic gain in db. 
From the foregoing equations the significance of 
high inversion ratios is apparent: The gain per 
unit length is thereby increased while the inser- 
tion loss is decreased simultaneously. This im- 
provement can provide additional bandwidth, 
increased gain, reduced size, operation at  elevated 
temperatures, or a combination of these ad- 
vantages. 
SLOWING STRUCTURE 
The object of a slow wave structure in a TWM 
is to hold the incident microwave energy in con- 
tact with the paramagnetic ion spin system for a 
*This equation is derived on the basis of a Lorenzian shape of the 
paramagnetic nbsorption. 
sufficient time to maximize the interaction of the I 
microwave energy and the spin system. If the I 
spin system has been elevated to the radiating 
I 
state by a microwave energy source of the proper I 
frequency, exponential gain will result along the 
length of the structure. I 
The two methods of slowing normally con- 
sidered are resonant and geometric slowing. In I 
the former, a resonant structure is utilized as a 
means of slowing down the group velocity. The 
most widely known example of this is the comb 
structure wherein the slowing is accomplished by 
forcing the normal waveguide wave to bounce 
back and forth many times between resonant 
quarter-wave fingers. Geometrical slowing in its 
simplest form employs a helix wherein a transmis- 
sion line of length L is coiled up in such a manner 
that its actual length is A. In this case the 
wave slowing factor is L/A. 
The slowing structure utilized in this maser is a 
meander line of 5-mil copper film (see Figure 4) 
'T MEANDER 
LINE 
TAPE WIDTH 
COPPER AIR PITCH 
WIDTH GAP 
FIGURE 4.-hleander line used as a slowing structure in 
the rutile maser. 
which was first suggested by Siegmang and ana- 
lyzed by Butcherlo. This structure supports 
TEM waves for finger lengths of approximately 
quarter wavelengths. These TEM waves can be 
thought of as traveling back and forth along the 
tape a t  right angles to the slow wave direction of 
propagation. The technique thus combines reso- 
nant and geometrical slowing. 
The ratio of air gap width to copper width is a 
critical parameter for the meander line, since it 
determines whether the structure is geometric, 
resonant, or a combination. For the limiting case 
of narrow tape and large air gap the slowing would 
be geometrical, and for a very narrow air gap the 
result is resonant slowing. Proper design of the 
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meander line combines both techniques, and good REVERSE ISOLATION 
slowing over a wide frequency range is accom- 
plished. By adjusting the copper-to-air-gap ratio 
the maximum tunable bandwidth may be achieved. 
The active maser material applies a dielectric 
loading to the meander line and the exact analysis 
of slowing as a function of dielectric loading, 
especially for an anisotropic dielectric, is very 
difficult. This factor is determined empirically 
and the broadest bandwidth is achieved with a 
copper-to-air ratio of 1:l. By trading air for 
copper, the bandwidth is reduced and the slowing 
is increased. Therefore, the designer has four 
variables with which to determine the passband of 
the structure: (1) the copper-width-to-air-gap 
ratio, (2) the pitch, (3) the tape width, and (4) the 
dielectric loading. The latter can be present in 
several forms: width, thickness, and location of 
the dielectric with respect to the meander line. 
To provide amplifier stability, some form of 
reverse isolation is necessary. In this device the 
mechanism is a thin bar of gadolinium doped 
yttrium iron garnet (YIG). By shaping the 
ferrite the resonance may be adjusted to track the 
same magnetic field as needed for the maser 
crystal. The ferrite must operate a t  liquid 
helium temperatures and possess line widths of 
sufficient magnitude to enable proper tracking, 
that is, as the operating frequency of the maser is 
changed by adjusting the magnetic field, the 
ferrite absorption resonance must follow the mag- 
netic field and continue to provide reverse isola- 
tion. Figure 5 shows a number of cross-sectional 
dimensions for ferrite rods and their change in 
trackingg as the pure YIG is cooled from 290K to 
77K, and then to 4.2K. 
MAGNETIC FiEiD H (kilogauss) 
FIGURE 5.-Ferrite "tracking" curves. 
I 
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The resonant frequency of a ferrite sample is 
determined by the magnetic field, the inherent 
saturation magnetization (4s M,), and the shape 
of the sample used. The equation describing 
these factors is the Kittel equation: 
where 
f = resonant frequency (Mc), 
y = gyromagnetic ratio 
H =applied dc magnetic field (gauss), 
M =magnetization 
N,, N,, N, = demagnetizing factors 
Figure 6 is a diagram based on Kittel's f ~ r m u l a . ~  
The dashed line shows the Y-axis curve for rutile. 
The curve is based on pure YIG (yttrium iron 
garnet) which has a saturation magnetization of 
4 s  M,=2400 gauss a t  4.2OK. The forbidden 
regions indicated in the graph are regions where 
the ferrite sample is not fully saturated and hence I 
lossy. 
The saturation magnetization of 10 percent 
gadolinium doped YIG is approximately 700 
gauss. The pure YIG saturation magnetization 
of 1750 gauss (both values for 4.2"K) would have 
been too high and resulted in an unsaturated, or 
lossy, mode for the lower frequencies. I t  can be 
seen from Figures 5 and 6 that 10 percent gadolin- 
ium doped YIG can be shaped to track rutile and 
hence provide the necessary reverse isolation. 
FORBIDDEN 
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/ 
/ 
/ 
/ 
- 1 FORBIDDEN 
/ 
/ REGION 
/ 
0 0.5 1 .O 1.5 2.0 2.5 3.0 3.5 
MAGNETIC FIELD H (kilogauss) 
I ~ I G U ~ E  6.-Plot based on liittel's equ:ttion, for pure yttrium iron garnet (YIC) :it helium temperature; 4~hI=2490 .  
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OPERATING PARAMETERS doped rutile as a maser material. This impurity 
The most significant contribution of the maser is pro~idcs pins of 5/2 and thereby two additional 
its low noise operation. o hi^ maser has a noise levels for utilization. The program will involve 
temperature of 1 0 ~ ~ ,  of which less than 10 can be an impurity concentration evaluation and multiple 
attributed to the structure. The remaining go pumping schemes- 
is encountered in input losses. 
The magnetic fields necessary for maser opera- CONCLUSIONS 
tion in our frequency range (2-3 Gc) are in the Experimental results indicate that mtile is in 
vicinity of 1.5 kilogauss and the pump frequency fact superior to ruby as an active element. The 
is approximately 50 Gc. higher inversion ratios provide higher gain per 
An example of the gain data for a particular unit length which may be traded for bandwidth. 
crystal orientation is given in Table 1. Bandwidths of 200 Mx and gains of 30 db appear 
attainable with this material. Considerable in- 
vestigation will be necessary to optimize this maser Table 1 
configuration and fully realize its potentialities. 
Example of Gains Obtained with the Maser with a 
particular Orientation of the Rutile Active Element. 
Programs presently underway include an ana- 
lysis of the inversion ratio as a function of im- 
purity concentration. In addition, magnetic 
shimming is being investigated in order to provide 
wider bandwidths. Another phase of the effort to 
obtain additional bandwidth is an analysis of the 
results of purposely misaligning portions of the 
active material and thereby "smearing" the 
energy levels over a wider range for the same 
magnetic field. 
Experiments with a folded structure will begin 
soon. This structure allows the rutile to be so 
placed that, effectively, 12 inches of material 
require only 6 inches of magnetic field. Opti- 
mizing the filling factor, reducing the insertion 
loss, and providing simpler means of coupling in 
and out of the meander ii111e with optimurr?. VSWR 
are further areas under study. A future program 
under consideration is the evaluation of iron 
Operating Frequency 
(Gc) 
2.05 
2.1 
2.15 
2.2 
2.25 
2.3 
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WELDED ELECTRONIC MODULE FABRICATION* 1 
I 
JOHN C. LYOXS AND DAVID R. DARGO 1 
A pilot facility for the fabrication of welded electronic modules has been developed at  the 
Goddard Space Flight Center for the purposes of: (1) providing a quick-reaction group in the 
research and development phases of module fabrication, and (2) determining in detail the require- 
ments in terms of facilities and trained personnel to insure the production of high quality welded 
modules. The experience gained in the successful application of the welding technique to modules 
in Ariel I (the International Ionosphere Satellite, 1962 o 1) and Explorer XVIII (the Interplanetary 
hlonitoring Platform, 1963 46A) has provided a firm base for the utilization of this concept in 
future spacecraft programs. 
INTRODUCTION 
This report presents a general discussion of the 
activities of the Goddard Space Flight Center in 
the area of welded electronic module fabrication 
during the past 2 years. The experience ac- 
quired during progress of the work on the Inter- 
national Ionosphere Satellite, Ariel I (1962 o 1) 
and the Interplanetary Monitoring Platform, Ex- 
plorer XVIII (1963 46A) forms the basis of the 
report. 
The welding technique offers great advantages 
over other methods of module fabrication. Since 
interconnection wire can be welded to component 
leads immediately adjacent to the component 
body, greater packing densities are achieved. 
Since the strength of the weld joint closely ap- 
proaches the yield strength of the wire itself, 
mechanical integrity of the module is enhanced. 
Welded interconnections are not limited to con- 
nections on one or two surfaces. Therefore, lay- 
out design is simplified and packing density 
increased by the addition of layers of interconnec- 
tions as required. The successful operation of the 
encoders in Ariel I has effectively demonstrated 
the value of the welding technique in module 
fabrication. These encoders comprised approxi- 
mately 2000 components and were about 90 per- 
cent welded. A study of the effects of random 
and single frequency sinusoidal vibration on a test 
unit encoder for the Explorer XVIII program has 
been completed. This unit, shown in Figure 1, 
-- 
I 
contairls approximately 1300 components and I 
8000 welded interconnections. I t  was found to be 
unaffected, electrically and mechanically, after 
being subjected to 27g (rms) random vibration 
within the frequency spectrum of 20-2000 cps for 
4 min. duration along each of 3 mutually perpen- 
i 
dicular axes. Sinusoidal vibration sweeps a t  the 
rate of 2 octaves per minute a t  levels of 6Og (peak) 
over the frequency range of 2000-3000 cps, 50g 
(peak) over the range of 44-3000 cps, and 0.5 in. 
(double amplitude) over the range of 10-44 cps I 
likewise left no effects upon the unit. 
In the interest of greater packing density, the 
matrix film technique is favored a t  the Goddard 
I 
Space Flight Center over the point-to-point tech- 
nique. Because crossovers are not possible with I I 
the point-to-point technique, it does not permit as 
many connections to be made on a single layer as 
does the matrix technique. In  addition, the 
point-to-point method requires the fabricator to 
bend and form the connecting wire as he assembles 
the unit. This practice produces inconsistent 
weld characteristics. The matrix film technique 
simplifies both layout and inspection. Connec- 
nections can be made on both sides of the film, 
reducing the number of connecting layers. In- 
dividual matrix films may be inspected as they are 
completed; this permits step-by-step quality con- 
trol. The problem of bending and forming wire 
does not occur since all wire runs are straight. 
This eliminates operator responsibility for their 
*Published as NAS.1  Technical r o l e  D-2381 arrangement. 
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FIGURE 1.-Typical welded electronic package. 
DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS 
Practicable package design is a compromise 
between optimum placement of components and 
optimum placement of the leadout wires. Since 
interconnection of the modules is the most im- 
portant part of package design, lead placement 
should be given primary consideration. In space- 
craft digital circuitry design a characteristic of the 
circuits is normally ultralow power, and few pro- 
jects arise where component placement is in- 
fluenced by power considerations. In  general, 
components should be arranged to provide a 
minimum number of interconnection wire cross- 
overs. I n e r e  a great many interconnecting 
ln"A" .-,"A "Am..:.,Aa "L,,..IA LA -:.A- Ibuuu *LC. L L q U I I G U ,  b V I I U I U ' I / I ~ L I V I I  JIIVUIU UG 9 1  V L 1 1  
to  the fabrication of large modules so that a con- 
siderable number of the interconnections will be 
internal. For example, two 25-transistor modules 
pvse a rnuci~ sirnpier interconnecrion problem than 
do ten 5-transistor modules. 
In general, modules are designed to have a plan 
area no smaller than square in. and no larger 
than 3 square in. This is a rule-of-thumb based 
on practical considerations, and should not be 
construed, therefore, to  be an inflexible rule. 
Although welded module packaging can be applied 
effectively to sections of a system's circuitry, ex- 
perience indicates that the best approach to effi- 
cient welded module design requires that the 
package designer be given the entire system cir- 
cuitry for breakup. The designer should then be 
permitted freedom to make a functional breakup 
from the point of view of minimum module inter- 
connections, provided that the breakup does not 
interfere with electrical performance. 
LAYOUT 
Layouts were made with tape on mylar a t  a 
scale of 8 to 1. Tape is preferred over all the 
=thcr ccmxlledy zseG m2teriz!s fcr i2&c2tiEw b 
wire runs, because it is a clean material that can 
be quickly applied and readily removed, n-here 
modifications are required, and is adequate in 
every respect. The completed hyoilt is photo- 
graphically reduced and the resultant film positive 
becomes the matrix a m .  Ozalid prints of the 
layout are used as assembly drawings by the 
welders, and as checking prints by the inspectors. 
A typical layout is show-n in Figure 2. Note that 
cut marks are used to identify the leads to be 
terminated in this layer. 
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CAPACITOR RESISTOR Dl?DE 
WIRE RUN 
- (top ) 
\ 
CUT 
\ / WIRE RUN 
TRANSFORMER (bottom) \ 
TRANSISTOR 
FIGURE 2.-Typical layout for welded modules. 
MATERIALS AND EQUIPMENT 
I t  is important that due consideration be given 
to the choice of materials for component leads, 
interconnecting wires, and matrix film. Com- 
ponents may be obtained whose leads are either 
weldable or nonweldable and either magnetic or 
nonmagnetic. For welded module applications, 
suppliers should be required to provide com- 
ponents with weldable leads, where possible. 
Weldable metals should be required to provide 
components with weldable leads, where possible. 
Weldable metals which havc heen found t,o be 
satisfactory for component leads and interconnect- 
ing wires are nickel, Kovar, Dumet, and Alloy 180. 
Since tlie magnetic properties of most commonly 
used weldable metals would have an influence on 
the magnetometers included in many satellites, a 
nonmagnetic weldable metal, such as Alloy 180, 
should be used for component leads and intercon- 
necting wires in these applications. Standard 
stable-base photographic film is adequate for the 
matrix film. 
The shop equipment necessary for a welded 
module fabrication facility consists of welding 
machines, microscopes, punch presses, a pull 
tester, and assorted hand tools. This equipment 
is shown in Figure 3. The welding machines 
comprise two major components, a weld head and 
a power supply. The weld head is a two-electrode 
device which passes current through the work- 
piece to make the weld. The power supply is 
basically a dc supply employing a large capacitor 
a t  its out,put which is discharged through the 
primary of a step-down transformer. The secon- 
dary of the transformer is a low voltage, high cur- 
rent winding connected to the two electrodes. 
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FIGERE 3.-Shop equipment. 
The microscopes are of the adjustable focus, vari- 
able power, binocular type and are used in observ- 
ing the welding process and inspecting the welds 
for quality control purposes. The pneumatically 
operated pull tester is also an essential quality 
control tool. A close correlation has been estab- 
lished between external appearance of the welds 
,A C L ,  ,..I1 C-^L 1 L  
~ l l u  v l l c  p u l l - K O b  I C S U I L b .  
ENVIRONMENTAL CONDITIONS 
i t  has been effectiveiy shown that welded 
electronic modules can be successfully fabricated 
under ordinary laboratory conditions. There- 
fore, although the industrial practice of providing 
special v-orkrooms and regulations for \\-elding 
Keld schedules specify the equipment to be 
used, the material and configuration of the elec- 
trodes, the electrode pressure to be applied, and 
the weld energy in watt-seconds for each combina- 
tion of materials to be welded. A typical sched- 
ule is shown in Figure 4. I t  might be expected 
that strict adherence to the schedule would enable 
the welder to produce consistently acceptable 
welds. I t  has been found, however, that because 
of minor daily variations in the performance of 
machines, coupled with the effect of the basic 
differences between operators, a standard weld 
schedule does not insure consistently acceptable 
TT-elds. Therefore, the pressure and energy set- 
tings specified in weld schedules should be con- 
sidered as rough estimates, defining the range in 
which acceptable welds can be produced. Figure 
5 shows this range. 
l'isual inspection is the most valuable quality 
control tool. Metallographic analyses and pull 
tests may be used to determine the quality of 
welds in establishing the basic schedule. An 
analysis requires the examination of photomicro- 
graphs of the cross-section of welds, by a metal- 
lographer, to determine whether the crystalline 
structure of the joint is satisfactory. Since 
neither the external appearance nor the pull 
strength of a weld can bi closel~r correlated liyith 
the results of metallographic analysis, and since 
m velds cannot be sectioned during flight package 
fabrication, metallographic analysis, although of 
academic interest, is of little practical value in the 
workshop. The results of pull tests, flexure tests, 
etc. may be very closely correlated with external 
- ACCEPTABLE WELD DIFFICULT TO INSPEC1 
,ACC:?TA;:E :A:)' :C ;><:C: 
CRACKS, 
EXPLOSIONS 
- - 
operations should be encouraged, it is not manda- WELD ENERGY ( w ~ t t - s e c  )- 
tory to maintain "~vhite room" conditions FIGTRE 5.-Range of acceptable welds. 
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FIGURE 4.-Typical weld schedule. 
NOTES 
I .  WELD SCHEDULE: WELDING 0.020" ALLOY 180 
TO 0.020 ALLOY 180 (round wire ) 
2.  BREAKING POINT (pull test) of 0.020" ALLOY 
180 = 17 I b  
3. BREAKING POINT ( p l l  test)  OF  WELD = 13 I b  
20 
" 
I 
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FIGURE &-Matrix films for a module. 
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FIGURE 7.-Unpunched matrix film of a package interconnection layer. 
F I G ~ E  8.-A welded matrix. 
appearance of the welds. For example, the color, 
deformation, and bead configuration (where ap- 
plicable) have been found to have a definite 
criteria have been successfully employed in train- 
ing personnel to produce acceptable welds. 
ASSEMBLY AND INSPECTION 
The assembly operation proceeds from the 
photographic reduction of circuit layouts to the 
installation of the final layers of the module. The 
relationship to the strength of the weld. TTisual FIGERE 9.-The welding operation. 
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FIGURE 10.-Matrix, transistors installed. 
FIGURE 12.-Submodule-transistor assembly. 
I~ICIURE 11.-A typical submodulc. 
major stages of assembly are illustrated on the 
following pages: Typical matrix films are shown 
in Figures G and 7. Matrix wires are welded 
into place (Figure 8); note the parallel arrange- 
ment of the wires on each side of the film. Figure 
FIGURE 13.-I3ot,tom layers. 
9 shows an operator welding a component lead to 
the matrix. Transistors are installed in the 
matrix (Figure 10). Submodules similar to the 
one depicted in Figure 11 are fabricated and 
assembled to the matrix (Figure 12). When the 
bottom layers (Figure 13) are welded into place 
the module is ready for potting. Figure 14 shows 
a completely assembled module. 
GENERAL 
FIGURE 14.-Welded electronic module (ready for potting). 
Operators and inspectors should examine welds 
microscopically, using established visual criteria 
to determine the quality of welds. One important 
criterion for inspection is consistency. It is im- 
portant that all welds in any given package be 
consistent in appearance. 
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REPAIR 
Prior to pot,t,ing, welded modules are completely 
repairable. Any component that fails can be 
replaced in a manner that maintains the quality 
of the unit and assures its acceptability for flight. 
In most cases potted units can also be repaired. 
Faulty potted units must be judged on an indi- 
vidual basis in determining the feasibility of 
accomplishing necessary repairs. The quality of 
all reworked potted units should be thoroughly 
evaluat.ed to insure that the repair processes have 
in no way impaired the reliability of the unit. 
CONCLUDING REMARKS 
The research and development phases of the 
welded electronic module fabrication program 
have been concluded in most respects. However, 
all work in this field will be monitored for develop- 
ments which appear to advance the state of the 
art. An up-to-date facility and capability in 
welded electronic module fabrication will be main- 
tained a t  the Goddard Space Flight Center. 
WIDE RANGE PHASE DETECTOR* 
GEORGE B. ROBIKSON 
A 4-diode bridge-type phase detector of constant cosine response from 20 cps to 100 kc, was 
developed as a part of an experimental phase-lock filter intended for operation in that range. A 
Gtransistor circuit drives the diode bridge. A wide-band resistive-T adder network, rather than 
the usual center-tapped transformer, supplies signal and reference inputs to the bridge. The 
output is balanced to ground; the internal resistance of the output circuit is 600,000 ohms. Total 
power consumption is 135 mw a t  50 v. An analysis is made which shows that the cosine response 
at  the output ternlinals to be: E O U ~ =  -1.28 E.(cos na)/*n, for n odd; EouT=O, for n-even, where 
E.=RhlS signal input, a =phase angle of the input signal relative to the input reference voltage, 
and n =integer ratio of signal frequency to reference frequenry. Typical n~aximunl cosine re- 
sponse is 450 mv at  1 v sign:rl level and 5 v reference level. The measured m:~xin~um translation 
between any two rosine curves does not exceed 20 mv throughout the oper:tting range of 30 cps to 
100 kc. The mc:tsured cosine curve translation a t  50 kc does not exceed 20 mv in the te1nper:lture 
range of 0" to 50°C. 
INTRODUCTION is an odd integer multiple of the reference fre- 
quency. The following ch~racteristics are pre- The design requirements of a low frequency 
sented as measured data: cosine response in the pilase-iock iiiter system recently investigated re- 20 cps to 100 kc range; spurious response; quired the 'peration of the phase detector Over 
reference and signal balance; temperature effects 
a wide frequency range. The following charac- 
on the cosine response; effects of t,emperature on 
teristics were considered paramount in the 
signal and reference balance. design of the phase detector: 
1. Cosine response independent of frequency CIRCUIT DESIGN 
throughout a 20 cps to 100 kc range. The circuit of the wide-range phase detector 
shown in Figure 1 is divided operationally into 2. Reference and signal balance constant three sections: push-pull reference amplifier; 
throughout the above frequency range. 
signal amplifier; diode complex. 
3. Signal-reference balance stable in the 0 to 
50°C range. Reference Amplifier 
- 
The function of the reference amplifier is to  4. Cosine response intiependent of temperature 
supply a push-pull signal to  the diode complex. in the above temperature range. The principle design criterion is equality of 
5. Freedom from spurious outputs. magnitude and constant 180-degree phase oppo- 
This paper describes a four-diode phase detector 
of the double-balanced, bridge-circuit configura- 
tion whose salient feature is a push-pull reference 
source which does not use a transformer. The 
circuit design is described; the static cosine 
response is derived in a general form which 
includes the response when the signal frequency 
sition of the individual outputs over the operating 
frequency range. This characteristic is required 
so that the phase detector will have a minimum 
or zero output when the reference is applied 
singly to  the diode complex. 
The reference amplifier consists of a degenera- 
tive voltage amplifier stage with transistor Q-1 
c:~pacitively coupled to a paraphase transistor 
Q-2 whose collector is again capacitively coupled 
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-REFERENCE A M P L I F I E R  1
TANTALUM, 150 D 
( MAXIMUM LEAKP 
3 . 9 K  TANTALUM X '  D4 I K 1,4 W 
112 \h/ 60 v CMD MINATURE POT 
( M A X  IMUM 7103 (SIGNAL BALANCE) 
" X Dl 
CMD 7103 
(SIL ICON DIODE) 
REFERENCE MINATURE POT, 
BALANCE '\ REFERENCE 
BALANCE 
200 v 
A 2 0  6 A ,  BALANCED 
OUTPUT 
1 4  DIODE PHASE DETECTOR 2 
FIGURE 1 .-Phase detector circuit diagram. 
to the base of an emitter-follower Q-4; the 
emitter of Q-2 is coupled to the base of the 
emitter-follower Q-3. Wide frequency range is 
achieved by the use of tantalum capacitors and 
low over-all gain. The paraphase amplifier (Q-2) 
is the most critical stage in that the equality in 
magnitude of the individual push-pull output 
voltages and phase opposition are determined 
principally by this transistor. Collector im- 
pedance is considerably higher than the emitter 
impedance in this type of circuit; thus loading 
by the emitter follower stages tends to cause 
amplitude and phase differences. Phase error 
was reduced to no greater than 2 degrees by the 
insertion of a 1000-ohm resistor in the emitter 
output lead. Compensation was not complete 
in that a small difference in amplitude remained. 
1 ,PHASE DIFFERENTIAL 1' /OUTPUT A l  Q - 4  I 
DIFFERENTIAL 1' 
i 1 
7.0 
PHASE DIFFERENTIAL 2' 
0 I f 1 
o 10 lo2 to3 10' 105 lo6 10' 
INPUT FREQUENCY (cps ) 
Gain and phase characteristics of the reference 
amplifier are shown in Figure 2. Other pertinent 
measured data is shown in summary form in 
Table 1. 
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Table 1 
Reference-Simal Amplifier Chart. 
Transistor and 
Function 
Referebce 
Q-1, 2N717 
Voltage Amplifier 
Reference 
Q-2, 2N752 
Phase-splitter 
Reference 
Q-3, 2N717 
Emitter-follower 
Reference 
Signal 
ijarilngton 
emitter-follower 
Total Current 
(Power Supply 
Voltage = 50 v) 
Collector Maximum Undistorted 
Output Voltage Magnitude of Current 
(Ma) Impedance (in circuit) . r I I 
I Input: 
7 k-ohms at 1 kc 
3.7 22 v ,  P-P 2 k-ohms at 100 kc 
53.6 ohms at 1 kc, 
30 P-P 10 v ,  P-P 
Output: 
102 ohms at 1 kc,  
30 P-P 10 v ,  P-P 
Input: 
32 k ohms at 1 kc 
- 30 k ohms at 100 kc 
I Output: 
12 P-P 
13.7 ohms at 1 kc 1 13.7 ohms at 100 kc 
Signal Amplifier 
The signal amplifier consists of transistor Q-5 
direct coupled to Q-6 in a Darlington configura- 
tion. This configuration increases the input 
impedance a t  the signal amplifier terminals which 
would otherwise be low because of the character- 
istics of the 2N498 power transistor employed as 
the output stage. The power transistor was 
found necessary to minimize signal suppression 
resulting from negative clipping when noise was 
present. The gain versus frequency response of 
this amplifier was not plotted; however, the gain 
is 0.975 a t  600 kc and unity a t  10 cps. Data 
pertaining to the signal amplifier is shown in 
Table 1. 
Diode Complex 
The diode portion of the phase detector is 
comprised of two independent sections; diodes 
D-1 and D-2 with output a t  A1 and diodes D-3 
and D-4 with out,put a t  A2 (Figure I) .  Each 
section synchronously rectifies a half-wave por- 
tion of the signal. The two sections are inde- 
pendent in operation and produce identical 
outputs of opposite polarity displaced by 180 
degrees. Filtering is provided by a 2 pf capacitor 
across terminals A-1 and A-2. The dc output 
a t  these terminals is balanced with respect to 
ground. The particular diode configuration used 
here is known as a double balanced bridge.* 
The type of diode chosen for this circuit is a 
silicon mesa type with a maximum recovery time 
of 4 nanoscc. The measured characteristics of 
this particular diode will be discussed in a later 
section. 
*Hlic*krnsdrrfer, J. .&., "Diodc Pl~ase Detectors," Electronics 
Rcsearrh 1.uboratory Tcrl~nical Re11ort No. 4. June 15. 1953. 
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( a )  Voltage and source impedance designation 
1 ( b )  Derivation of reference equivalent generators 8 source impedance 
I 
1 ( c )  Derivation of signal equivalent generator 8 source impedance 
I 
(d)  Equivalent circuit o f  phase detector 
* hc!udes bolance potentiometer resistance-arm centered 
FIGURE 3.-Derivation of equivalent circuit of phase detector, 2 ~ f  filter capacitor omitted. 
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The diode complex also includes a resistive talcen as zero to simplify the derivation. Actual 
network which provides the signal-reference sum values of these impedances taken from the chart 
and difference to the diode pairs. This net~vorli shown in Table 1 and used in a more exact 
consists of a T configuration (Figure 1) with derivation show that the error in Figure 3b is 
5100-ohm resistances as the arms. The signal about 1 percent, and in Figure 3c about . I  
is fed into the vertical arm of the 'T' from the percent. 
output of transistor &-6 A lo\r-leakage 68-Pf phase ~~t~~~~~ operation with ~~f~~~~~~ input 
tantalum capacitor is used for dc isolation. Only 
This capacitor is rather critical in that the 
lealcage must be very loby. ~h~ type chosen The equivalent circuit is helpful in formulating 
sho\vcd a leakage current of lPamp a qualitative description of the phase detector 
at 30 v. ~h~ horizontal arms of the 'Tl are fed operation. First, consider operation with only 
thro,lgh series isolating resistors (5100 ol,ms) the reference input with ideal diodes which are 
fronl the refercnce o,ltptlts of Q-3 and matched with respect to the folloiving character- 
~ - 1 .  The isolating resistors prevent signlLl istics: forward ant1 reverse resistance, and shunt 
voltages from :Irross the, emitter- a"p"ctance. The configuration of the reference 
follO,\.er (Q-3 anti Q-1) loatl resistorh. L ~ ~ ~ \ . -  sources and diodes with respect to the ground 
lealingc tantalum cap:Lc.itors are employecl point is that of a double bridge. Each section of 
her(, dc isolating ~h~ net\j the 1)ridge will contlurt during alternate half-wavr 
functions in tile same manner as tilc, transformer portions of the reference source cycle. If E, is 
customarily used to form the signal-reference positive with the diode polarity shown in Figure 
sum 2nd difference. 3, D-1 and D-2 will conduct, but because of equal 
forward resistance, the instarltaneous potential 
CIRCUIT ANALYSIS a t  13-1 \rill remain zero. During this portion of 
Phase Detector Equivalent Circuit the cycle D-3 and D-4 are nonconducting and 
~h~ equivalent circuit of the phase detector is because of postulated equal reverse resistance 
in ~i~~~~ 3d. ~i~~~~~ 3a, 31,, and 3c sho\v the output a t  B-2 will also be zero. A similar 
a step by step derivation of the eq,livalent gen- argument can be made for the negative portion 
erator equivalent so,lrce impedances ,\.hicll of the reference cycle (luring which time D-3- 
represent the T network ancl emitter-follower D-4 will conduct and D-1 and D-2 will he non- 
drivc,rs. ~i~~~~ 3a defines E, B ; ~  (tllr con(1ucting. The conclusion is the same as 
reference o,ltp,lts) and sl,olvs their formerly: B-1 and B-2 remain a t  zero potential. 
location in the circuit diiLgram ( ~ i ~ , ~ ~ ~  1). The output wave forms with reference input only 
maliing the derivation sholyll in 3b and are shown in Figure 3. The center trace shows 
rc,sistivc filter neti,.Or]c (i,.it},out the filter FIGURE 4.-Phase tletector reference b:llance: E , = 5  v 
RXIS; sign:~l input=O. TTpl)er tntce-1 v R3IS for cap:lritor) :we also sllo\vri. For this derivation, 
nmplitude cornp:irison only; ccntor trace-output a t  
thc imped:~r~c.c of the rcfcrence :iricl higlial emitter B,, I I1hIS =I .8  cm. Lo\,er tr:Lce-outl,ut at n2, 
follo\vt>rs, Q-3, Q-4, :mtl &-0, 11:~s l)chcll :~r l ) i t r :~r i l~  I V 1 1 1 1 ~  =l.s em. 
the output wave forms of diodes D-1 and D-2 a t  
point B-1, while the loxver trace shows the output 
of diodes D-3 and D 3  a t  point B-2 (Figure l j .  
The upper trace is a 1 v signal for amplitude 
comparison. The output was taken after bal- 
ancing inequalities in the diode characteristics 
by means of reference balance potentiometers 
(Figure 1) .  The function of these potentiometers 
will be discussed in greater detail. 
Phase Detector Operation with Signal Input Only 
Operation of the phase detector with signal 
input in the absence of the reference leads to the 
direct transmission of the signal to the terminals, 
B-1 and B-2, preceding the integrator. This 
bi-directional conduction results from the polarity 
of the diodes in the circuit with respect to the 
signal source. An inspection of the equivalent 
circuit shows the positive portion of the signal 
would be ex~ected  to amear simultaneouslv a t  
. - 
~ - 1  and B-2 because of the conduction of diodes FIGVRE 6.-Forward conduction characteristics of diodes, 
D-I, D-2, D-3, D l  (left to right). Vcrtiral: 1 =50 D-l and D-4. S i m i l a r l ~ l  the negative portion 
ma ,division; Horizontal: E = .5 v/division. 
appears a t  these points because of conduction 
through D-2 and D-3. This can be seen from 
from the knee of the diode conduction curve. It 
FIG<-HE 5.-Phase detector bi-directional conduction in the 
absence of reference input. F=50 kc. I-pper trace 
-1 v RJIS signal at Q-6; 1 v p-p = .9 cm. Center trace 
-output at BI, 1 v p p = 1 . 8  cm. Lower trace--out- 
put at B2, 1 v p-p = 1.8 cm. 
Figure 5. The wave forms a t  B-1 and B-2 are 
shcnr~ in the center and lower traces, while the 
upper trace shows the signal output a t  Q-6. 
These traces show that the signal is distorted and 
appears with diminished amplitude. This occurs 
because of the nat>ure of the current-voltage 
characteristics of the diodes (Figure 6). The 
principal effect is a delay in conduction resulting 
is to be noted that though the phase detector is 
bi-directional in signal conduction in the absence 
of reference, the dc potential difference is zero 
for balanced diodes. 
Phase Detector Transfer Function 
Thus far the operation of the phase detector 
has been described with separate reference and 
signal inputs; the circuit was seen to be bi- 
directional with respect to signal conduction. 
Ideally with simultaneous inputs, the reference 
suppresses the bi-directional conduction and 
provides a transmission path for the signal over 
a time interval corresponding to half a cycle of 
the reference. This is due to the conduction of 
the diodes D-1 and D-2 during the positive por- 
tion of the reference. Hence the output a t  B-1 
will be a 180 degree slice of the signal, the starting 
point being advanced or retarded depending on 
thc signal-reference phase angle. The polarity 
of the diodes D-3 and D-4 is such that i i ~ e  
transmission path is provided on the negative 
portion of the reference. Since conduction is 
relarded 180 degrees the signal output a t  B-2 
will be the mirror image of the output a t  B-1. 
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Ideally the balance of the system with respect to 
the reference is maintained so that the reference 
does not contribute to the output a t  B-1 and B-2. 
The output wave forms for signal-reference phase 
angle of 0,45, and 90 degrees are shown in Figures 
7, 8, and 9. The central trace shows the output 
a t  point B-1 in Figure 3 (diodes D-1 and D-2) 
while the lower trace shows the output a t  B-2. 
The upper trace shows the signal-voltage output 
a t  transistor Q-6. Deflection sensitivity of the 
signal presentation (upper trace) is one half that 
of the lower traces so that the relative amplitude 
between the signal and the rectified portions of 
the signal is maintained. The lower sensitivity 
was required to maintain proportion because the 
signal output a t  transistor Q-G is attenuated by 
approximately one-half by the T network (Figure 
3c). Because the half-wave signal outputs are 
F~currr: 7.-Phase detector output for 8=O0, E,=5 v, 
f = 1 kc. Upper trace-1 v llRIS signal a t  Q-6, 1 v 
=.85 cm. Centcr tmce-output a t  131; 1 v = 1.7 cm. 
Lower trace output a t  U2, 1 v = 1.7 cm. 
I;I~:UI~E 8.-1'h:isc detector output for 8 =45", F:, = 5  v, 
f = 1 kc. 1:pper trace-1 v 11MS signiil a t  (2-6, 1 v 
=.85 cm. Center tr:icc-output a t  I%,; 1 v = 1.7 cm. 
1,ower tr:icc output a t  Br, 1 v = 1.7 cm. 
I:I(;URE 9.-Phase detector output for 8 =90°, E, =5  v, 
f = 1 kc. l'ppcr trarcb-1 v 1tAlS signal a t  Q-6, 1 v 
=.85 cm. Center tmrc-output a t  BI, 1 v=1.7 cm. 
1,owcr trace output s t  R2, 1 v = 1.7 cm. 
of opposite polarity relative to ground, the total I 
potential difference available a t  the output ter- 
minals A-1 and A-2 is twice the individual 
I 
I 
potentials. Integration of the individual outputs I 
is obtained by 300,000-ohm resistors feeding a 
2-pf capacitor placed across A-1 nnd A-2. 1 
Quantitatively the dc output a t  the A-1 termi- 
nal is the integral of the signal voltage, with the 1 
lower limit corresponding to the incidence of the 
on-time (diodes D-1 and D-2 conduct) and the 
upper limit corresponding to the incidence of the 
off-time (diodes D-1 and D-2 cease conducting). 
The resulting definite integral is then divided by 
a time corresponding to a complete reference 
cycle to obtain an average. In deschribing the dc 
output, quantitatively the following assumptions 
are made: (1) Diodes D-l and D-2 conduct when 
E, > 0 with a forward resistance of zero independ- 
ently of the signal voltage; similarly diodes D-3 
and D-4 conduct for E,<O with zero forward 
resistance. (2) E, does not appear in the output; 
i.e., the system is perfectly balanced with respect 
to the reference and balance is maintained when 
the signal is present. 
The integral giving the dc output a t  A1 is 
determined as follows: The instantaneous voltage 
output of the equivalent signal source (Figure 3) 
a t  angular frequency w is & (.476) E, sin n 
(ot+B), where 0 is the phase angle of the signal 
measured relative to the reference output E,, 
E, = RMS value a t  the output of transistor Q-6. 
The f:~ctor n is the ratio of the signal frequency 
to the reference frequency and is taken to repre- 
sent :&n intcger. The dc output a t  A, where D-1 
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and D-2 conduct during the positive half cycle of the reference, i.e. from 0 to K radians, is given by 
where f=w/27r. The factor K in the above through the source resistance of 2,660-ohms 
equation is the fraction of the signal voltage (Figure 3). This fraction is 51/(51+2.66) or 
transferred to the 51,00(tohm load resistance 0.95. With this value of K Equation 1 integrates 
to (Appendix A) 
( .95) (fi)(. 476)Es 
EA] = 7m c o s n  8 ,  for n odd, 
(2) 
EAl = 0, for n even. 
To determine the dc output appearing a t  terminal is such that conduction occurs during the negative 
A-2, note that the polarity of diodes D-3 and D-4 half cycle of the reference, i.e. from a to 2a 
radians: 
I f = 2n/w ( .95) fl( .476)Es EA2 = 1 s i n  n ( u ~ t  + 0) dt . - f tl=n/w 
Integrating, we have (Appendix I)  
-(.95) (fl)(. 476)Es 
EA? = nn cosnF,  for n odd, 
E~~ = 0. for n even. (4) 
The total output voltage across the A-1-A-2 
terminals is the potential difference EA,-EA, 
(from Equations 2 and 4) : 
( .95) fi(. 9 5 2 ) ~ ~  
ET = - n n cosnt?, for n odd, 
ET 0, for n even. (5) 
The response predicted mathematically by 
Equation 5 a t  odd multiples of n is evident 
intuitively: The switching interval occurs over 
a ha!f perkc! nf t.hc reference. This interval will 
contain n alternate positive and negative half 
cycles of the signal. Each alternate pair cancels 
in the averaging process, thus a dc output will 
result only when the switching interval contains 
an odd number of half cycles of the signal. The 
attenuation factor l /n  appears in Equation 5 
because the remaining odd half cycle is averaged 
over 2n half periods of the signal, whereas when 
n is unity the averaging occurs over 2 half cycles 
of the signal frequency since this is a half-wave 
rectification process. 
In deriving Equation 5, the principal assump- 
tion made was that the diode pair conduction was 
determined solely by t.he reference source and 
independently of the signal. This assumption of 
independence is to a large measure satisfied if the 
reference voltage level is of sufficient magnitude 
relative to the signal level. However, a t  low 
reference levels the above assumption is no longer 
valid and two effects occur which to lead to a 
reduction in dc output a t  the A-1-A-2 termi- 
nals: (1) The conduction angle becomes less than 
180 degrees, (2) Bidirectional conduction occurs. 
The first effect can be seen in Figure 10 where the 
reference ievei 'has 'weii reihccd frcr?., 5 tn n Fi v 
(signal level is 1 v, as in Figures 7, 8, and 9). 
The upper trace a t  f = 1 kc is the signal output at 
transistor Q-6; The inner trace is the output of 
diodes D-1-D-2 a t  point B-1 (Figure 1) with 
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the base line approximately coincident with the 
signal base line. The lower trace is the output 
of diodes D-2-D-3 a t  point B-2. Deflection 
sensitivity of the signal presentation is one half 
that of the lower traces so as to maintain ampli- 
tude proportion. It is evident that the reduction 
in the conduction angle is a t  least 30 degrees, 
although bi-directional conduction is not pro- 
nounced. 
The reduction in conduction angle reduces the 
interval of integration in Equations 1 and 3 with 
a corresponding reduction in the value of E A 1  
and EA2. 
Pronounced bi-directional conduction as well 
as further reduction in the conduction angle is 
evident in Figure 11, which is identical with 
~FIGUKE 10.-Phase detector output wave forms with rc- 
duced reference level: E, =0.5 v RRIS, F:, = 1 v RhlS, 
f = 1 kc, 8 =0:  Upper trace-1 v RMS sign:il a t  (2-6, 
1 v [I-p=.8.5 cm. Inner trace output : ~ t  13,, 1 v 11-1) 
= 1.7 cm. Lower tr:lcc-output a t  B2, 1 v p-1) = 1.7 cm. 
'FIGITRE 11.-Phase detector output wive forms with rc- 
duced reference level: I ,  = .25 v IthIS, I.:, = 1 v I t l IS,  
f = 1 kc, 0 =O. 1'l)pi.r tr:ice output-1 v 1111s sign:tl 
: ~ t  (2-G, 1 v p-p =.85 ern. Inner tr:~ce output :it 
I v - 1  = 1.7 I .  1,owcr tr:~ce output :it IL, I v 1)-p 
= 1.7 cm. 
Figure 10 except that the reference has been 
further reduced to a level of 0.25 v. Bi-direc- 
tional conduction is evident in the lower trace 
(the output of diodes D-3 and D-4) below the 
interval of positive excursion of the signal. 1 
Because the phase angle is zero, the reference is I 
in phase with the signal and is therefore positive I 
in this first interval; the polarity of D-3 and D-4 I 
is such that the reference ~vould ordinarily bias I 
them off. Similarily, in the following interval 
where the signal and reference are negative, con- 
duction is seen to take place in diodes D-1 and 
D-2, which with sufficient reference would 
ordinarily be biased off. Comparison of these 
traces with those sho\vn in Figure 7 where the 
refcrcnce level is 5 v will malie the above dis- 
cussion clearer. A reduction in phase detector 
output results from hi-tlirectional conduction in 
that rectification of the signal decreases since 
conduction takes place during both positive and 
negative excursions. In the limiting case where 1 
the reference is zero (as in Figure 5 ) ,  rectification 
ceases entirely. 
Quantitatively, both of these effec+,s involve 
the forward resistance characteristics of the 
diodes in the region of greatest curvature (Figure 
G ) .  This resistance* is givctn by 
I 
where It = forward current, R, = series resistance 
in ohms a t  T = 2S0C, rd = forward resistance. 
Measured vaKues of one diotle show that this 
relationship is followed rather closely for currents 
greater than 10 p-amp. 
However, the inverse relationhip between 
resistance and current exhibited by the solid state 
diodes prec*ludes analysis by linear means; con- 
sequently no attempt was made to derive the 
phase detector trnnsfcr function a t  low reference 
levels. This aspcct of phase dctector operation 
has been considered 1)y Blicl<ensderfert but his 
analysis appears to be adequ:ite only for therm- 
ionic diodes. His analysis sho~vs that a t  low 
reference-to-signal levels the output vs phase 
angle becomes more linear. However, the data 
*"General Rlrrtrir Transistor hlanr~al." Gtlr ISdition. 1962, pp. 
281-283. 
tl%lirkc*nscic~rf<~r, .I. A.,  "1)iodv I'l~asc. 1)c~tc~~tors." IClrctronirs Re- 
searcli I.abor:~t,,ry l'crlrnic~al Kc.l)c~rt S o .  4. June  15, 1958. 
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shown later in Figure 16 appear to be in conflict +lo ES= 1 v, ER= 0 
with Blickensderfer's analysis in that a cosine 5 1 
response, rather than a linear response was 
observed at  low reference-to-signal levels. 
Z C s ;  , , , 1 
MEASURED CHARACTERISTICS -lo 10  102 lo3 lo4 I 05 
Reference and Signal Balance INPUT FREQUENCY (cps) 
(a) Phase detector balanced ini t ial ly at E, = 1 v, f = 20 c 
The development of Equation 5 postulated ideal - 1 0 ,  1 
operation of the phase detector as lack of balance 
results in dc offset of the zero point (0=9O0) of 
the phase detector cosine response as well as lack 
of symmetry in the positive and negative regions. 
The principal cause of deviation from ideal 
balance probably arises from differences in indi- 
vidual diode characteristics. Although the diodes 
employed in this circuit were purchased as 
matched pairs there remains some disparity, 
particularly in the forward resistance character- 
istics of D 4 .  This is evident from the voltage- 
current traces shown in Figure 6. A secondary 
cause of lack of balance is the small inequality in 
the amplitudes of the reference push-pull outputs 
a t  transistors Q-3 and Q-4 which is evident from 
the plot shown in Figure 2. To compensate for 
these deficiencies, at  least partially, three balance 
potentiometers were included in the circuit. 
Balance with signal input only was obtained by 
a 1,000-ohm potentiometer placed in the center 
of the T network and is designated as "signal 
balance potentiometer" in the circuit diagram, 
Figure 1. For balance with reference input a 
1,000-ohm potentiometer was inserted in series 
with diodes D-1 and D-2; An identical unit was 
placed in series with diodes D-3 and D 4 .  These 
two potentiometers are designated as "reference 
balance" in the circuit diagram. 
The designation of individual potentiometers 
as "signal" or "reference" is optimistic in that 
their effects on the signal or reference balance are 
to some extent mutually interacting. In prac- 
tice, however, these adjustments were not found 
difficult to achieve, although the balances so 
obtained were functions of voltage level, tem- 
perature, and to a lesser extent, frequency. 
diodes and a balanced push-pull reference source. - : 2 Operationally these ideal conditions lead to zero t; , 
a 2 output with reference input only, and zero dc , 
output with signal input only. Individual signal H -10 
FREQUENCY (cpr ) 
(b) Phase detector balanced ini t ial ly at Er = 5 v,f=20cps 
E ~ =  I V, E ~ =  o 
- 
- 
/ 
/- 
E R =  5 " .  Es= 0 
I I 1 
FIGURE 12.-Effect of change in signal or reference voltage 
on phase detector balance. 
and reference balances are desirable in actual 1 0  I 02 I 03 I o4 lo5 
Figure 12a illustrates the dependence of phase 
detector balance versus frequency on signal level. 
The phase detector output across A-1 and A-2 
was minimized by adjusting the signal potentiom- 
eter with a 20 cps, 1 v signal input and zero 
reference input. The output was then plotted 
over a frequency range of 20 cps to 100 kc. To 
show the effect of a change in signal level, the 
signal was increased to 3 v and the output versus 
frequency again plotted. A similar procedure 
was followed in Figure 12b to show the effect of 
a change in reference level. In this case, initial 
balance was made a t  a 20 cps reference input of 
5 v and zero signal input by adjusting the 
reference potentiometer. 
The effects of ambient temperature variation 
on signal balance versus frequency are shown in 
Figure 13a. For this data, initial signal balance 
was made a t  T=2s0C with a 20 cps, 1 v signal 
and zero reference input. The phase detector 
output versus frequency was then plotted for 
temperatures of O°C, 25°C and 50°C respectively. 
Reference balance versus frequency is shown for 
these temperatures in Figure 13b. Initial balance 
was established a t  5 v reference input and zero 
signal input with T = 25°C. 
One final consideration with respect to balance 
has yet to be considered; that is, possible leakage 
through the 68 pf capacitors employed to couple 
the signal and reference to the diode circuitry. 
I t  might be expected that the capacitor leakage 
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z INPUT FREQUENCY (cps)  
(a) Temperature effects on signal balance 
E , = l  v, E, = O .  
+4WK A I SOLID LINE = PREDICTED RESPONSE I 
a MEASURED RESPONSE NORMAL 
+ ?m 1 INIEGYTING C I R C U ~ ~ ,  F E Y E  I 1 I + MEASURED VALUES ISOLATED INTEGRATING CIRCUIT, FIGURE I5 
0 20 40 60 80 100 120 140 160 180 
PHASE ANGLE .9(degrees) 
FIGURE 14.-hleasured and predicted response. E,=5 v 
RMS, E, = 1 v RhIS, f = 1 kc. 
INPUT FREQUENCY (cps)  
(b) Temperature effects on reference balance, each pair of diodes because of transfer by means 
E, = 5 v ,  E S = O  of the 300,000-ohm resistors to  the upper termi- 
FIGIJRE 13.-Temperature effects on signal or reference nals of the 5 1 , 0 0 0 - ~ h ~  resistors a t  the diode 
balance. junctions. 
would produce an output a t  A-1 or A-2 in the 
absence of signal or reference inputs, particularly 
a t  higher temperatures. However a t  the highest 
temperature employed no output attributable to  
leakage was noted. 
Phase Detector Response-Measured and 
Predicted Values 
The solid line plotted in Figure 14 was com- 
puted from Equation 5 for a signal voltage of 1 v 
RMS, n=  1. The data points indicated by tri- 
angles are the measured dc output of the phase 
detector versus phase angle 8 a t  a frequency of 1 
kc for E,=5 v RMS. Data points indicated by 
crosses were obtained with the additional cir- 
cuitry shown in Figure 15. With the use of this 
circuitry the integrating network was isolated 
with a high-input-impedance differential amplifier 
so that  the potential normally developed across 
the integrating capacitor was prevented from 
Cosine Response at Lower Reference Inputs 
The dc outputs a t  the A-1-A-2 terminals 
versus phase angle with the reference input de- 
creased from 5 v (Figure 14) to  1 v, 0.5 v, and 
0.25 v, respectively, are shown in Figure 16. 
Signal input is constant a t  Es=  1 v RMS. Data 
points in Curve 1 are plotted as triangles while 
the values predictetl by Equations 5, E,= 1 v, 
n = 1 are shown as the solid line. 
The second set, Curves 2 and 3, illustrate the 
response of the phase detector where bidirec- 
tional conduction and pronounced reduction in 
conduction angle occur because of insufficient 
reference voltage. The output wave forms a t  
8 = 0  for reference voltages 0.5 and 0.25 v, have 
been shown in Figures 10 and 11. For these 
curves the solid lines of Figure 16 are best fit 
cosine functions rather than predicted values. 
Wide Band Cosine Response 
affecting conduction in the diodes. Ordinarily a Wide band cosine response of the phase detector 
small dc potential tlocs appear a t  the juncture of is illustrated by measl~remcnts presented in 
I 
GENERAL ELECTROSICS 
FIGURE 15.-Isolating circuit employed taking data shown in Figure 14. 
DIGITAL 
VOLTMETER 
NORMALLY CONNECTS 
ES = I r RMS 
ER = 5 r RMS 
0 = MEASURED VALUES 
S O L I D  L I N E  = BEST FIT C O S I N E  CURVE 
En = .25 r RMS 
0 20 40 60 80 I W  120 140 160 180 
PHASE A N G L E  B(degrer1 
- r l u l ; ~ ~  iG.-Eliiht: &'mti)i Oiitjiiit -,y-rm~ Ph"oe z3B!P for 
E.=l  v, -5 v, .25 v RBIs; E.=l  v RhlS; f = l  kc. 
-L 8.1 v 
With this fixed balance, cosine curve responses 
were measured a t  the following frequencies: 30, 
400 cps, 10,25,50, and 100 kc with E, = 5 v RMS, 
E,= 1 v RJIS. This presentation differs in one 
aspect from the previous cosine measurements- 
the phase angle plotted as the abcissa is the input 
phase angle rather than previously defined angle 
8. Specifically, the phase angle of the signal a t  
the base of Q-5 was measured relative to the 
reference input a t  the base of Q1. This angle 
differs by 180" from 8 as a result of the phase 
inversion which occurs in the voltage amplifier 
stage (Figure 1). Consequently, as a result of 
the identity cos (8+ 1 8 0 ) ~  -cos 8, ET in Equa- 
tion 5 becomes negative for positive 8. Thus, 
this set of cosine curves is seen to be inverted in 
polarity when compared with the previous sets. 
Equation 5 is plotted with this alteration in sign 
as a solid line in Figures 17 and 18. 
Effects of Ambient Temperature variation on 
Cosine Response 
ACROSS Al - A, INTEGRATING 
CAPACI TOR 
REMOVED 
INTEGRATING 
A l O I  
I 300 K NETWORK 
- I - 
I 
I 21rf 
INTEGRATING 4 ,  1- 2pf 
, t.lv - 
T CAPACITOR 
I 
I 
I 
I 
A2 0 
PHASE DETECTOR 
\ \ 
I / 
QA, QB = FIELD EFFECT 
TRANSISTOR 2N2498 1 t 7 .  
Figures 17 and 18. Previous to taking this data Figure 19 shows the cosine response with the 
individual signal and reference balances were input phsse angle as the sbcissa, T=O, 25, and 
made a t  30 cps a t  levels of 1 and 5 v respectively. SO°C, and f =SO kc. The initial balance was 
G A I N  OF TRANSISTOR 
CONFIGURATION = -771 
MEASURED R INPUT > 500 MEGOHMS RINpuT I 11 MEGOHMS 
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* 5 W ,  I 
0 = MEASURED VALUE f = 10 k c  
+ -- MEASURED VALUE f = 4M1 cpl 
- 4W 
20 40 b0 80 IW 120 140 160 180 
INPUT PHASE ANGLE (degrees) 
FIGURE 17.-Phase detector output versus input phase 
angle for f =30, 400 cps and 10 kc; input t o  signal nmpli- 
fier = 1 v; input to refercnce amplifier =.6l  v (E, =5 v 
RhlS). 
/ SOLID L l N t  PREDICTED VALUE 
1 A MEASURED VALUE I 25 k c  
MiA>URkU VALUE 1 50 kc  
INPUT PHASE ANGLE i d e g r r r r )  
I"I~;URE 18.-Phase detector output versus input pll:lse 
tingle for f = 25, 50, and 100 kc; input to sign:~l :~mplifier 
= 1 v; input to reference amplifier =.61 v ILhIS (E, 
=5  v 1111s). 
- 5 W  I' l l l ~ p ! l ~ L L   IAAJ 
0 20 40 60 80 100 120 140 lb0 180 
INPUT PHASE ANGLE (degrees) 
FI(.I . I~E 19.-~I~~:~surcd phase detector output versus phase 
:~ngle for T =0, 25, and 50°C; I':,=5 v RRIS; E. = 1 v 
ItIIS; I" =50 kc. 
50°C are plotted as crosses; and the upper line is 
the response a t  T = 0°C. 
Cosine Response when Signal Frequency is an  
Odd Multiple of the Reference Frequency 
Equation 5 predicts that although the maxi- 
mum phase-detector cosine response occurs for 
equal signal and reference frequencies ( n = l ) ,  
cosine responses attenuated by the factor l / n  will 
also occur if the signal frequency is an odd 
multiple of tlle reference frequency. 1':xperi- 
mentally, the cosine response a t  odd multiples of 
n is difficult to determine. The type of system 
required to perform this measurement is shown 
in Figure 20n. In this system a single source 
feeds the reference input and sim~iltzlneously a 
calibrated phase shifter. The output of the phase 
shifter drives an 'N' times frequency multiplier 
which is fed into the signal input of the phase 
detector. Coherence bet~veen signal and refer- 
ence inputs is thus assured. Unfortunately most 
commonly available multipliers produce distorted 
outputs which would alter the cosine response of 
the phase detector. The method shown in Figure 
established a t  f =30 cps, E, = 5 v RMS, E, = 1 v 20b is much simpler but does not permit actual 
RMS. The lower solid line in Figure 20 is the cosine response measurement. The system does, 
measured response a t  T=25"C; Data taken a t  however, permit the measurement of the l / n  
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factor predicted in Equation 5. The more simple 
method uses separate generators as reference and 
signal sources. The reference source is operated 
a t  a fixed frequency F1; the signal source is ad- 
justed to be marly an odd multiple of I?,. The 
lack of periodicity between generator frequencies 
will then cause a cyclic variation in phase angle 
with a resultant fluctuation in phase detector 
output. (This fluctuation is, of course, the cosine 
response, but the phase angle is undertermined.) 
With this method, a pen recorder with stationary 
chart was used to record the output for different 
WASf 
IlNt WAVE GtN1111709 DfTECTOl  
F R t O U f w -  F, If RCNit 
values of n. The length of the traces so obtained 
are proportional to the mrrximum to minimum 
excursion of each particular cosine response. 
SIGNAL ~ ~ 7 1 2 -  The ment data re obtained shown in from the the last trace column le gth of measure- Table 2; 
2.Fi + 8 PU.II+NL) the predicted values are shown in the center 
C l i l i w A l t D  
P M I L  S i l lF I fR 
N I FILOUPNOI 
MVLilPLlrl .o,,T column. 
Pi141t 
The two generator system shown in Figure 20 
EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE 
- 
The two basic quantities which were measured 
were the A-1-A-2 voltage output and the 
signal-reference phase angle. The voltage output 
was measured with a digital voltmeter with an 
input resistance of 11-megohms; readings made 
with this instrument were corrected for loading. 
A value of 600,000 ohms a t  the A-1-A-2 termi- 
nals was employed in making this correction. 
Phase angle determination was made with a 
standard commercial instrument which had a 
coincident slicer preceded by cathode-coupled 
Fl P.LIIIINCL 
Dfl iCTW was also used to determine whether cosine re- 
INPUT 
sponses occurred a t  fractional values of n (a case 
Table 2 
Predicted and Measured Values of Phase Detector Maximum Output Ratios a t  
Odd Frequency Multiples. 
I l N i  WAVL G I N E M T O R  
REWENCI I, ilGNIL 
INPUT 
PIN TYPE 
not considered in the analysis) as well as non- 
I F C O R D I N G  
Signal-reference frequency 
1 
*Reference frequency =1 kc, ER = 5 v RMS, ES = 1 v RMS. 
3 Nil 
Predicted maximum output for 
N = 1 divided by predicted 
ratio N 
Measured maximum output for 
N = 1 divided by measured 
maximum output for 
indicated N* 
integer values of n. No responses were obsewed 
I I T l T l O N f W  CHAITI 
maximum output for 
indicated N 
a t  these values. 
I t  might be remarked that the cosine response 
SINE WAVE GENEPATOR 
61EoVENC( rNf, a t  odd multiples of n, though not measured 
FIGURE 20.-Ideal and approximate methods for deter- directly by the two generator method has been 
mining phase detector response a t  odd-frequency &sewed in a phaselock system which included 
multiples. this type of phase detector. 
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limiters. Claimed accuracy for this instrument 
was + I  percent. Phase angle variation over a 
180" range required three auxiliary phase shifters 
each covering a different band of frequency. At 
the upper frequencies a commercial delay line 
was found adequate. At frequencies below 30 kc 
and above 1 kc a capacitive rotating field type 
phase shifter was used. This device has two sets 
of stator plates mounted orthogonally and excited 
by quadrature voltages. A third set of plates is 
mounted so as to form a rotor which is capac- 
itatively coupled to the stator. A two-phase 
rotating field is produced by the stator plates and 
therefore the output of the rotor shows a phase 
variation proportional to its angular position. 
For frequencies below 1 kc a device similar in 
principle but magnetic in operation produced 
variable phase shift from a wound rotor. 
CONCLUSION 
The phase detector described here has proved 
to  be very reliable in operation over a six-month 
period. However, the system reliability could 
probably be increased by the substitution of a 
type 2N719A transistor in all stages with the 
exception of Q-6; the 2N719A has an 80 v 
collector-to-emitter rating which should decrease 
the likelihood of transistor failure. The major 
design goal of constant cosine response in a 20 cps I 
to lOOkc frequency range has been successfully 
achieved. Reference balance stability versus 
temperature, though adequate, could probably 
be improved by the selection of more carefully 1 
matched diodes. The use of a transistor push- 
pull wide-band amplifier as the reference source, 1 
rather than a transformer, appears to be a good 1 
choice, although there is a sacrifice in total 1 
power consumption. 
The agreement between measured and pre- 
dicted cosine responses appears to be very nearly 
perfect when the phase-detector integrating 
circuit is electrically isolated from the diodes. 
Where isolation is not employed the response is 
i 
cosinusoidal as predicted, but the amplitude 
agreement shows a 10 percent error. 
Extension of the present analysis to describe I 
adequately the operation a t  low reference-to- 
signal-voltage ratios appears to be difficult with 
other than graphical means. 
The predicted attenuation factor l / n  for odtl- 
I 
multiple signal-to-reference-frequency ratios 1 
shows good agreement with measured values up to 
and including 7, but shows an unexplained error 
a t  n=9 .  
Measurements show the phase detector to be 
free from spurious responses throughout the 
operating frequency range. 
APPENDIX I 
MATHEMATICAL ANALYSIS OF THE PHASE DETECTOR 
Equation 1, page 9, with K =  .95, is 
.95(f l ) ( .476)ES 
% I  - - 1 s in  n (wt + 6)dt 
f 
For convenience we let A =  (.95) J2(.476). Equation 1-1, in int,egrable form is, 
- -  
EA, - s i n  n (a t  + 6 )  (nw)dt . 
which yields 
AE. 
= 
- -2;;;; [COS (nn + n6)  - c o s  no] . 
But cos (a+j3) =cos a cos j3T sin a sin j3; with this identity, Equation I 4  is 
AEs 
E l  = - [COS nn cos  n6  - s innn s i n  n6 - cos  no] . 
Let n be an even integer; then, 
c o s n n  - +1 . 
s i n n n  - 0 . 
With these relationships Equation 1-5 gives 
AE. 
E, = -= [cOSn8 - c o s n e ]  = 0,  for n even. 
Let n be an odd integer, then 
cos  nn - -1 , 
s i n n n  ' 0 .  
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Consequently Equation 1-5 becomes 
A E S  AE 
EA, 
= 
- -  2m [-cos nB - cos no] = -- cosnf? .  for  n odd. 
I 
The integral giving E A ~  is obtained by a half-period shift of the limits of integration of Equation 1-2: 
t = Zn/w 
= 2 It, s i n  n ( o t  + 8 1  n d t  
The value of the above integral is 
AEs 
- -- 
E ~ 2  - 
2m [COS ( 2 m  + no) - cos (nn + no)] . 
With the previous cosine double angle identity this can be written as 1 
AEs 
I 
E = -= [COS 2 m c o s  no - s i n 2 m  s i n n o  - cos nncos no + s i n n n  s inno]  . (1-10) I 
I 
but sin 27 rn~0 ,  and sin m=O;  where n is any thus, I 
integer. Thus these terms can be eliminated 
from Equation 1-10. E~~ = - - 2m [COS nf? - cos n o ]  = 0 . (1-12) 
A E s  
EA2 = -- 2m [COS 2 m  cos nB - cos m cos no] . 
For n odd; (1-1 1) 
cos 2 m  +1 
I 
For n even, 
cos 2 m  = cos m ; cos m - -1 ; 
hence, Equation 1-1 1 gives 
A E s  
cos n6 2m [COS nB + cos n8 ] = - - EA2 = - -  
THE DIGITAL TAPE RECORDER ANALYZER* 
JOSEPH A. SCIULLI 
The test instrument described herein was designed for the purpose of performing error 
analyses on spaceborne digital tape recorders. In addition to its two basic functions of detecting 
errors in a clock track recorded on tape and performing a parity check, under various test condi- 
tions, the analyzer's design flexibility will enable simple modification of future models for increased 
capability. This report describes the theory of operation of the present model and provides 
operating instructions, together with complete drawings and component listings. 
INTRODUCTION 
The requirement to test spaceborne digital tape 
recorders during qualification tests and system 
integration has generated the need for a test 
instrument capable of making significant analyses. 
The instrument described herein has two basic 
capabilities : 
1. Detecting errors in a clock track recorded on 
tape 
2. Performing a parity check 
Although the instrument has only two basic 
functions, it can be set up to make tests under 
various conditions. In addition, flexibility has 
been incorporated into the design so that future 
models of the analyzer may be easily modified for 
increased capability. The purpose of this report 
is to describe the theory of operation and to 
provide operating instructions for the tape 
recorder analyzer. 
THEORY OF OPERATION 
playback speedup ratio of 26:l. If the tape is 
assumed to be perfect, the main sources of error 
in the recorder can be attributed to such things as 
tape dropout, tape flutter, and tape skew. The 
specification for the tape recorder subsystem 
states that the analyzer will be used to record 
signals on one complete tape. For acceptance of 
the recorder, there shall be less than 24 total 
errors (clock and/or data errors) on the tape, not 
including errors a t  the splice. 
The accuracies of both the clock channel and 
the data channels can be checked with this 
analyzer. Approximately 75 percent of the in- 
strument consists of micrologic modules, with the 
remaining 25 percent consisting of conventional 
solid-state circuitry. hlicrologic modules were 
chosen for the major portion of the design because 
of their proven reliability for both spacecraft and 
ground equipment. 
The tape recorder analyzer closely simulates 
the conditions to which the recorder would be 
subjected during flight operations. The instru- 
ment can be set up for a number of different test 
situations. 
Background The accuracy of the data channels is deter- 
The tape recorder analyzer is a test instrument mined by continuously forcing one data channel to 
designed to perform error analyses on spaceborne be in a certain state with respect to the other six 
digital tape recorders. The analyzer was designed data channels during record time. This channel 
specifically to test a 2Wfoot endless loop, 8- is called the "parity channel" and, during play- 
channel digitai tape recorder ior 'wih Tircis and back, a continuous examination is made to insure 
N i m ~ u s  spacecrafts. The tape recorder has a that this preselected state is maintained. The 
record speed of about 0.4 inch/second and a play- accuracy of the clock is determined by generating 
back speed of about 10.4 inch/second, giving a test signals which permit the continuous exarnina- 
t,ion of the clock signal to insure that it falls 
*Published as NASA Tcchncal NO& D-186s. October 1964. within the allowed tolerance. 
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The following pages give a more detailed and 
comprehensive explanation of the operation of 
the tape recorder analyzer. 
General Description 
Figure 1 shows the main parts of the system 
with single-line interconnections. The data input 
to the tape recorder can be selected at  two different 
points : 
1. At the input to the 6-bit shift register 
2. At the input to the 6-bit storage register 
At the input to the 6-bit shift register, either an 
external known data pattern, an internal genera- 
tion of pseudo-random data patterns, or the 
random code generator can be selected. The 
G-bit shift register converts the incoming test 
data from serial to parallel form. The six output 
wires of the shift register are fed to a bank of six 
3-position switches, where either a known data 
pattern, a scaler connection of each bit of the 
6-bit storage register, or the six output wires from 
the 6-bit shift register can be selected. 
Odd parity is continuously generated during 
record time by controlling a parity bit with the I 
initial parity checking circuitry and recording the 1 
parity bit on the 7th data channel. Odd parity 
is defined as an odd number of logical 1's contained 
in l\r data bits. In the case of 6 bits, odd parity 
would be indicated if there were one, three, or 
five 1's in the 6 bits. For example, if A, C, and 
E in Figure 2 are l's, odd parity would be in- 
I 
dicated. If, however, only A and C are l's, even I 
parity would be indicated. If even parity exists 
a t  the recorder inputs, the parity checking 
I 
circuitry forces the parity to be odd by making , 
DISPLAY CC l l h l r r  
CLOCK 
I~I(:LJI~IC .:.-The tape rccortlcr :~n:llyzcr. 
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FIGURE 2.-Parity checking network. 
the parity bit a 1 (an example is shown in Figure 
3). The eight record amplifiers are therefore 
driven by six data channels, one parity channel, 
and a 100-cps clock channel which is 90 degrees 
out of phase with the data so that the data may be 
strobed a t  the center of each bit. 
During tests the playback outputs of the 
recorder consist of six data channels, one parity 
channel, and a 2.6-kc clock channel. The six 
data channels and the one parity channel are fed 
in parallel to a 7-bit storage register which is 
driven by the 2.6-kc clock signal. At the output 
of the 7-bit storage register the data are checked 
to insure that odd parity has been maintained. 
Parity checks are made by a network of identity 
odd parity, i t  is assumed that no error has occurred. 
If ez7elz parity is indicated a t  the output, an error is 
detected and counted. Under this assumption, 
it is possible occasionally to count or not count a 
parity error (data error) falsely; that is, it is 
possible for a data error to occur without changing 
parity. This case would occur if, during a certain 
bit time, one channel changed from 1 to 0 and 
another channel changed from 0 to 1. Ho=ever, 
it has been determined that this event will only 
occur approximately 0.025 times as often as an 
error caused by only one channel changing state. 
It is therefore reasonable to say that the case of 
the cancelling double error is very remote with 
respect to the more practical case of a single error. 
In addition, the tests to be made do not require 
completely accurate error counts to obtain 
significant results. 
The accuracy of the clock is examined to insure 
that if falls within the specified tolerance. The 
data error detector and the clock error detector 
are both designed so that their outputs provide a 
pulse each time an error occurs. The outputs of 
both detectors are then fed to the error counting 
and error display circuitry. 
Clock Errors 
checking circuits, as shown in 2. The Both phase errors and missing ,,lock 
function of the parity checking network is to pulses are considered clock errors. The design 
compare the six inputs and produce an output 
objective is to develop a countable pulse each 
which indicates that either odd parity or even time either type of error is detected. parity exists. Since the recorder inputs always 
see an odd number of 1's in the -seven data 
channels, the parity a t  the outputs also should be 
odd as long as no error has occurred. If the 
check made a t  the output of the recorder indicates 
FIGURE 3.-Example: making parity odd. 
Phase Errors 
To develop a phase error detector, each stage 
of the clock signal must be continuously checked 
for its accuracy in period within maximum and 
minimum tolerances. The following discussion 
refers to the timing diagram of Figure 1. So that 
both edges of the clock may be tested, a pulse T of 
approximately 10 p sec in width is generated by 
each edge of the 2.6-kc clock. Thus, there should 
be 192.5 p sec between each developed pulse; a 
tolerance of 192.5 f 30 p sec has been established' 
The pulse train T is used to trigger one-shot 
multivibrator A which is cascaded with one-shots 
B, C, and D. Pulses A and B are each 81 p sec in 
width A and B are gated together to develop a 
162-p sec signal which is used to check the short 
end (162.5 p sec) of the tolerance. The pulse 
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train T is gated with this 1G2-p sec signal to 
generate (A+B+T). An error pulse is developed 
if the clock signal falls below the 1G2.5-p sec 
lower tolerance limit. 
Missing Clock Pulses 
To check the long end of the period tolerance, 
one-shot C is set a t  GO p sec, giving a tolerance 
coverage-along with A and B--of 222.5 p sec. 
As shown in the timing diagram, the falling edge 
of one-shot C is used to trigger a flip-flop which 
is reset (through the present input) as soon as the 
next clock pulse occurs. The output of this 
flip-flop is in its "1" state (positive voltage) as 
long as the clock pulses occur within tolerance. 
If, howevcr, the clock pulses begin to occur out of 
tolerance, the flip-flop output stays in its "0" 
state (ground). This allows the triggering of a 
one-shot ring (3 one-shots cascaded and closed on 
itself) shown in Figure 5 (also note timing dia- 
gram). The purpose of the one-shot ring is to 
generate a signal which is identical to the expected 
clock pulse signal T. The one-shot ring is turned 
on just as the first clock pulse is missed. The 
pulses generated by the one-shot ring are then 
counted as errors until the clock is corrected and 
the one-shot ring is shut off. 
Special Circuits 
A number of circuits which are utilized in the 
tape recorder analyzer system require some 
explanation for a more complete understanding of 
the entire system. 
Random Code Generator 
The purpose of the random code generator, 
shown in Figure GI  is to develop random sets of 
FIGUI~E 6.-Randon1 code grncr:~tor. 
NOISY 
MULTlVlaRATOR 
data in order to test the tape recorder undcr 
realistic conditions. A frequency-modulated 200- 
kc signal is developed by a noisy multivibrator 
and is fed to a binary scaler whose output is fed to 
a single-shift register bit, which is strobed by the 
l.G-kc clock signal. The noisy multivibrator is 
simply a standard free-running multivibrator into 
which 60-cycle noise has been inserted by means 
of a filament transformer whose secondary is in 
series with the base-biasing resistor. The output 
of the multivibrator (Figure 7), a 200-kc fre- 
quency-modulated square ~vave, is then fed to the 
trigger input of the binary-scaler bit which gives 
the signal symmetry. Since the triggering (fall- 
ing) edge of the F M  signal is varying in phase and 
the shift register bit is strobed a t  a very low 
frequency comparcd with the multivibrator 
frequency, the output of the shift register bit is 
consequently a random generation of test data 
bits. 
=m kc  
BINARY 
SCALER 
- 
- 
SHIFT OUTPUT OF 
REGISTER RANDOM CODE 
a l l  GENERATOR 
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FIGWE 7.-Frequency-modulated multivibrator. 
A number of references have been made herein 
to one-shot multivibrators. All the one-shots 
mentioned are essentially the circuit shown in 
Figure 8 with various values of capacitance 
resulting in various pulse widths. 
FIGURE &-One-shot multivibrator. 
Pulse Generator--Frequency Doubler 
In the discussion of the clock error detector it 
was mentioned that, to check both edges of the 
clock, a 10-p sec pulse is generated a t  each edge. 
The circuit which performs this function is shown 
in Figure 9. The timing diagram shown in Figure 
9 essentially explains the function of the circuit. 
The falling edge of the 3-kc clock signal triggers 
flip-flop A, which sets up the proper condition a t  
the R and S inputs of flip-flop B, which is triggered 
a t  the much faster 200-kc rate. As soon as 
GWitCk ,eG, ita o-6tput is fed L-l& +& the 
preset of flip-flop A and resets it, thus resulting in 
a pulse output a t  each falling edge. The 200-kc 
signal need not be phase-coherent with the 3-kc 
clock signal. Performing an identical process on 
the opposite phase of the clock and combining 
the turo pulse outputs results in a frequency 
doubling. 
FIGURE 9.-Pulse generator-frequency doubler. 
Additional Design Considerations 
Gened 
Since the analyzer will be used by a number of 
individuals under various conditions, substantial 
mechanical and electronic protection was incor- 
porated into the instrument. At the same time, 
the analyzer was designed for ease of operation 
and maintenance. 
Mecfmnicd and Electronic Rotecfion 
Occnsionally, a power supply or signal generator 
is inadvertently applied to a piece of equipment in 
a manner that could seriously and permanently 
damage the equipment. For this reason, every 
power supply and signal generator input to the 
analyzer has been provided with special protection 
circuits which insure that dangerously high signals 
are not applied directly to the delicate micrologic 
modules and conventional solid-state circuitry. 
The mechanical frame of the analyzer makes i t  
adaptable for either enclosure or rack mounting, 
in addition to providing protection for the com- 
ponents. Thus the analyzer is a single self-con- 
tained unit, except for power supply and signal 
generators. 
All input jacks which take a standard G R  
connector have been spaced such that the connec- 
tion can be made in only one way and thus 
el;~irate the possJ~i~ity of dzzgeicGs %hGrSng of 
independent signals. 
Operation and Maintenance 
For ease of operation the analyzer has been de- 
signed so that it can be activated regardless of any 
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switch setting. However, to use the instrument 
properly, the operator should have a thorough 
knowledge of the proper switch settings and pro- 
cedure. Since all the main controls and monitor- 
ing points are located on the front panel with 
appropriate identifications, the operation of the 
analyzer during tests is very simple. 
Maintenance also is easy to perform, since every 
circuit card and every solder joint can be reached 
without turning a screw. 
Flexibility 
As previously mentioned, the analyzer was de- 
signed to test the 200-foot endless loop, &channel 
digital recorder. Because of the flexibility incor- 
porated into the design, it would be easy to modify 
the analyzer to test other digital recorders as well. 
If the specifications for qualification should change 
a t  any time, it is a simple matter to recalibrate a 
number of one-shots so that the analyzer may 
be utilized. 
Another important consideration is the ability 
of this instrument to analyze prerecorded tapes 
which have been recorded with either even or odd 
parity. This capability means that it is possible 
to analyze tapes during flight operations. The 
analyzer therefore could be included as part of the 
ground station and could be used to determine the 
accuracy of the recorder and the tape a t  any time 
and to determine the reliability and accuracy of 
the recorder by making life tests during flight 
operations. It also is possible to locate defective 
spots on the tape to some degree. Utilizing these 
capabilities, the analyzer could conceivably aid in 
making more significant data analyses. 
OPERATING INSTRUCTIONS 
General 
To utilize the tape recorder analyzer to maxi- 
mum advantage, one should become as familiar as 
possible with the mechanics of operating the 
instrument. During the following discussion, 
refer to Figure 10 to become familiar with the 
controls and procedure. 
Initial Procedure 
Equipment 
In addition to the analyzer itself, a few addi- 
tional pieces of equipment are necessary to 
perform tests on the &channel recorder: 
3 Power Supplies: +3  v a t  75 ma, - 3 v a t  10 ma, 
and +24 v a t  110 ma 
1 Frederick Pulse Pattern Gcncrator, Model 
201 (or equivalent): capable of 3.5 bits 
2 Square-Wave Generators, H P  Model 21 1A 
(or equivalent) 
1 Strip Chart Recorder 
1 Dual-Trace Oscilloscope, Tektronix Type 
533A (or equivalent) 
Front Panel-Description 
On the front panel [Figure 10(a)] are located all 
the switches and tcst points nccessary for normal 
operation of the analyzer during tests. The 
DATA SELECT SWITCH chooses the type of 
test data pattern to be used. The ERROR 
COUNT SICLICCTOR switch chooses the error 
count to  be displayed. The DATA INPUT 
SELECTOR SWITCHES choose the connection 
of the data storage register acrording to the tcst 
being made. Thc PRESET PB (pushbutton) 
resets the error count display to zero. The patch 
panel (OX8 arr:~y of jacks) is usctl to cross-patch 
record the 2nd playback ch:~nncls. The various 
test points and toggle switches are all utilized 
1 FIGUR~:  10.-The t a p e  rccortlcr :~n:tlyzc)r col~trol  p:~nels. during normal tests. 
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Back Panel--Description 
On the back panel [Figure 10(b)] of the analyzer 
are located all power supply and signal generator 
inputs used during normal testing. Also on the 
back panel are located three 36-pin connectors 
which are used to connect the record and playback 
channels of the recorder to the analyzer. The 
two connectors marked RECORD are logically 
identical. This means that two recorders could 
be recorded simultaneously. However, only one 
recorder can play back at  a time. 
Patch Panel 
At the lower left of the front panel a 6x8 array 
of jacks makes up a patch panel on which any of 
the eight record channels of the analyzer may be 
directed to any of the record amplifiers of the 
recorder. Each pair of vertically opposite, 
identically colored jacks is a jumper pair in series 
with one of the record or playback channels. The 
red set of jacks (upper two rows) is in series with 
record output connector 1, the yellow set (middle 
two rows) is in series with record output connector 
2, and the green set (lower two rows) is in series 
with the playback input connector. On normal 
testing of one recorder, each red pair and each 
green pair is shorted, with the yellow set of jacks 
open. To record on two taps simultaneously, the 
yellow pairs of jacks also must be shorted. Each 
pair of jacks has been positioned so that it can be 
shorted with a standard G R  connector. For 
any other patching arrangement use the patching 
leads provided. 
Power Supply and Signal Generator Connectors 
Make the scope trigger and scope ground con- 
nections on the front panel. On the back panel, 
connect but do not turn on +3v1 -3v, and +24v 
power supply voltages, CLOCK INPUT HF 
input (100-kc), and GEN PAT (pattern gen- 
erator). On the front panel choose proper 
position for the clock select switch (CLOCK SEL 
SPT), high-frequency select switch (HF SEL SW), 
and pattern-generator select switch (PAT GEN 
SEL SW) according to the connections made. 
Switches and Controls 
On the front panel insure that LOAD PULSE 
SELECT SWITCH and ONE SHOT SELECT 
SW are both in the "normal" positions. Choose 
PAT (pattern generator), RC (random code 
generator), or INT (internal generator) a t  DATA 
SELECT SWITCH. At the bank of six DATA 
INPUT SELECTOR SWITCHES, choose SC 
(scaler), DIR (direct) or EXT (external) inputs. 
Power ON 
Turn on +3v1 -3v, +24v, CLOCK INPUT, 
HF INPUT (100-kc), and GEN PAT on the back 
panel. Utilizing the monitoring tests points on 
both the front and back panels, check power 
supplies and signal generators for their accuracy. 
Depress PRESET PB (front panel) to reset the 
error counting mechanism. 
Test Procedure 
General 
The specification and statement of work for the 
%channel digital tape recorder subsystem specifies 
that the tape recorder analyzer is to be utilized 
in tests before vacuum thermal. The specifica- 
tion states that the analyzer will be used to record 
a complete tape. There shall be less than 24 
total errors (either clock or data errors) not 
including errors a t  the splice. To perform this 
test properly, the following procedure should be 
used. 
Test Setu~ 
The initial test procedure described in the 
section "Initial Procedure" should be performed 
before beginning tests on the recorder. The 
operator should be satisfied that the analyzer is 
performing satisfactorily in the RECORD mode. 
He should insure that all record channels of the 
analyzer are providing appropriate test data 
according to the data input selected. Every 
record channel of the analyzer also should be 
checked to insure that the amplitude of a logical 0 
is approximately -0.1 volt in amplitude. The 
record amplifiers are so sensitive that a logical 0 
of a few tenths of a volt of positive amplitude 
could be interpreted as a logical 1. The ievei of 
the logical 0's can be adjusted by controlling the 
-3 volt power supply. The 1.6-kc clock signal 
and the 100-kc high-frequency signal must be 
square waves with amplitudes of approximately 3 
volts above ground. The external oscillator input 
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of the pattern generator must be driven by the 1.6- 
kc clock signal, and the NRZ output of the pattern 
generator should be applied to the pattern gen- 
erator input of the analyzer. The amplitude of 
the pattern generator also should be approxi- 
mately +3 volts above ground. 
When satisfactory operation of the analyzer is 
achieved, the record channels of the analyzer 
should be connected to the inputs of the record 
amplifiers using the harness provided. During 
recording there should be no connection between 
the playback channels of the analyzer and the 
playback amplifiers. A full recording requires 
approximately 100 minutes. This time can vary 
somewhat, and therefore a t  least 110 minutes 
should be allowed for a iull recording. 
After a full tape has been recorded, the record 
connections should be removed and the playback 
connection made. The D-A converter output on 
the front panel should be connected to one 
channel of the strip chart recorder. The purpose 
of the D-A converter and the strip chart recorder 
is to give indication of the location of the splice 
and also the number of errors which are encoun- 
tered at the splice. The indicator lights on the 
front panel give a digital readout of the number 
of errors counted. At the end of the playback 
cycle the number of errors a t  the splice is sub- 
tracted from the error count indicated by the 
lights. Note that it is possible to count parity 
errors only, clock errors only, or both simultane- 
ously. The preset pushbutton is used whenever 
the error count is to be reset to zero. 
CONCLUDING REMARKS 
The tape recorder analyzer is a test instrument 
which was specifically designed to aid both 
NASA and contractor personnel in testing and 
qualifying the &channel digital recorder. The 
instrument has been electronically and mechan- 
ically designed to be simple to operate and main- 
tain, and as foolproof as possible. In addition to 
performing the'primary function of making error 
analyses on the 8-channel digital recorder, it is 
believed that with careful operation the analyzer 
can be conveniently utilized to troubleshoot and 
locate sources of error in the recorder a t  the same 
time. This instrument can be easily modified to 
test future digital tape recorders and can be used 
to analyze prerecorded tapes. 
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APPENDIX A 
COMPLETE DRAWlNGS A N D  COMPONENT LISTINGS 
FIGURE A1.-(unnumbered sketch) 
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FIGURE A2.-(unnumbered sketch) 
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Component Listing* 
One-Shot 96 p e c  (R,) 
One-Shot 96 p e c  (RJ 
One-Shot 10 psec (R,) 
One-Shot 10 psec (E) 
One-Shot 80 psec (A) 
One-Shot 80 psec (B) 
One-Shot 60 Fsec (C) 
One-Shot 10 psec (D) 
* l .  Each module shown on the drawings is identified with a letter - number designation. The letter (A, B, o r  
C) denotes the rack in which the module i s  located. The number (1 thru 33) denotes the particular socket 
in which the module is located. 
2. Each module having a module type designation of 3 digits preceded by an SN prefex i s  one of the Texas 
Instrument Series 51 micrologic modules. Additional information on this series of modules i s  available 
upon request. Any other module-type designation i s  a printed circuit card containing the circuitry 
described. 
DESIGNING TOROIDAL INDUCTORS WITH DC BIAS* 
G. D. SMITH 
A practical method of designing toroidal inductors with dc bias is presented. The toroidal 
core equations for the inductance, magnetizing force, and core winding factor are used to derive 
two equations for selecting the smallest possible core. Acceptable requirements are established 
for the variation of Q with frequency and for the variation of inductance with temperature. The 
inductor equations and requirements indicate the desirable combinations of core constants and 
from these the smallest core may be determined. 
h step-by-step procedure for establishing the inductor requirements, selecting the smallest 
core, and designing the inductor is given, explained, and illustrated. Tables and curves employed 
in this method of design :we presented. 
INTRODUCTION inductors. All curves and data are for molyb- 
Selection of the best magnetic core for an in- denum permalloy powder 'Ores. are not 
ductor frequently involves trial-and-error type intended to cover all commercially available 
calculations, Comparison of the param- core% 'I but only to  augment the design dis~ussion. 
eters of the core with the basic inductor equations DERIVATION OF EQUATIONS 
and requirements reveals a clear, accurate, and 
concise method of designing inductors with dc The smallest core which fulfills the inductor 
bias. Equations derived from the basic inductor requirements of inductance and inductance toler- 
eqllations can be used to  select the smallest core ance a t  peak current can be determined from the 
and auxiliary inductor can be used basic equations of the core. The inductance of a 
t o  obtain an optimum design. toroidal inductor is 
The design of an inductor frequently involvcs 
L = 0 . 4 ~  N2 /1A consideration of its effect upon the magnetic field 
in which it  is placed. This is especially true in 108 1 ' 
the design of high-current inductors for converters 
where 
and regulators used in satellites which employ 
sensitive magnetic field detectors. For this type L = the inductance in henries, 
of design problem it is frequently imperative that 
a toroidal core he used, because of the low mag- N = the number of turns of wire, 
netic effect external to  the core. The core should p = the relative permeability, 
be small t o  minimize the amount of magnetic 
in the inductor. A large numbcr of air A = the cross-sectional area of the core in square 
gaps should be spaced evenly around the circum- centimeters, 
ference and across the cross-section of the core. I = the mean magnetic path length in centi- 
The molybdenum permalloy toroidul powder meters. 
corcs are well suited to this type of design prob- 
lem. A large variety of sizes have high Pcrmea- In selecting the smallest core to  meet the require- 
bility with high Q a t  high frequency. A discus- ments of Equation the maximum number of 
sion of the characteristics of these corcs will be turns of wire which can be placed on the core must 
used to illustrate this method of designing toroidal 
t ~ l l  magnetic core data are taken from Magnetics, Inc., Catalog 
*P~~hlisllcd as A'AS t Techntcal A'ole D-2320. June 1904 No PC-303 
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be known. This is a function of the ratio of the 
core window area (W) to thc wire cross-sect,ional 
area (-4,). Defining a winding factor (K,) as 
the ratio of the total wire area (NA,) to the core 
window area (W), we can write 
where A, and W are in circular mils. Experience 
in winding many cores of various sizes shows that 
the maximum practicable winding factor is a p  
proximately 0.4. This means that approximately 
60 percent of the window area is required for wire 
insulation and space between the wires, leaving 
only 40 percent (K, =0.4) for the wire. The 
smallest toroidal core which will meet the require- 
ments of Equations 1 and 2 can be selected by 
combining these equations. Solving Equations 
1 and 2 for K2 and setting them equal gives 
where the left side contains the inductor require- 
ments and the right side the core and winding 
factor contant. Thba, the smallest core which 
meets the requirements of Equations 1 and 2 is 
one which has a core and winding factor constant 
equal to or next greater than the inductor require- 
ments on the left of Equation 3. 
The relative permeability and inductance of an 
inductor vary with the magnetizing force. This 
relationship is shown in Figure 1 for some powder 
permalloy cores of different relative permea- 
bilities. This family of curves reveals that 
excessive variations in the inductance may occur 
unless the magnetizing force is limited. For this 
reason an inductance tolerance is imposed; it is 
transformed into a maximum magnetizing force 
requirement by use of manufacturer curves simi- 
lar to those in Figure 1. The magnetizing force 
is related to the inductor current by Ampere's 
law : 
where H is the magnetizing force in oersteds and 
I is the current in amperes. Equation 4 is em- 
ployed to impose maximum requirements, there- 
fore, H*% denotes the maximum value of the 
magnetizing force for the inductance tolerance 
indicated in percent from the nominal and I, 
denotes the corresponding peak current. The 
number N in Equation 4 cannot be determined 
until the core is selected. For this reason N is 
replaced by its equivalent from Equation 1, and 
the core constants are placed on the right: 
Therefore, the core chosen must have a constant 
equal to or next greater than the inductor require- 
ments on the left of this equation. 
The smallest core which meets the requirements 
of Equation 1, 2, and 4 is one with the core con- 
stants on the right of Equations 3 and 5 equal to 
or greater than the respective inductor require- 
ments on the left. 
DESIGN PROCEDURE 
A detailed procedure for selecting the core and 
designing the inductor follows : 
1. Form or obtain a table, similar to Table 1, 
of all available cores for a suitable inductance 
tolerance. Table 1 was made for 10 percent in- 
ductors since the magnetizing force (H*lo) was 
taken from Figure 1 where the inductance is down 
- 
10 percent. The core number in column 1 of 
Table 1 indicates the physical size and permea- 
bility of the core. 
2. Select the wire size to be used for winding 
the core. The maximum rms current shown in 
Table 2 should be used as a guide ior this seiection. 
In case a very low dc resistance or very high Q is 
desired, a slightly large wire should be selected. 
3. Compute the product (Equation 3) of the 
FIGURE I.-Inductance tolerance vs dc magnetizing force inductance and the square of the wire cross- 
for several powder permalloy cores. sectional area (LAW2). 
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Table  2 
Resis tance ,  A r e a ,  and C u r r e n t  Capacity of Various AWG W i r e  Sizes.  
I Resistance/Length AWG Wire  Size (ohm/ft) 
*Rased on nominal diameter o f  wire with heavy Formvar insulation. 
teased on 1000 cir mil per amp. 
Wire  Area* 
( c i r  mil)  
C u r r e n t  capaci ty t  
(amps)  
4. Compute the product (Equation 5) of the approximate frequency ranges for core permeabil- 
inductance and the sq.Gare of the peak current ities are shown in Table 3. In view of the fact 
(LIP? that the frequency rmges are approximations, 
5. Determine the acceptable core permeabilities they should not be followed rigidly. Table 3 is 
for the maximum inductor frequency. The based on the variations of Q with frequency as 
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Table 3 
Frequency Range of Cores. 
shown in Figures 2-5 for several different core 
sizes and permeabilities. Comparison of these 
curves reveals that Q varies with core size for a 
certain core permeability, frequency, and induc- 
tance. For this reason, these more exact curves 
cannot be used readily until the core size is deter- 
mined. Because of the inaccuracies introduced 
in making the approximations for Table 3, it is 
frequently more convenient to omit this step and 
consider the permeabilities of the cores (step 7). 
6. Determine the acceptable variation in in- 
ductance as  a function of temperature. A list of 
inductance tolerances over specific temperature 
ranges, similar to Table 4, is usually available 
from the core manufacturer. 
Core Permeability 
60 
125 
160 
200 
550 
Table 4 
Frequency Range 
(kc 
10-50 
0-20 
0-10 
0-7 
0-4 
Variation of Inductance with Temperature 
Core Identification 
lcommercial 
Not specified 
40.1 percent from 13" to 35°C 
iO.l percent from 0" to 55°C 
i0.15 percent from 0" to 55°C 
i0.25 percent from -55" to +85"C 
Inductance Tolerance 
designation) 
7. Select the core on the basis of the informa- 
tion obtained in steps 3, 4, 5, and 6. That is, 
select the smallest core from a table similar to 
Table 1 which: ( I )  has a constant for the core and 
winding factor, 0.4spAK,2WZ/108C, that is equal 
to or next greater than the inductor requirements 
LAW2; (2) has a constant for the core, CrACHk210/ 
0.4s108, that is equal to  or next greater than the 
inductor requirements LIP'; (3) and meets the 
vs.  Temperature 
I 
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I 
requirements established in steps 5 and 6. The 
frequency range from Table 3 (step 5) and the 
inductance tolerance vs. temperature characteris- 
tic available from Table 4 (step 6) are also in- 
cluded in Table 1. Thus, these four columns 
(10, 11, 12, and 13) of Table 1 should be used for I 
selecting the core. I 
I n  view of the knowledge obtained about the I 
core size, the acceptable core permeabilities, 1 
determined in step 5, should be reconsidered by 
use of curves similar to those of Figures 2-5 for 
the individual cores. 
8. Compute the number of turns of wire for the 
selected core to give the required inductance by 
using Equation I .  1 
9. I t  is frequently desirable to use the largest 
wire possible on the core to  decrease the dc 
resistance and power loss. This can be accom- 
plished by using Equation 2 with the winding I 
factor K, set equal to 0.4. The dc resistance of 
the inductor should be calculated from 
R d c =   KINK^, (6) 
where 
Rd,= the dc resistance of the inductor in ohms, 
K1= the average length of wire per turn in f t  
(Table I) ,  
KO= the resistance per unit length of the wire 
in ohms/ft (Table 2). 
10. Using Equation 4, compute the maximum 
magnetizing force (H,,,) for peak current. Re- 
fer to  a curve simiIar to Figure 1 and determine 
FIGURE 2.-Curves of Q vs frequency for core 55894; 
=60, A =0.635cn12, C=6.35 cm, W =320,000 cir mil. 
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the maximum change in inductance due to the 
maximiim zqnetizing force. 
EXAMPLE 
A toroidal inductor will be considered which has 
an inductance of 5 mh with a peak current of 0.55 
amp, an rms current of 0.5 amp, and a maximum 
frequency of 10 kc. From the previous section, 
the following steps are performed: 
1. Table 1 may be used in this example. 
2. From Table 2, select No. 23 AWG wire for 
which A, = 620 cir mil. 
FIGURE 3.--Curves of Q vs frequency for core 55071; 3. Solve LAW2 =5 X (620)2 = 1920 henries 
p=60, A =0.655 cmz, C=8.l cm, TV =590,000 cir mil. (cir mils)2 
4. Solve LI,2=5X10-3 (0.55)2=1.51 X10-3hen- 
ries (amps2) 
5. From Table 3, permeabilities of 60 and 125 
are considered suitable. 
6. Since a wide temperature range is desired, 
the UT4 cores from Table 4 should be used. 
7. Two cores of the same size in Table 1 meet 
the requirements of steps 3, 4, 5, and 6-cores 
55071 and 55548. The curves of Q vs. frequency 
for a 5 mh inductance using these two cores are 
shown in Figures 3 and 5. These curves indicate 
a high Q well beyond the maximum frequency for 
this inductor. The highest permeability core 
(55548) is selected to permit the use of large wire 
FIGURE ~.---CUNCS of Q vs frequency for core 55930; having a low dc resistance. 
p = 125, A =0.635 cm2, C = 6.35cm, W = 320,000 cir mil. 8. From Equation 1 
N = 198 turns. 
9. The largest wire which can be used can 
determined iroru Eqtiati~z 2, 
FIGURE 5.-Curves of Q vs frequency for core 55548; 
p = 125, d =0.655 cmz, t = 8.1 cm, W = 590,000 cir mil. = 1190 c i r  mil. 
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From Table 2, No. 20 wire can be used. The dc 
resistance is given by Table 5 I 
Inductor Design Using Cores of the Same Size. 
= 0 .292  ohm. 
10. The magnetizing force a t  peak current is 
given by Equation 4: 
= 16.9 oersteds.  i 
Reference to Figure 1 reveals the inductance of turns of wire, which allows larger wire to be 
tolerance to be 9 percent. used and in turn yields a considerably lower dc 
The design results for cores 55071 and 55548 resistance. The high permeability core also gives 
are shown in Table 5 .  This table reveals that the a higher Q a t  maximum frequency and a greater 
high permeability core yields the lowest number inductance change. 
Core Number 55071 55548 
Permeability 60 125 
N (turns) 286 198 
Q a t  10 kc 210 230 
Wire Size No. 22 No. 20 
dc Resistance (ohm) 0.675 0.292 
Inductance Tolerance 
(percent) 5 9 
- 
A VERTICAL TEST RANGE FOR ANTENNA RADIATION 
MEASUREMENTS* 
JOHX STECKEL ASD WILLIAM KORVIN 
In order to  facilitate the measuring of satellite antenna radiation patterns under a controlled 
R F  environment the concept of a "Vertical R F  Test Range" was devised. The vertical test 
range configuration is shown in Figure 1. 
Of primary importance was the test range's capability to  adequately absorb and/or s u p  
press undesirable electromagnetic energy as low as 125 Jlc which would normally be reflected 
from the chamber walls and floor. The satellite antennas of concern are of the broad-pattern 
near-omnidirectional type (i.e., dipole, turnstile, etc.). 
The preliminary study, investigation, and 1/9scale chanlber model measurements indicated 
that a feasible reflection coefficient level of the order of 20 db to 25 db can be expected in a n  
electrically small chamber of approximately 2h X2A X l h  in size. Subsequent full-scale measure- 
ments in the completed chamber have verified these reflection coefficient levels. 
At higher frequencies of operation it  was anticipated (and also indicated by 1/9scale 
chamber model measurements) that the reflected energy level would be loner. The dominant 
controlling factor a t  higher frequencies is the structural weather protective radome. At the 
lower frequency the radome appears as a very thin wall (approximately 0.05h thick). But as 
the frequency is increased, the presence of the radome becomes increasingly significant. 
I t  should be remembered that an anechoic chamber is by no means free space. Therefore, 
i t  is of utmost importance that the R F  anechoic chanlber be "calibrated" not only as a function 
of frequency, but also as a function of illuminating or source antenna characteristics. Then, 
indeed, the confidence level a t  which the anechoic chamber may be used is defined. 
I. INTRODUCTION system under test that still permits convenient 
A. Antenna Test Range operation. 
Recent advances in r-f absorbent material has 
The most important feature of an antenna test improved the performance of r-f anechoic cham- 
range is the control and reduction of reflections bers to where they are comparable to the best 
to the extent that they do not introduce significant outdoor range sites. 
errors in the measurement of the system under 
test. In order to achieve this, most test range B. Definition of R-f Anechoic Chamber 
- 
sites are chosen in open fields clear of reflecting 
objects. Satisfactory operation is obtained as 
long as the system under test is sufficiently direc- 
tive to discriminate against ground reflections and 
reflections from the test tower. Antennas for 
small scientific spacecraft are operated in the 
UHF region and designed to be as nearly omnidi- 
rectionai as possibie al~d i k s  arc n "wr?rst case" 
for conventional test ranges. The ideal solution 
is to provide a reflectionless envinonment for the 
*Published as Goddard Space P l i ~ h t  Center Docunzeni X43244-2@. 
July 1964. 
A r-f anechoic chamber may be defined as an 
enclosure, suitably lined with an electromagnetic 
energy suppressing (absorbing and scattering) 
material, which may be used to measure such 
electrical characteristics as impedance, radiation 
pattern, and back scatter of a body within the 
chamber. Further, the degree of suppression of 
reiiecied iiiidesirab!e e!ectrom~gnetic energy shall 
be such as to approximate free space. The allow- 
able divergence from free space is a function of the 
type of test and the tolerable error which the 
designer places on the tcst. For instance, a 
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higher level of reflections may be tolerable when Since a perfect impedance match is seldom 
measuring impedance than when attempting back achieved the question then becomes how large a 
scattering measurements. reflection due to  the environment of the test site is 
tolerable while still permitting acceptable meas- 
C. Testing Criteria as a Function of Type of Test: urement of reasonable accuracy of the system 
Impedance, Back Scatter, and Radiation Pattern impedance. Consider first, a worst case condi- 
A primary requirement for measuring "free tion, i.e., all the incident energy striking a reflect- 
space" impedance of an antenna is the exclu- ing surface is reflected back to the antenna under I 
sion of all external, foreign sources of reflection. test. If the power radiated Po from a perfectly 
This requirement at first thought appears ex- matched antenna of unity gain, travels a distance 
tremely stringent, if not impossible. To  meet R to a reflecting wall and is completely reflected 
the requirement explicitly would mean that an  back to the antenna a standing wave will result. 
impedance measurement would have to  be made However, the inverse square law for the attenua- 
a t  distances miles from the surface of the earth tion of electromagnetic energy will reduce the 
and from within the antenna system. Fortu- amplitude of the reflected wave such that the I 
nately, the requirement can be relaxed to a. degree SWR induced will be less than infinite. For ex- 
governed by the tolerable error permitted in the ample, the attenuation of a 136 Mc signal to  a 1 
system impedance expressed as a Voltage Stand- reflecting wall 8 feet away can be computed from: 
ing Wave Ratio. Consider a perfectly matched 
antenna system radiating energy. Under a con- 
dition of no electrical mismatch from external 
sources there would be no standing wave and 
VSWR= 1.00:l. In  practice, all antenna sys- 
tems exhibit some mismatch from reflection result- 
ing from electrical discontinuities. The vector 
addition of the incident and reflected voltages 
results in a standing wave, the m:lgnitude of whic.11 
is expressed in the familiar form: 
when 
El = incident voltage 
E'? = reflected voltage 
This VSWR is an indication of the power trans- 
fer of an antenna system. For instance, a system 
with a VSWII, of 6.0.1 would reflect of the 
available power which is intolerable in most appli- 
cations. Below is a brief table indicating the 
percentage of r-f power transmitted as a function 
of system VSWR. 
VSWlt R-f Power Transmitted 
a=37+20  log j f 2 0  log R 1 I 
where I 
a = attenuation (dl)) I 
j= frequency (mc) I 
R = distance (feet) 
then 
Assuming perfect reflection from the wall, the 
signal will be further reduced by 6 d b  in the return 
path to  the antenna. Thus, the returned signal 
will be about 29.5 d b  below the incident signal. 
The resulting mismatch to  the perfectly matched 
antenna is computed from: 
where 
1 r I =reflection coefficient = 29.53 db 
= .0335 
.'. VSWR=r= 1.07:l 
From the analysis above it  is concluded that 
the impedance of a low gain antenna system may 
be measured with confidence if the walls of the 
enclosure are a t  least eight feet away and are less 
effective as a reflector than a metallic wall. Thus, 
the requirement on the absorption of unwanted 
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reflections from the environment is easily met 
when making impedance or VSWR measurements 
on low gain antenna systems. 
By definition, U, the scattering cross section of 
a body is the ratio of the power scattered per unit 
solid angle to the power incident per unit area. 
In terms of the radar equation, 
PR1G12R4 square meters, 
where 
X = the wavelength in meters. 
R=the distance between the source antenna 
and the scattering cross section body in 
meters. 
PT = the transmitted R F  power. 
P R  = the received (reflected) R F  power. 
G T =  the transmitting antenna power gain with 
respect to an isotropic radiator.* 
G R  = the receiving antenna power gain with 
respect to isotropic radiator.* 
The problem which presents itself in measuring 
scattering cross sections in an anechoic chamber is 
the suppression of the energy from chamber walls 
reflected back to a receiving antenna. The 
necessary chamber performance, as in the case of 
VSWR measurements in a chamber, is relative. 
For example, a large scattering cross section would 
reflect an energy level which could be many orders 
of magnitude greater than energy contributed by 
the reflected energy from the chamber walls (in- 
cluding ceiling). In this case a percentage tol- 
erance error can be established. Unfortunately, 
many radar cross section measurements are made 
of objects which have a small scattering cross 
section. Kow, although the walls of the chamber 
absorb and suppress the RF energy, the fact that 
the walls are many orders of magnitude in size 
larger than the object being measured results in a 
chamber waii reflectioz c.u.-4P?ci~nt which is as 
large as or larger than the object to be measured. 
In other words, the scattering energy of the body 
-An isotruvio radiator ie a fictitioua antenna, used ae a references 
which radiate. energy truly omnidirectional. Further. aaauming this 
antenna is radiating an RF power of one watt, the magnitude of the 
electric field strength measured at a radiua of 1 mile from the source 
is equal to 3.40mw:meter. 
to be measured is hidden by the reflections from 
the chamber. 
There is one technique whlch is described by 
Elery F. Buckley (Emerson and Cuming, Inc.) 
which allows a calibration of a chamber for meas- 
uring radar cross sections in a controlled manner. 
Yery briefly, a transmitting and receiving an- 
tenna are placed a t  one end of a chamber. Two 
or more conducting spheres of known physical size 
(and hence known radar cross section) are placed 
a t  the opposite end of the chamber one at  a time. 
The spheres, one at a time in the chamber, are 
rotated eccentrically about an axis producing an 
in-to-out of phase response. There will be two 
amplitude components for each of the different 
size spheres which contribute to the recorded 
interference pattern. One of the amplitude com- 
ponents is from the sphere; the other is the con- 
stant field equal to the energy return from the 
chamber plus electric field from transmitter- 
receiver cross coupling. The voltage ratio of 
these magnitudes produce an ambiguity. That is 
to say, the chamber scattering cross section will 
be either of two values, hence, the second meas- 
urement is made using a different conducting 
sphere with a known u. The second measure- 
ment results again in two ~ a l u e s  of the chamber 
cross section. The true chamber reflecting cross 
section is that cross section which is common to 
both of the measurements. 
An example which illustrates the magnitude of 
energy suppression which an anechoic chamber 
must exhibit for the measurement of radar cross 
sections follows : 
TRANSMIT 
a 
RECEIVE ANTENNA 
Let the scattering cross section be that pro- 
duced by a sphere of radius a = 0.1 meter when the 
wavelength X=3cm (i.e., a/X>l). Then the 
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scattering cross section al = aa2 = 3.14 X lo-* 
meter2. 
Now, the return power received by an antenna 
GR from a scattering body of cross section a when 
the transmitted power P T  is radiated by an 
antenna GT is, 
Consider first the return power received from the 
spherical scattering body and letting P T =  1 watt, 
R1= 9 meters, 
G T = G R = 6 3  and X=3 cm. 
P R L  = .109X watts 
Next, assume the wall w-w in the figure on Page 
551 to be a perfectly reflecting surface 3 meters on 
a side so that the wall radar cross section is 
where A =area of wall and X = wavelength a t  the 
operating frequency. Then, 
The return power received from the back wall 
w-w is (the side, top and bottom walls may be 
neglected in this case since the predominant con- 
tribution to  erroneous back scatter measurerncnts 
is the back wall), and, PR,=  .284 watts 
By comparison P R , / P R , =  - 64.2 db 
Or, the energy normal to the back wall W-W 
must be suppressed by 64.2 db to allow the spheri- 
cal body ( . l  meter radius) to present an equal 
amplitude to the receiver antenna C R .  Of 
course, further suppression of the back wall energy 
must be attained before the energy from the 
spherical body is discerni1)le from (i.e., above) 
the hack wall scattered energy. 
The example outlined above now allows a feel- 
ing for the nature and magnitude of energy sup- 
pression and/or absorbing rharacteristics that 
may be required of an RF anechoic cham1)cr 
designed to measure radar cross sections. 
Measurement of antenna radiation patterns 
generally requires a better anechoic chamber than 
one for the measurement of antenna impedance. 
But the requirements are not as critical as for 
radar cross section (back scatter) measurements. 
As an illustration, let us examine a typical E- 
plane pattern of a horn antenna and then show 
the effects of various magnitudes of reflected 
energy interfering a t  various aspect angles in the 
chamber. Figure 2 shows the E-plane pattern as 
measured in a controlled environment a t  an out- 
side antenna range. The pattern approaches 
the theoretical pattern for a horn antenna exhibit- 
ing uniform distribution across the aperture. 
Figure 2 also shows a ray outline of reflected 
energy when me:rsuring the E-plane pattern of 
this antenna in an anechoic chamber. Let sources 
of reflection be located a t  angles defined by 8 =  50" 
and 60". Then the resulting perturbations from 
these reflecting sourcSes are shown in Figure 2 as 
dashed lines. The deviations in the pattern are 
identified as a, 0, and 0. The magnitude of 
the perturbation a t  1 is 1.6 db. The magnitude 
of the reflected energy from point I which pro- 
duces this 1.6 db is equal to 21 db since the reflec- 
tion coefficient in db = 20 log (5'- 1 / S +  I ) ,  where 
S =  standing wave ratio. Referring to the figure, 
it can be seen that the perturbations take place a t  
-14.2 db on the radiation pattern. Therefore, 
the actual reflection coefficient (magnitude of the 
interfering reflected energy) is equal to 35.2 db. 
At point 2 the deviation from point I1 is 1.1 db  
or a reflection coefficient of 25 db. Since the 
radiated energy is down 15.5 db at this point, the 
actual reflection coefficient is 40.5 db. Now 
consider point 0 (i.e., 0 db down on the pattern). 
A reflection coefficient of 40 db will cause a 0.175 
perturbation in the pattern a t  this point. 
From the above exercise one can now see clearly 
the effect of reflected energy on a typical pattern 
from arbitrarily chosen points in an anechoic 
chamher enclosure which is 35 db to 40 db down 
from the incident energy. 
11. DESCRIPTION OF VERTICAL RF TEST RANGE 
A. Physical Description 
The vertic:~l test range is as shown in Figure 1. 
The walls and floor of the structure are reinforced 
concrete. Attached to the chamber through a 
I 
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common wall is the control room which houses all 
the electrical measuring devices. Opposite the 
control room side are two doors which when 
opened allow the chamber to be used as one end 
end of a horizontal antenna range in conjunction 
with available antenna towers. The roof of the 
chamber is an A-sandwich type RF transparent 
radome. Also, shown in this figure is the outside 
azimuth--elevation mount and fiberglas mast 
approximately 35 feet above the chamber con- 
trolled from inside. This facilitates the chang- 
ing of source antennas. Inside the chamber (see 
Figure 3) is a wall-mounted antenna mount ca- 
pable of rotating and allowing measurement of a 
satellite antenna system at  or near the center of 
the chamber quiet zone. 
FIGURE 1.-Vertical anechoic chamber. FIGURE 3.-Photograph of wall mount inside chamber. 
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The malls are lined with pyramidal absorbent 
material 70 inchcs in length on 2 feet square bases 
(Figure 4). In the area of the side wall mount 
smaller pyramidal absorbent material is used 
allowing the rotation of an off-set arm containing 
the fiberglas mast. The floor of the chamher is 
lincd with foam structure 70 inch pyramids on 
top of which is cemented a smooth floor-dcc-king 
1nutc.ria1 of x" thick sheets of semi-rigid vinyl 
foam which c:~n I)c walked upon in scatting up 
experiments within the chaml~er. 
The radomc is a structur:ll body of the A- 
s:tndwirh type. It  is :ipproximately 4" thick and 
the 9 sub-pieces are asscml)l(~d into :I c-oritin~~ous 
weather protertivc. roof (Figure 5 ) .  
Uniform chamber lighting is :~c.hicvcd l)y direct- 
ing four floocl lamps tow:rrtl t11(. ~*ndomc.. The 
four 1:imps :~r(. 1oc:ltc.d a t  thcx four upper csornc\rs of 
the rh:~ml)clr s~~c.h t :rt they :~rv well hid(lcr1 I)y thc 
nl)sorl)er on t hc walls. This tc~c~l~nicluc~ of lighting 
results in two vory ~: Ivo~:LI ) Ic  (~)n(lit  ions; thcx light- 
ing is uniform :~nd  voids thck vis~lal problem of 
looking into thr  I:~rnps; a minimum of 111' rrflce- 
FIGURE 5.-l'hotograph of $1 p:lriel radome. 
t,ion from the fixt,urcs is oht,ainad since they arc: 
well shadowed by the 70" absorbent, katctrial. 
Finally, the chamber is temperature controlled 
to  prevent large variat,ions of temperature which 
may effect antenna measurerncnts. 
B. Electrical Description 
1~;lectrically the chamber was lincd on 5 surf:~ces 
with ;rn I tF absorlwnt m:~teri:~l ant1 the 6th side 1 
enclosod by an It17 transp:trent (rndome) roof. 
The I tF  absorl~cnt material was supplied by 
the B. F. Goodrich Company, Shelton, Connec- 
ticut. Each individual piece of the material, 
VHP-70 is a 70" pyramid shaped :lbsorber on :L 
2 feet square base. All of the :~bsorbent material 
exhibits a minimum reflection coefirient of 28 db 
a t  120Mc, 40 db a t  400Mc and 50 db a t  1,000 to 
10,000Mc. 
The tests on the absorber at the manufacturer's 
plant were matlc in a closed loop technique a t  
120Mc and 400Mr. At 1,000, 5,000 and 10,000 
Mc an open loop technique was used. The closed 
loop technique consisted of measuring four 2'X 2' 
absorber pieces at a time in a flared waveguide 
system in which the absorbent material serves as 
a load under test. The absorber is moved inside 
the waveguide resulting in a standing wave that  
moves in conjuncation with the physical movement 
of the absorber. A fixed probe inside the wave- 
guide loc.:~ted hetwecln the :~l)sorl)cr :~nd  ItF oscil- 
lator detects thc st:~nding w:rvc> which is converted 
to power reflected. 
Thc. open loop tcc.hniquo of testing consisted of 
:L horizontal version of the NItL type arch 
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method. A reference was used which consisted of 
a flat 2 ' ~ s '  metal plate. The reflection level of 
faur 2x2 pieces was measured and compared to 
the flat metal plate. The reflectivity of the 
absorbent material is the difference in return 
power in db between the metal plate and the 
absorbent material. 
The radome was supplied by Raymond Devel- 
opment Industries, Inc., Huntington Park, Cali- 
fornia. The electrical characteristics of the A- 
sandwich radome material were specified as: 
(a) Transmission loss 6 7.5 per cent over the 
frequency range of 120Mc to 10,000Mc. 
(b) Refraction less than 10 percent for angles 
of incidence from 0° to 45O. 
(c) Loss tangent of glass laminate = .005. 
(d) Dielectric constant of glass laminate = 4.0. 
(e) Loss tangent of foam core = .0005. 
(f) Dielectric constant of foam core = 1.12. 
Although tests at  the manufacturers' plant 
confirm the meeting of the specifications on a 
flat 40" ~ 4 0 "  sample of the radome, measurements 
indicate that the actual radome does exhibit less 
than specified performance particularly at fre- 
quencies above 1,000Mc. This can be easily 
explained since the actual completed radome pos- 
sesses a curved surface and the nine pieces com- 
prising the total radome are assembled with 
beefed-up glass laminate flange sections. These 
two conditions increase the detrimental effects 
(increased diffraction and reflection). 
As previously stated the frequencies of primary 
interest are in the 120% to 4003Ic region. But 
some tests were performed in the chamber at 
higher frequencies. 
Normally, in evaluating the chamber a quiet 
zone is defined. That is, a volume within the 
chamber in which known (measured) reflectivity 
levels exist. Then in this zone antenna systems 
can be evaluated being fully aware of the limita- 
tion of the chamber. Therefore, by definition, 
the quiet zone is a 10 foot diameter sphere which 
is tangent to the chamber floor and centered else- 
where within this chamber. 
C. Advantages 
Ground reflections are the most serious source 
of error when using a conventional test range for 
measurements of low frequency, loiv-gain anten- 
nas. The error may be reduced to a degree by 
additional height to the towers, but towers over 
100' high are expensive and rather inconvenient 
to use. L i k e w i ~  a con;-eiiti~rtal dfiechoic cltrtill- 
ber designed for operation at  low frequency is 
expensive and requires a large building to provide 
even a modest size test range. The vertical test 
range provides an attractive compromise between 
tall towers and a large anechoic chamber. The 
chamber portion need only be large enough to 
prevent reflections from the ground and nearby 
reflecting surfaces and the tower need only be 
tall enough to hold an antenna out of the near 
field of the antenna under test. Furthermore, 
the length of the test range may easily be varied 
by adjusting the height of the outside antenna. 
Operation of a vertical range is especially con- 
venient. The model under test, the test and con- 
trol equipment, and personnel are all a t  ground 
level and thus avoid the need for hoists and 
elevators. 
Ill. ANALYSIS OF CHAMBER 
The magnitude of unwanted reflections that 
can be tolerated in zn antenna test range have 
been shown to be a function of the parameter be- 
ing measured. Since the site is never perfect, 
the results obtained may be interpreted in terms 
of the known site imperfections provided the 
reflection coefficients and in some cases phase are 
accurately specified. However, measurement of 
reflection coefficient of absorbent material is 
difficult and techniques for its evaluation have 
not been standardized. Currently the Pattern 
Cornpartson Technique1 and the Free Space I'SWR 
TechniqueZ are favored in evaluation of r-f ane- 
choic chambers. In both techniques the sig- 
nificant result is the comparison of the incident 
to the reflected energy from an absorbing wall to 
determine its reflection coefficient. 
Briefly, in the Pattern Comparison Technique, 
the pattern of a directive antenna (15 to 20 db 
gain) is measured successively at  closely spaced 
points along the radii of the chamber quiet zone. 
The quiet zone may be defined as the volume with- 
Ir? or? znecheic chnmher i2 ~ h i c h  zr? sctcnna 
under test will be measured. Then the patterns 
are superimposed on each other with pattern 
peaks coincident. The deviations in the patterns 
are read at  different iispcct angles and VSWR 
curves vs aspect angle are constructed. The 
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curves may then be converted to  reflection levels Unfortunately, the performance rating of ane- 
within the chamber. choic chambers is like the evaluation of radio 
The Free Space VSWR Technique is a method receivers in 1940, i.e., not complete unless the test 
of continuously recording the amplitude varia- conditions are known as well as the results. I 
tions by reflections. TWO directive 
antennas are used, with one being moved con- 
tinuously across the chamber quiet zone a t  a dis- 
crete aspect angle for each recording. The am- 
plitudes recorded are reduced t o  incident and 
reflected energy levels, thus allowing the reflection 
coefficient vs aspect angle of a chamher to  be 
determined. 
From the brief summary above (and more so 
from the referenced literature) it can be seen that  
both techniques rely on use directive antennas. 
This is not a disadvantage in the usual situation 
where the chamber is large in terms of wavelength 
and directive antennas are usually evaluated. 
However, in the vertical test range more emphasis 
is placed on measurement of nearly omnidirec- 
tional antennas in a termination chamber that is 
electrically small, i.e., approximately 1 X  in depth 
and 2X on a side. Although evaluation of cham- 
ber performance using directive antennas will 
indicate both :L direction and reflection coeffic~ient 
for sources of reflections, unless considerable effort 
is made to integrate the reflection levels from all 
directions the chamber will appear better than 
when used with an omnidirectional antenna. 
Therefore most of the analysis of both the scale 
model and the full scale range was made using a 
dipole antenna to  probe the energy levels within 
the termination chamber. I n  this method, a 
dipole antenna is moved throughout the quiet 
zone and energy levels vs position recorded. The 
difference between the levels recorded and cal- 
A. Scaled Chamber Measurements 
Reflection coefficient measurements were made 
in a l/9th-scale chamber. A photograph of the 
scale chamber is shown in Figure 6. Figure 7 
defines the test set-up. No attempt was made t o  
design and test a 1/9th-scale radome because the 
radome would appear as a thin wall structure in 
culated free space levels are converted into VSWR 
and finally a reflection coefficient computed. FIGURE 6.-Photograph of 119th scale chamber. 
I t  is common practice to try to  reduce. the large TRANSMIT HORN 
number of different reflection coefficients that 
are measured in evaluating a chamber to  a single 
----- 
number that is then used to  define the (,hamher's 
pcrformancae. In  general, it will be found that  
this number is not really a common denominator 
and that the relative performance of two different 
chambers should not be judged on this alone. 
For instance the quiet zone of ch:iml)er A may be 
only % the volrimc that was included in ev:~lu:~- Figure 8 
tion of chamber n, yet ch21m1)er may be con- I~IGURE 7.-Equipment set up for 119th scale measure- 
siderably better than A over the same quiet zone. mcnts. 
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the frequencies of most interest (up to around f r l m ~  I/* a a * ~ a  l - - Y  I / ~ T H  %XI OYUIO( 
4WMc) in the full scale dlamber. Although no DROLf *W S/A GAIN ST- s / m  Y N L T  11w 
scaled radome measurements were made in this 1 
particular chamber design it is felt that general 
, 
- rawcu NO. 1 comments on scaled radome measurements are p 6 .  lfil.mef-? 
in order. 
Scaling a multi-panel, sandwich radome is, in 
general, difficult. Ejrtreme care must be taken 
in scaling the ribbing, flange design and radome 
curvature. Serious errors can be expected if this 
precaution is not taken. Thin wall structural 
radomes of dielectric constants of approximately 
3 or 4 may be scaled for measurements with con- 
fidence and also thick wall foam radomes of low 
dielectric constants (en= 1.1 to 1.4) are practical 
for scaling purposes. 
Measurements were made at  frequencies from 
near 1,080Mc to 3,600Mc. This corresponds to 
full scale chamber measurement of approximately 
120Mc to 400Mc. I t  is to be noted that a dipole 
probe is used inside the scaled chamber to delib- 
erately prevent discrimination against any re- 
flected energy. A directive type antenna would 
have been too selective. 
The measurements at  1,080 Mc in the 1/9th- 
scale chamber indicated a reflection coefficient of 
20 db and at  3,600Mc 30 db reflection coefficients 
were measured. 
Figure 8 is typical of the standing waves meas- 
ured by probing the scaled chamber with dipoles. 
The dipole probes were moved in small increments 
in terms of wavelengths from the aperture of the 
f =IOBOMc 
1 / 9  SCALE C M B E R  
REFLECTION COEFFICIENT -21 db 
DIPOLE RCM 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 1 0  
EQUIVALENT FUU SC4LE (fat) 
:QU?:ALENT FULL %XI2 (%) 
FIGURE 5.-Standing waves in 1/9th scale chamber meas- 
ured from aperture of chamber floor. 
FIGURE 9.-Standing wave curves measured across 1/9th 
ficale chamber aperture. 
chamber to the back. Figure 9 depicts standing 
wave curves resulting from probing across the 
chamber in small increments. This data is 
typical of that obtained in the 1/9th-scale 
chamber. 
It was from these measurements that the full- 
scale chamber performance was predicted. 
As was previously mentioned no attempt was 
made to determine the effect of an A-sandwich 
type radome on the full scale chamber at  scaled 
frequencies. That the radome effect would be 
negligible at  the low frequencies of interest was 
predicted on the basis that the radome would 
appear as a thin wall (approximately X/8 thick 
or less) a t  400Mc and lower. 
B. Full Scale Chamber Measurements 
The quiet zone of the chamber was probed with 
a dipole using an illuminating antenna which was 
directional in nature. 
Specifically, a t  125Mc and 400hIc the magni- 
tude sf the refectiez cseff;,cier?t -2s deterrr?ir?ed 
by moving a dipole horizontally inside the cham- 
ber in directions normal to each wall and across 
the diagonals. With the dipole fixed to a cart 
made d low dielectric constant foam material, the 
cart was moved along tracks which could be 
oriented as desired within the chamber. The 
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FIGURE 10.-Photogral)h of track :ind c:wt arr:lngen~cmt. 
track, cart and dipole support arc shown in 
Figure 10. Thrre horizontal mrasl~rcrnentb were 
made at  discrete heights of 2 (and/or 3), 4, 5 ,  G 
and 8 feet above the floor of the ch:imbclr. The 
reflection coeffiricnt in thc vertical clirc.ction was 
determined by memuring the standing w:lvc :is a 
function of vertical movcmcnt of the dipole from 
2 to 10 feet above the floor. I < e s ~ ~ l t  ing standing 
wave c u r v c ~  arc convcrtc.tl to :in c~cluiv:~lcnt rc- 
flectcd energy level (reflection cocffic*ient). Fig- 
ure 11 is n. typical curve. The clashed curve of 
Figure 1 l (b) represents the probed energy level 
as mc:tsured in Figure 11(a) in the ahscncr of 
reflected energy. The solid curve superimposed 
on the dashed curve represents the effect of the 
reflected energy. Peak to peak value of the 
standing wave is 0.5 db. This standing wave of 
0.5 db results from a reflectccl encrgy 1evc.l of 
30 db  below the incident signal level. Or, Hcfler- 
tion Coefficient = 20 log 1'ST.I-R-I/ I'Sll7l<+ 1. 
Measured curvcs :ire shown in Figurcls 12(:~) 
through 12(d). 
At 1,200iLZc reflected energy levels grcatcr t h i n  
expected were me:isured (approximatcly 32 d b  
:ivcr:~gc). Also, the reflected energy levc~ls were 
po1:rrieation sc.nsitivc (i.c., 11:-perpcndic8ul:~r vs 
E-p:lr:illt$l) wit11 cliffcrenc~cs in reflection cocffi- 
cierits bc.twecn ti :inti 15 dl) a s  :i function of 
aspect :lngle. This ol)vious t1cvi:it ion from the 
45 to 50 (11) lcvcls anticip:~ted was :~ttril)utetl to 
the r:~domc for two rc:isons: 
(1) Thr ch:imbcr a t  1,200Mc is electrically 
large (15XX15X 10X) :ind therefore the 
CHAMBER CROSS SECTION 
(a) 
1 SIGNAL PLOT 2 
F r a r r ~ ~  11.-Iriterpretatiou of st:r~icling wave curves. 
I = 125 Mc 
VERTICAL MEASUREMENT (FULL SCALE) 
a =  0. 
REFL. COEFF r 22 db APERTURE OF CHAMBER 
3 4 5 6 7 8 9 1 0  
HEIGHT A W V E  FLOOR OF CHAMER (feet)  
I~IQIJRE 12a.-Bull sc:tle ch;~mber standing waves at 125 
Ale, 400 hlc. 
GENERAL ELECTRONICS 
f = 125 Ms 
LOG PEr(l0DIC SOCRCE ANTENN* 
ORIENTATION FOR BT=% 
( P U N  VIEW Of C-1 
~ ( n )  R(R) 
FIGURE 12b.-Full scaie c'na~~ihr 9 ~ d i n g  waves at 125 Mc, 400 hfc. 
chamber would be expected to be much with solid fiberglas panel flanges) appears as 
better than at 400Mc (reflection levels a relatively large discontinuity. 
-32 db). Measured magnitudes d reflected energy for 
(2) This A-sandwich radome (4 inches thick, various linear polarization orientations when 
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I = m M s  
VERTICAL TEST 
0 = OD 
REFL. COEFF 31 db 
HEIGHT ABOVE FLOW Of C M E R  ( i e c l )  
FIGURE l2c.-Full scale chamber standing waves at 125 
Mc, 400 Mc. 
d I 1 1 ,  I f  
[ ' ! I  1 
sfn carr  - 32 aa sfrr carr - Y ) ~ B  RFL cam- l e a l  
sf% Caw - 11 O1 
FIGURE l2d.-Full scale chamber standing waves at 125 
hlc, 400 Mc. 
probing the chamber at  125Mc and 400Mc are ; 
tabulated in Tables 1 and 2. Some inconsistency 1 
is apparent, especially in the higher coefficient I 
values measured a t  125Mc. This is attributed to I 
instability of the measurement equipment; how- 
ever, retests of selected orientations indicate no 1 
serious differences from the data presented or the 1 
conclusions drawn from the data. I 
Data taken at  1,200 Mc are not presented be- 1 
cause later tests prove that the radome is the 
major contributor to standing waves within the 
chamber and therefore does not truly represent 
the capability of a vertical test range. 
To verify the fact that the radome was the 
major contributor to the problem ( i . . ,  larger 1 
reflection coefficients than anticipated and polari- 
zation sensitivity) measurements were performed 
with the source antenna inside the chamber just I 
under the radome and compared to the pattern 
, 
taken through the radome (Figure 13(a)). Thus, 
an interference pattern (see Figure 13(b)) be- i 
tween incident and reflected energy was produced 
by essentially removing the radome from between 
the source and receive antenna. In both cases 
a horn antenna was moved across the chamber a t  
a 45" angle (from the vertical). The +45" refers 
to the horn antenna being tilted toward the 
chamber wall containing the wall mount. And 
-45" refers to an angle toward the wall without 
the wall mount. 
Plots in Figure 14 compare the standing waves 
of the A-sandwich radome for the two polariza- 
tions E-perpendicular and E-parallel as defined 
below : 
Except a t  angles far off normal incidence re- 
flected energy from Eperpendicular is nearly 
always greater than from E-parallel because of 
the zero a t  the Brewster angle occurring only with 
parallel polarization. From Figure 14 it can be 
Track 
Orientation 
@T 
GENERAL ELECTRONICS 
TABLE 1.-195Mc Chamber Rejeeetivity LeaeLs 
Dipole 
Orientation 
en 
Dipole Scight ,lbare Floor 
3 ft. 1 4 ft. 1 5 ft. 6 ft. 1 8 ft. 
*Measuremenb performed at 123Mc wing NASA battery o~enrted siepal generator. 
FIGURE 13s.-Radiition plots showing effect of radome on reflection coefficient at 1200 Mc. 
seen that the difference in reflection coefficients 
is 14 db. The Brewster angle (where the reflec- 
tion value goes to zero) is defined as follows: 
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TABLE 2.-400Mc Chamber Rejectivity Levels 
Dipole Heights Above Floor 
Track Dipole 
Orientation Orientation 
OT OD 2 ft. 4 f t .  5 ft. 6 ft .  8 f t .  
0"-_------- 0" 31 db  39 db 31 db 35 db 32 db 
0" - - . _ _ _ - - - 90" 39 db 39 db  31 db 32 db 31 db 
90" - - _ _ - - - - - 0" 31 db 32 db 32 db 31 db 30 db 
90"- - - - _ - - - - 90" 31 db 32 db 32 db 32 db 31 db 
45" - - - - - - - - _ 45" 31 db  39 db 39 db 34 db 32 db 
45" - - _ - . _ _ - _ 135" 32 db 31 db 30 db 31 db 32 db 
135'- - -. -. - - - 45" 35 db 32 db 31 db 35 db 30 db 
135"- - - - - -. - _ 135" 32 db 32 db 30 db 31 db 39 db 
FIGURE l3b.-Radiation plots showing effect of radome on reflection coefficient a t  1200 Mc. 
An important point which is illustrated in nificant reflection characteristics. In this case 
Figure 15(a), (b) is the degree of accuracy with the radiation patterns of an antenna (gain stand- 
which the antenna radiation patterns can be ard a t  1,200Mc) was measured first in a free space 
measured through a mdomc which exhibits sig- pattern range method and then the measurement 
GENERAL ~ O N I C S  
- - 
DISANCE FROM WALL MOUNT (feet) 
LEVEL = Y db 
REFL. COEFF = 19 db 
VSWU = 6 db 
LEVEL = 12 db 
REF L. COEFF = 33 db 
VSWU = 1 1/2 db 
f = 1200 Mc 
LOG PERIODIC ANTENNA OVERHEAD 
DIRE'CTION I 1o-z;~ 
DIRECTION 
ROOM 
FIGUBE 14.-Effect of radome on parallel and perpendicular polarization. 
FIGURE 15a.-Pattern of horn antenna @plane) measured FIG- I5b.-Pattern d horn antenna jE-pianej measured 
outside and inside of chamber. outside and inside of chamber. 
I 
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was repeated inside the vertical chamber. To  V. RECOMMENDATIONS 
measure the pattern inside the chamber, the an- Considerable may be placed on the 1 
tenna was rotated about a fixed axis and not results of measuring scale models of anechoic 
moved the chamber. the chambers. Since the instrumentation is not diffi- I 
"available" reflections which exist across the cult and the cost is small it is recommended that 
chamber are not probed and therefore, a rather more extensive use be made of scale models to I 
respectable pattern can be achieved. As a mat- 
check chamber and anechoic material ~erformance. I 
ter of interest Figure 15(b) shows the effect the A multipanel sandwich radome has definite I 
wall mount can produce in terms of reflected frequency limitations when used as part of an  
energy. antenna test range. Therefore it is recom- 
IV. CONCLUSIONS mended that a thick, low-dielectric-constant foam 
Measurements taken from the 1/9th-scale radomebeused. 
model of the test range are in reasonable agree- 
i 
ment with the measurements of the full scale REFERENCES 
range. The structural S-sandwich radome defi- 
I. BUCKLEY, E. F., "Outline of I':valu:ttion Procedures 
nitely reduces the performance of the facility a t  I for Microwave Anrchoic Ch:~mber," Microwave I 
'1 ion higher frequencies, but does not affect operq t ' Journ:~l, August, 1963. 
in the range of primary interest 2. ~~;,lr;lrsou, W, ,  'cCh:tm\,er Information," unpublished 
I 
400M~).  report of B. 14'. Gootlrich Company. 
The concept of a vertical test range composed 3, J.iSrK, LLL\ntenna Engineering FI:tndt,ook", ?jew York: I 
of an electrically small termination chamber with !tfcGraw-Hill Book Comp:tny, 1961. l 
a r-f transparent radome has been found feasible 4. H.,ItVEY, [ ( ~ i ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~  ~ ~ i ~ ~ ~ ~ i ~ u ,  N~  york, 
and provides a t  moderate cost a convenient, quasi- Ac:tdemic Press, 196:3. 
all-weather, facility for accurate measurement of 5.  Electronic Space Structures Corpor:ltion, "Ground 
antenna characteristics. ltadomes", 1064. 
VI. ENVIRONMENTAL TESTING 
SOLAR SIMULATION TESTING OF AN EARTH SATEL- 
LITE AT GODDARD SPACE FLIGHT CENTER* 
R. E. BERNIER, R. H. HOFFMAN, A. R. TIMMINS, AXD E. I. POFC'ERS 
INTRODUCTION 
The use of solar simulation as a test for evaluatc 
ing the thermal performance of a spacecraft is 
still relatively new and controversial. Reference 
(1) reported successful use of carbon arcs in testing 
the Telstar spacecraft. Addit,ional information 
on the use of carbon arcs as a solar source should 
be useful in evaluating its effectiveness as a 
thermal design evaluation technique. At God- 
dard Space Flight Center carbon arcs have been 
used for achieving the solar simulation testing of 
spacecraft sized for the Delta and Scout boosters. 
This report presents data and experience from 
such testing, using the results from the UK-2/S- 
52 International Satellitet as an illustrative 
example. 
OBJECTIVES OF THE TEST 
The primary purpose of exposing a spacecraft 
to solar simulation testing is to verify the thermal 
design of the spacecraft while it is in full operation. 
An additional objective is to check experiment 
operation in the vacuum chamber with simulated 
solar energy. Some experiments are directly 
stimulated by the sun, as in the case of the ozone 
measurement experiments on the UK-2,652. 
Others, such as the micrometeoroid detector, use 
sunlight as a secondary medium by measuring 
the amount of sunlight passing through the 
punctures in a foil. Spacecraft subsystems also 
use sunlight as an event marker, switching 
operational modes as a sunrise or sunset condition 
is encountered. 
A benefit derived from a solar test of a space- 
craft is the exposure of the spacecraft coatings 
and exposed surfaces to the thermal radiation 
environment encountered in orbit. In this way, 
possible physical incompatibilities may be dis- 
covered. 
For these reasons, and the basic desire of 
environmental testing groups to demonstrate 
spacecraft performance under the simulated en- 
vironment, a solar test of the UK-2/S-52 
International Satellite was conducted. 
THERMAL DESIGN AND PREDICTIONS 
As previously stated, the primary purpose of 
conducting a solar test is to verify the thermal 
design of the spacecraft. Therefore, a brief dis- 
cussion of the radiation inputs and the thermal 
model is presented so that a better appreciation 
of the test results may be possible. 
For the UK-2/S-52, internal power dissipation 
is relatively small compared to the total radiation 
input, and does not have a significant effect on 
the satellite mean temperature. In  general, the 
magnitude of this effect depends upon the 
emittance (c) and the surface area (e.g. with a 
surface of low absolute c, internal power may 
raise the temperature significantly because the 
skin has a limited capacity for reradiation.) 
Direct solar heating, earth-reflected solar heat- 
ing (albedo), and earthemitted radiation (earth- 
shine) represent the significant inputs to the 
satellite. I t  is apparent that an adequate 
thermal design is predicated upon a reasonably 
accurate knowledge of these thermal radiation 
inputs. The major source of encrgy, direct. solar 
*Published ss NASA Teehnieal Note D-N14. This work was also 
presented at the Teehaid ~ m t i n ~  on Equipment Exposition at radiation, is, fortunately, the most accurately 
Philadel~hia. Pennsylvania. April 13-15. 1964, and published in the obtained. Since the sun's rays impinging upon 
P m d i n u s  of the Institute of Environmental Sciences. April 1964. 
pagen 209-216. the satellite are virtually parallel, the problem is 
tThis satellite is scheduled for launch during the first quarter of 1964. simply One of determining the inataXItaneo~s 
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orientation of each external face with respect to  
the solar vector. 
MICROMETEORITE 
DELAYED READOUT 
BROADBAND \ I O Z O N E  DETECTOR 
Determination of the Thermal Model 
Of prime importance in the thermal analysis 
of a spacecraft is the determination of the thermal 
model. The model, an approximate mathe- 
matical representation of the satellite, is composed 
of a number of isothermal nodes or areas. The 
selection of these nodes is governed partly by 
convenience in working around interfaces, ac- 
curacy requirements, and a desire to minimize 
engineering and computer time. 
At first inspection of the UK-21s-52, Figure 1, 
it was recognized that the broad-band ozone de- 
tector mounted on top of the spacecraft was 
essentially independent of the spacecraft itself. 
Therefore, separate thermal models were developed 
for the main spacecraft and broad-band ozone 
detector and thermally coupled by radiation and 
conduction interchange. The spacecraft was 
divided into 20 nodes and the broad-band ozone 
detector into 19 nodes. 
The thermal model of the ozone detector is 
shown in Figure 2. The most critical elements 
of this experiment are the monitor cell and the 
thorium-coated glass-enclosed tube a t  the top, 
each of which must be maintained below GO°C. 
The thermal model of the spacecraft is shown 
in Figure 3. Since the satellite is spinning about 
its longitudinal axis, skin temperatures tend to 
be uniform about the axis. This, together with 
the symmetrical design of the spacecraft, greatly 
simplifies the thermal considerations. As can 
be seen from Figure 1, there are a few components 
exposed to space. These are the ferrite rod 
antennae mounted in two fiberglas containers, 
the foil of the four micrometeorite experiments, 
and the four apertures of the ozone scanners. 
There are also several openings in the bottom 
dome around the boom and paddle arm mounts 
which expose certain internal elements to space. 
Since elements exposed to space generally 
undergo significant fluctuations in temperature, 
three of the ten external nodes were assigned to 
the ferrite rods, micrometeoroid foil and the ozone 
scanner apertures. Of the ten internal nodes, 
five are structural ele~ncnts and five relate to the 
experiments. The experimcnt,~ on the upper 
shclf were consitlcrctl as one node, since each is 
\ \ A/ SCANNER /., 
N N A  
n/ 1 \ . ,  
/ (2 )  / RF A 2  
MICROMETEOROID 
READOUT ( 2 )  UK ELECTRONICS 
STACK (b) \ 
INERTIA B O O M  
GALACTIC NOISE- 
REELING MECHANISb 
( 2 )  1 GALACTIC NOISE 
M O L E  ANTENNA 
FIGURE 1.-International satellite UK-2/S-52. 
GLASS TUBE 
SIDE OF O Z O N E  
ALUMINUM CYLINDER 
I I GLASS SHIELD 6&ll 
MONITOR CELL qr SUPPORT CYLINDER 
FIGUHE 2.-Broad band ozone detector node locations. 
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accurately determining the conductance across 
joints. In these eiises, the extremes were con- 
sidered, assuming both nominal contact and 
virtual isolation of the two nodes to determine 
how large a gradient might exist. Ten percent 
of perfect contact area was usually used for a 
UPPER DOME SKIN nominal value. 
Solar Input 
As mentioned earlier, the major source of heat 
input to an orbiting satellite is direct solar radia- 
tion. The solar radiation absorbed by an ex- 
ternal surface is SA,a, where S is the solar con- 
stant, A, is the projected area to sunlight, and a 
is the solar absorptance of the surface. 
Determining the projected areas of each surface 
M ~ D S K ~ ~  element or node for different positions around the 
spin axis and for various aspect angles was accom- 
plished by taking pictures of a one-f3th scale 
model of the spacecraft. The satellite was 
designed to operate within solar aspect angles 
*'GURE 3--Therma1 for UK-2/S-529 main body (angle between the solar vector and spin axis) of 
node locations. 45' to 1 3 5 O .  However, for a complete analytical 
study the projected areas were determined for all 
similarly influenced by the temperatures of the ~ p e c t  at increments- 
upper dome and midskin while the power dissi- 
pated is negligible. The equipment on the lower Albedo and Earthshine 
shelf was also considered one node. The bat- A computer program (Reference (3) ) was em- 
teries, however, were investigated in further ployed to determine the values of albedo and 
detail because of local hotspots while being earthshine incident upon the rotating surfaces 
charged. The three remaining internal nodes throughout the orbit. Average orbital values 
represent the ozone electronics stack, the galactic were used for the two orbits considered. Albedo 
noise-reeling mechanism and the tape recorder. and earthshine account for approximately 15 to 
30 percent of the total external heat input, albedo 
Conduction and Radiation Interchange being greater in the minimum sunlight orbit. 
Every node is thermally coupled to one or more 
nodes by conduction and/or radiation interchange. 
External nodes also radiate to space. To deter- 
mine the radiative coupling, the shape factor area 
product and effective emittance between nodes 
were determined. The shape factor calculations 
were simplified by reducing the internal nodes to 
sLii;!c gecmetric forms (flat plates, cylinders, 
spheres, etc.) and employing sources such as 
Reference (2). Almost the entire interior of 
the spacecraft was painted black to minimize 
thermal gradients. The effective emittance 
values were, therefore, approximately equal to 1. 
, The conduction interchange presented a prob- 
lem in some cases since there was no way of 
Modifications in Thermal Analysis 
In altering the thermal analysis for use in the 
solar environment test chamber, the energy 
inputs of albedo and earthshine were equated to 
zero since no attempt was made in the test to 
simulate them. The effects of paddle shading 
a t  high aspect angles was also removed from the 
compuier iizdysissrince t.he test was conducted 
without the solar paddles fixed to the spacecraft. 
Calibration tests were performed on samples of 
the spacecraft coatings to determine their absorp- 
tance properties when illuminated by the solar 
simulator in the test chamber. These properties 
were then inserted into the thermal model in 
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place of the values used for orbital predictions. 
It is noted here that the difference between the 
orbital absorptance properties and the carbon arc 
chamber values for the UK-21s-52 coatings was 
negligible. However, the practice of using test- 
condition absorptance properties to predict test 
temperatures can be extremely important when 
a source with a poor spectral match is used on a 
coating whose absorptance response is not flat in 
the visible wavelength region. 
spin about the centerline of the spacecraft and 
inclination relative to the incident simulated 
solar radiation. Because of the physical limita- 
tions of the facility size, the inertia booms, 
galactic noise experiment dipole booms and solar 
paddles were not included in the test configura- 
tion. Also, shortened telemetry antennas were 
substituted for the full-length antennas during 
this test (Figure 5). Two modes of information 
The thermal model was used to predict space- 
craft temperatures from carbon arc radiation 
intensity values which were introduced as input 
fluxes to the external nodes of the macecraft. 1 
Agreement between predicted and actual test 
temperatures would then corroborate the thermal 
design of the spacecraft. Differences in pre- 
dicted versus test temperatures would indicate 
areas requiring more study, either in the design 
or in the test technique. 
DESCRIPTION OF THE SOLAR SIMULATION TEST 
The test was performed in a seven-foot diam- 
eter, eight-foot long, cylindrical thermal-vacuum 
chamber. Located a t  one end of the chamber is 
a one-foot diameter quartz port, through which 
the carbon arc beam was introduced (Figure 4). 
The spacecraft was mounted on a rotator- 
gimbal mount which provided two axis motion; 
FIGURE 5.-UK-21s-52 mounted on rotator-gimbal in the 
thermal-vacuum chamber. 
were available from the spacecraft; normal 
telemetry transmission and command receiver, 
and a test hardline-slip ring combination for 
power and supplementary data. The former 
system provided information in the same format 
as its orbital operation while the latter provided 
the capability of recharging the on-board bat- 
teries and transmitting data from temperature 
sensors mounted for test purposes. These sensor 
outputs were scanned during the test to minimize 
the number of wires penetrating the chamber. 
The pressure environment was in the range of 
1 X 10-I mm of Hg while the chamber walls were 
a t  approximately liquid nitrogen temperatures, 
- 190°C. The simulated solar radiation was set 
FIGURE 4. a t  an equivalent one solar constant as  described 
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in the problems section of this report. The 
spacecraft was fully operational from an experi- 
ment and subsytem basis while rotating on its 
spin axis. 
The spacecraft was separated from the rotator- 
gimbal mount by a nylon insulator. Heat was 
supplied to the mount to such a degree that a 
small temperature gradient existed at all times. 
This minimized the energy flow between the 
spacecraft and mount. Since the temperatures 
were monitored throughout the test, approximate 
values of heat gain or loss were calculated. These 
values were introduced into the thermal model, 
to be reflected in the spacecraft energy balance 
and test temperature predictions. 
Three spacecraft-incident solar radiation as- 
pects were tested. They consisted of the 90" 
aspect or broad-side solar exposure, the 45" aspect 
or maximum topto-bottom temperature gradient 
expected in flight, and the 135" aspect or maxi- 
mum bottom-to-top temperature gradient 
expected. 
The variation of sun exposure in orbit is from 
63 percent to 100 percent. The 63 percent 
exposure consisted of a series of cycles of 5 5  
minute sunlight-32-minute shade periods. The 
90" aspect position was tested a t  both of the 
above exposures to determine the effect on mean 
spacecraft temperature. The remaining aspects 
of 45" and 135" were tested a t  the 100 percent 
sunlight condition only, because the primary 
objective was to study the internal temperature 
gradients resulting from these aspects. 
PROBLEMS ASSOCIATED WITH SOLAR 
SIMULATION 
Some of the difficulties encountered in attempt- 
ing to simulate solar radiation are related below. 
The efforts to compensate for these problems are 
discussed in detail. 
The choice of radiation source in large part is 
dictated by the desire to match as closely as 
possible the spectrum of the sun at orbital 
altitude. In addition, the ease of handiing the 
source during the test must be considered. 
Spectrum 
Any significant departure in the spectral dis- 
tribution of the simulator source from the sun's 
spectrum, as defined in the Johnson Curve, may 
cause a change in the absorbed energy of the 
exposed surface. 
Carbon arc was chosen as the solar source 
because of its close spectral match with the 
Johnson Curve. Open-arc sources, however, 
present several operational problems, and these 
are discussed in the following paragraphs. 
Uniformity and Degradation of the Carbon Arc 
Solar Simulator 
The carbon arc system consisted of two modified 
reflector arc lamps. The system contained no 
optics except the quartz port in the vacuum 
chamber. Two arc lamps were used for two 
reasons. First, the carbon rod feed-mechanism 
created a shadow on the reflector and a discon- 
tinuity in the intensity of the beam from a single 
lamp. Second, the necessity for replacing the 
consumable rod in each lamp every hour war- 
ranted the use of multiple lamps to minimize the 
interruption of radiation energy input to the 
spacecraft. 
The use of a reflector system is beneficial from 
a power and efficiency standpoint, but creates 
uniformity and degradation problems. The ex- 
posure of the reflector to the open arc permits the 
deposit of vaporized carbon on the reflector sur- 
face, resulting in loss of reflectance efficiency and 
an ever-changing intensity distribution in the 
projected beam. To compensate for this con- 
dition during the test, intensity mappings of the 
projected beam were made a t  selected intervals 
in the test cycle. A rolled-ribbon thermocouple 
radiat,ion detector mounted on an X-Y plotting 
board was used for this mapping procedure. 
This provided an interest calibration of the 
radiation beam and also a reference point for 
total intensity adjustment to compensate for 
reflector degradation. 
Determination of Carbon Arc Intensity 
The first step in determining the intensity or 
sohi' fiiix cii t he  spscecrrrft. is  to determine the 
effective (cu/t) of the total spacecraft when illumi- 
nated by the natural sun. This is then combined 
with the carbon arc intensity and the natural sun 
intensity as follows : 
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The effective (a/€) is determined by the follow- spacecraft. Each lamp has one carbon-rod 
ing equation : change every hour; 1.5 minutes is allowed for this 
change. Therefore, the following ratio is used to 1 
n a  (2) adjust total energy for this down-time: 
e eff =Kl(e)l+Az(e)*+ . . . Kn(e>, (3) 
Itota~(t)total =Ieff(t)eff (7) 
aef f (a/e)eff =- (4) I e r r  = 1 .03 I t o t a ~ .  1 
e f f  (8) , 
where : B = ratio of coating area to total Combining equations (I),  (5) and (6)) we get, 
exposed area as given in Figure 7. assuming I, = solar constant : 1 
a = absorptance. I, = 1.01 S.C. 
Combining equations (8) and (9) : 
Referring to Tables 1 and 2, which give the I,fr= 1.04 S.C. (10) I 
coating thermal properties and their areas, respec- 
tively, the following effective (a/e)'s are derived: Intensity Calibration and Monitoring of the 1 
Carbon Arc Solar Simulator I (5) (ale) eff--solar = 1.04 I 
TABLE 2.-Spacecraft Coating Area Evalunlion 
The lack of an absolute solar standard detector I (a/€) etT-chamber = 1.03. (6) 
made it necessary to use a secondary method of 
The second step in determining the intensity is intensity calibration. The method chosen was 
to compensate for the time required to change a the integrating black-ball technique where a thin- 
i 
carbon rod. The arc system used employs two shell aluminum ball, the approximate size of the 
separate lamps, each illuminating one-half of the spacecraft, is placed in the test chamber in the 
exact location the spacecraft will occupy during 
TABLE 1.-Spacecraft Coating 'I'her~nal Properties the test. The integrating ball has a small thin- 
Coating 
Black -_-----. .__-_ 
White ..._.-----.-. 
Evaporated A1.----- 
Solar 
Al. Foil 
% 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
100 
- - - - - - - -  
Spacecraft 
Surface 
Top Dome .-__---_-_ 
B.B. Support Cone--. 
Upper Mid Skin__. _. 
Lower Mid Skin _-__. 
Dottom Dome __----. 
Mounting Ring .._. . 
Total Area .--_-... 
shell ball suspended in its center. The inner ball 
Chamber temperature is measured by a thermocouple. 
- 
Both balls are coated with a black paint of known 
Al. Foil 
%ofT.A. 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
2 .5  
2 .5  
Eval.Al. 
% 
0 
0 
0 
0 
90 
0 
.-.----- 
a/t 
1.12 
0 .31  
3 . 0  
a 
------ 
. 96 
.26 
.11 
a 
.96 
.27 
. 12  
Evap. Al. 
%ofT.A. 
0 
0 
0 
0 
19.4 
0 
19.4 
Area 
Ft2 
2.82 
1.16 
2.50 
2.58
2.53 
0 .30  
11.89 
l 
.86 
.86 
. 01  
l 
.86 
.86 
.04 
O/o of 
TotalA. 
23.5 
10.0 
21.0 
21.5 
21.5 
2 .5  
.-..-...- 
absorptance and emittance. A calculation is 
made to determine the stabilization temperature 
of the ball for a flux of 1.04 solar constant. The 
1.12 ~ h m b e r  is then evacuated and the shrouds 
0 .30  flooded with liquid nitrogen to create the same 
2.77 simulated environment that the spacecraft will 
see. The arc output is then adjusted so that the 
M'hite 
% 
0 
25 
0 
20 
10 
0 
-...--. 
White 
S0fT.A. 
0 
2 .5  
0 
4 . 3  
2.1 
0 
8 .9  
Black 
O/o 
100 
75 
100 
80 
0 
0 
..---..- 
Black 
%ofT.A. 
23.5 
7 . 5  
21.0 
17.2 
0 
0 
6 9 . 2  
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ball system stabilizes to the predetermined tem- 
perature. Once this focus adjustment is made, 
the arc beam is then mapped for uniformity and 
intensity with the radiation detector on the X-Y 
plotting board located external to the chamber. 
The readings of the detector are then bench- 
marked to the intensity incident on the black ball 
and used throughout the test of the spacecraft 
as a relative monitoring point. 
The use of the black-ball technique for cali- 
brating the arcs serves a dual purpose; the first, 
arc calibration as described above and, second, 
inclusion of inherent chamber energy (reflected or 
radiative) in the calibration of total energy ab- 
sorbed by the black ball. The black coating of 
the ball is spectrally flat in its absorption charac- 
teristics and, therefore, arrives at  the desired 
stabilization temperature by summing the ener- 
gies from the carbon arcs and the inherent 
chamber sources. 
This technique is applicable if the spacecraft to 
be tested is also essentially spectrally flat in its 
absorption characteristics as in the case of the 
UK-2/S-52. 
Beam Collimation 
The radiation beam projected. by the solar 
simulator is divergent with a 7 g  half-angle. 
This permits the system to project a 36-inch 
diameter beam at the centerline plane of the 
spacecraft. This divergence rate is not consid- 
ered severe enough to cause unnatural shadowing, 
however a measured energy change per unit area 
of approximately one percent per inch of depth 
variation is produced in the test volume. There- 
fore, incident intensity compensation was made 
to the thermal model of the spacecraft to take 
into account this change of intensity with depth. 
Determination of Local Solar Intensity Input to 
The Spacecraft 
'Angle represents spacecmft-sun aspect, 
and arrow represents sunlight. 
FIGURE 6.--Computer thermal nodes and spacecraft aspect 
angles. 
(inches) 
-20 -15 -10 - 5  0 5 10 15 20 
The thermal model segments the spacecraft 
iliio themi  iides; thofue ? I S P ~  for ?,his k s t  are I 
illustrated in Figure G along with the definition 2 
of aspect angles used in the test series. I 
The intensity uniformity of the projected beam 
was mapped with an X-Y plotting board, as ' 
previously described. Figure 7 shows a typical 
uniformity distribution plot taken with the GE FIGURE ?.--Carbon arc uniformity distribution survey. 
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detector; the numbers are millivolt output read- 
ings which, when used in conjunction with a cali- 
bration curve, yield relative intensity readings. 
The uniformity plots were used to  determine the 
local in tens it,^ a t  the individual thermal nodes 
given in Figure 6. Three planes of intensity 
perpendicular to the incident beam were plotted; 
a t  the spa~ecraft centerline, six inches nearer the 
beam source and 12 inches nearer the beam 
source. This was done to determine the change 
of intensity with distance from the source, since 
the beam is diverging a t  the rate of 7?4" half- 
angle. This calibration indicated a change of 
six percent intensity for each position or a range 
of 12 percent over the full 12 inches of the beam 
depth covered. The above information was then 
used in refining the local intensity values to be 
used in the thermal analysis. Table 3 gives 
these values. 
I t  should be noted here that in a reflector-focus 
arc system, the reflector degrades in performance 
as it becomes coated with carbon deposit from 
the open arc. This degradation, decreases the 
total intensity for a given focal length, and 
randomly changes the uniformity pattern as some 
areas of the reflector receive carbon tlcposit. 
Because of this condition, in-test monitoring is 
necessilry to change tllc arc focal length, com- 
pensating for the reflector dcgratlation. Since 
no adequate real-time in-chamber monitoring 
device was available, the detecor and X-Y plot- 
ting board were used whenever the test schedule 
called for a simulated shade period in an orbit 
cycle. These external in-test uniformity plots 
were then used to  indicate the status of the solar 
flux just prior to the shade period. I n  addition, 
they were used to determine what re-focusing 
was necessary to restore the total intensity back 
to the desired 1.04 solar constant. Therefore, a 
test prediction is made from intensity plots 
obtained during the test. 
SOLAR SIMULATION TEST RESULTS 
Figures 8, 9, and 10 are thermal profiles that 
have been included to show the comparison be- 
tween predicted and test temperatures. Included 
are the thermal gradients existing in the space- 
craft a t  aspect angles of 133" and 45". 
From the data below, the following observations 
are made: 
The effcct of aspect angle on the mean tem- 
perature of the spacecraft, as represented by the 
battery, was 23°C. 
The effect of sunlight-shade exposure time on 
the mean temperature of the spacecraft was 33OC. 
Figure 11 presents a sample of data from this 
test. I t  is valuable as an indicator of the inter- 
actions of spacecraft structure and components. 
T.\BI.E 3-Test Clic~ttrbt r Tottrl Intc7iszty 1nl)rits To The Prcdzct Program 
90" Aspect 
6:3", -37", Sun 
IT 
8p:icccr:ift 
Sodc 
(See Figure 6) 
45" Aspect 
100", Sun 
'30" Asl~ect 
10O0, Sun 
IT 
135" Aspect 
10O0, Sun 
IT 
I I I I 
- -. 
Notes: 
1. Units EZ 1 I It l't 
2 .  T11e intrnsitirs ( I T )  Reprrscnts hvailnblc k:nrrpy To The Nodes 
3. Node 9 Input IR Condurtive I:'nt5rxy rt~n)ss Thc Spacecraft Rotator Interface 
Sun Cycle: 1000Jo 
Aspect: 90' 
FIGURE 8.-Temperature predictions versus actual test OC. 
Sun Cycle: 100% 
Aspect: 135' 
FIGURE 9.-Temperature predictions versus actual test O C .  
TAL TESTING 
A 
u 
Sun Cycle: 100% 
Aspect: 45' 
FIGURE 10.-Temperature predictions versus actual test 
"C. 
The temperature excursion of the broad-band 
ozone detector due to sun aspect angle was about 
85°C (69°C to -17°C) from test data, whereas 
the predicted excursion was approximately 110°C 
(59°C to -52°C). The test results indicate that 
the external portion of the detector does not reach 
the extreme temperatures that are predicted, but 
more closely follow the temperature of its enclosed 
base, the support cone, and the top dome. 
Two of the experiments required solar energy 
for activation, thus complete performance was 
obtained under simulated space conditions. 
A coating failure occurred which directed 
attention to a review of the adhesion character- 
istics under stress and the preparation of surfaces 
to be painted. 
The s p ~ c z c r ~ f t  ~ 8 . .  fully operational through- 
out the test and no problems were experienced 
with components or ground station. One minor 
exception was an occasional noise interference 
between the carbon arcs and the spacecraft 
programmer which controls operating modes of 
the spacecraft. 
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TIME (minutes)  TIME (minutes) 
Typical I'pper Deck and Skins Interaction During Cycles Typical Lower Deck and Skins Interaction I 
During Cycles 
I 
FIGURE 11.-Typical cyclic data. 
CONCLUSIONS 5 .  The non-uniformity of the arc beam was 
adequately compensated by the rotating space- 
'' The test verified the 
craft and the nodal energy input to the computer 
assumptions made for the thermal model exclud- progam. ing the broad-band experiment. REFERENCES 
2. The 'pacecraft Operate 1, HRYCAK, U N G E ~ ,  and W I m E N B ~ ~ ~ ,  "Thermal Testing 
under space conditions. of the Telstar Satellite," Institute of Environmental 
Sciences 1963 Proceedings, p. 377. 3' The experiments which were by 2. HaMI1,To~ and M ~ R G ~ N ,  i(Radiant-Interchange Con- 
the simulated solar energy performed properly, figuration Factors," N A C A  TN-9836, December, 
and indicate successful operation will be obtained 1952. 
in mace. : I .  I'ow~ns, E. I., "Thermal Radiation to a Flat Surface 
Rotating About an Arbitrary Axis in An Elliptical 4. Carbon arc is a useful solar simulation source Earth Orbit: Application to Spin Stabilized Satellites," 
although a simulator utilizing optics, rather than N A S A  T N  0-2147,  Goddard Space Flight Center, 
reflector focus, would provide better uniformity. Greenbelt, Maryland, January, 1964. 
CORIOLIS EFFEaS IN COMBINED ENVIRONMENT 
TESTING* 
JOSEPH C. BOYLE 
When the movement of a body is described with respect to a set of coordinate axes tbat are 
in motion, it is necessary to distinguish between absolute and relative motions. The relations 
between forces, motions, and inertial properties of the body are derived herein for the special 
case in which the set of coordinate axes is rotating a$ constant angular velocity about a fixed 
axis. Illustrative examples are included for a body undergoing linear vibration while being 
rotated about a distant axis and for a body spinning on its own axis while being rotated. 
I+ 
INTRODUCTION 
During the launch of a spacecraft, sustained 
accelerations that are essentially rectilinear are 
produced. In ground testing, rectilinear accelera- 
tors, such as rocket sleds, are of limited utility 
because of the short period of time during which 
sustained accelerations may be maintained with- 
out involving many miles of track and because of A 
the high level vibration inadvertently introduced 
by track impact and rocket combustion. As a 
consequence, curvilinear accelerators, such as 
centrifuges, are used; with these, sustained ac- 5 
celerations may be prolonged indefinately. P 
Except for the fact that a radial acceleration 5 
gradient will exist when a curvilinear accelerator 3 
is used, it makes little difference which type of 
accelerator is used if the only requirement of the 
test is to  produce sustained acceleration. How- 
ever, if additional input motions such as vibration F~GUBE 1.-An orthogonal set of coordiite axes, x, y, and 
e, tbat rotate with the centrifuge. 
or spin of the test body are included, the resultant 
accelerations will diier depending on whether a 
rectilinear or curvilinear accelerator is employed. the apparat motion that would be seen by ,,b- 
In describing the vibration or spin of a test body server riding the centrifuge. does not, how- 
mounted On a centrifuge, the most 'Onvenient ever, represent the true motion that would be seen 
references are a set of coordinate axes that are by a stationary observer at a fixed point remote 
with to the centrifuge, as from the centrifuge (e.g., in prolongation of its 
trated by Figure 1. Here the x axis coincides with ks of rotation). suppm, for example, that a 
a horizontal radius of rotation, the y axis is hori- test specimen is simu,taneousiy rota- on 
zontal and tangent to the circular path followed mntrifuge vibrated in a radial direction. T~ 
by the point of origin, and the z axis is vertical and the observer on the centrifuge, vibratow 
parallel to the axis of rotation. Motion recorded motion appears to be purely rectilinear. lts 
with respect to these coordinate axes represents actual path, however, combines radial and rotary 
*Publiehed as NASA Tadrnicd N& 0-1914, June 1964. motion, as shown in Figure 2. 
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APPARENT MOTION 
FIGVRE 2.-Conlparison of true and apparent motion of a 
point that is si~nult:tneously vibrating and rotating at 
const:irrt angular velocity. 
This difference between true and apparent 
motion must be kept in mind when determining 
the acceleration to which a test body will be 
subjected. Newton's second law of motion, relat- 
ing the change of momentum of a body to the 
applied force, applies to absolute or true motion 
rather than to relative or apparent motion. (For 
purposes here, the true motion of a body may be 
d~fined as its motion with respect to a set of 
coordinate axes fixed on the earth). Thus, al- 
though the motion of a body may be described 
with respect to a rotating set of axes, accelerations 
must be related to forces on the basis of the 
absolute motion. In the general solution of this 
problem, the methods of vector analysis are used 
to  express the absolute acceleration of a particle as 
the sum of three componerlt accelerations. The 
resulting expression, known as Coriolis' law, may 
be stated as follows:* 
If a particle moves along a path and the path 
itself is not stationary but rotates, the instanta- 
neous acceleration of the particle is the vector slim 
of three component accelerations. These are: 
*An exrellrnt trratnirnt of thra concppt apprars In Srely. F l3 . 
Ens~gn, 1.: N . Jones, P (; . "Analyt~r hleclianlra for Enalneera." 5th 
e d ~ t ~ o n .  New York Jolin \\'iley and Sons, Inc . 1958 
1. The acceleration the particle would have if 1 
the path were fixed and the particle moved 
along the path with velocity VR and accelera- 
tion a,.? 
2. The acceleration of the point of the path 
coincident with the particle a t  a particular 
instant of time, that is, the acceleration the I 
particle would have if it were fixed on the 
path and the path rotated. 
3. The vector product 2 f i X V ~  called the 
Coriolis component of acceleration. 
The work encompassed by this paper and its 
appendixes consists of the determination of the 
equations of motion for a number of specific 
applications of Coriolis' law as applied to com- 
bined motion testing on a centrifuge. Some in- 
terpretation of these equations is included, and 
numerical results are derived for specific cases. 
The work is entirely analytical, no experimenta- 
tion having been performed. 
VIBRATION COMBINED WITH CENTRIFUGING 
Consider a test body being simultaneously 
vibrated and centrifuged,$ as shown in Figure 3. 
tAll synlbols are defined in Appendix A. Boldface letters denote 
vector quantities. 
tFor a detailed analysis, see Appendix B. 
INSTANTANEOUS 
POSITION OF 
' X BODY 
MEAN 
POSITION 
OF BODY 
MASS m 
+ Y  
STATIC 
- POSITION 
OF BODY 
FIGURE 3.-Conlbincd vibration and centrifuging of a body 
on co~npliarlt supports. 
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I t  is assumed that the test body and the centrifuge 
structure are rigid and that the only compliance is 
in the springs k and kl. Damping is indicated 
by the coefficients c and cl. 
Under static conditions the body is presumed 
to be in the position indicated. N-hen the centri- 
fuge is brought up to speed, the x spring deflects 
an amount xo, so that k xo= mRoQ2. 
Subsequent vibration induced by a periodic 
force F(t) causes an oscillation about the mean 
position. It is this oscillation and the associated 
acceleration that are of interest. The angular 
rotational rate of the centrifuge is assumed 
constant. 
As shown in -4ppendix B, the x and y com- 
ponents of absolute acceleration may be derived 
by using Coriolis' law. They are 
and 
From Newton's second law, the equations of 
motion are 
and 
Equations 3 and 4 describe the motion of the 
body with respect to the rotating x and y axes, and 
may be solved for particular forms of the input 
function F(t). In the event that F(t) is a 
sinusoid [F(t) =Fosinwt], Equations 3 and 4 may 
be solved simultaneously to yield, for the steady- 
state vibratory motion, 
and 
Equations 5 and 6 represent the motion relative to the rotating set of axes. For the absolute 
acceleration, the values of x/Fo and y/Fo from Equations 5 and 6 have been substituted into 
Equations 1 and 2 to yield 
and 
Another quantity of interest is the ratio a,/a,, which may be defined as the "Coriolis crosstalk." 
This takes the form 
Equations 5 through 8 may be described as celeration in the y direction to input acceleration 
transfer functions in that they relate output dis- in the x direction. These ratios also may be con- 
placements and accelerations to the input force sidered as compiiances in that they relate motion 
Fo. Similarly, Equation 9 relates output ac- to input force. Ratios of the peak values of the 
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sinusoidally varying inputs and outputs are rep- 
resented; and, as the expressions are in general 
complex, there will be both a magnitude and phase 
relation between the peak values of input and 
output quantities. In the derivation of these 
expressions, the mean values of displacement and 
acceleration have been suppressed so that the 
resulting equations relate only the time-varying 
components of motion. 
Equations 5 through 9 provide predictions of 
the input force required to produce a given ac- 
celeration to the tfest body a t  a given frequency 
(Equations 7 and 8), the resultant "Coriolis cross- 
talk" (Equation 9), and the extent of the displace- 
ments that will occur relative t,o the rotating 
reference system (Equations 5 and 6). 
I t  is obvious that the rotational rate of the 
centrifuge affects all five of these quantities, since 
terms in 52 appear in each equat,ion. It, is similar- 
ly apparent that these five quantities are functions 
of shake frequency w. Although quantitative 
evaluations depend on the specific parameters k, 
k,, c, c l ,  and m and on the frequencies Q and w, 
some general conclusions can be drawn from an 
examination of these expressions. 
As has been stated, the quantities are fre- 
quency-dependent. If damping can be neglected, I 
certian critical frequencies are found to exist. 
These frequencies, derived in Appendix B, are the 
I 
following : 1 
Equation 10 specifies the frequency a t  which I 
x/Fo = 0. At this frequency no compliance exists 
in the x direction and no x motion will occur, 
regardless of the magnitude of Fo. However, 
acceleration will be present. 
To gain a clearer insight, refer to the equation of 
motion in the x direction, Equation 3. Since no 
relative motion occurs, the equation reduces to 
-mQ2Ro+2mQjl = (Fosinwt) - kxo. Equating the I 
fixed and alternating portions separately to zero, 
we have - mQ2Ro = - kxo and 2mQi  = Fo sin wt. 1 
These equations indicate that the input force will 
not produce x motion, since it is balanced by the 
Coriolis force resulting from the velocity in the 
I 
y direction. Despite the absence of x motion, an 
alternating acceleration component of magnitude 
2fi9=Fo sin ot/m will exist in the x direction. 
At these frequencies all x and y complianccs, in 
terms of relative displacements and absolute nc- 
celeration, will be infinite. These are effectively 
resonant frequencies for the system. 
At these frequencies the accelerational compliance 
in the x direction a,/Fo will be zero: this indicates 
that no alternating component of a, will occur a t  
these frequencies regardless of input. Since a 
finite, nonzero compliance exists for a, a t  these 
frequencies, the crosstalk ratio will be infinite. 
I t  is interesting to note that, a t  the frequency 
defined by Equation 12, there will be relative 
motion in the x direction despite the fact that the 
alternating component of absolute acccleration is 
zero. 
Obviously the extreme valucs discussed cannot 
occur in practice, since there is always some 
damping present. However, resonant or anti- 
resonant effects can be expected a t  the associated 
frequencies. 
To study the effect of variation in parameters on 
frequency response, it is desirable to represent the 
transfer functions in a normalized form. In  
doing this, the natural frequencies in the x and y 
directions are defined as: 
and 
k, - mnZ 
& , z  : 
Y m 
Damping ratios are defined as: 
where 
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and 
and 
ECl = by 
The static deflections in the x and y directions 
are defined as 
Fo 
X~~ = - k - mR2 
The acceleration which would be produced by 
application of Fo to the mass m is defined as 
Substitution of these quantities into Equations 
5 through 12 yields the following normalized 
expressions : 
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The basic parameters governing the responses 
of the test body are a,, a,, Q, [, and tl .  The 
curves of Figures 4 through 18 reveal the nature 
- - 
of the frequency responses a t  steady state condi- 
tions and clearly demonstrate the effect of the 
critical frequencies on the shape of the response 
curves. In  addition, the effect of variation in the 
parameters is shown by plotting families of curves 
in which w,/w,, Q/w,, and [ are individually 
varied. For the sake of simplicity, ,$ and ,$I have 
been assumed equal. W, has been selected as the 
basic parameter for normalizing the input fre- 
quency u as well as for normalizing w, and Q. 
Of particular interest is the variation of Coriolis 
crosstalk with frequency (Figures 16, 17, and 18). 
In addition to the peak response a t  wls, differentia- 
tion of the undamped Coriolis crosstalk with 
respect to w reveals the existence of stationary 
FIGUI~IC 4.-Vari:~tiorr of x-displ:ice~rlcrit frequency re- FIGURE 5.-Variation of x-displacement frequency response 
sponse wit11 w,/w,. with E .  
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values at  w = S2 and a t  w = w,/& For zero tions. Whereas with the centrifuge a t  standstill 
damping, these values are there would exist only one critical frequency at  
o/w,= 1, Figure 6 shows that the presence of 
ay/a, = j a t  w = 9 and centrifuge rotation causes a pair of eriticals to be 
j3dgQ(w;+ Q2) *Y present in the X/XST respo~m. These criticals 
a,/ax = a t  w = -. spread farther apart as the centrifuge speeds up, 
w,(wi+9Q2) d 3  with a notch or anti-node appearing between them. 
In the transverse direction, y/ys, response 
The equations developed in this section and the (Figures 7, 8, and 9) exhibits criticals at the same 
plots derived from these equations show that the frequency. No transverse motion would be pres- 
response to a test body to a sinusoidal forcing ent at  standstill. 
function may be markedly affected by rotation of The accelerational responses a Jar and a,/a,also 
the centrifuge and the resultant Coriolis accelera- show peaks at  the same critical frequency as 
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indicated by Figures 10 through 15. In addition 
to the peaks, the &/ar curves indicate the presence 
of an intermediate notch. This notch is signifi- 
cant in that it indicates that little compliance 
exists to the forcing function, requiring a larger 
input. I t  is also significant that there is no cor- 
responding dip in the a,/ar curves, resulting in 
Coriolis crosstalk (Figures 16, 17, and 18) peaks a t  
these frequencies. 
Increasing the amount of damping reduces the 
severity of all resonant peaks and notches (Figures 
5,8,11, 14, and 17). I t  is significant to note that 
the stationary values occurring at  w / w ,  = a / w ,  
Y 
I?IGURE 8.-Variation of y-displucclilent frequency rrsponse 
with [. 
are not affected by damping. The Coriolis cross- 
talk has an invariant value of unity a t  this fre- 
quency ratio. 
SPIN COMBINED WITH CENTRIFUGING 
Suppose that a test body is to be simultaneously 
spun and centrifuged, as shown in Figure 19. 
Assume the following : 
1. The test body is rigid. 
2. The rotational axes are perpendicular to each 
other. 
3. w is constant. 
4. 0 is constant. 
I:IOURE !).-Variation of y-displacement frequency response 
with R/w,. 
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5. The centrifuge structure is rigid. 
The three components of acceleration needed to 
define the absolute acceleration of a particle of the 
body in Figure 19, are 
1. Acceleration relative to rotating axes, w X (u 
xr) ; 
2. Acceleration if particle were fixed on the 
rotating axis at  a given instant, while the 
axes rotated, QX(O=R); 
3. The Coriolis component, 2 O = v ~ .  
The first of these quantities is the centripetal 
acceleration due to the spin rate w,  and the 
second is the centripetal acceleration due to the 
spin rate O. Both of these components are 
constant in magnitude for any given particle of the 
test body. The third, the Coriolis component, 
varies in magnitude and direction as the test body 
spins; this component will be examined in some 
detail. 
Certain general conclusions may be drawn rela- 
tive to the inertial properties of the test body and 
the resultant Coriolis accelerations. These are 
derived in Appendix C and may be stated as 
follows : 
1. There will be no resultant linear Coriolis 
acceleration of the test body provided the 
FIGURE 10.-Variation of +/itr frequency response with FIGURE 11.-Variation of %/af frequency response with 
%/OX. E- 
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axis of spin passes through the center of body about the principal transverse axes are 
gravity. unequal, there will be alternating corn- 
2. If the mass moments of inertia of the test ponents of the resultant torque about the y 
and z axes as expressed by the equations I 
3. If the mass moments of inertia about the equations 
principal transverse axes are equal (I,'= I,'), M~ - - I ~ ,  oci , 
the resultant Coriolis torque about the y and 
z axes will be constant as expressed by the M~ - O .  
I"~c:rritfi: 13:-V:~ri:ltio11 of :L,,/:L~ frr(lurt~cy rcsponsc with 
wy/wx. 
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4. I t  is of interest to consider the situation and, in vector notation, 
where the axes of rotation are not perpendic- 
ular to one anot,her, such as when the spin 
axis is tilted through an angle 8. In this 
case the reference axes are rotated about the 
y axis so that the x and z axes make an angle 
e with the radial and vertical directions, 
respectively. Under these circumstances 
the total Coriolis moment is obtained by 
substituting Q cos 0 for Q in Equation 13 
through 15. In  particular, for the case 
where I f ,=  I,' 
My = - 1% ck' C O S  ti ; 
Mz - 0 .  
The in-line component of D produces a radially 
directed Coriolis force that is constant in mag- 
nitude. This force adds to or subtracts from the 
centrifugal force, depending on whether the Q sin 0 
and o vectors are in the same or in opposite 
directions. 
While the resultant moment of the symmetrical 
body is constant with respect to the y and z axes 
- ". 
FIGURE 14.-Variation of ay/aI frequency response with 
£- 
FIGURE 15.-Variation of +/af frequency response with 
Q/*. 
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and while the resultant cross-sectional force is resultant Coriolis moment on such a body is I 
zero, the axially directed force felt by a single I 
particle will be an alternating one, equal to 
My = I ~ . U X Q  = m r t  ~ d s i n ( $ + e ) .  I 
dFc = dm2Q cos  0 o r  s i n  ( w t  + a) . Assuming that the body is supported at  its base, 
we may compare the above moment with the 
A logical question is "How serious is the Coriolis cantilever gravity moment of the body about the 
effect on a spinning test body?" There is no base: 
general answer to this question, but a specific mg 1 
- -illustration may be of interest. Consider a solid, M g  - 2 '  
homogeneous, cylindrical test body of length I and 
radius ro, spinning while being centrifuged. The Also of interest is the maximum alternating com- I 
FIGURE 16.-Variation of Coriolis crosstalk frequericy re- 
sponse with w,/w,. 
FIGURE 17.-Variation of Coriolis crosstalk frequency re- 
sponse with [. 
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ponent of Coriolis acceleration of a particle a t  the 
outer radius, 2% ro cos 8. 
If the body is to be tested in a horizontal posi- 
tion, the resultant of the gravity and Cotiolis 
mements may be reduced if the directions of w and 
Q are such as to make them of opposite sign. In 
addition, an angle of tilt may be imposed in the 
vertical, so that a component of the sustained 
centripetal acceleration acts transversely to the 
spin axis. This permits a further adjustment of 
the resultant bending moment. Analysis ( A p  
pendix D) indicates that it is possible to tilt the 
test body to an angle such that the net moment 
will be zero on any selected transverse section but 
FIGURE 19.-Test body subjected to simultaneous spin 
and centrifuging. 
cannot be rendered zero over the whole length of 
the test body. In addition, transverse shears will 
be generated. The following normalized relations 
(see Appendix D) have been derived to express the 
forces and moments existing on the cross section 
of a homogeneous cylindrical body: 
Cxl n2 R~ X I  
- = -  
X '  
q l  g  l g  cos 9 - -i sin 8 , 
S x ,  n 2 R i  x '  
- - 
x '  
q l g  - g l  sin@ + cost) . 
10.' 1 4 I 1 1 6 '  z . 1 . 1  2 4 I I U I  2 4 # S &  
L -. 
FIGURE 18.-Variation of Coriolis crosstalk frequency re- 
sponse with Q/w,. 
In these equations the shear and compressive 
forces have been normalized with respect to the 
body weight. The bending moment has been 
normalized with respect to the moment of the 
body weight a t  the base when acting as a cantilever. 
' - 1-1- L-- -C+-- ...n..la hn rmp;,, &iPh no n ues11-itu1t: type rr ,. ,,,-,- _-. 
transverse shears or bendings were applied to the 
body as it was spun and centrifuged. As pointed 
out in Appendix D, these conditions can be ap- 
proximated by proper choice of tilt angle. In the 
specific example treated therein, desirable values 
for forces and moments and the corresponding tilt 
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angles are: 
For 
cxl x' dn 
-=- -: 0 =0° and - 6.8". 
qlg 1 g 
For 
S x '  
-=o: e =  -3.4". 
qlg 
For minimum moment: O= -0.8" 
For this particular example numerical param- 
eters were assumed as: 
ro= 12 in., 
1 = 30 in., w = 16.7 rad/sec, 
i2 = 3 rad/sec, I t i=  720 in. 
Figures 20, 21, and 22 show the normalized 
bending moment, compressive force, and shear 
force present a t  the tilt angles of int,erest as a func- 
tion of position along the length of the test body. 
It can be seen that compromise is necessary, 
since the ideal conditions cannot be simultaneous- 
ly realized. If the body is tilted 0.8 degree, the 
bending moment will be minimized to 14.1 percent 
of the gravity cantilever moment. The maximum 
FIGURE 2O.-Belldi11g nlo~llellt curves for sevcrtll angles of 
tilt of test body. 
FIGURE 21.-Curves of resultant compression for several 
angles of tilt of test body. 
FIGURE 22.-Curves of resultant shear for several angles of 
tilt of test body. 
shear will be 7G.5 percent of the body weight. If, 
on the other hand, a tilt angle of -3.4 degrees is 
chosen, rendering shear zero over the body length, 
the m:~ximnm bending moment will be increased 
to 62.3 percent of the gravity cantilever moment. 
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If no tilt is applied. the shear will equal the 
gravity loading and the maximum bending mo- 
ment will be 37.6 percent of the gravity cantilever 
moment. A tilt angle of -6.8 degrees is un- 
desirable since it produces a maximum moment 
of 161 percent of gravity cantilever moment. 
The decision as to the extent of tilt to be applied 
will depend on the relative sensitivities of individual 
test bodies to undesired shears and moments. 
The particular example chosen illustrates also that 
the desired loadings can be very sensitive to small 
changes in angle of tilt. 
With regard to the alternating Coriolis accelera- 
tion felt by a single particle or localized mass, this 
will amount to ( 2 h r o  cos 0)/g when normalized 
with respect to gravity. For the particular prob- 
lem illustrated, this amounts to 3.11 at  O=OO. 
prudent to design the mounting for the test body 
and shaker so that the cirticals fall outside t.he 
range of operating frequencies if this is possible. 
If operation must be conducted in the critical 
range, the damping introduced will play a signifi- 
cant part. 
In  regard to combined spin and centrifuging, the 
analysis indicates the importance of the test 
body's inertial properties. In particular: 
1. There will be no resultant linear Coriolis 
acceleration of a test body provided the axis of 
spin passes through the center of gravity of the 
section. 
2. If the mass moments of inertia of the test 
body about its principal transverse axes are equal, 
there will be no alternating components of the 
resultant torque about the y and z axes. The 
VIBRATION A N D  SPIN COMBINED resultant torque will have the value I, CtXo 
WITH CENTRIFUGING about the y axis. Conversely, if these mass 
moments of inertia are unequal, there will be 
In the case of vibration and spin combined with alternating components of torque about the y and 
centrifuging, the relative velocity of any point on z axes. 
the test body has two components such that 3. Any individual element of mass of the test 
body will be subjected to an alternating Coriolis 
The resulting Coriolis acceleration 
Ac = x V, 
= m x ( V S + V V )  
= (m. v,) + ( m X  v,) . (16) 
The two quantities on the right side of Equation 
16 already have been considered individually in 
the preceding sections. If vibration and spin are 
combined with centrifuging, the resultant Coriolis 
acceleration may be computed as the vector sum 
of the accelerations produced by the spin and 
vibration separately. 
CONCLUSIONS 
Among the considerations discussed in the fore- 
going analysis, the following are significant. 
With respect to combined vibration and centri- 
fuging, the preceding analysis makes it evident 
that Coriolis effects ought not to be disregarded 
either during the design or operational phase of a 
combined environment facility. Since these ef- 
fects are frequencydependent, it would appear 
force. 
4. The bending moment on the test body due to 
the Coriolis forces may be lessened by tilting the 
spin axis with respect to the rotational axis of the 
centrifuge; however, transverse shears are gen- 
erated in the process. Any decision to use this 
technique should be based on the practical con- 
siderations of actual structural configuration of the 
test body, the masses, locations, and attachment 
methods of internal components. The assump 
tion of test body rigidity was made to permit a 
simplified analysis; however, it is quite possible 
that compliances may drastically affect the re- 
sponse to the alternating Coriolis forces. Thus, 
i t  appears that no generalization regarding the 
seriousness of Coriolis effects is warranted. 
Rather, the decision to test and the extent of 
testing spinning bodies on a centrifuge should be 
made on an individual case basis. 
It s~c'L!:! ?x emrnhasized that the conclusions 
drawn in this study are based on the following 
major assumptions: (1) Both the centrifuge and 
the test body are rigid, (2) the input vibratory 
iorce is sinusoidal and directed a!ong the longi- 
tudinal axis of the test body, and (3) rotational 
and spin speeds are constant. 
APPENDIX A 
LIST OF SYMBOLS 
ar acceleration produced by application of k x-directed spring constant 
constant force Fo to mass m k, y-directed spring constant 
a, acceleration relative to rotating refer- 
ence axes 
I length of test body 
M bending moment 
a, x-directed component of absolute ac- 
celerat,ion M, bending moment due to gravity 
a, (s) La Place transform of a, M,' bending moment a t  position x' 
a, y-directed component of absolute ac- m mass 
I 
celeration q mass per unit length 
a, (s) La Place transform of a, R distance from center of ratotion of i 
C compressive force centrifuge to c.g. of an element of a I 
spinning body C,' compressive force a t  position x' 
c x-directed damping coefficient 
c, x-directed coefficient of critical damping 
Ri distance from center of rotation to in- 
nermost end of spinning test body 
Ro distance from center of rotation of cen- 
c,, y-directed coefficient of critical damping trifuge to steady state or mean position 
of c.g. of test body 
cl y-directed damping coefficient 
F force r radial distance from axis of spin to 
elementary particle 
F, Coriolis force 
ro radial distance from axis of spin to 
F(s) La place transform of F(t) circumference of cylindrical test body 
F(t) time-varying external force S shear force 
Fo peak value of sinusoidally varying force S,! shear force a t  position x' 
f frequency s La Place operator 
g acceleration of gravity t time 
I,, lyl, I=' mass moment of inertia with subscript V linear velocity 
indicating axis of reference VR particle linear velocity relative to rotat- 
I,'.' product of inertia with subscripts in- ing reference axes 
dicating axes of reference 
Vs, Vv spin and vibration components, respec- 
i, j unit vectors along the x and y axes, tively, of particle velocity relative to 
respective1 y rotating reference axes 
x, y, z displacements with respect to a set of 
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axes that are fixed relative to the cen- p mass density 
1 trifuge and rotate with it cp angle between $2 and Vg vectors 
xsT static deflection in the x direction 
resulting from application of force FO D angular velocity of centrifuge 
I y s ~  static deflection in the y direction 
I resulting from application of force FO 
xo initial spring deflection 
x', y', z' displacements relative to axes that are 
fixed in the test body and move with i t  
a angular position of element of mass 
B a projection of cp 
I 
6 angle of tilt of spin axis 
x-directed ratio of actual to critical 
damping 
w angular spin rate of test body; also 
angular frequency of sinusoidal force or 
motion 
w, rotating natural frequency in the x 
direction 
w, rotating natural frequency in the y 
direction 
X vector cross-product 
Rotation-angular motion relative to the centri- 
fuge axis 
1 (1 ydirected ratio of actual to critical Spin-angular motion relative to the test 
I damping body spin axis 
APPENDIX B I 
EQUATIONS OF MOTION FOR COMBINED VIBRATION AND CENTRIFUGING I 
In Figure 3 of the text, it is assumed that the 
test body and the centrifuge structure are rigid 
and that the only compliance is in the springs k 
and kl; damping is indicated by the coefficients 
c and cl. 
Under static conditions the body is presumed to 
be in the position indicated. When the centri- 
fuge is brought up to speed, the x spring deflects 
an amount xo, so that kxo = mRoQ2. Subsequent 
vibration induced by a periodic force F(t)  causes 
an oscillation about the mean position. This 
oscillation and the associated acceleration are of 
interest. The angular rotational rate of the 
centrifuge is assumed constant. 
To define the absolute acceleration of the body, 
the three component accelerations must be deter- 
mined in accordance with Coriolis' law: 
1. The acceleration the body would have if the 
rotating axes were to be fixed and only the 
relative motion of the body with respect to 
these axes existed. 
2. The acceleration the body would have if it 
were fixed on the rotating axes a t  a given 
instant while the axes rotated. 
3. The vect,or product 2QXVR, called the 
Coriolis component of acceleration. 
The first acceleration component is simply 
The second acceleration component is the cen- 
tripetal acceleration I 
This is directed radially and has a magnitude of 
- f12 (Ro+x). If we assume y to be small com- 
pared with Ro, the x component of centripetal 
, 
acceleration may be specified as - Q2 (Ro+x) and I 
the y component as - UL y. 
The third acceleration component, ~ Q X V R ,  J 
may be written as 1 
The Coriolis component in the x direction has, 
therefore, a magnitude of 2Q9, and the component I 
in the y direction has a magnitude of -2Q%. I 
Summing the above, the component of absolute 
acceleration in the x direction is 
and, in the y direction, 
a r  : x i  + yj . Applying Newton's second law, we obtain 
and 
The simultaneous solution of Equations B1 is required. Expanding the first equation gives 
mx - d 2 R 0  - d Z x  + 2m09 = F ( t )  - kx - kx, - c;  . 
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Since the average spring force in the x direction
will provide the average centripetal acceleration,
-mf)2R o = -kx o
so that
mx - m_2x + 2n_ 9 = F(t) - kx - cl • (B2)
Taking the La Place transforms of Equations
B1 and B2, we get
ms 2 y - 2ln_sx - mQ 2 y = - k I y - c I sy (B3)
and
ms2 x - m Q2x + 2mQsy
595
: F(s) - kx - csx .
(B4)
In the transformed Equations B3 and B4 and
in subsequent transformed equations, the varia-
bles x and y are understood to be functions of s,
not t.
Solving for y from Equation B3 gives
2m_SX
Y : ms 2 + k I - m_2 + c I s (B5)
Substituting Equation B5 into B4 yields
ms 2 x - m_ 2 x ÷ kx + cs x +
4m 2 Q2 s 2 x
ms 2 + k 1 m_ 2 * c 1 s
= F(s)
xlms2 + cs + k_ m_2 + 4m2 _2 s2 .)
ms2 + k 1 - m_] 2 + c! s
x [(ms2 + CS + k - m_ 2) (ms2 + k I - m_2 + C l s) + 4m 2 _2 s2]
ms 2 + k 1 - m_ 2 + C 1S
X(S) ms 2 + k 1 - m_ 2 + C I S
F(s) : (ms 2 + cs + k - mf_2) (ms 2 + k I - roD2 ÷ c, s) + 4m 2 _2 s 2
2mf_s
F(s) :
(ms 2 + cs + k - m_ 2) (ms 2 + k I - m_ 2 +c 1 s) + 4m 2 _2 s 2
: F(s)
: F(s)
(B6)
(B7)
If the input function F(t) is a sinusoid=F0 sin oJt, the steady-state inverse transformation of
Equations B6 and B7 may be obtained by setting s equal to jto.
We then have
x(t) = kl,- m_2 - m_2 + J'_cx (B8)
F0 (k- mD 2 - mc_2 + jwc) (k I -m_ 2 -inca 2 + jewel) 4m 2 _2 _2
and
y(t) : j2mf2co
Fo (k - m_ 2 - m_ 2 + j_oc)(k, - m_ 2 - too.2 + j_cx) 4m 2 _2 _2 (B9)
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In addition to the relative displacements x and Their transforms are 
y, the absolute acceleration components in the 
x and y directions are of interest. Considering a x  ( s )  - s 2  x  - n2 x + 20sy 
just the alternating component of acceleration in 
the x direction, we have = x ( s 2  - n 2 )  + 2nsy . ( ~ 1 0 )  
ax = ii - n2 x + 209 
and, in the y direction, 
and 
-- 
Substituting Equations BG and B7 into BlO and B11 gives 
Substituting s = jw in 1Cqu:~tioris B12, B13, and B14 results in 
Thrl conditionh that will pro(111(~~ e t r e r n ( ~  Tlicx equ:~tionh for x(t)/Fo, y(t)/Fo, a,(t)/Fo, 
v:~lues of thc c1u:intities tl(~finc~0 I)y lj:cluation:, RO, ant1 a,(t)/lio all have the same denominator. 
B7, Bl5, Bl6, and R l 7  :~rc. of' int c.rc\ht 1~:c~ri:~tlrig t l i i h  dcnorninator to zero gives 
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The real and imaginary parts must separately equal 0. For the real part, 
Solving the quadratic in w2 yields 
r n ( k + k , )  + 2 m Z n Z  + cc, + ( k l + k ) ~ + 2 m 2 R 2 + c c  I] 2 - 4 m Z ( k - m R Z ) ( k l - m Q 2 )  
For the imaginary part, 
The frequencies that produce zeros of the numerators are also of interest. For xjFo, we require that 
for y(t)/Fo, 
j& I O ,  
and, for a, (t)/Fo, 
(kl - ~ 2 - m j 2 + j w c l ) ( - w 2 - ~ ~ )  - h n 2 , 2  : 0 . 
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For the real part, 
r n 4  - ( k ,  t 2 d 2 ) w 2  - W ( k ,  - d Z )  = 0 , I 
and, for the imaginary part, Since the zeros of numerators and denominators I 
do not occur a t  the same frequency, we may con- 
WC, (-&? -Q') = 0 ' 
clude the following: 1 
C l  = 0. 
For a, (t)/Fo, we require that 
- 2 h ( j k l  - o c , )  = 0 . 
For the imaginary part, 
- j 2 M l  = 0 , 
w = 0 ;  
and, for the real part, 
1. At the frequencies defined by Equation B18, 
x(t)/Fo, y(t)/Fo, a, (t)/Fo, and a, (t)/Fo all I 
will have infinite values provided no damp- 
I 
ing is present. 
2. At the frequency defined by Equation B19, I 
x(t)/Fo will be zero provided no damping is 
present. i 
3. At the frequency defined by Equation B20, 
a, (t)/Fo will be zero provided no damping 
is present. 
4. The crosstalk ratio, a, (t)/a, ( t ) ,  will be I 
infinite a t  the frequencies dcfined by Equa- I 
tion R20 provided no chmping is present. 1 
APPENDIX C 
DERIVATION OF EXPRESSIONS FOR CORlOLlS FORCES AND MOMENTS 
DUE TO COMBINATION OF SPIN AND CENTRIFUGING 
Consider the combined centrifugal and spin of 
a body of arbitrary shape as shown by Figure C1. 
The y and z axes are fixed system references, 
while the y' and z' axes are fixed in the body and 
spin with it. The spin axis x' is perpendicular to 
both sets of axes and passes through their common 
intersection point. In addition, the spin axis is 
assumed to be perpendicular to the centrifuge 
rotational axis. The origin of axes is located a t  
some arbitrary point within the test body, not 
necessarily coincident with the center of gravity. 
The Coriolis force on an elementary particle is 
dFc = dm2Qx VR = d m 2 k r  s i n ( ~ t + a )  
dm 2 L r  !sin bt cos  a + cos kt s i n  a] 
FIGURE C1.-Body of arbitrary shape subjected to com- 
bined spin and centrifuging with 9 and o axes orthogonal. 
& = p dy' dz'  dx' , 
r c o s a  = - y '  , 
r s i n a  = z '  , 
dFc = - 2 Q w s i n o t p y ' d y '  dz 'dx '  +2Rwcoswtpz 'dz1dy'  dxe, 
r r r  
Fc = - ?QY s i n u t j  ) ]  pyp dyrdz'  dx' + S m ~ u s i i  f f l n r r  d r '  dvl dx' . 
J J J  
The triple integrals in the equation above rep- moments is zero, the spin axis must pass through 
resent the first moment of gravity about each of the center of gravity of the body ar,d there will be 
the axes y' and z'. If the integral of each of these no resultant linear Coriolis force on the body. 
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Each elementary Coriolis force will produce a moment about the coordinate axes y' and z': 
dly' - d F c z '  
By axial transformation, Since 
dMyr = - dFc Z 1  
dMy = dMy, c o s  wt + dMI. s i n w t  , 
and 
dMz = - dMyt s i n  wt + dMzs c o s  wt . dMzf = dFc y  ' , 
t,hen 
dMy - dFc z '  c o s w t  + d F c y '  s i n w t  
= 2 n j s i n w t p y ' d y '  z '  d z ' d x ' c o s w t -  2 % ~ c o s ~ w t ~ z ' ~ d z ' d y '  d x '  
- % ~ i n ~ w t p y ' ~ d y ' d z ' d x ' +  % s i n w t c ~ s w t ~ z ' d z ' ~ ' d y ' d x '  , 
This is, in general, a variable. and 
By definition, 
I,., r i  111 y ,  z ~ d y , d z -  d x l  
1. - ( y ' 2 + ~ ' 2 )  + l - , ' d z f d x ' .  
If I,I, 1,1, and I,! are about the principal axes 
1, 111 ( x ' 2 +  z t 2 )  . d Y r  d z '  d x '  of the body, then 1,' , r=O.  If, furthermore, I,! = I,!, then 
Y ' ~ ,  d y '  d z '  d x '  z " .  d y '  d z '  d x ' .  III i.12 + y ' 2 ) L  d y '  d z  d x '  
RIuliillg thc'hc. su1)stitutions into ICq11:~tion C l ,  \vc have 
MY 2 r l d y ' d z ' d x '  = - I x 1 n 6  
EhXIROSbZENTAL TESTIKG 
For moments about the z axis, we have 
dMz 
- dFc z ' sin w t  + dFc y ' cos iut 
As in the case of My, M, is in general a variable. 
For the condition I,r = I,r 
Iyl r* = 0 . 
Then, 
To summarize, there will be no resultant Coriolis 
force if the spin axis passes through the center of 
gravity. If, in addition, the moments of inertia 
about the two principal transverse axes are equal, 
the Coriolis torque will be constant in magnitude 
and direction. If they are not equal, there will be 
alternating components of torque about the 
transverse reference axes. 
The foregoing expressions for Coriolis forces 
and moments were derived on the assumption that 
the spin axis is perpendicular to the centrifuge 
rotational axis. This can be extended in generali- 
ty to the case where the spin axis is not perpen- 
dicular to the centrifuge rotational axis, as in 
Figure C2. Here the Coriolis force on an ele- 
mentary particle is 
where 4 is the true angle between Q and VR. The 
dotted line construction in Figure C2 presents :, 
method for evaluating 4, given the values of 4 
VR, and thc angles w t  + a, ar,d 8. Onc obtains, as 
a result, 
FIGVRE C2.-Transverse section through a body subjected 
t o  combined spin and centrifuging nith R and w axes not 
orthogonal. (Construction shown for purposes of deter- 
mining true angle between Q and VR.) 
The Coriolis force has a component perpendic- 
ular to the plane of the elementary slice equal to 
where 
c o s e s i n ( w t + a )  
cos ,L3 = )/cos2Bsin2(wt + a )  + s inZB ' 
Thus, the perpendicular component is 
dm %r cos 0  s in  ( w t  + a )  . 
Similarly, the Coriolis component in the plane 
of the elementary slice is radially directled and is 
equal to 
s in  4 = )lcos2 8 sin2 (wt + a )  + sinZ B . dmmx V R s i n F ,  
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where Thus, the coplanar component is 
s i n  0 
s i n P  = )/ cos2 0 s i n 2  (wt  + a) + s i n 2  0 ' 
In  determining the resultant moment due to the Coriolis forces acting on the elementary section, 
we may make use of the previous analysis to obtain the following results. The perpendicular 
component of F, is 
By the same reasoning as in the previous analysis, spun about an axis through the center of gravity. 
there will be no resultant Coriolis force perpen- The moments due to the perpendicular com- 
dicular to the cross section provided the body is ponent of Coriolis force are 
My = 2 f ~  cos 0 [sin 2ut JJJ y 1  z t  pd y 1  d z t  d x l  - cos2 r t  JJJ  . 1 2  .dY1 dz d x l  
and 
Mz = 2n" cos B  Iy,re ( C O S ~  ut - s i n 2  w t )  
+ L c o s B  s i n  2 w t  ( 1 ~ 0 - 1 . 1 )  
Under the conditions that the body is spun about 
an axis through its center of gravity and that it has 
symmetry such that I,/ =I,/, 
I I = 0 , 
Then, 
and 
Mz = 0 .  
The coplanar component of the elementary 
Coriolis force (dm2QXVR sin P )  is radially 
directed. This results in M, = My = M, = 0 as far 
as this component of the Coriolis force is con- 
cerned. The y and z force components may be 
evaluated as follows: 
Elementary coplanar y component 
but 
and 
r c o s a  = y' 
Total y component = 2fL s i n  0 [coS Gt I I I p Y 1  d y l  dz' dr' - s i n  ut pz'  d y l  d r 1  dx' JSI I 
I EKVIROXNENTAL TESTIXG 
I In similar fashion: 
I Total z component = - Mw s i n  6 p y 0 d y ' d z ' d ~ ' + ~ o s ~ t  p z r d y ' d z ' d x '  . 
I I 
~ If the spin axis passes thru the center of gravity, both these components will vanish. 
I 
I With the directions of rotation of 52 and o as shown in Figure C2, the force will be directed 
~ radially inward. If either rotation is reversed, the force will be directed radially outward. 
APPENDIX D I I 
LOADS PRODUCED BY COMBINATION OF SPIN AND CENTRIFUGING I I 
Assume a uniform homogeneous test body being 
spun with constant angular velocity w while being 
centrifuged a t  constant angular velocity Q, as 
shown in Figure Dl. 
ATTACHMENT 
'r SURFACE I i 
FIGURE Dl.-Combined spin and centrifuging of u r i i fo r~~~  
homogeneous body. 
To  determine the forces acting on this body, we 
may consider an elementary transverse slice of 
width dx' located a t  a distance x' from the in- 
board end, as shown in Figure D2. 
In rotation about a transverse axis through the 
I 
I 
center of gravity, I 
d I L c o s 8  + cen t r i fuga l  component of moment 
dx' S d x '  
( S t d S )  7 +T - dM . 
I The centrifugal component of moment may 
be derived as follows (see Figure D3). I 
r sin a 
dr ' 
I:ICURE D3.-Centripetal acceleration on sy~nmetrically 
located masses of spinning body. 
The moment about center due to the element of 
mass a t  radius less than R is 
dM, = n Z ~ d , d , d x 8 ( R -  
n r o  
qg dx' 
I~ ICURE D2.-Elementary transverse slice of spi~iriir~g test 
body. 
The moment about center due to the element of 
In the horizontal direction, 
mass a t  radius greater than R is 
q d x ' n 2 ( ~ ,  t x ' c o s t r )  = dCcost '  + d S s i n P  . 
(Dl)  dM2 = n 2 + d a d r d x '  
In the vertical direction, I-'ro 
EhVIROX'MENTAL TESTISG 
The moment due to the pair of elementary masses is 
a 2  - a, 
Integrating, 
dx ' nr o4 
= , 2 9 - .  
4 s in  8  cos 0 nr 0' 
RZ dx' r: 
- 
- 4 s in8cos  8 .  
The moment equation now may be written as 
q dx' roZ 
dIk,cosO - nZ 7 s in6cos8  = Sdx' - dM. 
Integrating Equations Dl ,  D2, and D3, 
n2 cosZ ex ' 
lflZ R, x '  cos 8  + q 2 = Cxg cosZ 0  + S; sin 6  cos 13 , 
- qgx' sin 6  = Cx, s inZ 0 - Sxt cos 6  s in  0  . 
Unknowns are C,I, F,I, and M,I. 
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From Equations D5 and DG, 
qR2 c o s 2  ex? 
Cx, = qn2  R, x '  c o s  6  + 2 - qgx'  s i n 0  , 
s i n 0  qgx '  
* = CX' coss + c o s B '  
qr12 x12 q g x ' s i n 2 B  qgx '  
Sx, = q n 2 ~ i x ' s i n 6  t ~ s i n 6 ' c o s O -  c o s  8 + a
qn2 x t 2  s i n i 3 c o s  B 
= q R 2 R l  x ' s i n 6  + 2 + qgx ' c o s  6  , 
q ' 2 ~ i x ' 2 s i n '  q n z x v 3 s i n ~ c o s e  q g x 1 2 c o s ~  
Mx, = 2 t 6 + 2 - I I# n2 'L c o s  6  
In many centrifuge operations, 
R, >> r ,  , 
R2 qx '  r i  
+ 4 s i n e c o s d  . (D9) 
I 
i 
and 
If these conditions are satisfied, 1Cqu:ttions D7, D8, :tntl D0 become 
Cx8 = qf12 R ,  x '  co s  a - qgx '  s i n  ti , 
Sx, = qn2  R ,  x '  s i n  + qgx '  co s  ti , (D11) 
In  this case, Ri may be talien as the radius to the ant1 moments have been normalized with respect 
center of gravity of the t,est hotly. to gravity loadings, resulting in the following 
To provide a basis for comparison, the forces rc1:ttions: 
c x '  f12 R, x '  c o s  t, x ,  sin 8 
- - 
q i  g 1  g  
s x ,  _ n2  R, x '  s i n  d x ,  cos t, 
T i  - 2 g  +1. 
M x ,  f12 R, x" s i n  t' x ,  2 COS (.) X '  rO2 LCOS 6  
- -  
ql W / 2  l 2  R 1  L 2  g (D15) 
ENVIRON503NTAL TESTING 
For most realistic testing, it is desirable to achieve the conditions: 
These conditions are to be satisfied for O<x<l. or 
It is of interest to determine the extent to which 
- g  
these conditions can be realized by varying 8. t a n 0  =  . R2 R ,  
To meet the condition of Equation Dl6 requires 
To meet the conditions of Equation Dl8  
R 2 R i x ' c o s B  , , , i , ~  8 R2R, 
-- = - - .  
requires 
1 g  1 1 g  
Solutions of this equation are 
Here the solution is 
B - 0 .  
r : L  - gx'  
t a n 0  = 
- 2  d = arc  s i n  R2 R, x '  (&I2 Ri) + ( n ' / ~ ~  9) 
In this particular case, tan 8 is a function of x', 
To meet the condition of Equation Dl7 requires indicating that no unique angle exists which will 
make the bending moment vanish over the whole 
f12 R ,  x '  s i n  d 
1 cos 
t- = 0 length of the test body. We may, however, 1 
minimize the moment by adjusting 0 to equal the 
maximum and minimum values over the length of the body. Stationary values are found where 
a M.' 2R2 R~ X '  s i n  B 2x 1 cos 6  r: h c o s  @ 
Xq12 = t- 1 - 0 ,  l 2  g  l 2  g  
from which 
r,Z h c o s 0  
= 
2n2 R, s i n  6 + 2g c o s  0 
If this value of x' is substituted into Equation D15, we obtain a stationary value of M,, 
2 - 
M I t  - (r,2 h c o s  0) '  
- -  
g 1 2 g / 2  - 4 1 2 p , ( n 2 ~ ,  ~ i n e + ~ c o s 0 )  
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This may be equated to 
M e  n2 R, sin 0 r oZ cos H 
- -  
41 d 2  
+ cos e - 1 g 
and the resultant expression solved for 0. 
We obtain from this a quadratic expression in tan 0 as follows: 
As a specific example, assume a test body being of interest are 
spun while being rotated on a centrifuge under 
the following conditions: c x t  , 0 2  R ,  For- - F T .  L. = 0 "  and - 6.8" 
u = 16.7 radisec , 
0 = 3 rad/sec , 
sxj For ,i, - o , t+ - 3 . 4 0  
1 = 30 in. , For minimum moment. ,. = - 0.8" . 
r, = 12 in. , 
Figures 20, 21, and 22 (on page 590) in the test 
show the normalized bending moment, compres- 
R ,  = 720 in. 
sive force, and shear force resulting from various 
values of axial tilt of the test body, and compare 
Under these circumstances, the angles of tilt these with the ideal. 
PROBLEMS IN THE CONS'I'NJCTION OF A SPACE 
ENVIRONMENT SIMULATOR* 
DXXA S. COPE 
Codd:trd Space Flight Center is constructing a space environment simulator which has 
advanccd the state of the art of cnvironnlent simulation. Problems concerning the material 
and conqtruction of reflectors are presented in some detail. At present this facility provides 
oil-diffusion, cryogenic pumping, and controlled wall temperatures. Solar hardware fabrication 
is in the process of completion. 
INTRODUCTION 
When it is determined to build a new facility 
extending the state-of-the-art, many decisions 
must be made on the basis of the best information 
available tempered with human judgment. As 
the design and construction develop, many prob- 
lems arise which are more difficult to solve than 
was first anticipated, as well as some thought to be 
important which solve themselves. When this 
occurs the facility has often progressed to the 
point where it is difficult or impossible to back up 
or start over. Therefore compromises must be 
made as best seen from the new position. 
This presentation is a discussion of how some 
of these problems were met in the construction of 
a space environment simulator recently put in 
operation a t  Goddard Space Flight Center 
(Figures 1 and 2). At present the facility 
6. Spectral Distribution-equivalent t o  zero air 
mass solar radiation from 0.3 to  4.0 microns 
7. Area covered-a 20 ft. diameter circle. 
provides oil diffusion and cryogenic pumping and FIGURE 1.--S~ace environment simulator. 
controlled wall temperatures but not solar 
SOLAR SIMULATOR 
simulation. Solar hardware fabrication has not COOLING SYSTEM SOLAR SIMULATOR 
yet been completed. 
REQUIREMENTS 
1. Size-a work space 27% ft. in diameterx 
40 ft. in height 
2. P r e s s u r e a n  ultimate pressure with full 
solar simulation of l i< l O  -V:cji.r in 21 hr 
3. Shroud temperatures-100°1< and -65' to 
+ 10o0c 
4. Solar simulation-an intensity of 50 to 275 
wat ts,/ft .%nd a uniformity of 10 percent 
over any square foot 
5. Collimation-a 5 4 degree half angle PAYLOAD SUPPORT STRUCTURE 
*Published as S A S A  Technrcal Sole  0-1917. March 1961. FIGURE 2.--Cross-section of the simulator. 
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THE CHAMBER 
The chamber walls are constructed of 304 
stainless steel with No. 4 mill finish to keep 
outgassing to a minimum. Stainless steel was 
chosen rather than stainless clad steel to avoid 
both the possible welding problems and the 
effect of LN2 spillage and still maintain the 
desired interior finish. The chamber is externally 
reinforced with carbon steel. All welds except 
penetrations are full penctration welds and have 
been radiographed to insure against porosity 
within the weld. We now believe that all welds 
should he full penetration multi-pass wclds. 
The head is removable to provide access to the 
tank for placement of the test loads (Figure 3). 
FIGURE 4.-Head handler removed from the chamber. , 
TO VACUUM ... 
BREAK ASSEMBLY VIEWING L,,' ' 
FIGURE 3.-IIentl hnndler and overhead cmne. 
rhis is accomplished by means of a specially 
designed head handler (Figure 4) that lifts the 
head 12 in. and then moves it horizontally on its 
own rails a distance of 40 ft. The spacecraft t o  
be tested is placed in the vessel by means of a 
15 ton overhead bridge crane. An air lock 
(Figure 5) installed a t  the ~ay load  table level 
provides access to the normal working level so 
that a man in a space suit can enter to make 
repairs to a satellite and save an expensive test. 
The chamber has not as yet been man-rated. 
FIGURE 5.-Details of the air lock. 
The head is supported on flanges welded to 
the shell and head (Figure 6). Thin plates of 
stainless steel are welded to these flanges and to 
the seal flanges to give flexibility for sealing. 
This avoids d l  the problems of main vessel 
distortion with temperature or time. The lower 
seal flange is rigidly supported a t  36 equally 
spaced points and the upper flange is adjusted 
FIGURE 6.-Head seal section. 
in relation to it by means of jacks placed at the 
corresponding 36 points. The seal between these 
flanges consists of pumped double 3/8 in. Buna 
N "0" rings. The head seal has worked out very 
well and has caused no leak problem. All pene- 
trations over 12 in. also have pumped double 
LC 7 7  o rings. The seals for the solar penetrations 
will be discussed later. 
A removable floor is used for protection of 
the bottom heat sink when personnel are working 
inside the chamber. This consists of pie-shaped 
lightweight aluminum sections covered with 
checkered plate. Hard points have been located 
around the walls and in the dome to support any 
expected test load. 
Leak testing of the chamber took approximately 
6 weeks rather than the 2 weeks originally 
scheduled. The most important lesson learned 
was that on a tank this large it is impractical to 
try on the first attempt to pump to a low enough 
pressure to use the mass spectrometer. A com- 
plete and thorough subsystem and component 
leak check ski!:! be m n d ~ .  The final leak rate 
was 2.5X atm. -cc/sec. 
Only one major change in design would be 
suggested for another chamber of comparable 
size. The inner door seal is ntlt dependable when 
the air lock is evacuated (which leaves essentially 
the same pressure on both sides). This is true 
CLAMP DETAl 
BEARING 
FIGCRE 7.-Air lock door. 
even though this door (Figure 7) is secured with 
ten clamping bolts. Since this clamping arrange- 
ment also makes the operation of the door slow, a 
better design should be found. 
It is interesting to note that there were very 
few leaks in the field welds but most of the shop 
welds had to be redone. 
The Vacuum System 
The design of the vacuum system as originally 
designed is based on the following equipment, 
installed as shown schematically in Figure 8: 
1. Twenty-five LN:! cooled elbows. These will 
eliminate any possibility of a heat load on the 
test object because of their optical density. 
2. Twenty-five 32 in. diffusion pumps rated a t  
50,000 liters/sec each. These pumps are so 
designed that heating elements and pump 
nil can be changed while the system is under 
vacuum. 
3. Twenty-five concentric disc water-cooled 
baffles between the LN2 cooled elbows and 
the diffusion pumps to prevent gross back- 
st reaming. 
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the performance of the overall leak check of the 
Since placing the chamber in operation several 
I 
1 CRYOVAC LNz COOLED ELBOW 
pump down tests have been run and much lower 1 
2 6" STOKES AIR OPERATED POPPET 
pressures have been reached in much less time 1 
VALVE than specified. As the pump down curve (Figure 
3 MODEL PMC 50.000 CONSOLIDATED 
DIFFUSION PUMP 
9) shows a pressure of 9.6X 10-lo torr was reached 
4 STOKES CONCENTRIC DISC WATER I 
COOLED BAFFLE 
5 10" STOKES WATER COOLED BAFFLE 
6 MODEL 412H STOKES VACUUM 
PUMP 
7 MODEL 615 ROOTS CONNERSVILLE 
BLOWER 
8 8" TEMESCAL AIR OPERATED 
GATE VALVE 
FIGURE 8.-Vacuum pumpin 
DESIGN SPECIFICATION I 
I 
4. Twenty-five 6 in. pneumatically operated 
poppet valves in the forearms of the diffu- 1 
sion pumps. 
5. Six 10 in. water-cooled optically dense 
baffles installed between the diffusion and 
roughing pumps. 1 utO 
6. Twelve roughing vacuum pump units each 
DESIGN SPECIFICATION 
- 5xlO*mn~~ WITHIN 48 HOURS 
(FULL CRYOGENIC PUMPING) 
consisting of a blower and mechanical high- lG1' 1 1 1 4 1 1 1 8 1 1 1 1 ~ 1 1 ' l k " 1 ~ 0 1  214 , , , ' .  4 8 (TIME, HOURS) 
vacuum pump. 
7. Twelve 8 in. pneumatically operated gate FIGURE 8.-Pump down curve. 
valves to isolate each of the twelve roughing 
vacuum pump units. in 14 hr. This compares with the requirements 
In  the early design phase it became necessary of 5X torr in 48 hr. as called for in the specifi- 
to  economize and this was done by eliminating cations. 
eight diffusion pumps and four vacuum pump Wall Temperature Control 
units and the associated LN2 elbows, water baffles, 
and valves. Provision was made for adding this To simulate outer space i t  is necessary to cover 
equipment a t  a later date. all walls, floor, and top with a cold wall a t  < 100°K. 
The original design was based on reaching This temperature will give the equivalent of a 
1 X torr in 24 hr. when used with the LN2 1 percent return of energy radiated by the satellite 
heat sinks and the GHe cold wall. With the under test. The cold wall was constructed using 
elimination of these pumps, the design specifica- tube-in-sheet aluminum panels assembled to 
tion was changed to 5X  lod8 in 48 hours. cover as completely as possible side walls, bottom, 
This system has been installed with no troubles and top, except for the area used for the solar 
other than those normally found on jobs of this simulator which has a separate LN2 cooling sys- 
size. However, a complete leak check of all tem. The LN2 panels were mounted 30 in. 
components is considered extremely valuable in inside the chamber, a t  the sacrifice of working 
space, to make it possible for a man to get behind 
them for repair of leaks. This has proved very 
beneficial. The alunlinum panels are painted 
with black epoxy paint on the inner surface for 
maximum absorptivity and are bright on the 
back side for maximum reflectivity to minimize 
heat absorption from the external vessel wall. 
Cooling to < 100°K is accomplished by means 
of LN2 pumped under sufficient pressure to 
remain liquid at  all times. It is cooled outside 
the chamber in a subcooler using evaporating 
LN2 at  atmospheric pressure for refrigeration. 
The panels are manifolded in a way which 
assures a uniform pressure drop in each circuit. 
When the temperature is to be controlled 
between -65" and + 100"C, gaseous nitrogen is 
circulated through the system and either cooled 
with a 3 stage Freon 22 system or heated with 
- 
steam, as conditions require. 
LN2 for the operation of the cold wall is stored 
adjacent to the building in a vacuum insulated 
ball holding 64,000 gallons. 
These cold walls have been installed with very 
few leaks and the entire system commenced 
operation without excessive trouble. 
Cyrogenics 
The cryopumping is accomplished with a 1 
kilowatt capacity gaseous helium refrigeration 
unit circulating through helium panels. These 
are placed in the lower half of the chamber behind 
baffles projecting from the LN* cold wall at  45 
degrees (frequently called Santeller array). This 
protects the helium panels from any heat load 
while utilizing their capacity to condense those 
that will not condense the LN2 cold wall but will 
a t  20°K. The helium panels are supplied with 
gaseous helium a t  15°K to maintain a maximum 
temperature of 20°K. 
The upper half of the LN2 cold wall is provided 
with shields so that helium panels can be installed 
in this portion of the chamber at a later date. 
The Solar Simulator 
Thc prcb!err,s ir? hcilding the solar simulator 
were more severe than those in any other part of 
this project. This is because the state-of-the-art 
was extended further than in the other portions 
of the job and also 'cccause of production 
problems. 
After much consideration of the state of the 
art of solar simulation, i t  was decided to set the 
following specifications: 
1. Intensity-50 w a t t ~ / f t . ~  to 275 ~ a t t s / f t . ~  
2. Uniformity-+lo percent over any square 
foot. 
3. Collimation-54 degree half angle. 
4. Spectral Distribution-Equivalent to zero 
air mass solar radiation from 0.3 to 4.0 
microns. 
5. Area Covered-20 ft. diameter circle. 
After a review of all available information, an 
on-axis system proposed by Minneapolis-Honey- 
well consisting of multiple-modules, each self- 
contained, was selected. The design selected is 
based on using 127 modules placed in a hexagon 
of 20 in. centers (Figure 10). Together these 
PATTERN SHOWING HOW 127 
MODULES ARE ASSEMBLED TO 
UNIK>RMLY COVER 20 FOOT 
DIA. CIRCLE 
SOLAR ENERGY 
:0000000000,,' 
~ , 0 0 0 0 0 G 0 0 0 /  
FIGURE 10 .Solar  module arrangement. 
will cover a circle 20 ft. in diameter. Because of 
the collimation angle there is some overlap 
between modules. Therefore, the intensity will 
drop somewhat a t  the edges, starting to fall off 
outside a 17 ft. diameter circle. This decision 
was based on these considerations: 
Advantages 
1. Lower initial cost. 
2. Smaller optics. 
3. Smaller penetrations. 
4. Uses 2% kw lamps for earth orbit intensity. 
5.  Possible to use partial system for limited 
area. 
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6. Can be proven by building and testing one 
module. 
7. Better efficiency. 
Disadvantages 
1. Burned out lamp causes dark area. 
2. Many penetrations. 
3. Does not preclude re-reflection (re-reflection 
will not exceed 2 to  3 percent with the 
multiple modules). 
Each module is identical t o  all the others and 
consists of (Figure 11) : 
-. HG-XE LAMP 
/ 
/ 2.500 WATTS INPUT 
n / ELECTRICAL POWER 
ELLIPSOIDAL REFLECTOR 
_ REFLECTED ENERGY f :'1
CONDENSER LENSES 
- -. TRANSMITTED ENERGY 
' ATMOSPHERIC PRESSURE 
CHAMBER DOME 
RELAY LENS 
LN2 PANEL HEAT SINK 
- 
S T  PARABOLOIDAL REFLECTOR 
.. 
. . . . 
. .# VACUUM 
'-------/------" HYPERBOLOIDAL REFLECTOR 
SYSTEM OUTPUT 
FIGURE 11.-Solar simulator module schematic. 
1. The light source (presently planned as a 
2500 watt mercury-xenon short arc lamp, 
with power supplies and holding fixtures 
designed so that later a 5000 watt lamp can 
be used). 
2. Elliptical reflector t o  collect the energy. 
3. Three condenser lenses. 
4. Relay lens. 
5. E1yperboloid:rl reflcctor. 
6. 1'ar:~l)oloidal reflector. 
An ovc~r:~Il efficiency from lamp input to  energy 
delivered on the test floor of approximately 
12% percent is required t o  make the system 
produce the desired intensity of 130 ~ / f t . ~  using 
the 2% kw lamp. The requirement for this 
degree of energy transfer efficiency in the system 
is the basic cause of the extreme fabrication 
accuracies required, as discussed below. The 
basic design of the system has changed very 
little since the original conception, but there has 
been much detail refinement and many con- 
current troubles. 
I t  mas necessary to settle on detailed design of 
the lenses early l~ecause of the urgency to complete 
the facility. Once this lens grinding was started, 
it limited design conditions on other elements of 
the system. 
Mechanical Tolerances 
Whilc the lenses were being ground, it became 
apparent that a detailed tol(wnce analysis was 
essenti:~l for firm mechanical design and align- 
ment recluircmcnts. Therefore n study was 
institutecl ant1 150 hrs of II%R/I 7090 computer 
time were utilized to  determine the effect on the 
system of mo\~cmcnts of each of the clernents 
relative to  others antl of incremental in:rccnrac~ies 
of each. As n result it was tlrterminctl th :~ t  the 
lamp antl c1liptic:rl reflector must 1)c locntctl within 
-t 0.010 inches wit 11 refcrcncc to each ot h c ~  and 
that the parabolic reflector wit11 rcbfrrcnt.c to  the 
hyperbolic reflector must be hc.ltl within 0.010 
inches of the 1iypcrl)olic rcflcc-tor. 1'Iic other 
elements did not havc critican1 tolcrnnces and 
would I)e satisfactory if held within 0.050 inches. 
The surface of the elliptical reflector must havc a 
slopc accuracy of 5 minutes. 
I t  also 11cc:~mc app:~rent that :I new process 
woultl havc to bc developctl for making c~lliptical 
reflectors in a manner suitahle for qu:~ntity (127) 
production. Thcrcforc it was decidetl to halt all 
hardware production until a modale could be 
built and tcstetl using all final design optical 
elements. Thcsc would a11 be made by the prc- 
posed prod~~ction techniques. This would also 
verify the computer study and give much more 
assurance of final success. 
REFLECTORS AND LENSES 
The Ellipse 
The cllipticd rcflcctor was unusu:~lly deep. So 
far as ooultl be dctrrmined a reflcctor of this 
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contour had never been produced with the 
required accuracy. Since 127 of them were 
required, i t  was derided that a process which 
reproduced reflectors from a very accurate master 
would have to be employed. 
First, difficulty was encountered in obtaining a 
glass master made to acceptable accuracies. 
Even getting a glass blank of the right shape 
proved difficult. An attempt was made to get 
pyrex type glass slumped to the approximate 
contour and then annealed. This proved to be a 
very slow process and in order to save several 
weeks annealing time, we agreed to only a rough 
anneal before grinding the master. This later 
proved to be a mistake as several masters were 
lost by a very gentle thermal shock a t  tempera- 
tures no higher than 140°F. 
Later several optical shops were contacted for a 
second try a t  grinding the master. None would 
commit themselves to less than three months time 
for production. This turned out to be optimistic 
since delivery took more than five months. 
In the meantime, we investigated other 
methods, one of which was making the master in 
metal on a tape controlled machine. This process 
is fast and apparently accurate. However, since 
this is not done in an optical shop, there is the 
added problem that mechanical tolerances are not 
easily translatable into optical tolerances. A 
master produced by this process does meet 
(according to  initial tests) the optical tolerance 
requirements. Recently we learned of an optical 
shop with a new method of grinding glass rapidly 
and accurately using a diamond grinding process 
and have procured a master by this process and 
delivery was less than two months with accuracy 
much better than those previously produced. 
After getting a master it was necessary to 
replicate the reflector. The first attempt was an 
ellipse made of cast epoxy which failed to hold its 
shape. Electroforming has shown considerable 
promise of success. To date we hare been most 
successful with a thin film epoxy replication. For 
The Hyperbola and Parabola 
The hyperboloidal reflector being made from 
quartz has presented no manufacturing problems: 
however, there have been temperature difficulties. 
The first design was for rigid contact with the 
LN2 cooling coil and this created too much shock 
for quartz which fractured on each test. h new 
design using flexible copper leads to carry the 
heat to the LN2 was used. This does not cause 
fracturing: however, heat destroyed the reflective 
coating. Latest tests indicate that this can be 
overcome by applying the proper emissive coat- 
ings on the back side of the reflector to assist in 
removing the heat by radiation to the cannister. 
As insurance an electroform hyperbola is being 
made and will be tested for heat transfer and 
satisfactory optical properties throughout the 
temperature range. 
Electroforming has been used satisfactorily to 
make the paraboloidal reflector, although there 
was some early experience with lack of accuracy 
a t  the edges. 
The Lenses 
The lenses have presented no major problem 
once the allowable tolerances were determined. 
They are now being produced by Goddard Space 
Flight Center. 
ASSEMBLY OF PROTOTYPE MODEL 
Alignment 
Fixtures have been designed to check and align 
each of the elements of the module within the 
tolerances required. I t  is believed that these 
will give satisfactory results when carefully used. 
To facilitate lamp replacement, one fixture will 
align the lamp to a predetermined surface. Thus 
the assembly can be replaced so that the arc of 
the new lamp will be in the same location as the 
replaced lamp. 
Mounting Hardware 
this an aluminum casting is machined approxi- When the manufactured prototype components 
mately 0.030" oversize and a thin film of epoxy is were cnrr?pleted, 2 =od.;!c h as ~ss~ifil,le; and 
forced between the aluminum and the master. It properly aligned for test. The first tests indicated 
is hoped that the thin epoxy film will hold its the temperature rise in the mounting hardware 
accurate contour under the severe heating and uras causing excessive growth and not allowing the 
cooling of the operational cycle: however, tests of optica! elements t o  liold their position within 
up to 200 hours reveal no deterioration. allowable tolerances. This mas corrected by 
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increasing the reflectivity of the hardware with is heated, pumped up to, and distributed to  each 
aluminum paint; and thereby decreasing the heat of the relay lenses and thereby prevents any 1 
being absorbed and in turn its thermaI growth. condensation on them. 
In addition to the prototype module mentioned 
Internal Reflector Cooling 
I 
above a test fixture has been made in which each 1 
LN2 heat sinks have been designed behind each 
of the paraboloidal, as well as the hyperboloidal, 
reflectors to  remove the heat absorbed by these 
elements. 
Vacuum Seals 
The vacuum seals from the relay lens to its 
flange and from the flange to the vessel have 
caused difficulties. The former is of viton and 
the latter was to be crushed aluminum. Tem- 
perature readings on these surfaces indicated 
probable trouble because of the broad temperature 
range (from maximum heat with the contin- 
uously-running solar simulator to the cold 
experienced with the LN2 cooling when the solar 
simulator is not operating). Latest tests indicate 
that relocation of the LN2 cooling m i t  and the 
use of viton seals throughout will probably 
correct this. 
Relay Lens Protection 
The temperature of the relay lens becomes low 
enough while the parabola is being cooled with 
LN2 (the solar simulator not operating) to cause 
condensation if atmospheric air is in the area. 
To eliminate this, gaseous nitrogen which has 
evaporated from the operation of the cold wall 
element of the system may be individually 
adjusted. With this fixture (containing all I 
production hardware except for the ellipse) I 
intensities of 160 w/ft.n have been achieved. We 
feel that this performance gives great confidence 
in the basic capabilities of the system. The prob- 
lem is how to make 127 equivalent modules. 
The prototype system has shown performance 
as high as 142 ~ / f t . ~  and when reassembled with 
changes in lamp, ellipse, parabola, and hyperbola, 
has consistently shown results of more than 130 
w/ft.q I 
As a result of testing the module and its com- 
ponents, we are confident of reaching our goal and 
are proceeding with the manufacture of all 
components. At present, expectations-as com- 
pared with the original specifications-are given 
in Table I. 
In explanation of "fair match", this is a sub- 
jective opinion based on the use of wide-band 
filters corresponding to the manner in which the 
desired spectrum was specified, i.e. equivalent 
energy absorption for typical matcri:lls. These 
tests, carried out by Dr. Drummond of I3ppley 
Laboratories, indicated that the ultraviolet had 
been filtered out by the system and that the 
infrared came through the system with :L minimum 
Table 1 
Original and Present Specifications 
Specifications 
Quantity 
Original 
- 
Intensity 50 to 275 ~ / f t . ~  50-130 w/ft.' 
Uniforrn~ty I r1096 over 1 ft.' 
Collirnation I t4" half angle 
Spectral Distribution Johnson Curve 
+100/0 over 1 ft.2 
$4 " half angle 
Fair Match 
Area Covered 20 ft. diameter circle 
I 
17 ft. diameter uniform fal l  
off to 50% at 20 ft. 
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loss. We chose HgXe lamps as a source because designed to accept 5 kw HgXe lamps. As soon 
of the much lower maintenance requirements as as the system is operational, we shall start work 
compared with carbon arcs. Also, the HgXe on the use of larger lamps which will be used to 
lamps provided ultraviolet in excess of that found obtain Venus orbit intensity. 
in the solar spectrum, which overcame the normal The construction of this simulator has been 
losses found in an optical system. This has been underway for two years and appears to be approxi- 
done with 2% kw HgXe lamps and the system is mately one year from completion. 
POST-IRRADIATION, ROOM TEMPERATURE, ELECTRI- 
CAL CHARACTERISTICS OF N-P SILICON SOLAR 
CELLS* 
BRIAN T. CUNKINGHAM AKD ERNEST hlOSS 
INTRODUCTION TABLE I.-Su~n~r/ury OS Cell Eficiency Order 
An engineering investigation has been con- 
ducted to determine the post-irradiation, room hlanufacturcr A n 1 0  Efficiency 
temperature electrical characteristics of state-of- I 
the-art, flight-quality, silicon N / P  solar cells. Heiiotek. _ _ _. -. . . . - - -. -. - -. -. . . -. 
The primary reason for this work was to obtain IloRman _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - - - - _ _ _ - - - - - - - - - - -  
a complete and up-to-date evaluation of flight- International Rectifier-.-. . . . . . . . . -. 
quality solar cells being produced by the leading Texas Instruments ----... . ....... 
solar cell manufacturers in the united states. R:tdio Corporation of America- - - - -. . 
11 % 
11% 
10.5% 
10. 
13% 
The present report contains the results of a 1 Mev 
electron bombardment to a flux level of 1016 
electrons/cm2 conducted at,  or near, room tern- T w e " t ~ - ~ v e  c lls from each manufacturer (with 
perature, combined with a cursory examination the exception of the aluminum-doped cells, where 
of  post - i r r ad i a t i on  annea l ing  a t  ,,leva ted  only fifteen were available) were selected a t  ran- 
temperatures. dom for irradiation. E-I curves for all cells 
were obtained using a Spectrosun solar simulator. 
PROCEDURE The simulator intensity was adjusted to an air 
A unequest for ~ ~ ~ t ~ t i ~ ~ ~ l ~  was forwarded in mass zero equivalent with an aircraft-calibrated 
~ ~ ~ i l  1964 to each of the leading solilr cell manu- solar ce11.t All measurements in this report were 
facturers, requesting price information on pro- made at 320C f 20 as measured On a thermo- 
duction-type, flight-quality, 1 X2 cm solar couple placed underneath the thermally conductive 
cells in variolls quantities and efficiencies. The cell-mourlting block. In the data to be presented, 
results of this request are shown in ~ ~ b l ~  1. i t  will be noted that the results have been normal- 
order was placed with each of the respondents for jzed to 30' centigrade, using results obtained 
50 of the highest efficiency cells which they quoted previously.' 
in the RFQ. A tabulation of the purchase order After initial measurements were made, the cells 
is shown in ~ ~ b l ~  1. ~t should be noted that no were taken to the Naval R.esearch La.boratory in 
particular requirement was placed on base resis- Washington1 D. C. for irradiation on the 1 Mev 
tivity and hence the cells received varied from a Van de Graaff generator. After each dose the 
nominal 1 to a nominal 10 ohm-cm material. cells were returned to the Goddard Space Flight 
Base resistivity ranges are given in Table IV. Center for measurements. 
Nominal values are used throughout this presen- Each group of 25 cells (again with the exception 
tation. addition to the boron-doped cells of the aluminum-doped units, where three were 
received from all manufacturers, a group of 15 pulled after each irradiation) was allocated as 
aluminum-doped 10 ohm-cm cells were forwarded in I1. 
by the Texas Instruments Company. t ~ h e  calibrated solar cells were flown at  different altitudes by the 
I.ewis Research Center. A Langley plot was made of short circuit 
*Published as Ooddm-d Space Flight Center Document X+9644-d53, current vs. air mass and the extrapolated air mass zero short circuit 
August 1964. current obtained. 
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TABLE 11.-Typieol AUocation of Solar CeUs from Each Manufacturer 
It may be seen from this table that after each 
irradiation, four cells were removed from the 
group for the purpose of more extensive tests to 
be conducted later. Four cells from each manu- 
facturer (noted in the column labeled Temperature 
Treatment) were measured after the irradiation, 
given a temperature cycle later modified to a high 
temperature soak-and then immediately 
1 Mev Flux 
Electrons/cm2 
5 X 10"- - - - - - - - - - - 
5 x lo1'- - - - - - - - - - - 
5 x 10"- - - - - - - - - - - 
5 X 10ls- - - - - - - - - - - 
- - - - - - - - - - 
re-measured. These cells were then subjected 
to the next irradiation. The same group of cells 
was temperature-cycled throughout the experi- 
ment. No thermal tests were conducted on the 
aluminum-doped cells because of the limited num- 
ber available. The post-irradiation measurement 
and thermal treatment schedule are shown in 
Table 111. 
TABLE 111.-ikurement and Heat Treatment Schedule 
Temperature 
Treatment 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
Number of Cella 
Irradiated 
25 
21 
17 
13 
9 
Explanation of Temperature Treatment: 
A-Roam temperature to -70°C to lOO0C in 1 hour, hold at 100°C for 0.5 hours. 
B S a m e  as A except temperature was held 100°C for 2 hours. 
+Room temperat- to lOOSC in 0.25 hour. hold a t  100DC for 2 hours. 
D--Same as C except ceb were held for 4 hour8 at 10O0C. 
=Same as C except cells were held a t  100°C for 3 hours. 
Number of 
Cells R'ithheld 
4 
4 
4 
4 
- 
After the temperature treatment, the cells were data presentation because of the small amount 
allowed to cool to room temperature before of scatter and the convenience associated with 
measurements commenced. data redu~t~ion. 
RESULTS Results of the initial (pre-irradiation) measure- 
Average values have been used throughout the ments are shown in Table IV. 
1 Mev Flux 
(electrons/cmz) 
5 X 10l1-- - - - - - - - - - - 
5 x - - - - _ _ - - - - 
5 x 1014_- _ - - - - - - - - - 
5X101L----------- 
loL6-- _ _ _ _ - - - - - - 
Treated Cells 
PosbIrradiition 
Measurement 
Commenced 
after (houra) 
1 
1 
1 
1 
18 
Nontreated 
Cells Post- 
Irradiation 
Measurement 
Commenced 
after (hours) 
18 
1 
1 
18 
18 
Temperature 
Treatment 
A 
B 
c 
D 
E 
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TABLE 1V.-Initial Comparison of Manufacturer's Cells 
*Baaed on 1.8 cm' area 
tAccording to manufacturer 
Average 
Manufacturer Code Maximum 
Letter Power 
(MW) 
Heliotek- - - _ - - - - - - - A 24.9 
Hoffman. -. _ - - - - - - - B 25.3 
RCA_---_.-.- .---- C 26.7 
TI (Boron) .__-__--. D 25.7 
IRC- --. -. -. - _ - - - - - E 25.2 
TI (Aluminum) - - - - - F 24.5 
Figure 1 depicts the change in short circuit 
current as  a function of irradiation. I t  may be 
seen that in drawing the curves the data points 
were followed quite closely so as not to obscure 
FIGURE 1.-Average short circuit current degradation as a 
function of 1 Mev electron flux. 
Average 
AM0 
Efficiency* 
(%) 
9.9% 
10.0% 
10.6Y0 
10.2% 
10.0% 
9.7y0 
any trends in the end points. Note the clear 
distinction between the lower (1 and 2 ohm-cm) 
and the higher (10 ohm-cm) base resistivity cells. 
Figure 2 shows the change in maximum power as 
a function of irradiation for all cells under investi- 
gation. Note that the T I  cells show significantly 
less degradation than the other 10 ohm-cm cells, 
a ion which in turn show significantly less degrad t' 
than the lower base resistivity cells. Figure 3 
depicts the change in open circuit voltage as a 
tBase Resistivity 
Range 
(ohm-cm) 
Low Nominal High 
7 10 14 
8 10 12 
0.7 1 1.2 
7 10 13 
? 2 ? 
7 10 13 
FIGURE 2.-Average peak power degradation as a function 
of 1 Mev electron flux. 
"or 
-- 
'4x0 
FIGURE 3.-Average open circuit voltage degradation as a 
function of 1 Mev electron flux. 
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FIOURE 4.-Average degradation of group A solar cell I-V 
curves with 1 Xfev electron bombardment. 
function of irradiation. Figures 4 through 9 show 
the average &I curve a t  different 1 Mev flux 
levels for each manufacturer. Figures 10 through 
14 show the effect of thermal cycling. The smooth 
dashed curve in these figures is the same curve as 
appears in Figure 1 for the particular manufac- 
turer. The solid sawtoothed degradation curve 
shows the effect of thermal cycling. The lower 
points a t  each flux level represent the average 
short circuit current readings of the cells prior 
to the thermal treatment described in the pro- 
cedure. The upper value represents the post- 
thermal treatment average of the same cells. 
1. Solar cell manufacturers are presently pro- 
ducing cells with a nominal 10 percent air mass 
zero esciency. 
2. The nominal 10 ohm-cm solar cell is decid- 
edly more radiation resistant than the 1 ohm-cm 
cell a t  higher 1 Mev electron flux levels. This is 
apparcnt in both the short circcit curreot and the 
maximum power. 
3. Both the boron and the aluminumdoped 
TI cells show less radiation degradation, particu- 
larly in the maximum power, than any of the 
other manufacturers' cells under investigation. 
4. Differences in radiation degradation observed 
between the aluminum and the borondoped T I  
cells were small and not considered significant. 
5. Changes in short circuit current due to a 
postcirradiation temperature treatment (some- 
times called annealing) were definitely experienced 
in a limited experiment and can be as much as 
5 percent. Measurements were not extensive 
enough to determine quantitatively how much 
of an effect the elevated temperature had on I, 
change; however, as noted in Table 111, after the 
1016 electrons/cmUose, the cells were allowed to 
sit at room temperature overnight before any 
measurements were made. The data in Figures 
9 through 14 at  the 1016 e/cmg flux level seem to 
FIGURE 5.-Average degradation of group B solar cell I-V 
curves with 1 Mev electron bombardment. 
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FIGURE 6.-Average degradation of group C solar cell I-V 
curves with 1 hlev electron bombardment. 
indicate that an appreciable amount of improve- 
ment in I,, (relative to the other post-irradiation, 
pre-heat treatment measurements) had taken 
place at room temperature in the intervening 
eighteen hours. The following general observa- 
tions can be made relative to the change in I,,: 
A. Subsequent irradiations degrade the cell 
more rapidly so that the end result essen- 
tially is the same as if no I,, improvement 
had taken place. 
B. Cells from different manufacturers show 
different I,, improvement characteristics. 
(1) Initial temperature cycling seems to 
have degraded the T I  cells so that 
subsequent post-irradiation treatment 
did not bring the post-thermal treat- 
ment value above the average of the 
nontreated cells. 
(2) The low base resistivity (RCA and 
IRC) treated cells are consistently 
above the average degradation line. 
(3) The 10 ohm-cm Heliotek and Hoffman 
cells oscillate about the average line 
a s  a r e s u l t  of t h e  t e m p e r a t u r e  
treatment. 
C. In order to compare the results of radia- 
tion damage studies performed in the 
laboratory, it will be necessary to find a 
means of monitoring or quenching the I., 
change so as to normalize the results to 
a given time after irradiation. 
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FIGURE 7.-Average degradation of group D solar cell I-V 
curves with 1 hlev electron bombardment. 
I 
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I 
FIGURE 8.-Average degradation of group E solar cell 1-V FIGURE 9.-Average degradation of group F solar cell I-V 
curves with 1 Mev electron bombardment. curves with 1 Mev electron bombardment. 
1 FIGURE 10.-Effects of temperature treatment on group FIGURE 11.-Effects of temperature treatment on p u p  
A eel&. B cells. 
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FIGURE 12.-Effects of temperature treatment on C-cells. FIGURE 14.-Effects of temperature treatment on E-cells. I 
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FIGURE 13.-Effects of temperature treatment on D-cells. 
ANALYSIS ERRORS THE GEOGRAPHIC 
REFERENCING OF NIMBUS CLOUD PICTURES* 
EUGEKE M. DARLING, JR. 
Errors in the determination of satellite attitude from telemetered data are expected to cause 
a maximum overall error of 50 naut. mi. in the geographical referencing of Kimbus A cloud pic- 
tures. This error is tolerable for most operational purposes. For future Ximbus vehicles it is 
anticipated that this error can be reduced to less than 20 naut. mi. 
INTRODUCTION 
Both operational and research applications of 
satellite cloud data require that geographic refer- 
encing be superimposed on the pictures. This 
referencing - or gridding as it is usually called - 
may take the form of either latitude and longitude 
lines or gridpoints defined by latitude-longitude 
intersections. 
If the orientation of the satellite relative to the 
earth were known exactly then it would be pos- 
sible to compute perfect grids by transforming 
focal plane coordinates into spherical coordinates 
on the earth, or vice versa. However, in reality 
the satellite attitude is never known exactly, 
hence the coordinate transformations operate on 
erroneous input data and therefore produce 
incorrect grids. 
This paper analyzes the effect of attitude stabi- 
lization errors on the accuracy of geographic grids 
computed for Nimbus cloud pictures. Two intro- 
ductory sections contain technical material per- 
tinent to the problem. The first section provides 
the necessary background information on the 
operation of the control system; in the second 
However, in the following section the effect of 
attitude errors on geographic referencing is ex- 
plored. Estimates of gridding errors for both 
Nimbus A and for future Nimbus satellites are 
presented. 
I n  the final section the question of satellite data 
referencing is discussed in the broad context of 
location accuracy for related conventional meteo- 
rological data. Errors in the computation of 
mean cloud properties for grid squares are ana- 
lyzed. An objective criterion is developed for 
determining the grid size compatible with a pre- 
scribed confidence level and a known gridding error. 
DESCRIPTION OF THE NIMBUS ATTITUDE 
CONTROL SYSTEM 
The portion of the Nimbus system which con- 
trols motions about the pitch and roll axes con- 
sists of three elements: horizon scunners which 
detect the earth and provide the required input 
to the horizon attitude computer which calculates 
pitch and roll errorst for input to the control 
system, consisting of flywheels and pneumatics, 
which generates the torques on the spacecraft 
section the sources of mechanical, optical, and 
angular departure of a satellite body from its nominal 
electrical error in the system are discussed and the orientation produeea an attitude error. The nomind axb mit iom are: 
Yaw: in the orbital plane perpendicular to the orbit. Positive maximum magnitude of each contributing factor towards the earth 
is estimated in h?I'm~ of its effect on satellite Roll: in the orbital plane perpendicular to the yaw axis. Positive 
attitude. Next the computations of attitude 
 in^^$^^^^^^^ :hfh,"r:liPtel,e to u. rkht of 
errors ii-es-dting from ynr;,c=s t ech1?1~n~  f r msni- the satellite direction of motion. 
- 
The components of attitude error are aeiined as iuiiuws. pulating data are presented' to yaw: relation about the yaw axis so that the mu aris no longs= 
this point, the discussion will have been concerned lies in the orbital plane. 
Roll: rotation about the roll axis so that the yar axb no longer lies entirely with the problem of satellite orientation. in the orbital plane. 
Pitch: rotation about the pitch axis so that the yaw ads  in no longer 
*Published as N A S A  Tahnicd Note &31.97. January 1964. perpendieuIar to the orbit. 
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required to correct these errors. The yaw atti- 
tude is detected by an integrating rate gyro which 
generates an error signal input to the yaw fly- 
wheel in the control system. See References 1 and 
2 for a detailed discussion of the control system. 
Pitch and Roll Attitude Control 
Scanner and Electronics 
The detection device consists of two infrared 
scanners (IR1 and IR2) mounted on the control 
package (Figure 1). One scanner looks forward 
BACK*kRD Y L N  
FIGURE 1.-Pitch and roll attitude control, where Op is the  
pitch error signal and OR the  roll error signal. 
in the direction of the positive roll axis; the other 
looks backward. The scanner beam is directed 
in a conical path by a rotating prism in such a way 
that the beam intercepts both the earth and outer 
space in each sweep. The detected energy is 
focused on a bolometer through an optical system 
sensitive to the 12.5 to 1 8 ~  band of the infrared 
spectrum. The bolometer output, being propor- 
tional to the incident energy, is essentially zero 
when the scanner sees outer space; increases 
rapidly a t  the leading edge of the earth; remains 
more or leas constant while the beam sweeps 
across the earth; then drops sharply back to zero 
a t  the trailing edge of the earth. 
Electronic circuits in the scanner syst,em filter 
the bolometer output to produce a smooth wave 
form for input to a pulse reconstructor in which a 
square pulse is constructed from the original 
wave. Whenever the reconstructor detects an 
energy of 480 mv a t  the leading edge of a wave it 
marks the beginning of a pulse. The end of the 
pulse is marked when the trailing edge of the wave 
reaches zero output. The square pulse fed to the 
horizon attitude computer begins and ends a t  
the points determined by the above criteria. 
Horizon Attitude Computer 
The horizon attitude computer operates on the 
square pulses received from the scanner system. 
Pitch error is obt,aincd by properly weighting the 
difference in width between the front and rear 
scanner pulses. Roll error is computed by weigh- 
ing the difference in pulse length to the left and 
right of a magnetic reference which indicates the 
center of the pulse. Either the front or the rear 
pulse is used in this computation, depending upon 
the magnitude of the roll error. Pitch and roll 
errors are computed alternately and applied to a 
digital-to-analog converter which furnishes the 
proper error signal to the flywheels and pneumatics. 
Control Subsystem 
The pitch and roll attitude control loops both 
operate in the same manner. The error signal is 
fed to a flywheel amplifier which provides a con- 
trol voltage to the momentum generator motor, 
thereby accelerating the flywheels by the amount 
required to produce the necessary restoring torque. 
If a specified threshold attitude error occurs t2hen 
a signal js fed to a solenoid-controlled valve which 
permits gas to escape until the error falls below 
the threshold value. Also, in the event that 
either the pitch or roll flywheels reach 85 percent 
of maximum rated speed, pneumatic gating will 
occur (i.e. firing of a 0.52 second pulse of gas to 
dump flywheel moment,um while a t  the same t,ime 
providing the proper restoring torque). 
Yaw Attitude Control 
An integrating rate gyro (Figure 2) is mounted 
in the roll-yaw plane with its input axis inclined 
12" with respect to the roll axis. This gyro senses 
yaw error as a component of the orbital pitch 
rate in the roll-yaw plane. The gyro electronics 
produces an error signal which is a linear function 
of yaw error, yaw rate, roll error and roll rate 
plus other small acceleration terms. The gyro 
output signal drives the yaw momentum motor 
which accelerates the flywheel by the proper 
amount. Pneumatic gat,ing occurs at  65 percent 
of the maximum rated flywheel speed. 
A yaw bias can be inserted by ground command 
in increments of 6" up to a maximum value of 
30". The purpose of this feature is to achieve 
FIGURE ?.-Yaw atti tude control, where Y is the yaw 
error; Y the yaw rntr;  R t h r  roll error; and R the roll rate. 
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residual momentum which will be transferred to  
ORBIT \ the flywheels. This initial flywheel momentum @I@ 1 will be incorporated in the cyclic exchange be- MOMENTUM VECTOR tween roll and yaw. However, the residual com- 0 ponent along the pitch axis will result in a small, constant pitch error since the pitch momentum 
is not involved in the cyclic exchange mechanism. 
R The maximum attitude error due to this effect 
is estimated to be about one half a degree. 
8 SOURCES OF ERROR IN THE ATTITUDE 
CONTROL SYSTEM 
,ROLL ERROR Each component of the control system contrib- 
+0.8 utes to the total error in satellite attitude. The 
pertinent error-producing factors may be con- 
veniently grouped into five categories. The maxi- 
mum attitude error contributed by each category 
is listed in Table la. 
Table 1 
FIGURE 3.--Cyclic momentum exchange between the roll Sources of Attitude Error. 
Rand yaw Y axis. I a. Maximum Atti- 
maximum paddle insolation in the event that the 
satellite orbit departs from the sun-earth plane. 
Cyclic Momentum Exchange 
In the absence of pneumatic gating, meteorite 
impact, gravitational gradients or other external 
torques the resultant momentum vector of the 
satellite and its three flywheels remains fixed in 
inertial space. This condition is maintained by 
a cyclic interchange of momentum between the 
roll and yaw axes (Figure 3). The flywheel loops 
for roll and yaw are designed to take advantage 
of this momentum exchange in such a way that 
the removal of roll momentum by yaw substanti- 
ally reduces the occurrence of roll gating. This 
design effectively minimizes the cross coupling 
between roll and yaw. 
Figure 3 shows the normal cyclic variation in 
roll and yaw (in the absence of gating) resulting 
from flywheel operation. The error curves for 
roll and yaw each have an amplitude of about. 
(degrees) 
Error Source 
1. Input Signal 
2. Control System 
3. Momentum 
4. White Noise 
5. Telemetry Scale 
Mode 
b. Total Attitude 
Error for Var- 
ious Modes of 
Operation (de- 
grees) 
Error 
Computation 
Disregard Telemetry 
Use Telemetry 
Scanner Pulse 
Reconstruction 
Assume 2' Yaw Error 
Measure Yaw Error 
*It should be notcd that the maximum yav error for thc first chrcc methods 
has h c n  entcrcd a s  f Z . O o  rathcrthanthc awropriar- 5 . z  s f  c;q,,mcnr 
c n m s  (sf: fce;ilo~c page ti). 
1+2+3+4 
1+2+4+5 
2+4+5 
2+4+5 
O.SO; the iwo curves are out of phase by 90'. 
Input Signal 
constant Pitch E m  The effect of clouds on the earth's horizon is to 
At the end of the initial st,a,bilization phase it place a cold radiating surface in the path of the 
is likely that the spacecraft will retain a certain scanner beam. As a result the energy level sensed 
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by the bolometer is intermediate between that of 
space and a cloud-free earth. Based upon theo- 
retical calculations which have been verified by 
data from the Discoverer satellite the best esti- 
mate of the maximum energy ratio between a 
cloud-free and cloudy horizon is 2 to 1 (Reference 
3). In  calculating the pitch and roll errors shown 
in Table l a  this 2 to 1 ratio has been applied in 
the manner which produces the maximum error. 
Since yaw is under gyro control the above type of 
input signal error is not present. 
Control System 
This category includes the total error intro- 
duced by the scanner system (both optical and 
electronic) and the horizon attitude computer. 
Component errors averaging .05" have been root- 
mean-squared to  obtain the tabulated values for 
each axis. In the case of both pitch and roll, 
the largest error (0.25' in each axis) is caused by 
mechanical alignment of the scanner system. 
The greatest individual contribution to yaw 
error (0.3') is stability of the gyro drift. 
Momentum, White Noise and Telemetry Scale 
The errors tabulated for roll and yaw arc a con- 
sequence of the momentum exchange mechanism 
previously described. I t  should be noted that the 
roll and yaw errors are out of phase by 90" so 
that the maximum rrror in one is always accom- 
panied by zero error in the other (Iteference 4). 
The error listed under White Noise is that 
which would result from the presence of 100 mv 
RMS white noise in each control loop. 
Attitude errors are telemetered in an 8-bit 
code (i.e. scale of 0 to 127). Thus there is a 
limit to the accuracy with which such errors can 
be read on the ground. This error is listed under 
Telemetry Scale. 
ATTITUDE ERRORS FOR VARIOUS 
PROCEDURES 
We shall now consider the errors which would 
rcsult from several different procedures for deter- 
mining satellite attitude. The total error for 
each method is computed by summing the va1uc.s 
in T1~1)le l a  in a prc.scril)etl m:lnner (I<cfcrenre 5). 
Iiesults :Lrc. prescmted in T:~l)lc 11). It  should 1,e 
emph:~sizcd that errors c~on~putc~i  in this way are 
m:~xim~im v:ilr~c.s. Er~.or.s oJ this nrngr~rtr~tle 
would occur only in the unlikely event that all con- 
tributing jactors reached their max imum errors 
simultaneously and all with the same algebriac sign. 
Disregard Telemetered Attitude Data 
This is the null case where the satellite is as- 
sumed to remain in nominal attitude a t  all times. 
Accordingly, attitude errors are assumed to  be 
zero throughout and all telemetry data on attitude 
is disregarded. The maximum error for this case 
is the sum of the first four items in Table la.* 
Use Telemetered Attitude Data 
This technique entails the use of telemetered 
attitude data without modification. The fine 
pitch and fine roll signals are interpreted as exact 
values of pitch and roll attitude, respectively. 
With this method the errors due to momentum 
are eliminated since the telemetered values are 
measured with respect to the cyclic momentum 
variations. However, the errors due to telemetry 
scale must be considered. The total maximum 
error in this case is the sum of times 1, 2, 4 and 5 
in Table la. Note that the errors in pitch and 
roll are somewhat less than in the previous 
method. 
Scanner Pulse Reconstruction 
The salient feature of Table l a  is the large con- 
tribution of input sign:~] error (Iiefermce 6) to 
the total error in pitch and roll. For both axes 
this source accounts for more thnn half the total 
error. Thus, it is obvious that any expedient for 
substantially reducing this input error would re- 
sult in a significant decrease in pitch and roll 
attitude error. A technique for reconstructing 
the earth input pulse from telemetered data on 
scanner output has been considered. The mathe- 
matics of this technique is presented in Appendix 
A. In applying the method (Iiefcrence 7), we 
must first reproduce the actual (i.e. cloudy) input 
wave. An ideal (i.e. no clouds) input wave of 
the same wavelength as the actual wave is then 
constructed and fed through an analog simulation 
*I)ata on yaw attitude is provided with variable arcuracy over a 
portion of the daylight orbit by the  course sun sensor. The greatest 
accrlrary (ahout f ZO) is arhieved at satrllite snnset. From design 
consid~.rations tllr initial yaw error is rxprrted to be about f lo with 
a ~)ossihlr ~ ~ ~ n x i n ~ u r n  inc ease of lo at the end of six nlonths due to 
gyro drif t .  Thr &2 0 figure appmrinp in t l ~ r  table was selected as a 
prssinlistir rstilnate of 111axilnun1 yaw rrror, taking into accorlnt the 
dl.aradatir)n in yaw control cx1,ccted at the end of the satellite life. 
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of the scanner system. Both the ideal and actual derived in Appendix B. These equations have 
scanner outputs are used as inputs to a program heen used to cdculate gridding errors correspond- 
sim~llating the horizon attitude computer to ing to the attitude errors associated with each of 
obtain : the techniques listed in Table lb. Results are 
1. Attitude errors relative to the actual earth; 
and 
2. Attitude errors relative to the ideal earth. 
The satellite control system responds to the 
former when it should be adjusting to the latter. 
Any difference between the attitude errors com- 
puted for (1) and (2) is due to the anomalous 
effect of clouds. With these two sets of attitude 
data it is a simple matter to determine the degree 
to which the actual satellite attitude departs from 
the attitude indicated by telemetry. 
Assume 2" Yaw Error 
In this case the error due to input signal has 
been removed from pitch and roll by the afore- 
mentioned technique. The +2.0° error in yaw 
is retained. The total error in pitch and roll is 
now the sum of items 2, 4 and 5 in Table la. 
Measure Yaw Error 
This is the limiting case where pitch and roll 
errors are reduced as in the previous paragraph; 
and, in addition, it is assumed that yaw error is 
measured with the same order of accuracy as the 
other two axial components. The maximum error 
for all three axes is now the sum of items 2 ,4  and 
5 in Table la. This degree of accuracy could be 
achieved for the daylight orbit with a h e  sun 
sensor of optimum design. 
THE EFFECT OF ATTITUDE ERRORS ON THE 
ACCURACY OF GEOGRAPHIC REFERENCING 
To be useful for either operational or research 
purposes the picture data from meteorological 
satellites must be provided with geographic refer- 
encing in the form of latitude-longitude grids. It 
is clear that uncorrected errors in satellite attitude 
will be reflected in location errors for picture ele- 
ments relative to the szrfnce of tile earth. By 
means of spherical trigonometry it is possible to 
map angles measured at  the satellite (i.e. attitude 
errors) into corresponding arcs on the surface of 
the earth representing the displacement of picture 
elements. Equations for this transformation are 
summarized in Table 2. Complete tabulations 
and graphs are presented in Appendix B. 
In Table 2 the heading "angle from PP" (prin- 
cipal point), referring to gridding errors, denotes 
an angle subtended a t  the satellite by an earth 
arc extending from the center picture principle 
point along the major axis (i.e., a perpendicular 
to the subsatellite point track bisecting the edges 
of the two side pictures) of the three picture area. 
The field of view of each camera is 37" with a 2O 
overlap, giving a total field of view of 53.5" on 
each side of the center camera principal point. 
In Table 2 gridding errors are shown for the ten- 
ter picture principal point, center picture edge, 
side picture center and side picture edge. 
The mean maximum gridding error (see A p  
pendix B, page 17) over the three picture area 
appears on the bottom line. 
Note that gridding errors with the present 
design, disregarding telemetry, are about three 
times as large as those associated with the original 
design. When telemetry is used with the present 
design the errors are reduced to twice the original 
values. With the scanner pulse reconstruction 
technique the original design errors would be 
reduced by about 20 percent if a 2" yaw were 
experienced and by about 50 percent if yaw could 
be measured accurately. 
It should be noted that the accuracy of the 
present control system would equal or exceed the 
original design specifications if the effect of input 
signal error could be removed. 
Gridding Errors-Nimbus A 
Initially, the picture grids to be generated by 
the computer complex at  the CDA station in 
Alaska will be based upon attitude data obtained 
from telemetry which has been smoothed to 
remove large errors. Thus, the mean maximum 
error which may ?E ~cticipated ai the outset of 
Kimbus operations will be about 50 naut. mi. 
(Table 2). As experience with telemetry data 
increases, we may find ways of reducing this error, 
but the degree of improvement cannot be esti- 
mated in advance. The manipulation of tele- 
metry data to obtain refined attitude information 
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Table 2 
Nimbus Attitude and Gridding E r r o r s  for an orbital altitude of 500 naut. mi. 
must be regarded as one of the experiments under 
the Nimbus R&D program. 
Scanner Pulse 
Gridding Errors-Future Nimbus Satellites 
Present Design 
Original E r r o r  Specifications Assume Design Disregard Use yaw 20 
Telemetry Telemetry Error 
Attitude Pitch * 1 *l. 5 i l . l  *O. 5 
Errors  Roll * 1 +3 *2.3 +O. 5 
(degrees) Yaw + 1 *2 *2 i 2  
Angle Location in 
from P P  Picture 
0" Principal Point,  
Center Picture 9 3 1  I 21 5 
Gridding 
Errors  18.5" Edge, Center 
(naut. mi.) Picture 11 3 8 27 8 
3 5" Center, Side 
Picture 20 56 1 45 18 
53.5" Edge, Side 
Picture 5 6 169 / 123 42 
1 
Mean Maximum Gridding Er ror  (naut. mi.) 23 73  52 17 
Two approaches which show promise of pro- 
viding more accurate attitude data in the future 
are the scanner pulse reconstruction method and 
the application of classical theoretical mechanics. 
Reconstruction 
Measure 
Yaw 
Error 
i 0 .  5 
+O. 5 
+O. 7 
5 
7 
13  
2 8 
12 
Scanner Pulse Reconstruction 
Table 2 indicates that this technique offers a 
maximum possible reduction in gridding error of 
60 percent or more compared with the "Use Tele- 
meter~"  method of Nimbus A. The accuracy of 
this approach is contingent upon the development 
of a reconstruction technique with minimum sen- 
sitivity to noise in the scanner system transfer 
functions. So far this result has not been 
achieved. 
If the development of this technique should 
prove s~iccessful, it would be necessary to make 
provisions on the satellite for routinely recording 
and transmitting the scanner data. In the Nim- 
bus A configuration high resolution infrared radi- 
ometer (HRIR) and scanner data are fed to the 
same tape recorder. However, the operation of 
this recorder is such that it is not feasible to time- 
share HRIIt and scanner data on a single pass. 
As a consequence, it is necessary to record a full 
orbit of either HRIR or scanner data. Data 
selection is made by ground command. Due to 
the prime importance of HRIR data, the satellite 
tape recorder will routinely operate in the HRIR 
mode. An occasional orbit of scanner data will 
be recorded for the purpose of checking the opera- 
tion of the control system. Only in the event of 
failure of the HRIIt system would scanner data 
be recorded and transmitted routinely. Accord- 
ingly, the approach adopted for Nimbus A is to 
analyze, on a research basis, whatever scanner 
data becomes available with the aim of exploring 
the feasibility of developing an operational tech- 
nique for extracting attitude from these data. In 
the event t,hat such a technique were developed, 
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i t  would be necessary to modify the input equip daylight orbit only, hence this approach does not 
men$ and input logic of the CDA computer system offer a complete solution to the problem. On the 
to accommodate the scanner data. other hand the gyro equation applies to the entire 
orbit so that a successful technique for solving it 
Theoretical Mechanics would represent a complete solution. 
The most powerful attack on the attitude 
problem entails the solution of equations govern- 
ing the angular momentum vector of the satellite. 
As mentioned earlier, if there is no external torques 
acting on the vehicle, the resultant of flywheel 
momentum and satellite body momentum is a 
vector Gxed in inertial space. In this case pitch, 
roll and yaw are defined by a third order system 
of differential equations which can be solved for 
Yaw Bias 
The effect of yaw bias had not been taken into 
account in this study. The introduction of a 
bias would result in another source of error in 
our knowledge of yaw orientation, over and above 
the uncertainty due to inaccuracies in the course 
sun sensor. No attempt has been made to esti- 
mate the magnitude of errors due to this effect. 
the initial condition of zero error and zero rate 
in all three axes.* This set of equations repre- METEOROLOGICAL ASPECTS OF GRIDDING 
sents a first approximation to the complete mo- ERRORS 
mentum equations, derived by omitting terms 
describing external torque contributions (1) a t  
satellite separation, (2) due to pneumatic gating, 
and (3) caused by gravitational gradients. The 
solution to such a methematical system is subject 
to error due to inaccurate specification of the 
satellite inertia tensor, uncertainties in flywheel 
response and pneumatic operation, as well as lack 
of precise knowledge about the initial motion of 
the vehicle. 
Reduction of Yaw Error 
Complete elimination of the yaw attitude error 
in the two present design cases (i.e. Appendix B, 
Table B1) would produce a negligible decrease in 
total attitude error. This is a consequence of the 
fact that the roll error accounts for at  least 80 
percent of the total error. Therefore it is not 
profitable to expend effort in reducing yaw error 
unless the input signal error affecting pitch and 
roll can be substantially reduced by some such 
technique as pulse reconstruction. (From Table 
B1 it is evident that yaw error becomes the prime 
contributor to total error once the input signal 
error has been eliminated). 
There are two possible approaches to the prob- 
lem of reducing yaw error, should this prove 
desirable: (1) incorporation of an improved sun 
sensor in the satellite control system, or (2) the 
development of techniques for solving the gyro 
eq~stion.  A sun sensor yields useful data for the 
The degree to which errors in geographic refer- 
encing affect the usefulness of meteorological 
satellite data is entirely a function of the require- 
ments which the data must fulfill. For example 
the field forecaster who is interested in general 
cloud conditions over a sizable area has far less 
need for exact referencing than does the researcher 
in tropical meteorology who is concerned with 
the properties and motions of cloud elements of 
a size near the resolution capabilities of the AVCS 
system. 
Winds and Clouds 
Relation to Winds 
Satellite cloud pictures will be used in conjunc- 
tion with conventional meteorological data to 
analyze the existing state of the atmosphere as a 
preparatory step to prediction. The pictures will 
be related to certain aspects of the wind field 
which provide the key to future behavior of clouds. 
For example, a simple prediction technique might 
consist of advecting the clouds with the winds a t  
cloud level. A more sophisticated method might 
make use of the vorticity field as an indicator of 
circulation development in conjunction with the 
divergence field as a predictor of precipitation. 
I t  should be noted that the location error of 
upper ievei will& i-e:atir-e tc  the cbserving site 
is about 30-50 naut. mi. due to the trajectory of 
balloonborne radiosondes. This error is of the 
same magnitude as the gridding error and obtains 
when the cloud picture and the wind obscn~ation 
*These eauationa have been drired by Dr. Poritgky of the GE 
Advanced Technology Center (Reference 8). are taken at  the same time. Since picture taking 
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times do not in general coincide with wind observ- 
ing times it will be necessary to displ:~ce the 
cloud data in order to obtain coincidence. On 
the average this adjustment will entail the dis- 
placement of clouds by an amount corresponding 
to  an 8 hour cloud movement. Thus the average 
displacement will be about 250 naut. mi. By 
assuming that 50 percent of this displacement 
could be accounted for by e~trapolat~ion or pre- 
diction, the residual uncertainty in cloud location 
would be about 125 naut. mi. 
Cloud Life Cycle 
Another important consideration in the grid- 
ding problem is the life cycle of clouds identifiable 
in satellite pictures. I t  is convenient to  classify 
clouds in three categories, each differing from the 
next by approximately an order of magnitude in 
cloud lifetime (Table 3).  
Table 3 
Cloud Life Cycle. 
In the prediction process we are mainly con- 
cerned with cloud features which appear in pic- 
tures taken on successive passes over :t particular 
region. Since individual cloud cells will pass 
through their life cycle during the interval ht>tween 
observation and data distribution, this category 
is not of interest for prediction. Cloud masses 
tend to have a marked diurnal vari:ttion, hen(.(. 
they will be only marginally identifiable a t  12 
hour intervals-once by AVCS, and once hy 
HI1IIt-by a single Nimbus. Cloudiness in this 
category will be of limited use for prediction. 
Cyclonic and frontal clo~idiness are o1,servable 
by satellites for periods of several ( 1 : ~ ~ s  and hence 
are of immense v:iluc in the prediction process. 
It is this type of rloutlincss which will be :~ssoci- 
ated with thc wind field in the prcp:tration of rloutl 
Type of Cloud 
Individual cell 
Cloud mass (e. g. cumulonimbus), 
squall line 
Cyclonic and frontal cloudiness 
and precipitation forecasts. Cloud systems of 1 
this type cover areas of several tens of thousands ~ 
of square miles, hence, there is obviously no need 
to locate individual elements of such systems with 1 
a high degree of accuracy. 
I 
Order of 
Magnitude of 
Cloud Duration 
(hrs) 
1 
10 
100 
Errors in  Mean Cloud Properties 1 
The life cycle of cloud elements, as well as the 
practical aspects of operational use, dictate that 
the field meteorologist concern himsdf with mean 1 
cloudiness over an area. We shall investigate I 
the effect of gridtling errors on his estimate of 
mean cloud cover. For this purpose it is con- 1 
venicnt to consider a circ-lc of uncertainty cen- 
teretl a t  each observed* cloud element location. 
The magnitude of the radius It  is equal to the 
mean m:~ximum gridding error (Table 2). The 
n c t ~ t n l  oc*ntion of envh o1)st.l t ed cloud is assumed 
to t)c within this circlr of uncertainty. 
Suppose that we wish to estimate the mean 
cloutliness for a grid square of side S. I t  is ob- 
vious that the f rac t~on  of cloud elements observed 
within the square S which are act~cnll?~ there, is 
dcpcndcnt upon the ration S/R. The larger this 
ratio the higher thc fraction of actual elements 
within S :mtl viccl versa. The higher thc fmcation 
the more reli:rl)l(. arc the (+omputations of mean 
properties within the sqa:ue and vice versa. 
r 7 l l i ~ ~ s ,  wc. may s ~ ~ l ) s t i t ~ ~ t c  errors in the computa- 
tion of me:m \,:tlucs : ~ t  I;nown locant ions for errors 
in tlio location of known (~lcmc~nts. However, in 
the procaess wc3 11:ivc registcrc.tl :L gain in usability 
since mean c-lo~~dincss expressetl in 3 or 4 cate- 
gories is s~~fficaient for many purposes so that a 20 
or 30 percent error in mean cloucl amount is not 
signifimnt . 
Thr mcan prol)al)ility that elements ohscrved 
within n sclllnrc S :~ctu:~lly I~elong there when the 
radius of ~~nrcr t :~ in ty  is It was c*omputctl I)y tletcr- 
mining the fr:icbtion of the c-irclc 11 whicfih f:~lls 
within sclrr:rrtl S. This fracstion was intclgratctl 
along thr tli:\gon:~l of the sclllarc' ant1 divicietl 1)y 
thtl total diht:~nc~c to find tli(. desired prol,:~l)ility. 
The non-tlirnc.nsion:~l paramc3ter S/ l t  is plotted 
versll.; pro1):tl)ility in Icigare 4. 
K o t ~  1h:it t lic grid scl11:~rc sitle must bc a t  lcast 
50 pc.rcb(wt 1nrgc.r than the radius of uncertainty 
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MEAN PROBABILITY ( percent ) 
FIGCRE 4.-Mean probability of actual cloud locations in a 
grid square, where S is a side of a grid square, and R the 
radius of maximum uncertainty in cloud element location. 
in order to achieve a 50 percent probability that 
the observed cloud elements actually belong in 
the square. For 75 percent probability the side 
must be 3 times the radius. 
Applying the above criterion to the gridding 
errors anticipated for Simbus A (Table 2) we fmd 
that the mean maximum error of 50 naut. mi. is 
compatible with 75-naut. mi. gird squares for 50 
percent probability or 150 naut. mi. squares for 
7.5 percent. In the future when the gridding 
error has been reduced to 20 naut. mi. the asso- 
ciated grid squares will shrink to 30 naut. mi. 
for 50 percent or 60 naut. mi. for 75 percent. 
Accuracy Requirements for Cloud Location 
For most operational applications of satellite 
picture data a maximum gridding error of about 
50 naut. mi. (Reference 9) would be adequate if 
the confidence level were a t  least 70 percent that 
observed elements in a square actually belonged 
there. This criterion (Figure 4) sets the grid 
square side a t  125 naut. mi. (about 2" of latitude). 
With a grid of this size the adjustment for co- 
incidence of cloud and wind data u~ould require 
an average displacement of only one grid interval. 
T o  summarize, a 125naut. mi. grid imposed on 
Nimbus A picture data will satisfy the majority 
of operational users. 
The Weather Bureau is planning to automati- 
cally process digitized Nimbus video data to pro- 
duce a rectified product on a 10-naut. mi. grid 
(Reference 10). If the 50 naut. mi. mean maxi- 
mutn gridding error were ever to occur then each 
of the,.? squares would contain only 2 percent of 
the data which actually belongs there. If the 
Weather Bureau photogrammetric system (Ref- 
erence 11) for attitude determination were devel- 
oped the mean maximum gridding error could be 
reduced to about 20 naut. mi. in which case the 
10-naut. mi. squares would contain 8 percent of 
the proper data. In order to increase the location 
probability to 50 percent, the square size would 
have to be increased to 75 naut. mi. with the 50 
naut. mi. error and to  30 naut. mi. with a 20 
naut. mi. error. 
The above figures only apply to the case where 
the satellite orientation departs from nominal by 
the maximum conceivable amount. If the aver- 
age attitude remains close to nominal then each 
10 naut. mi. square will actually contain a large 
percentage of the cloud elements observed there. 
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
More than half of the total error in both pitch 
and roll attitude is contributed by erroneous 
signal inputs to the horizon scanner system. 
Elimination of this error source would result in a 
reduction or" the mean ~~~axiiuiiii i  griddiiig c r r ~ r  
from 50 naut. mi. to  less than 20 naut. mi. A 
technique involving reconstruction of the scanner 
input from telemetry data shows promise for 
removing this error, although initial numerical 
solutions have exhibited instability in the presence 
of noise. 
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Since the operational user is concerned with 
mean cloud properties over an area rather than the 
location of individual elements, it is reasonable 
to relate gridding errors to the computation of 
areal means. By adopting this point of view, it 
is possible to show that grid squares of 2" latitude 
on a side are compatible with the gridding errors 
expected for Nimbus A. 
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APPENDIX A 
SCANNER PULSE RECONSTRUCliON 
The Nimbus scanner system, to a first approxi- 
mation, may be regarded as a perfect linear 
system with transfer function h(t), in the time 
domain. If the system output in response to the 
input function f(t) is g(t), then g(t) may be 
expressed by the convolution integral. 
The problem is as follows: Given h(t), the 
combined optical and electronic transfer function 
of the scanner system, and g(t) the output wave 
of the scanner system, find f(t), the system input. 
For a perfect linear system the solution is straight 
forward. 
Taking the Laplace transform of g(t) 
Lapace transform of F(s) : 
The uniqueness of this solution is assured by 
Lerch's theorem. 
However the scanner system is not a perfect 
linear system. Mechanical, optical, and elec- 
tronic noise are all present in the system transfer 
function. This noise is amplified by the follow- 
ing numerical solution which was used by Wey- 
gandt at General Electric in his first attempts to 
solve for f (t). 
The convolution was expressed as 
By solving for f(t) a t  successive values of t ;  e.g. 
where G, F and H are the frequency domain 
equivalents of g, f and h, respectively, F(s) 
= r[f(t)], H(s) = {[h(t)], we have, from Equation 
f(+) = i , 
A2, AT.(+) 
F ( s )  = C ( s )  + H (s). 
it is possible to establish the following recursion 
Thus the desired function f (t) is merely the inverse formula: 
where t 2 2. step) in the absence of noise. However the for- 
The value of g(t) in the numerator contains all mula fails when applied to complex functions. 
the cumulative effects of noise from previous . . Dr. .l G. Jew!! ef Genzral Electric has i ~ ~ v e s c i -  
iterations. Furthermore, since AT is a very small gated that scanner pulse reconstruction problem 
time interval (about 1 millisecond) all the errors in an attempt to find solutions which are less 
in g(t) are greatly magnified. Weygandt found susceptible to deterioration in the presence of 
that this recursion formula works very well in noise. At present three approaches appear 
reconstructing a simple input function (such as a promising. 
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MATHEMATICS OF GRIDDING ERRORS 1 
A separate equation has been derived for the total gridding error was obtained by combining 
component of gridding error contributed by each these components as if they were independent. 
axial component of satellite attitude error. The This ~rocedure introduces negligible computa- 
tional errors for the small angles involved (see 
N Table 1). The gridding error geometry is shown 
in Figures B1, B2 and B3. 1 
Pitch Component 
The effect of the pitch error angle p is to rotate 
the plane YPBN about T N  the pitch axis so that 
PN rotates to QN (Figure Bl). On the projec- 
tion plane the pitch error is line PQ; on the earth, 
N 
FIGURE B1.-Projection plane geometry for pitch and roll 
components of gridding error. N satellite position; A', 
sub-satellite point; h= NA' satellite height; H radius of 
the earth. TNA'U is the plane containing the satellite 
pitch axis and perpendicular to the center camera focal- 
plane RCA'U is the plane tangent to the earth a t  A'. 
For normal satellite attitude RCA'U is perpendicular to  
TNA'U as shown. A'BCN is the satellite orbital plane. 
A'BCN is normal to  planes TNA'U,  XCA'U, Y P B N  and 
TNCR. In plane RCA'U the points A', B ,  C ,  D, U ,  P ,  
Y ,  Q ,  R are intersections of rays emanating from the 
satellite and terminating at  the earth's surface. Thus 
plane RCA T i  is defined as the projection plane for points A' 
on the earth. The following projected quantities are 
defined on RCAU:  P ,  the position of a cloud element for FIGURE B2.-Spherical earth geometry for pitch and roll 
nominal satellite attitude, is defined by angles c and 6 in conlponents of gridding error. N satellite position; A' 
orthogonal planes A'BCN and Y P R N  respectively. PQ subsatellite point; h = NA' satellite height; H radius of 
is the pitch error due to rotation of plane P N B  about T N  the earth. All points designated by primed letter are 
by pitch error angle p ,  QR is the roll error due to  earth locations of like-lettered, unprimed, projected 
rotation of ray QN in plane T N C R  through roll error points on plane RCA'U (Figure Bl). The arcs con- 
angle T (when p = o  the roll error is P Y ) ,  RP  is the necting these earth points correspond to like-lettered 
resultant pitch-roll error. lines in Figure B1. 
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R' From right triangles A'CN, QCN and QNA' 
(Figure Bl), 
= sec-' Eec ( e  + p) sec 61 ; ( ~ 1 )  
from right triangles A'BN, PBN and A'BP, 
6 -  tan-' [ sec~tan~sec[tan-'(-)I] .  (B2) 
A' From right triangles A'CQ and A'BP: 
FIGURE B3.Spherical earth geometry of yaw error P'V' 
and total error R'V'. P'V' is the yaw error due to 
rotation of arc A T '  through yaw error angle y; A'P' 
=A'V1. R'P is the resultant pitch-roll error; and R'V' 
is the resultant pitch-roll-yaw error. 
arc P'Q' (Figure B2). P'Q' may be found by 
applying the law of cosines to the spherical triangle 
A'P'Q'. In order to find P'Q', the great circle 
arcs A'P' and A'Q' must be determined as well 
as angle A ,  where A'P' subtends angle + at the 
satellite, and A'Q' subtends v. The solution in- 
volves expressing + and v in terms of the known 
angles p, r, e and 6. 
In general the great circle arc XY (in degrees) 
which subtends an angle A at the satellite (mea- 
sured from the local vertical) may be expressed as 
h + H  
= s i n 1 (  s in A) - A , (B4) 
where h is the satellite altitude and H is the 
earth's radius. 
We can now solve spherical triangle A'P'Q' for 
P'Q' : 
P'Q' = cos-' (COSA'Q'CO~A'P' + sin A'Q' s i n  A'P' cos A) , 035) 
where, from Equation B4, error is arc P'Y' of spherical triangle A'P'Y' 
(Figure B2) which we find by expressing a and 2- 
h + H  A'Q' = ~ i n - ' ( ~ ) s i n  v - v . in terms of p, r, and 6, using right triangles in 
( ~ 6 )  Figure B1. 
h + H  A'P' = sin-'(T s i n  @ - @ . From right triangles A'BN, YNB, and YNA', 
we have 
and A is given by Equation B3. 
a = sec-' [sec E sec ( 6  + r )] (B7) 
Roll Component 
The roll error, PY Figure B1, results from the and from A'BP and A'BY 
rotation of PN by roll error angle r to position 
s in  E s i n  E YN. Proceeding as before the resultant gridding = tan-'(m) - tan-' Ltan (6  r ) ]  (B8) 
Solving the spherical triangle A'P'Y' for P'Y': 
p'y' = cos-' ( c o s ~ ~ y ~ c o s ~ ~ p ~  + sin A'Y' s in  A'P' cos 5) 039) 
where, from Equation B4, 
and A'P' is given by Equation B6; by Equation B8. 
I 
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Yaw Component the earth. In this case we need angles y, 4 and I 
P'V' (Figure B3) is the yaw error resulting from J,  to solve spherical triangle R'P'A'. 
the rotation of arc A'V' through yaw error angle In  Figure B1 we have, from right triangles 
(A'v' = A'P'). A'XC, CNR and RNA', I 
Solving the spherical triangle P'V'A', we obtain 
y = sec- '  [sec ( E  + p)  s e c  ( 6  + r ) ]  (B11) 
(B1O) And from right triangles A'BP and A'CR. 
Pitch-Roll Resultant 
s i n  ( E  + p)  s ~ n  E 
Assuming that the satellite first pitches through $ =  a n 1  [ - a n 1  ( )  (B12)  I 
angle p and then rolls through angle r, the resul- 
tant is IiP in the projccation plane and It'P' on Solving the spherical triangle II'P'X', we have 
RIP' = cos-I  ( ~ O S A ' R ' C ~ S A ' P '  + s i n  AIR' s i n  A'P' c o s  4,) . (B13) 
where, from Equation I34 
A'R' h + H  s i n - '  (-- H s i n ?  ) - y  
A'P' is given by Equation 136; and J. by Equation Solving first for angle q, we obtain 
1312. 
Total Gridding Error ( c o s  AIR' - c o s  R ' P ' c o s  A'P' 7 )  = c 0 s - l  The total eror is R'V' in Figure 133 which is the s ~ n  RIP' 51; A'P' 
resultant of R'P' the combined pitch-roll error, 
and P'V' the yam error. Finally, solving spherical triangle P'V'R': 
R'V' = c o s - '  (cos P'V' c o s  RIP' - s i n  P'V' s i n  RIP' s i n  r ) )  (B15) 
where P'V' is given by Equation B10, It'P' by increases quite gradually out to about 35' (i.e. 
Equation B13 and q hy Equation I314. Note the the center of the side picture) and then increases 
sign of the second term in Equation B15 is steeply from there to 53.5', the edge of the field 
negative if J, is positive and vice versa. of view. 
Computation of Gridding Errors Mean Maximum Error 
The gridding errors calculated by the above 
equations are listed in Table 131 where the three 
axial components and the total error are tabulated 
versus angular distance (measured a t  the satellite) 
from the center picture principal point. The 
dominance of the roll error is apparent, especially 
a t  the larger angular distances, for all methods 
except scanner pulse reconstruction where the 
yaw error pretlominates. Pitch error makes the 
sm:~llcst contribution to total error in all cases. 
The t o t d  gridding error has been plotted versus 
An approximation to the mean error along a 
diagonal from the center picture principal point to 
the side picture corner has been computed as fol- 
lows. Equation 731 1 was solved for e = 18.5', 6 = 
53.5', and the appropriate valucs of p and r for 
each method in Table 2 to obtain the angle y 
corresponding to the diagonal in each case. The 
results were : 
Orginal Design 56'49' 
Present Design (Disreg:~rtl telemetry) 58'46' 
the angle from the center picture principal point 
Present Design (Use telemetry) (Figures I344n8) for the fivc attitude determina- 
tion methods (T:~l)le 2). In c>:tcsh case the error Scanner Pulse Iteoonstruction 56'14' 
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Table B1 
Components of the Total Gridding Error. 
Angle from 
Center Picture 
Principal 
Point (degrees) 
Components 
of the Total Total 
(naut. mi. ) Error 
(naut. mi.) 
Original Design 
ANGLE FROM CENTER PICTURE PRINCIPAL 
POINT ( degrees ) 
Present Design (Disregard TM) 
FIGURE B4.-Gridding errors (original design). The pitch, 
roll and yaw errors are each + 1 degrees. 
0 
10 
20 
30 
40 
' 50 
53"301 
The mean error was computed for each case 
by numerically integrating the appropriate error 
curve (i.e. Figures B4-B8) from 0 to y and divid- 
ing by the included area. This number has been 
designated as the mean maximum error. The 
value for each method is entered in the bottom 
row of Table 2. 
13 
13 
14 
15 
18 
23 
26 
Present Design (Use TM) 
26 
28 
31 
39 
57 
108 
160 
0 
10 
20 
30 
40 
50 
53-30' 
0 
3 
7 
11 
16 
22 
28 
9 
3 1 
34 
39 
49 
66 
116 
169 
Scanner Pulse Reconstruction (Yaw Error 2") 
20 
0 
10 
20 
30 
40 
50 
53"301 
23 
28 
38 
54 
88 
123 
0 
9 1 21 3 
i :: I 
:: j 
4 
4 
4 
5 
5 
6 
7 
2 1 
43 
80 
14 116 
Scanner Pulse Reconstruction (Measure Yaw) 
16 
22 
28 
4 
5 
5 
6 
9 
16 
22 
0 
10 
20 
30 
40 
50 
53"308 
0 
3 
7 
11 
16 
22 
28 
4 
4 
4 
5 
5 
6 
7 
5 
6 
9 
15 
23 
35 
42 
4 
5 
5 
6 
9 
16 
22 
0 
1 
2 
4 
6 
8 
10 
5 
6 
8 
11 
15 
23 
28 
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ANGLE FROM CENTER PICTURE 
PRINCIPAL POINT (degrees) 
ANGLE FROM CENTER PICTURE 
PRINCIPAL POINT ( degrees ) 
FIGURE B5.-Gridding errors, present design (disregard 
TM). The pitch error is f 1.5 degrees; the roll error 
5 3  degrees, and the yaw error + 2  degrees. 
FIGURE B6.-Gridding errors, present design (use TM). 
The pitch error is 51 .1  degrees, the roll error 5 2 . 3  
degrees and the yaw error f 2 degrees. 
TESTING 641 
O 10 20 30 40 50 60 
ANGLE FROM CENTER PICTURE PRINCIPAL 
POINT ( degrees ) 
ANGLE FROM CENTER PICTURE F I G ~ E  B8.4ridding errors, scanner pulse reconstruction 
PRINCIPAL POINT ( degrees ) technique (measure yaw). The pitch error is k0.5 
FIGURE B7.4riddi ig  error, scanner pulse reconstruction the error f0-5 degree* and the yaw 
technique (disregard yaw). The pitch error is f 0.5 '0.7 degree. 
degree, the roll error k0.5 degree, and the yaw error 
5 2  degrees. 
A GEOGRAPHICAL GRID FOR NIMBUS CLOUD 
PICTURES* 
ECGESE .\I. DARLISG, JR.  
This paper defines the geometrical, aesthetic and utilitarian factors which must be con- 
sidered in selecting a geographical reference grid for use with Kimbus cloud pictures. A particular 
grid is proposed and critically examined with respect t o  these factors. This grid is found to be 
acceptable once minor changes are made to  compensate for image foreshortening. 
INTRODUCTION 
The Nimbus meteorological satellite will carry 
an Advanced Vidicon Camera System (AVCS) 
consisting of three separate cameras in a trimet- 
rogon array. This camera system views a 
338X 1600 naut. mi. area on the earth (the longer 
dimension being normal to the subsatellite track). 
Pictures are taken over the daylight portion of the 
orbit, stored on magnetic tape and transmitted to  
the ground station on command. These data are 
acquired in the form of FM signals which are 
recorded on tape. Satellite attitude and position 
a t  picture-taking times are automatically proc- 
essed (Reference 1) by a computer program which 
generates a latitude-longitude grid for each pic- 
ture. The gridding mathematics is presented in 
Reference 2. 
The latitude and longitude lines consist of in- 
dividual gridpoints which are mixed with the 
This paper examines the geometrical, aesthetic 
and utilitarian properties which a latitude-longi- 
tude grid suitable for Kimbus cloud pictures must 
exhibit. We start with a review of the mathe- 
matical characteristics of latitude and longitude 
lines on the earth; proceed to enumerate six fac- 
tors pertinent to the Ximhus gridding problem; 
evaluate a particular grid in terms of these factors 
and summarize findings, including a recommenda- 
tion for minor improvements. 
It  should lx noted that this study is concerned 
solely with the problenl of imposing geographical 
grids directly upon Nimbus cloud pictures. ltec- 
tification of data to a specific map projection is 
not considcred. Furthermore, it has been as- 
sumed that errors due to l(3ns distortion, vidicon 
raster shift and other AVCS aberrations have 
been removed prior to the mixing of gridpoints 
with the video data. 
video signal, under control of a computer, during GEOGRAPHIC REFERENCING ON A SPHERICAL 
transmission over the long line to Washington, EARTH 
D.C. These gridpoints are composed of a se- 
quence of pulses followed by a sequence of The parallels of latitude are small circles of 
black pulses, each pulse having a width of one radius, R cos 4, normal to the axis of rotation 
picture element. ~h~~~ are provisions in the grid where Ii, is the radius of the earth and 4 is the 
equipment for varying the gridpoint size latitude (in degrees) measured north and south 
from a minimum width of 5 pulses (3 whitcl 2 from zero a t  the equator to 00' a t  the poles. The 
black) to a maximum of 10 (5  5 black). parallels are equally spaced over the surface of 
sufficient gridpoints will be generated along each the earth a t  a fixed interval of GO naut. mi. per 
latitude and longitude to create the illusion of a degree. 
continuous line when the picture is displayed The meridians of longitude, 0 are great circles 
through the kinescope system which produces a formed by the intersection of planes containing 
70 mm positive tr:~nsparency. the rot:~tion axis of the earth. Since all meridians 
pass through the poles, the dist:lnc.e D corrcspond- 
*Pt~bli~tred as S.1S.t  Techntcal S o l e  D-Pft3(3. February 1864. ing to On(. d~gr(.c of longitude diminishes from a 
04 2 
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maximum of 60 naut. mi. a t  the equator to zero 
at  the poles. At any latitude 4, 
27lR cos 4 
D =7 
The function, D is shown in Table 1. Longi- 
tude is measured west and east from zero a t  the 
prime meridian (passing through Greenwich, 
England) to 180' a t  the International date line. 
Table 1 
Table 2 
Nimbus Grid Specifications. 
Latitude 
(degrees) 
0 
10 
20 
30 
40 
50 
60 
70 
75 
80 
Distance D Corresponding to One Degree of Longitude. 
D 
(naut. mi. ) 
60.0 
59.2 
56. 5 
52.1 
45.9 
38.6 
30.0 
20.5 
15.5 
10.4 
I 
FIGURE la.-Nimbus grid, polar. 
Latitude 
Interval 
(degrees) 
2 
2 
2 
Latitude 
Range 
(degrees North or South) 
0-70 
70-84 
84-88 
PROPERTIES O F  THE NIMBUS GRID 
Longitude 
Interval 
(degrees) 
2 
10 
40 
Latitude 
(degrees) 
81 
82 
83 
84 
85 
86 
87 
88 
89 
- 
The following factors must be taken into ac- 
count in the design of a suitable grid for Nimbus 
cloud pictures: 1. Constancy of scale; 2. Image 
foreshortening; 3. Satellite attitude; 4. Obscura- 
tion of data; 5 .  Aesthetics; and 6. Data utiliza- 
tion. With the exception of scale constancy all 
of these considerations are either peculiar to satel- 
lite photography or have a special connection with 
the Nimbus system for constructing gridlines. 
A Nimbus grid has been selected which appears to 
represent a reasonable compromise between the 
conflicting demands of the above factors. Speci- 
fications for this grid are listed in Table 2 and 
sample grids for various portions of the earth are 
are shown in Figure 1. Characteristics of the 
selected grid are evaluated in the following 
paragraphs. 
88-90 
D 
(naut. mi. ) 
9.4 
8.4 
7.3 
6.3 
5.2 
4.2 
3.1 
2.1 
1.0 
- 
Constancy of Scale 
No grid lines 
An ideal gridding scheme mould be one where 
the interval between successive grid lines on the 
earth corresponds everywhere to a constant, fixed 
distance. Obviously such a result cannot be 
FIGURE 1b.-Ximbus grid, mid-latitude. 
FIGURE 1c.-Nimbus grid, equatorial. 
achieved in reality due to the convergence of 
meridians (Table 1). The best compromise is a 
5xcd !ntit~de SPAIP used in conjunction with a 
variable longitude scale. The longitude interval 
must increase with increasing latitude in order to 
maintain an approximately constant scale. 
The scale charscteristics of the Nimbus grid 
are shown in Figure 2. The longitude scale 
changes by a factor of 3 within each of the three 
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S 
0 .  
3 = 
z 
9 ' 
'0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 EARTH'S SURFACE 
LATITUDE (degrees ) 
FIGURE 2.-Scale variability of the nimbus grid. 
latitude bands. At the two discontinuities, 70" 
and 8 4 O ,  the scale changes by 5 and 4, respectively. 
The latitude scale remains constant a t  120 naut. 
mi. Although the variability in longitude dis- 
tance is large when the entire globe is considered, 
i t  should be noted that the scale only varies by a 
factor of 2 between 60"s and 60°N latitude* 
which is the region of greatest meteorological in- 
terest. From this viewpoint the Nimbus grid 
represents an acceptable compromise in regard 
to scale constancy. 
Image Foreshortening 
The projection on the satellite camera focal 
plane of a fixed arc length on the earth's surface is 
a line segment which varies in length according to 
the location of the arc within the camera field of 
view. For an earth stabilized satellite the pro- 
jected segment is largest when the arc appears in 
the center of the field of view. The segment 
diminishes in size as the arc shifts towards the 
edge of the field. This phenomena is called image 
foreshortening. 
In  order to develop the mathematics of fore- 
shortening, we make use of the following two 
equations relating an angle /3 subtended a t  the 
satellite to the corresponding central angle a. 
Referring to  Figure 3 it can be shown that 
R  s i n a  ] (1) 
= tan- '  [ h  + R  ( 1  - cos  a )  
and conversely 
R. RADIUS OF THE EARTH 
h SV. HEIGHT OF THE SATELLITE 
B, ANGLE AT THE SATELLITE 
SUBTENTED BY ARC TV 
a. CENTRAL ANGLE SUBTENDED 
BY ARC TV 
I ~ I G ~ J R E  3.-Satellite geometry. 
Single Focal Plane 
Consider first the case where the earth is viewed 
by a single camera on an earth stabilized satellite 
(See Figure 4a). I t  is possible to express the 
angles P and y, which define the degree of shorten- 
ing, in terms h, R, a and #. 
From Equation 2 
By successive application of Equation 1, y is found 
as follows: 
R  s i n  ( a  + 9) 
Y + S  = tan- '  h + R [ I  - cos ( a  + +)] 
a = s i n - ]  [y s i n  81 - 8 . (2) R  s i n $  8 = t a n - l [ h  t R ( 1 - C O S $ )  
and by subtraction, 
Rsin  ( a + $ )  R s i n $  
y  = tan- '  
h + R [I - cos ( a  + h + R  ( 1  - cos +) 
*Thie region conetitutes 8G.G percent of the total surface area of the earth. 
9 RADIUS Ot TI'C t AKTn 
I> t i f  I L t i T  01  SATf I 1  ITt  
I t OLAL r L A N t  ( t N I L R  
( I 'HINClt 'Lt  POINT ) 
L LOCATION Ot L t N S  
f PL (AF.'t l l A  COCAL LENGTh 
6 $ SATELLITC kNGLE AND 
COHHESPONDING t A H T H  ANGLF 
ASSOCIATED LL.ITti A POINT ih 
THE C A ~ I F R A  $IFLO O t  Vlf k*$ 
a A FlXFD EAQTH DISTANCC 
f i  5ATELL 'T f  ANtLE 
CORRESr (7NDING TO a AT TtiF 
CFNTEH OF THE ~ I E L D  OF v l t n  
Y SATtLLlTF ANGLt 
CORRESPONCING TO a AT AN 
ANGLE 6 FROM THE PICTURE 
CENTFR 
FIGURE 4a.-Foreshortening, single focal plane. FIGURE 4b.-Focal plane detail. 
where a is arbitrary. Referring to Figure 4b we see that the focal plane distances A and t correspond- 
ing to angles @ and 7 ,  respectively, may be expressed as follows: 
E = f [tan ( 6  + Y) - tan 6 1  . 
The foreshortening, F, in percent is 
tan ( 6  + y) - tan 
tan P 
Trimetrogon Array defined by Equation 3 as in the single focal plane 
In the case of a trimetrogon camera array such case. 
as the Nimbus system the foreshortening in the From Figure 5b we see that the focal plane dis- 
center camera focal plane is defined by Equation tance ' corresponding 7 k 
6. However, the projection geometry for the 
a f[tan (q + Y )  - tan q] . 
side camera is altered due to the angle of inclina- (7) 
tion v of the side camera focal plane (see Figures In this case the foreshortening, F, in percent with 
5a and b). The angle y corresponding to a is respect to the center camera principal point is 
(A - * \  
F = loo T-' - 100 r ti - t a n  ( q +  y) - tan TI tan p" A 
In Figure 6 the percent foreshortening as defined were computed for an earth increment a of one 
by Equations 6 and 8 (v=35", i.e., the Nimbus degree. Note that the image foreshortening is 
System) is plotted versus angular distance 6 from negligible within the center camera field of view, 
the center picture principal point. These curves being only 3 percent at  the edge (6= 18.5"). At 
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v A N G L t  OF INCLINATION OF SIDE 
C A M €  HA PRINCIPLE AX lS  W I T H  
RFSF't C'T TO CENTER CAMERA 
AX lS  
q SATELLITE ANGLE 
CORRFSPONDING TO A POINT I N  
THF SIDE CAMFRA FIFLD OF V lFW 
I ~ I G U R E  5:l.-Forc,short,ening, side c:lmrra foc:~l planc. FIGIJRE 5b.-Sidc c:ilner:i foc:il pl:~ne t1ct:iil. 
I'rcr~~t~c 6.-Icorcshortrnilrg in the i~n:~gc plane. 
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the 53.5" limit of the Nimbus field of vicw the 
foreshortening is 50 percent with a singlc focal 
planc :tnd 80 pcrcent with the trimctrogon :Lrray. 
Thus we see that image planc forc~hort~cning 
causes an :tpparent crowtling together of earth 
o1)jccts near the edge of the c:tmcra system ficld 
of vicw, which has an effect simil:~r to  the actual 
convcrgcncc of mcriclians with inc:rct:~sing distance 
away from the cq~iat,or. The com1)ined result of 
convcrgcmx :tnd forcsl~ortcning is illr~st~r:rtotl in 
T:~l)la 3 which shows the 1t:ngth (mm) of lo longi- 
tudo on :L 70 mrri pic:t,r~rc t:tlcc.n :tt 500 n:~nt,. mi. 
1)y the Niml)us c+:untlr:t sysl.c~ni. In tallis ta:lsc\ the 
0 -  
SINGLE FOCAL PLANE 
- NIMBUS TRIMETROGON 
ARRAY ( EQUATION 8 ) 
v - 35" 
I I 1 I I 
Table 3 
Effect of Convergence and Foreshortening. 
0 10 20 30 40 50 60 
ANGLE FROM CENTER P ICTURE PRINCIPLE POINT (degrees) 
I I Length of 1" longitude, 70 mm picture 1 
forcshortc~iing is 80 percent, the cLonvc.rgcncc is 
50 percent :tnd thc maximum com1)inctl effect is a 
reduction in 1enp;th by an order of m:~gnitnde. 
The effect of im:tge forcshortcning is further 
illustrated by the following cuamplc. On 70 mm 
film the spacing 11ctwc~cn mc.ridi:tns of the Nin11)us 
grid a t  various points within the trimet rogon cam- 
era field of vicw is shown in T:~1)lc 4. 'I'ht. int cr- 
val of 1 to  4 mm between mcridi:~ns : ~ t  he. side 
camera cdgc is too small for convc.nicnt viewing 
of the picture. In tliis extremely forcshortcncd 
portion of the image either the grid intcrv:~l must 
be incrc:rscd or gritltling must 1)e omit t td  in ort1t.r 
to  avoitl crowding of t he mt>ritli:rns. I t  woultl I)c 
desirable to  modify the grithling schcmc. in ortlcr 
t o  maintain :t minimum sp:~c.ing of 5-10 mm 
throughout the TO mm picture.. 
Latitude 
(degrees) 
. 
(mm) 
Center Picture 
Principal Point 
Side Picture 
Edge 
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Table 4 
Satellite Attitude 
Foreshortening of Meridians. 
In a previous study (Reference 3) the author 
has demonstrated that uncertainties in satellite 
attitude are expected to result in a mean maxi- 
mum error of 50 to  70 naut. mi. in the grids com- 
puted for Nimbus cloud pictures. This type of 
error increases from 20-30 naut. mi. a t  the center 
picture principal point to 45-55 naut. mi. a t  the 
side picture center to 120-170 naut. mi. a t  the 
side picture edge. This effect constitutes an 
actual location error in contrast to the prel' 7 1 ~ ~ s  
factors which merely contribute to variations in 
size. The reduction of gridding errors due to 
attitude uncertainties will be undertaken as an 
experiment using data from the first Nimbus 
satellite (i.e., Ximbus A). 
In  Reference 3 Darling shows that grid squares 
of about 125 naut. mi. in a side are optimum for 
determining mean cloudiness in the presence of a 
maximum gridding error of 50 naut. mi. due to 
anomalous satellite attitude. To a good approxi- 
mation the Kimbus gridlines form squares of the 
desired size in the region between 40"s and 40°N 
latitude (see Figure lb, c). However the con- 
vergence of meridians beyond 40" causes the 
( 4  squares" to become increasingly trapezoidal (see 
Latitude 
(degrees) 
0 
30 
50 
70* (2' spacing) 
pied the gridpoint position. The gridpoint sizes 
to be tested in early Nimbus experiments will 
range from a minimum width of 5 pulses (3 white, 
2 black) to a maximum of 10 pulses (5 white, 5 
black). These limits correspond, respectively, 
to earth distances of 2.0 and 4.1 naut. mi. a t  the 
center picture principal point and 10.2 to  20.5 
naut. mi. a t  the side picture edge. Thus, it is 
clear that even the smallest gridpoint will obscure 
individual clouds of dimensions smaller than a 
mature cumulonimbus. I t  is equally apparent 
that the largest gridpoint will cover only an in- 
finitesimal portion of the cloud field associated 
with a synoptic-scale disturbance. Therefore, 
we may conclude that individual gridpoint sizes 
within the range cited will not obscure those major 
cloud features which are most significant for 
operational applications. 
The requirement that the density of points be 
sufficient to form a line conflicts with the need 
to minimize the number for the purpose of con- 
serving data. In forthcoming experiments a 
range of gridpoint sizes and point densities along 
grid lines will be examined for readability and 
suitability. The following maximum sizes will 
be associated with the densities indicated: 
Figure la).  At 60' two adjacent boxes along a Gridpoint Sire Density paralie: must k combined to obtain squares of 
*Beyond 70° rhe convergence of meridians has a greater effect than foreshortening on 
longitude spacing. 
The Spacing of Meridians 
(mm) 
the proper size; a t  70' three boxes must be joined. 5 elements; 1 point/l5 elements 
Center Camera 
Principal Point 
17.7 
15.4 
11.4 
6.1 
Beyond 70" the rapid changes in scale preclude 10 elements; 1 point/30 elements the division of grid boxes into 120 naut. mi. 
squares. These density values correspond to O.1° and 0.2" Obscuration of Data latitude intervals a t  the center picture principal 
Every gridpoint imposed on a Ximbus cloud point. Xote that both combinations result in the 
picture obliterates the data which originally occu- same total number of elements per triplet occupied 
Side Camera 
Center 
9.9 
8.6 
6.4 
3.4 
Side Camera 
Edge 
3.6 
3.1 
2.3 
1.2 
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Table 5 I 1 
Data Obscuration. 1 
by gridpoints. The obscuration of data by grid- 
points is documented in Table 5 where the per- 
centage of data obscured was computed by multi- 
plying the number of gridpoints per triplet times 
the gridpoint size and dividing by 2,085,000, the 
total number of elements. Since less than half of 
one percent of the total data is obscured in the 
worst case, it is clear that the degrading effect of 
gridlines on the picture is negligible. 
Aesthetics 
There are many problems involved in achieving 
a grid matrix of variable scale which is, a t  the 
same time, pleasing to the eye. Obviously, the 
number of discontinuities in gridlines between the 
equator and the poles must he kept to a minimum 
as tlic cye is disturbed hy lines which end abruptly. 
However the demand for fcw discontinuities is a t  
variance with the need for a quasi-const:int scale 
which requires many changes in grid interval. In 
order to maintain a visual impression of continuity 
in the gridlines it is important that certain merid- 
ians be retained in their entirety. However, the 
number must be judiciously chosen since too 
many will result in the crowding of meridians near 
the polrs while too few will provide an inadequate 
scale for locating features of meteoro1ogic:~l 
interest. 
The question of aesthetics also enters into the 
appearance of gridlines on the Nimbus cloud pic- 
tures. These lines are generated by a series of 
gridpoints consisting of several black and white 
pulses, each an elemcmt wide. These gridpoints 
must be slifficiently 1:~rge to be clearly visil~le on 
70 mm film and yet not so large as to be out of 
proportion on the g r t~~ tc s t  enlargement rontem- 
plated (presently uridctermined, but prol)al)ly not 
largcr than onc foot scluarc). Furthcrmorc, the 
gridpoints should be spaced a t  sufficiently small 
intervals to cause the human eye to see a con- 
tinuous line. 
The appearance of the Nimbus grid will be 
generally pleasing to the eye. Visual continuity 
over the globe is achieved by retaining nine , 
meridians in their entirety from the equator to  the I 
poles. Scale discontinuities have been kept to 
the irreducible number of two, both of which 
occur poleward of the Arctic Circle (i.e., a t  70' 
i 
and 84"). Thus there is no change in scale over 
the major continental areas of the world. 
The width of a gridline varies as a function of 
orientation with respect to raster lines. This is 
another factor which affects the aesthetic quality 
i 
of the grid. If 6 is the angle between :L raster line 1 
and a gridline consisting of gridpoints of lelemerits 
length, then the width W of the gridline is 1 
W = k' sin 8 for 0 > 0 I 
where r is the width of a raster line. Thus tht. 
width of a gridline varies from l when the line is 
normal to the raster line to r when it lies along a 
raster line. Table 6 shows gridline width as a 
function of gridpoint size, displ:ty size and grid- 
line orient:rtion. The 10 to 1 width ratio in the 
10 elcmcnt case appears to be aesthetically unde- 
sirablc, especially in the one foot presentation 
where tlie m:~ximum width is greater than one 
tenth of an inch. In this case the longitudes will 
look like rilhons and the latitudes like threads. 
The visil)lc (1isp:~rity in line width will be reduced 
by the tc.11dcnc.y of tlie eye to see only the white 
portion of the line in dark areas and the black 
portion in liglit areas. Ho~vevcr this optical 
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Table 6 
Gridline Width. 
effect will probably not be sufficient to render this conclusion that an adjustment in the grid is 
large line size acceptable. On the other hand the required a t  the foreshortened edge of the image. 
r 
Gridpoint Characteristics 
Gridpoint Size 
Display Size 
Normal to raster line 
Along raster line 
five element line which seems to be suitable on 
both display sizes, will appear even more uniform 
in width as a result of this visual effect. 
With a spacing of 15 elements between grid- 
points each gridline will consist of spots separated 
by 0.9 mm (.036 in) on the 70 mm presentation. 
The eye should have no difficulty in supplying the 
additional information required to see the lines as 
continuous. On a one foot picture the same den- 
sity of points yields a spacing of 1 every 0.15 in. 
which will adequate to define the line, but its 
appearance will be distinctly dotted rather than 
continuous. 
Still another aesthetic factor is the ratio of the 
space between gridlines to the maximum width 
of a line. This ratio is shown in Table 7 for lines 
of 5 element width at three places in the 
trimetrogon field of view. An examination of 
sample grids indicates that a spacing to width 
ratio of less than 20 results in an undesirable 
crowding of gridlines. This confirms our previous 
Data Utilization 
Gridline Width 
(in) 
In Reference 3, Darling suggested that field 
meteorologists are mainly concerned wit.h mean 
cloud conditions rather than individual clouds. 
This being the case it is shown that the important 
operational parameter is the mean probability 
that clouds are actually located in the grid square 
where they appear. Taking into consideration 
the maximum griddig error due to attitude anom- 
aly, it is deduced that a 70 percent mean proba- 
bility (which corresponds t.o a 125 naut. mi. grid 
interval) would satisfy most operational require- 
ments. This analysis is carried a step further in 
Figure 7 where the probability of determining the 
correct category of cloudiness is plotted against 
cloud location probability for two cases: 
(1) The categories are cloud (6/10- 10/10 cov- 
erage) or no cloud (0-5/10), 
(2) The categories are overcast (8/10- 10/10), 
broken (4/10 - 7/10) or scattered (0 - 3/10). 
Table 7 
5 elements 
Gridline Spacing. 
10 elements 
70 mm 
-012 
-002 
70 mm 
-024 
-002 
1 foot 
-051 
-010 
(u%.~--, za-'nD~i I ~ c c k r  camera, I Side Camera I Side Camera, I principal Point ( Center I Eike 
1 foot 
-103 
.010 
Latitude 
28.7 10.3 
38.1 21.3 7.6 
70 (2" spacing) 20.2 11.3 4.1 
Spacing Between Gridlines Divided 
by Gridline Width 
I I 
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squares 120 naut. mi. on a side, between 70"s and 
70°N latitude, even in the case of maximum satel- 
lite attitude deviation from nominal. In fact the 
grid was specifically designed for this purpose. 
The grid is less adaptable to the location of in- 
dividual cloud features due to the long distances 
over which interpolation must be performed. 
The error to be expected in locating individual 
features may be estimated by making the follow- 
ing assumptions about the accuracy of interpola- 
tion as a function of grid spacing: 
On 70 mm film the error due to interpolation is 
1/10 the distance between gridlines for spacings 
2 10 mm; 1/5 for spacings of 3 to < 10 mm; for 
5 I , , , , , , 1 <3mm.  
2 0 
o lo 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 loo Combining the latitude and longitude errors by 
MEAN PROBABILITY OF ACTUAL CLOUD LOCATIONS 
( percent ) 
I:IGURI~: 7.-Catrgorization of  cloudiriess in the presence of 
cloud location errors. 
Note that 70 percent cloud location probzl1)ility 
corresponds to  89 and 76 percent in the correct 
category for cases (1) and (2), respectively. From 
an operational point of view the discrimination 
between cloud and no cloud is probably thc most 
important deduction which can be made from the 
pictures. The 89 percent confidence level asso- 
ciated with this type of binary dccision is certainly 
adequate. Since this high confidence 1evc.l corre- 
sponds to  the maximum gridding error antici- 
pated, we may conclude that thc previously 
deduced 70 percent cloud location probability and 
attendant 125 naut. mi. grid interval are sup- 
ported by this analysis. 
We have indicated that the Nimbus grid is 
adequate to determine mean cloudiness in grid 
root mean square yields the results shown in 
Tablc 8. Note that these errors are due to inter- 
polation alone and do not include the effect of 
attitude errors. Table 8 shows that clouds may 
t)e interpol:~ted with an error of less than 25 naut. 
mi. in the area between the side camera centers. 
The error is less than 45 naut. mi. elsewhere. 
Considering the 30-50 naut. mi. position error in 
upper level winds used in the analysis of cloud 
pictl~res, these inaccur:~cies in cloud location can- 
not t)e consitlercd excessivc~. 
Summary and Conclusions 
The proposed I\'imt,us grid will serve its purpose 
admirably bccause of thc following properties: 
1. Reasonable const:mcy of scale over regions of 
prime meteorological concern. 
2. A grid interval especially suited to the de- 
termination of mean cloudiness which, a t  the same 
time, permits the location of individual clouds 
with acceptable accuracy. 
Table 8 
Interpolation E r r o r s .  
,- 
Latitude 
(degrees) 
0 
3 0 
50 
70 (2" spacing) 
70 (10" spacing) 
E r r o r s  due to Interpolation 
(naut. mi.  ) 
Center Camera  
Principal Point 
17.0 
15. 9 
14.3 
14. 5 
23.8 
Side Camera ,  
Center 
17.0 
24.0 
19.5 
14.5  
23.8 
Side Camera ,  
Edge 
26.9 
24.0 
40.3 
23.8  
42.7 
I 
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I 3. Negligible obscuration of data by gridlines. 
I 4. A pleasing balance of line width and spacing 
over most of the three picture area. 
' A slight alteration of the grid interval is required 
in the extremely foreshortened edges of the side 
I pictures in order to avoid crowding of meridians. 
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HIGH SPEED VACUUM PERFORMANCE OF MINIATURE : 
BALL BEARINGS LUBRICATED WITH COMBINA- 
TIONS OF BARIUM, GOLD, AND SILVER FILMS* I 
THOhlAS W. FLATLEY I 
This report describes the second phase of a program involving metallic film lubrication of 
miniature ball bearings for v:tcuum use. 1'h:tsc I involved bearings with gold-plated balls and 
raceways and was a retainer study which resulted in the  selection of fully n~achir~ed retainers of 
"S"-Inconel and silver-plated Circle "C" for use in this phase. Bearings with these retainer 
types and six ball and race plating combin:~tions of barium, gold, and silver were studied in 
Phase 11. They were run in pairs in sniall induction rnotors in a vacuum environment, with 
nominal test conditions of 10,000 rpm, no external loading, and an oil-free ambient pressure in 
lo-' torr range. 
Testing revealed only one bearing configuration worthy of further study-that irivolvir~g 
gold-plated balls, silver-plated raceways, and the fully machined silver-plated Circle "C" re- 
tainer. In  direct contrast the combination of silver-plated balls and gold-plated raceways gave 
consistently poor performance. Bearing lifetimes achieved with the other configurations, all 
involving barium plating, in general fell between these extremes. 
The next and final program phase planned is a nlet:~llurgical study, investigating the effects 
of variations in plating thickness and procedures on the perforrnance of the  three best bearing 
configurations found t o  date. 
INTRODUCTION 
This report describes the second phase of a 
three part program involving metallic film lubri- 
cation of miniature ball bearings for vacuum use. 
Program philosophy and testing procedures were 
described in detail in a previous report covering 
Phasc I of this study.t 
Briefly, metallic film lubrication is being studied 
as a possible answer to the evaporation and radia- 
tion resistance problems experienced with con- 
junction with New Hampshire Ball Bearings, Inc., 
Peterborough, New Hampshire. The program is 
set up in three parts: 
1. Phase I-retainer study, all 1)alls and races 
gold plated. 
2. Phase I1 -plating study, involving various 
combinations of ball and race platings in 
conjunction with a retainer selected from 
Phase I. 
ventional hearing lubricants in space. Rowden 
and r abort demonstrated that the use of low 3. Phase I11 - metallurgical study, investiga- 
tion of the effects of plating procedures, 
shear strength metallic films over relatively hard 
thickness, alloying, etc. on the performance base metals can significantly reduce the coefficient 
of a bearing configuration selected from 
of sliding friction between metals. The useful- 
ness of this type of "lubrication" when applied to  Phase 11. 
ball bearings is the subject under study in this test program involves running pairs of 
program. This study is being conducted in con- in. bore bearings pigure 1) in small 10,000 rpm 
*Publisl~ed as N..ISA Techniral >\'ole 0-6504. June 1964. induction motors (Figure 2) in a vacuum environ- 
tlCvans. 11. 15.. and Flatley. T.  JV.. "Hiph Srleed Varuurn Pcrfor- 
rnance of Gold Plated Miniature Hall Bearincs, with Various Retainer merit' The run since 
Materials and Confi~orations." NASA Terhniral Note D-2101, Speed is a linear function of load, bearing per- 
Deren~brr 196:i. 
$1.'. 1'. Isowden and I ) .  Tabor, "The Friction and ~ . ~ b ~ i ~ ~ ~ i ~ ~  of formanre can be observed by speed monitoring. 
.Soli(Is." o x f o n ~ .  1':ngland: Clarendon Press. 1950. Motor stall torque is on the order of 02-in. A 
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FULLY MACHINED 
RETAINER 
FIGURE 1.-Typical set of bearing components. 
FIGURE 3.-Vacuum system, bearing test progranl. 
b LOBE WHEEL I TEST BEARINGS BUSHING 
I FIGURE 2.-Assembled and disassembled motor for test setup. 
1 special multi-port vacuum system (Figure 3) was 
designed and built for use in this program. I t  
employs cryogenic roughing and the ion-getter 
type of high-vacuum pumping in order to elirni- 
nate the possibility of bearing lubrication by 
diffusion pump oil. 
Phase I resulted in the choice of fully m a c h i n ~ d  
retainers of llS"-Inconel and silver-plated Circle 
"C" for use in the second phase of the program. 
PHASE !I PROGRAM 
Gold, silver, and barium were the metallic 
lubricants involved in this part of the study. 
They were plated on 140C stainless steel balls and 
races. The gold and silver were electrodeposited 
to a nominal thickness of 30 nlicroinches and the 
barium was applied by vacuum deposition, nomi- 
nally 10 microinches thick. 
The six possible permutations of ball and race- 
way platings and the two retainer types used 
resulted in the testing of twelve basic hearing con- 
figurations. In addition, bearings with goldplated 
balls and silver-plated raceways, with the plating 
done by an alternate plater (designated "LR" in 
this report) were tested. In Table 1 the test 
results are presented in fourteen groups, divided 
according to the basic bearing configuration. 
RESULTS 
The results are presented in Table 1 and graphi- 
cally in Figures 4-9. In the latter case tests are 
e r o l ~ y d  arr~rdicg ts both ball piaiing and race- 
- 
way plating, for comparison purposes. Each test 
therefore appears twice in these figures. 
During testing, mounting difficulties sometimes 
resu!tcd in the outer race being slightly "out of 
round." This condition unfortunately did not 
show up until the bearings were autopsied. Tests 
which were obviously invalid due to improper 
mounting have been culled from the data so that 
the results as shown represent valid tests of the 
metallic film lubricants involved. 
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Table 1 
Bearing Configurations Tested and Phase  I1 T e s t  Results ("Dm and "LR" designate 
two commerc ia l  plating sources) .  
Ball 
Plating 
Barium 
D 
Gold 
LR 
Gold 
D 
Silver 
Raceway 
Plating 
D Gold 
D Si lver  
Bar ium 
D Silver 
LR Silver 
Bar ium 
D Gold 
Reta iner  
Plating 
None 
D 
None 
D 
None 
D 
None 
D 
None 
LR 
None 
D 
None 
D 
Retainer 
TY pe 
S-Inconel 
Silver-plated 
Annealed Circ le  C 
S-Inconel 
Silver-plated 
Annealed C i rc l e  C 
S-Inconel 
Silver-plated 
Annealed Circ le  C 
S-Inconel 
Silver-plated 
Annealed C i rc l e  C 
S-Inconel 
Silver-plated 
Annealed C i rc l e  C 
S-Inconel 
Silver-plated 
Annealed C i rc l e  C 
S-Inconel 
. 
Silver-plated 
Annezled C i rc l e  C 
T e s t  
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10  
11 
12 
13 
14 
. 
15  
16 
17  
18 
19 
2 0 
21 
22 
23 
24 
2 5 
26 
. 27 
2 8 
29 
3 0 
3 1  
32 
33 
34  
3 5  
36  
37 
38  
39 
40 
41 
42 
43 
44 
4 5 
Running 
T ime  
(hr)  
7 
1 3  
10  
5 
39  
42 
502 
1012 
68 
63 
84 
103 
45 
48 
66 
164 
410 
180 
203 
20 
380 
79 
560 
1307 
41  
757 
2 
34 
2404 
63 
518+ 
703 
111 
343 
161  
266 
373 
325 
100 
189 
1 
40 
16 
9 
18 
Remarks  
Gold build-up on bal ls  
Sarne 
Same 
Same 
Gold and s i lve r  build-up on balls 
Same 
Heavy w e a r  
Heavy wear  and s i lve r  build-up on bal ls  
Silver flaking 
- 
Circ l e  C d e b r i s  and s i lve r  build-up on bal ls  
Same  
Same 
Same 
Gold and S-Inconel build-up on r a c e s  
Same 
Heavy w e a r  
Severe  ball  wea r  with s i lve r  build-up 
Heavy wear ,  s i l ve r  build-up on r a c e s  
Same 
Gold build-up on r a c e s  
Same 
Same - 
Severe  w e a r  
Si lver  build-up on r a c e s  
Si lver  flaking 
Silver build-up o i r a c e s  
Si lver  build-up on bal ls  
Same 
Seve re  wear  
Si lver  build-up on bal ls  
No fa i lure  but heavy w e a r  
Si lver  build-up on r a c e s  
Same 
Flaking of s i lve r  build-up in r e t a ine r  pockets 
Silver flaking 
Si lver  build-up on r a c e s  
Flakingof s i lve r  build-up in r e t a inc r  pockets 
Si lver  b ~ l z - u p  on r a c e s  
Gold build-up on bal ls  
Same  
Si lver  flaking 
Gold build-up on bal ls  
Same 
Same - 
Same 
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UC~YAY PIATING r t r l  IUNN~NG TIME R.) PALL PLAT~NG TEST R U N N I N G  T I M E  0x1 
0 M lKC ,920 nm 2 m  0 m Iw 1 x 0  2 w  2 m  
R E l k l N E R  TYPE 
C l R C i E  C 
FIGURE 4.-Test results, barium-plated balls. FIGURE 8.-Test results, gold-plated raceways. 
U C E w A Y  P L A T I N G  TEST R U N N I N G  T I M E  br)  
o m IKC ~m 2 m o  2 m  
PETAlNER TIP€ 
- -  CIRCLE C 
FIGURE 5.-Test results, gold-plated balls. 
PALL P L A T I N G  TEST 
- - 
2 0  
2 1  
22 
2 3  
2 1  
G O L D  
2 5  
2 6  
2 7  
2 8  
29 
3J 
31 
R U N N I N G  T I M E  6,) 
? m lw Im 2 m o  2 m  
RACEWAY PLATING TEST CUNNJND TIME (hri 
0 m 
FIGURE %-Test results, silver-plated raceways. 
!KC 1 x 0  2000 2500 
SETAINEI  TYR 
PAllUM 
CIRCLE C 
FIGURE 6.-Test results, silver-plated balls. 
I C i * I N E I I  TIE 
COLD :i k ,:i C19CLt C 
FIGURE 7.-Test results, barium-plated raceways. 
Tests 1 ,  2, 3, and 4 involved the unplated S 
Inconel retainer, barium-plated balls and gold- 
plated races. These bearings had an initial radial 
play of 0.0002 to 0.0004 in. and rapid failures 
occurred in each test. None of the bearings had 
any measurable radial play remaining when they 
were autopsied. The longest run was only 13 hr 
and the autopsies revealed a large amount of gold 
transfer from the races to the balls where i t  
accumulated irregularly, making them rough and 
eventually causing seizure because of a loss of 
internal clearance. The retainers in these bear- 
ings were relatively unaffected by the testing. 
The bearings in tests 5 and 6 were similar except 
that the silver-plated Circle C retainer was used. 
Initial radial play was again 0.0002 tn CI.W4 in. 
and again none remained after testing. In these 
tests the retainer played an important part in 
extending the bearing life by a factor of 4, com- 
pared with those previously discussed (Figure 4). 
Gold transferred from the raceways to the balls 
again, but some of it then re-transferred to the 
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silver-plated retainer ball pockets, thus diminish- 
ing the rate of build-up, helping maintain some 
radial play, and extending the operating time. 
However, the longest run achieved was still only 
42 hr. 
Tests 7, 8, and 9 involved bearings with barium- 
plated balls, silver-plated raceways, and the S- 
Inconel retainer. Initial radial play was greater 
(0.0004 to 0.0006 in.) than in previous tests. In 
all cases where measurement was possible after 
testing, it was as before found to be zero. Two 
long runs (500 and 1000 hr) and one early failure 
were experienced with this configuration. The 
premature failure in test 9 was caused by silver 
flaking in a raceway of one of the bearings. The 
other bearing appeared to be as good as new when 
autopsied. This failure points out a hasic relia- 
bility pro1)lrm with metallic film lu1)ricated bear- 
ings. A local defect in the plating, possihly 
imperceptible under visu:tl inspection, can cause 
catastrophic failure. 
Heavy wear took place during the longer runs 
on all the hearing balls and races, but retainer 
damage was surprisingly slight. Apparently the 
silver remained intact on the raceways for a long 
period, during which the barium on the balls 
1ubric:~ted their sliding in the retainer ball pockets, 
so that little mct:~llica transfrr took p1:~c.e. 
Somc silver transfer was evident in the failed 
bearings howc~er. The l~alls had areas of \)uil(l- 
up, possi1)ly in pl:~rcs whew base metal had hc.en 
exposed. ICither transfer of this type or evcntu:~l 
local flaking of the silver prob:~bly led to a rough- 
ness in the bearing which caused the generation of 
debris and then failure. The damage to the 
contact surfaces experienced prevents anything 
more than specul:ition in this regard. 
Tests 10, 11, 12, and IS inlwlved the same type 
of bearings with the same radial play range, but 
with the silver-plated Circle C retainer. Figure 
4 shows the poorer performance of this config~~m- 
tion-the longest run was only 103 hr. I11 each 
of these tests, radi:tl play was lost in one bearing 
but m:~intaincd :it its initial value in the other, 
indicating that seizure occurred soon after the 
failurc process began. I'ailurc was causctl by an 
irregular build-up of silver and Circle C on the 
balls, ant1 cxtc~nsivcl rrt:tinc.r damage took pl:~ce. 
Although they wcre comp:rtil)le with the pre- 
viously disc.11ssrt1 S-Inconel rct:~iners ant1 did IV(\II 
when rolling on silver-plated raceways, the 
barium-plated balls, in sliding in these retainer 
ball pockets, caused considerable damage, gen- 
erating both silver and Circle C debris. This 1 
debris caused removal of barium from the balls 
and permitted silver build-up and failure. In the 1 
better of the two bearings in each test, this process 1 
had not advanced so far. 
Tests 14 and  15 involved gold-plated balls, 
barium-plated races, and S-Inconel retainers. 
Here again the initial radial play (0.0005 to 
0.0006 in.) was maintained in one specimen and 
lost completely in the other in both tests. Re- 
tainer debris was evident in the bearings which 
failed, but not in those with internal clearance 
remaining- in one of the latter bearings a band of 
gold was found in each of the retainer ball pockets. 
No visible gold remained on any of the balls in 
any case - it transferred to both the raceways and 
the retainers. The bearings ran well as long as 
some gold remained on the balls, but afterwards 
sliding contact between the unprotected balls and 
the S-Inconc~l retainer generated an abrasive 
de1)ris which rapidly c:~used failure as gold and S- 
Inconel particles built up in the raceways. 
Figure 5 shows the improved performance of 
this type of 1)earing in te.sts 16, 17, 18, and 1.9, 
where thc silver-plated ('ircle C ret:~iner \\,as used. 
These bearings :dso had initial radial play levcls 
of 0.0005 to 0.0000 in. and in tlrrec. of the four 
tests this was maintainc3tl in one t)c\aring and lost 
in the ot hcr. In the other test no measul-:tblt~ 
radial play remained in either spec+imcn. 
IIeuvy wear took place on the balls ant1 races in 
all of these tests, but the retainers were relatively 
unaffected. Consit1er:tI)le amounts of gold trans- 
ferred to the retainer hall pockets, providing effec- 
tive sliding lubrication. These hearings ran well 
as long :ts enough protective 1):~rium remained on 
the raceways, 1)ut eventually, areas of exposed 
base metal picked up silver or came in contact 
with other base metal, 1e:iding to  adhcsi\,e wrar. 
Failure was caused 1)y an irregulnr accurnul:~tion 
of wear de1)ris and silver on the 1)alls and raceways. 
The fact that the initid radial play remained 
in some of the bearings again indicates that failure 
came shortly after this process began. This char- 
acteristic pcrformance of the metallic film lubri- 
cated bearings means that catastrophic failure 
can come without much warning. 
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Tests RO,21, 22, and 23 involved bearings with 
gold-plated balls, silver-plated races SInconel 
retainers, and 0.0003 to 0.0005 in. initial radial 
play. Figure 5 shows the wide variation in run- 
ning times which was experienced. 
In the case of the two shorter runs (20 and 79 
hr) failure was obviously due to an accumulation 
of gold on the raceways which eliminated internal 
clearance, and the retainers were unaffected. No 
visible gold remained on the balls. In the longer 
runs (380 and 560 hr) raceway buildups also 
caused seizure, but much of the accumulated 
debris was due to retainer wear. These were not 
long, smooth runs. Some large speed fluctua- 
tions, indicating periods of high running torque, 
were observed - particularly in the early stages 
of the tests. 
Apparently a large amount of gold transfer, 
primarily from the balls to the races, took place 
early in each of these tests, making the bearings 
rough. In two cases, this roughness was enough 
to cause early failure. In tests 21 and 23 the 
initial high torque period was survived, perhaps 
because of the generation of abrasive retainer wear 
particles which ground away some of the build- 
up. Eventually however retainer debris itself 
accumulated enough to cause failure. 
I t  is perhaps significant that the two bearings 
of this group with the smallest initial radial play 
(0.0003 in.) were involved in the two short runs. 
The slightly greater internal clearance in the other 
bearings may account for their survival of the 
early period of rough operation. 
Two very long runs and one short one were ex- 
perienced when the silver-plated Circle C retainer 
was used in conjunction with this basic bearing in 
tests 24, 25, and 26. All of these bearings had 
0.0004 or 0.0005 in. initial radial play. The early 
failure (41 hr) was caused by silver flaking in the 
raceway, again pointing out the reliability prob- 
lem with this type of lubrication. The bearings 
were running smoothly, but failure came suddenly 
and almost instantaneously. In the longer runs 
(1307 and 757 hr) a dip in speed again indicated 
considerable early gold transfer to the raceways, 
but here transfer t,o the retzizcr ball pockets was 
also taking place so that the raceway build-up 
was limited. 
The natural migration of gold during the 
operation of this bearing configuration resulted in 
very effective metallic film lubrication. The 
retainer ball pockets were well protected, resulting 
in very little wear, and raceway build-up was not 
excessive. Eventual failure seemed to be the 
result of one or a combination of the following: 
Minor flaking in the retainer ball pockets after 
many hours of sliding contact with the balls; some 
Circle C debris from the edges of the retainer; 
raceway flaking due to work-hardening of the 
plating. Here again the actual failure process 
must have been rapid since one bearing in each case 
had good radial play remaining when autopsied. 
Bearings similar to those of the two previous 
groups, but with an alternate plating source were 
also run. In tests 27' and 28 the SInconel retainer 
was used and two short runs resulted (see Figure 
5). These failures were caused by a transfer of 
silver from the races to the balls of one bearing in 
each case. In the other specimen, the usual gold- 
to-silver transfer took place. With the " L R  
gold and silver plating, the previously observed 
strong tendency for gold migration to silver- 
plated surfaces was not present. The reason for 
this basic difference in the platings produced by 
the two sources will be a very important item in 
Phase I11 testing. Since metallic build-up on the 
balls is more serious than raceway accumulation, 
in the cases where silver transferred to the gold, 
running time was short. 
Tests 29, SO, and 31 involved in the same ball 
and raceway platings and the silver-plated Circle 
C retainer. An early failure (63 hr) resulted from 
silver build-up on the balls similar to that de- 
scribed above, but two very long runs were 
attained with this configuration. The longest run 
of the entire program (2404 hr) left one pair of 
bearings severely damaged, so that one can only 
speculate that gold-to-silver transfer took place, 
forming a beneficial lubricating film on the con- 
tact elements and permitting a long life. 
Test 31 involved only one bearing of this type 
and it was not the cause of the failure after 518 
hr. It had radial play levels of 0.0007 in. before 
test and 0.0004 in. when autopsied. None of 
the original plating nrzs visible vn the balls or 
raceways and a powdery debris was prevalent, 
but the retainer ball pockets seem to be well 
protected and showed little wear. 
Tests 32, 33, 34, cind 3.5 involved silver-plated 
balls, barium-plated races, and SInconel retainers. 
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The initial radial play of each of these bearings 
was either 0.0004 or 0.0005 in. These bearings 
ran well as long as barium remained on the race- 
ways, but whenever base metal was exposed areas 
of silver build-up began. Silver also accumulated 
in the retainer pockets providing protection, but 
after a time the deposits there began to  flake, and 
in one case (test 34) a loosened flake caused 
seizure of a bearing. 
This configuration provided fairly good per- 
formance (lifetimes of 100 to 700 hr) but does not 
seem to  offer as much promise as other types. 
Original radial play levels were maintained in 
some of the bearings, again indicating that the 
failure process was rapid once base metal was 
exposed to the silver. 
When the silver-plated Circle C retainer was 
used, in tests 36, 37, and 38, similar running times 
were experienced (Figure 6). Two of the three 
failures here were traced to areas of silver build- 
up on the raceways, and the third was caused by a 
silver flake from a retainer ball pocket similar to 
that described above. All visible silver was lost 
from the balls in each of these tests, much of it 
forming flaking deposits in the retainer pockets. 
Even if raceway build-up could he prevented 
completely with this configuration, loose flakes 
would eventually cause catastrophic failure. 
Tests 39, 40, and 41 involved silver-plated balls, 
gold-plated rares, S-Inconel retainers, and initial 
radial play levels of 0.00025 to 0.0004 in: One 
very rapid failure (test 41) occurred bec,ause of 
excessive flaking of the silver plate on the balls, 
again demonstrating the reliability problem. In 
the other cases, the bearings ran for 100 and 189 
hr before a gold and retainer wear debris build-up 
on the balls eliminated radial play. Since retainer 
wear debris was generated the running time was 
probably lengthened by a grinding away of some 
of the gold build-up. All gold was removed from 
both raceways during these tests, and no measur- 
able radial play remained in any when autopsied. 
Fin:~lly, tests 42, 43, 44, anrl 4:i involved silver- 
plated balls, gold-pl:~ted races, and silver-plated 
Circle C retainers. The 1)earings had initial radial 
play of 0.0002 to 0.0004 in. and their performance 
was uniformly poor (Ii'igurc. 0 ) .  IIerc. gold built 
up r:~pidly on the b:~lls, ant1 to some extcmt in the 
retainer 1):~lI poc~kets. No rc.t:~inc.r tlcl~ris was 
genc~r:~tc~d so the. gold 1)riiltl-up cluic.kly cbnused 
failure. The same strong tendency for gold 
migration to silver-plated surfaces, which previ- 
ously resulted in some long runs, quickly led to 
seizure with this configuration. 
CONCLUDING REMARKS 
The only Phase I1 type of bearing worthy of 
further consideration in the bearing program is 
that involving silver-plated races, gold-plated 
balls, and a silver-plated Circle "C" retainer. It 
will join two Phase I bearing configurations* 
which provided comparable performance as the 
basic Phase I11 bearing types. Since the relative 
merits of plating sources D and LR have not 
been settled experimentally, both will again 
be employed in early Phase I11 testing. Table 
2 shows the bearing configurations still under 
consideration. 
Table 2 
Phase I11 Bearing Configurations. 
I Ball Race Plating Retainer I Plating I Plating I Source I 
I ::YPcomplement, I G O I ~  / G O I ~  I D and LR I 
Silver-plated 
fully machined 
Circle C 
Silver-plated 
fully machined 1 Gold 1 Silver 1 D and LR 1 
Circle C 
Among the aims in Phase I11 will be reliability 
improvement by the control of plate adhesion, 
and the precision measurement and control of 
plating thickness. Phase I11 will involve several 
changes in the test procedure. To  broaden the 
scope of the program, a radial load on the bearings 
will be introduced, and the test speed will be 
reduced to 1800 rpm. A magnetic coupling drive 
will be used to eliminate the drive motor from the 
vacuum chamber and permit lower ambient 
pressures. The bearings will run a t  synchronous 
speed until they reach a fixed torclue level. 
Gold 
*I .  Gold-plated balls and rarca and a silver-plated Circle C fully 
macliined retainer. 
2.  Cold-platrd balls and raccs, full con~plt.nwnt (no retainer). 
Gold D and LR 
ANALYSIS OF DISSIMILAR SATELLITE APPENDAGES 
DURING ERECI'ION* 
RICHARD W. FORSYTHE 
By using the Lagrangian formulation of dynamics, equations of motion are developed to 
describe the deployment process of unlike swinging appendages erecting simultaneously on a 
spinning sateUite. With the Ariel I International Ionosphere Satellite (1962 01) used as the 
example, an analog computer solution for the variables involved in the erection of the solar 
paddles and the spin stabilization booms is shown. 
INTRODUCTION LIST OF SYMBOLS 
Satellite missions often dictate that the payload The symbols used in this report are defined as 
have appendages extending from the main body. follows: 
Because of physical limitations i t  may be neces- a, f =Distances from the system spin axis to the 
sary to open the booms from a closed position pivot points of the two types of append- 
after the nose fairing surrounding the satellite has ages 
been released. A common erection procedure is: b, d = ~ ~ t ~ l  leng h of the uniformly distributed 
(1) The last stage with the satellite mounted on it arms of the two types of appendages 
is spin-stabilized, (2) the last stage is fired, (3) the c =Distance from the pivot point to the center 
appendages are released after last-stage burnout, of concentrated mass of appendages 
and (4) separation of the satellite from the last 2 and 4 
stage occurs. The energy that erects the a p  e=Total length of the uniformly distributed 
pendages is derived from the spinning of the 
mass on the end of appendages 1 and 3 
entire system. Ib= Total moment of inertia about the spin axis 
The engineer who designs the appendages is of the satellite, spent last stage, and 
necessarily concerned with formulating and solv- attachments minus the inertia of the 
ing the equations of motion describing the system appendages 
so that he may properly design the appendages to Io=Total moment of inertia about the spin 
withstand the loads during erection. If the ap- axis of the satellite, spent last stage, and 
pendages are all similar, the problem is relatively 
attachments before the appendages erect 
simple. However, if the erection involves the Is= Total moment of inertia about the spin axis 
simultaneous release and swinging erection of 
of the satellite, spent last stage, and dissinzilar appendages, then the formulation and 
attachments after the appendages erect 
solution of the equations of motion becomes more 
difficult. This report presents a Lagrangian I,=Total moment of inertia about the spin 
formulation and analog computer solution of these axis of the satellite, spent last stage, and 
equations and shows how they weie i i ~ d  tz 9b- attachments a t  any time, t = r 
tain the forces on the solar paddles and inertia mb= Sum of the masses of a:! ams cf !en& b 
booms of the Ariel I International Ionosphere md = Sum of the masses of all arms of length d 
Satellite during their simultaneous erection. me= Sum of the masses of all paddles of length e 
m,= Sum of the concentrated masses on the end 
*Published aa N A S A  Technical Memorandum X-938, January 1964. of appendages 2 and 4 
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T=Total energy of the satellite, spent last 4=Angle of appendages 1 and 3 from the 
stage, and attachments folded position where 4 = 0" 
t = Time I$= Component of the angular velocity of 
appendages 1 and 3 in a direction paral- dx = Incremental distance along appendages lel to  the system spin axis 2 and 4 ;5= Component of the angular acceleration of 
dy = Incremental distance along appendages appendages 1 and 3 in a direction paral- 
1 and 3 lel to the system spin axis. 
O=Angle of appendages 2 and 4 from the 
folded position where 0 = 0" DYNAMIC ANALYSIS 
8=Component of the angular velocity of ap- Figure 1 shows the system to be discussed. 
pendages 2 and 4 in a direction parallel TO properly design the appendages, the engi- 
to the system spin axis neer will need to know each boom's impact energy 
a t  erection.* Therefore, this report will show a 8;= Component of the angular acceleration of 
solution to obtain 8 and 6 as functions of time. 
appendages 2 and 4 in a direction paral- Other parameters of interest, such as X, 8, and 6, lel to the system spin axis 
are obtained as byproducts. 
X = Angular velocity of the entire system about 
the intended spin axis SOLUTION 
p=Mass per unit length of any uniformly The total kinetic energy of the system T is 
distributed part given by the following expression: 
in which Ib  is the total moment of inertia of the entire system around the spin axis less the inertia of 
the four booms. 
Carrying out the indicated integration, Equation 1 reduces to 
1 d 2  
+'m 6 d d 2 i 2  + = m a  (T s i n 2 $ t f d s i n # t f '  (2) 
*Forsytlle, R. W . "A hlethod for Silnrllating Zero Gravity Erection of Satellite Al,l,endagrs," NASA T N  D-1852. 1963 (In press). 
FIGURE 1.-Spacecraft and last stage. 
where be written in the Lagrangian form as follows: 
mb =sum of the individual masses of all arms of 
length b, 
- . . ' '- '---I ----..m nf nll of md=sum 01 frne lnci~v~uuitl I ~ ~ ~ - ~  , ,---.. dlK)  dT 
- = Qn ( n  = 1 , 2 . 3 )  . 
,&in, length d, 
m.=sum of the individual masses of all paddles 1, general the erection of appendages occurs 
of length e. during a coast phase of the launch and is com- 
I t  is seen that T is a function of the q, general- pleted in such a short time tha.t all externally 
ized coordinates 0, 4, and X and their time applied forces are negligible. Thus, since the 
derivatives. The equations of mot,ion may then internal constraints do not contribute to the 
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external work done, Q,  = 0 ; and for our system the 
eauations of motion are 
Performing the indicated differentiation of the kinetic energy equation results in the following expressions : 1 
and 
dT 
- - 1 
,g - m W c 2 e  + 3 m r b 2 b  . 
and 
Substituting the expressions into the Lagrnngian By integrating Equation 12, 
form as indicated by Equation 3, 
ESVIROShLE?iT-4L TESTIXG 
where Ii is the constant of integration. Thus, 
Examination of Equation 14 reveals i t  to be any time t = T where the relation between 0, +, and 
simply the general conservation of momentum h is known, such as the initial point or the end 
equation describing the system. point. 
Evaluation of K is easily accomplished by Therefore, the three developed equations neces- 
evaluating the left-hand side of Equation 14 a t  sary to  completely describe the internal force 
system are # 
Two of the equations are nonhomogeneous, equation. The solution for 4 and 6 is not 
second degree, second order, nonlinear differential "strzightfcrward" by hand calculation. The 
equations; and the third is a nonhomogeneous, computer solution of the equations is simple, 
second degree, first order, nonlinear differential however, and provides an exact description of the 
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parameters involved. The next section illustrates 
the solution of the equations of motion applied to 
the Ariel I satellite as solved on an andog computer. 
APPLICATION OF DERIVED EQUATIONS TO 
THE ARlEL I SATELLITE 
The Ariel I 1ntern:~tional Ionosphere Satellite 
is shown in Figure 2. The payloatl has two 
experimental hooms, two mass hooms used for 
spin stabilization, and four solar pntldlrs. In 
actual flight prior to any erection the appendages 
were folded clown beside the Inst-stage 1)ottle. 
The planned erection sequence was as follows: 
(1) The system was to be spin-stabilized :it 161 
rpm prior to Inst-stage ignition; (2) 15 minutes 
after last-stage ignition, a stretch yo-yo de-spin 
device mould ~lnminci to reduce the spin rate of 
the system to 76 rpm; (3) GO seconds after yo-yo 
release, the two experimental booms \vclrc to be 
rclcased and, under the constraint of :L governor, 
erect in approxim:~tely 3.0 seconds; (4) 00 seconds 
after the previous action, with the system a t  
approximately 52 rpm, the four sol:lr p:~ddles and 
the two mass 1)oonls woultl l)e r~1e:ised simultane- 
ously and allo~vrd to swing f r ( ~ l y  to their erected 
positions; :mtl ( 5 )  00 secontls Inter, with the 
system at approsim:itcly 35 rpm, the separation 
of the spacrcr:ift from the last-st:~ge 1)ottle ~011ld 
occur :mi the s:it (#it() w0111d he in orl)it as seen in 
Figure 2. This section presents thc solr~tion of 
the equations of motion describing the simultane- 
ous erection of the solar paddles and the mass 
booms. 
A sketch of the system to be analyzed is shown 
in Figure 3. On the actual spacecraft solar pad- 
dles 1 and 3 were slightly different from paddles 2 
and 4;  however, to simplify the problem the aver- 
age of the two paddle parameters will be used. 
The three equations of motion describing the 
simu1t:~neous erection action of dissimilar ap- 
pend:lgcs :ire, as given before, ISquations 15, 16, 
ant1 17. 
It is (1rsirnt)le to solvc the c~q~~at ions  for 8 and $ 
so that the design engineer may obtain ~ ~ a l u e s  for
the kinetic energies of the appendages a t  impact. 
The following quantities describe the Ariel I 
satellite and the last stage after burnout, just 
prior to the erection of the solar paddles and mass 
1,ooms : 
I D =  18,599 Ib-in.? 0 0 5  0590.00" 
I2  =27,609 Ib-in.? 0°_<4<36.76" 
TI,= 16,483 Ih-in.? a =  10.125 in. 
m,/2 = 0.775 Ib 1) = 34.000 in. 
m1,/2 = 0.750 111 (* = 38.500 in. 
m,/4 = 2.200 lb ti = 14.600 in. 
m,,/4 = 1.890 11) c =  16.500 in. 
ho = 52 rpm f = 10.500 in. 
Before Equations 16 and 17 can 1)e used, an 
adjustment to 4 must be made. On the Ariel I 
satellite the solar paddles did not swing out to 
their erectetl positions in the plane made by the 
spin axis and the paddles' initial positions. The 
main hinge on the paddles constrained the travel 
so that :i top view of the actual path was as seen I 
in Figure 4, wherc 4 is approximately the angle 
the patl(llcs would move through if they swung 
str:~igIrt out :ind 4' the total :ingle the paddles 
act11:~lly swung through. 
;\ comp:\rison of the ac*tunl c.g. path length 
along 4' to the straight path length to the point 
u.hc.re 4 = 86.70 degrees gave a 4' of 40.36 degrees. 
When the length of time involved for erection is 
considerc.tf, the limits for the angle travel should 
therefore 1)e 0 to 40.36 degrees. IIowevcr, the 
moment of inertia of the entire system and thereby 
the systc.m spin rate is indeprndent of +' and 
depends on 4. Therefore :is :in :~pproximation 
tlesc-ri1)ing the :~cbtion, the limits 0 to 40.36 degrees 
wcrc. 11sc~1; ho\vrver, to satisfy inertia conditions, 
thr s11l)st i t  tion on 4 = (36.70/40.36) (+'), or 4 = k+', 
E?iVIROSZ1IE?iTAL TESTIXG 
MASS BOOM (two) 
SOLAR PADDLE (four) 
( NOTE: 
ALL OF ARlEL I 
SPACECRAFT 
NOT SHOWN. ) 
SPACECRAFT BODY 
1 VIEW A - A  
FIGURE 3.-hiel I spacecraft and last stage. 
was made. The terms d' and $', when obtained 0 to 40.36 degree path. By making the substitu- 
from the computer solution, will be the angular tion and going through the derivation again, 
velocity and acceleration of the paddles along the Equations 16 and 17 are changed to 
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d2 s i n 2 k $ ' t  fd s i n  k+' + + 1, h = I, k, . (19) 
I 
By applying the constants, Equation 15 reduces to and 1 
f l  (k@' ) = 13 331 s in2  k4' + 13 455 s i n k @ '  
6 - f 2  ( 0 )  h 2  = 0  , (20) 
Two analog computers, each with 20 amplifiers 
where and approximately a f 10 volt limit, were used to 
solve the three equations. The variables were I f 2 ( e )  = s i n @ c o s @ + O  3 3 8 ~ 0 ~ 0 ,  
estimated and scaled as follo~vs: 1 
Equation 18 reduces to Variable 
where 
ii 
f 2  (k@') = k ( s i n k $ '  coskb'  + 0 . 5 0 5 c o s k @ ' )  ;
and Equation 19 reduces to 6  
f l  ( e ) h  + f ,  ( k 4 ' ) i  + 46.498); = 252.948 . (22) 
4' 
where 
f ,  ( 0 )  = 5 . 7 9 3 s i n 2 B +  3 . 9 1 9 s i n B  6, 
5 I 
FIGURE 4.-Solar paddle paths. 
Scaled variable I 
[ f l  '811 
ENVIRONXIEhTAL TESTING 
The scaled equations take the form: 
The computer program for the three equations 
is shown in Figure 5. 
FIGURE 5.-,Inalog computer diagram. 
With the program shown and using a time 
scale factor of 8 = 100, the erection variables were 
plotted on an X-Y plotter. The simultaneous 
solution for the unknown quantities versus time 
and also versus the appendage angle from the 
folded position is shown in Figures 6, 7, and 8. 
Inspection of the curves reveals the following: 
FIGURE 6.-Solar paddle and maim boom angular accel- 
erations versus time. 
at full mass boom erection (0=90 degrees), FIGTRE 7.-Solar paddle and mass boom angular accel- 
8=5.35 rad/sec; and at  full paddle erection erations and velocities versus appendage angle. 
(4'=40.36 degrees), d'= 4.61 rad/sec. If the 
kinetic energy of all appendages is cdculatec! con- and if this energy is compared with the energy 
sidering these impact angular velocities and the difference given by (1/2 IoXO2- 1/2 I2XZ2) where all 
inertia around the hinge points of the appendages of these quantities are accurately known, it will be 
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FIGURE 8.-Solar paddle, mass boom, and satellite spin 
axis angular velocities versus time. 
seen that agreement is good to within 0.03 percent. 
2. Maximum 8= 12.90 rad/sec2, and maximum 
$ = 16.05 rad/sec2. 
3. With an initial spin rate Xo of 5.44 radlsec 
(52 rpm), the de-spin of the entire system to the 
proper final spin rate of 3.66 rad/sec (35 rpm) was 
plotted out. 
By using the above values for dm,, and &ax, the 
mass booms and solar paddles were designed to 
withstand erection on the Ariel I satellite. 
CONCLUSIONS 
The conclusions drawn from the calculations 
may be summarized as follows: 
1. By the Lagrangian formulation, three equa- 
tions that describe the simultaneous erection 
process of unlike satellite appendages may be 
developed. 
2. The simultaneous solution of the equations 
on a computer will provide a complete path 
history of the variables 8, 8, 8; +, dl $; and X. 
3. By using the magnitudes of the variables, 
the appendages may be designed for the erection 
action. 
I 
1 
A METHOD FOR SIMULATING ZERO-GRAVITY 
I ERECTION OF SATELLITE APPENDAGES* 
RICHARD K. FORSTTHE 
Equations are developed which show an analytical approach to simulating the 0-g impact 
loading of satellite swinging booms. The equations are obtained by simple manipulation of the 
equations of motion and the kinetic and potential energies involved and are verified by data 
from the actual spin tests of the International Ionosphere Satellite Ariel I (1962 01). 
LIST OF SYMBOLS IT# Total potential energy of the test system for 
a Distance from the system spin axis to the 
boom pivot points. 
E Energy contained in all appendages due only 
to the component of boom angular velocity 
parallel to the satellite spin axis, that is, 8. 
I Total moment of inertia about the spin axis of 
the satellite, spent last stage, and attachments. 
I b  Total moment of inertia about the spin axis 
of the satellite, spent last stage, and att,ach- 
any value of 8. 
W Total weight of each uniformly distributed 
boom arm. 
w Weight on the end of each boom. 
d Total deflection at impact of the end of each 
appendage. 
8 Boom angle from the folded position where 
8=0°. 
ments minus the inertia of the booms. 8 First derivative of 8, or the component of the 
J Total moment of inertia about the spin axis angular velocity of all appendages in a direc- 
of the test model and attachments. tion parallel to the spin axis. 
Jb Total moment of inertia about the spin axis Angular velocity of entire system about the 
of the test model and attachments minus the intended spin axis. 
inertia of the booms. X First derivative of X, or the angular accelera- 
L Total torque on the booms during erection. tion of t.he entire system about its spin axis. 
I Arm length, or the distance from the boom p Teight per unit length of the uniformly &is- 
pivot point to the boom weight m. tributed boom arm; obtained by dividing the 
M Total mass of each uniformly distributed boom density of the boom arm by the cross-sectional 
arm. area. 
m Mass on the end of each boom. General 21Totalion 
n Number of booms on the satellite. Subscript 0: Initial system condition prior to 
r Distance from the boom pivot point to the boom erection. 
center of the boom weight m. Subscript 2: Final system condition after boom 
T Total energy of satellite, spent last stage, and t Z l G L L ~ ~ ~ .  -..+ :,,- 
attachments. Subscript g: Refers to an expression written for 
V Total potential energy of the spinning system the l-g force field condition. 
in a 1-g conservative field. 
Subscript z: Refers to an expression writ.ten for 
*Published as N A S A  Technical ,Memorandum X-937. January 1964. the &g force field condition. 
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INTRODUCTION It is assumed that there are two booms 180 degrees 
Satellite missions often dictate that the The free s~vinging booms normally 
have appendages, or booms, extending out from be designed to take the following two types of 
the main structure. Because of physical limita- loads : 
tions, it may be necessary to open the booms from 1. The total torque L on the boom system 
a closed position after nose-fairing release. The during raising of the boom. 
- - 
booms usually will be erected either by a tele- 
scoping mechanism or, if space is limited in the 2. The energy E, that must be absorbed to 
stop the booms in the erected position. 
main satellite body, by a swinging boom technique I 
in which the folded booms swing out when re- 
leased. Prior to the last-stage ignition normally 
the systeln \\rill be spin stnbilizctl and energy for 
the boom erection will rcsult from the spin. 
The main pro1)lem involvccl in (leveloping an 
ercctn1)lc swinging boom is to devise testing 
\vhicli simulate nrtunl erection con- 
ditions in :L 0-g field. 
This report gives a method used t l~~r ing  develop- 
ment of the 1ntcrn:~tional Ionosphere S:~tellitc 
Aricl I (1002 01) for simulating boom erection 
conditions in a 0-g field. 
ANALYSIS 
Figure 1 is a sketch of the spin system and 
coordinate system whic+h is discussed. The 
parameters arc : 
a Dist:~ncc from the systcm spin axis to tlie 
boom pivot points. 
x Distance from thc boom pivot point to a 
point on the I~ooni arm. 
SATELLITE BOL, r 
m Mass on the end of each boom. FIGURE I.-~:~tclIite and last stage. 
I Arm length, or the distance from the boom 
pivot point to the boom weight m. Normally a t  the time of a satellite boom erec- 
r Distance irom tlie boom point to the center t;,, system is spinning in a O-g 
of the boom ~veight m. field and moving a t  a constant velocity; thus, the 
0 Boom anglo from folded position where system can be examined analytically as if it were 
t9 = 0". stationary and spinning. I t  is relatively easy 
Angular velocity of the entire system about to sliow that t,lic total torque on the two boom 
the symmetrical axis. hinges during swing-up is given by the expression 
hZ is the total mass of each boom arm, and 
is the system's angular acceleration about 
its spin axis 
The total kinetic energy of the whole satellite system is given by the expression 
where p is the uniformly distributed weight per unit length (lb/in) of the boom arm and I b  is the 
total moment of inertia of the entire structure less that of the booms. Equation 2 reduces to 
1 1 1 
TI = T nmr2d2 + -g nMl '6' + d2 ( r  s i n  19 + a)' 
1 1 
+ ~ & l  ( + ~ ' s i n ' e +  .I s i n  e + a') + T  ~ ~ i '  . (3) 
Both momentum and energy are conserved in the system. In the Lagrange formulation, the partial 
derivative of Equation 3 with respect to X gives the momentum equation for the entire system, 
since aT/ah= 0; 
aT 1 
-- = r d  ( . s i n 0  + a)' t 1 & ( ~ l ' s i n ' 8 +  el s i n e  + a') + . 
ah (4)  
Since O = 0" and X = Xo a t  time t = 0, the momentum equation becomes 
From the conservation of momentum it follows that 
i na2(m + M) + I,, 
- - 
1 
' 0  - n m ( r s i n 6  + a)2 t d ( - j l ' s i n ' 8  + ai s i n e  + a') + Ib ' (6) 
When Equation G is differentiated with respect to 
O and multiplied by 8, an expression for X is 
obtained. With the expression for X and Equa- 
tions l and 3, it is easy to plot the energy con- 
tained in the booms due to d and the torque on the 
hinges. If this procedure is followed, it will 
become obvious that the energy due to d contained 
in the booms at full erection gooerns the structural 
design of the boom jar more iiiur~ d ~ e a  tfic ! w e e  
during erection. For acceptance testing of a boom 
system it is therefore important to  simulate the 
kinetic energy of the boom at  impact in the 
erected position. This paper presents a method 
for doing this and neglects any attempted simu- 
lation of the torsional forces involved. 
SIMULATION PROCEDURE 
To simplify calculations it is assumed that all 
tests will be run with the spin axis of the system 
parallel to the 1-g force field. Also, it is assumed 
that full erection occurs a t  O=r/2. 
For a correct simulation a t  O =  r2, the kinetic 
energy E, contained by the booms due to 8 when 
tested in a 1-g field must equal the kinetic energy 
E, ir? the hooms due to 8 when erection occurs in 
space, that is, E, = E,. 
Solution for E, 
Becsuse of t.he conservation of energy, T.= 
constant. When T, is evaluated at t = O  (6=0°) 
and the result is equated to Equation 3, an expres- 
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sion is obtained which may be solved for E,. 
1 1 1 
= 7 n a 2 i t  (m t M) + 3: I~);: - n d 2  ( r  s i n  0 t a)2 
1 1 
- ~ n k '  (f l s i n 2 0  t a1 s i n 0  + a2) - + I b i 2  . 
Evaluated a t  O =  a/2, the expression is: 
1 1 
Ez = 7 na2i: (m + M )  t 3 I~);: 
whicli is easily simplified to I 
Solution for E g  I 
The term E, is obtained hy first writing Equation 3 for a system in a conservative field of 1-g, 
that is, 
1 1 1 
TI 
= 3 nmr2e2 + - 6 n ~ l  282 + 2 n d 2  ( r  s i n  0 + a ) 2  
where V equals the total potential energy of the entire system. At t=O, 0=O0, this becomes 
1 1 
TI = -5 na2X,Z (m + M) + 3 J~L: + Vo : Constant . (11) 
This expression can now be substituted for T, in Equation 10, and the result solved for E,: 
1 1 E= = 5 ni: (mr2 + 3 ~ 2 )  
1 1 1 
= n a 2 i t  (m + M) + T J~);: + VO - n d 2  ( r  s i n  9 + a ) 2  
where V, denotes the potential energy of the entire system for any value of 0. 
When Equation 12 is evaluated a t  0 = ~ / 2  and simplified, the following is obtained: 
whcrc the term (V2-Vo) expresses thn change in potential energy of the entire system due to the 
erection of the booms. 
Solution for A- is not zero, E, will be less than E, by the amount 
If the initial angular velocity X O  and all of the (Y2-VO). The boom angular vclocity ft,, a t  
inertias, masses, and dimensions for the entire e= ~ / 2  in the 1-g field must be less than in the 
system are the same in both the 0-g and I-g 0-g field. Therefore, to achieve the result E.= 
states, then by comparing Equations 9 and 13 i t  E,, the right-hand sides of Equations 9 and 13 
can be seen what must differ between the two must be made equal a t  the point of full erection. 
conditions. Since in a 1-g field the term (YZ-1'0) Thus, 
Inspection of Equation 14 shoivs that the in- 
ertias, the initial system spin rate, or both may be 
altered to make the identity hold. Since normally 
any testing \vill be accomplished wit11 a model of 
the satellite, it usually is easy to "slug up" the 
system so that Io= Jo and I%= J2. Therefore, 
with a known initial design spin rate of X o  it is 
easy to solve Ilqustion 1 1  for the only unknotvn, 
the initial spin rate of the test system XO,: 
Test Arrangement 
The spin test setup should be a simulation of the 
hardware shown in Figure 1 mounted on a suitable 
spin table. A typical setup is shown in Figure 2.  
I t  is imperative that the entire system be 
"free-wheeling" during the boom erection, that is, 
that there be as little a9 possible externally applied 
torque (drive power, friction, air drag, etc.) 
acting on the system. Some type of clutching 
arrangement, as is shown in Figure 2, is therefore 
necessary to remove the drivc motor from the 
system just prior to boom release. A rveil 
engineered bearing design ~vill reduce the friction 
torque to a negligible amount. The torque 
induced by wind resistance generally may be 
neglected un!ess the swinging appendages present 
a large area; in such a case it might be necessary 
to conduct the tesis iii a ..r.acuum chamber. 
Use of A* 
With the setup shown in Figure 2, the only 
mass to undergo a potential energy change will be 
the swinging booms. 
By solving for \'%-Yo and applying this to 
Equation 13 for an actual initial spin rate of ho, a 
h SATELLITE BODY 
- -  X 
FIELD 
I SATELLITE B O O M  
STRUCTURE WITH INERTIA 
OF SPENT LAST STAGE 
CLUTCH 
DRIVE MOTOR 
FIGURE 2.-Spin test setup. 
new initial spin rate hog is obtained. If in a 
force field test the booms are released a t  a system 
angular velocity of Xo,, the booms' angular velocity 
4 will equal the 0-g boom angular velocity a t  one 
point, that is, a t  e = ~ / 2 ,  and the simulation will be 
sufficient. 
If the booms are swung in the up direction 
during the tests, then hog will be higher than the 
actual flight LO. Also, because of the conservation 
of momentum, the final test angular velocity XPg 
naturally wiii be llighcr th~n the actual flight Xz. 
The change in system energy during erection in 
the tests will be greater than in space flight by the 
amount of potential energy gained; however, the 
angular velocity of the Looms wi!! be flight level 
at the instant of erection. 
I t  should be remembered that the tests may be 
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run with the appendages swinging down rather 
than up. In this case the potential energy to be 
dissipated by the booms would have to be sub- 
tracted from the initial system energy. 
The procedure described, with the appendages 
swinging up, was used for acceptance tests of the 
satellite Ariel I. The solar paddles and the mass 
booms, which were used for spin stabilization, 
were tested in this manner. Appendix A gives 
the dynamic calculations for simulated flight 
erections of the mass booms. 
CONCLUSION 
This method of testing has distinct advantages: 
it can be quickly incorporated into a test program; 
I no uncertain quantities are introduced into the , 
test setup; and no elaborate test setup is necessary. 1 
Examination of the equations involved will 
reveal the disadvantages or limitations. I t  is I 
always necessary to know accurately and to con- 
trol all parameters (spin rates, inertias, and energy 
changes) in the test system. If the change in I 
potential energy (V2-Vo) is large in comparison I 
to the planned initial spin rate Xoz, then precision 
control of all test parameters becomes necessary 
to prevent the introduction of a large simulation 
error.  correct!^ used, however, this technique 
provides a proper means of simulating the space 
erection of satellite appendages, and tests the 
entire system for impact. I 
APPENDIX A 
1 CALCULATIONS FOR SIMULATING THE ZERO- GRAVITY ERECTION OF THE ARlEL I MASS 
BOOMS 
As is shown in Figure Al,  the Ariel I satellite 
had eight erectable appendages: two experiment- 
carrying booms, two mass booms for spin stabiliza- 
tion, txro solar paddles v i th  rigid arms, and tm-o 
1 solar paddles with secondary hinges in the arms. 
In  actual flight, prior to any erection, the append- 
mately 35 rpm; (3) 60 seconds later, separation of 
the spacecraft from the last-stage bottle ~t-ould 
occur and the satellite I\-ould be in orbit as seen in 
Figure Al.  
In the design of the solar paddles and mass 
booms it was necessary to solve for the impact 
energy at erection of each type appendage. 
Since they \\-ere all released at  the same instant 
but did not all reach their erected positions at the 
same instant, the analytical solution of the pro- 
cess was considerably more involvetl than the 
case where only one type of appendage erects at a 
time. In  the last case, the impact energy a t  
erection in a force free field is: 
where 
E, is the energy that must be absorbed to stop 
the booms in the erected position, 
I. is the initial total moment of inertia about 
the spin axis of the s:ltellite, spent last 
stage, and attachments, 
I t  is the final moment of inertia about the spin 
axis of the satellite, spent last stage, and 
attachments, 
X o  is the initial angular velocity of the entire 
system ahout the symmetrical axis. 
ages were folded d o ~ r n  beside the last-stage rocket The more involved ant1 actual process of 
bottle. The planned erection sequence \\-as as simultaneous erection of dissimilar appendages 
fo l lo~~s :  (I) the .iystem waq to be spin-stabilized at  was solred by uriting Lagrangian expresiions 
161 rpm prior to the last-stage ignition; (2) 13 involving the three types of appendages and solv- 
minutes after last-stage ignition, a stretch yo-yo ing the equations on a computer. The resultant 
de-spin device would un\~-ind, reducing the spin ?c.tu%! impnet energy h a d  on the t\i--o ma$> booms 
I are to 76 rpm; (3) GO second.: after yo-yo release due to a flight erection of the six appendages at  an 
the two experimental booms \\-ere to be released initial An, of 32 rpm wa.; calculated to be 8.51 ft-lb. 
and, under the constraint of a governor, erect in During development testing of the appendages, i t  
approximately 3.0 seconds; (4) 60 seronds after .,\as ne~'e>haly to teqt the solar paddles ant1 mass 
the previou.; action, with the system a t  approxi- booms separately. For a proper acceptance test 
mately 32 rpm, the four solar paddles and t u o  of the mass booms it nas then nccr.;qary to con- 
mass booms n-ould be released sin~ultuneously and duct tests simulating the booms containing 
allo\vecl to swing freely to their erected positions. 8.51 ft-111 of kinetic energy at the point of erection. 
At thi.; point the system 11-ould he at approxi- When the ma\- t)ooms were tc*teti separately, 
GTZ 
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an initial spin rate hog was calculated to simulate 
a space erection a t  47.5 rpm. Figures A2 and 
A3 sho~v the test system before and aiter erection. 
this was accomplished by first calculating an Z 
initial 0-g system angular velocity hZ, which 
corresponds to 8.51 ft-lb of kinetic energy in the 
mass booms a t  erection. For the tests it was 
assumed the experimental booms were open prior 
to the mass booms release and the solar paddles 
remained folded. The Ariel I moments of inertia x 
for these conditions were: 10, 4.01 slug-ft2; and IZ 
L 
FIGURE A2.-'rest system bcforc boom errc,tion. 
after mass boom full erection, 4.84 slug-ft2. 
With these values, Equation A1 gives h0,=47.5 
rpm. The test, therefore, was to simulate a 0-g 
mass boom erection a t  an initial rotation rate of 
47.5 rpm. 
From Equation 15 in the body of the report, 
that is, 
L 
FIGURE A3.-Test system a t  boom erection. 
BOOM DEFLECTION 
DUE TO IMPACT 
WEIGHT ( w )  
Z I 
I 1 
X 
ARM 
I I 
I I 
I I 
r The boom arms on Ariel 1 w e n  
I ; of filament-wwnd fiberglass 
I I 
I I with the following properties: 
I I  
I I E = 1.99 x 10~,~si,  
1 = 0.01549 in , 
C-I p = 0.022 Ib/in of length. I 
I I 
I ,  
i 
FI(:CTRE A4.-hfass boom displacement. 
To  use Equation A2, the potential energy 
change VZ-VO between the configurations shown 
in Figr~rcs A2 :tncl A3 was calculatetl. Obviously, 
ESVIROSLIESTAL TESTISG 677 
the mass booms n-ere the only consideration. 0.775 lb. For E.=8.51 ft-lb the deflection 6 was 
Figure A4 shows the extreme positions of each calculated to be approxin~ately 5.9 inches. This 
mass boom. 6 was large enough to warrant consideration when 
The weight n- on the end of each arm was calculating Yz-1-0. Therefore. 
Y2 - v0 = np jot ( x - r cos 0 )  dx + nw 1 - c 0 )  dx + n (A31 
where the last tnTo terms in the expression consider n-ith 1 ~ 3 4 . 0  (arm extended into the weight), the 
the deflection. For full erection a t  8 = x / 2  and first tn-o terms of Equation A3 are: 
= 7 7 . 3  i n - l b  
A close approximation for the third term in Thus, the actual configuration shown in Figure 
Equation A3 n-as obtained by approximating the A5 was spun up to approximately 67.0 rpm, the 
curve of the deflected boom arm in Figure A4 by a drive disengaged, and the spin allowed to decay to  
quarter cosine wave function,* that is, (55.1 rpm, a t  which point the booms were released 
m 
and allowed t,o swing freely to the erected position. 
= 6(1 - cos Ti) 
and 
I 
m 
np[ zdx np6 1 (1 - cos =Idx 
= n p ~ ( 1  -$) = 3 . 2  i n - l b .  (A4) 
The last term in Equation A3 is simply: 
S 
n w ~ , d z  = 9 . 0  i n - l b .  , (-45) 
and so the total potential energy change is 
Vz - V, = 7 7 . 3  + 3 . 2  + 9 . 0  = 8 9 . 5  i n - l b  
= 7 .46  f t - l b .  
All the known values are then applied to Equation 
X2, and 
2(4 .84) (7 .46)  4, a = )/(4.974)2 4 . 0 1 ( 4 . 8 4  - 4 . 0 1 )  
*Den Hartor. J. P.. "hlechaniral \-ibrations." 4th Ed.. S e n  Tork: 
IlcCraa-Hill. 1956, p. 1 . 3 .  FIGURE As.-The Xriel I test configuration. 
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Since deflection was considered, 8, was slightly same value a t  0=90°. The angular velocities 
higher than the actual flight 8, a t  8=a/2.  How- 4, and 8, would have been equal a t  that point. 1 
ever, the total potential energy in the booms a t  140 
full deflection for the tests, when LO, = (35.1 rpm, 1 
equaled the potential energy in the booms a t  full 
deflection for a space erection when 'X0,=47.5 
120 
rpm. Figure A G  shows the calculated plots of I 
~ the kinetic energy in the booms versus the boom 
angle 0 for the actual space and test conditions. 
- 100 From Figure AG it is seen that a t  the instant + 
\\-hen e= 90") or full erection, the booms had about 5 
12 in-lb more kinetic energy in the tests than 
80 during the actual flight. Ho\vever, the change in 
potential energy in the tests due to  the upw:ird 2 
deflection of the booms subtracted from the 6o 
i 
I 
kinetic* energy. From 1l:qu:~tions A4 and A5 it Z 
Y 
will he seen that the calculated potential energy 2 
0 
changc tlue to  deflection equ:~ls 12.2 in-lb. From 2 40 
high-speed motion pictures of the erection tcsts, 
i t  was ascertained that the total deflection 6 of 
each boom end was approximately G inches. 20 
Therefore, a t  full deflection, the strain of each 
boom was approximately equ:il to that anticipated 
in thc actual flight and sim111:rtion was completetl. 1 I I I I 
0 20 40 60 80 100 If the erecting appentlnges hat1 been f : d y  rigid BOOM ANGLE O(deg ) 
and the deflec,tion was ncgligil)le, then :L graph of 
I"IGURE AG.-Calculated plots of the kinetic energy in the 
the variables in Figure tI(i woultl 11:~vc hhown that I mass booms under test actual 
the two kinetic energy curvcs terminate on the conditions. 
MODELLING OF SPACECRAFT UNDER RANDOM 
LOADING 
JOSHrA E. GREESSI'OS 
INTRODUCTION and is subjected to a geometrically similar load 
As spacecraft become larger and more compli- distribution. 
cated it becomes more difficult and expensive to The basic equations governing the elastic mo- 
test the full scale structures. In addition, if speci- tiOns of the structure in the absence of body 
fications for a spacecraft are to be obtained before forces are the three equations of 
the vehicle and payload are constructed, the only 
way that predicted response can be obtained is for 
scale model tests to be conducted and calculations ( x + ~ )  performed on the proposed design. If small 
models could be constructed of materials which 
were easier to handle in manufacturing and less 
expensive than the full scale, a great deal of infor- 
mation could be on a proposed 'he" ' and d a' the Lame constant1 A is the 
space vehicle. The purpose of this report is to cubical dilatation and p is the mass density of the 
present a derivation of the modelling laws for ran- The are u' '' u'- 
dom dynamic loading on an elastic structure such The cubical dilatation and the Laplacian are 
a s  a spacecraft-booster combination which is 
all av aw constructed of a different material than the A -  
prototype. d~ dy dz 
a2(u, 0, W )  a2(u, U ,  W) 
DERIVATION OF THE MODELLING LAWS v2(u1 11, w) = ax2 + a y 2  
A. Forces and Motions a2(u, V 1  W) 
+ az2 . (3) 
The theory presented here is an application and 
extension of the basic theory of modelling pre- The Lame constants and G can be written in 
sented by Weber.' Let the quantities associated terms of the modulus of elasticity E and Poisson's 
with the full scale be primed and those associated ratio v as foilowS 
with the model unprimed. Thus if C' is the char- 
acteristic length in the full scale, t' the full scale 
- 
X =  E v  E time, and k' the force in the full scale. ji = ------ (l+v)(l-2v) 2(l + v) (4) 
8' =eX t t = &  k' = kx ('1 So the x component of the equations of motion 
--h-"- 1 ;'. +Ln 1: --,.-A:---".-- ?.-"I 4--- 
v v 1 1 C ; L b  1 0  u11L 'lllsal ulillcua;uu o ~ a l e  l a ~ t ~ i ,  ;is t h e  becomes 
time scale factor, and x is the force scale factor. 
The phenomenon that is to be scaled is random 
loading and response of an elastic structure. The 
only assumption that will be made is that the 
model is geometrically similar to the prototype 
679 
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and there are two other equations for the y and .z Collect all scaling terms into a single coefficient , 
components. The scaling laws can be derived by on the left. In order for the model to obey the 
merely working with one of these equations. In same dynamic equation as the prototype, the 
accordance with our notation, eq. ( 5 )  is for the scaling relation must be as follows 
model since it contains unprimed quantities. The 
equivalent equation for the prototype, assuming a E 1 / E  t'?/t2 - 
--- 
different material with approximately the same P ' / P  l'2/e'2 
Poisson's ratio but different E and p* is or 
E' E 
E' 
-=- 
f r2p1et2 f l pe2  
or finally 
Let the scale factors for E and p be 
where f is the frequency. The physical number 
13s the choice of modcl material and linear scale 
this will fix a,, up and X .  The rest of the scale is a type of Strouhal numbcr. If the same ma- factors will then be derived from these basic quan- 
terial were used in the model and prototype then tities. Thus the time factor will be determined Junger's relations wolild hold, i.e. 
as follows : 
f P  = f ' f '  (11) 
For Junger's case frequency is scaled inversely 
l i ' t '?/t '4 1iXt?t2/(C4X4) Xi.2 to length. Equations (8) and (10) are the basic P' - 
-- - a ~ = s T - p p -  --  P kt-/ f kt"f4 X 4  (8) relations for modelling with different  material^.^ 
thus The other quantities involved in the problem can 
x = aPXZ 1)c derived from these relations. Thus 
and Pressure: 
p ' /p  = x / X ?  p'= U K P  
frec1uenc.y is therefore modelled as Stress: 
u,'/u, = x/X2 a,' = usa, (1 2 )  
Equation (6) for the prototype can then l)e Velocity: 
v' f1/t '  Xt; i t? X up 
- = -= - = , = - li- v f / t  E/t L up 
(for the same material and velocities scale directly) 
*ITsr~ally tllr Poissr~n's ratio is of srrondary importance. hIoreovcr 
tllc- P~~iason's ratio for t l ~ r  ~noilttl probnbly will not vary greatly from 
tl~cs lull scnlr tnatl*rinl. 
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The statistical quantities will then be scaled as B. Damping 
follows : 
Mean square pressure: 
<p'2> 2 
-- 
<p2> - us 
Correlation function: 
One of the big problems in using scaie mociels is 
the fact that damping does not scale. However, 
this fact should not hold us back if we analyze how 
Coulomb damping and material damping enter 
into the problem. Coulomb damping will arise 
as external damping through rubbing between 
attached pieces. The basic relation for Coulomb 
damping states that the frictional shearing stress 
( . c' Correlation full is proportional to the normal stress, i.e. 1.e. -= c Correlation model (s.s.) = p(N.S.) (14) 
(a) Pressure : 
where p is the coefficient of sliding friction between 
<pl1pz'>/<p1pz> =am2 the two surfaces. For the prototype this relation 
(b) Displacement : will be 
(c) Velocity : (I3) where 
(d) Acceleration : Rewriting this equation for the model 
Power spectral density: 
. (p.~.)' -Power spectral density full scale 1.e.---- - (p.s. j Power spectral density model 
(a) Pressure : 
(b) Displacement : 
u,(s.s.) =pu,,u,(N.S.) (16) 
Thus up must be unity, or the coefficient of sliding 
friction in the model must be adjusted to equal 
that in the full scale. This could possibly be 
done by lubrication methods or roughing the sur- 
face depending on whether the coefficient of fric- 
tion has to be increased or decreased. 
For material damping the problem is not as 
direct and we must resort to some assumptions 
regarding the response of a structure to random 
loading. For different damping laws the response 
will take different forms. Take the case in which 
the damping is viscous. The power spectral 
density of the displacement of a structure under 
random loading can, for practical purposes, be 
written as5 
(c) Velocity: 
Y n Y m  (P-s.)~=$ s l y n j l y m / C m n ( o )  (17) 
Z~=!Z~&=~,/$ UP UP 
where y is associated with the mode shape of the 
[dj Acceleration : structure, Cmn is the correlation integral which 
for all practical purposes can be considered inde- 
$(5yT= $(:yX.& = t! pendent of material damping, and Y is the response function which is critically dependent on 
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damping. The response function Y can be written relatively straight forward experiment might be 
ilsed to do this; possibly an experiment such as the 
Y,(w) = J P ~ ~ ( w ~ ~ - w ~  ) +P:wz one performed by Fung, et a16 could be performed 1 
(18) on cylindrical shell models made of the prototype 
where Mn is the generalized mass for the nth 
mode, and pn is the damping coefficient for this 
mode. The logarithmic decrement 6, can be 
written. 
Fung et a1 fount1 that p, was approximately a 
constant for various modes of aluminl~m cylindri- 
cal shells. Thus a t  resonance, where won = w 
and model materials. I 
A more basic assessment of material damping 
and its dependency on level of excitation is 
offered by Crandall.' In Crandall's analysis of 
damping for a nonlinear relaxation process the 
value of (defined by (19) would be: 
where g, is the damping coefficient (equal to g, 
6 being the logarithmic dec.rement). I t  is a di- 
mensionless number \vhicli tlepends on the con- 
figuration of the body and the mode under con- , 
sideration, p is the muss density of the material, In a structure subjected to random loading the 
I!: is the rnodl~lus of elasticity of the material, So, 
most severe response in the spectrum will occur a t  
~ 
n and f are m:tteriul constants, ant1 n. is the thc frequencies corresponding to resonances of the I 
modes. Therefore a t  these frequencies acceler:ttion or a mcasurc. of the same. If it is 
assumed that R is independent of the mod(. and 
only drpentlcnt on the configuration of the body, 
(21) then 
So for a model of ciifferent m:~terinl than the 
full scale 
Thus in order to scale material damping pro- If the mntcrial conbtants p, E,  SO, i and n for the 
perly at the critic:il frequencies model and prototype can he found then the ratio 
(22a) will be tlepcndc~it on n power of the ratio of 
Displacement: excitation :~cceler:~tions. If n anti n' are inter- 
preted as the total ncce1er:~tions thc.11 n. can be 
--- measured in the model, sc:~letl to the full scale by 
U R  eq. (12) to obtain a', and then (22:t) \\,ill give the 
desired ratio to su1)stitute into eq. (23). I'elocity: 
DISCUSSION 
(23 )  The use of very sm:ill sc:~lc models of different 
material than the prototype offers a very efficient 
Accclo~ctcon: and inexpensive way to obtain order of magnitude 
answers which would ortlinarily be very difficult (r).. 
1s-- (23) or impossible to obtain. This type of scaling also (p .~ . ) ,  6? X offers :ln opportunity to use much lower pressure 
excitation levels than the full scale. There might 
The ratio 6'/6 must I)(. tlc3tcr1nined expcri- also bc a possi\)ility of llsing light weight easy to 
n~(>~~t:tlly for 1111. tliffcrc~~it m:~tcrinls. ITowevc~r, :L c0nstruc.t pl:tstic> models to pel.form initial tests. 
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1 Invariably damping offers a big problem in 
1 using scale model results to extrapolate full scale 
1 response. If we limit our discussion to the re- 
, sonance response then damping can be introduced 
I directly in the scaling as shown in the previous 
1 section. This resonant limitation is not serious in 
I random loading since the major response a t  each 
frequency of interest is usually composed of pri- 
marily resonant contributions in modes which are 
close to this frequency. 
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ENVIRONMENTAL TEST PROGRAM FOR ARIEL I* 
WAItNER II. HORD, Jlt. I 
The environmental test  program for Ariel I, the  1ntcrrr:ttiorral Ionosphere Satellite, was 
accomplished a t  the Goddnrd Space Flight Cerrter between April 27, 1961, and l l a r ch  13, 1962. 
This progranl corrsisted of design qu:ilific:ition tests for the prototype spacecraft and acceptance 
tests for the two flight sp:icccr:ift. The sp:icecr:ift sel):ir:ttion systerll and the  flight vibratiorr 
expcriurcnt also received dcsigrl qu:ilific:ltion and flight acceptnrlce tests. 
Scver:tl f:iilureh irr tlrc, prototype sl,ncecruft occurred during the  test 1)rogr:Lrn arrd resulted 
irr v:rrious ~rlotlific:itions :irrd rcpI:lccmcnts. \Vith thew changes incorpor:tted, the  two flight 
sp:~cecruft corrrplctcd the  accc~l)t:incr tests with only nri~ror difficulties and were shipped to  C:tpe 
C:~rr:iver;il irr rrlid-hlarctr 1!)82. 
One of thc flight sp:iccc.r:ift, Night [ 'nit 1, w:is 1:turrched into orbit on April 28, 1962. I t s  
flight pcrfor~n:ir~ce suggc,sts tha t  the test. ~ )~~ ,g r : t l n  ~)rocc~lures wcrc cffectivc and tlrnt the  resulting 
corrcctivc~ :tctions i~~rl)rovetl sl)acecr:ift tl(3sign and operation. 
INTRODUCTION The spacecraft was placed in elliptical orbit 
This document a description with an apogee of 1214 km (754 miles), a perigee 
of the environmental test program and system of 390 km (242 milcs), antl a period of 100.9 min. 
evaluation of the International Ionosphere Satel- Figure 1 shows Ariel I in an orbital configuration. 
lite, Ariel I (1962 o l), accomplishecl a t  the God- The Ariel I environmental test program was 
dard Space Flight Center (GSFC). Ariel I is the designed to produce a high degree of confidence in 
the ability of the spacaec.raft to withstand the first of a, series of three satellites to be developed 
environments expectctl during handling, ship- 
as a joint effort of the Unitetl States antl the 
mcnt, la~lnch, and orbital flight. The program United Kingdom. The experiments were de- 
w : ~  divided into four phases: structural model 
signed and the United lCing(lom, while testsl functional tests (sllch as spinllp and dcspin), 
the United States designed ant1 built the space- design q,la,ification, and Right ~h~ 
craft 2nd supporting subsystems and provided junctional tests for despin and appen(jage erection 
the lallnch vehicle. were conciuctcd to 90 percent and then 110 percent 
The purposes of Ariel I are to make a thorough of anticipatecl flight spin rates. The structural 
1-year analysis of the ionospherc-that is, den- model and design qualification tests were con- 
sity, temperature, x-ray intensities, and pi~rticle ducted a t  levels considerably more severe than 
mass measurement-and, in general, to acquire those expected during handling, shipment, launch, 
more knowledge of the ionosphere and its relation and orbital flight. In the case of mechanical 
to the sun. tests, the environments are 1.5 times those ex- 
Project development efforts culminated in the pected from flight while, in the case of thermal 
successful launch of ttie Ariel I spacecraft from tests, a temperature 10°C in excess of the expected 
Cape Canaveral, Florida, on April 26, 1962. I t  environment is used. The acceptance phase con- 
weighed G0.6 Iig (133.6 lb), of which 17.0 kg sisted of tests conducted a t  the levels of the 
(37.5 lb) consisted of experiments. A technical expected environments. These tests were con- 
description of the spacecraft and its subsystems ducted on the flight model spacecraft to demon- 
is cont:~inccl in Appendix A. strate that the design-qualified unit had been 
successfully duplicated and that there were no 
*I'IIIIIISIIPII ILS ~ . t , s  I Techf~tcnl .Vote 1)--0ooo, I. 'rl)r~~nry IIJG L defects in materials or workmanship. A complete 
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test chronlogy of the environmental test program 
is given in Appendix B. 
Pertinent background for the Xriel I tebt pro- 
gram is presented in the next section. The sec- 
I tions follou-ing cover the objectives of the test 
program; the proposed test plan; a description of 
the tests, and modifications and replacements 
based on test results; and, finally, an evaluation 
of the test results and the spacecraft system. 
The original Ariel I plans called for the space- 
craft to he launched by a Scout vehicle from the 
Wallops Island, Virginia, range in Fehril~r?. 1962. 
As a result, the structural model tests were based 
on "Environmental Test Specification and Gen- 
eral Test Procedures for Design Qualification and 
Flight Acceptance Te3ting of Scout Launched 
Satellites," A4ugust 11, 1961 (prepared by Test 
and Evaluation Division, GSFC); and the Scout 
configuration was used in the mounting arrange- 
orbital configuration. 
ment. These tests were conducted between April 
26 and May 9, 19G1. 
On September 12, 19G1, S A S A  Headquarters 
assigned the .hiel I spacecraft to a Delta launch 
vehicle ~vi th  launch to be from Cape Canaveral in 
March 19G2. It was determined unnecessary to 
repeat the structural model tests because they 
had been successful for Scout, and test levels for a 
Delta launch \vould not be significantly different. 
The change in launch vehicle did require that an 
adapter section, apprnuimnte!~. 30.5 cm (12 in.) 
high, be inserted between the final-stage rocket 
motor and the spacecraft separation system; this 
adapter is referred to throughout this report as 
the DutcE.m.ln. Furthermore, the responsibility 
for procuring and te5ting the spacecraft separa- 
tion system was transferred from Langlep 
Research Center to GSFC. 
Becawe of the added space provided by the 
Dutchman and the increase in spacecraft \[-eight 
permitted by the greater thrust of the Delta, a 
separate telemetry system that made possible an 
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experiment for measuring vibration during the was necessary so that the second stage of the 
period from launch to the separation of the space- booster could be replaced. The second launch at- 1 
craft from the third stage was installed in the tempt on April 26, 1962, was successful; and a t  
Dutchman. This telemetry system had three 1300 houri EST, after a hold of 1 hour, the Ariel I 1 
subcarrier oscillators for vibrational data and a Flight Unit 1 was launched into orbit. I 
fourth subcarrier oscillator that provided data on I 
nose-fairing contamination, closure of the third- TEST OBJECTIVES 
stage pressure switch, spin rate, and aspect angle. 
Appendix C contains a description of the vibra- General 1 
tion telemetry system. As a result of these 
changes, tests of the separation system and vibra- 
tion experiment had to be included in the environ- 
mental test program. 
The design qualification test program of the 
prototype Ariel I spacecr:~ft was conclucted during 
the period September 10, 1961, through January 
8, 1962. Because of motlifications ant1 changes 
determined necessary during the qualific a t' lon 
tests, the vibration and thermal-vacuum tests 
were repeated during the period February 12 
through March 12, 1962. Design qualification 
tests of the vibration experiment and separation 
system were conducted during the period January 
15 through January 18, 1962, and were repeated 
during the period March 10 through March 1.5, 
1962 
Acceptance tests of Flight Unit 1 were con- 
tlucted during the period January 11 through 
February 27, 1962; and Flight Unit 2 acceptance 
tests were c-onducted February 5 through illarch 
13, 1962. Acceptance te.sts of the flight sepam- 
tion system and vibration experiment were con- 
ductctl during the period January through March 
196%. 
The Prototype Unit was hhipped to the Atlan- 
tic Mi5s1le Itangc (AhIR) on i\/Iarch 13 for coordi- 
nation and interference checks with the launch 
vehicle. Sut)sequently, Flight Units 1 and 2 
were shipped. 
After checkout, Flight Unit 1 was selected for 
launch. Operations a t  AMR were relatively 
smooth with the only significant problems being 
that (1) the electron density experiment boom 
was damaged, requiring substitution of the Flight 
Unit 2 boom; and (2) a gear shaft of the boom 
escapement mechanism failed, and required 
replacement. (A chronology of AMR operations 
is given in Appendix D.) The first launch at- 
tempt on April 10, 1962, was cancelled because of 
problem.; mlth the second stage. A 2-week slip 
The four test programs in which the Ariel I 
project was involved-structural model, func- 
tional, design qualification, and flight acceptance 
-had distinct purposes as described below. 
These programs had the common purpose of pro- 
viding a spacecraft of maximum reliability a t  a 
reasonable cost by using test levels and procedures 
reasonably related to predicted environments of 
the Ariel I spacecraft. 
Further, the series of environmental exposures 
provided an unparalleled opportunity for the oper- 
ating crew to gain experience with the spacecraft 
system prior to operations a t  the launch site- 
thereby serving as an excellent training program. 
Structural Model 
The purpose of this program 1v:i.s to subject a 
structural model of the spacecraft with dummy 
components to environment:~l exposures up to the 
design qualification 1rvc.l in ortler to "prove out" 
the structural design prior to builtling a prototype 
spacecraft with operating subsystems. Thus, 
considerable c~onfidence could be established prior 
to  design qualification tests that the prototype 
spacecraft structure would withstand required 
levels of exposure. 
Also, data from these tests were needed to 
establish levels in test specifications for subsys- 
tems to be mounted in the spacecraft. 
Functional 
This test program had the objective of deter- 
mining the ability of a dynamic mockup of the 
spacecraft to  perform functional requirements 
such as spinup, despin, boom erection, paddle 
deployment, and separation from the third stage. 
Design Qualification 
The design qualification tests for the prototype- 
spacecraft system and subsystems had the purpose 
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of establishing a high degree nf confidence that the 
spacecraft system and subsystems as designed 
would not be impaired by predicted environments, 
and thus urould be suitable for required opera- 
tions. Since this confidence had to be established 
by testing just one prototype, normal statistical 
sampling was not possible. Instead, test speci- 
mens were subjected to considerably greater 
rigors of environment than expected during 
ground-handling, launch, and flight. 
Flight Acceptance 
The acceptance tests for the flight spacecraft 
system and subsystems were designed to locate 
latent defects in material and workmanship, 
thereby providing assurance that none of the 
essential characteristics of design had been de- 
graded during manufacturing and the accompany- 
ing inspection and handling. An additional 
objective was to demonstrate the compatibility 
of the subsystems and other elements of the space- 
craft system under simulated launch and orbital 
environments. The levels of the flight acceptance 
tests approximated predicted environmental con- 
ditions. This choice of test levels is based on the 
philosophy that this degree of exposure allows 
detection of latent defects in material and work- 
manship without the unnecessary risk of damage 
from exposure above predicted levels. In other 
words, the spacecraft is tested through its early 
operating lifetime or infancy when its parts mor- 
tality is greatest according to past experience. 
TEST PLANS 
General 
The Ariel I environmental test program was 
mainly accomplished a t  GSFC. A description 
and evaluation of the test results constitute the 
basic purposes of this report. 
The test program consisted of mechanical tests 
st the  design qualification level applied to the 
structural model of the spacecraft; design quali- 
fication tests for one spacecraft (the Prototype) as 
well as prototype models of the vibration experi- 
ment, separation system, and one prototype solar 
paddle; and flight acceptance tests for two space- 
craft (Flight Units 1 and 2), the vibration experi- 
ment, and spacecraft separation systems. 
Structural Model 
Engineering Test Unit 1 (ETU l ) ,  a model of 
the Ariel I spacecraft structure, was to be stati- 
cally balanced and subjected to exposures of spin, 
acceleration, and vibration at  design qualification 
levels to determine the balance and response of 
ETU 1 to these exposures. 
ETU 1 was to contain no electronic equipment, 
but the intended flight assemblies were to be 
simulated in respect t o  weight and size by dummy 
weights placed in appropriate positions in the 
model. 
Functional 
Inertially correct mockups, including all essen- 
tial hardware, of the Ariel I spacecraft and final- 
stage X-248 booster \\-ere to be sequentially sub- 
jected to spinup by PET rockets, yo-yo despin, 
experiment boom erection, solar paddle and mass 
boom deployment, and separation of spacecraft 
from the X-218. 
Design Qualification 
Balance 
Static and dynamic balancing of the spacecraft 
is necessary to insure spin stability of the space- 
craft during launch and orbital flight. It was 
specified for the prototype spacecraft so that this 
unit would be dynamically similar to the flight 
unit during acceleration and vibration testing. 
Balancing of the prototype was mainly for deter- 
mining suitable locations for balance weights as 
well as determining that methods planned for 
balance of the flight units were suitable. 
Spin 
The prototype spacecraft was to be spun a t  225 
rpm for 1 min and a t  150 rpm for 30 min to exceed 
the predicted 150 rpm experienced by the space- 
craft third-stage combination from third-stage 
ignition. Operation of spacecraft was to be 
checked during spin. 
Acceleration Test 
The maximum acceleration (18g), imparted to 
the Ariel I spacecraft by the Delta launch vehicle, 
occurs just prior to third-stage burnout. The 
orientation of the spacecraft on the ceairifuge was 
selected so as to simulate the sustained loading of 
this thrust-induced acceleration. In  addition, 
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]:IC~;RE 2.-Prototype setup prior to  install:tLiori for 
nccelcr:~tion. 
transverse acceleration tests were specified based 
on expected handling loads of 2g. Figures 2 ant1 
3 show the prototype before and after installation 
on the centrifuge. 
Shock Test 
A shock environment is protluced in sevcral 
ways-handling, shipment, stage ignition, and 
stage separation being thc most common. The 
Ariel I shock test parameters were tiic8t:~tetl by 
handling and transportation considerations, since 
the shocli pulses generated by the Delta lnuncli 
vehicle were expected to be less severe. 
Temperature and Humidity Tests 
This series of tests had the purpose of simulat- 
ing the temperature and humidity conditions of 
storage, transportation, and pre-launch periods to  
determine the effect of those conditions on the 
Ariel I spacecraft. The operational temperature 
tests are based on expected flight temperature and 
are conducted prior to thermal-vacuum tests. 
The program was planned in five parts: (1) 
-30°C soak, (2) +(iO°C soak, (3) - 10°C opera- 
tional, (4) +50°C opernt ional, and (3) humidity 
exposure. Parts I and 2 \\.ere to consist of (i-hour 
periods of exposurc : ~ t  eac.11 temperatarc with pcr- 
form:tncc. chccsl<s a t  ambient tcxmperature (25°C) 
after e:~ch exposure. T':~rts 3 ancl 4 \\ere to con- 
sist of monitoring spacec8r:~ft prrformance a t  the 
stal,ilized temper:~ture of -10°C: and +50°C. 
Performance checks also were to  be perforrncd at 
ambient temperature after e:~c.h exposure. Part 
5 was to consist of a 24-hour exposure to  30°C: 
and a relative humidity of 95 percent. At the 
end of the exposurc periotl, spacecraft performance 
was to be checked. Spacecraft performance was 
to be monitored during the drying-out period. 
Tcigure -1 shows the setup for these tests. 
Vibration 
'\'ibr:~tory exc.itntion of the spaccc-raft arises 
from sliipment nntl rocket motor k~urning, as well 
as from ncouhtic :tnd aerotlynamic sources. Ran- 
dom excitation ancl combustion rcsonancc tests 
along the thrust axis and two lateral axes were to  
be conducted to  sini,ll:~tc contlitions anticipated 
in a launch t)y the Thor-Delta vehicle. 
Vibration testing of the Ariel I spacecraft was 
complicated I)y the fact that there are several 
E'igurr 3.-l'rototype sp:rcecraft installed on crritrifuge for acceler:~tion. 
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tall fisture and \vithout appendages. ubing a sim- 
ple flat plate (short fixture) to  adapt the shaker 
table to the Dutchman interface. Figures 5 and 
G prebcnt the tall and short fixtures, respectively. 
It  11 ill be noted that in f o l l o ~ ~  ing this procedure 
the various booms and paddles were not to be 
tcsted ahore 1000 cps in the thrust axis or 200 
cps in the lateral axes. 
Additional ~ u h b y ~ t e m  te+tq of these appendages 
were planned, hut Ti-ere 11-aived on the basis that 
the appendages \\ere essentially decoupled from 
the rihration input a t  the high frequencieq. 
Thermal-Vacuum Tests 
Backgrozind: These tests were to be conducted 
to simulate thc extremes of temperature in a 
vacuum environment that the spacecraft was 
expected to encounter in orbit. Satisfactory 
operation of the spacecraft system at -8OC and 
I Frcun~ 4.-Setup for prototype temperature and humidity +35OC with a vacuum of 1 X 10-"m Hg was to test. hc verified. During its orbital life of 1 year, the spacecraft appendages (electron density hoom, solar parldlei, xvill have sever:tl aspect positions relative to the 
etc.) which, prior to  separation, are folded down 
along the case of the last-stage 5-548 rocket 
motor. 
To simulate this situation, it was necessary to 
fabricate a cylindrical structure of the same nomi- 
nal diameter as the rocket motor and of adequate 
length to accommodate the appenrlages. yet re- 
taining the desirable stiffness properties of a good 
vibration fixture. The ideal vibration fixture is 
a massless, infinitely stiff device designed to adapt 
the test specimen to the shaker table. It  was 
recognized that building such a fixture with no 
resonances within the applicable frequency band 
\~olild be impossible. The approach taken was 
to build the fixture as stiff as practic~il, and then 
to check it out in vibration with a dummy load 
simulating the Ariel I system. \Then this was 
d c ~ ,  it :.a; fouiic! that the seiiip na* usahit. iu 
about 1000 cps in the thrust direction and about 
200 cps in the lateral direction. 
Because of the frequency limitations imposed 
L-- 
u~ this s ~ i u p ,  each of the tests was divided into 
two parts. The lower frequency tests were to be 
performed with the complete system, including 
the appendages, in place of the cylindrical fisture 
(which was called the "tall fixture"). Higher FI,:,RE 5,--1nst:111ing S~I: IT p:~dtlic> prior to thrust nsis 
frequency tests were to be performed IT-ithout the test of prototype unit on tall fisture. 
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the system. (The projected area is a maximum 
a t  the 30" aspect and a minimum a t  135O.) Tests 
1 and 2 were to be conventional tests in which the 
entire spacecraft was to be soaked a t  a uniform 
temperature. 
The external power supply was to be such that: 
1. Spacecraft could be operated solely on 
external power. 
2. Spacecraft could be operated solely on in- 
ternal power. 
3. Batteries could be charged during the test 
using the shunt regulator. 
Flight Acceptance 
Balance 
Both static and dynamic balancing of the flight 
spacecraft were specified to insure spin stability 
of the spacecraft during launch and orbital flight. 
Figure 7 shows the Ariel I spacecraft on the bal- 
ance machine. 
sun. This means that heating of one side occurs 
while the opposite side is being cooled; and, later 
in orbit,al life, the heated and cooled surfaces will 
be reversed. The test procedure was to cover the 
simultaneous heating-cooling typc of environment, 
as \\-ell as the conventional uniform hot, or cold 
environment. 
Description: The test was to consist of four 
p:~rts: ( I )  cold, ( 2 )  hot, (3) 30" aspect,, and (4) 
135' aspect. Test 3 was to simulate the space 
cnvironmc~nt where the sun is a t  an angle of 30 
degrees with respcct to the 1ongit.uclin:~l spin axis 
of the sp:lc!ccraft :~ncl illrlminatcs t,he t,op portion 
of thc syst,cm. Tcst 1 1 ~ : ~ s  to simtilate the space 
cnvironrncmt, \~lic>rc tlic. sun is at, an angle of 135 
degr~cs with respect t,o t,hct longit,udinal axis of 
the s p : ~ ( ~ ( ~ ~ : ~ f t  i1lrimin:~ting t,hc I)ot,tom portion of 
Spin 
The flight spaccc:raft were to l)e spun a t  150 
rpm to verify the sp:~cecraft system operation a t  
t,hc r,zt,c of  spin expect,ed prior t,o third-stage 
ignition. 
Vibration 
Vibration levels no greater than those expected 
during 1:~nnc.h and injection into orbit were to be 
applied in c.nc.11 of three orthogonal directions. 
The flight spacacc3raft were to be operated in a 
duty ryc.lr typickal of that to be employed in ac- 
tual 1aunc.h and monitored for malfunctions in 
tclemctcring and other systems that operate dur- 
ing boost. 
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Thermal-Vacuum 
Flight spacecraft were to be exposed to pre- 
dicted vacuum and temperature. Predicted solar 
conditions were to be simulated. The operation 
of the flight spacecraft was to be monitored during 
above exposures. 
TEST RESULTS 
Structural Model 
The structural model of the spacecraft was 
tested from April 7 through May 9, 1961. The 
test environments included static balance, spin, 
acceleration, and vibration. These tests were 
conducted at  increasing levels of severity up to 
design qualification levels. T7ibration equipment 
consisted of two 2250 kg (5000 Ib) exciters; one 
was used for thrust axis excitation, and the other 
for lateral axis excitation. 
The static. unbalance of this unit was reduced 
from 1.5 X lo7 dyne-cm (218 oz-in.) to 4.4 X lo6 
dyne-cm (61.8 oz-in.) by the addition of 0.68 kg 
(1.5 Ib) of lead to the main shelf. 
The main difficulties arose during vibration. 
During vibration in thrust axis at  acceptance 
level, several screws holding the support tube to 
the main shelf sheared; this problem was solved 
by increasing the size and number of screws. The 
second failure of screws occurred during lateral 
vibration at  acceptance level when several that 
fastened the struts to the main shelf failed; this 
was tentatively solved by increasing the number 
and size of screws a t  this location and assuring 
that the countersink for the screw heads was con- 
centric with the through-hole. The third failure 
of screws occurred during vibration in the thrust 
axis of design qualification levels; in this case the 
screws fastening the struts to the support tube 
failed. The solution adopted was to add shear 
pins between the support tube and struts. 
The design of subsequent units was changed to 
include a machined ring on the support tube and 
slots on the struts which, when assembled, would 
act as a shear pin. In addition, shear pins were 
used a t  the joint between the struts and the main 
shelf. 
The structure successfully passed the design 
qualification level exposures after the above- 
mentioned modifications. 
Response data for use in subsystem testing were 
taken during these vibration tests. However, 
because of the change from the Scout to the Delta 
launch vehicle-requiring the addition of an 
adapter section (the Dutchman), the data were 
no longer valid. 
Functional 
The functional tests were conducted on iner- 
tially correct mockups of the Ariel I spacecraft 
and final-stage X-218 booster between October 16 
and November 16, 1961. All tests were run under 
vacuum conditions in the 18.3 m (60 ft) sphere a t  
Langley Research Center (LRC). 
Results of the functional test program were 
generally satisfactory, and details are presented 
in Appendix E. 
Prototype 
Balance 
Initial balance operations resulted in addition 
of a 0.451 kg (1 lb) balance weight, bringing the 
total weight of the spacecraft to 48.4 kg (106.6 lb). 
Because of difficulty in removing protective de- 
vices for spacecraft experiment sensors, balancing 
was conducted without their removal; but the 
method of attachment \\-as changed so that covers 
could be removed for later balancing operations. 
Spin 
The spacecraft \\-as spun at 223 rpm for 1 min 
and at  150 rpm for 30 min. During initial turn- 
on operations, the spacecraft went into under- 
voltage on insertion of the turn-on plug because 
of low battery voltage. This condition was cor- 
rected, and a satisfactory test \{-as conducted. 
Temperature and Humidity 
General: The operational temperature test re- 
vealed problems in the electron density experi- 
ment, tapi recorder, and cosmic ray experiment. 
Horn-ever, i t  was decided not to repeat this ex- 
posure, since an operational temperature test 
under vacuum was to be conducted in the thermal- 
vacuum test program to follow. Furthermore, 
required replacement parts for the tape recorder 
and cosmic ray experiment could not be procured 
in a short time. The x-ray and mass spectrome- 
ter experiments showed some effect from high 
humidity. 
Cosmic Ray Experiment: During the systems 
checkout and on completion of the +GO°C ex- 
posure test, excessive counts were observed for the 
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cosmic ray experiment. .Is the temperature test 
progressetl, degradation continuetl. This condi- 
tion was clue to a defccativc Geiger tube. The 
malfunction coultl not l,c correctetl hecause 
replacement tubes \\ere not al-:lilal)lc a t  that time, 
but the faulty tube n . : ~  later rcp1:lcetl. 
S - R a y  Expo irncn t :  The x-ray experiment 
showed some effect on completion of the 24-hr 
exposure at  30°C :inti 9.5 percent relative humid- 
ity: The experimrnt \v:~s (Irnwing excessive cur- 
rent,. However, during thct first 5 minr~tes of the 
drying pcriocl (KH = 80 pc.rcarntj), the currcnt 
returnecl to nolmal :inti its opc11~:ltion continllccl 
sat isfac~tol,ily. 
Mass Sprctro~tlctcr I<xpo.itt~otil: 'I'hc effect of 
h~imitlity was :dso ol)sc.~.vc~cl in thr  output of tlic 
mass sl)c(htron~t~tc~r ctspc~rirnt~r~t. I"or11 tcst points 
\vc.r1\ t)clo\\- mininlnrn tolc~.:tl~c~c. Ho\vc.vcr, tlr~r- 
ing tllc first 10 n~inrit t~s of tile tlryir~g prriotl 
(ItH = 42 percent ), t llc~sr t.r:ltlings rcturncd to 
within the m i n i m ~ ~ m  tolcr:ulc~. 
ICloctron Density Itxpcrkrrrc~~t: Ilr~ring the initial 
- 10°C opcrntion;il tjc.st, irnl)l.opc.r opcrat,ion of 
the elcct,ron (tensity cxpc~l.irnt~rit \\as ol)se~~vecl: 
l'hr c~sperin~ent 1 ~ : ~ s  fount1 to I)(. gating at  random. 
TIIP output indic:~tccl n ~ : ~ s i m ~ ~ m  ((i to 7 volts) ant1 
coultl not be varied \vhc>n the. c*ap:lcitancse of tlic 
sensor \\-as vnrietl. At that ti1nt1 it \\.:is 1)elicved 
that the mnlfunvtio~i \vns :L r r s ~ ~ l t  of :L tem~)e~.atul.e 
gr:~tlicnt \vitliin tht. cle(*t~.onic~s (this 1)ring due to 
thc short sta1)ilizntion pcriocl of 2 111.). 'I'lvo :i(l(li- 
tion:tl thermoco~~ples \v(.~.t. ir~st:lll(~cl within tllc 
clccstl.o~lic~s p:ick on c~omp1t.t ion of the, initi:iI tcst. 
1)aring the final - 10°C trst ,  the. cxperimcnt again 
fai1t.d to operatc at  lo\v t cmpt \~~:~ t r~rc .  0pcr:ltion 
\v:w checlictl :~t  5-c1c:gl.c.c: intc.~.vnls f~.om +Z°C to 
- 10°C. Impropcr oper:it ion :~ppc:~retl at  +3"C 
:~ntl c~ontin~~ecl us the temprr:itr~l.e I\-:LS rcducetl to 
- 10°C; no further attempt \v:~s mnclc to correct 
the condition at  that timr. Operation \\-:is satis- 
fa(-tory :it +30°C :111(1 room tcnlpcr:lt~u.e. Since 
thc esprriment was not. designctl to operate under 
0°C :LIIC~ the expcritnc11trr (li(1 not \vish to redesign 
it), tllcl~mal coatings clcsignotl to prevent tempera- 
tlll.t>s l)clo\v O°C \vrt.e tl(~vc~lol)c~tl for the boom 
elc:(:t ronicas (-an. 
Tnpc. lic'cortl('r: illso, (Ir~ril~g tthc initi:ll - 10°C 
tcst i t ,  was ol)sc,~,vc~l tl at, t.11(1 t,apt: t.c(*or(lel. was 
cIr:i\ving ~ x ( ~ ( ~ s s i v c ~  ( h ~ ~ ~ s ~ ~ c > ~ l l  :LII(  I 1 ~ : ~ s  optlr:~ting :it :l 
slo\vc1r tlian 11ot~r11:~l spcho(l. 'I'llis c0ondition \vas 
also experienced during the final lo\\ temperature 
expoyure; at  that time, improper opelation was 
observetl a t  -5°C and continued :is the tempera- 
ture \\as rctluced to  - 10°C. No further action 
\fa.; t:llien to correct the condition a t  that time. 
Operation n:iy s a t i ~ f a c t o r ~  a t  +50°C ant1 a t  room 
temperature. 
Th r  pt.ototypc tape recorder-\\ hich n ould not 
opclrnte sat~\factorlly helo\\ - 3"C-\\ a5 replaced 
\ r ~ I ) \ c q ~ ~ c r ~ t  to  hih test by the tape recorder 
~,l:lnr~c~cl for I~llght Unit 1,  \\ 11ic.h had been modi- 
fietl siriccl clc3livery of the prototype rec~ortler. Tlic 
1att.r unit h:icl I~ccn oper:itccl hy the dcaigner 
snti-f:lcbt ol ily : ~ t  - 20°C. 
Vibration 
(:c'rlc,rcll: For the first prototype test, thc sp:ic.c'- 
c~.:ift \\.as inst:illetl :itop a f i s t ~ ~ r c  th:it \v:~s Iiingrtl 
:it t11(1 floor ant1 tlri\.cm :it thc fist urcl-I>ritcahm:ln 
i~itcl.f:rc~t.. By so doing, thc input \vas angular 
motion r;~tliel. than t,ile tlcsired t n ~ e  translational 
input. C:onseclr~cntly, components nc:ir the top 
of t hcb s~):ic~c:c*~~:lft \vo~ll(l receivc :i somc\vhat Iligher 
inpr~t 111:~ri tl(~sil~ct1. 
I'ol tllc, prototype rctcst antl flight unit tc:st,s, all 
tlll.rlst asis t (.st s \vc,~,c done on the 4500 Iig ( 1  0,000 
11)) vil)ral ion cxcsiter. The lattl.al axvs tc.sts \\-ere 
perfol~nlc~tl on a hytlrostatic. I)c.:i~.irig t:il)I(\ tlriven 
by tllv sarnc. sll:~li(~r. 'l'lle l~y( l rost :~t i (~ l)c,:lt.ing 
tal~lv r(y~'c~sents :rn irirlovation in vil)ls:~t ion tc.stir~g 
-1)c'ing cXssc~nt i:~Ily simil:ir to tllr slil)pcbl.y tal)l(.s or 
oil-film tal)lrs commonly usetl for this purpose, 
1)ut n111(*1i morv rffective in c2onstt~:ii~~ing 1:itclral 
antl v~rtic*:iI c8ross : L X ~ S  motion, :is \v(>11 :IS being 
:11)1c. to \vitl~st:incl mr1c.11 Iiighcr 1)c.ntling rnomc111t~s 
\ v i t h o ~ ~ t  tlc~l(~tc~l.ious effects. l'hr result is thc 
c.loscst : ~ ~ ~ ) l - o : ~ c * l i  to t 1~1c unilatc.r:ll mot ion I)clievc:tl 
to  1)e :lttain:ll)lc> thus f:ir. 
Bccaa~~sc. of t h r  l:irgt: mass of the systcm it was 
not ~)ossi\)le to grt  the rcquiretl Icvcl of + 80g for 
the. prototype c-onlI)r~stion resonallcbc trst \\.it11 the 
~ha1ic.r. Tllclrc.forc, tlie shaker \v:ls tlrivcn to its 
maximum output,  \vliic.h \\-as al)out f 008- 
sliglitly al)ove thc flight, Ievc~l. This rcprcscntcd 
the only tlt.vi:lt ion f'r,om the specifirtl tcst pl'ogl.am. 
Altho~~gl l  no s t ~ r ~ i c ~ t u ~ ~ a l  f; ilures oc(-urre(i in t,he 
initi:~l st>l.it.s of tests, c.onthlctctl in Octobcr 1901, 
thrrc \vc\l.c SC\T~:LI discrep:~nci(:~ tliat \vere at- 
tril)llt ('(1 in 1):~t.t to the severity of the fund:~mcnt:rl 
thrust axis rosonancc. 
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Post Test 1 :To  reduce the severity of the thrust 
axis resonance, the Dutchman (extension sectiorl) 
was redesigned to provitle greater stiffness and 
damping. All tests of the second series, con- 
ducted in February 1963, were completed satis- 
factorily with one exception: \\*hen main thrust 
axis resonance (8.7 cps) \\-as reached, the yo-yo 
debpin ~veights shifted considerably, shearing 
some of the 1e:ld from the weights. -4s a result, 
the clespin weights on all units \\ere changed from 
lead to brass. 
Cosmic Ray Experiment: 
Test 1: The photomultiplier tube failed. 
Poqt Test I :After exhaustive testing, the photo- 
multiplier t111)e \{-as replacect by a redesigned unit. 
Electrorl Density Experinzcnt: 
Test 1 : Operation was intermittent. 
Post Test 1 : The tlecatron density grid: + were 
fount1 to be hare been previously clamaged and 
were replaced. 
General: For this teht program, a 2.1X2.4 m 
(8 X 8 ft) thermal-vacuum chamber was used. I t  
has a temperature range from -GS0C to +10O0C 
ant1 can achieve an ultimate vacuum of BXIO-E 
mnl Hg. 
The spacecraft was molmted on the test fixture, 
in the thermal-\~acuun~ c.hambrr, with the spin 
axis horizontal. Three solar paddle arms were 
attached (paddles not available) and extended, 
ant1 the fourth arm wa.; removed. The electron 
temperature and the electron denaity booms xvere 
attached to the structure in the folded position. 
The spacecraft \\-as supported by a test fixture 
attachetl to one of the sp:tcecraft struts and to the 
for\vartl end of the spacecraft mid-skin structure. 
The protective strip coat was removed from the 
structure after completion of all instrumentation. 
Figure 8 intlicates the method of mounting and 
the location of the two heat lamp rings that were 
utilized during the 30 degree and 133 degree solar 
aspect tests. Figure 9 she:-;; the  genera! armnge- 
ment of the spacecraft being prepared for thermal- 
vacuum testing. 
Xumerous difficulties extended this test pro- 
gram from a normal 2% \\-eeks to 9 weeks and 
caused the spacecraft to  experience three cycles 
each of low and high temperature instead of the 
8.150 watt Spotl~ghts 8-150 watt Spotlights 
/ \ 
FIGURE 8.-Thermal-v:iruum test setup. 
planned program of one test of each type. Figure 
10 sho~vs the spacecraft checkout equipment used. 
Major problems required the redesign of the 
x-ray and cosmic ray experiments, the tape re- 
corder, and the shunt regulator. In addition, it 
\\-as detgrmined that the accuracy of the electron 
density experiment was reduced a t  low tempera- 
tures and that the U.1.i. converter required heat 
sinks. Also, there were a number of component 
problems in the hpacecraft circuitry that were 
routinely resolved. 
1-Rag Experiment: 
Test 1: During initial chamber evacuation, the 
high voltage developed by the x-ray extra high 
tension (EHT) card failed a t  70 mm Hg. Addi- 
tional insulation applied to  the high voltage lead 
connectors and sensors did not resolve the diffi- 
culty. Prior to the third cold test, the E H T  card 
\\-as rcplacetl by a dummy. 
Post Test 1:  A transformer in the EHT card 
was replaced by a vacuum-impregnated high volt- 
age unit; and one capacitor, operating above its 
rated voltage, was replaced ~vith a new type. 
Test 2: The x-ray experiment was successfully 
operated through the corona region. Arcing of 
the high voltage occurred at approximately 87 
mm Hg, but operation returned to normal a t  
approximately 5 X lo-? mm Hg (50 microns). 
Cosmic Ray Experinlent: 
Test 1 : A large Geiger tube failed during tile 
+5S0C vacuum test. Since a suitable replace- 
ment could not be obtained in a reasonable length 
of time, this tube was permanently remored from 
the experiment. During the - 10°C vacuum test 
one binary, in a chain of 15, was observetl to be 
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FIGURE 0.-hriel I prototype systelll prepnretl for t he rmnl -v :~cuu~~~  testing. 
sensitive to low temperatures, resulting in esces- 
sive counts. Because of its location within the 
circuit no attempt was made to correct the prob- 
lem; it did not recur on the flight units in the 
acccptnncc tcst program. 
Electron Density Experlnzent: 
Tcst 1 : During the 30 dcgrcc solar nhpcct tc,st, 
this csperimcnt oprratcd improperly - there being 
a single period of 138 p sec in place of the normal 
two s:t\vtootli pulses. This was caused I)y tllc low 
temperature to nhich t he 1)oorn n.:rs csposcd for 
this test. 
I'ost Test I : X t hrrmnl ('oat ing of evnpor:ltcd 
gold :lnd 1)l:lcli p:iint \v:ls :ipplictl to  tlic 1)oom. 
'l'liis coating w:~s tlcsigncd to maintain the trm- 
prrnturc of thr  twom rlcctronics bct~vcrn 11" and 
51°C during or1)it:ll flight, and thus :~voitl low 
temperature prol~lems in this experiment. 
T a p e  Recorder: 
Test 1 : The tape rccorder failed during the first 
- 10°C tcst I~ecause of a broken magnetic tapc 
splice, shunted ground ~vire, and failure to  pre- 
load motor bearings. Later, on return to - 10°Cl 
the tape recorder did not turn off when system 
mas in undervoltage condition and drelv escessivc 
current during the +47"C tcst. 
I'ost Tcst 1: The broken tapc splice was 
mentled, the short repaired, and the bearings prc- 
load adjusted. In  addition a fail-safe power con- 
trol circuit \\.:is designed to turn the tapc recorder 
off when c+urrent exceeded 150 ma for 70 scc. This 
circuit also 1 ~ : ~ s  to  respond to  the playhnck com- 
mand to  thc tnpe rccorder by switching power on 
to  tapc rcrordrr. If the churrcnt continued to \)c 
csccssivr, it \voul(l again turn the tapc rccorder off. 
Trst  2: During the low temperature test, the 
tnpe rccorder 1)eg:~n to  draw cxc~cssivc current and 
FIGI-RE 10.-Spacecraft checkout equipment u-ed during thermal-vncnurn testing. 
was turned off by the fail-safe circuit installed 
after Test 1. 
Post Test 2: Investigation revealed that a rib 
within the housing was causing the tape recorder 
to  bind and thus draw excessive current. The 
housing was modified. 
Tcqt 3: The tape recorder operated sntisfac- 
torily after corrections of the follon-ing mechanical 
prol>lcms: loose drive belt, misaligned drift shaft, 
and broken drive bclt. 
[-.I<. Cont ler t~r:  
Test 1 : .4 high-temp~mtnm condition occurred 
during the initial +55"C and was corrected by 
addition of a suitahle heat-flo~v path from the card 
t o  the instrumentation shelf. 
Shlcnt Rcplrlntor: 
r . 1 est 1 : Kedeslgn Tvas accomplished to electn- 
call!: isolate the regl~lator from the structure ~vl-hen 
it was discovered in initial setup that the regu- 
lator was grounded to the structure. The regu- 
lator 11-as also redesigned t o  prevent hatteries 
from being charged at an escessi~-e rate after it 
was found during the +47"C test that the r ~ g u -  
lator had no current-limiting capability. resulting 
in a high-temperature condition (+7Z0C) in the 
l~atterier. 
Poet Test I : Redesign resulted in the limitatior 
of current and voltage at + 70°C to  0.3 to  0.4 amp 
with 13.6 volts and a t  -10°C to 1.2 amp at 14.2 
volts. Also, the battery pack was modified t o  
improve the surface contact hetween it and the 
instnlm~ntation shelf. These modifications were 
to reduce the temperature of the hatteries to  a 
tolerable level. 
Special Test Programs 
Solnr Paddle: The prototype solar paddle, serial 
no. 1, was subjected to  the following enriron- 
ments: 
1. Temperature storage. --30°C and +60°C, 
G hr each 
2. Humidity, 95 percent relative humidity a t  
30°C for 2-2 hr 
3. Ihcuum, .5X10-4 mm Hg, ambient tempera- 
ture 
-2. Tcmperatare qhock, from +2G°C to -65OC 
~ I I  ZO r ~ ~ i n ,  t o +T,ii°C i11 i I I ~ ,  to +2G°C i n  
20 min: this cycle was repeated three times 
5 .  Temperature shock, from -?Go to 100°C, 
1)ac.k to  2G°C 
G. Thermal-vacnum, - 10°C ant1 +.Xi°C at 
1 X 10-5 mm Kg 
I 
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The paddle was checked for insulation resist- 
ance and diode leakage, and visually checked for 
changes in the surface. No problems were 
encountered. 
I'lbration Experznzent: 
Temperature and Humidity: The low- and 
high-temperature storage consisted of 6-hr expo- 
sures a t  -30°C and +60°C, with a complete 
checkout of the system before and after each ex- 
posure. The humidity exposure consisted of 24 
hr at 30°C and 95 percent relative humidity; the 
systcm was checked out beforcl and after the tcst ; 
no :~ppnrcnt humidity effccts werc ot)scrved. 
During the low-tempcraturc. test (O°C), it was 
found that the cxtern:~l power supply had to be 
reducctl from 28 to 26 volts for the system to 
ca1ibr:rtc properly. Operation was norm:ll during 
the high-tcmpemture test, which was pcv.formed 
a t  +40°C'. 
Vibration: The simulated battery I)ox scpa- 
rated from its mounting bmckets because the six 
spot welds were not strong enough. Sut)sc.- 
quently, the angle brackets supporting the bat- 
tery pack for the vibration cxpcriment ~vcre 
improved by changing from spot welding to 
c~ontinuous welding. 
Thermal-Vacuum: Operation of the systc.m 17~as 
norm:rl (luring both the low- :~nd high-ternpc~ratur(. 
t1lcrm:~l-vacuum tests. Tllc systcm was moni- 
tored through thcl col.on:k rc.gion and slioivcd no 
adverse effects. The low-tempcraturc thcrmal- 
vacuum test was conducted :it 0°C: with tlic 
system operated on internal powcr for 15 min. 
The high-temperature vacaum tcst W:LS contluctcd 
a t  +50°C. The systcm was again oprrutc3d for 
15 min on internal power. 
Separcrtion Sys t e r i~ :  This systcm was mollnted 
in the normal configuration with the sp:~cc.cruft 
and Dutchman for the second series of prototype 
spaccc,raft vibration tests. For the rem:kindcr of 
the second round of the prototype environmcnt:il 
test program, the separation system was sep:~- 
rately tested. 
No proldems arose from the prototype tcst pro- 
gram except that, during vibration, the oper:etion 
of the mechanical timers in two redundant su1)sys- 
tems mas not s:ltisfactory. No pair coultl I)(> 
sclrc~tcd from tlic eight :~v:~ilal)lr t h:~t roul(l m:r tcbh 
c:~ch other's time. within tlicl rcqnircd 2 pcrcc.111 in 
performing the necessary operational sequence. 
Therefore, electronic timers wcre designed and 
I 
fabricated in time for the flight acceptance en- 
vironmental test program. I 
Flight Unit 1 I 
Balance 
Balance operations added 0.844 kg (1.SG lb), 
bringing the total weight, of thc spacecraft to 49.56 
kg (109.26 lb). 
Spin 
The spacecraft was spun a t  150 rpm for 30 min. 
During this time unb:ilance readings were taken, 
and telemetry was transmitted and recorded on 1 
tape. 
Vibration I 
No pro1)lcms wcre cncountercd. 
Thermal-Vacuum I 
Irregularities were noted, and action 1~:~s t:rkcn 
as dcscri1)cd helow. I 
C O S V L I C  R a y  Experltilerzt: This exprrimcnt tvoulti 
not turn on a t  -8°C; but operation became nor- 
mal a t  +lO°C, ant1 it would operate a t  -8°C if 
the temperature werc reduced with the experiment 
in opmation. No action was t:lkc>n. 
S - X n ! j  Expcriittcrrt: Thc cxpc11.imcnt w:~s not 
gating properly l)(~c;~usc of :L f;~lllt y diode that 
subsc~clucntly was replaced. 
Electron Etierg!j E'xperr?tlc~~ts 1 rind 2: T4:xpcri- 
mcnt No. 1 malfunctioned 1)ccausc of an open 
c:rpacit or that was replaced. Memory c:lrds for 
both experiments  we^^ modified to eliminate the 
pro1)lem of digitizing low-specd data. 
S h t ~ t ~ t  liegulntor: Transistors operated a t  exces- 
sive temperatures 1)ecause of an inadequate heat 
sink. The method of mounting was modified to 
improve the conducativr path to the solar paddle 
arms. 
Electrou nens i t ! j  Experrnlent: The operation of 
this experiment was questionable during the hot 
test, so a modified waveform gcnrr:~tor card was 
installed. 
Special Test Programs 
17rbration Bxp)er ir~le i~t :  N o  pro1)lcms were en- 
countrred. 
Separation Assembl!j:  There werc no problems 
esccpt that, during vibr:ition, the two mechanical 
timcrs required replncement by GSFC electronic 
timers, developed as a result of the prototype 
1 testing. 
Flight Unit 2 
I Balance I Balancing operations added 0.69 kg (1.52 lb) 
to bring the final spacecraft weight, to  49.4 kg 
(109 lb). 
Spin 
The spacecraft was spun for 30 min at  150 rpm. 
Operation was satisfactory. 
Vibration 
Cosmic Ray Experinzent: There was a malfunc- 
tion during the thrust axis random test because of 
failure in weld of the photomultiplier tube. To 
correct this situation, a spare cosmic ray unit mas 
qualified and installed as a replacement for the 
defective unit. 
Antenna: The antenna lost power because of a 
loosened micro-dot connector ,  which was 
tightened. 
ilfass Spectronzeter: Faulty operation of this unit 
disclosed that one of the sphere connector pins 
had sheared, apparently because the mounting 
nut had not been sufficiently tightened. 
I 
i Thermal-Vacuum 
I General: The following actions were taken prior 
to thermal-vacuum tests as a result of the be- 
havior of Flight Unit 1 and the Prototype Unit in 
thermal-vacuum exposures : 
I 1. The method of mounting the shunt regulator power transistors was modified to improve 
the conductive path to the solar paddle arms. 
2. A modified waveform generator card \\-as in- 
I stalled in the electron density experiment. 
! 3. The tape recorder housing was modified, and the terminals were insulated. 
Mass Spectrometer: This equipment malfunc- 
1 tioned because of a broken pin in the sphere. 
The sphere was replaced, 
Tape Recorder: Operation of the dc control unit 
was questionsb!e in checkont because of a non- 
qualified circuit design. The problem was re- 
solved by installing a unit modified in accordance 
with prototype test results. 
The tape recorder malfunctioned in the cold test 
because of a faulty idler kariug, which was 
replaced. XIalfunction reoccurred after 10 hrs 
of hot test. After tests, the idler bearing and 
drive motor were replaced. 
Electron Density Experinzent: This experiment 
malfunctioned, but the malfunction could not be 
reproduced on a subsystem basis. Voltage spikes 
on several supply lines were determined to be the 
cause. (This problem did not occur in Flight Unit 
1, which was flown.) 
Special Test hograms 
Solar Paddles: No problems were encountered. 
T'ibration Exper7trzent: There was no Flight Unit 
2 vibration experiment; no backup unit was 
available. 
Separation Sgstem: I t  was again verified during 
vibration that the mechanical timers could not 
meet operational requirements and thus installa- 
tion of the GSFC electronic timers was necessary. 
This was the only problem. 
SUMMARY AND EVALUATION 
Structural Model 
The structural model test program revealed one 
major weakness in the structural design: Namely, 
the use of screws to support the shear load as well 
as the tension load was unacceptable. The addi- 
tion of shear pins relieved the screws from support 
load and thus solved the problem. 
I t  is interesting to note that the basic structure 
was subjected to approximately I hr of ribra- 
tion testing without sign of structural fatigue. 
The required functional operations of the space- 
craft were satisfactory. 
Functional Tests 
Satisfactory performance of the functional tests 
demonstrated that the functional and structural 
objectives of the spacecraft had, in general, been 
achieved. 
The structural integrity of the spacecraft de- 
- n 
slgn was verlneri unclel fiiiictiona!!y sztizf.~tnrry 
tests of spinup, despin, experiment boom erection, 
solar paddle and mass boom deployment, and 
separation of the spacecraft from a simulated 
third stage. 
A Lyman-alpha detector. 1vhic.h was in place 
during the spinup, showed no evidence of con- 
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tamination from burning of the spinup motors. The degree of attenuation a t  the 550 to 650 cps 
Spacecraft separation from the third stage was resonant-burning region was sufficiently great to  
satisfactory, with no indication of tipoff when one limit the levels to reasonable values. 
or both explosive release devices were fired. In the lateral direction two significant reso- 
After additional tests a t  GSFC, but without nances were encountered: one a t  35 cps, and the 
vacuum simulation, the escapement mechanism 
for the experiment booms was modified so that full 
deployment of booms was achieved a t  the mini- 
mum anticipated flight spin rate. 
After twelve tests and with use of heat-treated 
springs, the stretch yo-yo system's performance 
satisfied flight requirements as verified during the 
final series of three tests. For the final series the 
springs had been treated for a high yield point. 
Improved pcrform:ince resulted, but a slight yicld 
occurred a t  25 percent over nominal spin rate, 
constituting a slight deviation from design o1)jec- 
tives. This systcm was used for flight. 
Prototype and Flight Spacecraft 
Vibration 
The first vibr:ition test of the prototype sp:lce- 
craft revealed that the resonant frequency of the 
structure was 80 cps. The resulting acceleration 
levels up to 83g caused the photomultiplier tuhe 
of the cosmic ray experiment to fail. 
I t  mas eventu:~lly dctc~rminetl that the Dutch- 
man was adversely affecting the struc~ture's frc.- 
quency, and stiffening of the I)l~tcohman f1angc.s 
raised the natural frequency to 95 caps. 
At the same timr the U.K. and the U.S. clrvc~l- 
oped improved versions of the photomnlt iplicr 
tube. Itetcst showed both tllese types of tubes 
to be satisfactory and demonstrated that the 
entire spacecraft could withstand design qualific:~- 
tion levels of vibration. 
The general behavior of the structure in vitjra- 
i 1 tires tion was relatively simple, as shown in r ' g  
11 through 16. In the thrust axis, one significant 
mode was establistied in the vicinity of 8.5 t o  !I3 
cps, beyond which the response tlrc8linc.d to :L 1- 
to-1 ratio at about 180 cps, with thc responses 
al)ove 180 cps being generally ht~low the input. 
The main ext.cption to the rule of isolation :~tjo\,c1 
180 cps was in the rase of the main ecluipmrnt 
shelf (Figure 5 ) ,  which cxpc3rienc-eel two sh:lrply 
tunc.d reson:inccs :rt 280 :~nd 960 caps. Icigurc. 17 
depic-t s tlic Arid I systt.rn with :~c.c~clcromc~tc~r 
loc~tt ions. 
FREQUENCY ( cps) 
' I ~ : ~ T R E :  11.-Flight unit 1 thrust :~sis, input to spncccr:lft. 
FREQUENCY (cps ) 
FIGURE 12.-Flight unit 1 thrust axis, ecluipment shelf. 
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FREQUENCY ( cps ) 
1<'1c:111tb: I:<.-'l'l~rr~st :~xis, input to cosmic ray experiment. 
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FIGURE 14.-Flight unit 1 lateral axis, input to spacecraft. 
Mass Spectrometer Cosrn~c Ray 
Input to 
Spacecraft 
- T~mers 
lnput Control 
Point 
Electron Dens~ty 
Boom 
FIGURE 17.-Typical Ariel I test configuration showing 
accelerometer locations. 
point. The latter, which may or may not have 
been a manifestation of coupling with the funda- 
FREQUENCY ( CPS) mental thrust axis mode, was more severe but, 
FIGURE 15.-Flight unit 1 lateral axis, equipment shelf. because of the lower input level, probably repre- 
sented less damage potential than the thrust axis 
10 2 4 6 8 1 0 0  2 4 6 8 1 0 0 0  2 4 
FREQUENCY ( cps ) 
FIGURE 16.-Flight unit 1 lateral axis, input to cosmic 
ray experiment. 
other a t  120 cps. The former was so narrow in 
frequency as to  be minor from a fatigue stand- 
test for all except equipment with particular 
susceptibility to lateral vibration. 
Shunt Regulator 
While the prototype spacecraft was being pre- 
pared for the first thermal-vacuum test, it became 
evident that the shunt regulator case needed to be 
electrically isolated from the basic structure. 
Redesign solved this problem. 
During the first thermal-vacuum test the power 
dump transistors burned out because the overall 
shunt regulator circuit could not dissipate the 
encTJr ~q11ilwl for spacecraft operation. The 
circuit was redesigned. 
During the second thermal-vacuum test, the 
batteries overcharged because the shunt regulator 
had no provision for current rontrol. The rede- 
signed circuit mentioned above also took care of 
this difficulty. 
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It  was also observed that the power dump 
transistors were overheating during spacecraft 
operation. The trouble was traced to poor con- 
ductivity through the beryllium oxide washers 
into the solar paddle arms. Improved assembly 
technique solved this problem. 
After solution of these design and assembly 
problems, the shunt regulators in the prototype 
and flight spacecraft performed satisfactorily in 
the required thermal-vacuum environments. 
Tape Recorder 
Problems and Solutions: Shorting of internal 
electrical leads to recorder case was solved by 
providing insulation between leads and case. A 
tape splice broke during testing; its weakness was 
caused by contact with tape lubricant a t  time of 
splice. A loose belt, causing failure in recording, 
was likewise caused by improper assembly tech- 
niques. Excess current drawn by the tape 
recorder resulted from seized bearings; the lubri- 
cant in the bearings was found to be unsuitable. 
ModrJicat7on: As a result of the numerous tape 
recorder failures, causing excess current demands 
on the spacecraft, a current-sensing relay that 
would shut off the recorder when excessive current 
was drawn was placed in the powerline. Thus 
the overall operation of the satellite would be 
protected from cxcessivc power drain in case of 
improper tape recorder operation. 
Experiments 
Electron Density: This experiment would not 
operate in a - 10°C environment because it had 
not been designed for this condition. The prob- 
lem was solved by :~pplication of thermal co:ttings 
to electronic cans on flight spacaecraft. This 
modification changed the environmental require- 
ment to O°C, where operation was satisfactory. 
Cosmic IZa?y Experiment: The problem posed by 
the photomultiplier tube and its solution were dis- 
cussed above under Vibration. During prototype 
thermal-vacuum, a Geiger counter tube failed; it 
was removed and was not replaced on flight space- 
craft because it did not substantially affect 
experimental measurements. 
S-Ralj Experiment: The high voltage generator 
carti failed during corona checks because of 
insuffic-icnt insulation. Additional insulation 
around the x-ray counters and high voltage leads 
a t  the counters and high voltage card was neccs- 
sary. Another failure of the high voltage gen- 
erator card was traced to leaks in the transformer I 
on the card. Replacement of all transformers 
with a vacuum-impregnated type resulted in ! 
satisfactory operation during flight spacecraft 1 
testing. I 
Wiring Harness I 
The wiring harness had numerous operational 
failures because of incorrect assembly of connec- 
tors and numerous unshielded monitoring leads; 
this rcsultcd in false indications of experiment 
malfunctions during prototype testing. 
Redesign resulted in an improved harness with 
fewer monitoring leads, and improved assembly 
techniques also helped produce a superior harness 
for the Aight spacecraft. I 
System and Test Evaluations 
System 
The results of the Ariel I environmental test 
program indicate that the spacecraft system and 
experiments were generally well-designed and 
reasonahly reliable with the exception of the shunt 
regu1:ttor and the tape recorder. 
After redesign and app1ic:ition of improved 
assembly tech~liclaes, the reliability of the shunt 
regulator was demonstrated by satisfactory 
operation during the flight accept:~ncc tests and 
the retest of the prototype. 
The operation of the tape rec~ortlcr was erratic 
during both prototypc and flight acceptance tests. 
Therefore, circuit was designed to remove thc 
tape recorder load from the spacecraft electrical 
system if a failure occurred. This fail-safe circuit 
resulted in an overall increase in the spacecraft's 
reliability. 
Several other difficulties were attrihutablc to 
improper assem1)ly rather than to design short- 
comings, and were discovered and corrected as a 
result of the test program. 
Test 
The test results indicate a minimum of difficulty 
traceable to human error in testing and therefore 
strongly imply that the test procedures were effec- 
tive in avoiding damage to the spacecraft from 
improper handling and oper:ltion. In a broader 
sense, the effectiveness of the test program is 
supported by the successful operation in space of 
the Aricl I satellite. 
APPENDIX A 
TECHNICAL DESCRIPTION OF ARlEL I 
General 
The basic configuration of hriel I (Figures A1 
and A2), which must fit the shroud of the Delta 
rocket's spacecraft compartment, is that of a short 
fat cylinder 10-11/16 in. long and 23 in. in 
diameter. 
Each end of the cylinder has a spherical section 
with an inboard terminator circle 23 in. in diame- 
ter and a smaller outboard terminator circle 
Sensor Boom. 
8-7/16 in. in diameter. These spherical sections 
are 5-7/16 in. in diameter and 5% in. long, with 
an outer surface radius of 13% in. To this basic 
configuration are attached the various appendages 
necessary to support and conduct the spacecraft 
experiments. 
The spin axis of the satellite is the central axis 
of the cylinder; this is also considered as the 
vertical axis. At the bottom of the spacecraft is 
Electron Temperature 
FIGLXE A1.-.9riel I in launch configuration. 
FC EIectron8c Pack 
a 9xin.-diameter third-stage separation flange, 
i ~ m a n - ~ l p h a  Detector where an electron temperature gage and the tape 
recorder are installed. 
I- Year clock Extending out horizontally from about midway 
up the lower spherical section, at 90-degree in- 
, 
tervals around the circumference of the satellite, 
are four solar paddles. 
Two 4-ft. booms are offset 45 degrees circumfer- 
SFC Electron,c Pack entiaiiy from the soiar g ad dies. They aie OPPG- 
site to, and exactly counterbalance, each other 
Unrvers8ty M B#rm#ngham 
and extend radially in the same horizontal plane. 
E l e ~ t r o n ~ ~  Package The end of one boom holds two circular condenser 
F~~~~ A ~ . - T ~ ~  view of inside positioning for Ariel I plates of the electron density sensor. Electronics 
electronic modules. associated with this experiment are housed in a 
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4%-in. diameter by 6%-in. long cylinder mounted 
on the boom close to the spacecraft body. The 
end of the other boom holds a second electron 
temperature gage, whose electronics are located 
inside the spacecraft. A 3%-in. diameter hemi- 
spherical solar aspect sensor is located on the 
central cylinder section. 
On top of the spacecraft in line with the spin 
axis is a 5-in. diameter cylinder containing the 
cosmic ray Cerenkov detector. Above this, on a 
4-in. long conical section tapering from a 3-in. to 
a 1-in. diameter is a 4-in. diameter ion mass 
sphere. 
Four antennas spaced circumferentially at 90 
degrees and angling up a t  45 degrees are mounted 
on the top spherical section. Three flush-mounted 
solar radiation (Lyman-alpha) gages are mounted 
on the satellite skin. Two proportional x-ray 
counters are located opposite the Lyman-alpha 
gages. 
Structure and Mechanical Design 
Basic structural materi:~ls in Aricl I arc plastic- 
bondcd fiber glass. The main or central body 
section is an epoxy-bondcd monofilament-wound 
cylinder structure with a dcriisty of 0.071 It), cu. in. 
The upper and lower sp1i~ric:~I se~tions (domes) 
are molded of the same materials and have the 
s:tmc density. The uppcr domcl is 1/16 in. thick; 
the lower dome, 1,32 in. thick. Thc uppcr dome 
is bonded to an aluminlim ring that, in turn, 
mates with an aluminum ring bonded to the mid- 
skin. The lower dome is assembled in sections. 
Internally a t  the top of the upper dome is a 
0.2-in. thick aluminum disk, on which is cen- 
tered an integrally machined aluminum cylinder 
4 in. deep with a 7-in. inside diameter. Bonded 
to this central structure and the inside diameter 
of tlic upper dome are eight 1/'16-in. thick mat- 
molded epoxybonded fibcr glass stiffening ribs. 
These ribs have holes in them for weight reduction. 
At the top of the lower dome and :it the bottom 
of the mid-skin is the instrument slielf, 0.080 in. 
thick and machined from 6061-TG aluminum; on 
the underside of this shelf are eight integral stiffm- 
ribs. A 7-in. diameter base ring enclosing the 
tape 1.ecorder and providing a structure for bolt- 
ing the spacecraft to the srp:lration flange is 
mounted I)c.lo\v the shelf. 13olted to the base 
ring and to tlic irist rument sliclf :irc3 h i s  :iluminum 
struts, also drilled out for weight reduction. TWO 
struts support boom-mounted experiments, and 
the other four support the solar paddles. 
The battery compartment is a simple mechani- 
cal container fitted with Teflon spacers. I t  is not 
pressurized but provides structural support to the 
sealed and pressurized nickel-cadmium batteries. 
The flush-mounted x-ray sensors, light in 
weight, are bolted to the skin. Aluminum dou- 
blers mounted inside the skin a t  these points 
give additional stiffness. Lyman-alpha gages in 
the two domes are bolted to the skin and to  
brackets bolted to the central cylinder and the 
lower portion of the top shelf. 
The Lyman-alpha sensor located on the cylin- 
drical section is supported only by tlle skin, as is 
thc aspect sensor. The top structure, including 
thc Cerenkov sensor, is bolted to a plate on top of 
the central cylinder. 
In the base of the spacecraft just below the tape 
recorder is an escapement device by which cabling 
is attached to the sensor booms to control their 
erection rate and timing. The "stretch yo-yo" 
despin system consists of two steel springs wound 
% turn each i~round the bottom of the cylinder 
just above the instrument slielf. At the end of 
each spring is :L relatively heavy wclight. 
Approximate weight of the structure (without 
instrumentation, batterics, etc.) is 35 lb. Weight 
of the four antennas is 0.8 lb. 
Thermal Design 
A variation of 35°C is expected within the satel- 
lite structure over a period of 1 year because of 
variations in the amount of time spent in sun- 
light, and shadowing effects. Skin temperature 
may vary from about 20" to 60°C, depending on 
sun - spin-axis angle. The variation in temperst- 
turps of boom-mounted components due to sun- 
spin-axis angle ch:lnges may be somewhat greater 
than the temperature for the main structurc be- 
cause of nonsphericnl geometry and greater shad- 
ing effects. Solar paddle temperatures should 
remain between +33"C and -63"C, the tempera- 
tures corresponding to the hottest and coldest 
combin:rtions of spin axis, orbital plane, and 
orbital position locations with respect to the sun. 
Ariol I uses the thermal coatings of evaporated 
gold with about 25 percent of the total surface 
ares covered with a combination of black and 
white paints to achieve the desired absorptivity/ 
emissivity ratio. This is a compromise between 
the experimenters' requirement for a conducting 
surface with a preference for a gold or rhodium 
over other metals, and a thermal requirement for 
maximizing the painted areas to minimize the 
tolerances of the absorptivity/emissivity ratio. 
A special process was developed for applying 
the thermal coatings. Mirrorlike gold surfaces 
that should withstand heating to 250°F were ob- 
tained. First the surfaces were sanded, cleaned, 
and baked a t  310°F for 1 hr. Then layers of 
varnish, lacquer, paint, and metals were applied 
in the following sequence and baked at  the 
temperatures and for the time intervals indicated: 
(1) sealing varnish, 300°F for 20 min; (2) lacquer, 
290°F for 30 min; (3) conducting silver paint, 
280°F for 13 hr ; (4) electroplated copper, 1.5 mils 
thickness; (5) lacquer, 275°F for 30 min; (6) 
evaporated gold; and (7) four coats of black paint 
in longitudinal stripes, 250°F for 30 min. 
Telemetry 
The radiating system on h ie1  I is a slightly 
modified crossed dipole or turnstile array mounted 
on the upper part of the spacecraft. The an- 
tennas are mounted on the upper part of the space- 
craft, on the upper dome, directly over the solar 
paddles in a canted or IT-shaped turnstile con- 
figuration. The telemetry transmitted operates 
at  a frequency of 136.410 Mc and will be used for 
both data transmission and as a signal source for 
tracking. The output power to the antenna sys- 
tem is 250 mw with an overall transmitter effi- 
ciency of 35 percent. The transmitter is designed 
for use with a phase-lock-type receiving system in 
the ground stations. 
The command receiver is a single-channel type 
operating on the standard NASA command fre- 
quency, which is amplitude-modulated by an as- 
signed subcarrier tone. The standby power 
consumption is approximately 50 mw, and the 
sensitivity is - 100 dhm. Upon interrogation of 
the command receiver from a ground station, 
information stored in the flight tape recorder is 
transmitted back to the ground station. 
Telemetry Encoder 
The telemetry system is a Pulsed Frequency 
hlodulation (PFM) system. This is a particular 
form of timedivision multiplexing in which the 
information being telemetered is contained in the 
frequency of a sequential series of 10-millisec 
pulses separated by 10-millisec intervals. The 
pulse frequency is derived from a set of pulsed 
subcarrier oscillators, each having a frequency 
range of from 4 to 15 kc. 
Two encoders, termed the high-speed and low- 
speed encoders, are used. The encoders will ac- 
cept transducer outputs from various experiments, 
commutate them, and produce a frequency pro- 
portional to the value of the parameter being 
measured in each experiment. The output from 
the high-speed encoder will modulate the trans- 
mitter directly (real-time data), while the output 
from t#e low-speed encoder will be recorded on a 
tape recorder for a complete orbit at  1/48 the 
information rate of the high-speed system. On 
command, the tape output will be played back at  
48 times the recorded speed. Thus the output 
from both systems, when received at  a ground 
station, will have the same bandwidth. 
Some 66 separate parameters will be tele- 
metered from the experiments. In addition, 
there will be three sync outputs generated in the 
encoder for a total of 69 parameters being 
telemetered. 
The high-speed encoder output consists of 256 
channels arranged in 16 frames with each frame 
in turn consisting of 16 channels. Since the 
blank-burst interval for each "channel" takes 20 
millisec, a complete high-speed telemetry sequence 
of 256 channels will take 5.12 sec. 
The low-speed encoder output into the tape 
recorder consists of 32 channels arranged in two 
frames with each frame in turn consisting of 16 
channels. Since the burst-blank interval for each 
channel is 0.96 sec (e.g., 1/48 that of the high- 
speed system), a complete low-speed telemetry 
seqlwncp of 32 channels will take 30.72 sec. 
Recorder 
General 
The spacecraft recorder is designed to store 
encoded data for time periods up to 100 min. 
Input t,o the recorder is from a low-speed encoder 
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that furnishes data signals a t  1148th of the rate a t  
which data are transmitted in real time. lie- 
corder playback, initiated on receipt of ground- 
station command, will be a t  48 times record speed 
-thus, the transmitted information rate will be 
identical for recorded data and real-time data. 
The recorder contains 150 f t  of special lubri- 
cated tape in an endless-loop configuration. Upon 
command, a 2-sec burst of 321 cps will be made to 
provide a distinctive time-reckoning mark (this 
burst will also be transmitted to signify successful 
command initiation). After t he 2-sec interval, 
the recording ccascs and the recorder will play 
bavk for 2.1 min, and then commence recording 
again. 
\l.'cighing 295 ll), the recorder is 7 in. in di:~mctc.r 
and 3 in. Iligh. Total powcr input recll~ircd is 
0.7 w:it t .  
Tape Recorder Programmer 
This programmer provides command means by 
which the tape recorder may be placed in the 
playhack mode to allow extraction of orbital 
data. A precision refcrrnce frequency source is 
also an integral part of the programmer. 
One-Year Timer 
Two long-term electrolytic timers arc provided 
in a redundant system to  prrmit radio silencing 
The solar paddle outputs are combined and 
connected to a voltage regulator that is in parallel 
with the solar cells and the remaining power 
system. I 
The solar cells charge the batteries and supply 1 
all operating power to the spacecraft during the I 
time the spacecraft is in the sunlight. I 
The regulator limits the system voltage and the 
battcry chargc current from the solar cells to 
values below which battery internal pressures rise 
as :L rcsult of generation of hydrogen. 
The battery switching network is in series with 
both hattcric.~, ant1 the coml)ination is in parallel I 
with tlle solar cell padtlles and shunt regulator. 
The 1)attery switching network connects either 
B:~ttcry A or 13at tery I3 to the loacl. 
The holtl-off relay is connected in the main pow- 1 
crlinc in series with thr spacccrnft su1)systems. I 
It will provide remote control of satellite turn-on. ~ 
Tlie undervoltagr systcm is connccted in the 
main powerline in srrics with the spacecraft sub- 1 
systems. I t  will turn off the satellite if  the load 
voltagcl of Battery A and the load voltage of k t -  
tcry T3 go 1)clow a predeterminecl value. During 
thr sh~ltdown period, all power output of the solar 
cells is connected to the battery switching net- 
work that charges the t):tttcry on line and tricklc- 
charges the othrr battery. 
Power Supply 
of the satellite, nominally 1 year after launch. The powcr supply for Arirl I consists of photo- 
The time interval is set by the selection of 
electric converters ; these gcnrrate electrical 
current allowed to flow in each timer. The switcll energy usPC{ to chnrge storage 
on each timer is normally closed and connccted 
jn parallel that the last actuate The so]ar converters are four fixed-position 
determines "1' timing period and turns off the patldles, measuring approximatrly 1 f t  by 1% ft ,  
transmitter. having solar cells covering both sides. The 
Power 
Power System 
The main elements of the power system arc: 
1. Four solar paddles 
2. Shunt regulator and battery charge current 
limiter 
3. Battery switching network 
4. nattcrics 
5. Undervoltage systcm 
(a) 1Jndervolt:~ge sensing c.ir.cuit 
(h) Timer for shutdown of s:~tcllitc for 18 llr 
for 1)attcry rcch:~rging 
- 
planned output of the total array is slightly in 
excess of 10 watts a t  15 volts. In  order to pre- 
vcmt overcharging of the storage batteries, a zener 
shunt regulator and battery charging current 
limiter was designed by GSFC to limit the voltage 
to 1 4 k 2  volts. 
The nickel-cadmium storage battery is a &amp 
hr size. Two 10-cell batteries are employed, one 
on standby service; the nominal voltage is 12 
volts. GSFC designed an electronic circuit that 
should automatically keep thc load on the battery 
in the highest state of charge and best operating 
condition. 
ESVIROR'hI ENTAL TESTING 705 
Because of the different voltages required by lowing elements: (1) battery, eight silver-zinc 
the various experiments within the spacecraft, cells, amp hr; (2)  timer, electronic; (3j guiilw 
four dc to dc transistorized electrical converters tine; (4) pin puller; and (5) separation nuts, pow- 
are used. Three of these converters were designed der cartridge. 
and manufactured at  GSFC. Separatlon Nut 
Separation System 
For reliability, the separation system is com- 
posed of two completely independent and isolated 
systems with either one having the capability for 
performing all required functions; see Figure A3. 
The major components of both systems are 
mounted on a hollow frustum. Circuitry extends 
through the flyaway connector a t  the spacecraft Batte 
separation system interface into the spacecraft for 
release of the despin mechanism. In addition, 
circuitry extends down along the Dutchman and Batter 
the third-stage rocket mot'or to the experimental 
boom and initial boom release mechanisms. Separatlon Nut 
Each independent system consists of the fol- FIGURE A3.-Top view of separation system. 
APPENDIX B 
TEST CHRONOLOGY 
Structural Model 
Balance Operations 
Time: April 27, 1961. 
Weights: Initial unbalance- 1.5X 10' dyne-cm (218 oz-in.) 
Addition-0.68 kg (1.5 Ib) 
Residual unbalance - 4.4 X lo6 dyne-cm (61.8 oz-in.) 
Vibration 
Time: May 2, 1961. 
Discrepancy: Screws sheared in several locations. 
Acceleration 
No problems. 
Final Vibration 
No problems. 
Spin 
No problems. 
Prototype Spacecraft 
Balance Operations 
Time: September 15-19, 1061. 
Weights: Initial spacecraft weight-105.6 lb* 
Balance weight added- 1.0 lb 
Final spacecraft weight - 106.6 Ib 
Spacecraft Initial Unbalance: Static - 176 oz-in. 
Dynamic - 448 ~ z - i n . ~  
Residual Unbalance: Static - 5 oz-in. 
Dynamic - 25 ~ z - i n . ~  
The battery switching network was not installed until the completion of the balance operations. 
The spacecraft unbaIance on completion of the balance operations was calculated to be: 
Static -82 oz-in. 
Dynamic - 273 ~ z - i n . ~  
Results: The planes selected for balance weight additions were found to be suitable. 
Spin Test 
Time: September 19, 1961. 
Test Conditions: 225 rpm for 1 min. 
150 rpm for 30 min. 
The specification was not followed exactly because the balancing machine could not be operated 
below 150 rpm. 
*Not including the wrigl~t of the booms and paddles (weight as bnlanced). 
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Dificulty : 
Problem- Spacecraft would go into undenroltage upon inxrtion of turn-on plug. 
Cause - Low battery voltage. 
Temperature and Humidity Tests 
Instrumentation and Test Setup: September 20-22, 1961. 
Transmitter and receiver leads were interchanged. Investigation showed that the two leads were 
mislabeled in the spacecraft harness (Sept. 22, 1961). 
Satisfactory checkout a t  +25"C (Sept. 22, 1961). 
Cold-Storage Temperature Test: September 22, 1961. 
Spacecraft subjected to - 30°C storage test (nonoperating) for 6 hr. 
Ambient Temperature Checkout: September 23, 1961. 
Satisfactory spacecraft checkout a t  t25"C after -30°C storage test. 
Grounrl Station Problem: September 23, 1961. 
Sanborn recorder was functioning unsatisfactorily. Also, the oscilloscope used as additional aid 
in evaluation was not operating properly. 
Hot-Storage Temperature Test: September 23, 1961. 
Spacecraft subjected to +60°C storage test (nonoperating) for 6 hr. 
Ambient Te?nperatvre Checkout Follou~ing +60°C test: 
Connector problem on the prime converter. Smaller connector standoffs were required for proper 
connection. Also, additional thermocouples were installed within the electronic modules. (Sept. 24, 
1961). 
Faulty connector for transmitter lead in spacecraft harness was replaced (Sept. 25, 1961). 
Satisfactory checkout a t  +25"C completed September 25, 1961. 
Cold-Operation Temperature Tests: 
The spacecraft was stabilized at +5"C nonoperating. The spacecraft was then operated and a 
satisfactory checkout completed (Sept. 25, 1961). 
The spacecraft, while nonoperative, was then stabilized at  - 10°C. The spacecraft was operated 
following stabilization, and the following problems were observed: 
Electron density experiment was gating a t  random (improper). The output indicated maxi- 
mum (6-7 volts) and could not be varied when the capacitance of the exciter was varied. 
Optical aspect readout not correct. Later investigation showed this to be caused by insuffi- 
cient closing time of microswitches in the exciter electronics (readjusted at  a later date). 
X-ray experiment showed erratic counting of the reference number. No final solution as of 
October 1, 1961. 
Cosmic ray experiment count was improper. 
Tape recorder was operating but at  a slower rate. Also, it was drawing excessive current. 
Ambient checkout at conclusion of the cold-operation temperature tests, September 25, 1961. 
Satisfactory checkout a t  ambient temperature. All experiments recovered. Therefore, no 
repairs were made. 
Hot-Operation Temperature Test: 
The spacecraft, while nonoperative, was stabilized at  +50°C. The spacecraft was operated 
- .. . 
tollowlng siabi!izstior?, 2nd the following problem was observed : 
Cosmic ray count was not proper. A deiective Geiger tube was suspected. 
Ambient Checkout Following 50°C Test: September 28, 1961. 
Cosmic ray problem as noted in hot-operation test. 
The decision was made to continue with the repeat of the cold-operation temperature test with this 
problem present. 
Cold-Operation Telnperature Test Retun: September 28, 1961. 
Spacecraft temperature stabilized at +5"C prior to checkout. The following problems mere noted: 
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The tape recorder was drawing excessive current. Electron density operation was not nor- 
mal. Cosmic ray degradation continued. Temperature chamber temperature was set I 
a t  O°C, and the temperature of the monitored points of the satellite was allowed to  stabilize 
with the satellite operating. 1 
Bulb in optical aspect exciter burned out. Tape recorder and electron density problems I 
continued. Cosmic ray degradation continued. 1 
The chamber temperature was lowered to  -5OC with the spacecraft operating during the tempera- I 
ture change. All problems in cold-operation temperature test rerun continued. No new problems 
developed. 
The chamber temperature was lowered to - 10°C with the spacecraft operating. No new problems 
developed. 
Ambient Checkout Following - 10°C test: September 28, 1961. 
Satisfactory checkout prior to humidity. All experiments recovered from - 10°C except cosmic 
ray (defective Geiger tube). 
Humidity Test: I 
Spacecraft exposed to 95 percent I1H a t  30°C for 24 hrs and then checked out (Sept. 29, 1961). I 
X-ray showed excessive current a t  95 percent RH. Recovered when chamber reached 80 percent 
ItH (5 min). i 
Several test points were out of tolerance until 42 percent R H  was reached by chamber (10 min). 1 
Then, these parameters reached the values of minimum acceptable tolerance. 
Ambient Temperature Checkout Following Ilumidity Test: September 29, 1961. 
Satisfactory checkout except for cosmic ray, which had a defective Geiger tube. 
Vibration Tests 
Time: October 10-13, 1961. 
Thrust Axis Test (Tall Fixture): October 10, 1961. 
Sinusoidal Sweep Frequency Test (10-250 cps) - 
1. Electron density disk broke off during the 83 cps resonance: 
Cause : Previously damaged during handling. 
Solution: An epoxy cement was uscd to attach disk for remainder of test (immediate). 
New disks will be fabricated and attached prior to  re-test (final). 
2. Tape recorder would not operate during checkout a t  end of test: 
Cause : Blown fuse (in spacecraft). 
Solution: Fuse replaced by jumper wire. (Tape recorder was not operating during tall 
fixture axis test.) 
3. Cosmic ray count rate shifted a t  83 cps structural resonance: 
Cause: Failure in photomultiplier tube. 
Solution: (a) Reduce amplification in system that occurs during resonance. 
(b) Redesign tube to withstand higher acceleration levels. 
(c) Final solution has not been proven as of January 16, 1962. 
Random Test (psd = 0.07 g2/cps; frequency band, 20-250 cps) - 
No problems noted. 
Thrust Axis Test (Short Fixture): October 11, 1961. 
Sinusoidal Sweep Frequency Test (250-3000 cps) - 
No problems encountered. 
Random Test (psd = 0.07 g2/cps; frequency band, 250-2000 cps) - 
No problems encountcrcd. 
Transverse Test, S'-S' Axis (Tall Fixture): Octol)er 12, 1961. 
Sinusoidal Sweep Frcqucncy (10-150 cps) - 
Intermit tent operation of t he electron cknsit experiment. 
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Random Test (pscl=0.07 g2,/cps; frequency band, 20-150 cps) - 
Electron density problem continued. 
Resonance Test (sinusoidal sweep, 550-650 cps) - 
Electron density problem continued. 
Transverse Test, Y1-Y1 Axis (Tall Fixture): October 12,1961. 
Sinusoidal Sweep Frequency (10-150 cps) - 
Electron density problem continued. 
Random Test (psd = 0.07 g2,'cps; frequency band, 20-150 cps) - 
Electron density problem continued. 
Vibration experiment simulated battery box separated from its mounting brackets. 
Cause: Failure of six spot welds used to attach battery box to brackets. 
Solution: (a) A continuous weld was used for attaching box to brackets. 
(b) Additional bolts were employed to attach the battery box to the Dutchman. 
Antenna failure. 
Cause : Antenna was previously damaged. 
Solution : Antenna replaced. 
Transverse Test, 1"-Z" Axis (Short Fixture): October 13, 1961. 
Sinusoidal Sweep Frequency (150-2000 cps) - 
KO problems encountered. 
Random Test (psd =0.07 g2/cps; frequency band, 150-200 cps) - 
Xo problems encountered. 
Resonance Test (sinusoidal sweep, 550-650 cps) - 
No problems encountered. 
Transverse Test, XI-Xr Axis (Short Fixture): October 13, 1961. 
Sinusoidal Sweep Frequency (150-2000 cps) - 
Electron density problem continued. 
Resonance Test (sinusoidal sweep, 550-650 cps) - 
Electron density problem continued. 
Random Test (psd = 0.07 g2 jcps; frequency band, 150-2000 cps) - 
Tape recorder played back without initiation command during 600 cps resonance test. 
Cause: Test repeated twice to determine whether any interactions had inducted play- 
back - none were found. 
(b) Command frequency and tone for playback of Ariel I (S-51) and the At- 
mospheric Structures Satellite ( S 4 )  were found to be the same (playback 
could not be traced to S-6 operation). 
Solution : Ariel I command playback tone changed. 
Post T.'ibration Test Checkout: October 14, 1961. 
Mass spectrometer inner sphere unscrewed, causing several electrical contacts to shear. 
Cause: Lock-tite had not been applied. 
Solution: Closer pretest inspection required. 
Blown fuses in x-ray and aspect -6.5 volt lines and mass spectrometer 24 volt line. 
Cause: Suspect switching transients when system is turned off and on. 
Soiuiioli : Remove sr!! f11.w~ from spacecraft. 
On October 17, 1961, thrust axis acceleration test of 25g was conducted at NRL1s Chesapeake Bay 
Annex. 
Problem at Test Site: 
Tape recorder would not play back on R F  command. 
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Cause: Defective switch on command control panel (general support equipment) 
Solution: Replaced switch. 
Checkout Aj ter  Test:  
Spacecraft performance data were magnetically recorded before, during, and after the test and 
were returned to GSFC for evaluation on October 18, 1961. Since the spacecraft had not been repaired 
after the vibration test, the same problems noted were observed to  have been present before and after 
the test. The following additional problems were noted: 
Wiring harness-excess loading on -2.7 volt line. 
Cause: Two loads on one supply line. 
Solution: Separation lines installed in harness to supply each load. 
Undervoltage detector circuit-initiation of both oscillators did not always occur (redundant 
system). 
Cause : Design problem. 
Solution: The wiring circuit was changed. 
Shunt regular box was installed but not connected to circuit, since power transistors were not 
available. 
Command receiver-length of modulation burst became excessive (5 sec) -normal, 2 sec. 
Cause: Defective diode. 
Solution : Replaced. 
Cosmic ray operation not proper. 
Cause: Defective Geiger tube (large tube); first noted a t  +55"C temperature test. 
Solution: Removed tube from circuit. 
Leaky tape recorder. 
( ' ~ ~ I s c :  Surface damage produced poor seal. 
Solution: IZeplnced after shock test. 
Electron dcnsit y operat ion improper. 
C:~use: Rialfunction of s:~wtooth sweep due to simultaneous gating-on of three power supplies 
and I)rol<en lead. 
Solution: Design was modified so that -6.5 volt supply would gate-on before the other two 
supplic.~, :~ntl entl was rcpaired. 
Shock 
On October 25, 1961, thc shock test (s sine pulse of 30g peak amplitude and 11 millisec duration) 
was conducted a t  the Naval IZesearch Laboratory. 
Checkozct After Test: 
Spacecraft performance data were magnetically recorded before, during, and after the test; and 
the tape was returned to GSFC for evaluation. 
Electron temperature experiment not operating properly. 
Cause: Defective twinax connector. 
Solution : Connector replaced. 
Cosmic ray output not correct. 
Causc: Defective coaxial connector between experiment and encoder. 
Solution : Connector replaced. 
Electron density experiment not functioning properly. 
Cause: Twinax connector defective (probably quality control problem). 
Solution : Connector replaced. 
Thermal-Vacuum 
Settip: IVovt.rn1)c.r 1-5, 1901. 
Grountl Stat ion (Nov. I ,  l!)(il) 
Cause: Sanborn recorder had no center reference to ground. 
Solution: Corrected 
Shunt regulator circuit not operating properly (Kov. 1, 1961). 
Cause: Regulator was mounted to the structure (system ground). Structure was being 
used as a heat sink for the regulator. 
Solution: New regulator temporarily electrically installed. Kew design will be electrically 
isolated from the system. 
Lyman-alpha sensor would not respond when exciter lamp was utilized (Kov. 2, 1961). 
Cause: Sensor shorted to ground. 
Solution : Repaired. 
Electron temperature probe No. 1 would not sweep (Kor. 2, 1961). 
Cause: Faulty micro-dot cable at connector from electronics to sensor. 
Solution: Replaced cable. 
Encoder clock would not give period pulse on low speed (Kov. 2, 1961). 
Cause: Sensitive to position. 
Solution: Replaced with spare clock. Also, low-speed and high-speed encoders updated a t  
this time. 
Ground Station (Xov. 2, 1961). 
Cause: Decoder not proper. 
Solution : Repaired. 
Spare encoder clock not operating properly (Kov. 3, 1961). 
Cause: Capacitor missing from the card. 
Solution: Replaced encoder clock with a pre-prototype clock. 
Chamber Evacuation: Kovember 5, 1961. 
Spacecraft was operated and monitored until chamber pressure of 1 X mm Hg was achieved. 
X-ray showed rapid count at  70 mm Hg (Kov. 5, 1961). 
Cause : Arcing of - 1600 volts to sensors. 
Solution: Test continued. Experiment operated properly at  2X mm Hg. (Special tests 
performed a t  later date.) EHT Card No. 503. 
Downtime: Kovember 5-9, 1961; for trouble-shooting of x-ray. 
Setup: Kovember 9, 1961. 
Faulty thermistor in UCL-2. 
Cause: Open lead in monitor board. 
Solution : Corrected Kovember 11, 1961. 
Chamber Evacuation: November 9, 1961. 
Operation of the spacecraft appeared normal except as noted in "Setup" section. Also, the x-ray 
experiment was not operated during the chamber evacuation to 1 X mm Hg. 
Stabilization of the Spacecraft (not operattng) at - lO°C: November 9, 1961. 
Low-speed oscillator malfunctioned. 
Cause: Shorted gate transistor. This condition occurred during the initial chamber evacua- 
tion but was not noted until the low-speed data were reduced a t  a later date. 
Solution : Corrected on Kovember 11, 1961. 
Downtime: Sovember 9-11, 1961; for correction of problem noted above. 
Setup: Kovember 12, 1961. 
Low-speed encoder malfunctioned (Kov. 12, 1961). 
Cause: Open lead in printed circuit board of the low-speed matrix. 
Solution : Repaired. 
Cosmic ray would not gate properly (Nov. 13, 1961). 
Cause: Three broken coaxial (miniature) leads. 
Solution : Repaired. 
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I 
Chamber Evacuation: November 13, 1961. 
Spacecraft operated during pumpdown until chamber pressure of 1 X10-4 mm Hg was achieved. I 
Operation appeared normal; however, x-ray experiment was not operated during evacuation. I 
-10°C Vacuum Soak: Xovember 13-21, 1961. I 
X-ray experiment would not turn on (h'ov. 15, 1961). I 
Cause: A temperature sensitive transistor within the E H T  generator card was suspected. 1 Solution: Experiment operated after 1 hr, 20 min warmup period. 
Cosmic ray not operating properly (h'ov. 15, 1961). 
Cause : Temperature-sensit ive binary counter. 
Solution: No action; cleared a t  -2.0°C. 
X-ray experiment malfunctioned (Kov. 16, 1961). 
Cause : Failure of - 1600 volts to sensors. 
Solution: Test continued. Additional potting applied a t  connector of -1600 volt line and 
sensor potted. Also, a vacuum-impregnated high voltage transformer was 
installed. 
Shunt regulator would not operate (Nov. 17, 1961). 
Cause: Dumping transistors 1)urncd out. 
Solution : Hcdcsign of circuit required. 
+55"C Vacu7c7t~ Soak: November 21-25, 1961. 
Problcms as indicated in preceding three paragraphs continued. 
Tape recorder malfunctioned (Nov. 23, 1961). 
Cause: (a) Broken splice in tape. 
(b) Rurnctl ground wire. 
(c) Motor bearing not pre-cooled. 
i 
(c) Pressure switcli wired 1)ackward. 
Solution : Rcp:~irctl. 
Cosmir ray not oprr:~ting properly (Nov. 23, 1961). 
C:u~sc: F:~ulty Gcigcr tulw (1)ig). 
Solution: Cut out of c i rc~~i t ,  as no replnccmcnt was available. 
Lyman-alph:~ not operating properly (Nov. 23, 1961). 
Cause: Diode open. 
Solution : Iicpaircd. 
Optical aspect drawing excessive current (Nov. 23, 1961). 
Cause: Shorted transistor. 
Solution: I<cpairetl. 
U.K. convcrtcr-excessive temperature (Kov. 24, 19G1). 
Cause: Inadequate heat sink. 
Solution: Improve heat sink. 
Downtime: Novcmber 25 to Dccrmbcr 6, 1961; for c~orrection of problems November 12 on. 
Setup: December 6, 1961. 
The following modifications were ncromplished: 
1. Undervoltage changed to 18 hr a t  11.1 volts from 24 hr a t  10.5 volts. 
2. Shunt regulator redesigned. 
3. One-year timers inst:~llcd. 
X-ray drawing cxcessivc cllrrent, no high voltage at thc sensors (Dec. 7, 1961). 
Cause : I?:~ul t y card. 
Solution : 1icpl:~ccil. 
Rcpl:tccd prc-prototype cncotler clocli by first encoder clocli, which had been repaired (Dee. 8, 
1961). 
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Chatnbor Bancuation: December 9, 1961. 
X-ray experiment malfunctioned (Dec. 9, 1961). 
Cause: Arcing of - 1600 volts a t  7 mm Hg. 
Solution: Removed EHT card from system and installed dummy card: New card available 
approximately February 1, 1962; x-ray experiment will be qualified a t  this time. 
Cosmic ray not operating properly (Dec. 9, 1961). 
Cause: Ground station. 
Solution : Repaired. 
+55"C I'acuun~ Soak: December 10-13, 1961. 
Cosmic ray not operating properly (Dec. 10, 1961). 
Cause : Ground station. 
Solution : Repaired. 
Optical aspect drawing excessive current (Dec. 10, 1961). 
Cause: Faulty capacitor in card. 
Solution: Repaired. 
U.K. converter temperature excessive-65°C (Dec. 10, 1961). 
Cause: Heat sink not properly installed. 
Solution: Installation corrected on December 21, 1961. 
Tape recorder pressure indicated low (Dec. 10, 1961). 
Cause : Faulty pressure switch. 
Solution: 'C'se of pressure switch abandoned. 6 
Undervoltage detector turned spacecraft off a t  11.8 volts when undervoltage was set a t  11.1 volts 
(Dec. 11, 1961). 
Cause: Suspect that undervoltage detector was not properly temperature-compensated. 
Solution: Power system and undervoltage detector presently being investigated for possible 
design change. 
Lyman-alpha operation not proper (Dec. 11, 1961). 
Cause: Potting found in right-angle connector at the Lyman-alpha sensor. 
Solution : Replaced connector. 
Battery life questionable (Dec. 11, 1961). 
Cause : Charging rate excessive. 
Solution: Possible redesign of power system may be required. 
Shunt regular allowing charging of batteries a t  excessive rate (Dec. 13, 1961). 
Cause: Suspected design problem in shunt regulator. 
Solution: Replaced shunt regulator by a redesigned unit. 
Electron density (SEL) data store showed no erasure (Dec. 13, 1961). 
Cause: unknown. 
Solution: Special temperature test showed operation normal. 
Downtime: December 14-22, 1961; for correction of items occurring in +55"C vacuum soak. 
Setup: December 22, 1961. 
Electron temperature not operating properly (Dec. 22, 1961). 
Cause: Faulty connector at dummy load. 
Solution : Replaced. 
-10°C T'acuzlm Soak: December 26-29, 1961. 
Electron density not operating properly. Large shift in null. 
Cause : Sensitive to low temperature. 
Solution: (a) Heat lamps on boom electronics were used to increase temperature. Operation 
became normal at  approximately 0°C. 
(b) Study is being conducted to determine whether this item should have a thermal 
coating applied. 
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Tape recorder would not turn off during undervoltage (Dec. 27, 1961). 
Cause: Test panel wiring. 
Solution: No action. 
Downtime: December 29 to January 2, 1962; test suspended because of holiday. 
1 
+4Y°C V a c u u m  Soak:  January 2-5, 1962. I 
Battery temperature excessive (Jan. 4, 1962). I 
Cause: Shunt regulator is designed to limit the voltage to the batteries a t  13.5 volts. When 
the batteries are being charged, their temperature increases to cause a decrease 
in impedance and voltage and an increase in the current,. 
Solution: Shunt regulator was redesigned to incorporate current-limiting features as well as 
voltage regulation. In addition, the bottom of the battery pack was machined 
flat to form a better thermal contact with the satellite instrumentation shelf. 
Tape recorder drawing excessive current (Jan. 4, 1962). 
Cause: Lubric:mt crystallized. 
Solution: During the remainder of the +47OC test and the subsequent 30 and 135 degree solar 
aspect tests, the tape recorder was turned off. I 
SO0 lColar Aspect: 
Shunt regulator produccd a 1-Mc oscillation across the batteries when dumping circuit was operat- 
ing (Jnn. 6, 1062). 
1 
Electron density was not operating properly. Single period of 138 p sec was present instead of 
normal two sawtooth pulses (Jan. 6, 1962). 
Cause: Suspect temperature gradient from sensor to electronics on boom. 1 
Solution : Operation became normal as temperature of the electronics was increased. 
Jclectron temperature not operating properly (Jan. 7, 1962). 
Causc: Opcn condenser in sensor located in boom. 
Solution : Rcpnircd. 
135' Solar Aspect: January 7-8, 1062. 
No new prohlems dcvc~loped. Previous problcms continued. 
Dolrnt i~t~e:  January 10 to Fchruary 10, 1062; all satellite drficicncies were corrected during this time. 
Vibration Retest 
Time: February 15, 1062. 
Resulis: Satisfactory. 
Thermal-Vacuum Retest 
Time:  March 7-12, 1962. 
Results: Satisfactory. 
Prototype Vibration Experiment and Separation System 
Vibration 
Tintc: March 10, 19G2. 
Res7tlta: Xlechanical timers in separation system not acc~uratc enough. 
Temperature 
T i m :  March 10, 1062. 
Res~tlts: Satisfactory. 
Humidity 
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Thermal-Vacuum 
Time: March 17-18, 1962. 
Results: Satisfactory. 
Flight Unit 1 
Balance 
Time: January 11-15, 1962. 
Simzclated Items: Cosmic ray experiment. 
Shunt regulator circuit. 
Tape recorder current limiter. 
Vibration 
Time: February 7-1 1,  1962. 
Results: Flight versions of above simulated items installed prior to vibration. No problems. 
Thermal-Vacuum 
Setup and Checkout: February 16, 1961. 
Cold Test: February 17-21, 1962. 
Cosmic ray experiment would not turn on at  -8°C. Operation became normal at  +lo0 C. 
X-ray experiment was not gating properly. 
Cause: Faulty diode. 
Solution: Replaced (action taken subsequent to thermal-vacuum test). 
Electron energy No. 2 malfunctioned. 
Cause: Open capacitor. 
Solution: Replaced (action taken subsequent to thermal-vacuum test). 
Shunt regulator power transistors operated at  excessive temperatures. 
Cause: Inadequate heat sink. 
Solution: Modified method of mounting. 
Hot Test: February 23-25, 1962. 
T,ast three items in cold test (above) continued during this test. Electron density questionable. 
Cold Test: February 26-27, 1962. 
Items in paragraph above continued. 
Corona Check: February 27, 1962. 
No new problems. 
Flight Unit 2 
Balance 
Time: February 5-8, 1962. 
Simulated Items: X-ray experiment stack (UCL-2). 
Cosmic ray experiment. 
Tape recorder. 
Vibration 
'7'2me: February 21-24, 1962. 
Setup: Flight versions of above simulated items installed prior to vibration. 
Results: 
Cosmic ray experiment failed during random vibration- tall-fixture thrust direction. 
Cause: Failure of weld in photomultiplier tube. 
Solution: Spare cosmic ray unit was vibration-qualified and installed in the system prior to  
t hermal-vacuum. 
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Mass spectrometer operation was intermittent. 
Antenna problem. 
I 
Cause : Loose micro-dot connector. 1 
Solution : Tightened. 
I 
ThermaCVacuum I 
Setup and Checkout: March 1-3, 1962. 
Mass spectrometer malfunctioned. 
Cause: Broken pin in sphere; probably occurred during vibration testing. 
Solution : Replaced sphere. 
Tape recorder dc control unit questionable. 
Cause : Circuit design problem. 
Solution: Unmodified unit installed. All units are being modified to correct design problem 
and reduce sensitivity. 
I 
Corona Test: March 3, 1962. 
Xo problems encountered. I 
Cold Test: March 5-8, 1062. 
Tape recorder malfunctioned. 
I 
4 
Cause : Faulty idler bearing. 
Solution : Replaced bearing. 
I 
Electron density questionable. I 
Cause : Under investigation. 
Solution: Experiment was being operated a t  an unrealistically low temperature during test. 
Hot Test: March 10-13, 1962. 
Xo new problems. Tape recorder operated satisfactorily for 10 hr during this test, a t  which time 
malfunrt ion reoccurred. 
Flight Unit 1 Vibration Experiment and Separation System 
Temperature snd Humidity 
Time: March 11-12, 1962. 
Results: Satisfactory. 
Vibration 
Time: March 17, 1962. 
Results: Mechanical timers in separation system not accurate enough. 
Thermal-Vacuum 
Tinze: March 17-18, 1962. 
Results: Satisfactory. 
Flight Unit 2 Separation System 
Temperature and Humidity 
Time: March 11-12, 19G2. 
Results: Satisfactory. 
Thermal-Vacuum 
Time: March 17-18, 1962. 
Results: S:itisfactory. 
Vibration 
Tiwe: hT:~rch 21-24, 19G2. 
Results: hlcc1l:lnicnl timers in separation system inaccurate. 
APPENDIX C 
DESCRIPTION OF FLIGHT VIBRATION EXPERIMENT 
The vibration telemeter installed in the Ariel 
I Dutchman is intended to provide measurements 
of flight vibration levels imposed on the space- 
craft during burning phases of the Thor-Delta 
vehicle. Three mutually orthogonal accelerome- 
ters located on the Dutchman motor attachment 
ring will provide these data for the thrust, pitch, 
and yaw axes. An additional channel on this 
telemeter has been allocated for a combined 
measurement of solar aspect, optical contamina- 
tion, and third-stage pressure switch closure. 
The vibration telemeter is a four-channel Fhl/ 
Fhl system employing a solid-state transmitter 
with 1.8 watts output on 240.2 Ric. An R F  band- 
The vibration pickups are small piezoelectric 
accelerometers operating into separate charge 
amplifiers. System frequency response is limited 
by a lowpass filter with a cutoff frequency of 
600 cps and a rolloff of about 9 db/octave. 
Thrust, pitch, and yaw vibration data modulate 
voltage-controlled oscillators on IRIG bands El 
C, and A respectively. Solar aspect, contamina- 
tion, and third-stage pressure switch closure data 
signals are mixed and modulate a voltage-con- 
trolled oscillator on IRIG band 13. A three- 
point ground-controlled voltage calibrator in the 
package provides 0, 2.5, and 5 volt levels to all 
voltage-controlled oscillators in parallel prior to 
launch. Power for the vibration telemeter ~ a c k -  
pass filter suppresses spurious radiation to IRIG age is provided by a pressurized pack of 20 Ag 
specifications. Antennas are a pair of quadra- cells. Current drain is approximately 800 ma. 
loops, diametrically positioned and bonded to Power for the aspect and contamination sensors 
the third-stage casing near the after end. is supplied by two 2-volt Hg cells. 
APPENDIX D I I 
CHRONOLOGY OF ATLANTIC MISSILE RANGE OPERATIONS, 1962 
It was found that the separation system and 
solar paddle arms (in folded position) interfered 
with each other. Removal of spacers on battery 
box and slight re-routing of separation system 
wiring harness near electronic timers resolved the 
problcm. 
This incident shows tlie need for mechanical 
interface checks between all major asscmhled 
units prior t o  shipment to Cape Canaveral. 
March 29: 
Fitting of Flight Unit 2 to third stage was 
checked and found to be satisfactory. 
Final assem1)ly of Flight Unit 1 on third stage 
was completed. 
itlarch SO: 
escapement mechanism for boom erection was 
found to  be defective and was replaced. 
April 3: i 
The spacecraft weighed 135.50 lb, and the 
separation ring weighed 0.46 lb: this weight plus 1 
the Dutchman and separation system gives a 1 
total of 177.9 lb. I 
April 4: { 
Balancing was completed. Spacecraft, third- 1 
stage combination was placed in handling con- ' 
tainer in preparation for installation on pad. In- 
stallation was accomplished a t  1500 EST. 
April 5 and 6: I 
Integrated systcm checkout verified satisfac- 
tory performance of spacecraft. 
Iluring checkout a bad contact in one of the 
~ ~ ~ ~ i l  7: 
dipolc motor flyaway pins (between the spacecraft 
system) lvas found. spLLcecrnft Spacecraft was on gantry with lnuncli vehicle. 
was removed to clean contacts. Strip coat was removed in afternoon after rain 
The escapement mechanism for the electronic 
booms was adjusted. 
Thr  solar paddles were installed but were found April 8: 
to  be incorrectly located, and were re-positioned. Thermal coatings were touched up, and bat- 
teries mere charged. 
Piarch 31 : 
April 9: 
Thirtl stage and spacecraft were placed on bal- 
ance machine to  start balancing. In the after- Complete spacecraft checkout was satisfactory. 
noon the electron density boom grids were inad- 
vertently damaged. April 10: 
Countdown proceeded until T-6 minutes when 
April 2: 2nd stage failed to  pressurize. Launch was 
The electron density boom from Flight Unit 2 scrubbed after of 4?4 
was suhstituted for the damaged one. 
The spacecaraft m a s  removetl from tlie balance April 11: 
macblliric. :mtl t ~ ~ k e n  to the antennu range for boom Nitrogen pressurization tank of second stage 
c:~libr:~tion. During rcassc~rnbly for balance the was found deficient. Launch was rescheduled for 
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April 25, 1962, with a new second stage. The Apri l  19: 
spacecraft was to be removed frorn third stage for Balance was completed with additlon of lli4.5 
recalibration. The vibration experiment also was grams in weights-less than needed in balance for 
to be recalibrated. first launch attempt. Reassembly and balance was scheduled for 
April 18-20, and mating with third stage was to be Apri l  21: 
at 0800, April 21. 
Third stage was mated with second stage. 
Apri l  12: 
Spacecraft and spacecraft separation system 
were removed from third stage. The vibration 
experiment was left in place to avoid possibility 
of damaging third stage in removal of studs. 
A complete system check of Flight Unit 1 re- 
vealed satisfactory operation. 
Apri l  16: 
An R F  check of the vibration experiment was 
conducted. 
Apri l  2.9: 
T-1 day checkout of spacecraft and vibration 
experiment were completed on T-3 day. 
Apri l  24: 
Strip coating was removed from spacecraft. 
Spacecraft thermal coatings were touched up, 
and its batteries were charged. 
Apri l  25: 
Thermal-coating touchup was completed. Apri l  17: 
The vibration experiment was checked and Apri l  26: 
found to be operating satisfactorily. After completion of countdown at  1200, launch 
vehicle failed to fire. Apri l  18: Launch vehicle problem was resolved, and 
Spacecraft and separation system were reas- countdown reverted to T-15 minutes. There- 
sembled on the third stage, and the resulting com- upon, countdown proceeded to lift off a t  1800: 
bination nras placed on the balance machine. 17032. 
APPENDIX E 
FUNCTIONAL TEST PROGRAM 
Introduction top-heavy Ariel I composite assemblies. By 
General suspending the composite assembly by an  over- 
head cable and spinning it by hand, it appeared 
The functional tests were conducted on iner- that  sul)stuntial unl)alance existed; and, even if 
tially c o n w t  mockups of the Ariel 1 spac.ccr:~ft accuratt> balancaing could have heen done, precise 
and final stage 9-248 1)ooster bctwc.cn October a]ignmrnt cou](l not have been insured, 
16 :mcl Novc1mI)er 16, 1!)6l. All tests \\,ere run 
untlcr vnclium conditions in the. 18.3m (60 ft)  Spinup 
spllcrc. :tt L:~nglt.y ltesc~:~rch C'cntor (I,1<( '). The 
o~c,r:lt ions rc.cr~~irctl c-on:,itl(,r:~l)lc inertia cst irn:i- General 
tion, meas~il.cirnc~nt, nlitl c~ompcns:~tion to provitle T w o  tests \vcre run, using :HI inert-londetl X- 
correct spin-axis inc.rti:~ for (~~c11  tclst. 248 fl~rnishcd i)y IA1tC, wit11 the Xricl 1 sp:~cecraft 
shclll with :dl appcnt1:~gc.s foltlcd, installed on the 
Equipment Scout spin I)e:rring :lntl skirt, with drive discon- 
T11o spin-drive system consistctl of n v c ~ t  icn:~lly nccbtctl. Incrti:~ was estim:~tccl : ~ t  6.844 slug ft2, 
m o ~ ~ n t c d  10 lip motor with n m:tgnctic csl~~teh compnr:~l)lc to flight contlit ion. 
driving a n  extension sllaft h:~ving blip ring:, ant1 :L 
disk \\.it11 3h : ld ia l ly  p r o t l ~ d i n g  st~itl,, ivhicfill 
- - 
grnrlntcd pulstl.; in :In aclj:lc~nt m:~gnc,t it-  pichlilip 
to  yicltl a Yisicordcr rc.c~orc1 of spcc~l (*l~:l~lg(>s. 
Tiyo types of spin ta l~lc  :~sscrnl)ly nr(>r(\ 11sc~1 
wit11 the drivc. For :dl tcbsting involving the, t:dl 
(1 2+ft) Ariel I plus S-248 test itcm, i t  \V:LS nee-cs- 
sary to couple the drive to tlic tlia1)llr:~gm of a 
Scout spin hc~nring ant1 skirt asseml)ly, :~lthough 
the frictional s p t ~ d  tlccny of this asscml,ly was 
cxccssi\.e. It W:IS possi1)lc to  effect some improve- 
ment in the "coa:,tingn hy using :I small stispcn- 
sion henring : ~ t  tllc top of the test itcm. The 
suspension c:rble tension was atljustetl to support 
most of the  weight. 
For the stretch yo-yo test series, where better 
coasting charncteristic.~ were csscnti:ll, a small 
support braring was ~isetl, and n 58-cm (23-in.)- 
di:~metcxr mngncsi~~m tal)lc was mntle. l'lic 
spncctcraft strllct~lrc shrlls wvre :~tt:~ellrd to inert in 
disks that were :~tt:lcllccI to the m:~gncsium tn1)lr. 
r 7 1 hca sm:lll [nppros. 10.2 cbrn (4 in.) outsitlc tlinm.] 
First Spinup and Results 
Thc1 first spinup test was contlr~ctc~tl :it 0.35 mm 
Hg. 0l)jcctivc.s were to (letermine fin:ll specd 
ant1 to check 1,ym:ln-alpha sensors for c.ont:~minn- 
tion. I l c s ~ ~ l t s  wcl.e :L final specd l)et \vc.c>n 120 and 
130 rpm :~n(l  no vi.;il;ie cont:~rni~~ation f the 
sensors, which were rc.turncd to CISIJC for further 
examination. Tllc intlic8:ttcd final speed is not 
consitlrrc~tl c~oncal~~sivc.. Tllc impr~lsr ating of tllc 
Pb;T rockrts 1 ~ : ~ s  I)clom that rclclr~irctl l)y the 
system, ant1 tlie appcarnncse of the PICT rocl<ets 
after firing indic:~ted incomplctr 1)orning. Also 
the bre:lka\vay tol.cluc\ and running friction of the 
be:iring was escc~ssive (t)r~ak:~\v:~y tor(l~i(>, 4 11)- 
f t + ) ,  :lnd misalignment \vns srisp~cted. Thc 
contamination chcck h:~s value, l)ut it is limitc.cl 
l)y tllc inc.omplcte cnvironmc~nt:~l simulnt ion - 
tli:~t is, v:icaurn and spin c.nvironmc.nt W:LS simu- 
I:~tcd, but zero-gravity environment JV:LS not. 
Second Spinup and Results 
support 1,r:tring ant1 2.86-em (l?G in.)-t1i:lnlt.t tlr The second spinup test nras contlucted a t  10 mm 
rxtc\nsion sh:~ft w c ~ c  atlcclrl:ttc> :~ntl huital)lc for t he Hg, using higher impulse PET rockets ant1 a dif- 
cbornp:~c't st ~.ctcsh yo-yo s t ~ ~ ~ i c t ~ ~ r c  mo(1(>1s, i)ut IV(>I . (~  ferer~t skirt bearing, with part of the weight 
~ t ~ i c t ~ ~ r : ~ I l y  ~ I : L I I  to s f  s i n  I I I st~pporte(I t)y an overhead bearing. I'riction of 
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1 the  system was substantially lower. h final spin rate of approximately 180 rpm was attained. ' This is comparable to  the flight objective. 
Despin 
General 
These tests were performed with the spacecraft 
structural shell inverted on the spin table with 
all appendages folded up and secured to  the 
expended 5-248 by the tiedown hardware (Figure 
El). The assembly was slugged up  to  match the 
flight inertia, and appendages were restrained by 
rubber cortls adjusted t o  compensate for gravity 
effect. It became evident that the low-friction 
table assembly with the small support bearing 
mould not accommodate the unbalance of this 
assembly. So the Scout spin bearing and skirt 
were used, with a suspension cable and swivel- 
mounted bearing adjusted (with a turnbuckle and 
spring scale) to take most of the weight of the 
assemhlp. The spin axis of the assembly was 
carefully aligned, and some effort was made to  
atljust the calde tension for minimum running 
friction. This adjustment was complicated by 
problems of dynamic resonance of the support 
cable in the  operating speed range and the need 
to anticipate dimensional changes due to evacua- 
tion of the chamber and/or temperatnre changes. 
Temperature cliangeb had tlic most effect on cable 
tension. .After the tests it was apparent that 
running friction was ~~nclesirahly high, hut mar- 
ginally ncceptahle. 
Refore each operational tert, it was nee-rssnry 
to calihrate the running speed ant1 +peetl t1ec:iy 
so as to insure plannod spcecl at  the initixt ion of 
the opcration. This recpiired ied~lction c ~ f  re- 
corder tape data lwfore oach step. Sequence 
tests were conductetl at 10 nlm H, v:1c111im. 
90 Percent Flight Spin 
-411 operations wcrr initintcd : ~ t  !)O pcrcAcnt of 
nominal flight spin rate anti recordrr d:ittt on spcetl 
taken before, during, ant1 after cnch oper:~tion. 
Photo col-ernge at 1000 fr:~mes 'scc from t hrce 
angles was :11so ol)t:iined at c:~(*Ii operation. 
Operat ions were triggered n~anli:illy, 1.i:~ slip 
rings and hard lines to control room. -4s n prc- 
liminary test , the sp:~cccraft srquencc timers were 
c:iused to  cycle. 11-1-hilc spinning nt nominal flight 
speed (100 rpm) in vacuum: I~u t  the timer con- 
tacts ignited flash 1)111Rs mountecl on the p:~yload 
struc*ture instcnd of acttinting rrlcasc incch:~- 
nisms. The time scclaencc of the fl:lshcs 1v:is 
noteti. :lnd met the prrform:tnce s1,ccific:ltion for 
the timers. Sequential operation of yo-yo tlespin, 
experimcnt:11 l,oonl erection, and solar paddle 
tleployment was then accon~pli~licd n.s p1:tnnetl 
i .~cej j t  t!ia: :hc csprrimrnt honmr f:~i!~c! te !nr.k 
into t.stmdcd position and liad to  1~ locked in By 
overspinning. 
l l O  Percent Flight Spin 
This was intended to IF  a repent of the first 
sequcnce test, I,ut with opc.rations condlictcd a t  
110 persent of nominal speed and scqlirnce timers 
operated 30 rpm after dcspin and crection events. 
Holvcver, init intion of t he fir3t event (yo-yo 
tfespin) fired all relc:lsc sqliil~s ( c s c~y~ t  separation 
FIGI'RE I.-SetllP for i,nom and paddle erection tc>st. scluihs, which had not heen installetl), and yo-yo 
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despin, experiment boom erection, and mass 
boom and solar paddle deployment all occurred 
simultaneously ~vllilc spinning a t  176 rpm. The 
reason for this misfire was discovered to  be faulty 
wiring in the firing box-the three firing switches 
were inadvertently wired in parallel. The error 
did not show in the preceding tcst because firing 
leads mere connected only as  needed for each 
individual operation. 
The results of this accidental overtest, of some 
value in showing structural weak points, were: 
speed change was violent; yo-yo operation was 
norm:~l cxcctpt that one wire snagged a broken 
p:lddlc but snapped loose; experiment booms 
snappctl nylon string of cscnpc~mc~nt mcch:~nism, 
1)ut I)ooms s u r v i ~ c d  cxt rcmc. doflccbt ion wit liout 
strnctur:~l f:~ilure; 1)otli inerti:~ booms snapped 
into dctcmt, I)o~lnced I):~cak, and on rebound tore 
off botli at ttlchme~it 1)rarkcts by shearing the 
screws- the inertia booms were restrained by the 
percent of nominal speed and the sequence timer 
check was omitted-no replacement for the defec- ~ 
tive battery was available, and thc reliability of 
the timers before and after exposure to  despin I 
was considered to  have been established. The  
operational sequence was again accomplished as 1 
planned except that the experiment booms again 
failed to lock in extended position, despite inten- 
tional initial overspin estimated to compensatc for 
friction-induced decay in speed during erection 
time of approximately 4.5 sec. 
I 
Test Results 1 
The. Visicordrr records plotted spcetl vs. time 
curves for the despin operations; and, after due 
allowance for friction-ind11c:ed spcc.d drc:ly, the 
results showed good corrc~lation with theoretical I 
prrdictions. The only sigriificant drfiriency was 
the failure of the experiment booms to lock in 
crcctcd position. 
I 
rubber cords, but one boom swung around and GSFC Tests 
struck thc side of the assembly; both singlc-hinged 
paddlcs shc:~rcd off the a t tachmmt screws at the Additional tests were run a t  GSE'C using a tcst 
rig substanti:~lly the same as a t  LIIC ~vithont hinge, hrokc the bungcc cords, and fcll to the floor 
vacbuum simulation. As  a result, the cscapcmcmt 
of thc (0h:~ml)er; both dol11)lc-hingcd pad(llcs 
mcc$hanism for the experiment boom was suc.ccs- 
st:~yed on, hut the tlctcnt pins in thca sc.c-ontlnry 
sivcly modified until full deployment was :tcahicvcd hinges were shc:~rc(I off;  :dl appcnd:~ge at tnchmcnt 
at minimum anticip:~ted flight-spin r:~tc. 
screws wc.1.1. looscnccl : ~ n d  rlongat cd ; t he single- 
hinged p:~dtllcs opc~ncxtl :I l i t  t 1 ~  : hc.:~tl of the tloublc- 
hinged p:~cltll(ls, and t he inclrt i : ~  booms slightly 
ahead of the espcrimcmt booms; :dl appcntlngcs 
opened within about second; and the yo-yo dis- 
engaged from hook about second after release. 
Final spin rate was about 30 rpm. The sequence 
timers \\,ere operatetl after the spacecraft asscml)ly 
coasted to  a stop. One timer functioned nor- 
mally; the other fsilctl to opertltc. 1)ut was 1:~tc.r 
found to be operable. The failure was found to  
be due to a leaky battery case, \vliich is not con- 
sidered significant because the overnight vacuum 
so:tk was not representative of flight conditions- 
neither was the extended location and operat ion 
of the batteries in an invcrtecl position. The 
spacecr:~ft nssembly was reconst ructcd for anot her 
try-:dl tlt~maged parts were rcpl:rced, and the 
firing box wiring was corrected. 
Final Despin 
This w:~s a rcpc:~t of the first sl~c~c.c~ssf~~l equence 
test excc3pl t11:~t all opcr:itions wcw run a t  110 
Separation Tests 
General 
These tests were performed \vitli the expended 
X-248 installecl with nozzle down in the Scout 
skirt. Tlic Dutcliman sc.pnmtion tfevicc ant1 the 
spacecraft shell with all append:iges extcmlcd 
wc3rt. installed on top of the 5-24s. The ru1)bcr 
cords and t lie 1)atterics were removc.tl from thcx 
spacecraft shclll. The  separaljle configur a t '  ion 
weighed 23.1 kg (51 Ih), closely approximating 
the recluisitc mass to  achieve the in-flight separa- 
tion vc3locit y. A device t o  compensatc for gravity 
c4Tccts during separation was installed. This 
c-onsisted of an overhead bearing and support 
c:~ble, with the cable wound around a conical 
grooved p ~ ~ l l c y  and connected to  a long calibrated 
r11l)t)cr spring under initial tension. This device 
opcratetl :is a constant force spring, over a limited 
r:Lngch, to  counteract the weight of the separable 
configuration. A ratchet device was used to pre- 
vent slip1)nc.k. Separation was cffccted by firing 
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the release s q ~ ~ i h s  of the separation device through 
slip rings and a hard line to the control room. 
Separation tests were conducted a t  10 mm Hg 
Vacuum. 
Test No. I 
Separation was effected by firing both dia- 
metrically opposed release squibs, while the assem- 
bly was spinning at  approximately 30 rpm (lower 
than the intended 39 rpm). Iiesults were satis- 
factory, by visual observation and later review of 
slow motion movies. The spacecraft separated 
straight and true, with no apparent tipoff, and 
was smoothly arrested by the counterweight 
device after rising approximately 3 ft. The space- 
craft continued rotating for over 13 min on the 
sm:tll suspension I)earing, with very little wobble. 
Test No. 2 
This was a repeat of the first separation except 
that only one relcaase squib n7as fixed and spin rate 
at  separation was about 20 rpm. The spacecraft 
again separated with no apparent tipoff. For 
both separation tests the spin rates were lower 
than planned - pcrcepti ble slowing down was 
noted in the fen- secontis preceding separation. 
Visicorder data for the preceding tests indicated 
the same phenomenon, to a lesser degree; and it 
was rc:xlizecl that the change in voltage caused by 
the photoflood electrical load was responsible. 
The remedy was to calibrate the speed with 
flootllights on, and this was done for the later 
tests. 
Results 
The scpar:~tion device operated satisfactorily 
under the test conditions-that is, 10 mm Hg 
vacuum, spin rates as notcd, spacecraft mass ad- 
justed for flight condition relative to separation 
velocity, gravity effect on the spacecraft effec- 
tively nullified, spacecraft balanced, and spin axis 
a t  separation constrained to be substantially in 
alignment with geometric centerline of spacecraft, 
X-248, and separation spring. The spin-axis 
constraint condition is a limitation oi simuiation 
technique, comparable to flight situation only if 
adequate halance of spacecraft and of expended 
X-248 is assumeti. This is not a valid assump 
tion, as expended boost units characteristically 
have some unbalance. Therefore the tests veri- 
fied alignment of the separation spring thrust 
vector with the geometric centerline of the assem- 
bly In that no iipoff was apparent, but sre 
inconclusive concerning possible tipoff due to 
dynamic unbalance a t  separation. 
Stretch Yo-Yo System 
First Series 
Procedures: The Ariel I stretch yo-yo system 
with preloaded springs was despun from spin rates 
80 and 120 percent of nominal. Designed re- 
sultant spin rate is 73.9 rpm. All tests were 
conducted at 10 mm Hg. Initial spin was 
adjusted to allow for speed decay after declutch- 
ing. Despin initiated manually, via slip 
rings and a hard line to the control room. Each 
test configuration was slugged up to the inertia of 
, the flight system. Visicorder and photographic 
records were made of each run. 
R ~ s ~ ~ l t s :  System inertia was 2.774 slug ft.2 
I<esults were: 
1. Spun a t  160 rpm. Direction of rotation was 
incorrect, and weights and springs fell off on 
release. 
2. Despun from 162.6 rpm to appros. 73.G rpm. 
3. Despun from 129.4 rpm to appros. 73.8 rpm. 
Second Series 
Results: The stretch yo-yo system \\.as operated 
nine times in vacuum conditions, and the despin 
effect was noted for various combinations. For 
nominal initial spin and inertia the final spin rate 
~vas  approximately as predicted, the effect of 
inertia changes was as expected, and the stretch 
yo-yo compensated satisfactorily for initial under- 
spin. However initial overspin, especially when 
combined with higher inertia, causes yielding on 
the yo-yo springs and overcompensation. As the 
overspin-correction discrepancy is attributed to 
yield of the spring material, it was planned to 
repeat pertinent tests using the higher yield point 
springs. 
Post-Test: Springs were heat-treated for higher 
yield points. 
Third Series 
Proced~tre: The same as for previous tests. 
re suit.^: Thme tests viere nin, using go-yo 
springs that had been heat-treated for high yield 
point. Springs used in earlier tests had yielded 
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excessively. Improved performance was noted, will cause overcompensation of high initial spin. 
although slight yield did occur a t  25 percent over The high final spin obtained in series No. 1, fol- 
nominal spin rate. Observed results satisfy flight lowed by almost exactly the design spin rate for I 
requirements but show slight deviation from series No. 2, cannot be explained. Neither error ' 
design objectives. is sufficient to compromise the Ariel I mission; I 
The system was designed to give a final spin therefore, as a flight item qualification test, the 1 
rate of 73.9 rpm, with nominal initial speed con- results are satisfactory. From the point of view 
sidered 160 rpm and nominal inertia considered of design theory verification it must be noted that 
2.885 slug ft.2 The low final spin obtained in the deviations from designed final spin, when no 
series No. 3, where slight yield occurred, is con- yield occurred, exceed the likely experimental 
sistent with previous findings that spring yield error. 
I 
CREATION OF SPACE VACUUM UTILIZING 
CRYOGENIC TECHNIQUES* 
J. E. A. JOHS ASD IV. F. HARDGItOVE 
Existing space sinlulators operate in the range of to 10-lo Torr. To investigate phe- 
nomena that occur in the space vacuum, the design of an ultrahigh vacuunl facility is being 
considered. The techniques of cryogenic pumping and cryosorption are evaluated with respect 
to providing a capability for simulating the space environment in the 10-Is Torr and lower range. 
High pumping speeds at ultrahigh vacuum are possible both for the condensables by cryogenic 
pumping at 15"IC to 20°1(, and for the noncondensables by cryosorption. t-tilization of the 
combined advantages of cryosorption and cryopumping is described. Design considerations 
are discussed. 
INTRODUCTION 
Space simulation chambers currently in use for 
conditioning of spacecraft are capable of pressures 
down to  1W8 to lop9 Torr. However, the pres- 
sures to which the external surfaces of the space- 
craft are exposed in space may be many orders of 
magnitude below this. Effects such as cold 
welding, seizure of certain clean metals in contact, 
changes in friction coefficient, and other unfore- 
seen problems could arise in a spatial environment, 
but not be revealed in any of the space simulation 
chambers now in operation. Mechanical devices 
such as the pantograph for the surface sampler on 
the Surveyor spacecraft, the unfolding boom ex- 
tensions, the active-mechanical temperature con- 
trol system of spacecraft, such as OGO, with a 
planned apogee exceeding 50,000 miles, require 
environmental testing under conditions consider- 
ably more stringent than can be provided by 
chambers operating at  Torr. Spacecraft test 
criteria must be developed for the ultrahigh 
vacuum range of exposure. For these reasons 
the design of a system is being considered which 
will more closely simulate the spatial environ- 
ment. I t  is believed that this system represents 
an advancement in the ar t  of spacecraft testing 
and a l ~ n  in the ~pp! i~zt inn  f ~ ~ n g ~ n i r s  to ---- ---- 
vacuum technology. 
The ultimate steady-state pressure in a vacuum 
system results from a balance between pumping 
speed and the summation of the real and virtual 
leak rates. Thus, Pultimate= Q / S  where Q = sum 
of real and virtual leak rates in Torr liters per 
second and S = pumping speed in liters per second. 
The design of an  ultrahigh vacuum system must 
incorporate a high pumping speed with a minimal 
leak rate. 
The method proposed for reducing the real gas 
leak rate into the test chamber is to provide a 
guard vacuum around the chamber. This reduces 
the pressure difference across any leak and thus 
the leak rate into the test volume by several orders 
of magnitude. High pumping speeds a t  ultrahigh 
vacuum in the test chamber for condensable gases 
are provided by cryogenic pumping (Figure 1). 
For the main component of the noncondensable 
gas load, hydrogen, a cryosorption system is to 
be utilized which will selectively capture this 
molecule. A high pumping speed for hydrogen 
at  ultrahigh vacua is a necessity for the system 
since, presumably, hydrogen is one of the constit- 
uents of the virtual leak rate due to outgassing of 
spacecraft materials. 
DESCRIPTION OF SYSTEM AND OPERATION 
The proposed system consists of three concen- 
tric chambers, the outer three feet in diameter by 
three feet high and the inner containing a test 
voiume of size 20' x20' (see Figure 2j. 
The space between the outer two chambers is 
to be evacuated by a conventional pumping sys- 
tem consisting of a mechanical pump, liquid nitro- 
gen cold trap and diffusion pump. Seals across 
*Proceedings of the Instilute ofEnvironrnenta2 sciences, ~ ~ r i l  ,964. the outer wall are to consist of double elastomer 
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O-rings. The space between the O-rings is evac- 
uated t o  provide a guard vacuum. The outer 
chamber n-ill be baked out to minimize outgassing, 
and thus allow a lower pressure in this outer 
volume. Further, provisions have been made for 
cooling the O-rings to minimize gas permeation; 
considerable evidence (1) indicates that this tech- 
nique is successful in improving the ultimate 
vacuum. 
The intermediate chaml~er walls are to he cooled 
with liquid nitrogcn to reduce the hcat loatl on thcl 
walls of the inner charnl~er which are cooled to 
15°K to 20°K by gaseous helium. The vacuum 
ol)tain:J)le in the intermcdiatc sp:~c~. shoultl be : ~ t  
1e:~st :in ortlcr of magnitadc bettclr t h i n  that 
existent in the outer space, since. it is isolatccl from 
the possibility of in-1c:~kagc. from :ttmosphclric* 
prcssurcl. A separate pumping system, again con- 
sisting of a diffusion prlrnp, liquid nitrogcn colt1 
trap, and mechanical pump, is to  he used for 
initin1 evacuiit ion of the intcrmedi:~te space and 
tcst volume (Figure 3). The prcssurc., after 
p~~mpdo\vn, shollltl he :ipprosim:itcly 10-lo to 
10-l1 Torr in the test volume and surrounding 
guard vacuum. 
Aftcr pu~nptlo\vri, the valvcl c*onnc~c*t ing t llc tcst 
volume to the surro~~nding u:~rtl v:icauum is 
closed, isol:it irig tllc test olunie from tIi(. mcc1i:tn- 
icxl and diffr~sion pllmps. (;:~scous hcllir~m is 
circulntc.d in the walls of the test volunnb, c.ooling 
it to 15"II; to 20°K. T l~us ,  osygc.11, riitrogc~n :irltl 
all other cont1cnsaI)le molcculcs :LIT c.ryogcnically 
pumped, leaving only the rior~c*ondcnsal)lcs in the 
tcst chaml~cr. Follolving this, gaseous 1ieli111n 
a t  or t)elotv 20°K is circu1:ttcd in the c-hevron 
1)affles and cnryosorption panel for pumping of 
rosidu:tl hydrogen and helium. The baffles pr(,- 
vent moleculrs other than hydrogen or hclillrn 
from reaching the cryosorbcnt panel. Tlius, :t 
system is provided that is capable of :~tt:~ining 
ultr:ihigh vacbuum and, further, has the  pacity city, 
:it low pressures, for handling large gas loads 
(both of contlcns:~l,le and noncontlc~is:~l)lc gases) 
\vliich would be ol~tgasscd from the spac.ecr:\ft 
ccl~~ipmcnt under tcst. 
DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS 
Heat Loads on Shrouds 
Onc of t lit$ fr~ntlan~cnt:il consit1cr:~t ions invol\~ctl 
in thcl tlcsigr~ of :L cbryogc~nic, pumping syst c\rn is t l i ~  
heat loads on the cryogenic shrouds which deter- 
mine either the amount of cryogenic fluids re- I 
quired or, in this case, the size of refrigerator 
required to  supply gaseous helium a t  15°K t o  1 
20°K. Before cryogenic fluids are introduced, 
the system will have been pumped to a pressure 1 
level where the only hcat transfer is due to  radia- 
tion. The heat transfer, via radiation between a 
surface and another enclosing it, is given by: i 
where : 
g=  hcat tritnsfcr rate (Rtu hr) I 
€ 1 ~ 6 2  =emissivities of surfaces, : ~ s s ~ ~ m c d  
equal to al)sorptivitics 
.A 1 = ~11cIosc.d al'(.:L (f t2) 
Az = (.nclosing area (ftY). 
i 
I 
The values of 6 for c~ondensatc-coat4 st~rf:ic~es 
can he assumctl :IS approximately . lo,  since tlie 
thickness of the coating will be quite small for 
the prcssurcxs involved (3). I'ndcr stcacly-state 
conditions, tlie heat csc*linngc bet ween t lie 77°K 
srlrfnc*c, of st~~,fac>c. ar :L 29.4 ft2, and the. 20°11; snr- 
f:icc, of :irc.;~ 18.8 ft ' ,  will tll(~li :imol~nt to:  
If there is a test ol)j(>ct in the c.11aml)rr main- 
tained a t  room tcmpcraturc, the gnscoris hrliunl 
refrigcrat ion reql~irements groat ly incrc:~sc. If it 
is assl~med that the tcst o t ) j t ~ t  is \)lack ( c =  I ) ,  in 
the form of a one-foot dinmc.tcr sphere (s11rf:ice 
 are:^ = 3.14 ft?) and maint ainccl at  273"1<, the heat 
load increascxs to : 
g = 127 131 11, Iir on 37.3 watts. 
Tliih c.ht i111:ltc. of hc.:~t loacl is optimistic in that  
no ac8cboant 11:~s 1 ) ( ~ 1 i  t:ikc.n of 1 1 1 ~  h c ~ ~ t  tr:~nsfcr hy 
conduct ion t l l r o ~ ~ g l ~  support rods, cryogenic pip- 
ing, (.t(-., or of the refrigeration rccl~~ircmcnts dur- 
ing initial c-ool(lo\vn. I-Io~vcvcr, t lit. heat load due 
to r:ltli:~tiori from tlic surrountling shroud and 
from the tvht ol)jcct cert:iinly rcprc.scnts the 
l:trgclst p:ul of thc rcfrigcratiori rccluircd. In  any 
C : I ~ ( ~ ,  t 1 1 ( ~  lo:i(1 is \vitliin tlic (-:ipa~it y of :L 250-watt 
11cli11ni c-l.yoslat . 
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Cryogenic Pumping Speeds spacecraft materials. Therefore, provisions must 
Cryogenic pumping speeds a t  ultrahigh vacua 
are dependent on the rate at  which the molecules 
of condensable gases strike the cryogenically- 
cooled surfaces and also on the sticking coefficient 
of these molecules. The number of molecular 
collisions per unit area per unit time can be found 
from kinetric theory (4) : 
V' =$nu 
where : 
4 =number of collisions per unit area 
per unit time 
n = number of molecules per unit volume 
Y = mean molecular velocity 
= L4,511.\/$ ems per second. 
Further, the volume flow striking the surface is 
given by: 
1-  V =-v or = 3,638 cm3 per second per cm2. 4 
where : 
41 =molecular weight of gas striking surface. 
The actual pumping speed will be given by: 
s =fP 
where j is the sticking coefficient, dependent on 
the surface temperature, vapor pressure of the 
gas at  this temperature, and kinetic energy of 
the molecules striking the surface. 
The main constituents of the cryopumped gas 
load will be oxygen and nitrogen. Data available 
suggest that the value of j for these gases on a 
20°K surface will be close to 1.0 (5). Thus, for 
nitrogen, a t  a mean temperature of 100°K: 
S = 6.69 liters per second cm2 of surface area 
= 117,000 liters per second for the actual 
surface area of the inner chamber. 
For oxygen, 
S =6.27 liters per second cm2 of surface area 
- 110,099 l i ters per secnnd. 
Pumping of Noncondensable Gases 
It  has been shown that cryogenic pumping 
provides high pumping speeds for the condensable 
gases. However, it is anticipated that hydrogen, 
with vapor pressure of 760 mm of mercury a t  
20°K, will be a constituent of the gas load from 
be made for pumping hydrogen gas. Attempts, 
meeting with limited success, have been tried 
using cryotrapping (6) and gettering using evapo- 
rated molybdenum films (7). However, the meth- 
od which seems to provide the greatest possi- 
bility for success is cryosorption, the adsorption 
of gas on an adsorbent material maintained a t  
cryogenic temperatures. The potentialities of 
cryosorption have long been recognized; however, 
its use in pumping hydrogen at  ultrahigh vacua 
has met with two major engineering difficulties, 
that of maintaining the adsorbent bed a t  cryo- 
genic temperatures with minimal temperature 
gradients across the adsorbent, and that of 
containing the adsorbent in the chamber. 
Both problems appear to have been solved by 
the successful bonding of an absorbent (3lolecular 
Sieve 5A) to stainless steel or aluminum plate 
(2). The bond is reported to be unaffected by 
temperature cycling from room temperature to 
20°K. The adsorbent thickness (from ?&" to xw) 
is such as to minimize temperature differences 
across the adsorbent layer. The panel, coated 
with adsorbent and cooled to 20°K, has been 
shown to provide pumping speeds for hydrogen of 
6,600 liters per second ft2 of absorbent surface 
area at Torr, corresponding to an adsorption 
coefficient of 0.16 (2). This pumping speed re- 
mains fairly constant until an appreciable fraction 
of the surface has been utilized. I t  becomes of 
primary importance, then, to obtain information 
concerning the volume of hydrogen that can be 
adsorbed before saturation of the panel is a p  
proached, this influencing the pumping speed and 
the length of time before desaturation of the 
adsorbent is necessary. 
The volume of a gas adsorbed by a surface is 
primarily a function of temperature and pressure. 
The Dubinin-Radushkevitch equation (9) has met 
with success in predicting the adsorption of nitro- 
gen on glass a t  77°K (10) and that of hydrogen on 
charcoal a t  20°K (11). An application of this 
- .  
equation to estimail~~g ilie iidsorpti~:: sf hydrcrgpn 
on Jlolecular Sieve 5A would thus seem to be of 
considerable merit. 
According t o  the  Dubinin-Radushkevitch 
equation: 
loglo I' = log,, IT,t - d T-  log - 
O [  ;::I
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where with liquid helium a t  4.2"K, as has been con- 
V =  volume adsorbed at hydrogen pressure structed a t  the National Research Corporation 
and a t  Lewis Laboratories (NASA). Whereas I 
PII,  (std. cc) the quoted pumping speed for cryosorption of 
PBat =vapor pressure of hydrogen a t  20°K hydrogen on Molecular Sieve 5A corresponds to  
A = experimental constant. an adsorption coefficient of 0.16, the sticking 1 
coefficient for hydrogen on a 4.2"K surface is only 
Utilizing data obtained a t  to Torr (2) %bout .O1 (12). H ~ ~ ~ ~ ,  cryosorption at 20°K 
for the adsorption of hydrogen on Molecular Sieve provides higher pumping speeds than cryopump- 
5A, the numerical constants in the equation were ing at 4 .2~K.  ~~~~h~~ the cryosorption system 
obtained. Thus : has obvious economic advantages. 
log,, V =  3.35-5X 10-5T2(log10 P/P,,t)* Leak Rates 1 
a t  P= 10-l5 Torr, V =  .00089 std. rc/gram of ad- 
~h~ performance of a vacuum system depends, 
sorbent, or J'=6.8X1011 liters of hydrogen Per to a great extent, on the magnitude of the real 
gram at a Pressure 'O-I5 TOrr. and virtual gas leak rates. The rate of real gas 
Since 4 square feet of panel area corresponds to  in-leakage has been minimizeti hy providing a 
370 grams of adsorbent, the total capacity of the guard vacuum ,f 10-10 to T ~ ~ ~ .  ~f it is 
panel amounts to 2.5= 1014 liters of a t  assumed that a hole exists in the test chamber of 
a pressure of If there were area .O1 cm2, the molecular flow through the hole 
to  be a gas load of lo-* Torr liters of hydrogen per would be given by: 
second from the test object, the panel would be 
saturated after: Q = CAP 
2.5 x I oL4 where 
t=lO-" 1015 C =conductance (liters per second) 
i 
Q = rate of in-leakage (Torr liters per second) 
= 2.5 X lo7 secontls P = pressure differential across opening 1 
=7.0X103 hours. 
where 
This example demonstrates that the adsorbent 
I 
can be used for a long term test with no necd for ~ e r  sccbond (1) I 
desaturation and regeneration. Further, such a 
small fraction of the adsorhents' capacity will 1)e A area (cm2). 
utilized a t  ultrahigh vacua, that the adsorption 
will remain constant. since, from ki- The worst possible case of in-leakage would be 
netic theory, the volume of a gas striking unit  that of hydrogen, since hydrogen has the lowest 
area of a surface per unit timc is indcpentlmt of molecular weight. Assuming the hydrogen 
the gas pressure, the pumping speed for hydrogen a "lume at 770K~ 
will remain invariant during the test, 6,600 liters 
per second ft2 of panel area. C,I2=3.64(.0I 
The cryosorhent panel must be baffled in order 
= 226 liters per second 
to Prevent gases other than hydrogen Thus, the ratc of real gas in-lcakagc for this 
ing the adsorbent. Data are available (2,8) case is equal to: 
which indicate that small vo l~~mcs  of condcnsa1)le 
gases, e.g. nitrogen, on the adsorbent surface cause Q = ,226 X 1 0-lo Torr litcrs per second. 
a marked decrease in the hydrogen adsorption The virtual gas load is due to outgassing of the 
capacity of the cryosor1)ent. test object and the chamber walls. Since the 
I t  is of interest to compare, a t  this point, the walls of thc test c+hamt)er are maintained a t  20°K, 
capahilitics for handling hydrogcn of the cryo- and Ilsyton (13) has shown that the outgassing 
p~lmping-cryosorption systc.m operating a t  15" to rate of mc.tals d(.creases logarithmically with tern- 
20°K with thoscl of a cryopump system opc.r:~t ing pcr:lturc, i t  is :ihhumed that, the gas load emanating 
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from the chamber walls will b negligible. The 
tat object, however, may be operating a t  room 
temperature, providing a significant contribution 
to the gas load in the chamber. 
In estimating the performance of the system, 
as indicated by the ultimate pressure in the cham- 
ber, two cases will be considered; first, a clean and 
empty chamber and second, a chamber with a 
test object having a prescribed outgassing rate. 
The pumping speeds provided for the condensable 
gases by cryogenic pumping and the pumping 
speed for hydrogen by cryosorption have already 
been indicated. It will be assumed that the sur- 
face area of the cryosorption panels is 4.0 square 
feet, providing a pumping speed for hydrogen of 
26,400 liters per second. 
For the clean and empty chamber, with neg- 
ligible virtual leak rate, the real gas in-leakage 
was found to be 2.26=10-n Torr liters per 
second, assuming the gas to be hydrogen and an 
opening of area .O1 square centimeters. Thus, 
the ultimate pressure attainable, at  steady state 
conditions, would be : 
Q 
Pultmate = - S 
=8.7X 10-l6 Torr. 
With a test object in the chamber, it will be 
assumed as an example, that the gas load will be 
2X10-9 Torr litsers per second, with 1 percent of 
this being hydropen, the rest nitrogen. Now, the 
ultimate pressure is determined by the pumping 
speed for nitrogen, 117,000 liters per second. The 
partial pressure of nitrogen is given by: 
= 1.69 X 10-l4 Torr. 
The partial pressure of hydrogen, for this case, is: 
= 7.7 X 10-IE Torr. 
Thus, for the gas load specified in this example, 
the limit on the performance is det,ermined by the 
pumping speed for the condensable gas, not the 
noncondensable gas. 
INSTRUMENTATION 
In order to specify the environment to which a 
test object has been subjected, it is necessary to 
be able to measure the pressure or molecular flux 
at  several points in the test chamber and also, to 
be able to determine the predominant molecular 
species, and their partial pressures. 
Figure 4 shows the approximate pressure ranges 
of several different types of gauges. Those of 
interest in this application, where the ultimate 
pressure will be of the order of 10-l5 Torr, include 
the cold cathode (Redhead) gauge, hot cathode 
gauge, and the mass spectrometers. It is signi- 
ficant that Alpert (14) asserts that the lowest 
known direct measurement of total pressure was 
4X 10-l3 Torr, made by Lafferty (15) using a hot 
cathode, magnetron gauge. However, with any 
gauge operating at  these pressure levels, especially 
the hot cathode gauges, there is the question of 
the contamination introduced into the chamber 
by surface effects (out-gassing, adsorption, etc.) 
taking place on the gauge itself. Obviously, it is 
a requirement of any measuring instrument not 
to change the environment in which it is inserted. 
I t  seems, at  this time, that methods of achieving 
ultrahigh vacua have surpassed the means for 
measuring vacua. 
Instrumentation for the chamber will have to 
be provided for measuring the principal constit- 
uents of the residual gas in the chamber a t  any 
time and their percentages of the total gas present. 
Alpert (4) indicates that the optimum instrument 
a t  the present time is a high sensitivity, mass 
spectrometer developed by Davis (16) and c a p  
able of measuring partial pressures as low as 10-l6 
Torr. Again, the accuracy of the instrument 
depends on a knowledge of the surface effects 
introduced by the instrument itself. Initial mea- 
surements will be made with a cold cathode, 
Redhead gauge and electrometer, capable of 
indicating pressures down to IU-'~ Torr. IT, is 
visioned that, when the research chamber be- 
comes available, improvements will have been 
made in gauging that will extend the measurable 
range down below the present level. I t  is antici- 
pated that research will have to be done in order 
to amend mass spectrometers currently available 
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to  allow measurements of 
hydrogen, helium and other 
chamber a t  10-l5 Torr. 
partial pressures of 
gases present in the 
CONCLUSIONS 
In conclusion, a system designed to approach 
the pressure environment of space, utilizing cryo- 
genic pumping and cryosorption a t  15OK to 20°K 
has been described. Calculations have been 
shown which demonstrate the feasibility of such 
a system. High pumping speeds are provided 
for the condensable gases by cryopumping, and 
for hydrogen, the principle noncondensable gas, 
by cryosorption. Ultimate pressures in the test 
volume are calculated to be beyond the limit of 
present inst,rumentation. 
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A BIFILAR MOMENT OF INERTIA FACILITY* 
GEORGE H. JOSES 
SUMMARY 
Most mass measurement facilities perform single functions. However, a facility for per- 
forming multiple mass properties measurements of rigid bodies, such as spacecraft components 
and/or assemblies weighing up to 1,000 pounds, is in operation a t  the IiASA-Goddard Space 
Flight Center. I t  provides measurements of weight, center of gravity, moment of inertia, and 
product of inertia in a completely self contained facility. 
Weight measurement is provided by a calibrated load cell mounted in the support system; 
center of gravity, by load cells arranged to determine the mechanical moment required to  bal- 
ance the weight moment of the test item; moment of inertia, through application of the bifilar 
pendulum; and product of inertia, by means of dynamic recording of force moments developed 
in torsional oscillation. 
A view into the background of spacecraft mass measurements a t  Goddard Space Flight 
Center is discussed. The advent of the second generation or observatory type scientific space- 
craft pointed t o  the need for larger capacity and more accurate mass measurement facilities. 
This need led to  consideration of a multiple mass measuring facility instead of individual facilities 
for the separate operations. 
The development history of the facility is dicus.ed, including problems encountered and 
their solutions. The historical treatment begins with the design specification and runs through 
the proposal, contractor's development, installation, modifications, acceptance, and operational 
experience. 
A description of the facility is given with a functional discussion of the major components 
and assemblies. Built-in handling and maintenance aids are described. 
A test sequence for a typical sample spacecraft is described. Cse of data sheets for record- 
ing test n~easurements is described, and the derivation of constants used in the data sheets is shown. 
BACKGROUND capacity and/or greater accuracy than now exists, 
The experimental measurement of mass charac- why not consider a facility for performing multiple 
teristics of spacecraft, sounding rockets, and/or mass properties measurements of rigid bodies? 
components involves individual measurements This is precisely what was done a t  Goddard Space 
performed on separate facilities or equipment. Flight Center. 
This is both in time and in the laboratory With the advent of the second generation or 
space needed for the separate facilities. The observatory type scientific spacecraft, the need 
valuable (often priceless) spacecraft are subjected for accurate center of gravity location and mo- 
to a high degree of handling and transportation ment of inertia measurements rather forcefully 
in the normal performance of routine test measure- pointed to a need for new equipment. The 
ments. Why, then, continue to make these Scientific Space Age was no longer in the 100 to 
rn.e~silre~n_~nts QE sep~rzte facgitia? &- 300 pound payload era, but rather in the era of 
vious answer, of course, is cost. But if, on the upwards to 1000 pounds for the observatory 
other hand, current or near future needs sub- experiments. The Goddard Space Flight Center 
stantiate a requirement for equipment of a larger simply did not have facilities capable of perform- 
ing mass measurements of spacecraft of this size 
*Presented at the 23rd National Conference of the Society of Aero- and weight. A need existed for the 
nautical Weight Engineers, Dallas, Texas. May 18-21. 1964. of new facilities. 
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DEVELOPMENT HISTORY 
Experimental measurement of mass moments 
of inertia can be made in a number of different 
ways. Some of the more common methods 
employ principles of the simple torsional pendu- 
lum, the compound pendulum, the bifilar pendu- 
lum, the inclined plane and the rocker. These 
are shown in simple form in Figure 1. Con- 
sideration of the advantages of: (I) relatively 
uncluttered space above the support platform; 
(2) ease of immobilizing a support platform for 
loading and unloading; (3) relatively safe measure- 
ment operation; and (4) potentially high degree of 
accuracy led to  the selection of a bifilar pendulum 
facility for moment of inertia measurements. A 
specification was subsequently prepared for the 
design and construction of a moment of inertia 
facilit,y capable of measnring weight, center of 
gravity, moment of inertia, and product of 
inertia of rigid bodies such as spacecraft com- 
ponents and/or assemblies weighing up to 1000- 
pounds. 
To  provide a higher degree of accuracy without 
undue complexity, it was specified that the facility 
have two measuring ranges defined as low range 
and high range. In  the low range configuration, 
the facility was required to provide measurement 
capability of test items having the following 
characteristics: (1) maximum size-30 inches 
diameter X 48 inches long; (2) weight 30 pounds 
through 180 pounds; and (3) moment of inertia- 
may be as low as 0.3 slug-ft2 about any principal 
axis. In the high range configuration the facility 
was required to provide measurement capability 
of test items having characteristics as follows: 
(I) maximum size-4 feet diameter X 10 feet long; 
(2) weight-160 pounds through 1000 pounds; and 
(3) moment of inertia-may be as low as 3.0 
slug-ft2 about any principal axis. 
Accuracy requirements were specified for low 
range as fo1lolr.s: (1) weight-within *0.15 per- 
cent or f 0.2 pound, whichever is greater; (2) 
center of gravity-within 0.030 inch of actual 
position; (3) moment of inertia-within + 0.5 per- 
cent or + O.OOG slug-ft" whichever is greater; and 
(4) product of inertia-minimum sensitivity of 
0.05 slug-ft2 required. Similarly, the high range 
accuracies were specifietl as  follows: (1) weight- 
within + 0.15 percent or * 1.0 pound, whichever 
is greater; (2) center of gravity-within 0.030 
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inch of actual position; (3) moment of inertia- 
within + 0.5 percent or + 0.04 slug-ft2, whichever 
is greater; and (4) product of inertia-minimum 
sensitivity of 0.50 slug-ft2 required. 
A Request for Proposal was submitted to a 
number of qualified contractors in routine manner 
and the normal procedures were followed in 
evaluating the technical proposals. A contract 
was ultimately awarded to Miller Research 
Laboratories (now Miller Research Corporation) 
of Baltimore, Maryland for the design, develop- 
ment, manufacture, installation, calibration and 
acceptance testing of a multipurpose mass mea- 
surement facility in accordance with Goddard's 
specification. 
The measurement principles in the proposed 
design had been tried and proven and represented 
no radical departures from familiar techniques. 
Weight is measured simply by the use of a 
calibrated electronic load cell mounted in the 
support system of the base structure. Load 
cells of two capacities are supplied to provide a 
higher degree of accuracy in the low range. 
Center of gravity displacement measurement 
utilizes a mechanical moment principles. The 
unbalanced moment created by a displacement of 
the center of gravity of the test item from the 
neutral axis of the facility is balanced by a 
mechanical moment that is easily determined by 
load cells arranged to  directly measure the moment 
force. This system is significantly more accurate 
than systems which rely upon load measurements 
a t  two or more approximately equal points of 
support, wherein the center of gravity must be 
determined by computing the difference between 
moments calculated from relatively small dif- 
ferences in relatively large weight measurements. 
The accuracy of the mechanical moment method 
of center of gravity determination is largely 
independent of the weight of the item being 
measured. 
Moment of inertia measurement utilizes the 
bifilar torsional pendulum principles. The tor- 
sional pendulum technique has inherent advant- 
ages over other pendulum methods in that the 
axis of oscillation of the torsional pendulum is 
coincident with (or nearly so) the centroidal axis 
of the test item about which moment of inertia is 
to be measured. The error resulting from 
inaccuracies in the measured parameters asso- 
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Thin Wire (k) 
Suction Cup, Test Body 
Lug etc. Z
Oscil lation (T) 
Torsional Pendulum (when k i s  known) 
k T 2  I = -  
4 n1 
I I 
4, 
d -  .c 
d ' 2 -  6- 
Suspension 
Cords &L I ' -  
I +Test Body 
I 
I 
F d 2  TI I = -  
16 n 2  L 
Bifilar Suspension (suspension cwds must be highly flexible) 
Test Body (1) 
R 
Identical Ends 
e 
I Inclined Plane Body rol ls d in. from rest (without slipping) in  t seconds 
+ 
Reference Body (Ir) & Test Body ( I )  
Torsional Pendulum (k i s  unknown) 
1 = 1, [(;:I = .- j 
Rocker 
1. DI T1 1 = -
16 n' R 
Bearings (should not 
unduly restrain motion) 
Test Body (e.9. motor 
ormoture) 
Pendulum (connecting-rod 
weight relot i re ly l ight) 
SYMBOLS 
D = dia. in. k = torsional spring constant,  oz-in./radians 
d = distance,  in. L = length of pendulum, in. 
g = gravity. in.lsecl R = radius, in. 
1 = ,nertia of t e s t  body about symmetry axis, T = period of osc i l la t ion  sec 
oz-in.-sec' P = weight of t e s t  body. 02  
.Ir = reference inertia, oz-I".-secl U', = reference weight,  or  
FIGURE 1.S imple  experimental methods of measuring moment of inertia. 
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ciated with the transfer of axis is thus eliminated 
or minimized. The bifilar torsional pendulum 
permits greater freedom and more versatility 
in positioning the test on a platform or table than 
is possible with a simple torsional pendulum. 
Product of inertia is measured by a dynamic 
recording of the force moments developed in 
torsional oscillation. The load cells used to 
determine the static unbalanced moment for 
center of gravity location are used in conjunction 
with a recorder for the dynamic force moment 
measurement. 
DESCRIPTION OF FACILITY 
Figure 2 provides an overall view of the facility. 
The main components are: (1) a supporting 
A-frame structure; (2) a test item support 
platform or table; (3) torsion rods; (4) torsion 
pivot assembly; ( 5 )  load cells; and ( G )  equipment 
and control console. 
The supporting A-frame structure provides the 
rigid framework of the facility, and allows it to be 
a self-contained facility that does not have to be 
attached to the building structure. 
Two support platforms, or tables, are provided 
for the high and low ranges. They are shown in 
Figures 3 and 4. The lower tare weight and 
moment of inertia of the low range table permits 
greater accuracies of the measured mass charac- 
teristics of small test objects to be obtained. 
The tables in both ranges are statically and 
dynamically balanced, within the sensitivity of 
the measuring equipment of the facility, to 
minimize inaccuracies and eliminate the need for 
correction calculations in the characteristics of 
the swinging gear. Range change can be accom- 
plished rather rapidly (about 30 minutes by two 
men) and with a minimum of adjustment. 
The support platform or table is attached, 
FIGURE 2.-13ifilar moment of inertia facility. through momcnt load cells, to a support beam as 
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shown in Figure 5 .  The support beam is, in turn, 
suspended from the upper structure by two 
torsion rods or filaments. At either end the 
bifilar filaments are attached to bearing housings 
which permit two degrees of freedom during the 
torsional pendulum oscillations. 
FI(.I-RE 5.-Support beam assembly. 
The lo\rer center pivot assembly restrains the 
oscillation of the support platform against any 
mode other than torsion when the system is 
oscillated as a bifilar torsional pendulum. The 
pivot assembly also permits linear motion to 
occur during torsional oscillation. The pivot 
shaft provides the necessary rigidity to support 
the table assembly and the test object on the 
weighing load cell when the bifilar filaments are 
disconnected. This is necessary only when the 
test object is being weighed. 
The hydraulic jacks beneath the support beam 
are used for trvo purposes: (1) they immobilize 
the table n-hen it is being loaded or unloaded; and 
(2) they raise the support beam to permit the 
bifilar filaments to be disconnected, and then 
loll-er the support beam until the pivot shaft 
conracts and is supported by the rrelght load cell. 
Immobilization of the table is desirable to prevent 
accidental oscillation, and possible damage there- 
from to the test object, during loading and 
unloading. X measure of protection against 
over-stressing the load cells is afforded by im- 
mobilizing the load beam during loading and 
unloading. 
Ai monorail extends in both directions from the 
center of the lipper platform to support a 1-ton 
capacity air hoist that is used to pick up, position, 
ant1 set dolvn the test object on the table. Ac- 
curately located alignment holes are prorided in 
the tables of both the high and low ranges to 
facilitate test object positioning. If "G" loading 
is extremely critical, as it is on some of the space- 
craft, a Hydra-set may be used between the air 
hoist and the spacecraft to  permit very gentle 
vertical positioning of the spacecraft. 
A removable ladder and work platform are 
prorided to permit ready access for inspection of 
the upper bearing housings and to  facilitate the 
repositioning of the bifilar filaments when chang- 
ing from one range configuration to the other. In 
normal operation the ladder and work platform 
remain attached to the facility structure. If an 
oversized test item, or one with appenclages that 
would other~vise be obstructed by the platform 
and 'or ladder, should require the measurement of 
mass characteristics, then the ladder and platform 
can be removed to permit a larger envelope to 
be tested. The self contained air hoist can be 
used to lon-er the w-ork platform to floor level 
after it is unbolted from the structural frame. 
The instrumentation is housed in a desk type 
console shown in Figure 6. The uppermost piece 
of rack mounted equipment is a Revere Corpora- 
tion of =Imerica manual balance load indicator 
with a 3 cell selector switch. The load indicator 
pro\,ides digital readout of the selected load cells. 
Capacities of the load cells in the high range are: 
(1) weighing load cell-1200 pounds; and (2) 
moment load cells (2 load cells)-120 pounds each. 
The 1011- range capacities are: (1) weighing load 
cell-210 pounds; and (2) moment load cells 
(2  load cells)-60 pounds each. The load cells 
are all Revere Corporation of America universal 
cells that were calibrated as a system to an 
accurary of n-ithin k0.1 percent of applied load 
down to 0.1 capacity ancl k0.1 percent of 0.1 
capacity loacl doxvn to zero. Since the capacities 
of the rarious load cells are all divisible into 1200 
(the capacity of the largest load cell). this was 
used as a> the basis for the digital readout of the 
load indicator. For the 1200 pound capacity load 
cell, the indicated force is the indicated reading. 
For the 210 pound capacity load cell, the indicated 
force i.; the inclicated reading divided by 5 .  For 
the 120 polinti and GO pound capacity load cells, 
the indicated force is obtained by dividing the 
indicated readings by 10 and 20 respectively. 
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FIGURE 6.-Instrument console. 
The other rack mounted instrument is a 
Hewlett-Packard Model 522BR electronic coun- 
ter. Its function is to provide an accurate 
measure of the period of oscillation for a particular 
test item configuration during moment of inertia 
operation. During oscillation, a beam of light 
incident upon a photoelectric cell is periodically 
interrupted. Signals from the photoelectric cell 
are sent to the Hewlett-Packard counter. The 
resulting time lapse between signals represents 
the half period of oscillation for the test con- 
figuration. 
The portable unit shown on the desk of the 
console is a Sanborn Model 301 single channel 
recorder. I t  is used in conjunction with the 
moment load cells to detect the presence of 
product of inertia. The test configuration is 
oscillated as in the moment of inertia measure- 
ment, except now first one and then the other 
moment load cell is switched to the recorder. 
Any dynamic unbalance forces (product of inertia) 
on the table will be picked up by either or both 
of the two moment load cells and registered as a 
sine wave on the Sanborn recorder. 
CALIBRATION AND ACCEPTANCE TESTING 
During fabrication and preliminary calibration 
and checkout of the facility at  the contractor's 
plant, no major problems were encountered. 
The facility was delivered to Goddard Space 
Flight Center in September 1962. Erection, 
alignment and preliminary calibration were com- 
pleted in early October. Acceptance testing, 
using steel calibration slugs of simple geometric 
shapes that had been dimensionally measured 
and weighed and properly certified by the National 
Bureau of Standards, was begun. The acceptance 
testing consisted of demonstrating specification 
accuracies in weight, center of gravity displace- 
ment, moment of inertia, and product of inertia 
a t  any three points in each range designated by 
the Goddard technical representative. Acccp- 
tance test points were selected near the bottom of 
the weight and moment of inertia limit, approxi- 
mately mid-range, and near the upper limit in 
both the high and low ranges. This selection 
provided evidence of performance a t  both ex- 
tremes and an intermediate point in each range 
of operation. 
Reduction of the acceptance test data disclosed 
an inconsistent behavior of the facility in measur- 
ing weight of the various test items. Other 
measurements were within the required accuracies. 
Additional tests and investigations were made to 
determine the cause of the irregularities. I t  was 
found that a preload existed in the fit of the linear 
ball bushing spline shaft of the lower pivot bear- 
ing assembly. The assembly was dismantled by 
the contractor and ret,urned to his plant where it 
was reworked to provide a free fitting assembly 
with no bearing preload. The facility was then 
reassembled, realigned, and preliminary tests 
were conduct,ed t,o assure consistent measurement 
behavior. I t  was mutually agreed by the con- 
tractor and the Goddard technical representative 
that center of gravity accuracy would not have 
been affected in any way by the rework of the 
pivot bearing assembly, so retesting of this 
parameter was waived. rlcceptance tests of 
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weight, moment of inertia and product of inertia of accuracy performed by the original cclntra.ctor. 
were reconducted a t  all three points of both the This was accomplished in August 1963 without 
high and low ranges. Completion of these tests incident, and the facility has been fully opera- 
was accomplished in early December 1962. All tional since that time. 
measured mass characteristics were found to be 
within specified accuracies. 
Some additional testing was done by Goddard 
personnel to become fully competent in the use 
of the facility. During this testing, i t  was found 
that the center pivot bearing assembly now 
appeared to have excessive lateral motion. The 
contractor was called in to examine the facility 
and formal acceptance was held up pending the 
findings of the examination. Actual measure- 
ments by the contractor showed lateral motion in 
excess of 0.004 inch, which was double the amount 
he deemed necessary for required accuracies on 
test items with centers of gravity elevated to a 
maximum height of 6 feet above the support table. 
The pivot bearing assembly was again removed 
and this time it was redesigned by the contractor. 
The splined shaft linear ball bushing was replaced 
with a ground cylindrical shaft linear ball bushing 
of precision fit. The diameter of the shaft was 
increased slightly to provide a greater margin of 
protection against failure due to bending caused 
by severe center of gravity offsets. 
The modified pivot shaft assembly was returned 
to Goddard and was reinstalled in the facility. 
Following the usual realignment and preliminary 
checkout procedure, acceptance testing was begun 
anew. Following the now familiar pattern, 
weight, moment of inertia and product of inertia 
accuracies were demonstrated a t  three points in 
both the high and low ranges. Again, center of 
gravity testing was waived because it was not 
deemed to have been affected by the modifications 
to the center pivot assembly. Again, the 
accuracies of all measured test configurations 
were found to be within acceptable limits and the 
lateral motion of the pivot shaft was also accept- 
zzble. The fzci!it.y was finally declared to be 
operational in June 1963. 
A new obstacle soon loomed in the path of the 
now smooth sailing operation. A Goddard space 
shufRe required that the facility be moved. 
After these many months of striving for an 
acceptable facility and finally attaining the goal, 
now this! The only practical solution to retain a 
valid warranty was to have the move and proof 
OPERATIONAL EXPERIENCE 
During the period since the facility was first 
fully accepted in June 1963, a considerable 
experience log has been compiled as shown in 
Table 1. The S-48 Flight Unit #1 spacecraft 
moment of inertia was remeasured about the 
pitch and yaw axes a t  the request of the project 
personnel. The first measurements, performed 
on August 15, 1963 were: pitch, 1.616 slug-ft2; 
and yaw, 1.616 slug-ft2. When remeasured on 
November 6, 1963, the values obtained were: 
pitch, 1.608 slug-ft2; and yaw, 1.614 slug-ft2. 
The measured values repeated within 0.008 
slug-ft2, which is within the specification accuracy 
of the facility. 
TYPICAL TEST SEQUENCE 
A typical test sequence will be described for the 
measurement of weight, center of gravity, and 
moment of inertia of a sample spacecraft. As- 
sume that the calculated weight of the spacecraft 
is 300 pounds and the calculated moment of inertia 
about the desired axis of measurement (pitch) 
is 24 slug-ft2. The center of gravity is calculated 
to be 20.000 inches forward of the interface. The 
spacecraft has previously been statically and 
dynamically balanced (on a spin balance facility) 
about the roll axis. The longitudinal center of 
gravity location, therefore, is the only one required. 
The high range configuration is required since 
the weight of the spacecraft is between 160 pounds 
and 1000 pounds. This configuration uses a 
1200 pound capacity weighing load cell and 2 
moment load cells having a capacity of 120 pounds 
each. The high range table and the appropriate 
bifilar filament spacing are also required. The 
table is checked with a precision level to be sure 
the surface is !c;~z! tc! wit.hin 0.0005 inch per foot. 
The load indicator and the period timer are 
turned on and permitted to warm up for a 
minimum of 30 minutes prior to starting the test. 
Assume, also, that a simple fi-.t.ure is required to 
support the spacecraft on the facility. In the 
case of this spacecraft, the fixture consists of a 
simple plywood cradle of symmetrical design that 
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TABLE 1.-Measurements Performed on Bijilar Facility 
Date 
Spacecraft or 
Sounding Rocket hleasurements 
has previously been statically balanced about its 
geometric axes of symmetry. The fixture weight 
has been accurately measured and found to be 
6.00 pounds. 
The no load indicated readings of the moment 
load cells are determined ant1 recorded on line 1 
of the Center of Gravity Detcrmination Data 
Sheet shown as Figure 7. For convenience, the 
compression readings are set to zero and the ten- 
sion readings are recorded as 75.G for Cell No. 2 
and 44.2 for Cell No. 3 for no load balanced 
conditions. A no load zero setting is also made 
for the weighing load cell (Cell No. I). The 
fixture is now placed on the table in the propcrly 
oriented position. I t  is precisely positioned such 
that its center of gravity coincides exactly with 
the center of the table. This is easily and quickly 
accomplished by using the load indicator as a 
positioning meter. When thc fixture is positioned 
as stated, no unbalanced moment is exerted and 
the indicated load cell readings are the same for 
the moment load cells as were the no load in- 
dicated readings. 
The hydraulic jacks are now raised against the 
underside of the support beam to immobilize thc 
table and prevent it from being accidentally 
moved while the spacecaraft is being positioned. 
The air hoist is then usctl to lift the sp:~ccc'r:~ft 
7-30-63_-. . . 
8- 5-53_. . . . 
8- 9-63 - - - - _  
8-1243- _. . 
8-15-6'3. .. . . 
9- 9-63 -_-_. 
11- 6-63- _ _. . 
1- 4-64 -.._. 
1- 6-64- - _ _. 
1-28-64_. . . . 
1-31-64 --... 
2- 5-64 -.__. 
2-26-64- _ _. _ 
3-17-64-_. . . 
3-18-64- _. _. 
4- 7-64 -.__. 
from its handling dolly, move it along the mono- 
rail to a position over the fixture, and lower it 
S-52 Thermal Vacuum Simulator - - - -  
S-52 Prototype _ - _ _ _  ._--. - - - - - -  --.- 
S-52 Flight Unit ._..-----. . . . . -. . 
S-52 Separation Unit.. .- . -. -. - -. - - 
S-48 Flight TTnit #l._.__ ._. ._.----. 
S-48 Flight Vnit #2 _--....._----.-- 
S-48 Flight Unit #I.-. . _ - _ - _. _ - - - -. 
San Marco-Shot Put 8- _ _-.------- 
NASA 8.31 Sounding Rocket_.- - - - - - 
OAO-WEP (Prime Exper. Pkg.) ----. 
OAO-REP (Control Elec. Pkg.) - _ _ - -  
0%-Balloon Gondola Simul:ttor- - - -  
NASA 8.28 Sounding Rocket.__ _ - - - - 
KASA 14.29 Sounding Rocket ------. 
AOSO-Balloon Gondola- - - _ - _ _. _ - - - 
XASA 8.20 Sounding Rocket ---.--.. 
gently into the fixture with its pitch axis vertical 
Wt., c.g., & M.I. 
Wt., c.g., & M.I. 
Wt., c.g., & h1.I. 
3I.I. 
Wt., c.g., & M.I. 
Wt., c.g., & M.I. 
h'l.1. 
R t .  & M.I. 
c.g. & M.I. 
Wt., c.g., & M.1. 
Wt., c.g., & M.1. 
Wt. & h1.I. 
Wt., c.g., & M.I. 
Wt., c.g., & hI.1. 
Wt. & M.I. 
Wt. & M.I. 
KAJA H E E T  
IWO LB MOMENT OF INERTIA FACILITY 
CENTER OF GRAVITY DETERMINATION - HIGH RANGE 
T.C.,.C, "Irr p.,r 
" " M # C R  
XYZ SPACE EXPLORER 3-1 6-64 
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- 
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,".lo 
TEN ( t i  ! 10-P I - i  T E N  i t ,  I COY? ( - I  
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, l o  I 
4 "(I L O A D  CORRFCTED FORCE 
<I+.- 2 + 3, 
I C O R R E C T E D  GOI ICE  
,I*.* 6 t I ,  
9 NO LOAD CORRECTED F O r ) C I  
., 
10 Y O l E W I  T O R l G  
1 8 t . ~  B - 9) 7 07 0 03 
I"~c;lricl.: 7.-Ccntcr of gravity data sheet. 
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and with the interface positioned 20.000 inches 
from the center of the table. Readings.of Load 
Cell No. 2 and Load Cell No. 3 are made and 
recorded on line 5 of the Center of Gravity 
Determination Data Sheet. 
Before proceeding further with calculations of 
center of gravity displacement, it is necessary to 
determine the weight of the spacecraft. The 
load indicator selector switch is turned to Cell 
No. 1. With the support beam supported on 
hydraulic jacks, the bifilar filaments are dis- 
connected from the support beam by removing 
the cap screws that attach the lower bearing 
housings to the support beam as shown in Figure 
5. The filaments are then pulled aside and 
attached by a light chain to the structural leg 
assembly. While the support beam is still 
supported on the hydraulic jacks, the load cell 
balance indicator is set for zero at no load. The 
hydraulic jacks are slowly retracted to permit 
the pivot shaft to be fully supported on the com- 
pression button of the weight load cell. The load 
indicator is manually balanced and the indicated 
reading is entered as Item 1, Column 1 of the 
Weight Determination Data Sheet as shown in 
Figure 8. The hydraulic jacks are again extended 
just enough to remove the load from the load cell. 
The no load zero setting is checked. The jacks 
are retracted to permit the load to again be 
supported on the load cell. The load indicator 
is again manually balanced and the indicated 
reading is entered in Column 2, Item 1 of the 
Weight Determination Data Sheet. The process 
is repeated twice more and the indicated readings 
are entered in Columns 3 and 4 of the Weight 
Determination Data Sheet. 
The weight data reduction consists simply of 
completing Items 2 through 7 on the Data Sheet. 
These steps involve nothing more than applying 
the proper calibration correction for the indicated 
weight, subtracting the tare weight of the system, 
and taking the average of the calculated values. 
Having measured the weights, the center oi 
gravity data reduction can now be completed. 
Returning to the Center of Gravity Determination 
Data Sheet (Figure 7).  it is noted that the loaded 
condition indicated read* (Line 5 )  increased in 
tension for Cell No. 2, but remained substantially 
unchanged from the no load reading for Cell No. 3. 
This indicates the center of gravity is not dis- 
DATA W e T  
ICCa LB YYlENl OF INFRTU F U L l T I  
WEIGHT D E T E W I U T K U  - I W  RANGE 
CELL l CSLL l C L L L I  CELL 1 
4627 462 8 461.6 4627 
462.7 461.8 4 2  6 462 7 
4 1 2  +1.12 4.12 e1.12 
463 82 j 463 92 463 72 463 82 
117 67 131 67 1- 67 I57-67 
3W1S / 3 W 2 5  3MOS 3M1S 
-c. *."I mrs 
FIGURE 8.-Weight determination data sheet. 
XYZ SPACE EXPLORER 
placed laterally from the center of the spacecraft 
as should be expected for a statically balanced 
spacecraft. The indicated reading of 146.4 in 
tension for Cell No. 2 shows that Cell No. 2 has 
been subjected to a tensile force caused by an un- 
balanced moment acting along the longitudinal 
axis of the spacecraft. Applying the necessary 
corrections and following the step-by-step com- 
putations outlined on the Center of Gravity 
Determination Data Sheet leads to the actual 
longitudinal center of gravity displacement (Line 
11, Cell No. 2) of 0.228 inch from the expected 
position. 
The spacecraft can now be repositioned longi- 
tudinally to place the center of gravity directly 
over the center of the table, or an appropriate 
correction for the transfer of axis can be made for 
zlcment nf inertia measurement. For the pur- 
pose of this discussion, it will be assumed that the 
spacecraft will be repositioned to place the center 
of gravity directly over the table center and 
coincident with the axis of oscillation when 
oscillated as a bifilar pendulum. 
Before moment of inertia measurement is made, 
the lower ends of the bifilar filament bearing 
1-16-64 
""".em -IzCL DC.-"l1O* 
ORBITAL SPACECRAFT + FIXTURE 
-- - - 
1. IUMCLYED SEADWO 
1 IND1CATm WflCWT* 
3. CALIBMTID* coearnlar 
, m a  Fa- n 
4. CDRsfCTED WElCl l l  
I h l i l ,  
1. 1 , R I  W I I U T  
6 TEI, I T T I  WflCUT 
iR 1 - 5 ,  
7. LVlsACE -1 
FIXTURE WEIGHT 6 00 
TEST ITEM ONLY WEIGHT 300 15 
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housings are attached to the support beam with 
cap screws. This is accomplished with the sup- 
port beam raised slightly above its normal 
elevation with the hydraulic jacks. After se- 
curely tightening the cap screws to attach the 
filaments t o  the support beam, the jacks are 
. - 
retracted, permitting the support beam, table, and 
spacecraft to  be suspended from the bifilar 
filaments. The cables are disconnected from the 
moment load cells to eliminate any drag effect 
they might create. The photoelectric cell light 
source is turned on. Moment of inertia measure- 
ments are ready to be made. 
Torsional oscillations are gradually built up by 
hand until the angular displacement exceeds 2b 
degrees. When the displacement has decayed to 
20 degrees, period measurement is begun. This 
consists of measuring the time interval of the 
periodic interruptions of the light beam incident 
- 
upon a photoelectric cell. For this test, assume a 
timer reading of 1.3780. I t  is entered on Line 2 
of the Moment of Inertia Determination Data 
Sheet as shown in Figure 9. This procedure is 
repeated until three runs have been made, 
beginning each time with an initial angular 
DATA SHEET 
IWOLB MOMENT OF INERTIA FACILITY 
-@iT 0 1  INERTIA QETERUIWTIW - HIGH R A S L  
I INITIAL ANGULAR DlSPLACEYlHT 
-NAME D.,S 
FIXTURE M OF I 
TEST ITEM ONLY M OF I 
XYZ SPACE EXPLORER 
- - 
FIGURE 9.-Moment of inertia determination data sheet. 
3-16-64 
displacement of 20 degrees. Determination of 1 
the average period (Line 4) is made from the 
timer readings. The moment of inertia is then 
computed by the step-by-step operations out- I 
lined in Lines 5 to 11 of the Data Sheet. I 
The constants used in Lines 7 and 8 are deter- I I 
mined from the geometry of the pendulum system 
for each range. The basic equation for moment 
of inertia about the axis of oscillation for a bifilar 
pendulum is given by: i 
MU".." 
PITCH AXIS 
where D =distance between the hifilar filaments 
W = weight of the pendulum system 
T = period of oscillation 
L =length of the bifilar filaments 
Equation 1 does not consider the reduction in 
period of oscillation due to torsion in the bifilar 
filaments. A torsional correc,tion must, therefore, 
be introduced into the equation. I t  is represented 
by: 
where G = modulus of rigidity of the filaments 
J = polar moment of inertia of the filaments 
T = period of oscillation 
L =length of the filaments 
The measured moment of inertia includes both 
the moment of inertia of the test object and the 
tare moment of inertia. The final equation for 
determining moment of inertia of the test object 
alone is thus reduced to: 
Equation 3 assumes a frictionless pivot bearing 
assembly with no reduction in the speed of 
oscillation attributed thereto. Realistically, how- 
ever, friction in the bearing assembly and other 
unaccountable losses tend to produce a longer 
period than is produced by the mass properties 
of the pendulum system, thus tending to degrade 
system accuracy. A calibration coefficient, K, 
(Line 8, Figure 9) has been determined for each 
range of the facility by a plot of actual vs. mea- 
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sured moments of inertia. Equation 3 is further the dy~ismic forces i m p s 4  cn the moment load 
reduced to: cells are shown in Figure 10. The traces are 
similar for either range. 
Using the appropriate values for D, L, G,  and J 
from the geometry of the pendulum system, and 
substituting into Equation 4 gives: D ~ o n i d r  B D I D ~ ~  bnditim R- a L~ GII NO. 3 (PI- d R O I I - P ~ ~  *IS) 
where C1=0.009326154 for the high range 
C1=0.004144957 for the low range 
Cz = 0.2754895 for either range 
Product of Inertia measurement capability of a 
bifilar pendulum facility is by no means as 
sensitive as that of the more conventional spin 
balance facilities. Yet, it permits a reasonably 
sensitive determination of the dynamic unbalance 
b n c  Unblance Recmdd a Lood Cell 6 3 (PI- of Roll-Pt6 *I-) 
of spacecraft that cannot, for various reasons, be 
balanced by spinning. Copies of typical traces of FIGURE 10.-Product of inertia trace. 
TRIAXIAL BALANCING TECHNIQUES (A STUDY OF 
SPACECRAFT BALANCE W I T H  RESPECT TO 
MULTIPLE AXES) * 
UTILLIAhl E. LANG 
Spacecraft unbalance tolerance is likely to be expressed in terms of displacement of the 
center of gravity from its nominal position, and angular deviation between the principal and 
reference axes. This study discusses the relations that define the unbalance of a spacecraft, 
with respect to three mutually perpendicular reference axes, in terms of measurable mass param- 
eters. I t  was motivated by the need to develop practical methods for balancing the San Marco 
spacecraft (the San Marco project is a joint effort of Italy and the United States). The theory 
proved directly and effectivrly applicable; but complications due to the inaccuracies of measured 
input data necessitated the development of modified methods for computing corrections. 
INTRODUCTION 
The meaning and significance of static and 
dynamic balance of spin-stabilized spacecraft is 
well defined, and systematic means of measuring 
and controlling it have been deve1oped.t This 
kind of balancing, which may be called "single axis 
balancing," requires that a reference axis (the spin 
axis) be a principal axis of inertia of t,he space- 
craft and that the spacecraft center of gravit,y 
be on this axis. 
Some future spacecraft,, because of active at- 
titude control systems or other operational con- 
siderations, will require extension of this concept 
to  include concurrent static and dynamic balanc- 
ing with respect to three mutually perpendicular 
reference axes. This may be called "triaxial 
balancing." 
Triaxial balancing requires that the center of 
gravity coincides with the intersection of three 
mutually perpendicular reference axes, and that 
these reference axes coincide with the principal 
axes of inertia of the spacecraft. Single axis 
balancing is necessary but not sufficient for triaxial 
balance. I t  is sufficient that static and dynamic 
balance exists about two of the reference axes- 
balance about the third axis is then automatic. 
Under this concept of triaxial balancing mca- 
sured values of the magnitude and phase of 
- 
*Puhllal~cd as  N 48.4 Technrcnl Note D-6144. Msrrlr 1964 
tSrllsllrr, N C' . anti 1.ruallt-n, J M . "Mrtt~ods of I:xl~rcsslna Mass 
Unhalanr~t," M \h\ Trchnlral Vote 1)-1440, hlny 100% 
static unbalance and of dynamic unbalance will be 
used t o  compute the correction needed to balance 
a spacecraft triaxially. Correction is assumed to 
be made by adding weight a t  the surface of a 
sphere of unit radius with its center a t  x = y = z = 0. 
The techniques described in t,his paper are limited 
to  spacecraft which are essentially rigid, solid, and 
of constant mass. 
DEFINITIONS AND COORDINATE 
SYSTEM CONVENTIONS 
Assume a spacecraft of any size and shape with 
three reference axes, XX, YY, and ZZ, and any 
point in space, x, y, z,  in a rectangular cartesian 
coordinate system. An imaginary sphere of radi- 
us R with its center a t  x=O, y =0, z=0, would 
have its surface defined by x2+y2+z" R2. The 
unbalance of the spacecraft can be defined in 
terms of the masses and locations of correction 
weights theoretically concentrated a t  points on the 
sphere surface in order to  reduce the product of 
inertia about all three axes to zero. 
This study indicates that either five or three 
such weights are necessary. More than five 
could be resolved into five or three; less than three 
wollld suffice only in special cases. No rigorous 
proof is offered for this hypothesis, but i t  can be 
supportr\d by considering imaginary situations, 
:~nd  the drrivations t o  be given here that follow 
from i t  arc. logical and consistent. 
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One weight would correct static unbalance, i.e., 
center of gravity displacement. It would be 
located at  the sphere surface on a radial straight 
line from the actual center of gravity passing 
through the desired center of gravity, x= y = z = 0. 
The other weights would be either one or two 
diametrically opposed equal pairs. The location 
of any point can be defined in terms of phase 
orientation with respect to two of the coordinate 
axes, plus radial distance from x = y = z = 0. Stat- 
ic or dynamic unbalance about XX, YY, and ZZ 
can also be defined by a vector having magnitude 
in appropriate units and a phase orientation. 
To use both rectangular and polar coordinates, 
we must relate the two systems by appropriate 
conventions, which are to some extent arbitrary. 
Suppose the sphere to be enclosed by a cube and 
the cube, unfolded, to appear as shown in Figure 1. 
The large dots designate the positive directionlof 
axes passing through the centers of the six faces, 
and the curved arrows indicate phase angle con- 
vention. The tail of each arrow is at 0 degrees. 
The system follows trigonometric and right-hand 
vector rule convention; i.e., when one is looking 
along an axis toward the origin from a positive end 
FIGURE 1.-Projection diagram of the coordinate system. 
angles iriciease ccittntzrclockwise. The symbols 
a, B, and y will be defined later. 
The significance of unbalance phase must be 
discussed. Static unbalance phase means the 
angle at which correction by weight addition is 
indicated. Dynamic unbalance phase also means 
an angle a t  which correction by weight addition is 
indicated. However, this correlation has to be 
made with two weights 180 degrees apart. One 
system to eliminate ambiguity, is to express dy- 
namic unbalance as a torque vector in a right- or 
left-hand convention. Instead of this, here the 
phase of dynamic unbalance will mean the angle 
a t  which the correction weight having a positive 
coordinate parallel to the reference axis should be 
located. For example, if dynamic unbalance of 
Dxhneeds weight W at  +x, +y, +a plus weight 
W a t  -x, -y, -z,  then a is the phase about the 
XX axis of the weight at  +x, +y, +z. (The 
weight a t  - x, - y, - z will have a phase angle of 
a +I80 degrees, but the dynamic unbalance 
phase, by convention, is a). At this point it is 
necessary to define the following symbols: 
Dxla, DY& DzLy=magnitude and phase 
of dynamic unbalances about axes XX, YY, ZZ 
after correction of all static unbalances about 
x = y = z = o  
Ix, IY, IZ = spacecraft inertias about XX, YY, 
and ZZ axes, 
IXY, I Y Z ,  Iz~=products of inertia with respect 
to indicated subscripts, 
XI = spacecraft weight, 
N and XN,  YN, z ~ = m a s s  and coordinates of 
static correction weight, 
SX& SY&, SZLc_=magnitude and phase of 
static unbalance about axes XX, YY, and ZZ, 
respective1 y, 
W, X, y, z and W, -x, - y, -z=mass and 
coordinates of dynamic unbalance correction 
weights, 
X M ,  Y M ,  Z M  =coordinates of the spacecraft center 
of gravity, before correction, 
6 =  ~,/ux2+y112+zx2, the r ~ n t ~ r  of gr%vit,y dis- 
placement, before correction, 
OX, OY, OZ = allowable angular deviations be- 
tween the principal axes and reference axes. 
For the mathematical model defined by the 
foregoing, many relationships are more or less 
apparent, and the more trivial of these will be 
stated without explanation or proof. 
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DEVELOPMENT OF SIGNIFICANT 
RELATIONSHIPS 
Static Unbalance 
The indicated correction N a t  XN, y ~ ,  Z N  for 
center of gravity displacement is defined by 
NR=MG, NXN= -MxM, NyN= -MYM, and NzN 
= -MzM. From basic concepts or by definition: 
YN 
t a n a  = -  
= N  ' 
XN 
t a n c  = - ,  
YN 
RN might be called the triaxial static unbalance. 
Of course R is an assigned value, which could be 
unity. From Equations 4, 5, and 6, tan a tan b 
tan c = 1; therefore any two phase angles define 
the third. Equation 4 implies that sin a 
= Y N / ~ \ / Y N ~ + z N ' ;  therefore ~ Y N ~ + Z N ~ = Y N /  
sin a .  Similarly dzN2+xN2'zN/sin b and 1 
~ x N ~ + Y N ~ =  x ~ / s i n  C. Therefore Equations 1,2, I l 
and 3 become: 
Sx s in  a Sy s in  b SZ s in  c 
N = =  -- - 
YN z~ XN (9) 
and N must be positive. Equations 4, 5, and 7, 
or 5, 6, and 7, or 4, 6, and 7 can be solved simultaneously for XN,  YN, and Z N :  
Z~ Rcosb  tanc 
f X N  = y N t a n c  = tanb = 
dcos2 b + tan2 c ' 
X~ R cos c tan a 
f yN = zN tan a = tanc = 
4cos2 c + tan2 a ' 
YN R c o s a  tanb 
f zN = xN tanb = tans = 
dcos2 a + tanZb 
' 
An alternative set of equations, easier to use, is: Note that, in Equations 10-12 and 14-16, X N ,  YN, 
and Z N  are positive or negative as necessary to {r make N positive in Equation 9. This means that N = 2 (s, + S, + s:) . (I3) X N  has to have the same sign as sin c, y~ the same 
sign as sin a, and Z N  the same sign as sin b. JG, I t  may be preferable to use three weights, one XN = (14) on each reference axis, rather than N a t  XN, YN, 
Z N .  (This would not introduce dynamic un- 
balance as a result of static unbalance correction.) 
The corrections a t  unit spherical radius would be 
YN - (15) 
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negative values imply equal positive values a t  X, 
y, or z= -1. The utility of Equations 9-19 d e  
pends on which of the parameters SX, SY, SZ, a, b, 
and c are known. In general, if enough param- 
eters to physically define the situation are known, 
the rest can be calculated. 
R, N, XN, y N, and Z N  define a mass moment 
with respect to x= y =z = O  (i.e., RN) and the 
direction cosines of a straight line radiant from 
x= y =z=O. R is an arbitrary choice, and N 
varies inversely with R, but the radiant orienta- 
tion is fixed and independent of R; i.e., N must lie 
somewhere along this 6 x 4  radiant. Of course 
two (or more) weights could be used instead of N. 
Two such weights N1 and Ns could be a t  different 
radii along the radiant, such that NIRl+NzR2 
=NR. They could also be placed a t  the same 
radius R along two secondary radiants, each in- 
clined a t  angle 0 to  the primary radiant, with the 
three radiants coplanar, such that N1=Nt and 
2N1 cos 4=N. Addition of vectors radiating 
from a point in three-dimensional space is in- 
herently more complex than the addition of 
coplanar vectors, because each vector has three 
components rather than two, but the general 
procedures are similar. 
Dynamic Unbalance 
Once the spacecraft center of gravity is a t  
X =  y = z= 0, (after addition of N) there is no 
static unbalance. Any remaining unbalance is 
dynamic, can be expressed as a mass moment 
couple, and must be corrected by a mass moment 
couple, or a t  least the correction must not rein- 
troduce static unbalance. For the "spherical sur- 
face correction," this means W at x, y, z plus W a t  
- X, - y, - Z. W, x, y, and z are to be determined. 
Note that D x b ,  D Y b ,  and D Z b  are dynamic 
l~nhalances &r the correction of all static un- 
balance. This is because the correction N will 
contribute dynamic unbalance, unless it lies ex- 
actly on axis XX, YY, or ZZ. The contributions 
of dynamic unbalance ahout these axes due to N 
are: 
Note that the signs of x, y, and z need to be 
considered in defining phase angles; for example, 
although +2/-2 = -2/+2= - 1, tanw1(+2/-2) 
= 135 degrees and tan-' ( - 2/+2 = 315 degrees. 
The phase angles defined will be those of correc- 
tions having positive "parallel to reference axis" 
coordinates; for example, phase of unbalance 
about XX is that of a correction weight having a 
positive x coordinate. W, x, y, and z can be 
determined in terms of the parameters Dx, DY, 
DZ, a, 6, and -y and an assigned value for R. 
Enough parameters to physically define a situa- 
tion will suffice for a complete solution; for in- 
stance, the dynamic unbalance magnitude about 
one axis, plus the phase of unbalance about any 
two axes, is sufficient. Therefore any additional 
data would be redundant. This has significance 
for computer programming because input must 
be sufficient but must not be redundant, unless 
the program provides for using redundant data to 
compute alternative results. The added data 
would also be inconsistent insofar as it would not 
be 100 percent accurate. 
From basic concepts or by definition: 
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Equations 23-25 and 27-29 can be combined into: 
D x s i n a  D y s i n P  D z s i n y  
w = - = - =  
2xy 2Y z  2zx 
Equations 23-26 can be solved for x, y, and z. The results are: 
z Rcos p t a n  y  
i x  = y t a n y  =  tan^ = i c o s 2 p  + t a n Z y  ' 
x  - Rcos y  tan a  f y  = z t a n a  = tany - ) I c o s 2 y  + t a n Z a  ' 
Y - Rcos a t a n p  fz = x t a n p  = t,,, - W' 
This solution, although correct, proved unsuita- which are affected drastically by minor deviations 
ble for numerical calculation, bzcause the trigo- of phase angles. A more useful solution, which 
nometric functions involved can have values involves the use of Equations 23-20, is: 
The values for x, y, and z can be real only if the 
sum of any two of the quantities D2x, Dy2, and 
Dz2 exceeds the third quantity. Any real mass 
configuration will satisfy this condition in fact, 
but erroneous measurements may not. Methods 
for "normalizing" measured data to overcome this 
problem will be disclissed later. The method of 
solving Equations 26-29 for Equations 33-37 is 
given in Appendix A. 
To calculate W, x, y, and z from Eqliations 
30-33 it is necessary to know the dyn:bmic un- 
balance about one axis, plr~s the phase of un- 
t)alnnrc :~l)orit any two axes. 11s It may Iinve : L I I ~  
convenient value, it is logical to let R equal one 
unit of length. 
To use Equations 34-37 requires that dynamic 
unbalance about all three axes be known, but it 
is unnecessary to know any phase angles, escept 
to  define signs of \V, x, y, and z. The signs of 
x, y, and z must define the unique location of a 
positive or negative W, and require a convention. 
Deriv:~tion of the convention depends on the 
esta\)lislicd system geometry, and the established 
clyn:tmic balance phase convention. 
17rom 1Squ:~tion 30 it is evident that the ex- 
prc~ssiolis 1)s sin a/2xy, Du sin P/2yz and 
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Dz sin 7/2zx must all yield W as either positive or x, y, z and a t  -x, - y, - z. However, this is not 
negative. A positive W means correction by a practical correction means; therefore derivation 
weight addition (W a t  x, y, z and W a t  -x, -y, of an equivalent correction by weight addition is 
- z). A negative W means that correction could necessary. With a three-dimensional model it 
consist of weight removal, i.e., removing W a t  can be demonstrated that 
It is now apparent why triaxial balancing re- 
quires either three or five weights. Static un- 
balance requires on weight N. Dynamic un- 
balance requires two weights if W from Equation 
30 is positive; if W is negative the equivalent cor- 
rection by weight addition requires four weights. 
I t  will be shown that the sign of W, and 
therefore the number of correction weights, can 
be predicted from any two dynamic unbalance 
phase quadrants. 
Figure 2 represents the octants of a sphere with 
the signs of x, y, and z and the trigonometric 
quadrants of a, 8, and 7. Data for each octant 
can be tabulated as in Table 1. By abstracting 
FIGURE 2.-Isometric representation of the coordinate 
system. 
or I +W, +x, +y, -2 
+w. -x, y, +z 
+2W, +x, y. 0 
+2W. -x, +y, 0 
significant data from Table 1 and considering the 
implication of a negative W, Tables 2 and 3 may 
be derived. 
In Table 1, A through H represent the octants 
of the sphere, and W must be defined in two 
diametrically opposed octants. Data for octants 
E-H apply to the -x hemisphere. The second 
column gives the signs of x, y, and z. Column 3 
show-s whether a positive W (correction by weight 
addition) or a negative W (correction by weight 
removal) is to be defined. Column 4 shows the 
quadrant of the phase of dynamic unbalance 
(about each axis) ; correction in the corresponding 
octant is implied. This is the quadrant of a, 8, or 
7 in the octant only if the octant is on the positive 
side of the x, y, or z axis. Because of the dynam- 
ic unbalance phase convention, if the octant is on 
the negafive side of the unbalance phase quadrant 
is diametrically opposed to the octant phase 
quadrant; such cases are noted by the circle 
around the quadrant number. The concept in- 
volved requires three-dimensional visualizing to 
define the unbalance phase quadrant in each 
specific case, and column 4 lists the results of this 
exercise. 
For convenience and emphasis the dynamic 
unbalance phase c o ~ ~ v e i i i i ~ n  TZ!! ==nr he r e n ~ s t ~ d  r- - -  : 
a is the phase of a light spot with a positive x 
coordinate about axis XX; /3 is the phase of a light 
spot with a positive y coordinate about axis YY; 
7 is the phase of a light spot with a positive z 
coordinate about axis ZZ. 
-W. +x. +y, +z 
-w, -x. -y, -2 
Since column 2 includes all octants, column 4 
includes all physicaUy possible a, 8, and 7 phase 
is equivalent t o  +W, +x, 7, +z 
+w, -x, +y, -2 
+m, +x, 0, -2 
+2w, -x, 0, +z 
+W. -x, +y. +z 
+w. +x, y, -2 
+m. 0. +y, -2 
+2W, 0, y, +z 
or 
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Table 1 
Spherical Octant Correction Signs. 
quadrant combinations. Octants E-H are in- 
cluded for completeness but it is sufficient to define 
one of the two weights W, and the one in the +x 
hemisphere can be chosen. In other words x can 
be considered always positive, by convention. 
Table 2 includes all physically possible dy- 
namic unbalance phase quadrant combinations. 
There are 8 of these: 11 I, 243,324, and 432, which 
imply correction by two weights, and 142, 214, 
333, and 421, which imply correction by four 
wights,  pluccd as indicated in l'a1)lc 3. Note 
Octant 
A 
B 
C 
D 
E 
F 
G 
H 
that if the quadrant of a is known, there are only 
two possible quadrants for B and these are always 
adjacent quadrants. Also, a and P determine 7 
since tan a tan B tan 7 = 1. 
Column 5 of Table 1 shows the sign of sin a, 
sin B, and sin 7 corresponding to the quadrant 
tabulation of column 4. Column G gives the 
signs of the products xy, yz, and zx based on the 
column 2 signs for x, y, and z. Column 7 tabu- 
lates the signs of W, determined from Equation 
30, by using xy, yz, and zx from column G and 
Coordinate 
X Y  
+ + +  
+ + - 
+ - -  
+ - +  
- - -  
- - +  
- + +  
- + -  
Positive or 
Negative 
Correction 
+ 
- 
+ 
- 
+ 
- 
+ 
- 
+ 
- 
+ 
- 
+ 
- 
+ 
- 
Unbalance 
Phase 
Quadrant 
a p y  
1 1 1  
3 3 3  
2 4 0  
4 2 0  
3  
1 
4 0 2  
2 0 4  
090 
Q @ 3  
1 
@ 2 4  
a 4 2  
3  
1 
sine 
a P y  
+ + +  
- - -  
+ - -  
- + +  
- + -  
+ - +  
- - + 
+ + -  
+ + +  
- - -  
+ - -  
- + +  
- + -  
+ - +  
- - + 
+ + -  
Coordinate 
Product 
x y y z z x  
+ + + 
+ + + 
+ - - 
+ - - 
- + - 
- + - 
- - + 
- - + 
+ + + 
+ + + 
+ - - 
+ - - 
- + - 
- + - 
- - + 
- - + 
W 
Dx s ina Dy sinP DL s iny  
--- 2xy 2yz 2zx 
+ + + 
- - - 
+ + + 
- - 
+ + + 
- - - 
+ . +  
+ 
- - - 
+ + + 
- - - 
+ + + 
- - - 
+ + + 
- - - 
+ + + 
- - - 
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Table 2 
Corrections Based on Table 1. 
Add a s  indicated (2 weights) 
Use Table 3 (4 weights) 
Unbalance Phase 
Quadrant 
a P r  
1 1  1 
1 4 2  
Add a s  indicated (2 weights) 
Use Table 3 (4 weights) 
4 3 2 Add a s  indicated (2 weights) 1 4 2 1  Use Table 3 (4 weights) 
Table 3 
Coordinates for 
Corrections W 
Equivalent Corrections by Weight Addition 
W 
+ 
- 
x y  z 
+ + +  
+ - -  
for Negative W Cases in Table 2. 
Correction Quadrant / W 1 W ' 
Choice a y I x y z 1 x' y' z'  
Correction 
Add a s  indicated (2 weights) 
Use Table 3 (4 weights) 
3 - y - z  
- - -  
- + +  
sin a, sin B, and sin 7 from column 5. The fact 
that the results uniformly conform to column 3 
verifies the entire table. Note that Dx, DY, and 
Dz are positive by definition. 
APPLICATION OF GENERAL PRINCIPLES TO 
THE PROBLEM OF BALANCING A SPACE- 
CRAFT TRlAXlALLY 
Expressing Triaxial Unbalance and Unbalance 
Tolerance 
Just as single unbalance tolerance is often 
expressed as center of gravity displacement and 
principal axis tilt, triaxial unbalance tolerance 
basically limits center of gravity displacement 
(from a point), i.e., 6, and tilt of all three principal 
axes (Ox, BY, BZ). The values Bx, BY, and t9z are 
likely to be equal, or, in some cases, two of them 
may be equal and the third considerably smaller. 
Analytically, all three axes have identical signifi- 
cance, hence the triangular symmetry of the 
preceding derivations. In practice, unbalance 
tolerances may defme a nonspherical volume limit 
for the center of gravity and principal axis limits 
within volumes other than circular cones. 
In any event, in expressing static unbalance 
magnitude: 
where R is the assigned value. Note that R, N, 
and M define unbalance magnitude. It is neces- 
sary to have XN, YN,  and Z N  to defme the direction 
of unbalance. 
It is pertinent to distinguish between dynamic 
unbalance and product of inertia. Although dy- 
namic unbalance is a product of inertia, and 
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product of inertia is a dynamic unbalance, there is 11~~1 is the magnitude D x  of dynamic un- 
a conceptual difference. balance, and the orientation of PP in the YZ 
An unbalanced object, with reference axes XX,  plane defines the phase a of dynamic 
YY, and ZZ, has axes x'x', Y~Y', and unbalance. If an axis QQ is perpendicular to  PP 
Z'Z' skewed ex, By, and Bz from the reference and in the YZ plane, then 'XQ be zero. 
axes. Two of the principal axes are axes of Dynamic unbalance is zero about all three prin- 
maximum and minimum inertia, and the three cipal axes, and some positive value for any other 
principal axes are mutually perpendicular. axis. I t  is always positive because its phase 
angle defines vector direction-a negative value a t  
The product of inertia concept is that the mass phase angle a is stated as an equal positive value 
of the body is projected onto a plane defined by at  phase angle (a+1800). A phase convention is 
two perpendicular axes, such as X X  and YY. and so is a convention on whether 
The product of inertia IXY is then S x y  dm; i.e., means existing net mass moment 
the integral summation of mass elements times (heavy spot) or indicated correction (light spot). 
the product of their XY co~rdinat~es. Products of In this paper, unbalance means indicated tor- 
inertia about pairs of principal axes are all zero. rect;on. 
IXY, IYZ, and IZX will have positive or negative is noteworthy that, although only the prin- 
values. cipal axes of zero dynamic unbalance, there is for 
The dynamic unbalance concept, for dynamic any aixs AA one perpendicular axis BB such that 
unbalance D s j a  about axis XX, is that all the the product of inertia IAB is zero. 
mass of the body is projected onto a plane X P  The distinction between product of inertia and 
defined by axis X X  and an axis P P  in the YZ dynamic unbalance has been clarified a t  some 
plane oriented so that the product of inertia length because it is rarely explicitly stated. For 
I X p  is maximum. the conventions established, it is apparent that: 
ox = i ~ b r n - ~  2 , and = Dx s i n a  = Dy cos P , 
0, ; d ~ / a n - ' e ,  and Iyz  = D Y s i n p  = DzcoSY . (40) 
0, = i m k a n - I  z, and I z x  = D z s i n y  = D x = o s =  . 
The principal axis tilt in the XY plane is degrees. By using Equations 39 and 41 in 
(1/2)tan-1 (2Ixy/jIxx--Iyyl) and, for small tilt Equation 42 and making some rearrangement, 
angles ( < l o  degrees), it may be considered 
Ixy/lIxx- Iyyl radians. Therefore under the - ex - s i n a  c o s a  
assumption of a tilt angle < 10 degrees and no "x - 1  - I  + 1  - I  (43) 
cosine error (cosine error urould actually be 
minimal) Similarly 
OY s i n p  c o s p  
= I  - I  + I  - 1  (44) 
Eqn:~tion 42 may be considcrctl exart for all 
ez  s i n  y c o s y  
practical purposes sincc 0s woul(1 Iw less than 10 
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Equations 4 3 4 5  relate the tilt of each principal 
axis from an adjacent reference axis to the corre- 
sponding dynamic unbalance about the reference 
axis. That is with IXX, IYY, IZz, and D x b  
known BX can be caluclated and compared to 
tolerance, as can By, with DY& known, or Bz, with 
D z ~  known. How to establish limits for Dx, 
DY, and Dz from a knowledge of Ox, By, and BZ is 
less apparent, but can be done as follows: Study 
of a general function sin2 e/A+cos2 e/B shows 
that the maximum limit for DX in Equation 43 
would occur when either sin a = 0 and cos a = 1, 
or sin a = l  and cos a=O. It follows that the 
limits for Dx, Dy, and Dz are: 
W are the surface of a sphere of unit radius (and 
therefore XN, y ~ ,  ZN,  X, y, and z will all be less 
than one) and that correction W is needed a t  
+x, +y, +z, and also at  -x, -y, -z. N is 
directly indicative of the magnitude of triaxial 
static unbalance (xN, y ~ ,  zx define its direction) 
and W is indicative of the magnitude of triaxial 
dynamic unbalance, with x, y, z defining its direc- 
tion; XX,  YX, ZN, and x, y, z are direction cosines of 
the unbalance vectors. 
It is noteworthy that, although N=0.707 
~ / s x ~ + s ~ ~ + s ~ ~ ,  W is neither equal to 0.707 
~ / D X ~ + D ~ ~ + D ~ ~  nor related to i t  in any simple 
fashion. W is actually 
J'Y 5 hyy - 1*)fY , (47) 
where x2+y2+z2= 1. 
I, must, in each case, be chosen from IXX, IYY, 
and Izz to make Dx, DY, or DZ a minimum but 
not zero. Note that these equations are pred- 
icated on the most unfavorable phase orienta- 
tions of a, 8, and -y. Larger Dx, DY, and Dz may 
or may not be compatible with 6x, BY, and Bz 
limits, and more than 11.4 percent larger would 
never be compatible. 
Triaxial dynamic unbalance could be expressed 
as D x ~ ,  D y b ,  D z [ ~ -  This fully defines all 
parameters, and principal axes tilts can be deter- 
mined if Ixx, IYY, and Izz are known, but there 
is no indication of the necessary corrections. If 
separate corrections were applied for Dx, DY, and 
Dz, six weights would be needed, weight addition 
would be excessive, and the result would be that 
dynamic balance would not exist about XX, YY, or 
Computing the Effect of Changes 
to a Spacecraft 
Suppose the balance condition of a spacecraft 
i s N ,  XN, y ~ ,  ZN, W, X, y, Z, and a weight C i s  
added at  p, q, r. The new balance condition can 
be defined as follom-s below: (For convenience the 
symbols dl  el f will be used in place of XN,  YN, and 
Z N  and N', d', e', f', W', xr, y', z' will mean the 
new balance condition.) 
Note that W, x, y, z includes all dynamic 
balance effects of N, dl el f, and since W, x, y, z 
implies W, +x, +y, +z, plus W, -x, -y, -2, it 
has no static balance effect. For consistency, 
addition of C a t  +p, +q, +r can be coded as 
+C, -p, -q, -r, -C, +p, +q, +r,whichis 
actually the correction needed by the unbalance 
due to C (i.e., add C at  -p, -q, - r  and then 
deduct C a t  +p, +q, +r and at  -p, -q, -r). 
ZZ, because of interaction between the corrections. The problem can be stated as follows: Also L)xfi, DYE, D z ~  contains redu~idiifit data 
- D x ~  and Dylg  fully define the unbalance. (N, dl el f ,  W, x1 Y, z) (known input) @ (+C, -p, 
A better way to express t'riaxial unbalance, both -q, -r, -C, +p, +q, +r) = (N', d', e', f r ,  W', 
static and dyaamic, is by N, XX, YN, and ZN and x', Y', z',) 
W, x, y, and z. This defines the situation and meaning two known unbalances are to be super- 
also the necessary correction. Equations 23-29 imposed to give a third in the same form of 
enable derivation of Dx&, DY& and D z b  from expression as the first two. The problem is how 
WT, x, y, and z. It is to be understood that N and to perform the superposition operation @. The 
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information content of N, dl  el f, W, x, y, z is 
d2 + e2 + f2 : x2 + y 2  + z2 R: = l(by definition) . 
Note that,  since R= 1 by convention, the information content of N, dl  el f ,  W, x, y, z could be rep- 
resented by N, dl  el W, x, y. The information content of +C, -p, -q, -r, -C, p, q, r is 
1 *(s,A ). = + C i w / , a n - '  and (D,& jB = 2 p ( s X b  ). 
I r n  B = 
(S~L). = + C d t / t a n - ' $  and (IlZh_). ? r ( ~ ~ & ) ~  
( p2 + q2 + r2 = R: (which may have any value). 
lnput B could be coded as - C, p, q, r. Note that and only the items marked with an asterisk are 
for input B, a = a, b =8, c = 7 ,  and the value of R B  needed to perform the operation input A @ input 
does not affect the fact that ( S X ~ )  B, (SY&) B, B. This involves vector addition of correspond- 
(Dx l l f )~ ,  etc. are the corrections for +C a t  ing elements of the inputs, as follows: 
+p, +q, +r; i.e., -C a t  +p, +q, +r. I t  has 
been shown earlier that -C, p, q, r may actually 
R = 1 (by definition) , imply five individual weight additions. 
- - - 
Some of the information content of inputs A and 
B is not independent and therefore redundant, ( S X ~ ) A + ( S X ~ ) B  = (SXA)C , 
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) A + (%A) a = ( ' y b  I c * random errors. All raw data is assumed equally 
reliable, and for vectors this implies that the 
('XL)A + ( ' X k ) B  = [ ' X h ) C  ' 
angular error in degrees is approximately equal 
numerically to 0.6 the magnitude error expressed 
as a percentage (for example, a 2 percent error in 
(DY&)A -H (DYL)B = ( D Y ~ ? ) c  . magnitude is approximately equivalent to a 1 
degree error in phase angle.) This is sufficient information to derive output C It has been shown that only certain combina- in the form N', d', e', f', W', x', y', z' (redundant tions of unbalance phase angle quadrants are 
components are not included). It has already 
been established that (Sx&)c and (SY&)C will physically possible. It can also be derived that for static unbalances yield N', d', e', f' for output C (Equations 9-16). 
Also (Dx/a)c and (D*&)~ will yield W', x', y', z' 
for output C (Equations 30-37). Therefore O U ~  
put C is obtained in the form N', d', e', f', W', x', 
y', z', or can be coded as N', d', e', W', x', y' 
(since R = 1). 
The @ operation is quite tedious by manual 
Sxcosa = Sy s inb  , 
SYcosb  = Sz s i n c  , 
S z c o s c  = % s ina  . 
methods, but would be trivial for a suitably 
as given in Equations 17-19, and for dynamic programmed computer, which could readily evalu- 
unbalances 
ate the balance condition of a complicated assem- 
bly from any number of inputs coded in the form Dx cosa = Dz s i n y  , 
-C, p, q, r. It could also evaluate total space- (49) 
craft weight (ZC) and inertias about reference Dy cosp = Dx s ina . 
axes XX, YY, and ZZ, which are ZC(p2+qZ), (50) 
ZC(q2+r2), and ZC(r2+p2) except that the iner- Dz cosy  = Dy s inp  . 
tias would not include the body-centered inertias (51) 
of components. The dynamic unbalance results These relationships would hold exactly for per- 
would also fail to include the body-centered dy- fect data, but are met only imperfectly by 
namic unbalance of components. 
empirical measurements. Therefore, normalizing These body-centered mass parameters could be data means adjusting it to conform to Equations included in a computer program with little ad- 
ditional complication, and so could inputs coded 17-19 and 44-51. This is best illustrated graphi- 
cally, but an equivalent algebraic method can in polar rather than rectangular coordiuates. 
easily be derived. 
Prerequisite Revision of Measured Unbalance Figure 3 shows exact unbalance vectors S& 
Data (OX), Sy/b(OY), and Sz/c(OZ) on a common 
To solve for either static or dynamic correction 
it is necessary to compensate for the fact that the 
input data is interdependent, partially redundant, 
and to some degree inaccurate, and therefore in- 
consistent. The ir ico~iste~cjr comes f r e ~  sea.- 
surement inaccuracies and also from the fact that 160" 
the axes which are theoretically orthogonal and 
intersecting are neither perfectly orthogonal nor 
exactly intersecting. 
To obtain an optimized solution by the methods 
to be described requires first that the input data 
be "normalized." Normalizing makes all the 200" 
input data compatible and also averages out FIGURE 3.-Plot of exact unbalance vectors. 
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Fxc:u~ts 4.-Sorln:~lixing plot for inrsuct unba1:~nc.e 
vectors. 
polar plot. The rest of the diagram ill~istrates 
that these vectors conform to Equations 17-19. 
Figure 4 shows, on a similar plot, measured 
values OX', OY', and OZ' of unbalance about the 
three axes. The rest of the diagram shows their 
nonconformity with the equations. The recti- 
linear projection of rotated components of the 
original vectors defines three rectangular areas, 
each having X', Y', or Z' as one corner, and 
X,  Y, or Z as geometric. center. 
OX, OY, and OZ satisfy ICquations 17-19 and 
are the normalizetl v:ilues of thc original vectors 
OX', OY', and OZ'. All three original vectors 
are changed in both magnitude and phase. The 
normalized vectors are not necessarily exact, 
though they tend to define the overall condition 
better than the original measurements, but they 
are constrained to be consistent and therefore the 
calculation of unbalance correction is not com- 
plicated by multiple results based on the choice of 
input parameters from redundant data. Also, 
inaccurate measured data could appear to define 
a physically impossible situation (imaginary solu- 
tions of equations), whereas normalized data 
cannot. 
The procedure for normalizing static unbalance 
data h:is been described. The procedure for 
dynamic unbalance data is the same, except that 
ICql~ations 49-51 apply. In all cases mcasured 
data may be cxpccted to conform approximately 
with tlie applicable equations. Extreme deviir- 
tion woul(l inply :i major mist:ike r:rthcv than 
norm:il inacc-uracy. Wit 11 S S ~ ,  S Y ~ ,  Sz&, 
1>&1, 11~&, I>z/y consiclcrctl to l ) ( a  r1orm:ilizcd 
input data unbalance correction calculations can 1 
be made by using Equations 13-19 and 34-37. I 
Computing Dynamic Unbalance Corrections I 
An essential operation in determining dynamic 1 
unbalance correction is deriving a basic correction 
W, x, y, z from normalized data D x k D y B D z i y .  
The symbol A$: will be used to denote this 
operation, which consists of solving Equations 
34-37 for W, x, y, and z. In these equations 
x, y, and z can have real values only if the sum of 
any two of the quantities Dx2, Dy2, and DZ2 
exceeds the third quantity. This condition will 
be met by exact or normalized values, but may 
not be satisfied by measured values. 
I t  is necessary to use previously derived tabuln- 
tions to determine the signs of x, y, z, and W based , 
on the quadrants of unbalance phase angles. " 
Table 4, which is taken from Table 2, covers all 
cases for which W is positive. I 
Table 4  
Coordinate Signs fo r  Dynamic 
Correction with Two Weights. 
Although there is a possibility of these positive 
W cascs occurring, a real spacecraft configuration 
would very often need the equivalent of a negative 
W correction, with +W a t  x, y, z and +W' a t  
x', y', z' (Table 3). 
Table 3 indicates the correction required a t  the 
surface of a sphere of unit radius, and the prefera- 
ble choice between A, B, and C would be that for 
which W' is a minimum; i.e., A if y and z are both 
less than x, B if x and z are both less than y, and 
C if x and y are less than z. 
The tables give the coordinates of correction 
weights in tho positive X hemisphere; it is to be 
understood that equal but diametrically opposed 
weights :ire also implied in the negative X hemi- 
sphere (LC.., reverse signs of x, y, z, x', y', and z'). 
P h a s e  Quadrant 
. P Y  
1 1 1  
2 4 3  
3 2 4  
4 3 2  
Sign 
W x y z  
+ + + +  
+ + + - 
+ + - -  
+ + - +  
As:  is the computation of W, x, y, and z, and 
Z, and W', x', y', z' in Table 3, or of W, x, y, z 
in Table 4, whichever is applicable to the phase 
quadrants of a, 8, and 7. Az: will yield a tri- 
axial dynamic unbalance correction; however 
alternative corrections may be preferable because 
they involve less added weight, because weight 
addition may be more convenient, or because the 
accuracy of correction may be less dependent on 
precise placement of weights. Advantages of 
minimum weight and minimum dependence on 
weight placement accuracy will, in general, be 
concurrent and associated with maximum angular 
displacement of correction weights from all the 
reference axes. 
Alternative corrections are obtained by adding 
a triaxially symmetric unbalance vector and 
correcting for the modified unbalance situation. 
A triaxially symmetric vector means an o p  
posed pair of weights located so that they provide 
equal unbalance effect about all of the reference 
axes. There are only four possible locations with 
positive X coordinates on the "unit sphere" 
surface : 
A weight W at  one of these locations (plus an 
equal weight diametrically opposed on the "nega- 
tive X" hemisphere) will cause Dx=DY =Dz 
=0.942W=Dp with phase angles a, B, y as in- 
dicated (0.578 is an approximation of 1/ fi and 
0.942 of (2/3) fi.) 
Figure 5 is a common plot of normalized initial 
unbalance vectors Dx/a(OX), Dy&(OY), and 
Dz/y(OZ). Dp(OP123) represents a triaxially 
symmetric vector, per case 1 above, Dxf/a'(P123X), 
Dyt&'(PIZ3Y), and DzfN(P123Z) represent the 
correction needed after applying DP. Although 
Dp must be a t  45 degrees, its magnitude is arbi- 
trary and therefore an infinite number of possible 
solutions exists. In all cases Dxf/a', Dyf/J', 
Dzfly( will be normalized, i.e., consistent, and the 
total ballast weight required will be a function of 
the magnitude of Dp: total weight=(3/d)Dp 
plus the weight indicated by A::$;:. 
The total weight can be expressed in terms of DP 
and known data, and solving for zero values of the 
derivative of this expression would yield the 
optimum value of Dp for minimum weight cor- 
rection. However, this would be a prohibitively 
cumbersome operation since the total weight is 
where 
K, = 
(note that Kx2+KyZ+Kz2 = 1). K1 and K2 are 
the smaller two of Kx, KY, and KZ if the phase 
quadrant combination of a', of, 7' is 142,214,333, 
or 421, but are both zero if the phase quadrant 
combination of a', O', 7' is 111, 243, 324, or 432; 
x 2  = D: + D: - fi DpDx(cos a + sina) , 
Kz = 
z 2  = D: + D: - fi DpDZ(cos 7 + sin?) , 
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Llx s i n o  - 0.707Dp 
a' = tan- '  
D x c o s z  - 0.707Dp ' 
DZ s i n y  - 0.707Dp 
7' = tan- '  Dz cos y - 0.  707Dp 
Equation 52 holds only for case 1 of the triaxially 
symmetric vector Dp. It would have to be modi- 
fied by geometrically appropriate changes of the 
signs of some of the trigonometric functions to be 
valid for cases 2, 3, or 4. 
The total weight function was evaluated for 
specific values of Dx/a, DyD,  and D z ~  and 
various case 1 values of DP. Setting D P  = 0 gave 
the minimum number of correction weights, but 
not the minimum total weight. The total weight 
function had more than one minimum and a t  
least one relative maximum. I t  became infinite 
when a', /3', or 7' was 0°, 90°, 180°, or 270". 
Further evaluation of the function could be made 
by expressing its derivative analytically, a formi- 
dable task, or by curve plotting based on iterative 
computation for incremental values of Dp. The 
~ T I ( : ~ J I ~ K  5.-Vector plot for case I of a tri~~xially s ~nlnctric 
vector 1 1 1 ~  
latter would be tedious but relatively straight- 1 
forward. If D x  were larger than DY and Dz, D P  
could be limited to the value of Dx and increased I 
in increments of 0.01 Dx  from zero to  Dx. 
Figure 5 illustrates only case I of the four I 
possible triaxially symmetric unbalance vectors. ' 
Each of the other three cases is represented on a 
common vector plot by equal vectors a t  135", 
225", and 315", as shown in Figure 6, where OPI is 
the contribution to Dx,  0 P 2  the contribution to 
Dy, and OPB the contribution to Dz. 
Figure 7 shows initial unbalances OX, OY, OZ I 
with a case 2 triaxially symmetric vector repre- 
sented by OP1, 0 P 2 ,  and OP,, and a case 3 sym- 
metric vector represented by OPI', OPs', and Opt'. 
I 
I 
Note that P1 and PI' are joined to X,  P2 and P2' to  
Y, and P3 and Pa' to Z. 
I 
1 
CASE 1 CASE 2 CASE 3 CASE 4 
FIGURE 6.-Common vector plots of the four possible 
tri:~xially symmetric vector cases. 
I ~ I ~ : L J I L ~ :  7.-Vector plots for case 2 (-+) and case 3 (--+) of 
tri:lxi:tlly symmetric vectors. 
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FIGURE 8.-Vector plot for case 4 of a triaxially symmetric 
vector Dp. 
Figure 8 shows a similar plot for a case 4 
symmetric vector. For all cases, the magnitude 
of the symmetric vector is arbitrary (OPI, Opt, 
and 0 P 3  must be equal but can have any length) 
and therefore each case represents a range of 
possible solutions. Also Dx'&', Dyf,@, and 
Dz'& will be normalized, and the total ballast 
weight needed will be (3/42) DP plus the weight 
indicated by A:;:. 
To consider all possibilities it would be neces- 
sary to evaluate all the cases for all values of Dp. 
However, some cases can be eliminated by inspec- 
tion. If a, 8,  y are all in the first quadrant, only 
case 1 need be considered, and if a, 8, -y are all in 
the third quadrant (see Figure 8), only cases 2,3, 
and 4 need be considered. Apart from these two 
general rules, a vector plot may allow some 
elimination. For example, case 3 could be elim- 
inslted i~ the sitlint,ion shown bv Figure 7, because 
a case 3 triaxially symmetric vector opposes all 
three of the original unbalance vectors. Of 
ranges of values for each of the four symrnetrlc 
vectors, evaluating the weight needed for each 
symmetric vector plus the weight needed for 
correction of the remaining unbalance, and selecb 
ing the result which yields the minimum total 
weight to be added. 
At this point it is pertinent to consider the 
advantages of finding an optimum (minimum 
weight) solution rather than, for instance, that 
given by A:; with no symmetric vector. 
The obvious advantage is saving weight, and 
the weight saved may be considerable. For a 
specific case (Appendix B) At;: yielded 1886 
grams, whereas an optimized solution necessitated 
only 1192 grams, and this was for an 83 kilogram 
spacecraft where the initial unbalance was com- 
paratively small. Another advantage is that an 
optimized correction will, in practice, balance 
more precisely (assuming a "one shot" correction). 
The reason is that the Dp vector weight is located 
for minimum sensitivity to placement error and 
also induces the secondary corrections into loca- 
tions of reduced sensitivity to placement error, 
i.e., it pulls them away from the reference axes. 
A given radial placement error has pr~port~ionally 
less effect a t  increased radius. Also, the probabil- 
ity of accurate placement is better for smaller 
weights. Advance provision for the eight possible 
Dp vector weights could well be advantageous. 
Further justification for optimizing might be 
that it could easily be done by computer, and the 
incidental computation of many alternative cor- 
rections would, for an actual spacecraft, greatly 
assist in selecting an expedient correction. 
For "single axis" balancing, weight optimizing, 
by judicious selection of correction planes, can be 
intuitive and alternative corrections can readily 
be devised if interference problems arise. But 
intuition is inadequate for the greater complexity 
of triaxial balancing, and manual computation of 
alternative corrections would be intolerably time 
consuming. 
Correcting Unbalance 
course, computer programming could be used to Unbalance can be corrected either by design or 
evaluate all possibi!ities and this might be better by ballasting. Balancing by design means plac- 
than including selective rejection rules in the ing or relocating components of an assembly so 
program. that the unbalance is within specified limits. It 
In summary, computation of the optimum might also include such steps as changing the 
dynamic unbalance correction consists of assuming primary reference axes, or repositioning control 
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elements, to conform to the actual measured or 
computed situation. Most of this study is quite 
pertinent to  the general problem of designing 
spacecraft to be adequately well balanced in the 
first place so that no correction is needed. Balance 
is always recognized as a design factor, and 
development of more comprehensive and sophisti- 
cated techniques for balancing by design might 
well meet the needs of large spacecraft with 
relatively liberal unhalanc3e tolerances. Key fac- 
tors would be comprehensive and systematic mass 
measurement of all components, good quality 
control of assembly, effective error analysis, and 
suitable data processing and computer programs. 
Correction by ballasting means adding weight 
in locations defined by the expression of un- 
balance. These locations are much more restric- 
tive for triaxial balancing than for single axis 
balancing. Each of the weights needed must lie 
on a specific radiant line from the reference axis 
origin. "Splitting" weights to give the same 
vector effect is not impossible, but ~vould need I 
complicated analysis, especially for dynamic un- 1 
balance corrections. 
A static correction equivalent to weight N a t  I 
unit radius requires a weight of N/r  a t  radius r. 
The diametrically opposed radiants for dynamic 
unbalance correction are defined by +x, +y, +Z  
and - z, - y, - z. If a t  unit radius each correc- 
tion weight would be W, and both weights are to 
be a t  the same radius P,  each would have to be 
W/P2. If one weight L1 is to be a t  radius rl ,  and 
the opposed weight Lz a t  radius r2 then: 
Static* balance must be preserved. Dynamic 
balance about axis XX must also be preserved. 
Let the included angle between the XX axis and 
the dynamic (+orrevtion radiant t)c 4 ;  then 
L, r 1 2  cos $ s i n $  + L2r; cos 6 s i n $  = 2 ~ ( 1 ) ~  cos$  s i n $  . (54) 
As cos + sin + c-ancels out, othcr axes nced not be 
consitlered. From Equations 33 and 34 i t  follo\vs 
that 
If values are assumed for IfT, r l ,  and L1, Equations 
53 and 55 will give r2 and Lz. Note from Equa- 
tion 3.5 that Llrl%uht t)e less than %\I1; otherwihc 
Lz \vo111(1 have to be infinite for static balancc to 
be maintained, since for Llr12=2W, r2 becomes 
zero. If values are given to W, r l  and r2 l<(lua- 
tions 53 and 5G will give L1 and Lf In pr:~cticbe 
all mdii should be given m:iximum values (.on- 
sistent with the spacecraft configur:~tion, to 
minimizc the ballast, and any effect of static 
ba1:tncc correction on dynamics ba1anc.e must 1)e 
consitlcrcd. 
Its intention nns to promote understanding and 
suggest effective practical applications. Defining 
the N, (1, e, \1', x, y, or -C, p, q, r unbalance 
expression system and opcr:ttion @ were major 
objectives. Its practicnl motivation was the 
needs of a particular spacecraft program (Ap- 
pendix B). 
* 7 .  1 rlaxial balancing is inherently more compli- 
cated than single axis l~alancing. Hou cvcr, bal- 
ance tolerances are likely to t)e less stringent. 
Five problem areas are apparent: 
I .  How to make sufficient physical measure- 
ments to define initial unbalance. This study has 
definetl \\.hat measurements are necessary, unless 
prior linonledgc or accept:~ble estimates exist. 
l'hcsc may I)c total weight, inertias ahout three 
axes, magnitude and phase of static and dynamic 
un1)nlnnc~c aI)out one axis, and phase only of static 
anti dynamic ~lnb:~lanc.cl about a second axis. 
Ho\\cvc.r, the effecbt of static unbalance correction 
on dyn:rmic. ~ n t x i l a n ~ e s  must be c-onsidered. This 
CONCLUSIONS can 1)e done hy coding unbalances about x = y = z 
=Oas (N, ti, c ,  M T J  x, y), and (N, d,  e, -N,  d,  e ) ~  
This study reports the dcriv:ltion of :t~ialytic:~I ((111~ to st:~ti(' 1111l)aIa1l(-e) and pc.rforming (N, d l  
rel:ltionships, c*oordirl:ltc sysltm c-otling of 1111- e ,  \V, x, y),, @ (N,  (1, e, -N, (1, c ) ~ ,  or t)y apply- 
b:tl:~nc-c. corrections, :111d V : L ~ ~ O I I S  reI:~t(~(I ( 'oII(Y>~)~s. ing stat i ( -  11nl):11:~11(~(~ cO1.rCction brqofore (letermining 
dynamic unbalances. The relative merits and 
the best sequence of operations for either case 
depend on specific circumstances. There are 
other combinations of sufficient measurements, 
which suggests study of which measurements are 
easier to obtain with requisite accuracy. Redun- 
dant data will, if properly processed, improve the 
overall accuracy of balancing. 
2. Relating measurements to unbalance toler- 
ances. This study covers how it may be done. 
3. Determining required corrections. This 
study proposes a system for expressing triaxial 
unbalance which implicitly defines corrections, 
and discusses latitude in actual weight location. 
The final choice depends on the specific spacecraft 
configuration. 
4. Applying corrections. Because choice of 
location is very limited, this is likely to be more of 
a problem than in single axis balancing. Also, 
vector splitting techniques are difficult to evaluate, 
and should be considered with extreme caution, 
although the technique for computing the effect of 
changes to spacecraft can be used to check 
whether two proposed weights are in fact equiva- 
lent to an indicated single weight. Computer 
programming would be almost essential to apply 
this technique very extensively. 
5. Evaluating changes to spacecraft, including 
addition of appendages, etc., which cannot be 
balanced on the spacecraft. This study covers 
how this may be done. Again, computer program- 
ming is extremely advantageous. 
, 
APPENDIX A I 
SOLUTION OF THE TRlAXlAL BALANCE EQUATIONS 
If it is given that it is obvious that I 
(A4) Let 
Also set 
Therefore 
Then from Equations A14, AlG, and A17 
2 P + Q + R  = 2 P t N - R + M - P  
= 2 P + N - M + P + M - P  
= 2 P t N .  
P + Q  = L ,  ( A l l )  So 2P+N=L+M; therefore 
Q t R  = N ,  (A13) 
By reverting to original symbols: 
and so 
L t M  = 2 P + Q + R ,  (A14) 
( X Y ) ~  = 
(s)~ + (&I2 - (a2 
2  From Equations A1-A3 i t  can be seen that 
P  = L - Q ,  (A15) 
R  = M - P ,  (-416) 
a2 + b2 - c2 Q  = N - R .  (A17) - - 8W ( A 1 9  
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1 From Equations A l l  and A13 
1 L + N  = 2 Q + P + R  
Again, in reverting to original symbols: 
To obtain x2, y2, and e2, begin by dividing Equa- 
tion A19 by Equation A23, 
Again by reverting to original symbols: 
The value for yZ can be obtained from Equations 
(A21) A21 and A23, 
Now, from Equations A12 and A13 
M + N  = Z R + P + Q  
= 2 R + L - Q + N - R  
= ~ R + L - N + R + N - R  Likewise, from Equations A19 and A23 
The procedure for deriving x2, y2, and e2 can be used to derive the following: 
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I t  can be seen that Equations A27 and A24 are the same, Equations A28 and A25 are the same, and 
Equations A29 and A26 are the same. By using Equations A4, A28, and A25, 
Similarly 
Inspection of Equations A30, A31, and A32 will show that their solution will result in real numbers 
only if the sum of any two of the quantities a*, b2, and c2 exceeds the third quantity. 
APPENDIX B 
TRlAXlAL BALANCING OF SAN MARC0 FLIGHT UNIT 2 
The San Marco project is a joint program of 
Italy and the United States and the balancing of 
the Italian built spacecraft, performed by NASA 
a t  the Goddard Space Flight Center, was aided by 
the cooperation of personnel of the Italian Space 
Commission. Triaxial balancing was necessary 
for proper functioning of the drag measurement 
equipment on the spacecraft. San Marco flight 
unit 2 was balanced about its three reference axes 
by using stub shaft attachments to the spacecraft 
instead of the "wrap around7' fixture used for 
earlier San Marco balance operations. The unit 
was balanced twice and both operations will be 
discussed here. The first operation reduced the 
dynamic unbalance to less than 25 o~.- in .~  about 
all t8hree axes; the second to less than 15 ~z.- in .~  
Both operations reduced center of gravity dis- 
placement to less than 0.005 in.-the best value 
obtainable because of nonconcurrence of the 
reference axes. 
by averaging out the incompatibilities between 
redundant data) the measured data prior to 
calculation. The alternative solution of the basic 
set of dynamic balance equations was also derived 
and used and proved more amenable to arith- 
metic operations. 
Corrections were applied to the spacecraft and 
residual unbalance was measured about all three 
axes. Results were: Spacecraft center of gravity 
displacement from reference axes intersection was 
reduced from approximately 0.2 to 0.003 in.; 
dynamic unbalance, axis XX, was reduced from 
520 ~ z ~ - i n . ~  to 25 o~.-in.~; dynamic unbalance, axis 
YY, was reduced from 1210 o~.-in.~ to 22 o~.-in.~; 
dynamic unbalance, axis ZZ, was reduced from 
1100 oz.-ine2 to 20 o~.-in.~. 
The wcight of the spacecraft (including shell) 
after balancing was 177.7 k0.1 1b. Approximate- 
ly 8.5 lb (4.8 percent of the total) was added for 
balancing. 
First Balancing Operation Second Balancing Operation 
The stub shafts and spacecraft attachment Between the first and second balancing opera- 
adapters were individually statically balanced tions the spacecraft had minor component modi- 
before assembly. Their static unbalance was fications, but the initial unbalance was assumed 
minor and their design was assumed to preclude to be small. Since the earlier dynamic unbalance 
any appreciable dynamic unbalance. Alignment correction was not optimized for minimum weight, 
checks were made to ensure that the axes of it was decided to remove it, apply the equivalent 
rotation essentially coincided with the spacecraft optimized correction determined as described in 
reference axes. Deviations noted were considera- the text, and then measure and correct the remain- 
bly less than for the "wrap around" fixture used ing unbalance. Substitution of the optimized for 
for flight unit 1 and did not exceed the practicaI the original dynamic correction gave a net weight 
limitations imposed by machining tolerances. reduction of. 0.95 lb, and unbalance was then 
Measurements of initial static and dynamic measured as follows: 
unbalance about each reference axis were used to 1. Static baiance was 30 ue. in. a%o'it axis XX, 
compute required corrections. Experience with 21 oz. in. about YY, and 27.5 oz. in. about ZZ. 
unit 1 had shown that minor inconsistencies in 2. Dynamic unbalance was 160 oz. about 
measured data could affect the correction corn- axis XX, 124 oz. in.2 about YY, and 139 OZ. in.* 
putation drastically, and even render the basic about ZZ. 
equations incapable of rational solution (as men- The apparent static unbalance was largely due 
tioned in the text). Therefore, a technique was to nonconcurrence of the actual axis of spin. For 
developed to "normalize" (i.e., make consistent the spin axis it was noted that the spacecraft in- 
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terface (at the separation plane) was a very loose 
fit on the adapter, having a t  least a 0.020 in. 
lateral slop, and was actually located (non- 
repeatably) by the external marmon clamp. 
The dynamic unbalance was consistent with the 
expected results of modifications to the space- 
craft; therefore the equivalence of the optimized 
to the original correction was essentially demon- 
strated. 
The remaining dynamic unbalance did not 
warrant computing an optimized correction or 
consolidating the correction with existing weights; 
therefore a basic correction (no triaxially sym- 
metric vector) was applied; this added 0.33 lb. 
Some final static balancing involved removal of 
0.31 lb from existing balance weights, the overall 
operation reduced the total balancing weight on 
the spacecraft by 0.93 lb. Balancing required 
weight additions a t  13 discrete locations, and 
because of spacecraft structural considerations 25 
individual weights were actually attached. The 
final balance operation took 3 days and about 75 
man-hours effort, much less than the earlier 
operation, because techniques had been improved 
and the spacecraft had less initial unbalance. 
The residual unbalance obtained was as follows: 
Static unbalance was 8.6 oz. in. about spin axis 
XX, 9.7 oz. in. about YY, and 8.5 oz. in. about 
ZZ. (At least 70 percent of this static unbalance 
was the unavoidable consequence of nonconcur- 
rence of the reference axes.) Dyriamic unbalance 
was 10 oz. in.2 about XX, 12 oz. in.2 about YY, 
and 15 02. in.2 about ZZ. The final weight of the 
spacecraft, including shell and antennas, was 
177.5 lb. About 4.25 percent of this was balance 
weight (considerably less than the 4.8 percent 
needed by the first balancing operation). 
Conclusions 
Entirely new techniques were developed and 
applied to achieve the desired balance of the San 
Marco. This was the most complex precision 
balancing operation yet performed. The minor 
additional complications of concurrent control of 
inertias and total weight would have posed the 
ultimate complexity of complete control of all 
mass properties, so almost any balancing problem 
would be soluble by the general methods developed 
for San Marco. 
The first balancing operation corrected un- 
balance with the minimum number of correction 
weights, and the second with a larger number of 
weights but with less total added weight. 
The residual static unbalance was negligible 
because of the greater effect of nonconcurrence 
of reference axes. The residual dynamic un- 
balance, being equivalent to principal axis angu- 
lar deviations between 0.15 and 0.02 degree, was 
low enough that non-orthogonality of reference 
axes may well have been significant. 
Therefore, the San Marco flight unit 2 was 
balanced as well as the geometric errors of its own 
structure permitted. Effects due to unbalance 
could not have exceeded those due to geometric 
inaccuracies. 
SPACE VACUUM INVESTIGATIONS 
HESRY MAVRER, JR. 
Inaccessible-Non Repairable- Costly: The mean- 
ing of these words is absolute in the event of a 
complete failure of an orbiting spacecraft. Ade- 
quate design, or rather, minimizing chance of 
failure, challenges all scientists and engineers. 
Where experience has not been developed, the 
risk involved in a new application must be 
weighed against the consequence of a design 
failure. In space work, the spectrum of conse- 
quence is extremely wide. It ranges from loss of 
scientific data on one hand, to loss of life on the 
other.. There is little question that knowledge of 
the space environment and its effects must be 
determined to produce reliable spacecraft. Tests 
to prove the design must be performed with 
equipment capable of simulating the effects of the 
environment in which the design is to operate. 
This does not necessarily mean that the natural 
environment must be duplicated. The degree of 
environmental simulation that should be achieved 
depends primarily upon the significance of the 
physical effects it causes. The purpose of space 
vacuum simulation in an environmental test 
program should be accurately conceived and the 
testing phased to obtain maximum information 
from the limited samples available for test. 
This discussion is confined to some of the fac- 
tors involved in simulating the effects of space 
vacuum environment. This survey is by no 
means complete, but will touch on some of the 
highlights in this field: 
THE ENVIRONMENT 
The space vacuum environment covers the 
range from mm Hg to 10-l6 mm Hg or lower 
for interplanetary space. At lower altitudes, it's 
composition is a many varied thing and is affected 
by altitude, latitude, time of day, season of the 
year and disposition of the sun - whether a t  sun 
spot maximum or sun spot minimum. The 
earth's atmosphere extends to great altitudes. 
This fact is confirmed by various upper atmo- 
spheric and ionospheric observations, some of 
which have been made by the University of 
Michigan's High Altitude Engineering Labora- 
tory. The atmosphere is essentially a compressi- 
ble fluid in hydrostatic equilibrium, it's density 
varies roughly exponentially with height above 
the earth's surface, and no precise upper boundary 
has yet been defined. Our knowledge of the 
pressure, density, kinetic temperature, and com- 
position is rather scant for altitudes above 90 km. 
The work to date by the Committee on Extending 
the Standard Atmosphere, COESA, has resulted 
in a proposed standard up to 32 km, a tentative 
standard to 90 km, and a speculative standard 
from 90 km to 700 km. 
Suffice to say, then, that from 90 km to higher 
altitudes, models of the atmosphere are based 
primarily on some sounding rocket flights, drag 
data from satellites, and kinetic theory. The 
direct measurements made by Explorer XVII 
over the altitude range 256 km to 866 km were in 
general agreement with kinetic theory. However, 1. A description of the environment 
mass spectrometer data has not as yet been 
2. The level of simulation necessary to evaluate published. 
its effects Figure 1 shows an approximation of the pres- 
3. Test equipment capability sure distribution P =nKT or - n"9. This 
3 
4. Experience in test model is based on several sources and particularly 
data appearing in the 1962 issue of Astronautical 5. Experience in orbit Engineering Handbook. I t  represents the proba- 
6. Observations & future emphasis ble range of the environment. From the figure, 
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NEUTRAL PARTICLES PER cm" 
PREDOMINANT CONSTITUENT 
MEAN FREE PATH, cm 
ATM. PRESSURE 760mm Hg 
diffuse separation is shown to start a t  =I00 Km, 
predominant constituents are : 
Atomic oxygen from 100- 1,000 km 
Helium from 1,000 - 3,000 km 
Atomic hydrogen 3,000-to higher altitudes 
Estimated number densities of particles (n = P / M )  
and mean free path between collisions 
( M.F.P.=--- PmmHg 5X10-3) 
is shown a t  the top of the figure. 
An approximation of the vertical temperature and 
pressure distribution through the atmosphere for 
altitudes up to 700 km is shown in Figure 2. 
I t  is significant to point out that the range of 
typical spacecraft missions covers the entire range 
from lop4 to 10-l6 torr. Of 260 satellites orbited 
by the U. S. and the U. S. S. R., approximately 
75 percent had apogees exceeding 700 km. 
Therefore, our interest covers the entire range of 
to 10-l6 torr and it's possible effects on 
spacecr:rf t . 
EiVVIROr\'?rfEKTAL TESTIXG 
SPECULATIVE 
TENTATIVE 
STANDARD 
TEMPERATURE ( "  k]  
l o 2  1 0 - ~  loe5 I O - ~  lo-' 1oe9 
FIGURE 2.-Vertical temperature and pressure distribution through the atmosphere. 
WHAT ARE THE EFFECTS OF THE VACUUM of the material condensing on colder surfaces. 
ENVIRONMENT? Frictional behavior of contacting metal surfaces 
One of the most complete surveys on this subject 
was conducted by Jaffee & Rittenhouse of the 
JPL (their original publication appeared in the 
*Ann . 
~ Y O L  iwue d the AIL!. Jexzn! sx?",i eurre~tly 
being updated). In general, the survey indicated 
that materials undergo weight loss due to evapora- 
tion, sublimation and decomposition. For some 
materials, decomposition can cause several orders 
of magnitude greater loss than that due to sub- 
limation alone. Metals and alloys are quite 
stable. Sublimation of volatile constituents is of 
concern particularly where there is the possibility 
- 
in a space environment is a problem with un- 
certainties resulting from the lack of reliable data 
on friction in ultra high vacuum. Among semi- 
conductor materials, selenium, phosphides, and 
arsensides have high sublimation rates in high 
vacuum a t  moderate temperatures. Most organ- 
ic engineering insulators are unaffected by the 
vacuum of space except a t  high temperatures. 
Because of the complex composition of most oil 
and grease lubricants, computed estimates of their 
evaporation rates are not reliable. Polymers 
show high decomposition rates in vacuum. 
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A number of investigators have generalized on 
the subject of the degree of vacuum simulation 
required to reveal a particular effect. Little has 
occurred that would cause one to change the 
criteria which had been stated earlier. 
Table 1 summarizes the criteria. (Santler, 
Simons, e t  al). 
CORONA 
In order to evaluate corona or glow discharge 
effects, pressure simulation over the range of 
atmosphere to is desired. Corona occurs 
when the ionization potential of a gas or air is 
exceeded. The glow process is the visual release 
of energy through deionization. In an air or 
oxygen environment, corona causes the generation 
of small quantities of ozone which attacks common 
insulation materials. In high voltage applica- 
tions, the pressure, electrode separation distance, 
gas composition and dielectric strength of the 
material separating the electrodes determines the 
breakdown voltage. When deionization extends 
from one electrode to the other, the integrity of 
the dielectric is lost and sparkover can occur. 
Even where sparkover does not occur, energy loss 
due to corona can completely carbonize some 
dielectrics making them useless. The corona 
release is described by Patchcns Law - the break- 
down voltagc is a function of Pressure (P)  Xcon- 
ductor Separation distance ( D )  and decreases 
with this product ( P X  D) to a certain minimum, 
after which it rises again as P X D  decreases 
further. 
Heat Transfer 
To minimize gas conduction and convection 
between mating parts and their surroundings, 
pressure in the range of to lop5 mm Hg. is 
required. At this level of pressure, conduction I 
only occurs a t  solid surface sites. Thus, radiative 
transfer predominates. This level of vacuum is 1 
necessary for heat balance investigations. 
I 
SUBLIMATION AND EVAPORATION 1 
Sublimation and evaporation can be defined as , 
the rate a t  which molecules leavc a surface when 
exposed to vacuum. The equation of state for 
this process was given by Langmuir as: i 
TV =Rate of Evap. or sublim. Gms/cm2/sec 
P,=Vapor Pressure of Material mm Hg. a t  
~ 
Temp. T. 
M =Molecular Wt. 
T =Absolute Temp. OK I 
S =Rate of Sublim. Cm/Yr. 
p =Density of Solid Matl. 
These equations are valid when none of the 
molecules leaving the surface return to it. If 
pressure is held a t  levels of lop5 mm Hg. or Lower, 
the mean free path of vapor molecules between 
collisions will be several meters or more. (This 
assumes a reasonable size chamber) I t  is im- 
portant that where studies are done to establish 
sublimation rate, return of sublimed molecules 
should be minimized. Chamber walls colder than 
the specimen would help in this case. 
Effect I Pressure Simulation 
1. Coronn-Electrical Disch:trgc.. _ _.__. _ - - -  - - - -. - - - - - - - - - -  - - -  
2. Heat Transfer, Radiation Predominates _ - - -  -. -- - -  .-----..---. 
3. Ev:tporntion, Sublimation ...__--- -. -- -----...----------- - 
. . 4. Decompos~t~nn.. - - - -. . . -. -. . . . . . . . . . -. -. - - - - -. - - - - - - - -. 
5. IJit~eration of ak)sorl)e(I g : ~ .  . -. . .-. - - -  .-- - -.-  -. - -  - .---. . 
6. Liberntion of udsorl)cd (ndlirsion to surface) and che~nisorbed gas 
ATPVI. to mm Hg. 
lo-' to mm Hg. 
< 10 5 mm Hg. (hlFP >mean distance to 
condensing wall) 
< 10-5 mm Hg. (High pumping speeds) 
<lo-& mm Hg. (High pumping speeds) 
10-7 to 10-l6 mm IIg. 
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DECOMPOSITION 
Decomposition amounts to the breaking up of 
the base compound into elements or simpler com- 
pounds, some of which may be more volatile than 
the original base material. Weight loss by this 
mechanism may be several orders of magnitude 
greater than by sublimation or evaporation. 
Pressure in the range of rnm Hg. or lower 
is adequate as in the case of evaporation and 
sublimation. 
ABSORBED GAS 
utilizing bakeout and cryogenic pumping tech- 
niques with cold walls a t  4.2OK are reported 
capable of pressures below l&13 torr. These 
chambers are extremely few in number. One of 
the largest I am aware of has a working volume of 
5.240 cu. ft. (LRC) (It is important to note a t  
this point that our ability to create vacuum 
below 10-lo torr exceeds reliable means for mea- 
suring it.) So far as pumping techniques are 
concerned the next figure shows the variety most 
commonly used. (Figure 3) 
u ' 
ture'of the material and the parti'al pressure df the 1- m + w  I 
The liberation of absorbed gas occurs by diffu- ULTRA HIGH VACUUM I yLCUz I HCH VAC I *ED. VAC I VIC 
particular gas above the surface of the material. 
Pressures in the range of mm Hg or lower is 
considered adequate to reveal this effect. 
sion. the rate being dewndent u ~ o n  the temwra- 
ADSORBED 
I I I I I 
Gases held by adsorption and chemisorption 
adhere to the surface and in combined form 
throughout the volume of the material. Release 
of these gases is of ultimate importance in evaluat- 
ing the effectiveness of the lubrication or rather FIGURE 3.-Pumping methods for space chambem. 
the seizure tendency of metals that are in mutual 
contact. 
Clean surfaces do not occur until the pressure is 
reduced below mm Hg and cannot be main- 
tained for any appreciable time unless the pres- 
sure is in the range of 10-lo to 10-l6 torr. 
Note: - 2 sec. (Jaffee, Rittenhouse) 
lop9 -25 min. (Jaffee, Rittenhouse) 
1 0-lo - 10 hrs. (Sheffield) 
Thus, the level of vacuum simulation required 
must be defined in terms of the intent of the in- 
vestigation to be performed. Where corona, 
thermal & gross outgassing effects are of major 
importance simulation a t  lW7 torr is reasonable. 
For surface effects studies, pressures below 10-l2 
torr are required to provide a reasonable test 
duration to observe the effect. 
VACUUM SIMULATION 
The "state of art7' in vacuum techoiogy today 
has made available large vessels of 50,000 cu. ft. or 
more for testing of full spacecraft systems. These 
chambers are capable of ultimate pressures in the 
range of to lW9 torr. Smaller chambers 
The first three methods are useful in the viscous 
and transitional flow regions and are often used 
for evacuation of the bulk gas load. Of the three, 
the steam ejector provides the most rapid evac- 
uation. The upper three methods used are mo- 
lecular pumps. For speed of evacuation, high 
volumetric flow is important and therefore, it 
has become common practice to use a combination 
of molecular pumps. 
Good vacuum simulation implies that the 
vacuum system remove the molecules in such a 
way that probability of their returning to the test 
item is small. Ideally, the entire wall surround- 
ing the test item should pump all gases that im- 
pinge on it on first impact. Since molecular flow 
is a random process, a distributed high pumping 
speed enhances the chamber's capability to deal 
with heavy outgassing loads. The selection of 
the pumping method is dependent upon the 
intended usage of the system and that method 
which is most economical for the case in question. 
To amplify on this particular point . . . in the 
testing of optical systems where it is established 
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that vacuum simulation be in the order of lo-' 
torr or lower (to evaluate outgassing and thermal 
effects, as  well as functional performance of the 
optical device) several methods of pumping are 
available. The most significant criteria for select- 
ing the method to be used could well be based upon 
the pumping system which would reduce the 
chances for contamination of the optics. A 
pumping process that does not use a fluid pumping 
medium may well be the best choice. 
For large space chambers capable of testing 
complete spacecraft systems, the trend has been 
toward using multiple pumping' methods. The 
variability and magnitude of the gas load to be 
handled during test negates the possibility of 
using only one type of pumping system to evacu- 
ate the chamber. The major drawback to single 
method pumping is the time for evacuation and 
the ultimate pressure capability. Typically, large 
vacuum systems employ oil diffusion pumps 
backed by mechanical rotary piston and blower 
systems. 
An important adjunct to diffusion pumping has 
been the use of cryogenic pumping, and more 
recently, cryosorption pumping. These methods 
of pumping have comc into prominence concur- 
rently with the development of reli:~l)le equipment 
for producing and controlling liquid helium. 
Cryogenic pumping is the method of removing 
gas from the vapor phase by means of condensa- 
tion on cold walls. Cryosorption utilizes an 
adsorbent material in intimate contact with the 
surface of the cryogenically cooled condensing 
panels. The adsorbent has a high affinity for 
gases and is capable of more efficient pumping of 
some gases at temperatures above those required 
for cryogenic pumping. Cryogenic pumping 
speeds at ultra high vacuum are dependent upon 
the rate a t  which molecules of condensal)le gas 
strike the cryogcnicnlly cooled surfaces and also 
on the sticking coefficient of these molecules. 
The actual pumping speed is given by S = ji, where 
cm 3 fi is volume flow cm2 and .f, the sticking 
sec. 2 = 2  
corfficicnt, is dependent on the surface tempera- 
ture, vapor pressure of the gas a t  this temperature, 
and kinetic energy of the molecules striking the 
surfncbe. At IiN2 temperatures, 77"K, the main 
const itucnt s of t lie cryopumpcd gas load arc H 2 0  
vapor ( ' 0 2  some 0 2  and hydrocarbons. Pumping 
of N2 and oxygen can be accomplished on surfaces 1 
a t  20°K. Gases that cannot be ~ u m p e d  a t  this 
temperature include hydrogen, helium and neon. 1 
Cryogenic pumping of hydrogen and neon re- 
quires temperatures a t  the boiling point of liquid I 
helium, 4.2"K. 1 
Recent experience with adsorbent materials 
used in cryosorption pumping has shown that a t  
Torr, hydrogen can be pumped a t  20°K a t  a 
rate of approximately 7,000 liters per second per 
square foot of adsorbent area. There is reason 
to believe that this pumping speed will remain 
fairly constant until an appreciable area of the 
adsorbent surface has been utilized. This process 
appears very promising in its developmental stage. 
Adsorbent pumping of hydrogen a t  20°K has been 
shown to be 16 times greater than cryogenic 
pumping a t  4.0°K. The cost saving in cryogenic 
fluid is particularly appealing. 
In spacecraft testing, a motivating force behind 
I 
cryogenic pumping has been the increased demand 
for facilities that permit evaluation of the space- 
craft's thermal systems. Thermal balance evalu- 
ation requires that black space be simulated a t  a 
level where the net rate of radiant heat exchange 
I 
between the spacecraft and heat sink is near that 
which would occur in space. For a spacecraft 
operating in the range of 300°K, walls a t  liquid 
nitrogen temperature, (77"K), are adequate for 
this purpose. The additional benefit gained is 
the pumping of gases which condense a t  this 
temperature. The need for higher pumping 
speeds for gases that would not condense a t  
77°K (Nitrogen, Helium, Neon, Hydrogen) has 
led to the use of cryogenically cooled panels a t  
20°K. For economic reasons, removal of the 
radiant heat from the test object is usually done 
on a sink a t  77OK. 
A design approach for a cryogenic array which 
has gained wide application is shown in Figure 4. 
SANTELER FIN CRY0 PUMP 
CONDENSER FRONTAL AREA 
CURTAIN WALL i l 0 ~  LN2 T U ~ S  HE TUBES 
FIGURE 4.-Curtain wall sliowing "Santelcr Array". 
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The chamber contains an intermediate shroud, 
cooled to liquid nitrogen temperatures. Fins 
projecting from the liquid nitrogen shroud are used 
to support the gaseous helium condensing panels. 
The fins absorb the thermal energy from the test 
item, while still providing admittance of the gas 
load to the 20°K surfaces. The pumping speeds 
of such an arrangement depend on the exact 
geometry; however, molecular capture probability 
of 45 percent has been demonstrated by experi- 
ment. (Santler) 
VACUUM MEASUREMENT 
As was mentioned earlier, methods for creating 
vacuum has progressed faster than instrumenta- 
tion to measure it. 
Figure 5 shows the range of applications of 
- 
various gauges available today. 
Classifying them according to effect or property 
measured . . . 
Hydrostatic pressure 
gauges include:- - - - -3lanometer XlcLeod 
Thermal Conductivity 
Gauges :- - - _ - - - - - - - -Thermocouple Pirani 
Radiometer __--  - _ _ - _ - _Knudsen 
Ionization Gauge_---- -Alphatron Bayert Alpert Cold 
Cathode Hot Cathode 
Measures ION 
current produced by 
any of several sources 
(figures 6 & 7) 
Mass spectrometers_--_The Omegatron (Cyclotron) 
(figures RF Spectrometer Magnetic Sector 
8 through 12) Time of Flight Quadrupole Mass 
Filter 
Ionization gauges have wide application 
throughout the high vacuum field. Most recently 
the trend has been toward extensive development 
and use of mass analyzers since these instruments 
are capable of resolving the major constituents 
and partial pressure of the gas being pumped. 
Analysis of the pumped gases provides a powerful 
diagnostic tool for evaluating the performance or" 
the vacuum system and the effect of vacuum on 
the test item. 
The design requirements for mass spectrometers 
to be used on spacecraft test chambers differ from 
flight spectrometers for upper atmosphere re- 
search in that an extremely wide range of mass 
number is possible during the course of chamber 
evacuation and resolution up to mass 200 is 
desired. Flight spectrometers are designed for 
good resolution to about mass 44 - (COs) (Com- 
ponents such as Hz He, C E ,  H20 vapor, neon, 
PRESSURE (TOUR) 
FIGURE 5.-Range of application for various vacuum 
gauges. 
FILAMENT +45 VOL 
- 
FIGURE 6.-Bayard-Alpert ionization gauge. 
MOLECULE ANODE 
AUXILIARY CATHODE 
aman1 ICICO 
nmrur  t L n  
ION 
ION COLLECTOR 
FIGURE 7.-Inverted cold cathode gauge (Redhead). 
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FIGURE 8.-Omegatron mass spectrometer (Cyclatron). 
NON-RESONANT 
ACCELERATOR 1 I -~ 
ELECTRON ION REPELLER 
I I HEAVY IONS LIGHT IONS I 
I r ION DRIFT TUBE / c o ~ l ~ c ~ o ~  
/ ' I \ ACCELERATOR / 
MOLECULE \ ION 
ELECTRON 
FIGURE 11.-Time of flight mass spectrometer. 
RESONANT ION 
ION 
- RADIO FREO 
PLUS D C VOLTAGE 
FIGURE 12.-Qu:~druple mass filter. 
FIGURE 9.-R. F. mass spectrometer. 
FIUURE 10.-Magnetic sector mass spectrometer. 
0 2 ,  N2, CO, C 0 2  lithium, NA, K, Fluorine and 
chlorine fall within this range). 
The sensitivity required of flight spectrometers 
is of the order required for vacuum chambers for 
spacecraft testing. Since most testing is done in 
the range where total pressure is from to 
torr, a lower level of detectability of a minor con- 
stituent whose partial pressure may bc as low as 
10-l6 torr is desired. This corresponds to detect- 
ing one molecule/CM3. Iiecent improvements in 
ultra high vacuum techniques have led to the 
increased use of secondary electron multipliers. 
Multiplier gains of lo7 are possible- which in turn 
makes it feasible to count single IONS arriving a t  
the collector. The stability of the spectrometer 
electronics and isolation of surface effects in the 
sensor presents a most difficult problem. 
Most space chambers are equipped with multi- 
ple gauges since the signal output of no single 
gauge covers the entire range of interest. Much 
can be said about vacuum gauging; however, an 
article written by Dr. Alpert, appearing in 
"Physics Today", is probably one of the better 
summaries. He states-"Two new classes of 
ionization instruments have recently been devel- 
oped which have ultimate sensitivity below lo-" 
torr-one class for the measurement of total 
pressures with ultimate sensitivities in the 10-l2 
to 10- lvorr  range and a second class which 
involves mass nnalyzckrs capable of measuring 
partial constituents as low us 10-l6 torr. How- 
ever, in the range of pressures below lo-" torr 
ESVIROSlIESTAL TESTISG 
(and  so7neti?,les considerably higher) the surface 
effects, that is, the chemical and physical interac- 
tions which take place a t  the electrode surfaces 
of the instruments, begin to  be comparable to, or 
to dominate, the volume effects which they are 
intended to  measure." 
In  a more operational sense, the racuum gauge 
situation a t  the present time is such that the 
physical standard for calibration of total pressure 
gauges is the 11cLeod gauge with a readable limit 
of = torr. -411 methods of calibration below 
this level are estrapolations from this standard. 
The use of instruments referred to by Dr. Alpert 
for measurement in the ultra high vacuum range 
are extremely delicate and a t  the present time, are 
clefinitely laboratory instruments. 
Spacecraft Test Facilities at Goddard Space 
Flight Center 
An example of a large space environment 
simulator employing multiple pumping is sho~vn 
in Figure 13. This system is located a t  the 
Goddard Space Flight Center and has a usable 
working volume of approximately 30,000 cu. ft. 
The racuum systems consist of 17-52,000 liters 
per second oil fractionating diffusion pumps which 
are hacked by S rotary piston mechanical pumps 
and S b!owers. Cryogenic pumping at K0K is 
provided by circulating liquid nitrogen through 
shrouds located internal to the chamber on its 
top, bottom and sides. Pumping at 20°T< i.; 
provided by circulating dense helium gas through 
cryogenic panels located in the low-er half of the 
loD -- - ---_ 
P- 10.' -- nlrrusion- - - - 
mm Hg 
lo4 - -- - - - - - -- 
lod - -- LN2 SHROUD r 100 I 
lo-= - - - - --- -- 
SEPT. 63 
49,000 f t3 VESSEL 
10-~ 
0 2 4 6 8 1 0 1 2 1 4  
TIME-HOURS 
F I G ~ R E  14.-SEF Pumpdown Cunre. Pept. 63 40,000 
it3 \-essel. 
chamber. These panels are nested behind the 
lipuid nitrogen panels as was previously shown. 
A typical pumpdown curve for this chamber is 
shown in Figure 14. 
Generally speaking, the mechanical pumps 
reduce the chamber vacuum to  approsimately 
10-"tor, the liquid nitrogen panels and diffusion 
pumps reduce it to lo-' torr and the dense gaseous 
helium panels reduce it further until the ultimate 
is reached. Ultimate pressure in the chamber has 
been monitored at S X 1 0 - l 0 ~ ~ ~ m  in 13 hours with 
no x-chicle gas load. The pumping speed of this 
system below lo-? torr is approsimately 6.3 billion 
liters per second water vapor, and approsimately 
3 billion liters per sccond nitrogen. Sinety-two 
percent of the water vapor pumping capacity 
comes from the liquid nitrogen heat sink, ~vllile 
approsimately 93 percent of the nitrogen pumping 
capac~t y is realized from the gaseous helium 
ppnelr. 
Other chambers available at Godciard to  per- 
form systems tests range in size from '7' x 6' to 12 
to 1.5'. The spnctcraft test esperience u-hich I am 
2bo::t t 9  !-~~:iexr. is hnsed ilpon tests run in these 
chamtw-s. 
Spacecraft Test Experience 
Philosophically speaking, tests performed at the 
system levc! :ire intended to denlon.cfrcrte co~npat i -  
bilifly nulongrf fhe oprrclfing sltbsysfetns. The level 
FIGURE 13.-GSFC 3OrX4O' sl,nce environment simul:ltor. and duration of such tests are not directed toward 
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establishing the ultimate life or a statistical value 
PROTOTYPE for the reliability of the system. Under such a 
philosophy, the finding of weak links in the system 
and correcting them is accepted. This philosophy 
is predicated on the concept that critical materials 
and subsystems have in fact been tested and that  
= O O  2  4 6 8 10 12 14 failures are due to  system interactions not pre- 2 TlME (DAYS) 
viously tested for. Testing of prototype space- 
craft is done a t  stress levels exceeding the expected FLIGHT UNIT 
environment while tests of the actual flight space- 
2 --- 
craft is done p t  levels representative of maximum 2 -C----. COLD 
(95 percent confid) level expected during boost -1, 
phase and orbital flight. Thermal vacuum test- ' 0  2 4 6 8 10 12 14 
ing is but one of the tests performed on a space- TIME (DAYS) 
craft. FIGUIIE 15.-Summary of spacecraft f:~ilures vs. time in 
After corona check, the vacuum conditioning is thermal-vacuum tests. 
almost always combined with temperature con- 
ditioning to evaluate overall heat balance and Orbital performance not available for S-52-2 function of the entire system. 
systems, S 4 8 -  3 systems). Typically, the vacuum capability of the cham- This is hut a small sample of the performance ber under a full spacecraft gas load ranges from history of spacecraft flown by GSFC. 
through lo-' torr. Failure experience data The data available on spacecraft performance for 19 spacecraft systems has been accumulated in orbit is difficult to generalize on. Failures for both the hot and cold conditioning. The have occurred in both the and some 
temperature level for the hot condition was a in-line equipment. However, there has been 
maximum of 55°C and for the cold, - 20°C. The greater incidence of failure in the case of the 
total duration for hot and cold conditioning of 
experiments. Most post launch failure analysis prototype spacecraft was approximately 7 days, 
studies have indicated the probable cause was for the flight units, was failure of electronic components. However, the days. Approximately equal time was spent a t  
exact cause has most often not been identified. hot and cold conditions. For the 19 systems In  addition, some equipment, particularly experi- 
tested, a total of 118 failures were noted. The 
ments have been flown where there had been an 
average failure rate per day of exposure time for 
earlier history of poor performance in tests. 
each temperature level is represented by Figure 15. Flight of these items was done on a high risk basis. The failures observed were primarily due to  In most cases, usable data was obtained. The 
component failures. The distribution of failures 
exact role the vacuum environment played in due to mechanical design, and thermal causes were the orbital failures is not known. 
approximately equal. I t  is significant to point Turning to  a more direct area of concern . . . 
out that the highest incidence of failure in the 10 Spacecraft, Explorer XI, XIV, XV, OSO-1, 
system occurs during the early conditioning period Tiros I,  11, 111, Tiros IV, VI, Ariel I ,  selected a t  (first two after which the rate is reduced to a 
random were reviewed for possible orbital failure level of approximately one per day. 
attributed to  bearing or friction problems.' The On the basis of these data, it is not possible to  performance data shows the life of bearing ele- predict the reliability of the system for long term 
ments used in tape recorders and camera sub- life. It  is reasonable to predict that the system 
systems has been in excess of 7% months; motor 
should not suffer from early or1)it:tl failures. This failure has occurred in less than 4 months. These 
contention is supportetl hy the or1)it:~l pcrform- data are for sealed and oiled tape recorders. Only 
ance of satellites already tested and flown. 
one spacecraft reviewed had bearings and friction- (1lem:~rks on the orbit:~l pcrformnnrr rcprcscnt:t- 
t h e  of 14 of the systems tested is as  ~ o ~ ~ o \ v s :  I Private ro~nn~nnication with Mr C .  Vest of Mech System Branch. 
ENVIROX'IiIENTAL TESTING 
Orbital 
Life 
Spacecraft 
Title 
Remarks (as of Feb. 20, 1964) Design 
Life 
P-14 
Explorer X 60 hours 
5-3 
Explorer XI1 
60 hours 
112 days 
Sphere temperature increased continuously for several hours after satellite 
injection. The RB vapor magnetometer became intermittent. Failure 
was attributed to change in absorbtivity of the sphere caused by outgassing 
of the nose cone. 
All experiments functioned properly during 112 day period. The exact 
cause of failure has not been determined. 
One experiment-Lyman Alpha failed on launch. The experiments and 
spacecraft subsystems operated satisfactorily until early July (75 days). 
On July 12, the system began to go into 18 hour periods of undervoltage. 
Intermittent operation from that time on, has been experienced and is 
attributed to damage to the solar array by the high altitude detonation 
which occurred on July 9, 1962. Partial operation of the experiments and 
systems has been experienced and as of April 17, 1963 the spacecrait had a 
total equivalent 21 hour operating time of 17-1 days. As of February 20, 
1964, the satellite completed its 137th undervoltage condition and is sending 
data essentially from one experiment approximately XI percent of the time 
that the satelLite is operating. I t  is interesting to  point out that the tape 
1 recorder motor and associated bearings is still operating. 
I M P  
Explorer XVIII 1 year Operating 
satisfactori- 
ly as of 
2/20/64 
(90 days) 
One experiment failed 20 hours after launch due to failure of mechanical 
programmer to  step. Intermittent operation of the programmer has been 
experienced since this time. All other esperiment.~ and subsystems are 
functioning properly. 
S-3s 
Explorer XIV 
Launch 10/2/62 
OK 
1 year Operation 
Satisfactory 
for 300 
days 
First malfunction occurred after 75 days-could have been either an ex- 
periment (1 &: E) or the spacecraft encoder. Intermittent operation con- 
tinued for two weeks then cleared u p s a m e  malfunction occurred again 
after 5% months in orbit-lasted 16 hours. The spacecraft and experi- 
ments continued to operate satisfactorily from that time on. 
Not, yet 
flown 
I 
I 
a1 surfaces directly exposed to the space vacuum The lack of diagnostic instrumentation to 
environment. In this case, MOSz was used as the monitor the change in frictional properties of 
lubricant. Operation was in excess of 17 months components precludes any analysis except on a go- 
from data available for the survey. The orbital no-go basis. On the basis of these data, the per- 
vacuum was approximately 10-8 torr (600 Km). formance of sealed and oil mechanical subsystems 
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appears to be somewhat better than the per- 
formance of electronics. Orbital data are not 
sufficient to draw any conclusion for frictional 
surfaces exposed directly to the space vacuum. 
So far as surface effects are concerned, space- 
craft have run some 10°C to 15°C hotter than the 
maximum temperature predicted by the thermal 
analysis. I t  has not been established whether 
this is caused by the environment, contamination 
of the coating, or by the accumulation of toler- 
ances involving a / €  determination of the coatings, 
the fabrication process or the computational 
routines used for the thermal design. 
Despite these uncertainties, spacecraft have 
been successful. On the basis of utilizing current 
design experience, the life expectancy of scientific 
spacecraft equipment is a t  least G months, and 
probably a year, where good quality control is 
maintained for both the parts and workmanship. 
Observations & Future Emphasis 
Based on past performance and State-of-Art in 
vacuum testing the following point of view is 
offered : 
1. Tests being performed a t  the spacccraft 
systems level appear adequate to isolate possible 
early failures due to corona, tlirrmal causes and 
incorrect parts :~pplic:~tion. 
2. Long term effects of sul)lirn:~tion, and de- 
composition are not being tested for a t  the system 
level of asseml~ly anti a t  the present level of 
spacecraft instrumentation, neither is our means 
to diagnose this as a cause for failure in orbit. 
3. The effects of vacuum on determining bear- 
ing life and w a r  characteristics of moving surfaces 
in mutual contact is not conclusive. Orbital data 
is primarily for sealed and oiled applications. A 
real problem still exists for applications where 
sealing cannot be done and particularly where 
contamination cannot be tolerated. The con- 1 
tamination problem has greatest significance in 
the case of optical surfaces and electrical contacts. 1 
4. So far as vacuum exposure of spacecraft 1 
equipment is concerned : 1 
a. Systems tests a t  to mm Hg appear 
reasonable a t  this time. 
b. Long term effects due to  decomposition and 
outgassing should be attacked via tests on 
materials and electronics components and 
subsystems. Failure mechanism should be 
defined. Vacuum of to 10-l6 torr 
i 
should be developed and utilized in these 
studies. 
i 
c. The bearing and wear problem deserves 
closest attention and testing should be per- , 
formed in the UHV range, 10-lo to 10-l6 
mm Hg. 
5. So far as vacuum techniques are concerned: 
i 
l 
a. Reliable high speed pumping systems should 
be developed that will reduce the contamina- 
tion problem. (Chamber contributed and 
self contamination of the test item due to 
rebounding rnolccules). 
b. Creation of UHV in small systems for parts 
and component testing should be pursued. 
c. Instrumentation to mcaslire both type and 
quantity of gas constituents in a system 
from lop7 through 10-l6 torr should he 
developed to the point where they are 
reliable and easy to operate. Means for 
calibrating such instruments should be devel- 
oped concurrently. 
6. So far as test techniques are concerned, a 
good deal of effort should be directed toward 
understanding basic effects and establishing test 
levels and durations consistent with revealing 
these effects. 
LAUNCH ENVIRONMENT PROFILES FOR SOUNDING 
ROCKETS AND SPACECRAFT* 
W. J. NEFF AND R. A. hlONTES DE OCAt 
The Launch Phase Simulator, which is b e i i  developed by the Goddard Space Flight Center 
must provide several diierent functions-individually or in combination-for simulating the 
environmental conditions encountered by the payload of sounding rockets and unmanned sp- 
craft from liftoff to last stage burnout. A survey has been made of the sounding rockets and 
spacecraft launch vehilces that NASA is utilizing or will use in the near future, and representative 
profiles are plotted to show their time history and interrelation of parameters. The following 
parameters are included in the profiles: acceleration, (longitudinal and lateral), pressure, vibra- 
tion, acoustics, heating, and spin. From t h e s  profiles, an overall envelope of launch environ- 
mental parameters has been constructed. 
INTRODUCTION 
An environmental test facility called the 
Launch Phase Simulator is being developed by 
Goddard Space Flight Center (GSFC). The 
purpose of this facility is to provide simulation of 
the environmental conditions encountered by 
the payloads of sounding rockets and unmanned 
spacecraft during the launch phase of flight. The 
most important feature of the launch environment 
is that mechanical input (vibration, shock, 
acoustics, spin) and thermal-vacuum inputs are 
imposed on a payload in a varying acceleration 
field. The fundamental design criterion of the 
Launch Ph,ase Simulator is this combination of 
environmental inputs. 
To provide simulation of the environmental 
parameters acting during the launch phase, the 
magnitudes of these parameters and the extent to 
which they are combined must be known. There- 
fore, a survey has been made of the sounding 
rockets and unmanned spacecraft launch vehicles 
that NASA is using or will use in the near future. 
-- l'he resuiis oi &is biii-v-e-ejr arc presented herein a.s 
launch environment profiles for representative 
missions. The parameters given in these profiles 
include acceleration, pressure, vibration, acoustics, 
*Published aa NASA Technical h'ote 0-1916, January 1964. Thii 
work was accomplished for the Goddard Space Flight Center. Test and 
Evaluation Division, by Booz-Allen Applied Research. Inc.. Bethesda. 
Maryland. aa a task under contract NAS 5-2415. 
tBooz-Allen Applied Research. Inc. 
heating, and spin. From these profiles, an overall 
envelope of the launch environment parameters 
can be constructed. 
The launch profiles have been prepared to assist 
in developing the Launch Phase Simulator facility. 
The material has been organized to fulfill the need 
for an overall envelope of launch environment 
parameters. However, this material is not con- 
sidered suitable for specific applications, such as 
programming individual spacecraft environmental 
tests. 
LAUNCH ENVIRONMENT PROFILES FOR 
SOUNDING ROCKETS 
Launch environment profiles for the following 
sounding rockets have been included in the study: 
Name 
Nike-Asp 
Aerobee 150 A 
Jave-iin 
Aerobee 300 A 
Iris 
Nike-Cajun 
Journeyman 
Journeyman B 
Designation 
ASPAN 150 
- - - 
n-4 - 5" Y 
Spaerobee 
52 KS 3850, Marc 13A1 
--- 
Argo D-8 
TS609 (Blue Scout, Jr.) 
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The data gathered for this work are incomplete following paragraphs contain general comments 
with regard to  some parameters, and a summary for each of the parameters. 
of availability is presented in Table 1. The I 
Table 1 
Availability of Data on Launch Profile Parameters for Sounding Rockets.* 
*Availability of data is denoted by the letter "x." 
1. Acceleration various rockets with nominal payloads, 
Mach 
Number 
x 
x 
(a) Longitudinal: Complete data are available, 
either calibrated or tested. Test results 
Sounding 
Rocket 
Nike-Asp 
Aerobee 150 A 
Javelin 
Aerobee 300 A 
Iris 
Nike-Ca jun 
Journeyman 
Journeyman B 
illustrates the wide range of maximum 
accelerations and time of occurrence. 
are in good agreement with the calibrated (b) Lateral: No record of lateral acceleration 
data. Table 2, which shows the maximum for these rockets was found during the 
acceleration achieved for different stages of survey. 
Acceler- 
ation, 
Longitu- 
dinal 
x 
x 
x 
x 
x 
x 
x 
x 
Vibration 
x 
x 
x 
Table 2 
Maximum Stage Acceleration Versus Time for Sounding Rockets.* 
Roll 
Rate 
(Spin) 
x 
x 
x 
x 
x 
x 
x 
x 
Acceler- 
ation, 
Lateral 
Dynamic 
pressure 
x 
x 
Acoustics 
x 
*The maximum acceleration for each rocket is underlined 
Altitude 
(pressure) 
x 
x 
x 
x 
x 
x 
x 
x 
Heoting 
x 
x 
x 
x 
x 
x 
x 
x 
Sounding 
Rocket 
Nike-Asp 
Aerobee 150 A 
Javelin 
Aerobee 300 A 
Nike-Cajun 
Journeyman 14.8 33.8 12.7 
Journeyman B 7.6 2.6 7.1 72 27.3 1 05 12.9 1 46 
1st Stage 
Accel. 
(9) 
39.6 
11 
-
17.5 
10.9 
Time 
2.8 
2.5 
4 
2 
2nd Stage 
Accel. 
(9) 
- 49.3 
9.1 
16.3 
8.5 
Time 
(set) 
23.1 
55 
13 
51 
3rd Stage 
Accel. 
(9 
--- 
--- 
34.8 
57.5 
4th Stage 
Time 
(se c 
--- 
--- 
28 
54 
Accel. 
(s 
--- 
--- 
12.6 
--- 
Time 
(set) 
--- 
--- 
87 
--- 
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1 2. Altitude (pressure) 
I Altitude versus time and the corresponding atmospheric pressure profile are depicted for 
I each rocket. These profiles vary with payload. 
I 3. Vibration 
I Vibration profiles are not plotted because of 
the lack of appropriate data. However, vibra- 
tion inputs may be expected during the whole 
launch phase and will be particularly severe 
during the burning time of certain stage motors. 
The list of data sources (Bibliography, page 799) 
includes several references for vibration data. 
4. Acoustics 
Data on acoustic excitation have been pre- 
sented for the Javelin (Argo D-4) only. 
1 5. Heating 
(a) External: The external temperatures plot- 
ted for each sounding rocket have been 
presented for an assumed low launch angle 
(approximately 70 degrees) and a nominal 
I payload. At higher launch angles the 
i temperature will be lower. 
(b) Internal: Heating of the payload com- 
partment after launch is a funct,ion of the 
compartment temperature prior to launch, 
vehicle flight path, duration of flight, heat 
output of the payload, and compartment 
configuration. Since the powered flight 
time for sounding rockets is very short (in 
general, less than 100 sec), the payload 
compartment temperature rise will be 
small. 
6. Roll rate (spin) 
Roll rates are presented as a function of time. 
There is a wide range, from 0 spin to 12 rps, 
occurring at different values of acceleration and 
pressure. 
7. Dynamic pressure and Mach number 
Dynamic pressure and Mach number are 
also plotted for those rockets on which data are 
available. 
Figures 1 through 8 give the launch profiles for 
the sounding rockets. Descriptive data for each 
rocket accompany the figures. Profiles are given 
for nominal payload unless otherwise specified. 
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Nike-As p 
Designation: ASPAN 150 
Launch vehicle 
1st: Nike M5 Booster 
2nd: Asp-l 
Payload size: See sketch 
Payload weight (Ib) 
Minlmurn: 25 
Nomlnal: 50 
Maximum: 100 
(Dimensions in inches) 
(Nominal ava~lable payload volume=0.64 cu ft) 
, 25 PAYLOAD (lb) I 
FIGURE 1.-Launch profile fo r  N ike -Asp  sounding rocket. 
Launch veMe 
1st: 2.5 KS leOOO 
2nd: krobea 150 A 
P a ~ r i a : s e a s k a c h  
~ ~ 2 0 0  
Muunwn: 300 
ENVIRONMENTAL TESTING 
Aerobee 150 A 
(Dimensions in inches) 
(Nominal availaMp paybad vdume, including 
extensions - 6.90 cu ft) 
F ~ X ~ E  2.-Launch profile for Aerobee 150 A sounding rocket. 
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Javelin (Argo D-4) 
Designation: Argo D-4 
Launch vehicle 
1st: Honest John M6 Booster 
2nd: Nike M5 Booster 
3rd: Nike M5 Booster 
4th: Altair (X243-A6) 
Payload sue: See sketch 
Payload weight (lb) 
Minimum: 20  
Nominal: 125 
Maximum: 175 
- ALL FINS 1% E R E O I V L  
AFT FIN S€T 1% EFFECTlI  
I 
ALL FORWARD FIN ITlS lNEFFECllVT 
(Dimensions in inches) 
(Nominal ava~lable payload volume= 1.4 cu ft) 
FIGURE 3.-Launch profile for Javelin sounding rocket (Argo D-4). 
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Aerobee 300 A 
Designation: Seaerobee 
2nd: Aerobee 150 A 
3rd: Sparrow 111 (1.8 KS 7600) 
Payload size: See sketch 
Payload might(lb) 
Minknum: 20 
Nominal: 60 
Maximum: 100 
(Dimensions in inches) 
(Nominal available payload volume= 0.9 cu ft) 
i - - . - 
i 
I = 6 
I 2 4 
$ 2  NOMINAL R M O  RDU / 
i 
NOMINAL YOW EOLL 
0 , ' , , I  
g $0- 
i 
I 
I 
I 
I YX) - 
% ~ o A 3 b ; O $ O ; O A ~ r n  
T I M  (uc) 
FIGURE 4.-Launch profile for Aerobee 300A sounding rocket. 
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Designation: 52 KS 3850, Marc 13A1 
Launch vehicle 
1st: 0.8 KS 18800, Marc 1481 
2nd: 52 KS 3850 
Payload size: See sketch 
Payload weight (Ib) 
Minimum: 75 
Nominal: 100 
Maximum: 200 
(Dimensions in inches) 
(Nominal ava~lable payload volume=4.5 cu ft; 
with 20-in. cylindrical extension=5.8 cu f t )  
"'t 
2 4 
PAYLOAD (Ib) 
4 lo 
$ 0  - 
1lMt  Ired TIME (SK 1 
FIGURE 5.-Launch prof i le  for Iris sounding rocket. 
Launch vehicle 
1st: Nike M5 Booster 
2nd: 2.8 KS 8000 Cajun 
Payload slze: See sketch 
Payload weight (Ib) 
Minimum: 25 
Nominal: 50 
Maximum: 100 
ENVIRONMENTAL TESTING 
Nike-Cajun 
I - i The r d l  rate ts zero NOL however thal random p?lurballons 
such ar l a ~ n c h r  Isp otf. Iln mmwlqnmenl. 
and wlnar may produce ~ a t l e r  6" roll 
TIME (rec) 
(Dimensions in inches) 
(Nominal ava~lable payload volume-0.64 cu ft) 
- - -  
T I M  (uc) 
FIGURE 6.-Launch profile for Nike-Cajon sounding rocket. 
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Journeyman (Argo D-8) 
15.53 
Designation: Argo D-8 
~aunch vehicle - 
1st: Pollux XM.33E6 plus two auxiliary 
Recruit(XM.19El) 
2nd: Lance XM-25 
3rd: Lance XM-25 
4th: Alta~r X248 A6 
Payload size: See sketch 
Payload weight (lb) 
Minimum: 75 
Nominal: 125 
Maximum: 175 
(Dimensions in inches) 
(Nominal available payload volume= 7 cu ft, estimated) 
FIGURE 7.-Launch profile for Journeyman sounding rocket (Argo D-8). 
Designation: TS 609A(Blue Scout, Jr.) 
Launch vehicle 
1st: Castor(XM33-E8) 
2nd: Antares (X254-A1) 
3rd: Akor ( AllO-41) 
4th: Cetus(N0TS 100A) 
Payload size: See sketch 1 Payload weght (lb) 
Nominal: 30 
Intermediate: 50 
Maximum: 100 
I 
I 
ENVIRONMENTAL TESTING 
Journeyman B 
q -101 , 1 I I I J 
I 0  20 40 60 00 la, In, 140 160 
TIME IN (uc) 
21.0 Diam. I- 
(Dimensions in inches) (Nominal available payload vdurne =2.8 cu ft, estimated) 
TlME (uc) 
TlME (set) 
FIGURE 8.-Launch profde for Journeyman B sounding rocket. 
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LAUNCH ENVIRONMENT PROFILES FOR 
SPACECRAFT 
Launch environment profiles for the spacecraft 
presently programmed for development by GSFC 
are dependent to a large degree on the charac- 
teristics of the launch vehicles, with smaller 
variations over the range of weights and trajec- 
tories of the particular spacecraft. This overall 
launch profile review is based, therefore, on 
available data relating to the following launch 
vehicles : 
Scout Atlas-Agena B 
Delta Centaur 
Thor-Agena I3 
The general configurations of these launch 
vehicles are well-known and not repeated here. 
Among the specific characteristics affecting launch 
profiles, the following should be noted: 
1. All launch vehicles are liquid propellant 
except Scout (four-stage, all solid propellant) and 
the third stage of Delta. 
2. Delta and Thor-Agena B have essentially 
the same first stage. 
3. Thor-Agena 13 and Atlas-Agena I3 have 
essentially the same second stage. 
4. Atlas-Agenn B and Cent:~ur have essentially 
the snmc second stage. 
5 .  Scout and Delta have essentially the same 
final stage. 
A11 the launch vehicles above may utilize 
variable burning schedules for the upper stages, 
depending on the particular orbit or trajectory 
desired. This will affect the time history of 
acceleration and vibration, and the relation of 
pressure to acceleration and vibration (and, to a 
lesser extent, the relation of temperature to 
vibration and acceleration). I t  will not affect 
the relation of vibration to acceleration. Almost 
all thc acoustic and aerodynamic vibration and 
heating inputs occur during the first stage burning 
and :ire nearly the same for all launch payloads, 
varying only with shroud characteristics. 
l<cprcsentative launch profiles for Scout, Delta, 
Tl~or-~\gcn:~ 13, Atlas-Agen:~ I3, and Centaur 
vehicles are given in Figures 9 through 13. 
Figurcs 9 through 13 present maximum longi- 
tudinal :ic.c.clcr:~tion in g's, altitude in feet, and 
clyn:irnic- pressure in pounds per scluarc. foot. The 
notations indicate staging, Mach 1, ejection of I 
aerodynamic shroud, and spin-up, as well as 
levels and sources of vibration, acoustic, and I 
heating inputs. The data sheets accompanying , 
each plot give further information on the profiles, 
I 
including magnitudes of vibration and acoustic 
inputs if available. The anticipated launch pad 
environment prior to liftoff is also given if known. 
The data sheets also include a listing of typical 
NASA payloads launched or programmed for 
each launch vehicle. Manned spacecraft are not 
included, since these are not under the cognizance 1 
of GSFC. 
The following notes apply to Figures 9 through 
13: 
1. Representative profiles were chosen pri- 
marily on the basis of data availability. In  
general, the continuous function data (accelera- 
tion, altitude, dynamic pressure) are from mea- 
sured or computer trajectory print-outs for the 
selected spacecraft - launch-vehicle combinations. 
The other environmental data (vibration, acous- 
tics, heating, and spin) are from GSFC internal 
reports and correspondence, and from interviews 
with project personnel. 
2. Continuous function data are plotted against 
time from liftoff, in seconds. Diagonal rulings 
indicate a time break. Event timing is given in 
the horizontal bar chart of operational phases just 
above the plot. In addition to the plotted func- 
tions of acceleration (longitudinal), altitude, and 
dynamic pressure, the ambient pressure can be 
obtained from the altitude scale by using the 
following conversion table : 
Altitude 
Pressure (mm Hg) (ft) 1 (lo5 ft) 
ENVIRONMENTAL TESTING 
HEATING 
(temperature rise) 
-not scaled- 
I O U T S I D ~ R O U D  I' SHROUD OFF 
PAYLOAD 
=LAUNCH AMBIENT 
160 rpm (approx.) r~ AERO. 
ACOUSTICS - SPIN 1 
(max. levels-external) 0 rprn 
-not scaled- 
ENGINE 
p""INGa BURNING VIBRATION RESONANCE 
(max. levels) 
-not scaled- 
t COAST COAST OPERATIONAL PHASE lST St 2ND 4 3 R ~ *  4TH .+ COAST TO APOGEE - STAGE STAGE STAGE STAGE 
DYNAMIC PRESSURE q 
( l o 2  Ib/sq ft) 
ALTITUDE h 
(lo5 f:) 
0 100 200 300 
TIME FROM LIFTOFF (seconds) 
FIGURE 9.-Representative bunch profile for Scout vehicle ( S M / p  21% profile; pay lod ,  1% lb.). 
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H-G 
(temperature rise) 
-not waled- =LAUNCH AMBIENT 
150 rpm (approx.) 
I 
ACOUSTICS 
0 ipm 
VIBRATION 
STAGING ENGINE 
BURNING 
( i a x  levels) 
-not scaled- 
OPERATIONAL PHASE kMAIN ENGINE-+ZND STAGE+ COAST f 3RD +ORBIT I 
STAGE 
DYNAMIC PRESSURE q 
( l o 2  Ib/sq 11) 
ALTITUDE h 
(1051t) 
ACCELERATION A 
-not scaled- 
TIME FROM LIFTOFF (seco~lds)  
FIGURE 10-Representative launch profile for Delta vehicle (5-3 profile; payload, 85 Ib.). 
3. Other environmental data are given only in 
qualitative form, to show how they fit into the 
time profile of the launch. Height of the bars for 
vibration and acoustic levels is indicative of order 
of magnitude and is consistent throughout the 
five profiles. Further information on these para- 
meters (including quantitative values where 
available) is given on the data sheets accompany- 
ing each figure. 
4. Variations of payloads and trajectory re- 
quirements from those plotted in the figures will 
affect the early portion of the profile very little. 
Variations in payload weight will affect final stage 
burnout acceleration and altitude. Variations in 
trajectory will affect altitude and magnitude of 
heating. Variation in vehicle configuration (pri- 
marily shroud changes) will affect heating and 
acoustics. In particular, payload changes within 
a given vehicle configuration will have little effect 
on all profile data of the vehicle's first stage 
(1st and 2nd stages for Scout). Consequently 
most vibration, acoustic, and heating inputs - 
which occur early in the launch phase-are 
similar for all payloads. For this reason it was 
considered acceptable to extrapolate vibration, 
acoustic, and heating data for payloads other than 
those used for the continuous function data. 
5. Vibration data are generally referenced to the 
payload support structure. In particular, the 
vibration data for Delta, Thor-Agena, and Atlas- 
Agena are based on this reference. Vibration 
data for Scout are from measurements within the 
lower payload section, but this is a t  the same 
location relative to the scientific payload. 
6. Acoustic data are referenced to the payload 
location of the launch vehicle. Data labeled 
I EKVIRONMENTAL TESTLVG 
I 
(tanpsntura nu) #CREAsIK. INSULATION 
-nd xakd- 
=LAUNCH AMBIENT 
VlBRATlffl LIFTOFF ENGINE 
(mu. lMk) 
-rm - u 
AGEW 
2NO BURN 
ORRATlOWL FIWZ ENGINE *rnASTt AGENA 1ST EURN -- COAST -=WIT  - 
\ 
FIGURE 11.-Representative launch profile for Thor-Agena B vehicle (POGO profile; payload, 1000 lb.). 
10 
''external" are referenced to the outer surface of Vibration (Cant.)- -Tangential mode of resonance has 
the shroud. Data labeled "internal" are ref- frequency range of 2350 to 3700 cps 
and levels to 50 g-rnu. Langitudim1 
erenced to the inner surface of the shroud. 
mode has fundamental frequency a t  
7. Heating data are given for the external and 580 cps and second harmonic a t  1160 
internal surfaces of the nose cone (shroud) at the cps, with level up to 17.8 g-rms a t  
junction of the conical and cylindrical surfaces 580 cps and 8.9 g-rms a t  1160 cps-on 
(reference point 2 feet aft of nose, for Scout). the longitudinal axis. 
Approx. vibration limits from St-9 The notes accompanying the Atlas-Agena profile data (total duration, up to 40 sec): 
indicate the wide variation in external shroud Longitudinal : 
- 
temperature a t  different locations. 
Scout (Representative Profile) 
DYNAMIC PRESSURE g y,l - 
(10' Iblsq R )  
ALTITUDE h 
(10' R) SHROUD 
OFF 
KXELERATION A 
-mt rolcd- 
\ 
-\ \ 
I 
0 300 4W MO 
TIME FROM LIFTOFF ( S K O l l d s  ) 
Scout- - - - - - - - - - - - -Four-stage, solid propellant 
Acceleration- - - - - - _Longitudinal : 
max. = 14.5 g, 4th stage 
13.8 g, 3rd stage (estimated) 
Lateral: none recorded, but see 
"Vibration" 
Altitude- ---------At end of boosted flight: 1,670,000 ft 
Dynamic Pressure-f faximum = 18110 lb/sq f t  a t  T =35 sec 
Vibration- - - - -----Dominated by characteristic burning 
resonances of 4th stage motor (X-248). 
Acoustics- 
- 
580 cps, to 17.8 g-rms 
1160 cps, to 8.9 g-rms 
2350-3700 cps, to 29.4 g-rms 
Lateral: 
580 cps, to 5.9 g-rms 
1160 cps, to 2.5 g-rms 
(Further vibration data on X-248 
motor and Scout rocket are available 
in SASA-GSFC Test and Evaluation 
memos 621-35 (St-9) and 621-4 
(St-7) ; see Bibliography.) 
--Powerplant noise at launch T=O 
approx. flat at 140 db/octave band 
from 40 to 2000 cps, reduced by 15 to 
20 db after 2 sec. 
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HEATING 
OUTSIDE SHROUD 
(temperature INCREASING INSULATION 
-not scaled- THICKNESS 
=LAUNCH AMBIENT 
(mai levels- ~nternal) 
-not waled- 
I LIFTOFF 
VIBRATION STAGING 
OPERATIONAL PHASE --L SUSTAkNER - 4 COAST AGENA 1ST BURN - 4 COAST V G E N A  2ND BURN t ORBIT - 
DYNAMIC ( 10' lblsq PRESSURE I t )  q = I - -  
ALTITUDE h 
( l o s  11) 
6 
\ 
10 
M  1- 
* 
? h ( l o2  lblsq I t )  
SHROUD 
OFF 
\ 
ACCELERATION A 
\ 
-mt scaled- * 
A 
I 
0 200 400 3500 
TIME FROM LIFTOFF (SECONDS) 
FIGURE 12.-Itepresentative launch profile for Atlas-Agena B vehicle (EGO profile; payload, 1000 Ib.). 
Acoustics 
Heating.. 
(Cant.)_- Aerodynamic noise peaks a t  maxi- 
mum dynamic pressure q,,. (T=35  
sec) a t  approx. 140 dbloctave band 
from 800 to 8000 cps (these are 
external levels). 
---------Outside heat shield a t  2 ft  behind 
nose: Tempcruture rises from am- 
bient to about 600°F a t  T = 5 0  scc 
(probe trajectory) and drops off slowly 
to 500°F a t  T = 100 sec. 
Inside heat shield a t  same point: 
Temperature rises from ambient to 
about 100°F a t  100 sec. 
Heat shield ejected vefore 3rd stage 
ignition (T = 100 sec) : I'yaload tem- 
perature on St-7 gave erratic rc:idings, 
but steady-state maximum for T = 200 
sec to T = 600 sec was 120°F. 
Spin - - - - - - - - - - - - - -  Appros. 160 rpm, initiated just before 
4th stage ignition and continuing after 
final burnout. 
Pad environment 
prior to T =O----Air conditioning requiretl for 4th stage 
motor. 
Typical payloads (in 11)) for Scout (NASA only); 
capability-150 Ib to 300-mile orbit ant1 250 lb for ad- 
vanced versions : 
Ariel I1 (S-52; UK-2) 165 
Polar Ionosphere Beacon (S-66) 70 
Fixed Frequency Topside Sounder (S-48) 110 
Micrometeoroid Satellite (S-55) 135 
Delta (Representative Profile) 
Delta - - - - - - - - - - - - -  Three-stage; 1st and 2nd, liquid pro- 
pellant; and 3rd, solid propel1:~nt 
1st stage is Thor engine, essentially 
same as in Thor-Agena B vehicle 
3rd stage is S-248, same as 4th 
stage of Scout 
Accelerittion- - - - ---Longitudinal: max. = 18.0 g, 3rd stage 
~ 1 2 . 5  g, 1st stage 
Lateral: none recortled, but see 
"Vibration" 
Altitude -----  - -  - -  - -At end of powerctl flight, T = 700 sec: 
970,000 ft 
Dynamic Pressure--RIaximum =0:30 lb/sq ft a t  T =66 sec 
Vibmtion - - - - - - - _ -  As with Scout, dominated by S-248 
burning resonances a t  580 cps, and 
3700 cps in first half of burning. 
(See vibration data for Scout; also 
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Vibration (Cont.) - -KASA-GSFC Test and Evaluation 
memo 621-37 on Delta-9 (S51/UK-1) 
test-see Bibliography) 
Other vibrations: aerodynamic in- 
puts near hlach 1 and q,. during 
first stage, and a possible longitudinal 
mode near end of 1st stage burning, 
T = 130 to 160 sec, up to  + 2.8 g-peak. 
Other tests (AVT-1) on SASA 
vehicles using same 1st stage give up 
to 7 g-rms longitudinal near Mach 1 
and 3 g-rms lateral a t  the same time. 
Approx. maximum limits, based on 
these limited data: 
Stage Acceleration 
I Longitudinal I -T- 7 -- -- 2
1s t  Stage 1 400-2100 
Lateral  
-- - .- 
1 580 I 
3 rd  Stage ' 1160 1 !.5 I i 
2350-3700 1 52 1 
iSee data sheets for Scout and Thor- 
Agena B) 
Acoustics----- - - - - -3laximum noise levels a t  liftoff T =O 
to T =  10 sec, also a t  possible shroud 
N. B. coincidence-resonance at  Mach 0.5. 
Changes with 
varyingshroud Other high noise levels near Mach 1 
configuration and possibly at  q,,,. Estimated 
overall noise levels a t  liftoff up to  
145 db external, possibly up to 8 db 
higher a t  Mach 0.5; noise decays 
rapidly after q, (T=66 sec). 
Soise spectra peak a t  150 to max 
300 cps externai a114 about o:.c sctwe 
higher, internal. 
Heating--- -- - - - - - -Inside shroud (only available data) : 
Temperature a t  junction of nose cone 
snd cylindrical section rises from 
ambient to  450"-500°F a t  about 
T = 190 sec. and slowly decreases 
(data for Ariel I shroud and tra- 
jectory). This is for fiber glass 
shroud (0.10 in.) without insulation in 
cylindrical section. 
Spin- - - -. - - - - - - - - _ Approx. 150 rpm, initiated before 3rd 
stage ignition and continuing after 
final burnout. 
Pad environment 
prior to T = 0- _--Air conditioning required for 3rd stage 
motor. 
Typical payloads (lb) for Delta (SASA only); capability 
-500 Ib to 300-mile orbit: 
Tiros 285 
Orbiting Solar Observatory ($17) 450 
Relay (A-15) 170 
Syncom 70 
Telstar 170 
Interplanetary Monitoring Probe (S-74) 125 
Atmospheric Structure Satellite (S-6) 3 75 
Ariel I (S-51; I T - I )  150 
Energetic Particles Satellite (S-3a; S-3b) 100 
Echo 200 
Thor-Agena B (Representative Profile) 
Thor-Agena B- - - - -Two-stage, liquid propellant 
1st stage, essentially same as 1st 
stage of Delta vehicle 
2nd stage, essentially same as 2nd 
stage of Atlas-Agena B vehicle 
Acceleration- - - - - - _Longitudinal: max. = 7.5 g, 1st stage 
~ 6 . 0  g, 2nd stage 
Lateral: none fecorded 
Altitude - - - - - - - - - - -  At end of boosted flight, T=3160 sec: 
=851,000 f t  
Dynamic Pressure-- hlaximum =900 lb/sq f t  a t  T =66 sec 
Vibration-------- --Highest vibration input (low and high 
frequency) a t  liftoff, other low fre- 
quency vibrations a t  staging; high 
frequency vibration peak a t  hlach 1 
to q,.~. Possible low frequency 
longitudinal mode, resulting from 
engine mechanical system, existing 
for about 20 sec prior to 1st stage 
Frequency,  Sinusoidal  (cps)  
-- 
Longitudinal  
I- 400-2000 1 "5.0 , L a t e r a l  
- - - - - - - - -. - 1-- 
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(data rot available) 
ACOUSTICS 
(enlmated levels) 
-not waled- 
LIFTOFF 
VIBRATION STAGING ,sHip:D fTAGlNG 
CENTAUR 1ST Rl lRN 
2ND 3RD 
f - COAST yRNyw ORBIT 
DYNAMIC PRESSURE q 
( l o2  IWW n) 
ALTITUDE h 
( 1 o 5 n )  
ACCELERATION A 
-m l  scaled- 
FIGURE 13.-Represrntative launch profile for Centaur vehicle (24-hr orbit profile; payload, 850 Ib.). 
LO 
Vibration (Cant.)--(main engine) cutoff. This mode may 
give up to + 2.8 g-peak a t  16 to 22 eps. 
Approx. limits from recent test data 
given on page 793. 
\ \ \ 
- 
M=1- 
Acoustics ----------  (Approx. same as given for Delta, but 
more reliable here.) 
hlaximum noise levels a t  liftoff, 
T = O  to T =  10 sec, also a t  possible 
8 - 
\ 
\ \ \ 
A 
I 
0 100 2 W  m 4W 
500 TlME SCALESCOMPRESSED 
TIME FROM LIFTOFF (SECONDS) 
Heating. 
shroud coincidence-resonance at  hZaeh 
0.5. Other high noise levels near 
hfach 1 and possibly a t  q,.,. 
Estimated overall noise levels a t  
liftoff up to 145 db external and 130 
db internal, possibly up to 8 db higher 
at  hlaeh 0.5; noise dee:~ys rapidly 
after q,,, (T=66 sec). 
Noise spectra peak a t  150 to 300 
cps external and about one octave 
higher, internal. 
---------External temper:tture a t  junction of 
nose cone and cylindrical section rises 
ambient up to T = 6 0  see, to about 
300°F a t  T= 110 sec, then decreases 
slowly. l'emper:~ture inside shroud 
a t  same point rises slowly from 
ambient, to 100" to 230°F, tiepending 
on the tliicknrss of the insulation. 
Heating (Cont.) _---The shroud is ejected a t  T = 200 sec, 
carrying most of the heat input with it. 
Spin - - - - - - - - - - - - - -  Not used during powered flight. 
Pad environment 
prior to T =O- - - -Probably air-conditioned on pad, but 
may be unprotected a t  times. 
Typical Thor-Agena B payloads (NASA only); cap- 
ability-1600 Ib to 300-mile orbit: 
POGO (S-50) 1000 Ib, 4 f t  diam. by 10 f t  long 
Echo-2 650 Ib 
Nimbus 650 Ib, 5 ft diam. by 10 ft long 
Alouette (S-27; Canadian) 300 1b 
POGO in shroud 1400 Ib, 5.5 f t  diam. by 18 ft long 
Nimbus in shroud 1100 It), 5.5 ft diam. by 16 ft long 
Atlas-Agena B (Representative Profile) 
Atlas-Agena B Two-stage, liquid propellant 
1st stage is essentially same as in 
Centaur vehicle. 
2nd stage is essentially same as in 
Thor-Agena B vehicle. 
Acceleration- - - - - - -Longitudinal: max. ~ 6 . 5  g, 1st stage 
~ 6 . 0  g, 2nd stage 
Lateral: none recorded 
Altitude- - -  - - - - - - -  At end of boosted flight, T =3475 sec: 
~ 0 3 0 , 0 0 0  ft 
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Dynamic pressure- -Maximum = 870 lb/sq f t  a t  T = 70 see. 
Vibration------ - - - -Highest vibration input a t  liftoff (high 
and low frequency excitation), low 
frequency vibrations a t  staging; high 
frequency vibrations in transonie-q, 
regime. 
Approx. spectrum: 
Longitudinal : 
10-250 cps, 1 1 . 5  g (sinusoidal) 
250-400 c p ~ ,  +2.5 g (sinusoidal) 
400-3000 cps, 5.0 g (sinusoidal) 
Lateral : 
2.5-250 cps, 11.0 g (sinusoidal) 
250-400 cps, k2.0 g (sinusoidal) 
400-3000 cps, f 5.0 g (sinusoidal) 
Acoustics- - - - - ----Maximum noise levels a t  liftoff: and. 
, , 
in transonic range, other high levels 
may exist a t  qmsx. 
External noise level near nose cone 
-cylindrical-section junction, about 
128 db overall a t  liftoff and again a t  
about Mach 0.8 (T =45 sec), peaking 
between 600 and 1200 cps. 
Heating- ---- - - - - - -External temperature near junction of 
nose cone and cylindrical section rises 
from ambient (up to T =60 sec) up to 
about 350°F a t  T=105 sec, then 
decreases very slowly. Temperature 
inside shroud a t  same point rises 
slowly from ambient to 100"-250"F, 
depending on the thickness of insula- 
tion. The shroud is ejected near first 
Agena ignition, carrying most of the 
heat input away. External tempera- 
tures are very much a function of the 
location of l i ~e  measurement point. 
For example, the external temperature 
a t  the tip of the nose cone rises to near 
1600°F a t  about T=160 sec, then 
decreases to 800°F by the time of 
2nd stage-high energy engine, 
same as upper stage engines of Saturn 
C-1 vehicle under development 
Acceleration- - - - - - -Longitudinal : max. = 8.0 g, 2nd stage 
c6.0 g, 1st stage 
Lateral: none recorded 
Altitude ----------- Final boost into 24hr  orbit, 19,329 
nautical miles a t  T=22,900 sec 
(6 hr, 22 min) 
Dynamic pressure--Maximum =800 lb/sq f t  a t  T = @ sec 
Vibration- - - ------Data not available 
(see Atlas-Agena B) 1st stage vibration extrapolated 
from Atlas-Agena B data sheet and 
probably quite similar. 
Vibration characteristics of 2nd 
stage engine are unkown. 
Acoustics- - - - - ----Data not available; external noise 
(see Atlas-Agena B) levels probably follow those for Atlas- 
Agena B. Noise attenuation of Cen- 
taur shroud is unknown at  time of 
writing. 
Heating ----------- Data not available. 
It is interesting to note that both 
heating and cooling may be a problem. 
For example, the 5-44 spacecraft for 
24hr  orbit launch on Centaur (piggy- 
back load) is limited to a maximum 
ten~perdture exposure of 250°F and a 
minimum temperature of -140°F 
(solar paddles). Because of the long 
coast time in the launch vehicle 
shadow (spacecraft end away from 
sun), i t  must be protected against 
cooling as well as heating. Thus, the 
S-64 has two shrouds; one is jettisoned 
during sustainer burning, the other a t  
spacecraft separation from 2nd stage. 
Spin - -_ - - - - - - - - - - -  Kot used during powered flight. 
Pad environment 
prior to  T =O-- - -'l*nknown 
shroud ejection. 
Spin ------- - - - - - - -So t  used during powered flight. Typical Centaur payloads (SASA only); capability- 
Pad environment 8500 lb to  300-mile orbit: 
prior to T=O----Probably air-conditioned on pad, but 
may be unprotected a t  times. 
Typical Atlas-Agena B payloads (SASA only); cap- 
abiiity-5000 Ib to  300-mile orbit: 
EGO (5-49) 1000 lb, 4 f t  diam. by 10 f t  long 
C?Acl, (8-1 8)  3600 Ib, 8 f t  diam. bv 12 ft lone 
Radiation Xleasurements 112 Ib; piggyback load total 
Payload (S-64) 450 Ib, 5 f t  diam. by 10 f t  long 
Surveyor 2000 Ib (GSFC experiment) 
hiariner B 1300 Ib (GSFC experiment) 
S-64 in shroud = 1000 lb total, 10 ft by 18 f t  long 
- 
Ranger 700 Ib (GSFC experiment) 
Mariner A 500 Ib (GSFC experiment) 
Syncom (Advanced) 500 Ih DISCUSSION OF LAUNCH PROFILE PARAMETERS 
OAO in shroud 4700 Ib, 10 f t  diam. by 26 f t  long 
EGG in shroud 1-10 lb, 5.5 ft diam. by 18 ft !ong The launch environment profiles given in 
Figures 1 through 13, with accompanying data, 
Centaur (Representative Profile) form the basis for an envelope of launch phase 
Centaur- - - - - - - - - -Two-stage, liquid propellant environmental parameters. This envelope is, in 
Ist staee. essentiall,, same as lst effect, the overall combination of flight level 
- ,  
etage of Atlas-Agena B environmental inputs imposed on the payloads of 
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sounding rockets and unmanned spacecraft launch 
vehicles. 
Changes in the levels of environmental para- 
meters due to new developments in launch vehicle 
technology also should be considered. A review 
of this problem by the authors shows that the 
primary effect of anticipated developments in the 
period to  1970 will be the extension of acceleration 
levels for large spacecraft (those over 1000 lb.) 
This is included in the discussion of acceleration 
levels below. Notations on possible changes in 
levels of other inputs are also included. 
The summarized levels of environmental para- 
meters given here are classified primarily by 
spacecraft weight. Combinations of parameters 
that exist simultaneously during the launch phase 
are indicated. These are the most severe com- 
binations for likely NASA sounding rocket and 
spacecraft vehicle configurations and missions, 
although other combinations are theoretically 
- 
possible. 
The following parameters have been considered 
in the discussion : 
1. Acceleration - longitudinal 
2. Acceleration -lateral 
3. Pressure (altitude) 
4. Vibration 
5. Acoustics 
6. Heating 
7. Spin 
Acceleration-Longitudinal 
1. Accelerations range from 60 g for payloads of 50 Ib 
to 15 g for payloads of 300 Ib for sounding rockets, 
and from 36 g for payloads of 50 Ib to 6.5 g for 
payloads of 2000 to 4000 Ib for spacecraft. 
The envelope of maximum acceleration imposed 
on unmanned spacecraft during the launch phase 
1 ill 
I PRESENT SPACECRAFT LAUNCH VEHICLES o t -  - - - - -  T - -  I - 1 - -7 
0 1000 2000 3000 4000 
PAYLOAD (Ib) 
FIGURE 14.-Envelope of spacecraft and sounding rocket maximum acceleration during launch phase. 
I is given in Figure 14. This figure gives maximum 
1 longitudinal acceleration as a function of payload 
weight. The lower solid cunTe gives accelerations 
I imposed by present spacecraft launch vehicles 
including Scout, Delta, Thor-Agena, Atlas-Agena, 
and Centaur. Programmed improvements in 
individual stage propulsion are included. The 
near-vertical solid cunre gives accelerations 
imposed on sounding rocket pauloads. The 
estimated accelerations for future NASA launch 
vehicles are given by the upper solid curve. 
These are based on a brief review of development 
programs for large boost vehicles including 
Saturn, Nova, Titan 11, and Titan I11 and of 
anticipated developments in solid and liquid 
rocket engines. 
The high acceleration peaks for the payloads 1 less than 3001b occur only momentarily at  burnout 
' of the boost rocket stages. The dotted curves in 
Figure 14, showing accelerations of 5sec duration, 
give an indication of the sharpness of these peaks 
and of the problem of simulating acceleration and 
combined environmental inputs for this range of 
I , payloads. 
Accelerations for spacecraft launch vehicles 
range from 36 g for paylods of 50 lb to 12 g for 
payloads of 400 to 800 lb, 8 g for payloads of 800 to 
2000 Ib, and 6.5 g for payloads of 2000 to 4000 lb. 
Estimated accelerations for future launch 
vehicles range from about 12 g for payloads of 
' 1000 lb to 10 g for payloads of 4000 lb. 
2. The anticipated levels of acceleration imposed by 
I future launch vehicles will not be significantly 
I higher than those at present except that the payload 
range of 1000 to 4000 Ib may be subjected to 
accelerations on the order of 10 to 12 g. 
Estimation of maximum launch acceleration 
levels that might be imposed on unmanned space- 
craft by future launch vehicles was accomplished 
' 1 - : - i -  ---.: -... uy a u11t-l It=, ~f p~h!ished rr?n terial on vehicle 
and motor development program. 
The trend in large solid rockets is toward 
application of built-up boosters in the liftoff stage, 
where size and weight are important. Liquid 
rockets such as the Agena series and the newer 
hydrogen/oxygen engines (e.g., Centaur) mill 
continue to provide the upper stage propulsion 
for vehicles such as Titan I11 and Saturn C-1. 
In general, the emphasis is toward large pay- 
loads and low accelerations suitable for the 
manned space flight missions. It is true that 
high accelerations can be imposed on small 
payloads attached to large boosters having high 
thrust/weight ratios. However, the normal ve- 
hicle stage weights and thrust/weight ratios limit 
these accelerations for practical vehicle/payload 
combinations. 
Acceleration-Lateral 
Data on lateral accelerations during the launch 
phase have been conspicuously absent during this 
study. 
Flight level lateral accelerations are usually 
much lower than those anticipated during trans- 
portation and handling of the payload prior to 
launch. For flight programmed pitch and yaw 
motions, the lateral acceleration loads are norm- 
ally less than 0.2 g although, for one of the 
vehicles considered, these loads reached 0.4 g. 
These are all small compared with the maximum 
lateral accelerations due to handling, which are 
1.5 to 2.0 g. 
There appears to be no requirement for testing under 
combined longitudinal and lateral acceleration 
loadings. Payload test specifications may include 
provisions against conduct of such tests, which are 
considered to be unrealistic environments. 
Pressure (Altitude) 
The achievement of high altitude (low pressure) 
during the launch phase is associated with all 
acceleration levels and payload weights. 
The following rates of pressure change apply: 
Large launch vehicles: Delta and up, to 
mm Hg in 150 to 180 sec 
Small launch vehicles: Scout and sounding 
rockets, to mm Hg in 60 to 100 sec 
;\laximum altitudes (pressure levels) reached 
during the launch phase are: 
Large saiviiiie i-chicle: XII? EIg (except 
24-hr orbit, mm) 
Probes : mm Kg 
Sounding rockets: 1 mm to mm Hg 
Most orbiting spacecraft exceed altitudes 
corresponding to 1 (FS; mm Hg. 
Future levels are anticipated to be the same as 
present levels. 
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Vibration Vibration levels imposed by future launch 1 
Vibration inputs up to the maximum levels measured 
can be combined with the highest acceleration loads. 
Vibration inputs from rocket combustion, 
mechanical, and aerodynamic sources can occur 
throughout all of the flight launch phase. Lateral 
and longitudinal vibrations are very often of the 
same order of magnitude, occurring simultane- 
ously. 
I t  is much more difficult to define an envelope 
of vibration levels. The follo~ving is a rough 
summary of vihri~tion flight levels. 
1. Payloads of approx. 1000 lb 
1,ongitudinal: 
10-250 cps, f 2.5 g (peak sinusoidal) 
250-400 cps, k3 .3  g (peak sinusoidal) 
400-2000 cps, + 5.0 g (peak sinusoidal) 
Lateral : 
10-250 cps, + 1.5 g (peak sinusoiclal) 
250400 cps, t 2.0 g (peak sinusoidal) 
400-2000 cps, + 5.0 g (peak sinusoidal) 
Insufficient data exist for determining random 
ac~celemtion levcls. 
2. Payloi~ds up to  500 to GOO Ib 
In addition to  the sinusoid:~l :~ccelerations 
givcn untlcr no. 1 al)ove, it is neccss:try to con- 
sider the 1:irgc :~ccc~lcrations that may arisc from 
rocket motor rcsonancr t)urning-specifically the 
X-248 motor, which is the final stagr for Delta, 
Scout, Javelin, and Journt.yman vchicles. This 
motor has burning resonances a t  :ipproximately 
580 and 1160 cps, ant1 also a range between 2350 
and 3700 cps. While these burning resonances 
are of only a f c ~  seconds duration, m:ignitudcs of 
vibration are very higli; for example, the following 
were measured on a Scout test, (150-11) payload) : 
Longitltdinal : 
580 cps, t o  18 g-rms 
1160 cps, to 9 g-rms 
2350-3700 cps, to  20 g-rms 
Lateral : 
580 cps, t o  G g-rms 
llGO cps, to  3 g-rms 
2350-3700 cps, to  52 g-rms 
The 13ibliogr:iphy given in this report contains a 
number of references relntetl to  thrsc cnginc 
burning resonanccls, on Scoat ant1 Delt:~ 1:~unch 
vchicles and Javelin sounding rocakets. 
vehicles are expected to  be of the same order of 1 
magnitude as the present ones. I t  is possible that 
rocket motors having burning resonances similar 
I 
I 
to  that of the X-248 (perhaps a t  different fre- 1 
quency ranges) may be used. 
Acoustics I 
Acoustic excitations are at their highest level during 
the early phases of launch, with primary peaks at 
liftoff and in the Mach I to qmox regime. 
For all vehicles except sounding rockets, the I 
maximum acoustic inputs occur a t  acceleration 
levels less than about G g and a t  altitudes corres- 
ponding to pressure levels from atmospheric to  
about 100 mm Hg. For sounding rockets (pay- 
loatls up to 300 11)) large acoustic inputs may be ~ 
associated with accelerations up to 30 g. 
hlaximum sound pressure levels of overall 
acoustic inputs range up to about 155 d b  (ex- 
ternal). Internal sound pressure levels are not 
very ~vell defined, but mostly are 10 db  or more 
brlow the maximum external sound pressure 
levels. 
Acoustic inputs for future vchicles may I)e 
slightly higlier than those for prewnt vchicles. 
An :lccauratc nssessmci~t is not possible a t  this timc. 
Heating 
Aerodynamic heating during the launch phase i s  of 
short duration but can be quite intense on the 
exterior of the shroud. Most of the heat absorbed 
by the shroud during launch i s  carried away when 
the shroud is  iettisoned. 
The rates of temperature rise for the cxterior of 
the shrond are generally within the following 
envelopes : 
1. Sounding rockets: nose cone stagnation 
temperature from ambient to  1600°F in 
GO sec; shroud temperature a t  forward 
cylindrical section to  800°F in GO sec. 
2. Spacecraft launch vchicles: nose cone stagna- 
tion temperature from ambient to  1600°F 
in 100 sec; shroud temperature a t  forward 
cylindric:il section to  GOO0F in 100 sec. 
Peak internal surface temperatures of the 
shroud are much lower than peak external 
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temperatures and are reached more slowly. For 
spacecraft launch vehicles, the maximum internal 
temperature in the forward cylindrical section is 
about 300°F, reached in 200 sec. After shroud 
ejection the payload is subjected to direct solar 
radiation and free molecular heating. Tempera- 
ture change on the payload after shroud ejection 
is dependent on payload material, surface finish 
and color, and vehicle trajectory. 
Heating inputs for future launch vehicles are 
not expected to exceed present levels. 
Spin 
Many payloads are subiected to spin during missions, 
but only a few are spun during the launch phase. 
Spin during the launch phase is ohen associated with 
high acceleration and vbrotion levels. 
Most sounding rockets are spin-stabilized, with 
spin rates up to 300 to 600 rpm for payloads up 
to 300 lb. The spin rates may be associated with 
acceleration levels up to 30 g as well as high 
vibration, acoustic, and heating inputs. 
Payloads on Scout and Delta launch vehicles 
are also subjected to spin, during last stage burn- 
ing (X-248 motor). Spin rates are about 150 to 
180 rpm for payloads up to 500 to 600 lb. These 
spin rates may be associated with maximum 
acceleration levels for the payload weight and with 
high vibration levels. Acoustic and heating 
inputs are not present. 
There is no information on possible spin 
requirements that future launch vehicles may 
impose on larger payloads. 
APPLICATION TO LAUNCH PHASE SIMULATOR 
The surrey of launch environment profiles 
summarized in this report can be used to assist in 
the development of design and operational 
reql~irem~nts for the Launch Phase Simulator. 
The magnitude of each environmental parameter 
and the extent to which the parameters are com- 
bined can be determined from the profiles. 
Simulation of a11 parameters in "real time" 
corresponding to the launch phase of flight 
missions may not be possible in the Launch Phase 
Simulator. However, these data provide an 
overall envelope of the design and operation 
criteria for this new environmental test facility. 
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THREE AND FOUR COIL SYSTEMS FOR HOMOGE- 
NEOUS MAGNETIC FIELDS* 
11. E. PITTXlAS ASD D. L. RTAIDELICH 
Very homogeneous fields are needed in the magnetic testing of spacecraft. One method of 
obtaining euch fields is to use a number of circular coils on a common axis. The parameters of 
the best three and four coil systems were obtained by setting to zero as many terms as possible 
in the equation for the field along the axis of the system. The paranleters are presented in the 
form of tables and curves. 
INTRODUCTION 
In testing the magnetic properties and instru- 
ments of spacecraft, there is a need to cancel the 
earth's magnetic field and then produce a rery 
homogeneous controlled magnetic field. The 
working volume should be conveniently accessible 
and the electrical design and construction should 
be as  simple as possible. Since the working vol- 
ume required is large, it appears that the use of 
air-core coils is the only practical solution. Most 
of the previous work has been on circular coils and 
these will be-considered here, although square coils 
might have some constructional advantages. The 
volume of homogeneity for two coils (Helmholtz 
pair) is so small that prohibitively large coils 
would be needed for the required uniformity. For 
four coils, a much larger volume of homogeneity 
may be obtained for a given size of the coils. A 
to the volume of uniform field is quite limited 
because of the position of the center coil. 
THEORY 
The magnetic field of a single circular coil may 
be obtained by various methods, such as by the 
use of a scalar or vector magnetic potential (Ref- 
erences 1 and 2). The magnetic field along the 
axis of the coil is 
where z is the distance along the axis measured 
from the origin 0 as shown in Figure 1, z<bl. 
Also 
few special solutions have been given for the four 
coil system but no general solution over the whole where N is the number of t u n s  on the coil, I is 
range of parameters seems to have been made. the current through the coil, and 
- 
I t  is the purpose of this paper to present such a 
*"+I ( x )  
solution and to indicate the various optimum Pdni1 ( x )  = dx 
values. The availability of a general solution will 
allow the design oi a system when va~.iuub facioia 
such as the size or shape of the object being tested 
do not allow an optimum value to be used. In 
preparing for the solution of the four coil system, 
i t  was found that the solution of the three coil - 
system was useful. The general solution of the 
three coil system is also presented here but access 
"Published as S A S A  Terhnical nhtc 0-109.5. January 1964. FIGURE 1.-The single circular coil. 
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P,(x) is the nth order Legendre polynomial and same results may be obtained by use of a potential I 
(References 5 and 6). 1 
x = cos a . For a symmetrical four coil system as shown 
in Figure 2, the magnetic field along the axis is ~ Two or more of the coils on a common axis may I 
be used t o  produce a more homogeneous magnetic 
a n z n  , 
I 
field than is possible with one coil. This is done = f  n ' 0 . 2 . 4 .  . .  ' (3) 
by making as many terms zero beyond a. in Equa- 
tion l as is possible (Iteferences 3 and 4). The where I 
I(. thrcc coil systr~n. 1 
E'lc:un~ 2.-The four coil system. 
The terms for the odd values of n in Equation 3 
are not considered since they become zero bccausc 
of symmetry. 
THREE COIL RESULTS 
The three coil solution is obtained by setting 
xl= 0 or al=9O0. This has the effect of making 
the two inner coils of Figure 2 become the one 
center coil of Figure 3. With three coils it is pos- 
sible to make a2 and a4 in Equation 3 zero and 
then a6 may be made a minimum. Thc solution 
is given in more detail in appendix A and results 
are shown in Figures 4 and 5 (A0 and 136 will be 
defined later). Addition:tl resrilts are presentecl 
in Table 1. The range of xz in Figuros 4 and 5 is 
froni 0.4472 to 0.7051 and tht. ratio of tlie r:tdii 
t) = b2,'bl r:tnges from infinity to zero :ts shown in 
Figurc 4. This intlic:~ttbs that wllcm x? is closcb to 
0.4472 tlie di:~mcter of the centcr (.oil should I)(. 
I 
smaller than that of the two outer coils, whereas I 
when x2 is close to 0.7651 the diameter of the 
center coil should be larger than that of the two 
outer coils. From Table 1 all three coils should 
have equal diamctcrs a t  xz = 0.6051 and a t  xz= I 
0.6547 tlie three coils should lie on the surface of 
a surface of a sphere. The range of the ratio of 
ampere-turns, I = N212/N111 is from infinity to  
zero as shown in Figure 4. = 0 the two 
innw coils of a four coil system become the center 
coil of a three coil system. The ampere-turns on 1 
the center coil then would be 2N111, and the actual I 
ratio of ampere-turns of an outer coil to the ampere- 
turns of the  center coil is N212/2N,II = I/2. When I 
x:! is close to 0.4472, the number of ampere-turns 
of the center coil should be smaller than that of 
the outer coils, and when xz is close to 0.7651, the 
n11mI)er of :~mpc>re-turns of thc center coil should 
be 1:lrgrr t h:~n that of f he outt'r coils. From Ta1)lc 
1 thc1 t l~rcc~ ('oils woul(1 have an equal number of 
:~rnpc'rc~-f rlrns at x2 = 0.6402. 
I I 
FIGURE 4.-Calculated values of a p ,  I, and b vs. Xp for FIGURE 5.--Calculated values of A6 and Be vs. X P  for the 
the three coil system. three coil system. 
The most homogeneous field would be the one may be done in a number of ways depending 
which made the remainder of the series of Equa- upon which parameter or combinations of para- 
tion 3 a minimum; i.e., in meters are assumed to remain constant. As an 
example let 
the sum of the terms in as, as, and so on should be In Equation 6 if the mean radius from the center 
a minimum. Since the term containing as usually of the system b= (blb22)1'3 for the three coils were 
is much larger than the sum of the remaining constant, the a+, term would have its minimum a t  
terms, making the a, term a minimum sheuld give x2= 0.6163 as shown in Figure 5 and Table 1. As 
a close approximation to the optimum field. This a second example let 
= A (b2 2 b,) , 
B6 = bm6 < - 
a 6 
b,6 a, = b-'A6 PI 2 b2) . 
it the iarger radius from the cenkr ol' i l ~ e  sysk i i i  
to  the coils b, were constant, the as term would 
have its minimum at  x2=0.6547 as shown in 
Figure 5 and Table 1. If the system must be 
limited to a certain largest volume, probably the 
second optimum, that of B,, would be the better 
of the two to use. I t  is possible to defme other 
optima as well but it is believed that these two 
are the most useful and practical. 
FOUR COIL RESULTS 
With a four coil system such as that shown in 
Figure 2, it is possible to make an, ail, and as of 
Equation 3 equal zero and to make as a minimum. 
This solution is carried ~ i l t  in more detail in 4 p  
pendix A and the results are shown in Figures 6 
and 7 and Table 2. The range of x2 in Figures 6 
and 7 is from 0.44721 to 0.87174 and the corre- 
sponding XI as shown in Figure 6 decreases from 
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Table 1 
Particular Three Coil Systems. 
0.20929 to a minimum of 0.20360 and then in- 
creases to a maximum of 0.44721. The ratio of 
the radii b=b?/bl ranges from infinity to zero. 
Thus when x2 is close to 0.44721, the diameter of 
the two inner or No. 1 coils should be smaller than 
that of the two outer or No. 2 coils, but when xz 
is close to 0.87174 the diameter of the No. 1 coils 
should be larger than that of the No. 2 coils. As 
indicated in Table 2 a t  x2=0.68519 all four coils 1 
have the same diameter, whereas at  x2= 0.76505 
the four coils lie on the surface of a sphere. At 
0.85363 they lie in the same plane perpendicular 
to the axis of the system, the No. 1 coils having 
a diameter 3.76797 times that of the No. 2 coils. 
From xz= 0.85363 to 0.87174, the No. 2 coils are 
i 
closer to the center of the system than the No. 1 
Remarks 
End point 
Coils of equal diameter, 
Barker's solution (Reference 3) 
Minimum ( ~ ~ 1  
Coils of equal ampere-turns 
Minimum 1 ~ ~ 1  , Maxwell's 
solution (Reference 6), coils 
on surface of sphere 
End point 
Table 2 
Particular Four Coil Systems. 
Remarks 
End point 
Minimum x ,  
Al l  coils have equal diameters, Barker's 
solution (Reference 3) 
Al l  coils have equal ampere-turns 
Braunbek's solution (References 6 and 7) 
1 Optimum using both A, and A,. 
I 
02 
3.763 
3.076 
2.000 
1.531 
0.000 
A, 
-2.100 
-2.0369 
-2.0364 
- 2.0388 
-2.043 
-2.167 
x2 
0.4472 
0.6051 
0.6163 
0.6402 
0.6547 
0.7651 
Optimum using A, only 
Al l  coils on surface of a sphere. 
Optimum using, B,. McKeehan's solution 
(References 5 and 6) 
Both No. 1 and No. 2 coils lie in the 
same plane perpendicular to the axis of 
the system 
End point 
B6 
-m 
- 3.214 
-2.925 
-2.351 
-2.043 
-m 
a (degrees) 
63.42 
52.76 
51.96 
50.19 
49.10 
40.08 
b 
w 
1.256 
1.197 
1.074 
1.000 
O.(IOO 
' T  I I 2 8  7 The most uniform field is the one which makes 
_,, , the remainder of the series of Equation 3 a 
minimum; i.e., in 
al  0 
= a. L + - z ~ + - z l ~ + . . . ]  a. a o , (8) 
,, , the sum of the terms involving as, alo, etc. should 
be made a minimum. A good approximation to 
this minimum should be that which makes the as 
term a minimum. This may be done in a number 
of ways, one of which is to make the mean radius 
FIGURE 6.-4rtlculated values of XI, I, and b vs. X2 for from the center of the system, b= ( b l b ~ ) ~ ' ~ ,  con- 
the four coil system. stant and define 
Figure 7 shows a curve of -48 plotted against x2 
I and Table 2 gives some values of As including 
i-Jhose at the end points. The minimum value of 
I BB As as given in Table 2 and shown in Figure 7 is 
-2.21988, which occurs a t  x2=0.75208 and 
XI= 0.27505. 
Another way of making the as term a minimum 
1 - 2  is to  put 
I 
FIGVRE 7.--Calculated values of As and Bn vs. X2 for the 
four coil system. 
coils. I t  is interesting to notice that if the No. 1 
and No. 2 coils are interchanged the two end 
points of Table 2 become identical. The range 
of the ratio of ampere-turns, I =N212/N111, goes 
from infinity to zero as shown in Figure 6. When 
x2 is close to 0.44721 the number of ampere-turns 
of the No. 1 (inner) coils is smaller than that of 
the No. 2 (outer) coils, and for x2 close to 0.87174 
the number of ampere-turns oi ihe No. 1 coils is 
larger. All coils have equal ampere-turns at  
xz = 0.74207. 
where b, is the larger radius from the center of 
the system to the coils. A curve of Bg against xz 
is shown in Figure 7 and some values of Bg are 
given in Table 2. One of the values in Table 2 
is the minimum value of BE= -2.25510, which 
occurs at  x2 = 0.76505 and x1 = 0.28523. If more 
than one term is considered in the series of Equa- 
ticn 8, l h ~  minimum depends upon the magnitude 
of 1;. For example, consider the ag and alo terms. 
They may be written as 
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where solution for the four coil system: 
and 
c = A, + A l o ( + - - -  . ( )  = 0.21677(or 21.177 percent) . 
The minimum value of C is the same as the mini- 
mum value of As when z = 0  but when z/b= 
0.2167, the minimum value of C occurs a t  xn= 
0.74842 and xl = 0.27235 as given in Table 2. 
There are several other well-known four coil 
solutions which do not have as great a uniformity 
as the solutions given in Figures 6 and 7 and Table 
2 because only two coefficients of Equation 3, a2 
and a4, are made zero. Neumann (Reference 6) 
and Fanselau (References 4 and 8) put xl and xz 
a t  the roots of Pt5(x) = 0 to make a4  zero, chose the 
ampere-turns of both No. 1 and No. 2 coils to be 
equal, and found b by putting a2=0.  Further 
details are given in Table 3. Fanselau (Refer- 
ence 10) in another solution made a4 zero by using 
the roots of Pt5(x) = 0. Both coils on one side of 
the system were put in the same plane perpendi- 
cular to the axis of the system and a2 was made 
zero by choosing I =28.2897. The ratio of the 
diameter of the smaller coil to  that of the larger 
was 0.250495 and b = 0.372830. Fanselau also 
indicated that a similar solution could be found 
where both sets of coils would have the same 
radius. Several additional four coil solutions with 
both a2 and a4 zero are given by McKeehan (Ref- 
erence 6). Scott used four coils, the inner pair 
having a smaller diameter than the outer pair 
(Reference 11). His solution had both a2 and a4 
zero. Franzen (Reference 12) used Garrett's 
theory (Reference 5) to develop a theory on a 
finite coil cross-section for a four coil system. 
I n  Table 3 the specifications of several coil 
systems are presented along with an indication of 
how large a sphere about the center of the system 
will have a given homogeneity. Several three and 
four coil systems are given togc1ther with the two 
coil system of IIelmholtz and the presently known 
six and eight coil systems. Thcse arc cwmparccl 
on n I)asis of :Ln inhomogeneity of lW5. An exam- 
ple will now 1)(. given by using the minimum A8 
This means that if b= 10 feet and only the As term 
is considered, the inhomogeneity of the magnetic 
field inside a sphere 2.1677 feet in radius is less 
than or equal to or 0.001 percent of the mag- 
netic field a t  the center of the system. If Be is 
used 
and ) = 0.20914 (or 20.944 percent) . 
The number of ampere-turns in the middle coil of 
the three coil system should be 2N111. For the 
six coil systems, the x's for the Neumann-Fanselau 
and the Williams-Cain solutions are the roots of 
of Pf7(x) = 0. Also, for the eight coil systems the 
x's for the Neumann-McKeehan and the Williams- 
Cain solutions are the roots Ptg(x) =O. Similar 
solutions with the roots of P',+l(x) = 0, where n is 
even, could be found for systems containing ten, 
twelve, or more coils (Reference 9). I n  fact 
Garrett mentions the fact that the solution for a 
sixteen coil system could be found readily 
(Reference 5 ) .  The Williams-Cain solution al- 
ways gives the optimum solution for minimum B2n 
CONCLUSIONS 
Complete solutions along with tables and curves 
that should be useful in design work have been 
presented for the three and four circular-coil 
systems with zero for the cross-sectional areas of 
the coils. Comparisons of these results have been 
made with the two coil (Helmholtz) and the known 
six and right coil systems. At the present time 
the following are needed: 
1. A complete study of the six coil problem 
over the rangc.s of all of the parameters. 
2. An investigation of the square or rectangular 
(*oil systems. 
ENVIROX MENTAL TESTIXG 
Table 3 
Specifications of Various Coi I Systems. 
Minimum A s  
Number of Coils 
Asrumptim 
The 0'5 +hot om zero 
Coefficient of mt +em. A, 
I ~ c ~ r n h o ~ t z  Bmrter I M o x r t l  (Reference 6) (fbference 3) 1 (Reference 6) Sarrce *mpe* (Reference 6) 
I 
Nm 
Nm 
-1.5 
For on I ~6 
I o 
0.26 
0.26 
inh-nity 
of 10.' (percent) 
2 
Na 
a) 
-1.8 
6, 
b k e r  
(R.hmncs 3) 
4 
Coils h q w l  d i a t - n  
02,  0.. 'J) 
-2.471 33 
0.23629 
0.68519 
1.33407 
2.26058 
21.480 
18.583 
B m d  
(Rthmnw 7) 
4 
Coils h o e  q r a l  -n-t- 
a t ,  O,,O( 
-2.23448 
0.26786 
0.74207 
1 .W795 
l.M 
21.672 
20.682 
Swrc. 
Nu&r of coils 
hsumptionr 
The 0'1 t lnt o n  zero 
beff icient of -11 h r m ,  A, 
I, 
b 
W i l l i m - b i n  
(Rehmnw 9) 
8 
C ~ i l r  lie on rurfac. of r+n 
.I '0 01. 
0.1452754 
0.4779250 
0.7387739 
0.9195Y2 
1.w 
I .oo 
l.M 
0.891626 
0.686604 
0.406992 
47 
0.~72136 
4.86 
4.86 
Ne-m-Fomrl~u 
(Rahmncn 6 ad 8) 
4 
Coils h o n  equal m k - t u m r  
O. 
-1.209 
O.ZBU32 
0.765055 
1.136009 
- 
N.-nn-McKrh 
(Rahmnc. 6) 
8 
b i l r  haw q w l  
ompm-tumm 
ol to a( 
0.1652754 
0.47792% 
0.7387739 
0.9195342 
1.0222398 
1 . 1 m m  
1.2382935 
I .00 
1.00 
I .W 
16 
3 
Eqwl diomter coils 
OI- "4 
-2. -9 
McKehon 
(Rekmnces 5 md 6) 
4 
Coils on surface of +m 
0.. 01 
-2.255102 
0.2852315 
0.7650553 
1 .00 
- 
0.6821 1W 
21.607 
21.607 
0.0 
13.0368 
Minim- A, 
4 
Nm 
a>, a,,a, 
-2.221 9679 
0.2723547 
0.74M183 
1.0712777 
0.9040603 
21.677 
20.9U 
W k - M c K - h m  
( b h n n c a  6 ad 7) 
6 
bill how .quo1 ompn- tum 
02 to 010 
0 . 1 W 5  
0 . 5 m r  
0.843307 
1,046147 
1.1nw7 
I .m 
1.00 
34 
N . m - F o n u l o u  
( b h m n a  6 md 8) 
6 
Coils how equal wpm-tumr 
OlrO,.Ol 
0.20929922 
0.5917m18 
0.87174005 
1.071723 
1.242359 
I 03 
1.00 
31 
Sarrc. 
N h r  of coils 
Assumptions 
lha 0's that om u c o  
I 
12 
X a  
bzb ,  
b,b, 
b f i t  
"l12/NI!I 
N,l#tl, 
~,~.m, 11 
3 I 3 
1.00 
14.07 
13.20 
I 
Williorm-bin 
( h h m n u  9) 
6 
Coils li. on wrtoc. of lphn 
02 to 010 
0.20929922 
0.59170018 
0.87174005 
I .W 
1.m 
0.8270469 
0.510&(92 
36 For an 
inh-ity 
of lo-' (percent) 
Coifs on surface of +re 
4.0. 
-2.0428571 
0.0 
13.031 
For m 
inhomopanity 
of 10.' (pr-t) 
ahrn 
Non 
a?, 
-2.036426 
0.0 
13.0373 
4 
6. 
12.279 12.083 13.031 
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I 
3. An analysis of the effect of finite cross- 
sectional area of the coils. 
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APPENDIX A 
SOLUTION OF THE COIL SYSTEMS 
Three Coil System 
Put x1 = 0 in Equation 4 and let b= b/bl  and 
I= N212/NI11. Then for n = 2  and n = 4  in 
Equation 4 
3 
-7 b3 t I - x ) P ( x ~ )  = o . (Al) 
where 
3 
Pi (x2) = Tb: - 1) 
and 
In Equation A4, b2 must be positive, so that only 
solutions must have 0 . 0 5 ~ 2 5  0.2852 or 0.4472 5 
~210.7651 where 0.4472 is the root of Pt3(xp) = 0 
and 0.2852 and 0.7651 are the roots of P15(x2) = 0. 
The range of values of X* from 0.4472 to 0.7651 
produces positive values of I and the range from 
0.0 to 0.2852 produces negative values of I. A 
negative value of I means that the current direc- 
tion in the center coil is reversed from those in 
the two outer coils. 
For the a6 term of Equation 3 let 
pip2) = ;(2lx; - 14~: + 1) . where a6 and a. are given by Equation 2. Then, 
by the use of Equations 4, A4, and A5 
From Equations A1 and A2 15~;  - QX: + 5x: + 5 
3 15 
I - x )  +r - T b 2  
b3 =P';o =P;(x,) . (A31 The value of xz at  which Equation A7 has its 
minimum value is 0.6163. This value of x2 is in 
Therefore, the range for which I is positive. Hence, for the 
three coil solution a t  least, making a11 currents 
1 - 14x1' + 21x: flow in the same direction will produce a more 
b2 = 
1 - 5x11 (A4) homogeneous field. Another minimum value may 
be obtained by defining 
where b = 1.0 a t  xz= 0.6547. Then the minimum value of Bs occurs at x2 = 0.6547. 
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Four Coil System 
For n =2, 4, and 6 from Equation 4, with b= b2/bl and I = N212/NI11: 
b3 (1 - x )  ( x )  + 1 - X )  ( )  = 0 . 
where 
and p 1 3 ( ~ 2 )  and Pt5(x2) are given after Equation A2. From Equations A9-All 
Then 
p;(x1)p;(x2) P;(xl)p;(x2) 
2 = ---- - 
p; ( ~ 2 )  p; ( X I )  - p; (5) pi ( X I )  , ('413) 
From this equation : 
For a given x2, Equation A15 is solved for xl and 
the ratio of the radii b is obtained from Equa- 
tion A13. The ampere-turn ratio I may be 
obtained by the use of Equation A12: 
The use of a computer allows numerous solutions 
to be obtained over the range for x2 from 0.4472 
which is a root of Pt3(x) = 0  to 0.8717 which is a 
root of Pt7(x) = 0. The corresponding range for xl 
if from 0.2036 to 0.4472. For these values I is 
positive. I may be negative when both xl and x2 
lie in the range between 0.4472 and 0.5917 where 
0.5017 is a root of Pt7(x) = 0. The values for nega- 
tive I were not calculated because the more useful 
values were in the range where I is positive. 
For the a8 term of Equation 3 let 
A, b 1 4 b 4 2  2 a,, * (-417) 
where as and a. are given by Equation 2. Then 
by the use of Equations 4, A13, and A16 
p; ( X I )  p; (x2)p; (x2)p; - (x,) - - - p; - ( ~ 2 )  -p; (XI)  - - - p; . (XI )  - - p; .-- (5) 
8 = - --- PJ (X2) Pi (X2) "7 (ul)  p; ( X I )  p; (Xl) p; (x2)  
whcrc 
I The minimum value of I As I is 2.21989 which occurs The minimum value of Bg occurs a t  x1 = 0.28523 
' a t  XI = 0.27505 and xe= 0.75209. If the sum of and x2 = 0.76505. The next term in the series has 
both the as and alo terms is minimized the mini- 
mum occurs a t  x1 = 0.27235 and x2 = 0.74841. A,, - b,Sb: - 
=o ' (A201 
I Again, another minimum may be defined by taking 
where alo and a. are given by Equation 2. 
If solutions are needed with greater accuracy 
b: 3 = b4A8 ( x l  5 0.76505) . 
B = { a0 than those available in the curves and tables pre- (A19) sented, they may be obtained by numerical solu- 
* a  ( x ~  0.76505) . tion of the equations given in this appendix by 
b18 - = - a. b4 using the present solutions as a starting point. 
ADAPTATION OF AN MoS, "IN SITU" PROCESS FOR 
LUBRICATING SPACECRAFT MECHANICAL COM- 
PONENTS* 
CIIAItLES E. VEST 
This p:lpcr prescmts onc: :~pproaeh to ovc:reome some of the difficulties of using I\IoS2 as a 
space lubricant. Thesc difficulties occur in oht,aining a tenacious bond of hloS? film to  the sub- 
strate materi:tl, and in devising a method of applie:ttion which is subject to good quality control 
so that  a known film thickness (within micro-inches) can 1)e eonsistcntly pl:tccd on specimens. 
The procedure described in this technic:rl note is known as the in s i t u  method of applying hIoSz 
lubricating film. I t  is aceomplishcd by electrodeposition of :ln hIoOI complex film onto the sub- 
st.r:tte materi:~l anti converting this film to  hIoS2 by subjrcting the eoateti specimen to  HnS gas 
a t  elev:ttcd temperature and pressure. This procedure is an  adaptation of a patented IBhI 
proress for 1ut)ric:~ting mild steel components. 
Results from this investig:ttion h:tvc shown that. film thickncssc.~ from approximately 50 to  
250 micro-inches can be surccssfully applied to within +50 micro-inches to a numt~er of materials 
used in spncc,craft con~poncnts. RIatcri:ils tha t  haw: heen coated successfully are: stainless 
steels-:30:3, 304, 916, 410, and 440C; aluminum :illoys-2024, 6061, :tnd 7075; mild stecls; and 
RI-10 tool stc~,l. Test specimens were coatctl and thcn sut)jerted to  standard tmsic friction and 
wear tests in air :tnd v:icuum. Thr  results show that  (1) t.he i rr sit11 film has a coc4icient of friction 
t)rtwec,n 0.025 and 0.05, (2) film wctar lifr is slightly better t,h:~n i t  is for a dry MoS2 powder film, 
much l~cttc:~. than i t  is for inorganic t)ontlrd hloS2 powder film, and not quite :is good :IS i t  is for 
organic bontlctl RloS2 film, :tnd (3) qu:tlity control :lnd rcproduribility of the film   re very gootl. 
I n  :td(lit,ion, t,hc. 271 sit11 film h:is I)rc~n surcc~ssfully applietl to instrument ball \)enring r:L(\tts 
:~nd rcat.:tincrs :ind to instrumc~nt gc:~rs. Test rc~sults of thrsc  component.^ oprr:itc.d in n v:rcuum 
environmc.nt sul)stant,i:it,e tlic rcsu1t.s of the basic friction and wear tests. 
INTRODUCTION A literature survey of the space lubricant field 
Exposure to space has proven to be a particu- 
larly harsh condition for mechanical elements that 
must operate with a very high degree of reliability. 
Where relative motion must take place and the 
replenishment of protective oxide layers happens 
very slowly or not a t  all, a vacuum, in particular, 
poses severe operating problems from the stand- 
point of friction ant1 wear. 
Normal liquid and semi-solid grease lubricants 
have vapor pressures higher than the ambient 
pressures in outer space (estimated a t  10-l3 torr 
interplanetary and 10-l6 torr interstellar); hence 
these 1ul)ricants evaporate rapidly. In addition 
t o  the low pressure prol)lcm, sp:ice 1ul)ricants must 
not bc. :ldversc~ly :~ffcchted by 109 mds of ioniz:ltiori 
r:~dint ion. 
-- 
*Pul~lrsl~rd us .V.IS 1 ' I ' e r k ~ t ~ < a l  S o l e  I)-2IS.9, hllry I!Mil 
shows that, basically, five approaches have been 
taken to reduce the problem of friction and wear 
in spacc. These involve the use of: 
I .  Special low-vapor-pressure oils and greases. 
2. Metallic films. 
3. Ceramics or other extremely hard surfaces. 
4. P1:~stic.s with low vapor pressures and low 
coefficic3nts of friction. 
5 .  Laminar solids. 
The desira1)le space lubricant must, in addition to 
satisfying the vacuum and radiation requirements, 
meet the following criteria: no outgassing to con- 
taminate optical devices, low coefficient of fric- 
tion to consclrve available powcr, and low wear 
r:~te for extended lifetime. 
An :~n:dysis of the five basic approaches for 
thc.scl c-ontlitions listed above shows that none of 
them will meet :dl of thc~ requirements because of 
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I (1) high vapor pressure, (2) high coefficient of 
1 friction, (3) short wear life, and (4) contamination. 
, The approach that meets the majority of the 
requirements involves the use of laminar solids, 
1 in particular 310%. Therefore, this material was 
chosen as the space lubricant to be investigated. 
A literature search revealed that there are a 
number of methods (References 1 and 2) of bond- 
ing &lo& onto a substrate. The most widely 
used methods are inorganic - sodium silicate and 
graphite, organic -phenolic and epoxies, and MoS* 
powder-burnished or sprayed onto a surface. 
Each of these has its strong and weak points. In 
wear life comparison under identical conditions 
I 
these bonded MoSz lubricants rate as follom~s: an 
epoxy bond is better than a burnished powder 
bond which is better than a sodium silicate bond. i In  vacuum stability, the epoxies outgas more than 
I the other binders. The control of the film thick- ness in the organic or inorganic bonded methods is & 100 micruinches, at  best. In some of these 
films, 300 micruinches is required to cover the 
surface completely. It is very difficult to  mea- 
sure the film thickness of burnished JloSL pou-der 
I and this was not attempted. 
1 With the undesirable points as prime considera- / tions-short wear life, little control of film thick- 
ness, and vacuum instability-an in sztu MoS? 
technique was considered and tested as the pos- 
sible sclutior? to elimination of these undesirable 
I features. 
I 
I The literature states that natural J10S2 powders 
adhere tenaciously to  a metal because of the 
I attraction of the sulphur atoms to the substrate. 
I This attraction is not sufficient to produce a long 
lasting film under test conditions. As one of the 
I 
goals in this investigation is to assure a long wear 
I life, it was felt that this natural bond could be 
I strengthened by the ionic forces produced in elec- 
I trodeposition and by the chemically clean surface 
produced by surface activation treatment. Also, 
as electrodeposition is a definitely controiiabie 
process, i t  was felt that good control of film thick- 
ness could be attained. Furthermore, since no 
binder material is used, the problem of outgassing 
and contamination would be alleviated. 
The particular process investigated is an a d a p  
tation of the IBhl-patented JIoS2 in  sitzc process 
(References 3 and 4). The process consists of 
surface activation, electrodeposition of an >loo3 
complex ion onto the substrate surface, and con- 
verting this film to MoSz in an atmosphere of 
H2S gas at  400 psig and 195°C with an  exposure 
period of 4 to 8 hr. 
APPROACH 
The approach taken was to examine the process- 
ing conditions shown in the IBM patent and, by 
experimentation, modify these conditions to pro- 
duce an hloSz in situ film suitable for spacecraft 
components. 
As MoSz has a natural tendency to adhere to a 
metallic substrate through the attraction of the 
sulphur atom to the metal, the first step was to 
obtain a chemically clean surface to assist in as- 
suring or improving this natural tendency. The 
second step was to investigate the composition 
and temperature of the bath and electrodeposition 
time. The third step was to assure the conversion 
of the electrodeposited film to &loss, which was 
accomplished by investigating the conversion 
time, temperature, and pressure. This approach 
required the investigation of surface preparation, 
composition and temperature of the electrode- 
position bath, time and current employed in elec- 
trodeposition, and time and pressure required for 
conversion. 
To determine the merits of the various process- 
ing modifications, a fourth step or the test step 
was established which made maximum use of 
"calibmtcd" test apparatus. Experts in the lu- 
bricant testing field mere enlisted to work on this 
step. Included were tests on the Alpha LFW-1 
equipment,* and vacuum tests on the friction and 
wear test equipment a t  the NASA Lewis Research 
Center,Cleveland, Ohio (Reference 5). In  addi- 
tion, actual space components such as bearings, 
gears, and sliding devices were processed and 
tested under simulated space conditions a t  the 
Goddard Space Flight Center. 
As the H2S atomosphere is corrosive to  most 
. - . . 
matenals usea in spacecraft constxcticz, the 
fifth step included a study of the microstructure 
materials subjected to this atmosphere. 
In summary, the approach included the investi- 
gation of the following: 
1. Surface preparation. 
2. Electrodeposition. 
*Personal communication with Mr. A. DiSapio. Alpha Molykote 
Corp.. Stamford, Connecticut. 
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3. Conversion. 
4. Testing. 
5. Substrate deterioration. 
APPARATUS AND PROCEDURE 
The apparatus used in the experimental work 
is shown in Figures 1-3. The cleaning, surface 
activation, and electrodeposition apparat,us consist 
of an ultrasonic cleaner, acid baths (glassware), 
a magnetic stirrer and hot plate, an electrodeposi- 
tion bath with a platinum-plated titanium wire 
mesh anode, rinse tanks (glassware), and a power 
SUDD~V.  
I;I(:I.I<E 3-'l'lle conversion v('srcl, 1100 nlurninurn :illoy 
se:~I ring, pressure g:tngc, :tntl I)rcbssurc. rc.liel v:ilvc. 
FIGUI~E: 1.-'rile surl:tce activ:~tion ant1 clectrotlc~l)ositi~,rl 
apparatus. 
The conversion apparatus consists of a con- 
version vessel fabricated from 304SS pipe with the 
back closure welded and the front closure bolted 
in position. A 304SS manifold is threaded into 
the front closure which contains (1) a pressure 
gauge reading 0-600 psi, (2) a pressure relief 
valve set : ~ t  450 psig, (3) two olltlet valves (one 
for R2S and one for v:lcuum :~ncl purging). As 
H2S gas is poisonous, the spent gas is 1)lecl through 
a series of fir(. I)ottles containing 20v/o 1I;OH; 
also the conversion vcsw~l and the I<OH hottles 
are operated under a chemical exhaust hood. 
The vessel is wrapped with heating tapes (.on- 
trolled hy variacs. The front cnlos~~rc. is scaled 
with an  1100 aluminum :tlloy ring. This closure 
also contains two thermocouple lend-throughs for 
determining temperatures a t  two p1:ices in the 
vessel. 
I3c.fore experimentation began, :t discussion W:LS 
hcxltl with thc l B 3 l  Corporation on the h:tck- 
ground of the process and their present production 
linc. From this meeting, processing c-onditions 
in the patent mere nnrrowrd down to morc specific 
v:~lutls, i.e., a current density of 12 mn/in.?, a (*on- 
version time of 8 hr., and a range of tleposition 
times. A limited num11c.r of espcr iment~~l  specsi- 
mew (?dl 'x  1 " ~  1 ?,$' milt1 stccl) mere examined 
rnct:~llogr:iphically, and the lifctime vs. current, 
tlcnsity d:tt:t were cv:~lu:tt ecl. The resalt s showctl 
1Ii:~t the I2 ma/in.? current density is suitahle for 
their proc.c.ss and :L film thic.knclss of :~pproxi- 
m:~tclly 4-5 micaro-inches is produced in the opera- 
~ I c : r r l t l s ;  2.-'1'1~~ (a~)IIV(~rRiO1l :,I)I):tr:LtuS-~)rOssurC V('SSel, tion. 11311 :tlso processed for ev:\lt~ntion num- 
IiOH bottlcs, 11,s g:ts cylinder, : ~ n d  he:ttc,r controls. her of 440C and )'I-10 tool steel specimens (%"X 
ESVIROXlIES 
1" x 1 g) through their production line n-ith v a v -  
ing time in the electrodeposition step and with 
their standard 8 hour conversion time. A metal- 
lographic examination of these specimens showed 
that for film thicknesses of 15, 90, and 170 micro- 
I inches, the electrodeposition times were 6, 12, 
and I8 min., respectively. The film appeared 
converted and  adherent  for all specimens 
(Figure 41. 
The developmental work a t  the Goddard Space 
Flight Center for adaptation of this process to 
space components started with the design and 
set-up of the laboratory ~n s l t z l  processing appara- 
tus. After the minimum amount of appartus was 
set up, u-ork began on surface preparation and 
electrodeposition for a study of their effects of 
film thickness and adherence. Various modifica- 
tions xvere made to  these two steps in the process 
before n suitable film was produced. Table I is 
a summary of the solutions used and results 
obtained. 
-\fter the con\-ersion 1-eqse1 and its ancillary 
apparatus were set up and tested for leaks, speci- 
mens with electrodeposited films were processed 
under various temperatures, pressures, and times. 
The results are also shown in Table 1. Xfter the 
developmental xvork was completed, a numhrr of 
specimens were proccs<ed for the l-nrious tests ancl 
*ul~*tratt> reaction examination. 
A summary of thr m:rjor differenccs between 
the 11311-patented process and the adapted 
process are shown in Ta1)le 2. 
TESTS AND RESULTS 
To el-aluate the merits of the 1 %  s ~ t t r  method of 
depohiting 310s: onto a <puce component, a labo- 
ratory test program was established. This 
program covered the follou-ing areas: 
1. Determination of the coefficient of friction 
2. Wear life in air and vacuum. 
3. Life test of instrument gears coated I T ?  x i t i c .  
1. Life test of K-2 size instrument bearingq 
coated i n  sr21r. 
5. Effect of H?S on substrate materials. 
6. Film thickness 1-s. time in plating bath 
film adher~nce. 
7 .  X-ray diffraction analysis of I U  srtu film. 
Ti-here possil)le, tests were conducted on cali- 
brated equipment under the control of experts in 
the various fields of lubrication. In this manner 
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(a) 45 micro-inches 
(b) 90 micro-inches 
(c) 170 micro-inches 
F I C ~ R E  4.-Photomicrographs shorn-inp the I B l I  In s7ti1 
film ai th  the thicknessess of 45, 00, and 170 mirro- 
inch?.. 13ec:luse of pullout of the l Io& layer during 
speclinen preparation, the focus i <  on the JloSz and the 
plane of the .tee1 is out of focus. IIng. 1000S, a? pol- 
isheti. All photomicrogmphs have heen reduced for 
printing. 
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Table 2 
Comparison of the Processes  
Surface 
cleaning 
Plating t ime 
I IBM Patent 1 Adapted I 
Conversion / t ime 1 
Conversion 1 temperature I 
Not specified Chemical reactants r I 
specific time-3 to 
10 min. -determined 
by thickness desired 
I Conversion p res su re  
30 min. to 
110 hr .  
60°t0125"C 
the results obtained could be correlated having 
110S2 as the lubricant. Also, when possible, 
actual space components were used as the test 
speciments; for example, instrument bearings. 
The facilities of the Savttl Reserch Laboratory 
were utilized to  determine the coefficient of fric- 
tion. The equipment used was a standard Bolt-- 
den-hben friction and wear machine. The test 
conditions were a '/z in. diameter hardened steel 
ball, a 2 cm isec stroke, and an 800 gm load on the 
ball. The three test specimens were 11-10 steel, 
one with no coating other than atmospheric con- 
taminants and a 32 rms surface finish, one with 
150 micro-inches of JIoOa comples film, and one 
with 130 micro-inches i r z  sit?! l\loS? film. The 
results are: for the coefficent of friction for bare 
metal, 0.32 average, for 3100~ complex, 0.12 aver- 
age, and for 110S2 z r z  sltu, 0.05 average. The 
latter coefficient of friction is approximately the 
same as that  for natural MoS2 powders. The 
same coefficient of friction was obtained in the 
wear life tests. 
Two different tests were performed t o  d ~ t ~ r r n i n ~  
the wear life of the 2.9 s l t~ i  film, one performed in 
air on a Alpha LFK-1 machine and one performed 
in vacuum using a disc and rider set-up. The 
first test specimens -ere T i d e n  rings c~atec!  :vith 
200 micro-inches of i n  situ JIoS2 and the friction 
and wear test \\-as performed per military speci- 
fication MIL-L-25503A Lubricant, Solid Film. 
This test includes controlled humidity (50 per- 
cent), 72 rpm, test block at R&O, and a stepwise 
loading of the block from 30 to 630 1b. The aver- 
age Hertz stress was of the order of 80,000 psi. 
4 to 8 h r .  
195°C 
Atmosphere to 
400 psi 
The wear life data sho~vs an  average cycles-to- 
failure for the MoSz in sitzc film of 120,000, com- 
pared with 100,000 for burnished MoSz powder 
film, 60,000 for sodium silicate bonded film, and 
300,000 for epoxy-bonded lloS2 film. 
The second wear life test was conducted by 
Lewis Research Center on their vacuum friction 
and wear test equipment. The conditions of the 
test are torr pressure, a 396 ft min. disc speed, 
and a rider load of 200 to 1000 gm applied in 
increments. The rider is hemispherical in shape 
with a ?&j in. radius. Both disc and rider are of 
440C SS. The disc had an in s1tu film thickness 
of 200 micro-inches. The results* of this test 
sho~vcd the wear life of the film to agree with the 
results found on the Alpha LF\i7-1 machine in air. 
To determine how this film would function in 
actual app!ication, space components (instrument 
gears and bearings) were coated with the i ~ z  sit11 
film and subjected to life tests. The instrument 
gears were Pic precision class 3, of 48 diametrical 
pitch and 41GSS, heat treated to  R,30. Four 
gears lvere coated with 250 micro-inches and 
loaded with 20 oz.-in. of torque in a four space gear 
test fixture (Figure 5 and 6). The gears operated 
for 3.4X106 cycles with a load of 8.7 lb. in. of 
tooth width before failure. Tests are now under- 
way to compare this film with sodium silicate 
bonded burnished 1IoSz powder and epoxy bonded 
films. 
The second space component to  be coated with 
i n  sllli l\IoS2 and tested were R-2 size instrument 
395 psig 
I ; I ~ ; ~ R E  .5-'l'ht 1 r i  b i i r i  ro.itc'tl g ~ : ~ r s  :~s~emk)lerl 111 tlte 
folcr sqtcnrc gear tester. before the test. 
*Personal rommuni?ation u i t h  1Ir  D li Rurhley, I ~ n i e  Research 
Center. S lS.1, Clel eland. Ohio 
I"rc:r .r~~ 6.-'l'lrcx i r ~  s r t r r  roatetl gcx:i~.s :rl'tc>r the t e ~ t .  Sot 
the wear path of the  narrow gc:w in the larger ge:ir. 
ball bearings. The outer and inner races and the 
machined retainers were processed with 150 micro- 
inches of in situ MoS2. Two bearings were set up 
in a bearing tester with a 5 oz. radial load, at  600 
rpm and in vacuum. They have operated ovcr 
3200 hr. in a vacuum of 10-"tor with no indica- 
tion of f:~ilure. A comparison of this film with 
the other nloSz films will be made when the tcst 
f:tils. Figure 7 shows the co:~trd I~enrings and 
Figure 8 shows typical coated specimens. 
As H a  gas is very reactive to  most matcrinls, 
and since the matcrids arc subjcctcd to  this gas 
at 195°C and 400 psig for 4 to  8 hours during the 
conversion step, a program was set up and com- 
pleted to determine the effect, i f  any, of the pro- 
I'~c:rrrw 8.-l'ypic;il spc.cimcns coatetl with the irr S I ' I I L  
film. 1I:tg. IS; reduced for printing. 
ccssing conditions on the substrate materials. rZ 
numbc.r of specimens-2024, 6061, and 7075 alu- 
minum alloys, 303, 316, 416, and 440C stainless 
steels, mild steel, and M-10 tool steel-were 
processed with an excessively thick film a t  250" to 
300°C for 8 hr., under H2S gas to 400 psig. The 
high temperature w:~s necessary to  preserve pres- 
sure 1)ec:tuse of :t lct~k in the gas system, and the 
longsr (.onversion time was due to n desire to  
nccclerntc the possil)le H2S :it tack. The speci- 
mens were prepared for metallographic examina- 
tion. For examination at up to  1250 magnifica- 
tion, under bright light, polarized light, and 
sensitive tint, no indication of att:tck on the micro- 
structure could be detected (Figures 9-12). 
A study of the heat treating pr:~ctices for the 
above materials sho\vs that a t  195°C the temper 
I ~ I ( : I J I ~ E  7.-Tll~ 11-2 sir(: instrl~rnent 1)c:lring co:~t.trtl wit,h 
t,lrc in s i t u  film. '1'11(: l)e:~ring : ~ t  I(bl't 11:~s t,l~ct co:~ting. I'rc;rilt~c !).-I'hotonlic:rogr:t1)11 showing the :tt,sence of :my 
Note the t1iffc~rc~11c.e i r ~  color. R1:~g. .IS; rctluc~c.tl For rt-:tcstio~r of t he  i n  s i t r ~  processing to 1020 mild steel. 
~)rintiny. ItI:tg. :MIS, 4 percent Xitul etch. 
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FICVRE 10.-Photomicrograph showing the absence of any 
reaction of the in sit71 processing to 416SS. Mag. 360S. 
hydrofloric picral etch. 
F I G ~ R E  11.-Photomicrograph show-ing the shsence of any 
reaction of the in  sztu process to 316dS. >lag. 3605, 
JInrbles etch. 
I of the steels will not be affected and that slight over-aging of the aluminum alloys will take place. As this temperature is not excessivelp over the 
normal aging temperature, the physical properties 
will not be adversely affected. 
Adherence of the film was a very important 
factor in deriding the precnnl-ersion conditions, 
I such a surface activation and electrodeposition 
time. The adapted procedure produced a good 
adherent film. The adherency of the film was 
determined by shaking or dropping the specimen 
onto a hard surface and placing a 1" x ?$ piece of 
cellophane tape onto the specimen under medium 
thumb pressure and swiftly peeling off the tape. 
FIGVRE 12.-Photomicrogmph showing the absence of any 
reaction of the in situ process to 2024 aluminum alloy. 
Mag. 360X, Kellers etch. 
I ' I G ~ R E  l:j.--\n adherent i n  sttlc film (1.50 micro-inches 
left-hand specimen 1 and a nonadherent filn~ (300 micro- 
inches. right-hand specimen). 
A good adherent film did not flake or appear 
powdery (Figure 13). Also, a good film did not 
peel off with the tape, although a trace of the 
JloSz did show up on the tape. 
A number of specimens were proressed to deter- 
mine film thickness vs. time in the electrodeposi- 
tion bath. The film was measured with a Jlagne 
with a Jlagne Gage, a Dermitron, a Federal 
Precision \I.ster Compxrator, and 2 zicroscopc. 
Correlation was good between the JIagne Gage 
and the microscope. Figures 14 and 15 show 
thickness vs. deposition time. Figure 16 sho~vs 
film thicknesses. 
During the phase wherein conversion time was 
being determined, samples were submitted for 
X-ray diffraction analysis to determine if all of the 
820 I'17131,1CATIOSS OF GSFC, 1964 :  11. SPhCF: TECIISO1,OGY 
11003 complex had been converted to  AloS?. 
Preliminary results showed an amorphorous pat- 
tern which indicntetl that the JloS2 crystallites 
produced in this process were too small to  be 
determined with the X-ray diffraction equipment 
as it mas set up. After contacting IBM and dis- 
cussing this point with them, it was decided tha t  
additional analysis wo~lltl not t)e performed since 
IBM had found thcx same amorphorous pattern in 
their study. Also, IT311 hat1 carried the an:~lysis 
further nnd 1)y mc~tliotls of crystal growth had 
concludccl that t he Jl00,~ h:d 1)rrn convertetl to  
DATA POINTS 
0 AVERAGE 
0 1 I I I I I I 1  
0 3 6 9 12 I5 18 
ELECTRODEPOSITION TlME ( min. ) 
MoS2. The tests that were made to  determine 
the coefficient of friction and the metallographic 
examination of the specimen a t  high magnifica- 
tion also showed that the hloOs had been convert- 
ed to  AloS,. 
DISCUSSION 
After discussions with IBM personnel and me- 
t:~llogr:~phic examination of v;trions coated spec- 
300 
I O AVERAGE 
0 
0 3 6 9 12 15 
ELECTRODEPOSITION TlME ( rnin.) 
F1r.r.n~ 14.-Elertrotl(~l)ositc.d i l l  sitrc film thickness vs. I:rc:r,rte 15.-Convcrtrt! in sitcc fi!m tl~ickness vs. electro- 
elec~trotlcl)ositiorl time. deposition time. 
~ : I G [ . R E  ~ ~ . - I ' ~ ~ o ~ o I I I ~ ( ~ ~ o ~ ~ : I ~ ) ~ I s  sh \vir~g s t , (d  sp (~c i !~~(~r i s  co :~ t , (~ l  \vit l> if! sit11 hlo& prq):~rc(i for 111icroscopic t~ie:&surerrlrrlt. 
'I'hc thirkncss is 250 ~ t ~ i c r o - i ~ ~ c - l ~ t ~ s  1 1 : ~  3WS, :is polished. 
F ~ c r  RE 17.-1'1~0ton~i~rngraphs showing the ability of the i n  s i f ~ r  filrn t o  fill cr:icks, senme, and laps. 1I:rg. 360S, as 
polished. 
imens, it was determined that 120 ma in.2 current 
density was suitable for the developmental work. 
During the metallographic examinatio~ of a 
number of specimens, it was noticed that the film 
was deposited into all laps, seams, cracks, and 
micro-fissures (Figure I;). This indicated that 
this process may lend itself to  lubricating hard-to- 
reach places, such as hearing outer races. 
As shown earlier, the wear life of this film is not 
quite as good as space conditions dictate. There- 
fore, adtfitional work will he performed on the 
process in attempt to improve wear life. Present 
I\-ork will be carried out t o  investigate inrorpor- 
ating the i n  situ process with a resrrx-oir technique. 
.llso, further adjustment to  the process, such as 
changing 310 valence, current density, etc., may 
produce a longer wear life. 
I The effects of the temperature of the deposition 
I hath on the film adherence proved uncletectable 
:ind the elevated temperature caused evaporation 
I 
of the bath. Hence, the bath \\-as used at room 
temper:tture. 
Optimum conver>ion t i n e  \vas determined by 
u s i r ?~  the ~~~ef!kier?t O L ~  T ~ C ~ ~ O L I ?  9 ~ d  the zc!he~er?~e 
1 test. Times of IS, 12, 10, 8, 6, and 4 hr. were used 
I and the results show that (: hr. is sufficient to  
convert a 230 micro-inch film. 
I 
CONCLUSIONS 
2. The procedure for depositing JIoS? i ~ l  si tu 
has been tx-orked out, an adaptation of an 
13311-patented process. 
3. Adherence tests show that 250 micro-inches 
is the maximum film thickness advisable 
ltnder the processing conditions outlined. 
4. The film thickness can he controlled within 
+ 50 micro-inches. 
-
5. The average coefficient of friction of this film 
is 0.03 or less and is comparable with or the 
hame as that of AIoSr powder and Ion-er than 
those of honded AIoS:! films. 
6. The film can be easily and safely deposited 
onto a number of common spacecraft mate- 
rials, includinq 2021 Al ,  60Gl 7075 
,l1, 303FS, 316SS, 416SS, 440C SS, mild 
steel, and 31-10 tool steel. 
7. The film has a better wear life than sodium 
silicate bonded NOS?. slightly better wear 
life than a burnished MoS? powd~r,  and a 
somewhat poorer wear life than epoxy 
bonded 3IoSz. 
8. The filnl follon-s the curface contour and fills 
np the Qm'Ij!Pst P T ~ C ~ .  !qp, w g m ,  (>I- i n ( 1 ~ n t ~ -  
tion and therefore makes it posqible to  place 
s controlled amount of 310S2 on the hard- 
to-reach surface<. such as the outer race< of 
Lnll 1 ---.. :--. 
i l ' t l l  IJYLII J l l g - .  
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AN INTEGRATED SYSTEM FOR COLLECTING AND 
ANALYZING ENVIRONMENTAL TEST DATA* 
PHILIP YAFFEE, FRED STARBUCK, JAMES W. BAILEY, A S D  CLIFFORD \I7. SCOTT 
AVGLvSTTS C. JOHSSOS, C. FRASK RILEY, JR., WILLIAJl E. FLOII-ERS, A S D  RICHARD K. HOVEY 
Booz-Allen ilpplied Research, Inc. 
The simultaneous evaluation of several spacecraft in simulated space environments results 
in a large volume of data relating to the performance of the spacecraft and to the generation and 
measurement of the environment. The timely and effective collection, processing, and reduction 
of these data can only be schieved by means of an automatic data-handling system. This system 
must be versatile. accurate, and reliable. Such a data system has been designed and installed 
at  Goddard Space Flight Center. I t  organizes and reduces the data generated, both as an aid to 
effective control of test operations and for optimum analysis and storage of the test data. The 
experimenters and test personnel are released from routine data gathering and reduction and 
permitted to concentrate on data analysis and interpretation. 
INTRODUCTION Central (Figure 2) where data are assembled, 
Goddard Space n ight  Center has a facility for recorded, and and an Owrations Center 
testing and evaluating the performance of instru- for monitoring 'pacecraft tests. 
mented satellites and probes in simulated space The of the data 'ystem can best be 
environments ( ~ i ~ ~ ~ ~  1). 
 hi^ spacecraft T~~  visualized by considering its application in the 
~ ~ ~ i l i t ~  inc udes thermal-\.acuum chambers, test of an observatory. This is a satellite which 
perature-humidity chambers, optical test cham- may contain a large number of separate experi- 
bera, test systems, centrifuges, moment ments-instrument packages desip-ed to study 
of inertia machines, spin and balance equipment, separate physical parameters in the orbital en- 
and tension-compression test equipment. ~~t~ vironment. These experiments use a common 
must be collected and analyzed for uw in con- vehicle, power supply, and transmission system, 
trolling the spacecraft environment and the but each experiment may be designed and fabri- 
stimuli applied to satellite sensors, for determin- cated by a group. government 
ing the outputs of the sensors through the satel- agencies, universities, and industrial laboratories 
lite telemetry systems, and for observing the may experiments for a observatory. 
internal functioning of a satellite at  critical system When such a satellite is undergoing a test in a 
points. simulated space environment, literally hundreds 
During the planning for this facility, it was of different data channels are needed to acquire 
derided that great srclTr2EtEgeS in s ~ ~ d  CCE- and organize the required in evaluat- 
venience could be realized by providing a largely ing the obser~~atory's performance. Data must be 
automated data collection system for the entire cO1l'ckd and for the use of the experi- 
facility. The system as installed consists of port- menter, those who control the environments, and 
able data co!lection mdales,  iz permanent irans- those who evaluate the overall performance of the 
mission cable system, a section known as Data observatory. Each of these requirements may 
have its own time frame and format. The com- 
'Published as X A S A  Technical Sole &~3.21, June 1964. plexity of the design requiremrnts for this data 
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SPACE ENVIRONMENT 
DYNAMIC TEST CHAMBER 
VIBRATION TEST AREA 
REAL - TIME OUTPUT 
STATION - ( PORTABLE ) 
ATA CENTRAL 
OPERATIONS CENTER 
JUNCTION BOX WITH PORTABLE HIGH SPEED 
LOW SPEED DATA COLLECTION 
DATA COLLECTION 
MODULES 
THERMAL VACUUM CHAMBERS (typical ) 
FIGURE 1.-Spacecraft Test Facility, buildings 7 and 10, Goddard Space Flight Center. 
system may be appreciated by considering that, The system in operation handles data well with- 
three major tests and a number of simpler tests in the specified span accuracy of 0.25 percent. 
may be conducted in the facility simultaneously. This accuracy was achieved by careful engineering 
SYSTEM CHARACTERISTICS 
The principal characteristics of the system are t 
its versatility, its accuracy, and the careful control 
which is maintained over the data collectcd. 
- - - - - - - I -  
Data can be collected from approximately 3500 
different points, selected from more than 10,000 
points distributed in some 23 different physical 
locations in the 60,000 ft2 building complcx. Sam- 
pling rates range from the order of a few s:~n~ples 
per hour to 15,000 samples per second. 14 wide 
variety of signal conditioning is possible, inc.luding 
thermal referencing, bridge balancing, amplifica- 
tion, and attenuation. Setups and changes can 
be made conveniently and quickly without inter- 
rupting other tests. FIGURE 2.-Data Ccntr:ll. 
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of the entire system, including the long runs of 
shielded analog cables. It also required an engi- 
neered instrument grounding system for the build- 
ing, and a rigidly enforced shielding and ground- 
ing discipline. Anything short of the most 
meticulous care in this regard could cause extreme 
signal degradation. 
The unifying element of the system is the flexi- 
bly assigned but rigorously controlled format, into 
which the overall system data are assembled. 
This format contains 7500 eleven-bitrplus-sign 
words per second. The format is enforced by the 
master system clock, which provides the timing 
for all sampling, conrersion, and assembly in the 
system except for telemetered data which is asyn- 
chronously controlled by clocks on the satellites. 
The result is a stream of data, each item precisely 
identified and placed in time. A space in this 
current levels are measured by a low speed subsys- 
tem. This subsystem takes 25 samples per second 
and has a nominal capacity of 2500 separate data 
channels. The data from this subsystem are 
handled in two parallel ways. First, all the data 
are recorded on a low speed magnetic tape for later 
off-line processing. Second, the low speed data 
are intermingled with the high speed data in the 
overall system data format; then they are sent to 
an on-line computer which provides instantaneous 
readings in engineering units for the direct moni- 
toring of facilities and experiments. 
High Speed Data 
Electrical measurements can be made at  a sys- 
tem rate of 7500 samples per second on a maxi- 
mum of 1000 separate channels. The measure- 
ments which can be made include: 
format is reserved for each data channel, whether 1. Current and voltage levels on satellite power 
or not it is presently in use. 
circuits. The flexibility of assignment is achieved by 
using a removable patch panel at the test site and 2. Fbdio frequency power. 
control switches in Data Central. The patch 3. Yoltages, currents, and transducer outputs panel permits the pretest assignment of individual in several ranges from f8 millivolts to f 320 
channels to individual format spaces, including 
volts full-scale, with a system bandpass of 
supercommutation and subcommutat ion. The 500 cps. 
switches in Data Central select the block location 
of each of the high speed data collection modules 
in the data format. These switches can super- 
cozmutate the collection modules within the for- 
mat, thereby increasing the sampling rates by a 
factor of 2, 5, or 10 over the rates selected by the 
patch panel. An on-line computer, under pro- 
gram control, selects data words from the format 
for reduction and display. 
The philosophy of system operation is that the 
outputs are to be kept to a minimum by planning 
in advance the information to be delivered to each 
output station. This precludes tying up the 
system with masses of raw output, and permits the 
computer to produce sophisticated results, elimi- 
nating the need for further manuai reduction. 
Thus, technical personnel can devote their efforts 
to data analysis and interpretation, rather than to 
routine data collection and manual reduction. 
DATA COLLECTION 
Low Speed Data 
The measurements taken by this subsystem, 
with the low speed data intermingled, are handled 
in two parallel modes. In the normal mode, a 
burst of 6 seconds oT data is recordcd on magnetic 
tape with a 5 minute interval between bursts. 
Simultaneously, all the data are recorded in 
"ping-pong" fashion on two tape transports operat- 
ing alternately. Each transport records 5 min- 
utes of data and then rewinds and waits while the 
other transport records for 5 minutes. If no 
emergency of malfunction occurs, the data are 
erased through re-use of the tape. If an emer- 
gency is detected, all the data recorded during the 
previous 10 minutes can be analyzed. In addi- 
1 .  
~loii to t hcx  trtrc reenrrting modes, a limited 
amount of real-time data processing by the on- 
line computer is possible. 
Extra-Hig h-Speed Data 
To handle rapidly fluctuating data, a special 
arrangement can be made by which 100 channels \* 
Slowly varying parameters such as tempera- of electrical measurements of the same types as 
tures, pressures, and relatively stable voltage and those described above can be taken a t  a system 
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rate of 15,000 samples per second. These meas- 
urements are recorded on a high speed tape trans- 
port holding approximately 3% minutes of data. 
The data are handled in parallel with but entirely 
separate from the data within the overall system 
format. 
Data Recorded Outside the System 
Data can be introduced into the system which 
have been recorded elsewhere in the form of 
punched tape, punched cards, or magnetic tape, 
either digital or analog. These data can then be 
converted to other forms or analyzed and com- 
pared with data collected in the test facility. 
Telemetered Data 
Data coded and multiplexed in the telemetry 
systems of stttellites being tested within the fa- 
cility can be introduced into the computer sub- 
system and recorded on tape for future processing 
a t  :L maximum aggregate data rate of 14,000 
twelve-hit words per second. When real-time 
processing of these data is desired, a second (off- 
line) computer is hronght on-line through the 
cent ral memory. 
Running-Time Data 
The running times of up to 230 major items of 
equipment within the facility are recorded by the 
running-time sybsystem. This subsystem rec- 
ortls on punched paper tape the clock time, the 
channel designation, and the on or off status of 
each device. Fifty of the samples are taken once 
every minute and the remaining 180 devices once 
evcry 5 minutes. A reel of tape holds 4 days of 
data produced 1)y this su1)system. Tape is 
removed biweekly and processed by the computer 
to produce ~~pdntct l  machine-maintenance records 
and required maintenance reports. 
DATA OUTPUTS 
Itcal-t ime out put stat ions (RTOS), either per- 
manent or porta\)lc, are Io(,:~ted :it convenient 
spots ncar the tvst f:~cilities (Figure 3). TTntler 
computer program cant rol e:~c*h station respontls 
to :tn inquiry by t1ispl:~yinq the re:rtling o f  a 
design:itcd ch:~nnc.l on :Ln in-line in-pl:~ne displ:~y, 
by plotting on :L strip ch:~rt, or by printing out in 
engineering units the ro:tdings of :L number of 
designated ch:tnnels. Prim:~rily provicIec1 for the 
--- - - . - 3. 
FIGURE 3.-Real-Time output station (RTCS). 
display of environmental data, these stations can 
be programmed to display the output of any 
channel of the on-line system. 
Four cathode-ray bar-graph displays are located 
in the Operations Center. Each display shows 
the instantaneous readings on as many as 150 
channels. A reading is displayed as a dot whose 
height above the base is proportional to the scaled 
reading on the designated channel. A negative 
voltage is designated by a dot below the horizontal 
base line. The horizontal scale can be expanded 
so that any 10 of the 150 channels may be ex- 
amined closely. These displays are for the use of 
the experimenters and test personnel. They per- 
mit channel readings to be monitored in real time. 
Thus malfunctions or gradual changes in satellite 
system operating characteristics can be examined 
and the effect of sensor exercising can be observed. 
A malfunction indicated here is the normal reason 
for reviewing the data recorded on the "ping- 
pong" transports. 
The satellite battery-power currents and volt- 
ages, also collected by the combined systems, are 
displayed on ammeters and voltmeters, and the 
RF  power is displayed on wattmeters, on the 
collection modules located near the test stations. 
Data recorded on tape by any part of the 
system, or stored in the computer memory in 
real time, are reduced and analyzed by the com- 
puter subsystem. The outputs are magnetic or 
punched tape, cards, typed reports, printouts, 
and X-Y plots. Considerable effort is devoted 
to ensure that these outputs are in final form for 
cables from the Operations Center and Data Cen- 
tral. These cables transmit data into Data 
Central and provide control connections for the 
experimenters. The junction boxes also house 
the low speed data collection modules (DCML1s) 
described below, and provide quick-connect plugs 
for the high speed data collection modules 
(DCMH's), also described below. 
Eleven test areas are served by major junction 
boxes, and the remaining twelve by minor junc- 
tion boxes. A major junction box will accommo- 
date an observatory, providing the system capa- 
bility of connection to as many as six DCMH's 
and four DChlL1s, thus handling about 600 high 
speed and 200 low speed measurements simulta- 
neously. In addition to the measurement chan- 
nels, each major junction box contains the 
terminals of 60 analog control circuits for sensor 
exercising and 60 switching circuits for satellite 
control. 
A minor junction box accommodates two 
DCMH's and two DCML's, providing about 200 
high speed and 100 low speed measurement 
channels. In this case, 30 analog control circuits 
and 10 switching circuits are available. 
Wires from the satellite and from the test 
facility enter the junction box from the top or 
bottom rear. Cables to the Operations Center 
and Data Central emerge through the bottom of 
the junction box and pass through the floor into 
the cable trays suspended from the ceiling below. 
The trays conduct them to a cable vault near the 
Operations Center for distribution. 
inclusion with test reports, or in convenient form High Speed and Low Speed Data Collection for engineering or scientific interpretation. Modules 
SYSTEM CONFIGURATION AND DATA FLOW 
The setup of the various components of the 
data-handling system and the flow of data from 
these components will now be discussed (Figure 
4). The svstem confimration contains junction 
boxes and high speed and low speed data collec- 
tion modules. The data are carried via various 
means into the Master Assembler and then to bar 
graph displays, tape transports, and the computer. 
Junction Boxes 
Junction boxes are permanently located at  con- 
venient spots near the major test facilities (Figure 
4). They serve as termination points for the 
The high speed data collection modules 
(DCMH's, Figure 4) are mobile. They have the 
same width as two standard relay racks, are 78 
inches high, and are equipped with wheels (Figure 
5). In practice, they are positioned next to the 
junction box to whlch a test is wired. Tnrougii 
quick-connect plugs the modules are connected to 
the setup wiring and to the building cables, both 
of which terminate in the junction box. 
A DCMH can handle 100 channels of data. It 
provides power, voltage and current measurement 
and indication, transducer excitation power s u p  
plies, bridge completion units, amplification, and 
attenuation. Highly flexible provisions are made 
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FIGURE 4.-System configuration and data flow. 
for channel selection, supercommutation, and 
subcommutation by means of a removable digital 
patch board which can be prewired in preparation 
for a test and quickly inserted in the DCMH. In 
the DCMH these various input signals are 
conditioned and amplified or attenuated as neces- 
sary to a full-scale value of t 5 volts. They are 
transmitted to Data Central through the perma- 
nent cabling as a pulsed analog signal a t  this level. 
The low speed d a t a  collection modules 
(DCML1s, Figure 4) are semiportable (Figure 6). 
When in use they are housed in junction boxes 
most convenient to the points of use. Each 
module is capable of receiving inputs from ap- 
proximately 50 separate data pickups. A module 
provides thermocouple reference junctions, power 
supplies, and bridge completion and bridge bal- 
ancing units for conditioning the data on these 
50 channels. I t  receives the data through the 
wiring connecting it to the test facility or speci- 
men, multiplexes it by means of a 50-point step- 
ping switch, and sends it through the permanent 
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a crossbar switch, amplified to a full-scale value 
of f 5 volts, and converted to digital form. The 
data are then driven through two parallel cir- 
cuits. One circuit records them on the low speed 
data tape in Data Central; the other sends them 
to  the Master Assembler in Data Central to be 
merged with the DCMH data. 
In addition to this normal mode of operation, 
i t  is possible t o  switch the DCML data, in high- 
level pulsed analog form, into the Master Com- 
mutator of the high speed system. This emer- 
gency circuit takes care of a low speed converter 
failure. 
The DCMH data are transmitted through the 
building cables and a patch panel to the Master 
Commutator in Data Central. After analog-to- 
digital conversion, they are sent to the *Master 
Assembler. Here the DCXlH data and DCML 
data are merged into the overall system data 
format. 
Analog-to-Digital Conversion 
The low speed system for DCML data, as 
noted above, has its own analog-to-digital con- 
FIGURE 8.-High speed data collection module (DCJIH). verter. The high-speed data are converted by 
a converter which immediately follows the Master 
Commutator. The converters operate on a pro- 
grammed successive approximation principle, 
converting each analog signal into digital form as 
an 1 1-binary-bit-plus-sign number. This gives 
a digital scale from -2000 to +2000 counts, cor- 
responding to a transmitted analog signal of from 
-5  to +5 volts, and to full-scale negative and 
positive measurements a t  the respective data 
transducers. Digital output is limited to a maxi- 
mum of + 2016 counts. 
The converters operate up to  7500 conversions 
per second, being driven by the same clock that 
drives the commutators, to provide absolute 
I sj i i ichr~nism. The digital o ~ ~ t p ~ l t s  of each con- verter appear on 12 parallel lines; these outputs set the positions of 12 flip-flops in the Master 
FIGERE 6.-Low speed data collection module (DCML). 
,lsWmbler. 
Overal: Data Format 
building cables to the cable vault in the form of a 
~ h ,  17500 eleren-bit-pius-sign words per second 
pulsed, low-level analog signal of $- 10 millivolts in the data format include 2.5 data points from 
full-scale. the low speed subsystem, 25 identification words 
Data Transmission for low speed data, 25 identifications and control 
The DCJlL data received through the perma- words, and 7425 data points from the high speed 
nent cables a t  the cable vault are multiplexed by subsystem. 
In addition to the data received from the 
analog-to-digital converters, the Master Assem- 
bler receives the digital identification and control 
data and inserts them in the proper points in the 
data flow. This includes such information as the 
job run, station, test run numbers, test conditions 
read from switches at the test control stations 
(beginni~ig or end of test, calibration, etc.), and 
time information read from the system clock (day, 
hour, minute, second, and tenth of second). Also, 
switches in Data Central permit data to  he 
flagged as setup data, cali1)r:ition data, or actual 
test-run data. These. flags, introduced a t  the 
Master Assembler, serve as instructions to the 
computer for the su1)sequcnt manipulation of the 
dat:L. 
The ext ra-high-speed rate of 15,000 data points 
per second is handled according to a different 
scheme. One DCMH (100 channels) is assigned, 
when necessitry, to this special use. Two multi- 
plexers, two t r:tnsmission lines, ant1 two analog-to- 
digital converters operate alternately, each a t  
7500 cps. A tlon1)le-sized assem1)ler receives the 
data from tho :iltern:~ting c30nverters and it is 
recorded on a 30,000 char:~c-tcr-per-se(bon(1 tape 
transport. 
From the RIastcr Asseml)lcr, :issc.ml)lrd data 
are switc.hctl to the 1):tr graph (Iispl:iys, to the 
tapc transports, :~nd on-line to the computcr, 
where they are used as determined 1)y the test 
setup. 
Computation 
The computcr subsystem performs as an on-line 
device; it is an integral part of the data caollection 
system. Engineering information is :I(-ceptccl, 
processed, and output to printers, plotters, :ind 
other display devices, in real timch, for the use of 
those monitoring the test specirncm and f:icilities. 
This sut)system can compare :I largc. nurn1)er of 
ch:inncl readings with preset upper ant1 lower 
limits and give an alarm when a cllarinrl cxcecds 
its limits. It  selects the predetermined channels 
to be displayed by the real-timc output stations, 
eonverts their readings to engineering nnits, and 
transmits the readings to the display units. 
Thc cornputrr subsystc.m caonsists of two C1)C 
160-A computers linked throngh :I s1i:irc~l mem- 
ory. One cornputclr will normally l ) ( a  c.orinc~tc~l 
to tlir M:tstc.r 12ssc~rnl)lcr of t hc (]:it :i syht c\m :~nd 
perform the on-line functions described above. 
The second computer serves as a spare for the 
first, and also is availa1)le for the off-line analysis 
and output of data fed to it by any of the output 
media of the data system or stored in the joint 
memory. I t  can also be used as a completely 
separate computer for routine computing tasks. 
The off-line functions include processing high 
speed data previously recorded on tape, processing 
telemetry data, preparing maintenance reports 
from data generated by the running-time sub- 
system, scheduling the test facilities, budget com- 
putation, ant1 processing scientific data in support 
of research. 
Data from the telemetry channels of a satellite 
are dcmoclulated, formatted, digitized where 
required, :ind delivered by a ground station in 
Operations Center into a buffer register. The 
computer commands the 1)uffer register to 
"dump" its contents in 12 parallel lines. The 
resulting word can be stored in the common cen- 
tral memory of the computc.r subsystem without 
going through or being controllrd t)y either com- 
puter mainframe. When the tclcmc%ry t1at:t :ire 
in memory, they (-an 1)e callcd up tint1 manipulated 
1)y either computcr and the results (.:in t)e put out 
in any appropriate form. 
CALIBRATION AND MAINTENANCE 
Several types of calibration art3 provided: At 
each DCML, the first two of the fifty inputs are 
internal test points, either 0.0 or 8.00 millivolts. 
Each 1)C'RIH provides calibration inputs of +4, 
$2, 0, -2, and -4 volts, as well as input volt- 
- 
agrs derived from each power supply in the 
DCMII. These are automatically sequenced and 
sampled by the DCMH at  3-record intervals. 
A cali1)ratr switch tit the Data Central console 
initiates the following operation: X reference volt- 
age is :~pplied to each of the eighty conditioning 
modu1t.s in e:ich DCMH; the voltage indicates 
the setting of each attenuator switch. The mul- 
tiplexers :ire disconnected and a reference voltage 
is fed dircc+tly into each buffer amplifier. Each 
strain gagc channel is calibrated by a 2-point 
linearity ct1cc.k (x and full scale). 
Vo1t:tgc.s :it c*ritic:il points within the system are 
aut orri:it icb:illy sampled :ind these data are proc- 
cssc.d 1)y the computer, which compares the 
r(.sult irig cligittil rrading with an expected reading 
EKVIROKhIEKTAL TESTISG (MI 
stored in its memory. The pattern of the chan- 
nels selected to carry these diagnostic inputs is 
designed so that a logical process permits the 
computer to isolate a malfunction by elimination, 
and to print out the location of the trouble or the 
instructions for eliminating it. 
Clearly, it  is impractical to perform this auto- 
matic diagnosis below a certain system level, and 
beneath this level a simplified manual diagnostic 
technique is used. This combination of computer 
and manual diagnosis is known as the PILE sys- 
tem (Programmable Identification of Logic Ele- 
ments). In this data system, the cutoff is a t  the 
major device level; that is, t<he computer isolates 
the malfunction to a particular amplifier, analog- 
todigital converter, or commutator, with the 
manual technique taking over for lower level 
diagnosis. 
The manual technique is designed so that rela- 
tively inexperienced technicians may operate it 
satisfactorily. Each cabinet contains a booklet 
clearly locating the test points and showing the 
exact wave forms to be expected a t  each one. 
The sequence of testing is indicated by writing 
pseudo-logic equations for each logical circuit, in 
which each circuit element and function is iden- 
tified by a short pronounceable word. 
The functions schematically described above 
are actually performed by three complete sets of 
analog-todigital converters, assemblers, and com- 
mutators located in Data Central. More than 
one of each type of instrument will be in use simul- 
taneously only when such use is deliberately 
scheduled. Through convenient patch facilities, 
the equipment is easily interchangeable when a 
malfunctioning device must be replaced. 
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SOLAR CELL RADIATION DAMAGE STUDIES WITH 1 
MEV ELECTRONS AND 4.6 MEV PROTONS* 
WILLIh?tZ R. CHERRY AXD LCTHER IV. SLIFER 
The degradation of several types of solar cells irradiated with 1 3lev electrons in stages up 
to 1O16/cm¶ was measured under standard tungsten illumination and also under air-mass-one 
sunlight illumination. The degradation of similar cells irradiated with 4.6 Jlev protons in 
stages up to 3 XIOll/cml was measured under tungsten illumination. The solar cell types in- 
cluded P / S  cells, S / P  cells with various base resistivities from less than 1 ohm-cm to 25 ohm-cm, 
and drift field S / P  cells. 
The results showed that the S / P  cells are conclusively more resistant to either type of 
radiation than the P / S  cells and that, within the ranges of the esperiments the X/P cells with 
higher base resistivity are more radiation resistant than those with lower base resistivity. The 
latter result is most pronounced with the electron-irradiated cells. The results also gave positive 
indication that the radiation resistance of solar cells is enhcnaed by the drift field construction. 
INTRODUCTION described in Appendix A was used to select 30 
- - 
~f~~~ the ~~l~ 1962 rltomic E~~~~ ~ ~ ~ ~ i ~ ~ i ~ ~  cells from each group with median current voltage 
pacific tests, erratic behavior developed in sel,eral characteristics of the lot. The initial current, 
U.S. satellites in orbit. Subsequent analysis of and length 
data has an enhanced radiation belt con- characteristics of each cell were measured. The 
sisting primarily of high energy electrons at  cells were then irradiated to the various dosage 
altitudes between 500 and 4,000 nautical miles. levels shown in Table 1, taking selected current, 
The need for more radiation-resistant so]ar cells voltage, 'pectral and diffusion length 
for XASA spacecraft frequenting the new man- 
made and the natural belts became apparent. A 
series of 1 ohm-cm X/'P silicon solar cells which 
been irradiated with 1 >lev electrons at doses 
ranging from zero to 1016 electrons,'cm2 was used 
to establish a damage rate specification (GSFC 
Spec 63-106). 
During October and November 1962, state-of- 
the-art samples of N/P silicon solar cells were 
purchased from eight sources within the United 
States. A quantity of P/N silicon solar cells was 
s!so p r e h ~ ~ s e d  fnr rornpsrative purposes. 
EXPERIMENT 
measurements. 
A summary of all individual short current 
measurements, average short circuit currents per 
group, percentage change in average short circuit 
current, and percent change in average maximum 
power is presented in Appendixes B and C for 
both electron and proton bombardments. These 
values were obtained using the standard tungsten 
light described in Appendix A. 
Caution must be exercised in using this data. 
The cells were state-of-the-art cells; thus some 
were representative of production in sizable quan- 
. . 
titles wi~i ie  cjihei~ Fere rcprcser?tztil.lr! nf nilot-line r-- -
production. After the preliminary meeting held 
a t  Goddard on January 23, 1963, when change In conjunction with wrsonnel at  the Naval in I, as a function of electmn dosage was Research Laboratory, an eleaborate experiment discussed, several of the ~nanufacturers changed 
was planned using 1 hlev electron and 4.6 Mev 
the base material used in their cells; thus, results proton irradiations. A standard light source 
would be quite different today. Furthermore, the 
'Published aa K.4S.4 Technical iVote D-toga. February 1964. cell performance was measured in tungsten light, 
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Table 1 
which will emphasize the damage to a cell more 
than air mass one or air mass zero sunlight. From 
the data presented, it is not possible to select the 
best cell for sunlight use. The experiment was to 
show the relative damage of a cell to  an accepted 
reference; and it accomplished this very well. 
Clearly, as seen in Figure 1, the change in I,, for 
1 Mev electron bombarded cells fell into four 
groups, which were a function of the base resis- 
tivity and drift field. From the data in Appen- 
dixes R even cells with base resistivities less than 
1 ohm-cm were apparent. 
The cells which were irradiated with 1 Mev 
electrons to  1016/cm2 were measured for percent- 
age change in I,, under tungsten light and sunlight 
a t  Table Mountain, California. Also the percent- 
age change in I,, was measured in tungsten light 
for the cells irradiated with 4.6 Mev protons. 
The results are shown in Table 2. 
Table 2 shows that within a 1 percent change 
of I,,, the cells maintained their same order of 
damage resistance in both tungsten light and sun- 
light. I t  also shows that with 4.6 Mev protons, 
the distinction between the various base resis- 
tivities is not as pronolinced as with 1 Mev 
electrons, but the proton studies were not carried 
to the equivalent orbital dosage as the electrons. 
When percentage change of maximum power 
caused by 101%lecc.trons/cm2 is used as the index, 
the relative order is again the same ns that for the 
short circuit current (See Tablc 3). The base 
Radiation Test Scheme for Solar Cell Degradation. 1 
superior. There is not the clear distinction be- 
tween base resistivities a t  a 4.6 Mev proton dosage 1 
of 3X 1011/cm2 as with a 1 Mev electron dosage of 
1D16/cm2, but generally the higher base resistivity 1 
is more radiation-resistant). 
Graphs showing the percentage degradation of 
maximum power as a function of proton and elec- 
tron dosage are presented in Figures 2-12. These 
data show that with a 4.6 Mev proton dosage of 
3X 1011/cm2, there is a t  least 10 times the radia- 
tion resistance for N/P cells using a minimum of 
1 ohm-cm base resistivity material than for the 
P/N cell under the tungsten light source. Base 
0 
25 
0 cn 
- 
W 
9 25 ohm-cm ( Dr~f t  F~eld )
1 Mev Electrons 
W 0 1 ohm-cm 
LZ 
10 ohm- cm 
A 25 ohm-cm 
0 25 ohm-cm ( D r~ f t  F~eld ) 
*Except as indicated in Appendix B. 
I 
Dosage 
(e/cm 2, 
0 
10" 
10 '2 1 10" 
1 0 l 4  
1 0 '5 
10'6 
100 
0 10" 1012 1013 10'4 1015 1016 
DOSAGE ( 1 Mev electrons/crn2 ) 
1 
I 
~ 
4.6 Mev Protons 
resistivity again estal~lished distinct groups of less ll.-C'om,,,zri80n of base resistivity with 
than 1 ohm-em, 1 ohm-cm, 10 ohm-cm, and changr in short circuit current caused by 1 Mev 
25 ohm-cm, cells. The drift ficld cc.lls are still electrons. 
Number of Cells 
15 
14 
13 
12 
1 1  
10 
9 
Dosage 
( P / c ~  2,
0 
1O1O 
3 x 1Ol0 
10 l 1  
3 x 10" 
Number of Cells Withdrawn 
at Dosage Level 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
9 
Number of Cel Is 
6 
6 
6 
6 
6 
- 
Number of Cells Withdrawn 
at Dosage Level 
0 
0 
0 
0 
6* 
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Toble 2 
Short-Circuit Current Degradation of lrrodiated Cells. 
Base 
Resistivity 
(ohm-cm) 
graded 
sradd 
25 
10 
10 
1 
1 
1 
< 1 
< 1 
1 
Order of 
Rodiotion 
Resistance 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
Cell 
Group 
'D/ F 
%IF 
E 
F 
G 
B 
C 
D 
K 
H 
A(P/N) 
Change in I ,, at 
Toble Mwntoin 
(percent) 
Change in I,, with 
Tungsten Light 
(percent) 
22.0 
24.5 
34.5 
40.3 
41.1 
50.6 
51.8 
52.5 
53.6 
56.4 
77.9 
No Cells 
13 
25 
28 
3 1 
33 
39 
40 
39 
44 
66 
'The drift field cells ore not listed since they were not completely tested. 
Order of 
Rodiotion 
Resistance 
* 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
7 
6 
8 
9 
Toble 3 
Peak Power Degradation of Irradiated Cel Is. 
Resistivity 
(ohm-cm) 
gmded 
25 
10 
10 
1 
1 
1 
< 1 
< 1 
1 
3 x 10 Protons/cm2 
- , 
GI1 
Gmup Change in P, with Order of 
Tungsten Light (~ercent) Radiation Resistance 
Change in I, with 
Tungsten Light 
(percent) 
No Cells 
No Cells 
30.5 
29.8 
32.0 
35.7 
37.0 
37.5 
36.5 
40.8 
57.1 
Change in P,, with 
Tungsten Light (percent) 
Order of 
Radiation 
Resistonce 
* 
2 
1 
3 
4 
6 
7 
5 
8 
9 
No Cells 
No Ce!ls 
37.9 
35.2 
39.3 
41.3 
42.2 
41.0 
45.2 
46.9 
65.7 
Order of 
Radiation Resistance 
'The drift field cells ore not listed since they were not completely tested. 
resistivity is not as predominant a factor a t  
3 X 10" protons/cm2 as it is a t  1016 electrons/cmg. 
Perhaps an equivalent proton dosage, which 
would be .bout 10'3/cm2, might show a correlation 
of base resistivity versus radiation damage. 
However, base resistivities of less than 1 ohm-cm 
are below the Group D reference all the way, 
while the 25 ohm-cm cells show less degradation of 
maximum power. 
COMCLUsIONS 
For cells a t  room temperature, we can conclude 
the following: 
1. The 1 ohm-cm N/P silicon solar cell is 
conclusively more radiation-1-sistant than 1 ohm- 
cm P/N cells to 1 Mev electrons and/or 4.6 Mev 
protons in percentage change in both Isc and 
maximum power output. This applies for both 
the 2800°K tungsten light and sunlight. 
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DOSAGE ( 1 Meu electrons/crn') 
a 
I 80- 
40 
- PPOTONS - 
- ELECTRONS - 
0 
g 20- 
u a 6 -  , 0 4 I 8 * , , , , , 1 , , , , ,  
10'0 l o l l  10'" 10" 
DOSAGE ( 4 6 Mev pra tons~cm~ ) 
FIGURE 2.-Maximum power versus particle dosage for 
Group A sol:rr cells. 
FIGURE 5.-Maximum power versus part,icle dosage for 
Group D solar cells. 
DOSAGE ( 1 Me\ elrclronr i m -  ) DOSAGE ( 1 Mev elrrtro~~s.crn ' 1 
"1 PROTONS - 
ELECTRONS - 
L 
0 
Po 1 PROTONS - 
tLtCTHONS - 
& 
0 
FIGURE 3.-hlaximum power versus particle dosage for FIGURE 6.-hlaximum power versus partirle dosage for 
Group B solar cells. Group E solar cells. 
DOSAGE ( 1 Mev elerlrarls r m '  1 
FIGURE 4.-RIaximum power versus particlc dosage for ~ " I G U R E  7.-hI:~ximum power versus particle dosage for 
Group C sol:~r cells. Group  ED,^ solar cells. 
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- 
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I 8 1 1 1 8 1 r l  1 8 l l l l r  * 100, 
LU 
Z 0 
5 8 0 -  
z 
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Q - 
L 
2 
Q .  
- Z 
g 40 - PROTONS - 4 0 -  0 
1010 10" lo1. '  l o L q  10" 10" 10" 
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10'" 
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DOSAGE ( 1 Mev electrons cm' ) 
DOSAGE ( 1 Mev electrons/cm2 ) 
DOSAGE ( 4 6 Mev protons/cm2 ) 
FIGURE 8.-Maximum power versus particle dosage for 
Group F solar cells. 
DOSAGE ( 1 Mev electronsjcm2 ) 
40 PROTONS - 
ELECTRONS - 
E F 2 2 0  
0 E: 1O1O 10" loi2 l oz3  
DOSAGE ( 4 6 Mev protons/cm2 ) 
FIGURE 9.-XIaximum power versus particle dosage for 
Group G solar cells. 
DOSAGE ( 1 Mev eiec!rons/crn2 ) 
"1 PROTONS - 
ELECTRONS - 
,L 
0 
DOSAGE ( 4  6 Mev protons/cm2) 
FIGURE 10.-hlaximum power versus particle dosage for 
Group H solar cells. 
2. The 1 ohm-cm N/P silicon solar cell is 
definitely more radiation-resistant to 4.6 Mev 
protons than cells made of lower base-resistivity 
material. There is an indication that the 1 ohm- 
FIGURE 11.-3laximum power versus particle dosage for 
Group J D , ~  solar cells. 
DOSAGE [ 1 Mew elec!rons,cm' ) 
l O l a  1015 l o L 6  
I ' ' ' ' " " I  ' ' ' ' "" 
2 
4 - 
Z 
% 40 - PROTONS - 
ELECTRONS - 
Y - 
0 
DOSAGE ( 4  6 Mer protoos,cm2) 
FIGURE 12.-Maximum power versus particle dosage for 
Group K solar cells. 
cm cells are also more radiation-resistant to 1 Mev 
electrons than lower base-resistivity cells. 
3. 9s  base resistivity of N/P cells is irlcreased 
beyond 1 ohm-cm, the radiation resistance to 
1 Mer electrons definitely improves. This trend 
continues to at  least 25 ohm-cm material. Radia- 
tion resistance of N/P cells to 4.6 Mev protons 
seems to improve to at  least 10 ohm-cm base resis- 
tivity, but beyond that showed little or no im- 
provement. 
4. There is a positive indication that a silicon 
solar cell containing a built-in drift field will have 
greater radiation resistanct to 1 Mev electrons 
than a siiicon ceii wiihoiit ~ u c h  a fie!& 1\Te drift. 
field cells were available for the proton experiment. 
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APPENDIX A 
LIGHT SOURCE USED TO DETERMINE RADIATION DAMAGE TO SILICON SOLAR CELLS 
A reflector flood tungsten bulb of 300 watts, 
120 volt rating is color-temperature calibrated a t  
2800°K. The bulb is mounted so that the light 
path to the cell passes through a filter consisting of 
x" (total thickness) of plexiglas plus 3 cm of 
de-ionized water. The filter size is a t  least 1 foot 
in diameter in order to  reduce edge effects. All 
air bubbles adhering to the surfaces are removed 
so as to avoid local distortions. 
Ten silicon solar cells, typical of the batch being 
evaluated, are calibrated in natural sunlight under 
ncceptable atmospheric conditions: 
1. Sun in clear sky and horizontal visibility a t  
least 5 miles; 
2. Measurements made between 11 am and 
1 pm Local Standard Time, March 1 to October 
30; 
3. Temperature 25 + 2°C. 
The light source is operated a t  the voltage 
necessary to attain a 2800°K color temperature 
a t  all times. The light intensity of 100 mw/cm2 
of equivalent natural sunlight is established 
by moving calibrated cells nearer or farther 
from the filter until I,, conditions indicate 
the proper intensity. hleasurements on all 
test cells will be made from this point. Pre- 
cautions are taken to  maintain cell temperature 
a t  25°C f 2". 
APPENDIX B 
A COMPARATIVE STUDY OF 1 MEV ELECTRON-BOMBARDED SILICON SOLAR CELLS 
INTRODUCTION 
At the request of Goddard Space Flight Center, 
the Naval Research Laboratory conducted an 
experiment to determine the effects of 1 Mev 
electron radiation on the photon conversion 
properties of N/P silicon solar cells. The solar 
cells tested were from 10 diiTerent groups of recent 
production .by undisclosed sources, which were 
purchased by GSFC and given to NRL without 
manufacturer identification. The radiation dam- 
age was studied after each radiation with 1 Mev 
electrons a t  doses of lo", 1012, 1013, lo1', and 
1016 electrons/cm2. Among the parameters ex- 
amined were the minority carrier diffusion length, 
spectral response, output power, and short circuit 
current, although only the latter measurements 
will be reported herein. 
INSTRUMENTATION 
To assure uniformity of integrated electron flux 
to all cells, they were placed on an aluminum 
wheel rotating at 10 rmp under the beam tube of 
the Van de Graaff generator. The circular path 
of every cell was the same and passed through the 
axis of the beam tube about 6 inches below the 
exit window. Irradiation was done a t  different 
flux densities, and the time to reach each decade 
of dose varied from 2 minutes at 1011 e/cm2 to 
14 hours a t  1016 e/cm2. The deviation in uni- 
formity of integrated flux from one cell to another 
was no greater than 0.25 percent a t  1013/cmP and 
was much less a t  the larger doses. The flux was 
calibrated by measuring the output of a radiation- 
dama-d solar cell relative to a Faraday cup, and 
throughout the radiation the flux was monitored 
by a Faraday cup positioned near the wheel. Air 
was blown across the surface of the wheel for 
coo!ing the cells. The wheel temperature did not 
go above 30°C at  any time during the irradation. 
The short circuit current of the solar cells was 
determined by measuring the voltage drop across 
a 1-ohm precision resistor loading the cell when it 
was illuminated. The light source was a 300- 
watt reflector flood bulb with a calibrated color 
temperature of 2800°K with a heat-absorbing 
filter consisting of 3 cm of distilled water contained 
in a plexiglas holder. The light intensity was 
adjusted by placing the cell holder a t  a distance 
from the lamp which corresponded to a 100 
mw/cm2 intensity as determined by a set of 10 
Standard N/P solar cells which has been cali- 
brated by GSFC and supplied to NRL for this 
purpose. The voltage across the l-ohm loading 
resistor was measured by a voltage-to-frequency 
converter and displayed on a frequency counter. 
The accuracy of the short, circuit current measure- 
ment is f 0.1 ma for all cells except Group B, 
in which some contact resistance was evident. 
For these cells the accuracy is probably f 0.3 ma. 
RESULTS 
Tables B1-B5 list all the measured values of 
short circuit current following the indicated elec- 
tron dose. The average value of short circuit 
current for each group of cells a t  the indicated 
dose in shown in Table B6. I t  should be noted 
that not all cells were measured a t  every dose, so 
that the average current a t  each dose is for a 
different set of cells of the group. The percentage 
change in average shorkircuit current is shown in 
Table B7. This change is computed from the 
average change in current for the cells measured 
a t  a given dose ievei reiaiive to the ir~tid G v e r z g e  
current of that same set of cells. 
A more complete report describing this and 
other phases of the experiment in more detail is 
in preparation. 
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Table B1 
TRACRIXG SYSTEXIB 
Table 82 
Groups C and D Solar Cell Short-Circuit Current After 1 Mev Electron Radiation. 
Initial 1 1 Current 
Number (ma) 
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Table 83 
TRACKING SYSTEMS 
Table 84 
Groups F and G Solar Cell Short-Circuit Current After 1 Mev Electron Radiation. 1 Initial 1 
Current 
Number (ma) (electrons/cnf 
Current Afte 
1013 
(eIectrons/cd ) 
51.4 
51.2 
51.2 
50.1 
50.7 
50.5 
51.7 
51.0 
51.8 
51.8 
50.8 
48.9 
46.6 
45.8 
49.6 
47.4 
48.0 
47.2 
48.5 
48.5 
.??.!I 
47.4 
49.4 
48.3 
I- - 
Dosage (ma) 
10' I 1015 I 10 16 
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Table 85 
Groups H and K Solar Cell Short-Circuit Current After 1 Mev Electron Radiation. 
Init ial Current After Dosage (ma) 
Current 10"  10 l2 l o T 3  I 0  l 4  
(ma) (electrons/crn2) (electrons/crn2) (electrons/crn2) (electrons/crn2 
I 
1 H I -  1 50.1 1 
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Table B6 
Group Average Short-Circuit Current of Solar Cells After 1 Mev Electron Radiation. 
Cell Group 
'The E, EDIF and JDIF FOUP averages are based on a smaller number of cells, the number of which decreoses with increosing radiotion 
dose (see Table 83). 
Current After Dosage (ma) 
Initial Current (ma) 1013 10" / (electrons/cm2 ) I (electrons/cm ') 
Table 87 
Percentage Change in  Average Short-Circuit Current of Solar Cells After 1 Mev Electron Radiation. 
lo1= 
(electrons/cm2) 
' Cell Group 
A 
B 
C 1 :* 
E DIF* 
F 
G 
H 
J QlF* 
K 
10 l6 
(electrons,crn2) 
'The E, EDIF and JDIF group averages are based on a smaller number of cells, the number of which decreoses w ~ t h  incr&ring d i n t i o n  
dose (see Table 83). 
Change After Dosage (percent) 
lo l6 
(e!ectrons/cm2 ) 
77.9 
50.6 
51.8 
52.5 
34.5 
24.5 
40.3 
41.1 
56.4 
22.0 
53.6 
1015 
(electronsjcm2) 
64.7 
25.6 
30.2 
29.3 
22.6 
10.3 
25.1 
26.2 
33.1 
12.0 
32.4 
1013 
(electrons/cm2 ) 
24.6 
1.6 
1.9 
0.9 
0.5 
0.0 
1.9 
2.0 
3.1 
0.0 
.-. c 
L.J 
10 l4 
(electrons/cm2) 
45.3 
8.6 
12.5 
10.4 
4.5 
1.5 
9.3 
11.0 
13.7 
0.2 
13.7 
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Table 88 
Percentage Change in Average Maximum Power of Solar Cells After 1 Mev Electron Radiation. 
*The E, EDIF and JDIF group averages are based an a smaller number of cells, the number of which decreases with increasing radiation 
dose (see Table 83). 
Cell Group 
A 
B 
C 
D 
E 
E D/F* 
F 
G 
H 
' D/F* 
K 
Change After Dosage (percent) 
1013 
(electrons/cm2 ) 
29.7 
5.2 
3.0 
1.4 
1.8 
0.4 
3.3 
2.0 
3.4 
5.0 
3.5 
1015 
(electrons/cm2) 
72.4 
33.1 
35.4 
34.8 
34.2 
25.0 
34.2 
35.2 
38.6 
23.2 
39.3 
I 
10 l4  
(electrons/cm2) 
52.3 
12.4 
15.2 
12.9 
8.6 
4.1 
14.1 
15.1 
16.5 
9.4 
17.3 
1016 
(electrons/cm2 ) 
85.6 
59.7 
58.7 
59.2 
48.1 
42.6 
52.1 
52.6 
63.6 
43.2 
63.1 
APPENDIX C 
A COMPARATIVE STUDY OF 4.6 MEV PROTON-BOMBARDED SILICON SOLAR CELLS 
INTRODUCTION 
A comparative study was made of the radiation 
damage rates of silicon solar cells from 4.6 Mev 
protons as a companion experiment to a 1 Mev 
electron damage study recently done at the Naval 
Research Laboratory.* The solar cells used in 
both experiments were supplied by Goddard Space 
Flight Center from lots of experimental cells and 
typical production quality cells of late 1962, which 
had been procured for this purpose. The proton 
energy of 4.6 Mev was low enough to produce a 
high damage rate throughout the bulk material of 
the cell to a depth exceeding the minority carrier 
diffusion length before irradiation. The radiation 
damage was measured after each proton bombard- 
ment at doses of 101°, 3X 10'" 1011, and 3X 10" 
protons/cm2. Included in the measured charac- 
teristics were the minority carrier diffusion length, 
the spectral response, and the voltage-current 
characteristics of the cells under filtered tungsten 
light. Only the results of the short circuit current 
and maximum power measurements will be re- 
ported herein. 
RADIATION 
The NRL 5 Mev Van de Graaff accelerator was 
used for the source of protons. The beam was 
scattered by a .W- inch  gold foil placed about 
18 feet from the end of the drift tube where the 
solar cells were placed. The foil served the dual 
purpose of reducing the beam intensity and 
providing a uniform flux distribution a t  the cells. 
WL- ---+fin ,.,,, onorm ,-.-_, 3np.d :__~. i  ent on the foil was mea- 
sured as 5.127 Mev, while the energy incident on 
the solar cells was caluclated to be 4.657 Mev, 
because of energy absorption by the foil. The 
flux was mesured by collecting all of the beam 
current passing through a defining aperture into 
the insulated end section of the tube, which acted 
*Rdition Damage Syrnpoaiurn. G o d d d  Space Flight Center. 
January 23. 1963. 
as a Faraday cup. The flux density was about 
1.4 X lo8 protons/cm2. The flux variation over 
the end of the beam tube where the solar cells were 
placed was f 1 percent. The variation in inte- 
grated flux from one radiation to another was 
within + 1.3 percent. There were 9 groups of 6 
cells each which were irradiated 4 a t  a time by 
permuting the cells types and positions for each 
exposure. The pressure in the tube was about 
5 X mm-Hg. 
MEASUREMENTS 
The voltage-current characteristics of the cells 
were measured under the same light source used 
for the electron damage study.* This was a 300- 
watt reflector flood bulb calibrated to a color 
temperature of 2800°K with a heat absorbing filter 
consisting of 3 cm of deionized water in a plexiglas 
holder interposed before the sample cells. The 
light intensity was adjusted by moving the cell 
holder to a position from the lamp which gave a 
short-circuit current from a standard cell equiva- 
!ent tjo 100 mw/cm2 solar intensity a t  air mass one. 
This was determined by a set of 10 Standard N/P 
solar cells which had been calibrated by the 
Goddard Space Flight Center for this purpose. 
The short-circuit current was measured by preci- 
sion resistors and voltage-to-frequency conversion 
with an overall accuracy of +0.1 ma for all cells 
except in Group B, where the accuracy is probably 
+ 0.3 ma (see Appendix B). 
RESULTS AND CONCLUSIONS 
Tables C 1 4 3  present all the measured values 
of short-circuit current following the inciicateci 
proton dose. The average value of short-circuit 
current for each group of cells a t  the indicated 
dose is shown in Table C4. The percentage 
change in the average short-circuit current is 
given in Table C5. Table C6 gives the percentage 
change in maximum power output of each group as 
a function of proton dose. 
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Cell Number 
The radiation damage rates, indicated by the 
percentage change in short-circuit current, follow 
the same trend as shown in the 1 Mev electron 
damage study; the higher bulk-resistivity cells 
have the lowest damage rate, and the P/N cells 
have the highest rate. There are two variations 
in the order of damage rates from electrons 
compared to protons. Group E, which has a 
significantly lower damage rate under electron 
radiation, had the same rate as the 10 ohm-cm 
cells under protons. Group K has a lower 
damage rate from protons than groups C and D. 
However, this amounts to only one percentage 
point difference and could be attributed to small 
variations in the average initial properties of the 
cell group. I t  is conceivable, for example, that 
one group of G cells from n particular lot may show 
Table C1 
Groups A, 0, C Solar Cell Short-Circuit Current After 4.6 Mev Proton Radiation. 
Current After Dosage (ma) 
a difference of 1 percent in radiation resistance 
compared to another group of G from the same lot. 
The data were analyzed by applying the "Stu- 
dents-t-Test", and difference between means was 
found to be significant to better than .O1 level; 
which means that there is less than 1 chance out of 
100 that the differences are due to random errors. 
The validity of using the filtered tungsten light for 
measuring I,, was established by measuring the 
electron-damaged cells a t  Table Mountain and 
under :L solar simulator. The relative order of 
radiation damage rate was unchanged when 
measuring under these three sources, except for 
Group I i  a t  Table Mountain.* 
Initial Current (ma) T 10'0 3 x 10'0 10" 
(protons/cm2) (protons/cm2) (protons/cm2 ) 
47.5 36.9 31.8 26.0 
49.1 36.9 32.1 26.0 
48.1 35.1 30.6 24.5 
48.6 37.0 32.6 27.0 
47.6 35.7 31.1 25.4 
47.3 36.2 31.7 25.9 
*"One hIev Electron Danlage in Silicon Solar Cells." by R. L. Statler. 
Photovoltaic S1)ecialists Conferencc of IEEE. Washington, D.C., 
April 10. 1963. 
3x  10" 
(protons/cm2) 
20.9 
20.9 
19.6 
21.4 
20.0 
20.4 
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Table C2 
Groups D, E, F Solar Cell Short-Circuit Current after 4.6 Mev Proton Radiation. 
1 'Measurements were inadvertently omitted. 
?Cell  was broken. 
Cell Number 
D-1-16 
D-1-17 
D-1-20 
D-1-21 
D-1-24 
D-1-25 
E-1-21 
E-1-22 
E-1-23 
E-1-24 
E-1-25 
E-1-26 
F-1-16 
F-1-19 
F- 1 -22 
F-1-23 
F-1-24 
F-1-30 
Initial Current (ma) 
44.7 
45.9 
44.5 
44.7 
46.0 
44.7 
21.6 
21.7 
21.7 
22.4 
22.1 
21.8 
52.7 
52.1 
52.2 
51.6 
51.8 
52.0 
3x 10" 
(protons/cm2) 
27.3 
28.8 
27.7 
27.8 
28.4 
29.2 
15.1 
15.3 
15.1 
15.3 
15.3 
15.1 
36.2 
36.6 
37.3 
35.6 
37.2 
t 
10'" 
(protons/cmz) 
40.0 
41.1 
39.9 
40.2 
40.9 
40.4 
20.7 
20.5 
20.4 
21 .O 
20.1 
20.0 
48.4 
48.0 
48.0 
46.6 
47.7 
46.7 
Current After 
3 x 10l0 
(protons/cmZ) 
36.4 
38.1 
36.7 
37.2 
37.9 
38.1 
19.2 
19.4 
19.3 
* 
* 
44.7 
45.1 
45.1 
44.0 b 
45.2 
t 
Dosage (ma) 
10" 
(protom/cmz) 
31.9 
33.4 
32.2 
32.7 
33.4 
33.9 
17.0 
17.1 
17.0 
17.3 
17.2 
17.2 
40.3 
40.7 
41.2 
39.8 
41.4 
t 
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Table C3 
Groups G, H, K Solar Cell Short-Circuit Current after 4.6 Mev Proton Radiation. 
Cell Number 
G-1-18 
G-1-20 
G-1-21 
G-1-22 
G-1-25 
G- 1 -26 
H-1-16 
H-1-17 
H-1-18 
H-1-19 
H-1-21 
H-1-22 
K-1-16 
K-1-17 
K-1-18 
K-1-20 
K-1-24 
K-1-26 
Initial Current (ma) 
46.2 
49.1 
50.5 
49.6 
46.9 
48.0 
49.9 
52.6 
47.3 
49.2 
49.5 
49.3 
47.1 
49.9 
49.5 
49.7 
48.2 
47.8 
3 x  10" 
(protons/cm 2 ,  
30.5 
34.3 
34.6 
34.3 
31.7 
32.3 
28.8 
30.7 
28.6 
29.5 
30.0 
28.8 
29.5 
33.2 
32.9 
32.6 
28.7 
29.0 
Dosage (ma) 
10" 
(protons/cm ') 
34.4 
38.0 
38.7 
38.5 
35.8 
36.5 
34.0 
36.0 
33.7 
34.7 
35.2 
34.0 
33.9 
37.6 
37.4 
37.2 
33.6 
34.0 
10'0 
(protons/crnz) 
41.3 
44.5 
45.7 
45.1 
42.1 
43.2 
43.1 
45.1 
41.7 
43.2 
43.6 
42.8 
42.0 
45.1 
44.6 
44.5 
41.5 
41.9 
Current After 
3 x 1ol0 
(protons/cm2) 
37.7 
41.8 
42.6 
42.3 
39.6 
40.5 
38.5 
41.4 
38.3 
39.9 
40.3 
39.4 
38.2 
41.9 
41.5 
41.6 
38.4 
38.8 
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Table C4
Average Short-Circuit Current of Solar Cells After 4.6 Mev Proton Radiation.
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Cell Group
A
B
C
D
E
F
G
H
K
Initial Current (ma)
48.0
81.3
49.6
45.1
21.9
52.1
48.4
49.6
48.7
10 !o
(protons/cm 2)
36.3
76.9
44.4
40.4
20.5
47.6
43.7
43.3
43.3
Current After Dosage (ma)
3 x 10 1°
(protons/cm 2)
31.7
70.8
41.0
37.4
19.3*
44.8*
40.8
39.6
40.1
1011
(protons/cm 2)
25.8
61.8
36.4
32.9
17.1
40.7*
37.0
34.6
35.6
3 x 1011
(protons/cm 2)
20.5
52.8*
31.2
28.2
15.2
36.6*
33.0
29.4
31.0
*Less than 6 cells averaged for this value.
Table C5
Percentage Change in Average Short-Circuit Current of Solar Cells After 4.6 Mev Proton Radiation.
Change After Dosage (percent)
Cell Group 1010 3 x 1010 10 11 3 x 1011
(protons/cm 2) (protons/cm z) (protons/cm 2) (protons/cm 2 )
A
B
C
D
E
F
G
H
K
24.4
5.4
10.5
10.4
6.5
8.7
9.8
12.8
11.2
34.1
12.9
17.2
17.1
10.9
13.9
15.8
20.1
17.8
46.0
24.0
26.7
27.0
21.6
21.7
23.6
30.3
26.9
57.1
35.7
37.0
37.5
30.5
29.8
32.0
40.8
36.5
Table C6
Percentage Change in Average Maximum Power of Solar Cells After 4.6 Mev Proton Radiation.
Change After Dosage (percent)
Cell Group 1010 3 × 10 TM 1011 3 x 101!
(protons/cm 2 ) (protons/cm 2) (protons/cm 2) (protons/cm 2)
i
A
B
C
D
E
F
G
H
K
29.3
4.9
11.7
10.9
7.4
9.5
11.5
15.6
14.7
41.4
12.9
18.5
19.2
13.4
15.6
19.7
23.8
23.9
53.9
27.2
30.2
30.3
26.5
25.7
30.1
36.2
35.0
65.7
41.0
41.3
42.2
37.9
35.2
39.3
46.9
45.2
CODING AND ANALOG VARIABLE FOR CONSTANT 
PERCENTAGE ERROR* 
RODGER A. CLIFF  
Systems are treated which code a n  analog variable as a sequence of discrete values. Given 
one of these discrete v:tlucs, there is necessarily some uncertainty about what value of the analog 
input v:tri:tble producetl thc, tliscrete output since there are only a finite number of distinct outputs. 
This paper will investig:~te the nature of this uncert:~inty or possible error. 
I t  is shown that a logarithmic quantiz:~tion scheme produces an  uncertainty in the output 
which is constant over the input r:tnge which the system is designed to cover. Relationships 
are derived between the uncert:~inty which must be tolcr:tted, the width of the input range to be 
coverrld, and the number of discrete outputs required. These relationships are presented both 
analytically and graphically. 
INTRODUCTION 
x (analog input)  
t 
An analog variable is one which may take on 
any value within a continuous range. In  order to 
operate upon such a variable in :L discrete device, 1 1-1 
y  (discrete outputs) 
t 
such as a digital computer or a digital data D I ) * id 
transmission link, i t  is necess:iry to  convert the I I I I 
analog variable to discrete form. In other words, 
the analog variable, which may have any of :in 
infinite number of values, must be mapped onto a 
finite set of discrete values. This is shown i 1-1 
converter. I t  repeatedly samples the analog to  1 
digital converter. It repeatcdly samples the 
J 
analog input x and produces 3 discrete output y 
for cacti of these samples. 1 - lb 
schematically in Figure 1 and graphically in 
Figure 2. The device which accomplishes the 
mapping is referred to as  an analog to  digital I 1 *Ic 
FIGURE 2.-Arbitmry quantization scheme. 
X 
The analog variable is divided into intervals 
F I ( ; L , I ~ ~ ;  I.-('or~v~rsior~ o f  :in :~n:~Iog v:~ri:~l)le t o  digital 
form. denoted A,R,C, ... in Figure 2. An input x which 
falls witliiri a givcn interval produces an output 
*I'ublislled ns .\';IS.I 'I'echrricul 'Vole 11-?':ii. h11rrc.li ~ I I G . ~ .  y corrcs~)oridilig to  that interval. For instance, 
55.1 
ANALOG-TO-DIGITAL 
CONVERTER - Y  discrete 
if the input x has a value within the interval B the 
analog to digital converter produces an output y 
hax-ing the discrete value b. Similarly, inputs 
within interval A produce an output a etc. A 
There are various instances when it is necessary 
to convert a continuous variable into digital form: 
for example, analog input to a digital computer, 
or digital telemetry of continuous information. 
It is often desired that the possible percentage 
error associated -4th each discrete output be less D 
than a certain amount. A logarithmic quantiza- 
tion is used to accomplish this end. 
In this paper the problem of logarithmic quan- 
tization of a continuous input into a finite number 
of outputs is discussed. Results are presented 
showing the necessary number of discrete outputs 1 
for a given dynamic range and percentage error. 
For those interested in binary systems, a dis- 
with a given accuracy an input variable of a given 
I 
cussion of the number of bits required to express c 
dynamic range is included. I 
LOGARITHMIC QUANTIZATION 
Derivation of the Basic Relationships 
A derivation of the relationship between the t -J 
A 1-1 I a number of discrete outputs, the dynamic range, 
and the percentage error will be given. The t 
relationship between the input x and the output Y FIGURE 3.-Logarithmic quantization scherne-linertr axes. 
of a logarithmic quantization is depicted in Figure 
3 on linear axes, and in Figure 4 on log axes. Let 
an arbitrary quantization inter\~al range from where Q is the maximum possible percentage 
a lower value x- to an upper value x+. The error. The three Equations 1 may now be 
output y, corresponding to this inten-a1 is chosen solved for y, to obtain 
to have a value between x- and x+. The choice is 
x i  t x- 
made such that the possible error is minimized. Y, = 7. (2) 
The maximum possible positive percentage 
error may be expressed as It is not surprising that the optimum value for 
x+ - Yx 
y, is found to be halfway between x- and x+; 
Q+ = loo ----- , (la) certainly it is the conclusion we reach intuitively. 
y x  Equations 1 may also be solved for x- and xf. 
and the maximum possible negative percentage 
error as 
x- = (1-A) y Y . .  In order to obtain a symmetrical error bracket (3b) 
about y,, we will choose y, such that 
Observe that the ratio x+/x- of the upper limit to 
Q+ = Q- = Q ,  ( 1 ~ )  the lower limit of the quantization interval X is 
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FIGURE 4.-Logarithmic quantization scheme - log axes. 
independent of which interval X may be. This 
ratio shall be denoted by K:  
Equation 4 says that for any interval X, x+ = Kx-; 
therefore the levels that separate intervals are 
expressible in terms of the lower limit of the lowest 
interval, as shown in Figure 5 .  
The dynamic range It is defined to be the ratio 
of the largest possible value of the input variable 
x to the smallest possible value of the input varia- 
ble x that fall within the range to be quantized. 
From Figure 5 we see that 
where N is the number of quantization intervals. 
3rd Interval 
} 2nd lnterval 
1st Interval 
FIGURE 5.-Decision levels for a logarithmic quantization. 
To obtain N as a function of K (and therefore as 
a function of Q), we take the logarithms of both 
sides of Equation 5 :  
or 
l o g  R 
N = logK' (7) 
which in terms of Q is 
l o g  R N = 
log (3) 
This is the result we require, relating N (the num- 
ber of quantization intervals required) to It (the 
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dynamic range) and Q (the maximum possible _+ 
percentage error). 
The Number of Bits Needed for a Binary System 
A binary code of B bits can specify that one out % 
of ZB possible events has occurred. In the system o.i 
under discussion, a particular event occurs when 0.6 
the input variable falls within a particular one of 
the N quantization intervals. Therefore, there 0,2 
must be a t  least as many characters in the binary 
code as there are quantization intervals. That is O.l 
1 0  zo U )  m IW m, 4m sm ~ m o  am um ~ o , m  
N. nubcr 06 i-1, rcquircd 
2 ' 3 , N ,  
so that 
It is advantageous that N be a power of 2; then a 
binary code may be chosen such that each char- 
acter is used and full advantage is taken of the 
capacity of the binary system. In this case there 
are N quantization intervals and N characters in 
the binary code. The relationship (Equation 10) 
will hold as an equality. 
APPLICATION OF THE RESULTS OF THE 
DERIVATION 
Graphs of the Basic Equation 
To facilitate system design, the basic relat,ion- 
ship of the logarithmic quantization scheme 
(Equation 8) has been plot,ted. Figure 6 shows 
the trade-off between the dynamic range and the 
(9) FIGURE 7.-Relationship between number of intervals 
required and percentage error. 
number of intervals required for a given percent- 
age error. Since the number of intervals N varies 
as the logarithm of the dynamic range R for b e d  
percentage error Q, the equation plots as a family 
of straight lines on semi-log coordinates. 
Figure 7, on the other hand, emphasizes the 
relationship between the number of intervals 
needed and the percentage error. It may be 
shown that N varies approximately as 1/Q (see 
Appendix A); hence contours of constant R are 
straight lines on full logarithmic coordinates. 
General Remarks 
A few general remarks are in order a t  this point. 
First, notice that for the condition where the 
percentage error is greater than about 5 percent, 
the number of quantization intervals required for 
a given range is relatively insensitive to the 
percentage error (see Figure 6). However, as the 
percentage error approaches zero the number of 
intervals required increases rapidly. Notice also 
that the number of intervals needed is much more 
sensitive to changes in the dynamic range when 
the dynamic range is small than it is when the 
dynamic range is large. Figure 7 shows that a 
-'- ---- -.C J--..-:- ".-"A 4-.- 9 tn 1 0  In fn0tnr ,f Cllaugr: ul uy uauilr. 1 r n u 5 ~  LLVLU Y w I" ,- 
5) increases the number of intervals needed in 
about the same proportion as a change in dynamic 
range of from 10 to 10,000 (a factor of 1,000). 
Application to Binary Systems 
P. +-.c - Binary system parameters are plotted in Figures 
FIGURE &-The trade-off between the dynamic range and 8, 9, and lo. The basic governing 
number of intervals required. a binary system is obtained by combining 
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FIGURE 8.-The binary system parameters B and Q. 
FIGURE 9.-The binary system parameters Q and R. 
P ~ c u n ~  10.-The binary parameters B and R. 
Equation 8 with the inequality (Equation 9) t o  
obtain 
2B > 
The number of bits required is the smallest in- 
teger B such that Equation 11 is satisfied. 
Turning our attention to Figure 8, we see the 
number of bits B versus the error Q for various 
values of the dynamic range R. This is a 
particularly useful presentation of system param- 
eters, because the dynamic range is a characteristic 
of the input variable, and as such is often not 
under the control of the designer of the coding 
system. 
Since B must be an integer, the curves are 
discontinuous and have a stair-step appearance. 
The most desirable points on these curves are the 
circled lower corner points; a t  these points Equa- 
tion 11 holds as an equality and full advant- 
age is being taken of the capacity of the binary 
system. At these points one obtains the mini- 
mum percentage error for any given dynamic 
range and number of bits. 
If, on the other hand, the designer is confronted 
with a system of fixed binary capacity, and he 
wishes to know the percentage error versus the 
dynamic range, Figure I) will be found useful. In  
this figure the percentage error Q is plotted versus 
the dynamic range It  for binary systems of from 
2 to 10 bits. 
For fixed percentage error, the trade-off between 
the number of bits and the dynamic range is 
shown in Figure 10. Again, the desirable operat- 
ing points are the circled lower corner points where 
full use is made of the capacity of the binary 
system. I t  is helpful to use this graph when 
trying to decide just how wide a dynamic range 
to cover when the exact range of the input variable 
is not known and some guard space is to be left a t  
the ends of the dynamic range. 
METHODS OF ACHIEVING LOGARITHMIC 
QUANTIZATION 
There are a number of methods which may be 
used to effect logarithmic quantization. Con- 
ceptually, the most appealing method is to  use an 
analog to digital c0nvertc.r which has logarithmi- 
cally sp:~ced decision levels. This is the sort of 
dcvice described herctofore. An equivi~lent re- 
sult is produccct if the logarithm of the input x is 
taken using analog technicluc~s, and then the 
1og:withm is sul)sequently quantized by a linear 
analog-t o-digital converter. I t  is also possible to 
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convert an analog input to digital form and to 
then take the logarithm using digital methods.* 
Unfortunately this approach requires a rather 
large capacity digital system preceding the point 
where logarithms are computed. Particularly, 
there may be problems involved in obtaining a 
linear analog-todigital converter which has both 
the required dynamic range and the required ac- 
curacy in the lower portion of the dynamic range. 
AN EXAMPLE 
A Logarithmic System 
I t  will be instructive to consider an example of a 
system using logarithmic quantization and to 
compare this to linear systems that might be used 
in the same appli~at~ion. RTe will assume that the 
input variable has values of interest which range 
from 1 to 10, and that we wish to obtain + 1 per- 
cent accuracy. In the example then, R=lO and 
Q = 1. The number of bits that will be required 
may be determined from Figure 8 by following the 
Q = 1 line up from the Q axis until it intersects the 
plot for R =  10. The intersection is found to lie 
on the B=7 line; hence 7 bits will be required. 
Observe that the system will not be optimum in 
the sense that with 7 bits (128 quantization 
intervals) either less error or more dynamic range 
could be obtained. Reference to Figure 8 reveals 
that in a 7 bit system with a dynamic range of 10, 
the error need be only k.9 percent. On the 
other hand, the Q =  1 contour in Figure 10 shows 
that for 7 bits the dynamic range may be as great 
as 13 without exceeding + 1 percent error. 
In our example, we will cover the 10 to 1 dy- 
namic range with sufficient intervals to give + 1 
percent error. This will require 
log 10 
- 
10. (%) 
= 116 intervals. 
*D. H. Schaefer. Goddard Space Flight Center, has developed aimple 
methods of computing logarithms digitally. 
Since 26=64 and 2'= 128, we require 7 bits. 
Since 128-116=12, 12 characters of the 7 bit 
binary code will not be required. These charac- 
ters can be used to indicate various error condi- 
tions, such as an input, which was not within the 
prescribed dynamic range or a malfunction of the 
electronic circuitry. 
Two Linear Systems 
If we do not wish to employ a logarithmic sys- 
tem, an obvious alternative is a linear system. 
Two such systems come immediately to mind. 
One has a possible error of + 1 percent at full 
scale and progressively greater as the value of the 
input variable decreases. The other will have 
+ 1 percent error at the lower end of the dymanic -
range and considerably less at the upper end. 
These represent extremes between which any 
system which is roughly equivalent to our loga- 
rithmic system will fall. 
Consider first the case where the error is to be 
+ 1 percent at full scale. As before, the dynamic 
range will be 10. Starting a t  full scale (which we 
will take to be 10) the first few quantization 
intervals and the outputs which correspond to 
them are shown at  the top of Figure 11. At the 
other end of the dynamic range, the last few 
quantization intervals are also shown. For the 
interval 9.8 <x  < 10.0, the percentage error is 
Q;= f (.1/9.9) 10O= + 1.01 percent; at the low 
end of the scale 1.0<x<1.2, Q:,= 1 (.1/1.1) 100 
=9.1 percent. Observe that the width of any 
quantization interval is 0.2; therefore (10- 1)/.2 
=45 intervals will be required for this system. 
Since 25 = 32 and 2= = 64, 6 bits nil1 be required, 
thus 64-45= 18, and 19 characters of the binary 
code are not used. As was the case with the 
logarithmic system, these characters may be used 
to  extend the dynamic range or reduce error, or 
they may serve as indication of malfunctions and 
error conditions. 
The second linear system is shown in Figure 12. 
Again it will be assumed that the input ranges 
from 1 to 10. For the interval 1.00<x<1.02, 
Q.: = (.01/1.01) 100 = .99 percent. -4s the value 
of the input increases, the error decreases until for 
the interval 9.98 <x < 10.00, Q:: = (.01/9.99) 100 
= .10 percent. Each interval has the width .02; 
so (10- 1)/.02 = 450 intervals will be required. 
28= 256 and 29 = 512; therefore 9 bits must be used 
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FIGURE 11.-Linear system-Error $- 1 percent of full 
scale. 
in the binary system. Thus 512 -450 = 62 unused 
characters. As before, they may be used t,o ex- 
tend the dynamic range, reduce the error, or 
indicate malfunctions and error conditions. 
Comparison of Logarithmic and Linear Systems 
The quantization intervals of the logarithmic 
system are shown in Figure 13. Notice that near 
x=10 they resemble those of the first linear 
system, but near x =  1 they resemble those of the 
second linear system. 
Table 1 gives a comparison of the logarithmic 
system and the two linear systems. In order t o  
achieve n percentage error which is everywhere a t  
least as small as that of the logarithmic system, a 
linear system (System C) requires over three 
times as many qu:~ntizntion intervals. IIowever, 
FIGURE 12.-Lincar system-Error 5 1 percent of bottom 
scale. 
System C provides more accuracy than is needed 
throughout most of the dynamic range. This 
linear system is inefficient because it provides 
more information than is desired. System A, 
on the other hand, uses about 113 as may quan- 
tization intervals as the logarithmic system. 
Unfortunately it does not meet the error specifica- 
tions except a t  full scale. I t  is desirable because 
it does not provide enough information. 
Although in the example the dynamic range of 
10 ran from 1.0 to  10.0, the percentage error and 
the number of intervals required are a function 
only of the dynamic range, and not of the absolute 
value of the limits of the dynamic range. This 
applies to all three systems which were considered. 
I t  should be remarked that there are situations 
which recluirc high accuracy in only a portion of 
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X Y the dynamic range. The remaining part of the 
l o -  t r - 1 dynamic range can be covered by relatively wide quantization intervals. These systems must be 9.901 2.098 tailored to specific applications. 
9.803+ 4 I There are other instances where the error is 
I t  t 9.7072 .W6 specified to  be + so many units, rather than as a percentage. In this case a linear system would be 
used. For example, system A provides an error 
9.511 of +.I .  The logarithmic system also meets this 
criterion, but it uses three times as many quan- 
tization intervals. Error would be specified in 
this way if for example the difference of two 
discrete outputs of near equal magnitude was to 
be calculated. 
I I 
I I CONCLUDING REMARKS 
FIGURE 13.-Logarithmic system-Error 5 1 percent of 
output. 
It has been shown that a logarithmic system can 
be used to advantage to code an analog variable as 
a sequence of discrete outputs. This coding is 
such that the possible error associated with each 
discrete output is the same. An example has 
shown that if a system is specified as having less 
than a certain percentage error throughout its 
dynamic range, that a logarithmic system is con- 
siderably more efficient than a linear system. 
The basic equations describing the logarithmic 
system are repeated here for convenience: 
Table 1 
The Characteristics of Three Systems. 
I Characteristic 
Greatest Input 
Least Input 
Dynamic Range 
Greatest Output 
Least Output 
Width of Quantization Intervals 
Number of Quantization Intervals 
Number of Bits Required 
Unused Characters in Binary Code 
Total Characters in Binary Code 
System A: Linear, 
*l% of greatest output 
System B: Log, SystemC: Linear, 
*I% of output *I% of least output I 
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Q plex equipment for the conversion of an analog I 
.+ _ 1 + lrn 
- - - 3  
x Q (4) variable to discrete form than a linear system 1-100 would. However, the digital system which uses 
I 
I 
the discrete outputs of the logarithmic system will I 
_ X+ + X- have fewer bits upon which to operate (for equal 
Y. - - -  2 (2) percentage errors) and will consequently be less 
complex. This feature is particularly attractive 
Appendix B contains the definitions of the symbols in the telemetry business where it is frequently 
used in these equations and elsewhere in this necessary to transmit a maximum of information 
paper. with a minimum number of bits in order to con- 
A logarithmic system may involve more com- serve bandwidth and transmitter power. 
APPENDIX A 
DERIVATION OF THE l/Q RELATIONSHIP 
It may be shown that for constant R, N varies as 1/Q. In the case of constant R, Equation 9 
becomes 
loga R cons t 
N = ---------- - 
The logarithms in the right-hand terms may be taken to any convenient base. By the properties of 
logarithims, 
log  (: - 2)= log t ) - log (1 - A) 
The left hand terms of Equation A2 may conveniently be expanded in a power series by application 
of the relation :* 
1 1 1 
loge (1 +X) = X - T X 2  + 3 X3 - q x4 + - . -  - (A3) 
This yields 
Hence, 
'+ m 
log.(+) l -  100 = 2 (A) *: (&J3 t ... ; 
Q and therefore, if -<<I, 100 
*Handbook o/ Chemistry and Physics. 43rd ed. .  pg. 323. 
I 
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By using the relation* Equation A7 may also be written 
115 loglo R 
l o g e x  ' 2.3010g10x . (As) N Q (A9) I 
*Handbook of Chemistry and Physics, 4:lrd ed.. 12. 
APPENDIX B 
SYMBOLS 
B =number of bits required for N intervals Q;:=bottom of scale percentage error for 
system C K=x+/rr, the dynamic range covered by 
one quantization interval Q"- a- full scale percentage error for system C 
N =number of quantizationintervalsrequired R=dynamic range over which the input 
variable is to be quantized Q+ = maximum possible positive percentage 
error x =analog input variable 
Q-=maximum possible negative percentage X = an arbitrary quantization interval 
error x-= lower limit of quantization interval X 
Q = maximum possible + percentage error x+ =upper limit of quantization interval X 
QL=bottom of scale percentage error for y =discrete output variable or system C 
system A 
Qb=full scale percentage error for system A 
y, = value of output variable corresponding 
to quantization interval X 
THE ELECTRICAL CHARACTERISTICS OF IRRADI- 
ATED SILICON SOLAR CELLS AS A FUNCTION OF 
TEMPERATURE* 
RRIAS T. C r N X I S G H A h I ,  ROBERT L. SHARP AS11 LI 'THER LV. SLIFER 
The electric:~l characteristics of N I P  (less than one ohm-cm to a norninal 1 0  ohm-cm base 
resistivity) and P I N  (one ohm-cm) silicon solar cells irr:tdi:ited with 1 hlev electron flux to  a 
level of 1016 electrons/cm2 have been obtained through :L temper:iture range of - 1 0 0  degrees 
Centigr:~de to + I 2 5  degrees Centigr:tde. The information w:ts obtained using a tungsten light 
source in conjunction with a 3-centimeter water filter. Correction techniques are described to  
convert the spectral and intensity distributions to the air mass zero operating environment. 
Curves are presented which relate the power, voltage, temperature :ind 1 hIev electron flus level 
in a manner useful to the solar power supply designer. 
Satellite solar power supplies are subject to degr:tdntion from tcmperature and hard p:lrticle 
radiation. When the power supply is operating in the constant voltnge mode, it is esse~ltial to 
the optimum operational voltage per cell for tlie space environment. 
Post-irradiation electric:ll measurements were m:tde on A'/P (less than 1 ohm-em to :I nominal 
1 0  ohm-cm base resistivity) and /'/AT (1 ohm-cm base resistivity) state-of-the-art (19621 silicon 
solar cells. These cells h:~d been irradi:tted a t  room tcmper:tture with 1 hlev electrons : ~ t  various 
flux 1evc.l~ up to 1016 electro11s/cm2. The electric:tl ch:~r:icteristics of the cells wcre dctcrmined 
for the entire tern1)er:iturc range between -10O0(: and +125"<:, using a tungsten light source 
with a :%-em water filter. Spectr:~l and intensity corrections can be made to  ol)t:~in air m:iss 
zero c.quiv:~lent outputh. 
T h r  mr:tsuren~rnts clr:trly show thr  suprriority of the 1 0  ohm-em h l /P  cell for :~11 sol:~r 
power supplies subject to appreci:tt)le amounts of irr:rtli:~tion. F:tmilies of curves were developc.tl 
which rel:tte the solar cell power, oper:rtional voltage, temperature and 1 h4ev flu.; level. Thrsc 
curves will aid the designrr in the selection of the op t~mum oper:ttion:tl voltage per cell. They 
can be directly applied when the solar power supply is operating in thc constant voltage mode 
and adapted through cross-plotting to n peak power or constant load system. Selection of too 
high an  operational voltage per cell, combined with a low estimate of either solar array temperature 
or hard particle irradiation, can be dis:tstrous for the power system. 
INTRODUCTION During October and November 1962, silicon 
Numerous studies have been conducted to  
determine the effect of electron irradiation on 
silicon solar cells. In  order t o  extend the knowl- 
edge already gained in this area, an investigation 
was undertaken to determine the electrical charac- 
teristics of irradiated silicon solar cells as a 
function of temperature. Consultation with indi- 
viduals familiar with satellite environments 
indicated that  a temperature range of - 100°C to 
+ 125°C ivould be appropriate for study. 
*PublLlled ae Coddard Space Fl iph l  renter I)oc~cmenl S-G'J(i-( i4-lYt,  
March 1964. 
N I P  and PIN state-of-the-art solar cells were 
p11rc~h:~sed from nine different manufacturers. All 
the cells received have a photovoltaic area of 
approximately 1.8 cm2. Since no particular re- 
quirement was placed on base resistivity, the cells 
received from the producers varied from less than 
1 ohm-cm to approximately 10 ohm-em, depend- 
ing on the manufacturer's production methods. 
The voltnge current (E-I) characteristics of these 
cclls were ~rleasured in sunlight and under tungsten 
illumination at,  or near, room tcmperature. Some 
cells from C : L C ~  manufacturer were set aside for 
thermal arid mechanical tests and thirty cells from 
866 
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each manufacturer were forwarded to the Saval 
Research Laboratory, 7fTashington, D.C. for irra- 
diation. Fifteen of these cells were irradiated 
with 1 Mev electrons in dosages varying from 
10" to 1016 electrons,'cm2. The room tempera- 
ture characteristics of these irradiated cells were 
obtained1 and these same cells were then made 
available for the temperature effects study 
described here. 
EQUIPMENT 
The experimental equipment used to collect the 
data is shown in Figures 1 and 2. The unit con- 
sists of a 9" diameter aluminum temperature- 
controlled chamber sealed off on one end by a 3 
cm thick, circulating water, cooling bath contained 
by x" thick plexiglass walls. The water bath 
also served as a filter for the tungsten source by 
cutting out a large amount of the undesirable 
infrared. The other end of the chamber was 
fitted with an aluminum temperature control 
block sho~vn in Figure 2. The unit contains both 
a 340-watt. nichrome wire heater and a cooling 
spiral of x" aluminum tubing for the transfer of 
liquid nitrogen. The front of the temperature 
F I C ~ R E  2.-Temper:iture control block and chamber. 
control block is a thick heat sink and acts as 
a base for the %" thick copper plate on which the 
cells are mounted. 
The light source used in the investigation n-as 
a 300-11-att tungsten filament, reflector flood bulb. 
The l)ulh was calibrated for temperature and was 
operated at  2800°1i in the cylindrical light cham- 
ber shown in Figure 1. The entire assembly was 
constructed so as to prevent stray light from 
affecting the test. The bulb platform n-as 
mounted on a I\-orm screw so that the intensitv 
of illumination on the cells could he adjusted by 
movinr the source closer to or further away from 
the cells under test. -411 surfaces exposed to the 
light source were coated n-ith optical quality 
black paint to prevent reflections which IT-ould 
disturb the uniformity of illumination. -4fter 
assembly the entire 6.3 square inch area of the 
temperature control block \\-as checked for illu- 
mination uniformity, using a standard solar cell 
as a detector and found to be uniform within 
2 percent. The uniformity of illumination on 
the cells is considered better than this because 
+ L  L . 1 .  
u 1 r . v  n r ~ c  IIIVUIIL~.U 111 ill? ~ . tmi ra i  3 square inches 
of this area. 
I n e n  in operation, the temperature chamber 
was evacuated to 35 microns of mercury in order 
to prevent any frost accumulation on the cells a t  
the low temperatures. Temperatures were mea- 
sured using three copper-constantan thermo- 
couples calibrated over the temperature range of 
the tests to an accuracy of + l o  C. -in attempt 
was made to determine the cell junction tempera- 
ture as closely :IS possible. To this end, the 
FIGCRE 1.-Test equipment. thermocouples were placed on the top (on the 
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contact strip) and on the bottom of the cells, 
first to determine if a temperature gradient 
existed, and second, to find out what its magni- 
tude might be. The data collected led to  some- 
what inconclusive results and further work is 
being performed in this area. The thermocouple 
outputs were initially measured with a potenti- 
ometer. Later a deflection type pyrometer was 
employed, which gave results nearly as accurate 
as  those from the potentiometer with a great 
saving of time. At the extremes of the tempera- 
ture range, an accuracy of +5"C, including errors 
due to temperature gradients on the cells, was 
obtained. This accuracy improved to  within 
+ l°C as room temperature was approached. 
The solar cell electrical characteristics were 
measured by varying the load resistance across 
the cell from 1 ohm to 2500 ohms. The current 
flowing with the 1 ohm load across the cell is, by 
accepted definition, short circuit current, I,,, 
while the voltage across the 2500 ohms is consid- 
ered to be open circuit voltage, V,,. The com- 
plete I-V characteristics were recorded on an 
X-Y plotter to obtain a permanent record. 
PROCEDURE 
I-V characteristics were obtained for all cells, 
using both sunlight and the filtered tungsten 
source. For the sunlight measurements, the sun 
intensity was monitored with a 15-junction normal 
incidence pyrheliometer. The solar cell short 
circuit current was measured in collimated sun- 
light and then linearly normalized to  the short 
circuit current for a sunlight intensity of 100 
mw/cm2. These normalized current readings were 
compared to the short circuit current readings 
obtained from measurements made on the cells 
a t  room temperature using the tungsten light 
source. The latter measurements were made with 
the illumination set a t  100 milliwatts/cm2 "sun- 
light equivalent." To accomplish this, a standard 
solar cell with a known short circuit current a t  100 
milliwatts/cm2 sunlight input was used in setting 
the illumination level from the tungsten light 
source so that the same short circuit current was 
obtained. 
Mounting of the cells was initially accomplished 
by heating a pretinncd copper plate t,o the solder 
Cells to be tested were selected a t  random in 
groups of four and mounted on the copper plate. 
The cells were then placed in the chamber and the 
illumination was adjusted to  give the "pre-cham- 
ber installation" short circuit current value from 
the cells. The chamber was then evacuated and 
the temperature lowered to - llO°C. Because of 
the comparatively large heat sink, it was found 
suitable to simply let the temperature drift up- 
ward while readings were taken a t  the desired 
temperature int,ervals. In most cases, all four 
I-V curves could be obtained with a variation of 
only +2"C of the nominal measuring point. I-IT 
curves were then analyzed for short circuit cur- 
rent,, open circuit voltage, maximum power, and 
power a t  specific voltages. 
heat sink as quickly as possible. Results using 
this system were poor. First, electrical measure- 
ments before and after mounting indicated changes I I 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
in short circuit current up to  4 percent; and sec- 
ondly, cells under test would occasionally shatter 
when undergoing temperature changes. To al- 
leviate this problem, a conductive epoxy was used 
to bond the cell to the test plate. Curving of the 
epoxy a t  60°C had no measurable effect on the 
electrical characteristics of the cells; neither was 
any additional series resistance evident. The 
epoxy held throughout the test temperature range 
The data obtained from the measurements and 
its analysis and interpretation will be presented 
in four parts. The first three parts present indi- 
vidual e1ect)rical parameters, i.e., short circuit 
current, open circuit voltage and maximum power 
as a function of tem~era t~ure  and irradiation. 
The final section shows the interrelationship of 
power, voltage, temperature and flux (P, V, T and 
9) in the manner considered most useful to the 
solar power supply designer. 
I 
I t  should be noted that the electrical param- 
eters in the ensuing analysis are presented in 
absolute terms and are therefore subject to criti- 
cism from a "represent:ttive sampling" viewpoint. 
In defense of this approach it can be said: 
and no cracking to the cells was observed after 
institution of its use. I 
melting point. Ii'our solar cells were then placed 1. All the available irradiated samples were 
on the plate and the unit was removed to a cool temperature-tested. 
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2. Wherever more than one sample was avail- TABLE 1.--Comparison of Sunlight and Tungsten Sources 
able (i.e., nonirradiated cells and those irra- f w  -Measurement of Short Circuit current on I r r a d W  
Solar Cells diated to 1016 electrons/cm2), favorable 
comparisons were obtained bet,ween similar 
cells throughout the temperature range. 
3. There is a favorable comparison between the 
results obtained during these tests and ear- 
lier results obtained with a larger number 
of samples at  room temperature. 
For these reasons, it is felt that the results are, 
in reality, representative of large samples and the 
information sufficiently reliable to be extended 
to this application. 
SHORT CIRCUIT CURRENT 
The initial room temperature measurements 
showed that for non-irradiated cellsunder tungsten 
light, essentially the same readings were obtained 
as in sunlight regardless of manufacturer. How- 
ever, for N I P  solar cells irradiated with dosages 
greater than 1013 electrons/cmz, the percent change 
as seen under tungsten light became significantly 
different, depending upon manufacturer, from 
that seen under sunlight. I t  should be recalled 
that in NIP  category several different base resis- 
tivity cells were under evaluation, ranging from 
less than 1 ohm-cm to more than 10 ohm-cm. 
Results of an earlier investigation1 show that the 
higher base resistivity cells are less susceptible 
to radiation damage from 1 Mev electrons at room 
temperature. For P I N  solar cells a significant 
difference in the results under the two light sources 
was observed for dosages greater than 10" elec- 
trons/cm2. The percent change in short circuit 
current for solar cells due to irradiation of 1016 
electrons/cm2 as measured using tungsten and 
Solar Cell 
xOminal 
Base 
Resistivity 
10 ohm-cm-__--- 
1 ohm-cm-_-..-- 
<1 ohm-cm------ 
1 ohm-cm.._---- 
radiation degradation appears worse under tung- 
sten light than under sunlight. 
As shown in Figure 3, the short circuit current 
does not change linearly with temperature; how- 
ever, it is worthwhile to compare the change 
observed over the entire temperature range with 
respect to irradiation. The average short circuit 
current coefficient for a non-irradiated cell is 
5 0 . 8 ~  A/OC, while for a cell irradiated to 1016 
electrons/cm2 it increases to an average of 69 .8~  
A/"C over the range-100°C to +10O0C. This 
average is derived from data taken on all manu- 
facturers' cells. 
Short circuit current degradation as a function 
of irradiation has been adequately covered in an 
earlier report.' Since the results of the present 
study do not add to the data already presented 
except as previously mentioned, no further dis- 
cussion need be given on this parameter. 
sunlight is shown in Table 1. 
These results show the extent to which the degra- 
dation in the long wavelength end of the response 
of the solar cells due to electron irradiationZ is to 
be considereci when anaiysiug data oh,tzi=ed frrrm 
measurements on irradiated cells using a source 
other than sunlight. In the interpretation of the 
information presented here, it must be empha- E20 TUWTEN SOURCE 
sized that tungsten operating a t  28U0°K is a "red" le/m2 1 100 n n / d  S W H T  EOUlVALflT 
source, that is, the spectrum reaches a maximum 
near 1.0 micron (in the infrared region), while the o I 
-125 -lw -75 -50 -25 0 25 50 75 1W 125 
sun is "blue" source and peaks near 0.46 micron TEMPERATURE IOCI 
(in the blue). Smce electron irradiation degrades F 1 c v ~ ~  3.-Effect of temperature and irrahtion on 
the red end of the solar cell spectral response, short circuit current (typical cells). 
Type 
X/P 
NIP 
NIP 
P/hT 
Percent Change in I,, 
after 1016 electrons/cm2 
Tungsten Light 
(100 mw/cmz 
sunlight 
equivalent) 
37 
49 
57 
76 
Su"light 
(100 
mw'cm2) 
26 
37 
40 
63 
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were -2.16 mv/OC and -2.60 mv/OC. Since the 
I- 4 variation noted appeared between individual cells 1 
a 
4 a of the same manufacturer rather than being manu- , 
LT 
Y 
facturer-dependent, it is probably due in large part 
I- 
". 4 to  experimental error, but effects of real differ- 1 
u 
z ences between cells (base resistivity effects, for 
2 
a 
5 8 0 .  ALL MEASUREMENTS AT 30 "C example) are not considered negligible. For this 
- 
". 
TUNGSTEN SOURCE 
100mw/cm2 SUNLIGHT EOUIVALENT reason, the average of -2.34 mv/OC is considered 0 
I- the appropriate choice for power supply design 
E 
0 
LT calculations. The temperature coefficient was 
=70 I 4 
10" 1 0 ' ~  1013 10" lo1$ 10 also found to be independent of the level of irra- 
FLUX 11 - MEV ELECTRONS/CM~I diation as shown in Figure 5 .  Figure 6 depicts 
FIGUI~IG 4.-Dcgr:icl:rtioti of open circuit voltage. the percent change in open circuit voltage as a 
function of the percent change in short circuit 
current for both sunlight and tungsten sources a t  
O P E N  CIRCUIT VOLTAGE different irradiation levels for a nominal 1 ohm-cm 
upen circuit voltage degradation as a function solar cell. Figure 7 is a similar curve except 
of flux level is shown in  ~i~~~~ 4 for both N I P  that the cell has a nominal 10 ohm-cm 1)ase resis- 
and PIN solnr cells. ~h~ NIP degradatioIl tivity. The purpose of pr~senting these figures 
points at eacll flux level an average of is to  emphasize the fact that the degradation of 
five different cells, while the I'/N points at each g30- I - MEV FLUX LEVEL level represent a single cell. The 1:~tter data I 
should therefore be tre:~tetl c:~~~tiously. Within 2 0 -  
- 
P the limits of the experiment no apprcc.i:~l)le differ- 
ence in radi:~tion degradation of the open circuit 
voltage was o1)servcd l)ctwec>n N/I' cells of differ- 
ent base resistiviti~s. = 
I- 
As shown in Ipigure 5 ,  i t  1 ~ : ~ s  found that open 5 -  
circuit voltage, for both irradiated and non- Z,O MEASUREMENTS AT 3 0  "C 
irradiated (control) cclls, tl(.crcascd lincarly with - 0 10 20  3 0  4 0  5 0  6 0  7 0  
temperature over the entire test range. Thc aver- PERCENT CHANGE FROM INITIAL lsc 
age coefficient of open circuit voltage. change with 
temperature was -2.34 mv/OC. The extrclmcs FIGURE 6.-Coml)nrison of open circuit voltage dcgr:~da- tion to short circuit current degr:~d:rtion for nomirial 
1 ohm-cm cells. 
900- 
BOO - 
- 
V) 
700- 
5 
0 600- 
d 
E. 
500 - 
> 
400 - 
300 - 
TUNGSTEN SOURCE 
100 mw/cm2 SUNLIGHT EOUIVALENT 
- 1 I 4 I 
-125 -100 -75 -50  -25  0 25 50 75 100 125 
TEMPERATURE I0CI 
25- 
0 1 - MEV FLUX LEVEL 
> 
2 2 0 -  
L 
4 
I 0 
EQUIVALENT 
MEASUREMENTS AT 30"  C 
Dz 
-- - LI 
0 10 2 0  3 0  4 0  5 0  
PERCENT CHANGE FROM INITIAL I,, 
- - ,  - 2  
l J~c:r r~t~s  7.--C'onll):irison of opetl circuit vo1t:igc degmdn- 
I?IGUI~I*: 5.-I~~lT(~ct of t ( ~ ~ ~ ~ p ( ~ r : i t r l r ( ~  : ~i( l  irr:idi:~tiot~ 011 tion to sllort circuit cur.rcllt tlcgratl:~tior~ for nomin:il 
ope11 caircuit volt:igc (typic.:rl cells). 10 ohtr~-c.t~l caclls. 
30 1 - MEV FLUX LEVEL r [e/cm21 
open circuit voltage with irradiation must be 
considered in the design of a solar power supply. 
Figure 8 shows the variation in peak power as 
a function of temperature and irradiation for a 
typical set of NIP cells under investigation. 
Peak power is somewhat meaningless to the power 
supply designer without reference to temperature, 
voltage and irradiation level, so no attempt will 
be made a t  this point to present detailed variations 
from one type of cell to another. In a later section 
of this report, curves mill be presented which will 
allott~ the designer to determine peak power, 
taking into consideration the temperature and ir- 
radiation levels of interest. Specific values of 
radiation degradation of peak power a t  room tem- 
perature have been reported earlier.' Compari- 
son between results obtained with tungsten light 
and sunlight as sources for measurement is given 
in Table 2. 
0 
P, V, T, AND Q, CURVES 
100 mw/unZ SUNLIGHT EIlUlVALENT 
I I I , I I I I I 
In order to relate the appropriate solar cell 
electrical parameters for the power supply de- 
signer, curves have kei;  drc~-:.~r, IE t h e  manner of 
Figure 9. These curves relate power (P), "opera- 
tional" voltage ( V ) ,  temperature (T), and flux 
level (a).  The origin of this data is the set of 
I-1' characteristic curves which werc obtained 
during this investigation for temperatures between 
- 100°C and +125"C in increments of 25°C. 
The pan-er a t  each "operational" voltage is deter- 
mined and the results are then combined to  form 
the family of P, IT, T, and curves. In Figures 
-125 -100 -75 -50 -25 0 25 50 75 100 125 
TEMPERATURE ["CJ 
F I G ~ R E  8.-Effect of temperature and irradiation on peak 
poiver (typical cells). 
TABLE 2.-Co?npriSon of Sunlight and Tungsten Sources 
for Alfeusure?nent of Peak Power on Irradiated Solar Cells 
I I 
Solar Cell 
Percent Change in P, 
after 1016 Electrons/cm~ 
lOohm-ern_---_. K I P  
l ohm-em.-. . - - 1  -Y /P  
<I  ohm-cm___-__ L\7/P 
1 ohm _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ -  P/A7 
Xominal 
Base 1 Type 
Resistivity 
9, 10, and 11, the 1 Jlev electron flux level and 
the operational voltage have been held constant 
so that it is possible to evaluate the effect of 
cell type and base resistivity on power output. 
As shown in Figure 9, where the cells have not 
been exposed to any hard particle irradiation, all 
TUNGSTEN SOURCE 
1W m/cm2 SUNLIGHT EOUiVALENT 
sunlight 
rnm,,cm2) 
equivalent) 
Tungsten Light 
(100 mw/cm2 
FIGURE 9.-Comparison of power output for non-irradi- 
ated solar cells at 0.35 volts. 
(100 
20 N/P CELLS 
1 R L  1 A m  10 ? 
100 nnv/cm2 SUNLIGHT EIIUIVAENT b 
oi I I I i $ 8  I .u 
-125 -100 -75 -50 -25 0 25 50 75 100 125 
TEMPERATURE 1°C) 
FIGURE 10.-Comparison of po\ver output at  0.35 volb 
for solar cells irradiated with 1 >lev electrons to 10la 
electrons/cm2. 
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the manufacturers' cells lie in a relatively narrow 
range. For the power supply designer, the PIN 
cell is the most appropriate choice here due to its 
higher open circuit voltage, which gives it a higher 
power over a wider temperature range. In  Figure 
10, irradiation has progressed to lOI3  electrons/ 
cm2 and all cells with the exception of the severely 
degraded P I N  cell lie in a close range of power 
output over the temperature range. Hence, if hard 
particle irradiation equivalent to the damage done 
by 1 Mev electrons a t  1013 electrons/cm2 were 
anticipated, the designer would be able to use most 
effectively the highest efficiency (as measured a t  
room temperature) non-rradiated N I P  cell avail- 
able. Some cross-over will be noted a t  the higher 
temperatures; however, it is too early, in terms of 
irradiation, t o  see any distinct advantage of base 
resistivity. Progressing to 1016 electrons/cm2, in 
Figure 11, there is a distinct advantage to  the 
higher base resistivity cells. This advantage be- 
comes less evident as the operational voltage is 
increased, and in fact, in extreme cases (high tem- 
perature) the 1 ohm-cm cell is the more desirable. 
The reason for this is the higher initial open circuit 
voltage of the 1 ohm-cm cell relative to the 10 
ohm-cm cells among the cells under investigation. 
However, the solar cell would be operating in an 
extremely precarious and inefficient region of the 
P, ITl T, and @ curve in order to achieve any 
advantage of this characteristic. Figure 12 de- 
picts this extreme situation on an expanded power 
scale and shows the 10 ohm-cm, 0.40 volt curve 
N/P CELLS 
LESS THAN 1 OHM-CM 
0 1 I I I I 1 I I I I 1 
-125 -100 -75 -50  -25  0 25 50 75 100 125 
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I~I~:IJI~~.: Il.-('ot~~l):~riso~i f I)o\\.clr output : ~ t  0.35 volts 
for sol:lr cclls il.r:l(li:lt(bd with 1 hlcv ~Ic(-tro~is to 10'0 
elcc.1 r o ~ l s / c ~ ~ i ~ .  
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FIGURE 12.-Comparison of 1 and 10 ohm-em solar cell 
power output at 0.40 and 0.45 volts after irradiation to 
10lg electrons/cm2. 
dropping inside the 0.40 volt, 1 ohm-cm curve. 
The 0.45 volt curves of this figure would have the 
relationship if complete data were available for 
this region and hence are shown as such by extrap- 
olation of the 0.45 volt, 10 ohm-cm curve. I t  
should be kept in mind that choosing too high an 
operational voltage, combined with a low estimate 
of operating temperature, would be disastrous for 
the power supply because the curves have a steep 
slope relative to increasing temperature after the 
peak is achieved. In consequence of the fore- 
going, the next series of figures (13-21) present 
the available P, V, T, and @ curves for the NIP ,  
1 and 10 ohm-cm cells only. (Although the 10 
ohm-cm solar cell has been shown to be more 
radiation resistant and the preferred choice for 
OPERATIONAL VOLTAGE 
4 = o ELECTRONS/CMZ 
TUNGSTEN SOURCE 
100 mw/cm2 SUNLIGHT EOUIVALENT 
I I I I 1  I L I  
-100 -75 -50 -25 0 25 50 75 100 125 
TEMPERATURE I"CI 
IS.-[', L7, 7', 4 Curvcs for n 1 ohm-cm h r / P  cell 
with 6 =O electroris/cm2. 
TRACKING SYSTEMS 873 
FIGURE 14.-P, V ,  T ,  + Curves for a 1 ohm-cm NIP cell FJGURE 17.-P, V ,  T ,  + curves for a 10 ohm-cm NIP cell 
with + = 1013 electrons/cmz. with + =O electrons/cm'. 
OPERATIONAL VOLTAGE 
t 
-125 -100 -75 -50 -25 0 25 50 75 100 125 
TENPERITURE I0C] -125 -100 -75 -50 -25 0 25 50 75 1W 125 
TEwmm [ O C )  
FIGURE 15.-P, V ,  T, Q cumes for a 1 ohm-cm NIP cell 
with + = 10" electrons/cmz. FIGURE 18.-P, V ,  T ,  + cumes for a 10 ohm-cm NIP cell 
with + = lo1= electrons/cml. 
.- 
i o l  ~ T l a u L  VOLTAGE 
TUWGSTEII SOUReE 
1W mw/a2 SUIOGHI EQUIVALENT 
FIGURE 16.-P, V ,  T ,  + curves for a 1 ohm-cm N / P  cell FIGURE 19.-P, V ,  T ,  6 curves for a 10 ohm-cm N / P  cell 
with 9 = 1016 electrons/cmz. with 6 = 10': eiwtrons/cml. 
the power supply designer in almost all circum- power supplies.) These figures will directly aid 
stances, the 1 ohm-cm curves are presented be- the power supply designer who is designing a 
cause of continued use of this type of cell on solar constant voltage supply (the most common in 
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4-  TUNGSTEN SOURCE 
2- 100 mw/cm2 SUNLIGHT ECIUIVALENT 
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I:lnr.~tx 20.-1', 1', ?', + curves for :L 10 ohm-cm N I P  cell 
\\ ith + = I O l 5  elcctrons/cm2. 
T o  correct the tungsten air mass 1 equivalent 
data  (i.e., all P, T', T, and curves in this report) 
to the air mass zero operating environment, both 
spectral and intensity adjustments must be made. 
Tungsten, as was indicated earlier, exaggerates 
I,, damage seen on irradiated cells. T o  evaluate 
this difference, I,, measurements were made under 
both tungsten light and sunlight on all cells. The  
results were then normalized to 100 mw/cm2 and 
30°C. The ratio of the short circuit currents 
under the two illumination conditions was 01)- 
tained for each group of cells and is shown in 
I'igurc. 22 for the 1 and 10 ohm-cm samples. 
Aleasurements indicate that this ratio holds, 
within c~xpcrirnental limits, throughout the tem- 
pt1r:~ture range. If the Dower valae, on any of 
~ ~ " I I G I I R E  21.-l', 1-, 7', + curve:, Ior :L 10 011111-CIII N I P  cell I:I(;UI~E 22.-1t:~tio of short rircuit rurrcint in su~lligllt to 
wit11 + = l oL6  electrons/cm2. short circuit currrnt in tu l~gsten  ligl~t-:iftrr t1cgratl:itiorl. 
1.25- 
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; 1 oo< 
sntc.llite use) in detclrmining the most desir:~l)le 
oper:~ting voltage once he knows the 1 hlev elec- 
tron flux eqaivulent :mcl the operating temper:lture 
of the cell. Also, since these curves arc tlcrivcd 
dirc.ctly from the 1-1' curves, they can hc used 
(tllrougl~ cross-plot ting) for any ot her motle of 
oprr:\tion. The cnrvc.s prescntcd for irratliated 
cells, if used "as is," allow for a considcri~ble 
m:irgin of s:\fcty in that the sourcc used in the 
invcstig:~tion was tungstvn. 
In ortlcr to  1)e usrful to the spac*ccr:~ft solnr 
p o \ v ( ~  s~lpply tlcsigrlc\r, the cl:~ta ol)tainctl clriring 
this invt>.st igxt ion rvill li:~v(> to be c-orrcc3t 1 o 
rofI(~c~t t htl : ~ i r  nl:\ss xc.ro opc\rat irig c~~ivironn~c~rit. 
Also, ( ~ s t ~ ~ p o I : ~ t i o n ~  :LIV n(L(a(lss:~~,y to r(lfl(>(at sol:~r 
cell caonver.sior~ csffic*iclnc.y iniprovc~rnc~nts matlc I)y 
- 
AVERAGE FOR ALL 
- 
thcb P, 17, T ,  and curves is multiplied hy this 
factor, talien a t  the appropriate flus level, the re- 
hult is :L hunlight air mass one, 100 m\v/cm2 value. 
7 .  1 lie air mass z c ~ o  intensity adjustment is matlc 
by o1)tniriing the ratio of energy, in the. solnr cell 
rc,sponse rclgion, of the sunlight air mass zero 
spcxct rum to the sunlight air mass one spectrum, 
\vciglitcd :~ccording to thc spectral response of the 
cclls. '1'liis ratio has 1)cc.n c1ctermined3 to  be 
1.17.* 
Thcl sol:ir cell clffic*icncy improvement correction 
i h  rn:~tl(. l)y o1)t:linirig :ln I-l7 curve of the new 
non-irratliatcd (.ell a t  some convenient tempera- 
t ~ ~ r e  :~ntl  illr~mination (-ondition. Simil:~r infor- 
-- - 
*I)~ITc,rvnt 1 :LI:I(,\ r : i r ~ p r ~ ~  hc%t~ , . ( .~~  1 17 : n d  1 2.3 arc In rornrnon use. 
. . I 111. \ :rlllc. 1 17 a i r s  vll,,sc.n 1~c.n. I~cr : r t~a t -  ~t rcl~n,srnts a 11rorw.rlv con- 
a l ' r \ : l t~ \ c  : L I ) I ) ~ O I L I , ~ ~  to (~xtra1,olat1<1ns 
', 
- 
MEASUREMENTS AT loo mw/cm ANO 30°c 
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mation is extracted from the appropriate (1 or Iz= Current of the higher efficiency (new) cell 
ohm-cm) P, T', T, and @ curve for the same at the same operational voltage and tem- 
temperature and illumination conditions. A ratio perature and under the same illumination 
of the currents of the old and new cell a t  the conditions as II. 
constant voltage point of interest is then extracted 
from this data. All of the power values on the 
P, V ,  T, and cP curves a t  this particular voltage 
can then be multiplied by this ratio to obtain a 
good estimate of the output from the improved 
cell. This correction may be applied only to 
cells which are similar, in terms of dopents, base 
resistivity, etc., to the ones under investigation 
in this report. Fortunately, most of the cells 
being used on today's power supplies fall into 
this category. The result of this correction will 
still yield a slightly conservative power figure in 
that additional improvements have been made 
in both the series resistance and open circuit 
voltage of the newer cells. 
To summarize the above conversions: 
where 
P,=Power of the improved solar cell at. air 
mass zero a t  the given conditions of 
temperature and irradiation. 
PI = Power as measured under the tungsten 
air mass one equivalent conditions. This 
value is taken directly from the P ,  V ,  T, 
and @ curves presented herein. 
I s  = Sunlight short circuit current after irra- 
diation a t  a given temperature and 100 
mw,'cm2. 
IT=Tungsten short circuit current after irra- 
diation a t  the same temperature as I s  
(see Figure 22). 
fi, - * -  o - ~ l r  mass zerG e i i e r g  i: the rc!zr cell 
response region weighted by the solar cell 
response. 
M1=Air mass one energy in the solar cell 
response region weighted by the solar cell 
response. 
I1 = Current of the lower efficiency (old) cell 
a t  the desired operational voltage and 
comparative temperature. 
The use of the P, T7, T, and @ curves and the 
corrections described above are best illustrated 
with the aid of a design procedure description. 
In this example, the solar array operating con- 
ditions have been predicted to be 0°C with a 1 
Mev equivalent flux 1015 electrons/cm2 a t  end of 
mission. 
1. The 10 ohm-cm cell is chosen due to the high 
3lev flux equivalent. The P ,  V ,  T, and @ 
curve which fits these conditions is found in 
Figure 20. 
2. The optimum operational voltage is deter- 
mined from Figure 20. In this case 0.45 
volt is nearly optimum. (If more detail is 
required, power-voltage curves can be con- 
structed from the given data.) 
3. Correct the power at this voltage to reflect 
the air mass zero operating environment and 
the efficiency improvement on the newer 
cells using equation (1). 
CONCLUSIONS 
The following conclusions regarding the char- 
acteristics of 1962 state-of-the-art silicon 
solar cells bombarded under low level illumi- 
nation and room temperature conditions by 
1 Mev electrons hare been obtained. 
1. Post-irradiation measurements in the tem- 
perature range from -100°C to +125"C 
show N I P  solar cells to be decidedly more 
radiation resistant than the 1 ohm-cm P I N  
cells. 
2. Post-irradiation measurements in the tem- 
perature range from - 100°C to +12j°C 
show the nominal 10 ohm-cm N I P  solar cells 
to have greater radiation resistance than the 
lower, 1 ohm-cm and less than 1 ohm-cm 
nominal base resistivity cells. 
3. KO single cell type (N,IP or P I N ;  1 ohm-cm 
or 10 ohm-cm base resistivity) can be chosen 
as the best cell (for power supply use) for 
the entire wnge of irradiation from 0 to 1016 
electrons,'cm2, the entire range of tempera- 
ture from - 100°C to +125"C, and the 
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entire range of operating voltage. This re- 
sults primarily from the fact that significant 
differences exist in the open circuit voltages 
of the various types of cells. However, the 
following generalizations can be made: 
a. Prior to irradiation, P I N  cells have 
better electrical power generating character- 
istics than N I P  cells and the difference is 
most significant for higher operating voltages 
(above 0.35 volt/cell) and higher tempera- 
tures (above 50°C). This is primarily be- 
cause of the higher open circuit voltage of 
the P I N  cells. 
b. After nominal irradiation (equivalent to 
I OI3 electrons/ cm2), the overall higher radia- 
tion degradation rate of the P I N  cells results 
in the loss of the advantage a t  the higher 
operating voltages and higher temperature 
conditions and also results in a disadvantage 
under low voltage and low temperature con- 
ditions. The amount of radiation is still 
not sufficient to produce a distinction between 
base resistivities in the N I P  cclls. 
c. After extensive irraciiation (clquivr~lent 
to 10'~1ecctrons,'cm2), the PIN cdls arc 
signific:~ntly poorer than any of the N I P  
cells under all conditions of temperature and 
opc.r:~ting voltage. The difference in radia- 
tion sensitivity is sufficient to clearly show 
the nominal 10 ohm-cm cclls to be bettcr 
than the nominal 1 or less than 1 ohm-cm 
cclls except at the higher temperatures and 
higher voltage. 
4. Degradation of open circuit voltage as a 
function of both 1 Mev electron flux and 
increasing temperature has a significant ef- 
fect on the choice of operating voltage for a 
solar power supply. 
a. The percentage degradation of open 
circuit voltage in sunlight with irradiation 
is roughly the percentage degradation of 
short circuit current. 
b. Open circuit voltage varies linearly with 
respect to temperature between - 100°C and 
+125"C for both irr:ltli:~ted and non-irra- 
di:itecl silicon solar cc.lls. 
c. The temperature c*ocfficient of open csir- 
(wit voltage is constant for any cell but varies 
from cell to cell. The average value is 
-2.34 mv/"C. 1 
d. Irradiation does not appreciably affect 
the temperature coefficient of open circuit 
voltage in the temperature range from 
-100°C to +125"C. 
5. Degradation of short circuit current with 1 
Mev electron flux is significant, but variation 
with temperature is relatively unimportant. 
a. Short circuit current increases but does 
not increase linearly over the temperature 
range from - 100 to + 100°C. 
b. In general, the average temperature 
coefficient of short circuit current increases 
with increasing radiation. For non-irra- 
diated I X2 cm cells, the average coefficient 
is 50.8rA/0C and for cells irradiated to 1016 
electrons/cm2, it is 69.8pA/0C. 
6. Peak power generally decreases linearly above 
-50°C. Below -50°C, peak power is ob- 
served to increase, decrease and not change, 
depending on the cell. In  most cases the 
change at temperatures below -50°C is 
small. 
7. The P, 1', T, and @ curves represent a con- 
venient aid to the solar power engineer, 
particu1:trly in the design of constant voltage 
power supplies, but also in the design of 
power supplies operating in other modes. 
These curves show that a t  less than l0l3 
electrons/cm2 the degradation is essentially 
the same for all N I P  cells regardless of base 
resistivity. They also show that at irradia- 
tion levels above lox3 electrons/cm2, the use 
of higher base resistivity cells is desirable. 
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EXPERIMENT. 
TIME SYNCHRONIZATION OF REMOTE STATIONS 
USING SYNCOM SATELLITE* 
RATMOSD L. GRAXATA, PETER D. ESGLES, AXD PAUL F. McCA1:L 
OBJECTIVE 
The primary objective of this experiment will be 
the accurate transfer of "time" between two re- 
mote stations. As our goal, n7e intend to transfer 
UT-2 time, corrected Universal Time, from one 
Syncom station to another remote Syncom station 
using the Goddard Range and Range Rate equip 
ment. One station will be designated the master 
and the other the slave. The proposed system 
will be capable of achieving time synchronization 
to an accuracy of .5 microsecond or less. Present 
time synchronization systems, (WWV or VLF), 
will only allow an accuracy of approximately 1000 
microseconds. Included in our experiment is a 
method of verifying the time synchronization, 
measuring the system uncertainty, and maintain- 
ing accurate synchronization. 
TECHNIQUE 
In order to achieve this accurate synchroniza- 
tion of time, we have two major areas to cover, 
(I) the transfer and maintenance of time from the 
U.S. Naval Observatory to the master, (2) the 
transfer and maintenance of time between the 
two Syncom Ground Stations, via the Syncom 
Satellite. 
Time Synchronization for the first area will be 
accomplished by the use of a portable clock 
which can easily be carried from point to point. 
This portable clock will first be calibrated for its 
drift characteristics and then carried to the 3.5. 
Naval Observatory for the initial time synchroni- 
zation to UT-2 time; it will then be carried by air 
to the master station and used to set the station 
clocks. 
The second transfer of time between the two 
Syncom ground stations, will be the primary 
purpose of the experiment. This transfer will be 
accomplished using the Goddard Range and 
Range Rate System; this system determines 
distance by means of measuring and recording 
delay time so that this system Ean easily be 
utilized for transferring time between the two 
ground stations. The Goddard Range and Range 
Rate System has been capable of measuring the 
round trip time delay to the satellite to an ac- 
curacy of 0.1 microsecond. 
After synchronization of the master station's 
time standard to KBS the master will a t  a pre- 
arranged time broadcast a pulse to the slave. 
The slave will then measure the delay, TD, from 
the prearranged time at  its station until it receives 
the pulse from the master. Immediately after 
receiving this pulse the slave will range to the 
satellite and measure the delay, Tz. The master 
will have measured the delay, TI, from its own 
pulse sent at  the prearranged time. The value 
of TI will be communicated to the slave by means 
of a teletype link. 
With the delay information the slave can com- 
pute (Figure 1) the amount by which it is out of 
time synchronization with the master and correct 
its time standard. After the correction is made 
the synchronization will be verified by reversing 
the procedure. 
I t  is extremely important that the experiment 
be performed at  periods of minimum satellite 
ia&a! .~nlnn;t v ,.-,.., , and that accurate predictions of 
range and velocity be provided. A radial velocity 
component of 50 feet per second will cause an 
error of 0.1 microsecond per second; so that in 
order lo  materially erase the prohlem of velocity 
correction, the experiment will be performed when 
the radial velocity is a t  a minimum for the 
*Published as Goddard Space Flight Center Document X-531-64-7, 'lave station. 
January 1964. Once time has been transferred to the station, 
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SYNCOM SATELLITE 
STATION I 
t TD STATION 2 
To = DELAY TIME 
TT = TRANSMISSION TlME 
T, = T* + T, 
FI(;L~RE 1.-Syncom experiment. 
it is necessary to maintain accurate synchroniza- 
tion in order to accomplish the experimental 
objective. The problem involved is due to the 
drift of the oscillators. A drift of one micro- 
second per hour is equal to an oscillator stability of 
approximately 3X 10-lo/hour. Oscillator stabili- 
ties of this order of magnitude can be achieved; we 
have lab units which have shown a stability of 
approximately 1 X 10-"/day (1 microsecond per 
day). 
Even with this stability oscillators have a 
drift characteristic which must be measured and 
corrected for in order to adequately maintain 
synchronization. In order to make these correc- 
tions VLF (Very Low Frequency) techniques have 
been developed which enable the station to con- 
tinuously monitor their frequency and maintain 
a daily error of less than 5X 10-ll; if the monitor- 
ing is performed for one to two weeks the d:tily 
error can be reduced to 1 to 2 parts in 10ll. We 
propose to  use this VLF technique a t  both the 
Syncom ground stations for maintaining an ac- 
curate frequency and time synchronization. 
Another important factor is the ability to reset 
the time of the station clocks accurately. The 
present Syncom station clocks do not allow the 
operator to make fine adjustments of the time in 
order to synchronize their station with another 
time reference. We propose to furnish, along 
with other equipment, clocks with the ability to 
set time to 0.1 microsecond. 
OBTAINABLE PRECISION 
The measurable time difference using Range and 
Range Rate is f 0.1 microsecond, and the mea- 
surable time delay due to satellite velocity using 
Iiange and Range Rate is f 1 nanosecond. 
The differential phase shift in receivers and 
transponders due to Doppler and signal level 
change is expected to be less than 0.1 microsecond. 
Using VLF, and the portable time standard the 
measurable frequency change of the oscillators 
will be about 1 to 2 parts in 10" per day. 
Thus, with provision for the proper peripheral 
equipment, there is a high probability that two- 
way time synchronization accuracies of less than 
.5 microsecond can he achieved, and actual proof 
of the accuracy obtained can t)e demonstrated. 
EQUIPMENT REQUIRED 
The Itange and I t~ngcl  Rate System equipment 
is in operation, a t  both the stations, as is the 
Syncom satellite. Also a t  each station there is an 
HP-104 A oscillator. 
The new equipment consists of 2 auxiliary 
digital clocks that can be set to 0.1 microsecond, 
a portable clock, 2 VLF receivers, and two 
standard oscillators more stable than the HP- 
104 lilt for use with the auxiliary digital clocks. 
The auxiliary clocks, portable clock, VLF re- 
ceivers, and the standard oscillators are already 
in-house or on purchase order. 
AN AUTOMATIC MICROWAVE POLARIZATION 
ANALYZER 
J. A. KAISER AND L. K. HASLIN 
INTRODUCTION during the course of one cycle. In the orthogonal 
A method whereby the polarization charac- 
1 teristics of an incident wave may be instantane- / ously and continuously measured and indicated 
1 is described. It is possible to analyze either 
, modulated or unmodulated signals whose fre- 
quencies are within the operating range of the 
individual system components. The system com- 
prises an antenna which receives and separates 
the two senses of circular polarization, a micro- 
wave phase comparator, and a means for making 
amplitude measurements. The method described 
differs from previous methods in that it utilizes 
the two senses of circular polarization in con- ) junction with a phase measurement to obtain 
"tilt" angle rather than using two orthogonal 
linefirly polarized fields in conjunction with a 
phase shifter. 
POLARIZATION RELATIONSHIPS 
An arbitrarily polarized wave incident on a 
receiving antenna, in terms of two orthogonal 
linear components, may be written in the form 
E =  E++jEO=C cos Wt+jD sin Wt. ( 1 )  
-As shown by Rumsey,' these t.wo orthogonal 
linearly polarized fields can 'be represeiitc:! ir? 
terms of two circular fields: 
direction, the circular fields add destructively, i.e., 
they are anti-phase. Figure 1 shows a repre- 
sentation of the two circular fields in a X- Y 
plane a t  an instant of time when they are in-phase 
and so add to produce the major axis of the 
polarization ellipse. It may be seen that 90 
degrees later in time the two fields will be anti- 
phase because of their opposite senses of rotation, 
producing the minor axis of the polarization 
ellipse. 
h amplitude envelope of the resulbant field is 
generally an ellipse which has a major and a minor 
axis. E4 assumes the direction of the major 
axis while Et?, which is orthogonal to E4, is in the 
direction of the minor axis of the polarization 
ellipse. In terms of the circular fields, the linear 
components are : 
E4= Re (EL+ER) = (A+B)  cos Wt (3) 
that is, C = A + B 
and EO = Im (EL+ ER) = ( A  - B)  sin Wt (4) 
that is, D = A - B .  
I t  may be noted that if B= 0, then A = C =  D. In 
this case ( 1 )  reduces to left circular as represented 
in (2). Similarly for A=O, ( 1 )  reduces t,o right 
circular polarization. When A = B, EO disappears 
which is the case for linear polarization. 
The ellipticity of a wave may 5s eqzesss- as 
a ratio of the maximum value of field to the mini- 
mum value of field : 
ER = Be-' w'. (2) A+B 
E4/EO=C/D=-- A - B  (5) 
In a plane normal to the direction of propagation, 
the circular fields are periodically in-phase, i.e., This ratio ranges from infinite for linear polariza- 
they add constructively in one direction, twice tion to one for circular polarization. 
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FIGURE: 1.-The polarization ellipse and its circular componeats. 
POLARIZATION ANALYZER 
Automatic polarization analysis can be accom- 
plished with the aid of the circuitry shown in 
Figure 2. In  order to analyze polarization 
characteristics it is first necessary to transfer the 
wave in space into fields in transmission lines. 
For the purpose of this paper, an antenna such as 
a turnstile array is selected which separates a 
received signal into its two circular components. 
For a given orientation of the receiving antenna, 
the two fields in the transmission lines will be 
in-phase for only one orientation of the major 
axis of the incident polarization ellipse. This 
direction of the major axis may be established as a 
reference direction. As the polarization ellipse 
tilts in space from this reference direction, the 
phase of the field in one transmission line will be 
advanced a n  angle equal to the angle of tilt while 
the phase of the field on the other transmission 
line will be retarded a like amount. The signal 
intensities in the transmission lines from the 
antenna may be written: 
E L - A  cos (Wl+y) 
E R = B  cos (Wt-y) (6)  
where y is the angle between the major axis of 
the polarization ellipse and a reference direction. 
In  Figure 1 the reference direction is shown as the 
X-axis. It may be noted that the reference 
direction may be changed a t  will by an observer 
who can simply rotate the receiving antenna. 
A portion of each field in ( G )  is detected to 
provide quantities proportional to component 
amplitudes. The remainder goes to a phase 
comparator to be used for determination of the 
ellipse tilt angle. 
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RATIO OF AMPLITUDES zation (by noting whether the ratio is positive or 
The detected amplitudes PL and P R  shown in negative). 
~ i ~ , . ~  2 are proportional to the squares of the I t  is somewhat simpler to determine the ratio 
absolute amplitudes of left and right ,,irculrtr PRIPL and in some applications is sufficient. 
components. Recalling that the ratio The degree of ellipticity-fofor a limited range of 
is gfven by E,$,/EO, a, computer which solves the values of PR/p~-can be determined if required 
equation with the aid of Figure 3. The dominant sense of 
circular polarization is determined by noting 
A+B &%+a (7) whether the ratio is greater than or less than one. A - - B E & - 6  
DETERMINATION OF TILT ANGLE 
provides two factors of interest concerning polari- 
zation characteristics of a wave: (1) degree of The tilt angle of the polarization ellipse is the 
ellipticity (2) dominant sense of circular polari- remaining unknown and is determined easily by 
measuring the ~ h a s e  difference between the two 
- 
senses of circular polarization with a microwave 
phase ~omparator.~ Assuming the signals of (6) 
as inputs to the phase comparator shown in Figure 
2, the signal intensity at terminal a is proportional 
to: 
Ea=A cos (Wt+y)+B cos (Wt+y) (8) 
= (A + B) cos Wt cos y + (A - B) sin Wt sin y. 
The detected signal is proportional to the square 
I I of the signal intensity: 
FIGURE 2.-Automatic Polarization analyzer. on the Y-axis of an 9-Y indicator, which may be 
r---- 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
--- 7 
Pa=Ea2 (9) 
I =(A2+B2+2AB) cos2 Wt cos2 y 
I +(A2+B2-2AB) sin2 Wt sin2 y 
1 = (A2+B2) (cos2 Wt cos2 y +sin2 Wt sin2 y) 
I +2AB (cos2 Wt cos2 y-sin2 Wt sin2 y) 
I Pa=(A2+B2)+2AB cos 2 y. I 
I 
I Similarly, the $,her detected outputs from the 
I phase comparator are: I 
I 
I Pb=A2+B2-2AB cos 2 y 
I 
------------ --- 
I Pc=A2+B2+2AB sin 2 y 
L 
I L pc L+ A/4 I Pd=A2+B2-2AB sin 2 y. 
! (10) 
I ! 
I I Differencing the outputs from each oi the hybrids 
I I produces : 
I I 
I I 
I HYBRID i Pa-Pbz4ABcos2 y 
I I PC-Pd =4AB sin 2 y. 
I I 
(11) 
I 
:PHASE COMPARATOR 
I Displaying these difference amplitudes ortho- 
-------------Td----  gonally, i.e., Po-Pbon theX-axisand PC-Pd 
A 
Po 
L 
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FIGURE 3.-Ellipticity ratio vs. ratio of detected circular fields. 
an S - Y  recorder or oscilloscope, yields the 
indication : 
p t ~ 4 A B  (COS 2 y+j sin 2 y) 
4A Be'". 
(12) 
Thus, the product of the amplitude of the t\vo 
circular components is the radius to a circle which 
is described by the phase diffcrcnce (2 y) between 
the circular components. See Figure 4. If 
either A or B is zero, which means that only one 
sense of circular polarization is received, the 
radius of the phase circle goes to zero, showing no 
elliptical polarization present. 
The S - Y  indicator here as a computer, taking 
as inputs the functions of an angle and displaying 
the angle itself. 
I t  may be observed that as the tilt angle y 
ranges through 180 degrees, a complete circle is 
traced on the indicator, meaning that the relative 
phase of the fields in the transmission lines has 
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AB sin 27 
I 
two-phase motor whose rotor is connected to a 
pointer through a 2:l gear reducer. 
CONCLUSION 
It has been shown how to determine automat- 
/ ically and continuously all of the polarization characteristics of a wave. The degree of ellip 
I ABCOS~Y ticity and dominant sense of rotation are obtained \ from a ratio derived from the circular component / amplitudes and the direction of polarization is \ obtained from a measurement of the phase 
\ -+ / difference between the two components. The 
method described requires no moving parts or 
active phasing devices. 
FIGURE 4.-Phase comparator output displayed on X-Y REFERENCES 
indicator. 1. H. G. BOOKER, V. H. RUMSEY, C .  A. DESCHAMPS, 
M. L. KALES, and J. I. BOHNEPT, "Techniques for 
undergone a change of 360 degrees. The X-Y Handling Elliptically Polarized Waves with Special 
- -. - 
indicator thus does not automatically display the ~eferen& to kntennas," Proceedings of the IRE, 
Vol. 39, So. 5, pp. 533-552, May, 1951. in the that it a change in 2. J. A. KAISER, H. B. SMITH, JR., \V. H. PEPPER, and displayed angle of twice the change in tilt angle. J. H. LITTLE, "An Automatic hlicrowave Phase 
Tilt angle can be automatically displayed if Comparator," IRE Transactions on MTT, MTT- 
quantities proportional to (11) are applied to a 10(6j, pp. 548-550, Sovember, 1962. 
I 
PHASE COMPARISON PROPERTIES OF THE DUAL 
MODE SPIRAL WITH APPLICATION TO DIREC- 
TION FINDING 
J. A. ICAISER AND J .  H. LITTLE 
SUMMARY 
A spiral antenna excited in any two adjacent 
radiation modes simliltaneously has built-in phase 
comparison properties useful in direction finding. 
The information derived from the phase compari- 
son on the spiral allow~sunambiguousdetermination 
of direction of arrival of signals from anywhere in 
a hemisphere. The phase comparison properties 
are frequency insensitive when consideration can 
be confined to the two adjacent modes only. 
This paper will examine the phase comparison 
properties of the dual mode spiral and show how 
they can be applied to a very simplc, passive 
direction finder system. In addition, the problem 
of n rotating azimtithal rrferrnce plane with 
change in frequency is treated. 
In general, the spiral antenna can be excited in 
any of an infinite number of odd and even modes 
(Ref. I ) ,  :~lthough in practice the spiral size and 
construction place practic:~l restrictions on the 
number of modes possible. The phase difference 
betwecn any two adjacent modes is in every case 
2 r  radians. Since the change in phase for each 
modr is uniform with change in the azimuthal 
anglc 4, a measure of the phase difference between 
modes can be related directly to the coordinate 
anglc 4. Ln this paper, attrntion will he confined 
to  consideration of the first and second radiation 
modes of the Archimedean spiral, although the 
argument can readily br extended to any two 
adjacent modes. 
In lieu of exact firld cqu:itions for the spiral 
pattern, B is the peak of the first mode radiation 
pattern, 0 5 4 5 2 ~ ~  and 0 5  05n/2.  See Figure 1. 
An incident signal will in general excite currents in 
each of the first two modes. The network input 
currents induced by the incident signal will be 
in-phase a t  4 = 0°, as is required by the method of 
defining the radiation fields of the first and second 
modes. That is, the first mode is excited in an 
annular region of the spiral of X/2* mean radius 
and the second mode in an annular region of A/* 
mean radius. Roth modes will be in-phase along 
one radial from the spiral center, and this direction 
is defined as 4 = 0". 
If the phase changes due to path lengths are 
designated by al for the first mode currents and 
a2 for the second mode currents, the total current 
output a t  the antenna terminal will be 
where If1 & I ' z  are the complex currents of the 
first and second modes appearing a t  the spiral 
input terminal and 42= 241. 
Neglecting the radial component of filament 
length, which in most practical spirals is quite 
ncgligil)lc, the phase changes are given by (ref. 1) 
antenna, it may t)r assumed th:~t, as a firbt ap- 
where a =constant which determines pitch or 
proxim:~t ion, t he firht mo(l(\ r:~di:~t ion ficld of the 
spi r:~l 
spiral can I)e rcprc~sc\ntrd (neglrcting t imc v:L~~:L- 
tio~is) by Hcl"-os 0 ant1 t h r  srcorid I)y Acf2%ill 0, $1 =angular me:bsurr from spiral center to 1st 
whc~rcb r l  is t 1 1 r  p c ~ t l c  of t110 see-ontl n~od(b r;~tli:ttion mode ring 
88 1 
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I ST MODE 
RAD PATTERN 
( B ~ ~ * C O S  9 )  
(a 
I ST MODE PHASE 
2ND MODE PHASE 
x 
(cl 
FIGURE 1.--Coordinate system of dud mode spiral. 
$2 =angular measure to 2nd mode ring. 
With the current of (1) incident, the detected 
power a t  the antenna terminal is proportional to 
P(det) =A2 sin2 0+B2 cos2 O+AB sin 2 0 Cos 
[(+~-4l)+(a2-al)l (4) 
and from (2) and (3) 
The factor (as- a,) is a constant angle for a given 
wavelength. On the other hand, 4~ - 41 is con- 
stantly changing as 4 ranges through 360 degrees, 
thereby producing changes in the detected output. 
IT---'- r alaatlvu :A- :- 111 nt,mtr\A nnnrnr yuVvUI - nc - a fi~nrtim -..-.,----nf + fey 
A = B  and 0=45' is shown in Figure 2a and 
O =  15' in Figure 2b. 
Equation (4) is not a single-valued function of 
@ throughout 360". Such uniqueness is available 
from the detected outputs of a four filament 
spiral or from a two filament spiral with addition 
signal processing before detection (ref. 2,3). The 
filaments of a four arm Archimedean spiral (when 
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starting from the spiral center) may be defined by 
By making the appropriate changes to the phases (exponents) of the induced signals in (I)  in 
accordance with (6) the currents a t  the spiral input terminals become 
j(Ql+aI) j(O2+a2) 
I1=Ae cos %+Be sin % 
5(Q1+r 12+al) j (4,+r+aJ 
I2 = Ae cos %+Be sin 13 
j(+l+r+al) 5 (4,+2x+a,) 
I, = Ae cos %+Be sin 0 
1(+~~+ 3 x  /2+a,) 1(9,+3*+a2) 
I4 = Ae cos O+ Be sin 0. 
With square-law detectors a t  each of the spiral terminals, the detected o ~ t ~ p u t s  are 
PI =A2  sin2 %+ B2 cos2 %+AB sin 2% cos [(42-41)+(az-a1)] 
P2 = A2 sin2 %+B2 cos2 0- AB sin 2% sin [(42 -41) +(a2- al)]  
P3=A2  sin2 %+B2 cos2 0-  AB sin 2% cos +(az-al)] 
P4 =A2 sin2 %+R2 cos2 %+AB sin 2% sin [($2- $1) +(a2-a])]. (8) 
Figure 3 shows the variations in the four detected 
outputs as a function of 4 when A = B and 8 =45". 
Differencing detected outputs of opposite pairs 
produces 
Pl - P3 = 2 AB sin 2% cos [(42 - 41) + (a2 - a1)1 (9) 
P 4 - P z z 2  AB sin 2% sin [(42-41)+(a2-a~)].(10) 
Displaying (9) and (10) orthogonally to onc 
another, e.g.,on an S-Y indicator (ref. 4), in which 
(9) is applied to the X-axis and (10) to the 1'- 
axis, yields an indicated power 
[(9?-4 ) (a -a ) 
P, = 2 AB sin 2% e' I +  2 1 1 ,  
which is single valued in (42-  throl~ghout 300 
degrees. This determines the azimath:ll direct ion 
of an incoming signal with no :~rnl)iguitics. 
I'igurc 4 i1lnstr:ltcs the displ:~y ol)tained on :Ln 
.Y-17inclic:~tor; t hc :~mplitudc funcst ion in ( I  1) is :L 
r:~dil~s to the c.ircle tlcsc.ril)ctl l)y 4 :mtl a. 
Since ( 5 )  shows a linear change in (a2-el) 
with change in wavelength, there is an effect of 
rotating the radial along which the currents of the 
two modes are in-phase with change in frequency. 
For a spiral mounted in a rectangular coordinate 
system, where the positive X-axis lies in the 
l'~c:rr~r~.: 2.-lIctctct.ct1 output from one filament of dual 
mode spir:~l vs. 4. 
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FIGWE 3.-Det~ckd outputs of four wire spiral w. (When A = B and 0 -45'). 
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A' sinS direction of in-phase currents on the spiral, the 
/-- 
/ 
coordinate system will rotate with changing fre- 
\ \ quency because the X-axis rotates. The direction 
/ \ of rotation will be in the same direction as the 
/ winding sense of the spiral for increasing wave- 
/ \ length. 
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DEVELOPMENT OF OPTIMUM FRAME SYNCHRONIZA- 
TION CODES FOR GQDDARD SPACE FLIGHT CEN- 
TER PCM TELElMETPY STANDARDS* , 
JESSE L. MAZI'RY, JR. AND FREDERICK J. STYLES 
In PCM telemetry the acquisition of erroneous data or the loss due to false synchronization 
can be minimieed through use of frame sync codes having t.he lowest probability of false sync 
(i.e., 'Optimum Frame Sync Codes'). In this paper are described the analysis of the criteria of 
optimality for frame sync codes. the application of these criteria to the derivation of formulas for 
evaluating tehe probability of false sync for any pattern, and the development of a high speed 
computer program for isolating the optimum frame sync code of any length n from the 2. possible 
patterns. Also included are the Optimum Frame Sync Codes of length 7 to 30 which were 
developed as a result of this study and which have been presented for inclusion in the GSFC PCM 
Telemetry Standards. 
INTRODUCTION With the notable exception of Goode and Philips 
ne use of a PCM telemeter, as with most time (Reference 5)s the approach taken in the literature 
division multiplexed requires time syn- is that developed in the following sections. How- 
,,hronization of the ground receiving equipment ever, with various investigators, different methods 
and the swcecraft transmitting equipment in of development as well as differences in the extent 
order to process the data. This and application of the criteria have resulted in the 
is accompl&ed in two distinct phases (&fernnces publication of suggested frame sync codes with 
1, 2, 3, 4): 1) Bit sync, which distinguishes the descriptions ranging from 'good' through 'pre- 
individual bits of the data stream, 2) Frame sync, ferred' and 'better' to 'best.' 
which &fines the repetitive dab blocks (frames) Faced with this plurality of frame sync codes 
and therefore identifies (e-g. using a counter) each and primarily interested in arriving a t  a set of 
data word within the frame. The investigzltion standard codes for general use in PCM telemetry, 
that bit sync has been acquired and can the authors felt that only through the application 
be beyond signal-bnoise ratios for of an exhaustion technique (i.e., the examination 
which the data is no longer useful. This study is of 811 binary patterns of a given length against 
with the of the specified criteria) could the truly optimum frame 
frame sync code of any given length, n, from sync codes be established. Since such a tech- 
n = 7 to n = 32 taken from the 2' different binary nique is feasible only with the aid of a high speed 
patterns of that length. computer, the criteria and analysis which follow 
In the past the development of so called opti- Were and programmed for the IBM 
E ~ T Z  f ~ m e  s,vn_chmni~.t~ion codes hashas, in general. 7094. As a result of this effort an optimum set of 
followed a fairly approsch once the frame sync codes of iengch 7 ihruug'l 30 have Lmn 
for optimality have been dehed, binary determined and presented for inclusion in the 
patterns which best fit ttrese critmia are- gen- Goddard Space Flight Center PCM Telemetry 
erated. There has been, for the most part, agree- Standards. 
ment as to the general critera for optimality. CRITERIA 
In order to understand the use of the word 
q ~ b k b e d  in the P r d i w s  of the 1964 National Te lemetek  Coptimumy here, the criteria used in the frame Conference. June 2. 3. 4. 1964. L a  Augeh. Cdiiomh, 111. 
Multiplering and sy~chmnir i .  ~ .gea 1-10. sync code selection must be presented. These 
889 
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criteria may be defined in terms of the PCM frame 
synchronization process as follows: 
Once the ground station has begun receiving 
PCM telemetry from a particular spacecraft and 
is distinguishing each individual bit of the data 
(bit sync), i t  must locate in tk 2 continuous data 
stream the beginning of the major repetitive data 
block a s  indicated by a multi-bit code (frame 
sync). The recognition process is accomplished 
by a cross correlation technique (called auto-corre- 
lation by some authors, References 3 and 5) in 
which a code recognizer in the ground station 
examines the incoming bit stream for the frame 
sync code. (The term 'recognition pattern' will 
be used to designate the pre-set configuration of 
bits within the recognizer against which the recog- 
nizer makes its comparisons.) The recognizer 
has the capability of allowing a selected number of 
errors in the received frame sync code to compen- 
sate for transmission noise, receiver noise, etc. 
The incoming data, with the exception of the 
frame sync code, is assumed to be random. As 
the frame sync code is received, it is preceded and 
followed by random bits and the recognizer must 
examine three categories of bit patterns. 
The first is completely random data and occurs 
when no portion of the frame sync code is seen by 
the recognizer. As the bit stream steps past the 
recognizer in a bit-by-bit fashion, the recognizer 
examines each code-length group of random bits. 
This will be called the 'random' region. 
The second category of bit patterns seen by the 
recognizer is made up of both random data bits 
and one or more bits of the frame sync code, and 
can be called the 'overlap' region; that is, the 
actual frame sync code 'overlaps' into the group 
of bits being examined by the recognizer. As the 
bit stream continues to pass the recognizer, the 
number of bits of the frame sync code seen by the 
recognizer (degree of overlap) increases until the 
recognizer is examining one data bit and all but 
one bit of the frame sync code. This position is 
called the maximum degree of overlap. One more 
step and the complete frame sync code is in the 
recognizer. Another step and maximum degree 
of overlap exists again as the frame sync code 
begins to leave the recognizer. 
The third category of bit patterns is the once- 
per-frame occurrence of the true frame sync code 
completely occupying the recognizer. 
A CODE L~NGIH GROUV 
01 RANDOM DATA 8115 
IN  A PORllON Cf 1Hf 
RANDOM IfGlON 
---. 
O I N O M  DATA BIIS 
BY DA1HtSl ICOGNIZER fXMlNING 
A CODE LtNGIH GROUI 
Of CJ11 fN A P01110N 
1 1 1 8 .  ..2.<. 
01  1Hf OVERLAP PtGlON 
WHERE 
DfGRtt OF OVtilAP 4:) 
lHlN DEGRtE Of OVERLAPI 
PECOGNIZfRfXUIINING 
A POPIION Of rnt 
OVfRLAP RtGlON 
WHERE 
4-1  
RtCOGNIZfR EXIMlNlNG 
A PORllON Of TM 
OVERLAP REGlON 
w n f l  
It"-1 (MAX DfGRfl Or 
RfCOGNlZfR EXMlNlNG 
TWf SYNC POSlflON 
FIGURE 1.-Frame sync recognition process. 
Figure 1 shows the movement of the data 
stream through the frame sync recognizer illus- 
trating the three categories of bit patterns ex- 
amined during the recognition process. 
At any time there is a certain probability of the 
recognizer giving a sync indication. For both the 
random region and the true sync position, this 
probability is independent of the actual frame 
sync code used and therefore can form no basis 
for the selection of the optimum frame sync code. 
On the other hand the probability of a frame sync 
indication in the overlap region is a function of 
the particular code used since i t  is dependent upon 
the number of bits in agreement between the in- 
coming bit stream and the recognition pattern 
within the recognizer. 
In any overlap position, while each random 
data bit has a 50 percent probability of agreement 
independent of the recognition pattern, each over- 
lapping bit of the incoming frame sync code pre- 
cisely agrees or disagrees with that  bit of the 
recognition pattern against which it is being com- 
pared. The number of overlapping code bits in 
agreement with the corresponding bits of the 
recognition pattern in a given overlap position will 
be designated as a. Neglecting for the moment 
the random data bits, the search for sync in any 
degree of overlap, 8, is a comparison of the first 6 
bits of the frame sync code (in the bit stream) 
with the last 6 bits of the frame sync code (in the 
recognition pattern). If this comparison is made 
for each degree of overlap from one to  maximum 
(6 =one less than the code length) an 'agreement' 
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or auto-correlation statement is developed which, 
when combined with the respective probabilities 
for the random data bit portion of the overlap 
region, allows the computation of the probability 
of false sync recognition over the entire overlap 
region. This probability, since it is, as indicated 
above, a function of the particular binary pattern 
arrangement, determines the optimum frame sync 
code from the 2n different patterns of a given 
length n. The optimum code for a given length 
is that pattern with the smallest total probability 
of false sync recognition over the entire overlap 
region. 
The above discussion of the recognition process 
has neglected the effects of noise expressed as the 
probability, q, of bit change and of the number, E ,  
of errors allowed by the recognizer to compensate 
for the effects of noise. These parameters will be 
elaborated upon in the analysis of the frame sync 
problem to follow. 
For each degree of overlap, 6, there exists a 
probability, F6, of false sync occurring. The prob- 
ability of not having false sync for a given 6 is, 
then, 1-F6. By developing the product of all 
such terms over the full range from 6 = 1  (the 
minimum degree of overlap) to 6=n-1 (the 
maximum degree of overlap), the probability of 
not having false sync during the overlap period 
can be determined. One minus this product is the 
probability, F,, that false sync will occur any- 
where in the overlap region. Thus, 
For false sync to occur, recognition must occur 
in both the 6 code bits and the n-6 random bits 
under the recognizer. i f  i i~e  pi=iiLvizLvi!itjr ~f ECG- 
nition occurring in the 6 bits is designated as J 
and the probability of recognition occurring in the 
corresponding random bits under the recognizer 
is designated by K, F6 becomes a product of J 
and K. However, the recognizer may have been 
set t.o allow a certain number, c, of errors in its 
sync recognition. The errors allowed by the 
recognizer may be delegated in part or in whole to 
either the 6 bits or the random bits. If i is used 
to designate the number of errors to be allotted to 
the 6 bits, c-i errors may be allotted to the ran- 
dom bits. Since there exists a probability of 
recognition occurring in the 6 bits without any 
errors allowed, with one error allowed, with two 
errors allowed, etc., to the limit of e, it is necessary 
to sum the product of the probabilities J and K 
over the entire range i=O to i= c. Obviously it 
would be meaningless to allow i to exceed 6 (i.e., 
to allot more e m  allowed to the 6 portion than 
there are bits in that portion). Thus, it  is neces- 
sary to modify the upper limit when this happens. 
Hence, 
c i f e l 6  
6 if c > 6  
F*= Z JiK,-* 
i=a 
Consider first, Kc- i, the probability of recog- 
nition occurring in just the random bits. Here, 
the probability of recognition with no errors 
allowed would be 3-. The probability with one 
error allowed would be in-" multiplied by n-6, 
the number of different configurations of all but 
one of the random bits agreeing with the cor- 
responding recognition pattern bits. Or, in other 
words, 
If two errors are allowed in the random bits, the 
probability of recognition in this portion is 
Since each of the above is s possible condition, 
the probability when t- i errors are allowed in the 
random bits is the sum of these terms from 0 to 
c-i. Again, it would be meaningless to allow 
more errors in the random area under the recog- 
nimr iklizii thcrc nre bits (i.e., fnr C-i to exceed 
n-6). Thus, the limit of the sum must be the 
number of bits in the region when this occurs. 
Therefore, 
c - i  if c-i<n-6 
n-6 if t-i>n-6 
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The analysis of J,, the probability of recognition 
occurring in just the 6 code bits is somewhat more 
complex. Here there exist two known values, the 
degree of agreement, a ,  and the counterpart degree 
of disagreement, 6-a. Since these values are 
based on the relationship between the configura- 
tions of the recognition pattern and the incoming 
frame sync code, the possibility of bit changes in 
the code due to noise occurring between trans- 
mission and reception of the code must be con- 
sidered. Designating the probability of any one 
bit being changed by noise as q, the probability 
that some quantity, j, of bits will be changed is 
qj. These j bit changes may occur in either the 
agreement bits or the disagreement bits. If j 
agreement bits are changed to disagreement and, 
remembering that i is the number of errors allowed 
in this term, i- j disagreement bits may remain as 
they are. Since the probability of a bit being 
changed is 7, the probability of a bit not being 
changed is 1-7, and the probability that i-j 
bits will not be changed is (l-q)i-j. When j 
changes are allotted to the agreement bits, the 
remaining a- j agreement bits must remain as 
they am. The probability of this is ( I  -q)"-'. 
For sync to occur in the 6 region the 6-a dis- 
agreement bits, except for i - j  of them, must he 
changed (by noise) to agreement bits. That is, 
(6-a) - ( i -  j) bits. The probability of this oc- 
curring is 
~ l (~ -~ ) - (~ - ' ) l .  
In recapitulation, 
7' 
is the probability that j agreement bits will be 
changed by noise, 
(1 - 7l)a-j 
is the probability that a-j  agreement bits will 
not be changed by noise, 
is the probability that i- j disagreement bits will 
not be changed by noise, 
is the prob:lbilit y that (6 -a)  - (i - j)  disagrce- 
ment bits will be changed 1)y noise. 
I t  is now necessary to consider the number of 
different configurations wherein the above pro- 
babilities can be realized for a given 6. Consider 
first the number of ways that j of the agreement 
bits can be changed leaving a-j  unchanged. 
This is 
Thus, the probability of j changes in the agree- 
ment bits while a- j  agreement bits remain un- 
changed is: 
The second consideration is the number of ways 
in which i-j disagreement bits can remain un- 
changed while the remaining (6  -a) - (i - j) dis- 
agreement bits are changed to agreement. This is 
Thus, the pr~babilit~y of the event of (6-a) 
- (i-j) changes in the 6 -a disagreement bits 
while i- j disagreement bit,s remain unchanged is: 
Since there exists a prob:~bility of recognition 
occurring in the 6 bits with j changes occurring in 
the a agreement bits and the remaining needed 
(6 - a )  - ( L  - j) changes occurring in the 6 - a dis- 
agreement bits, recognition occurring with j+l 
changes in the a bits and (6-a)- ( i - j f l )  
changes occurring in the 6-01 bits, etc., it is 
necessary to sum these terms over every possible 
value of j. The range of these values can easily 
be recognized by noting it would be meaningless 
to allow more bit changes in the disagreement bits 
than there are disagreement bits. Thus, one limit 
can be set by insuring that the number of disagree- 
ment bits, 6-a, is greater than or equal to the 
number of changes, i - j, being considered for the 
disagreement bits; that is, 6 - a 2 i - j  or j2i- 
(6-a). Also it is meaningless to allow a nega- 
tive number of changes in the agreement bits. 
Therefore, j,O. The second limit can be set to 
preclude allowing more changes to  occur in the 
ilgrc.cment bits than there are such bits; that is, 
j L a .  In addition it woultl be usc~less to allow the 
number of changes in the agreement bits to exceed 
j, t,he number of errors allowed in this term, since 
this would guarantee a zero probability of recog- 
nition occurring in the 6 portion. Thus, j<i. 
Therefore, 
Although this form of J, is more amenable to 
analysis, it can be reduced to a simpler form. 
I t  is now possible to develop a complete formula 
for evaluating Fa, the probability of false sync 
occurring anywhere in the overlap region. First, 
examine the formula 
€if € 5 6  
n-I 6 if e > 6  
~ * = l - n ( 1 - & )  where F ~ = ~ J , K = ,  
6=1 I 4  
Since the values of F, are quite small, a valid 
approximation of Fo is 
F* = 
&=I 
Theref ore, 
- 
6-1 i=O j= i d + a  
c - i  if c-isn-6 
n-6 if e-i>n-6 
Initially this formula was developed for deter- 
mining F* only for patterns of length seven. It 
was then extended to the general case of any 
length n. In the development and use of this 
formulation, consideration of the probability of 
false sync was made only for that period of over- 
lap when the code was entering the recognizer. 
This is of little consequence since the probability 
of false sync b e i i  realized as the code leaves the 
recognizer is exactly the same as the probability 
when entering the recognizer. Thus, where both 
entrance and exit are considered as belonging to  
the overlap region, the probability of false sync is 
merely twice the above value. 
SEARCH 
Early in this study several characteristics of 
binary patterns became apparent. Erst, al- 
though the value of 9, the probability of a bit 
being changed by noise, does change the pmba- 
bility of false sync, it does not affect the relative 
merit of the patterns. That is, for a given length 
n and a given number of errors dowed, q the 
ordering of aH patterns by their rdated Fg values 
is not changed by changing the value of 9. It 
also became apparent that, though e does affect 
the selection of the optimum frame sync code of a 
given length, the primary factor in the relative 
merit of the patterns is the configuration of the 
agreement or a values over the range of 6 = 1 to 
6=n- 1. This configuration of a values for a 
given pattern is designated as the agreement vec- 
tor of that pattern. An example of its develop 
ment is given in Figure 2 for a seven bit pattern. 
The random region has been designated by dashes. 
DEGREE Or CODE 811 
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FIG- 2.-Agreement vector development. 
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The last characteristic noted was that for any 
given pattern there exist three related configura- 
tions. These three related patterns are the com- 
plement wherein each 1 bit of the pattern is 
replaced by a 0 while each 0 is replaced by a 1, the 
mirror pattern which is developed by reversing 
the pattern, and the mirror complement devel- 
oped by complementing and reversing the pattern. 
An example of these related patterns is given 
below. 
1 1 0 0 1 1 0 pattern 
0 0 1 1 0 0 1 complement 
0 1 1 0 0 1 1 mirror 
1 0 0 1 1 0 0 mirror complement 
The designation of any one specific member of 
this group as the basic pattern is arbitrary and 
there exist patterns in which either the mirror or 
mirror complement is the same as the basic pat- 
tern. Thus, there may be only two distinct 
members in a group. The important distinguish- 
ing characteristic of any group is that all its 
members have the same agreement vector. Be- 
cause of this all members have the same F* and 
therefore it is necessary to examine only one 
member of each group in the search for the opti- 
mum frame sync code of a given length. The 
agreement vector of each group is unique. 
The first program written was essentially an 
elementary pilot study composed of a pattern 
generator, a routine for developing the agreement 
vector, and a routine for evaluating F*. This 
program was capable of searching for the opti- 
mum frame sync code for any designated length 
and any designated number of errors allowed. 
Pattern generation was realized through a binary 
count. The pattern complements were excluded 
by considering only those patterns having a 1 bit 
in the first position. This also excluded either 
the mirror or mirror complement depending upon 
whether the last bit of the pattern was a 1 or a 0. 
The exclusion of the fourth member of each group 
was achieved by treating the pattern as a binary 
value and comparing it to the value of its mirror 
or mirror complement whichever remained. The 
lower valued of the two was used. The agree- 
ment vector was developed through a simple com- 
parison technique simulating the auto-correlation 
of the recognizer. The evalrlation of F* was 
made by plugging in the values and solving the 
formulas for F*. To this basic program were 
added several auxiliary routines to enable more 
study of the patterns. The first of these was a 
routine to print, for each generated pattern, the 
agreement vector, F*, and the pattern itself. 
This was an optional routine to be used in place of 
listing only the optimum frame sync code. The 
second routine was an option to sort the patterns 
according to Fo before listing them. Another 
routine added to the basic pilot study was a func- 
tion to exclude patterns purely on the basis of 
various agreement vector criteria. A great many 
variations of this agreement vector criteria rou- 
tine were tried in an attempt to isolate good 
patterns. The criteria employed were, by and 
large, functions of 6, the degree of overlap, and n, 
the code length. One of the limitations tried was 
to exclude each pattern whose agreement vector 
contained a value greater than the integral value 
of (6+2)/2. Another was the exclusion of all 
patterns whose agreement vector contained a 
value greater than the integral value of (n+2)/2, 
etc. Although many variations similar to these 
were tested, a satisfactory agreement vector limi- 
tation that did not exclude some good patterns 
was never found and, consequently, this idea was 
abandoned. 
This pilot study yielded the optimum frame 
sync codes up to 14 bits in length. In addition, 
examination of the listings of patterns ordered 
according to F* disclosed that the best patterns of 
any length have different first and last bits, ap- 
proximately the same number of 1 and 0 bits, and 
a number of trailing 0 or 1 bits. The number of 
trailing 0 bits increases irregularly as the length 
of the code increases. The number of 1 bits in 
the best patterns of each length (including the 
optimum codes) lies inclusively between 
and 
where the term 
represents the integral part of the faction a /b .  
This study also disclosed that e could affect the 
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These two methods for reducing F ,  evaluation 
time were incorporated in a special program which 
was tailored to  the requirements of the search for 
the 27-bit code. The program excluded all pat- 
terns which had fewer than 13, i.e. 
or more than 14, i-e., 
1 bits. I t  considered only those patterns having 
independent agreement functions. That is, where 
a pattern was considered, the complement, mirror, 
and mirror complement were not. In addition, 
the search was modified to  insist on five trailing 
0's on the end and a 1 bit in the first position. 
The value of e was fixed a t  2 while the value of 7 
was set a t  0.10. This program developed the 
27-bit optimum frame sync code in approximately 
three and one-half hours. 
Up to this point all programming had been 
done in the CAMEO system (reference 6). The 
use of CAMEO was advantageous to the study 
because of the ease it provided in the writing and 
debugging of programs and for the facility it 
afforded programming modifications. However, 
it became apparent that a more efficient program 
could be written if, in certain areas of the program, 
advantage was taken of some special machine 
language logic instructions. 
In the final version of the search program, the 
input-output and initializing routines were written 
in CAMEO. The central portion was written in 
machine language in order to place particular 
emphasis of efficient use of the computer. Each 
routine was positioned to take maximum ad- 
vantage of the instruction overlap time of the 
IBhl 7094. All unnecessary loops were removed 
and replnced with straight line coding. This 
program developed the optimum 27-bit frame 
sync code in forty-three minutes. A flow chart of 
the program is given in Figurr 5. 
Two to1er:~nces bascd on optimum frame sync 
code c.liar:tc.teristics determined from the pilot 
study were incaludcd as options in this program: 
1,imits coul(l 1 ) ~  p1ac.c.d on the numlwr of 1 t i t s  
to I)c :~llowetl :lri(l provision could be rn:tdc to in- 
sist on trailing O's on thcl cntl of thcl p:~tt(br~i. 130th 
FIGUI~E 5.-Search program flow chart. 
of these tolerances, which could be preset a t  the 
discretion of the program user, were included to 
reduce, when desirable, the length of time neces- 
sary to  develop an optimum code. The program 
insisted on a 1 bit in the first position of the pat- 
tern and a 0 in the last. I t  was used to develop 
the optimum frame sync codes for lengths 7 
through 20, using e values 0 through 4 and the 
optimum codes of lengths 21 through 25 using e 
values 0 through 3. A slight modification to the 
program was then made. This modified version 
version was able to examine, without any limita- 
tion, all patterns having distinct agreement vec- 
tors. I t  was used to again develop the optimum 
codes of length 7 through 20 using e values 0 
through 4 in order to check the validity of assum- 
ing that the optimum codes have trailing 0's and 
that the num1)cr of 1 bits lies between 
The results were the same as those developed 
by the unmodified version. 
As has been noted, the use of different values of 
e, the number of errors allowed, may result in the 
development of different optimum frame sync 
codes of the same length. Since the values of F,  
for such codes when evaluated under the same t 
are so nearly equal, the choice of one such code 
over another is essentially arbirtary. Therefore, 
because of the amount of computer time involved 
in the search for the longer optimum codes, (e.g., 
10.5 hours for the 30-bit code), the decision was 
made to develop the codes of length 26 through 30 
for only one value of t. The value used was c = 2. 
The tolerances used in the development of these 
longer codes restricted consideration to those patr 
terns having a 1 bit in the first position, a 1 bit 
total between the limits 
and 
FRAP.:E SYNC CODE .ENCTq, n 
FIGURE 6.-Graphic representation of F6. 
and five trailing 0's. The value of v? the probabil- plot,ted were calculated using a bit error rate, ity of bit changes incurred as a result of noise, 
rl=O.lO, and number of errors allowed by the 
was set at  0.10. 
recognizer, e=O, 1, 2 and 3. 
RESULTS 
Table 1 is a listing of optimum frame sync codes 
derived as a result of this study, together with 
their agreement vectors and probabilities of false 
sync. Xote that the term 'optimum' is qualified 
by the fact that these codes were determined 
under the condition of two errors allowed by the 
recognizer. Though this choice of e is arbitrary, 
as pointed out previously, it was made in the 
interest of obtaining standard frame sync codes 
for PCM telemetry usage. 
l%i!c the GSFC Stnr?dnrds fnr PCB4 T ~ l e m ~ t r y  
allow the use of codes up to 32 bits in length, 
codes of length 31 and 32 have not yet been deter- 
mined because of the amount of computer time 
their cieterrnination wcjilld require-approximatc- 
ly 60 hours. 
Figure 6 is a set of cum-es showing the total 
probability, F ., of false sync over the overlap 
region from 6 = 1  to 6=n-1, for the optimum 
frame sync codes given in Table 1. The values 
FURTHER STUDY 
As this investigation continued it became a p  
parent, principally from the literature, that 
though a number of people were working in the 
area of optimization of frame synchronization 
techniques and codes for PCM telemetry, very 
few were directing their efforts toward the optim- 
ization of data channel usage by the selection of 
the proper frame sync code lengths. In the past 
the code length has been selected primarily on the 
basis of simplicity of implementation in the space- 
craft and adaptation to the telemetry format. 
Adequacy of frame sync codes to synchronize 
specific length frames under anticipated signal-to- 
noise conditions has been hased more on the intui- 
tive feelings of the designer than on any quantita- 
tive evidence. For this reason, the work on 
optimum frame sync codes has been extended to 
the determination of code lengths to be used in the 
spacecraft, as well as number of errors to be 
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TABLE I.---Optimum Frame Sync Codes I 
C O D E 1 0 1  1 0 0 0  PROBABILITY OF FALSE SYNC 5.723x1V1 LENGTH 07 1 
AGREEMENT VECTOR (03 02 02 01 01 00) 1 
C O D E 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 0  PROBABILITY OF FALSE SYNC 4.235x1V1 LENGTH 08 
AGREEMENT VECTOR (04 03 01 02 01 01 00) 
C O D E 1 0 1  1 1 0 0 0 0  PROBABILITY OF FALSE SYNC 2.950><1k1 LENGTH 09 
AGREEMENT VECTOR (05 04 02 02 01 01 01 00) 
C O D E 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 0  PROBABILITY OF FALSE SYNC 1.783~10- I  LENGTH 10 
AGREEMENT VECTOR (06 04 03 03 02 01 01 00 00) 
C O D E 1 0 1  1 0 1 1 1 0 0 0  PROBABILITY OF FALSE SYNC 9.065x1V2 LENGTH 11 
AGREEMENT VECTOR (05 04 04 03 03 02 02 01 01 00) 
C O D E 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0  PROBABILITY OF FALSE SYNC 5.142x1V2 LENGTH 12 
AGREEMENT VECTOR (06 06 05 03 04 03 02 01 01 00 00) 
C O D E 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0  PROBABILITY OF FALSE SYNC 2 . 8 2 1 ~ 1 0 - ~  LENGTH 13 
AGREEMENT VECTOR (07 07 05 04 04 04 03 01 01 00 00 00) 
C O D E 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0  PROBABILITY OF FALSE SYNC 1.514X1V2 LENGTH 14 
AGREEMENT VECTOR (08 06 06 05 04 05 03 03 02 01 00 00 00) 
C O D E 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 0  PROBABILITY OF FALSE SYNC 6.611X1V3 LENGTH 15 
AGREEMENT VECTOR (07 07 07 06 05 05 03 04 02 02 01 00 00 00) 
C O D E l l l O l O l l l O O l O O O O  PROBABILITY OF FALSE SYNC 3.460X10-3 LENGTH 16 
AGREEMENT VECTOR (08 08 06 07 06 05 05 02 03 03 02 01 00 00 00) 
C O D E l l l l O O l l O l O l O O O O O  PROBABILITY OF FALSE SYNC 1.657X1V3 LENGTH 17 
AGREEMENT VECTOR (09 09 07 07 06 06 04 05 04 03 03 01 00 00 00 00) 
C O D E 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0  PROBABILITY OF FALSE SYNC 8.228><1V4 LENGTH 18 
AGREEMENT VECTOR (10 10 08 08 07 06 05 05 05 03 03 02 01 00 00 00 00) 
C O D E l l l l l O O l l O O l O l O O 0 0 0  PROBABILITY OF FALSE SYNC 3.837XlV4 LENGTH 19 
AGREEMENT VECTOR (11 09 09 09 07 07 06 05 05 04 04 03 02 00 00 00 00 00) 
C O D E 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 O  PROBABILITY OF FALSE SYNC 2.175X1V4 LENGTH 20 
AGREEMENT VECTOR (12 10 10 09 09 08 07 05 05 04 01 03 03 02 01 01 00 00 00) 
C O D E l l l O l l l O l O O l O l l O O O O O O  PROBABILITY OF FALSE SYNC 1.051X1Ck4 LENGTH 21 
AGREEMENT VECTOR (11 11 11 08 08 08 07 07 07 05 04 04 04 02 01 01 01 00 00 00) 
C O D E l l l l O O l l O l l O l O l O O O O O O O  PROBABILITY OF FALSE SYNC 4.906X1V5 LENGTH 22 
AGREEMENT VECTOR (12 12 12 10 09 08 08 07 06 05 05 05 04 03 02 02 01 00 00 00 00) 
C O D E l l l l O l O l l l O O l l O l O O O O O O O  PROBABILITY OF FALSE SYNC 2.533X1V5 LENGTH 23 
AGREEMENT VECTOR (13 13 11 11 10 10 09 08 04 07 05 06 04 03 03 02 01 01 00 00 00 00) 
C O D E l l l l l O l O l l l l O O l l O O l O O O O O  PROBABILITY OF FALSE SYNC 1.255X10-5 LENGTH 24 
AGREEMENT VECTOR (14 12 12 12 10 10 10 09 08 07 05 05 03 05 04 03 02 02 00 00 00 00 00) 
C O D E l l l l l O O l O l l O l l l O O O l O O O O O O  PROBABILITY OF FALSE SYNC 6.449><10-6 LENGTH 25 
AGREEMENT VECTOR (15 13 13 11 11 10 08 08 09 07 08 06 05 05 04 04 03 03 01 00 00 00 00 00) 
C O D E l l l l l O l O O l l O l O l l O O O l O O O O O O  PROBABILITY OF FALSE SYNC 3.144x10-6 LENGTH 26 
AGREEMENT VECTOR (14 14 14 12 12 11 08 09 10 08 07 07 07 05 05 04 04 03 02 01 00 00 00 00 00) 
C O D E l l l l l O l O l l O l O O l l O O l l O O O O O O O  PROBABILITY OF FALSE SYNC 1.583X10-6 LENGTH 27 
AGREEMENT VECTOR (15 13 15 13 13 10 10 10 09 09 08 07 07 06 06 05 04 04 03 01 01 00 00 00 00 00) 
C O D E l l l l O l O l l l l O O l O l l O O l l O O O O O O O  PROBABILITY OF FALSE SYNC 8.036~10-7 LENGTH 28 
AGREEMENT VECTOR (16 14 14 12 13 13 12 11 08 10 08 08 08 06 06 04 04 04 03 02 01 01 00 00 00 00) 
C O D E l l l l O l O l l l l O O l l O O l l O l O O O O O O O O  PROBABILITY OF FALSE SYNC 4.093XlV7 LENGTH 29 
AGREEMENT VECTOR (17 15 15 15 14 12 13 11 10 10 09 09 08 04 07 05 06 04 03 03 02 02 01 01 00 00 00 00) 
C O D E l l l l l O l O l l l l O O l l O O l l O l O O O O O O O O  PROBABILITY OF FALSE SYNC 2.070X10-7 LENGTH 30 
AGREEMENT VECTOR (18 16 16 16 14 13 13 12 11 11 10 09 08 05 08 05 06 05 04 03 03 02 01 01 00 00 00 00 00) 
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allowed by the code recognizer in the ground 
station, as a function of telemetry frame length 
and bit error rate (or signal-t*noise ratio) of the 
received PCM signal. 
A computer program to determine these param- 
eters for the GSFC PCM Telemetry Standards 
frame sync codes has been completed and run on 
the IBM 7094. At present, a second report is 
being prepared which will present the results of 
this effort in graphical form with recommendations 
as to code length and errors to be allowed under 
the above varying conditions. The computer 
program has the additional capability of taking 
any bit pattern up to a 40-bit length and perform- 
ing the same evaluation on i t  as is performed on 
the 'optimum' code. In this way, frame sync 
codes proposed by other authors may be directly 
compared to the codes of this study in terms of 
average time to acquire true frame sync and 
percent dat,a lost due to loss of frame sync. 
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TIMING ERRORS-THEIR DETECTION AND CORREC- 
TION IN THE IMP INFORMATION PROCESSING 
SYSTEM* 
WILLIAM H. MISH 
One of the major problems encountered by many experimenters in the analysis of data re- 
trieved by experiments flown on board satellites has been that of obtaining correct Universal 
Time in conjunction with this data. 
This paper presents the scheme that was used by the IMP Information Processing System 
in the processing of the data from IMP-I which provided a means of eliminating most of the 
timing errors before they reached the experimenter. In  addition this scheme proved valuable 
in the initial debugging of the IMP analog to digital line and most significant in evaluating the 
stability of and providing a check on the IMP-I spacecraft telemetry system. 
INTRODUCTION 
The generation of Universal Time a t  the ground 
station, the merging of this time with recorded 
spacecraft data, and the subsequent processing 
of this time through analog to  digital conversion 
equipment has, historically, had a multiplicity of 
problems associated with it. I t  would appear 
that a certain amount of these problems are un- 
avoidable when one considers the complexity of 
the over-all situation. 
The "aggregate" timing of data from most 
spacecrafts is a product of a relatively large num- 
ber of Prime Minitrack Time Standards located 
throughout a world wide network of Space Track- 
ing and Data Acquisition Stations. Each of 
these time standards is designed to  provide a time 
base for the spacecraft data that is in agreement 
with Universal Time, i.e., WWV, to within one 
millisecond when the time standard has been 
synchronized correctly with WWV and the propa- 
gation delay times between WWV and the station 
have been compensated (see reference 12, page 
2-95). The prime function of these time stand- 
ards is to provide a time code that can be written 
on analog tape simultaneously with the recording 
of the spacecraft data a t  the various telemetry 
receiving stations. This analog tape is then 
shipped to a central information processing facil- 
ity where it provides the input for analog to  
*Publiallcd aa Goddord Space Plruhf ('entrr Ducument .k-(ilt-fi4-328, 
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digital conversion equipment, one function of 
which, is to decode the time and convert it to a 
digital format in conjunction with the data, and 
finally production of a digital magnetic tape 
which can subsequently be processed with 
computers. 
As the practice of flying scientific experiments 
which required high resolution of the ground sta- 
tion time became prevalent it became obvious to 
the experimenters that they were not always 
realizing the design capabilities of the timing 
standards, i.e., one millisecond agreement with 
WWV when propagation effects have been ac- 
counted for, due to the degradation of the timing 
as it traversed the above mentioned series of 
operations. The occurrences of these "timing 
errors" was so frequent in some cases as to require 
a considerable expenditure of effort on the part 
of the individual experimenters to verify the 
integrity of the timing associated with their data. 
One solution to this problem was to incorporate 
as part of the information processing facilities a 
systematic method, necessarily computer orien- 
tated because of the large volumns of data, of 
detecting and correcting timing errors before they 
reached the experimenter. 
Up to the advent of the IMP-I spacecraft and 
its crystal controlled telemetry system a scheme 
for the detection and correction of timing errors 
of the nature described in this paper was, in most 
cases, impractical because the telemetry systems, 
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even those that telemetered "pseudo clocks," (see 
reference 11, page 9) were not stable enough with 
time to allow the telemetry patterns or pseudo 
clocks to be used as an independent "clock" 
against which ground station time could be 
accurately compared. However, with the suc- 
cessful launch of IMP-I on November 27, 1963, 
a satellite became available which had a telemetry 
format consisting of a repeating pattern of telem- 
etry sequences with a relatively stable period that 
could be used t o  perform an independent check 
on ground station time. This aspect of the IMP-I 
telemetry system was taken advantage of in the 
design of the IMP Information Processing System 
(IMP-IPS). (See reference 13.) 
This paper gives a brief summary of the IMP- 
IPS, discusses in detail those phases of the IMP- 
IPS which are concerned with the detection and 
correction of timing errors and how this aspect of 
IMP-IPS was employed to trouble-shoot the 
IMP analog to digital line and monitor the IMP-I 
spacecraft telemetry system throughout the 
useful life of the spacecraft. 
APPLICABILITY O F  THE I M P 4  TELEMETRY FOR- 
M A T  T O  TIME ERROR DETECTION A N D  
CORRECTION 
The IMP-I telemetry system is a modification 
of the basic type of PFM telemetry system flown 
on some of the past satellites, e.g., Explorer XI1 
and UK-1. For a discussion of this telemetry 
system see references 1, 15 and 17. 
There are two significant features of the IMP-I 
telemetry format that permit the effective imple- 
mentation of a time error detection and correction 
scheme of the type described in this paper: 
A .  The telemetry format is a synthesis of a 
repeating pattern of four telemetry se- 
quences each approximately 81.914 seconds 
in length (see Figure 1). Each of these 
sequences with the exception or" the iourih, 
consists of an array of sixteen channels by 
sixteen frames. The first three sequences 
contain an octal satellite clock reading in 
channels 11 through 15, frames 4 and 12, 
which increases by one decimal unit each 
sequence including the fourth. The low 
order octal digit of the satellite clock reading 
is decoded by the analog to digital line into 
FIGURE 1.-The IMP-1 telemetry format. 
a 1, 2 or 3 depending on whether i t  is the 
first, second, or third telemetry sequence 
respectively. This information is included 
as part of the digitized data and is utilized 
by the time error detection software. The 
fourlh sequence (Rcbidium vapor magne- 
tometer sequence) contains continuous ana- 
log data and consequently is missing the 
satellite clock reading. (The satellite clock 
still updates itself by one decimal unit in 
this sequence even though it is not read out.) 
B. The periodicity with time of the c h a ~ e l  
rate is insured through the use of a 20kc 
crystal as a basic component of the space- 
craft telemetry system. This basic crystal 
frequency is divided down to obtain the 
desired ssmplinp. rate and is backed up with 
a free running multi-vibrator synchronized 
to one of the subdivided frequencies from 
the crystal. When not synchronized with 
the crystal the multi-vibrator runs some 25 
percent lower in frequency than when in 
synchronization with the crystal. The 
significance of this feature becomes appar- 
ent in later discussions in this paper. 
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FIGURE 2.-The IMP information processing system (IMP-IPS). 
IMP INFORMATION PROCESSING SYSTEM ences 7, 9, and 18) which digitizes the analog 
(IMP-IPS) data and time and creates various flags and sym- 
The IMP-Information Processing System is an 
integrated set of analog to digital conversion 
equipment and computer programs which receive 
as input information in an analog format and out- 
put information in a standard Binary Coded 
Decimal format. Documentation of this system 
is extensive and details can be found in References 
6, 7, 9, 13, 14, 16, and 18. 
Because information is processed serially 
through the system a brief explanation of each of 
the steps is appropriate to allow the presentation 
of the Time Error Detection and Rectification 
Software in its proper place with respect to the 
bols that are a function of the time-data array 
a t  16 times "real time." The digitized output of 
the A/D line is written on tape in a BCD format, 
this tape is called a Raw Data Tape (RDT) and 
contains from 30 to 40 hours of digitized "real 
time" data. This 30 to  40 hours of data consti- 
tutes many satellite passes* from a number of 
different stations. Th.e RDT, along with control 
cards punched by the A/D line operators, serve as  
input to the I M P  Edit Program (see reference 
16). This edit program, which is operationally 
broken into two passes on the computer, performs 
in the most general sense the following functions: 
over-all series of operations (see Figure 2). A. The Program checks for and corrects opera- 
The flow of information through the IMP-IPS tional and equipment A/D line errors, i.e., 
commences with the reception of the analog tapes "cleans up" the RDT. 
from the network of stations covering the space- 
craft. These are processed ** pass ia defined - one uninterrupt& mording made at a 
the IMP analog to digital (A/D) line, (see refer- sinale station (average pass on IMP-I is about 4 hours). 
B. Uses the IMP-I satellite clock* to tag each 
telemetry sequence with a monotonically 
increasing number for each 90 days of satel- 
lite operation. 
C. Uses the error detecting and correcting 
properties of the IMP-I satellite clock to  
create a flag for each telemetry sequence 
which gives a measure of the quality of the 
data in the sequence. 
The final output of the IMP Edit Program is a 
Master Data Tape (MDT) which contains 120 to  
160 hours of real time data, and control cards that 
are punched by the program. Of special interest 
is the Code 3 Control Card which, after being 
operated on by the Time Error Detection and 
Rectification Software, serves as the timing inter- 
face between the MDT, which contains "raw 
time," and the Experimenter Data Tapes (EDTs) 
which contain "corrected and smoothed" time. 
At this point in the series of computer opera- 
tions the MDTs are allowed to backlog until two 
consecutive orbits' worth of data have accumu- 
lated. As each complete orbit takes about 93 
hours this constitutes about eight days of real 
time data on each MDT. 
The two orbits' worth of data are then processed 
through the Time Error Detection and Rectifica- 
tion Software system. In this series of computer 
operations, which will be covered in beta2 ia the 
following sections, errors in time are detected and 
provision is made for the subsequent correction of 
these errors and "smoothing" of the time through 
the creation of the Pseudo Code 3 Cards. These 
Pseudo Code 3 Cards and the MDTs then provide 
the input to the decommutation program (see 
reference 6) which "smooths" and corrects, if 
necessary, the time for each pass contained in the 
two orbits' worth of data being processed, and 
creates the experimenter tapes containing each 
i~lrliv'idiid expsi-imenkr's &tz. Ti'i~lnlly, one of 
the experimenter tapes is fed back into the Time 
Error Detection and Rectification Software where 
the alteration made to the timing through the use 
of the Pseudo Code 3 Cards is reviewed. 
'The spacecraft "clock." a 15-bit accumulator, can accumulate a 
marimurn of 32.767 counts. i.e., 2u counts, before it returns to sero. To 
f i l l  this accumulator take. approximately 30 days. Thin clock, through 
the use of progrfamming techniques on the ground, ha. been extended 
to a Wday clock in the data that the experimenter receives (nee Ap- 
pendix G.) 
THE TIME ERROR DETECTION A N D  
RECTIFICATION SOFTWARE 
The Time Error Detection and Rectification 
Software consists of four separate IBM 1410 
computer programs which have been represented 
by a single block in Figure 2. The contents of 
this block are shown in detail in Figure 3, where 
the four programs are serially numbered from 
1 to 4. 
This series of programs is designed to accom- 
plish the following objectives: 
A. The MDT Time Verificat,ion Program (pro- 
gram 1 in Figure 3) produces a plot tape, 
which, when sorted chronologically with 
respect to time and plotted, provides a 
means of visually detecting timing errors 
as well as providing information on the 
performance of the spacecraft telemetry 
system and the A/D line, and when input 
to the Pseudo Code 3 Card Program (pro- 
gram 3 in Figure 3) allows the-timing to be 
analyzed, corrected and smoothed. 
B. The Time Verification Sort Program (pro- 
gram 2 in Figure 3) insures that the data 
sent to the experimenter is in chronological 
order and provides a sorted input tape for 
the Pseudo Code 3 Card Program. 
C. The Pseudo Code 3 Card Program performs 
an analysis on the timing and corrects tim- 
ing errors that may exist by altering the 
Code 3 Cards to Pseudo 3 Cards which are 
used to control the timing that is generated 
by the decommutation program for the 
experimenters' tapes. 
D. The California EDT Time Verification Pro- 
gram (program 4 in Figure 3) again pro- 
duces a plot tape which when plotted illus- 
trates the alterations that have been made 
to the timing by the use of the Pseudo Code 
3 Cards. 
The MDT Time Verification Program - A Tool 
for Detecting Time Errors and Monitoring the 
A/D Line and Spacecraft Telemetry System 
Performance. 
Refemng to Figure 1, the MDT Time Verifica- 
tion Program (program 1 in Figure 3) takes ad- 
vantage of the fact that channel 0 of frame 0 of 
each telemetry sequence 1 occurs approximately 
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FIGURE 3.-The time error detection and rectification software. 
every 327.6 seconds. This enables the pyogram 
to assign a unique number defined as N to each 
sequence 1, i.e., the program counts the number 
of sequence 1s that have occurred since some 
chosen reference sequence 1 (at the reference 
sequence 1, N equals zero). N is determined by 
the program as follows: 
(Note that the brackets indicate that N has been 
rounded to an integer.) 
Where : 
to is defined as the time for channel 0 of frame 
0 of the reference sequence 1, * 
t ,  is the time for the current channel 0 of frame 
0 of the sequence 1 being counted, and 
At is a chosen supercommutated sequence ratet 
and is equal to 327.565 seconds. (It  should 
be noted that the above supercommutated 
sequence rate was chosen a t  the same time 
that t o  was chosen and does not represent the 
*It has been necessary to change this rc.ference point once during the 
useful life o f  the sparecraft (See Appendix A orbit 25.) 
+The sequence rale is nasr~~ned to be 81.014 seconds (see Figure 1 ) .  
average supercommutated sequence rate 
from to to t,.) 
The above quantities are used by the program 
to compute the parameter Delta for each sequence 
1 that is counted. Delta is defined by the fol- 
lowing formula: 
Delta = (t,-to) - N(At) (2) 
Where : 
(t,-to) represents the actual elapsed time for N 
sequence Is, 
N(At) represents the elapsed time that would 
be predicted for N sequence 1s if the 
actual supercommutated sequence rate 
was a constant, and Delta represents the 
algebraic difference of the two foregoing 
quantities. 
A sample computation of Delta is presented in 
Appendix F. Note that the computation of N 
is accurate as long as t ,  is in error by less than 50 
percent of 327.6 sec. minus the accumulated error 
due to the slightly improper choice of the super- 
commutated sequence rate. 
As previously mentioned the parameter Delta 
is computed for each sequence 1 that is counted 
TRACKING 
by the program. This parameter Delta along 
with its corresponding N is written on magnetic 
tape by the program in a format that allows, after 
being sorted chronologically with respect to time 
(program 2 in Figure 3), Delta versus N to be 
directly plotted with an EAI* data plotter. 
Appendix A contains the complete library of 
these plots for the useful lifetime of the spacecraft. 
These plots are an extremely useful tool in 
verifying the integrity of the timing associated 
with each pass of data that bas been d e d  and 
processed through the A/D line during any 
particular orbit. In addition, a great deal of 
information about the performance of the space- 
craft telemetry system, i.e., stability of the bit 
rate, can be derived from a review and analysis of 
these plots. 
The following paragraphs treat the applicabil- 
ity of these plots to the detection of timing errors 
originating a t  the station and during analog to 
digital conversion. In addition the plots proved 
valuable in the initial debugging of the A/D lime. 
A discussion encompassing the usefulness of the 
plots in the evaluation of the performance of the 
spacecraft telemetry system is also included. 
Detection of Timing Ewon Originating at the 
Ground Station 
A. The Ground Stat,ion clock set incorrectly 
with WWV during the recording of a pass. 
This relatively common error (see A p  
pendix E) is reflected in the plot of Delta 
versus N as a positive or negative displace- 
ment in the ordinate values, i.e., Delta, 
from the nominal curve during the pass. 
Appendix A, orbit number 1, contains a 
number of passes recorded at Rosman, 
North Carolina which contain this par- 
ticular error. Two of these passes have had 
the BCD time code and the WmTV signal 
simultaneously strip charted to illustrate 
the discrepancy in t,he two time codes. 
These st,rlp charts are displayed on the same 
page with the plot of orbit Number 1 in 
Appendix A. 
- - 
*Electronic Aeaociates. Inc. Model 3440. 
B. Errors introduced by the initial disagree- 
ment of the station clocks. 
During the life of IMP-I the tracking 
stations were not compensating for the 
propagation time from WWV to the station 
site. This results in all the station clocks 
initially being in disagreement with each 
other and with WWV. Appendix D con- 
tains a tabulation of these delay times. 
This initial disagreement of the station 
clocks combined with the fact that the dis- 
tance from the spacecraft to the tracking 
stations changes abruptly as coverage passes 
from station to station is readily apparent 
in all the plots appearing in Appendix A as 
small positive and negative steps in the 
curve of Delta versus N. 
C. Analog to Digital line could not synchronize 
properly with the data because of a weak or 
noisy telemetry signal. This adversely 
effected the timing. 
This anomaly is reflected in the plot of 
Delta versus N as a predominant scattering 
of the points during the pass. Appendix A, 
orbit 5 around sequence 1 counts of 4189 
and 4789 are good examples. 
D. Both BCD and Serial Decimal time were 
found to be unacceptable and the pass was 
processed with relative time.t 
This t y j ~  of error is generally reflected 
in the plots as a gap in the data where the 
pass would, under normal circumstances, be 
located. This is due to the fact that the 
values of Delta and N will generally be 
completely erroneous during the pass and 
consequently are off scale when the plots 
are made. 
E. Incorrect ID 
Because in the computation of t, the 
program utilizes the I D  of the file (see sam- 
ple calculation in Appendix F) an incorrect 
ID will also result in completely erroneous 
values of Delta and N. Again when the 
data is plotted a gap will he present where 
?Relative time is defined as  time that is generated by the A/D line 
~ecunulstor after the accumulator hsa been set to wro. (See refemcee 
18.) 
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the pass would, under normal circum- 
stances, be located. 
This I D  check is an important feature of 
this scheme, as incorrect IDS are very com- 
mon (particularly when the recording of a 
pass at the station commences very close to 
midnight) and when not detected and cor- 
rected can cause the experimenter consider- 
able difficulty in rectifying the proper date. 
Trouble-Shooting the IMP Analog to Digital Line 
As the A/D line had completed the final stages 
of construction just prior to the launch of the 
spacecraft there were a certain amount of undis- 
covered problems that remained to be resolved 
and improvements made during the processing of 
the first orbits of data. 
A. At the time that data from the sixth orbit 
was being processed a refinement was made 
to the line in the form of a circuit that 
served as a window to look for phase errors 
at  the end of each channel between the 
system flywheel frequency, which deter- 
mines when time is sampled, and the 50 
cycle channel rate derived from the recorded 
data on the analog tape. During installa- 
tion this window was mi~t~akenly inverted. 
The plot of Delta versus N reflected this 
malfunction as small "ramps" in the plots 
of each pass. (See Appendix A orbits 6 
through 13; orbit 10 around sequence 1 
counts of 9709 and 9909 is a particularly 
good example.) 
The chances of seeing an error of this 
magnitude would have been remote if a 
scheme, such as described in this paper, for 
detecting time errors was not being em- 
ployed. The reason for the ramps in the 
plots were investigated and subsequently 
discovered and corrected (see reference 7) 
as can be seen in Appendix A in the plots 
after the 13th orbit. 
B. Another interesting and yet incompletely 
explained structure in the plots of Delta 
versus A' are the "tails" observed on many 
of the passes. (See Appendix A orbits 2 
and 3.) I t  is conjectured by the designers 
of the A/D Line that these tails are due to a 
disagreement between the frequency of the 
flywheel, which determines the rate a t  
which time is sampled, and the 50 cycle 
channel rate derived from the recorded data 
on the analog tape a t  the start of processing 
of the pass. As can be seen in the plots as 
time progresses the flywheel slowly "syncs" 
in on the 50 cycle channel rate. This mal- 
function seems to have remedied itself dur- 
ing the processing of data in the later orbits 
but again appears in plots after orbit 38. 
Monitoring the Spacecraft Telemetry System 
Because the program is looking a t  the difference 
between the actual time for each sequence 1 and 
the predicted time for each sequence 1 (assumed 
supercommutated sequence rate of 327.656 sec.) 
a considerable amount of information is made 
available about the periodicity with time of the 
sequence rate. One of the distinct advantages of 
this analysis is the fact that a change in the 
sequence period will be reflected in the curve. 
A. In Appendix A, orbit 1 a sudden change in 
the period of a single supercommutat~ed 
sequence introduced an approximate 71 
second discontinuity in the curve (see Ap- 
pendix A, orbit 1, sequence 1 count of 800). 
As explained in the section titled Applica- 
bility of the IMP-I Telemetry System to 
Time Error Detection and Correction the sta- 
bility of the sampling rate of the spacecraft 
is assured through the use of a 20kc crystal 
which is backed up with a free running 
multi-vibrator synchronized to one of the 
subdivided frequencies from the crystal. 
Apparently this discontinuity was caused 
by an overload on the satellite power sys- 
tem which prevented the multi-vibrator 
from synchronizing to the crystal. Conse- 
quently it "free ran" about 25 percent low 
for about 5 minutes. (See reference 16, 
Appendix F, page 8.) 
B. Orbit number 42 in Appendix A covers that 
period when the spacecraft was eclipsed by 
the Earth for 7" 57", as is evident from the 
plot the spacecraft transmitted for lh 17" 
after entering the Earth's shadow. I t  was 
completely shut off for a period of 1 5 q 7 "  
and became operational again on May 7 a t  
07h 38" U.T. (see reference 2 and 4). I t  is 
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estimated that during the period of time
that the spacecraft was not operational the
temperature of the satellite electronics
dropped to temperatures between -60 ° and
--80°C (see reference 8, page 3). This
"cold soak" evidently changed the operat-
ing frequency of the crystal and conse-
quently the sequence rate.
The telemetered temperature of the
spacecraft battery, which is physically lo-
cated close to the encoder and thus the
crystal, is shown plotted against time fol-
lowing spacecraft turn on after the shadow
in Figure 4. The "raw time" plot of Delta
i
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FmURE 4_--Telemetered temperature of battery after
spacecraft turn on following the extended earth shadow
_._mp_-_ .._Ah *.he "F_w T_me" plot. during this time.
versus N for this same period of time has
also been included to illustrate the changing
sequence rate. As can be seen from Figure
4 it took about 19.5 hours before the crystal
frequency stabilized close to its original
value. The graphs of Average Sequence
Rate per Pass versus Satellite Clock Num-
ber in Appendix C also reveal this rather
"radical" change in the sequence rate.
C. Appendix C provides a summary of the
stability characteristics of the IMP-I te-
lemetry system during the useful life of the
spacecraft.* Graph 1 was generated by
plotting the apogee value of Delta against
the appropriate orbit number. Referring
to equation (2), i.e.,
Delta -- (t=-- to) -- N (At)
it would be expected that if At was chosen
incorrectly it would introduce a constant
slope in the plot of the Apogee Values of
Delta versus the Orbit Number.
As it turned out At equal to 327.656 was
not precisely the average supercommutated
sequence rate. This fact is reflected in the
plot of the Apogee Values of Delta versus
the Orbit Number in Appendix C.
The interesting aspect of this plot is not
the slope itself but the rate of change of the
slope which gives a measure of the long
range stability of the telemetry system.
Construction of a tangent to a least squares
quadratic fit of data from the 5th to the
24th orbit at the 5th orbit indicates the
sequence rate had drifted on the order of 4
seconds in 6.4 million seconds through the
24th orbit. From the 25th orbit until the
satellite was eclipsed for an extended length
of time in the 42nd orbit the stability under-
goes some deterioration.
D. In addition to the Apogee Values of Delta
plotted against the Orbit Numbers, Appen-
dix C contains a plot of the Average Se-
quence Rate Per Pass plotted against the
Satellite Clock Reading at the beginning of
the pass. The instabilities that were men-
tioned in the previous paragraph are par-
ticularly evident in this plot.
The Pseudo Code 3 Card Program--A Means of
Correcting and Smoothing Time
The Pseudo Code 3 Card Program (program 3
in Figure 3) uses the sorted MDT Time Verifica-
*With two exceptions the spacecraft operated continuously from
launch on November 27, 1963 until May 30, 1964 at 09 _ 18" U.T.
(see reference 3). After May 30 the sstellite became extremely
intermittent.
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tion Tape, generated by the MDT Time Verifica- 
tion Program (program 1 in Figure 3) and sorted 
by the Time Verification Sort Program (program 
2 in Figure 3)) as input. This tape contains the 
tabulation of Delta versus N (the sequence 1 
count) for the two consecutive orbits, henceforth 
referred to as the Delta-N data array, of data 
being processed. 
At the outset the program operates on the 
Delta-N data array algebraically subtracting the 
delay time of WWV propagation to the station 
site (see Appendix D) from each of the Deltas 
computed for each sequence 1 that comprise a 
pass. This compensation for the delay time of 
WWV synchronization to the station site is car- 
ried out on each of the passes that comprise the 
orbit being processed. 
As an example in Appendix F there is a sample 
calculation for the Delta corresponding to the 
first sequence 1 in a pass that was recorded a t  
Woomera, Australia on January 8, 1964. In this 
calculation Delta is computed to be +86.697 sec. 
Now referring to Appendix D the delay time from 
WWV to the station site a t  Woomera is 59.1 
milliseconds. Thus the adjusted Delta would be: 
Next the program operates on the adjusted 
Delta-N data array for each individual orbit fitting 
it, using least squares, to a quadratic equation. 
I t  is readily apparent from the plots in Appendix 
A that a second degree equation of the form: 
will approximately fit the data if we proceed from 
perigee to perigee.* Appendix B shows a com- 
parison of the raw time and the adjusted and least 
squares smoothed and corrected timc for orbits 
36 and 37. Note that the adjusted and smoothed 
time curve is below the raw time curve during 
most of the orbit due to the propagation delay 
timc adjustments that have been made. After 
making the least squares fit the program operates 
on the Code 3 Cards which were generated by the 
IMP Edit program (see Figures 2 and 3). There 
is one of these cards per pass, containing the 
following information : 
1. The start time of each pass 
2. The corresponding satellite clock reading for 1 
the start time I 
3. The stop time of each pass i 
4. The corresponding satellite clock reading for 
the stop time 
5 .  "Logging" information, e.g., I D  of the file, 
MDT tape number, etc. 
(A complete write up on the Code 3 Cards can 
be found in reference 16, Appendix B.) 
In this operation the program obtains from the 
sorted MDT Time Verification Tape the ground 
s t ~ t i o n  time for the first sequence 1 in each pass 
and the corresponding N and Delta and uses this 
N in the second degree equation that it has just 
generated for the orbit, i.e., equation 3, to com- 
pute a theoretical Delta. I t  then subtracts the 
actual Delta taken from the sorted MDT Time 
Verification tape from the theoretical Delta and 
algebraically adds this difference to the ground 
station time of the first sequence 1 in the pass. 
In a similar manner the time for the last se- 
quence 1 of the pass is adjusted to agree with the 
second tlegree equation. The adjusted start and 
stop times and corresponding satellite clock read- 
ings? are then punched into the Pseudo Code 3 
Cards along with the logging information. 
Use of The Pseudo Code 3 Cards in The De- 
commutation Program 
The Pseudo Code 3 Cards, along with the 
MDTs, now provide the inputs to the Decommu- 
tation Program (see Figure 3) where information 
from the Pseudo Code 3 Cards is used to compute 
the average sequence rate per pass which in turn 
is used to increment the time that goes on the 
experimenter tape. 
The average sequence rate per pass is computed 
by dividing the difference between the start time 
on the Pseudo Code 3 Card and the stop time on 
the Pseudo Code 3 Card bv the difference between 
the two 30-day clock readings associated with 
these start and stop times. This computation 
results in an average sequence rate for each pass. 
This average sequence rate is then used by the 
*Other matl~crnatiral cxl,ressions have brcn suggested by Cyrus J .  
Creveling of the I h t a  Systcnns Ilivision. CSI'C. In partirular, Ile feels 
that fitting the tillre clrrvr to an analytically-gcnerat~~ci urvc of a cy- 
cloid shows pronlise of inrrraaing tho arcurary of tile operation with an 
acco~iipanyin~ saving in corlrput(.r tillre (see refcrcnce 6). 
program to update the time for each sequence 
t ~ l ~ e  satc.llite clock (30-day clock) and N (the sequence 1 count) are 
related srrrh that one can easily be cornln~ted fro111 the other (see 
Appendix G ) .  
throughout the pass using the start time as the 
reference time. Thus the time that is written on 
the experimenter tape for each pass is a linear 
approximation to that particular segment of the 
least squares fit where the pass occurs. 
Actually then, the smoothed time plots which 
appear in Appendix B are made up of straight line 
segments each of which represents one pass. This 
feature is not readily apparent in the plots in 
Appendix B because the curvature is very small. 
The California EDT Time Verification Program 
This program is identical to the MDT Time 
Verification Program except that it is written to 
accept the California Experimenter Data Tape 
instead of the Master Data Tape. Its purpose 
is to provide a means of checking the alterations 
that have been made to the time through the use 
of the Pseudo Code 3 Cards in the Decommuta- 
tion Program (the same time goes on all experi- 
menter tapes, thus it is necessary to check only 
one of them). The smoothed time plots that 
appear in Appendix B are a result of plotting the 
plot tape that is created by this program. 
This h a 1  check on the timing is an important 
feature of the entire scheme as the time that 
actually is present on the experimenters' tapes is 
being reviewed in this operation. 
CONCLUSIONS 
As is evident from Appendix ,4 the scheme just 
described for detecting and correcting time errors 
was successfully applied throughout the useful 
life of IMP-I*, i.e., for almost 48 orbits, with the 
following results : 
A. A large percentage of the timing discrep 
ancies were filtered out before the data was 
received by the experimenters. This has 
saved the experimenters considerable time 
and effort in the analysis of their data and 
permitted rapid evaluation of the scientific 
significance of the data. 
*The Pseudo Code 3 Card Program wss written after the launch of 
IMP-I when the initial "raw time" plots from the first few orbits of 
data indicated that the procedure for correcting and smoothing the 
time diuaeed in this papr  would be a feasible approach to the problem 
of time errors, consequently. the first eleven orbits were not fit. In 
addition, orbits 42 and 43 were not fit due to lack of trammission from 
the spacecraft during portions of these orbits. 
B. At least two malfunctions of the A/D line 
were detected that otherwise would have 
probably gone unnoticed. 
C. The scheme provided a means of continu- 
ously keeping track of the spacecraft telem- 
etry system. 
D. Finally, it provided a relatively easy way in 
which statistics could be compiled on the 
timing failures when they did occur. Ap- 
pendix E contains a tabulation of these 
timing failures through the 23rd orbit. 
This scheme is currently being employed to 
analyze the timing associated with the data from 
IMP-I1 which was launched on October 4 of 1964. 
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APPENDIX A 
"Raw" time plots of DEXTA versus N (The Sequence 1 Count) for the useful life of IMP-I 
N(SEQUENCE I CClRW 
F~QUBE A-L 
2000 
ROT OF DELTA VERSUS THE SEQUENCE I COCEIT C W K N T S  
AS AN M I X M A T E  71 SECON) MSM)hCTINUTY IN 
TN CURVE 
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8 0 0 2  SEE 
~ 0 0 4  STRP MAAT 
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~ 2 " ~  
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1 APPENDIX B 
"Raw" time plots of DELTA versus N for orbits 36 and 37 compared with the corrected and 
smoothed plots 
arm m . - - - = - C m - -  
-8- 
APPENDIX C 
Telemetry system stability plots 
i-t 
APPENDIX D 
Propagation delay times from WWV to the Space Tracking and Data Acquisition Station Site 
Propagation Delay Times From WWV To The Space 
Tracking and Data Acquisition Station Site* 
*Propagation times calculated by the Network Timing Section, Net- 
work Engineering and Operations Division, Goddard Space Flight 
Center. 
tIncludes .3ms for WWV Receiver; Accurata to within f 5ms. 
Station 
No. 
01 - - - - -_  
03 - - - - - -  
05 - - - - - -  
07 - - - - - -  
08 - - - - - -  
12 - - - - - -  
13 - - - - - -  
14 - - - - - -  
15 - - - - - -  
16 - - - - - -  
17 - - - - - -  
18 - - - - - -  
19 ------ 
20 ------ 
55 ------ 
56 ------ 
61 - - - - - -  
Station 
Blossom Point, Maryland - - - - - -  
Fort Myers, Florida - - - - - - - - - - -  
Quito, Ecuador - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -  
Lima, Peru---------------_-__ 
Antofagasta, Chile - - - - - - - - - - - - -  
Santiago, Chile _--- - - - - - - - - - - - -  
St. Johns, Newfoundland - - -_ - - -  
Fairbanks, Alaska - - - - - - - - - - - - -  
East Grand Forks, Minnesota - -  
Winkfield, England _- - - - - - - - - - -  
Johannesburg, South Africa -----  
Goldstone Lake, California - - - - -  
Woomera, Australia- - - - - - - - - - -  
Gilmore Creek, Alaska - - - - - - - -_  
Rosman, North Carolina - - - - - - _  
South Point, Hawaii - - - - - - - - - - -  
Ascension Island- - - - - - - - - - - - - -  
College Park, Maryland - - - - - - - -  
Propagation 
Timet 
Milliseconds 
. 5  
5.8 
16.1 
20.2 
24.6 
28.7 
8.1 
27.4 
7 .2  
20.8 
45.7 
12.6 
59.1 
27.4 
3.6 
28.2 
30.1 
0 .0  
APPENDIX E 
Timing failure rates on IMP-I for the first 23 orbits* 
I. Station clock set incorrdy with WWV. 
14/855 = 1.6 percent. 
11. BCD time present and acceptable at  start  of 
pass but found deficient at some later time in 
the pass. 
101855 = 1.2 percent. 
111. BCD time code found unacceptable--pass 
processed with serial decimal time. 
1/855 = 0.2 percent. 
IV. Pass contained no usable time code-pass 
processed with relative time. 
81855 = 0.9 percent. 
V. A/D line could not synchronize properly with 
data because of a weak or noisy telemetry 
signal-this adversely affected the timing. 
13/855 = 1.5 percent. 
VI. Cause of unacceptable timing unlmown. 
4/855 =0.5 percent. 
Total number of passes which contained a 
timing failure. 
50/855 = 5.8 percent. 
St i s t i e s  compiled on a pam by pam basia. i.e., a paas ia defined M 
one uninterrupted dsta recording made at a sisgle station. not by ma- 
log tape. Thia policy nss adopted beuuae one andog trp can .nd 
often does contain mom than a nhde paas. 
Statisties on timing failurea were campiled durinF. the entire time the 
Wlrtr md P1.smas Branch had opemtional ~sponaibility for IMP- 
IPS. this constituted approximately the first 23 o r b ~ k  
APPENDIX F 
Sample calculation for DELTA and N. 
Sample sequence 1 recorded a t  Woomera, Aus- 
tralia on January 8, 1964 (this information ob- 
tained from the I D  of the file) a t  20h 39" 51.776" 
U.T. during orbit number 12. 
From equation (1) in text: 
(Note that the brackets indicate that N has 
been rounded to an integer.) 
Where : 
At = 327.656 sec. 
to=November 27, 1963 a t  03h 53" 46.1758 
t,= January 8, 1964 a t  20h 39" 51.766' 
All time is referenced from January 1, 1963 thus: 
Sec 
to = 86,400 :X (330 Days) 
Day 
Sec. 
+3,600 -- Hour X (3 Hours) 
Sec. 
+60 (53 Min.) 
+46.175 sec. 
to = 28,526,026.175 sec. 
Sec t, = 86,400 - X (372 Days) 
Day 
Sec. X3,600 -Hour X (20 Hours) 
Sec 
+60 X (39 Min.) 
+51.776 Sec. 
From equation (2) in text: 
DELTA= (t,- to) - N(At) 
DELTA =3,689,165.601- 11,259. X (327.656) 
DELTA = +86.697 Sec. 
APPENDIX G 
A comparison of the 30-Day Clock, 90-Day Clock and the Sequence 1 Count for approximately 
6 months of satellite operation. 
GEOS-1 LASER RETROREFLECTOR DESIGN AND PRE- 1 
LIMINARY SIGNAL CALCULATIONS* i 
H. H. PLOTKIN I 
INTRODUCTION 
GEOS will be attitude stabilized along the 
gradient of the gravitational field, so that the 
normal to the bottom plane surface will point 
toward the center of the earth. On this bottom 
plane will be mounted an array of cube-corner 
prisms, each with an entrance aperture approxi- 
mately 1 inch in diameter. These will form a 
retroreflecting surface and will enhance the re- 
flected energy received in the vicinity of a ground 
laser source directed at the satellite. The aims of 
this paper are (a) to discuss the advisability of 
tilting the symmetry axes of the cube-corners a t  
various angles to the plane normal in an attempt 
to equalize the effective reflecting area presented 
to rays incident over a large range of angles, and 
(b) to perform preliminary signal calculations 
which would be useful for the design of ground 
stations. 
CENTER OF EARTH 
FIGURE 1.--Geometry of a satellite pass. 
expressed in terms of w) and its index of refraction, 
N. When rotated about an axis parallel to one of 
the sides of the hexagon, the expression for the 
- 
VARIATION OF EFFECTIVE REFLECTING AREA effective area can be written 
WITH ANGLE OF INCIDENCE 
A = (w tan 30") cos a (w - 2d tan a') As a satellite moves over the laser reflection 
station during a pass, the angle between the line of 
[ 
+ (w - 2d tan a')2 --- 
sight and the satellite symmetry axis will change, w 
as shown in Fig. 1. The individual cube-corner where 
prisms will be identical t,o those used on the S-66 
sin 3001 
Beacon Explorer Satellite in which the corners of a'= arc sin - ti;? (1) 
the triangular front face have been cut off to form 
an aperture in the form of a regular hexagon. For A plot of the relative projected area versus angle 
those prisms, the effective reflecting area has of incidence is  resented in Fig. 2, in which the 
previously been calculated by P. 0. Minott area a t  normal incidence has been normalized to 
(Monthly Research and Advanced Technological unity. The curve resulting from rotation about 
Development Activity Report for April 1963). a corner of the hexagon instead of a side does not 
In addition to the angle of incidence, a, the vary significantly from this. 
variation of area depends upon the width across In order to maximize the angle of the cone about 
flats, w, the depth of the prism, dl (which can be zenith in which a ground station would find 
*Published as Q&rd Spoec Flisih( Ccnlm Docurnml X,594-f2-906, effective laser tracking possible, it has been 
JUIY 1864. suggested that the GEOS reflector consist of an 
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a (DEGREES) 
FIGURE 2.-f (a) vs. a. Relative effective area of a single 
fuzed quartz cube-comer as a function of the angle 
between incident ray and symmetry axis. 
array of cube comers with their axes tilted at  a 
variety of angles with respect to the satellite 
symmetry axis. Thus, if the distribution of tilt 
angles were chosen properly, it was hoped that the 
satellite might present a reasonably large effective 
area even when the zenith distance, 8, was rela- 
tively large. Further consideration of the proposal 
shows that there is little or nothing to be gained by 
pursuing this approach. 
Suppose the zenith distance were such that the 
line of sight made an angle a1 with the normal to 
the bottom surface. Then, if all the cube corners 
were parallel and pointing down, the relative 
projected area would bef~ (see Fig. 3). Now, if a 
group of prisms were tilted so as to point closer 
to the line of sight, making an angle at with the 
laser beam, these reflectors would have a larger 
effective relative area j z .  At the same time, it is 
clear that another equal group of prisms would 
have to be tilted away from the line of sight by the 
same angle in order to maintain rotational sym- 
metry about Lhe stellite &s. Th-ese rpflpr!tnw 
would present the smaller relative area j3. Where 
the function j(a) is linear, the loss of area in the 
group tilted away from the laser just offsets the 
gain experienced by those tilted in the favorabie 
direction. Where the second derivative of j(a) is 
negative (near zenith), the result is a net loss of 
reflecting area, and where the second derivative of 
f(a) is positive, (nearer to the horizon) there is a 
net gain. 
a 
FIGURE 3.-The effect of tilting groups of cubecomer 
prisms. 
The small improvement in effective area that 
might be experienced at large zenith distances by 
distributing the cube comer directions in this 
manner does not contribute appreciably to the 
usefulness of the satellite because other parameters 
which also determine the signal strength will be 
found to vary in a much more significant way. 
In particular, the received energy falls off very 
rapidly as the satellite moves away from zenith 
because of increasing range and increasing atmo- 
spheric attentuation. In addition, any attempt 
to tilt the cube comers without lifting them out of 
the plane of the bottom surface would result in 
shadowing effects and/or degraded geometrical 
packing efficiency. Our conclusions therefore are 
to arrange as many reflectors as possible into a 
mosaic on the available area, with all of them 
pointing parallel to the gravitational gradient. 
REFLECTED SIGNAL VS. ZENITH ANGLE 
We use the following parameters: 
Ei=tlre energy in the transmitted laser pulse 
6,= half-angle of the transmitted beam diver- 
gence cone. We assume the energy is 
uniformly distributed over this cone. 
Aofjaj = effeclive ~trereflccting area of t,he array, 
for light incident at  an angle a to the 
symmetry axis. A0 is the maximum 
projected area and j(o) = 1. Fig. 2 is a 
plot of j(a). 
p=effective reflectivity 
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6, = half-angle of the reflected beam diver- 
gence. Again, we assume that the ener- 
gy is uniformly distributed in this cone. ATMOSPHERE 
~ ( e )  =one-way transmission through the atmo- 
sphere for light a t  zenith distance 0. 
a = slant range from observer to satellite 
d = receiving telescope aperture 
q = receiving telescope transmission. 
The ratio of received signal to transmitted pulse 
energy is then given by 
where 
pAotld2 K=- 
4~616: 
is a constant, and 
FIGURE 4.-Atmospheric attenuation geometry. 
(3) 
where t(0) = ( - R cos 0 
+[R2 cos2 O+T(2R+T)]i) (8) 
Note that in the limit of a flat earth (R--tm), (4) equation (6) may be written 
is a variable over the duration of a pass since it is a 
t(e) = function of zenith distance 0. From Fig. 1 and 
the law of cosines, 
a =  -R cos 0+[R2 cos2e+h(2R+h)]) (5) 
From the law of sines, 
sin a=- R:h sin e 
+. . - 1 1 t(0) T sec 0 (9) 
and 
(6) 
~ h e s e  quations enable us to calculate expected This is the usual expression used by astronomers 
signal levels for a satellite a t  different positions in for atmospheric transmission. I t  is only accurate 
the sky. for zenith angles such that 
VARIATION OF ATMOSPHERIC TRANSMISSION 
To estimate the effect of zenith angle on atmo- 
spheric transmission, we assume the very rough 
model shown in Fig. 4. The atmosphere here is a 
uniformly dense layer of thickness T. A light 
beam passing once through the entire atmosphere 
in a vertical direction will be attenuated so that its 
intensity is reduced to a fraction TO of its initial 
value. At a zenith angle 0, the atmospheric path 
length is t(0) and the one-way transmission is 
R 
sec2 e < 1 +0.2- T (1 1) 
If we take for the thickness of our model atmo- 
sphere T = 25 km, and for the radius of the earth 
R=6,310 km, we find that the condition in eq. 
(11) is satisfied by 
e < 800 (12) 
Since we will never operate a t  zenith angles even (7) 
as large as this, we may as well use eq. (10) instead 
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of the more complicated expressions (7) and (8). The transmitted laser beam will be taken with a 
The value of ro is chosen to  be 0.7, from several divergence equal to that planned for S-66 since 
conservative estimates in the literature. Fig. 5 i t  seems to be a good compromise between aiming 
is the resulting variation of atmospheric trans- ability and energy concentration. 
mission with zenith angle. 6, = 5 X 10-' radians 
9 (DEGREES ) 
F I G ~ E  5.--One-way atmospheric transmission vs. zenith 
angle. r ( 8 )  = r e  8  
Assuming ro =0.7. 
EXAMPLE OF NUMERICAL SIGNAL 
CALCULATIONS 
The expected orbit for GEOS-I is one with a 
perigee of 600 nautical miles and an apogee of 
about 1200 nautical miles. We choose an altitude 
of 1500 km (about 800 nautical miles) as a typical 
example because i t  results in fairly large off-axis 
incidence angles a so we can study the drop-off in 
effective area. The corresponding relation be- 
tween a and zenith angle 0 is shown in Fig. 6. 
When the effective reflecting area is then plotted 
as a function of 0 instead of cr, as required in 
eq. (4), it. appears as in Fig. 7. The lact of the 
variable factors, slant-range, a, is plotted ln Fig. 8. 
We next turn to a calculation of the constant K 
in eq. (3). The specification on the cube corner 
reflectors is that 50 percent of t.he light incident on 
the effective reflecting area shall be retro-reflected 
within a cone 20 seconds of arc in diameter. We 
thus have 
a VS. 0 FOR GEOS AT 1500 km ALTITUDE 
a = ARC SIN [ SIN B] I 
0 (DEGREES) - 
FIGWE 6.- vs. 19 for GEOS at 1500 km altitude 
.=amsin [R sin 01 
R +h 
f n B ( U I A C U s V f )  
A N )  f n 0 ( L O W  CUsM) 
F a  YTELLrn  UllTmE h = 1mL. 
f 
0.4 - 
0.2 - 
F r ~ r r a ~  7.-f vs. 8  (upper curve) and f vs. a (lower curve) 
for satellite altitude h = 1500 km. 
& = 10 = 5 X 1 e 5  radians. FIGURE 8.-Range vs. zenith angle for 1500 km altitude. 
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3 EACH 
1 EACH 
FIGURE 9.-Approximate geometry of reflector panels. 
The receiving telescope is assumed to have an 
aperture with a diameter 
d= 16 inches= 0.4064 meters 
and the transmission of the receiving optics is 
q = 0.5 
The reflector arrays will be fitted into four flat 
panels which take on the trapezoidal shapes shown 
in Fig. 9. Around the perimeter of each panel 
will probably be a waster strip about inch wide 
because of the hexagonal shape of the reflectors. 
The usable area of these panels adds up to about 
A.  = 0.178 sq. meters. 
9 (DEGREES) 
FIGURE 10.-Received signal per joule of transmitted 
ruby laser energy. Photons/joule. 
eq. (2) is plotted in Fig. 10. The scale on the 
right has been converted into received photons a t  
the sensor, per joule of energy in the transmitted 
ruby laser pulse. 
Using a photomultiplier detector we have 
found that lo4 photons results in a good signal, 
even against a bright sky, with proper filtering. 
This would allow us, from Fig. 10, to get range 
information from GEOS down to a zenith angle of 
a t  least 53O, with much better signals near zenith. 
For other geometrical arrangements, other detec- 
tors and lasers, similar calculations may be per- 
formed. However, it is already clear from the 
foregoing that the laser reflection panels on GEOS 
will be very valuable for range and photographic 
tracking with geodetic precision. 
When the appropriate values are inserted into ACKNOWLEDGMENT 
eq. (3) we obtain 
K = 0.9358 km4 
Much of this paper developed from valuable 
discussions with William M. Meyers of General 
The ratio of received to transmitted energy from Electric Missile and Space Division. 
THERMAL RADIATION TO A FLAT SURFACE ROTAT- 
ING ABOUT AN ARBITRARY AXIS IN AN ELLIP- 
TICAL EARTH ORBIT: APPLICATION TO SPIN- 
STABILIZED SATELLITES* 
EDWARD I. POWERS 
The derivation of total thermal radiation incident upon a flat plate rotating about an arbi- 
trary axis is presented. The functional relationships between position in an elliptical earth 
orbit and direct solar radiation, earth-reflected solar radiation (albedo), and earth-emitted radia- 
tion (earthshine) are included. The equations have been programmed for the IBM 7090 digital 
computer, resulting in solutions which relate the incident radiation to spin axis orientation and 
orbital position. Several representative orbits for a typical geometrical configuration were 
analyzed and are presented as examples. 
INTRODUCTION 
The satisfactory operation of an artificial satel- 
lite depends upon maintaining the payload tem- 
perature within prescribed limits. For example, 
the standard batteries employed in present-day 
spacecraft generally restrict the temperature limits 
to 0" and 40°C. Often experiments located within 
the satellite structure further restrict this variation. 
The temperature level of a satellite may be 
determined by solving t,he instantaneous energy 
balance 
where 
P = internal power dissipation, 
S = solar constant,, 
as = solar absorptance, 
A, = instantaneous projected area for sunlight, 
q,lb =reflected solar radiation (albedo), 
qes - esrth~llllf fed radiation (earthshine), 
a = Stefan-Boltzmann constant, 
r = infrared emittance, 
A, = total surface area, 
T4= mean fourth power, surface temperature, 
WCp=heat capacity of the satellite, 
dl'= time rate of change of satellite dt temperature. 
If the avarage orbital temperature is being com- 
puted, the last term is dropped. In this case all 
heat input terms represent integrated orbital 
values. 
I t  should be noted t,hat the above equation, as a 
representation of the entire satellite, is greatly 
oversimplified. The values for e and a. generally 
vary over the surface and great fluctuations in 
skin temperature may exist. In  practice the 
thermal analysis consists of the development of a 
thermal model which represents a fine mesh of 
interconnected isothermal nodes. The appropri- 
ate relationship between nodes in regard to 
thermal conduction and radiation interchange 
must be established. 
The energy baiance for eizch zode ~f 2 thermal 
model may be written 
*Published as NASA Tcchniml Note 0-9147. April 1961. 
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where 
C,,, = conductance between nodes n and m, 
En, = effective emissivity between nodes n 
and m, 
F,, = shape factor-area product between nodes 
n and m. 
Since the major interest is to determine the 
~at~ellite mperature level and not the gradients 
within, a discussion of the terms in the first 
equation is in order. 
For most passive controlled satellites P is rela- 
tively small compared with the total radiation 
input and does not have a significant effect on the 
satellite mean temperature. The magnitude of 
this effect, however, depends upon the e of the 
surface (e.g. a surface with a low absolute e may 
raise the internal temperature significantly be- 
cause the skin has a limited capacity for re- 
radiation). 
The remaining three heat sources, direct solar 
heating, earth-reflected solar heating (albedo), 
and earth-emitted radiation (earthshine), rep- 
resent the significant inputs to the satellite. I t  is 
apparent that an adequate thermal design is 
predicated upon a reasonably accurate knowledge 
of these thermal radiation inputs. The major 
source of energy - direct solar radiation - is for- 
tunately the most accurately obtained. Since the 
sun's rays impinging upon the satellite are virtual- 
ly parallel, the problem is simply one of deter- 
mining the instantaneous orientation of each 
external face with respect to the solar vector. 
The calculation of earthshine is considerably 
less precise, requiring fundamental assumptions to 
reduce the complexity of comput,ation. These 
include the assumptions that the earth is a 
diffusely emitting blackbody and that the surface 
temperature is uniform a t  450°1t. This permits 
direct calculation of energy input from all visible 
positions on the earth. Since all locations supply 
varying inputs, an integral equation must be 
solved to obtain the total incident energy. 
The albedo determination involves a similar 
integrat,ion. The earth in this case is assumed to 
be a diffusely reflecting sphere. In addit,ion, the 
source in tens it,^ is a function of the satellite 
location relat.ive t,o thc sunlit portion of the eart,h. 
For the nonrot.at,ing satellite whose orientation 
is "fixed in space" the calculation of t,hc t,hermal 
radiation fluxes is performed a t  any interval dur- 
ing the orbit. At each orbital position a partic- 
ular flat surface may or may not ''see" the entire 
part of the earth's cap visible from the satellite. 
In  the latter case integration for albedo and 
earthshine must exclude the shaded portion of the 
cap. Spin-stabilized satellites which rotate uni- 
formly about the spin axis greatly complicate the 
analysis. The rotation around an arbitrary axis 
means in general that the heat fluxes vary, since 
the visible portion of the earth is a function of 
this rotation. 
The analysis presented herein is based upon the 
energy impinging upon a flat surface whose 
orientation is defined in vector notation (by the 
normal vector), and which is rotating about an 
arbitrary axis. This has a much broader applica- 
tion than may be realized a t  first. Although the 
obvious application is for spin-stabilized satellites, 
the results apply to any body of revolution. Here 
the interest lies in the variation of flux about the 
axis rather than an average value per spin. Thus, 
with the orientation of a single flat plate, the 
impinging fluxes on cylinders and cones are 
obtained. A sphere or a shape wit,h a variable 
surface curvature along its axis requires several or 
many such plates, depending upon the precision 
required. I t  can be seen that the thermal radia- 
tion to the entire satellite surface may be found 
by simply considering a handful of appropriately 
oriented flat plates. 
The purpose of this paper is to present, in 
general form, the derivation of the governing 
equations for the radiation energy sources as 
stated. The equations refer specifically to a flat 
surface rotating about an axis whose orientation 
is arbitrary. The dependence upon orbital posi- 
tion is included; the results of the numerical 
integration of these equations, encompassing a 
suitable range of applicable orbits, is presented. 
COORDINATE SYSTEMS AND VECTOR 
REPRESENTATION 
The primary coordinate system is fixed with 
respect to the orbit (Figure 1). The XY plane 
lies in the plane of the orbit with the X axis 
coincident with the line connecting t,he center of 
the earth (the focus of the ellipse) and perigee. 
As thc satellite traverses the orbit, the in- 
stantaneous location is defined by the angle a. 
TRACKING Sk*STE?tiS 
FIGURE 2.--Orientation of normal and solar vectors. 
LEGEND 
0 -EARTH CENTER 
P -PERIGEE 
7 =angle between N and the Z axis, 
FIGURE 1.--Coordinate systems. v =  angle between the projection of S on the 
XY plane and the X axis, 
The altitude, therefore, may be determined at any X = angle between S and the Z axis. 
instant by The vectorial representations in the fixed co- 
(P+R,) ( I+  e) ordinate system are thus A(a) = I +  e c o s a  (1) 
N = c o s p s i n y i  + s i n p  s i n 7  j + c o s y k  (2) 
where 
A(a) =altitude, 
P = altitude a t  perigee, 
Re= radius of the earth, 
e = eccentricity of the orbit. 
The orientation of the unit vectors (Figure 2) 
representing the normals to the flat plates, N, and 
the solar vector, S, are specified by the following 
angles : 
13 =angle between the projection of N on the 
XY plane and the X axis, 
and 
$ = c o s v  s i n k  i + s i n v  s i n k  j + c o s h  k  . (3) 
I t  is convenient to introduce an instantaneous 
coordinate system (X' Y' Z') whose origin is fixed 
in the satellite (Figure 1). The X'Y' plane lies 
in the orbital plane with the X' axis coincident 
with the line from the earth's center to the 
satellite. Z' and Z have the same orientation. 
The vectors N and S in the primed system are 
N = cos  ( P - a )  s i n y  i '  + s i n  ( p - a )  s i n y j '  + c o s y k '  , (4) 
S = c o s  ( v - a )  s i n A i '  + s i n  ( v - a )  s i n h j '  + c o s h k '  . (5) 
In a similar manner the expression for the spin axis vector A may be shown to be 
A = c o s  ( 8 - a )  s i n &  i '  + s i n  ( 8 - a )  s i n p  j' + C O S ~  k ' (6) 
where PLATE ROTATING ABOUT THE SPIN AXIS 
6=angle between the projection of A on the XY For spin-stabilized satellites the normal vectors 
plane and the X axis, N, which represent the orientation of the exterior 
p = angle between A and the Z axis. surfaces, rotate about the spin axis. In deter- 
1 
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mining both instantaneous and average heat coincident with the spin axis A. Y" is defined so I 
fluxes, the orientation of N as a function of this that it lies in the plane formed by X" and an 
, 
rotation with respect to the primed coordinate arbitrary fixed position of the normal vector 
system (X' Y' Z') must be known. This is No.* 
accomplished by defining a third coordinate sys- In Figure 3, the following terms may be ~ 
tem X" Y" Z" (Figure 3). The X" axis is evaluated: I 
I 
c o s  T = cos @ - a )  s i n y  c o s  ( 6 - a )  s i n p  
I 
+ s i n  ( p - a )  s i n y  s i n  ( 6 - a )  s i n p  + c o s y  c o s p  , (7) i 
N cos T it' + s i n  r c o s  K j " + s i n  T s i n  K k  " (8) 
Y" I t  can be seen that the angle between the spin 
A axis and No can be computed only in the first and 
second quadrants of the X" Y" plane. This has 
little effect since K varies from 0 to 27r (a rotation). 
[If the vector No lies in the third quadrant (of the 
X" Y" plane) the initial position for rotation 
remains in the second quadrant.] The objective 
now is to relate the double-primed unit vectors to 
the primed vectors in order to determine N in the 
x w  primed system. 
The projections of j" and kt' in the primed 
coordinate system are found in the following 
manner: The value for the unit vector kt' is 
A x  No k t ,  z -- - g i '  + h j '  + Ik' 
I A x  N o (  fgZ + h2 + 1 2  (9) 
2'' 
FIGURE 3.-Double-primed coordinate system. where 
g = s i n  ( 6 - a )  s i n p  c o s y -  C O S ~  s i n  ( p - a )  s i n y  , 
h  = c o s p  c o s  ( p - a )  s i n  y  - c o s  ( 6 - a )  s i n p  c o s y  , 
I = c o s  ( 6  - a )  s i n p  s i n  ( b -  a )  s i n  y  
- s i n  ( 6  - a )  s i n +  cos  ( p - a )  s i n y  
Similarly 
(A x  N ~ )  x  A  mi' + nj ' + ok' 
j" = = I (A No) A 1 )/mz + nz + 0 2  
*Since a complete rotation occura, the orientation of No merely indicates the starting point. 
i 
TRACKING SYSTEMS i 1 where where 
I 
I m = h c o s p  - I s i n  ( S - a )  s i n p  , a = p c o s s  + s s i n - r  c o s ~  + v s i n s   sin^ . 
I n  = I cos ( S - a )  s i n p -  g c o s p .  b = q c o s s  + t s i n - r  c o s ~  + w s i n s   sin^ . 
I o = g s i n  ( S - a )  s i n p -  h c o s  ( S - a )  s i n p .  c = r c o s s  + u s i n s  C O S K  + x s i n s   sin^ . 
1 
I N may now be determined in the primed co- where K is the angle of rotation. N may now be 
I ordinate system (X' Y' 23. By rewriting the - evaluated a t  any position during rotation through- 
double-primed unit vectors, out the orbit in the primed system (XI Y' Z'). 
I 
i n *  = pi1 + gj. + r k '  
I 
I 
DETERMINATION OF EARTHSHINE 
I 
(11) The general expression for the radiation intensi- je0 = + t j '  + u k '  ty dq, from a diffusely emitting source dA, im- 
pinging upon a unit area, is as follows: 
k' = vi' + vj' + x k '  
I c o s w  c o s q  dAe 
where dq = D* (13) 
p  = cos ( S - a )  s i n p  , 
where 
q  = s i n  ( S - a )  s i n p  . 
By substituting for i", j", and k" in Equation 8 
N = a i '  + b j O  + c k O .  (12) 
I =source intensity, 
w = angle between the line connecting the unit 
area wit.h dA, and the nonnal to dA. (N.), 
7 =angle between the line connecting dA, with 
the unit area and the normal to the unit area, 
D = distance between the unit area and dAe. 
With the application of this equation to  a flat 
plate of unit area a t  an altitude A(a), the radiation 
intensity impinging upon the plate is 
coso cos q dAe 
D~ (14) 
where 
u = Stefan-Boltzmann constant, 
Te=mean black body temperature of the 
earth's surface, 
uTe4 = the heat flux leaving the source dA, 
From the geometry of Figure 4 (which is similar to 
a sketch used by Katz*) and the vector notation 
presented, the terms in the equation may be 
*Katz, A. J., "Determination of Thermal Radiation Incident upon 
the Surfacea of an Earth Satellite in an Elliptical Orbit." Grumnus 
Aircraft Engineering Corp.. Rept. XP 12.20. Msy 1960. 
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defined more specifically: 
D = - H i '  + Re s i n 6  c o s 4  j' + Re s i n 0  s i n @  k '  , 
Equation 14 may now be written in the form 
- ( a  [ -  A(a) t Re (I- cos  B ) ]  + b Re s i n  0 cosm + c  Re s i n e  s i n $ ]  - 
1 (15) 
The limits of integration are such that the part of 
the earth cap visible from the instantaneous loca- 
tion of the satellite is included. For most prac- 
tical cases, a t  least a portion of the cap is not 
visible from a plate because of its orientation. 
Attempts to define the appropriate integration 
limits for such cases are extremely laborious. 
Since the equations cannot be solved without the 
aid of a high speed computer, an alternative a p  
proach is employed.* The numerical integration 
includes the entire visible part of the earth cap as 
stated, but the contributions of the elemental area 
that the plate does not see are deleted if the local 
value of cos 7 is negative. 
Equation 15 represents the flux for the instan- 
taneous orientation of the plate. Interest also 
lies in the determination of the flux for a complete 
rotation of the plate about the satellite spin axis. 
The average value for q~ is therefore 
'Katc. A. J., op. cit. where K is the rotational angle. 
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DETERMINATION OF ALBEDO 
The calculation for the albedo input to an 
orbiting plate is similar to that for the earthshine 
but involves additional basic assumptions. The 
reflectance of the earth depends on what is the 
visible surface-land, water, snow, cloud cover, 
etc. Until precise data is available which indi- 
cates the functional relationship between the 
albedo and the visible surface, an approximate 
mean value of 35 percent appeam satisfactory. 
The reflected radiation is assumed to be diffuse. 
The local earth-reflected intensity varies with the 
1 cosine of the angle between the solar vector and 
the local normal. Since the input to the plate is a 
function of the source intensity of the visible 
FrGWE 4.-F..arth,s visible from sate,te when elementai areas, the reflected radiation can be 
coincident with Y'. expressed by 
{a [- A(.) + Re ( 1  - cos @ )I + b Re sin 8 ms4 + c Re sin 8 sin& . I 
where 
S = solar constant (440 BTU/hr/ft2) 
alb = albedo factor (0.35) 
+=angle between the solar vector S and the normal to dA., N,, 
Cos y5 may be obtained from: 
cos$ = S . Ne 
The area of the earth that contributes to the The average albedo flux received by the plate 
albedo is the surface common to the sunlit part of per rotation about the spin axis is 
the earth and the part of the cap visible from the 
plate. The remaining area visible from the plate 
q~.. (19: 
but receiving no sunlight contributes nothing to 
the heat input. This is accounted for in the CALCULATION OF DIRECT SOLAR FLUX 
numerical integration by deleting inputs when The calculation of direct sunlight involves the 
. cos + is negative. determination of the instantaneous projected area 
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of the plate with respect to the solar vector: 
'SR = S ( S * N )  
= S [a cos (u -a) s i n  A t b s in (v - a )  s i n  h + c  cos A] , (20) 
where S is the solar constant. 
Because of its orientation the plate may or may 
not be facing the sun during a rotation. Negative 
values of S-N indicate that it is not facing the sun. 
The average flux per spin is 
Because the orientation of the plate is fixed in 
space, the heat flux is constant throughout the 
sunlit portion of the orbit. To determine whether 
or not the satellite is within the earth's shadow a t  
any orbital position requires two simple checks.* 
If both of the following expressions are satisfied, 
the satellite received no direct input from the sun: 
where Q is the angle between the solar vector 
S and X', 
m s n  = cos (v - a )  s i n  A . 
APPLICATION 
Hypothetical geometric configurations (Figure 
5) have been chosen to illustrate the use of the 
FIGURE 5.-Geometrical configurations. 
*Ksts. A. J.. op. cit. 
equations. The external surfaces are represented 
by the indicated normal vectors. The three 
sketches represent three spin axis orientations. 
Circular orbits of 150,550, 1050,2000, and 5000 
statute miles, in which the solar vector lies in the 
plane of the orbit (minimum sunlight), were con- 
sidered. Figures 6-35 indicate the orbital varia- 
ANGULAR POSITION I N  ORBIT atdegrees) 
FIGURE 6.-Earthemitted radiation for circular orbits, 
6 =90 degrees, p=90 degrees. 
ANGULAR POSITION IN ORBIT a (degrees) 
FIGURE 7.-Albedo for minimum sunlit circular orbits, 
6 =90 degrees, p =90 degrees. 
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ANGULAR POSITION IN ORBIT o (degrees) 
FIGURE 8.-Esrth-emitted radiation for circular orbits, 
a=w degrees, 8=45 dcmm. 
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0 
0 45 90 135 180 225 270 315 360 
ANGULAR POSlTlON IN ORBITa(degrees) 
FIGURE 9.-Albedo for minimum sunlit circular orbits, 
a=90 degrees, 8=45 degrees. 
ANGULAR POSITION IN ORBlT (degrees) 
FIGWE 10.-Earth-zmitted radiation for circular orbits, 
a=w d w ,  8=0 degrees 
ANGULAR POSITION IN ORBIT (degrees) 
~QG- 11.-Albedo for minimum sunlit circular orbits, 
6=W degrees, 8=0 degrees. 
ANGULAR POSlTlON IN ORBIT (c!epes) 
RGUBE 12.-Efuth-emitted radiation for circulsr orbits, 
a -90 degrees, 8 =315 degrees. 
ANGULAR POSITION IN ORBlT (degrees) 
ROURE 13.-Albedo for minimum sunlit circular orbits, 
a=w d m  ~ = 3 1 5  d m .  
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ANGULAR POSITION IN ORBIT (degrees) 
FIGURE 14.-Earth-emitted radiation for circular orbits, 
6 = 90 degrees, 8 = 270 degrees. 
7 0  
.-. 
N- 
7 6 0  
c --. 2 5 0  
- 
X 4 0  3 
LL 
+ 3 0  
9 
2 0  
1 0  1050 and 2 0 0 0  m ~ l  
0 
0 4 5  9 0  135 180 225 2 7 0  3 1 5  3 6 0  
ANGULAR POSITION IN ORBIT (degrees) 
ANGULAR POSITION IN ORBIT (degrees) 
FIGURE 17.-Albedo for minimum sunlit circular orbits, 
6 =45 degrees, 8 =45 degrees. 
' 0  4 5  9 0  1 3 5  180 225 2 7 0  3 1 5  3 6 0  
ANGULAR POSITION IN ORBIT (degrees) 
FIGURE 18.-Earth-emitted radiation for circular orbits, FIGURE 15.-Albedo for minimum sunlit circular orbits, 6 -45 degrees, j3 =0 degrees. 
6 = 90 degrees, 8 =270 degrees. 
ANGULAR POSITION IN ORBIT (degrees) 
FIGURE 16.-Earthemitted radiation for circular orbits, 
6 =45 degrees, 8 =45 degrees. 
ANGULAR POSITION IN ORBIT (degrees) 
FIGURE 19.-Albedo for minimum sunlit circular orbits, 
6 -45 degrees, PO degrees. 
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ANGULAR POSITION IN ORBlT (degrees) 
FIGURE 20.-Earth-emitted radiation for circular orbits, 
a =45 degrees, 8 =315 degrees. 
ANGULAR POSITION IN ORBlT (degrees1 
FIGURE 21.-Albedo for minimum sunlit circular orbits, 
6 =45 degrees, /3 = 315 degrees. 
ANGULAR POSITION IN ORBlT (degrees) 
RGWE 22.-Earth-emitted radiation for circular orbits, 
6 = 45 degrees, 8 = 270 degrees. 
ANGULAR POSITION IN ORBlT (degrees) 
FIGURE 23.-Albedo for minimum sunlit circular orbits, 
6 =45 degrees, 8=270 degrees. 
"G\ A5 90 135 180 225 270 315 360 
ANGULAR POSITION IN ORBlT idegrees; 
FIGURE 24.-Earth-emitted radiation for circular orbits, 
6 =45 degrees, 6 = 225 degrees. 
ANGULAR POSITION IN ORBlT (degrees) 
F r o m  25.-Albedo for minimum sunlit circular orbits, 
6 = 45 degrees, 8 = 225 degrees. 
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ANGULAR POSITION IN ORBIT (degrees) 
FIGURE 26.-Earthemitted radiation for circular orbits, 
6 = 0 degrees, 8 = 0 degrees. ANGULAR POSITION I N  ORBIT a (degrees) 
FIGURE 28.-Earthemitted radiation for circular orbits. 
8 =0 degrees, 8 =315 degrees. 
ANGULAR POSITION I N  ORBlT (degrees) ANGULAR POSITION I N  ORBIT o(degrees) 
F ~ a m  27.-Albedo for minimum sunlit circular orbits, FIGURE 29.-Albedo for minimum sunlit circular orbits. 
6 = 0 degrees, 8 = 0 degrees. 6 =0 degrees, 8 -315 degreen. 
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ANGULAR WSlTlON IN ORBlT (degrees) 
FIGWE 30.-Earthemitted radiation for circular orbits. 
8=0 degrees, 8=2'70 degreea 
60 I I I I i I 
I I  I I I 1 
ANGULAR POSITION IN ORBlT (degrees) 
ANGULAR POSITION IN ORBlT (degrees) 
FIGURE 33.-Albedo for minimum sunlit circular orbits, 
6=0 degrees, p=225 degrees. 
FIGURE 81.-Albedo for minimum sunlit circular orbits, ANGULAR POSITION IN ORBIT ~(degrees) 
a=O degrees, 8=!Z70 degrees. 
FIGURE 34.-Earth-emitted radiation for circular orbits, 
a = 0 degrees, 8 = 180 degreeg 
ANGULAR POSITION IN ORBlT (degrees) ANGULAR POSITION I N  ORBIT ~(degrees) 
FIGURE 32.-Earth-emitted radiation for circular orbits, FIGURE 35.-Albedo for minimum sunlit circular orb'lta, 
a=o d m  p=2% degrees a=o degrees, 8=180 degma 
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tion of earthshine and albedo. * These heat fluxes Table 1 
represent mean integrated values per rotation a t  Mean Solar Heat Flux per Rotation* 
the instantaneous orbital position. The direct 
solar flux is constant in sunlight for a specific 
orientation. Appropriate values are presented 
in Table 1. 
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*The mathematical model assumed the earth cap to be comprised of 
512 elemental areas. The curves are b m d  primarily on calculations 
made at 22.5 degree increments throughout the orbit. Because of this, 
the peaks in some of the albedo curves were estimated. I t  should be 
noted that, because of the configurations chosen, the orbital heat 
fluxes in several cases are identical except for angular displacement. 
'The data presented represent the instantaneous day- 
light heat flux impinging upon the rotating faces of the 
configuration in Figure 5. The sun in all ca ses  is paral- 
lel to the X axis; p ,Y, and A are 90 degrees. 
APPLICATION OF EDDY CURRENT CLUTCHES TO 
TRACKING ANTENNA DRIVE SYSTEMS* 
NICHOLAS k RAUMANN 
I .  INTRODUCTION The intent of this report is to study the feasi- 
Large microwave tracking antennas often re- 
quire servo drive systems capable of delivering 
several hundred horsepower to control the position 
of the reflector. This is particularly true for 
antennas that are not equipped with radomes 
and are required to operate in strong winds. 
Antenna specifications usually put severe con- 
straints on the characteristics of the servo system. 
The drive system must have a large dynamic 
range. It sometimes must be capable of tracking 
the trajectory of a missile being fired a t  close 
range on one hand, and must also be capable of 
tracking a synchronous satellite on the other. 
Tracking has to be accomplished with a minimum 
of error, typically a minute of arc, but in extreme 
cases the error has to be less than a few seconds 
of arc. During the tracking operation the servo 
system has to show reasonable stability and must 
be relatively insensitive to environmental condi- 
tions such as ice, snow, rain, wind, and heat. The 
drive system must not generate radio frequency 
interference (RFI) inasmuch as this would inter- 
fere with signals received. 
Probably 95 percent or more of all tracking 
antennas in operation today make use of dc motor 
or hydraulic servo drive systems. This is due to  
the fact that these systems display most of the 
desirable characteristics and are also most familiar 
to syst,em designers. But there are other types 
of drive systems which may perform as well or 
exceed the performance of the two popular a p  
proaches. The eddy current clutch drive is one. 
Among others are sc vsrisble frequency drives 
(Lear Siegler) and "Motron" torque converter 
drives (W. C. Robinette Co.). 
bility of an eddy current clutch drive application 
to an 85 f t  antenna system of the type installed in 
Fairbanks, Alaska, and Rosman, North Carolina. 
2. CONSTRUCTION AND CHARACTERISTICS OF 
EDDY CURRENT CLUTCH 
Before discussing an eddy current clutch drive 
system, it may be of interest to discuss the clutch 
as a component. The clutch can be thought of 
as, an ac squirrel-cage motor which has been modi- 
fied to permit independent motion of the rotor 
and stator with respect to each other and with 
respect to the frame. A dc winding sets up a 
magnetic field which induces squirrel-cage cur- 
rents in the rotor when there is relative motion of 
the rotor with respect to the stator or drum. TO 
obtain relative motion, the drum is driven by a 
constant speed motor. If the output shaft con- 
nected to the rotor is a t  a different speed, a torque 
is developed proportional to the flux of the dc 
field. For discussion purposes a clutch which has 
been suggested for the drive system of an 85 f t  
antenna will be used. 
2.1 Construction and Magnetic Circuit 
Fig. 1 shows a cutaway view of a standard 220 
hp eddy current clutch. Basically the coupling 
consists of three parts: the driven input or drum 
-=Lv:y, dsving czt,put cr as~mh!y, 
and the stationary field assembly. The drum 
assembly, which is made up of the drum and the 
input shaft, is supported on two greasable anti- 
friction bearings, one in the input and the other 
in the output end bells. In operation, this as- 
sembly is the constant speed member driven by 
a prime mover such as an induction or synchro- 
*Published as Goddard Space Fliohf C~nttcr Doeumenf X-6$644-$03. 
JU~Y 1964. nous motor. The drum is mounted concentrically 
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YL-YIII)..t. 
water dischap 
~ c m h . -  
a coil 
wtput end bell 
input nd bell 
Drum [$]andinputshaft [ l l ] ~ m b l y k ~ o r r h r o ~  
anti-kidtan bearings, one in input and b r a  [l@] u d  otha Lo 
output and bra& [B]. 
Rda [ la] L BIOUIIM OSI o~ tp l t  rhJt ['I] whioh L ourkd a cw 
w e  anti-kidon boaring in output mnd b r d  [@I u d  
p a l ~ o l t m d  .nti&dal plld kuinp [ It]. 
RGURE 1.-220 hp eddy current clutch (Eaton Manufacturing Co. WCS 216). 
between the rotor and field assemblies. The rotor output shaft is usually connected to the load. In 
assembly consisting of rotor and output shaft is this particular design, the rotor is shaped such 
similarly supported by two greasable anti-friction that twelve pole sections are established with 
bearings in the input and output end bells. The twelve non-magnetic areas between poles. The 
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field assembly consists of an enclosed toroidal coil 
and is embedded in the frame of the clutch. A 
magnetic barrier is placed alongside the coil to pre- 
vent a magnetic circuit closure entirely in the 
field assembly. The advantage of a stationary 
field is lack of sliprings or commutators which 
have wear problems and are. also a source of RFI. 
When the field is excited with dc current, l i i  
of magnetic intensity are set up as shown in Fig. 2. 
The lines, after leaving one side of the field assem- 
bly, pass through one side of the drum assembly 
to the poles of the rotor and then return through 
the other side of the drum back to the field assem- 
bly. Both sides of the field and drum assemblies 
are separated by magnetic barriers. Fig. 3 shows 
- FMD COIL 
MAGNETIC MAGNETC LINES 
Fx~nae %.-Lines of magnetic intensity. 
- P n l  F 
v 
FIGUIW 3.-Flux distribution in clutch. 
the flux distribution in the clutch. There is a 
flux concentration in the vicinity of the poles 
because the flux l i e s  follow a path of minimum 
reluctance. If relative motion exists between 
drum and rotor, it can be seen that the flux at  any 
point in the drum changes continuously and thus 
produces eddy currents in the drum. These cur- 
rents set up a field which interacts with the field 
set up by the coil to produce torque. 
The interior of the clutch is sealed to permit 
liquid cooling. Use is made of the constant speed 
input shaft to circulate the coolant to all critical 
parts. Normally the coolant is water, but other 
liquids can be used to  accommodate low 
temperatures. 
2.2 Characteristics 
The eddy current clutch is a device that can 
develop torque only in one direction; therefore 
two clutches are required in systems where load 
reversal is required. But this consideration is not 
a disadvantage as far as antenna systems are con- 
cerned because opposite or push-pull drives mini- 
mize backlash in the gear trains. Push-pull 
operation also tends to linearize the transfer 
characteristics of the clutches. Fig. 4 shows the 
speed-torque curves of a typical clutch. The 
shape of the curves is very similar to that of ac 
squiml-cage motors (NEMA type C or type D 
operation). Above slip speeds of 600 rpm the 
curves are virtually h t  indicating a lack of damp 
ing. Since this is the primary region of operation 
for antenna application, the eddy current clutch 
can be considered to be a double integrating 
device. Dc motors, because of back emf, and 
hydraulic motors, because of back pressure, can 
be considered to be single integrators. This makes 
FIGUBE 4.Speed-torque characteristic. 
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I I and push-pull operation will yield the combined 
torque T: 
T =  TI- T2=4K,'IoI=K,I (3) 
The combined torque T, therefore, is a linear 
function of field current I for constant torque 
K ,' and bias current Io. 
Since two fields are set up in the eddy current 
RESULTANT PUSH-WLL 
CHARKTERISTK clutch, two distinct time constants could be ex- 
pected: a field time constant, and an eddy current 
time constant. The inertial time constant promi- 
nent in dc and hydraulic motors is absent. Test 
results on clutches indicate that the eddy current 
time constant is very small and that the field time 
CCW CLUTCH CHARKTERISTK constant is not a simple time constant in the sense 
of representing a corner frequency on the Bode 
plot. Analytical determination of the field time 
constant is very difficult because clutch geometry 
enters into the calculation and requires the solu- 
tion of complicated field problems. However, if 
simplifying assumptions are made, i.e., assuming 
simple geometry and ignoring leakage currents 
and ampere-turns required to set up flux in the 
steel, the time constant can be computed a s  
FIGURE 5.-Locked-rotor current-torque characteristic. follows: 
The inductance L of the field can be determined 
dc and hydraulic motors velocity controllers, from 
whereas clutches would be acceleration controllers. 
The speed-torque curves (Fig. 4) can be trans- 
posed into a current-torque curve (Fig. 5). This 
curve shows an approximation to a square-law 
characteristic for the indivudual clutch, but shows where 
a linear characteristic (over a large band) for the 
push-pull combination of clutches. The square- 
law characteristic is exhibited because both dc 
flux and induced eddy currents increase with an 
increase in control current. The push-pull lin- 
earization effect can also be shown analytically; if 
T = torque-ft lbs 
I = current in eddy current clutch field-amps 
Io=bias current in eddy current clutch field- 
amps (for Fig. 5, lo corresponds to the 
current that produces 20 percent rated 
torque) 
K,'= torque constant-ft lbs/amp/amp bias 
N4 L = -henries I 
N  =number of field turns 
4 = flux-webers 
I =field current-amps 
The flux 4  can be determined by 
F 4  = - webers R 
where 
F = 4 r N I  = magnetomotive force (mmf) 
-pragilberts 
then clutches 1 and 2 develop torques: R =total reluctance-pragilberts/weber 
TI =Kt1(Io+1)2 ( I )  The total reluctance R of a simple series magnetic 
T2=K,'(Io-I), (2) circuit is simply the sum of the reluctance of the 
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1 steel R. and the reluctance of the airgap R. basic equations (in linear range of operation): Assuming that leakage flux can be neglected, the 
' flux in the steel 4, has to equal the flux in the E = (sL+R)I (13) 1 airgap 4. or T= K ~ I  =$JB (14) 
4,= 4, (6) where 
I But since the flux in the airgap is 
equations 5, 6, and 7 can be combined to yield 
I 
The reluctance of the airgap Ra is 
I where 
la =length of the a i r g a ~ m e t e r s  
pa =permeability of the air = 10-7 weber/ 
pragilbert-meters 
A, = area of the pole surface-meters2 
Combining equations 4, 8, and 9: 
~ ~ L , N ~ A ,  L,= henries 
The resistance of the field coil can be either mea- 
sured directly or computed by 
R = 2mpN (11) 
where 
T = mean radius of coil-feet 
p = resistivity of w i w h r n s / f t  
ID l~sing equations 10 and 11 the time constant 
of the field T, can be found : 
For more detailed analysis of the transient be- 
havior of clutches the reader is referred to 
Reference 2. With the L and the R of the field 
coil found the transfer function can be determined 
for a simple inertial load. The system has two 
E = applied voltage to field-volts 
T = torque a t  output shaft-ftllbs 
J = sum of motor and load inert iaslug ft2 
B = output shaft position-radians 
s = Laplace operator 
Combining equations 12, 13, and 14 gives the 
transfer function of the eddy current clutch: 
Another very important characteristic of the 
coupling is its ability to dissipate heat. Fig. 6 
shows the variation of the different power quanti- 
ties as a function of clutch speed for maximum 
excitation of the field. The different power 
quantities can be determined as follows: 
input speed X torque Input horsepower = 5250 
slip speed = torque Slip horseponrer = 5250 (17) 
output speed Xtorque Output horsepower = 5250 (18) 
where: torque = input torque = output torque 
slip speed-input speed-output speed 
The above expressions are not exact, inasmuch 
as certain losses have been neglected. These 
additional losses break down as follows: 
Coolant dragloss . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  5% 
-with overhauling load ------------- 13% 
Magnetic drag- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 1 yo 
Coolant acceleration loss- - - - - - - - - - - - -  .75% 
Windage and friction-- - - - - - - - - - - - - -  -75% 
Field excitation loss-- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - .06% 
-with 5:1 forcing ------ - -  - - - - - - -  - -  
.4yo 
It can be seen from Fig. 6 that the heat generated 
in the clutch is appreciable, expecially a t  low 
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- REGION OF OPERATION -4 Electric Corporation under contract NAS5-2916 
la - (see Reference 1). The simulator is shown in 
Figs. 7 and 8. Basically, the simulator consists 
INPUT HORSEPOWER 
of a pair of eddy current clutches with drive 
motors, a gear box, a load, a controller, and a pair 
of power amplifiers. When torque requirements 
were scaled down by a factor of 2000 and speeds 
were scaled up by 65, a reasonably sized simulator 
' was obtained. Table I lists important charac- 
teristics of an 85 f t  antenna and its corresponding 
! e simulator quantities. 
3.1 Simulator Clutches 
WCS 2062 clutches were selected for the simu- 
RPM lator. These are standard 10 hp watercooled 
units and are driven by 10 hp, 1160 rpm squirrel- 
FIGURE 6.-Horsepower performance characteristic. cage motors. The clutches are manufactured by 
speeds, and care has to be taken that sufficient 
coolant is suppiied to remove the heat from the 
critical portions of the clutch. This also implies 
that, if a pair of opposing clutches is a t  standstill 
with no load torques applied and a 20 percent 
bias is used, 2 X0.20X410 = 164 hp is generated in 
heat continuously. This is a fair amount of heat 
to be removed by the coolant and warrants careful 
economic and reliability type considerations. 
This heating condition in the clutch represents a 
major disadvant,age of an eddy current clutch 
system. 
The efficiency of the clutch is determined by: 
output horsepower 
Efficiency = input horsepower 
output speed 
= input speed (19) 
Consequently, low efficiencies are experienced a t  
low clutch output speeds, a condition most 
commonly occurring in antenna applications. 
3. EDDY CURRENT CLUTCH SIMULATOR 
Because the eddy current clutch drive system 
is a rather unfamiliar dcvice, a scaled-down simu- 
lator was built rather than a full-size drive for an 
85 ft acquisition antenna. The simulator allows 
the evaluation of system and component charac- 
teristics in the laboratory and shows trends and 
desim reauiremcnts for the full-size version. The 
FIGURE 7.-Eddy current clutch simulator (flywheel end) 
sirnulato; was built for NASA by Westinghouse ~IGWRE 8.-Eddy current clutch simulator (gearbox end). 
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TABLE I.-System Characteristics 
85 ft 
Quantity Symbol Units Antenna Simulator 
Load inertia ----------- 
Wid torque ---------- 
Load veIocity --------- . 5  33.5 
Load acceleration ------ 5.66 
Accuracy ------------- . 5  32.5 
Bandwidth- --- - - - - - - - - .7-1 .7-1 
Nat. frequency -------- CPS 1.5 1.67 
(antenna. reflector) 
Nat. frequency -------- 5.0 5.55 
(antenna tower) - 
Eaton Manufacturing Company. To study the 
performance of these clutches, a series of charac- 
teristic curves were obtained. 
Current-Torque Charact'eristic (Fig. 9) : The 
curve shows how torque varies with field current 
under locked-rotor conditions. For low excita- 
tions the square-law characteristic is exhibited 
and a t  high excitations the effect of saturation 
becomes noticeable. The st,raight line portion of 
the curve has a slope of 12.5 f t  lbslamp. 
Speed-Torque Characteristic (Fig. 10) : The 
curve shows variation of torque with respect to 
speed for various excitation conditions. Espe- 
cially of interest is the slope of the curves because 
FIELD CURRENT (AMPS) 
FIGURE 9.-Locked-rotor currenbtorque characteristic 
(simulator). 
60 
4 AMP 
E ,  
Z 
a 
FIELD EXCITATION 
10 
m lDo 600 800 l a a  lxn 
SLIP SEED - RPM 
FIGVRE l0.4peed-torque characteristic (simulator). 
the slope is a measure of the inherent damping of 
the clutch. For a given excitation very little 
damping is obtained a t  high slip speeds, and high 
damping is obtained a t  iow siip speeds. Tkia 
the amount of damping is a function of speed. 
But, if operation is confined to the high slip speed 
end of the curve-say between 600 and 1200 rpm, 
virtually constant damping is encountered. If 
dzerent excitation levels are now considered, a 
dependency between damping and excitation 
level is found with damping being proportional to 
excitation. 
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FIGURE 1la.-Transient response-increasing step w/o 
forcing resistor. 
Torque-Time Response (Fig. 11): Fig. l l a  
shows the current and torque response to an 
increasing step in voltage. The current jumps to 
about 21 percent of its final value and then con- 
tinues to rise exponentially with an approximate 
time constant (63 percent of final value) of 1.0 sec. 
The torque does not have an initial jump but rises 
exponentially with a time constant of 1.5 sec. 
The linear relationship between torque and cur- 
rent observed in ac and dc machines therefore 
seems to be missing in eddy current clutches. To 
reduce the torque time constant, an external forc- 
ing resistor can be used. In the case of the simu- 
lator 10:l forcing was utilized; i.e., in series with 
the 2.3 ohm field of the clutch a resistor of 23 ohms 
was added. The time response for this condition 
is show11 in Fig. l l b .  Now the current jumps to 
75 percent of its final value and continues to rise 
with a time constant of 0.3 sec. The torque 
response displays a time constant of 0.5 sec. 
Consequently, field forcing of 10:l has improved 
the t o r q ~ ~ e  time constant by 3:l  only. Fig. l l c  
shows the response for a decreasing step in voltage. 
The current characteristic is very similar to that  
of the preceding case, but the torque decays faster 
with a time constant of 0.3 sec. Other tests 
performed indicated that the time constant does 
not seem to  be affected much by the size of the 
voltage step applied, and also not by the amount 
of bias current used. 
Torque-Frequency Iicsponse (Fig. 12) ; The 
frequency rcsponse shows approximately the char- 
acteristics of a single tirrle constant device with a 
corner frequency a t  5 rad/sec (time constant = .2 
sec); however, closer investigation reveals that a 
rather poor correlation between the amplitude 
FIGURE 1lb.-Transient response-increasing step. 
FIGURE 1lc.-Transient response decreasing step. 
response and the -20 db/decade asymptote is 
obtained. The corresponding phase shift is larger 
than that  of a single time constant device and 
shows marked similarity to  a non-minimum phase 
network. 
Based on these and preceding observations i t  
can be concluded that  the eddy current clutch 
has several inherent non-linearities which would 
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wc = 5 ,a/, 
0 -  0 
T!" 
=T - 1  
B~ 
- -5a ml "'2 _ 
- JmI + Jm2 
-10 Jml, k2 =eddy cumnt clutch irrrtim (including e w i m l m t  imrt im of gear tmen, pinions, couplings, e h . )  
Tml, Tmj! = outplt torque of clutch 
0 OV = shaft porttion of clutch 
p = gem mtio 
0 = position of wtpn shaft of gear box 
K, = spring constort of shaft 
-20 - - -m 
JL = I d  inertia 
BL = I d  friction 
BL = shaft p r i t i m  of IDod 
5 = L q l a e v m h x  
1 10 1m 
ANGULM FREQUENCY PI*DiSK FIGURE 13b.-Equivalent mechanical circuit. 
FIGURE 12.-Frequency response of clutch. 
rule out linear system analysis like Bode plot 
design, Root locus method, tec. However, for a 
first approximation in system design a linearized 
clutch transfer function of the form given in equa- 
tion 15 could be used. I t  is difficult to say whether 
the non-linearities observed in the clutch tested 
will become worse in larger sized units and, if so, 
to what degree. 
3.2 Mechanical Load 
The load of the simulator consists of a flywheel 
which represents the scaled down inertia of the 
reflect.or of an antenna and a flexible shaft which, 
together with the flywheel, simulates the natural 
frequency of the reflector. -4 block diagram and 
a simplified equivalent circuit of the mechanical 
system are shown in Fig. 13. From the equivalent 
circuit two basic equations can be written: 
Solving these equations simultaneously gives the 
transfer function of the mechanical system: 
Since the friction in the system is small, the as- 
sumption can be made that the friction term BL 
approaches zero, which simplifies the transfer 
function to 
where 
n kt= torque constant = 
n2Jm+ JL 
w, = natural frequency = 
nZJmJ, 
Substituting values for t,he system constants: 
J,,=.329 slug. ft2, J L  =55 slug ft2, K,=5060 ft  
lbs/rad, and n = 20, then 
FLYWHEEL 
JL. 9 kt=.107 rad/ft lbs 
o, = 11.4 rad/sec = 1.82 cps 
OL 
-- 
.lo7 
Tm- s2(.0077s2+ 1) (24) 
FIGURE 13a.-Blwk diftgram of mechanical arrangement Fig. 14a shows the the mechanical 
of simulator. system to an initial torque input. The natural 
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FIGURE 14a.-Natural frequency of simulated reflector. 
damped frequency is 1.67 cps, therefore correlat- 
ing with the value computed above. The re- 
sponse has an exponential decay that corresponds 
to a damping factor of 0.022. This makes valid 
the previous assumption that the friction term BL 
can be neglected. 
To simulate the natural frequency of the tower, 
mechanical components have been mounted on a 
spring supported bedplate. The bedplate mass- 
spring combination gives rise to the natural fre- 
quency of the antenna tower structure. Fig. 14b 
indicates a natural frequency for the mass-spring 
combination of 5.55 cps with a damping factor of 
about .007. 13y properly instrumenting the 
simulator, the effects of reflector and tower 
frequcncics are summed into the overall system 
servo loop. 
3.3 Controller and Power Amplifier 
The controllcr for the simulator uses operational 
amplifiers as its basic building blocks. The trans- 
fer functions of these amplifiers can be readily 
shaped so as to give desired open and closed servo 
loop characteristics consistent with stability and 
accuracy requirements. The controller is capable 
of demodulating the synchro position error signal 
and of accepting velocity and acceleration feed- 
back signals. The controller superimposes a 
dither signal on its output which decreases system 
coulomb friction, and therefore reduces breakaway 
torque. The output of the controller drives the 
power amplifiers. 
The power amplifiers, one for each clutch, are 
capable not only of exciting the field of the clutches 
but also their forcing resistors. The power am- 
plifiers are 300 volt, 3 phase silicon-controlled 
rectifier (SCR) ac to dc converters. From an 
operational requirement, SCR's are hardly desir- 
able because t,hey generate radio frequency inter- 
ference (RFI) due to their steep wave fronts and 
have an inherent delay (transport lag) which is a 
considerable fraction of a period of the power 
supply frequency. Replacement of these ampli- 
fiers with "true" dc amplifiers should be considered 
for similar applications. 
3.4 Simulator Performance 
From the block diagram of the servo system, 
as shown in Fig. 15, it should be observed that 
three distinct loops are used for ultimate system 
stability and accuracy. Because the eddy cur- 
rent clutch has very little inherent damping, the 
tachometer loop is used mainly to introduce con- 
trollable damping. Fig. 16a shows the closed 
loop frequency response for this loop and indicates 
a 3 db bandwidth of 35 rad/sec. The somewhat 
poor correlation between the measured and com- 
puted curves is most likely due to the non-linear 
behavior of the clutch itself. The primary natu- 
ral frequency of the load is about 10 rad/sec. 
Since an overall bandwidth of about 6 rad/sec is 
%"M". L -- -- - -4-+- Froun~e 14b.-iXatur:~l frequcrlcy of si~llult~ted nlltenrln 
tower. FICUI~E 15.-Block dingrnm of control loop. 
FIGURE 16a.-Bode plot for closed tachometer loop. FIGWE 16b.-Bode plot for closed accelerometer loop. 
required, stability problems are encountered if 
the position loop were to be closed. The stability 
problem arises because the natural frequency is 
very close to the desired cuboff frequency of the 
position loop and because the load is highly under- 
damped. It is for this reason that the accelerom- 
eter loop is used. As is evident from the Bode 
plot for this loop (Fig. 16b), the underdamped 
mode has been shifted out to about 15 rad/sec 
and damping has been effectively increased. 
Open loop gain and bandwidth of the position 
loop depend on the type of target to be tracked 
and the allowable tracking accuracy. If one 
considers a satellite tracking antenna, then the 
number of classes of possible input functions to 
the servo system is rather limited to some well- 
defined continuous functions. For example, func- 
tions with discontinuous steps can be ruled out. 
One can use a simple graphical curve fitting method 
as outlined in Reference 5 (pp. 61-65) to obtain 
equivalent sinusoidal inputs for velocity, accelera- 
tion, and higher derivatives. Table I1 gives the 
results of this method for a satellite in a 1Wmile 
circular orbit with an orbital velocity of 4.9 miles/ 
second and a permissible tracking error of 10 
seconds of arc. The choice of the servomecha- 
nism type (refer to Reference 4, pp. 2-35 to 2-36) 
to be used in the position loop depends mainly upon 
the open loop gain required. For the same condi- 
tions as above the open loop gains for d8erent 
type systems are: 
Type 1: 
~ ~ = ! = ~ . ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ = 1 ~ 1 ~ = ~ ~ . 1  4 db 
10 (25) 
Type 2: 
.. 
K,=-= ' -1x3600=36=30.5db 
4 10 (26) 
Type 3: 
... 
-0'4x3600 = = 13.9 db K,=;= (27) 
TABLE 11.-Equi& Sinwoida.2 Inputs 
I I Equivalent iv iax .  Vdue 
Given for Antenna 
(for Simulator X65) 
f 70" 
2.8"/sec 
. lo/& 
. OlF/sed 
Quantity 
Position --------- 
Velocity --------- 
Acceleration- - - - - 
Jerk - - - - - - - - - - - -  
Gain -db 
88.51 
81.55 
62.68 
40.20 
Symbol 
e 
6 
8 
a' 
Frequency 
(rad/sec) 
.0256 
.0426 
.I51 
.307 
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shoot to a 2.3' step or a peak error of 1.4". Even 
though the error exceeds the permissible limit, i t  
is of very little consequence since the step function 
Im is an input that would not be experienced nor- 
mally when tracking a satellite. What is of 
FIGURE 17a.-Bode plot for open position loop. 
FIGURE 18a.Step  response of simulator. 
FIGURE 17b.-Bode plot for closed position loop. 
This high gain Type 1 system is undesirable from 
the standpoint of noise problems, and the lower 
gain Type 3 system has problems in stabilization. 
Nevertheless, the latter system was chosen be- 
cause it represented the best compromise. Fig. 
17a shows the open and Fig. 17b the closed loop 
Bode plots for the position loop. The dotted line 
in Fig. 17a is the graphical representation of results 
from Table 11. This line defines the open loop 
gains which have to  be realized in order to track 
with the required accuracy. A closed loop 3 db 
bandwidth of 4 rad/sec was obtained, which is 
just below the specification requirements of 4.4 
rad/sec, but minor adjustments in the loop could 
remedy this situation. 
Fig. 18a, b, and c show the step, impulse, and 
sine wave responses, respectively, for the position 
loop. The step response has a 60 percent over- FIGURE 18b.-Impulse response of simulator. 
SYSTEMS ~ 5 7  
FIGURE l & . S i n e  wave response of simulator. 
importance, though, is the fact that after the first 
overshoot no other overshoots of any sizable 
amplitude occur, indicating sufficient damping 
such that oscillations will not be sustained for 
any large duration. The impulse response, which 
characterizes the system, shows rapid convergence 
indicating not only absolute stability, but also the 
degree of stability. The response to a sine wave 
indicates that there is hardly a degradation of the 
output wave but there is a phase shift consistent 
with the phase frequency response (Fig. 17b). 
A heat run was performed in which the simu- 
lator was adjusted so that 9.7 hp was dissipated 
in one clutch continuously. This is close to the 
10 hp maximum thermal capacity of the coupling. 
During this test, the frame temperature rose 
32°F above ambient and the water outlet tem- 
perature rose 28°F in about 30 minutes. Compu- 
tations indicate that about 6 hp of heat was 
removed by the water cooiant whiie the mhi wiis 
lost by radiation and conduction to the bedplate 
and to the surrounding air. The result of this 
test indicates that there is practically no heating 
problem and temporary overloads could probably 
he handled readily. 
For other test results particularly covering 
position errors under different conditions, mea- 
surement of coulomb friction and threshold of 
motion Reference 1 should be reviewed. 
4. FULL SIZE EDDY CURRENT CLUTCH DRIVE 
By using simulator test results and by project- 
ing these to a full-scale version, a full-size eddy 
current clutch drive can be designed. The drive 
system could be similar to that proposed by 
Westinghouse in their report (Reference 1) and 
shown in Fig. 19. The two opposing couplings 
are mounted on a common bedplate together with 
their driving motors. The output shafts of the 
clutches are connected to independent gear paths, 
which in turn are connected to the sector or bull 
gear of either the X or Y axis of the antenna. 
The size of the couplings is determined from track- 
ing, slewing, and stowing requirements, taking 
into account windloading, inertia, and friction 
effects. It is found that an Eaton WCS 216 
clutch can be used on the X-axis and a WCS 215 
on the Y-axis. These units can deliver nominally 
220 hp and 140 hp respectively. These clutches 
could be standard production units, but most 
likely would be modified slightly to improve 
the field time constant. The driving motor 
would be standard ac squirrel-cage motors com- 
patible with the horsepower requirement of the 
clutches. Squirrel-cage motors are chosen be- 
cause of their efficiency, low cost, and lack of 
commutators or sliprings. 
A closed cycle cooling system consisting of a 
radiator, a fan, and a sump located directly in the 
bedplate would be used. B closed cycle system 
has the advantage of economy and lack of exten- 
sive piping and filtering requirements. Normally 
the coolant for clutches is water, but other cool- 
ants can be used. To accommodate temperatures 
below 32"F, either of two things can be done: 
heaters can be installed to keep the water tem- 
perature above 32°F even in a non-operating 
FIGURE 19.-Proposed layout of drive system for full- 
size antenna. 
I 
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condition of the antenna, or glycol can be used as 
a coolant. Either approach has its advantages 
and disadvantages, the second approach being 
favored because power failure will not cause dam- 
age to the equipment. However glycol, because 
of its inherent characteristics, will require twice 
the flow required of water to remove the same 
amount of heat. The water demand of the clutch 
is about 1 gpm for each 10 hp slip or twice that 
rate when glycol is used. The maximum antici- 
pated flow rate is 30 gpm for glycol. For economy 
coolant metering will be used, permitting higher 
flows only when the demand exists. The coolant 
demand can readily be determined from the dis- 
charge temperature of the coolant. This temper- 
ature rises as the slip horsepower increases. T o  
prevent flooding of the clutch, free discharge to 
the sump is essential and is maintained easily for 
the X-axis drive. For the Y-axis, a problem 
exists since the bedplate is not stationary but has 
freedom to move *9O0 from horizontal. This 
causes a problem with free gravitational flow, and 
flooding could occur since the clutch rotates end- 
for-end. Cse can be made of bevel gcars to 
change the rotation of the clutches from end-for- 
end to axial. Under this condition, modifications 
to the outlet ports could yield satisfactory flow if 
the sump is modified accordingly. The other 
alternative is to change the coupling from a direct 
to an indirect cooled unit. In this method 
coolant reaches the outside of the drum only, 
reducing cooling efficiency but permitting rota- 
tion of the clutch in any direction. This ap- 
proach is preferred provided the modified thermal 
horsepower capacity is not exceeded. 
Excitation for the fields of eddy current clutch 
could be provided from several devices such as dc 
generators, amplidynes, rototrols, magnetic ampli- 
fiers, SCR amplifiers, or transistor amplifiers. 
Rotating amplifiers have the disadvantage of 
limited brush and bearing life and are also noto- 
rious for RFI  generation. SCR amplifiers have 
the same problem. Even though they have no 
moving parts, they are a source of RFI  because 
of their steep wave fronts. Of course, attempts 
could be made to filter out RFI  by using low-pass 
filters which do not affect signal frequencies. 
Filtering will probably be efficient, sinre the am- 
plifiers are located in the control building rather 
than on the antenna structure itself. Magnetic 
amplifiers are very similar in their operation to  
SCR's, but do not display the steep wave fronts. 
The disadvantage of magnetic amplifiers is their 
relatively larger time constant. Ideally suited 
for this application would be a linear transistor 1 
amplifier if it were not for the high power output 
requirement of over 1 kw. This amount of power 
is difficult to  handle by a linear dc amplifier, 
although it is not impossible to build one. 
The controller for this application would be 
very similar to that of standard controllers for 
this type of antennas. The controller could con- 
sist of operational amplifiers connected so as to 
give the desired transfer characteristics. The 
controller should have a clutch temperature moni- 
tor in addition to the ordinary protection devices, 
such as velocity, position, and torque limits. Be- 
cause of the high slip horsepowers involved, an 
automatic temperature monitor should be in- 
cluded which either reduces the power to the 
antenna drive or shuts it down completely when 
predetermined limits are exceeded. This precau- 
tionary device will prevent costly burnouts of 
clutches. 
I t  is expected that the dynamic response of the 
full-size drive will be similar to that of the simu- 
lator. Performance of course will be degraded 
somewhat by factors not taken into account in the 
simulation. But it is also anticipated that per- 
formance will be as good as that of comparable 
hydraulic drives. 
5. COMPARISON 
I t  is difficult to make a flat statement that the 
eddy current clutch drive is better than the more 
conventional drives. On the other hand, i t  is as 
difficult to  say that any other drive is better than 
the eddy current clutch. Each type of drive has 
its advantages and disadvantages, and these have 
to be weighed against each other when considering 
a particular application. Even then a clear-cut 
decision is often hard to come by. An attempt 
will be made here to point out the advantages 
and disadvantages of some drives and how they 
compare with the eddy current clutch. 
5.1 DC Motor Drive 
For high performance dc drives armature- 
controlled motors are used exclusively. Three 
types of motors can be considered for control 
applications: the standard NEMA frame motor, 
the more specialized servo motor, and the torque 
motor. Torque motors are low speed, permanent 
magnet field motors. Their construction is such 
that they can be mounted on an antenna axis 
directly without gearing and therefore without 
backlash that accompanies gearing. Smooth and 
linear operation can be obtained even at very low 
speeds. Unfortunately their maximum ' torque 
capability is limited to about 10,000 f t  1bs on 
commercially available units, which rules out 
their application on radomeless 85 f t  antennas. 
NEMA design motors can be used up to about 
200 hp requirements. Above that the inertia of 
these units becomes the limiting factor. NEMA 
design motors have a limited dynamic speed 
range, higher inertia, poorer linearity, larger ripple 
torque, and higher brake-away torque than their 
torque motor counterparts. Servomotors are de- 
signed to meet control applications better than 
NEMA design motors do, but are available only 
up to 10 hp. 
All three types of motors can be excited by 
vacuum tube, solid state, or magnetic amplifiers 
for the lower hp ranges but almost always require 
rotating amplifiers for higher hp applications. 
The most commonly used connection with rota- 
ting amplifiers is the Ward-Leonard loop. A 
GENERATOR FIELD: MOTOR APMPITUIE: 
Vfg = APPLIED VOLTAGE 
FROM SERVO AMPLIFIER 
If = CURRENT 
RE = RESISTANCE 
LC = INDVCTANCE 
GENERATOR AmAATrnE: 
Vg = VOLTAGE 
Kg = VOLTAGE CONSTANT 
R- = RESISTANCE 
& = INDUCTANCE 
I, = CURRENT 
Vm = V C i T A G E  
R_ = RESISTANCE 
Lm = I N D C E T A K E  
Kf = TORQUE CONSTANT 
', - ' ICLTAtL CO::CTA:.T 
Vh = FIELD VOLTAGE, CONSTANT 
LOAD: 
-
J = INERTIA OC LOAD 
A N D  MOTOR 
= LOAD POSITION 
 FIG^ 20.-Electrical drive system. 
simplified schematic is shown in Fig. 20. Often 
the motors and generators are modified to include 
series fields for copper loss compensation, inter- 
pole fields for reduction of armature reaction, and 
current feedback to reduce the generator field 
time constant. The following equations can be 
written for the Ward-Leonard loop: 
These equations can be combined to yield the 
transfer function of the dc drive: 
The quadratic factor has a natural frequency w, 
and damping factor l of: 
5.2 Hydraulic Drive 
The prime mover in a hydraulic drive could be 
a linear or rotary actuator for low horsepower 
applications or a hydraulic motor. Actuators can 
be connected directly to the load without gearing 
and have the advantage of low inertia and fast 
response. In applications where continuous rota- 
tion of high horsepower is required, hydraulic 
motors have to be used. Prime movers can be 
excited by either a servo valve or a variable dis- 
placement pump. The valve has the advantage 
of faster response over the pump but has the dis- 
advantage of low power efficiency and of suffering 
degradation in performance due to contamination 
of the hydraulic fluid. Pumps which are pre- 
ferred in the higher horsepower ranges very often 
require a secondary valve-piston combination to 
control the yoke of the pump. But his secondary 
loop can operate at lower pressures and much 
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VARIABLE 
DISPLACEMENT FIXED 
PUMP DISPLACEMENT 
MOTOR 
GEAR 
NOTATION: 
PUMP 
X = TOTAL STROKE 
X, = STROKE TO GlVE VELOCITY TO LOAD 
X, = STROKE TO GlVE ACCELERATION TO LOAD 
X, = STROKE TO SUPPLY COMPRESSIBILITY FLOW 
Np = PUMP SPEED 
Qp = PUMP FLOW 
L = PUMPLEAKAGE 
D = DISPLACEMENT OF PUMP 
B = BULK MODULUS 
V = VOLUM OF OIL UNDER 
COMPRESSION 
K, = VELOCITY GRADIENT 
MOTOR 
-
8 ,  = MOTOR SHAFT POSITION 
0, = MOTOR FLOW 
1, = MOTOR LEAKAGE 
Dm = MOTOR DISPLACEMENT 
J, = MOTOR INERTIA 
L* 
JL = LOAD INERTIA 
J = J , + ~ J ,  
"2 
K, = TORQUE GRADIENT 
Dp Dm N p  
- -
L + Lm 
FIGURE 21.-Hydraulic drive system. 
lower power level than the primary pump-motor 
circuit. A simplified schematic is shown in Fig. 
21. To develop the transfer function relating 
shaft position to pump stroke, equations can be 
written for parts of the total pump stroke and 
then the parts added: 
By rearranging terms, the transfer function is 
obtained : 
where the natural frequency and damping factor 
is : 
5.3 Comparison with Eddy Current Clutch Drive 
Comparisons will be made between dc, hydrau- 
lic, and eddy current clutch drives at  two power 
levels: a t  the simulator level or 10 hp range, and 
a t  the 85 f t  antenna level or 200 hp range. To 
make the comparison meaningful, certain basic 
assumptions have to be made. Sizing of the 
driver will be done by using load characteristics 
from Table I and substituting these, together with 
driver characteristics, into the following equations 
to determine power requirements: 
T, =acceleration torque (f t Ibs) = 
(Jr.+2N2Jm)8' (43) 
Tw = wind torque (Table I )  
T1= friction torque (ft Ibs) =0.1 
(Ta+Tu) (44) 
P = required load power (hp) = ~8'15250 (45) 
where 
J L  = load torque (Table I) 
Jm= torque of driver (ft lbs sec2) 
N = gear ratio 
After the driver is sized, the dynamic response 
will be determined by using equations 33 and 34 
for dc, 40 and 41 for hydraulic, and 15 for eddy 
current clutch drives. 
Table I11 shows comparisons between the vari- 
ous systems. Care has to be exercised in using 
numbers from this table, inasmuch as the num- 
bers have to be interpreted correctly and should 
not be used indiscriminantly as an absolute 
measure. 
For low horsepower ranges several drive types 
have been considered, but in the high horsepower 
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TABLE 111--Comparison 
class only two practical drives are mentioned. 
Dc motors, because of their high inertia, cannot 
be used unless special designed motors are 
developed with smaller rotors. 
When the prime mover characteristics are con- 
sidered a variation of horsepower levels is noticed. 
For the simulator size drives this variation is 
mainly caused by steps in component ratings. 
For example, in the dc motor drive about 12 hp 
are required, but the available size closest to this 
is a 15 hp unit. The valve- noto or drive sccms tc 
require a larger unit than the pumpmotor drive. 
This is not because a larger load is encountered 
but because the smaller motor would require a 
system pressure of over 3000 psi, which is gener- 
ally undersirable. For full-size drives the eddy 
current clutch requires a higher horsepower rating 
than the hydraulic drive because of its high accel- 
eration torque requirement due to higher inertia 
of the clutch. 
Characteristic 
PRIME MOVER 
Manufacturer- - - - - - - - - - - - 
Part Number ------------ 
Power-hp - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 
Speed-rpm - - - - - - - - - - - - - 
Inertia-slug ftz ---------- 
Torque to Inertia Ratio- 
ft Ibs/sect - - - - - - - - - - - - -  
Weight-Ibe per unit- - - - - 
POWER GENERATOR 
Type- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 
hIanufacturer- - --- - __- - - - - - 
Part Sumber - - - - - - - - - - - -  
Power-hp _ - - - - - - - - - - - - - 
Speed-rpm _ - - - - - - - - - - - - 
Weight-lbs- _ - - - - - - - - - - - 
SYSTEM 
Weight-lbs- - - - - - - - - - - - - 
Xatural Frequency- - - - - - -  
Damping Factor- _ - - - - -  - - 
Inertias seem to vary considerably for different 
drives, but so do the shaft speeds of these drives 
To make a better comparison, inertias that are 
referred to a particular speed should be considered. 
Such a comparison is made graphically in Fig. 
22. As can be seen from this figure, eddy current 
clutches have higher inertias than their dc motor 
counterparts up to a rating of 100 hp; above that 
the situation reverses. Hydraulic motors have a 
decided advantage in inertia over both motors 
and rliit,ahes. --- --
A figure of merit in the motor is the torque to 
inertia ratio or the torque-squared to inertia ratio. 
The latter is sometimes preferred because it re- 
mains constant at both ends of a gear reducer. 
At simulator power levels, the dc motors and in 
particular the dc torque motor are the preferred 
units, while the eddy current clutch runs second. 
At the high power level, though, the hydraulic 
motor has an advantage over the clutch. 
Simulator Size Full Size 
DC- 
NEMA 
Motor 
GE 
504 
15 
300 
1.43 
98,000 
1915 
Amplidyne 
GE 
624 F 
20 
1750 
825 
4655 
61.4 
.I45 
Hydraulic 
Pump- 
Motor 
Vickers 
hlFA 120 
200 
1800 
292 
8,230,000 
600 
Pump 
Vickem 
PVA 120 
200 
1200 
1150 
2,350 
122 
.0528 
DC 
Torque 
Motor 
Inland 
T-18004-A 
11.4 
60 
3.1 
323,000 
600 
Amplidyne 
GE 
622 F 
13.5 
1750 
600 
1200 
36.8 
.416 
Hydraulic 
Pump 
Motor 
Vickers 
Model A 
9 
12,500 
1.56X10-6 
7,900 
1.7 
Pump 
Vickers 
Model A 
9 
12,500 
1.7 
5.1 
200 
.0276 
Eddy 
Current 
Clutch 
. Eaton 
WCS 216 
220 
1200 
1.92 
634,000 
1900 
AC hfotor 
350 
1160 
3100 
10,000 
7.1 
.355 
Hydraulic 
Valve 
Motor 
Vickers 
Model B 
14.2 
10,000 
4.73 X 10- 
15,400 
3.3 
Valve 
Moog 
Series 32 
4.7 
N/A 
.75 
7.4 
412 
,038 
Eddy 
Current 
Clutch 
Eaton 
WCS 2062 
10 
1200 
.I55 
16,800 
270 
AC Motor 
Westinghouse 
284 US 
10 
1160 
290 
830 
5.78 
.292 
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FIGURE 22.-Comparison of inertias. 
From a weight standpoint the hydraulic motor 
is by far the preferred unit, but the eddy current 
clutch is lighter than the dc motor. These fig- 
ures, howcver, are somcwliat misleading as far as 
dc motors are concerned. The torque motor 
requires no gearing, but all other units do. Con- 
sequently a weight for the appropriate gear reducer 
should be considered. Also a low speed NEMA 
moter was chosen for the comparison. If weight 
is a major system design criteria, a 3500 rpm 
motor could be chosen in place of a 300 rpm unit, 
which reduces the weight from 1915 lbs to 285 lbs. 
The figures in the table also do not take into 
account that special designs could be arrived a t  
that would demonstrate much improved char- 
acteristics. Power generators also make hydrau- 
lics more attractive than the eddy current clutch 
and dc motors as far as weights are concerned. 
Total system weights given in the table are the 
sum of prime mover and power generator weights. 
These figures neglect weights of electronic con- 
trollers, gearing, mounting hardware, reservoirs 
and piping for hydraulic systcms, cooling system 
for eddy current clutch systems, etc. All of these 
factors would have to be considered in arriving 
a t  a total system weight. Indications are that 
the hydraulic system still will be lighter than the 
clutch or dc motor systems. 
To study the transient response, it is sufficient 
for a preliminary check to determine the predomi- 
nant natural frequency and damping factor. For 
the dc and hydraulic drives this can be done 
simply by using equations 33, 34, 40, and 41. 
The clutch drive because of the type of its trans- 
fer function, does not lend itself to  direct com- 
parison. To put all systems on an equal basis, 
a tachometer feedback will be introduced with an 
arbitrarily chosen loop gain of 10. This addition 
modifies the original natural frequency w, and 
damping factor ( for dc and hydraulic drives as  
follows : 
w,/modified = w d f i  (46) 
C {/modified = -= 
dl 1 (47) 
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The transfer function of the clutch drive G, is 
modified by the feedback H, to give a new G,': 
where 
Substituting values into equations 46, 47, 50, and 
51, the predominant natural frequency and its 
damping factor is obtained and entered in Table 111. 
It is assumed here that the predominant natural 
frequency is the sole determining factor for band- 
width. Consequently this frequency is somewhat 
hypothetical because other time constants have 
been neglected which could influence bandwidth. 
But, if a further assumption is made that all of 
these other effects are present in all drive systems 
to approximately the same degree, then the natu- 
ral frequency does represent an index of perfor- 
mance in the comparison of various systems. 
Among the low horsepower drives the hydraulic 
valve-motor system has the highest natural fre- 
quency of 412 rad/sec, with the pumpmotor 
system second with 200 rad/sec. One charac- 
teristic of hydraulic drives is that a high loss in 
piping is encountered. For example, if the piping 
length were doubled for the pump-motor system, 
the natural frequency wouici &up to 125 m",se..c. 
This equivalent effect is not present in dc motor 
or eddy current clutch drives; doubling lead length 
will not affect performance significantly. Also, 
the hydraulic drives are highly under-damped; 
but adjustments of the tachometer loop could 
easily improve this situation. Dc motor drives 
have a smaller bandwidth than hydraulic but 
exceed clutch drives by a good margin. The fact 
that the clutch drive has a natural frequency of 
only 5.78 rad/sec is not necessarily a limiting 
factor for system design; it just makes compensa- 
tion more difficult. For the full-size drive the 
hydraulic system is preferred over the clutch 
system because of a much larger bandwidth. 
So far, in comparing drive systems, use has 
been made of the numbers in Table 111; and the 
hydraulic systems seem to be superior. However, 
to complete the comparison, other factors have to 
be considered-factors that do not lend them- 
selves readily to being put into numbers. 
The first of these factors in reliability. The 
clutch drive has a limitation on life because of 
wearing mechanical parts, namely bearings and 
coolant seals. Besides bearings and oil seals, the 
hydraulic drive has more moving parts, i.e., pis- 
tons, yokes, and other parts which tend to lower 
the reliability. The reliability is affected also by 
possible contamination of the fluid. Contami- 
nation is caused by introduction of impurities 
like sand, dirt, metal filings, etc. during assembly 
and during operation of the system due to wear 
of hydraulic components. Chemical changes of 
the fluid due to extreme temperatures and pres- 
sure changes tend to add sludge and gum. A 
conservative estimate of mean-time-between-fail- 
ure (MTBF) for a 200 hp drive is 16,500 hours for 
the hydraulic system and 36,500 hours for the 
clutch system, thus giving the latter system a 
better thsn 2:1 margin. Dc motor systems should 
have a MTBF similar to that of the clutch system 
except that brush and commutator wear has to be 
taken into account, thus lowering the MTBF by 
some amount. 
Maintenance is very closely related to reli- 
ability; thus the hydraulic system requires more 
maintenance than the clutch drives. In the 
clutch drive maintenance consists mainly of 
greasing bearings and checking the coolant level. 
Hydraulic system maintenance requires regular 
nil rhanges. system cleaning, greasing of bearings, 
tightening of fittings, changing of filter eiements, 
etc. 
Another factor not considered in Table I11 is 
RFT. Hydraulic systems by nature do not gen- 
erate RFI. Eddy current clutch drives, because 
of their construction, do not have slip rings or 
commutators and thus also do not generate RFI, 
the only exception being the fact that a relative 
large dc field excitation is required on the clutches. 
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If this excitation is derived from a commutating design requirement, which necessitates that the 
source such as SCR's, thyratrons, or dc generators, particles be distributed evenly in the airgap under 
RFI  may appear. This can be prevented how- all operating and non-operating conditions. 
ever by choosing the proper amplifier or by using 
RFI  filters and good shielding practices. Dc 6. CONCLUSION 
motor drives are inherent RFI generators, but by On the basis of comparisons between hydraulic, 
proper design successful drive systems can be dc, and eddy current clutch drives, i t  can be con- 
developed. cluded that the clutch drive has one major ad- 
5.4 Other Clutches 
Before leaving the topic of comparisons, it may 
be in order to mention other types of clutches and 
how they compare with the eddy current clutch. 
Other types are friction disk, crystal, loudspeaker, 
hysteresis, magnetic particle, and magnetic fluid 
clutches. 
Friction disk clutches are either mechanically or 
electrically operated devices similar to ordinary 
automobile clutches. These units can transmit 
high torques, have a relative low durability, and 
are basically suited for on-off operation only. 
Friction disk clutches are not suited for antenna 
drive applications. Crystal and loudspeaker 
clutches, even though utilizing different principles, 
are on-off divices. Their low power rating puts 
them into the instrument servo class rather than 
a power drive class. 
Lately a lot of interest has been shown in the 
application of hysteresis clutches for instrument 
servos and low horsepower systems. However, 
no information is available on developments of 
higher horsepower units. 
Magnetic particle and fluid clutches are available 
with characteristics close to those of the eddy 
current clutch. Basically, these clutches consist 
of two disks separated by an airgap which is filled 
with magnetic powder or magnetic particles sus- 
pended in fluid. A magnetic field causes the 
particles to form a more or less rigid bond between 
the plates, depending upon the excitation level. 
This bond is capable of transmitting torque inde- 
pendent of the speed of the clutch. Magnetic 
particle and fluid clutches up to about 100 hp  
ratings are available commercially. Similar to 
the eddy current clutch, these clutches are sub- 
jected to high slip power causing heat dissipation 
problems. Excessive heat could chemically affect 
the magnetic particlcs to cause a change in their 
characteristics. Magnetic particles also cause 
sealing and wear problems and pose a difficult 
vantage: That is in reliability and consequently 
decreased maintenance requirements. Disadvan- 
tages are relatively high inertia and therefore 
a poor torque to inertia ratio, predominant field 
time constant which limits bandwidth, non-linear 
operation, and heat dissipation problems which 
cause poor efficiency. But despite these disad- 
vantages it is possible to design and build a 
satisfactory control system that assures required 
stability and tracking accuracy. 
Historically, the eddy current clutch has been 
used for many years in automatic machinery, but 
very few applications are known to antenna sys- 
tems. One of NASA's antennas on Wallops 
Island had an eddy current clutch drive. This 
antenna was designed and built by General 
Bronze, a company which has since discontinued 
the manufacture of antennas. The drive system of 
this particular antenna has a history of burned- 
out clutches due to excessive heat dissipation and 
poor control ability. However the general opin- 
ion is that this situation was not caused by inherent 
problems with the clutch but rather by choosing 
an underrated unit because of lack of information 
on and experience with clutches. Eddy current 
clutch drives were proposed for the 250 ft antenna 
of JPL  and the 600 ft Sugar Grove antenna of the 
Navy. The latter antenna system was to utilize 
clutch drives but the whole project was cancelled 
before completion, and consequently the drive 
system could not be tested and evaluated. 
To prove conclusively the advantages or dis- 
advantages of the eddy current clutch drive sys- 
tem over the hydraulic drive, it is necessary to 
build a full-size clutch drive. Only then, after 
several months of operations under realistic con- 
ditions, can a firm opinion be formed. While 
certain characteristics of the hydraulic drive are 
superior to those of the eddy current clutch as has 
been pointed out here, either drive appears capa- 
ble of meeting all dynamic performance specifica- 
tions so that these differences arc of secondary 
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importance in the application under consideration. 
In view of the down-time experience with the 
present hydraulic drives the reliability factor 
becomes the most i m p o u t  characteristic when 
making a comparison. If the clutch system 
should prove itself more reliable by a reasonable 
factor, and should no unusual problems develop 
such as excessive heating, poor control, etc., it  
will be well worthwhile to choose eddy current 
clutches for future applications and even to con- 
sider modification of present antennas. Reliabii- 
ity of the drive system is very important since it 
is expensive to have down-time on a multimillion 
dollar antenna system because of a hydraulic leak 
or a clogged servo valve. 
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A METHOD FOR COMPARING THE REFLECTING 
POWER OF CONCAVE GRATINGS IN THE SOFT 
X-RAY REGION* 
D. H. TOhIBOCLIAN AND W. E. BEHRING 
The equations needed for calculating the intensity of a spectral line produced by a concave 
grating are developed for a source of given monochromatic radiant power. These equations are 
then applied to give a comparison of the reflectance of gratings tested with the same sourceandwith 
the other conditions also similar. Another application for the purpose of comparing the reflec- 
tance of the same grating in different orders of the same line is also described. The results are 
given for the determination of the reflectance of a particular Siegbahn glass grating. 
I. INTRODUCTION 
The purpose of this report is to describe a 
method for evaluating the spectral response of a 
grating under test by comparing its response with 
that of a second grating whose efficiency is known. 
The particular approach is designed as a substi- 
tute for the laborious procetlure by which the 
performance of the given grating may be mcas- 
ured directly for the particular mounting. The 
calibration is best carried out by using an intense 
and dense line spectrum such as the one produced 
in a capillary spark discharge. 
II. DEFINITION OF SYMBOLS 
In  the list below we define most of the symbols 
to be used in various relations needed for the 
4o = angle of grazing incidence measured 
from surface, 
x = distance from central image to posi- 
tion of spectrum line as measured 
along Rowland circle, 
(++xlp)  =angle of diffraction measured from 
surface, 
r =distance from source to pole of grat- 
ing, 
r t =  distance from pole to line image, 
d = distance from source to  entrance 
slit, 
21 =height of illuminated rulings, 
z=height of point source above me- 
dian plane, 
z' =height of image above median plane. 
reductions. The geometrical aspects of the graz- The following relations are also included for 
ing incidence mounting are seen in Fig. 1. reference: 
p = radius of curvature of grating blank, 
r '=p  cos 0; r = p  cos a+d. a = grating space, 
m = order of diffraction, 
A =wavelength of radiation, The intensity maxima are given by the grating 
w = width of entrance (Rowland) slit, equation : 
W ,  = illuminated width of grating, 
wf=width of magnified image on Row- mX = a cos 40 - cos 40+- = a[sin a - sin p]. (1) 
land circle, 
[ ( :)I 
a =angle of incidence measured from By geometry, the image width along the Row- 
normal, land circle is found to be 
/3 = angle of diffracation measuretl from 
W'= w w normal, -- 
cos p' (2) 
'Publialird i r ~  i l p p r i e d  O~ll ica.  :3 (4) :  501-503, .\pril 1004. sin(40+;) - 
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FIGURE 1.--Geometrical features of the grazing incidence 
mounting. 
Ill. RADIANT ENERGY INCIDENT O N  GRATING 
Let J(X) denote the monochromatic radiant 
power emitted in a given direction per unit solid 
angle and unit area of source. The radiant power 
incident on the grating is calculated by consider- 
ing the solid angle subtended by the grating a t  a 
given point in the source and by considering the 
FIGURE 2.-Solid angle subtended at the source P. The 
angle is determined by the width W of the entrance slit 
and the height of rulings 21. 
effective area of the source. By referring to the 
diagram in Fig. 2, it is seen that 9, the solid angle 
szhte~ded zt 2 ~~~~c~ pdnt if yiven hy 
The solid angle is determined by w, the width of 
the entrance slit, and by 21, the height of the illu- 
minated portion of the rulings. For a 25-p slit, 
source to grating distance of 20 cm, d= 10.5 cm, 
and 21 = 1.0 cm, Q is nearly 1.2 X sr. 
Next we wish to calculate the effective area of 
the source. The procedure is indicated sche- 
matically in the sketch of Fig. 3. Starting with 
the projected width of the grating W, cos a, one 
finds the useful width of the source to be (W,/p)d, 
provided (W,lp) represents the smallest angular 
width 7 for a given experimental arrangement. 
Extended Entrance Projected area of the 
source slit illurninofed portion of 
grating 
t 
21 
.I 
FIGURE 3.-Effective area of source. Starting with the 
projected width of the grating the angle y is obtained 
from y = (TP, Xcos alp cos a) = (W,/p). For the useful 
area oi source this gives 2s times yd or (2zW&lp). 
I t  could be that the effective width of the source 
is the actual width of the source, or if a post-slit 
of width Wt, is located at a distance b from the 
Rowland slit., t,he value of angle 7 as given by 
(Wb/b) may be smaller than (W,/p). In this case 
the effective width of the source would be (Wb/b)d. 
If 22 is the height of the source which is effective 
in illuminating the full height of the rulings, the 
effective area A e f f  of the source for the present 
choice of -y becomes 
If S(X) denotes the radiant power incident on 
the grating for the case of a line radiation of wave- 
length A, then, utilizing the results given by rela- 
tions (3) and (i), S(X) may be represented as 
provided that J(X) is isotropic and uniform over 
the source. Furthermore, when the spectrum is 
recorded photographically, the radiant energy 
incident on the grating during an exposure time 
T is 
4zw W,' E,=S(X)T=J(X)T 
If the radiant power is detect,ed electronically, Eq. 
(5 )  may be modified to denote the incident phot,on 
flux. 
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IV. ENERGY IN IMAGE OF SPECTRAL LINE 
From a microphotometer trace of the spectro- 
gram and with the aid of the relative intensity 
calibration of the particular emulsion used, one 
can arrive at  a quantity M which is a measure of 
the radiant energy per unit area of the line image. 
The measurement of the radiant energy associated 
with the entire image of the spectral line involves 
a knowledge of the area of the astigmatic image. 
Recently Namiokal has re-examined the theory 
of the concave grating and has pointed out certain 
errors in the treatment of the problem as given by 
B e ~ t l e r . ~  However, Namioka states that Beut- 
ler's treatment of astigmatism is correct. We 
begin with Eq. (36) in Beutler's paper. A point 
source a t  a height z above the median plane and a t  
a distance r is imaged a t  a height z' and a t  a dis- 
tance r' (see Fig. 4). The coordinate 1 is the 
S o u r c e  Gra t i ng  I m a g e  
T 
f 01 p) ' [ pcOsP -cosacos/3+sin2~ . (10) p cos a+d 1 
In  passing we note that, for an extended source of 
height z focused on the entrance slit (d=O), z' 
reduces to 
sin2 a cos fi 
cos a cos a I 
and for the more special case of a point source a t  
d = z = 0, we have 
sin2 a cos p I , (d=z=O). (12) COS a 
The expression in (12) is the one commonly 
cited in elementary treatments. It gives the 
largest z' for given values of a, P, and p. I n  the 
cases represented by (11) and (12) the astigmatic 
effect is seen to be independent of p, the grating 
radius. On the other hand, relation (8) which 
connects the lengths of source, image, and rulings 
does involve p. 
I 
+ r d -  r' The area of the astigmatic line image is deduced 
'Z/ from the diagram in Fig. 5. The quantity z' is 
FIGURE 4.-Distances involved in the condition for 
calculating the vertical height of an astigmatic image. 
length of rulings measured from the center. The 
light paths lie in vertical planes which include z, 
z', and 1 a t  the angles a and p. Solving Beutler's 
formula for z', we find 
,'= -z(;)+l[(;)-(cos ,,(;)+1 
- (cos P) - . (7) (91 
Replacing r by its equal (p cos a+d) and r' by 
p cos p and upon simplification, we find 
where the angular functions are represented by 
~ ( ~ 1  D l  P) p cos a + d  
and FIGURE 5.-Area of astigmatic image. 
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given by (8), while [, as given by Beutler, has the expression in (18) applies to a given grating and is 
form a measure of its spectral response. To compare 
the responses of two diflerent gratings in a given 
r=+zgb, 8, p)+W(a, 8, PI, (I3) spectral order, it is necessary to write down the 
where g and j have already been defined by (9) ratio R1(A)/Ro(A), where RI(X) is the response of the grating to be tested and Ro(A) is the previously 
and (lo). The area as pictured in be determined reflectance of the grating which is 
assumed to be built of the rectangular portion taken as a standard.* 2w'z' plus the area of two triangular caps equal to 
wl([-2'). From (8) and (13), one obtains By the application of (18) we find 
(I-z1)=2zg(a, 8, PI- 
Hence A, the image area, is 
A =2w1z'+w'([-z') =2lw'f(a, 8, p), 
where w' is the width of the line and 21 is the 
height of the illuminated portion of the ruling. 
Consequently, for the radiant energy di£fracted 
into the entire image of a particular l i e  in a 
specified order m, we may write 
where M is a measure of the radiant energy per 
unit area of the line image in question. 
where the subscripts 0 and 1 refer, respectively, to 
quantities associated with the standard and test 
grating characteristics or measurements. The 
ratio in (19) is written for the comparison of first- 
order reflectances. 
It may be possible to arrange the experimental 
conditions so that the same sources, exposure 
times, Rowland slit-widths, and the same illu- 
minated areas of gratings are used. This means 
that in (19) 
V. CALCULATION OF REFLECTANCES Jo(A)=Ji(A); Z ~ = Z I ;  To=Tl; W O = W ~ ;  Woo=W,,l. 
are in a position formulate an ex- With such an arrangement and recalling that w' 
pression for the comparison of grating efficiencies. 
= w/cos 8, relation (19) reduces to 
Considering the radiant energy associated with a 
line radiation of wavelength A, we define the 
Rl(A) - M  1 cos Bofl(al,81, PI) (PI cos al+dl)pi 
reflectance R(A) as the fraction of the incident ---- 
Ro(A) Mo cos @ d o ( ~ ,  Po, PO) (PO cos ao+do)~o' (20) radiant energy which appears in the entire image 
of the diffracted line. In symbols 
where the subscript m miera to the eder  of the 
diffracted line. With the aid of previously devel- 
oped relations (6) and (16), R(A), may be written 
as 
In computations, the quantities in the bracket 
appearing in the numerator of (18) must be a p  
propriate to the diffracted line of order m. The 
Rearranging (10) we obtain 
*The grating referred to as "standard" ia a dease glses grating ruled 
lightly by R. W. Wood. Its radius of curvature is 1.53 m with e 
sparing of 8480b. Its response in the soft x-ray region was determined 
by illuminating the grating by the sensibly monochromatic emission 
bands of C. Be, Al. and suitable d o n s  fmm discharge sourma. 
The calibration proeess involved the messurement of the radiant power 
input and also the radiant power associated in the diBmted beam in a 
particular order. The calibration was then used ta analyse the spec- 
tral distribution of the synchrotron radiation and was successful in pre  
dicting the theoretieally known sbape of the spectral power distribution 
from this source. 
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Substituting (21) into (20), the working equation for the comparison of responses in the same order for 
two diferent gratings becomes 
If it is desired to compare reflectances in various approach would be to compare second-order lines 
orders, one of two procedures may be followed. in the spectrum of the test grating with corre- 
One may take the grating under test, and calibrate sponding lines of the spectrum produced by the 
it in the first order against a standard. From the standard. Below, we express analytically the 
second- to first-order line intensity ratios pro- working equation for the calculation of second- 
duced by the test grating, one may proceed to order reflectance RII(X) by direct comparison with 
calculate the second-order reflectance. A second the first-order reflectance Rl(X) of the same grat- 
ing. Thus, from (18) it follows that 
-cos a+sin PII tan ,811 
-- 
- cos a +sin PI tan PI 
cos a+d /p  
where the Roman numerals I and I1 have been 
used to refer to first- and second-order quantities 
associated with a single spectral record produced 
by the same grating. 
VI. PROGRAMMING 
The computations are handled easily by first 
selecting a set of values for A, thereby obtaining 
sin P ,  the sine of the angle of diffraction, from (1). 
We recall that sin a, m ,  and a are constants. The 
remaining trigonometric functions appearing in 
(22) or (23) are readily tabulated. The calcula- 
tions are repeated for the same first-order lines 
produced by a second grating or for the compari- 
son of first- and second-order intensities produced 
by the same grating. 
VII. EXPERIMENTAL 
The experimental approach involves the use of 
two similar spectrometers. The standard grating 
is permanently mounted in one of them a t  a 
known angle of grazing incidence. The grating 
to be studietl is similarly mounted in an auxiliary 
spectrometer and is focused a t  a predetermined 
angle of incidence, not nccess:~rily the same as that 
of the standard spectrometer. As we have sccn, 
the comparison of grating efficiencies involves a 
number of parameters such as: the size of source, 
its distance from the entrance slit, the width of 
the entrance slit, the angle of incidence, the area 
and the height of the ruled portion of the grating 
illuminated by the source, the radius of curvature 
of the grating blank, and the grating constant. 
Using a convenient source, and keeping operat- 
ing conditions of this source as constant as possi- 
ble, one obtains spectrograms with each of the two 
spectrometers. From the densitometer trace of 
each spectrogram and from the intensity calibra- 
tion curve of the emulsion one arrives a t  a measure 
a 
W o v e l e n g t h  in & 
FIGURE 6. - (M1/Mo)  ratios for two angles of grazing 
incidence in the first order. Siegbahn grating W1- 
57G314. 
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of the radiant energy density in each of the line 
images. 
VIII. RESULTS 
In the way of sample calculations we present 
results obtained on Siegbahn grating W1-576-314. 
Figure 6 gives the (Ml/Mo) ratios for two different 
angles of incidence. Here the subscript zero 
refers to the first order of the standard grating 
which was calibrated against the radiation from 
a synchrotron, the intensity of which was calcu- 
lated by Tomboulian and Ha~%man.~.* The sub- 
script one refers to the Siegbahn grating. 
The scatter in the experimental points is due 
mostly to photometric errors. No reduction of 
dat,a was contemplated when the initial records 
were obtained so that the usual refinements were 
not introduced in the registrat,ion of the spect,ra. 
For calculating the reflectivities plotted in Fig. 7, 
the values of the (M1/Mo) ratio were taken from 
*If the image of the source is focused on the entrance slit. Eq. 118) 
is still valid if one sets the slit to source distance, d, equal to zero. It 
can be shonn that Eq. (6) is likewise still valid with d =O (hence, r =p 
cos a). Therefore, these equations may be used with all of the usual 
mountings of the concave grating. If the source produces continuum 
rather than line radiation, Eq. (18) can be wily modified by replacing 
w'/J(x) by mp/J,(X)u Xco@ where Jdh) is the J P )  per unit wavelength 
interval. 
FIGWE 7.-Response curves for two different angles of 
grazing incidence &. Siegbahn grating W1-576-314. 
the smoothed out curves, and individual experi- 
mental points were not used. Figure 7 indicates 
that at either of the two angles of incidence, the 
grating response oattains its peak value of 11 
percent near 180 A. Below this wavelength the 
grating efficiency is higher a t  the smaller angle of 
grazing incidence. 
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A NARROW-BAND TRACKING FILTER* 
RONALD WOODMANt 
The characteristics of a servo phase-lock tracking filter is described herein. The filter tracks 
a 100 cps carrier with a bandwidth of either 0.3 cps or 0.03 cps. The advantages of this type 
filter and its use is also discussed. 
This report is to supplement the NASA T N  
D-1419 report, "A Phase-Locked Phase Filter for 
the Minitrack System," to cover the improved 
prototype built by the Network Engineering 
Branch, Data Systems Section. 
After due consideration, the name "Phase- 
Locked Phase Filter" has been changed to "Nar- 
row Band Tracking Filter.'' This name implies 
its function and the technique it uses. 
The block diagram and system theory is 
essentially the same as described in the above 
Technical Note. There were two different ap- 
proaches that could have been taken: to shift the 
reference and phase-lock it to the signal or to 
shift the signal and phase-loclc it to the reference. 
The first approach has been taken since the out- 
put is a clean 100 cps signal whose phase can be 
measured and digitalized with existing Minitrack 
equipment. 
The system has been designed for two different 
bandwidths: 0.3 cps with 10 sec. acquisition time 
and 0.03 cps with 100 sec. acquisition time. The 
dynamics of the systcm are slightly different than 
the dynamics of the system described in the above 
mentioned T N  report. The open loop transfer 
function is still of the form. 
but the ratio p/z has been increased from 5 to 9. 
A ratio of nine generates a root locus as shown in 
Figure 1, where for a particular gain ( K = p / 3 )  
the three poles of the close loop transfer lie on the 
same point of the real axis. This results in a 
critically damped second order servo with 40 
*Puhlishcd as Goddard S~rare Fl igh l  Cenler I)orun&enl X-651-64-8, 
January 1964. 
tlnstituto (;eofisico Del 1'~lr11, Irinla, Per~l. 
FIGURE 1.--Open and closed loop root locus. 1 
I 
db/sec roll-off. A value for z equal t o  0.371 or 
0.0371 has been chosen to give a bandwidth of 
0.3 or 0.03 cps and a acquisition time of 10 or 100 
seconds. The resulting closed loop transfer 
function is 
and 
&(s) 0.002Gl(S+0.0371) 
-- 
+I(~)- (S+0.1125)3 
for 0.03 cps BW (3) ! I 
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with afrequencyresponseas plotted in Figure 2
and a time response as shown in Figure 3. The _2_
frequency response shows a peak of 3 db as com-
pared with 4 db with the former system and a _,_
step input response with 25 percent overshoot as
+_
compared to 30 percent (Figure 3).
It has been mentioned in the report that the _"
steady state error for this filter is zero for a step
as well as for velocity input. If the input has
some acceleration there is some error that should
be corrected at the time of processing the in-
formation. In most cases this acceleration is so
small that it can be neglected. Nevertheless for
an input of the form
4_i= a--I-bl-4-cl _ (4)
the output would be in error by
2C
_,- _o = _- (5)
where
K_= s_G(s) ] =3.72(s_0.371) =0.414
I (s_-3.34)
s=0 s=O
for 0.3 cps, and
(s_-0.0371)
K_ = 0.0372 _ =0.00414
Is=0
for 0.03 cps. The error constant is proportional
to the square of the bandwidth; fortunately the
acceleration is proportional to the square of the
maximum phase rates. If the 0.3 cps is limited
to phase rates of the order of 0.5 lobes/sec
(0.05 lobes/see for the 0.03 cps), corrections, if
any, of only a few counts are necessary. (One
count equals .001 of 360 ° electrical degrees or
.36°).
The phase shifter in the new design has been
improved for optimum linearity. The outputs
of both rotor windings are being summed exactly
90 ° out of phase and equal amplitude by a high
gain operational amplifier with unity feedback.
It was noticed that the linearity of the phase
shifter was affected by any slight distortion of the
signal. Distortion has been kept as low as
possible and the signal is being filtered from
harmonics before phase detection by a 15 cps
band pass filter. A measured linearity of 0.05
percent has been achieved.
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FIGURE. 3.--Time response.
The AC operational amplifier was especially
designed for high gain (90 db) at 100 cps and stable
operation with feedback for unity gain. The
phase shifter design is being used for other
applications and will be described in a separate
report.
A limiter stage has been introduced in the
signal path before phase detection to get rid of
amplitude variations. This limiting produces
some noise quieting and generates a square wave
for the phase detector.
The phase detector is the diode switching type.
The signal square wave switches the 100 cps
reference. The output of the detector after being
filtered by the first operational amplifier is
essentially the cross-correction of both inputs.
The function of the DC Operational amplifiers
are essentially the same. The values of some of
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the elements have been changed to conform with 
the new transfer function. 
The Chopper, Servo Amplifier and Motor- 
Generator is a Diehl integrated package. The 
Motor-Generator is a GO cps, 3,000 rpm maximum 
speed type with 7.5 in-oz stalled torque. A 10 
in-oz2 flywheel was clamped on the motor shaft 
to increase its mechanical time constant. A 
larger mechanical to electrical time constant ratio 
allows stronger feedback in the velocity loop, 
thcreby reducing the effects of mechanical 
friction and increasing its dynamic range. With 
the flywheel, it was found that the amount of 
feedbacli was riot limited by the loop stability 
but by amplifier saturation with generator 
residual noise. Therefore, the flyuheel inertia 
effect is not being fully realized. A flywheel 
inertia of 3 in-oz2 should be sufficient. 
A problem has been encountered which was not 
noticed before. For a particular phase input 
signal the system oscillates very slowly, as much 
as f 2.5 count. This occurs only in the 0.03 cps. 
The oscillations occur for certain values of the 
fixcd phasc input which correspond to a particular 
pohition of the motor-generator rotor. If the 
system is tracking a t  a normal slow rate the 
prot)lcm docs not dcvclopc since the rotor is 
never :it the critical position long enough for the 
oscillations to build up. The only time, in 
practical use, that a fixed phasc is fed into the 
system is during calibration. I t  is possible to 
adjust the phase shifter so that the calibration 
phase correspontls to a stable motor-generator 
rotor position, or calibrate in the 0.3 cps BW to  
avoid the oscillations. 
The cause of the problem is the in-phase, 
position dependent, fundamental residual voltage 
generator, and in a type 2 position servo loop is 1 
automatically biased out. The in-phase, position 
dependent, fundamental residual component 
varies sinusoidally as a function of the position 
of the rotor, with as many cycles as number of 
poles in the generator. It is this last component , 
that causes the oscillations, being position 
dependent, and when fed back behaves as a posi- 
tion feedback either degenerative or regenerative, 
depending on what part of the sinusoid the rotor 
is positionetl. In the 0.03 cps mode, this re- 
generative feed is of the same order as the desire- 
able position feedbacli of the loop causing the 
system to be unstable and oscillate. The 
magnitude of the oscillations are as large as the 
negative slope portion of the sinusoid, i.e., one 
fourth of a turn for a two pole generator. In  this 
system there is a 50 to 1 gear reduction from the 
motor-generator to the resolver, therefore, a one 
fourth turn peal< to peak oscillation corresponds 
to 0.005 turns peal< to peak oscillation a t  the 
resolver or k2.5 counts. If a 100:l reduction 
were used the oscillations \vould be reduced to an 
accept:~l)le f 1.25 counts with a reduction in 
maximum tracking rate from 0.5 lobes/sec to 0.25 
lobcs/sec which still woul(1 take care of satellite 
passes with normal phase rates. If 400 cps were 
used, the oscillations woultl be reduced by a 
factor of 0.15 (=50/100) for corresponding 
tracking rates. 
In  order to get rid of the oscillations completely, 
it has been calculated that a motor-generator with 
a maximum in-phase, position dependent, residual 
voltage, em, less than: 
em f 0.003- volts ( T;) 
of the motor-generator. The output of an ic1c:~l 
is zero for zero rpm. ~~~~~l gmnators is nrces=ry, ~vhere, u = output volts per 1000 rpm 
have an output a t  0 rpm which is callctl "residu:il 
volt:~gc." The residual voltage is the sum of p =number of poles 
random noise and signals of the fundamental 
frequency and harmonics. The fundamental a two polc 'lnit and '/looO 'pm 
residual volt:~ge has an "in-phase" and a "quad- 
rature" c+omponent. I t  is only the in-phase 
c , ~  =i(O.003;) ==*= 0.0014 volts 
component that causes any dyn:in~ic effects in 2X3.14X2 
the velocity servo loop. l'hr in-phase resid\lal 
voltage has a fixed and a position dcpcnclcmt wor~l(l be necessary. Diehl Manllfacturers state 
componcnt. Thr only cffcc-t of tht. fixcd (.om- that they arc in the development stage of a GO cps 
ponrnt is to  cause ('crrcping" of the motor- unit that woul(1 meet such specifications. 
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Another solution for the problem is the use of a 
DC tachometer which will be tried in the labora- 
tory. Increased friction and ripple on the output 
are new problems that would have to be solved. 
The simplest solution and the one recommended 
for future units is to increase the gear reduction 
from 50 to 100 to 1. 
A synchronous amplitude detector has been 
installed in the system with good results. The 
amplitude of the 100 cps signal input is syn- 
chronoxsly detected using the output of the filter 
shifted 90" as the reference. The advantage of 
a synchronous detector over an envelope detector 
is that no noise is introduced in the process of 
detection and its threshold is determined by the 
postdetection bandwidth rather than the pre- 
detection bandwidth. Post-detection bandwidth 
can be set to either 0.3 or 0.03 cps. 
Another advantage of the detector is that it 
detects the amplitude of the 100 cps output of the 
Minitrack receivers. This amplitude depends 
only on the magnitude of any coherent signal or 
noise going into both front ends of the receiver 
and discriminates against any noncoherent noise 
such as the one generated in each front end or the 
one coming from the sky background. 
The detected amplitude could be used to control 
the AGC of the receiver. A well balanced product 
detector would not produceany 100cpsripplewhich 
would be a problem when a fast AGC is desireable. 

VIII. ORBIT DETERMINATION 

DIGITAL OHMMETER* 
JOHN SEMYAN 
5. Power requirements are relatively high 
6. An ana10~-todigital converter is needed to DESCRiPTiON OF SYSTEM OPERATION 
This paper describes a unique method of digitizing resistive sensor outputs for telemetry. 
In the system proposed, the resistance to be measured comprises the unknom-n leg of a wheatstone 
bridge which is automatically nulled by sequentially adding the required binary values of resistance 
in series in the known leg. The states of the reed relay switches which control the binary balancing 
residance then constitute a parallel digital word which represents unknown resistance. An 
absolute accuracy of f 0.05 percent is easily achieved. 
A design example that was used to prove the practicality and accuracy of the system is 
presented in detail. Some consideration is given to possible improvements in power consumption, 
range of resistance measurement, and operating speed. 
t 
INTRODUCTION The digital ohmmeter virtually eliminates mos 
I ~n is a device that measures of the above-mentioned disadvantages. The only 
1 tance in ohms. The digital ohmmeter described moving parts in the ~ m ~ o s e d  system are the reeds 
I herein is one whose readout is inherently digital, in hermetically sealed reed relays of Proven 
- - 
supply data to digital telemetering systems As stated previously, the method employed 
7. System redundancy is impractical here in measuring an unknown resistance is to 
*Published 88 N A S A  Technical .Vo& D-ms, October 1964. digitally null a bridge automatically. This is 
I 
rather than analog. Basically, the digital ohm- reliability. Final packages may be small in size 
meter is a self-balancing bridge circuit. It m y  and weight, and consume little power. Direct 
compared to a st,andard sen0  system in that digit.al readout is an inherent feature. Dynamic 
an error voltage is with a reference, range is easily controlled, and a,ccuracy of readout 
after which corrective action is taken. ~ h ~ ~ ~ g h  is readily predictable. Simple switching circuitry 
a series of successive approximations, the bridge results in a 10% operating life. 
is brought close to balance. The system design example shown in this paper 
The advantages of automatically nullmg a demonstrates an absolute accuracy capability of 
bridge using the system described herein are better than 0.05 percent, the primary limitation 
numerous compared with an electromechanical being the number of bits provided for readout. 
system which uses servo 'motors, precision gear Higher orders of accuracy may be obtained by 
boxes, and precision potentiometers. The latter providing a greater number of bits and altering 
approach, common in high-accuracy ground the bridge ratio. 
systems for many years, has the following dis- The main limitation of the proposed system is 
advantages : its relatively low encoding speed. In the con- 
1. Lubrication is required for many moving servative system described, about 2 seconds is 
parts required to null the bridge and generate a single 
2. Controlled environment is desired for efi- %bit resistance reading. Another limitation is 
cient, long life operation the range of resistance which can be accom- 
3. Precision required in manufacture and modated. Relay contact resistance can produce 
assembly of mecbsicz! ccm_pnnpnt,s i  an error when very small resistances are switched, 
costly and time consuming and, maximum resistance is liided by strzy 
4. The h a l  package is comparatively bulky capacitance effects. These limits depend on 
and heavy desired readout accuracy and dynamic range. 
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done by the successive approximations method, 
employing a binary adjustable resistance in the 
known leg of the bridge. Each resistor com- 
prising this step-adjustable resistance is sequen- 
tially sampled and controlled, from the largest to 
the smallest binary value. When all have been 
sampled, the bridge is in a balanced condition 
within an easily defined percentage of error. 
Reed relays are used as switches across each 
resistor in the known leg of the bridge. Before 
the sequential sampling process begins, a reset 
circuit opens all switches so that the binary 
adjustable resistor assumes a maximum value. 
This condition produces an error signal out of the 
bridge to an amplifier, and thence to a phase 
detector. Serial pulses, derived from a clock 
signal, are used to sequentially close the switches 
across the binary resistors. During the time that 
each binary resistor is being tried, the error signal 
out of the bridge is amplified and compared in 
phase with the bridge-drive reference signal. 
The output of the phase detector is then applied 
to circuitry that controls the condition of the 
respective switch. After the last-and smallest- 
binary resistor is sampled, the status of the 
switches constitutes a parallel digital word which 
represents the value of unknown resistance. 
DESIGN EXAMPLE 
Preliminary Considerations 
The following design example illustrates the 
practicality of the concept. Before detailed 
design can proceed, a group of someulhat arbitrary 
design goals must be specified: 
Unknown resistance range- _ - - -900 to 1000 ohms 
Allowable power dissipation in 
unknown resistance- -----  - - - - 1 milliwatt max. 
Number of bits per data word--_ - - -  _ - - - _ - - - - -8 
Encoding speed- - - - - -approx. 2 sec (4 cps clock) 
Available supply voltages- - - - - - _ - - + 6 volts d.c. 
An &bit binary word provides Z8-1, or 255, 
discrete coding levels, corresponding to about 
0.4 percent of range uncertainty. The 10 percent 
measurement range of unknown resistance there- 
fore should permit an absolute measuring accuracy 
approaching + 0.02 percent,. 
The long encoding time was chosen for system 
demonstration, sincc the logic opcrntion is easily 
followed and visual readout is possiblc while thc 
coder is cycling continuously. A 400 cps drive 
for the bridge was selected. This frequency must 
be considerably higher than the clock rate to 
allow effective carrier filtering a t  the phase 
detector output, but not so high that stray 
capacitance will be troublesome. A square 
waveform was chosen to permit use of a simple 
logical AND gate as a phase detector. 
The maximum permissible power dissipation in 
the unknown resistance is specified because of 
self-heating effects which would have to be 
considered in a typical sensor application. A 
platinum wire temperature sensor, for instance, 
should have negligible self-heating to minimize 
error. Since 1 milliwatt has been specified as the 
maximum permissible power dissipating in the 
1000 ohm sensor, the square wave driving voltage 
appearing across the sensor must not exceed the 
amplitude shown in the following calculation: 
where 
P = power dissipation, 
E, = sensor voltage (rms), 
R, = sensor resistance; 
For 1 milliwatt power dissipation and 1 kilohm 
resistor resistance, 
E* = ( )  (103) = 1 volt r m s .  
Figure 1 shows a block diagram of the complete 
systcm. 
Bridge Drive Circuits 
The free-running bridge drive multivibrator 
used in the breadboard model (Figure 2) operates 
between + 6  volts dc at  a frequency of approxi- 
mately 400 cps. The output waveform is 
symmetrical to within 5 percent. 
Perhaps the most obvious bridge drive con- 
figuration uses a balanced transformer drive 
[Figure 3 (a)] and produces a single-ended output. 
The transformer is undesirable in this application 
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FIGURE 1.-The digital ohmmeter. 
because of the low-frequency square wave 
involved and because of the effects of interwinding 
capacitance. If the output and drive are inter- 
changed, the codguration of Figure 3 (b) results. 
The drive is now single-ended with respect to 
ground, and the balanced output may be handled 
conveniently by a differential amplifier. The 
latter c~nnect~ion is considered preferable. The 
schematic diagram in Figure 2 shows the complete 
drive circuit. 
Bridge Design 
A 1:5 bridge ratio permits larger increments of 
resistance in the binary adjustable resistor, 
avoiding errors due to end-of-life reed relay 
contact resistance. Since 2 ohms is the smallest 
increment in the binary adjustable leg of the 
bridge, a change of 0.4 ohm in the sensor can be 
balanced out. An error of 0.4 ohm would con- 
stitute a 0.03 percent error in absolute sensor 
resistance. The unknown resistance specified has 
a range of variation from 900 to 1000 ohms. 
Therefore, the dynamic range of measurement is 
100 ohms, or 10 percent, and an overall change 
of 500 ohms in the X5 leg of the bridge is necessary 
for bridge balance. 
A 510 ohm range in the known leg of the bridge 
is achieved with binary resistor values as shown 
in Table I, giving an actual measurement range of 
898 to 1000 ohms. 
The measured drive signal to the bridge is 
approximately 7 volts peak-to-peak, producing 
b 
-6" dc 
4.7K 
it = Nominally 33pf (adi. for 
concellorion of stray capacity 
i n  bridge) 
a = FSP-8138 Fairchild Duol PNP 
FIGURE 2.-Bridge drive oscillator, bridge, and differential error amplifier. 
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0 UT PUT 
TO 
NULL AMP. 
1 
OUTPUT 
* TO 
NULL AMP. 
FIGURE 3.-Two bridge drive configurations (a) Bridge connected for balanced drive and single-ended output. (b) 
Bridge connected for singleended drive and balanced output. 
Binary Values Binary Resistor Equivalent 
of Resistance Value R in Sensor 
(ohms) (ohms) 
an average power dissipation of less than 1 produced by a 0.4 ohm change in the sensor 
milliwatt in the sensor for the 5:l drive ratio resistance, or a 2 ohm change in the X5 leg, may 
selected. The differential signal out of the bridge be calculated approximately as follows: 
AR, 
- -  
2  
V o u  t V , "  Ro 4 RB 7  - 0 . 4 7 M v P - P ,  ( 5  lo3) + (25  . lo3) 
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where factor of 10 excess of gain over that required to 
Vk = 7vP - P (bridge driving voltage), just operate the least significant digit: 
Ro = 5 X lo3 ohms (known leg of bridge), KVo 
RB = 25 X lo3 ohms [see Figure 3 (b)]. A = - =  l o x  = 26,000. 
" i n  0.47 x loT3 
Thus, the error signal out of the bridge could range 
from 0 to a maximum of 0.47 Mv peak-to-peak 
when the 2O binary resistor is sampled. 
Error Amplifier 
The nominal gain in the error amplifier should 
be about ten times greater than that required to 
operate the phase detector from a 0.47 Mv input, 
to insure the validity of the least significant bit. 
This allowance also provides a margin for safe 
operation with fairly large, environmentally 
induced gain variations. 
The minimum voltage gain required in the error 
amplifier may be computed as follows, allowing a 
where 
VO = 1.2 v, the peak-to-peak voltage necessary 
to saturate the AND-gate switch in the 
synchronous demodulator circuit; 
Vh=0.47 Mv as calculated for the smallest 
incremental bridge output; 
K =lo, a nominal gain margin as explained 
above ; 
A =minimum gain required. 
A high common-mode rejection (CMR) ratio in 
the error amplifier is necessary because the 
comrnon-mode signal output would have the same 
effect on the synchronous demodulator as a 
BINARY 
RESISTOR 
IDENTICAL CONNECTIONS 
TO 7 OTHER GATES 
FOR RESET 
. + 6 v &  
r 22K For 1st binary circuit only; 
all others hove thu-connect 
os shown by dotted line 
@ 0 . m ~  f For 1st bimry circuit only; 
011 others hove 270pf 
Outpt  to lamp indicator circuits ' J  
ERROR SIGNAL- 
IDENTICAL CONNECTiGNS 
TO 7 OTHER GATE 
CIRCUITS 
FIGURE 4.-Sychronous demodulator, information gate, and silicon-controlled switch. 
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differential error signal from the bridge. To 
insure a negligible error contribution, the equiva- 
lent common-mode input signal should be a factor 
of 10 below the differential input signal equivalent 
to a 1-digit error. Thus, for an amplifier gain of 
26,000, the CMR ratio required would be 
or about 108 db. Measured CMR ratio and gain 
for the amplifier shown in Figure 2 are 102 db 
and 30,000 respectively. These are considered 
entirely adequate for system test purposes. 
Since a square wave signal is being amplified, 
the effect of phase shift-within limits-can be 
negligible. If operating frequency were to be 
changed greatly, then the frequency characteris- 
tics of the amplifier would require alteration. 
Frequency response of the amplifier design, as 
shown in Figure 2, is about 20 cps to 6.5 kc. 
Synchronous Demodulator 
The output of the error amplifier is capacitor- 
coupled to the lower transistor in the synchronous 
demodulator. The reference signal from the 
astable multivibrator is capacitor-coupled to the 
upper transistor. Refer to Figure 4. When both 
signals are in phase with each other, a negative 
output appears a t  the collector of the upper 
transistor. If the reference and error signals are 
out of phase, no negative voltage is produced a t  the 
output of the demodulator. A voltage divider 
adjusts the dc voltage level a t  the collector of the 
upper transistor to approximately +1.8 volts dc 
when no output signal is present. When error 
and reference signals are in phase, the filter 
circuit produces a negative dc output voltage that 
maximizes a t  approximately-5 volts dc. The 
output of the synchronous demodulator is fed 
through an emitter follower to the eight gate 
inputs. 
MV = Multivibmtor 
( * )  = Identical units 
FIGURE 5.-Clock, counter, and matrix circuits. 
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Clock Oscillator and Serial Pulse Generator the silicon-controlled switches. The matrix out- 
In the present system, an astable multivibrator 
or clock oscillator having an operating frequency 
of approximately 4 cps drives a counter as 
shown in Figure 5. The counter consists of 
three cascaded bistable multivibrators, which 
count down to a ha1 output frequency of approxi- 
mately 0.5 cps. The counter outputs connect 
to a twenty-four diode AND matrix. The diode 
cathodes are connected in a binary configuration 
to eight 51 kilohm resistors. At this point of 
connection the matrix supplies eight serial outputs 
that are used as sequential gate trigger signals. 
The 51 kilohrn resistors are connected to  a -6 
volt source. Because of the loading effects of the 
gate, the swing of the matrix output pulses is 
approximately +2 volts to -0.2 volt. Figure 6 
shows a timing diagram of the system. 
Control Circuits 
The matrix outputs are connected to the bases 
of the eight transistors; also, they are fed through 
a differentiating network to the cathode gates of 
FIGTJEIE 6.-Timing diagram for digital ohmmeter. 
put to  the largest binary digit control circuit also is 
fed through a differentiating network to a reset 
circuit that is common to all eight binary digit 
control circuits. The reset pulse places all the 
silicon-controlled switches in an off condition; 
hence all binary resistors are series-connected in 
the bridge circuit (see Figure 4). 
The same pulse that the reset circuit receives 
from the matrix is applied to another differentiat- 
ing circuit, with a longer time constant than that 
employed to gate the reset circuit on. This 
negative-going pulse switches the silicon-con- 
trolled switch to an on condition so that the reed 
relay switch is closed, and the largest binary 
resistor is shorted out of the bridge circuit. This 
sampling of the largest binary resistor produces an 
error signal out of the bridge circuit that has a 
phase relation with the reference signal. If  a 
positive signal is applied to the emitter of the gate 
transistor, the negative matrix output pulse turns 
the gate transistor on and applies the positive 
error signal to the base of a switching transistor 
which virtually shorts the cathode gate of the 
silicon-controlled switch to ground. Thus, the 
silicon-controlled switch is opened and the largest 
binary resistor is again functional in the bridge 
circuit. If the error signal is negative, the gate 
never reopens and the largest binary resistor 
remains shorted or;t of the bridge. This process is 
then repeated for the remaining 7 binary digits. 
The reset circuit is actuated only at the start of 
the sampling pulse for the largest binary resistor. 
The other control circuit operations take place 
during the sampling period for each binary 
resistor. 
EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION 
The unit described herein performed as ex- 
pected. A decade resistance box with 0.1 ohm 
ii;crcments r?f resistance was used as the unknown. 
A lamp indicator system, shown in Appendix A, 
was used as an output display. A plot of binary 
numbers versus resistance proved system per- 
formance and accuracy. Absolute accuracy was 
better than k0.1 percent, the tolerance of the 
bridge resistors used. 
The 4 cps clock frequency used in the example 
was experimentally increased to about 20 cps, 
without appreciable change to other parts of the 
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system. Increasing bridge drive frequency should 
allow further increase in coding speed. 
A ring counter circuit employing modular 
bistable elements was tried in place of the counter 
and diode matrix circuits. It operated very 
efficiently and would be preferred in a reliable 
flight package. A ninth serial pulse is easily 
provided for more reliable "reset" action and for a 
"transfer" pulse to a telemetry system or word 
buffer. 
I t  is expected that a shunt-type gating system 
for the error signal circuit would permit a greater 
range of parameter variation and possibly 
simplify the control circuit. Also, the silicon- 
controlled switch might be replaced by a more 
easily controlled level-sensitive bistable circuit. 
CONCLUDING REMARKS 
No great amount of circuit refinement effort 
has gone into the development of this system. 
The design example presented here proves 
feasibility only. I t  readily can be seen that the 
demonstrated method is valid and that it may be 
adapted to many systems concerned with resis- 
tance measurement. The direct digital output 
makes the unit quite compatible with modern 
digital telemetry systems. I t  may be concluded 
that proper application of the basic scheme can 
result in a system of outstanding accuracy, 
coupled with high efficiency and inherent re- 
liability. 
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APPENDIX A 
LAMP INDICATOR SYSTEM FOR BENCH CHECK OF DIGITAL OHMMETER 
To facilitate bench checkout and demonstra- amplifiers as shown in Figure A-1. A-lighted 
tion of the system, miniature lamps were used to lamp indicates a binary "1" and an of lamp, 
indicate the state of each bit. These are driven a "0". Actual unknown resistance is easily 
from the reed relay coils through separate calculated as shown for the sample readout. 
SUBMINIATURE LAMP 
1 . 5 ~  @20 rnilliamp 
10K 
OUTPUTS -vvk 
FROM 
SCS ANODES 
Et+ ONE CELL FOR ALL UNITS 
I 8 IDENTICAL UNITS-ONE FOR EACH BINARY DIGIT 
1st BINARY DIGIT I ACTUAL VALUE OF 
256 + 128 + 64 + 32 + 16 + 8 + 4 + 2 - BINARY R ' s  
I = Light O N  DIVIDE BY 5 R equivalent 
51.2 + 25.6 + 12.8 + 6.4 + 3.2 + 1.6 + 0.8 + 0.4 -0 = Light OFF FOR SENSOR 
IF LIGHTS ARE AS SHOWN ABOVE 
0 I 0 I 0 0 I 0 
ADD 0 + 25.6 + 0 + 6.4 + 0 + 0 + 0.8 + 0 + 898=930.8ohrns 
 raw^ A-1.-Lamp indicator circuit for bench checkout system. 
LOCAL ERROR CONTROL IN NUMERICAL INTEGRA- 
TION THROUGH OPTIMIZING THE ORDER OF 
THE INTEGRATOR* 
W. S. SOAR 
THE NATURE OF NUMERICAL INTEGRATION 
Numerical integration consists of replacing the 
function to be integrated by another of simpler 
form, usually a polynomial, which is then in- 
tegrated by some standard formula. This is true 
whether the integrand is a function of the inde- 
pendent variable only, as in the case 
We shall assume throughout that y' is approxi- 
mated by a polynomial. Then the success of the 
numerical integration depends upon how well y' 
is represented by the polynomial which replaces it, 
for the formulas integrate the polynomial exactly. 
HAZARDS OF POLYNOMIAL APPROXIMATION I 
I t  is well known that polynomials, under I 
appropriate circumstances, can be made to ap- I 
proximate almost any function to arbitrary 
or is afunction of both independent and dependent 
accuracy.  The Weierstrass approximation 
variables, as in the differential equation theorem assures us that if f(x) is a real function 
yt=f(x, Y). continuous on the closed interval [a, b], then for 
every positive number e there exists a polynomial 
The first case is the problem of the integral P(x) of degree n, 
calculus, and is solved by numerical quadrature. n P(X) = za ,xk ,  Here, for a given x we can evaluate y', and can k=o 
substitute values of y', or finite differences of y', 
into appropriate formulas to obtain the integral such that I.f(x)-P(x)l < e  for all X in 1% bl. I 
y over some domain. But this theorem is widely misinterpreted. To 
In  the second case we require knowledge of the begin with1 the fact that the desired ~ o l ~ n o m i a l  
integral y for a given x before we can evaluate y'. exists does not imply that we can find it. That  
This is like having to know the answer before we does not suggest we lack skills or methods. We 
can ask the question. A common approach to may be unable to find the polynomial of arbitrary I 
this problem is to estimate y at  the specified x, accuracy simply because we cannot get enough 
substitute it into the differential equation to information about it. 
obtain an estimate of y', after which y is computed Of one thing we may be sure. The existence 
as in ordinary quadrature. This procedure is of the desired polynomial does not mean i t  is of 
called the predictor and corrector method, of low degree- But here is something often mis- 
which numerous forms exist. If the first corn- understood: A polynomial of higher degree does 
puted y is not good enough, it may be substituted not necessarily give a better approximation. 
into the differential equation exactly as was the Consider the example 
original estimate of y. An improved y' is then 
found, which produces a better y. 1 f(x) =m. 
*Publ~ahed as Goddard Space Flr~hl  Center Document X-64744-29.5, 
October 1064 Values of f(x) are given for equal intervals in x. 
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We now interpolate among these points to find the 
functional value j(.5), which is the same thing as 
saying we approximate the function by a poly- 
nomial which we evaluate for x =  .5. Since j(z) 
is of simple form, we can evaluate j(.5) and know 
the correct answer in advance. 
greater t,hm 3 do as well as the cubic? Does this 
example disprove Weierstrass? 
The difficulty, aside from the fact that a rational 
function is not easily fitted by a polynomial, is 
that no attention was given to the interval [a, b] 
over which the function was to be approximated. 
For the polynomial of degree one the interval 
used was [O, 11; for degree 2 the interval was 
[-I, 1l;fordegree 7 the interval was[-3, 41. A 
final column is added to the table showing inter- 
polated values of f(.5) when all information con- 
sists of n + l  points equally spaced within the 
interval [O, 11. 
It is clear, then, that increasing the degree of 
the approximating polynomial does not always 
guarantee a better approximation. I t  should be 
clear also that changing to an integration formula To represent j(x) by a polynomial of degree n 
of higher order does not necessarily assure a more 
we pass the polynomial exactly through n f l  
known values of f(x). The Weierstrass theorem accurate integral. 
assures that a polynomial exists which approxi- 
mates j(x) uniformly over the domain in question, CONTROLS IN NUMERICAL INTEGRATION 
but let us be realistic and compute our polynomial If we seek to increase the accuracy of the 
from information obtained as close as possible to integral 
the one value we are interested in. Thus, in the 
table below, when n + l  is even the points are 
symmetric with respect to x = .5; when n+ 1 is odd 
one extra point is taken before x = .5. 
Consider the table, then, which gives the values by using a formula of higher order, then, in 
of P(.5) where P(x) is a polynomial of the degree general, we require more information about j(x) 
specified. in [a, b] ,  which is to say the integrat,ion interval 
Ax=h from one point to the next must be 
TABLE 2 shortened. 
And here we have two important controls to 
Placement of govern the accuracy of numerical integration: 
1. We mav select the order of the formula. 
2. We may specify the step size h. 
See Text They are intimately related; and both are related 
to the third control: 
Degree n of 
Polynomial 
Contrary to common belief, the attempt to 
approximate j(x) by polynomials of higher degree 
leads to failure. Why do not those of degree 
3. We may decide the number of significant 
digits to be retained in the computation. (This 
- , . .  last aecislcjii iist81!y cnnsist.~ d directing the use of 
single or double precision mode of machine 
operation). 
Very well, you may say, but how do we apply 
the controls? 
Ordinarily when one undertakes a job of numeri- 
cal integration his first choice is the integration 
formula. He can decide later what step size to 
use, and whether to run in single or double 
precision. But how does he pick the formula? 
p(.  5) 
Before After 
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FROM INTERPOLATION TO INTEGRATION J We digress briefly to consider the derivation of I 
~i~~~ let us consider what an integration for- Taylor's formula with remainder, which we shall 
mula is and how we get it. ~ l ~ h ~ ~ ~ h  it is not the use in obtaining the integration formula. 
only way, one common way to obtain an integra- Making all necessary assumptions about the 
tion formula is to integrate formally an interpola- continuity of j (x)  and the existence and continuity 
tion formula. The  interpolation formula is of its derivatives of all orders, we can construct 
usually an equation into which we may substitute the formula by integrating the n-th derivative n 
either known values of the given function or their times from xo to x. 
finite differences, together with an arbitrary value Z 
of the independent variable for which we wish to / j '" '(x) dx = j'"-l'(x) - j("-" (50) 
know the corresponding value of the function. Zo i I 
The formula automatically fits a polynomial " " / /j '"'(x) dxdx = f in-"(x) dx - fin-"(x0) dx 
exactly to the given points and evaluates i t  a t  the zo zo 20 Z~ 
arbitrary point without our ever knowing explicitly 
i 
what the polynomial is. Since the integrand j'"-l'(xo) is a constant, we 
If we did know the interpolating polynomial, have I 
we could integrate it term by term between 
selected limits and obtain an approximation to / /j '"'(x) dxdx= [j'n-2'(x)]:o- ( X - X ~ ) ~ ' ~ - ~ ) ( X ~ )  
the definite integral of the given function between zo "0 ! I 
those limits. But by integrating the interpolation = j'n-2'(x) - j(n-2)(xO) - ( x  - X ~ ) ~ ' ~ - ~ ' ( X ~ ) .  
formula we obtain an integration formula which I 
is general. Suppose we choose the Lagrange This equation can be rewritten 
I 
interpolation formula, which employs functional 
values directly: we get an integration formula in f 'n-2)(x) =j("-2)(x0)f  (x-xOM'n-l'(xo) 
terms of functional values. Suppose we choose 
Stirling's formula, which employs central differ- + / f i 'n'(x) dxdx. 
Zo 2 0  
ences of the functional values: we get an integra- 
tion formula in terms of central differences, as we 
~ l t h ~ ~ ~ h  we have performed only two integra- 
shall see later. tions, already the Taylor's formula has begun to 
In general the integration formulas expressed take shape. Each additional integration will pro- 
in differences are no better or worse than those vide another term in the series. ~~t this is far 
expressed in ordinates. Often one form is readily enough. ~~t n= 2. l-he zero-th derivative of 
derived from the other. For certain purposes, j (x)  is ~ i m p l y j ( ~ ) ,  and the last equation becomes 
however, one may be better suited. For our 
immediate purpose of selecting the order of for- z z 
mula to do a specific job, we find an advantage in / (x )  =~(xo)+(x-xo)/I(xo)  4- / / . f t t (x)  dxdx. (1) 
zo =o the formulas expressed in differences. 
Using the notation y = j (x) ,  we evaluate yl = j(x1) 
DERIVATION OF THE "COWELL'S" FORMULA and y-, =j(X-,) by means of (1) .  
Suppose we are called upon to integrate the 
= I  * 
equations of motion of an artificial earth satellite, yl = yo+hy'o+/ [y" dxdx 
in rectangular coordinates. We have here a sys- 20 20 
tem of three second-order equations which must Z- z 
be integrated simultaneously. They are of the ~-l=yo-hy',,+/l /yl' dxdx 
form zo 20 
=j(x ,  Y, 2; 0, Add these equations and obtain 
2 Z Z 
with corresponding equations for y and 2. The yl - ~ ~ ~ + y - ,  = ( ly" dxdx+ / lytf dxdx. (2) first derivative x does not appear explicitly. Z~ 20 20 Z~ 
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It will be observed that the left side of this 
equation is Pya, the second central difference in 
Sheppard's notation. Further, the equation does 
not cont,ain the first derivative, a significant fact 
since we are seeking a method for integrating 
second-order differential equations where the first 
derivative is absent. 
To dispose of the two integrals on the right side 
of this equation we make use of Stirling's inter- 
polation formula, which is expressed in central 
difference notation. 
s(s2- I ~ ) ( S ~ - ~ ~ )  - -[s2- (n- I ) ~ ]  
(2n-l)! 
Here 
fractions, which are kept as common fractions for 
exactness, we finally obtain 
This is the formula used by Cowell and Crom- 
melin to integrate the orbit of Halley's comet. 
Nowadays it is most often used in a modified form 
with values of y" instead of central differences of 
y", but for our purpose the difference form has 
special advantages, as was suggested earlier. 
The first advantage is that (4) itself is an infinite 
series. How many terms appear depends upon 
how many were retained and integrated in 
Stirling's formula. But the important thing is 
that if we wish to use a formula of order higher 
than (4), we simply compute the coefficient of the 
next-higher term without changing the lower- 
order terms. We shall see later that it has 
another advantage. 
To use (4) as written, we compute a central 
difference table to ninth differences 69y'n. Ex- 
trapolate values of Py' beyond Py'., assuming 
that 69y"n+, = 69yw,1 and sum across the table until 
we have the necessary values to compute Pyn 
where h is the length of equal intervals in x. from the formula. Since It is clear that the factors 
(2n-I)! Yo we have 
and 
in (3) nre cnnstants, so that the formula can be 
integrated with respect to the variable s. Let 11s; 
then, represent y" in (2) by Stirling's interpolation 
formula, and integrate twice as (2) requires. 
Stirling's formula is an infinite power series. 
If we expand i t  to some point and truncate the 
Here, then, is an estimate of the integral y a t  
the n+l-th step, from which we obtain an esti- 
mate of yW,+, by substituting into the differential 
equation. With this yR,+l compute the line of 
differences out t.o 69y'n+1, which we had formerly 
estima'd !y extrapolation. With these corrected 
differences, use the formula to find a beibr d2y,. 
Compute a better yn+~. Iterate until y n + ~  con- 
verges. 
series, we have simply a polynomial, which we 
can integrate term by term. USE O F  DIFFERENCE TABLE IN OPTIMIZING 
Upon carrying out the integration and adding Take a good look a t  (4). Suppose we have the 
the two integrals as called for in (2), we find that indicated differences and a value for h. Then we 
all terms in p62n-1 ywo vanish; and, after consider- can compute the contribution of each term, and 
able arithmetic involving the addition of common can see readily whether the kth term affects the 
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last significant digit retained in the computation. 
Here all three controls come together. For a 
given h we may see that h2ak6ny", is less than 
and may be omitted in single precision operation, 
but is greater than 10-l5 and must be included for 
double precision. 
We can control the magnitude of h2a,6'"y", in 
two ways: by increasing k or by decreasing h. 
In (4) we see that coefficients ak of successive 
terms grow smaller, and it may be shown that this 
trend would continue if more terms were com- 
puted. I t  is also true in general-although not 
always, and the exceptions constitute a dangerous 
trap*-that higher-order differences tend to zero. 
Hence, by taking more terms we make both of the 
last two factors, and their product, smaller. 
Suppose, on the other hand, that we take a 
shorter step size h, say cut h in half. Immediately 
we multiply each term by one fourth because of 
the h2 factor; but, beyond this, the differences also 
are reduced. First differences are approximately 
half as large as before; second differences, one 
fourth as large; nth differences, as large. 
Therefore, cutting h makes the first and third 
factors, and their product,, smaller. 
All this would be nice if we could obtain the 
difference table over the domain of integration. 
We could find an optimum combination of h and 
k, step size and order of formula, to squeeze out 
the last bit of significance a t  each integration step. 
In the case of simple quadrature this actually 
can be done if the quadrature formula is expressed 
in differences. But for differential equations we 
are not likely ever to have a difference table of the 
actual quantities we wish to integrate. We obtain 
estimates of these quantities only by substituting 
into the differential equation the estimates of the 
integral at successive steps. 
Of course even here we can look a t  the successive 
terms of the formula and see which actually are 
contributing to the solution, and how much. 
But this study can be made only after we have 
picked some formula, and some h, and some 
number of digits to carry. 
In the problem we assigned ourselves earlier, 
that of integrating the equations of motion of an 
artificial earth satrllite, we can do bettcr. We 
*Form differences of the values in Table 1 .  Tllc sixth difference is 
-7.2; the sovcnth. 11.8 +. 
1 
can form a difference table from values of accel- I 
eration based upon the two-body solution. Ad- 
m i t t e d l y ,  t h e  ~ e r t u r b e d  o r b i t  i s  n o t  t h e  
unperturbed orbit; but in most cases the greatest 
perturbing force, that due to the nonsphericity of 
the earth, is less than times the central 
attracting force. By observing how the unper- 
turbed values of y" change with time we can get 
some notion of how the actual values change. 
If we consider only the order of the integration 
formula, we probably should assume that a rapidly 
changing integrand will require a formula of 
higher order than a slowly changing one. I t  
might be wise, then, to look a t  the table of 
differences in those parts of the orbit where 
accelerations are changing most rapidly as well as 
where they are changing slowly. 
We can find the values of true anomaly cor- 
responding to the maximum and minimum rates 
of change of acceleration as a function eccentricity. 
But this really is not much help because we are 
integrating not the total acceleration but its 
rectangular components, and where one com- 
ponent is changing rapidly another may be 
changing slowly. I t  would seem wise, therefore, 
to pick some likely value of h, say one minute, and 
compute the  difference table for two-body 
accelerations from perigee to apogee. 
Table 3A corresponds to a 20-step section in the 
orbit of an actual satellite, but without perturba- 
tions. The quantities labelled "Maximum in 
Block" are the largest among all the kth differences 
for the component specified. Thus for x there 
were 14 values of 6th differences, of which the 
largest was .12600X10-3. Here h is one minute 
of time, or .07436 492 canonical time units. 
During the part of the orbit covered by this 
table the magnitude of the x-component of posi- 
tion reached a maximum of 1.09663 +canonical 
units of length. In single precision this is rep- 
resented as .10966389X 10fl; in double precision, 
as .lo966389829835 )< 10fl. The last three col- 
umns of the table are kth terms in the formula (4). 
Clearly terms in 6=x and higher are not significant 
in single precision operation: they could add 
nothing to x as represented above. But all terms 
listed are significant for double precision. 
Perhaps a term of order higher than 612x might 
also be significant. Where do we stop? We have 
seen integration formulas which actually used the 
ORBIT DETERhIIKATION 
TABLE 3A 
h= 1 min. %. 07436 492 canonical time units 
h2 = .55301 X lo-' 
I TABLE 3B 
h  = min. z. 03718 246 canonical time units I h2= .  13825 X lo-' 
Maximum in Block 
! I I I hlaximum in Block 
--  
equivalent of twelfth differences in (4). But a t  this quantity. Thus, for h= 1 minute, 612 x must 
some point it would seem reasonable to cut the be no less than .27805X10-5. 
step size and use fewer differences, i.e., a formula h2a,26122= (.13g25x10-2)(.26014x10-5)612x2 10-14 
of lower order. 
Table 3B shows what happens in the same part (.35964 X 10-8)612x2 10-l4 
I of the orbit when h is cut to half a minute, or 
.92?1?3 246 canonical time units. Already the 
terms in fourth differences are insig~ificazt f ~ r  
single precision, while those in eighth differences 
barely affect the last digit in double precision. 
I t  is unnecessary, or course, to form the products 
as given in Table 3. Instead, we can consider thc 
first two factors only, and decide how large the 
kth difference must be for significance. In double 
precision, for example, if x is approximately one 
canonical unit of length, as above, the 15th 
significant digit is of the order of lo-", and the 
product of the three factors must be no less than 
612x2 .27805X 10-j. 
AN AUTOMATIC FORMULA SELECTOR 
We have known aii a:ong thzt a computer can 
do anything we can tell it how to do. It seems 
not unreasonable to suppose we might tell it how 
to select its own integration formula in a particular 
instance. 
Suppose we wish to integrate an orbit of such 
and such properties. The computer might in- 
tegrate one revolution with a formula of high 
order and short step size. Then, by examining 
the differences of various orders, it could decide 
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that terms in the formula beyond a certain k add 
nothing to the solution. On the other hand, i t  
might decide that because the k it selected is 
smaller than some predetermined value, the step 
size should be lengthened. 
To be sure, the differences would not be differ- 
ences of the actual accelerations we want to 
integrate, but they would be differences of the 
only accelerations we ever can integrate. And 
they would include the perturbing forces. 
Having selected the order of the formula and 
the step size, the actual computation might then 
be carried out using an equivalent formula in 
terms of the accelerations directly instead of 
differences of accelerations, thereby avoiding fur- 
t,her computation and storing of the difference 
table. 
The orbital parameters which govern what 
order of formula should be used, and what step 
size, are the semimajor axis a and the eccentricity (I i 
e. I t  is reasonable to think that if some study is 
given to the results of the automatic formula 
selection, what formula goes with which a and el 
we might then change the integration program so 
that it makes its selection on the basis of the 1 
initial input alone. 
Whether it is desirable to change the formula 
or step size within one revolution of the satellite 
would certainly depend upon a and e. For any 
a, but e=O, there seems little need for changing 
either the formula or the step size. For large a 
and large e, however, it might be wise to change 
either formula or step size, or both, within one 
revolution. Again, since the rate of change of 
acceleration depends upon these two parameters, 
the computer could decide, on the basis of the 
initial conditions, whether to make changes and, 
if so, where. 
NASCOM REAL-TIME SYSTEM GSFC 490 ELECTRONIC 
DATA SWITCHING CENTER INSTALLATION* 
DALE L. SOLLARS 
FOREWORD ADDITIONAL CONTRIBUTORS 
In  1958 the National Aeronautics and Space G. BROWN; H. CROWLEY; W. EIKER; E. PARK- 
Administration established a world-wide com- INSON; J. STRATTON and H .  WETZEL. 
munications network which was used to success- The contributors listed above are employees of 
fully funnel the radar and telemetry data to the the X'.ASA Communications Division and were 
Goddard Space Flight Center computers, as well closely associated with the project. 
as the Cape Kennedy (Cape Canaverrtl) com- 
puters, to  support the early space missions, 
especially the Project Ilercury manned flight 
series. The network was based entirely on tele- 
type speed transmission in the 60 to 100 word 
per minute range. By 1962 it was recognized 
that the missions were becoming more frequent, 
more complex and would involve high speed data 
sources outside the Continental United States 
which the slow speed teletype network could not 
service. Therefore, a modernization program was 
initiated with the intent of establishing a system 
of high speed solid state switches strategically 
located to provide the highest degree of automa- 
tion; allow the use of a minimum of expensive 
long haul high speed circuits and give the network 
a real-time communication capability to stay 
abreast of the future projects including Gemini 
and Apollo. 
The GSFC was the first switching center to 
undergo the modernization process. A Univac 
490 Real-Time Switching System was chosen for 
the main switching functions and was installed 
&iring ?he mnnth of December 1963. An exten- 
sive study of the network requirements had been 
in progress for approximately one year preceeding 
the equipment installation. These requirements 
were interprctcd into the programmable 490's and 
in March 1964 the system went into operation. 
Following is a description of the system as it is in 
present operation. 
*Pubhshed as Coddard Space Flrght Center Document S-57144-859. 
August 1964. 
1.0 SYSTEM ARRANGEMENT 
In  order to accommodate the network require- 
ments it was determined that the following equip  
ment was best suited for the job (see Figure 1). 
I t  consisted of the following : 
2 - Univac 490 Real-Time Central Processors 
with 16K core 
2 - Univac F H  880 Magnetic Drums 
6 - Univac I I IC Tape Servos 
1 - Univac 1004 Card Processor 
A system of input multiplexing of the data 
circuits was chose11 because of the large number to 
be serviced. Each circuit cnters the system 
through its individual line terminal which is a 
Univac CLT (one character buffer). Both the 
five level baudot code and the eight level ASC I1 
codes are being used in the Center. When a 
circuit becomes busy and an input buffer has 
received a complete character, a series of inter- 
rupts are triggered in the logic of the 490 Central 
Processor. A multiplexer has been assigned an 
address in the main core of the 490 CP for that 
character and it is brought into the system. The 
-'" ' 'L- ---a for the next character. The C L l  Ib LUCII I L U . ~ ~  .-A 
transfer is accomplished in a total of 20 micro- 
seconds which is much faster than the input cir- 
cuits can operate. This rapid scan time of the 
multiplexer insu1.e~ that ail ioputs will be serviced 
in a real-time mode, even when they are all busy 
at the same time. 
At the present time, each multiplexer occupies 
one of the 14 channels into the Central Processor 
995 
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FIGURE 1.-Equipment arrangement. 
core; therefore, four channels are used to service 
the four multiplexers. Each multiplexer has the 
capability to service 32 data inputs or circuits in 
a full duplexed mode for a total of 128 circuits. 
This is by no means the capacity of the system, 
as  the multiplexers can be cascaded onto each 
other should the network grow to  that extent. 
In a peak load condition with all circuits busy a t  
100 wpm speeds, each input would necessarily be 
serviced each 1000 micro-seconds. I t  requires 
20 micro-seconds for each busy CLT or s total 
of 1000/20 or 50 busy circuits maximum for each 
channel. Assuming a logical 25 percent loading 
of the circuits at  any particular time would allow 
4)<50=200 circuits per channel, which is more 
realistic when thinking in terms of total capacity. 
As stated before, each CLT has been assigned 
its own small area of core in the Central Processor 
where incoming data is stored for that particular 
circuit. This is one of the more important fea- 
tures of the 490 Central Processor for this applica- 
tion in that i t  requires no internal machine cycle 
time to service the inputs and outputs once the 
input or output mode has been established. The 
data is stored in its own location within the 
Central Processor under control of programmed 
hardware. 
Once inside the C P  the data is packed into five 
character words and transferred to the FH 880 
drum in a location which is remembered for future 
use. When sufficient characters have been re- 
ceived to completely identify the sending and 
receiving addresses, the receiving circuit is status 
checked. If available, the message is sent in 
real-time as it comes in. If not available, s 
notation is made in the "things-to-do" table and 
a t  the first opportunity the message is sent and the 
notation is removed from the "things-to-do" table. 
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The data is not removed from the drum at  this 
time as there are several uses for it in other pro- 
grams. I t  must be logged, journalized, stored 
for future reference or recall, and so forth. In 
order to provide a system of indiscriminate send- 
ing and receiving messages into an on-line device, 
systematic layout of the drum was designed as 
follows: It was divided into five time frames of 
eight hours each. These time frames are some- 
what related to five rotating sections on the drum, 
each section containing a complete eight hours of 
traffic. At the end of eight hours, of traffic on 
section 1, section 2 is used for the next eight hours; 
section 3 and 4 utilized next in turn. However, 
when section 4 is being filled, a comparative 
search is made of section 1. Any message found 
to have been sent is transferred to tape and erased 
from the drum. Any message which is found not 
to have been sent is transferred to section 5 of 
the drum and all references to the drum address 
of this message are changed to the new location 
wherever it might be stored in memory such as 
in the "task" table. This procedure insures that 
one section of the drum is always available for 
new traffic in advance of the filling of the last 
section to insure that a saturated condition cannot 
exist on the drum. 
The output of data from the drum, through the 
Central Processor core, through the multiplexer 
and to the correct CLT is a reverse of the input 
cycle. The message is retrieved from the drum, 
unpacked from the 5 character words and placed 
in the correct output buffer for transmission to 
its destination. The output mode is established 
between the CP and the CLT and the message is 
sent, character by character to the receiving site. 
A representative sample of the CLT and multi- 
plexer is shown on Figure 2 and the equipment 
arrangement is shown on Figure 1. 
states what is wrong with the message, is sent to 
the proper service equipment. These print-outs 
are called Advisory Messages which call for some 
action by the responsible person. The print-outs 
call attention to such things as: 
a. Invalid SOM (start of message) 
b. Invalid Precedence 
c. Invalid EOM (end of message) 
d. Message Sent 
e. Message Held (with drum address) 
f.' Garbled Message 
These features are all designed t.o help the 
operations personnel service the network. There 
are also many side benefits which are primarily 
of more interest to the engineering planning and 
analysis personnel. Many of the basic param- 
eters for network engineering and analysis have 
been incorporated into these programs, such as: 
a. Message Count 
b. Word Count 
c. Busy Circuit 
d. Traffic Backlog 
e. Circuit Outage 
f . Circuit Assurance 
g. Network Utilization 
i. Network Loading 
These parameters are built into the programs 
and can be recalled in any desirable form. They 
are mostly associated with the slow speed TTY 
circuits, but In the very near future the center 
will be switching high speed circuits. Different 
techniques are required for the necessary handling 
of these new circuits. They require different 
programs in order to identify various parts and 
pieces of messages, as well as different parameters 
which are covered by the data. 
High speed circuits are to be used to carry 
traffic between the major NASCOM switching 
centers, and also to connect to the various com- 
- ' - " -Lm CC &T#I@C< 
puters a t  GSFC and outlying locations. The 
2.0 S T > I ~ ~  ~ E C I I C . - - -  center will connect to three IBM 7091's in the 
The 490 system of traffic switching accepts 
inputs and outputs the same as other teletype 
networks, except that once t'he message is entered 
into the 490, it is read, interpreted, directed, cor- 
rected, if necessary, and sent t,o its destination 
aut,omatically providing enough information is 
received to determine the addressee(s). If a 
trouble condition exists in a message, it is inter- 
preted by the programs and a print-out which 
installation, with a transfer rate oi 4U.8 kiiobiis 
per second. Each computer in the system pre- 
sents a new and different set of inter-facing 
programming problems. 
The 7091 interfacing programs are required to 
accept the regular NASCOP formats and perform 
the necessary message accounting. With the 
knowledge and familiarization of the 7094 functions 
we are progressing on these programs. 
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There are plans a t  GSFC for interfacing other 
computers which do not conform to the 7094 
type of task. These are ultra-high-speed com- 
puters which will be used for data reduction 
associated with the various scientific satellites 
such as Nimbus, Tiros, Relay, SYNCOM, and 
so forth. The 490's will be required to store data 
for varying lengths of time and on pre-arranged 
schedules send this data to the using computers 
a t  very high speeds. New techniques are needed 
for these tasks as the requirements are finalized. 
New types of data handling programs are being 
investigated which will assure better reliability. 
operating manual. Any input will be accepted 
and forwarded by the 490 programs regardless of 
any non-conformance to the recommended format, 
but such non-conformance is noted on the 
intercept position. In some cases, insufficient 
information may exist to determine the addressee, 
therefore, making it impossible to forward the 
message. This situation has been given consider- 
ation, and a notation at  the intercept position 
will state the drum address where the message is 
stored, enabling it to be recalled for any required 
action by the operator at  GSFC. 
4.0 WORKING PROGRAMS 
3.0 SYSTEM DESIGN Instructions are grouped together to form indi- 
The basic premise for the application of the vidual programs which perform their specific job. 
490's to the NASCOM network was 100 percent 
reliability and a flexible input handling technique. 
The reliability is assured by using two 490's in 
the system, either of which can perform the com- 
plete switching job, and also execute the important 
programs in such a manner that only solid state 
circuitry is involved in the switching chain. 
Although a 1004 Card Processor and tape servos 
are a part of the overall 490 system, only the 
main frame logic and core storage plus an FH880 
Magnetic Drum are used in the main switching 
chain. As long as one main frame and one drum 
is operable, the system can perform its basic job 
of sn~itching the traffic. The system can remain 
in this status for extended periods of time under 
emergency conditions. 
Flexibility of inputs has been achieved through 
an intensive programming effort coupled with a 
communications oriented processor. To achieve 
the most flexibility in the system, a study of other 
networks was necessary. In some cases involving 
the other networks studied it was found that 
strict adherence to pre-planned formats, message 
! ~ ~ g t h ~ ,  ~ ) ~ ~ p t , a n c e  times, and so forth is required; 
otherwise, the messages are not accepted. In  
other cases, polling of input circuits determines 
when a message will be accepted. This imposes 
varying degrees of restrictions and regulations on 
the operators in the field and will not support a 
real time network as used in NASCOM. 
The 490's in this system are programmed in 
such a manner that all inputs are accepted without 
restriction in real-time. There is a recognized 
format which is thoroughly covered in theNASCOP 
Some of these programs are long and complicated 
(validation), while others are short and quite 
simple (various advisories). Each has its place 
in the overall picture and is called upon to act 
when it  has a job to do. For example, the advisory 
to inform the service area of an excessively long 
message (which could indicate a stuck tape or an 
open circuit) is only called upon n-hen this situa- 
tion arises. The input program, on the other 
hand, is involved with every character entering 
the 490. The assignment of the programs, when 
they are needed, is under the direct control of 
the Executive Program, "COMEX." 
4.1 Comex 
In order for the system to be in a position to 
perform a t  maximum efficiency in a real-time 
mode, an overall supervision of the individual 
jobs to be accomplished is required. There are a 
myriad of details involved in supporting a net- 
work such as NASCOM and each of them must 
be performed as soon as possible, however, only 
one job can be performed at  a time (an exception 
to this is simultaneous input and output). Also, 
some jobs ere more important than others. For 
example, it is much more important in reiation 
to machine time to service a busy input than it 
is to write a message on tape for use some time 
in tile futurc. The message is available for trans- 
scribing for many hours, but the input would be 
lost in, say 100 milliseconds, even less on a high 
speed input. 
A parable to the comex control or executive 
system is the "job jar" which is present in many 
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households. A jar is kept in the house and as 
tasks present themselves, a notation on a slip of 
paper is placed in the jar. Whenever time pre- 
sents itself, a task slip is taken from the jar and 
assigned to the person responsible. This process 
continues until the jar is empty. In fact, in an 
efficient arrangement, there should never be more 
than one task in the jar a t  any particular time. 
Experience shows, however, that this is not the 
case. 
In the 4901s, with the many tasks to be accom- 
plished, approximately 50 individual worker pro- 
grams have been written, each with its own 
specialty. One inputs the data, one outputs, one 
packs the characters, one stores to the drum, etc. 
Comex, as master of the "job jar" assigns the 
tasks to the responsible worker program. Upon 
completion of the tasks, the worker program 
erases the task from the task table and returns 
control of the system to Comex. Many times 
completion of the task involves parameters which 
are beyond the control of the worker program. 
For example, transmitting a multiple address 
message to all addresses a t  the same time requires 
that all of the circuits involved are idle a t  that 
time. Sometimes this is not the case. Therefore, 
the worker program must send the message to the 
addressees whose circuits are available and make 
a notation or "job-slip" for those remaining. The 
notation is placed on the 490 "task-table" (job- 
jar) with an associated priority. When time 
presents itself, and it does in the 490, the worker 
program checks the circuits again for availability. 
If the job is completed the task slip is erased. 
If not, it is left on the task table. 
Comex always knows where a worker (program) 
is located. When Comex checks the task table, 
the task is assigned to the address which is 
associated with the task. In other words, revert- 
ing to the household job-jar, if the pipe is in need 
of repair in the basement, the task slip is sent to 
the basement. If the leak were in the kitchen, 
the slip would be sent there, etc. In the 4901s, 
the responsible program is always a t  the correct 
location and prepared to act. 
Comex devotes the majority of attention to 
inputs and the remaining time is spent on the 
myriad of details involved in the s~rvicir ,g of a 
message tilrough the network. For the most 
part, the decisions made by the 490 are hidden 
deep inside the various programs, but the results 
of the decisions are readily apparent. They are 
covered in this report under "System Features." 
5.0 NEW PROGRAM IMPLEMENTATION 
The most strict control possible is maintained 
to insure that any change to the programs does 
not adversely affect the operation programs. This 
control consists of verification, test, and simula- 
tion methods. When a change is made on any 
of the circuits, sites, or NASCOP procedures the 
detailed requirements are submitted to the pro- 
gramming group. The task is assigned to a 
specific programmer for implementation. 
Upon completion of the coding, assembly and 
debugging, it is given to another programmer for 
his verification and concurrence. I t  is then sub- 
mitted to the programming analyst to assure that 
the change will actually perform and will integrate 
into the total system. At that point, the change 
will be made on a simulated off-line basis in the 
back-up 490 system. I t  is run for the reqiured 
period of time and the results are analyzed from 
an individual program basis and system basis to 
reassure that none of the important information 
storage locations have been inadvertently modi- 
fied. When everyone concerned has agreed that 
the change is valid, it will be incorporated into 
the system programs for on-line operation. This 
system of documentation will insure that the 
most minor network change will not cause a series 
of events which would disrupt the operational 
programs. 
Along with the actual work, a-filing system is 
kept on magnetic tape. This file lists all the 
pertinent information concerning the individual 
circuits and also contains the actual configuration 
of the various modules which are used by the 
490 to describe the individual circuit parameters. 
I ts  main use is t o  keep an up-to-date network 
file as it actually exists. When a circuit param- 
eter changes, and the program is modified accord- 
ingly, this file is printed on the 1004 either in 
whole or in part. A complete network print-out 
may be taken a t  any time and varied as to 
particular needs. All modifications to the circuit 
parameters are made from this rn9qtt.r f;' , . ... L -- 
.l*b , vv L l G l l  
ille mociific~ation is finally incorporated into the 
NASCOM system programs, the file is up-dated 
also. A system of verification by program, insures 
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that there are no errors in restoring the updated 7.0 SERVICE AREA 
iile back onto the tape. These verification pro- The service section plays an important role in 
grams are covered in this report under "Utility the operation of the Communications Processor 
Routines." 490 Real-Tie System. Although messages are 
6.0 CONSOLE OPERATION 
Prime function of the control console is to 
activate and initiate a worker program held in 
memory. This is done by manual key or via a 
35 ASR. The console has the capability to 
perform various functions, such as: 
a. Open and close stations 
b. Set stations operational or non-operational 
c. Set or clear alternate routing indicators 
d. Circuit status reports 
e. Reset channel numbers 
f. hitiate message recall 
g. Request specific table listings 
h. Initiate alternate routing 
i. Initiate normal and emergency transfer of 
control from one processor to the other 
j. Restart validation 
A standard format must be observed when 
addressing the CP via the 35 console. A11 char- 
acters keyed into the CP will be disregarded until 
a start of message function ($) is received. It is 
necessary to give information to activate a partic- 
ular program following the SOM. The informa- 
tioo must !x in the form of 3 alfa character 
identification code which describes the function 
to be performed. This code may or may not be 
followed by elucidating parameters. Following 
these parameters is an optional 3 alfa character 
code which is significant only with particular 
entries. Arguments may be present and must 
follow in an alfa-numeric sequence (A-Z, 0-9) or 
will be rejected. Upon completion of all neces- 
sary entry information, an end of message (".") 
must be sent; then the CP will take action on 
the request presented. 
Each entry will generate a disposition messgc. 
This message gives the current derived time from 
the day clock, the function identification code 
and a message acknowledgment which indicates 
the entry was made or an error response which 
states why the entry was rejected. 
The console has the ability to backspace and 
delete the last character entered. Three con- 
secutive backspaces will terminate the message 
being entered. 
not held, according to a recent survey, 15 percent 
of all incoming traffic will go to the service area. 
The service area section consists of the following: 
a. Four teletype Model 28 RO's 
b. Four teletype Model 28 ASR's 
Two Model 28 RO's are used for Journal Listr 
ings. There are two types of Journal Listing; 
normal and recall. These two RO's are on rotary; 
if one is busy you can use the other. If necessary, 
everything which is received on the RO's can be 
put on tape for future use. The information 
appears on the normal Journal Listing as input 
channel designator, input channel letter, input 
time word and date, output channel designator, 
output channel letter, output time word and date, 
the Julian date, the internal message number and 
the entire message heading to the first letter Z. 
The information appears on Recall Journal Listing 
as input channel designator, input channel letter, 
input time word and date, output channel desig- 
nator, output channel letter, output time word 
and date, the date, internal message number, 
recall request message, supplement heading letters 
Z and original message heading letters Z. 
The other two rotary RO's are used for Com- 
milnications Processor generated Advisory Mes- 
sages. Most of the messages received on these 
RO's will not require immediate action for they 
are primarily for information purposes and will 
not be numbered, journalized, or stored. There 
are two types of discrepancies and operational 
messages directed to non-operational stations. 
The advisory informs operating personnel that no 
other errors are involved in the message, and the 
message is forwarded to all addresses. The infor- 
mation as it appears on the RO's is; input channel 
letter designator, input date-time word, in- 
valid channel number, last valid number ~ecei-~cd, 
an operational message directed to a non- 
operational station, input message through the 
first double line feed. 
Two Model 28 ASR's on rotary are used for 
intercept traffic. All messages on these machines 
are available for normal recall from the drum. 
They are also recorded on tape, but are not avail- 
able for recall from the tape because no journal 
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entries are made for this traffic. All messages 
of the type which require action on the part of 
switching center personnel appear on these ASR's. 
All traffic directed to intercept by the validation 
routine is placed on a common queue for delivery 
to the intercept position. Some of the station 
discrepancies that cause the CP  to generate a 
message to the Intercept ASR's are: 
a. Invalid channel number 
b. Invalid start of message 
c. Invalid precedence 
d. Invalid routing indicator 
e. Operational traffic to non-operational 
station 
f. Invalid end of message 
The print-out on the ASR is; input channel and 
letter designator, input date-time word, and type 
of error followed by sent or held. When the 
message is forwarded with an error in the pre- 
cedence or routing indicator, the station to which 
it is sent is listed following the word SENT. 
When the message is forwarded with an invalid 
start of message or operational to non-operational 
error the word SENT is present but not the station 
listing. When the error is an invalid channel 
number without last valid number received, the 
word HELD is present and no stations are listetl, 
but the drum address where it is stored, and the 
input message through the first double line feed 
does appear. 
If there is an invalid end of message on a line 
other than GSCP, the message is sent to the inter- 
cept ASR, the end of message (FIGS H LTRS) 
is inserted a t  the end of the message and action 
is taken for a valid ending. 
Another Model 28 ASR is used for all traffic 
addressed to GSPA. I t  is available for normal 
recall from drum or tape. 
The last Model 28 ASR is used for all trans- 
mitted traffic originated from GSPA; this includes 
intercept traffic corrections and is also available 
for normal recall from drup or tape. 
Intercept corrections use VALIDATION, and 
FIX-IT routines. The VALIDATION routine 
validates the routing indicators, when it gains 
control from the FIX-IT routinc, ant1 lists the 
drum address of the supplerncntary ht1:~ding on 
the proper outgrit nllrlle*. T!:c YIX-IT routinc 
utilizes thc supplementary Iientling :ind drum 
address (supplied in :i mrss:igc. from GSPA to 
GSCP) to forward previously intercepted messages 
to their proper addresses. 
8.0 FACILITIES CONTROL INTERFACE 
8.1 CP Access to Distant Stations 
A. S. R. FULL DUPLEX ,q pq 
8.1.1 Multiplexing 
Communications transactions are handled by 
the CP  on a character multiplexing basis. Char- 
acter multiplexing is defined as one charactcr 
being sent to the CP  from one communications 
line terminal (hereafter referred to as CLT) before 
control is sent to another active CLT for a one 
character transmission. Some CLT's bcing of a 
higher priority due to character speed, are sampled 
by the multiplexer more frequently than others. 
One communications multiplexer accommodates 
up to 63 CLT's, and another CLT accommodates 
one communications line in one direction, CLT 
requirements for various types of circuits are: 
a. Full duplex-2 CLT's . . . 
1 send and 1 receive 
t). Half duplex-2 CLT's . . . 
1 sex! 3 ~ d  1 receive 
c. Simplex-1 CLT . . . (either direction) 
The switching speeds of the Multiplexor and 
the CP  offset the possibility of lost characters. 
A. s. 
FIGURE 3.-Facilities control interface. 
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8.2 Basic Circuitry 8.4 Circuit Assurance 
Each CLT termination "appears" in a set jack 
corresponding to its associated circuit a t  the 
Facilities Control Board. Each CLT is operated 
directly by the DC loop and associated keying. 
A patch cord inserted into the CLT jack, 
"physically lifts" the CLT from the circuit; thus, 
disabling that particular leg of that particular 
circuit. 
All CP associated teletype equipment also 
11 appears" on the Facilities Control Board on 
jacks and are "hard wired" directly to the CLT's 
which service them. 
8.3 Communcations interruptions 
Generally, communications interruptions fall 
into the following two categories: 
a. In-house troubles 
b. Communications path failures 
8.3.1 In-house troubles 
Generally, in-house troubles are due to equip 
ment failures. At the GSFC, these equipment 
failures fall into two categories. These categories 
are : 
a. CP associated equipment 
b. Teletype and associated equipment 
Once it is determined that there is an apparefit 
in-house trouble a t  GSFC, the Facilities Controller 
must test to determine the source of trouble. 
This requires close coordination between the 
Facilities Controller and the maintenance forces 
of the Western Union and the Telephone Company, 
as well as the CP engineer. 
Certain equipment patching may be imple- 
mented to restore service to CP associated tele- 
type equipment. This is done by patching a 
spare teletype machine into the CLT which 
normally services the aifected i;eieiy pe equipmezt. 
A defective CLT also may be patched to another 
currently unused CLT, pending restoration of the 
affected CLT. However, due to the physical 
wiring relationship of each circuit to its associated 
CLT, it is imperative that this change be imple- 
mented in both the CPCC/490 area and at  the 
Facilities Control. All other CP associated equip- 
ment failures must be handled by the CPCC 
operator and the Univac engineer. 
Circuit assurance functions are conducted by 
the CP which are very similar to those functions 
now performed manually. The CP, however, 
queries stations on an incessant basis rather than 
a t  random. 
Each station that is equipped with circuit 
assurance answer-back equipment is tested and 
if the resulting reply is incorrect, or if there is no 
reply at  all, the CP continues to test this station 
until it gets a good reply or until it queries the 
station five times without a good reply. At the 
time the circuit is tested five times without 
receipt of a good reply, the circuit assurance 
program within the CP considers this circuit to 
be out of service. The CP then takes the appro- 
priate action to insure that no further traffic is 
sent to this station and alerts the Facilities 
Control with a message stating the follow-ing: 
a. Time 
b. Station 
C. "CA Report" 
d. Number of "no replies" 
e. Number of "garbled replies" 
8.5 Facilities Control Advisory Monitor 
(VLAQFACS) 
8.5.1 Purpose 
The Facilities Control is equipped with a Modcl 
28 RO which is utilized by the CP to automaticizl!y 
inform the controller of garbledlopen circuit and 
circuit assurance reports. 
8.5.2 Circuit Garbled-Open 
If a circuit begins garbling or goes a t  random, 
the CP informs Facilities Control on VLAQFACS 
as follows: 
a. Station 
b. Current time 
c. Print-out of garbling,/open 
9.0 UTILITY ROUTINES 
As the NASA Communications Processing Sys- 
tem expands, many recurring services to the CP's 
may be performed more efficiently by designing 
the various utility routines needed for their 
execution. In this manner, responsibility for the 
correct completion of these tasks is transferred 
from the console operator to the CP. The need 
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for many routines can be foreseen a t  present and 
several of the applications are listed in the 
following paragraphs. 
9.1 Tape to Drum 
This routine loads a fixed format tape into a 
designated drum address in one of the following 
methods: 
a. With a compare of present contents 
b. Direct load without compare of present 
contents 
Format xxxxxxxxxxxxyyyyyyyyyy zzzzzzzzzz 
a. x = drum address 
b. y = p r e s e n t  con ten t s  of d r u m  a t  t h i s  
address* 
c. z =new contents to be entered 
The Program Tape to be loaded is mounted on 
a servo and read into the core and started. The 
operator then makes a console entry designating 
a compare or no compare load. If no compare 
is requested, the tape is loaded to the drum and 
the routine closed out. If compare is requested, 
the content of the drum address is compared to 
the tapes present content and, if equal, enter new 
- - 
contents. If present contents do not compare, 
the routine sends the content of the drum to the 
console for a decision on making the change to 
this address. After all changes on tape are made, 
the program will close out. 
9.2 Tape to Core 
The routine is the same as tape to drum except 
the change affects the core only and is lost by 
bootstrapping the CP. 
9.3 Type-Out Counters 
Routine counters are placed on a routine- 
contained list and their contents printed on con- 
sole at  a designated time, or whenever requested. 
Typeout on console is in a format similar to the 
one below. 
Format wwwww is xxxxx was yyyy dif zzzzz 
a. w = counter name, number, or address 
b. x = present contents in octal 
c. y =contents when last requested in octal 
d. z = diffcrence in decimal 
9.4 Octal to Spurt 
This is a conversion routine for tape stored 
routine which converts mac:liinc instructions to s 
*If no colllparc of prcsont contcnte is n.quirr,i, socond word (y) would 
be dolettvl wl~cn making tape. 
XS-3 coded spurt equivalent and stores in a 
buffer for output to the 1004 printer. 
9.5 De-bugging Aid 
This is a routine which interlaces with a desig- 
nated program that is in a process of being de- 
bugged. This routine has the ability to save 
specific registers and other relative information 
during the occurrence of a designated set of 
circumstances within the program being debugged. 
10.0 MODULE AND CIRCUIT INVENTORY 
RECORDS 
The growth of the NASA Communications 
Processing System necessitates many equipment 
and programming changes and a flexible method 
of establishing and maintaining an inventory of 
these changes has been devised. 
The variety of records that are required seemed 
to eliminate the possibility of a fixed word count 
and format. The Module and Circuit Records 
are outlined below and any additional records of 
this type will follow a similar format. 
10.1 Module Record 
All permanent on-line module information is 
duplicated on magnetic tape. This information, 
preceded by certain processing program require- 
ments, is the basic module record. One tape 
block contains one record. The following example 
is the present format for the variable length 
module record : 
a. first word: number of words in module; 
ESI number 
b. first word plus 1 : base address; spare 
c. first word plus 2: first data word 
(1. first word plus N :  last wordt 
This record serves as an inventory of al- 
modules and their current assignment. Maintel 
nance to these records are frequent and for this 
reason simplicity in design was stressed. 
A Module Record Maintenance Routine reads 
one tape block, identifies the ESI number, makes 
the necessary change to the record, and rewrites 
the new record on a new tape. In event there 
are no changes to be made, it is written on the 
new tape "as is" and the next tape bloelc is read 
into the core. 
tFirst word plus two tl~rougll word plus N will be variable according 
to    nodule longtll. 
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A Module Record List Program reads a block, 
converts all information to be printed on the 
1004 card processor printer to XS-3 cord, packs 
the output buffer in the format required, and 
gives control to the printer routine. 
10.2 Circuit Inventory Record 
The Circuit Inventory Record contains all 
information relative to an individual circuit. The 
information is stored on magnetic tape; one 
record per tape block. Some of the requirements 
are listed below: 
a. Circuit number (or record number) 
b. Routine 
c. Drops 
d. Carrier 
e. Associated project (if any) 
f. Line speed 
g. Date of service 
h. History 
i. Part time or full time 
j. Associated equipment 
k. FDX, HDX, Simplex 
The records are maintained for report reference, 
and as an inventory of stations and equipment 
associated with each circuit. 
The accessing programs read one tape block 
into a designated core area and identifies the 
circuit being processed. Report programs retrieve 
ceeded information from the record, process it 
and read the next t,ape block. Record updating 
programs make necessary changes, if any, and 
rewrite the block on a new tape. Processing 
programs do not write on the input tape, for new 
tapes are made when changing record information. 
1 1.0 METHODS OF TESTING 
1 1.1 Format Line Concept 
To conform with NASCOP, errors are selected 
by format line; that is, SOM, routing line and so 
forth. Each l i e  is broken into a series of 
probable errors which may be encountered in a 
normal teletype message. Although each error 
is preconceived and placed in logical sequence; 
it is imp~act~ical, if not, implansible, to generate an 
error to simulate all possibilities in advance. 
Experience in operating the system brings to light 
new error combinations continually. 
Errors, which were selected on a past experience 
basis as typical, were adopted as a practical 
means of evaluation. The most common error 
being extra "letter functions" which are inserted 
at t,he beginning of the message to provide a 
leader to accommodate the tape transmitter. 
11.2 Mixed Combinations 
Mixed combinations are designed to achieve 
error results which are not achieved by single 
format line errors. These combinations when 
properly synthesized create special conditions such 
as "misr~uting'~ or "held for validation." 
Message identification is obtained by several 
means. To eliminate identification by means of 
serial progression from full identification to no 
identification is a method to determine the message 
delivery cut-off point. 
1 1.3 Radar and Telemetry Format 
A "JJ" identifier in the SOM of a message 
denotes telemetry or radar data. An attempt is 
made to disguise this identifier by adding extra 
letters or leaving one of the J's out. 
Header identification is gradually eliminated 
until no identification is present. This is to test 
at  what point JJ data u-ould be lost because of 
garbled headers. 
11.4 Service Forward, Message Recall and Set 
Count 
The numbering sequence and other character- 
istics preclude any preconceived fixed messages; 
however, the format to be used, with examples, 
is precut. The teletype tape for each test is cut 
just prior to the testing cycle. 
1 1.5 Master Tape Log 
The master log is a serial listing of the teletype 
test tapes. It is composed of numbers and 
letters relating to teletype format lines, that is, 
format line lA, lB, 1C . . . format line 2A, 2B, 2C 
. . . and so on. Also, each category such as JJ 
Dnta pnd Mixed Combinations is listed as JJ1, 
552, 553 and MC1, MC2, MC3 . . . respectively. 
Each serial number is referenced to a particular 
error which has been pre-conceived. This num- 
bering system is cpen-ended to facilitate additional 
listings where applicable. 
1 1.6 Test Folders 
The test folder has a number corresponding to 
a serial number in the master log. Each folder 
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contains a master test tape, a "hard copy" of 
the message on the tape, and a data sheet to 
annotate test results. The master test tapes are 
standard five level, clear hole, mylar tapes. A 
usable test tape may be cut from the master, 
always maintaining the master as a permanent 
record. An envelope is affixed to each folder 
which contains the master tape. 
The text of the "hard copy" explains the type 
of error which is encountered when utilizing the 
enclosed test tape associated with the message. 
The test results are in the form of notations 
regarding significant information about the char- 
acteristics observetl during the testing period. 
These results may be a basis for change in the 
future operating techniques or format. 
1 1.7 Progress Reports 
Progress reports are submitted weekly sum- 
marizing the various stages of completion. The 
intent of each report is to disseminate information 
among cognizant personnel, concerning the testing 
and documentation phasc. 
11.8 Test Run Results 
Foltlcrs are made that contain the input/output 
information (receive side and send side) with any 
intercept or advisory messages which may have 
been generated. The tests are listed by run 
numbers relative to each format line. 
1 1.9 Adapting Tapes to Program Debugging 
The beginning conditions as set forth in the 
Univac Systems Manual are programmed to 
achieve the original requirements. Each tape, 
when related to program evaluation, is used to 
check a specific function. Program errors may 
be detected when a tape fails to be processed 
correctly. 
1 1.10 Program Analysis 
In some cases tape errors have generated condi- 
tions which were unusual or which were not 
postulated. These errors provide the impetus 
for program changes, and new programming con- 
cepts may be formed as a result of thcsc simple 
or compountl errors. 
11.1 1 Adapting Tapes to Operational Debugging 
Tlic systcm input and oritput is simul:~tcd wit11 
several ASR-28's. One tclctype is cl1osc.n as a 
'(send side" and another is chosen as the "receive 
side." As each tape is sent, the receive side 
"hard copy" is evaluated along with any service 
messages which are generated by the CP and is 
compared with the send side. When an entire 
group of error tapes clear the C P  and are cor- 
rectly forwarded, the operational conditions are 
satisfied. 
12.0 49017094 INTERFACE 
The 490 is a replacement switch for the 83B2 
(AT&T) switch which was installed to direct 
radar teletype to the 7 0 9 4 ' ~ ~  and to direct text 
teletype from the 7094's to the operating sites in 
support of the Mercury Manned Space Flight 
Missions. A total of 1-1 incoming and three out- 
going teletype circuits are involved. These cir- 
cuits are a mixture of GO wpm and 100 wpm. 
During non-mission periods, -the circuits are 
used for network checking and routine messages. 
The old interface was a manual "patch cord." 
A one-for-one situation which passed all traffic on 
the circuits to the 7094's. To be able to use 
these circuits to support other missions not involv- 
ing the 7 0 9 4 ' ~ ~  a means of directing traffic was 
needed. The 490 provides the directing ability, 
and the message header provides the direction of 
the message. 
Interfacing in the new manner brought with it 
several problems, as follcws. 
12.1 Reliability 
To provide 100 percent assurance that all radar 
data is received by the 7 0 9 4 ' ~ ~  all data formats 
plus any message which is in such a distorted 
state that it cannot be recognized as a valid text 
message is routed to the 7094's. 
The 490 programs do not examine the text of 
these messages, but the 7094 programs do perform 
checks to insure proper data. Therefore, text 
messages will be rejected by the 7091's. 
12.2 Compatibility with existing equipment 
The existing inputs to the 7094's is through an 
IBM 7201 S/P  converter, 7281 channel multi- 
plexer and into the 7094 core buffers. Both GO 
wpm and 100 wpm channels are installed in the 
7281. To debug the interface programs, we use 
the same spccd output from the 490. Othcrwisc 
a Icngtliy re:llignmc.nt would be necessary each 
time we tried to debug. 
1 
I 12.3 Formats-Incoming 
Two routing indicators are assigned to the 1 7094's for text type traiEe. The original radar 
routing indicator, consisting of two J's (JJ) is 
retained. 
12.4 Formats-Outgoing 
I The 7094's and any other originator of messages 
I in that area were given an instruction manual 
i which details the formats to be used in the NASCOM network. 
I 
I 12.5 Message accounting 
The 490's are programmed to maintain a mes- 
sage accounting for all messages entering the net- 
work. This requires the originator to generate a 
sequential number for every message. The matter 
of the sequential number posed a serious problem 
to the programmers of the 7094's. There are 
three 7091 computers involved and anyone of 
them can transmit at any time. Therefore, to 
generate a sequential number for each message 
would involve up-dating all computers each time 
a message is sent. There are several 7094 pro- 
grams involved also which would necessarily be 
initialized to the present message count. 
It should be noted that a message received out 
of sequence will not restrict if trom being trans- 
mit,ted to the receiving station, but only causes 
an advisory message to be generated by the 490 
explaining the situation, plus, intercepting the 
complete message for remedial action. In the case 
of the 7094 '~~  all traffic would be intercepted from 
the time of the first non-sequential number received. 
To offset this, the 490 is programmed to accept 
a "set count" message. Upon receipt of this 
message the 490 initializes the message count of 
the originator to zero. Therefore, each program 
used in the 7094's need only generate a set count 
message and start all messages a t  zero count, 
which solves the problem of synchronizing a 
counter in three computers. 
12.6 Cadfiss 
This is a network checking program which has 
been in existence for some time. I t  sends a 
message on each circuit and waits for the answer- 
ing message, analyzes the results and forms a 
norm for traffic reliability for the network. 
As there are no programming checks made on 
the returned messages to the originator, a one- 
for-one circuit network is used. When a message 
enters a particular channel of the 7094 i t  is assumed 
to be from that station. This posed a message 
accounting problem again. To insure the proper 
return to the 7094's each 490 incoming circuit 
was assigned a corresponding outgoing circuit to 
the 7094's. In this way, the 7094 programs are 
assured tha t  they are receiving the  correct 
returning traffic. 
As stated before, the present programs are 
directed towards our slow speed teletype traffic. 
While very important, these circuits are relatively 
easy to handle when compared to the high speed 
(12W800 baud) data. As we pick up the 
higher speed circuits, new programs must be 
developed particular to the needs of the circuit 
involved and unique to the type of data being 
transmitted. We believe that these new teletype 
circuits will be relatively easy to incorporate, for 
we have considered most factors within the pro- 
gram concept. However, new types of data such 
as the Digital Command System (DCS) with its 
partial recall criteria requires a complete new 
concept of the recall program. It will also be a 
part of the main operating programs and as 
stated before, any change to these programs 
requires the most serious, and comprehensive 
planning and debugging possible. 
We also have several requirements for in- 
ventory type programs which furnish us a print- 
out of any or all of the network a t  any time. We 
are presently working on the means for updating 
these programs as new circuits, equipment, and so 
forth, are added to the network. 
Fortunately, the matter of circuit inventory 
updating is automatic with the 490. In the past, 
we have had no centralized system for listing all 
of our circuits and an inventory required extensive 
research and must time. With the 490's, how- 
ever, every circuit must be connected to a CLT 
~ . n d  programmed for in advance. We, therefore, 
have all of the required information to malntain 
the complete up-to-date inventory at hand. It 
requires only an updating program to maintain 
the inventory. There are many other uses for the 
490, in this type of "off-line" work and which will 
present themselves in the future. This is a con- 
tinuing project and as other uses are found and 
implemented, this report will be up-dated and the 
information will be distributed. 
THE DRIFT OF A 24-HOUR EQUATORIAL SATELLITE 
DUE TO AN EARTH GRAVITY FIELD THROUGH 1 
4th ORDER* 
C. A. WAGNER 
This report extends previous investigations of 24-hour near equatorial earth satellites by 
considering the motion of such satellites in an earth gravity field through the 4th order. The 
three coupled second order linear differential equations of initial drift from a 21-hour equatorial 
circular reference orbit are presented. This linear system is analyzed for "stable regions" in the 
field within which drift motion is self limiting. A somewhat simplified form of the linear equations 
is integrated to give a general solution which defines the mean daily motion after injection to a 
high degree of accuracy. 
INTRODUCTION 
Much analytic work has been done recently 
on the motions of a near synchronous satellite 
of the earth with a triaxial (2nd order) gravity 
field (References 1 and 2). The oscillatory move- 
ment of such a satellite about the minor axis of the 
earth's elliptical equator has been sufficiently well 
described. This investigation into higher order 
gravity effects on 24-hour satellites was uromutcd 
tion is that, while no absolutely stationary geo- 
graphic points exist for 24-hour satellites in an 
earth field to 4th order, the overall features of the 
regime of motion in the dominant triaxial field 
(see Reference 1 and page 1024) still hold. 
DERIVATION OF THE INTEGRALS OF PERTUR- 
BATIONAL MOTION FOR A 24-HOUR 
EARTH SATELLITE 
- 
by a recent refinement of knowledge about these The force field F of the earth on a mass point rp  
higher order (Reference 3). The Per- a t  earth centered r, 4, 0 in inertial space (Figure 1) 
turbation forces arising from the higher order can be written: 
tesseral harmonics of the earth's gravity field are 
- 
small, but they are in resonance on a 24-hour 
satellite. The major conclusion of the investiga- 
where 
(see Appendixes A and B). The XY plane is the earth's equatorial plane; en, is the inertial longitude 
of the principal axis of symmetry of the earth's mass distribution accounted for by the nm harmonic 
of the geopotential VE. 
The acceleration of m in inertial space r, 4, 0 is 
- a - i(; - r B 2  cos2 6 - 4) + a [(f) (& [ r 2  41) + r b 2  cos 6 sin 4 I 
*Published as N A S A  Technical Note D-2109, Febr~rnry 190.1. 
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Writing F=ma, implies the following three scalar equations in the r, 4, 8 components of force and 
acceleration : 
; - r i 2  cos2 9 - 4' = Gr ( r ,  Q. 8 - B n p )  , (4) 
1 d 
- -dt ('2;) + '62 cos 9 s i n  9 = C* ( r  . 9 ,  6 - on,,,) , (5) 
1 
-- ( r 2 i  C O S ~  d = G r ,  9. 6 - 6 )  . (6) r cos6 dt 
where the G's are gravitational force components 
per unit mass (Appendix B). 
Consider the XY equatorial plane of the earth, 
with the earth's equator reflecting the mass dis- 
tribution due to the nm harmonic of the geopoten- 
tial (Figure 2). X is the geographic longitude of 
m; A, is the geographic longitude of the principal 
n m  axis of earth symmetry. Thus, it is clear from 
Figure 2 that X- Xu,= 8- en,. The potential in 
Appendix B is thus consistent with that in 
Reference 4. 
Z (North Pole) A 
Earth nm axls of mass 
Y 
X (Vernal Equ~nox) 
FIGURE 1.-Coordinate system referencing the motion of 
a 24-hour earth satellite. 
Equatorial sectlon of ( at time, ) 
the Earth Ell~psoid nm axis of Earth ( looking south ) symmetry at tlme, t 
r' /'-- Greenw~ch longitude 
at time, t 
 at time zero 
/ 
FIGURE 2.Section of the earth ellipsoid's equator show- 
ing the relationship of the various longitude references. 
The reference orbit for the synchronous satellite 
is a circle in the equatorial plane of radius r., 
traversed a t  the earth's rotation rate. Therefore, 
we assume a perturbation solution to Equations 
4, 5 and 6 of the following form: 
8 =[Initial Inertial Longitude] 
+[(Earth Rate) (Time)] 
+[Geographic Longitude Perturbation] 
where B E  is the time constant earth rotation rate, 
XO is a constant equal to the initial geographic 
longitude position of v, and AX is the change in 
geographic longitude with time. Small r. is a 
time-constant initial radius (the "synchronous 
radius") of rp, to be determined later, Ar the 
change in radius of m with time, and ( 8 ~ ) ~  the 
initial inertial longitude of Greenwich. The per- 
turbation (Equation 7) replaces 8-On, in the 
force field of Appendix B, by (OE) O+ lo+ B E ~ + A x  
- 8,. But Bum= (OE)O+ &t+ hum, from Figure 2. 
Therefore, for the perturbation solutions, the 
force field longitude arguments are 
Let 
j 
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I define harmonic constants referred to the initial geographic longitude of q. Thus Equations 7, 8 
and 9 are solutions to Equations 4, 5 and 6, if 
- 1  5 (rs +nri2 (;.+A;) c o s 2 n e  = c, (r, + A r .  A+. a h +  y ) .  (rs + Ar)  cos 6 dt n m 
Let w = B ' E ,  and by performing the indicated 
differentiations and substitutions, and ignoring all + jAl + k k l  + P r l  + m d l  = n . (16) 
products of perturbations and/or perturbation 
-rates, Equations 11-13 become where rl = Ar/r,, X I  = AX, 41 =A+ are all dimension- 
less variables. The dots in Equations 14-16 and 
what follows refer to derivatives with respect to a 
'1 a r ~  + b A l  "'1 + t i d l = (14) dimensionlesstimeT=tw. Thus 
The constants in Equations 14-16 are: 
- 3l50Je4 (;I cos 4ye4} ; 
-7SJ42(:)4 sin 2y42 + 2100J44 (:r s1n4?'44} ; 
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1 - {- 3 0 J 2 2 ( ) 2  1 2 ~ ~  J 1 3  s i n  , - 0 
7 l05J4,(;). s ~ n  2 , 4 2  - 2940J44(:)( s ~ n  4144) : 
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I Writing Equations 14-16 in operator notation (sl = d/dT, s"d2/dT" s =sl, so= 1, etc.), we have 
( s Z  + a )  r ,  + ( b s  + c )  i,, + (d)  d ,  : e . 
( g ) r ,  + ( h ) h l  ( s Z + f ) $ ,  = i , 
1 ( k s  + 1) r ,  + ( s Z  + j )  A, + ( m )  = n . 
I 
Solving Equations 31-33 by Cramer's rule, we obtain 
+ b f s  + c f  - h d ) ) .  
- s s  r ,  + ( A )  s 4  r ,  + (B) s3 r ,  + (C) s 2  r l  + ( D )  s 1  r ,  + ( E )  s o  r ,  = ehm + e j f  - imc 
+ i d j  + ncf  - nhd. 
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This result follows from the evaluation of the determinants because s(a, b, c, . . a )  = 0, since a, b, c. . . . 
are all constants. In summation, the three uncoupled linear drift equations of sixth order are: 
[ -  s 6  + (A) s 4  + (B) s 3  + (C) s2 + (D) s1 + (E) so] X1 = Az , (36) 
The constants are; 
A = - a + k b - j - f ,  
C ' mh - aj  - a f  - j f  + gd + l c  + b f k  , (39) 
D = - g m b + k c f  + ~ b f  - k h d ,  (40) 
E amh - a j f  - gmc + dgj  + l c f  - l h d ,  (41) 
- aim - a n f  - gem + gnd + l e f  - l i d  , 
A2 - (43) 
A3 = ahn - a i j  - gcn + gej + l c i  - l e h  . (44) 
Examination of Equations 31-33 shows that for 
zero initial conditions (rl=El= 41= dl= X I =  h l = O ,  
a t  T=O); Y1 (T=O)=e, X1 (T=O)=n and 61 
(T = 0) = i. The necessary and sufficient condi- 
tions for the drift to be zero for all time are, then, 
for the mass m to be placed with zero initial 
conditions into an orbit for which 
That this is so may be shown by successive 
differentiation of Equation 31-33 for the higher 
derivatives. They will all be zero providing only 
that the initial perturbation, perturbation rates 
and perturbation accelerations are zero. But 
Equations 45 are three transcendental equations 
in the two unknowns Xo and r, (the initial longi- 
tude and radius of the satellite). Therefore, 
there will be, in general, no simultaneous solution 
except by coincidence of the constants of those 
equations. However, from what is known a t  
present about the earth's gravitational field* (see 
Appendix C), the perturbation forces due to tjhe 
latitude antisymmetry of the field (included in 
the i constant) are small compared to those in the 
radial and longitudinal directions a t  near syn- 
chronous altitudes. The latitude perturbations, 
then, may be neglected in considering the condi- 
tions for a near zero solution to Equations 31-33. 
A plot of these perturbation forces with Xo at  an r, 
determined from e=O, is found in Appendix C. 
I t  is postulated then, and proved later, that es- 
sentially stable regions of the gravity field in 
geographic-geocentric coordinates exist in the 
neighborhood of one or more points on the 
equator for which 
*Kozai, Y.. Private Communication. Novenlber 1963 
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In the development which follows, the earth gravity field of Kozai is used together with an 
earth rotation rate from Reference 3. These earth constants are:* 
w = .7292115 x rad./sec. (Reference 3) 
F, = 3.986032 x l o Z 0  cm."/sec.2 
R, = 6.378165 x 10' cm. 
J2, = 1082.48 x 
J,o = -2.56 x 
J40 = -1.84 x 
J,, = 0. 
J2,  = -1.2 X 
J 3 ,  = -1.9 x 
J,, = - . l 4  X 
J3, = - . l o  X 
J, ,  = - 3 2  x 
J,, = -.062 X 
Jq3  = -.035 X 
J,, = -.031 X 
A,, = -26.4 degrees 
A , ,  = 4.6 degrees 
A,,  = -16.8 degrees 
A,, = 42.6 degrees 
A,, = 237.5 degrees 
A,, = 65.2 degrees 
A,, = 0.5 degrees 
A,, = 14.9 degrees 
T h e  constants am taken from Kozai. Y., Private Communication, Novemhr 1962, unless otherwise nokd. 
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The two transcendental equations in Xo and r, arising from Equation 46 are: 
n" r," 
-PE - 1 + ; ,,,(;:: + c o s k o  {- 6J3,(;)' cos,\3] + cos 2 A 0 { - 9 J 2 2 ( 2 2  ~ 0 s  2 . 2 2  
t i n  2 {- 9 J 2 2 ) 2  s i n  2 + 7; J42(;)4 s i n  2k4] 
+ s i n  3Ao - 6 0 J 3 3  i ~ i n 3 A ~ ~  + s i n 4Ao - 5 2 5 J 4 4  < ~ i n 4 i ~ ~ ~  ; { } { ( } (48) 
and 
0 s i n  ko  [- J 3 1  (:) cOsk3,]  + s i n  2,A0 [6JZ2 cos 2 \ 2 2  - 15J42(+)2]  
+ s i n  3ho  45J33 7 cos 3Aj3 + s i n  4ho 420J4,  < c o s  4!\44 [ ("9 ] [ ( 9  ] 
+ c o s  k,, [; J 3 ,  (;) s i n  k31] + c o s  2k0 [- 6 J 2 2  s i n  2 , i Z 2  + l 5 J d 2  (;)2 
s i n  A + c s  A 4 5 ~ ~ ~ )  s i n  3 + 0 s  A [ 4 2 0  ( 2 s i  4 .  . (49) 
In general, for every finite non zero r., Equation 49 
changes sign a minimum of two times and a maxi- 
mum of eight times over the equator. The earth 
constants are such that for r,>R,, the right hand 
side of Equation 48 is very close to 1 for all points 
on the equator. Essentially then, Equations 48 
and 49 decouple. Equation 48 may be solved 
separately for a near synchronous radius independ- 
ent of longitude, leaving a small longitude depend- 
ent residual. With the near synchronous radius 
so determined, the zero's of Equation 49 establish 
(to high accuracy) a minimum of two and a 
maximum of 8 potentially drift free points on the 
equator. The longitude dependent residual of 
equation 48 may then be solved to establish 
(to high accuracy) the radius to each potentially 
drift free point. The perturbation constants of 
the earth's gravity field are so much less than 1 
that the iteration need not be carried further 
than outlined above (see Appendix D). The 
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results of this iteration of Equation 48 and 49 with the earth constants of Equation 47 are: 
The spherical earth "synchronous radius" is 
T. (Spherical) = 138333942.5 ft. (26199.6103 statute miles); (50) 
The "oblate earth" (including 5 2 0  and J 4 0  potential terms) Lcsynchronous radius" is 
r S  (Oblate) = 138335648.5 ft. (26199.9334 statute miles). (51) 
With the aforementioned oblate earth synchro~ous radius, Equation 49 becomes 
I 0 = .430 sin A. - 4.37 sin 2ho t .4175 sin 3h0 - .I51 sin 4Ao - .0345 cos ho 
- 5.76 cos 2ho + .538 cos3Xo + .257 cos4ho. (52) 
The zero's of Equation 52, which are the poten- so-called "triaxial" gravity field), the zero's of 
tially drift free longitudes around the equator, Equation 48 with the oblate earth synchronous i are a t  radius of Equation 51 are a t  
A, = 64.23 155.8", 242.9" and 331.3". (53) A, = 63.64 153.63 243.6" and 333.6". 
It is interesting to compare these potentially 
stable longitudes with those which would be In no case (with a full earth potential) do the 
present if all the tesseral and sectorial harmonics "stable" longitudes differ by more than 2.3" from 
except J 2 2  are ignored. In the simpler field (the those which exist in the simpler "triaxial" field. 
The potentially drift free radii to the longitudes of Equation 53 are: 
rs(Ao = 64.2") = 138335637.5 ft. (26199.9313 statute miles) (558) 
r s ( h 0  = 155.8") = 138335660.2 ft. (26199.9356 statute miles) (55b) 
r s ( h 0  = 242.9") = 138335635.2 ft. (26199.9309 statute miles) ( 5 5 ~ )  
r S ( h o  = 331.3') = 138335660.3 it. (26199.9356 statute miles). (55d) 
- - 
The uncoupled linearized drift Equations 36 may case, re= 138335647.7+ 12.5 ft. for near zero solu- 
be simplified and integrated directly by ignoring tions to Equation 36 with zero initial conditions. 
all terms in the differential coefficients A, B, C, D The simplified uncoupled drift equations then 
ar;d E =Sch miich les than :. The driv-ing lmc"me; 
terms Al, A2, A3 must retain a t  least one order of (s6 + 2s4 + s z )  r ,  = - Al  
smallness less than 1 so that the resulting solution 
is sufficiently sensitive to drift acceleration. The 
initial radius may be chosen for convenience as the (s6 + 2s4 + S Z )  hl = - A~ 
mean of those in Equation 55. But to insure the (56) 
longest possible validity for the resulting solution, 
it is probably best to solve e=O for re a t  the Xo (s6 + 2s4 + sz)  4, = - 
from which the perturbation is desired. In any A, . 
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It may be verified that the complete solution to  Equation 56 is: 
Aq T2 
Aq 
= c lq  t C2qT + ( c ~ ~  + c , ~ T )  s i n  T + (cSq C6qT) cosT - 7 (57) 
where perturbations must be specified. i 
The coefficients Ciq of the approximate pertur- t nq = r l  when q = 1 , 
bation solution (Equation 57) for the synchronous 
aq = A ,  when q = 2 , equatorial satellite have been solved in Appendix 
A of Reference 5 for the general case where any 
A~ = & I  when q = 3 . small initial perturbations and perturbation rates 
may be given. Ignoring terms of second and 
In  any dynamics problem utilizing the perturba- lower order smallness, the linearized drift solution 
tion solutions (Equation 57)) 18 conditions on the for the 24-hour equatorial satellite is approximately 
- - -- 
The soOAq are initial dimensionless perturbations; Table 1 
the sJAq are initial dimensionless perturbation The Dominant Drift Effect Following a Near 
rates. Perfect "Synchronous" Injection 
sjgn (n) Sign (-n) 
DRIFT OF A 24-HOUR EQUATORIAL SATELLITE Range (dom~nant drift (dominant dr i f t  
WITH LOW INITIAL RATES (degrees) i n  radius) i n  longitude) 
The general character of the drift following near 
perfect injection at  radii for which e is equal to or 
close to zero, may be found by examining the 
approximate integrals (Equations 57a, 57b, 57c). 
There is a coupled daily harmonic oscillation in 
the drift motion due to the eccentricity introduced 
principally by the resonant longitudinal perturba- 
tion force (when present). This daily harmonic 
oscillation is also partly due to coupling from the 
latitude and radial perturbations. The long term 
drift in radius is controlled by the 2nT term for 
perfect injection (so1 = so0 = 0). The long term 
drift in longitude is controlled by the -3n/2/T2 
term for perfect injection. The sign of n changes 
four times around the equator. Table 1 shows 
the dominant drift effect following a near perfect 
"synchronous" injection. Thus the long term 
radial and longitudinal drift following near perfect 
injection a t  near synchronous radii (e = 0) around 
the equator has the character (not to scale) 
shown in Figure 3. The long term motion in 
longitude and radius is thus highly suggestive of 
the coupled long term circulation about the minor 
axis of the earth ellipsoid's equator predicted* and 
confirmed in the computer studies in Reference 1 ; 
both sides made with a triaxial gravitational field. 
All the results of this study showing the dominance 
of the J 2 2  (triaxial) term in the longitudinal per- 
turbations, point strongly to the conclusion that 
T r i c k  and Carber, Private Communication, 1962. 
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155.8" Major Axis of Earth's Equator 
cJr, 
Earth's Equatorial Section 
Earth's Equator 
,/J230 \On ( Greenwich ) 
331.3" 
FIGURE 3.-Long term radial and longitudinal drift 
following near perfect injection at near synchronous 
radii around the equator. 
such a circulation about two dynamically "stable" 
regions of zero longitude and radial force perturba- 
tion, exists for the full earth potential as well. 
The latitude drift follodng a near perfect 
(( synchronous" injection, predicted in (57c) is 
initially a daily harmonic oscillation of small 
amplitude, but predominantly on one side of the 
equator or the other depending on the sign of i 
which is proportional to the latitude perturbing 
force at the equator. Since J 3 0  (the so-called 
"pear shaped" harmonic of the earth's field) 
dominates i and it is negative, the perturbing 
force is directed south and the initial daily oscilla- 
tion is southerly with an amplitude of 2i. 
The drift of a near synchronous earth satellite 
injected with zero drift rates a t  -71.4" longitude 
from Greenwich (45" from the minor axis of the 
earth ellipsoid's equator, and thus having close to 
maximum longtiude perturbations) as predicted 
by Equations 57a, 57b, 57c, is 
Ar = 259t -41.25 s i n  ( & t ) f t , ( t .  in  s idereal  days); (574 
A A =  34.2 x ( 1  - c o s  2 ~ t )  - 505 x t Z  degrees.(t .  i n  sidereal days); (57e) 
A + =  - lo. 7 x lo-' ( 1  - c o s  h t )  degrees , ( t ,  i n  s idereal  days). (57f 
Numerical integration (Cowell step by step meth- 
od) of the equations of motion have been carried 
out on an IBM 7090 computer and the comparison 
with the predictions of Equations 57d, 57e, 57f is 
illustrated in Figures 4 and 5 for the longitudinal 
and radial drifts to 30 days following injection. 
The full results indicate that the linear theory of 
Equation 57 will predict the perturbations of a 
near syncrhonous, near equatorial satellite due to 
a "full" earth potential through 4th order, to 
within 2 percent in the mean daily longitude 
drift, and 1 percent in the mean daily radial drift 
for up to 180 days following a near perfect in- 
jection. The numerically computed latitude drift 
d the zear s y i i c h r a ~ ~ u s  &e!!ite is nf the nrrler nf 
f degrees, maximum, over 180 sidereal days, 
which agrees with (57f) in order of magnitude. 
Numerically integrated drifts for the above ex- 
ample in a "triaxial" (JZ0 and J2? harmonics only) 
earth field show errors of about 10 percent from 
the drift in a full potential field in both radius and 
longitude to 180 days following injection. This 
"error" was reduced to about 5 percent with the 
inclusion of the J31 harmonic in the programmed 
potential function. Inclusion of the J33 harmonic 
Numer~caily integrated 311: 
(Coeell Step by Step Methad) 
0 3 6 9 12 15 18 21 24 27 30 
TIME FROM INJECTION (s~dereal days) 
FIGURE 4.--Comparison of numerically integrated and 
predicted longitude drift of a near %-hour satellite 
injected at -71.4" (45" east of the earth ellipsoid's 
minor equatorial axis) at a radius of 138,335,650.2 feet, 
with zero initial perturbation rates. 
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,- 4 8000 / I Nurner~cally Integrated D r ~ f t  
all 
Wfth JzO and JZ2 only. In ~eopotent!al/ 
TIME FROM INJECTION (sidereal days) 
FIGURE 5.-Comparison of numerically integrated and 
predicted mean daily radial drift of a near 24-hour 
satellite injected at -71.4' at a radius of 138,335,650.2 
feet, with zero initial perturbation rates. 
reduces the "errorJ' to  about 1 percent over 
180 days. 
It should be noted that the linear theory 
presented in this report does not predict the change 
in eccentricity with time of the spiralling orbit of 
the resonant near synchronous satellite. How- 
ever, the results of the numerical integration on 
the above example show that the initial eccen- 
tricity of the spiral orbit is well predicted. The 
radius in the numerically integrated orbit has 
a daily oscillation of about f (34+5t) feet, (t, in 
days) for a period of 5 days following injection; 
which is in excellent agreement with (74a) con- 
considering the inherent machine error in the 
numerical integration and the simplifications 
theory. 
STABILITY OF MOTIONS OF THE 24-HOUR 
SATELLITE NEAR POINTS OF ZERO 
LONGITUDINAL AND RADIAL 
PERTURBATION FORCES 
If the longitudinal and radial perturbation 
forces are zero, it may be verified that e = n  = 0 
(see Appendixes B and C) and the linearized drift 
Equations 3 1-33 become 
( s 2  + a ) r l  + ( b s  + c ) A l  + ( d )  bl = 0 ; 
( g ) r ,  + ( h ) A ,  + ( s 2  + f )  4, = i ; 
The characteristic equation of the system (Equations 58) is (evaluating t,he differential constants of 
Equation 36 for e = n = 0) 
q 6 ( -  1) + q 4 ( - a  + k b -  j - f )  + q 3 ( k c  + l b )  + q 2 ( m h - a j  - a f  - j f  + g d  + l c  + b f k )  
t q ( -  gmb + k c f  + l b f  - k h d )  + amh + dgj  + l c f  - lhd = 0 . (59) 
The particular solutions to Equation 58 will be constants: 
E ( p a r t i c u l a r )  = 
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To simplify the calculation of the roots of the and/or products of perturbation constants in each 
characteristic Equation 59 without losing anything coefficient of Equation 59. With this simplifica- 
essential in the characteristics of the motion, we tion and with the large constants evaluated, 
will ignore the lower order perturbation constants Equation 59 becomes 
It is noted that the characteristic values of the The solutions to Equation 62 are 
motion from Equation 61 are independent of the 
latitude perturbations of the earth's gravity field. , = - - * [ + 3 %  (63) 
Consider q1,t as solutions to Equation 61, where 
1 (31.2 1 <<I. For thesesolutiOnsl ignore orders of q Since 1 I - c J,l3j 1 <<l, the approximation to 
smaller than q2. Equation 61 in q1,2 then Equation 62 for these roots is valid. 
becomes ; There are also solutions to Equation 61: 
I q [ = (- 1) 4. Therefore, let 
where 1 ~ 3 .  4 1 <<l. With Equation 64 substituted into Equation 61, Equation 61 becomes 
[ ( -1 )%+. , . , ]6  + 2[(-1)"+r3,4]4 + 2 ( i  - c )  [ ( - l ) % + r 3 , . ] 3  
+ [ ( - 1 ) % + . , , ~ ] 2  + [ ( - I ) % + . , , ~ ]  [ 2 ( i - c ) ]  - 3j = o . 
Since 1 ~ 3 .  1 <<I, the expansion of Equation 65 ignoring terms in cr and higher, is 
66 [(- 1)%15 + 8 ~  [(- I)%] + 6 ( 1 - c )  r  [(- I)%]' + 2r ( -  1)" - 2 ( 1 - c )  (- 1)' 
+ € Z  = 0 .  
This last equation reduces to 
Thus, the approximate roots to Equation 65 are 
- 2 ( 1 - c )  [ - 3 + ( - I ) " ]  
E 3  = 0 .  
€4  = 4 
Similarly, letting 
= - ( - I ) " + € ~ , ~ .  
q 5 . 6  
j 
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The expansion of Equation 61, with the same order of approximation as for e3, , reduces to 1 
The roots to the above equation are I 
Thus Equations 66 and 68 substituted into Equations 64 and 67 determine the other four roots to 
Equation 61 as approximately 
Stability in the Triaxial Geopotential Field neighborhood of one day (from q3. 4). The other 
this case I= c = ~  at the points of zero has a frequency of ( . 9 9 ) 4 ~  10 -3=0 .995~  
longitudinal and radial perturbation forces. The = .995X w (dimensions of 
four characteristic solutions are time-'). This long period oscillation has a period 
in the neighborhood of 
q,,,  ( t r i a x i a l )  5 + ( 3 j ) '  , (70a) 2n( rad. / c y c l e )  
.995 x lo-, x 2n( rad./day) 
q,, , ( t  r i a x i a l )  t ( -  1)' . (70b) 
= 1005 days = 2.76 years . 
While it is true that there are two more independ- Stability in the Geopotential Field Through 
ent complementary solutions to Equation 58 that 
may be found for the triaxial case, their constants 4th Order 
will be found to be zero when a natural set of in- For motion in the vicinity of the 4 points of 
itial conditions are specified. For the triaxial zero longitudinal and radial perturbation forces: 
case, g = h = d = i = m = 0. Therefore Equation 58 
uncouples in the latitude variation and there are 
only four characteristic solutions to the set in the 
longitude and radial perturbations. I t  may be 
shown that (70a) and (70b) are just these four. 
The redundant q5, 6 =  1 (- 1)) are the two charac- 
teristic solutions to the latitude variation in the 
triaxial case. 
On or Near the Maior Axis in the Triaxial Field 
3j ( h 0  = 153.6", - 26.4') = + 0.99 x 
1. There will be 4 characteristic solutions giving 
damped oscillations with periods near onc 
[day q3, 4 ,  5 ,  6  from Equation 691 
2. There will be 2 characteristic solutions giving 
either a weak-negatively damped oscillation 
with a period near 1000 days, or two ex- 
ponential~, one of which is slowly divergent 
in character. [ql, from Equation 631 
For Motion in the Vicinity of the Zero 
Perturbations at lo = 64.2O 
The motion thus has a slowly divergent component. 
1 - c = - 0.36 x , 
On or Near the Minor Axis in the friaxial Field 3 j  ' - 1.026 x 
3j ( k 0  = 63.6". - 116.4") = - 0.99 x Perfect injection in the vicinity of this 
The motion consists of two non-damped self- quasi-stable point is thus followed by two 
liniiting oscillations. One has n period in the self-limiting oscillations with periods in the 
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vicinity of one day which are weak-poistively 11-cj is of the order of as before. 
damped (q3, ,, 5 ,  6). There is also a self- Therefore, the resultant motion is slowly 
limiting oscillation with a long period of divergent in character as one of the q,, 
1/(1.026)4X10-3=987 Days=2.71 Years, solutions will be positive of the order of 
which is weak-negatively damped (q,, 2). + 10-3. 
For Motion in the Vicinity of the Zero In conclusion, for the geopotential gravity field 
Perturbations at Lo = 155.8" through 4th order, two regions on the equator 
3j is controlled by the Jzz term, is greater 
than zero, and +(3j)t is of the order of 
+ 11-c 1 is of the order of lov9 (as 
before), so that one of the characteristic 
solutions will be a slowly divergent ex- 
ponential. 
For Motion in the Vicinity of the Zero 
Perturbations at Lo = 242.9" (- 1 17.1 ") 
Perfect injection in thc vicinity of this quasi- 
stable point is thus followed by two self- 
limiting coupled oscillations with periods in 
the vicinity of one day which are weak- 
negatively damped (q3, 4,  5,  6). There is also 
a coupled self-limiting oscillation with a 
long period near 1/(1.123)tX10-3=944 days 
= 2.58 year, which is weak-positively damped 
(s1. 2). 
For Motion in the Vicinity of the Zero 
Perturbations at 31, = 33 1.3" (- 28.7") 
3j, controlled by the Jz2 term, is greater than 
zero. 5 (3j) t is of the order of + lop3. 
have been found within which small initial per- 
turbations in geographic longitude, latitude, and 
radius are self limiting in the sense that the 
resulting motion of an earth satellite in these 
regions is essentially harmonic in character with 
very weak damping. These regions are in the 
neighborhood of 64.2" East of Greenwich and 
26,199.9314 statute miles and 117.1" West of 
Greenwich and 26,199.9309 statute miles from the 
center of mass of the earth. They are both 
within 2% degrees of the minor axis of the earth 
ellipsoid's equator. The damping is of the order 
of lop9 wt, or of the order of t (days). Thus, 
initial amplitudes of the damped harmonic per- 
turbations in these two regions suffer a twofold 
change in magnitude in the order of t =In (2)/'10-8 
= 6.93 >< lo7 days = 1.9 X lo5 years. These regions 
then, can be considered to be essentially stable. 
While the regions around 64.2" and 242.9" on 
the equator hare an inherent dynamic stability in 
the sense shown above, the regions around the 
zero perturbation points at 155.8O and 331.3" are 
only very weakly dynamically unstable. At the 
n = e = 0 point where X, = 331.3" and r, = 138,335,- 
660.3 ft., by assuming zero initial perturbations 
and rates, the resultant motion from a complete 
evaluation of the C,, coefficients of Equation 57 
in Appendix A of Reference 5 ,  is 
A l  5 - 6.15 x 10-l6 + (3 .26x  10-16T) + ( - 4 . 8 9  ~ 1 0 - l 6  + 1. 76 x10-16T) s i n T  
1 - 6 .4  + (- 23.7 10-14T) s inT + ( 6 . 4 ~  cos T) + 24.5 x 10-I6T2 . (71~)  
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Equation 71a predicts a change in injection radius 
of only -.0003 feet in 5 years. Equation 71b 
predicts a change in injection geographic longitude 
of only +1.00X degrees in 5 years. Equa- 
tion 71c predicts a change in injection latitude of 
only +1.85X degrees in 5 years. These are 
all mean daily drifts. The amplitudes of the 
daily oscillations are even smaller quantities. 
The conclusion is that station keeping require- 
ments for near synchronous satellites placed with 
low initial rates near the major axis of the earth 
ellipsoid's equator, will be virtually unaffected by 
the noncentral character of the earth's gravita- 
tional field. 
CONCLUSIONS 
The major conclusion of this paper may be 
summarized as follows: 
There are four longitudes, located within 2% 
degrees of the axes fixed by the earth's elliptical 
equator, into which a 24-hour satellite may be 
placed and maintained with negligible drift for 
extended periods of time. 
At intermediate longitudes (about 45 degrees from 
these "stable points") such a satellite will, even 
if injected '(perfe~tly'~, experience a minimum of 
about 4 degrees of drift in 3 months following 
injection. 
Maximum drift of a perfectly injected 24-hour 
satellite in an earth gravity field to 4th order 
differs by about 10 percent from the drift ex- 
perienced in a triaxial field. 
Except in the immediate vicinity of the '(stable 
points," the initial mean daily drift in radius 
following a perfect injection into a 24-hour orbit 
is proportional to time, and the initial mean daily 
drift in geographic longitude is essentially pro- 
portional to the square of time. 
The maximum longitude perturbational force 
on a 24-hour satellite in an Earth potential field to 
4th order is approximately 12 percent greater than 
the  maximum perturbation experienced in a 
triaxial field. 
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APPENDIX A 
I LIST O F  SYMBOLS 
A, B, C,  D, E, A1, A2, & Perturbation constants of the uncoupled perturbation equations of 
of motion of the near synchronous satellite of the earth 
a, b, c, d, e, f, g, h, i, j, k, 1, m, n Perturbation constants of the coupled linearized perturbation equa- 
tions of motion with respect to the synchronous circular orbit of 
radius r, 
d The total differential operator 
3 The earth's gravity field 
g, The acceleration of earth gravity a t  the near synchronous radius 
re-g. ~ 3 2 . 1 5  Ro/r.)2 ~ 3 2 . 1 5  X .02288 = .7355 ft/sec2 
1 i In addition to a perturbation constant, used as an index to the coefficients of the drift Equations 57 
I m A point mass 
n, m When used in the earth potential function; indicates the harmonic of 
order n and power m 
q An index for the coefficients of the drift Equations 57. Also, a 
characteristic solution of the uncoupled motion Equations 36 
Ro or l3,, The mean equatorial radius of the earth ellipsoid 
r, A, 4 Spherical coordinates of the near synchronous satellite; geocentric 
radius; geographic longitude with respect to the greenwich meridian, 
and geocentric latitude from the earth's equator 
rl, XI, Dimensionless perturbation coordinates 
Ar 
- -
r l  - , h l  = M (radians). p l  = ( r a d ~ a n s )  I r f  
A ,  A A Perturbation coordinates in radius, geographic longitude and latitude 
from a reference equatorial orbit which is circular, having the near 
synchronous radius r, and a period of exactly one sidereal day. 
These coordinates measure the drift of a near synchronous earth 
satellite from a point in space a t  a fixed r, from the c.m. of the earth, 
moving along the equator a t  the earth's rotation rate so as to  
maintain a fixed geographical longitude at  all times 
, 8, Unit Vectors for the spherical coordinate system: r, 6, 4 
r, 0, 4 Spherical coordinates of geocentric radius, inertial longitude from the 
vernai equiuux, and gocentric lstitude frnm the esrth's equator: 
locating the near synchronous satellite m in inertial space 
r. A nominal or calculated orbit radius a t  injection for a near syn- 
chronous earth satellite 
s A diflerential operator: 
and, soo ( ) = ( ) at  time T = 0, etc. 
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T Dimensionless time variable: T = wt, where w = the earth's sidereal 
rotation rate, and t is real time 
t Real time, from a zero a t  the point of injection of the satellite into 
its near synchronous orbit 
( )  ( )  Differentiation with respect to real time t, prior to Equation 14, and 
differentiation with respect to dimensionless time T in and after 
Equation 14 
VE The earth's gravity potential field 
Trim, Jnm, Anm, 8nm Constants of the earth's gravity potential: 
e A small parameter 
( 8 ~ ) ~  The right ascension of Greenwich (GHA) a t  t = O  
B E ,  w The earth's "constant" sidereal rotation rate 
A0 or A, The initial geographic longitude of the near synchronous satellite 
(i.e. the geographic longitude a t  injection) 
P E  The earth's gaussian gravitational constant 
APPENDIX B 
THE EARTH GRAVITY POTENTIAL AND GRAVITATIONAL FORCE FIELD USED 
The Gravity Potential used is the exterior 
potential derived in Reference 4 for geocentric 
spherical coordinates referenced to the earth's 
spin axis and it's center of mass (see Figure 1). 
The Harmonic series is truncated after J14. 
The inertial gravity constants On, are related to 
the usual geographical gravity constants by: 
e n  = (BE) + 'E t + 'nm 
so that 
3-Vu - 
nrn 
- A - X n r n  @I1 
(see Figure 2). The longitudes and minimax 
deviations from an average earth sphere for each 
harmonic are taken from the potential of Kozai.* 
The J,, and A, of this potential are presented in 
Equations 47. The earth's gravity potential may 
be illustrated as follows: 
J3O R2 
-- 
J31 RoJ ( 5 s i n 3 @ - 3 s i n b )  -- c o s  6 (15 s i n 2  d- 3) c o s  (t' - 9 
2 r 3  2r3 3 1) 
'Wagner. C. A., "The Gravitational Potential of a Triaxial Earth." Goddard Space Flight Center Document Number X423-62-206. 1962. 
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J4o R2 
-- 
J I I  R 2  
(35 s i n 4  d - 30 s i n 2  d + 3 )  - --- [140 s in3  & - 60 sinbcos d cos (t' - 6, I )  
8r4 8r4 
5 4 2  Ro4 
- -  
5 4 3  *O1 
[420 s i n Z  d - 601 cosZ d cos 2 (tc - 8 4 2 )  -  [840 s i n  d] cos3 4 cos 3 (8 - 6,,) 
8r4 8r4 
ORBIT DETERhIIKATIOTu' 
- 
F = ?Fr  + h, t i ~ , .  
where 
PE 3 ' 7  
' e  ;j (?)2{6J22COsmsin2(e-e22) + T ($)J3, [ s s i n 2 @ -  I] s i n  ( 0 - 0 3 , )  
Je4 cos3 q5 s i n  4(8 - 6,,) 
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The radial perturbation of the gravitational zero, the centrifugal force on a t  the moment of 
field referred to  in this report is the residual of the this injection a t  r, is +i.(w2 r, m). Thus, the 
sum of the gravitational and centrifugal forces on radial perturbation force, as defined above, a t  the 
m a t  the moment of injection a t  the radius r,. moment of injection is: radial perturbation force 
Since m is injected a t  an angular rate w for condi- = v w 2  r,+mG,,=?w2 r, e. Thus, the condition 
tions where the initial perturbation rates with for the radial perturbation force (for a '(perfect" 
respect to the reference synchronous orbit are injection, a t  injection) to be zero is: e=0.  
APPENDIX C 
MAGNITUDES OF THE LONGITUDE AND LATITUDE PERTURBATION FORCES PER UNIT 
ON A NEAR SYNCHRONOUS EQUATORIAL SATELLITE DUE TO GRAVITY 
It may be verified from Appendix B, that: 2. The latitude perturbation force per unit mass 
1. The longitude perturbation force per unit on the near synchronous satellite is given by 
mass on the near synchronous satellite is 
given by 
(4 ( a )  where g, is the radial acceleration of gravity in a (Ge)  r ,  l / r2 earth field at the synchronous radius: 
It is noted that a t  the synchronous radius constants from the same source. I t  is seen that, 
while the triaxial components clearly dominate 
PE 
- s 1 .  
w2 r p  (C4) the longitudinal perturbation force function, the 
maximum force in the "full" field is 12 percent. 
In Figure C1, the perturbation forces per unit greater than the maximum force in the triaxial 
mass are plotted for two earth gravity fields. One (Table Cl). The latitude perturbation in the 
is for a field through 4th order due to Kozai,* and triaxial field is, of course, zero. It is noted that 
the other is for a simpler triaxial field which in- the extreme magnitudes of the latitude perturba- 
cludes cnly the second order harmonic potential tion function around the equator are about one 
Table Cl 
Comparison of Maximum Longitudinal Perturbation Forces 
a t  Near Synchronous Altitudes Between the Triaxiol and 
Full 4th Order Gravity Fields of Kozai. 
Field 
Triaxial 
Full 
Minimax (Gp), 
, (units of g ) 0 (degrees) 
Percent difference 
of minimax Go 
between ful l  and 
triaxial f ield 
(full -triax/ 
triax) x 100 
+8.5 
FIGURE C-1.-The longitude and latitude perturbation 
forces on a near equatorial 24-hour satellite around the 
equator, due to the geopot,ential of Kozai. 
*Koeai. Y.. Private Communication. November 1962. 
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order of magnitude less than the extremes of the perturbation in the full field a t  synchronous 
longitude perturbation function. This fact gives radius occurs close to the dynamically unstable 
justification to the assumption that the regions of region near the earth equator's major axis while 
stability for the near synchronous satellite may be the maximum latitude perturbation occurs near 
considered to be fixed by the longitude perturba- the dynamically stable region close to the minor 
tion alone (i.e., by the zeros of n). It is also axis. This coincidence tends to minimize the 
interesting that the minimum of the latitude drift in the neighborhood of the major axis. 
1 APPENDIX D 
PROCEDURE FOR DETERMINING THE INJECTION RADIUS AND LONGITUDE 
INTO A NEAR SYNCHRONOUS ORBIT WITH MINIMAL 
INITIAL PERTURBATION ACCELERATIONS 
The two conditions for a minimal drift, near Let ; 
synchronous earth orbit, are assumed to be 
where r,<<r, is assumed and where r, is the 
(D2) solution to: 
These two conditions give a set of four injection 
radii and longitudes for minimum drift in a near w2 r03 
- - (5)4 (D4) 
synchronous equatorial earth orbit, with the PE - 1 + T J z o  i 8 4 0  r O  
potential of Kozai.* It can be assumed that 
injection a t  the earth rate into an inclined orbit ro may be thought of as the synchronous radius 
whose nodes are near these geographic longitudes for the "oblate" earth. Wit,h Equations D3 and 
a t  near synchronous radii, will give orbits with D4 into Equations D l  and D2, by ignoring all 
similarly small nodal drift if the inclination is not powers of Ar./r, greater than one and all terms in 
excessive. J,,ArB/r,; the synchronous conditions become 
+ (K,,) s in  2h0 + ( K , ~ )  , cos 3h0 * ( ~ 3 3 )  s i n s Q  (K44) , 4 A ~  
+ (K44) 2 
I + (K44) , sin 4ho 
*Kozai, Y.. Private Communication. November 1962 
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In  Equations D5 and D6, the gravitational To solve Equation D4 for the oblate earth 
constants (K,,) i are synchronous radius r,, let 
T o  r o l  ili r o  , (D8) 
where rol is the "spherical earth" synchronous 
radius satisfying the expression 
If Aro<<rO1 is assumed, then with Equations D9 
and D8 int,o Equation D4, by ignoring the 
J,,Ar,/rol as of second order, the oblate synchro- 
nous radius is determined from 
The procedure to determine the elemcnts of the 
"stable" synchronous orbit is: 
1. Solve for the spherical synchronous radius 
rol from Equation D9. 
2. Solve for the oblate synchronous radius r, 
from the results of the solution for Ar, from 
Equation D l 0  into Equation D8. 
3. Solve for the constants K in Equation D7. 
4. Solve for the "stable" synchronous injection 
or nodal longitudes A, from Equation Dfi. 
5 .  Solve for the "stable" synchronous radii r, 
correspondirig to  these longitudes from the 
results of the solution for Ar, from Equation 
D5 in Equation D3. 
where For the earth potential used, the magnitude as- 
sumptions in E2quations Dl  and D2 are valid and 
( K n m )  2 = ( K n m )  I Tan(nhnm ) - the af~remcnt~ioned uncoupled procedure estab- 
lishes the "stable" synchronous elements to high 
and;  (K,,) , - ( K n m ) ,  ~ a n ( n ~ , , ~ )  . accuracy. 
Ix. GENERAL 

RESONANCE SCATTERING AT LYMAN-ALPHA 
BY AN ATOMIC HYDROGEN CELL* 
J. E. BLAMONTt, P. DELACHEt AIVD A. K. STOBER 
This paper describes the experimental conditions for direct photoelectric observation of the 
optical resonance and polarization of the hydrogen Lyman-alpha line (1216A). 
INTRODUCTION 
Rocket and satellite studies of the Lyman-alpha 
(1216A) line emitted in the upper atmosphere 
have been made using detectors which have large 
bandwidths, such as ion chambers with various 
window materials and filling gases (References 1 
and 2), or photomultipliers with cesium iodide or 
copper iodide photocathodes (Reference 3). High- 
resolution photographic measurements have been 
made with a grating spectrograph (Reference 4) 
and photographic plates; the system requires long 
exposures and a recovery system to obtain.data. 
This paper is concerned chiefly with the experi- 
mental results of a hydrogen (filter) cell and ion 
chamber for obtaining photoelectric data. 
Hydrogen Cells 
Lyman-alpha is the resiinance line of the hydro- 
gen atom. If a cell containing a large number of 
hydrogen atoms is placed in front of the detector 
and is excited by an incident beam of light, the 
hydrogen atoms will absorb selectively the central 
frequency (core) of the Lyman-alpha emission 
from the existing beam with a width that is a 
function of the temwrature of the atoms and their 
number density (optical thickness). This experi- 
ment has been performed by the Naval Research 
Laboratory (Reference 5). The number density 
of the hydrogen atoms is I?& v c y  ciitical when 
the exciting spectrum is a line spectrum contain- 
ing a narrow Lyman-alpha emission line. In such 
a cell there is a lower limit for the density of 
hydrogen atoms above which the cell will absorb 
*Publiehed as N A S A  Technical Note 0-6148. June 1964. 
+Centre National de la Recherche Scientifique, France. 
all the Lyman-alpha contained in the exciting 
beam. Such a system, a broad bandpass filter 
with a narrow absorption feature, can be used 
when the energy of the spectrum of interest is 
defined by the detector (1050 to 1300A for an ion 
chamber) and contains two parts of the same 
order of magnitude: the absorbable part, centered 
a t  the Lyman-alpha line with a width of A; 
and the remainder of the spectrum from 1050- 
1300A, nonabsorbable. This system cannot be 
used to observe the Lyman-alpha radiation com- 
ing from the sun, the absorbable part being too 
small compared with the non-absorbable part (not 
more than 1 part in 100). 
On the contrary, a scattering cell, where the 
resonance light, scattered by hydrogen atoms, is 
observed a t  90 degrees of the incident beam, is 
equivalent to a very oarrca band filter (about 
A). Of course, the "transmission" in the 
center of the line will be small because the geom- 
etry of the cell forbids the detection of all the 
scattered photons, but the transmission will be 
exactly zero (except from the effects of stray light) 
for all the other wavelengths. 
DESCRIPTION O F  THE EXPERIMENT 
The first cell was a rather complicated cell, 
Figure l(a), in which the hydrogen atoms were 
produced hy dissr?citttisr, of hydrogen moiecuies 
on a hot tungsten wire. The cell contained two 
filaments mounted in light horns located out of 
direct view of the detector. Four LiF (lithium 
fluoride) wiadowa were epoxy-sealed to the cell. 
One was the "entrance" window facing the mono- 
chromator light source, and one the "exit" win- 
dow on the opposite side of the cell for observing 
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line with the monochromator, with and without 
the filament heated. This profile was already 
strongly self-reversed because of the hydrogen 
atoms a t  the exit port of the light source. How- 
ever, a careful study of the profiles showed that 1 
this reversal was higher in the presence of hy- 1 
drogen atoms in the cell. Under these conditions, 
even with very large slits, it was impossible to see 
any resonance signal a t  either of the two windows. 
(a) First cell 
ENTRANCE 
I LiF EXIT 
WINDOW 
(b) Second cell 
FIGURE 1.-Atomic hydrogen cells. 
the direct (absorbed) light. Two other windows 
were mounted a t  right angles to the light beam: 
one near the entrance window, and one near the 
exit window. 
Hydrogen was allowed to enter the cell through 
a palladium leak. The cell was isolated from the 
vacuum system by a stopcock, thus permitting 
evacuation and pressure regulation. 
The Light Source 
The light source system was a 3-meter high- 
dispersion vacuum monochromator illuminated 
by a hydrogen-discharge continuum lamp. The 
resolution of the monochromator was on the order 
of 1/20A a t  Lyman-alpha emission. 
Experiments with the First Cell 
The absorption was first observed. The first 
problem was the outgassing due to the large 
diameter of the filaments, high filament current 
needed, and envelope glass temperature. A good 
test for the "true" absorption was obtained by 
observing a band of the hydrogen molecule. 
When the heating of the filament would not create 
any absorption at  1234A, an absorption measure- 
ment would be made a t  Lyman-alpha. 
The Lyman-alpha profile of the light coming 
out of the system was observed by scanning the 
Modiflcation of the Light Source 
To have a higher intensity in the center of the 
Lyman-alpha line, the density of hydrogen inside 
the lamp was lowered by running the discharge 
with a mixture of helium and hydrogen. The 
procedure was the following: 
A discharge was started in pure helium. The 
Lyman-alpha profile was observed with the slits 
of the monochromator compatible with the de- 
tector sensitivity. This may not be the Lyrnan- 
alpha line of the hydrogen atoms left in the gas of 
the helium tank but the 11-alpha line of singly 
ionized helium; its intensity was very small. The 
hydrogen pressure was slowly increased by using 
a needle valve. As the intensity of Lyman-alpha 
increased, the line profile did not self-reverse. I t  
then appeared that conditions changed very 
suddenly in the discharge lamp; the profile be- 
came strongly self-re.;e;.sed, and the total inten- 
sity increased greatly. At the same time, the 
color of the discharge in the light source changed 
from orange to red. I t  was thus possible to deter- 
mine the best conditions (maximum intensity, 
minimum self-reversal) from the color of the 
discharge. 
The Second Cell 
The design of the second cell, Figure l(b),took 
into account the facts mentioned above. 
The small rhenium wire heater filament was 
mounted on an aluminum oxide ring and required 
5 watts for white heat. The detectors were at- 
tached directly to the windowless cell by O-rings 
or Apiezon wax seals. 
The outgassing problem was solved by eliminat- 
ing the taper joint system of the first cell and by 
using a secondary pump. 
The stray light was removed by the use of a 
light horn; however, the detector a t  the bottom 
of the horn "saw" part of the direct (absorbed) 
light reflected on the curved part of the horn. 
The palladium leak system was the same as that 
used on the first cell. Pressure was measured with 
a thermocouple gage. Foreign gas could be intro- 
duced into the cell through a needle valve. (The 
experimental apparatus is shown in Figure 2). 
Results Observed 
With the above-mentioned conditions, both ab- 
sorbed and scattered light signals were observed. 
A typical recording is shown in Figure 3. On 
the left channel, the scattered light signal is seen 
and, on the right channel, the absorbed light signal. 
Reading from below, we (I) start with Lyman- 
alpha excitation and atomic hydrogen (filament- 
heated); (2) close the shutter-that is, suppress 
the excitation - and both signals fall to zero (the 
zero of the left recorder is not the zero of the chart 
paper) ; (3) return to the former situation, Lyman- 
alpha+hydrogen; (4) stop heating the filament 
(no more atomic hydrogen). The "absorbed" sig- 
nal rises back to the value marked Lyman-alpha, 
and the resonance signal falls to zero at  the same 
time, indicating no stray light. Then we ( 5 )  close 
the shutter, and the absorbed signal falls again to 
zero while the resonant signal does not show any 
variation. This indicates that the filament is not 
seen by the detector. It can be noted a t  this 
point that another proof of the fact that there are 
hydrogen atoms which absorb and scatter the 
light, and not any outgassing, is the very short 
time constant of variation of the signals. We can 
say that it is less than the electronic time constant 
(0.2 second). 
0 Zero 
La -- Lyman-alpha 
L a  I H - Lyman-alpha - Hydrogen 
H - Hydrogen 
Scattered Light Absorbed Light 
FIGURE 3.-Recording scattered light and absorbed light. 
iZ study of the resonance signal as  a function of 
the hydrogen pressure showed that a maximum 
of scattered light was obtained a t  the total pres- 
sure of 30 to  40 microns. Introduction of helium 
makes the signal drop by a factor of 2 or more, 
whatever the total pressure is. 
Evaluation of the Number of Hydrogen Atoms 
in the Cell 
This is a rather difficult point, since we do not 
know whether the density is uniform throughout 
the cell. However, the density can be evaluated 
from two experiments: 
1. Ry constantly increasing the filament heat, 
the absorption reaches a plateau while the res- 
onance signal is still increasing. This seems to 
indicate that the optical thickness of the whole 
system between the entrance window and the 
detector is rather high (2 or more). 
2. The resonance signal increases but does not 
reach a maximum. However, a t  higher filament 
current the light wre observe is roughly 1/1000 of 
the "absorbable light"; the absorbable light is that 
part of the light effectively absorbed as observed 
Ly iilr i ~ u i  i v ~ n  cieicbcior (30 percenr oi the increas- 
ing light ). If an optical depth of 1 is assumed, the 
srattcrcd light ~vould he 1, 500 of the incident 
absorbnblc light. Pincc an optical depth of 1 is 
10" atoms "rm,' it 1s t)cll~cvtd that the density in 
hydrogen atoms is on the order of 10" c n ~ - ~ .  The 
dissociation of hydropen is then on the order of 
Best Performance Obtained 
Pon.er tfissipated in the filament for masimum 
FIGURE 2.-The experimental apparatus. resonance signal: 6 watts 
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A Third Cell for Observing the Polarization of 
the Lyman-Alpha Light 
Figure 2 shows the three cells: the first cell at  
the left, the horn-shaped cell at  the right, and a 
third one in the center. This cell was made to 
observe the polarization of the light at  Lyman- 
alpha by reflection from a LiF crystal a t  the 
Brewster angle. A Malus-type design was 
adopted. We observed a reflected light strongly 
polarized (at least 90 percent) with a reflection 
coefficient of the order of 15 percent. This sys- 
tem will be used for measuring the polarization of 
the Lyman-alpha airglow. 
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FREQUENCY AND TIME SYNCHRONIZATION AT 
NASA TRACKING STATIONS* 
ANDREW R CHI 
Time, being an independent variable in physical the observation; and in practice, is measured with 
measurements, is desired to be kept as constant a photographic zenith tube with respect to the 
and as synchronous with a primary time standard stars. Atomic time13 A.1., is defined as a clock 
as possible. Since there are several time scales which keeps time by advancing one second in the 
in use, it may be fruitful to give the definitions interval required for 9, 192, 631, 770 oscillations 
again. of cesium at  zero field. Its epoch started a t  
TIME STANDARDS: 0"Om0~T-2  on January 1, 1958, which defined 
The primary standard of time is based or. the 
orbital rotational period of the earth about the 
sun known as Ephemeris Time (ET). The ephem- 
eris second,' is the fraction of 1/31, 556, 925. 
9747 of the tropical year for 12* ET of January 0, 
1900. The ephemeris time is considered as uni- 
form and has been compared with atomic time 
since 1958 and has not found any divergence to 
date. Another time standard, which is widely 
used for navigation and astronomical observa- 
tions is known as Univetsal T i e  (UT). It. is 
determined by the angular position of the earth 
about its axis. The unit of time, the mean solar 
second: is defined as 1/86, 400 of a mean solar 
day. The rate of rotation of the earth is not con- 
the value of A.l as O%mOs. A.l time has been 
adopted temporarily as the international unit of 
time by the 12th General Conference of Weights 
and Measures in Paris on October 8, 1964. 
Figure 1 shows the location of NASA tracking 
stations known as STADAN, station tracking and 
data acquisition network. The tracking of arti- 
ficial satellites on a worldwide basis requires the 
value of universal time by practice as well as by 
necessity as a fact of life since the measurements 
are made relative to the positions of the earth. 
It further requires that the Universal Time be 
homogeneous and synchronous. I t  is for these 
reasons that Universal Time is used and require- 
ments for precise time generated. 
stant. There is a slow secular charge due to tidal TIME SYNCHRONIZATION: 
friction and irregular seasonal changes which may 
change the length of the day by as much as four Time synchronization is a means of introducing 
milliseconds. an epoch. This can be done by using: 
The observed angular position of the earth with (a) Time tick or codes in H F  and VLF trans- 
reference to the equatorial positions of the stars is missions; 
known as uncorrected Universal Time or UT-0. (b) Portable clock; and 
T- :- ---,."*+,." u 1-1 U L ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~  the c~~)rre~f inns applied for @) S~t~ellite clock. 
polar UT-O; and UT-2 The first method has been in use ~ t h  the trans- 
the corrections for seasonal variations to UT-1. 
mission of standard frequencies in the HF band These corrections are issued by the Bureau Inter- 
since 1923 and time tick since 1942 from NBS 
national de I'Heure (B.I.H.1, Paris. UT-2 time RBdio Station nqTqT, Beltsvifle, Maryland. D~~ is, in fact, an artificial kind of time scale; it is an to the Doppler variations and the instability of 
extrapolated time, corrected and confirmed after the propagation medium for high frequency, the 
*Presented in Seasion 2.13 T i e  and Fxequenc~ Measurements using precision of time measurement is limited to one 
very low frequency techniques of the 19th Annual Instrument Soeiety 
of America Conference. October 12-15. 1964. New York. New York. m i ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ c o n d .  New techniques, using multiple 
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FIGURE 1.-STADAN (Station Tracking and Data An:tlysis Network) locations. 
VLF transmissions and the highly stable charac- 
teristics of the propagation medium for VLF, 
have been suggested and are currently being 
de~eloped.~  The expected capability of such 
techniques is in the order of microseconds. There 
are several other suggested techniques with the 
aim to resolve the cycle ambiguity of the carrier 
wave of VLF transmission. Such techniques, if 
developed, will also allow microseconds time syn- 
chronization. In addition, one can also use a 
transponder in a satellite to synchronize station 
clocks. The precision of such a technique is one 
microsecond if equipment delays can be cali- 
brated. This technique has been tried with 
Telestar and is being tried with Syncom I11 and 
will be tried again with Relay 11. 
The use of a portable clock for time synchroni- 
zation is not new, and is improved with the use of 
quartz crystal controlled oscillator and atomic 
frequency standards. As the new techniques for 
time synchronization are developed, a portable 
clock is an indispensable means to check the pre- 
cision of the tcchniclues and to increase accuracy. 
I t  is also a reliable standby for introducing time 
to a remote station where epoch of time is not 
established or interrupted. 
A satellite clock is another means to establish 
a single frame of time reference among the track- 
ing stations. Experimental observations in the 
satellite as well as tracking of the satellite are 
referred to the satellite clock. The advantage of 
such a time reference is the increased opportuni- 
ties for time synchronization of all tracking sta- 
tions. Thus, the timing errors among the track- 
ing stations are reduced and the overall accuracy 
is increased. Such problems as propagation 
effects in VLF transmission are also reduced. I t  
may also become obvious that any invarient time 
scale may be used in a satellite clock. This tech- 
nique is not yet fully developed. Under con- 
siderations are the calibration of time delay of the 
communication systems and techniques of coding 
timing information. 
The present timing systems in use in the track- 
ing stations have a capability of clock synchroni- 
zation of one millisecond. The frequency stan- 
I dards are the conventional 100 kc/s, 1 mc/s and 
5 mc/s types of quartz crystal controlled oscilla- 
tors with stabilities ranging from 5X to about 
5 X  10-lo per day. There are standby power s u p  
plies as well as oscillator redundancy in some of 
the tracking stations. The clocks (in the Mini- 
track stations) are of Goddard design and are 
capable of correcting timing errors with a resolu- 
tion of 10 microseconds. The frequency of the 
oscillators are kept to 1X10-9. The station 
clock is checked daily with WWV transmitted 
signals and is kept to within 1 ms. Operationally, 
the time correction is made in increments of 100 
microseconds. 
Improved timing systems are planned for the 
tracking stations. Prototype models are designed 
I and developed. The new design includes: (a) all 1 solid state circuitry, (b) redundancy with logic 
I circuits to reject failures or deviations exceeding 
I pre-set maxima, (c) phase comparison of standby 
frequency standard with the standard in use, and 
(d) continuous phase tracking of the frequency 
standard with standard VLF transmissions. 
The following six figures which I shall show, 
rapidly show the planned timing systems. Figure 
2 shows the block diagram of the planned time 
standard. The phase shifter to the right of the 
2.5 mc frequency standard is for fine time correc- 
tion from zero to 10 microseconds continuous 
adjustment. The frequency divider provides the 
coarse time adjustment in steps of 10 microseconds 
up to 10 milliseconds. Figure 3 shows one com- 
mercial 2.5 mc/s oscillator and the time compari- 
son unit. Figure 4 shows a digital clock designed 
a t  GSFC. Figure 5 shows a time code generator. 
Figure 6 shows the signal distribution patch panel. 
Figure 7 shows a station identification data gen- 
erator. Figure 8 shows the preceding units to- 
gether with the auxiliary measuring equipment 
installed in two racks. It should be borne in mind 
FIGURE 2.-Planned Time Standards. 
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FIGURE 3.-Oscillators, 2.5Mc/s and time comparison 
chmis. FIGURE 6.-Time code generator. 
J ITIGURE 7.-Station identification data generator. 
FIGURE 4.-Digital clock, XASA design. 
I ~ I G U R E  .5.-Signal tiistribution patch panel. I?IGURE: 8.-Timing equipment racks. 
that these units are results of earlier development 
and do not necessarily represent the future sys- 
tems which are now under development. 
Once the epoch of a clock is established, it 
remains to keep it on time by a highly precise 
quartz crystal controlled oscillator or an atomic 
frequency standard. The former suffers a fre- 
quency change with time known as aging. The 
latter while suffering no known frequency aging, 
is subjected to physical effects such as variations 
of ambient temperature, humidity, magnetic 
field, etc., resulting in random frequency changes. 
Thus, it becomes necessary to synchronize a local 
frequency standard with a primary frequency 
standard. One technique which is in increasing 
use is the VLF transmission. There exist prob- 
lems in interpretation of the propagation of VLF 
signals. 
1 
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FREQUENCY SYNCHRONIZATION WITH VLF 
TRANSMISSIONS: 
The frequency stability requirement for gen- 
erating precise frequencies and time can be met by 
judicial selection of oscillators and control of the 
oscillator frequency by using a frequency sta- 
bilized VLF transmission. Such technique has 
been used to achieve an ultimate frequency com- 
parison to a precision of 2X Limitations 
which degrade this precision are the long term sta- 
bility of the local oscillator, of the oscillator which 9 
controls the VLF transmitter, and the mean 
height variations of the reflecting medium. The 
diurnal phase variations also change with the 
distance from the transmitter, especially, a t  a 
range between 1700 and 4300 Km.6 These $1 diurnal phase variations contribute errors in 4 
phase synchronization of the local frequency 
standards if care is not exercised. i 
I 
Figure 9 shows the phase record of 20 kc/s 
FIGURE 10.-20 l ic  \V\VVJA sig11:ll ns rcreivetl at NASA/GSl'C, Greeribelt, lI:~rylund, by a single mode, of propng:ltion, 1 
duritig su~irisc two-)1ops. 
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transmission from NBS Radio Station WWVL at  
Fort Collins, Colorado, as received a t  NASA/ 
GSFC, Greenbelt, Maryland. In this figure the 
phase delay increases from the bottom to the top 
with a full scale of 100 microseconds and the time 
increases from right to left as marked in Eastern 
Daylight Time. The top trace is a typical phase 
record and is the most often seen. The two lower 
traces are seen occasionally. The difference is 
the phase change observed during sunrise. The 
phase change as shown in the top and center 
traces is tentatively interpreted as the resultant 
of two signals, the first and the second-hop sky 
waves, nearly a t  antiphase. The increase in 
phase delay due to the increase of the ionospheric 
height from day to night is in the range of 1.25 to 
1.88 radians or 10 to 15 microseconds. The rapid 
phase change of about 20 microseconds observed 
during sunrise as shown in the top and center 
traces is then according to the tentative interpre- 
tation as the interference of the second-hop sky 
wave by the first-hop sky wave resulted from an 
increase in the signal strength of the latter. It 
has been observed that at certain times the atten- 
uation for the first-hop sky wave is higher than 
that for the second-hop. This is especially so 
during sunrise and results in a phase record show- 
ing a step phase-advance as shown by the bottom 
figure and the next figure, Figure 10. The top 
and center traces of the phase records are the out- 
puts from two commercial VLF phase tracking 
receivers (Textran, now known as Tracor Corp., 
Model 599-cs and RMS Engineering Inc., Model 
1312) tuned to 20 Kc/s. The two receivers were 
used to remove any possible malfunction of the 
phase lock-loop in the VLF receiver. In the cen- 
ter trace of this figure, the phase lock-out for the 
receiver signal level was set too high in the RMS 
receiver and resulted in a lock-out of the servo 
motor and zero recorder output when the signal 
level was low. This was corrected although not 
completely as shown in the bottom trace (of this 
slide). The phase change during sunrise shows 
that a single mode, two-hop sky wave transmis- 
sion, is definitely predominant. The frequency 
of occurrence of these observations, single mode, 
two-hop sky ware propagation, is 6, 5, and 5 dur- 
ing July, August, and September of 1964 respec- 
tively or about 20 percent of the time during the 
three months observed. The phase advance due 
to a single two-hop sky wave is about 7.54 radians 
or .60 microseconds. The phase advance is 
measured from the mean night-time phase to that 
after sunrise. The net phase change measured 
before the sunset of the previous day and after the 
sunrise of the next day is about one cycle of the 
carrier wave or 50 microseconds. 
Comparisons of 20 Kc/s diurnal phase records 
FIGURE 11.-20 Kc WRYL signal as received at Melbourne, Florida, 1550 miles or 2490 km from the transmitter (by 
courtesy of Mr. hlarvin S. Friedland of Geo Space Corps.) 
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as received a t  GSFC with those observed a t  a 
location about the same distance from the trans- 
mitter showed good agreement. Figure 11 shows 
the phase records of the same 20 Kc/s signal from 
WWVL as received a t  Geo Space Corporation, 
Melbourne, Florida. This record is supplied 
through the courtesy of Mr. Marvin S. Friedland 
of the Geo Space Corporation. The time scale in 
this figure is from left to right and the phase delay 
is still increasing in the upward direction. Mel- 
bourne, Florida, is about 1550 miles or 2490 kilo- 
meters from Fort Collins, Colorado, where the 
WWVL transmitter is located. Greenbelt, Mary- 
land, is about 40 miles closer to the transmitter 
than Melbourne. Greenbelt is 1510 miles or 2430 
kilometers from the transmitter. Both NASA/ 
GSFC and Geo Space Corporation observed the 
diurnal phase variations of the 20 Kc/s signal due 
to mixed modes propagation of the first- and 
second-hop sky waves. 
At a shorter distance than 1500 miles from the 
transmitter one should then expect to receive the 
single-hop propagated 20 Kc/s waves. Such is 
the case as shown in the next figure, Figure 12 
--. - + - t. ,. t * +-- 
,f * - 4 L + -  
-++ - 1 I I - WWVL m K C  I * 
i * *  - AllAWA C* 1 . t +--* 
~ - l : - ,  *, L 1 ! : - 1- +--1 I ... - .. - 3  ?t+ 
FIG~IRI.: 12.-20 Iic \V\I'VL sig11:d its rcccived at Atl:lnt:l, Grorgi:~, 1206 lnilcs or 1050 k111 from the transnlittcr (by 
courtehy of Rlr. \I'. Whitticr Wright of ItAIS ICngi~~rcri~ig, Inc.) 
1 GENERAL 
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The records in this figure are furnished through 
the courtesy of Mr. W. Whittier Wright of the 
RMS Engineering, Inc., Atlanta, Georgia. At- 
lanta, Georgia, is about 1206 miles or 1940 kilo- 
meters from the WWVL transmitter. In this 
figure, the time increases from right to left again. 
The increase in phase delay is still upward. In 
this figure, reading from top to bottom, the first 
and the third traces are phase records; the second 
is, however, one cycle or 50 microseconds for the 
phase record as shown by the top trace. The 
bottom trace is the corresponding amplitude 
record. It can be seen that this phase record 
agrees with that shown in the previous figure. 
The results of these observations are being 
applied in a continuing program a t  GSFC in 
cooperation with the National Bureau of Stan- 
dards Boulder Laboratories to detirmine the 
JS, OHIO . -- 
FIGURE 13.-20 Kc Ur\\7TL signal as received at Columbus, Ohio, 1170 miles or 1880 km from the transmitter (by courtesy 
of Dr. William A. Teso of Ohio State Cniversity). 
and the fourth are the corresponding amplitude feasibility of using VLF transmission to synchro- 
records. One can see the typical trapezoid diur- nize time in a world-wide basis. 
nal phase records of a VLF signal in the first and 
third traces. The trapezoid shaped phase record REFERENCES 
is considered as the phase of a transmitted wave The ephemeris second is so defined in 1956 by the 
by a single mode of propagation; in this case, a International Committee of Weights and Measures. 
single-hop transmission. Another phase record 2. U.S. Naval Observatory Circular No. 49, March 8, 1954. 
of 20 Kc/s signal recorded a t  Ohio State Univer- 3. MARKOWITZ, W., HALL, R. G., ESSEN, L., and PARRY. 
sity, Columbus, Ohio, is shown in the last figure, J .  V. L. Phys. Rev. Ltrs. i ,  iG, i958. &so Ti111t: 
Figure 13. These records are furnished through Service Notice No. 6 dated January 1, 1959, issued by U.S. Naval Observatory, Washington, D.C., 20390. 
the courtesy of Dr. William A. Teso of Ohio State 4. A. New Method of Time sigoal 
Uoiversity. Columbus, Ohio, is about 36 miles >fdu!ation and Dernodulnt,ion of VLF Carriers." 
- -  
closer to the WWVL transmitter than Atlanta. NBS Report 7236, National Bureau of Standards 
Columbus is 1170 miles or 1880 kilometers from Boulder Laboratories, July 20, 1963. 
the transmitter. In this figure the time increases (b! ECHOLS, J. D., and S ~ N E ,  C. S., "Optimum Utilization of Existing Timing Techniques," pre- 
from left to right and the phase delay is still in- sented at IS.4 Conference, Huntsville, Alabama, 
creasing in the upward direction. The full scale April 18, 1963. 
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NBS 68D, I., January 1964. 6. CHILTON, C. J., CROMBIE, D. D., JEAN, A. G., pp. 265- 
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PRELIMINARY INVESTIGATION OF A RADIOISOTOPE 
FUELED THERMIONIC DIODE POWER SYSTEM FOR 
THE 0.5 to 0.3 KW POWER RANGE REQUIREMENTS 
ASSOCIATED WITH ELECTRIC PROPULSION 
DEVICES* 
DENNIS F. HASSO?: 
The use of radioisotopes as thermal sources in a thermionic diode power system has been 
investigated. The power system waa envisioned to meet the requirements of electric propulsion 
devices in the 0.5 to 3.0 KW range. The diode loss and output, fuel block thermal, and system 
weight analyses utilized to obtain the system efficiencies and system performances (watts per 
pound) are presented herein. Also included are the resultant costs and electrical power avail- 
ability analyses from the above information. The analyses indicate that the best isotope fuel 
from a technical feasibility viewpoint is plutonium primrvily because the other competitive fuels 
are eliminated due to the heavy shielding weights associated with radiological safety requirements. 
The costs for plutonium compounds, however, are prohibitive in the 0.5 KW to  3.0 KW range 
and the present and planned availabilities are hardly equal to a requirement of 0.5 KW. Further, 
it is indicated that direct radiosiotope heating of a propellant in the thrustor might be a more 
practical and feasible approach to propulsion requirements. 
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DEFINITION O F  TERMS 
A =isotope atomic mass, gm 
amps A' = constant in Equation (B-5), 120 
oK2 
A,rr = isotope effective cross sectional area of fuel block, cm2 
B =buildup factor, dimensionless 
C = constant -dimensionless 
watts - dis -days D = conversion constant, 7.75 X 10j 
mev 
S E  = !LA -- .3:..-.. l l b ~ ~  umu~ki ' ,  c= 
DF =fuel block diameter, cm 
DR =dose rate, rem/hr 
DR ,,.=required dose rate level a t  1 meter, rem/hr 
mev EAV = average energy per disintegration, -- dis 
watts h,, = cesium heat conduction coefficient, 
cm2-- thousands "K 
*Published as Goddard Space Flight Center Document X-6234-169, June 1964. 
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amp J =diode output current density, -- 
cm2 
watts K1 = thermal shield loss constant, -- 
cm2 
watts K2 = thermal shield edge loss constant, -
cm 
watt k F  = molybdenum fuel block heat conduction coefficient -- 
cm2 - OC 
LF =fuel block length, cm 
C=shield thickness for 100 watt-thermal, cm 
4, =shield thickness for present cases, cm 
atoms N o  = Avogadro number, 6.0247 X lo2" gm atomic weight 
watts -electrical PD = diode power density, 
cm2 
watts - thermal 
Pdi = isotope power density, g m 
watts - thermal 
Pdc = isotope compound power density, 
cm3 
watts - thermal 
~l ,=effect ive isotope compound power density (See Equation (C-1)), cm3 
Pout =system electrical output power, watts 
PTD = thermionic diode output power, watts 
Q,, = cesium conduction loss, watts 
Qdc-,lc = DC-1)C converter loss, watts 
QE-Crad = emitter-collector radiation loss, watts 
Q,, = electron cooling loss, watts 
Q,, =structural support and lead loss, watts 
Q,, = thermal shield loss, watts 
watts S = system specific power, lb 
T = decay time, days 
T i  = half-life of radioisotope, days 
Tbs = temperature of bottom shield, OK 
T C  = collector temperature, OK 
T, ,  = cesium reservoir temperature, OC 
T e  = emitter temperature, OK 
T ,  = temperature of side shield, OK 
t = time, sec 
V,= fuel block volume, cm" 
VOut = output voltage, volts 
z= distant from isotope source, cm 
W D  = weight of diode, structural support and leads, lbs. 
Wdc-dc= weight of DC-DC converter, lbs. 
WF= weight of fuel block, lbs. 
ATL = longitudinal temperature difference, OK 
ATR = radial temperature, difference, OK 
1 
e = experimcntal value of ---- dimensionless 1 .  I _ '  
eE = emitter total emissivity evaluated a t  TE, dimensionless 
ec = collector total emissivity evaluated a t  d T e  - Tc, dimensionless 
q, = system efficiency, percent 
qdc--dc = converter efficiency, percent 
neutron I$ = neutron flux rate, --- 
cm2-sec 
tp* =equivalent emitter work function from Richardson equation a t  TE and J, ev 
p = neutron attenuation coefficient, cm-I 
gm pr = isotope density, -
cm3 
gm 
PF = molybdenum fuel block density, -- 
cm3 
gm 
P P ~  = lead density, -
cm3 
a = Stephan-Bolt,zmann constant 
for Equation (B-1) 5.679 X 10-l2 watts Cm2 - O K 4  
ev for Equation (B-5) 8.6167 X 1C5 - OK 
INTRODUCTION 
Electric propulsion devices have been proposed 
to provide the attitude control and station 
keeping functions of long term (3 years) syn- 
chronous satellites. I t  is generally felt that the 
electric power requirements for these devices fall 
in the range of 0.5 to 3.0 KW for the subject 
mission (See, e.g., Reference 1). Further anal- 
ysis indicated that a radioisotope-fueled high 
temperature thermionic diode would offer the 
highest system efficiencies and best performance, 
watts per pound of system as the power generator 
in a power system. The geometry of the opposing 
emitter-collector surfaces of a thermionic diode 
can either be planar (two opposing disks) or 
cylindrical (two opposing cylinders). The selec- 
tion of the geometry, however, is determined by 
the power density of the radioisotope heat source. 
The cylindrical diode configuration will not 
operate sztisfzctn~!y i t h  isotopes of power 
density of less than about 12 thermal watts per 
cubic centimeter, and this eliminates the low and 
medium power density isotopes which have some 
of the most desirable radiological safety charac- 
teristics. Further, the most favorable operating 
conditions for the cylindrical diode would be met 
with the short life, very high power density 
isotopes which would not meet the mission life 
requirements of the present task. Thus, this 
investigation was performed for a thermionic 
diode with the planar geometry, and the results 
of the investigation are given in this report. 
Some comparisons with solar cell and nuclear 
thermoelectric power systems are also included. 
The investigation has been performed in the 
following manner: first, radioisotope physical 
properties, cost and availability data have been 
updated and evaluated; second, the thermal 
power losses in both the fuel block and thermionic 
diode of the power generator have been considered 
in some detail; and last, system weights have 
been estimated. The results of the latter two 
parts of the analysis were integrated with the 
radioisotope data to provide the performance 
data presented here. 
SYSTEM DESCRIPTION 
The system under study consists of a radio- 
isotope fueled high temperature thermionic diode 
power generator connect.ed electrically in series 
with a DGDC converter, which in turn is con- 
nected electrically directly to the load. The 
thermionic diode power generator with the diode 
in the planar geometric configuration consists of a 
circular emitter opposite a collector of the same 
geometry separated by a narrow gap into which 
cesium vapor is injected under pressure. The 
operation of a cesium filled thermionic diode can 
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be summarized as follows: first, the temperature 
of the emitter is raised sufficiently by the radio- 
isotope heat source to the point where electrons 
are emitted from the surface of the emitter, i.e., 
the work function of the emitter is exceeded; and 
secondly, the cesium vapor in the gap reduces the 
space charge which builds up as more and more 
electrons are freed, thus allowing the electrons to 
be set in motion toward the collector; and hence, 
the thermionic diode acts as a power generator. 
The DC-DC converter takes the output of the 
thermionic diode generator (which is inherently a 
low voltage device) and raises its voltage to some 
required load value. The radioisotope heat 
source is joined thermally to the emitter by a heat 
conduction path in the form of a molybdenum 
cylinder. The radioisotope fuel consists of cy- 
lindrical pellets inserted into many small diam- 
eter holes drilled in the molybdenum block. 
This combination is called the "fuel block" in 
this paper. The fuel block is surrounded by 
thermal shields to reduce heat losses by heat 
radiation to space. A schematic of the above 
system is shown in Figure 1. 
The efficiency of the system is defined by the 
following equation : 
P o u t  
'ls = 
Qts + Q E - c , , ~ + Q ~ ~ + Q ~ ~ +  Qec  Qdc-dc+Qout 
V '  V I  
Fuel block Thermionic Diode Losses Thermionic Diode 
losses Output, PTD 
The system performance parameter, specific 
power (watts output to load per pound of system 
weight), is defined by Equation (2) below. 
P o u t  CYLINDRICAL S = - - -  - -- (2) FUEL BLOCK 
1 1 ' ~  f lI',lc-,lcf I ~ F  WITH ISOTOPE 
CAPSIJLE HOLE 
ILLUSTRATED 
For the purposc of the present analysis a spcc'ific 
size of power supply (50 watts-elect ricd output to 
the load) was selected. This power supply 
consists of one of a pair of back-to-back diode 
power generators of a 100 watt electrical output 
module. This pair of power generators was 
connected in series to give at  least 1.0 volt DC THERMA 
output or greater to the DC-DC converter which 
was assumed to have an 80 percent coriversion 
efficiency a t  this voltage. Thus, the power RESERVOIR HEATER 
generator used in the analysis had an output of 
- 
62.5 watts electrical. The fuel block was de- o- 
signed to be 57.7 percent fuel and 42.3 percent I V  t o  K 
molybdenum by volume. Further, the fuel 
block was covered laterally and on the side of the -0 0 
diode by multi-layers of thin tantalum sheet, K-K CONVERTER 
except at the interface of the fuel block for the 
other half of the back-to-back diode of the 100 ANOTHER 50 WATT MODULE IN SERIES 
watt module. 
ANALYSIS 
FIGURE 1.-Schematic of isotope fueled thermionic power 
supply system. 
The analysis is divided into several sections to 
expand on the quantities in 1l;quations ( I )  and (3, computing the isotope cost and the electrical 
and also to introdrice the summary of the radio- availability data. A summary of the cases and 
isotope data and su1)sequently the method of parameters investigated is given in Table I. 
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TABLE I.-Summary of Cases and Parameters for study, several isotopes were rejected before 
Thermwnic Pozuer Supply Systems. performing the analysis, these are: Cobalt 6 0 -  (All Caws Evaluated for 1 and 3 Years*) due to its extreme radiological hazards and low 
- 
melting point; Cesium 137--due to hazard, low 
power density and low melting point; Promethium 
147-low power density, low melting point and 
high cost; Actinium 227, Thorium 228 and 
Uranium 232, due to their low availability and 
predicted high cost. Also excluded were Polo- 
nium 210 and Curium 242 because of short half 
life. The power density values shown in the 
table for the isotopes used in the present investiga- 
tion were calculated by the method indicated in 
Appendix A. 
Although the mission time requirement of this 
Fuel 
SrTiOt- - - - -  - - - ----- 
ceoz- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 
Tmz'7Q8- -- - - - - - - - - - 
Tms17'03 ---- - - - -  --  - - 
PuO, - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 
Pu-Alloy _ _ - - - - - - - - _ _ 
CmzN103- _ - _ - - _ - _ - - 
report is three years, the analysis below was 
*Except Pu2" compounds where all information quoted cornponds 
to 3 year mission data. performed for mission times of one and three 
years essentially to illustrate the fall off in per- 
A. Summary of Radioisotope Data 
TB, OK 
formance of the shorter half life isotopes con- 
sidered in the analysis. The resulting data 
1700 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
- 
Data on the physical properties, cost, and should be considered as bonus information 
availability of radioisotopes useable as heat however not directly applicable to the stated 
sources are given in Table 11. In the present requirements of the prescnt report. 
TABLE 11.-Data on Radioisotopes Useable as Heat Sources 
I 
1790 
- - - - - - - - - - 
X 
X 
Isotope Properties 
1984 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
- - - - - _ - - - - 
X 
X 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
Density 
of com- 
pound 
(gm/cc) 
CoaO - - - - - - - - - -_ 
SrQo - - - - - - - - - - -  
Csl3' - - - - - - - - - -  
Ce144 - - - - - - - - - -  
Pm14' - - - - - - - - -  
Tm170 - - - - - - - - -  
Tm170 - - - - - - - -_  
Tm171 - - - - - - - - -  
Tm"l - - - - - - - - -  
PoZIO - - - - - - - - -_  
Act" - - - - - - - - -_  
ThfZ8 - - - - - - - - - -  
Uz3l ----------. 
Pu"~  ---------. 
P u ~ ~ ~  - - - - - - - - - -  
CmZ4' - - - - - - - - -  
Cma4 - - _ - _ - - - -  
Power 
Density of 
compound 
(at end 
of 1 year) 
point of 
Com- 
1027 
j3( .097) y( .067) -2400 
a(5.3) Y( .8) -170 
a(4.94) j3( .W3) -1600 
cr(5.42) y( .08) 3050 
45.32) y( .057) >2000 
a(5.49) y( .044) -2000 
a(5.8) Y( . O W  635 
a(6.11) y( .044) 2240 
a(5.8) y( .043) -1500 
Half-life 
(yr) 
5.3 
28 
30 
0.78 
2.7 
0.348 
0.348 
1.9 
1.9 
0.378 
21.2 
1.9 
74 
86.4 
86.4 
0.444 
17.6 
Curies 
Per 
watt 
(th) 
Isotopic 
purity 
yo 
10 
24 
35 
80 
95 
100 
I%! 
100 
100 
- - - - - - -  
- - - - - - -  
95 
85 
80 
80 
- - - - - - -  
90 
Com- 
pound 
form 
Metal 
SrTiOJ 
Glass 
CeOz 
PmzOs 
hLetal 
TzzOr 
Metal 
Tm203 
Metal 
AcO 
ThOz 
UOz 
PUOZ 
Metal 
CmO, 
CmtOI 
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TABLE 11.-Data on Radioisotopes Useable as Heat Sources (Continued). 
Isotope I Production Capability [lnlowatt(th)/yr] I Isotopic Fuel Costs [$/watt(th)] 
Present Planned Future 
- - - - . . . - 
11.56 
17.70 
9.50 
Large 
Present Planned Future 
NOTES: 
(a) Co'O, SrW, Ce'44. Pu2'R (dioxide). PuZ'R (n~ctal) ,  and CII I ) (~  production capability and isotopic fuel costs were obtained from preliminary 
information provided by  R. \V. SJlivers, Production & Materials I3ranclr. Division of Isotopes Developlnent, United States Atomic Energy 
Commission. 10/17/63. 
(b) Csl"', Pml47, Po210 and C1112'~ production capability and i s o t o ~ ~ e  fuel costs were obtained from Nucleonics article "Isotope Coats and Avail- 
ability," Vol. 21. No. 3. Marell. 1963 authored by  Ilarold 1.. Davis. 
(c) Tml7O and Tml71 production estinrates indicated in Report No. TE-2026-120. "Analyses of Costs in the Prodrrction of Tln-170 and Tm- 
171," November 1963, ISO/Serve Inc., Canibridge, Mass. and Thermo Electron Eng. Corp., Waltham, Mass. 
(d) Tm"O a n d  Tml" cost estimates verified by W. K. Eister, Production & Materials Branch, Division of Isotopes Development. United States 
Atomic Energy Commission, in a private communication. 9/16/63. 
(e) Ac227 and Th228 cost estimates f r o n ~  T. Slosck, General Electric Company, Vallecitos, via private communication. 8/22/63. 
B. Thermionic Diode Power Generator Losses generator output for one of the cases investigated 
Output are shown in Figure (2) as a thermal power flow 
The thermionic diode power generator losses diagram for the system under study. Also shown 
treated include those associated with the emitter- are the equations which were used to calculate 
collector radiation, structural support and leads, the losses. A more detailed analysis of the diode 
cesium conduction and electron cooling. The losses is given in Appendix B. Below is a com- 
power generat,or output has been considered to be pilation of the total diode losses for the 62.5 watts 
fixed in all cases a t  62.5 watts electrical before thermionic diode and the experimental diode 
entering the DC-DC converter, whose efficiency power densities and output voltages which set the 
allowed a 50 watt-electrical system power output. emitter sizes in this study. The approximate cor- 
The sum of all these losses and the diode power responding emitter-collector spacing is indicated. 
TE, 'I< PD, watts/cm2 
Thermionic Diode 
Losses plus PTD, 
Watts 
Vout, volts 
Emitter- 
Collector 
Spacing, Mils 
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m DtnilW. 
n. 
Q: Ili  RXI EQU*il* I b 2 l  
I FIGURE 2.-Thermal power flow diagram for PuOrfueled- thermionic power supply system (Rhenium emitter- 
1 molybdenum collector.) 
E. Cost 
The cost per 50 electrical watts output deliver- 
able to the load was determined by multiplying 
the thermal watts required per 50 electrical-watt 
module by the cost per thermal watt given in 
Table 11. These cost data with the sources 
noted represent the best available information. 
F. Availability 
The availability in electrical-kilowatts was 
calculated, based on the 50 watt system analysis 
by multiplying the system efficiency by the 
corresponding isotope thermal kilowatt avail- 
ability shown in Table 11. The availability data 
with sources noted represent the best available 
information suitable for the engineering judgments 
made herein. 
C. Thermal Schield Losses G. Other Power Systems 
The thermal shield losses are computed after 
the diode losses, since the diode losses and the 
output are used to initially size the fuel block. 
After the fuel block is initially sized, thermal 
shield losses corresponding to this size are deter- 
mined. The sum of the diode losses, power 
generator output, and this initial thermal shield 
loss are then used to determine a new fuel block 
requirement to supply this arnwant of thermal 
power. Further iterations could be performed, 
but it was found that even the loss associated with 
the first iteration could be compensated for, if it 
were considered permissible to increase the 
percentage of the isotope fuel in the fuel block. The 
details of this analysis are given in Appendix C. 
D. System Weight 
The system weight in this analysis includes 
three components namely; Wo - the diode weight 
including suppori stricture ~ r ? d  leads, W d , - d , -  
the DC-DC converter weight; and V7p-the fuel 
block weight. The various items of system 
weight are described in more detail in Appendix 
D. Not included in the sybtern weight calculated 
I therein is the weight of radiological safety shield- 
ing, but for the fuels requiring it estimates have 
been made, considering only the radiation from 
the lateral direction of the cylindrical fuel block. 
The equations and methods used are given in 
Appendix E. 
Data were obtained on solar cells and radio- 
isotope fueled therm~electric power systems (Ref- 
erences 2 and 3, respectively) in order to provide 
a comparison with the radioisotope fueled therm- 
ionic devices treated in this paper. Actual 
hardware data were obtained on the solar cells for 
the Eccentric Orbiting Geophysical Observatory, 
while the data obtained on the thermoelectrics 
corresponds to predictions based on the most 
current development data. 
PRESENTATION OF RESULTS 
The results are presented in the following figures 
and tables: 
Figure 
System Efficiency versus Isotope Power Density- 3 
Loss, Percent of Total versus Isotope Densitv- - - 4 
(a) Mission time 1 year 
(b) Mission time 3 years 
System Specific Power versus Isotope Power 
nsnsitv--------------__.--_-------__---- 5 
(a) Mission time 1 year 
(b) Mission time 3 years 
Available Electric Power, KW, versus Emitter 
Temperature for Plutonium Compounds- _ - - 6 
Table 
Variation of Cost per 5@watts+lectrical output 
(Pmt) for the Various Isotopes Listed in 
Increasing Value of Power Density - - - _ _ -  - -  - -  - I11 
Variation of Available Electric Power, KW, for 
the Various Isotopes Listed in Increasing 
Value of Power Density-.- .--_ _-.- _- - - - - - - - -  IV 
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0.1 1 .o 10 100 
pdC,  ISOTOPE POWER DENSITY (wattr/cc) 
FIGURE 3.-System efficiency versus isotop power density. 
CESIUM CONDUCTION LOSS 
0.1 1 .o 10 I W 
p4, ISOTOPE POWER DENSITY ( r a t l d c c )  
FIGURE 4a.-Mission time 1 year loss, percent of total 
versus isotope power density. 
FIQURE 4b.-Mission time 3 years loss, percent of total 
versus isotope power density. 
0.1 I .o 10 100 
Pdc, ISOTOPE POWER DENSITY (wottr/cc) 
FIGURE 5a.-Mission time 1 year system specific power 
versus isotope power density. 
0.1 I .o lo 1 00 
Pa,, ISOTOPE POWER DENSITY(wottr/cc) 
FIGURE 5b.-Mission time 3 years system specific power 
versus isotope power density. 
DISCUSSION OF RESULTS 
The discussion follows the figures presented 
above. It should be pointed out that all the 
figures correspond to an emitter temperature of 
1700°K unless otherwise noted. This emitter 
temperature was chosen since it is representative 
of state-of-the-art materials capabilities. Fur- 
FIGURE 6.-Available electric power, KW versus emitter 
temperature for plutonium compounds. 
ther, it should be noted that the remarks below 
are in general applicable to the three year mission 
time except as noted. 
System Efficiencies 
The system efficiencies for the various isotopes 
(See Figure 3) show a variation from about 5 to 7 
percent with the higher power density isotopes 
yielding the higher efficiencies. This result is 
attributable to reduced thermal shielding require- 
ments, because the higher power density fuel 
required a smaller volume, hence smaller surface 
area fuel block. The efficiencies appear low a t  
first glance for high temperature thermionic 
devices. These efficiencies include the fuel block 
and converter efficiencies which explains why a 
diode of efficiency about 10 percent (correspond- 
ing to our case for T E = 1 7 0 0 ° K )  is reduced to 
the values given above, with the variation in 
the final result mainly a function of the fuel block 
efficiency. The percentage contribution of the 
various losses is shown in Figure 4 to illustrate the 
effect of isotope density. The previous remark 
is illustrated by noting that the percent loss for 
thermal shielding is smaller for the higher power 
densities. 
System Performance 
In Figure 5, the system performance parameter, 
watts per pound, is shown for the various isotopes 
considered for one and three year missions, 
respectively. The three highest power density 
isotopes, at  first glance namely, thulium 170, 
cerium 144 and curium 244 appear to offer the 
highest performance for the 1 and 3 year missions. 
If, however, radiological hazards associated with 
these isotopes are considered (if the requirement 
to  attenuate the dose rate to 10 mrem/hr a t  one 
meter must be fulfilled) drastic reductions in the 
performance occur as shown in the figure. To 
investigate the effect of relaxing this criterion, a 
TABLE 111.-Valariatwn of Cost per 50 Watts-Electrical Output (P,,,) 
for the Various Isotopes Listed in Increasing Value of Power Density 
NOTES: 
(a) Emitter temperature for all c a w  is 1700'K 
6) Unit8 in millions of dollars. 
Isotope 
TmU1- - - - - -  ------ 
Srw- - -  - - - - - - - - - - -  
Pufs (Oxide) - - - - - -  
Pu2s (Alloy) - _ - - -  - 
T o  - -  - - - - - - 
c e ~ ~ 4 .  
CmZ4'- - - - - - - - - - -  
Present 
Mission Time 
1 yr. 
.946 
.375 
.986 
.669 
.036 
Planned 
Mission Time 
3 yr. 
1.058 
.377 
.986 
.669 
. 
0 4 6  
- - - - - - -  
137. 
_ _  --.- - 
.I25 
.986 
.669 
- - -  - - - 
Future 
Rlission Time 
.ON 1 046 O N  m i  m i  
- - - - - - -  3.059 3.071 .703 .706 
3 yr. 
------ 
_.- --- -  
.I26 
.986 
.669 
- - - - . 
1 yr. 
.344 
.016 
.768 
.520 
.039 
3 yr. 
. 3% 
.017 
.768 
.520 
. M)8 
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TABLE 1V.-Variation of Available Electric Power, KW for the Various 
Isotopes Listed in  Increasing Value of Power Density 
( Present I Planned 1 Future 
Isotope I Mission Time I Mission Time I Mission Time 
I 1 yr. 1 3 yr. I I yr. I 3 yr. ( 1 yr. 1 3 Yr. 
NOTES: 
(a) Emitter temperature for all cmes ia 1700°K. 
* Predicted to be large. 
level was set a t  100 milliremlhr at  one meter for 
the Thulium 170 case (1 year mission). This 
computation showed an increase in the shielded 
watts per pound value from 0.61 to 0.83. While 
this is a gain, i t  falls short of the original value of 
5.1 and makes the system not competitive, even 
with the solar cells. The above results essentially 
leave the plutonium compounds as the best from 
a watts per pound standpoint and inherently 
(even though not stated previously), from a 
hazard viewpoint. I t  should be noted that the 
present approach shows some improvement over 
solar cells and radioisotope fueled (fuel is pluto- 
nium 238 for data shown in this report) thermo- 
electric~, but the improvement is not as large as 
previously anticipated. 
Cost 
The cost results (Table 111) show that some of 
t,he more hazardous isotopes are less costly than 
plutonium. The smaller cost, however, may not 
be realizable because of other cost resulting 
from safety handling requirements. In general, 
(excepting Strontium -90) the cost would be 
high compared to  solar cells (approx. W.015X 10% 
per 50 watts elec.). The cost for the plutonium 
compounds, even at  the future price for the 
highest power density fuel, would be excessivc for 
0.5 KW-electrical (Approximately $5.2 X lo6 com- 
pared to $0.15X106 for solar cells). 
Available Electrical Power 
The available electric power, Table IV, shows 
some rather disappointing results; namely, that 
for almost all the isotopes, the present and 
planned availability will not satisfy the minimum 
requirements of 0.5 KW. Further, the future 
availability for plutonium just barely satisfies 
this requirement and will never satisfy the upper 
limit of the requirement, 3 KW electrical. The 
power availability values indicate fairly clear that 
radioisotope fueled thermionics will never have a 
wide application as a basic power unit for a 
multitude of space missions. A comment might 
be made about the fact that if the hazard problem 
can be accepted, a way to satisfy the power 
availability requirement is to use either strontium 
or cerium for the long and short duration missions, 
respectively. 
General 
Since the plutonium offers the best useable 
performance and inherent lack of hazard, it is of 
interest to investigate methods to alleviate the 
problems of cost and availability. One approach 
to increase the availability and reduce the cost of 
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plutonium is to increase the emitter temperature. 
The variation in availability with emitter tem- 
perature for the plutonium compounds is given in 
Figure 6. Although there is some improvement 
in the availability with increasing emitter tem- 
perature, the planned production just meets the 
minimum requirement of 0.5 KW and the future 
availability is still about 30 percent short of the 
maximum requirement. Thus, the capability of 
isotope fueled thermionics in general to satisfy the 
0.5 to 3.0 KW requirement a t  a reasonable cost 
and a t  a performance level (watts per pound) far 
in excess of other power systems such as solar trlls 
and isotope fueled thermoelectrics appear to  be 
somewhat short of the goal. However, for 
specific missions such as one of a spacecraft 
traveling in a direction of reduced solar constant 
or one in which the spacecraft is in an orbit in 
the most intense region of the radiation belt, 
radioisotope fueled thermionics might offer a 
solution to the power system requirement if the 
power requirement is in the range of 0.5 KW. 
The answer to the initial problem, however, of 
providing a power system for the requirements of 
electrical propulsion devices for attitude control 
and station keeping does not exist in the radio- 
isotope fueled thermionics a t  present, and more 
investigative effort into possible systems to meet 
this requirement should go on. An answer to the 
prohlem, however, could be provided presently if 
the electric thrust system could be replaced by a 
competitive one. Such a system is a direct 
radioisotopically fueled heater in the thrustor to 
avoid the inherent losses in the thermal-electrical- 
thermal conversion of the present system. This 
latter method would also appear to be more com- 
patible with the availability and cost picture for 
radioisotopes a t  present. 
CONCLUSIONS 
mL- ----I..-:--- --A:-,,+ +, +h, ..,,',,, , ,,,- 1 LIC vuuti iuvluua pi b u c u u  u u  VUC~ v LUIIVUU ~ L U A U  
meters considered herein are given as follows: 
(a) System Efficiencies 
variance in the efficiency due to isotope power 
density. 
(b) System Performance 
The specific power data, watts/pound, show 
significant gains over such systems as solar cells 
and thermoelectrics, but this apparent advantage 
in reality only exists for the plutonium fuels 
because the others require very heavy shielding 
for radiological safety considerations. Thus, the 
plutonium fuels show the only red potential for 
isotope fueled thermionics. 
(c) Cost 
The isotopes with radiological safety hazards 
are less costly than plutonium, where the cost for 
a 0.5 KW electrical plutonium fueled unit would 
be %.2X106. This appears prohibitively high 
except for missions where the cost might be written 
off against requirements unattainable by any other 
means. 
(d) Available Electric Power 
The available electric power shows even a more 
drastic picture when plutonium is considered the 
only suitable fuel. Planned availability, even 
when higher emitter temperatures are considered, 
is barely sufficient for providing 0.5 KW of 
electrical power. Future availability would pro- 
vide at best about 2 KW and the upper bound 
of the task, 3 KW, could never be met. 
(e) General 
Other than for specific missions such as traveling 
away from the sun or traveling in an orbit in the 
radiation belts, radioisotope fueled thermionic 
power systems do not appear practical from a 
cost viewpoint or feasible from an isotope avail- 
ability standpoint for any known 0.5 to 3.0 KW 
electrical power supply requirement. One scheme 
to stay within isotope availability and a t  reason- 
able cost by reducing some of the conversion 
losses is to use direct radioisotope heating of the 
propellant in the thrustor. 
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APPENDIX A 
ISOTOPIC COMPOUND POWER DENSITY CALCULATION 
The power density, Pd,, of the various isotopic compounds was calculated in the following steps: 
Step l-lsotope Powder Density, Pdi: 
The isotope power density is given by the following equation (see reference 4): 
The average energy, EAV, for the isotopes considered in this report are given below: 
Step Slsotope Compound Power Density, Pb: 
The value of power density from Step 2 is 
multiplied again by the ratio of the radioisotope 
mass to the compound mass to account for 
chemical dilution in the compound form. A list 
of these constants is given below. After these 
multiplications, the resultant values are multiplied 
by the corresponding densities in Table I1 to 
yield the isotope compound power density, P d c  in 
watts per cubic centimeter. These final power 
It should be noted that for the /3 emitters an density values are also given below- 
integration of the continuous emission spectra 
must be performed to obtain EAV. I I 
Step 2-Isotopic Purity: 
The isotope power densities from the first step 
are multiplied by a constant factor to reflect the 
fact that the fuel after irradiation and processing 
is not always 100 percent pure radioactive. A 
list of this multiplication factor is given below: 
I Pa,, Power Density, Watts/cms 
Isotope 
Compound 
G I 4 4 _  ------ - -- -- ------ -- - -- ----- - --  --- 
Cmf4'- - - ---- ---- -- -- -- --  -- - ------ --- --  
Put as --- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 
Constant 
0.80 
o m  It should be noted that the Pu-Alloy data were 
0. go estimated by taking 0.7 of the value for the pure 
metallic nondiluted radioisotope. 
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after 1 year after 3 years 
APPENDIX B 
DIODE LOSSES AND OUTPUT ANALYSIS 
A discussion of the various diode losses and percentage was representative of other lysesana 
the output along with the equations and data available to the author. Thus 
utilized to  determine them where applicable 
follows. Qss = 0.87 Q E - c ~ ~ ~  (B-2) 
1. Emitter-Collector Radiation Losses 3. Cesium Conduction Losses 
This loss is the radiation heat transfer between This is the loss of heat from emitter by the 
the emitter and collector and the governing mechanism of conduction through the cesium 
equation corresponding to the condition of two vapor. The equation for this loss is given 
materials of different emissivities is given from simply by 
Reference 5. 
TDE 
7 2 4  Qcs = hcs (TE - Tc) (B-3) 
QE -era,, ~"DE [TE - ~c '1 (B-1) 
The quantity h,,, the heat conduction coefficient, 
where e represents an experimental value of was obtained from Reference 7, (Figure 3-10), for 
( l / e ~ + l / ~ c - l ) - '  for the particular emitter- cesium reservoir temperature corresponding to 
collector materials (Rhenium-Molybdenum) OP- the various emitter temperatures investigated. 
erating a t  temperature of about 1700°K. (If ~~l~~ is a short list of t,hese values: 
materials handbook values for the emitter and 
collector material emissivities were used in this --  
quantity, the resultant value would be about 
one-half of the experimental value.) I t  is noted 
that use of the handbook values would not 
correspond to actual conditions because the 
emissivities are quoted for rather ideal conditions 
such as polished surfaces, for example. The 
value for e used in this report (0.18) was obtained 
from Reference 6. 
4. Electron Cooling Losses 
2. Structural Support and Lead Losses 
This quantity represents an irreversible process 
Although these losses can be fairly accurately in which a portion of the energy carried from the 
determined when the detail design is known, the emitter to the collector by the electrons is con- 
present analysis had to resort to a rule of thumb. verted to heat. That  is, a portion of the energy 
The rule used was to take 87 percent of the carried by the electrons is recovered as the output 
emitter-collector radiation losses, because this and the remainder is converted to heat which then 
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TE, OK 
1 7  - -  
1790 - -  
1984--_- - - - -  
Tcs~ OC 
277 
302 
332 
watts 
h m ~  [ c rn2  - thousand8 OK I 
1 
2.5  
3 . 5  
is rejected a t  the ccillector temperature to the 
thermodynamic heat sink. The relation for the 
electron cooling losses is defined to be 
D$ Q,, = J4* T- - PTD 4 
Values of J and 4* were obtained from Refer- ! ence 8, (page 46, Figure 15 md page 27, Figure 7, 
respectively) corresponding to the emitter tem- 
I perature and cesium reservoir conditions stated in 
I 
I the previous paragraph. An estimate of 4* was 
I made utilizing the experimental current density 
in the Richardson equation a t  the emitter tem- 
perature for the ignited mode of the diode, to 
I provide a check on the experimental value. The 
I following version of the Richardson equation 
1 (See Reference 7) was used: 
A compilation of the experimental and com- 
puted values is given below: 
Since the correlation between the predicted and 
experimental values was good, experimental 
values were used in the present analysis. The 
above four items comprise the diode losses. 
TE, OK 
1700_---_ 
1790 ----_ 
1984 ----- 
5. Output and DC-DC Converter Loss 
The power generator output as mentioned in 
the body of the report was fixed at 62.5 watts and 
a DGDC converter efficiency of 80 percent was 
A' TE assumed with a resultant 50 watt system output 4 * = u T ~  ln (T) and attendant 12.5 watt DGDC converter loss. 
TE/Tcs 
-- 
3.09 
3.11 
3.28 
J 
6 
13.8 
12.5 
&* (Ref. 8), ev 
2.72 
2.75 
2.85 
4* (Calc.), ev 
2.62 
2.64 
2.98 
APPENDIX C 
THERMAL SHIELD LOSS ANALYSIS 
The thermal shield loss is directly dependent Step 2: Initial Estimate of Longitudinal 
on the thermionic diode analysis, and cannot be Temperature Gradient 
performed until the thermionic diode losses and The one dimensional axial temperature dif- 
the power generator output are known. The ference for uniform heat generation is given by 
method used in this analysis consists of initially 
determining a fuel block size and, hence, thermal ATL= (Diode losses + PTD)XLF 
shield loss first by using just the thermionic diode 2k~Aef f  ((3-3) 4 
losses and the output. Next, this estimate is where 
iterated to determine the fuel block size to provide 
the corresponding amount of thermal power. (a) k ~  (shown versus temperature in Figure 7) 
The iterated thermal shield losses are then obtained from data in Reference 9 evalu- 
determined. Further iterations were not per- ated a t  T E .  
formed, because it was found that the incremental (b) was assumed to be 0.328 of the 
difference in the thermal shield losses for the first sectional area of the fuel block. 
iteration actually could have been taken care of 
by changing the proportional amount of isotope 
fuel in the fuel block. The steps to perform the 
- 
thermal shield loss calculations are detailed below. 1 4 
E 
Step 1: Initial Fuel Block Size i f 
2. 1.2- 
First, the volume of the fuel block is obtained g 
from the following equation- 2 5 9 1.0- (Diode losses + PTD)XC o V F =  I'Z a 2 Y 0.8- 
where + 
(a)  C = 1.577 for a! emitting fuels to account for 3 
void volume required for helium buildup 0.6- 
and is equal to 1, obviously, for /3 emitters. c3 I I I I __-L 
0 400 800 I 203 1600 2000 (b) P:,= ~ d ,  XI (.577). TEMPERATURE, OC 
The fuel block diameter is then defined as- FIGURE 7.-Thermal conductivity of molybdenum versus 
temperature. 
(C-2) Step 3: Initial Estimate of Radial 
Temperature Gradient 
The ratio of (LF/DF) was 0.8 for all cases investi- The one dimensional radial temperature gra- 
gated with the exception of the curium 244 cases dient for uniform heat production in a solid 
where it was 0.64 and 0.69 for the 1 and 3 year cylinder is given by- 
mission time, respectively. The fuel block length P ~ ~ D F ~  
can be solved for directly from these ratios. ATR=-- 1 6 k ~  (C-4) 
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Step 4: Initial Fuel Block Surface Temperatures radially inward to the emitter, the bottom shield 
It was assumed that the side shield radiates a t  a be at a temprature given by 
temperature of 
Tas= TB+ATR (C-6) 
Ts= T g + A T ~ - A T ~  (C-5) 
and the edge of the bottom shield also to be a t  
Since the heat path is from top to bottom and this temperature. 
Step 5: Thermal Shield Loss Calculation 
where K1 and h'z are experimental heat loss con- 
stants (see Figures 8 and 9, respectively) evaluated 
a t  the conditions indicated. 
Step 6: Iteration of Thermal Shield Loss 
Calculation 
An iteration of the above result to obtain a 
slightly more accurate and representative evalua- 
tion of this loss is accomplished as follows: 
The initial thermal shield loss determined by 
equation (G7) in Step 5 above is added to the 
I I I I I 
lml 1900 1MX) 2100 
TEMPERATME, OK 
FIG- 8.-Thermal shield loss constant versustemperature. 
h I 
0.4 Y 1700 
I I I 
Is00 l9w 2000 2100 
TEMPERATURE~OK 
F I G ~ E  9.-Thermal shield edge loss constant versus 
temperature. 
diode losses and power generator output to 
determine a new volume as per Step 1. The 
fuel block size is redetermined and the analysis 
Steps 2 to 5 repeated to reflect the effect of the 
increased size. The only difference between the 
initial and h t  iteration is that k p  is now evalu- 
ated a t  the calculated value of T, and Tbr for the 
e q z t i ~ z  (C-3-3) and (G4) computations, respec- 
tively, of this iteration. 
APPENDIX D 
SYSTEM WEIGHTS 
The diode weight used, including support and 
leads, was based on values obtainable on a 50 
watt diode preliminary design. The weight was 
5.4 pounds of which 2.3 pounds was for internal 
diode structure, 2.4 pounds for collector radiator 
casing, 0.2 pounds for leads and 0.5 pounds for 
structural support. 
The DC-DC converter weight was estimated 
for the 50 watt system to be 2.4 pounds based on a 
state-of-art converted electrical power to con- 
verter weight ratio of 20.5 watts/pound a t  a 500 
electrical watt power level. 
The fuel block weight consists of the fuel plus 
the cylindrical molybdenum block into which it is 
inserted. The fuel block weight is defined by the 
following equation: 
The isotope densities used in the above equation 
are given in Table 11, and the value used for 
molybdenum was 10.2 gm/cm3. 
APPENDIX E 
ESTIMATE OF SHIELDING WEIGHTS 
The shielding weight calculation consists of In order to perform the shield calculation and set 
first determining the dose rate associated with the a reference value for the correspondence between 
particular isotope, and then the determination of the required thermal watts of isotope and the 
the shield thickness to attenuate this dose rate to dose rate, 100 thermal watts was chosen as this 
some prescribed dose rate level a t  a specified reference. Thus, to convert the neutron flux in 
fixed distance. An example of a dose rate (E2)  to this reference, the following relation was 
I 
I 
determination is given below and the equations used: 
I 
used to determine the shield thicknesses for the Keutrons 
isotopes requiring shielding and consequent = (E2)  X --- sec-100 watt,,, '" (E3)  / weight are also given. Pdi I k O  
I (1) Dose Rate Determination 
The isotope whose dose rate is to be calculated 
is Curium 244. Although there is slight gamma 
radiation resultant, from the radioisotope decay 
process, the dose rate from Curium 244 is primarily 
associated with the neutrons which are yielded in 
the spontaneous fissioning of the isotope. Thus, 
the calculations below will be for the fission 
neutron contribution to the dose rate only. 
When the indicated operation is performed, the 
result is 0.373X109 neutrons per second per 100 
watts-thermal. The final operation in determin- 
ing the neutron flux rate is to consider the geom- 
etry and fix the distance at  which you want to 
determine this rate. This equat,ion for a point 
source radiating radially is- 
Step A-Neutron Flux Rate For this example at one meter from the source, the 
value is 0.297X104 neutrons per second per 100 First, the number of neutrons per second per 
watts-thermal per square centimeter. gm must be determined as follows: 
The number of fissions per second per grn is Step %-Dose Rate 
defined by the following equation- 
First it was assumed that the fission neutrons 
Fissions 0.693N0 
P- - (El) had an average energy of 2 Mev, because this sec-gm ATil2 energy level is representative of the probable 
where Tt  (half life of fission neutron) equals 
1.4X107 years (Reference 10). The value of 
( E l )  is then 3.87 X lo6 fissions per second per grn. 
T h e  number of fission neutrons yielded in the 
spontaneous fission process is given in Reference 
11 as 2.620.15 neutrons per fission, and for the 
present calculations, a value of 2.75 was assumed 
f ~ r  conservatism. When t.his value is combined 
with that obtained from equation ( E l )  the 
following result is obtained- 
Neutrons 
= 1.06X 1017 
sec-gm 
energy of a fast neutron. Using this energy 
value, the correlation between neutron flux rate 
and dose rate was found in Reference 12 (p. 22) 
and this relat,ion is as follows: 
1 neutron 0.12 mrem 
- 
sec-cm2 hr (E-5) 
The dose rate for the 100 watt-thermal source a t  
one meter is then ciekrn~ined by multiplying the 
result of equation (E4) by the (E5)  relation 
to yield. 
rem D R  = 6.356 - a t  1 meter hr (E-6) 
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(2) Determination of Lead Shield Thicknesses The above values were then used in the following 
~h~ basic equation for the thickness to equation to calculate the shield thickness in a 
change the dose rate level DR to  some required lateral direction as this equation is 
value is given as follows- 
03-7) Reference thermal source &=d-ln Required thermal source 
Thermal 
Isotope Source C, cm Reference 
Watts 
SrS0- - - - -  10 15.24 3 
Ce14'- - - - 10 19.05 3 
Tm170-_.. 0 . 5  5.4 13 
Cm244---- 100 6.5 Above calculation 
In the present investigation, this level was fixed 
a t  10 mrem a t  one meter. Since the dose rate Shielding was assumed to be only required in the 
calculation is somewhat long and involved, lead lateral direction, since the diode structure and 
shield thickness values were obtained from the perhaps the spacecraft itself could provide at- 
literature for the reference dose rate of 10 mrem tenuation in the axial direction. Thus, the shield 
per hr at  1 meter and these are as follows- weight was then calculated by the following 
equation- 
The above approach to the shielding was taken, 
because if the source were covered spherically to 
shield the radiation in all directions, the shield 
weight would be even more horrendous than 
determined from the assumption above. 
FACILITY DESCRIPTION. GODDARD ANTENNA TEST 
RANGE* 
PAUL A. LmTZ 
1 INTRODUCTION 
1 
1 The Goddard Antenna Test Range is located in 
I Prince George's County, Maryland, on Beaver- 
dam Road, 0.8 miles east of the intersection of 
I this road with Soil Conservation Sellrice Road. 
I The range is one mile northeast of the NASA 
Goddard Space Flight Center (see Figure 1). 1 The property was made available to GSFC I 
through a use agreement with the U.S. Depart- 
ment of Agriculture Beltsville Research Center. 
The range is available for use by all antenna 
research personnel a t  Goddard Space Flight 
Center. The purpose of this Facility Description 
,a, ;=swc, I /. is to describe the range, to discuss its capabilities, \ I 
and to establish its limitations for prospective FIGuffE l.-l\fap &owing location of antenna, test range. 
users. 
DESCRIPTION OF RANGE The Horizontal Range 
General Description The horizontal range presently consists of two 
75foot towers spaced 1,000 feet apart. Each 
The range contains two 7&foot, vertical steel contains a 20 by 20-foot room at the top 
towers (one for transmitting and one for receiving) for housing instrumentation; the rooms are 
located feet apart on a 49-acre plot of heated and air-conditioned. The room on the 
ground graded to + 6 inches from a plane surface. westernmost transmitting tower (Figure 4) is 
In addition, the range contains a unique vertical fitted with fiberglass facings on the east and west 
RF anechoic chamber. This chamber is the sides. Field-generating antennas located in this 
terminal end of a rectangular chamber, erected can thereby illuminate the long-range re- 
vertically and covered with a radome- A field- ceiving tower located 1,000 feet to the east and 
generating (or receiving) antenna is suspended a proposed short-range receiving tower to be 
above the radome. Finally, a renovated farm- located 300 feet to the west. A vertical track is 
house on the range serves as a laboratory, an attached to the east face of the transmitting 
ogce, and a small machine shop. Figure 2, an tower; the track can be seen in ille photo8ai;h 
I illustration of the over-all range, shows the loca- this tower ( ~ i ~ ~ ~  4). on a remotely controlled 
tion of a proposed additional receiving tower, in trolly on this track are mounted a &foot para- 
line with the present towers and 300 feet west of boloidal reflector, a log periodic dipole structure, I the transmitting tower. Figure 3 is a scale and an %foot paraboloidal Tie para- 
I drawing "site plan" of the existing range. bolas are located 8 feet from each side of the centrally located log periodic structure. A power 
*Published as Goddard Space Fltght Cmter Documen! X - 5 t W 4 - d W .  
October 1964. distributing transformer a t  the base of the tower 
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FIGURE 2.-Goddard antenna test range. i' 
FIGURE 3 . 4 i t e  plan, 
ANTENNA PERFORMANCE MEASURING RANGE 
.","...,,." 
Goddard antenna test range. 
fixes the lower limit of travel a t  11 feet from the Each tower room is constructed with a flat 
ground; the maximum upper point of travel is 63 roof and 8-inch steel I beams (Figure 5) for 
feet (52 feet total available travel). mounting heavy antennas. A one-ton jib crane 
GESERAL 1073 
FIGERE 4.-Transmitting ton-er. 
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FIGURE 5.-Roof of transmitting tower. 
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I (Figure 6) is mounted on the roof of each tower them. Nine 4inch diameter underground cable room. These cranes cause some spurious RF ducts (Figure 7) connect the towers and carry 
/ reflection and it may become necessary to remove power lines, telephone lines, and remote control 
FIGURE 6.-Jib crane. 
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FIGURE 7.-Inter-tower conduit terminus. 
cablcs. A continuous length of 156-inch Styro- 
flex, extending from one tower to the other 
through one of the ducts, can be used for phase 
pattern measurement. 
The architectural and engineering design of the 
towers was done by I<eller, Loewer, Sargent and 
Associates, Silver Spring, Maryland, under God- 
dard Space Flight Center contract NAS5-832. 
Construction drawings resulting from this design 
are numbered GF-176 through 189 and are dated 
April 1962. 
The Vertical Range 
Figure 8 is an exterior view of the vertical 
range.* The structure contains a 26 by 26-foot 
poured concrete, open-top chamber. This cham- 
ber is 16 feet deep, 6 feet being below grade. 
Two 8 by 13-foot doors, which form the west wall 
of the chamber, open out onto a concrete apron 
*Designed by Keller. Loewer, Sargent and Associates. Silver Spring. 
Maryland, (contract NAS5-832) and constructed by Jack Bays. Inc.. 
Alexandria, Virginia. (contract NAS5-4760). The arch~tectural and 
engineering design drawings describing this facility are nun~bered 
CD2000 through GD-2008 and are dated October 1962. 
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FIGURE 8.-Yertical range (exterior  tie^). 
and expose the interior of the chamber to the 
horizontal range transmitting tower for operation 
in the ground mode. I.r'ormai upelaiioii, :l~ii*- 
ever, is to an S-foot circularly polarized log 
periodic structure suspended above a radome 
which covers the open top of the chamber. The 
distance from a phase center of this iog periodic 
structure to the center of a quiet zone inside the 
chamber is 32 feet. 
The four walls and the floor of the chamber are 
covered with B. F. Goodrich type VHP-70 RF 
absorbent material (contract NASS-3Si3) as 
shown in Figure 9,v-l-hich is a view looking toward 
the 8 by 13-foot doors. Figure 10 is the same 
viex prior to installation of the absorbent mate- 
rial. This absorbent material is 70 inches thick 
nnc? reduces the i~sable interior to an area 14 by 
1.1 feet in dimension. -4 10-foot diameter 
spherical R F  "quiet" zone is produced. -4n 
azimuth-over-elevation pedestal, nested in the 
RF absorbent materia! on t!~e north wall (Figure 
111, permits positioning of antennas in this quiet 
zone. The pyramidal absorber cones on the 
floor are covered with high-density vinyl foam 
planks supported on inverted pyramids of styre- 
foam. This arrangement can be seen in Figure 
12, a view of the floor looking toward a 3.3 by 
6.5-foot "pull out" door supported on tracks so 
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FIGURE 9.-Interior of anechoic chamber looking toward door after installation of absorbent material. 
that it can be drawn out of the chamber wall into 
an appurtenant 18 by 15-foot control room. 
Figurc 13 illustrates the manner in which 
heating and air conditioning is admitted to the 
chamber through Binch holes in the absorber. 
Lighting is accomplished by floodlighting the 
interior surface of the white painted radome. In 
addition, a viewing port to the control room can 
be seen in Figure 13. The "pull out" door can 
be seen in Figure 14, which is an interior view of 
the appurtenant control room. Also in Figure 14 
can be seen the doorway to the mechanical 
equipment room. This mechanical equipment 
room, 8 by 15 feet, houses a heat pump and 
electric power distribution panels. 
Figure 15 is an interior view of the sandwich- 
type mdome* which serves as a roof for the cham- 
ber. The radome is composed of an inner core 
of dielectric foam 4 inches thick and is covered 
with a fiberglass outer shell 0.030 inch thick. 
The House 
The house located on the range is a remodeled 
farmhouse which provides two rooms on the first 
*Supplied by Raymond Development Industries. Inc.. Huntington 
park, California (contract NASS-4285). 
FIGURE 10.-Interior of anechoic chamber looking toward door before installation of RF absorbent material. 
floor, a 27 by 15 foot office room and a 17 by 13 will sen-e as a safety device by indicating per- 
foot shop and storage space, as weii as sanitation soiiiie! in distress "top the fnn-er~ (the 7Sf00t 
and bath facilities. On the.second floor are two climb is a strenuous one), and will enable the 
13 by 15 foot rooms, one of which is used as an range manager to observe tests underm~ay a t  
~ E C P  a ~ ld  the other of which is used as a labora- various locations a t  one time. 
tory. The house has electrical heating and 
heavy-duty electrical service to power window RANGE INSTRUMENTATION 
air conditioners, power tools, and electronic test The 1,000-foot horizontal test range is presently 
equipment. It is planned to  install a closed- instrumented for measurements in the frequency 
circuit television system with monitors located in range 50 ?tlc!s to 12.4 Gc/s. Instrumentation 
the house to view the to\vers, tower rooms, and for the receiving and transmitting towers is 
vertical anechoic chamber interior. This system listed below. 
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FIGURE 11.-Antenna mount inside vertical range anechoic chamber. 
The Receiving Tower Radiation distribution printer 
Wide-range receiving system Scientific-Atlanta ~ o d e l  1801 
Scientific-Atlanta Model 1640 APZ/crystal Positioner control Scientific-Atlanta Model 41 12 
mixer 14-2 Synchro isolation amplifiers 
Antenna pattern recorder (rectangular) Scientific-Atlanta Model 4541 
Scientific-Atlanta Model 1525 Position indicator (dual) 
Antenna pattern integrator and spherical con- Scientific-Atlanta Model 4422-66 
verter unit Positioner control 
Scientific-Atlanta Model 2611 and Model 2621 Scientific-Atlanta Model 4103 
Test antenna positioner programmer Differential synchro transmitter 
Scientific-Atlanta Model 2004 Scientific-Atlanta Model 4572 
I 
I FIGURE 12.-Floor of anechoic chamber looking toward pull-out door. 
1 Remote tuning units 
Scientific-Atlanta Model RT2D 
Transmitting tower positioner control 
I Scientific-Atlanta Model PC4A 
Transmitting tower position indicators 
Scientific-Atlanta Model PI-3-444 
I Switch panel for PI-3344 
Scientific-Atlanta Model PAE-SR 
Azimuth positioner 
I Scientific-Atlanta hlodel PA-15/81791 
1 Senlo control unit 
Scientific-Atlanta >lode1 3610 
Servo amplifier 
Scientific-Atlanta Model 3620 
Position indicator unit 
Scientific-Atlanta Model 3710 
Calibrated gain standard, 100-1000 Jlc, linear 
and circular 
Litton Industries 12E1-10 
Calibrated gain standard, 1000-5000 Mc, linear 
and circular 
Litton Industries 13E1-5 
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FIGURE 13.-East wall of vertical range anechoic chamber. 
The Transmitting Tower 
Remote tuned signal sources 
Scientific-Atlanta Model SS21 (3 each) 
Remote tuned signal source 
Scientific-Atlanta Model SS31, 50 to 2000 MC 
R F  oscillators 
Scientific-Atlanta Model RFO 2, 2 to 4 GC 
Scientific-Atlanta Model RFO 4, 4 to 8 Gc 
Scientific-Atlanta Model RFO 8, 8 to 12.4 GC 
Polarization positioner 
Scientific-Atlanta Model 5601-S1 
Transmitting antenna (log periodic structure) 
Scientific-Atlanta Model 26-1.0/81791, 50 to 
2000 Mc 
Transmitting antenna (&foot parabolic reflector) 
Scientific-Atlanta Model 22-8 
Transmitting antenna feed for 8-foot parabola 
Scientific-Atlanta Model 27-1.018, 1 to 6 GC 
Transmitting antenna (6-foot parabolic reflector) 
Scientific-Atlanta Model 22-6 
Transmitting antenna feed for Gfoot parabola 
Scientific-Atlanta Model 27-4.016, 4 to 12.4 Gc 
Field-generating antenna hoist on track 
Scientific-Atlanta Model HQ-949 
Azimuth over elevation positioner 
Scientific-Atlanta Model PAE-5 (2 each) 
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FIGURE 14.--Control room, vertical range anechoic chamber. 
The Horizontal Range consists of a transmitting 
tower and a receiving tower separated by 1,000 
feet. The ground area separating the two towers 
has been graded level to within + 6  inches to 
minimize and control reflections. Figure 16 is a 
photograph of the receiving tower; Figure 17 is 
the transmitting tower as seen from the top of the 
receiving tower. Figures 18 and 19 are interior 
views of the receiving tou-er control room. 
Figure 20 sho~.s  the transmitting tower instru- 
ments. Figure 21 shows the three transmitting 
nntennas on the transmitting tower vertical 
positioning track. 
This facility was designed as a dual mode range 
covering the frequency spectrum of from 50 Mc/s 
to 12.4 Gc,'s. That is to  say, it crperates in the 
ground plane mode from 50 Jlc/s to 1000 Mc/s 
and in the free space mode from 1000 Xlc/s to 
12.1 Gc/s. 
To design the range, i t  was necessary to com- 
pute performance characteristics. As a part of 
this analysis, the incident field on an antenna 
under test was evaluated in terms of variations 
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FIGURE 15.-Interior view of vertical anechoic chamber radome. 
in phase and amplitude. To obtain accurate 
far-field, or Praunhofer region, patterns it is 
necessary that the distance between the trans- 
mitting antenna and the antenna under test be 
sufficiently large. If this distance is too small, 
the antenna under test is illuminated with a 
spherical wavefront, and a near-field, or Fresnel 
region, pattern is obtained. The Fresnel pattern 
is a function of the dist:tnce at which it is rnrns- 
ured. For accurate far-field measurements the 
antenna under test should be illuminated with a 
plane wavefront. Since plane wavefronts are 
obtainable only at  infinite distances, some limits 
must be specified. A commonly specified crite- 
rion (the Raleigh1 criterion) is that the phase 
difference between the center and edge of the 
antenna under test shall be2 no greater than X/16. 
If this is the case, the distance defining the range, 
12, is 
where d is the aperture dimension of the antenna 
under test. Figure 22 is a plot of this relationship. 
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FIGURE 16.-Horizontal range receiving tower. 
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FIGURE 17.-Horizontal range transmitting tower viewed from receiving towcr room. 
If an attempt is made to measure the pattern 
of an antenna with an excessively large aperture 
(i.e., if d = 10 feet a t  10 Mc on the 1000-foot range, 
Figure 22) minor distortions of the side lobe 
structure will result. Greater excesses of d will 
cause appreciable errors in the measured gain 
and side lobe ~ t r u c t u r e . ~  For a well-focused 
antenna a t  2d2/A, phase deviation of A/lG will 
cause a gain error of about 0.01 db and ncgligihle 
change in the pattern shape. At d2/X the gain 
error will be 0.06 db. At the highest frequency 
(12.4 Gc) now instrumented on the 1000-foot 
range, Figure 22 shows the maximum allowable 
aperture, D, to be approximately G feet. 
Excessive variations in the amplitude of the 
field over the aperture of an antenna under test 
will also cause significant errors in the measured 
gain and sidelobe level. Montgomery5 shows that 
the power received (across the aperture of an 
antenna under test) should not differ from that  
which would be received if there were no amplitude 
error by more than 5 percent or 0.25 db. In 
addition, Montgomery shows the relationship of 
the field-generating antenna aperture, D,, to the 
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FIGURE 18.-Horizontal range receiving tower instruments. 
antenna under test aperture, D,, for this condition 
to be 
Figure 23 has been constructed from this reia- 
tionship and shows the maximum allowable an- 
tenna aperture which can be tested on the 
1000-foot range for various field-generating aper- 
ture sizes. 
The above discussion of phase and amplitude 
variations considers only the direct path of propa- 
gation. Variations of the field can also be caused 
by specular reflections from the ground. In the 
elevated or free-space mode of opeartion these 
effects are minimized by the vertical directivity 
pattern of the source antenna and the antenna 
I 
under test and, hopefully, by absorption and 
scattering rather than specular reflection from the 
range surface. The 1000-foot horizontal range 
uses the elevated or free-space mode a t  the higher 
frequencies between 1.0 and 12.4 Gc:/s. 
As opposed to the method of minimizing the 
effects of reflections by limiting their magnitude, 
.. tne g ~ u , ~ ~ ~ d  :eve: techrtiqie is z mcthcdffor R 
sufficiently uniform field over the aperture of an 
antenna under test. In this technique the trans- 
mitting antenna and the antenna under test are 
operated in ciose proximity to tile ground and the 
antenna range surface is graded flat and smooth 
within Rayleigh's6 criterion. Under these condi- 
tions the magnitude of the reflection coefficient is 
nearly unity and the phase is nearly 180 degrees. 
The lower frequency limit of this technique 
depends upon the angle of incidence and the 
conductivity of the ground. 
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FIG~JRE 19.-IIorizontal range receiving tower instruments. 
In the 1000-foot horizontal range the distance 
R and the height h2 of the center of the test 
aperture are fixed. The antennas located a t  the 
transmitting tower are molinted on a vertical 
carriage permitting height adjustment from 1 1 
feet to 63 feet above gfound level (52 feet total 
avail:~ble travel). The height setting is a func- 
tion of frequency. The proper height is given by 
XR h,=-- 
4hz' 
Adjustment of h, is accomplished from the 
receiving tower control room. The verticbal tilt 
of the field-gencr:~ting antennas is also adjust- 
able remotely to provicle sigri:~l "peaking" capn- 
bility. This adjustment is especially import:~nt, 
near ground level. 
As previously mentioned, in the design of a 
ground level range the smoothness of the surface 
is important in achieving specular reflection and 
Rayleigh's criterion must he satisfied. Under 
these conditions the surface irregularities must 
he less than sin $X/8. 
In the area hetween the towers on the 1000-foot 
horizontal range, the ground has been leveled to  
+ G  inches. 
VERTICAL RANGE CAPABILITY 
The performance charact,eristics of the vertical 
range are discussed in considerable detail in a 
Goddard Technical Note7 now in preparation. 
The discussion of performance capability in this 
Facility Description is therefore limited to  general 
obscrvat,ions. 
Radorne 
The loss tangent and dielectric constant of the 
sandwich radome material were measured by the 
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FIGVRE 20.-Horizontal range transmitting tower instruments. 
manufacturer Raymond Development Industries. 
Using flat samples. one foot square. the character- 
istics listed in Table.1 n-ere obsen-ed. 
Tierr I -Dicleclric Constant and Loss Tangent 1-crtical 
Range Kaciome 
Material Dielectric Constant Loss Tangent 
Fiberglass skin. -. - _ 
Foam core --_-----. i 
The frequency a t  which these measurements n-ere 
made was not indicated by the manufacturer. 
The radome performance is reasonably good 
a t  lorn7 frequencies; however, it can be said 
generally that it causes trapping and reflection 
when the wavelength becomes short enough to 
approximate the radome thickness (i.e., above 900 
to 1000 Mc). The use of a sandwich radome for 
this application was probably not a good choice. 
It i~ planned to conduct a study, using scale 
models. to determine the most suiiiib!~ mdeme. 
RF Absorbent Material 
r- lhe performance characteristics of the RF 
absorbent material were thoroughly measured by 
the supplier, B. F. Goodrich Company. Each 
block of material was checked by insertion in a 
waveguide large enough to propagate 120-Plfc 
waves. In addition, the performance levels in 
the completed chamber were measured by moving 
tuned dipoles horizontally and vertically in the 
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FIGURE 21.-Horizontal range RF field-generating antennas. 
R = 1000 FT. \ I I I RANGC LENGTH =q 
- 
0 60 FRESNEL Z O N E  LIMITATION - 2458 M c  
FREOUENCY - M c  
+ 
", u 
Y 50 
FIOURE 22.-Maximum size for antenna under test so FIGURE 23.-hlaximum size for antenna under test So 
that phnse variation is less than 45 degrees (for 1000- that amplitude variation is less than 0.25 db (for 1000- 
foot range). foot range). 
FOR VERTICAL RANGE 
- 
GESERAL !!XI 
chamber. Orientation of the dipoles was also Spurious reflections do not occur from the floor, 
varied. Transmission from the chamber to the the model positioner, or the field-generating an- 
log-periodic structure suspended above the ran- tenna mast. The radome limits performance to 
dome was used. Reflectivity levels were observed 1000 Mc at  the edges of the radome especially. 
a t  three frequencies as shown in Table 11. Signal variations of about % db occur as a result 
of the log periodic structure swaying in the wind. 
T~~~~ I I . - A ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~  of R ~ J ~ ~  E~~~ in rertd Antenna models as large as 10 feet in a maximum 
Range dnechoic Chamber dimension can be introduced into the anechoic 
I chamber. 
Frequency (Xlc) I Attenuation (db) HORIZONTAL RANGE SYSTEM SENSITIVITY 
The chamber is usable over the frequency range 
120 to 10,000 Mc and generally provides good 
performance over this range. 
Initially it was feared that edge diffraction from 
the upper edge of the absorber-covered walls 
would present problems. Accordingly, the ab- 
sorber supplier constructed a 119-scale model to 
measure this effect. Results were encouraging. 
When the full-scale chamber was evaluated, no 
edge diffraction was observed. 
Operational Limits 
Table I11 summarizes the system sensitivity 
for the 1000-foot horizontal range, assuming the 
gain of the antenna under test to be 0 db. Any 
gain in this antenna over that of an isotropic 
radiator will increase the usable dynamic signal 
range by that amount. The values shown for 
transmitter output and transmitting antenna gain 
are the published specification values for the 
Scientific-Atlanta, Inc., equipment used. The 
receiver sensitivity value are those specified for 
the Scientific-Atlanta, Inc., Model 1610 APZ 
Wide Range Receiver. 
RADIO FREQUENCY INTERFERENCE SURVEY 
To establish the suitability of the range location 
from a standpoint of radio frequency interference, 
a survey was made on February 2, 1960, by 
James F. Goodrich and William A. Morton of 
The vertical range can be considered usable Department 471, Bcndix h d i o  Division, Bendix 
over the frequency band 120 to 10,000 Mc. Corporation. A field intensity meter (Empire 
TABLE 111.-Horizontal Range System Sen.sitit*ity 
Frequency 
(Gc/s) 
Transmitter 
Output (dbm) 
Transmitting 
Antenna Gain 
Receiver 
Sensitivity 
Space 
Attenuation 
Usable Signal 
Dynamic Range 
I 
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I 
Devices Model NF-105) covering the frequency R F  circuits for four frequency bands. Table IV 
range 20 Mc to 1000 Mc was used to measure lists these heads together with the pick-UP an- 
field strength. This device is a compact, portable tennas used. 
instrument which can be operated on a standard The survey was made a t  a location just south 
12-volt automobile battery with an inverter. of Beaverdam Road and one half mile east of the 
Four turning heads were used housing the I F  and intersection of this road with Soil Conservation 
TABLE 1V.-RFDeteccion Equipment used with Empire Devices Model NF-105 
Field Intensity Meter 
Service Road. The location is indicated on Figure 
1 where it can be seen to be 1300 feet west of the 
center of the range. This location represented the 
closest approach available to the range a t  the time, 
without damaging a crop of wheat planted in the 
fields. Table V lists the measured signal levels 
in microvolts per meter. Correction has been 
made for cable loss, impedance mismatch, and 
Frequency Band 
W 3 0  Mc 
20-200 hf c 
-400 hf c 
400-1000 hfc 
effective antenna height. The direction from 
which the signal arrives is given in degrees from 
magnetic north and the nature of the signal is 
described. Continuous tuning over the band 20 
to 1000 Mc was done; only those frequencies a t  
which a signal was detected are listed. At all 
other frequencies in the band 20 to 1000 Mc, the 
spectrum was quiet. 
TABLE V.-Radio Frequency Interference Survey on Antenna Range Facili~y 
Receiving Head 
Model T-A 
Model T-1 
Model T-2 
Model T-3 
Frequency (RIc) I Signal Level (V/m) Direction Remarks 
Antenna 
Loop Model LP-105 
Dipole Model DM-105-T-1 
Dipole Model DM-105-T-2 
Dipole hfodel DRf-105-T-3 
20 .0 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - . - . - - - - .  
20.5 -..--------------------- 
20.75 .---------------------- 
20.9 --... 
21. -._.--------_---------_. 
21.0 thru 24.0- _ - _ - - - -  -----. 
2 4 . 6 - - _ _ - _ - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - .  
25.3 - - - _ _ - - - - - - - - - _  .-------. 
25.7 -..-------------  - -  .-- . 
26.3 .--_-------------.-----. 
26.5 _.._--- - .-._. .- ---. . 
27.0 thru 29.6.. _ _ - - - _ _ - - -  -. 
29.8 .-----_------._------ --. 
3 0 . 2 . . - . - - - - _ - - - - - - - - - - - - - - .  
32. O* ..--------_-----------. 
34.4* ---.--------..--------. 
3 5 . 0 * * * - . - - - - - . - - - - - . . - - - - - .  
39.8 .------_---._-------.--. 
43.2 _.-_--__------_-------. . 
44.0 thru 49.0**- - - _ .. .----. 
55.0 -.--- - - - -  - -  _.. - - -  --. -. . 
59.0 ..-. _ - - - - - - _ - - - -. . - - - - . 
1000----_---..-.-_----.---- 120 WWV-vertically polarized 
100_.-__._.___ _--.-.------ I 060 I Teletype 
. __ --_--_------------ 
150 ...__--_--_._._-----.... 
--_-.- ----._------.-....---_-_--_-_-..- 
8 thru 200 ___-------------.. 
1000-._.__-_-----_---.----- 
20--.------- .._-.---------- 
9 _- - ._ - - - - - - - -_ - - - - - - - - - - -  
3 5 . . - - - _ - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -  
2 0 - . . _ _ _ - - - - . - - . - - - - - - - - - - -  
8 thru 800 _ - _ - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -  
3 - - - . - - - - - - - - . - - - - - - - - - - -  
2 5 _ - - - - _ _ . - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -  
9 0 - - - - - - - - . _ . . - - - - - - - - - - -  
1 3 - - _ . - - - - - - - - - - - _ - - - - - - - - -  
3 0 . _ - - _ _ _ _ - - - - - - - - - - - . - - - - -  
30_-------.--_-_.._-------- 
2 5 0 _ . . _ - - - - - - - - - _ - - - - . - - -  
15 thru 55 .---.-_._-_------- 
6000 - . - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -  
6 0 0 0 - - _ - - - . - - _ - _ - - - - - - - - - - -  
._---_ _ _ 
045 
.----_ ___- 
150 
broad 
135 
045 
broad 
..---------- 
090 
060 
360 
broad 
110 
170 
360 
-- ..-. 
020 
020 
Facsimile (audible on phones only) 
hfixed beeps 
Foreignvoice 
Radio amateurs 
WWV-horizontal polarization 
Carrier 
Teletype 
Scrambled modulation 
Tunable noise 
Radio amateurs and various voice 
W WV-vertical 
120-cycle buzz and background noise 
Mixed voice and noise 
Garbled voice 
Garbled voice 
WWV-vertical 
Washington radio paging service 
hlomentary voice (police) 
Sync pulse 
Voice channel ]TV Channel 2 
TABLE V.-Radio Frequency Zlzterference Survey on Antenna Range Facility (Continued) 
Frequency (Mc) I Signal Level (V/m) I Direction / Remarks 
164.0 - - - - - - - - -  - - - - - - - _ - - - - - -  1 140 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  I 169.0 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  1 130 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  1 Sync pulse )TV Channel 6, 2nd har. 
59.2 thru 65.0- - - - - - - - - - - - - -  
67.0-- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -  
72 .0-____-- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -  
75 .0- - - - - - - - - - - - - - -_- - - - - - - -  
75 .3- -_- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -  
77 .7 - - -_ - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -  
81.5------------------------ 
90.0------------------------ 
92.0------------------------  
94.0-_---------------------- 
95.0------------------------  
96.0 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
96 .2___- - - - - - - - -_ - -_ - - - - - - - -  
99.0 - _____ - - - - - - _ -_ - - - - - - - - -  
101.0 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
104.0 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
105.0-__------_-_-___------- 
107 .0 - - - - - . - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -  
108.0___-- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -  
108.2 t h m  150.0- _ - - - - - - - - - -  
133.0 --------  - - - - - -  - - - - -  - - - -  
134.0 -------_.-------------- 
135.5 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
140.0 ----- - - - --  - --- - - - - - - 
150.0 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
153.0 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
154.0-----------------------  
158.0--------------------_--, 
Especially quiet - - - - - - - - - - - - -  
30,000---------------------  
20 ,000--- - - - - - - - - -__-- - - -_-  
180------------------------ 
28---_--------------------- 
14,000---------------------  
10,000--------------------- 
35- -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -  
280------------------------ 
5000-----------------------  
35------------------------- 
5500 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
7000- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -  
7500 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
5000 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
2200 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
60 -----------_--__--_ 
220--- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -  
2 0 0 0 - - - _ - - - - - - - - - _ - _ _ - - - - - -  
Especially quiet - - - -  _ _ _ _ _  - _ - _  
2200--- - -  - - - -  _-- - - - - - - - - - - -  
350 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
21,000 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
1 3 7 . 0 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - _ _ _ - - -  
- - --  - --  - --  --  - --  - - --  - - - - - - - - - 
55 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
110 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
8 5 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - _ _ - -  
100_ _-. - -_-- - - - - -___-- - - - -  
175.0-- - - - - - - - - - - - - -_- - - - - - -  
179.0----------------__----- 
188.0_--- - - - - - - - - - - - - -_-_--_ 
192.0- -_- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -  
198.0---------------_------- 
2 0 3 . 5 _ _ _ - - _ _ - - - - - - - - _ _ _ - _ - - _  
217 .0- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -  
252.0 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
273.0-----------------------  
277 .5 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -  
278.0-----------------------  
282.0 ----- - - - --- - - - --- - - - - --  
283.0 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
294.0 ------------- - -  _ - - - - - - -  
297.0 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
307.0----------------------_ 
315.0 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
319.0- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -  
320.0 ------------  - - - - - - - - _ - -  
337.0 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
045 
045 
135 
120 
040 
015 
090 
070 
050 
070 
100 
090 
090 
090 
135 
080 
080 
. - -- - - _ _  - - _  
360 
-----._----- 
- - - _ - - -  - - - - - 
150 
--_---._---- 
060 8
22 ,000- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -  
14,000-- - - - - -_-- - - - - - - - -__-  
2 j , 0 0 0 - - _ - - - - - - _ - _ - - - - - - - - -  
20 ,000- - -____- - - -__ - - - - - - - -  
8000- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -_ - - -  
8000- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -_ - -_  
39,000-- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -_  
2 0 0 0 - - - - - - - - - _ - - - - - - _ - - - - - -  
100 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
267 .0_- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -  
l W - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -  
gOO--------_--------------- 
---------------------------. 
220- - _ - - - - - - - -- --  --  - - - --  - - -  
1100 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
90 - - - - - - - - -_ - - -_- -_  - - - -  - - - -  
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
1300----------------------------------- 
.--------------------------- 
2 8 0 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -  
_ -  _ -  _-- - - - - - - - - - - -  _ - - - - - - - -_  
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
Sync pulse 
Voice channel )TV channel 4 
1000-cycle beep, l-sec intervals 
Pulse, approx. 300 pps 
pulse ' TV Channel s Voice channel] 
WWV-vertical 
FM 
FM 
FM 
Fhl  
Fh l  
FM 
Fbl  
FM 
FM 
FM 
FM 
Tunable ignition noise 
WWV-horizontally polarized 
Xlomentary voice 
Momentaryvoiee ( o n p h o n e ~ o n l ~ )  
Weak carrier (on phones only) 
1000-cycle beep, l-sec intewals 
Camer 
Sync Voice pulse channel }TV Channel 5, 2nd har. 
075 Sync pulse 
075 Voice channel 
060 Sync pulse 
060 Voice channel TV Channel 9 
030 Sync pulse 
030 Voice channel 
030 sync pulse 
030 Voice channel 
- - - - - - - - - - - -  
300 
- - - - - - - -  
- ------- - - - - 
- - - - - - - - - - - -  
- - - - - - - - - - - -  
- - - - - - - - - - - -  
- - - - - - - - - - - -  
085 
- - - - - - - -  - -  - -  
- - - - - - - - - - - -  
I - .  Various intermittent airground vo~ce communications, most of which were too brief to determine direction or 
intensity. 
, 
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TABLE V.-Radio Frequency Interference Survey on Antenna Range Facility (Continued) 
3 3 9 . 0 . _ - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -  
351.0_.-------------------- 
358.0.--------.--..-.------ 
3 6 7 . 0 . . - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -  
3 8 8 . 0 _ _ - _ - - - _ . . - - - - - . - - - - - -  
4 5 2 . 0 - - - - - - - _ . _ - - - - - - . - - - - -  
500.0_--_----------..------ 
500.1 thru 1000.0- -. _ - - - - - -  
Frequency (Mc) 
I Various intermittent airground voice communications, most of which were 
Signal Level (V/m) Direction 1 / Remarks 
1 too brief to determine direction or intensity. 
Intermittent weak carrier 200 to 400 
prf short time pulse no noted signals. 
*In the band 32.0 to 34.0 Mc. 42-db ignition noise was noted during passage of aircraft overhead. 
**In the band 44.0 thru 49.0 Mc, ignition noise from passing trucks was heard. 
***In the band 37.0 to 38.0 Mc. a classified Department of Defense signal was read. 
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HANDBOOK OF NASAIGSFC TRACKING DATA-ACQUI- 
SITION, AND COMMUNICATIONS ANTENNAS* 
PAUL A. LAXTZ 
FOREWORD super-gain types) the gain and beamwidth are 
related as folio\\-s Research workers in many diverse areas require 
a generalized compilation of the characteristics of G = ,(-L 41 253 
antennas located at facilities which provide track- O o X O h  
ing and data acquisition for National Aeronautics 
and Space Administration (NASA) It where G is the power gain; 41,253 is the volume of 
is hoped that this handbook, %-hi& includes rele- a hemisphere in square degrees; 8, and Oh are the 
rant portions of a volume previously published in horizontal and vertical half-po~~er beamwidth; 
November 1961, will serve as a reference hand- and their product is the volume of the solid-angle 
book for those persons planning projects which pattern in square degrees. The constant k, called 
will utilize these antennas as system components. the ''aperture efficiency 1" theoretically has a 
This publication combines and replaces GSFC maximum possible ~ a l u e  of 1; in practice, it may 
Document X-~2>-61+0, "Handbook of Antennas reach values as high as 0.9 (though this is rare), 
at  NASA Satellite Tracking Stations," and GSFC and for well-designed antennas of conventional 
Document X-52.5434-168, "Handbook of Anten- beam shape it is usually equal to, Or greater than 
nas at  NASA Satellite Tracking and Space Data- 0.6. A typical value for a horn-fed paraboloidal 
Acquisition Network (STADAN) Facilities." reflector is 0.65, and a dipole array of good design 
Because of the time lag involved in publishing (e.g., Dolph-Tschebyscheff t current distribution) 
a dnrt~rnent of this type, it is possible to approach may have k =0.83. For a given general type and 
only the most recent information regarding an- size cf ~ntenna,  the gain of the main beam and the 
tennas now: in operation, or those planned for suppression of unwanted sidelobes are inversely 
operational use. F~~~ time to time, it will be related; for example, the extreme aperture effi- 
necessary to publish revisions to include informa- ciency of 0-9 would be obtained only at  the ex- 
tion relative to antenna modifications and nelv pense of rather high sidelobes. Sidelobes are 
antenna types. suppressed by tapering the illumination of a 
reflector or the current distribution of an array; 
A NOTE ON ANTENNA GAIN this naturally results in a reduced efficiency of use 
of the available antenna area (i.e., wider beam- 
Antenna gain can be calculated with consider- width and lower gain, as with uniform 
able accuracy by somewhat complicated and la- illumination). 
2 --: -..- --+hnJ 
uu~luus L~*~U..U-E; s c ~ e  ronventional forms of 
~~i~ measurements were made for most of the 
antennas can be measured also, though not always antennas described in this in sevai-a: 
On the other hand, approximate cases, gain was calculated using the 
gain can be calculated from rather simple for- width relationship. For this purpose, the value 
mulas which are useful for estimating range capa- k = ~ . g s  was used for the planar arrays, and the 
bility when antenna beamwidths are specified. value k =0.76 was used for the yagi arrays. ~h~ 
For practical antennas (excluding the impractical 
tDolpli. C. I, .  "A Current Distrrbution for Broadside Arrays which 
*Published as Goddard Space F l t p h t  Center Document X-566-64-666. Optim~zes the Relationship between Beam Width and Side-1,obe 
October 1964 Le\el." Proc I R E . Vol 34. June 1916. pp 335-48. 
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FIGURE 1.-136-Mc minitrack antenna at  Blossom Point. 
assumed (in some cases, computed) aperture 
efficiency of the other antenna types is indicated 
in the body of the report. 
I. MINITRACK ANTENNA 
1 3 6 M C  Tracking Antenna 
Technical Appliance Corporation 
Sherburne, New York 
NAS5-18(W) 
General Description 
The 136-Mc tracking antenna is a colinear array 
of eight 10.5-X49.7-inch skeleton slots spaced 
55.6 inches (0.64X) apart and 23.7 inches (0.27X) 
above a common 25-X50-foot ground screen. 
Figure 1 shows antennas installed a t  Blossom 
Point, Maryland. The current distribution is a 
22-db Dolph-Tschebyscheff taper, shown in 
Figure 2. Figure 2 shows one-half of the sym- 
metrical feed system, which is constructed of 
%-inch rigid coaxial line. Also shown are branch- 
point impedances to produce the desired power 
distribution and quarter-wave transformer im- 
pedances required to match them to a 50-ohm 
line. A modified British split balun1 is used to 
convert from balanced to unbalanced line, elimi- 
nating troublesome R F  outside the coaxial lincs. 
The characteristic line impedance in the balun is 
designed to match to the feed-point impedance, 
I 
+ 
ARRAY 
CENTERLINE 
CURRENTS .43* ,629 ,862 
NORMALIZED POWERS 235 395 ,743 I 0 0 0  
CONNECTORS 
50-OHM LINE 
100 100 
- 
FIGURE 2.-Schematic of coaxial feed system, 136-?tic 
minitrack antenna. 
which is approximately 924 ohms. The antenna 
was designed a t  the Physical Sciences Laboratory, 
New Mexico State University, and manufactured 
a t  the Technical Appliance Corporation, where it 
was designated Model G-1284. 
Pattern Performance 
The H-plane pattern (Figure 3) of this antenna 
was measured by rotating the full-scale antenna 
located on a range with a sufficient depression 
angle (7 degrees) to minimize reflections from the 
ground transmission path. The beamwidth was 
found to be 10.75 degrees. The first sidelobes 
were below 21 db, which is commensurate with 
design criteria. To measure the E-plane pat- 
terns (Figure 3), a single slot was mounted on 
an 18-X25-foot ground screen. The beamwidth 
was 76 degrees wide, and the sidelobes were 
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FIGURE 3.-E and H-plane patterns, 136-hIc minitrack antenna serial no. 001. 
measured below 22.5 db. The cross-polarized the VSWR is less than 1.15 (1.2 db) is approxi- 
component of radiation was below 30 db. mately 3 Mc. 
I Gain k e  and Amplitude Distribution 
The manufacturer computed the gain of this The amplitude of currents in the slot elements 
antenna by means of the gain-beamwidth rela- 
of this array is tapered outward from the array tionship 
center in accordance with a Dolph-TschebyscheB 
41,253 G = k- (1) distribution for 22db sidelobes. Table 1 gives BEXBH the theoretical distribution for an eightelement 
and found it to be 36.3, or 15.6 db. However, 
an efficiency factor of 0.7 was applied in this com- 
putation in an effort to correct for losses. This 
reduction is considered to be too stringent; in fact, 
, volume integration2 of the pattern iiidi~iiks a gai2 
of 42.8, or 16.3 db, which is considered to be more 
valid. This represents an 85 percent aperture 
I 
I efficiency, which is reasonable for a tapered array. 
I Input Impedance wd VohogalStandhg-Wave Ratio 
(fiWR) 
Figure 4, a plot of the input impedance to this 
antenna, shows that the bandwidth over which 
array. The developmental model of the antenna 
coaxial system was hand-built to provide the 
TABLE 1.--Optimum Current Distribution for Eight- 
Element Array to Yield 22db Sidelobe8 
Slot No. 
4 and5-- - - - - - - - - - - - . - - - - - - - - - - - .  
3 and 6 ---- - - - - - - - - - - -  - - - - - - - -  - -  - 
2 and7- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -  
1 and 8 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
Current Coefficient 
1.0000 
0.8618 
0.6287 
0.4844 
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RADIALLY SCALED PARAMETERS 
f 
FICCRE 4.-Input irnpednnce, 136-IIc rnirlit,racli antenn:~ serial no. 001. 
thcorctic:rl current distril)lition; hotvcver, it w:rs None of the antennas was observed to exceed 
found economical to rclax tolerances in produca- thcsc limits. 
tion. This theorctic~:rl amplituclc distril)utio11 is The phasc variation across the aperture was 
plotted in Figlire 5 ,  boundccl 1)y :irk)itr:lrily sc- spcc.ificd to I)(. + 3  degrees. Figure 5 illustrates 
Iectc~cl limits. Computer :~n:tlysis of thc p:ittcrn :I typicd ph:rsc. variation measured on an antenna 
resulting from :rriy (list rilmtion f:rlling within wllic.ll, in most cs:~scs, u7as observed not to exceed 
thrso tolcr:~nc~>s indic.:~tc.tl n s11it:11)lc pcrfor~n:lncae. f 2.0 drgrc.tls. 
GESERAL 
+ f i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i r i i i i i i i i i i i ; i i i i ; : i i i I i i ' I i i i i : i ; i : : :  ; i ; ! : : i i i i ~ t : i : ; i : i ! ~ i ; i i I i 1 i i i i i i i i i i i i ~  
FIGURE 5.-Phrlse and amplitude variation, 136-3Ic minitrack antenna. 
- -  -- - 
FIGVRE 6.-136-Xfc ambiguity-resolving antennas. 
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Ambiguity-Resolving Antenna 
Technical Appliance Corporation 
Sherburne, New York - 
NAS5-18(W) 
General Description 
The ambiguity antenna for the 136-Mc system 
consists of a single skeleton slot mounted on an 
18-X 18-foot ground screen. The antenna is 
illustrated in Figure G. The screen spacing was 
reduced t o  0.25X, instead of the 0.35X spacing 
used in the Minitrack antenna, to  increase the H- 
plane beamwidth and thereby to assure suffi- 
ciently early reception from each satellite pass. 
Figure 7, a plot of the patterns of the ambiguity 
antenna, indicates the E-plane beamwidth to  be 
10G degrees, and the H-plane beamwidth to be 
78 degrees; the theoretical gain, based on 85 
percent efficiency, is G.4 db. The input imped- 
ance is plotted in Figure 8, which shows that the 
antenna met the specified VSWR 1.15:l (1.2 db) 
over the 136- t 0.5-Mc band. 
Low-Angle Tracking Antenna 
Technical App1i:~nc.c Corporation 
Shcrhurne, Ncw York 
NAS5-1527 
FIGIIHE 8.-111put impedance, 136-hIc arnbiguity-resolv- 
ing antenna serial no. 001. 
GENERAL 
FIGURE 9.-E and H-plane patterns, 136-31c low-angle minitrack antenna. 
General Description tracking first- and second-stage vehicles. The 
The Fort Myers tracking and data- theoretical gain of the antenna, based on an 85 
acquisition network (STADAN) facility provides percent aperture efficiency, is 12.0 db. 
tracking information on Air Force Eastern Test 
Range before third-stage injection. To obtain II. PARABOLOID REFLECTOR ANTENNAS 
immediate post-launch tracking data, a specialized &Foot Mojave Antenna 
Minitrack antenna was developed for use in an Philco Western Development Laboratories interferometer a t  that location. The antenna, 
Figure 9, consists of a pair of vertical linear ele- Palo Alto, California 
ments (short dipoles) mounted 0.5X apart on a NAS5-1757 
ground plane 15 feet wide and 14 feet dsep, and Geneml Description 
C1.3.5X in front of a vertical reflector plane 8 feet 
high. 
Figure 9 shows the pattern performance of this 
antenna. The H-plane (azimuth) beamwidth is 
shown to be 45 degrees. Hence, two antennas 
located end to end, looking away a t  a separation 
angle of 45 degrees, will cover a 90degree azimuth 
sector up and down the coast. Eight of these 
antennas form two orthogonal baselines 50 wave- 
lengths long. Elevation coverage is good up to 
approximately 50 degrees, an angle sufficient for 
This antenna (Figure 10) is an X-Y mounted 
paraboioidai rellecicjr ( f i D  = 0.10) ~ i t h  a circlllnr 
aperature 40 feet in diameter, for communications 
by means of the Relay satellite. It is equipped 
with a prime-focus amplitude-monopulse feed sys- 
tem operating a t  4030 Mc for tracki~g, and a t  
4170 Mc for receiving communications data. This 
feed also transmits communications data to the 
satellite at 1725 Mc with average 10-kw continu- 
ous-wave (CW) power. A 148-Mc command- 
transmitting element was planned but deleted. 
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FIGURE 10.-40-foot paraboloid reflector, hlojave Satellite Tracking and Data-Acquisition Network (STADAN) Facility. 
The monopulse system operates in either sense of The transmitter is mounted above the Y or upper 
circular polarization, but both senses cannot be (east-west) axis, eliminating the need for rotary 
supplied simultaneously. Transmission is also joints. Aluminum waveguide (type RG-105/U) 
accompanied in either of the two circular senses. connects the transmitter to the feed. 
The reflector surface is solid. Aluminum to be north-south, and the X-Y-axis orthogo- 
honeycomb panels, doubly curved, provide a con- nality is held to 1.3 seconds. This antenna is 
tour accuracy not exceeding 1/32 inch rms from located at the Mojave STADAN station. 
the least-square best-fit paraboloid, permitting 
operation up to 10,000 Mc. The feed is s u p  Patfern Periormance 
at  the focus on a quadripod built to carry 
a 400-pound load (feeds, parametric amplifiers, 
comparators, etc.). Lateral and axial adjustment 
of the feed is provided up to +2 inches. 
The dual-purpose feed consists of four centrally 
located square-aperture waveguides for mono- 
pulse operation at 4080 Mc. These are heavily 
loaded with teflon and spaced 0.408X on centers 
to permit proper location of the surrounding 
- - 
transmit feed. These horns taper to a 2-X2-inch 
square waveguide and are matched to freespace 
by square metal plat,es inserted in the teflon 
loading. Four horns, spaced 0.504X on centers, 
surround the monopulse feed and t,ransmit a t  
1725 Mc. These are ridge-matched to an 
RG-105/U waveguide which in turn is fed with 
a 1%-inch coaxial line. Glass-reinforced teflon 
plat>es located diagonally across square sections of 
the horns are manually rotated within 90 degrees 
to change polarization. Table 2 shows opera- 
tional frequencies. 
The pedestal (built by Todd Shipyard for the 
prime contractor, Philco) is a hydraulically driven 
X-Y mount capable of positioning the RF beam 
and reading out this position to a= accuracy of 
+ 60 seconds of arc. The tracking rate is variable 
from 0 degrees to 5 degrees per second, and the 
drive is capable of acceleration or deceleration up 
to 5 degrees per ~ e c o n d . ~  Sky coverage is limited 
only by a 10-degree (radius) solid-angle keyhole 
about the X-(lower) axis. The X-axis is oriented 
TABLE 2.-Relay Ope7atwnal Frequencies 
Frequency 
(Mc) 
1725------- 
1723.33---- 
1726.67-_ - -  
4170.0----- 
4165.0----- 
4175.0----- 
4080------- 
Function 
10-kw transmit (one way, i.e. television) 
10-kw t,ransmit (two way, i.e. telephone) 
One-way reception 
Two-way reception 
Phase-monopulse tracking 
Primary patterns of the feed were measured by 
the prime contractor, Philco Western Develop 
ment Laboratories, Palo Alto, California. Mono- 
pulse E and H-plane primary sum patterns 
(Figure 11) were measured a t  4080 Mc. The 
angle subtended a t  the focal point by a parabo- 
loidal reflector can be computed from the relation- 
ship given by Silver? 
tan e=:[ D/f ] 2 1-D2/16f2 ' 
and 6 is found to be 64 degrees when f/D=0.4. 
The edges of the reflector are indicated on 
the primary pattern (Figure 11). The indicated 
levels on the primary patterns must be cor- 
rected by the space attenuation to derive the 
reflector-edge illumination. Jasik4 relates space 
attenuation to subtended angle 
e A = 20 log sec" 2' (3) 
and for a 64degree subtended angle, the space 
attenuation is 2.9 db. Hence, the average edge 
illumination is 11.8 db, approximately the opti- 
mum (11.5 db) for good monopulse characteristics 
established by Cr~mpton .~  
Although primary patterns of the 1725-Mc 
transmit feed were also measured, the patterns 
are not shown in this report. Edge illumination 
was approximately 18.0 db in the E-plane and 
approximately 8.0 db in the H-plane. No reason 
is known for this discrepancy. 
Secondary patterns of the 4080-Mc monopulse 
feed measured with the feed ListaZec! k the 
reflector a t  Goldstone, California, are also shown 
in Figure 11. The sum channel half-power beam- 
width is 0.44 degree with sidelobes down to ap- 
proximately 26.0 db. The difference-pattern 
peak gain is 3.7 db below the sum-pattern peak. 
The difference slope, normalized to an isotropic 
radiator, is 23.5 db per 0.1 degree, or 15.0 voltage 
ratio per 0.1 degree. 
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FIGURE 11.-Patterns, 40-foot data-acquisition paraboloid, 
NOTES 
I P A n l l H S  AND 0 A I W  YIAIU.IO AT 1040 II 
I * * M I 0  GA1N Wm 51 db A lOVl  l l O l l O n C  
DlFPl.CNCl 48 db l i & O I t  l l O R O n C  
hlojave STADAN Facility. 
Gain the entire range 4080 to 4180 Mc. The VSWR 
The sum channel of the monopulse feed was of the transmitting feed was measured to be 1.05. 
measured at 4080 M~ by with a Dry nitrogen fills the entire feed system a t  a mini- 
brated standard horn and found to be slightly mum pressure of 0e5 psi. 
greater than 51.0 db. This represents an aper- 10-Foot Data-Acquisirion Facility A~~~~~~~ 
ture efficiency of approximately 55 percent. 
Philco Western Development Laboratories 
Noise Temperature Palo Alto, California 
The noise temperature a t  4080 Mc of the 
antenna (exclusive of the receiver and other sys- 
tem components) was computed to be 42°K a t  
30-degree elevation angle, a t  which point the 
temperature can be expected to rise sharply be- 
cause of the increased atmospheric contribution. 
Waveguide loss, receiver noise, and the variation 
of reflector coefficient of the ground will increasc 
these temperature levels. Heavy rain can be 
expected to increase noise temperature an addi- 
tional 50°K a t  4080 Mc. This estimate of the 
antenna temperature is to be confirmed by direct 
measurement with a Dicke radiometer. 
Miscellaneous Characteristics 
The axial ratio for the monopulse feed was 
measured to be less than 0.9 for both senses over 
NAS5-1757 
General Description 
These antennas are basically identical to the 
40-foot Mojave antenna previously described. 
Three antennas have been constructed for use a t  
the data-acquisition facilities (DAF) a t  Santiago, 
Chile; Johannesburg, South Africa; and Quito, 
Ecuador. The feed of the three antennas differ 
entirely from the feed of the Mojave antenna, and 
is designed for operation a t  the frequencies shown 
in Table 3. The feed box weights 800 pounds and 
contains much equipment identical to that used in 
the feed box of the 85-foot paraboloid reflector 
antenna a t  Fairbanks, Alaska. To carry this 
load, struts have been enlarged greatly beyond 
those used in the previously described 40-foot 
antenna. 
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TABLE 3.-40-Foot DAF Antenna Feeds 
Frequency 
(Mc) 
Feeds for the three receiving frequencies are 
monopulse feeds. At 136 Mc, four crossed-dipole 
turnstiles are spaced 44 inches (0.509X) apart on 
a square expanded metal screen 87 inches on a 
side. The resultant 4.2 percent aperture block- 
age is moderately high but not excessive. Slight 
loss in gain (about 0.1 db), slight increase in side- 
lobe level, and slight null filling are the conse- 
quences of the resultant quadratic-phase cancella- 
tion in the blockage area. The turnstile is swept 
back in the usual manner to improve the primary 
form factor and to pull in the phase center toward 
the focal point,, 6.5 inches in front of the screen. 
Function 
136.5- - - 
400.0-- - 
1705.0- - - 
2270.0-- - 
I 148.0- - - 
FIGURE 12.40-foot data-acquisition paraboloid, Quito, Ecuador. 
Receives tracking beacon and telemetry 
Receives tracking beacon and telemetry 
Reserve, data acquisition (not instrumented) 
Transmits 10-kw average for Goddard 
range and range rate 
Appended command element (described 
later) 
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In addition, the back sweeping removes the 136- 
Mc dipole from the vicinity of the support strut. 
Except for scaling, the 400-Mc feed is identical 
to the 136-Mc feed. The 1705-Mc feed consists 
of four crossed slots backed with coaxial-fed 
cavities; these slots are oriented 45 degrees with 
respect to the other feeds and are spaced 9 inches 
(1.3X) on centers. No preamplifier or similar 
instrumentation is provided with these feeds. 
The 2270-Mc transmit feed is a crossed slot which 
forms the aperture of an on-axis horn, tapered 
down from round waveguide to end in this cross- 
shaped slot. Manually adjusted polarizers in 
the round guide permit establishment of either 
sense of circular polarization. The transmit 
crossed slot separates the 1705-Mc cavities. All 
the slots are covered with a single flat-sheet ra- 
dome and are located on focus. Figure 12 is a 
photograph of the antenna installed a t  Quito, 
Ecuador. Figure 13 is a schematic diagram of 
the feed arrangement. Primary patterns were 
measured for the 2270-Mc transmit fecd only. 
Pattern Performance 
An attempt was made to measure the secondary 
patterns of the antenna installed at  Quito, Ecua- 
dor; however, the results demonstrate the futility 
of attempting to make such a measurement by 
using signal sources in ground-based calibration 
towers. At Quito, the tower from which the 
136-Mc RF field is generated is located 500 feet 
away from the antenna (2D2/X=442 feet) a t  an 
elevation angle of 19 degrees above the horizon. 
The tower from which the 400-Mc R F  field is 
generated is located 1300 feet from the antenna 
(2D2/X = 1302 feet) ; however, because the terrain 
drops off, it is on the horizon. However, both 
locations introduce serious multipath reflections 
from the ground, especially the location of the 
long-range tower. For this reason, only patterns 
measured for 136 Mc are included in this hand- 
book; the others are not considered valid. 
Figure 14 is a plot of measured 135-Mc sum 
patterns for right-circular polarization about the 
upper Y-axis and lower X-axis; the measured 
half-power beamwidth is 12 degrees, and sidelobes 
are down only about 10.0 db. (On a later occa- 
sion, when a calibration was made by an aircraft 
flyovcr a t  6000 feet, sidelobes appeared to be 
down 16.0 db.) High shoulders on the X-axis 
pattern, and the cutoff a few degrees off-axis on 
the lower side are consequences of ground reflec- 
FIGURE 13.-Primary patterns, 4(r-f00t DAF paraboloid. 
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FIGURE 14.-13f5-Mc sum patterns, 4Gfoot paraboloid for Data-Acquisition Facility, Quito, Ecuador. 
tion. Figure 15 is a plot of difference patterns 
measured a t  136 Mc for right circular polariza- 
tion. The null depth is 35.0 db and the slope is 
4.8-volts ratio per degree, an excellent result. 
Again, the ground return was an impediment to 
measurement of the X-axis. 
Patterns measured a t  400 Mc (Figure 16) are 
not presented because of serious ground-return 
distortion. The antenna is fitted with a feed to 
receive 1705 Mc, although no R F  equipment is 
provided a t  this time. 
Gain 
Gain was measured by flying the calibration air- 
craft a t  6000 feet directly over the antenna, which 
was locked in the zenith position. Gain stand- 
ards were iocated beside the antenna, and the 
signal received in all antennas was recorded on 
pattern recorders. The standards were Technical 
Appliance Corporation, &turn helices over ground 
planes; these devices are designated at TACO 
Model G-1229 a t  136 Mc, and G-1257 a t  400 Mc. 
The gain of the antenna a t  400 Mc was 30.9 db, 
representing a 47 percent aperture efficiency. At 
136 Mc, a gain of 19.0 db was observed; however, 
the calibration of the standard was observed to 
be 2.0 db too low. The exact gain value will not 
be determined until after the other two antennas 
(Santiago and Johannesburg) are measured, and 
the standard is recalibrated. 
85-Foot Antennas 
Blaw-Knox Company 
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania 
NAS5-484 
NAS5-3543 
Rohr Aircraft Corporation 
San Diego, California 
NAS5-2065 
General Description 
-. 1nese a,nkuas (Figiire 17) ai-e fcciZ~-Psiii&fe~ 
solid-surface aluminum paraboloidal reflectors 
df/D-0.423) with circular apertures 85 feet in 
diameter. Each section of the reflector surface 
can be adjusted individually. A hydraulic drive 
moves the X-Y-mounted antenna about the 
upper Y-(north-south) axis as well as the orthog- 
onal, lower X-axis. A gimbal-lock zone occurs 
in the direction of the primary (X) axis, as is 
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FIGURE 15.-136-Mc difference patterns, 40-foot paraboloid for Data-Acquisition Facility, Quito, Ecuador. 
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FIGURE 16.400-RIc patterns, 40-foot paraboloid for Data-Acquisition Facility, Quito, Ecuador. 
FIGURE 17.-&foot paraboloid reflector antenna, Fairbanks, Alaska KO. 1. 
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typical of any two-axis antenna mount. In some other physical perturbances is the limiting factor; 
cases this gimbal-lock zone determines the lowest in still other cases, the geographic horizon is the 
1imit.of tracking motion; in other cases, the inter- limiting factor. Figures 18, 19, 20, and 21 are 
ference of the reflector with the bearing yokes and coverage-limit plots for four 85-foot paraboloids. 
FIGURE 18.-Effective horizon profile (85-foot para- 
boloid, Fairbanks, Alaska No. 2). 
FIGURE 20.-Effective horizon profile (85-foot para- 
boloid, Rosman, N. C. No. 1). 
FIGURE 19.-Effective horizon profile (85-foot para- FIGURE 21.-Effective horizon profile (85-foot para- 
boloid, Fairbanks, Alaska No. 2). boloid, Canberra, Australia). 
The entire antenna weighs about 300 tons and 
stands about 120 feet high. The 85-foot-wide- 
band antennas are part of a network to provide 
tracking, data-acquisition, apd communications 
support for future satellite programs such as Nim- 
bus, Eccentric Orbiting Geophysical Observatory 
(EGO), Orbiting Astronomical Observatory 
(OAO), Polar Orbiting Geophysical Observatory 
(POGO), and Advanced Orbiting Solar Observa- 
tory (AOSO). Six of these antennas either are 
in existence, or are under contract, as shown in 
Table 4. Three additional antennas, similar to 
item 6 in the table, will be procured, and will con- 
tain feeds for transmitting 2105 Mc and receiving 
2285 Mc, the Apollo range and range-rate fre- 
quencies. The design of all reflectors, with the 
exception of antenna 1, provides a 10-foot circular 
section a t  the vertex of the reflector, which is 
removable for retrofit with Cassegrain feeding. 
A contract has been awarded to RANTEC Cor- 
poration to retrofit the Rosman I1 antennas with 
a 4000- to 42WMc Cassegrain feed, for use with 
the Advanced Technological Satellite; the feed 
will be delivered in September 1964. All six 
antennas are fully instrumental for data-acquisi- 
tion and monopulse tracking in the 136- to 137- 
Mc, 400- to  4WMc,  and 1700- to .1710-Mc 
bands. In addition, 148-Mc command transmit 
elements are att,ached to the edges of the reflec- 
tors. Tnese a n k w  are described in a subse- 
quent section of this report. 
The antennas are capable of tracking (in either 
linear or either circular polarization) a t  rates from 
0 to 3 degrees per second with accelerations up to 
3 degrees per second per second. A study is now 
under way to determine the pointing accuracy of 
these antennas. Preliminary data indicate that 
the accuracy lies between + 90 and Ifi 120 seconds 
of arc. 
Five operational drive modes are selectable: 
Phase-monopulse tracking 
Perforated paper drive tape 
Manual 
Slave 
Initial acquisition search, superimposed on 
the first and second modes 
The antenna data system provides for the 
measurement, digital encoding, and readout of 
shaft angles for feeding into the servosystem, the 
visual readout, and the paper tape punch. These 
positional data, with data-quality codes, are 
punched on recorder paper in teletype code every 
10 seconds. A small computer, with the teletype 
receiver, obtains satellite orbital predictions from 
Goddard Space Fight Center, examines the re- 
ceived data for transmission errors, and generates 
1-second drive-tape predictions by computation 
and interpolation. 
The support for the feed system is a quadripod, 
the head of which is a hollow structural square 
designed to hold a feedbox 4 X 4 X 6 feet long. 
This box contains, the coaxial hybrid junctions 
required for the phase-monopulse operation, the 
coaxial switches required to provide polarization 
diversity, the parametric amplifiers, the frequency 
converters, and similar equipment. The 1700- 
Mc feed consists of four crossed dipoles on a modi- 
fied Roberts6 balun, mounted on the end of the 
feedbox under a radome cap. These dipoles are 
spaced 0.471 apart and 0.211 above a flat ground 
screen. The 400-Mc feed also consists of four 
crossed dipoles mounted on Roberts baluns 0.25X 
TABLE 4.-85-Foot Pa~ab020id Specifications 
Location I Contractor I Tolerance s".(u 1 (in.) Feed Deflection* (in. j Axis Al iment  ( m j  
1. Fairbanks I- ---- 
2. Fairbanks 11- - -- 
3. Rosman I -_-- - - -  
4. Cauberra- - - - - - -  
5. (Unassigned) - - - - 
6. Rosmaq I1 - - - - - -  
Blaw-Knox 
Rohr 
Rohr 
Rohr 
Rohr 
Blaw-Knox 
*Add and lateral. 
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above a ground screen on the end of the feedbox, 
and spaced 0.56X apart. The 136-Mc feed, which 
is similarly constructed, is mounted 0.25X above 
a ground screen at  an interelement spacing of 
0.58X. 
Boresighting data can be recorded on film by 
means of motion-picture cameras photographing 
television monitors a t  all sites and by an addi- 
tional motion-picture camera mounted in the 
optical cage on the antenna at  Fairbanks I. 
Pattern Performance 
Primary patterns of the three feeds, using a 
scale (0.0637) model a t  136 Mc and full-scale 
models at  400 and 1700 Mc, were measured for 
both senses of circular polarization and for both 
linear polarizations. Table 5 summarizes charac- 
teristics for two representative polarizations- 
Figures 22, 23, and 24 show representative pri- 
mary patterns for each frequency. 
TABLE 5.-Primary Pattern Characteristics, Fairbanks I Paraboloid E-Plane, 
Referred to Field-Generating Test Dipole 
(Angle Subtended by Reflector 61.10") 
Edge-Illumination Null-Position 
Frequency Polarization Sum Pattern Sum Pattern 
(Mc) (db) ("1 
Difference 
Slope 
(v ratio) 
FIGURE 22.-136-Mc primary sum and difference patterns (85-foot 
HOP: 
r-nrm tm ascuurr - rotuorrn rrmw 
IS mtunn ro m o  olme~nno 1 ~ 1 7  wou 
' paraboloid, Fairbanks, Alaska No. 1). 
-01- 
-aaam-1# 
-,QYU,- 
. . L U I w . Y ( l i l . . O U  
-ow- 
IQIPaau  -1D* 
FIGURE 24.-17WMc primary sum and difference patterns (&foot paraboloid, Fairbanks, Alaska No. 1). 
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The nulls fell well inside the reflector a t  400 Mc, 
placing the sidelobes on the reflector. The differ- 
ence-pattern null slope appears to change with 
polarization, and is quite good a t  400 Mc for 
horizontal polarization. The gain of the differ- 
ence pattern relative to the sum pattern was down 
from 3.0 to 4.0 db  a t  136 Mc, from 2.0 to 3.8 db 
a t  400 Mc, and from 2.9 to 3.3 db a t  1700 Mc. 
After installation of the first antenna near 
Fairbanks a t  Gilmore Creek, Alaska, secondary 
patterns were measured by generating: (a) a 
1700-Mc and a 400-Mc R F  field a t  a tower 18,662 
feet from and 12.6 degrees north of the antenna, 
and, (b) a 136-Mc R F  field a t  a tower 2095 feet 
from and 50 degrees north of the antenna. Fail- 
ure to align a tower carrying an X-Y mount with 
the axis of rotation will result in a tilt (with 
respect to the ground) of the plane in which any 
R F  pattern of radiation from the paraboloid is 
measured. This tilt of the plane can be corrected 
to be parallel with the earth's surface by moving 
the antenna about each axis simultaneously; 
however, this correction causes the polarization 
to roll. I t  was decided that the plane's tilting 
with respect to the ground was the lesser of these 
two evils. Although the ground effects vary 
somewhat from one limit of pattern excursion to 
the other, this is a minor effect, and the measured 
patterns are considered to be reasonable repre- 
sentations of those which would be experienced 
when working toward a zenith-oriented satellite. 
Figures 25, 26, and 27 are plots of the secondary 
patterns a t  these three frequencies for right- 
circular polarization. Measured pattern per- 
formance about the Y-axis is summarized in 
Table 6. X-axis performance should be similar 
when directed near zenith; but, when operating 
with the calibration-tower R F  source, multipath 
reflections from the ground distort the pattern. 
TABLE 6.-Secondary Pattern Characteristics-Fairbanks I 
Paraboloid Right-Circular Polarization-Y-Azis 
. .. 
-I IOI nnw 
-v PA-~ora x-rxn 
FIGURE 25.-136-Mc right-circular polarized sum and difference patterns (85-foot paraboloid, Fairbanks, Alaska No. 1). 
Sum-Pattern 
Sidelobe (db) 
18.5 
14.8 
18.0 
Frequency 
(Mc) 
136 - - - - - - - - -  
400 - - - - - - - - -  
1700 - - - - - - - - -  
Beamwidth (") 
Theoretical 
6 . 8  
2.5 
0 .5  
Measured 
6.7 
2.4 
0 .5  
GENERAL 
WROIPI I l l  
P C O Y D Y V  PA- 4- x r n r  
FIGURE 26.--400-Mc right-circular polarized sum and difference patterns (%-foot paraboloid, Fairbanks, Alaska No. 1). 
0 
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FIGURE 2'7.-17WMc right-circular polarized sum and difference patterns (%-foot paraboloid, Fairbanks, Alaska No. 1). 
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I 
Measured pattern performance of the Rosman I 
antenna was similar to that indicated in Table 6, 
except that the sidelobe level of the Rosman 
antenna a t  136 Mc was 8.0 db higher. 
Gain 
The gain of the Fairbanks I paraboloid was 
measured by comparison with calibrated stand- 
ards. These standards were a Litton Model 13E 
1-10 log-periodic dipole structure and an Andrew 
Type D-6 6-foot paraboloid. The theoretical gain 
for 100 percent efficiency can be computed from 
and when this value is compared with the meas- 
ured gain, the antenna efficiency is determined. 
Table 7 contains these calculations. 
TABLE 7.-Measured Antenna Gain Fairbanks I, 85-Foot 
Paraboloitl 
Because of tJhe equal primary illumination for 
all polarizations, gain did not change with polari- 
zation a t  136 Mc. Gain change with polarization 
a t  400 and 1700 Mc was slight. Although the 
poor efficiency a t  1700 is unexplained, the pres- 
Frequency (Mc) 
ence of primary pattern sidelobes on the reflector 
a t  400 Mc is considered to contribute to efficiency 
loss at that frequency. 
Command Elements for 85-Foot Paraboloids 
Radiation Systems, Incorporated, Antenna 
Gain (dh) 
Radiation Systems, Incorporated 
Alexandria, Virginia 
NAS5-24G2 
General Description 
The command-transmitting antenna (Figure 
28) for use with 85-foot paraboloids is a disc-on- 
rod structure attached to the outer rim of the 
reflector. I t  operates over the 120- to 155-Mc 
frequcncy band and is capable of supporting 3-lrw 
Efficiency (percent) 
average power. This disc-on-rod assembIy con- 
sists of 10 discs, 29 inches in diameter, spaced 
14.5 inches apart on a 4.5-inch-diameter shaft. 
A crossed dipole (approximately wave a t  148 
Mc) is located 28 inches above 123-inch-long 
reflector rods and launches the R F  wave on the 
structure. A round basket, 53 inches in diameter 
and 36 inches deep, surrounds the crossed-dipole 
launcher and equalizes the E- and H-plane beam- 
widths. A switchbox mounted directly under the 
reflector rods provides capability for transmitting 
linear or circular polarization. Impedance 
matching is accomplished by reducing the spacing 
between the first disc and the dipole launcher 
from 14.5 to 9 inches. In addition, it was found 1 
that the radiation-pattern form factor could be 
improved by reducing the diameter of the first 
three and the last three discs from 29 to 27 inches. 
The antenna is constructed of aluminum alloy. 
The total weight of the antenna, the polarization- 
switching equipment, and the attachment tube 
is 221 pounds. 
Pattern Performance 
The disc on rod radiates a beam symmetric 
along the longitudinal axis of the structure. E- 
and H-plane patterns (Figure 29) were measured 
over the 120- to 155-Mc band. The E- and H- 
plane symmetry is well preserved over the entire 1 
band. Sidelobes remain at  approximately 13.0 
db over the 120- and 145-Mc band and drop 
sharply to 18.0 db from 145 to 155 Mc. Beam- 
widths a t  frequencies throughout the band are 
shown in Table 8. 
I 
TABLE &--Gain and Beamwidth RSI Command Transmit 1 
Disc on Rod 1 
I 
Gain 
(db) 
Frequency 
(Mc) 
Beamwidths (") 
E-Plane H-Plane 
GEXERAL 1117 
FIGLTF~E 28.-Command element for %-foot paraboloids. 
1 
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D I U I  mom IHn* 
t - M W  PAll€mN 
I U I  mom x m  
n - ~ n t  rrmm 
FIGURE 29.-Patterns-comnland element for 85-foot paraboloids. 
Gain 
Gain (above an isotropic source) measured by 
the similar-antenna substitution method is indi- 
cated in Table 8, which gives the average of 
measured parameters for three antennas. I t  can 
be seen that gain performance a t  the 148-Mc 
operational frequency is about 13.6 db. 
Input Impedance and VSWR 
The nominal input impedance of the disc-on- 
rod assembly is 50 ohms. The VSWR was 
measured and found to be 1.23 a t  148 Mc; this 
value is typical of performance a t  other fre- 
quencies. At the low end of the band, VSWR 
improves to 1.18; a t  the high end of the band it 
is as high as 1.84. 
Avien, Incorporated, Antenna 
The command element used on the Fairbanks I 
antenna was provided by Avien, Inc., and like the 
RSI antenna, contains 10 discs. The driver con- 
sists of four %-wave dipoles arranged in a square 
pattern above a square expanded-aluminum 
ground screen. This antenna, designated as 
Avien Model 300A, performs similarly to the 
Radiation Systems antenna. Gain a t  148 Mc is 
better than 12.0 db, the beamwidth is 39.5 degrees 
(wider than the RSI antenna), sidelobes are 
12.0 db, and VSWR is 1.20. The antenna is 
constructed of aluminum alloy and weighs 218 
pounds. 
225-Mc Auxiliary Feed for 85-Foot Reflectors 
Technical Appliance Corporation 
Sherburne, New York 
Purchase Order S-32965-3 
General Description 
To equip the two 85-foot paraboloidal reflectors 
a t  Fairbanks, Alaska, to function as a TIROS 
primary command and data-acquisition facility, 
four 235-Mc dipoles were procured and installed 
a t  the focus of each reflector, as shown in Figure 
30. These dipoles are Technical Appliance Cor- 
poration Model D-1489 gamma-matched half- 
wave dipoles, and are oriented 45 degrees with 
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I FIGURE 30.-235-JIc feed for &foot paraboloid, Fairbanks, Alaska. 
I respect to the 400-Mc feed onto which they are mounted. This results in a broadside spacing of r . " C .  1 
In r * * \  - A  0 9 C  X A n \  onri a cnaoing nf LO./  lLlCl lk%~ \U.r)LlA itl, LOU i v r b ,  u-u - ry---- 
0.4X above the 400-Mc ground screen. A coaxial 
1 hybrid junction, constructed of RG59/U, to- 
gether with remotely controlled coaxial SM-itches, 
provide capability for polarization selection of 
this listening feed. Tracking of the satellite is 
accomplished by means of the 136-Mc monopulse 
feed in the paraboloid which tracks on the satellite 
beacon. 
Pattern Performance 
The pattern performance of the 235-?rIc feed, 
i as well as the resultant degradation of pattern 
performance of extant feeds, was measured at 
Fairbanks after installation. Figure 31 is a plot 
of the X- and Y-axis patterns for the right- 
circularly polarized feed arrangement. It can be 
seen that the beamwidth is slightly wider than 3 
degrees and that 12.0 db shoulders occur as a 
resu!t of improper illumination of the reflector. 
The pattern is usable for the intended purpose. 
The pattern performance at 136 and 400 hlc 
was essentially unaffected by the addition of the 
32b?tZc feed except for a slight broadening of the 
sun pattern beamwidth. Difference pattern null 
depths and sidelobe levels were unchanged. At 
1700 blc the same slight broadening of the sum- 
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FIGURE 31.-Patterns of 235-Mc feed for 85-foot paraboloid, Fairbanks, Alaska. 1 
pattern beamwidth occurred and, in addition, the 
null depth was 8.0 db shallower and sidelobes 
were 3.0 db higher in the difference pattern. 
Gain 
The gain of the dipole-fed reflector a t  235 Mc 
was not measured, but was computed to be ap- 
proximately 31.0 db for the rather inefficient 
illumination. 
VS WR 
The VSWR, looking into the input to the hybrid 
junction, was measured with the feed installed in 
the reflector. It was observed that the VSWR 
was 1.1 a t  235 megacycles. 
Ill. ANTENNA ARRAYS 
Nine-Yagi Array 
All Products Company 
Mineral Wells, Texas 
NAS5-492 
General Description 
These antennas (Figure 32) are locatcd a t  all 
STADAN Minitraclc facilities and consist of an 
array of nine, seven-element crossed yagi antennas 
spaced 0.77X and mounted atop a 13.5-foot steel 
tower. Eight of the yagis are used in the acquisi- 
tion of data and the centrally located yagi is used 
to transmit command signals. Azimuth-eleva- 
tion rotators at  the top of the tower, drive the 
antenna t 8 0  degrees from zenith, and 1360  
degrees in azimuth. These rotators are com- 
posed of one-half horsepower, reversible, brush- 
less motors, and Winsmith Model 9CVD RU-LU 
speed reducers which provide 10,000 inch-pounds 
of torque and move the antenna a t  a speed of 
1 rpm about either axis. Antenna motion is 
controlled by remote toggle switches, and remote 
antenna position readout is given to an accuracy 
of + 2 degrees. 
Electric Design 
The receiving portion of the antenna consists 
of nine crossed yagis corporately arrayed as indi- 
cated in Figure 33 and uniformly fed without the 
use of baluns. Branch point impedances are 
indicated on the figure as well as the characteristic 1 
impedances of the lines. Line impedance was 
compromised in an effort to  economize and sim- I 
plify the design. For example, a t  the input I 
FIGURE 32.-136-11c switchable nineyagi array. 
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Impedance Transforming Lines 
A 4 . 7 5 X  Length of 75-0hm Foamflex 
B--0.75X Length of 50-ohm Foamflex 
C-2.07A Length of 50-ohm Foamflex 
D 4 . 7 5 X  Length of 95-ohm RG-133/U Inside Dipole 
FIGURE 33.-Feed system for nine-yagi array. 
branch point the impedance is 100 ohms, and a 
quarter wavelength of 75-ohm line is required to 
match back to 50 ohms; however, the line (line A) 
continues as a 75-ohm line (instead of a 50-ohm 
line) beyond the transformer. Consequently, a 
relatively high standing wave occurs on this line. 
The same compromise is made on lines B and D. 
The feed-point impedance of the folded dipole is 
180 ohms and the match to a 50-ohm line is 
accomplished by inserting a length of 95-ohm 
RG/133/U cable inside the tubing. Half-inch 
diameter Foamflex is used in constructing the 
feed system shown in Figure 33 and a separate 
feed system is used for each linear polarization. 
Circular polarization is accomplished by joining 
the two with an unbalanced coaxial "Y" which 
introduces a 90-degree phase delay in one arm. 
The direction of circularity is a function of orien- 
tation of the "Y" section. A line stretcher is 
provided to correct line-length errors and thereby 
improve circularity. Although the circularity 
was never measured, it is assumed that the lines 
have been cut to a sufficient accuracy to yield 
good performance. 
Each individual yagi consists of a half-wave 
folded driver 0.22X above a reflector element cut 
in length to 0.51X. Six directors spaced 0.30X 
apart and cut in length to 0.43h collimate the 
energy. To improve the form factor, the length 
of the first director (adjacent to the dipole) is 
reduced to 0.42X; to improve the impedance 
match, the spacing between the first two direc- 
tors is only 0.10X. Aluminum construction, 
throughout, results in a 30-pound total weight 
for the 18-foot-long yagi. 
Pattern Performance 
The radiation patterns for linear polarization 
were measured a t  the factory and are plotted in 
Figure 34. Figure 34 shows that the E- and H- 
plane beamwidth is 19.5 degrees and that the 
sidelobes do not exceed 12 db. 
F~aunE 34.-E- and II-plane linearly polarized patterns, 136-Mc nine-yagi array. 
GEKERAL 1123 
Gain 136.5 Mc and meets a design specification that the 
The gain of the prototype model was measured VSWR should not exceed 2.0 (6 db) over the 
a t  the All Products Company, by comparison 1 3 5  to 139-Mc band. 
with a standard half-wave dipole, and found to be Sixteen-Yogi Array 
19.2 db. Reference to the gain-beamwidth rela- 
tionship (expression 1) indicates this measured All Products Company 
value to represent a 76.6 percent aperture Mineral Wells1 Texas 
efficiency. NAS-5492 (amendment 2) 
Input lmpedonce 
The input impedance of the array was meas- To provide a high-gain antenna for acquiring 
llred at the and is plotted in Figure 35. data from Evlorer XII, the yagi elements were It can be seen that the antenna is matched at removed from surplus 108-Mc 16yagi arrays, 
and 136-Mc yagi elements were attached a t  the 
same locations. A new Foamflex feed harness 
was cut to the proper dimensions to provide equal 
power in phase to each yagi. The resultant inter- 
yagi spacing (0.97A) is not the best arrangement, 
as it causes some gain reduction and an increase 
in sidelobe level. In addition, the 136-Mc yagi 
designed for use a t  0.77A spacing in the 9-yagi 
array was used without modification. Although 
the first director adjacent to the dipole driver 
should have been relocated for 0.97A spacing to 
improve the yagi form factor, time did not permit 
this. As a result, the individual yagi elements 
have a high H-plane sidelobe, which appears off- 
axis in the theoretical array pattern <Figulc: 26). 
Pattern Performance 
The pattern performance was measured by the 
firm of Silliman, Moffet, and Rohrer a t  Santiago, 
.WIYL. -10 .am.-rm 
S t , !  :,:; Z t !  % a  r : * z = s E z a : I , -  Chile, and by Goddard personnel a t  Woomera, 
--- .' , . . . $1 Australia. I t  was found that performance devi- 
: - . , 4 %  . : i i i  = I i . 
: : : ' : ' ' ated significantly from theoretical and was not 
c'.=. 
uniform a t  both locations. Measured findings 
FIGURE 35.-Input impedance, 136-Mc 16-yagi array. are shown in Table 9. 
TABLE 9.-Measured Pattern Perjorrnance, 136-Mc 16-Yagi Array 
i I - LOC~LIUII n .  auu u ~ r a i g , . ~  - ,.+ ~f Beamwidth (") Location 
Theoretical _ - 
Santiago--_-_ 
Woomera--- - 
Far-Out H-Plane Sidelobe 
13.0 
10.0 
12.0 
13.0 
11.4 
14.8 
0 
60 
60 
6.0 
6.4 
14.0 
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FIGURE 36.-E- and H-plane patterns, 136-Mc 16-yagi array. 
Gain Performance 
The theoretical gain performance based on 
76.6 percent aperture efficiency is 22.4 db. Gain 
was measured a t  all antenna installations by com- 
paring a half-wave dipole with a calibrated log- 
periodic standard. Some variation was observed: 
At Woomera the gain was observed to be 22.3 db, 
a t  Johannesburg 21.2 db, and a t  Santiago 19.0 db. 
Impedance and VSWR 
The input impedance was measured a t  Santiago 
by Silliman, Moffet, and Rohrer who matched 
the antenna with a two-stub tuner. The meas- 
ured data is given in Figure 37, where the antenna 
is matched to a VSWR of 1.1 over the 136.4- to 
137.0-Mc band. 
Command Element for Yagi Arrays 
All Products Company 
Mineral Wells, Texas 
NAS5492 "1DI.LL. UL'D .... "r"". 
General Description . . 
c'",'" 
The command element for the 136-Mc yagi 
arrays is a crossed yagi, located a t  the center of FIGURE 37.-~nput impedance, 136-Mc nine-yagi array. 
GENERAL 
FIGURE 38.-Linearly polarized patterns for command antenna, 136-Xlc yagi arrays. 
the array, capable of transmitting O.Sknr-average 
power. Figure 38 shows the command antenna 
in the center of a 16-yagi array in the same man- 
ner in which it is located in the 9-yagi array. 
Figure 38 also shows the beamwidth in the E and 
H-planes to be 40 degrees and the gain to be 12.9 
db, based on 76 percent aperture efficiency. The 
command yagi consists of seven elements over a 
reflector and is identical to the data-acquisition 
yagi except that it is scaled in frequency. 
Satellite Automatic-Tracking Antenna (Satan) 
Dalmo-Victor Company 
Belmont, California 
NAS5-3041 
General Description 
The SATAN antenna (Figure 39) is a 136- to 
137-Mc phase-monopulse array of 16 yagi struc- 
tures on a square frame attached to a hydrauli- 
cally driven, tower-mounted X-Y pedestal. The 
yagi array was designed, deveiopeii, and con- 
structed by Technical Appliance Corporation on a 
sub-contract from Dalmo-Victor Company. It 
consists of 16 yagis, 161 inches (1.91X) long and 
spaced 86.6 inches (1.OX) apart on centers. Each 
yagi is provided with a reflecting screen instead of 
the usual parasitic reflecting element. The dipole 
drivers are sleeve-type elements mounted on a 
pressurized, split, British baluns. Six parasitic 
director elements are above each driver. The 
outputs of the 16 end-fire yagi elements are con- 
nected through a coaxial line network to provide 
polarization selection, polarization diversity, 
tracking outputs, and telemetry outputs. Figure 
40 shows this network. All coaxial lines are 
%inch, %hm Styrofiex (Phelps-Dodge ST 78- 
50), and coaxial hybrid junctions are %inch, 
50-ohm Styroflex (Phelps-Dodge ST12-50). The 
coaxial switches are Thompson-Ramo-JFToold- 
ridge, Inc., Modei C 16T20B1, four-port transfer 
switches, with remote control indication. Figure 
40 also shows the RF netjwork. 
The received signal enters a hybrid junction 
which sums the H-plane broadside pair of yagi 
elements in each subarray of four yagi elements. 
The two outputs from this subarray pass through 
coaxial line switches which change the polarization 
characteristics. The output from each subarray 
enters another hybrid junction, the sum output 
of which is the desired polarization and the dif- 
[el-efitie atpt ~f w s ~ h  the Q ~ ~ ~ Q ~ C Z E !  
zation. The four sum signals pass to a monopulse 
bridge which provides a sum output and two 
orthogonal error-signal inputs. The sum signal 
is split into two components to provide both the 
monopulse reference signal for tracking and the 
telemetry signal. Each output contains a prese- 
lection filter and a preamplifier mounted on the 
array frame. 
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FIGITI~E 39.-S:tt~llitc nut,o~natic-tmcking antenna (SATAN). 
The spccificd tracking accuracy of the SATAN Pattern Performance 
array is f 0.10 degree dynamic borcsigllt crror. The pattcrn pcrformance of the first three pro- 
Because of this rigid rcquircmcnt, washers arc in- duct,ion models of the SATAN array was meas- 
serted in the RF line to correct line lcngt,hs in the ured extensively. With the array mounted on 
feed system for phase alignment. an azimuth-ovcr-elevation-ovcr-azimuth pedestal, 
I --------- FIGURE 40.--Coaxial line schematic, SATAN antenna. 
the array was rotated about the (effective) X-axis 
and the Y-axis as well as a simulated 45degree 
cut. In this manner true major axis cuts were 
I 
1 made through the patterns in a manner ~vhich 
coulci not be accomplished xi th the array nn an 
X-Y pedestal. The pattern recorder was at- 
tached to the sum channel, Xdifference channel, 
Y-difference channel, and sumdiversity channel 
of a coaxial terminal junction box. Patterns 
were measured for horizontal, vertical, and right- 
and left-circular polarization with both a hori- 
zontally and a vertically polarized field. Hence 
the cross-polarized signal component was meas- 
ured. In  this manner, 22 patterns were measured 
on each array a t  both 136.5 and 131.5 Mc. Rep- 
I 
resentative patterns are shown in Figulc: 41 ;\-here 
the sum-pattern beamwidth can be seen to be 
12.3 degrees. Specified beamwidth was less than 
18.5 degrees; however, to meet the gain require- 
I 
ment, it was necessary to design for the 12.3- 
degree beam. Sidelobes were specified to be a t  
least 11.0 db  below the main beam and measured 
sidelobes were observed to be generally 12.0 db  or 
more down. 
The ellipticity of the pattern, for either sense of 
circular polarization, was specified to be less than 
2.0 db  and was measured to be no greater than 
0.4 db. In  addition, it was observed that the 
difference-pattern null depths were generally more 
than 28.9 db  below the peak intensity of the 
sum-pattern main beam. 
Boresight shift with polarization was meticu- 
lously measured because this monopulse antenna 
may be required to drive other antennas to great 
precision. Two characteristics were measured: 
(1) the extent of null shift with polarization 
change, and (2) the mean deviation of the elec- 
trical null from the optical boresight axis. The 
null shift was measured to be 0.18 degree about 
the X-axis and 0.20 degree about the Y-axis. 
-. 1 he mean ~ ~ u l l  deviatior; f r ~ x  the nptica! hnre- 
sight axis was observed to be 0.25 degree for the 
X-axis and 0.19 degree for the Y-axis. 
The cross-polarized component of the antenna 
pattern was measured and lound to be well sup- 
pressed. For example, the cross-polarized com- 
ponent in the X-axis sum pattern was found to 
be suppressed 26.3 db for horizontal polarization 
and 26.1 d b  for vertical polarization. 
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Gain 
To measure the gain of the SATAN array, a 
four-yagi SATAN subarray was calibrated using 
the identical antenna substitution method for use 
as a standard. A calibrated standard was 
mounted back-to-back on the array and gain was 
measured by rotating the mount and alternately 
reading the signal level. Table 10 shows these 
results where the specified 22.0-db gain is met a t  
136.5 Mc. The measured gain a t  136.5 Mc is 
considered to be correct to 0.25 db. Note the 
efficiency of this antenna array. Application of 
TARLE 10.-Llleasrcretl Gnirr, S A T A N  .4 uleuna 
4 
Frequer~cy (Rlc) Gain (db) 
the approximate gain expression based on 
beamwidths 
where 41,253 is the number of square degrees in a 
hemisphere, e is the heamwidth, and the constant 
0.76 is the factor ordinarily applied to  yagi arrays, 
yields a theoretical gain of 23.3 db. Comparison 
with the measured gain yields an 80.7 percent 
efficiency. However, the sidelobcs of the SATAN 
array are rather high and the aperture distribu- 
tion is uniform; hence, it can be expected that the 
efficiency is somewhat greater than this value. 
If the rectangular aperture area of the array is 
converted to the equivalent circular area of a 
paraboloid and the computed gain of this parat~o- 
loid is compared to the measured gain of the 
SATAN array, an 82.2 percent efficiency is ob- 
tained. This latter figure is prot)al)ly the more 
valid one and it can be assumed that the SATAN 
array is highly efficient. 
GESE 
Input lmpsdance and VSWR 
The VSWR and impedance seen looking into 
the sum channels of the input hybrid mixer 
(HM-5 in Figure 40) were measured for all 
polarization combinations over the 10-Mc fre- 
quency band centered about 136.5 Mc. It was 
found that VSWR did not exceed 1.16 for any 
circumstance over the 136- to 137-Mc band. 
Figure 42 is a typical impedance plot. Imped- 
ance was measured looking into the sum channel 
for right-circular polarization. The excellent 
impedance match of the antenna can be seen in 
Figure 42. 
FIGURE 42.-SATAK array impedance. 
Broadband High-Power Command Antenna 
Radiation Systems, Incorporated 
Alexandria, Virginia 
NAS5-3 r 42 
General Description 
This transmitting antenna (Figure 43) is an 
array of nine disc-on-rod elements designed for 
mounting on the SATAN pedestal, and for use 
with a 5-kilowatt CW transmitter (ITA Electron- 
ics Corporation Model 2500H) operating over the 
120- to 155-Mc frequency band. Two nine-way 
power dividers (one for each of two orthogonal 
linear polarizations) split the power equally into 
the nine radiators. A switching mechanism is 
provided to set up two orthogonal linear and both 
circular polarizations; however, switching cannot 
be accomplished while transmitting. 
The radiating element is similar to the com- 
mand element used on the 85foot paraboloids 
described in this handbook. All discs are 29 
inches in diameter and are spaced 26 inches apart 
on a steptapered shaft designed to have constant 
strength (tension and compression) along its entire 
length. Spacing between the first disc and dipole 
driver is 11.5 inches and spacing between the first 
disc and the second disc is 22.5 inches to effect a 
good impedance match. Dipoles are oriented so 
that one set is parallel to the Y-axis and another 
set is normal to the Y-axis. The shaft is 242 
inches long (3X a t  148 Mc) from crosseddipole 
driver to tip, providing an element gain of 11.2 
db. An open metal-frame tub, 44.25 inches deep 
and 64.25 inches in diameter, surrounds the 
crosseddipole driver to equalize E and H-plane 
beamwidths and to reduce back-lobe radiation. 
The bottom of this tub forms a reflector for the 
crosseddipole driver and is located 22 inches be- 
hind the dipole. A dual-line balun is contained 
in the shaft of each disc-on-rod element. 
Figure 44 shows a plan view of the arrangement 
of the disc-on-rod elements in this array. This 
unique arrangement of elements, in a coadunated 
triangle pattern, combines the ir~dividual aper- 
tures of all the disc-on-rod elements with the 
minimum of lost space or overlap. As a result, 
90.8 percent of the aperture area is utilized where- 
as only 78.5 percent u~ould result from a checker- 
board arrangements of elements. Figure 44 
shows that elements 1, 3, and 9; 3, 4, and 6; and 
6, 7, and 9 lie on the points of three contiguous 
triangles. Elements 2, 5, and 8 lie on the mid- 
points of these base lines and on the points of the 
equilateral triangle. The elements are erected 
on three crossed-sii-iicttira! ?xzmq, with three 
elements on each beam. In order to describe the 
aperture size, it can be said that elements 1, 4, 
and 7 lie 120 degrees apart on a circle of 160-inch 
radius; elements 3, 6, and 9 lie 120 degrees apart 
on a circle of 120-inch radius; and elements 2, 5, 
and 8 lie 120 degrees apart on a circle of 60-inch 
radius. The total weight carried by the pedestal 
is 2450 pounds. 
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TABLE 11.-PaUern Perfor~nance Broadband High-Power Cotnnlami Antenna 
I I 
FIGURE 44.-Plan view, broadband high-power command 
array. 
Frequency 
(arc) 
Patfern Perfonnonce 
The radiation patterns of the antenna were 
measured by mounting on an elevation-over- 
azimuth pedesi;ai aiic! rctnting about the (effec- 
tive) Y-axis only. In this manner, the E- and 
H-Plane patterns and the circularly polarized 
patterns were measured. Representative pat- 
terns a t  123 Mc and 148 Mc arc plott.ed in Figure 
45. It can be seen that the pattern is relatively 
unaffected by polarization change. The beam- 
width falls off with frequency as expected and is 
15 degrees wide at  123 Mc, decreasing to 12 
degrees a t  148 Mc. Sidelobes are well suppressed 
and are 18.0 db down a t  123 hlc with a slight in- 
Beanlaidth (") 
EPlane H-Plane RHC I I 
crease at 118 Rlc. Table 11 summarizes the 
measured pattern performance, and shows that 
the array has been adjusted for peak performance 
at  123 and 118 Mc. 
Gain 
Sidelobe (db) 
EPlane H-Plane RHC I I 
The gain of the array was measured by com- 
parison 156th a calibrated standard and by integra- 
tion of the volume under a pattern of radiated 
power. This was done a t  123 Mc as well as a t  
148 Mc. The computed and measured values 
agree to within 0.5 db and the average of these 
values are listed in Table 12 as the gain above an 
isotropic source. 
TABLE 12.-A\feasured Gain Brwrlbarld High-Poroer 
Command Antenna 
Frequency (Mc)  / Gain (db) 
VdtogsStondiing Wave Ratio (VSWR) 
The VSWR seen looking into the poiarizaiiou 
switch box was measured over the 120- to 155-Mc 
frequency band. Measurements were made look- 
ing into boLh linear and both circular polarization 
ports. Little change was observed in VSWR 
with polarization. Table 13 shou-s the values 
measured for one of the linear polarizations. The 
array is well matched a t  the 123- and 148-Mc 
operational frequencies. 
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123-1  P A W R N S  
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141.- PAWERNS 
FIOUHF: 45.-Itadiation patterns, brondb:ind high-power co~~l~rlnnd :tntcn~l:i. 
TABLE 13.-J'S1VlZ Broadbantl High-Power Commar~d 
Amall 
frequency in the satellite and returned to the 
ant,enna (or alternatively to three antennas for 1 
trilateration). The phase delay in sidelobes is 
proportional to  the two-way range. The ulti- 
mate system operates a t  S-hand frequencies. 
Three antenna systems arc in existence: one a t  
Rosman, N.C. and one a t  Carnarvon, Australia. 
A location for the third system has not been 
assigned. 
Frequency (3lc) 
- 
120 --_.--___..._....-......-----.-.- 
123 _-_...___.._..-_....--------..--. 
130 ._-.-...-_-.__-_.-.-.---..--..--- 
140 _---..-__-_---.-.-.-.-.-..-...--. 
148 ---..--__-_--_._.-...----.-...-.- 
149 ___...__.__._.....-.-.-------..-- 
155 _.-.-...___.___.------.---.....-. 
Very High Frequency (VHF) Antenna Array 
Motorola, Inc. 
Scottsdale, Arizona 
NAS5-1962 
VSRR 
1.06 
1. 18 
1.10 
1.70 
1.01 
1.22 
1.60 
IV. GODDARD RANGE AND RANGE-RATE General Description 
ANTENNAS The VHF antenna (Figure -26) is a 28-X28-foot 
The Goddard range and range-rate system is a monopulse-tr:~caking phased array of cavity- 
precision tracking-antenna system, nominally cap- backed slots. I t  functions as a transmitting 
ablr of measuring satellite range to an ac.cburatby antenna as ~vell as a receiving antenna. The 
of 15 meters rms, ratc of range ch~~ngc. to an antenna W:LS tlcveloped for use with the existing 
accuracay of 0.1 mctcr per second rms, and dircc- satcllitc frequencies, transmitting a t  148 Mc and 
tion to an ac.cbur:icsy of 0.1 degree. The ground 130 Mv. I t  is a 6-XG-element planar array with 
:~ntrnn:~ transmits :L signal which is tr:msl:~ted in the 30 slots (in each polarization plane) arranged 
F I G ~ R E  46.-Goddard range and range-rate antenna (VHF). 
I 
in four quadrants for phase monopu!~:! tracking. 
Effective phase center spacing in the difference 
mode is 2.511 in the E-plane and 2.56 in the H- 
I plane, to yield the difference-pattern peak separa- 
tion sholvn in Figure 47. The antenna provides 
for manual selection of the follo\r-ing polarizations 
for transmit or receive: right-hand circular, left- 
hand circular, parallel to the y-axis linear, and 
parallel to  the X-axis linear. It may be manually 
positioned or sector scanned, one axis a t  a time. 
The relatively broad beam\\ i2ih is sectsr scanned 
until i t  locks onto the 136-Jlc beacon in the satel- 
lite. The antenna is capable of supporting 12.0- 
kw peak power and is carried on a hydraulicalljr 
driven S-Y pedestal fitted with coaxial rotary 
joints. Both the antenna array and pedestal 
were built by ;Intenns Systems, Inc., on a sub- 
contract from 3Iotorola, Inc. 
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Slot center-to-center spacing is 53 inches 
(0.6131 a t  136 Mc, and 0.6691 a t  148 Mc). The 
slots are 48.1 inches long and 17.9 inches wide, 
tapering to 4 inches a t  the ends. The cavities 
bebind each slot are 20 inches deep and are cov- 
ered with 0.3-inch-thick sheets of Fiberglas poly- 
ester. The characteristic impedance of each slot 
is individually adjusted by means of tuning de- 
vices located inside the cavity, and by means of a 
loop across the slot outside the Fiberglas cover. 
The current amplitudes across the array are 
tapered with the Tschebyscheff distribution for 
17-db sidelobes. Although the coefficients for 
such a taper are 0.7, 0.9, 1.0, 1.0, 0.9, and 0.7, llie 
coefficients for edge slots were tapered so that the 
corner slot coefficients were 0.49 to suppress side- 
lobes in the 45-degree planes. The feed system 
is composed of %-inch and %-inch 50-ohm 
Styroflex and RG-9/U "Aljak" (Amphenol type 
21-5920). The polarization switching assembly 
feeds four 3-way power dividers each of which 
feed three 3-way power dividers. In this manner, 
36 slots are fed in each orthogonal plane. R F  
rotary joints are not used. 
The array is constructed of aluminum alloy. 
The total weight carried by the pedestal is 38,000 
pounds, including the counterweight. 
Radiation Performance 
Radiation pattern characteristics were meas- 
ured for the transmitting function over the 147- 
to 151-Mc band, in both the E- and H-planes. I t  
was observed that the patterns were quite similar 
in both the E- and H-planes a t  all frequencies. 
Beamwidth decreased approximately 1.2 degrees 
per megacycle. In addition, pattern performance 
was measured for the receiving function, over the 
134.5- to 138.5-Mc band and again the pattern 
was essentially unchanged over the band. Figure 
47 is a plot of patterns measured a t  the operational 
frequencies 136 and 148 Mc. The pattern a t  
136 Mc was exactly symmetrical in the E- and H- 
planes down to the 16-db level. Beamwidth of 
the sum pattern can be seen to be 15.5 degrees and 
sidelobes are approximately 14.0 db down. The 
won: 
OUN u o n  AN ISONW 
YLY5 4b A1 lam3 
Yam 4b A1 I n s  -. 
FIGURE 47.-Patterns, range and range-rate antenna (VHF). 
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difference-pattern slope is 3 . 5 ~  ratiojdegree 
(11.5 db). At the transmit frequency, the beam- 
width can be seen to be reduced to 13.5 degrees. 
and sidelobes are 15.0 db down. 
Gain 
The gain of the array was measured by. com- 
parison with a calibrated standard (a 60-X85- 
inch corner reflector) in both the E and H-planes 
a t  136 and 148 Mc. This measurement was 
made independently a t  two locations and the 
measured findings were in very close agreement. 
Table 14 lists the measured gain relative to an 
VSWR 
The individual slots of this array are surpris- 
ingly broadband, presenting a VSWR less than 
1.20 over a 15 percent frequency band. Mutual 
coupling effects, however, degrade this perform- 
ance. Extensive efforts were made to reduce 
coupling and this characteristic was exhaustively 
measured. Maximum coupling is typically 17.0 
db. This corresponds to a reflection coefficient 
of 0.14 and will change a perfect match to a 
VSWR of 1.3. Hence, it was necessary to utilize 
matching devices in the form of loops across each 
slot. Table 15 lists measured VSWR. These 
values include polarizer, diplexer, and, in the case 
of the transmitting frequencies, RF rotary joints. 
TABLE 14.-.lfeasu~ed Gain Goddard Range and Range- 
Rate Antenna (I'HF) 
Frequency 
(Mc) 
Gain (db) 
I 
EPlane H-Plane 
isotropic source. These measured values were 
compared to the gain computed from an integra- 
tion of the area under a power plot of t,he patterns 
and agreement to within 0.2 db was obtained. 
The RF coaxial feed system insertion loss was 
measured to be 0.46 db. Measured gain was 
corrected in this amount for comparison with 
computed gain. 
The boresight shift with frequency, over the 
tracking band, was measured and found to be 
somewhat erratic with frequency. With the 
beam position a t  136 Mc as a reference, a shift of 
3 minutes to the left was observed at 137 Mc and 
17 seconds to the left at 138.5 Mc; the beam 
shifted 10 seconds to the right a t  135 hlc and did 
not shift a t  134.5 Mc. 
Pointing accuracy of the antenna system is 0.5 
degree, and the slew rate capability of the prime 
mover is 15 degrees per second. The prime driver 
is capable of acceleration or deceleration a t  rates 
up to 5 degrees per second. 
LBand Antenna 
Motorola, Inc. 
Scottsdale, Arizona 
NAS5-1926 
TABLE 15.-VSWR Goddard Range and Range-= Antenna (VHF) 
I VSWR 
Frequency I 
147 ---......-.. 1 1.18 
148 - - - - - - - - - - - -  1.16 
149 - -_ - - - - - - - - -  1.20 
150 - - -__ - - - - - - -  1.18 
151 - - - -_ - - - - - - -  1.20 
136 (sum) ---_--- 1.09 
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General Description 
The Goddard S-band range and range-rate 
antenna (Figure 48) consists of two Cassegranian- 
fed 14-foot-diameter paraboloidal reflectors ( j / .D 
=0.469) mounted on a hydraulically driven X-Y 
pedestal identical to that used for the VHF an- 
tenna. The parabolas are spaced 15 feet apart 
on the Y-axis (upper axis) resulting in a 12-inch 
clearance between reflector edges. One parabola 
transmits a t  2271 Mc and the other receives a t  
1705 Mc. The hyperbolic subreflector, for both 
systems, is 36.5 inches in diameter with a focal 
length of 15.55 inches and a focal dcpth of 72.02 
inches. This slihreflector is locatcktl 53.16 inches 
away from the aperture of the primary illumina- 
tion horn which is set 6.7 inches inside the vertex 
of the parabola. Consequently, the angle on the 
primary horn pattern slibtended by the suhreflec- 
tor is 16.96 degrees. The aperture blockage ratio 
is 47 percent and rather high. The effective focal 
length of a Cassegrainian antenna system is the 
product of the magnification factor and focal 
length of the prime reflector. For this antenna 
M F  = 23.47 feet. 
The prime feed for the transmitting antenna is a 
pyramidal horn with square aperture 19.5 inches 
in inside dimension. I t  is mounted on a section of 
round waveguide attached to a section of circular 
waveguide containing 12 pins for use in changing 
polarization. This feed is covered with a flat 
shert of Fiherglas and is pressurized to 2 psig pro- 
viding a capability for supporting 12-kw peak 
power. Circular waveguide RF rotary joints are 
used on both axes of motion. The prime feed for 
the receiving (tracking) antenna consists of four 
phase-monopulse pyramidal horns with square 
FIGURE 48.-Itange and rnnge-rate antenna (S-Bt~nd). 
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aperture 9.75 inches in inside dimension and a flare 
angle of 18.06 degrees. Each horn is mounted 
on a 17-inch length of round waveguide. Polari- 
zation selection capability is provided, but rotary 
joints are not used. The comparator circuitry is 
constructed of RG-104/U waveguide. The total 
weight carried by the pedestal is 21,600 pounds, 
including the counterweight. 
Pattern P e k n c e  
Radiation pattern performance was measured 
a t  the transmitting and receiving frequency for all 
combinations of polarization adjustment. It was 
noted that pattern characteristics were unchanged 
by polarization change. Figure 49 is a plot of the 
primary and secondary patterns at 2270 Mc. The 
angle subtended by the hyperboloidal subreflector 
(16.96 degrees) is indicated on the primary horn 
patterns. When space attenuation is added, 
subreflector edge illumination is 7.7 db in the E- 
plane and 9.2 db in the H-plane. The high shoul- 
ders in the H-plane are characteristic of pyramidal 
horns. Secondary patt,erns are shown in Figure 
49 for linear polarization parallel to the X-axis 
and linear polarization parallel to the Y-axis. The 
beamwidth can be seen to be 1.8 degrees and side- 
lobes are below 16.0 db. Figure 50 is a plot of the 
circularity and secondary patterns a t  1705 Mc. 
Primary patterns were not measured. The beam- 
width of the X-axis sum pattern is 2.6 degrees and 
sidelobes are below 16.0 db dovn. The differ- 
ence-pattern null is 40.0 db down, resulting in a 
steep taper. Pattern characteristics for other 
polarizations were the same as shoun in Figure 50. 
Transmit circularity was measured to be 0.2 db 
for right-circular polarization, an exceedingly 
symmetrical condition, and receive circularity was 
measured to be 2.6 db. 
Gain 
The gain of the two paraboloidal reflector an- 
tennas was measured by comparison with a cali- 
brated standard and found to be 35.0 db a t  1705 
blc and 37.0 db a t  2271 Mc. These values are 
referred to the antenna feed input and do not 
include comparator loss. The measured gain 
-1no*mwnl 
P C O n D U Y  WOIUOWTU -Doll C A n w s  
FIGURE 49.-Transmit patterns, range and range-rate antenna (Sband). 
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PRIMARY PATTERNS 
m 0 1 t I s  110M Z I Y I Y  
PCONDARY RIGHT-CIRCULAR POLARIZATION 
FIGURE 50.-Receive patterns, range and range-rate antenna (S-band). 
TABLE 16.-VSWR Goddard Range and Range-Rate Antenna S-Band 
Receiving System 
1700-- - - .____-- -  
1705 ----------.. Vertical 
1710-- - - - - - - - - - -  
17 OO--_. . .__----  
1705 .-------_--. Horizontal 
1710_ . - -_ -_ -_ -_ .  
Frequency 
(Mc) 
17OO.----------- 1.09 Right- 1.17 1705. . - -_-_ ._- . .  1.20 
1710 ..____....-- 1 circular 1 :: : 1 l6 
Polarization 
- 
1700.- . ------- . .  
1705 ----_..-___. 
1710 .-__-------. 
Reference Terminal 
Sum I X-Difference 
Left- 
Circular 
Y-Difference 
-- 
1.13 
1.09 
1.18 
1.14 
1. 16 
1.18 
1.13 
1.16 
1.19 
values represent 50 percent efficiency a t  1705 Mc 
and 48 percent a t  2271 Mc. 
VSWR 
The VSWR, looking into the feed of the trans- 
mitting antenna as well as into the receiving an- 
tenna, was measured. A good match was ob- 
sewed, and measured VSWR is given in Table 16 
for the receiving antenna and in Table 17 for the 
transmitting antenna. 
TABLE 17.-VSWR Goddard Range and RangeRale 
Antenna S-Band Transmitting System 
The RF coupling between paraboloids was 
measured a t  input for all polarizations. Coupling 
was found to be down 70.0 db a t  2270 Mc and 
72.0 db at 1705 Mc. Filters were inserted in the 
receiving feed line to reduce the coupling with the 
transmitting frequency to an additional 65.0 db, 
making the total system isolation 135.0 db at 
2270 Mc. The pedestal is designed for a maxi- 
mum velocity of 15 degrees per second and an 
acceleration of 5 degrees per second. 
Frequency 
(Mc) 
V. MISCELLANEOUS ANTENNAS 
Duai-Yagi Command Aiikniiis 
Bendix Field Engineering Corporation 
Owings Mills, Maryland 
NAS5-734 
General Description 
Polarization 
This antenna (Figure 51) is an interim com- 
mand transmitting device provided to all Mini- 
track stations for operation with Relay and subse- 
quent satellites launched prior to the installation 
Right Circular 
FIGURE 51.-Dual-yagi command antenna. 
Left Circular of the broadband, high-power command antenna 
described earlier in this handbook. I t  was built 
by Bendix Field Engineering Corporation, and 
consists of two crossed yagi radiators mounted 60 
inches apart on a pole pedestal. The crossed yagi 
radiators were provided by Technical Appliance 
Corporation, and consist of seven directors above 
a folded dipole launcher, backed with a parasitic 
reflector element. One yagi structure is designed 
for operation a t  123 Mc and the other is designed 
for operation at 148 Mc. The pair of yagi struc- 
tures is mounted on two CDR HAM-M rotors 
(Cornell-Dubilier Electronics Model MRU47). 
The upper rotor, together with a 5:l ratio gear 
reduction box, provides elevation drive; the lower 
rotor provides azimuth drive. (These rotors are 
to be replaced with Telrex Laboratories Model 
397-RIS heavy-duty rotors.) This dual assem- 
bly is mounted atop a 14-foot length of 2yrinch 
steel pipe. Windsails are provided to facilitiate 
azimuth rotation and to act as elevation counter- 
balances. 
The yagi structures are operated with a 200- 
watt Collins Ftadio Model 2 4 2 6 2  transmitter 
located in the Minitrack operations building. 
Fifty-ohm Styroflex RF iine yi-inch in diameter, 
connects the transmitter to the antenna. Po- 
larization change is carried out manually by in- 
serting tuned lengths of coaxial line in the R F  
feeding network. Lengths of extra flexible RG- 
281/U (FXR Amphenol Type 421-178) are used 
to bypass the axes of motion at the antenna. The 
antennas are capable of supporting 350-watts 
average power per yagi, or 700 watts for a crossed- 
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yagi assembly. They are constructed of alumi- 
num. The 148-Mc yagi weighs 45 pounds and 
the 123-Mc yagi weighs 55 pounds. These are 
designated as Technical Appliance Corporation 
Models D-1444-8 and D-1444-3, respectively. 
Pattern Performance 
The radiation pattern performance was meas- 
ured and is shown in Figure 52. Performance 
characteristics are summarized in Table 18. 
Gain 
The gain of each crossed yagi was measured by 
the identical antenna substitution method. It, 
was found that the 123-Mc yagi has a gain of 12.7 
db and that the 148-Mc yagi has a gain of 13.5 db. 
Typical R F  line loss between the transmitter and 
the antenna is 3.0 db. 
VS WR 
The input VSWR for one linear polarization 
was measured a t  the input to each yagi and was 
found to be 1.23 a t  123 Mc and 1.06 a t  148 Mc. 
Log-Periodic Structure 
Collins Radio Company 
Cedar Rapids, Iowa 
(Naval Research Laboratory Contract) 
General Description 
The Collins Model 2378-2 log-periodic struc- 
ture (Figure 53) is a two-bay antenna consisting 
TABLE 18.-Dual-Yagi Command Antenna Perjormance 
Om. n0.I r*n* 
141.- V A ~  r * m m  
FIGURE 52.-I't~tterns of dual-yagi command antenna. 
Frequency 
(Mc) 
Beamwidth (") Sidelobe (db) 
E-Plane 1st E-Plane H-Plane 1st H-Plane 
GENERAL 
FIGURE 53 .~11 -  to 60-3Ic log-periodic structure, Blossom Point, Maryland. 
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of 13 elements in each bay. The bays are 41 feet 
long and the element lengths vary from 2 feet to 
47 feet long, providing good pattern performance 
over the 11- to 60-Mc band. Unique character- 
istics of the antenna are low-input VSWR, high 
efficiency, and good pattern performance over a 
very broad frequency band. The antenna is 
horizontally polarized and has a free-space pencil 
beam off the apex. Because the antenna per- 
forms over a broad band, a balun cannot be used; 
consequently, the 150-ohm terminal-point imped- 
ance is matched to a 50-ohm 3%-inch coax 
through a tapered transmission line. 
was used to monitor signal-strength variation 
with helicopter range. Figure 54, a plot of the 
measured pattern, shows an elevation beamwidth 
of 7 degrees, sidelobes 9-db and 14-db high, and 
nulls at  18 and 36 degrees. Because the azimuth- 
plane (E-plane) pattern is not modified by ground 
effect, it was not measured a t  Blossom Point. 
Figure 54 shows an E-plane beamwidth of 64 
degrees for the free-space pattern, measured a t  
Collins. 
Antenna Gain 
The gain of the antenna installed a t  Blossom 
Point was determined, by comparison with a 
Pattern Performance dipole, to be 17.7 db corresponding to 64 percent 
efficiency. This gain, although higher than that The effective elevation-plane (H-plane) pat- 
claimed by the manufacturer, seems reasonable in 
tern is the product of the free-space pattern and 
comparison with a theoretical gain value of 18.2 
the ground effect factor, 2 sin (27rh/k sin 8). This db, determined by pattern integration. pattern was computed for an 84-foot tower height. 
The findings were confirmed by measuring t h e  
Input Impedance 
elevation antenna pattern a t  the Blossom Point 
STADAN facility. Pattern measurements were The input impedance measured a t  the base of 
made with a transmitter-equipped helicopter the 84-foot Blossom Point tower showed the 
making vertical ascents. A dipole, on the ground, antenna was poorly matched, but suitable for 
ELEVATION ANGLE IDEGREESI 
H-PLANE PATTERN AT 2 0 M C  WITH ANTENNA MOUNTED 84 FEET 
ABOVE GROUND 3DB BEAM WIDTH OF FREE SPACE H-PLANE PATTERNz94' 
GLlN IYLAWREDI  
I?.? DB ABOVE AN ISOTROPIC SOURCE AT 2 0  YC 
FIGURE 54.-E- and II-plane patterns at 2&RIc, Collins log-periodic structure, Blossom Point, hfaryland. 
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operation as a receiving antenna, since only 1.2- TABLE 19.--Inp~t Impedance and VSWR 11- to 60-Mc 
db transmission line loss is incurred for a VSWR Log-Periodic Strudure 
of 3:l. The antenna should be used for trans- 
mitting only if it is matched to the specific 
transmitting frequency. Table 19 shows the 
data observed at Blossom Point. 
Telemetry Test Antenna 
Litton Industries 
I College Park, Maryland 
NAS5-1555 
General Description 
This antenna is provided to all STADAN facili- 
ties for calibrating the command and data- 
acquisition antennas, and associated system com- 
ponents. It consists of a Rohn Manufacturing 
Company (Peoria, Illinois) fold-over tower model 
25 and two antenna standards. The tower is 69 
feet tall, and can be extended an additional 8 feet 
by means of a topfitted mast to which the 
antenna standards are attached. 
One of the antenna calibration standards (Fig- 
ure 55) is a planar logperiodic dipole array of 
Frequency 
(XLc) 
11 - _ - - - _ - _ _ _ - - - _ - - _ - -  
30 _ - - - - - - ____ - - - - - - __  
50 - - - - - - _ - - _ - - - - - - ___  
60 -_---_.---------_-- 
eight elements, tuned to cover the 100- to 1 S M c  
frequency band. The antenna is fed by a coaxial 
line entering, and passing through and inside one 
of the balanced two-wire lines to the feed point. 
This antenna is mounted on a Cornell-Dubilier- 
Radiart model HAM-M rotator in order that it 
can be rotated about a horizontal axis in checking 
the circularity of antennas. The gain and pattern 
characteristics (Figure 55) of this standard 
antenna were precisely measured for use as a gain 
standard. (See Table 20.) 
180 1 6 0  140 I20 1 0 0  80 60 40 20 0 20 40 60 80 IW 120 140 1 6 0  180 
DEGREES FROM ZENITH 
E-PLANE PATTERNS 
Impedance 
(ohms) 
60.0-j1.2 
89.4-j0.8 
68.7-j0.4 
80.0 j0.8 
FIGURE 55.-Patterns of telemetry calibration and gain standard antenna. 
VSWR 
1.6 
1.7 
2.2 
3.0 
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TABLE 20.-Characteristics of Standard Log-Periodic 
Antennas 
Beamwidth 
Frequency Gain* 
(Mc) (db) VSWR 
E-Plane H-Plane 
-- 
100 -------..- 7.8 1.15 71.7 89.8 
108 - - - - - - - - - -  7.6 1.22 68.0 91.5 
123 _- - - - - - - - -  8.0 1.40 62.3 95.0 
1 3 6 . 5 .  8.1 1.38 57.0 98.0 
138 - - - - - - - - - -  8.1 1.42 56.5 98.5 
148 _-.------- 8.2 1.60 52.6 100.6 
160 - - - _ - - - - - -  8.3 1.90 47.9 103.4 
*Above a linear isotropic aource. 
Another antenna provided with this tower is a 
crossed-sleeve dipole which has been opened out 
into a flat sheet and mounted X/4 above a cross- 
shaped screen composed of four aluminum slats. 
The antenna covers the 90- to 160-Mc frequency 
band with a VSWR of 1.5 (3.5 db) or less. This 
antenna cannot be rotated; however, linear or 
circular polarization can be achieved by manually 
adjusting the feed cables. The purpose of the 
antenna is to provide a circularly polarized gain 
standard. 
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I FLIGHT VIBRATION DATA OF THE AEROBEE l5OA 
I SOUNDING ROCKET* 
I JAMES A. SAGY AXD GOJlER L. COBLE, JR. 
Two channels of vibration data were obtained from each of two Aerobees launched from 
m'allops Island. Vibration data for two vehicle axes were obtained during the powered phase 
of flight from accelerometers mounted on the attitude control system (ACS). The hihest 
vibration levels occurred ahiie the rocket was rail guided. During this period the average levels 
were approximately 7 g's RSIS longitudinally and 7-8 g's RMS laterally. After tower exit 
vibration levels dropped to low values and built up slightly at maximum q and at rocket motor 
burnout. Previous flights of three-fin Aerobees indicated vibration levels, during the tower 
portion of flight, which were three times greater than those of the four-fin Aerobees. 
INTRODUCTION Aerobees. The vehicle and launch tower con- 
The primary objective of Aerobee 150A figurations are described and time histories of 
rocket flights (NASA 4.20 launched on June 26, flight performance are presented. 
1 1961 ~ ~ ~ N A S A  4.68 launched on January 13; 
1962) was to flight t,est the maneuvering capabil- 
ity, holding, and acquisition accuracy of a three 
axis, gyro referenced and controlled, rocket atti- 
tude control system. As a secondary effort, both 
rockets carried two scientific experiments and a 
vibration experiment. The objective of the latter 
is to provide launch and flight vibration data. 
Rocket borne payloads are required to demon- 
strate their ability to withstand the exposure to 
vibration encountered during flight. Laboratory 
vibration tests are conducted to provide an added 
safeguard against vibration damage. 
The vibration environment must be adequately 
defined if laboratory test criteria are to be mean- 
ingful. Thus, the value of the test program is 
largely a function of the available flight data. In 
the case of Aerobee, some data were available from 
a Fort Churchill launch of a three-fin Aer0bee.t 
These data indicated high ieveis and were ques- 
tioned as not being applicable to four-fin Aerobees 
launched from UTallops Island. 
The purpose of this report is to present the 
data measured during two flights of the four-fin 
*Publiebed an N A S A  Technical Note &%S14. June 1964. 
tRoth. C .  E.. Jr.. and Swanson. R. S.. "Environmental Memure- 
menb in Sounding Rockets," IES Proceedioga. 1961. 
THE FOUR-RAIL TOWER 
The Wallops Island Aerobee four-rail tower 
(Figure 1) is 160 feet high and is supported on a 
gimbal-mounting 80 feet from the base. The 
tower is enclosed for all-weather operation. Fig- 
ure 2 shows the pre-launch vehicle-tower arrange- 
ment. Tower azimuth and tilt are controlled 
trom the blockhouse so that rockets can be fired 
in a direction to compensate for wind effects on 
the vehicle, thus minimizing dispersion of the 
impact point. Two blast doors a t  the bottom of 
the building are opened to relieve smoke and 
blast pressure (Figure 1). Figure 3 shows the 
four-rail tower with the rail designations referred 
to throughout this report. 
The Aerobee 150A sounding rocket is an expend- 
able, boosted, &-stabilized, free-flight liquid- 
propellant rocket-powered vehicle. I t  has an 
ex'eiided cy!indrica! cc2fig2r2tioE with g 31- 
caliber, ogival nose (Figure 4). Payloads are 
mounted inside the nose structure and, if desired, 
a payload extension and a camera extension are 
utilized. Four fixed-fins are spaced 90 degrees 
apart around the aft end of the rocket to provide 
aerodynamic stability. Figure 5 presents the 
general arrangement of the Aerobee 150A. These 
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FIGURE 2.-Aerobee launch facility, interior view. 
FIGURE 1.-Aerobee launch facility, \Vallops Island, 
Virginia. 
fins are adjustable and may be canted from 0°0' 
to  0'20' for a desired roll-rate. The rocket is 
boosted from a four-rail tower by a solid-propel- 
lant booster. Initial guidance is provided by 
riding lugs on the rocket (fore and aft), booster 
riding lugs, and a booster guide lug (Figures 6 
and 7). Replicas of the fore and aft rocket riding 
lugs of NASA 4.48, which were recovered after 
the operation, are shown in Figures 8 and 9, 
respectively. The booster is a high-thrust, short 
duration rocket motor. The booster fins arc in-. 
stalled at a preset angle of 2'30' to impart initially 
a high-roll rate to the vehicle as it leavcs the 
launching tower. The booster and vehicle are 
position-mated by a thrust structure and remain 
together by gravity and/or the overriding booster 
FIGURE 3.-Aerobee launch tower, looking up. 
thrust until booster burnout. FIGURE 4.-Aerobee 150 A. 
GENERAL 
GAMMA RAY 
1147 
BACKGROUND 
NOSE CONE TIPS EXPERIMENT 
OXIDIZER TANK 
RED FUMING ROCKET 
TELEMETRY ATTITUDE ANILINE FUEL NITRIC ACID TELEMETER MOTOR 
TRANSMITTER CONTROL HELIUM TANK LAUNCH ANTENNA 4100" 
TOTAL BATTERIES SYSTEM PRESSURE LAUNCH WT. WT. 758 LB. 
PAYLOAD TIMER PACKAGE TANK 296 LB. I THRUST 
t 
DESPIN AND 
ROLL JETS 15" DIAMETER ( 2  TOTAL) 
(4  TOTAL) 
SYSTEM 
87.81 " 6.62" FIN SPAN 46.8" 
I GROSS LAUNCHING WT. OF ROCKET = 1542 LB. I 
I FIGURE 5.-Aerobee 150.4, general arrangement. 
FIGURE 6.-Portion of Aerobee rocket showing forward 
riding lugs. 
A RAIL 
FIGURE 7.-Aerobee 150A orientation in tower (looking 
up) and view of rail-guide lug contact points (shaded). 
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control. The firing signal causes the overboard 
dump valve, incorporated in the pressure regu- 
lator valve, to be closed by a squib-activated 
piston located just aft of the attitude control 
system. This is the first event sensed by the 
vibration pickups. A microswitch senses this 
arming and completes circuitry to ignite the 
booster. As the vehicle moves vertically by 
initial booster thrust, it pulls away from a trip 
wire anchored to the launching tower. Resultant 
pulling of the trip wire initiates the sequence of 
events for sustainer ignition. 
INSTRUMENTATION 
NASA 4.20 Aerobee Rocket 
Two piezoelectric transducers were installed on 
the aft side of the attitude control system (ACS) 
mounting plate a t  missile station 93 (Figures 10 
and 11). One accelerometer was oriented longi- 
tudinally, along the thrust axis, the other, laterally 
FIGURE 9.-Replicas of ?rTAS:Z aft rocket riding lugs. along the B-D rail plane of the launch tower. Full 
deviation for the longitudinal channel was f 201 
g's; for the lateral channel f 182 g's. 
FLIGHT TIME HISTORY The accelerometer signals were conditioned 
The major vehicle flight parameters and event 
times for NASA 3.20 and NASA 4.68 tests are 
presented in Table 1. It is appropriate to briefly 
discuss the flight time history of Aerobee as a 
reference for the flight vibration data. For high 
initial thrust, the booster is fired first by remote 
utilizing "charge" amplifiers and filter-clipper- 
bias units. The conditioned signals were then 
fed into an FM/FM telemeter and transmitted 
to Wallop's ground station via a slot antenna in 
one of the rocket fins (Figure 5 ) .  Standard IRIG 
FM/FM telemetry was used with the longitudinal 
accelerations transmitted on channel E (70 kc, 
+ 15 percent) and the lateral accelerations trans- 
Table 1 
mitted on channel 1G (40 kc, +7% percent). 
Vehicle Flight P a r a m e t e r s  and Event T imes ;  The frequency response, t,ypical for both channels, 
Liftoff; t = o sec .  is shown in Figure 12. 
Event 
Squib Firing 
Liftoff 
Booster Explosion 
Hanger Exit  
Tower Exit 
Booster Burnout 
Maximum Q 
Rocket Burnout 
'Approximate r i m e s  
I ~ I G U R E  10.-NASA 4.20 ACS, rear view. 
GENERAL 1149 
FIGURE 11.-SASA 4.20 ACS, front view. 
F I G ~ R E  12.-Typical system frequency response for all 
channels. SASA 4.20, ShS .1  4.68. 
NASA 4.68 Aerobee Rocket 
Two piezoelectric transducers were insiallei! on 
the aft side of the XCS mounting plate at  ;\IS 93. 
The accelerometer mounting block plate is shown 
in figare 13. The orientation of the transducers 
was approximately the same as for NASA 4.20; 
however, modifications to the .$CS obviated exact 
replication of the mounting block location. -4 
front view of the KXSA 4.68 ACS, (Figure 141, 
is included for comparison of the modifications. 
In addition, a third transducer xvas mounted on 
the base of the instrumentation rack a t  1IS 87 
and oriented laterally along the A-C rail plane. 
FIGURE 13.-ShS.\ 4.68, ACS rear vierv. 
FIGI*RE 14.-ShS.4 4.68, ACS, front view. 
Full deviation for all three channels iyas f 4C! g'q 
IRIG letter channels E, C, and X ( + I 5  percent 
deviation) were used in the F l I /Fh I  system. 
Lo~gitudinal axis vibrations (31s 93) were meas- 
ured on channel C, the laterai axis ~ i t i a t i o c s  
(>IS 93) were measured on channel E, and the 
lateral axis vibrations (h i s  87) were measured on 
channel A. The frequency response, typical for 
these channels is shown in Figure 12. 
In addition to the in-flight instrumentation, 
the tower was instrumented with a micros\vitch 
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a t  the 85-foot level to determine booster exit time 
from the building; a microphone to determine the 
airborne noise level inside the building; and accel- 
erometers on rails A (tangential), B and C (radial) 
a t  the 85-foot level to determine rail shock and 
vibration levels. Full deviation for the micro- 
phone channel was 167 db; for the accelerometer 
channels, f 50 g's. The frequency response of 
the tower instrumentation was essentially flat to 
10 kc. Just prior to the launch, a blue dye was 
sprayed on the rails for visual indication of lug 
contact. 
DATA REDUCTION 
A block diagram of the data reduction system 
is shown in Figure 15. Although not included in 
the system, additional equipment was used to 
inspect the subcarriers for relative amplitude, 
intermodulation noise level, and frequency drift to 
insure the validity of the data. Data reduction 
consisted of rms vibration levels versus time plots, 
instantaneous acceleration versus time plots and 
frequency versus time plots. The flight system 
f r ~ ; 1 ~ ~ ~ ~ ~  labpullst: was equalized from 0.2 kc to 
3.0 kc prior to the data reduction. The low-pass 
output filters (LPOF) used are noted on the 
individual displays. 
TEST RESULTS 
NASA 4.20 Aerobee Rocket 
An irregularity occurred when the booster ex- 
ploded approximately 2.0 seconds after lift-off. 
The rocket survived the explosion and continued 
to function except that the roll rate was 3.0 rps 
instead of the expected 2.0 rps, and that the rocket 
evidently experienced a resonance due to the 
explosion. 
Because the flight was not considered represen- 
tative, data analyses were restricted to the time 
period from lift-off through booster explosion with 
the exception of the RMS vibration time histories. 
These are shown for the longitudinal and lateral 
axes in Figures 16 and 17 respectively. The 
abscissa (time) is linear; each division on the 
ordinate (amplitude) represents one db. Vibra- 
tion transients are indicated a t  squib firing, lift- 
off, booster explosion, and rocket motor burnout 
in bothaxes. The highest vibration levels occurred 
between lift-off and hangar exit. During this 
period the average levels were approxim:~tely 7 g's 
RMS in both axes. 
PLAY BACK 
RECORDER 
LOW PASS 
OUTPUT 
Fl LTER 
10 - 
HIGH PASS 
OUTPUT 
Fl LTER iT' 
I EQUALIZER I 
I L L  ( 1  
RECORER 
AUDIO 
FREQUENCY 
SPECTROMETER 
AUDIO AND 
SUB-AUDIO 
SPECTROGRAPH 
FIGURE 15.-Data reduction system. 
Instantaneous acceleration versus time records 
for the period from T-0.4 seconds to T+2.2 
seconds are shown in Figure 18. The display is 
linear with respect to both acceleration level and 
time. Maximum amplitudes measured during 
lift-off and booster explosion were 22 g-pk and 
29 g-pk respectively in the longitudinal axis; 
24 g-pk and 44 g-pk in the lateral axis. 
In view of the short time duration (0.7 seconds) 
of the high level vibration, quantitative spectral 
analyses were considered unwarranted. However, 
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0 5 1 0  5 1 .0  
T IME  A F T R  LIFT-OFF (SSC.)  TIME 4FTER LIFT-OFF (uc.) 
0 5 10  I5 2C 25 30 35 40  15 50 
TlME AFTER LIFT-OFF (rec ) 
3 5 10 15 20 25 JO 35 43 a5 5 ~ .  
TlME AFTER LIFT-OFF !x r  ) 
TIME AFTER LIFT-OFF I w c . )  T INE  AFTES LIFT-OFF (re: ) 
FIGURE 16.-Vibration time history KASA 4.20, BCS FIGURE 17.-Vibration time history XASA 4.20, ACS 
longitudinal. lateral. 
FIGURE 18.-SASA 4.20 vibration at liftoff. 
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,,1 MS*, , O N ~ ~ ~ " D W A L A < C ~ L ~ " " ~ ~  E t  s l h ,Per 
I of vibration levels during the tower portion of 
5 -  
A -e- 
both flights. 
! , . C  - . - . -= -  Proceeding on, the rocket enters the region of 
- maximum dynamic pressure a t  approximately $, 
L 
. ---- - C +19 seconds and the resultant slight increase in 
- $ 
> o -  
I US", ,A,ItA, .ccrLt.cfit,t, 
' "  level is attributed to buffeting. Levels drop 
7 h LPOS 
5 - 
again until motor turbulence is experienced near 
FIGVRE 19.-XASA 4.20 launch history. 
for indications of the spectra, an audio spectro- 
graph having a 20 cps band pass filter is displayed 
(Figure 19). The display is a frequency versus 
time characteristic and is linear with respect to  
both parameters. The relative vibratory level is 
indicated by the shading between grey and black; 
black indicating the higher level. In the longi- 
tudinal axis, the bursts during the closed t,ower 
portion of flight and during booster explosion 
appears to be random. The predominate fre- 
quency was approximately 1350 cps and occurred 
during the former. In the lateral axis, the most 
significant frequencies noted are in the 800 cps- 
1200 cps range; the upper limit being restricted 
by the low-pass output filter. 
NASA 4.68 Aerobee Rocket 
The trajectory and vehicle performance of this 
flight is considered to be typical for the Aerobee 
150A rocket. The RMS vibration time histories 
for the longitudinal and lateral axes a t  MS 93 
are shown in Figures 20 and 21 respectively. The 
first recorded event is the closing, by squib firing, 
of the overboard dump valve. Lift-off follows in 
approximately 0.3 seconds. During the period 
between lift-off and hangar exit, the average levels 
were approximately 7 g's RMS in both axes. 
The next significant event was a drop in RMS 
level at approximately +0.7 seconds. The micro- 
switch installed a t  the 85 foot level indicated that 
the exit time was +0.78 seconds. From +0.7 
seconds to tower exit a t  +1.1 seconds the levels 
drop, with the exception of pealrs a t  hard impact, 
to  very low levels. Comparison of Figures 1 G  
and 17 with Figures 20 and 21 indicate similarity 
burnout. 
The third accelerometer located a t  MS 87 mal- 
functioned a t  launch. Investigation revealed that 
it was probably bi-stable and either became in- 
operative or experienced a drastic change in sensi- 
tivity due to shock. The trouble was attributed 
to an improper manufacturing process. 
The overall sound pressure level (uncorrected) 
versus time measured by the tower microphone is 
shown in Figure 22. It appears (from comparison 
of Figures 20 and 21 with Figure 22) that some 
amount of the rocket vibration (to +0.7 seconds) 
0 5 I 0  
T I M E  AFTER L I F T - O F F  I$ec ) 
- - 
- -- - 
4 0 kc L P O F  
- 
-1 
I - I ~ r r ~ I t ~ ~ ~ I I ~ ~ ~ I r ~ ~ ~ [ ~ 7 ~ ~ ~ ~ T 7 1 p " T ~ ~ ~ I I ~ ' 1 "  
0 5 10 I5 20 25 30 35 40 45 50 
T I M E  AFTER L I F T - O F F  (rec ) 
52 53 
T I M E  AFTER L I F T - O F F  lsec ) 
FIGLRE 20.-Vibmtion time history, 1CASh 4.68, ACS 
longitudinal. 
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is due to acoustic coupling. The maximum sound Instantaneous acceleration versus time plots 
pressure level measured during this time was for the period from -0.6 seconds to +2.2 seconds 
approximately 146 db. are presented in Figure 23 for the longitudinal and 
lateral axes a t  MS 93 and for the B rail radial 
~ .~ 
accelerometer which was located at the 85foot 
level. The sensitive axes of the lateral and B rail 
accelerometers were approximately parallel. 
3laximum values measured were 29 g-pk and 24 
g-pk for the longitudinal and lateral accelerom- 
. . -. . . . .-. . - - - - - - 
eters respectively. The B rail experienced accel- 
I n erationa greater than 50 g-pk for approximately 
TIM€ AFTER LIFT-OFF ( - . I  0.3 seconds; the measuring system was overloaded 
during this time period. 
A plot of rail-lug contact as well as hard hit,s and 
9.5 joint hits is presented in Figure 24 (see also 
- z 5 3  Table 2). 
6 3.0 Rail inspection indicates that the rocket rides 
0 2 1.7 
- 
2 L
the rails rather smoothly during the first 88 feet 
$ .% 
of travel. This light and relatively smooth con- 
tact induces a vibratory motion, rather than shock 
o i To 15 20 25 30 35 40 45 50 impulse, to the rocket (Figure 23). Rail contacts 
TIME AFTER LIFT-OFF (-.I 
52 53 
TlME AFTER L I R - O F F  (mc ) 
FIGURE 21.-Vibration time history, KASA 4.68, .4CS FIGURE 22.-SASA 4.68 airborne sound pressure level 
lateral. versus time; toner microphone 10 kc. 
FIGURE 23.-?;Ash 4.68 vibration at liftoff. 
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Table 2 
Percentage of Rail-Lug Contact. 
inside the hangar were hard to distinguish while 
contacts outside the hangar were very noticeable 
and at  some points the rails were gouged. As the 
rocket leaves the building, it appears that its 
velocity is such that it breaks free of the rails and 
starts to impact during the open tower portion of 
flight. The low frequency lateral oscillations dur- 
ing the open tower portion of flight are attributed 
to the vehicle's response to the rail impacts. 
The A rail side contact is due to the booster 
guide lug restraining spin. Note the small amount 
of A rail edge contact. At two points on the side 
of the A rail, welds were not ground flat,, thus 
obstructing the booster guide lug, and were 
severcly gouged. Two rail joints, located a t  
tower heights of 27 feet, 4 inches and 87 feet, 
Contact 
In-hanger 
Out-of-hanger 
Total 
11 inches, were out of line and gouged by the 
side of the booster guide lug. 
Qualitative spectral analyses of the vibration 
data were performed using an audio spectrograph 
with a 20 cps bandwidth filter. The gain setting 
for each channel was held constant to permit 
comparison of amplitude variation with time. 
Lift-off, max Q, and rocket-burnout spectra for 
both MS 93 axes are shown in Figures 25, 26, and 
27, respectively. 
FIGURE 25.-NASA 4.68 launch history. 
Rail 
A Side 
36.9% 
29.8% 
66.7% 
A Edge 
. 0 % 
2.4% 
2.4% 
B Edge 
22.6% 
12.6% 
35.2% 
C Edge 
13. 6% 
17.8% 
31.4% 
D Edge 
13.6% 
3.1% 
16.7% 
. . 
- - - .  . " -4 
- ~ 
la .^-t- ..Y -2%) 
-- - - - ~- - - - .  -, .,;-: ,~-2;=*3i!p@-m 4 * "i- 
s &  , ,. , 12 : . . z :  . - 
. - - - --- 
, I  0 52 0 
2: 
%. ,.-.b. .<:~r.O"..:. 
: .c- iT:U i:ci_:IC..I1lP 5 '%. ,mr 
I 
I FIGURE 26.-XASA 4.68 max Q history. FIGURE 27.-XAS.4 4.68 rocket burnout history. 
In both axes, the vibratory spectrum is rela- the region of max Q, the greatest amplitudes 
tively broad and intense during the closed-tower occur in the frequency bands of 175-200 cps and 
portion of flight, followed by a series of shock- 900-1100 cps in the longitudinal axis; and in the 
I 
type pulsations during the open-tower portion. frequency bands of 175-200 cps and 1500-1800 
During the time that the vehicle passes through cps in the lateral axis. During rocket motor 
Table 3 
NASA 4 .68  Launch Vibratory Acceleration Longitudinal Axis. 
One-Third Octave Band Analysis, 4 . 0  kc LPOF. 
I 
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burnout, the vehicle again experiences a series ring within 0.1 second intervals were measured; 
of shock-type pulsations with the predominant the values which were above the ambient noise 
frequencies less than 300 cps in both axes. level are presented in Tables 3, 4, and 5. Photo- 
One-third octave analyses of the MS 93 accel- graphs of the three-dimensional models con- 
erometer data and the tower microphone data structed from the resulting records are shown in 
were then performed. The maximum levels occur- Figures 28 through 33. 
Table 4 
NASA 4. 68 Launch Vibratory Acceleration Lateral Axis.  
One-Third Octave Band Analysis,  4 . 0  kc  LPOF. 
Center 
Frequency 
100 
125 
160 
200 
315 
400 
500 
630 
800 
1000 
1250 
1600 
2000 
2500 
3150 
4000 
Maximum Acceleration (g-rms) from t to t + 0 . 1  Seconds 
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FIGURE 28.-Front view of the three-dimensional plot of FIGURE 30.-Front view of the three-dimensional plot of 
the NASA 4.68 overall acceleration and one-third the NASA 4.68 4.68 overall acceleration and one-third 
octave analysis-longitudinal accelerometer 4.0 kc octave analysis-lateral accelerometer 4.0 kc.LPOF. 
LPOF. 
FIGURE 29.-Left oblique view of the three-dimensional FIGURE 31.-Left oblique view of the three-dimensional 
plot of NASA 4.68 overall acceleration and one-third plot of NASA 4.68 overall acceleration level and one- 
octave anl~lysis-longitudinal accelerometer 4.0 kc third octave analysis-lateral accelerometer 4.0 kc 
1,POF. LPOF. 
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FIGURE 33.-Left oblique view of the three-dimensional 
F I G u R ~  3 2 . - ~ ~ ~ ~ t  view of the three-dimensional of plot of NASA 4.68 overall noise level and one-third 
NASA 4.68 overall noise level and one-third octave octave analysis-tower microphone- 
analysis-toner microphone 10.0 kc LPOF. 
CONCLUSIONS A N D  RECOMMENDATIONS 
Similar vibration data have been obtained from 
two flights of Aerobee 150A 4-fin rockets. The 
maximum levels occurred during the in-tower 
portion of flight and are considerably lower than 
those reported for the 3-fin Aerobees. 
The following recommendations are ma.de, based 
on visual examination of the tower rails: 
1. All rail joints should be inspected for mis- 
alignment prior to flight to avoid joint 
interference. 
2. If it is desirable to further control the vibra- 
tion during tower flight or if newer vehicles 
are designed for this tower, i t  is suggested 
that a thorough analysis of launch tower 
dynamics be made. In view of t,he deep 
gouges in the rails, some attention should be 
given to the design of the riding lugs and 
their supporting structure and the fore and 
aft location and number of lugs. 
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PROPOSED MECHANISM FOR THERMOPHOTOTROPIC 
BEHAVIOR IN PEROVSKITE-STRUCTURED 
TITANATES * 
STANLEY M. NEUDER i 
Many compounds in the solid or liquid state have been known to change color when exposed 
to electromagnetic radiation. Thermophototropism is the term used to describe the phenomena 
of radiation-induced coloration and thermally stimulated reversion to the original state. As a 
result of experimental investigations by the author, a mechanism is proposed to account for 
thermophototropic behavior in perovskite-structured alkaline-earth titanatcs. A brief review of 
these experimental results and of several theories reported in the literature is included. 
INTRODUCTION wavelengths (References 4 and 5). Figure 2 is 
~h~ fundamental optical absorption edges for the spectral reflectance of titanium dioxide meas- 
electronic transitions in the titanates of barium, ured under the same The photon 
calcium, and strontium a t  room temperature energies corresponding to the electronic energy 
occur at  about 3950A, 3650-4, and 3850A, respec- gap materials lie near the value of hv of 
tively (References 1-3). Figure 1 illustrates the the order 3.3 ev. 
I t  has been shown that when pure ceramic 
100 BaTiOs, SrTiOr, CaTiO,, and TiOz are exposed 
90 - 
to ultraviolet radiation a t  room temperature, no 
phototropic reaction occurs (References 5-13). 
80 - When impure (or doped) specimens are irradiated 
- 
70 - under the same conditions, a noticeable color 
+ change ensues. However, irradiation of doped 
i m -  
w 
- 
samples a t  room temperature with filtered light 
; 50- 
z 
z 
2 40 - 
C L  
I m L - - -  - 
90 
e 
30 - 
- I 
80 - 
20 - 
70 - 
10 
0 3 
WAVELENGTH (m8crons) 
w 
- 
FIGURE 1.-Reflectance as a function of wavelength for $ 50- 
BaTiOs, CaTiOs, and SrTiOs in arbitrary units. 5 ; 40- 
L 
," e
room temperature spectral reflectance in arbitrary 30 - 
units measured with a spectroreflectometer by 20- 
using pressed powder ceramic titanate samples 
1 I 1 fired in air. The fundamental absorption of l o  0'3 ' " 4  0'5 ola 0'7 d l  d 9  1'0 I I I 2 1 3  
WAVELENGTH (rnacronr ) titanium dioxide occurs in the same region of 
FIGURE 2.-Reflectance as a function of wavelength for 
*Pubhslled aa N A S A  Techntcal Nole D-PP68, March 1964 TiO, in arbitrary units. 
1160 
of X 2 5300A does not induce phototropy. Figures 
3-6 are typical results obtained under these 
conditions. The upper curves represent the 
spectral reflectance of the bleached specimens. 
(A bleached sample is one which has been heated 
to about 250°C in air or vacuum and is white in 
appearance.) The lower curves represent the 
reflectance obtained after these samples were 
irradiated by a mercury light source. It can be 
seen that the relatively pure material shows 
slight phototropy due to the residual amounts 
of impurities present. The reflectance loss in the 
visible region of the spectrum after irradiation 
indicates the degree of coloration. 
WAVELENGTH ( mic- 
FIGURE 5.-Reflectance as a function of wavelength for 
FIGURE 3.-Reflectance as a function of wavelength for 
bleached and irradiated, chemically pure BaTiOa. 
110 
BLEACHED 
103 
FIGURE 4.-Reflectance as a function of wavelength for 
bleached and irradiated, relatively impure CaTiOa, in 
arbitrary units. 
bleached and irradiated relatively impure SrTiOl, in 
arbitrary units. 
i I 
. , I , !  
l o '  o I ~ ' o ! ~  0!5 0'6 0'7 0!8 0:9 1:0 l ! ,  1:2 1 ' 3  
WAVELENGTH ( m i c r m  ) 
I I 
FIGURE 6.-Reflectance as a function of wavelength for 
bleached and irradiated, relatively impure BaTiO, in 
arbitrary units. 
Typical impurities and their concentrations are 
given in Table 1 for both pure and impure barium 
titanate. The impurities may enter into the 
lattice substantially. Ti4+ can be replaced (Ref- 
. . . A \  1 
erences re lo )  vy ille irzinsitioii e!eizents (chzrac- 
terized by an incomplete d shell) such as Zr4+ 
and Nb5+, or by ions of similar size, such as A13+. 
Other impurities such as SrS+ or Ca2+ can be 
substituted for Ba2+ (References 17 and 18). 
REVIEW OF EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 
The crystalline structures of barium, calcium, 
and strontium titanate are of the perovskite type, 
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Table  1 
Impur i t i e s  and T h e i r  Concent ra t ions  
(by Weight Percentage) .*  
B2°3 
SiO, 
p 2 0 5  
ZrO, 
SbzO3 
HfO, 
A1203 
Consti tuents 
M g o  I 
snn 1 
1 
N"205 
I 
Wo3 
r2 '3 
I 
NiO 
TiO, 
MOO, 
v2 0 5  
C u o  
Z nO 
BaO 
S r O  
Na, 0 
Li,O 
K? O 
Pure 
BaTi03( lo t  302) 
'Material and chemical analysis supplied by the National Lead 
Company, Titanium Alloy Manufacturing Division. N e w  York 
City. 
BaTiO, (lot 58C)  
oxygen forming regular octahedra about the 
titanium ion (Reference 19). These titanates 
have the formula A2+ B4+O3, where the quadriva- 
lent cation is surrounded by the octahedra and 
the divalent cation occupies the large holes 
between the octahedra. A somewhat similar 
octahedral structure exists in rutile (Ti04  
(References 5 and 20). These compounds exhibit 
thermophototropic behavior. In contrast, nei- 
ther pure nor doped magnesium titanate which 
crystallizes in the cubic close-packed ilmenite 
structure (Reference 21) changes color upon 
irradiation (Reference 7).  The ilmenite structure 
does not have the Ti-0 chains present in the 
perovskite form. Although each Ti atom is 
surrounded by six 0 atoms, only the oxygens 
form a close-packed configuration, the Mg and Ti 
ions being in the interstices. CaTi03 has a 
structure in which Ca and 0 form a close-packed 
cubic lattice. 
In previous experiments a t  the Goddard Space 
Flight Center the behavior of these nhnt,ntrnpp.: 
have been investigated for various values of 
temperature, vacuum and gaseous ambients, and 
selective spectral irradiation. The results are 
reviewed briefly here. The material is obtained 
in powered form die-pressed a t  about 10,000 psi 
into disc-shaped pellets, air-fired a t  llOO°C for 
about 1 hour and allowed to cool slowly for 
several hours. The samples are exposed to the 
radiation of a mercury lamp or carbon arc. 
Spectroreflectance measurements are made before 
and after irradiation. The reflectometer range 
extends from 0.2 to 2.4 microns.* The pure and 
impure samples behave as previously discussed 
when irradiated in air. After firing or bleaching, 
a specimen appears white. Following irradiation 
in air it appears pink-violet or red-brown. At 
room temperature this darkened state persists 
after irradiation, essentially unchanged in color. 
The process of coloration is thermally reversible 
in that heating the darkened sample will induce a 
reversion to the original bleached state. The 
color change saturates after approximately 30 
minutes of irradiation and no coloration pene- 
trates below the surface, even after many hours of 
irradiation. Irradiation with photons of energy 
*Spectrorefloctnnre data have not been reproduced here beyond 
13,ROOA, eince the phototropic reaction does not alter the characterietic 
reflectivity in the longer wavelength region at room ten~perature. 
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appreciably less than that of the band gap will not 
induce phototropy. 
Irradiating an air-bleached sample in a vacuum 
of the order of loW5 mm of Hg causes a 55 percent 
reduction in the phototropic response a t  5000A 
compared with that exhibited in air. Irradiating 
a vacuum-bleached or air-bleached sample in air 
or oxygen a t  1 atm yields a relatively large or the 
maximum color change (depicted in Figures 4-6). 
Vacuum heating prior to room temperature 
vacuum irradiation (with no intermediate ex- 
posure to air) almost, if not completely, eliminates 
the phototropic response. The temperature a t  
which this occurs is greatest for CaTiO3. Ir- 
radiating a vacuum-bleached sample in 1 atm of 
nitrogen a t  room temperature yields a 60 percent 
reduction in the phototropic response a t  5000A 
compared with that in air. Under similar 
conditions in an argon atmosphere the phototropic 
response a t  the same wavelength is reduced by 
77 percent. (Both Nz and A contain residual 
O2 gas.) Irradiating a vacuum-bleached sample 
in oxygen a t  mm of Hg (equivalent to a 
partial pressure of oxygen between that in 
nitrogen and that in argon at 1 atm) results in a 
response value intermediate between that for 
nitrogen and argon (see Table 2). 
Specimens irradiated a t  progressively elevated 
temperatures either in vacuum or in air exhibit 
progressively reduced phototropic responses. An 
upper temperature exists for all the compounds, 
above which darkening cannot occur. Irradiating 
a specimen in air a t  lowered temperatures, down 
to that of liquid nitrogen, will cause rapid darken- 
ing much like that a t  room temperature. How- 
ever, the color quickly bleaches out as the sample 
returns to room temperature. Cooling a darkened 
sample does not alter its state. Table 2 sum- 
marizes these results. 
X-ray analysis of BaTi03 a t  room temperature 
showed no detectable phase change between the 
darkcncd 2nd b!each,ed st~tfts. No phosphores- 
cence radiation was detectable from a darkened 
sample a t  room temperature. 
DISCUSSION OF THE PROPOSED MECHANISM 
It is apparent that thermophototropism (TPT) 
is manifested in the alkaline-earth titanates when 
three major conditions prevail: (1) a perovskite- 
type structure exists, oxygen forming octahedral 
bonds about the titanium atom. The ionic radii 
of Sr, Ca, and Ba differ considerably (Reference 
22), but this is relatively insignificant in regard to 
the existence of TPT in a perovskite-structured 
environment.* (2) Appreciable concentrations 
of certain types of impurities are present, as is 
readily seen from a comparison of Figures 3 and 
4-6. (3) An oxygen-containing gaseous ambient 
is present. The responses observed from thermal- 
vacuum studies, together with the different 
gaseous ambients (and associated oxygen and 
water vapor content) strongly indicate that 
TPT is primarily an oxygendependent surface 
phenomenon. 
The suggested mechanism is as follows: 
Ceramic oxides are known to be oxygen deficient 
(References 5 and 23-25) with a high density of 
surface vacancies. Further, surface sorption and 
desorption is readily accomplished (Reference 26). 
When the material is expozed to an air ambient, 
oxygen atoms adhere to the surface and form 
Ti-0 bonds. Subsequent ultraviolet irradiation 
of photon energy approximately equal to or 
greater than the energy gap photoionizes electrons 
from the Ti-0 bonds. Except for compounds 
with high concentrations of trivalent impurities, 
non-stoichiometric material with an excess of 
titanium behaves as an n-type semiconductor, 
the impurities acting as trapping centers for the 
conduction electrons from the Ti-0 source a t  
the surface. The impurity levels lie below and 
close to the conduction band in the forbidden 
energy gap. The reduction of impurities to less 
stable valence states causes coloration and a 
nondiscrete or broad-band absorption is exhib- 
ited, characteristic of interacting wave functions 
in solids (Reference 23). Reduction of impurities 
increases the electrical conductivity appreciably 
(References 27-30), and increases over several 
orders of magnitude have been reported with 
sample darkening (Reference 31). It is likely 
that the conductivity is essentially electronic in 
nature (References 2731) t  the oxygen ions re- 
maining a t  the surface in the role of recombination 
centers. This point will be discussed subse- 
quently in cnnjunction with thermoluminescent 
behavior. It follows from the results of thermal- 
*A large variation of ionic size d l  degrade the symmetry, producing 
non-pemvskite structure. This case is excluded from the discussion. 
+Also nee the abstracts by M. Meehkoritch from the All-Union Con- 
ference on the Physics of Dielectrica, 1956. 
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Table 2 
Summary of Experimental Results 
Experimental Conditions for  BaTiO, (a) 
Impure o r  pure sample fired o r  bleached in air .  
Impure o r  pure sample bleached in vacuum of Q x 10-5mm Hg a t  
approximately 180°C. 
Impure sample bleached in a i r ,  then exposed(b) in a i r  a t  room 
temperature (r.  t.). 
Impure sample bleached in a i r ,  then exposed in vacuum a t  r. t. 
Impure sample bleached in vacuum, then e x p s e d  in vacuum a t  r. t. 
Impure sample bleached in vacuum, then exposed in 1 a tm 0, o r  a i r  r. t. 
Impure sample bleached in vacuum, then exposed in 1 a tm N, a t  r. t. 
Impure sample bleached in vacuum, then exposed in 1 a tm argon a t  r. t. 
Impure sample bleached in vacuum, then exposed in 0, a t  0.02 mm Hg 
at  r. t. 
Darkened s n m n l e  h l e a ~ h e r l  i n  n i m  n m  .:zcy:z. 
Darkened sample left unexposed for  several days at  r. t. 
Bleached sample exposed to radiation of A 25200A. 
Bleached impure sample exposed to radiation of 3000-4200A. 
Impure sample bleached, then exposed in a i r  a t  80°C. (g) 
Impure sample bleached, then exposed in a i r  a t  140°C. (g) 
Impure sample bleached, then exposed in a i r  a t  250°C. (9) 
Impure sample bleached, then exposed near liquid nitrogen temperature. 
Relatively pure sample bleached, then exposed in a i r  a t  r. t. 
Relatively pure sample bleached, then exposed in a i r  near liquid N, 
temperature. 
Reflectance R o r  
Change of Reflectance 
AR a t  5000A 
Maximum R 
Maximum R 
AR - - 43 percent (C) (dl 
AR - - 19 percent 
A R - negligible 
AR - - 39 percent 
AR - - 17 percent 
AR - - 9 percent 
AR - - 12 percent 
h - le\ 
un - r .ii percent 
A R - + 1 percent 
AR = 0 
AR - - 30 percent (f) 
A R  - - 41 percent 
AR - - 36 percent 
AR - - 24 percent 
AR 2 - 30 percent 
AR - - 3 percent 
AR 2 - 15 percent 
(a) Similar results are true for CaTiOj  and SrTiOj, differing only in degree. 
(b) All exposures are  for 30 minutes for a low pressure mercury source. 
(c)  Forty-three percent i s  about the maximum change found for BaTi03 samples with the previously mentioned impurities. 
(d) The negative sign means that the initial reflectance ' final reflectance and the sample becomes darkened (colored). Thus i n  
item 3 above Ri i s  of the order of 0.93 and R f  i s  of the order of 0.50, s o  that A R  = Rf - Ri i s  of the order of -43 percent. A 
positive AR means that the sample bleached. 
( e )  Vacuum-bleached samples a r e  sometimes a bit whiter than air-bleached samples. No distinction i s  made in this report. 
(f) The reduced value of AR, compared with item 3, i s  due to the lower intensity o f  irradiation caused by filter attenuation. 
(g) Similar results a r e  t ~ u e  for exposures in vacuum a t  elevated temperatures, differing only in degree. 
vacuum studies that the source of the migrating vacuum will desorb a substantial* amount of sur- 
charge must lie at  the surface. An air-bleached *Strictly speaking, this is true primarily for BaTiOI and SrTi01. 
or vacuum-bleached sample irradiated in air has Because of the greater energy gap associated with CaTi01, the thermo- 
phototropic response in vacuum a t  room temperature is only  lightly 
a Inaxh-Ium amount of ionizable surface bonds altered. Thus. ae expected, a higher temperature necessary, in 
alrailable and, therefore, exhibits the maximum both vacuuln and air, to fuUy bleach CaTiOa. The larger pap energy 
in CaTi01 is presumably due to the shorter Ti-0 bond lengths in the 
Placing an air-bleached sample in octahedra, the larger force constants yielding stronger electronic ban&. 
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face oxygen, with the result that vacuum irradia- 
tion yields a reduced phototropic response. 
Vacuum bleaching will accelerate the surface 
desorption to the extent that subsequent vacuum 
irradiation will not produce coloration. The en- 
tire process can be represented by an energy band 
scheme. Depending on the particular divalent 
cation, the fundamental energy gap of these tita- 
nates at  room temperature is about 3.3 ev. Since 
TiOr exhibits the same absorption limit it seems 
plausible that the gap energy corresponds to the 
first electronic ionization potential of the Ti-0 
bond. Except for impurities, trapping mecha- 
nisms such as structural defects, including oxygen 
vacancies, play a relatively insignificant role in the 
coloration process itself, at  least at  or above room 
temperature. I t  has been found that abrading 
the surface reduces the phototropic response by 
introducing a greater density of surface traps. 
Bleaching a darkened sample thermallyionizes the 
trap levels, causing the electrons to fall back to 
the valence band predominantly by means of 
recombination a t  the surface. 
From this model it follows that radiative 
electronic transitions must occur and recombina- 
tion radiation should be observed. Coloration 
produced at  room temperature remains relatively 
stable as long as the sample remains a t  that 
temperature. It is only during a rapid bleaching 
process that recombination radiation can be 
detected. 
Theoretically no low temperature bound for 
phototropic activity is expected. Thus samples 
were darkened a t  liquid nitrogen temperatures 
and bleached by being allowed to return rapidly 
to room temperature. During this process ther- 
moluminescence was observed, corresponding to 
the emptying of shallow trapping levels. These 
shallow energy levels are effective a t  low tem- 
peratures only and cause darkening comparable 
with that a t  room temperature. Further, rela- 
tively pure BaTiOa sampies were exposed a t  
liquid nitrogen temperatures and the darkening 
was considerably greater than for exposure at  
room temperature. However, the change was 
only about half that found in relatively impure 
BaTiOI a t  low temperature. 
These results tend to indicate that the thermo- 
phototropic response is strongly influenced by the 
type and concentration of traps. Increasing the 
type and concentration of impurities having trap 
energies effective at  room temperature will pro- 
duce a greater color change a t  that temperature. 
Similarly, bleaching temperatures may be lowered 
by excluding impurities with deeply lying energy 
states. Experiments with gaseous ambients did 
indicate, as expected, a strong correlation between 
TPT and the presence of oxygen. It is likely 
that the oxygen ions remain a t  the surface after 
ionization radiation darkens the specimen. The 
presence of these ions maintains the electrical 
neutrality of the crystal and these ions are the 
recombination centers for thermoluminescent 
behavior. 
CURRENT THEORIES 
Several qualitative theories of TPT in the 
compounds discussed have appeared in the litera- 
ture. MacNerin and Ogle conclude that it is 
structure-dependent, because of the nonresponsive 
nature of MgTiOs (Reference 7). Further, the 
presence of certain specific impurities is essential, 
those having valences other than +4 are needed 
for electron t,ransfer to occur and ionic radii near 
that of Ti4+ are necessary to fit the lattice with 
only moderate distortion. MacNevin and Ogle 
also found that phototropic response increased 
with impurity concentration but that neither 
moisture nor oxygen influenced the color change. 
They attributed some of the darkening in CaTiOe, 
to the reduction of Ti4+ to colored Tis+. Since 
there was no mention of preoxidation heating and 
since the alkalineearth titanates do not accept 
more oxygen than the stoichiometric composition 
calls for (Fkference 28) it is readily understood 
why the oxygen dependence was not found. 
Kosman and Bursian attribute the darkening 
of polycrystalline BaTi03 to the partial reduction 
and precipitation of the metal (Reference 29). 
However, they do not consider the role of 
impurities nor surface ambients. 
- 1 - -  "+ a ".. ,.Con,, ,,,,I 1 am- \uelclaucc; $) ir;pv~ u oU.,u, ,,.c)~z- 
tion in CaTi03, due to daylight, x-ray, and 
ultraviolet radiation, which did not fade in the 
dark, was dependent on the presence of impurities, 
and was thermoreversible. He inferred that TPT 
is moisture dependent since it did not occur in the 
presence of phosphorous pentoxide. He con- 
cluded that some impurity decomposes water 
photochemically, and that the hydrogen formed 
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thereby acts to reduce Ti02 to a lower oxide, 
causing color. It is difficult to  reconcile Tanaka's 
theory with the fact that increased concentrations 
of oxygen increase the color change. 
Weyl and his co-workers (References 32-34) 
conclude that when light strikes an impurity ion, 
say Fe3+, an electron of the foreign ion is excited. 
It moves either into an oxygen vacancy of the 
defective structure, thereby producing Fe4+, or 
attaches itself to a Ti4+ ion to give colored Ti3+. 
This mechanism cannot be entirely accepted since 
it permits coloration independent of an ambient. 
Further, different impurities having different 
activation energies will negate the critical de- 
pendence of T P T  on wavelength. 
Bear and McTaggart (References 4 and 6), 
working with various mixtures of anatase and 
rutile and a number of other host oxides, conclude 
that impurities are absorbed a t  the surface or a t  
interfaces. They found that samples sealed in 
vacuum with moisture did not develop color when 
irradiated; thus an oxygen-containing atmosphere 
WAS nPrwSary Tho x r p l n ~ ~ r \  ~tnt: :f i ; ~ ~ ~ , ; -  
ties is changed by the oxygen when the sample is 
exposed to light. The valence state of the im- 
purity atoms corresponding to the exposed or un- 
exposed state was not determined conclusively. 
They believe that the impurity is oxidized by light 
causing the sample to darken, that the reduced 
form of the impurity is the stable form, and that 
heating reduces the impurity causing bleaching. 
This is contrary to the valence state found in iron- 
doped samples by Sellwood and his co-workers 
(Reference 35). The reversion of valence is accel- 
erated by heating a t  relatively low temperatures, 
causing a rapid reversal of color. They feel that 
the presence of water molecules catalyzes or pro- 
motes the development of color by action with 
oxygen or by entering into the bonding between 
the impurity and the host oxide. The host oxide 
converts the incident light energy into a form 
that activates the valence change of the impurity. 
Further, they find that the bleaching temperature 
is strongly dependent on the particular doping 
substance (iron-doped oxides bleach a t  100°C, 
chromium-doped oxides a t  190°C, and vanadium- 
doped oxides a t  about 175°C). Although they 
do not specify how light energy activates a 
valence change, nor the exact roles played by 
oxygen and water molecules, their conclusions 
generally coincide with those presented here for 
the perovskite titanates. 
CONCLUSION 
A mechanism has been ~roposed which ac- 
counts for thermophototropic behavior in BaTiO, 
and related material. A high density of surface 
vacancies results in oxygen adsorption. Radia- 
tion with photon energies approximately equal to 
or greater than the gap energy frees electrons 
from the Ti-0 bonds formed a t  the surface. The 
conduction electrons reduce the impurities present 
in the material causing coloration. Reversion 
to the original color is achieved by thermal 
ionization of the impurity levels accompanied by 
recombination radiation. 
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A PHENOMENOLOGICAL MODEL OF 
THERMOPHOTOTROPISM* 
JOHN B. SCHUTT 
An equation is developed which describes the phenomenology of thermophototropism. The 
equation could have application to thermal analysis and, hence, be used in a feasibility study on 
thermophototropes for temperature control in the space environment. A literature survey is 
included in the appendix. 
INTRODUCTION The mercuric compounds (most of which are 
Thcrmophototropism, or temperature-depen- irreversible) derive their behavior from: 
dent variable absorptivity, is the explicit 1. Phase changes; 
designation of a phenomenon known variously as 2. ~ i f f ~ ~ i ~ ~  mechanisms; 
phototropism, thermotropism, or both. The term 
L'thermophototropism," although a bit unwieldy, 3. Oxidation and reduction reactions (in the 
cannot be misinterpreted as can one of the latter, presence of light, oxygen, or both). 
I I p ~ ~ u i u i ~ u p ~ s ~ ~ ~ , "  wnicn nas a blologlcal connota- 
tion. The importance of formulating a phenom- 
enological model of thermophototropic materials 
was twofold. First, it would give a physical basis 
on which various experimental observations could 
be correlated and, second, it would be of use in 
thermal design. 
The materials have been found as members of 
both major classcs of chemical compounds, inor- 
ganic and organic. Inorganic thermophototropes 
can be classified with respect to their anion con- 
stituent, oxygen or sulfur. With oxygen present,, 
the martrix and doping cations are mcmbers of 
group 11, 111, V, or VI in the periodic table; 
whereas, with sulfur present, the cation is mercury 
(IIa). The oxide compounds (most of which are 
reversible) derive their behavior from : 
Because reversibility is necessary for thermal 
coating applications, this phenomenonological de- 
velopment of a model of thermophototropism is 
applicable only to reversible materials. The next 
section, which is concerned with the nhenome- 
nology of thermophototropism, is developed from 
certain qualitative experimental observations on 
these materials.? In  the succeeding section, a 
partial differential equation (to which a solution 
is found) is developed from the phenomenology. 
The final section is devoted to  a discussion of 
the equation and to the possible application of 
optical measurements in the evaluation of certain 
parameters in the solution. The inorganic ma- 
terials mentioned in the body of the report as well 
as additional ones are discussed in Appendix A. 
Also, organic substances are briefly considered. 
1. Surface oxidation in the presence of oxygen, PHENOMENOLOGY OF THERMOPHOTOTROPISM 
moisture, or both; Since a phenomenological model of the tempera- 
2. Internal impurity adsorption on the surfaces ture-dependent variable absorptivity property 
of the individual microcrystalline hosts; possessed by certain materials must be capable 
of reproducing c2rtain gross experimental obser- 
3. Vacancy migration; vations,? it is the purpose of this section to present 
4. Internal oxidation. and elucidate these observations, in preparation 
tNASA contract NAS 5-582, Seventh Quarterly Progress Report, 
*Published as A'ASA Technical Report R-184, January 19G4. Lexington Laboratories, Cambridge, Maasachusetta, p. 148. 
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for the mathematical development of the model. 
As the name "thermophototropism" implies, 
the energy absorbed by a thermophototrope is 
dependent upon its photoresponse, i-e., its change 
in absorptivity with time at a particular tempera- 
ture and illumination level. For example, should 
a given sample happen to be in its minimum ab- 
sorptivity state at a given temperature, upon 
illumination we would expect its absorptivity in 
the visible range of the spectrum to increase to a 
maximum value governed by the temperature of 
the sample. Likewise, with the removal of illu- 
mination, the absorptivity would gradually return 
to its minimum value, the rate of return being 
dependent upon temperature. 
The thermal dependence of the absorptivity of 
these materials may be divided into four regions. 
In two of these regions thermophototropes can- 
not respond temporally; i.e., if a sample is at either 
too low or too high a temperature its absorptivity 
cannot be changed from its minmum value by 
solar radiation. Consequently, whenever the 
temperature is less than some critical level To, 
absorptivity changes are, a t  best, imperceptively 
slow. Further, by adiabatically reducing a dark- 
ened sample to To, its absorptivity can be frozen 
in. Likewise, whenever the temperature is equal 
to or greater than a certain level, T,, darkening 
becomes impossible. Therefore, as the tempera- 
ture is raised from the minimum critical value To 
a third temperature region is encountered, in 
which positive increments in temperature exert a 
synergistic effect with photon flux in producing an 
enhancement in the darkening ability of a given 
sample; i.e., aa/aT must be positive, where a and 
T represent absorptivity and temperature, respec- 
tively. Consequently, a temperature T,, lying 
between To and T,, will be reached a t  which 
aa/aT is zero. The fourth temperature region is 
that in which further increments in temperature 
result in a negative value for aa/aT. This divi- 
. . sion into fGci i.egiGrs &Iso ai;p!ics t= nny sub!nyer 
of a sample. 
Finally, the overall behavior of a material will 
necessarily be dependent upon the illumination 
intensity and spectral distribution. It is clear 
then that the energy absorbed, W, and a can be 
represented in the functional form: 
where 
with 
t = time exposed to illumination, 
x=depth measured from the surface (a posi- 
tive value), 
T = temperature, 
I (A) = spectral intensity. 
The effects of illumination intensity and spectral 
distribution can be assessed only from optical 
measurements and microscopic theory. Conse- 
quently, the I(X) dependence will be implicitly 
understood in the next section in connection with 
the det,ermination of proportionality and inte- 
gration constants. Therefore a =  a[t,x,T; I@)]. 
MATHEMATICAL DEVELOPMENT 
Now a partial differential equation will be 
derived which, when solved, can be used in describ- 
ing, qualitatively, the temporal, thermal, and 
depth dependences of the materials. Since the 
change in the energy absorbed relative to the 
absorptivity minimum is time-dependent, 
is the required first order contribution at an arbi- 
trary depth x and temperature T. The derivative 
is written in terms of a relative time because the 
response depends upon how much time has passed 
since the material was in its maximum absorp- 
tivity state located in time at t ~ .  This derivative 
has a positive sign because AW and t-t M are both 
negative. Similarly, the inclusion of temperature 
to the first order gives the expression 
where again the independent variable has been 
written in relative form since the temperature 
gradient of the absorptivity may be positive or 
negative, depending on whether T is greater or 
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less than To. A thermal response T must be in- absorption index, respectively; the derivative is 
cluded because darkening is dependent upon the taken relative to an arbitrary reference point xo 
response of the material to any temperature change in order to identify penetration from any chosen 
which occurs as a result of illumination. layer. This relation is clearly the case because 
The energy penetration term is the gradient across any infinitesimal layer is de- 
pendent not only upon the rate at  which the 
aw 
+ urlw I , darkened layer progresses into the material from 
- " 0 )  I t . ~  a chosen layeq but also upon the rate of energy 
absorption in that layer. Finally, the total change 
where u and q are the penetration velocity and in the relative energy absorbed is 
dw - aw aw aw 
d t  - a ( t  - t , )  - a ( ~  - T c )  r + u a ( ,  - x o )  + u* . (1) 
Before writing Equation 1 in terms of absorptiv- 
ity, two regions for the spectral distribution must 
be defined. The first region contains wavelengths 
up to a critical magnitude; the sedond region con- 
tains the remainder. I t  has been experimentally 
observed that wavelengths greater than the critical 
one may cause bleaching (a decrease in absorp- 
iiviiyj, wilereas ci~ose wnicn are snorter lnauce 
darkening. * Therefore, 
where 
A,=projection of sample area normal to the 
incident illumination, 
I = illumination intensity, 
a = absorptivity a t  wavelengths less than the 
critical value, 
= III~II~IIIUIII abaurpLiviLy, 
and W is (as mentioned in the previous section) 
the incremental energy absorbed relative to that 
absorbed at  a,. Substituting Equation 2 into 
Equation 1 yields. 
since the integral must be uniformly convergent. Expressing d(a-ao)/dt as ( a - ~ ) / t  and rewriting 
Equation 3 gives 
a ( a  - a , )  a ( a  - a , )  a (a  - Q O )  a - a O  
a ( t  - t , )  - a ( T  - T ~ )  + a ( x  - x o )  + u v ( a  - a o )  -7 - 0 ,  
where the state a is now set a t  t = O .  
We can ma,ke the substitution 
to obtain the solution: 
*NASA contract NAS 5-582. Seventh Quartarly Progress Report. Lexington Laboratories, Cambridge, Measachusetts, p. 14a. 
There remains the problem of obtaining the i n k  x=xo, from which it follows that. 
gration constant and S1 and Sz, the separation con- 
a,, = aO + (const. ) t,, 
stants. The integration constant may be found __ 
U L  
by observing that the maximum absorptivity, a M ,  
for a given illumination intensity and spectral - 
distribution is defined when t= tar, T=T,, and cons t . = t~ 
and 
t S* - S, + UTJ 
a = a. + (a,, - ao) i; exp - [s, (L - t~ + + (T - TC) + u (X - (7) 
The first separation constant S1 may be determined by partially differentiating Equation 7 with 
respect to t: 
a, 1 S2 S, - S, + uq 
- - 
at - (a,, - ao) (I - ~ s J  <eip - - t.) +, (T - T,) + u 
and since Since Equation 4 is a first order partial differ- 
ential equation, it amounts to a specified geometric 
= o ,  relation between slopes parallel to the various 
t = t y .  . = x O .  T=T, three-dimensional hyperplanes in the four space 
then defined by a, t, 7,  and x. An immediate conse- 
1 quence of this relationship is the following system 
s, = - 
t~ of ordinary differential equations : 
where the number of independent variables has By virtue of 
been increased by one by means of the  
transformation : az az a b - a o )  
ayl+a(a-a,) ayi = 0 , (10) 
= z[yi. (a - aO)] . (9) Equation 4 can now be written: 
Equation 8 is an immediate consequence of &pa- muiiipiyi~l~ both sides ~f E y ~ z t i n ~  12 hy S: will 
tion 11. Integration of the first part of Equation show Ss equal to SI, 
8 gives 1 
s, = S, = - 
t u  ' 
(12) Equation 11 also serves to relate t~ and T., 
Because letting t= tM is equivalent to setting I 
t,, = -7 (To - T c ) .  T=T., it is clear from Equations 7 and 8 that 
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by virtue of Equation 8 where t or any reference apart from heating due to radiation absorption. 
time to is equal to 0. To has now been identified Consequently, a t  the surface 
as the first critical temperature, described in the 
previous section. 
Likewise, from the integration of 
.A. u  
7 = 
y1a0 (1 - 8.) 1.0 (I - Y) c u T4 
- -. (13) 
u, the velocity at  which the lowest measurable m C ~  + m C ~  m C ~  
darkening level progresses through the material, 
may be evaluated: where 
where L is the sample thickness and t~ is the time 
required for measurable da.rkenin5 +n +.rGn ~!oc:: 
on the unilluminated surface. 
In order to evaluate T, the thermal response, 
assume that the sample is a t  uniform temperature 
m =mass of the sample, 
C, = heat capacity a t  constant pressure, 
y = fraction of illumination responsible for 
phototropic change in the sample, 
8, =quantum efficiency of the wavelength band 
in the neighborhood of the critical wave- 
length, 
u = Stefan-Boltzmann constant. (14) 
The final result is: 
t  t - t ,  T - - r c  
a  = a .  + (a, - ao) T; cxp - [T +- 
7 t ~  + n ( x  - . 
After being illuminated to a given level of absorptivity where 
a thermophototrope will bleach from a to ao. Consequently, in the absence of illumination, 
and Equation 4 becomes: 
( a  - a )  ( a  - a )  a ( a  - a,) 
a ( t  - t , )  - a(T - Tc)  ' a(x) + u ~ ( a - a o )  = 0 , 
where tt is the exposure time. From Equation 16 
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If 61 is defined as the relative time required for the absorptivity to decay to the eth part a t  a 
given T and x, then 
I which gives 
where t 2 t r ;  TE and ~t identify the decay of their respective parts of the exponential a t  a given 
temperature and depth and consequently are defined by the eth part of their contributions: 
and 
At time tE, temperature Tt, and depth xr 
1 From Equations 15 and 22 the constant in Equation 19 may be found: 
tf tg - t, Tf - Tc =f - T~ 
.-st. = (a, - exp - [+- +- - - 
7% 
( t o T j +  T(X.5 - XJ - nc!xr - (23) J 
1 The resultant decay is therefore, by virtue of Equations 19 and 23: 
In order to set a bound on the temperature T, has been defined in a manner simiiar to b; i.a., 
I (the maximum temperature, a t  which a~ is the decay to the eth part. 
only possible absorptivity state) let xt = xo, t = t n, 
and T = T, in Equation 15 : DISCUSSION 
I t  is clear that Equation 15 qualitatively fits the 
T,, = n r t u  + T, . (25) phenomenology of thermophototropism presented 
in the &st section. A reasonable temporal varia- 
where n is the eth part to be taken. Again T, tion of absorptivity has been found and the syn- 
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ergy of time and temperature reproduced. Deri- 
vation relative to the parameters ao, t ~ ,  and To, the 
magnitudes of which can be found by experimenta- 
tion, facilitated the formulation of the first order 
differential. Had this not been done, it would 
have been necessary to extend the derivation in a 
manner analogous to derivations of the Navier- 
Stokes equations. Such an extension would have 
led to equations which are not amenable to solu- 
tion. This fact justifies the approach, because an 
equation has been developed which, after "cali- 
bration," can reproduce the thermophototropic 
property. 
Evaluation of the parameters Q, aM, t ~ ,  T,, To, 
T ,  and 7 is a matter of experimentation. The a's 
may be found spectrophotometrically, once the 
effect of beam intensity on a given material has 
been determined. The values of t~ and T, must 
be found simultaneously, by trial, and may be 
checked for consistency with Equation 8. To and 
T, may be found simply from simultaneous illu- 
mination and heating experiments. The value 
for pgn f ~ n - l  ~;G;;I Equal;ulls is, once pY IS 
found from optical measurements. And 7 is 
defined once P, is known and ii has been evaluated 
by means of optical transmission measurements. 
T, and to are defined from their respective eth 
parts, since Equation 15 gives no upper bounds 
for T and t.  
In an effort to demonstrate the potential use- 
fulness of Equation 15, comparison plots of Equa- 
tion 15 and data from NASA contract NAS 5-582* 
are given in Figure 1, where relative incremental 
*NASA contract NAS 5-582, Seventh Quarterly Progress Report, 
Lexington Laboratories, Cambridge. Mwachuaetta, p. 14a. 
TIME (min) 
Frarmw 1 - A  -n-ynrizzr. :f ::.~.,.~l;d ZSU; experimental 
incremental absorptivity curves for barium titanate at 
550 mu. 
absorptivity is the ordinate and time the abscissa. 
The agreement is quite good; however, it must be 
remembered that the data for the experimental 
curve were not taken expressly for theoretical 
evaluation, but rather to give qualitative trends. 
It is certain that, when the samples were exposed, 
conditions were not isothermal; consequently, 
since T. was probably above room temperature, 
the synergistic effect mentioned earlier probably 
was present. 
APPENDIX A 
I LITERATURE SURVEY ON PHOTOTROPISM 
Takei (References A1-A4) has studied, exten- 
sively, mercuric compounds of the forms HgXz 
-2HgS and HgXCNS. 2HgS (where X is a halogen 
atom). From thermophototropic studies of these 
substances, those which show the most promise for 
use in the space environment are HgI2- 2HgS and 
HgBr2.2HgS (Table Al). HgIz-2HgS has a de- 
composition temperature which is nearly twice its 
bleaching temperature (the favorable ratio of the 
group in Table Al). HgBrz-2HgS does not have 
as favorable a decomposition to bleaching tem- 
perature ratio, but does possess a relative darken- 
ing rate nealy 3 times that of HgIz.2HgS. Mer- 
curic compounds do not bleach completely at 
room temperature in the absence of light; for 
! HgIz*2HgS, the bleaching process requires 20 
minutes a t  90-100°C. 
Takei has taken photomicrographs of bleached 
HgIs-2HgS that, according to his analysis, have 
shown colloidal mercury deposited on the surface. 
He attributes this to thermal decomposition. 
However, he did not report the evolution of sulfur 
dioxide. It should be pointed out that HgIz mb- 
limes at the bleaching temperature of HgI2-2HgS. 
Takei's HgS was prepared by the hydrogen sul- 
fide process, which coprecipitates Hg along with 
HgS; this could explain the appearance of surface 
deposits of colloidal mercury. The addition of 
0.65-1.1 percent selenium to Hg12 2HgS acceler- 
ated the bleaching process. 
Magnetic susceptibility studies on the com- 
pounds listed in Table A1 show: (1) Each mixture 
changed from a diamagnetic to a paramagnetic 
strate at the temperature of compound formation. 
(2) The HgX2-2HgS compounds were stable 
enough to undergo repeated thermal phototropic 
cycles (a contradiction to Takei's oxidation 
hypothesis). 
The thermophototropic behavior of mercury 
compounds is not understood. Takei reports that 
a phase change takes place, but that it is entered 
into by less than 20 mole percent of the molecules. 
If, for instance, sulfur has a preference for the 
surface layer in the presence of illumination (at 
1 Table A1 
Some Properties of Hg& . 2HgS and HgXCNS - 2HgS Thermal Phototropes. 
I HgBr, - 2HgS I 2.95 1 250 1 1 97 ' Pale yellow to black 
I I 
Compound 
Hgl, - 2HgS 
I HgCI, 2HgS / 0.79 260 ~1 J i m q c  I W!?P tn black I ..'. I I I HglCNS.2HgS I 0.56 / 213 1 1 36 Orange-yellow to black 
Relative 
Darkening 
Rate 
1 .O 
I I I HgBrCNS . 2HgS 1 1.08 I  288 202 1 White-yellow to black 1 
Decomposition 
Temperature ("C) 
185 
HglCNS . 2HgS 
Bleaching 
Temperature ("C) Color Change 
0.026 1 290 
90 Orange-yellow to black 
260 White-yellow to black 
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room temperature), this could explain darkening; 
i.e., the surface concentration of sulfur would in- 
crease (HgS can exist in a black modification). 
On the other hand, if iodine has preference for the 
surface layer a t  elevated temperatures, the bleach- 
ing process is explained (HgI2 can exist in a yel- 
low modification). This also explains the ten- 
dency of HgIz to distill from the surface a t  the 
bleaching temperature of HgI2-2HgS. Conse- 
quently, the mechanism in HgI2-2HgS appears to 
be a combination of molecular rotation (a phase 
change) and thermal diffusion. 
Extensive investigations on thermal phototropic 
oxides have been carried out by McTaggart and 
Bear on titanium dioxide substrates (References 
A5 and A6). They investigated both anatase and 
rutile structures and found that only rutile gave 
combined thermal and optical activities. Some 
of their results are given in Table 2A; it can be 
Table A2 
P.1 
-,. :::rL;. u; cerra~n Mefalr In Kutile. 
White Very pale pink-gray 1 pr I 1 W e  Grayer 1 
-- 
Element 
Unexposed 
Color 
830 1 m i t e  1 1 1020 1 t I m i t e  
observed that no member of the table is suffi- 
ciently thermophototropic to be of use in the space 
environment. Table A3 gives additional results 
of the investigations of McTaggart and Bear from 
a more reccnt papcr (Reference A6). Their 
conclusions are : 
Temp. 
(OC) Exposed Color 
Very pale pink-gray 
Grayer 
Co 
1 .  Individual crystal adsorption of the doping 
agcnt is responsible for thermal phototropism 
in rutile. 
Fusion 
Time 
(hr.) 
2. Light quanta eliminate oxygen from the 
rutile structure. This produces a reduced 
impurity and results in a fatigue effect. 
840 
1000 
3. Removal of illumination allows the oxidized 
impurity to return to its normal state of 
oxidation. 
4. Heat accelerates the reduction of the oxi- 
dized impurity. 
1 
I 
7 
5. The presence of water vapor is necessary to 
free the oxygen from the rutile and make it 
thermophototropic. 
McTaggart and Bear emphasized the impor- 
tance of fusion time in the formation of photo- 
tropic oxides. I t  was shown, for instance, that 
prolonged heating at  80O0C yielded no phototropic 
oxides. This was observed because the impurity 
had time to diffuse into the rutile structure from 
its adsorbed state on a rutile crystal. 
The maximum color change occurred in rutile 
doped with chromic oxide-from yellow to black. 
TT - 
L r v v r  r;L, G;II unlium-doped rutlle would not 
darken in the absence of oxygen, and its photo- 
tropism was destroyed when it was heated in a 
vacuum. When it was heated in the presence of 
oxygen it followed the usual behavior. 
MacNevin and Ogle, Tanaka, and Weyl and 
Forland have studied phototropism in titanates 
(References A7-AD). They found that calcium 
titanate doped with iron, zinc, antimony, or vana- 
dium was phototropic; the corresponding doped 
barium titanate was less phototropic. Silver, cop- 
per, tin, and zirconium doping agents gave no 
effect with either calcium or barium titanate. In 
contrast to the properties of rutile phototropes, 
I'lacNevin and Ogle found that there was no 
fatigue effect, no oxygen effect, no water vapor 
effect, and no combined oxygen and water vapor 
effect on doped calcium and barium titanates. 
Their conclusions were: 
Very pale 
yellow-green 
Very pale 
yellow-green 
1. The metallic ion in the impurity must have 
a slightly different ionic radius than Ti+4 in 
order to deform the potential field and 
produce phototropism. 
Faint pink-gray 
Pale lemon yellow 
2. The charge of the metallic ion in the im- 
purity must not be +4. 
Chalkley wrote an extensive review of photo- 
tropism, in which he discussed organic (solid and 
GENERAL 
Table A3 
Compilation of Thermophototropes. 
'These compounds were mixed with chlorazol sky blue FF dye in order that bleoching rates could be checked more accurately. 
XPresent. 
+No observed effect- 
liquid) and inorganic compounds (Reference 
A10). (In this review liquid phototropes will not 
be presented.) Chalkley found solid organic 
phototropes among the following classes of com- 
pounds: hydrazones, osazones, fulgides, stilbenes, 
substituted biphenyl disulfides, and substituted 
biphenyl disulfoxides. Unfortunately he pi+ 
sented no information on the absorption shifts 
expected from these compounds. Fatigue effects 
were present in organic phototropes, but without 
significant chemical change; whereas for inorganic 
phototropes fatigue effects were accompanied by 
drastic chemical changes. I t  is open to specula- 
tion, therefore, whether or not antifatigue com- 
pounds could be incorporated into certain 
organic phototropes. Salicylidene aniline is a 
notable exception; i.e., it is phototropically 
stable. 
Chalkley briefly discussed a few inorganic 
phototropes-lithium amide, zinc oxide with zinc 
sulfide, and mercurous iodide with silver iodide. 
Lithi~m ~rnide; which derives its phototropism 
from the reaction, 
was not discussed with regard to color change or 
phototropic stability. RIixtures containing zinc 
oxide and zinc sulfide change from white to black 
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in the presence of sunlight and moisture; the reverse reaction requires oxygen. The phototropic re- 
action of the mixture of mercurous iodide with silver iodide was written: 
l i g h t  
HgI (green)  + AgI (yellow) HgIz ( r e d )  + Ag (b lack)  
arkness 
Unfortunately, information on possible fatigue 
effects and absorption shifts was not presented. 
Phototropes were reported to have produced 
more thermoelectric power and exhibited the 
photoelectric effect to a greater extent than 
compounds of similar constitution which were not 
phototropic. 
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THEKMOPHOTOTROPISM IN CORTICATED 
ALKALINE EARTH TITANATES* 
J. B. SCHUTT AND J. A. COWlYY 
D. R. L E P P ~  
A comparison of acidic and acidic-to-basic impurity introduction on the thermophototropic 
behavior of the alkaline earth titanates is presented. The latter is a new method of introducing 
impurities into alkaline earth titanates which will be described here. It involves the synthesis 
of a photoactive titanate from a previously synthesized titanate or titanyl oxalate. This method 
gave a considerably enhanced absorptivity change for barium titanate, but proved to be much 
lees effective for the titanates of calcium and strontium. In all cases the slurries were made 
alkaline with alkali metal hydroxides. For barium titanate the optimum alakalinity was ob- 
tained with 10 mole percent sodium hydroxide, which led to the conrlusion that the phenomenon 
is a surface one in which the alkali metal oxide corticates the surfaces of the host crystals. 
INTRODUCTION 
In the rather large group of photochemically 
active materials which have been categorized ac- 
cording to their optical properties, there exist. 
many materials which change color when exposed 
to light of certain wavelengths. This phenome- 
non is referred to in its broadest sense as "photo- 
tropy."$ The additional property of immediate 
color reversal with the removal of illumination is 
usi~ally implied. but is not satisfied, ipso jacto, by 
all phototropes. The alkaline earth titanates 
(with the exception of magnesium) provide an 
example. The speed of their change in color de- 
pends on their temperature. At room tempera- 
ture they revert to their original color imper- 
ceptibly slowly. For instance, a decrease of 2 to 
3 percent in the absorptivity of barium titanate a t  
room temperature requires approximately 3 weeks. 
However, an exposed sample heated to 300°C re- 
I turns to its original color in about 30 min. There- 
fore, a graph for barium titanate of the functional 
dependence of coloration on temperature gives a 
broad curve which extends from about zero 
to several hundred degrees centigrade. Conse- 
*Published rn NASA Technical Xote S t S 0 6 .  June 1964. 
tTAAG Deaiigns, Inc. hlr. Lepp did mearch work for this paper 
under contract NAS523p3 held by TAAG Designs. Inc., College Park, 
XIaryland. 
tChalkIey. L.. Jr., "Phototr~~y." Chem. Rev. 6:217-280, 1929. 
I 
quently, the alkaline earth titanates are not photo- 
tropic in the same sense as organics and metal 
organics (which bleach at  room temperature). 
Materials such as the alkaline earth titanates are 
called thermophototropes. 
This paper reports a new procedure for the syn- 
thesis of a photoactive titanate from a previously 
synthesized titanate-a procedure which causes a 
considerably enhanced thermophototropic activity 
for the barium analog. I t  is appropriate to men- 
tion briefly other possible s_ynthetic approaches. 
One is to dissolve a salt (impurity), usuaiiy a 
chloride, in distilled water and dilute this solution 
to such a volume that, when it is slurried with the 
titanate, a free flowing mixture is formed. Uni- 
form distribution is then assured. A less con- 
venient method involves wet or dry grinding of 
the impurity with the titanate. Identical proce- 
dures are suitable for use with the hydrated titanyl 
oxalates. Still another technique involves the co- 
precipitation of the impurity with a titanyl oxa- 
late as part of the synthetic procedure. 
McNevin and Ogles have reported quaiitative 
results on the thermophototropic behavior of the 
alkaline earth titanates. The work was repeated 
here in order to establish quantitatively the extent 
of the photoresponse. 
QXIacNexin. W. XI., and Ogle. P. R.. "Phototropy of the Alkaline 
Earth Titanates." J. Amer. Chem. Soc. 76: 3846-3848, 1954. 
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THE ADDITION OF IMPURITIES 
Initially, barium titanate was slurried with the Table 1 
&loride impurities. The resultant mixture was Comparison of the Absorptivity Changes of BaTiO, with 
dried, pressed, and fired for 1 hr a t  1100°C. The 
titanates were synthesized via the oxalate process: 
TiC14+H20-+TiOCl2+2HCl, 
TiOC12+BaClz-tBa(TiO)C14, 
Ba(TiO)C14+2(NH4)2C204+H20+ 
Ba(Ti0) (C204)2.H20 +4NH4Cl. 
The conversion to a titanate was accomplished a t  
1100°C in 4 hr. Previous to firing, the hydrated 
titanyl oxalate was slurried with VOC13, CrC13, 
FeC13, NiC12, CuC12, and ZnCl2 a t  a level of 
0.0'2 mole percent. After firing, samples of the 
titanate were reslurried separately with solutions 
of elements in the first transition series. The ex- 
posures were carried out under a mercury lamp, C0 '' + NaoH 
rich in the violet and near ultraviolet wavelengths, 
for 24 hr. 1 N i  " + NaOH 
ABSORPTIVITY CHANGES FOR VARIOUS 
IMPURITIES 
r 2  CU" + NaOH 
4i 1 4; I 1 The results of the spectrophotometric studies Z n t 2  are given in Table 1 for selected wavelengths. In an effort to find a scheme for the incorporation of ~ n "  + NaOH 11 44 4 5 33 
impurities into the titantes, it seemed appropriate 
to look for synergisms. V+3. 6 ,  Cr+3, Fe+3, and 1 gives the reflectance curves for lithium, potas- 
Mn+39 +4 would be expected to predominantly sium, and sodium added to this mixture, from 0.35 
replace Ti+4, and Cof2, Cuf2, and Zn+2 the alka- to 0 . 7 ~ .  In  this and the following figures the 
line earth metal. Thus it appeared that syner- upper set of curves represents bleached samples 
gistic effects could be produced through simul- and the lower set darkened samples. (In all the 
taneous replacement of titanium and barium with figures and tables the alkali metals were added a t  
cations carrying different ionic charges than that the level of 10 mole percent unless otherwise 
on the cation to be replaced. To this end, the stated). 
alkali metals were chosen. The results are given 
in Table 1 for barium hitanate with sodium hy- - 
droxide a t  the 10 mole percent level. They are 80 - 
compared with the corresponding sample pre- A m -  
pared without sodium hydroxide. The hydrox- 
ide was normally added by reslurring the doped 
sample; vanadium was added simultaneously with 
sodium by means of the pervanadate. Broadly, Y - 
therefore, Table 1 is a comparison of impurity ac- 0.35 0 .4  0.45 0.5 0.55 0 .6  0.65 0.7 
tivity in an acidic titanate with that in a basic WAVELENGTH ( u )  . . 
titanate. 
FIGURE 1.-A comparison of the colorations of impure In an effort find Out whether the enhanced barium titanate with 10 mole percent additions of 
photoactivity was synergistic, barium titanate lithium (unbroken curve), potassium (dashed curve), 
wax mixed with sodium hydroxidc alonc. Figure and sodium (dotted curve). 
GENERAL 1181 
WAVELENGTH ( p )  
FIGURE 2.-A comparison of the coloration of barium 
titanyl oxalate with 10 mole percent of sodium added 
(unbroken curve) and barium titanate with impurities 
and 10 mole percent of sodium added. 
Figure 2 shows curve for barium titanate with 
the impurities V, Cr, Fe, and Mn and 10 mole 
percent sodium as before, and curves for the addi- 
tion of sodium to the oxalate. Figure 3 is a 
comparison of the addition of sodium in hydrox- 
ide and carbonate forms. The enhanced photo- 
activity found for the carbonate cannot stem from 
the ease of calcination of sodium carbonate versus 
the ease of dehydration of sodium hydroxide, 
since the heat of formation of the former is about 
twice that of the latter. More likely, the en- 
hancement can be attributed to a lack of decom- 
position, which gives a relatively dense electron 
environment. 
WAVELENGTH ( p  ) 
FIGURE 3.-A comparison of the colorations of impure 
barium titanate with 10 mole percent additions of 
sodium hvdroxide (broken curve) and sodium carbonate. 
In an effort to establish an approximate opti- 
mum concentration for sodium in barium titanate, 
the mole percent was varied from 2 to 30 while the 
samples were fked at 1100°C for 1 hr. The results 
are presented in Table 2, which shows that 10 mole 
percent is optimum. Samples with the optimum 
concentration for sodium were fired according to 
Table 2 
Absorptivity Increments of Impure BaTiO, for the 
Addition of Various Concentrations of Sodium. 
1 
Absorptivity Change 
(percent) Concentratim 8 I 
Table 3 
(molepercent) 
2 
5 
Absorptivity Changes of the BaTi0,-Na,O System 
under Various Firing Conditions. 
1 Absorptivity Change 
A = 0 . 4 ~  
6 
9 
Conditions 
820°C for 1 hr 
820°C for 3 hr 
the schedules in Table 3. The optimum firing 
~ondit~ions turned out to be 1 hr and in the range 
950-1100°C. Samples were made wiill lii:li-ilm 
and potassium additions, under the optimum con- 
ditions for sodium addition to barium titanate. 
These were compared with the sodium addition 
and the results are presented in Figure 1. Lithium 
addition gave the least response. Additions of 
sodium and potassium gave similar responses, but 
initially the sample with potassium colored more 
rapidly than that with sodium. 
Identical synthetic procedures were carried out 
for calcium and strontium tianates, i. e., V, Cr, 
Mn, and Fe were added to the respective uxdates 
and this was followed by repeated additions of 
sodium to the titanate. After drying, the alkali 
metals were added and the mixtures were fired. 
The results are given in Table 4. Sodium and 
potassium increased the overall photoactivity in 
calcium but did not increase the photoactivity 
when added to strontium. Lithium inhibited the 
A = 0.5p 
30 
50 
950°C for 1 hr 
110O0C for 1 hr 
(percent) 
A = 0 . 6 ~  
26 
47 
A = 0 . 4 p A = 0 . 5 p  
4 
3 
6 
7 
A - 0.7p 
17 
36 
43 
48 
46 
45 
A =  
37 
44 
43 
42 
0 . 6 p A = 0 . 7 p  
27 
33 
32 
3 1  
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Table 4 
Absorptivity Changes (percent) of Sodium-Doped CaTiO , and Sodium-Doped SrTiO, Systems at Various 
Wavelengths for the Introduction of Different Substances. 
overall response. The impure sample was a com- 
mercial alkaline earth titanate which was included 
for the sake of comparison. 
Addition 
Na 
K 
Li 
Impure 
CONCLUSION 
The addition of sodium or potassium ions to 
impure barium titanate enhances the overall ther- 
'-. 
~ ~ v ~ ~ ~ u i u i ~ ~ o p i ~  responst. ,-,,~;lt: ;a v el or aaai- 
tion was of such a magnitude that it precluded 
doping in the semiconc'.clctor sense, it seems rea- 
sonable to assume thtk the alkali metals are pri- 
marily surface activr: and do not predominately 
enter internal lattice positions. Consequently, 
they corticate the surfaces of the titanate host 
Absorptivity Change (percent) 
microcrystals. Lithium gave the least optica 
response and was temporarily the slowest with 
respect to the rate of coloration. For potassium 
coloration was nearly as great as for sodium and 
darkening proceeded more rapidly than for sodium 
during the initial stages. Since the ionic radius 
of potassium, 1.33A. is nwrlv idontinnl +- A'-?+ :f 
barium, 1.35A, the replacement of barium by 
nOtRSSil,,,, ;E f0.7nrnrl ----- 1 ..,..,."AA . . V J  "UUlUlll  
(0.95A). Since sodium can measurably increase 
the coloration, compared with potassium, it fol- 
lows that Goldschmidt's Rules are only approxi- 
mately obeyed for the surface-derived phenomenon 
of thermophototropism. 
- 
CaTiO, 
A = 0 . 4 ~  A = 0 . 5 ~  A = 0 . 6 ~  A = 0 . 7 ~  
8 25 26 23 
6 2 1 19 14 
- - - - 
6 13 13 9 
SrTiO, 
A = 0 . 7 ~  
9 
10 
8 
8 
A = 0 . 6 ~  
14 
15 
11 
14 
1 
A = 0 . 4 ~  
10 
13 
9 
19 
A = 0 . 5 ~  
17 
18 
13 
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